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''The new
top-of the-line
Dell System 325 is
a flagship 'UXYrth
puttingout in front
of the flee t."
1;·/11'11<lry /.l . /%'9

THE DELL SYSTEM.' 310
ZO MHz386.
The besr combin ~1tion nf perfLlrmancl'
omd value available in its class.
STANDARD FEATURES:
• Inrel 80386 microprocessor running
at 20 MHz.
· C hoice of I MB, 2 MB, or4 MB
,,fRAM * expandable w 16 MB (llsing

a dedicmed high-speed 32-bir 1ncm~1ry
slot) .
• Aclvanccd Imel 82 385 Cache Memory
Controller with 32 KB of high speed
static RAM cache.
• H1ge mude intcrlc:wcd memory

mchirccrure.
• VGA systems incllldc a high perform·
ance 16-bir video adapter.
• Socket for 20 MHz Intel 80387
or 20 MHz WEITEK 3167 math
coprocessor.
• 5.25" 1. 2 MBur 3.5" 1. 44 MB diskette
drive.

• Dllal Jiskette and hard drive controller.
• Enhanced 101-key keyboard.
• I para llel and 2 serial ports.
• 200-wart power supply.
• 8 industry standard cxpansiun slors

(6 available).
..Lease for as ~u us SIJllmonth.
£::. ExwulcdSeniicc Plant1ricingswrtsat $Z5 J.

40 MB TTL Monochiume 5)'stcm
40 MB VGA Cok>r PlusS\'stcm
100 MB VGA Color Plus SyS1em
100 MB Super VGA Cok>r System
(800x600)

$3.599
$4,099
$4,699
$4, 799

Prices listed reflect I MB of RAM. 150
and 322 MB hard dri ve configurations
also available.
*Pcrfmincmce Enlumccmcnts (Sy.~wms 325,
310, 316 and 220): uri1hin the firs! mcgab)·1c
of mcrnory, 384 KB of nlC'flWI)' is rcserued /or
wic by the system to <.•nlumcc f>c1fonnancc.
4 MB cmt{igurut ions mwlabtc on
S)'Sl(.'JHS .
Cull for pricing.

au

Expandable, afforcfable access to 386
archicecrure.
STANDARD FEATURES:
• Intel 80386SX microprocessor nmning
at 16MHz.
• C hoice of I MB, 2 MB, or 4 MB
of RAM * expandable to 16 MB (8 MB
on the system board).
• P.1gc mode imerlcaved memory
archiccccurc.
• VGA systems include a high perform·
ance 16-bit video adapter.
• LI M 4.0 support for memory ove r I MB.
• Socket for 16 MHz Imel 80387SX
marh coprocessor.
• 5.25" 1.2 MB or 3.5'' 1.44 MB diskette
drive.
• lntegmred high perfom1ance hard disk
dri ve inrerfacc and diskecre conrroller
on system board. (ESDI based systems
inclllde a hard disk controller.)
• Enhanced IOI-key keyboard .
• I para llel and 2 serial pons.
• 200-watt power supply.
• 8 industry scandard ex pansion sloes
( 7available).
**Lcrue far ru low as $98/month.
6 Ettended &-n.U:e Pim pricing"'"'-' ar $234 .

40 MB TTL Mon\lchrome S\'srem
40 MB VGA Color Plus S\'stem
100 MB VGA Color Plus System
100 MB Super VGA Color Sysrem
(800x 600)

$Z ,699
$3, 199
$3, 799
$3 .899

THE DELL SYSTEM'" 220
20 MHz286.
Ir's fosrcr rh<ln many 386 compurers,
and has a smaller fi..,o rprinr.
STA N DARD FEAT URES:
• 80286 mic rl1proccsstJr running m
20 MHz.
· C hoice of I MB, 2 MB,or4 MB
<JfR AM* expandable to 16 MB (8 MB
on sysrem bomd) .
• Page mode inrcrlcaved memory
archirccrurc.
• LIM 4.0support for memory over I MB.
•Integrated diskette and VGA video
conrroller tm sysrcm bo;ird .
• Socket for I me! 80287 math coprocessor.
• O ne 3.5" 1.44 MB diskette dri ve.
• lnregrared high performance hard disk
inrerfoce on sysce1n board.
• Enhanced 101-key kc)'board.
•I parallel and 2 serial ports (integrated
on sysccm bu;ird) .
• 3 full -sizeJ 16-bit AT expansion slots
ava ilable.
**Ume form Iowas $109hnmuh.
lJ. £'1t.'ntled St,.,'l-ice Pl.un tnlcing starts at $264.

40 MB VGA Munuchromc 5)'stem
40 MB VGA Color Plus S\'stem
100 MB VGA Monochrome System
100 MB VGA Color Plus S\'srcm

$Z ,999
$3 .299
$3 .599
$3 ,899

Prices listed rcflccr I MB of RAM .
Exremal 5.25" 1. 2 MBdiskcrte drivc
ava ilable.

Prices listed rcOcct I MB ufR AM. 150
and 322 MB llard drive ClmfigumrilmS
also available.

THE NEW DELL SYSTEM®210
12.5 MHz 286.
The price says chis is an enrry-lcvel sys·
rem. TI1e perfonnances.1ys ic's a !or more.
STANDARD FEATURES:
• 80286 microprocessor runni ng ac
12. 5 MHz.
• C hoiceof51 2 KB. 640 KB, tt I MB,
m 2 MB of RAM expa ndable ro 16 MB
(6 MB lln syste m board).
• Fhge mt1de inccrleavcd mcml)I)'
archicecture.
•LI M 4.0 support for memory over 640 KB.
• lnregrated diskette and high perform·
ance 16-bit VGA video comrolleron
syscem board.
• Socket for Intel 80287 math
Ct1processor.
• 5.25" 1.2 MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB diskette
J rive.
• lnregmred high performance hard disk
interface on sysrcm bn<trd .
• Enhanced 101-key key(>oard.
• I parallel and 2 seria l ports.
• 3 full -sized 16-hit AT expansion skus
avai lable.
" Lease for as Iowas S64hnonth .
6 Extended Service Planf>ridngstarts at $J90.

20 MB VGA Monochrome S\'stem
20 MB VGA Color Plus S\'stem
40 MB VGA Monochru me S)'stem
40 MB VGA Color PlusSysrcm

$1,699
$I, 999
$1.899
$2 ,199

Prices lisred reflect 512 KB of RAM.
1"t640 KB versions of the above systems
are available for an additional $80.
100 MB hard drive configurations also
avai lable.

All prices anJ :i.pecifications:m· suhjcct tu change withm11 nor ice. Dell cannot bt• rcsponsib!t· for crrnrs in rypoj.!1.1phy or photography. *"'Paymt·ms
baseJ on a 36·momh open-end lease:. t Ll."asingarrnng1..'ll hy Leasi n~ Group, Ir 1c. In C1nada. config urarions and prices wil I \ ';'IT'): DELL SYSTEM is a
n.."gisren.."CI rraJcmark of Ddl Computcr Corporarion. Micnisofr. MS, MS-OOS and XEN I X ~1 re n..-gisrcrt'li rmJcmarks 0\\111..-d t..,.,, Micmsof! Corp. Imel
is a rcgisrcrcd tradema rk; 386 and 386SX :lre 1radcmark-;oflnrd Curpor.l[ion. UNIX is a rcgisrerr.: d rradcmark of AT&T Ddl UN IX Sysrt•m V b
bas...""Cl 0n INTIRACTIVESys1cmsCorpurarion's J86'ix."' 'Sii.'llifil!S rra<lr.:marks ofcmiriesrn h(·r rhan Dd l ComputcrCorpor.uion. 6.Sc:rvicc pmvide<l
by Xerux C.>rpuracion. S.:,rvicc in rcmnic locmions will incur additional tr..l\'el charges. © 1989 Ckll Computer Corporarion. All righ[S rcserve.. I.

SAVE NOW ON THE DELL SYSTEM®325 25 MHz 386.
AN EVEN BETTER VALUE AT THESE NEW LOW PRICES.
STANDARD FEATURES:
•Intel 80386 microprocessor nmning at 25 MHz.
• Choice of l MB, 2 MB, or 4 MB of RAM *
expandable to 16 MB (using a dedicated high
speed 32-bit memory slot) .
• Advanced Intel 82385 Cache Memory
Controller with 32 KB ofh.igh speed static
RAM cache.
• Page mode interleaved memory architecture.
• VGA systems include a high perfom1ance 16-bit
video adapter.
• Socket fo r 25 MHz Imel 80387 or 25 MHz
WEITEK 3167 math coprocessor.
• 5.25" L2 MB or 3.5"1.44 MB diskette drive.
• Dual diskette and hard drive controller.

•Enhanced 101-key keyboard.
• 1 parallel and 2 serial ports.
• 200-watt power supply.
• 8 industry standard expansion slots (6 available).
**Lea.se fora.s low a.s $178 /month.
.6 Ettended Service Plan pricing stares at $370.

40 MB VGA Monochrome System

$4, 899

100 MB VGA Color Plus System

$5, 799

100 MB Super VGA Color System (800x600) $5,899
150 MB Super VGA ColorSystem (800x600) $6,399
Prices listed reflect 1 MB of RAM . 322 MB
h ard drive configurations also available.
All syscems are />huwgmphed wic/1 u/>rior url extras.

AD CODE NO. llEL9

Technically speaking, the Dell
System®325 is one of the most ad
vanced 386'" computers ava ilable.
And, according to PC Magazine,
it's one of the most advanced 386
computers they've ever tested .
In benchmark after
benchmark, the 25 MHz Dell
System 325 ran c ircles around

systems. A field that
included the
Compaq' 386/25.
A sho\.v of prowess
that earned the System
325 PC Magaz ine's
Editor's C ho ice award.
It was a goal we set for
o urselves fro m the very
beginn ing. And an
objective anyone with a
penchant fo r power and
performance can
appreciate.

THE FIRST PERSONAL
COMPUTER THAT'S
REALLY PERSONAL.
Of the more than 150,000
personal computers we've sold
to date, each one has been
individually configured to fit
the needs of its owner.
The System 325 takes that idea

to its logical extreme.
For example, it runs either
MS-DOS,' MS ~OS/2, or our own
Dell UNIX• System V Which is
compatible with-AT&T's System
V Interface Definition. And the
world of XEN IX®applications.
If speed is of the essence, we
can include an optional Intel"'

math coprocessor. And
since nothing about this
system is lightweight, the
standard mass storage is
a 100 MB h ard disk drive.
Or we can con£igure it
with a 40, 150 or 322 MB
hard drive.
A s you might expect,
the o utput is just as
intense. You can choose
between VGA Mono
chrome with

paper-white screen, VGA Color
Plus, or Super VGA for high
resolution colors displayed on a
larger screen.
Even though the 325 gives
you all this performance, it still
leaves you six open slots for
whatever else you might want
to add.
And once you've told
us what you want, we'll
make sure what you want
works-by burning-in the
entire system unit.

just how they're sold but how
they're supported.
Overkill was one description
used in a recent PC Week article.
Perhaps.
But then, we think you' ll
agree, when something goes
wrong, you want as much help
as possible, right?

MAYBE YOU
SHOULDN'T BUY

ONE AFTER ALL.

No matter how many reasons
we give you to buy a Dell system,
sometimes it makes more sense
to lease one instead.
Whether you need a single
computer, or an entire office

COMPUTER

RETAILERS ARE
NO KNOWS.
There are some good
reasons computer retailers
won't know much about
the System 325.
First, with all the new and
increasingly sophisticated
systems they have to keep up
with on a daily basis, you
can hardly expect them to
know everything.
Second, because Dell sells
direct.
Which means you now have
the unique opportunity to talk
directly with the people who
make them. And ask things like,
"What is page mode interleaved
memory?" or, "How much SIMM
RAM should I add?"
In other words, the kinds of
details that are important to
people who make computers and
people who use them.
So dealing direct not only
can save you up to the 35%
mark-up, but 100% of the
frustration.

WE COME WHEN
WE'RE CALLED.

One of the things that very
clearly sets Dell systems apart
from other computers is not

Which is why every Dell
system comes with a toll-free
technical support line and self
diagnostic software. We're able to
solve 90% of all problems right
over the phone. The other 10%
receive next-day, .deskside service.
Thanks to our new alliance with
Xerox Corporation.
And you get all this help for
a full year-whenever you need
it- at no extra charge ?
As you've probably guessed,
one of the things that drives us
most is customer satisfaction.
So we'd like to give you the
ultimate guarantee:
Try a System 325 in your office
for a month. Run your roughest
applications. Put it through its
paces, at your pace. If you're not
completely satisfied, send it back
anytime within 30 days. And we'll
refund your money.
No questions asked.
Circle 105 on Reader Service Card

full, there is a leasing plan for
your business that is just like
100% financing.
And just as we can custom
configure your computers, we can
see to it you get a custom designed
lease plan to fit your exact business
needs.t A fact that has not gone
unnoticed. Especially by the
Fortune 500. Over half of whom
now own or lease Dell systems.
And just as we welcome
their business, we welcome your
business, too.
Just call us, roll-free. And don't
be afraid to ask us the tough
questions.
That's the part we like best.

DELL
COMPUTER
-----
CORPORATION
TO ORDER, CALL

800-426-5150
IN CANADA. CA LL SCXJ.387-5752
IN GERMANY. CALL06!03170I!OO
IN THE UK., CALLOSOO 414535

•

P C MAGAZINE, January 1989,
"In a field of powerh ouse machin es
!here can only he one winner, and
ALR's FlexCache is ii ."

At ALR, we will never rest on our la ure ls. We strive to be the best, as
proven by our past ac hievements. Now with the introduction of the
new ALR PowerCac he 4TM, we've des igned a system that is far
beyond compari son. Again , we have taken PC-microprocessing power
a step further by des igning a unique proprietary PowerCache 4 cache
controller using ALR's custom ASIC chips which deliver the fastest
process ing speed ever.

More important, PowerCache 4 is the first PC to fully utili ze 128-bit
burst mode and a "read and write-bac k" I28KB cache design , provid
INFO WORLD, July 1989 ,
ing a better than zero wait state performance as compared to the i386.
"A LR Sys /ems Un leash 486 Power. Th e
Furthermore, the ALR PowerCache 4 is I 00% JBJ'v1Ri PS/2TM Micro
PowerCache 4 shin es in !h e CPU
ChanneJTM_compatible supporting bu s mastering devices and giving

specific por1io11 of the l11f0World Au10
ma1ed Benchmark Test, gaining a score
ALRM130
A LR M 150, M350
of 16.3."

PC WEEK, July 1989,
"Based on a series of benchmarks run
las/ week 0 11 Advanced Logic Research ,
fil e. 's IHOIO!ype 486 desktop sys/em,
ALR will enter the 486 marke1 wi1h a
ban g."

IBMM70-A21

Deskto p

M650 Floor-Standing

Power Plattorm™

CPU

25 MHz i486

25 MHz i486

25 MHz i486

Bus

MCA

MCA

MCA

External
Cache

128 KB cache
Read and Write-Bock

128 KB cache
Read and Write -Bock

None

Video
Opt. on
board

640x480
1024x768

640x480
1024x768

640x480
None

l/ OSlots

6 expansion slots

6 expansion slots

3 expansion slots

1-full height
2- 112·-height
2-3 I /2' drives

3-3 I / 2' drives

4-3 1/2'
Storage
Expansion
Disk
Capacity

130 MB-260 MB

150 MB-650 MB

110 MB

Price

$9.990

Starting at
$11 .490

$12.990

California A 11za-Borrego
Desert State Park
(Ct1 n11011hall-.'ilwped sandstone,
Thc'.\·e co11crc'l io11s t ll"l'
formed of 011io11-ski11 layers of
mi11erals resistam ro '' rosion .)

iJ86™systefil in·the world.
from~the leader in 386 technology.
.··

-

,

•

-•

-

-

TM

you a more efficient system for a variety of multi -user and fileserver
applications. Like most ALR computers, the PowerCache 4 is a truly
balanced system. The fastest power is achi eved by enhancing our
PowerCache 4 design with the industry's fastest di sk drives and inter
face. The PowerCache 4 systems come standard with a high-speed
15MHz ESDI and 32 KB hard disk cache on the disk controller.
What more could you poss ibly need.
It's no wonder ALR remains ahead of the pack with our innovative
design experti se. As far back as 1986, we've been recogni zed in the
industry as a leader in performance. Recently , the hi ghly acclaimed
386/220 won us "Best of 1987" from PC Magazine. 1988 brought us
the honor of receiving the PC Magazine Award for Techni ca l Excel
lence for designing the industry' s most advanced cache architecture.
As for 1989 we've already begun to excite the industry with the
PowerCache 4.
Now , what else would you expect from a company who is so com
mitted to innovation and high-performance technology that we take
you a step beyond. At ALR, we are concerned with your process ing
needs. Our technical support staff is avai lable to assist you by one
simple phone call. All our systems are backed by a one year war
ranty. Call today for more information on the new PowerCache 4 and
the name of an authorized resell er nearest yo u.

1-800-444-4ALR

PowerCach e 4 is the first PC to fully utilize
128-bit burst mode a11d a "read a11d write
back" 128KB cache desig11, providing
better than zero wait state performa11ce as
compared to th e i386.

l&~-

G£~i~;::.~~.::
Adva nced Logic Research, Inc.
9401 Jeronimo Irvine, CA 92718
(714) 581-6770 FAX: (714) 581-9240
For our Ca nadian office:
1-800-443-4CAN
For ou r UK office:
0 635-521 844 FAX: 0 635-521 844
Fo r our Singapore:
(65) 258-1286 FAX: (65) 258-1285

ALR :md Adv:mccd Logic Research, Inc. arc rcgislcrcd 1radcmarks. PowcrCachc 4 is a registe red tnickmark of Advanced Logic Research. Inc. IBM and PC. PS/2, Micro C han nel arc rcgi s1crcd
tradcm:irks of lnicm:11ional Business Machines Corporation. Intel. 3li6 and i4S6 are regi stered trademarks of Imel Corporation .

Circle 23 011 Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 24)
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PRODUCTS IN PERSPECTIVE
49

What's New

81

Short Takes
Excel for OS/2 with
Presentation Manager,
Microsoft's spreadsheet for OS/2
Cornerstone SinglePage XL,
a monitor for desktop publishing
Prograph 1.2, /
a pictorial development system
from Gunakara Sun Systems
TekColor for the Macintosh,
a color-matching system
f ram Tektronix
FormWorx System 2, an updated
forms-processing package

178

Product Focus:
The Brains Behind the Graphics
by Steve Apiki, Howard Eglowstein,
and Rick Grehan
The BYTE Lab looks at 11 intelligent
graphics controllers that bring new
speed and flexibility to PC graphics.

201

DEC's RISC Powerhouse
by Ben Smith and Rob Mitchell
The DECstation 3100 shows strength
as a number-crunching workstation .

211

The LAN Terminal Alternative
by Bill Catchings
and Mark L. Van Name
Looking for a diskless PC? These two
80286-based machines from Wyse
and Tele Video might fit your needs .

219

LAN Aid: Mac Booster Modules
by Tom Thompson
Enhanced connection modules
from Dayna and TOPS offer a boost
for LocalTalk networks .

225

DAT Drive Eases Mac Backups
by Don Crabb
GigaTrend's pioneering DAT drive
helps monied Mac users easily store
gigabytes of data.

233

X.25 Pads Performance
by Steph en Satchell
Hayes' X.25 modem produces
installation headaches, but its
accuracy and speed are worth
the fuss .

153

Macinations:
~~~
i....."'1
. .I
Research la Mac
by Don Crabb
Don gets a new scientific
CD-ROM and uses the new Macs .

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
Two Affordable 486s
Psst! Wanna Buy
an 80486 Cheap?
by Michael E. Nadeau
and Frank Hayes
Cheetah ' s and ALR' s new 80486
systems offer more performance for
less money.

106

A PC in Your Pocket
by Nick Baran
The Poqet PC has all the power of
an IBM PC , yet it's as small as a
videocassette.

115

121

139

r· -:.!
147

4

Down to Business:
Serving Business
by Wayne Rash Jr.
Sharing a database doesn't
require a mainframe anymore.
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EISA Arrives
by Nick Baran
page 93
Introducing the
Hewlett-Packard Vectra
386, one of the first
EISA machines.

Computing at Chaos Manor:
The Installation Blues
by Jerry Pournelle
Jerry looks at disk-based
reference materials, a
floppy disk controller, and
educational software.
The Unix /bin:
Customizing for Comfort
by David Eiedler
A series of environment
variables let you tailor Unix
to your own liking .

COVER STORY

159

'.

167

a

OS/2 Notebook:
Getting Your
Priorities Straight
by Mark J. Minasi
Fine-tuning OS/2's
multitasking priorities .
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Net Works:
.ll .. ~~
Everyone into the Pool
by Barry Nance
The most common LAN gateways
are "modem-pooling" devices
used over common dial-up lines.

COVER PHOTOGRAPHY: MEL LINDSTROM/COVER INSERT: PAUL AVIS © 1989

REGIONAL SECTION
begins after page 80

241

Ease into Mac Programming
by Ray Valdes
Master the Mac Interface with
Prototyper from SmethersBarnes.

247

microExplorer in Action!
by Alex Lan e
Texas Instruments' microExplorer
turns the Mac II into a Lisp machine.

255

265

271

287

299

307

323

341

342
350

The ABCs of Digital Type
by John Collins
The advent of digital type has
brought variety , flexibility, and
a few problems to publishing.

411

Mach: The Model for Future Uni x
by Avadis Tevanian Jr.
and Ben Smith
Will a new, object-oriented
kernel change the fac e of Unix?

For Power Users Only
by Edward Reno
Lotu s 1-2-3 release 3 .0 has a lot
of welcome changes, but did Lotus
go far enough?

417

Alpha Four:
No Programming Required
by Malcolm C. Rubel
Alpha Four from Alpha Software
provides a menu-driven alternative
to dBASE file formats.

Under the Hood: Inside EISA
by L. Brett Glass
The Extended Industry Standard
Architecture emerges from the lab
to challenge IBM ' s Micro Channel
Architecture.

427

Some Assembly Required:
Two Tin Cans and Some String,
Part2
by Rick Grehan
The investigation of network
interfaces continues, this time with
the popular NetBIOS .

The Power of the Press
by Jon Udell
Interleaf s Technical Publishing
Software 4.0 for Unix systems is a
peek at high-end publishing.
Reviewer' s Notebook
Three price/performance systems,
tools that make Windows painless ,
a mouse for 1-2-3, and more.

HANDS ON

A New Twist on a n Old Technology/380

DEPARTMENTS
361

DOS at RISC
by Colin Hunter
and John Banning
Binary por ting lets you run DOS
applications on the latest Uni x
workstations.

371

Clearing the Air
by Bill Blagdan
Some 32-bit software issues to
consider, including 80386-specific
versus 32-bit software and various
aspects of OS/2.

IN DEPTH
296

403

Introduction:
32 Bits and Above
Are 32 Bits Enough?
by Steve Krueger
One prediction for the future .
Seeking a Wide Berth
by Ron Sartore
Wider memory isn't necessarily
faster memory.
Revenge of the CISCs
by Michael Slater
and John H. Wharton
Will the 80486 and the 68040 , heirs
to the dynasties built by Intel and
Motorola, slow the RISC bandwagon?
A Virtual Crowd
Learn how PC , Mac, and Unix
systems let you use your hard disk
as program memory.
Virtual Memory:
The Next Generation
by Robert Moote
Mac VM Revealed
by Phil Goldman

376

Upward Mobility
Turn your present computer into
a 32-bit powerhouse.

8
17
32
47
475
484
488

Editorial: What Slump?
Microbytes
Letters and Ask BYTE
Chaos Manor Mail
Coming Up in BYTE
Print Queue
Stop Bit

474
476
478

Editorial Index by Company
Alphabetica l Index to Advertisers
Index to Advertisers
by Product Category
Inquiry Reply Cards: after 480

READER SERVICE

PROGRAM LISTINGS
FEATURES
380

391

A New Twist
on an Old Technology
by Jay Bretzmann
With agreements on digita l audio tape
near, manufact urers are teaching an
old technology new tricks.
Paper, Magnets, and Light
by Robert R. Gaskin
A quick tour through almost JOO
years of off-line computer mass
storage.

From BIX: See 400
From BYTEnet:
call (617) 861-9764
On disk:
See card after 416
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Future Fortune Com.

Consolidared Balance Sheet

Assets

1988

1987

·

~

1986

·. Future Fortune Company

$132,546
$104,668
Current Assets
$6
$91,787
Accounts Receivabler;=::;::====::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;!:;=::;;:;!;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;!:;;:;:==~~::=;;::::;;:::;::~~
Inventories
=
..[). 'fr
Other
file fd i t ~ra w Yi ew ~hange arrange l i ne
Total CUITent Assets
.e_attern I ext

Sales Volume to Trend

Other Assets
TOT AL ASSETS

Liabilities and Stock
Current Liability
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The trouble with usingWindows™ applications
every once in a while, is that you're onlyamazingly pro
ductive every once in a while.
This has got to stop.Which is why
thereS the Microsoft®Windows envi
ronment-thefirst and onlygraphical,
environment to let you work with
multiple Windows or DOS applica
tions without ever closing a single
file, or quitting a single program.
You may never see your
Cprompt again. Just give Microsoft Windows a 40-hour
work week and you'll be pointing, dicking, cutting,
pasting and flying through your work with the greatest
of ease. Cut from a spreadsheet and paste onto a word
processing document-without scissors and a copy
machine. Exchange infonnation, link files and programs,
then watch your data get updated automatically, or if
you prefer,at your command.
Call us at (800) 541-1261, Dept.J89 for more facts
about how Windows can open up doors, and for our free
Windows Shopping Catalog.
And see how the only way to get the most out of
your Windows, is to look into ours.

MiCIOSOlt®

Making it all make sense·

Customers inside the 50 United States, call (800) 541·1261, Dept. J89. ln Canada, call (416) 673·9811. Outside the
U.S. and Canada. call (206) 882·8661. © 1989 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microsoft and the Microsoft
logo are registered trademarks and Making it all makesense and Windows are trademarks of Microsoft Corpora1ion.
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Fred Langa

WHAT SLUMP?
The end of the year
produces a flood
of new products
ou've probably heard nay
sayers speaking of a slump in
the computer industry. One as
pect of a slump is a drop in
sales volume, a critical issue to vendors,
but not what matters most to end users.
Rather, it's the drop-off in innovation
and a slowing in the pace of product an
nouncements that can be unsettling to
those of us who are hungry for ways to
improve our own productivity and that of
our companies.
On toward midyear , there were three
or four months where nothing much
seemed to be happening . We saw some
minor upgrades arrive, some new niche
products emerge, a couple of disappoint
ing releases of long-delayed major prod
ucts, and a relative handful of really in
teresting, meaningful new products. I
don' t know about you, but toward the end
of the summer, I was thinking dark
thoughts about the state of innovation in
our industry.

Y

A Unix Workstation for Cheap
Innovation isn't limited to Intel-architec
ture machines , however. Although the
68040 is still not available to compete
against the 80486 , some nice 68030
based systems are appearing .
For example, Apollo (which is now a
subsidiary of Hewlett-Packard) recently
introduced the first full-featured 68030
based Unix (System V version 3) work
station priced at less than $4000.
The new Apollo Series 2500 personal
workstation "entry-level" system, which
lists for $3990, includes a 20-MHz Mo
torola 68030, a 68882 floating-point co
processor, 4 megabytes of RAM, and a
15-inch paper-white display with a maxi
mum resolution of 1024 by 780 pixels.
All the features of the 2500 are built onto
a single motherboard that is approxi
mately the size of a full-size IBM PC AT
board.
This model comes without a disk drive
because most 2500s will be networked:
Apollo built Ethernet, IBM Token Ring,
and Apollo Token Ring support into the
2500. (You can, however, add a drive if
you choose.)
Consulting editor Stan Miastkowski,
who covered the story for BYTEweek and
Microbytes Daily, reports that Apollo
hopes to ship the new system by the end
of this year .

50 EISA and/or 80486 Machines?
But with the arrival of fall, new products
and technologies are crawling out of the
oxide. Just one example: By the end of
this month, we expect to see something
like 50 new machines using either the
new Extended Industry Standard Archi
tecture bus or the 80486. Some, like the
Hewlett-Packard Vectra 486 machine
that appears on this month ' s cover, use
both.
Machines based on the 80486 are
springing up in such abundance that
we ' re already seeing price wars: See this
month's First Impressions of amazingly
low-cost 80486 boxes from Cheetah and
ALR.
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Chip Advances
There ' s some welcome act1v1ty at the
chip level, too, which portends some in
teresting new products in the not-too-dis
tant future .
For example, Intel announced a new
version of its 80960 embedded micropro
cessor, one that can execute up to three
instructions at a time. The result , accord
ing to Intel, is a 33-MHz CPU with a top
speed of nearly 100 million instructions
per second and a routine speed of some
66MIPS.
The microprocessor is likely to begin
showing up in some computation-inten
sive PC peripherals in the next year, in-

eluding scanners and laser-printer con
trollers . That should radically improve
the speed of laser printers when they're
printing using page-description lan
guages like Postscript.
Rival Motorola announced the 68302
Integrated Multi protocol Processor , a
low-power CMOS package that runs at
16.67 MHz and includes a 68000 proces
sor , a microcoded RISC-based commu
nications controller, three independent
serial 1/0 channels (each with two on
chip direct-memory-access channels),
RAM, and a special-purpose synchro
nous communications port that allows
the 68302 to interface directly with com
ponents like microcontrollers, digital
signal processors, and coders/decoders .
The 68302 will be used in a wide range of
applications, including LANs, fax ma
chines, modems , telephone switching
equipment, computer 1/0 systems, and
even satellite communications equip
ment.

Speaking of LANs ...
Recent LAN developments include some
amazing software from VXM : The soft
ware can transform a LAN into a paral
lel-processing "network supercom
puter." The software currently works
only on TCP/IP networks , but VXM says
the connected configuration can consist
of IBM PC compatibles, Macs, Unix
workstations, and mainframes.
VXM claims that using its software, a
25-node network of PCs and Macs can
deliver the effective processing power of
an IBM 3090 mainframe. With 25 RISC
workstations, you could have the power
of a Cray supercomputer, the company
says.
There's lots more-and that's the good
news . There is indeed lots more . The
midyear slowdown is over , and it looks
like we 're in for some interesting times
in the months ahead.
-FredLanga
Editor in Chief
(BIX name ''flanga")
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The least a local area networl~ can give you is time
for lunch.
Some food for thought.
Getting all the information from
all your equipment to all your people
can occupy all your time.
That's where the IBM 1oken-Ring
Network can help.
With our new 16-megabit band
width, it provides remarkable n ew
speed in moving everything from
bulk data to mail to graphic images.
IBM's 1oken-Ring Network fits
into most existing environments. It's
compatible with today's popular
softwa re, connecting your work
stations, including PCs and PS/2s<r
midrange computers, mainframes
and peripherals.
We've also designed it for reliabil
ity. With IBM softwa re, it's easy to
diagnose, isolate and correct prob
lems, without affecting the rest of
your network .
· It's another reason why no other
company connects more companies
with more equipment to more
people than IBM.
For more information on IBM
loca l area network solutions, contact
your local IBM Advanced Product
Dealer or your IBM marketing
representative.
We can help your entire organiza
tion run more smoothly and produc
tively. And that means you can devote
your time to other important matters.
Bon appetit.
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BORLAND'S TURBO C PROFESSIONAL

PC WEEK POLL: CCOMPILERS
Value Relative

Efficiency

78

86

72

70

93

78

74

76

68

67

70

63

63

69

60

58

76

Overall
Reliability

Complete of
Command
Descript.

Overall Perform.

TurboC 2.0
(Borland
International)

81

87

79

84

77

C Optimizing
Compiler 5.1
(Microsoft Corp.)

76

83

80

81

66

68

64

71

c++ 1.07 (Zortech
inc.)

Product
Support

Product
Support
Qualily

Complete &
Organ iz.

Overall
Weighted
Score

Document

Compiling

Clarity

Process

Document.

To Casi

Access.

"Microsoft was No. 1, but the:i•have beenunseated by Borland." PC Week, May 8, 1989

PC WEEK POLL: SOFTWARE DEBUGGERS
Overall
Weighted
Score

Turbo Debugger 1.0
(Borland
International)
Codeview 2.2
(Microsoft Corp.)

84
73

Overall
Reliability

89

BO

El/eclive.
Document. Complete.
Programmer
Clarity
Command
Interface
Descript.

90
71

Complete. &
Organize.
Document

Overall
Perform.

Integration Within
Programming

C Compiler
Compatibility

En vironment

Product
Support
Quality

Product
Support

Relative

Access

To Cost

Value

81

81

81

89

88

81

73

72

93

72

74

74

74

74

78

67

64

72
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"Borland's Debugger outshines Microsoft's C-Odeview. " PC Week, May 15, 1989

It's two winners in one.
Turbo C,®the core of Turbo C
Professional, was the outright winner in
PC Week's Poll of Corporate Satisfaction
on C compilers. Overall, Borland won
with 81. Microsoft®placed second.
Turbo Debugger,®also included in
Turbo C Professional, was the outright
winner in EVERY category in PC Week's
Poll Of Corporate Satisfaction on
Debuggers. And, once again, we topped
the score with 84, overall. Microsoft
came in second-best, 11 points behind.
Get Borland's Turbo C
Professional and get the best of both
worlds: our top-rated C compiler and our
top-rated Debugger.
ICODE MC3B j

Call (800) 345-2888* and we'll
send you both PC Week polls and tech
nical specifications on Turbo C and
Turbo Debugger.
Turbo C
Professional
includes both
Turbo C2.0and
Turbo
Assembler® &
Debugger.

TURBO C
PROFESSIONAL

B 0 R L A N D

•From Uuwda. Call (.108) 848-4391 . Reprinted f rom PC Wak. :\ foy 8. 1989; PC WCtk. May IS. 1989. Copyright ~ 1 989 Zifj Co mmu11icati1m s Ctmrpa 11y. Turbo C, Turbo Deb11gger. and
Turbo Assembler are registued tradema rks of & r!amf /11/um1tional. UJpyn):ht ~ 1989 Borla nd lnternatioiwl. htc. All rights reserl'cd. Bl 1328

Circle 60 011 Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 61)

2.0

At only $1495; it's got your name on it.
The HP LaserJet printer
family has expanded
in a small way.

*Suggested U.S. list prices:
LaserJet IIP $1495;
LaserJet Series II $2695.
Dealer prices vary.

The new HP LaserJet IIP (as
in Personal) fits right on your
desk. And, with a price almost
half of the multi-user LaserJet
Series II; into most budgets.

Its simple front panel gives
you easy, push-button control
over the menu, the 14 internal
fonts, form feed and other
functions. It handles four
different paper sizes: letter,
legal, executive and A4, as
well as envelopes. In portrait

The new HP LaserJetIIPprinter.
or landscape configura
tions. At four pages a minute.
From one or two paper bins
(the second is optional).
The 512K standard memory
is upgradable to 4.5 Mbytes
for more complex graphics
and publishing programs.

And, of course,
our new printer
is compatible with the HP
LaserJet Series II and virtually
all popular PC software.
So call 1-800-752-0900,
Ext. 277J for your nearest
authorized HP dealer. Then
Circle 163 011 Reader Service Card

introduce people at your
company to their very own
HP LaserJets.

There is a better way.
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Creative License.
If

you've ever tried to combine
windows, menus, forms, and text
entry to create an effective user
interface, you know how challenging
it can be.
Perhaps you've turned to a third
party library for help. Only to run into
restrictions, limitations, and dead ends.
So you had to compromise your design.
Or modify the library source code. Or
start over.
Which is precisely why we designed
Vermont Views™, the new generation
of Windows for Data®, the best-selling
C library for user inte~ces .
Vermont Views offers unbridled, un
restricted creative license.

The Human Interface Of
Your Dreams
Vermont Views offers an unparal
leled set of interface building blocks that
you can combine in unlimited ways:
I Menus can be created in any style
you choose, made scrollable vertically
and horizontally, and nested to any level.
F-eatures include n-th character selection,
checkmarks, and unavailable items.
I Data entry forms can be bigger
than their display windows, have scroll
able regions for the entry of variable lines
of items, lists of choices for data entry,
context sensitive help, and special
decimal, date, time, and toggle fields.
I A mini word processor can be at
tached to a field window in a form or

used as a pop-up note taker.

You're In Charge
Because you can write and attach
functions to the beginning and end of
menus, forms, fields, and to keys, you're
always in control.
Use these control functions to call up
subsidiary forms and menus, change
field values and the active field, exit or
abort a form, do almost any task you can
imagine.
All interactive capabilities of Ver
mont Views use a unique system of ac
cessible keytables, so you can easily
change or disable key assignments - even
add to the functions provided for menus,
forms, text entry, and windows.

One For All
Vermont Views is available for DOS,
OS/2, UNIX, XENIX, and VMS . Main
tain the same user interface on all of these
operating systems with the same source
code.
Vermont Views provides internation
al portability as well, with full support
for IBM international characters, flexible
date and time formats, and changeable
decimal and thousands separators .

contained section of the manual, so you
only need to learn capabilities as you use
them.
To help you become an expert in no
time, we include a free copy of the Nor
ton Guides™ Engine and our own com
prehensive Pop-Up Reference™. You'll
have immediate, on-line access to func
tion names, reference pages, structures
and tables.

No-Time-Limit Guarantee
We've only touched on a fraction of
what makes Vermont Views special. The
only way to know it is to use it.
Try Vermont Views on your hardest
problems.
For as long as you want. At no risk.
If not fully satisfied, return for a full
refund. Anytime.

To Order Today
Call 1-800-848-1248
Call to order Vermont Views today.
And we'll send your "creative license"
right away.
Prices: DOS $395; with Source $790.
UNIX, XENIX, VMS, OS/2 please call.

Novice Or Expert
Despite its depth and flexibility, Ver
mont Views is easy to learn and use . Each
major facility is covered in a single, self-

800-848-1248, 802-848-7731

Fax: 802-848-3502

•

Vermont
Creative
Software

Pinnacle Meadows, Richford, VT 05476

Telex: 510-601-4160 VCSOFT

MICROBYTES
Staff-written highlights of developments in technology and the microcomputer industry,
compiled from Microbytes Daily and BYTEWEEK reports

Computer Scientists Warn of Physical Limits
onquering the future frontiers of
computing won't be easy, espe
cially with something as big as
physics getting in the way. That's the
message four researchers delivered to
fellow computer scientists at the
eleventh World Computer Congress
held in San Francisco recently.
Tommaso Toffoli of MIT said
that in about 10 years, ICs simply
won't be able to get any smaller.
Toffoli and Teuvo Kohonen, of the
Helsinki University of Technology,
both pointed out that the density of
microprocessors has been increasing
by a factor of 10 every five years. That
means that in 10 years, each transistor
in a CFU will be one one-hundredth of
its current size. But as those transistors
get smaller, designers will face the
problem of "tunneling" -electrons
that won't behave in the expected
ways-which means that physical
CPU errors would become much more
common.
To make computers work accu
rately beyond that level, Toffoli said,
they'll have to depend on the micro
scopic physics of two electrons rather
than the statistical mechanics of
millions of electrons. " Maybe in 20 or
40 years we'll have computers where
each bit is a quark, and then they will
be reliable again," he said.
Kohonen proposed leaving
conventional deterministic computers
behind in favor of neural networks,
using analog systems and a statistical
description of data. But, Kohonen
admitted, "You wouldn't want to use a
neural net to keep your bank account;
they're not accurate enough for that."
Gen Matsumoto, of Japan's
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Electrotechnical Laboratory, offered
another alternative: "biocomputing."
While neural networks mimic brain
activity in computers, biocomputing
attempts to electronically duplicate the
actual structure of the brain.
Matsumoto said that biocomputing
work has been going on for five years
as part of Japan's "fifth-generation
computer project," but at $2 million
it's only about 1 percent of the
ambitious endeavor's budget.
In an informal poll, Toffoli asked
the audience of researchers if they
thought that within 10 years it would
be possible to hold an extended
intelligent conversation with a
computer. Almost no one in the
audience said yes.
Although digital computers have
changed greatly in form over the
centuries, said Vladimir Cerny of
Comenius University in Czechoslova
kia, they haven't changed in function.
"We've called it accounting, then
calculating, then computing, and now
data processing-but the way we do it
hasn't changed that much," he said.
"Perhaps there is a bigger variety of
dynamical systems that can be used
for computing." The question isn't
whether a machine can compute
numbers, Cerny said, but whether it
processes information; that's what
makes them interesting, he added.
And what happens when machines
get much, much better at processing
information of all kinds? As Toffoli
put it, "Eventually some computers
may be interesting enough that they
will be able to say, 'Look, leave me
alone and let me think about what I
want to think about." '

Tl Chips Will Cut Cost of 33-MHz 80386 Systems
exas Instruments (Dallas) has
developed a set of chips that will
cut considerably the number of
components that it takes to build a 33
MHz 80386-based computer. Most
computer makers currently have to
design their own discrete logic
components to drive the high-speed

T

80386, and that means from 30 to 60
chips on the system board. But Tl's
new TACT83000 reduces that chip
total down to eight (plus the 80386
CPU) . The TACT83000 package is
also suitable for 80386SX-based com
puters, in which case only three "glue

Government and industry are
placing too much emphasis on
"mission-oriented projects" and not
providing enough funding for basic
research , renowned computer
scientist Donald Knuth told the
World Computer Congress. The
scientific community "faces a
crisis," the Stanford University
professor said, because scientists
can't get funding for projects
unless they " subscribe to some
body else's agenda telling them
what to do. We need a lot of small
projects devised by many scientists,
instead of concentrating most of
our resources on a few huge
projects with predefined goals."
Apple Computer (Cupertino, CA)
says that it will work with outside
developers of " interactive" Mac
products to define a framework for
accessing information from devices
such as VCRs and videodisk and
compact disk players. The com
puter maker says the Apple Media
Control Architecture specifica
tions will be available to develop
ers by the end of this year. ABC
News Interactive, Newsweek,
Boston's WGBH-TV, Datapro, and
the British Broadcasting Corp. have
brought out products, on various
media, that tap into the Mac's
video and audio capabilities.
The U.S. Department of Commerce
has revised its list of computers
that can be exported to Soviet
bloc nations to include most 80286
based laptops. The Department of
Defense, concerned that portable
computers could have wider
military applications, has opposed
their export to certain countries.
The major laptop manufacturers
welcomed the move. " It gives us a
level playing field internationally,"
Zenith spokesperson Glenn Nelson
told Microbytes Daily. " Naturally,
our first step is to evaluate how to
pursue these markets. And our next
step is to see how we can use the
opportunities presented."

conrinued
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Send lawyers, guns, and money,
but no computers: With the recent
lifting of restrictions on computer
exports to some countries, the
prohibited list has gotten shorter.
According to rules published in the
Federal Register, American
computer makers cannot legally
send computers to Cuba, Cambo
dia , North Korea , Vietnam , Libya,
South Africa, or Namibia.

Seiko Instruments (San Jose, CA)
now has a Macintosh model of its

color thermal printer. The new
QD5500 printer incorporates a
QuickDraw device driver that
supports a set of 35 scalable
outline fonts, similar in concept to
the fonts that Apple says it will
supply with System 7.0 next year.
(Seiko will support Apple's outline
fonts when they become available,
a Seiko official said.) Resolution is
300 dpi . Seiko claims the unit has a
print speed of 1 page per minute.
Depending on page size and
memory capacity, the printers
range in price from $ 7000 to
$14,000. The Seiko printer costs
about $2000 less than comparable
color thermal units from Tektronix
and QMS, but it doesn't have its
own processor and doesn't support
Postscript.

Hewlett-Packard (Palo Alto, CA)
and Samsung (Seoul, Korea) plan
to jointly develop low-priced
workstations based on HP's
Precision Architecture. The RISC
based Unix systems will start at
about $5000, an HP official said.
The deal calls for Samsung to
manufacture the products that
result from the shared development
work, which will then be sold by
HP on an OEM basis. HP and
Samsung say they'll have their first
codeveloped workstations by 1992.

logic chips" are required .
The new four-chip set requires
only four additional off-the-shelf glue
logic chips to form a complete 80386
system . The TACT83000 package will
make it possible to build a complete
33-MHz 80386 system on a 4- by 5
inch board, according to TI product
manager Gerald Wineinger. The chip
set will also allow manufacturers to
reduce their design and production
costs, Wineinger says.
The chip set consists of the
memory control unit (MCU) , the data
path unit (DPU) , and the AT bus
interface unit (ATU) , a single 208-pin
chip that drives the standard AT bus.
The ATU is "truly asynchronous,"
Wineinger said , requiring no wait
states or slower clock frequencies . The
DPU is a "cascadable" 16-bit unit ,
allowing multiple DPUs to be config
ured to form wider data paths. The 32
bit 80386 implementation requires
four chips rather than three because
two 16-bit DPUs are needed . Since the
ATU is a separate chip, TI says that it

will be easy to offer "sibling" chip sets
that support the new Extended
Industry Standard Architecture (EISA)
and the Micro Channel architecture
bus interfaces. TI is also working on a
version that will support the "burst
mode" 64-bit data transfer capability
of Intel 's 80486 chip.
TI will be competing with Chips &
Technologies and Headland Technol
ogy, which have 33-MHz 80386 chip
sets under development. But TI
marketing manager Stephen Tang
Kong says that TI will be the first to
deliver. " We're already working with
beta boards and will have customers
demonstrating systems at Fall
Comdex ," he says. Tang-Kong claims
that the competitors' offerings will
require from 9 (Headland) to 30
(C&T) additional logic chips for a
complete system.
TI hopes to woo the "HPs, NCRs,
and Olivettis of the world" with this
new chip set, Tang-Kong says. He
claims the chip set could cut prices of
33-MHz 80386 systems in half.

Cypress Claims 40-MHz Chip Fastest SPARC Yet
ypress Semiconductor (San Jose,
CA) has developed what it
claims is the fastest RISC processor
based on Sun Microsystems' SPARC
design . The chip maker says that its
new 40-MHz 7C601 RISC chip is
capable of performing 29 MIPS.
The new CMOS chip is 20 percent
faster than the 24-MIPS version
Cypress introduced earlier this year,
according to Steve Goldstein , director
of marketing of Cypress's Ross
Technology subsidiary. Increased
performance is a " result of enhance
ments in clock frequency," he said .
The 7C601 incorporates a large
windowed register file (136 general-
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purpose 32-bit registers) , which
reduces the number of load and store
operations and frees up bus band
width, Goldstein said.
In 100-piece quantities , the 7C601
costs $895.
Cypress sees bright days ahead for
the SPARC chip, which Sun is trying
to establish as the standard architec
ture for RISC workstations. According
to Goldstein , SPARC will eventually
be the top RISC choice because of the
relatively large number of software
applications already running on
SPARC-based workstations. Goldstein
predicted that the number will climb
to 1000 by the end of this year.

After ISDN, We Can Wait for IBCN

Intel (Santa Clara, CA) is sam
pling its 32-bit LAN coprocessor
chips for file servers, multiuser
systems, and workstations. The
82596 uses the same bus interface
signals as the 80386 and 80486
processors; it off-loads the host
CPU and transmits data at the 32
bit bandwidth of the system bus.
The chips are designed for being
built right into the system board.
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lthough ISDN has barely
A
penetrated the communications
structure, work is under way to
develop the next step beyond : a more
functional system called Integrated
Broadband Communication Network.
ISDN runs on standard telephone
cable at 9600 bps, while IBCN would
run on broadband cable at up to 150
million bps by 1995 or so, says P. J.
Kuehn of the Institute for Communi

cations Switching and Data Tech
niques in West Germany. That speed
will reach 600 million bps sometime
after the year 2000, Kuehn predicts.
With the greater bandwidth, users
could see such functions as TV and
radio programs, videoconferencing,
voice or video mail , and interactive
videotex delivered to their house,
Kuehn says.
continued

Until nowthere was onlyoneway
to integrate Cand Membler

I

While C and Assembler give you power
to bum, switching back and forth between them

can leave your brain feeling a little fried.
All that stopping. And starting. And con
stantly retracing your steps.
Well, relax. Now there's Microsoft®
QuickAssembler. Available with our clever
QuickC®Compiler in one location: the first inte
grated environment for C and Assembler.
For the first time, you can save time with
an integrated editor, compiler, assembler and
debugger that let you create Cprograms, mixed
Cand Assembler programs, or Assembler pro
grams that stand alone.
To make sure you feel at home in your
new environment, we've designed Microsoft
Quick Advisor, a hypertext electronic manual
that coaches, coaxes and guides you on screen.

Quick Advisor gives you access to information
on all ROM BIOS and MS-DOS®calls. And it
even lets you cut and paste sample programs,
so you can make both C and
="~=Assembler subroutines part
of your routine in no time. •- - .,........- 
For more details on
the incredible integrated
power of QuickAssembler
and QuickC Compiler, call tmr 31
(800) 426-9400. If you own P.;;:;;;;;;;;o;;;;o.____,,,
QuickC Compiler version 2.0 already; we11 tell
you how to add on QuickAssembler quick
And take a load offyour mind.

Mictosolt®

Making it all make sense:

Customers inside the 50 United States. call (800) 426-9400. In Canada. call (416) 673·7638. Outside the U.S. and Canada call (206)882·866 1. © Copyright 1989 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microsoft. the
Microsoft logo. MS.IXlSand Quick( are registered trademarks and Making ii al/ mak£ sense isa trademark of Microsoft Corpcration.
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You can easily add extra memory,
a modem, AT" expansion board, plus
additio11al 20MB or 40MB removable
hard drives whenever yo u see fit.

\\\\~

Epson Equity LT/286e.

lnlc l 80C286 processor. 8/12M Hz clock speed, IMB ofscandard RAM , expandab le to two megabytes wilh Epson "snap-slot" board, 17 lbs. wilh snap- on battery unit,
registered trademark of Seiko Epso n Corporation. 286 is a trademark of Intel Corporation. Equity is a 1rademark o f Epson America, Inc. 2780 Lomita Blvd., Torrance, CA 90505. (800) 922-8911.

NOW YOUR DECISION ON WHICH LAPTOP ro BUY
DOESN'T HAVE BE FINAL.

m

Epson's new laptop computer doesn't just go with you, it grows with yo u . The new Equity™
LT/ 286e starts with a 3.5" floppy drive , easy-to-read "paper-white" display, 286™ processor and one
megabyte of RAM, all standard. You decide between a 20 megabyte or 40 megabyte removable
hard drive. Where you take it from th ere is entirely up to you. Add
more memory, a modem, expansion card or change hard drives,
whenever your business dem ands it.

EPSON

The new Equ ity LT/286e is part of a grow ing line of quality
laptop computers from Epson ~ The fin al word in value.

WHEN YOU'VE GOT AN EPSON,
YOU'VE GOTA LOT OF COMPANY.'"

13 lbs. wi1h our battery. o ne AT-co mpatibl e expa nsio n slot (2/3 size), op lional in1emal 2400 baud modem and 5.25" ex terna l FDD, one )'Car limited warra nty. 0 1989. Epso n America. rn c. Epson is a
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Neuron Data Systems (Palo Alto,
CA) has developed a HyperCard
front end for its Nexpert Object
program, allowing the "expert" to
input the rules and objects of the
expert system as a series of Hyper
Card stacks. The company also has
announced a Presentation Man
ager front end. Neuron Data has
designed a "client/server architec
ture" for Nexpert Object that will
allow PCs and workstations to
access know ledge bases residing on
a server or host mainframe. Ac
cording to company official Patrick
Perez, a key element in LAN-based
expert systems is the use of
"shareable image technology," in
which a snapshot of the centralized
database and knowledge system is
processed locally on the network
station or PC.
Tumbling price: Dell Computer
cut the price of its 80386SX system
by $430 to $2839. Sanyo lowered
its 8088-based 16EX computer to
$905 and its 80286-based 17Plus5E
to $1689. Boca Research eased the
pain of memory by dropping its 8
megabyte BocaRAM/AT Plus
memory board down to $2195,
from $3395; the 4-megabyte board
is now $ll95 instead of $1795; the
2-megabyte model is now $695,
$300 less than before. Orchid
Technology also lowered memory
board prices; its 2-megabyte
RamQuest Extra 16/32 dwindled
from $1499 to $ll79. Applied
Engineering cut 26 percent off the
price of its MS-DOS coprocessor
board for the Apple II series; the
PC Transporter is now $499.
Microtec Research (Santa Clara,
CA) said at UniForum in Boston
that it will come out with a C
compiler and other programming
tools supporting the Motorola
88000 RISC processor. The tools
will run on Sun-3, VAX/VMS, and
IBM PC-compatible hardware.
AT&T is going to start letting
colleges produce and distribute
binary copies of AT&T's C + +
Language System 2.0 to students
for $25 each. A license for C + +
source code will cost $300 per
CPU. For more information, dial
(800) 828-8649.
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Although critics of ISDN charge
that it's already outdated in terms of
data capacity, even IBCN won't be
able to support such high-volume data
generators as high-definition TV,
Kuehn says. HDTV already requires a
capacity of more than 150 million bps.
During this migration from ISDN
to IBCN, different countries will stress
certain communications functions
above others, says H. Ikeda, of Nippon
Telephone & Telegraph in Japan. The
U.S., for example, is likely to stress
data transmission capabilities over
voice or video transmission , Ikeda

says. Consequently, evolution
scenarios will differ from country to
country, but vendors and standards
bodies have to make sure that the
underlying architecture works with all
of them, Ikeda notes.
So what about ISDN? Although
ISDN has been used little so far, that's
going to change, says R. G. F.
Aitchison, of ICL Network Systems.
While ISDN lines cost 1.3 to 1.7 times
the price of standard telephone lines,
that's a " trivial element" compared to
the technologies ISDN can provide,
Aitchison says.

Computers Get Good Grades in This Study
aybe it depends on whom you
ask. Researchers and teachers
attending the National Educational
Computing Conference this summer
indicated uncertainty about the
usefulness of computers in the
classroom (see October Microbytes,
page 17). But in a study released more
recently, most of the teachers ques
tioned gave computers good grades.
Two-thirds of the teachers in the U.S.
say that use of computers in school
should be drastically increased ,
according to a study published by
IBM and conducted by The Wirthlin
Group. Titled " Computer Report
Card: How Teachers Grade Comput
ers in the Classroom," it's "the most
extensive study ever done of teachers'
attitudes about computers in the
classroom," IBM says.
Here are some of the results from
the study: 82 percent of teachers
polled said that the use of computer
based writing and reading programs
could improve the illiteracy problem;
85 percent said that computers have
already had a positive effect on the
quality of education ; 82 percent said
that computers improve student
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motivation; 74 percent said that
students who are not "computer
literate" won't be adequately prepared
for college; 60 percent of the teachers
said that they feel inadequately trained
in computer use, and 52 percent said
that their students are more computer
literate than they are; 88 percent said
that some sort of government funding
should exist to expand the use of
computers in the classroom, while 70
percent said that the greatest road
block to more effective use of comput
ers in schools is limited finances .
James Dezell , IBM's vice president
of Educational Systems, said that by
the time the average student graduates
from high school, he or she has spent
20,000 hours in front of the TV and
only 12,000 hours in the classroom.
He claims that computers give
teachers the resources to compete for
students' attention "and win."
The nationwide telephone survey
of 1100 teachers was conducted in
July. All 1100 respondents in the
survey were full-time teachers of
grades between kindergarten and high
school; 66 percent said they currently
use computers for instruction.

Quarterdeck Eases RAM Cram with ORAM

Q

uarterdeck (Santa Monica, CA)
has developed a new PC utility
designed to squeeze more memory out
of DOS computers. QRAM (Quarter
deck pronounces it "cram") is a
$59.95 utility for XT and AT com
patibles with expanded memory
conforming to the EMS 4.0 or EEMS
specifications. QRAM can locate
unused space in "high memory" -the

area above DOS's 640K-byte limit,
but below the I-megabyte limit of the
8088 microprocessor-and lets you
load device drivers and TSR programs
there.
The idea is to ease "RAM cram."
Ordinarily, drivers and TSR programs
take up part of the 640K bytes of
memory that's available to DOS
continued

Presenting a multiscanning color monitor so advanced it's compatible with virtuallyall the video standards to date.
And with video standards to come, fike SuperVGA and IBM®8514/A.
It's the Cl391 PanaSync™ color monitor. And whether your office PCs are running Hercules™, CGA, EGA or VGA, this
14" Panasonic®monitor will displayeach to its best advantage.
Of course, the PanaSync monitor is comfortable in virtuallyany IBM or [with an optional cable] Apple Mac™ Il
environment And we've given as much thou~t to }Dur comfort,as well. With an ergonomic design. Featuring front- mounted controls.
Tilt/ swivel stand. And text color switching from green to amber to paper white
.
.
.
in TTL modes. The affordable PanaSync C1391 monitor. The future on display. Peripheral~, C~mputers, Prin_t~, Copiers
For more information or the name of your authorized dealer call
lJpeiunters and Facsimiles
toll-free 1-800-742-8086. '
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NewFoxPro
Shifting the Balance
Of Power in Database Management
There's a new leader in the relaFoxPro is language-compatible
FoxPro
tional database management
with dBASE IV. B ut FoxPro
world. Its name is FoxPro .
doesn ' t stop there . It has over
140 language enhancements not
FoxPro is the first and only
found in any version of dBASE.
microcomputer database man
We ' ve outdone oursel ves by
agement system that combines
adding more than 200 language
astonishing perform ance with a
enhancements you won ' t find in
sleek interface of am a zin g
FoxBASE+ .
power and beauty.
Best of ail , FoxPro opens up
• FoxPro offers all the elegance
whole new worlds for your
and accessibility of a graphic
applications by letti ng you move
style interface, yet operates at the stunning
them onto a variety of different platforms .
speeds possible only with character interfaces.
• FoxPro is so easy to learn and use, even
The Tr adition Continues
beginners can be com e produ c ti ve imme
Fox Software is committed to excellence-our
diately ; yet it 's powerful and sophisticated
products prove it.
enough to sati sfy th e nee ds of th e mo st
We ' ve been producing superb datab as e
demanding developers and power-users.
management software since 1983 . And our
• FoxPro gives you choices in stead of limits:
products
for both the PC and the Macintosh
use a mouse or a keyboard ; type commands or
continue to win awards worldwide.
use the object-oriented interface ; run in one
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window, or hundreds.
• FoxPro is so efficient , it runs in a 512K
PC-XT, yet it's able to take advantage of the
speed, expanded memory and extended video
modes of the most advanced machines avail
able. You don ' t even need a graph ics card or
special windowing software.

Nothing is Faster
Fox Software products are fa mou s for their
unmatched execution speed . FoxPro extends
that tradition.
FoxPro is up to eight times fas ter than dB ASE
IV -more than 15 times faster than dBASE ill
PLUS!
And that bl a zin g spe e d trans la te s into
unprecedented power. Now you can efficiently
process gigantic databases with hundreds of
thousands-even millions-ofrecords.

We' ve taken everything we know about soft
ware engineering, databases and interface
design , and focused it into one remarkable
product - FoxPro .

FREE Denw Disk
Shift the balance of power in your favor by
trying FoxPro for yourself.
Call (419) 874-0162 now to get your free demo
disk . Or ask for the FoxPro dealer nearest you.
See for yourself: Nothing Runs Like The R>x.

FoxBASE + Users:
Call About Our Liberal Upgrade Offer!
System Requirements: FoxPro operares in 5/2K RAM (640K
recommended) wirh MS/ PC -DOS 2.0 or grearer and an
808618088, 80286 or 80386 microprocessor. For oprimum per
forman ce , FoxPro rakes comp /ere advcmrage of any available
EMS (expanded memory ) or a ma rl! coprocessor.
7i'ademark!Owner: FoxPro , FoxBASE+! Fox Sofr ware; dBASE
Ill PLUS, dBASE IV!Ashron-Tare.

P r otecting Your Investment

See us at Booth H4 & HS

With FoxPro , your existing FoxBASE+ or
dBASE III PLUS programs will run per
fectly-firsttime , every time , no excuses. And

November 13-17 , 1989. Las Vegas Hilton Hotel

~ ~~~~~~~7Fall '89

Fox
Software ~~~~~
Nothing Runs Like The Fox.
Fox Software , Inc.
134 W. South Boundary
Perrysburg. Ohio 43551

(4 19) 874-0162, Ext. 320
FAX: (4 19) 874-8678
Telex : 6503040827 FOX
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Tandy (Fort Worth, TX) expected
to start selling this month a new
portable word processor that's
based on a 5.5-MHz Z80 chip,
weighs 3.1 pounds, and is priced at
$350. The new WP-2 is physically
reminiscent of the Tandy Model
100/102 but has a bigger screen (an
80-character by 8-line LCD) and a
62-key QWERTY keyboard . Built
into the computer is a word
processing program (more sophisti
cated than the simple text editor in
the Model 100, Tandy says), a
100,000-word spelling checker, and
a 200,000-word thesaurus. Using
the two function keys in combina
tion with number keys, you can cut,
copy, and paste; search and replace;
center and justify text; send output
to a printer; and initiate telecom
munications. The diminutive unit
has 32K bytes of memory, of which
22K bytes can hold documents. The
WP-2 is powered by four AA
batteries; Tandy estimates the
operating battery life to be 12
hours. A lithium battery backs up
the RAM.
While most of the specialized
software used to gather and analyze
the data from the Voyager space
craft during its recent Neptune
encounter was custom-written,
scientists at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (Pasadena , CA) used
several off-the-shelf applications to
make their work easier. With a
Unix package called DataViews
from V. I. Corp. (Amherst, MA) ,
running on a Sun-3/260 worksta
tion, they were able to graphically
display live data on solar wind ,
atmospheric conditions, and
various energy parameters. Data
Views is a set of graphical interface
application and development tools ;
the JPL scientists used it to create
images for internal use and for the
TV networks of nongraphic data
using flow patterns, histograms,
and spectrograms. They were
"essentially doing two-dimensional
representations of three-dimen
sional data in real time," JPL
programming manager Pat Liggett
told Microbytes Daily. The billions
and billions of bits of data coming
from the spacecraft were stored
using a standard SyBase relational
database manager.
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programs. Unfortunately, that leaves
less and less space for applications.
Quarterdeck says that QRAM adds
"load-high" capability on top of EMS
or EEMS drivers.
But one of the most interesting
parts of QRAM isn't the memory
manager itself. It's a utility called
Manifest , which Quarterdeck is
bundling with QRAM and QEMM.
Quarterdeck systems architect Dan
Spear says Manifest "tells you
everything it's possible for software to
find out about your hardware." The
menu-driven program compiles
configuration information, monitors
memory usage, and generally provides
every facility you're likely to ask for
in tracking down hardware and
software problems, particularly when
you're trying to spot conflicts between
programs.
Manifest is a critical part of the
QRAM package, Spear says, because

with the endless variety of PC clone
configurations, it's almost impossible
to be sure a TSR program or driver
loaded into high memory won't
conflict with a video board or other
pseudomemory outside the range of
standard RAM. For example, video
cards that automatically switch
between CGA, EGA, and VGA might
collide with a driver that QRAM
thinks is loaded into unused video
memory. Manifest lets you monitor
memory use and spot the collision. It
also allows mundane explorations,
such as checking the CONFIG.SYS
and AUTOEXEC.BAT files.
Much of what Manifest does isn't
new. Many of the capabilities have
been available in bits and pieces for
years, in public domain and shareware
utilities. Spear says he duplicated
every diagnostic utility he could find
and then added every remaining tool
he could think of.

Speech More Important Interface Than Graphics,
Media Lab's Negroponte Tells SIGGRAPH
icholas Negroponte, director of
MIT's Media Lab, came to the
N
year's biggest computer graphics
show and pronounced that the most
significant development in the human/
computer interface during the next
five years will be in speech technol
ogy and not in computer graphics. In
his keynote address at SIGGRAPH
'89, Negroponte said that in the future,
"the primary means of communication
with computers will be through
speech , not through graphics."
Part of the reason that speech
recognition capabilities have not
advanced to the point where people
can converse with their computers is
that "people in the speech-recognition
industry are fundamentally not
interested in communication,"
Negroponte said. Because so many
people involved in computer research
are " not interested in communication ,"
the computer remains "sensory
deprived ," he said.
Negroponte urged the SIGGRAPH
audience, which consisted of research
ers, scientists, engineers, designers,
and artists at the forefront of computer
graphics, to be more concerned with
"how people communicate with
computers instead of drawing tea
pots." ("Teapots" was a reference to
the half-solid/half-wire-frame kettle in
the SIGGRAPH logo, which had been

shown rendered with various surfaces
in a presentation preceding
Negroponte's talk .)
Another development in what
Negroponte calls "the sensory
apparatus of computing" will be vision
capabilities that will enable the
computer to receive and interpret
visual clues from the user. Right now,
if we take our hands off the keyboard ,
the computer doesn't know if we're
just pausing or leaving for the week
end, he said .
Although the desktop metaphor is
dominant in the human/computer
interface today- "Some people even
have the temerity to go to court over
it ," Negroponte said-that's going to
change because the desktop metaphor
doesn't work. "Any quantity of data
and it starts to fall apart," he said .
Negroponte described a day when the
interface will simulate efficient
procedures that people are already
familiar with. Finding a stored
document, for example, won't involve
"mousing around," he said; it will be
similar to what he does now: He calls
his secretary through the speaker
phone and asks her to please bring in a
copy of the needed document. But
instead of asking his secretary to find
the document , he'll use his voice to
ask his computer.
continued
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EXPANDED C++ TOOLS

NEW! OS/ 2 UPGRADE
AVAILABLE NOW!
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what you wonted in a next
generation MS DOS C + +
compiler. The answer is
Zortech C + + V2.0
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DEBUGGER, and now the
wait is over.

For many, EMS
programming support, built
into the compiler is
important, so it's in there
too.
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improved documentation,
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Developer's
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Edition .
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C++ Compiler
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C++ Debugger
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Library Source
$149 .95
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OS/ 2 version compiler
use our neat little package,
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low cost upgrades.

SAVE$200

You wonted the world's first
MS DOS C + + source level
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To o rder Zortech C ++
for the first li me , 1ust co ll
the order hotline. W e
accept paymen t by
Mastercard/ Visa /COD.
Alternati vely, mo il the
coupon below wi th your
check or cred it cord
detail s.

ZORTECH INC.,
1165 Massachusetts
Avenue, Arlington, MA
02174, USA
Voice 617-646-6703
Fax 61 7-643-7969
ZORTECH LTD.,
106- 108 Powis Street,
London, SE 18 6LU,
ENGLAND .
Voice (4 4)- 1-316-7777
Fa x (44)-1-316-4138
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Yes ! Please rush me the following C + + V2.0 items:
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0 C + + COMPILER $199. 95
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NeXT has made the
power of UNIX"usable
by mere mortals.
UNIX is the high-performance
operating system used by
workstations to achieve true
multitasking and superior net
working. Unfortunately, it has
""'
always been the
antithesis of user
friendly. NeXT has
•
given UNIX a revo
t!ifl lutionary new inter-_.i
face-one that is
both visual and intu
~~I
itive. Now computer
users of every level
can instantly wield
this tremendous
power,with no tech
nical knowledge whatsoever.

The NeXT" Computer
System is the first com
puter in the world (and
so far the only) to use read/
write/erasable optical storage.
While PCs today are typically
equipped with Winchester
drives that store 20 to 40 MB,
a single optical disk can store
256 MB. Plus, it is removable,
for portability and added se
curity. This
dramatically
. new tech
r10logy pro
vides storage
that is simul
taneously
vast, reliable and cost-effective
-a combination unmatched by
computers of any size.

1

3

To achieve the power
needed for the 90s,
NeXT bypassed tradi
tional workstation architecture
and went directly to that of
a mainframe.This eliminates
bottlenecks and attains an
extraordinary level of system
"throughput"-the true mea
sure of computer performance.
Only through the use of VLSI
(Very Large Scale Integration)
technology could this architec
ture be reduced
in size so that
it could fit
inside
adesk
top com
puter. Its
a mainframe on two chips.

4

WhilePostScript"has
long been the industry
standard for printing,
NeXT has made it fast enough
to also be used on the display.
This "unified imaging model"
ensures that what you see on

~

D

I

the display is precisely what
you will get on paper. All your
work, in any size type and any
degree of rotation or magnifi
cation, appears with perfect
92-dots-per-inch clarity on the
NeXT MegaPixel Display.
And with laser precision at 400
dpi on theNeXT Laser Printe[

IN THE 90s,WE'I
ONLY TEN REAL BREAKTI
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The NeXT Computer
System is the first to be
capable of producing
:O-qualicy sound. Without re
1uiring any additional equip
rient.This feat is made possi
1le by a chip that has been
pecifically designed for the
ask of manipulating sound
he Digital Signal Processor
DSP). Because this processor
; standard
nevery
~eXT

nachine,
oftware
levelopers
viii be able to call upon its pow
r to enrich programs we use
very day. Now computers
viii not just be seen, but heard.

6

NeXT Mail takes elec
tronic communications
beyond anything you've
seen on a personal computer
before. Now you can send and
receive multimedia mail-in
cluding text (with varied
type fonts, styles and sizes),
graphics and voice messages.
And despite its high level of
sophis~i~ation , NeXT Mail is
so mtumve, you may not ever
need to open the manual.
NeXT Mail is built into the
system, along with Ethernet
and TCP/IP, so the NeXT

~[!]

machine can quickly become
a part of existing networks.

7

Programmers can
create software on the
NeXT Computer up to
ten times faster than on any
other computer-the result ofa
breakthroughcalled NextStep~
It gives software developers
the power to create the graph
ical user interface portion of
their applications (often the
most time-consuming and dif
ficult part)
without
any proButton l Title
gramming SWttch.!J
at all.
r Radio __,__...;;]
T his revo- r Radio • 1 22&
lutionary environment means
we will see more programs, and
better ones, in less time than
ever possible before.

[eoxl

I

PROBABLY SEE
lOUGHSIN COMPUTERS.
:NOFTHEM.

I

© 1989 NcXT: Inc. NcXT is a trademark of NcXT. In c. Ncx tSrcp is a registered cradc:mark of NeXrr. In c.
PostScript is

:.1

registered trademark of Adobe Systems. Inc. UN IX is a regiscercd trademark of AT&T.
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NANOBYTES

Meanwhile, as Voyager brushed
past Neptune, earthlings were able
to see images of the distant planet
and its moons on IBM PS/2s at
several museums around the U.S.
The computers were running DOS
based image management software
called PicturePower, from
PictureWare (Bala Cynwyd, PA) .
The software stores and indexes
images and lets the user annotate
and manipulate them. Images can
be imported in several formats and
tied to textual dBASE records. The
latest version of PicturePower sells
for $1995. An optional image
compression board, which uses the
TI DSP 320C10, is $2000.
Although Logitech (Fremont, CA)
thinks its TrackMan "stationary
mouse" will be popular, "it will not
replace the mouse" as the standard
pointing device, company president
Pierluigi Zappacosta said. So what
will? Doug Engelhart, who
invented the mouse in 1962, was at
Logitech's briefing when it rolled
out the new trackball-equipped
TrackMan; he said he is a "great
believer in evolution. Eventually
the mouse will probably pass, and
something else will replace it."
The operating environment that
dominates desktop computing in
the next decade will have to be able
to handle four things, Quarterdeck
president Terry Myers says :
"communications, graphics, video,
and voice." Those in the running
right now, Myers said in an
interview, are DOS, Digital
Research's DR DOS, Microsoft
Windows, OS/2, and Unix .

Apple's new $1.S million corpo
rate TV studio occupies the
building where the Macintosh
design team once roosted. In those
days, they flew a pirate flag from
the roof. The remodeled building
now houses Apple TV, which will
produce in-house training programs
and videos for employee inspira
tion. Apple is currently installing a
fiber-optic network throughout its
buildings; combined with real-time
video cards, such as the new Micro
TV from Nolan Bushnell's Aapps,
every Mac at Apple could be an
Apple TV set.
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Vortex Controller Takes Different Approach to
Reconstructing Disks After Disaster

V

ortex Systems (Pittsburgh) has
designed a new disk drive
controller card that could significantly
affect disk. backup systems. Vortex
says that its new RetroChron control
ler will continuously back up data and
will allow system administrators to
restore a disk to the exact state it was
in at any previous time. Although the
first version of the board will be
expensive-about $5000 in single
unit quantities-the RetroChron could
be useful on large network file servers,
and its technology will surely migrate
to less expensive controllers.
The RetroChron is essentially an
enhanced SCSI disk drive controller
for AT-compatible systems. The board
has a small cache and can control
three SCSI drives, which can appear to
system software as one giant "perfect"
virtual drive. It differs from other disk
drive controllers in that it keeps a
time-stamped record of every sector of
this virtual drive, and it records every
new version of the sector that the
system writes to the drive.
With this information, the Retro
Chron can reconstruct a state of the
virtual drive at any previous time by

returning the version of each sector
that was current at that time. As in the
case of a disk-mirroring system,
backup is continuous. And, like a tape
cartridge system, the Vortex approach
maintains a chronological record of
the state of the disk. Every time a new
version of a sector is written, it must
be written twice-once on the primary
drive and once on the backup drive.
Vortex officials claim that, in most
cases, the disk-caching memory of the
RetroChron board offsets this over
head and that users won't notice any
drops in speed. However, during
massive disk writes (e.g., copying a
whole directory), speed degradation
will be noticeable. The company says
that it is planning a future model that
will improve disk performance by
replacing the card's 80186 processor
with an 80386 and 4 megabytes of
disk-cache memory.
In addition to a backup disk drive,
the RetroChron board requires its own
40-megabyte disk drive for queuing
disk writes, and a terminal or a PC
running terminal-emulation software,
by which the system adminstrator
controls the controller.

Mac's a Part of the Puzzle, AT&T Unix Exec Says
icture vast and glorious networks
P
of multibrand computers, desktop
systems and engineering workstations
and giant file servers, DOS machines
here, OS/2 and Unix machines there,
swapping documents and programs,
sharing resources and data in an open
and harmonious environment. Does
this computing pastoral look familiar?
But there's something wrong with
this picture of interoperability, accord
ing to AT&T's executive in charge of
Unix: There's no Macintosh in it.
Unix vendors have to become more
concerned with the Macintosh,
AT&T's Larry Dooling told an
audience at UniForum in Boston.

" How come nobody's worried about
the Mac interface?" asked Dooling,
president of AT&T's Unix Software
Operation. "I'm worried about it," he
said. Although computer users are cur
rently concerned with interoperability
between Unix systems and IBM
compatible systems, they will soon
start demanding that these connected
environments include the Mac. It's
"the most important user interface
today on the desktop," Dooling told
his audience of Unix users and
developers. "I think we've got users
out there who are going to demand
that we address interoperability with
those systems as well."

NEWS STAFF SEEKS NEWS. DIAL (603) 924-9281.
The BITE news staff is always interested in hearing about new developments
that might affect microcomputers, the way they work, or the way people work
with them. If you know ofa project that could shape the state ofthe art, please
give us a call at (603) 924-9281 or write to us at One Phoenix Mill Lane,
Peterborough , NH 03458. An electronic version of Microbytes, offering a
wider variety of computer-related news on a daily basis, is available on BIX.
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Package Deal
I read Don Crabb 's "Smalltalk Can Be
Cheap" (April) with great interest, and
I'm looking forward to the appearance of
the course next year. Of course, not hav
ing the product is something of a deter
rent. Consequently , I suggest that Crabb
put together a good book or reference
material to be sold with Smalltalk/V for
either the Mac or an IBM PC or clone.
The possibility of the 80286 should also
be kept in mind . In this way, many ver
sions of Smalltalk could be sold , and
we'd be able to follow more closely what
is being presented in the course. Making
object-oriented programming available
would be a great service .
C. Metelmann
Hellerup, Denmark

Ultimate or Penultimate System?
I just finished reading " The Ultimate
Upgrade" by Stanford Diehl (June). As
an avid (sometimes rabid) hobbyist, I was
very surprised at the upgrade approach
that Diehl took-and even more by the
total cost.
In May , I completed the upgrade of an
old XT clone to a mighty 80386-based
machine . My goal was speed with lots of
capacity and room to grow. Here 's what I
got for less than half what you paid .
Aside from the Ethernet abilities of your
machine , there's not a lot of difference in
what yours and mine will do.
I started with an XT form-size 80386
motherboard by Hauppauge Computer
Works. This board has a 20-MHz 80386
processor and l megabyte of RAM, a
Phoenix BIOS, a coprocessor slot, an in-

more information or to order call or write to

MICROPRESS inc
67-30 Clyde Str. #2N
Forest Hills , NY 11375
(718) 575 1816

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU. Please
double-space your letter on one side of the
page and include your name and address. We
can print listings and tables along with a
letter if they are short and legible. Address
correspondence to Letters Editor, BYTE,
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough ,
NH03458.
Because of space limitations, we reserve
the right to edit letters. Generally, it takes
four months from the rime we receive a letter
until we publish it.

ternal clock, and all the other normal
goodies. It cost me $1895. In the 32-bit
slot , I added a card for up to 8 megabytes
of memory and loaded it with 4 mega
bytes of80-nanosecond RAM for $1080 .
For storage , I settled on the Seagate
4096 hard disk drive with 80 megabytes
of storage and a 28-millisecond access
time for $549; I chose it mainly due to
price and my knowledge of the product. I
replaced the standard 5 1.4-inch floppy
disk drive with a TEAC 360K-byte 5 \4
inch dual floppy disk drive for $110. To
make backups easier, I added an Everex
40 AT 40-megabyte tape streamer for
$349 .
For a controller to run the floppy disk
drive , hard disk drive , and streamer, I
chose the Western Digital WDL1006V
MM2 (it controls two hard disk drives
and two floppy disk drives with an 89K
byte look-ahead cache, has a 1-to-l inter
leave , and is 16-bit) for $255 .
Most of my work is text-related , so I
wanted a graphics adapter and monitor
that would not give me eyestrain. I se
lected the combination of a 14-inch color
Taxan 770 Plus Monitor (multisync) and
an ATI EGA Wonder adapter. These give
me all the colors I need in WordPerfect ,
Lotus 1-2-3 , and Harvard Graphics, as
well as 132 columns in Lotus 1-2-3 . I
paid $248 for the card and $930 for the
monitor.
I dropped in an 110 card with two par
allel ports and two serial ports ($28) to
take my printer and mouse and leave me
some spares . For long-distance commu
nication, I added the ATI 2400 modem
for $152.
Just to make sure that there wouldn't
be any problems in the power depart
ment, I replaced the XT power supply
(175 watts) with a 220-W model for $46.
As a last present to myself, I added a 20
MHz 80387 coprocessor for $395.
The only remaining piece of the XT is
the flip-top case. Everything else is dif
ferent.
Total price: $6037 plus 2 1/2 hours for
assembly and setup.
For the hobbyist willing to take the
continued
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ntroducing the first color
Postscript printer priced to
keep you in the black.
The QMS
ColorScript 100
Model 10.
Just $9,995.

Show-stopping presentations, powerful
projections and crystal clear calculations in
hard copy or transparency form. Everything
your business needs to stand out from the
crowd. All in a full spectrum of color for
just s9, 995. The QMS ColorScript™100
Model 10 easily connects to your Mac® or
PC to add full color and the power of true
Adobe®PostScript to your business - and,
at this price, it helps you stay in the black!
It's another first from QMS®and a
breakthrough in color PostScript® pririters.

Limitless Possibilities. The new QMS
ColorScript 100 Model 10 allows you to have
total control over the final appearance of
your hard copies and transparencies. The
Model 10 includes 35 resident typefaces
that, thanks to PostScript, can be scaled to
virtually any size and shape. Put that
together with its ability to print over 16
million color variations and you11 see an
entirely new dimension to composition.
Exclusive Advantages. The compact
Model 10 gives you advantages you won't
find with the competition. For example, PC
users can put the Model 10 to work without
adding any additional boards. And Mac
users simply plug the Model 10 into the
Appleialk® port. The Model 10 prints at 300
dpi for near typeset quality presentations
that spring to life in col0rs that adhere to
PANTONE®*Color Standards. If you need
to expand your printing capabilities or
memory, the Model 10 is designed to easily
accept a 1 MB or 4 MB RAM upgrade. The
Model 10 also features an SCSI interface that
makes adding enough memory to store the
entire PostScript typeface library as simple
as plugging in a lamp.
1-800-523-2696. If improving your business
edge is important to you, call our toll free
number for the nearest Laser Connection®
dealer. Your Laser Connection dealer can
give you a demonstration and show you
how the QMS ColorScript 100 Model 10
will add a colorful dimension to your
presentations - and help keep you in
the black.

lll§ LASER ,
~

connecT1on®
A QMS. Company

The following are trademarks of their respective companies: QMS, QMS
ColorSctipt, Laser Connection of QMS, Inc. PostSctipt, Adobe of Adobe
Systems, Inc. Mac, Appleralk of Apple, Inc. PANTONE of Pantone, Inc.
•Pantone, lnc:S check-standard trademark for color reproduction and
color reproduction materials.
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1-800-523-2696
©1989 Laser Connection
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time to investigate the equipment on the
market and match it to his or her needs , it
is possible to build a machine as good as
or better than a brand-name machine .
Mark E . Haz lewood
Middes, Switzerland

OS/2 on the Cheap
In his article entitled "OS/2 for Cheap "
(April), Mark Minasi went to great
lengths building an " inexpensive work
station that supports Presentation Man-

ager," yet his total price for a 10-MHz
80286 machine was $3444. Cut me a
break!
First of all. why would anyone buy a
slow 80286 when he or she could buy a
20-MHz 80386 for less money than Min
asi spent? I would suggest that he care
fully read Steve Apiki and Stanford
Diehl's article "80386s for the Masses"
(October 1988).
Second , Minasi spent $300 extra on an
80-megabyte hard disk drive (the approx-

Finally, ATrackball
for
your
PC
Two High Performance Mouse Alternatives
FastTRAP"
Se rial version St49
Bus version SI69
111

The standard In PC Trackballs ror dlrec1
mouse replacement

Attention PC users. Introducing two pro·
ducts that have been quietl y appearing on
desks of thousands of PC users fo r over a
year: MicroSpeed's PC-TRACrn and Fast
TRAPrn trackballs_

Trackball with Ttackwheel fo r third ax.ls
pointing capab!U1y In adVinced llppllcatlons

control. Page up and down documents
witho ut so much as moving your wrist.
Control CAD programs to a single pixel. All
in a space less than 4 Y< " wide_
•

•

Uses Y; the desk space of a mouse

Free up yo ur desk space to do what it was
designed to do - hold your coffee cup and
stacks of incoming work _
•

Plug and play compatibility

MicroSpeed's advanced pointing device driver
is fully compatible with application software
supporting Microsoftrn . Logitech ' -", and
other popular mice. Also included is a Win 
dowsrn driver and a utility for use with
non-mouse driven software.
•

PC-TRAC and FastTRAP work
where you put th em

No more " row, row, row th e
mouse" when you run out of
desk space before you run out
of screen . Scroll across
spreadsheets with finger tip

Pinpoint accuracy automaticall y

MicroSpeed's pointing device driver has "self
adjusting" resolution from 50 to I ,000 dpi.
Speeding across the screen or working with
precision graphics. the MicroSpeed driver
automatically adjusts to the resolution you
need.
•

PC-TRAC and FastTRAP require no
cleaning

Our quiet , durable opto-mechanical design
requires no cleaning or maintenance.
Looki ng for a proven mouse alternative for
your PC? Give us a call. We' re rolling!

1-800-232-7888
In California call (415) 490-1403
FAX (415) 490-1665

MlcroSpttd. PC·TlAC, F2StTkAP md Tr11'.:b'httl
m l\'&lllm.'d tn.dmtitts ol ~ lcroSpttd, loc
Microsoft m d Windows 1f1! registmd trademarks
ol MJcro.sd1 Coqion.iion.
loJ:f1t'l"hisl n>gim.•n'1:11ridemarkdLogitecll, Inc

imate price difference between a 40
megabyte and an 80-megabyte hard disk
drive) when a 40-megabyte drive would
have done just fine.
Third , everyone knows that PM and
all the application software being written
for it will be graphics-based, yet Minasi
chose to save money by buying a mono
chrome monitor.
I suggest that Minasi forget the 80
megabyte hard di sk drive and buy a VGA
monitor, recheck the mail-order prices
for 20-MHz 80386 machines , and read
his copies of BYTE more carefully.
William Vantine
Arlington, VA

You seem ro be saying three things: Buy
an 80386, because ir will be cheaper rha11
rh e 80286 rhar I recommended; bur o
VGA graph ics sysrem; and don 'r buy an
80-megabyre drive--buy a 40-megabyre
drive and save $300. I'll cover th ese
points one ar a rime.
First , I said rhar a 4-megabyre 80286
system with a hard disk drive controller ,
keyboard, and 1.2-megabyre floppy disk
drive would cost about $2390. Sure, you
can find 20-MHz 80386s for abour
$2000, bur you've gor ro add 3 megabrres
more of RAM ar rhar point, IVhich cost
abour $1600 in December 1988, when I
1Vrore the first column. In "Electing rhe
PM " (February), 1 said, "To simply boor
rh e PM IVith the compatibility box re
quires 2.6 megabytes, and you 're best
1Vith a minimum of4 megabytes." Refer fll
poinr 3 in your lerrer.
Second , you seem ro be confusing rh e
norion of a monitor type IVith a graphics
board type, which is a common and quire
understandable confusion. You see,
merely having a monochrome mon iror
does nor imply rhar you do or do nor have
grap hics capabilities: Ir is rh e video
board rhar determines 1Vhar le ve l of
graphics you can supporr. As I said in my
column , rh e Paradise Monochrome EGA
card , as you would expect, supporrs full
EGA graphics on a monochrome moni
tor. You ger rhe full functionality of a11
EGA card and moniror-rhe only differ
ence is rhar you see shades ofgray rather
than colors. Sure, VGA monitors are
nice , bur they're also pricey. Th e Para
dise board and a monochrome monitor
can be found discoumed for abour $2 70.
For a lirrle more money, my fellow col
umnist l. Brerr Glass speaks highly ofrh e
Multi Sync GS, a monochrome multi scan
ning monitor rhar can display VGA as
shades ofgray.
Third , how large a hard disk drive ro
buy is a marrer of personal preference.
co111i1111ed
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The Ultimate
Business Computers
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Model 325C 80386-25MHz

II

Model 320 80386-20MH z

"... When it comes to the basics, price,
perfonnnnce...cnpacity ...CLLIB American
Tec/1110/ogies ...de/ivers outrageous val ue."
PC WORLD September 1989

Come see us at
the Sahara Hotel,
COMDEX/Fall,
Booth 9718
NOVE LL I!

c..rt.fa..J

Sparrow 1/16
80286-16MHz

Mod el 2120 80286- 12MHz I Model 2100 80286-lOM Hz
Mo del 316SX 80386SX-16MHz

The Ultimate Business Computers
In 1986, CLUB American Techn ologies in trod uced the first
personal co mputers des igned for heavy ind ustri al and commercial
use. Since th en, over 175,000 CLUB computers have been insta lled
world wid e and have bee n well accepted by the Fortun e 500,
Government Institutions and thousands of sm all businesses.
This overw helming success in CLUB's compu ters is a result of
excellence in engineering during whi ch no details are overlooked
fro m the initial design to the fi nal p rod uc t. Also d uring manufac
turing, each system is subjec t to an in tensive SCBI process
followed by In-Circuit Simul ation Field Tes ting.
Corpora te P.O's Welcome.

Government and OEM VARS Welcome.

If your business
is looking fo r a
compu ter tha t ca n
give you the edge
in today's competitive
marketplace, call today
and find out more about the
Ultimate Business
Computers from CLUB America n Technologies.

(415) 683-6600
In Canada, PC Centre: (416) 470-0560
Intern atio nal: (415) 683-6659
Technica l Support: (415) 683-6580

CLUB Am erican Technologies Inc. 3401 West Warren Avenu e, Fremont, CA 94539
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The reason th at I recommended 80-mega
byte dri ves is th at th ey seem, at th e mo
ment, to be an excellent buy in terms of
bucks per megabyte. For example, the ad
verti semen t on p age 358 of th e June
BYTE fo r Mead Computer shows th at a
Seagate 4096 80-megabyte drive sells for
$649. And Mead sells its 40-megabyte
4053 fo r $519. Paying $180 fo r 40 mega
bytes is a deal th at I j ust can 't refuse. And
th e Seagate 4096 can be had fo r even
less-the one in th e machine th at J 'm now
working with cost me $550.
Remember, hard disk space is like all
th e good things in life- you just can 't get
enough ofit.-Mark Minas i

test, onl y prime numbers need to be
used; each prime number used can begin
the search at its own square; and the
highest prime to use in this way is the
square root of the size of the array.
This was the fastest prime-number al
gorithm I'd ever seen, and I got exc ited.
After a while, thi s led to an inspi ration:
Whil e eac h pr im e is testing it s way
th rough the array , every second test is
aga inst an even number. If these are
eliminated, the speed of the algor ithm
doubles.
Pelling's BASIC program was similar
to thi s (I 've added line numbers for
reference):

Nectar in a Sieve

1

Nick Pell ing·s letter desc ribing a more
efficient algorithm for the Sieve of Era
tosthenes (" Al gor ithm Optimi zing,"
May) fired my imagination, with star
tling results.
In the Sieve, all multiples of nu mbers
greater than 1 are cleared in an array of
fl ags. The remaining fl ags are prime
nu mbers.
Pelling made the following points: In
choos ing numbers whose multiples to

max =8192
root =INT
(SQR(max))
DIM flags(max)

2

J FOR num=l to max
4
flags(num) =TRUE
5 NEXT num
6 FOR num=2 TO root
7
IF flags(num) THEN
8
FOR mult =num*num TO max
STEP num
9
flags(mult)=FALSE
10
NEXT mult

11
END IF
12 NEXT num
I changed three of the lines :

2
J
8

flags (2) =TRUE
FOR num=l to max STEP 2
FOR mult =num*num TO max
STEP num+num

The altered progra m runs twice as fas t as
the or iginal.
A second idea is to compress the array.
The new algorithm never uses the eve n
numbered fl ags, so they don't have to be
there. By hav ing the fl ag array represent
success ive odd numbers, twice as many
pr imes ca n be fo und in the sa me amount
of memory.
Milton Pope
Bakersfield , CA

Patents Aren ' t Panaceas
I have seen enough of these shortsighted
pieces extolling the virtues of patents
("Q ua rte rdeck Patent s Multit ask ing
Technique,., BYTE Special News Sup
plement , Jul y).
co11 1i1111ed

Travel
Companions.
The WorldPort 2400'" and the WorldPort 1200"'
modems are the perfect travel companions
for your portable computer. They work virtually
anywhere in the world, including hotel rooms
and phone booths, allowing you to connect in a
few million more locations than other modems.

drawing no power from your laptop. Cutting
edge technology brings you features such as Bell
and CCITT standards, direct connect and acous
tic interface (300 and 1200 bps), tiny size and a
tiny price. The WorldPort 1200"' can be easily
upgraded to 2400 bps and both the WorldPort
2400"' and the upgrade come with Carbon
Copy PLUS"' communications software.

With features superior to internal units, the
WorldPort line of modems is the smart choice
for all your communication needs. WorldPort
Find out more about the travel companions that
modems operate from their own internal battery, won't tie down your portable computer. Call us

today for more information about the WorldPort
line of modems, or the name of your nearest
dealer, at 800-541-0345. (Jn NewYork,
516-261-0423)

..·.·rr

•
••
•• ••
• • •. • : . • : .
••••••••: · :

•••• :••==•
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rouchbase systems. inc.
160 Laurel Avenue
Northport, NY 11768
(516) 261-0423
TELEX : 6502848020
FAX: (516) 754-3491

WorldPort 1200 and WorldPort 2400 are trad emarks ofTouchbase Systems, Inc., Carbon Copy PLUS is a trademark of Meridian Technology Inc.
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Intelligent Database Tools are Here!
Is your Database an Asset or just a File?
As your database grows, its potential value increases. Your challenge is to keep it error
free, understand it, and use it to make effective decisions. These are the tools you need :

tS' lJ DATABASE O ~

Maintain data quality and data integrity. Keep your
database error-free. Database/Supervisor analyzes your
databases and identifies suspicious data items, and
patterns which are out of the ordinary. It automatically detects errors which violate
statistical or logical integrity constraints. If your database is being corrupted,
Database/Supervisor will show you where.

#)ERVIS

Discover hidden patterns and unexpected relationships
in your large database. IXL analyzes your database and
generates easy-to-read rules using artificial intelligence
and statistical techniques. While Database/Supervisor detects errors, IXL produces rules
and decision-making insight. The solutions you are looking for may already be in your
database, waiting to be discovered.

Ixl

The Machine Learning
s

v

s

'

•

M

Will your database errors live forever?

Don' t deny yourself inexact , but potentially valuable,
answers to your database queries. Close matches are
more valuable than no response. IXL and Neural/
Query are perfect partners. IXL generates rules which can be exported . However,
Neural/Query analyzes your large database, builds a network of partial matches, and pro
vides the closest matching answer to your database queries. Use the full informational
content of your database.

N URA L/IO U Ry

Jntelli~~~pilER

The highest-level , easiest-to-use intelligent database en
vironment today. Build dialogs automatically, link them
with rules, frames and hypertext in minutes.
Develop your intelligent application quickly and efficiently, then run it on multiple
operating systems. The built-in relational database combines expert system logic with
SQL-based object oriented queries. Accomplish in hours what would otherwise
take weeks.
Experts love our software:

Alone in a universe of data? Let IXL be your guide.

The Intelligence/Compiler is a powerful state of the
art system for real-world applications. Its intelligent
editing and debugging facilities are a bonus. AJ!Expert
Magazine, February 1988.
Considering the variety of features that the In
telligence/Compiler provides, it is hard to believe that
you can get better value for your money. PC/Al
Magazine, June 1989.
Our leadership in this field
of technology is unsurpassed.
Ask for our books Intelligent
Databases and Expert Systems
for Experts by K. Parsaye, et al .,
published by John Wiley.

Having used IXL on a large database of geological test
data , we were surprised by the many relationships it
found. This has greatly helped us to interpret our Oil
Company databa se. Mr. Jam es Brown , Oil
Industry Consultant, July 1989.

Are you sure you have no listing for the Vite House.

Yes,

I want to win with your easy-to-use intelligent database tools.
D Send me your complete collection of intelligent database tools for $1 ,490.

D Send me the three components: - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - -- -- - -- • for $990.
D Send me the single component: - - - - - - - for $490.
Also available on VMS, Unix and OS/2
Computer system: D IBM/PC D PS/2 D Macintosh
D Check enclosed, Charge to: D Visa D MC D AMX
Name
Card No: - - -- - - - - Expiration _ _ __

Company:
Address:

·1gence\VI\VeI.are
lntell

:::e:~.o;:~.

orders call

(~)

888-2996

Shipping and handling: US $9. Canada and Haw.i ii $20,
Overseas Air $50. California res idents please add 6.5 % sa les tax.

~
~
~

IntelligenceWare
9800 S. Sepulveda Blvd .
Los Angeles . CA 90045-5228
Telephone: (2 13) 4 17-8896
Telefax: (213) 417-8897

The Next Level in Computing ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "
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We make a s'L1per \ 1GA monitor

\\\\\\\\\\\~~'

NEC presents the MultiSync®2A, the best VGA
monitor you can buy.
It's the first monitor from the leader in the
color monitor industry that's been customized to

the needs of the VGA user.
The MultiSync 2A is affordable and uncompromised. And compati
ble with all VGA modes. In short, it performs brilliantly. But what's
equally important, it allows you to move effortlessly to the next major
graphics standard: SuperVGA. That's something fixed-frequency mon
itors like IBM and Compaq can't do.
All this in a monitor that gives you a 14" non-glare screen on a tiltswivel base, for nearly 30% more viewing area than standard 12"
VGA mode shown .i 320 • 200

screens, as well as a new, ergonomically designed cabinet.
Mull!Sync 11

1

1eo111ored u1dema1k ot NEC Home Elee11on1es (USA) Int

MultiSync 2A. One super VGA monitor.
IBM 11 1 11g11tered lflOemark o l 1nrern1uon1J Bu &lnen Mac.hlf1H

Computers and Communications

Coq>o•1 1lon

that's a lso a SuperVGA monitor.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\~,

But t h at ' s onl y part of the story. NEC also
presents the best SuperVGA monitor you can
buy. MultiSync®2A.
The monitor that senses the software you're

using and makes the switch from a VGA monitor to SuperVGA, the new
standard developed by NEC and recognized by VESA. SuperVGA delivers
a maximum resolution of 800 x 600, which is 56% higher than VGA.
After all, since you're most likely buying a board that goes beyond
VGA, your monitor should too .
The MultiSync 2A is also available in a gray-scale version called the
MultiSync GS2A monitor, with a 14" paper-white flat surface screen.
Comp1Q 11 • 1e1111t1red tr1demaiil o f Como1Q ComouUJll Corpo<11 1on

Either way, it's one super Supe rVGA monitor. For literature call
1-800-826-2255. For info r mation call NEC at 1-800-FONE-NEC.
VESA i. 11u1 Vlaeo Electron ics S11n d11C11 Auocl1 1lon.

MultiSync 2A. One SuperVGA monitor .
IQ 1989 NEC Home Etectronoes {USA) Inc

Circle 251 on Reader Service Card
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Digitron Telecommunications is a
small computer engineering company
specializing in audiotex and automated
telemarketing systems . Since it is our in
novative technology that sets us apart
from our much larger and well-estab
lished competition, we viewed patents as
a logical way to protect our innovative
technologies . After consulting with pat
ent attorneys, we soon found that the pic
ture wasn't nearly so rosy as the article
would have us believe .
Obtaining a patent for a piece of soft
ware typically costs between $3000 and
$10 ,000. This is more expensive than
patents for mechanical devices because
of the flow charts and other software
speci fic documentation required . Most
companies, even small ones like ours ,
can afford this price. However, once you
have obtained the patent, you are not out
of the woods yet. If one of your competi
tors challenges your patent, the costs of
defending it can easily run into several
hundreds of thousands of dollars. If one
of the megacompanies (e.g. , IBM , Com
puter Associates , or Microsoft) comes
after a little software company, it can
bury the small company in the legal costs
of defending the patent.
Also keep in mind that by patenting a
technology , you release your trade se
crets, so that everyone has access to the
details of your work.
In the end, we decided not to patent
our software, since we don't want to give
it away for free and we couldn't afford
several hundred thousand dollars in legal
fees to defend our patents.
Like so many things in our litigious so
ciety , the patent process defends the
mighty at the expense of the weak. The
eventual outcome of widespread software
patents will be to kill innovative small
companies and to ensure a software mo
nopoly for the few megacompanies who
can outspend everyone else in court .
Steven Marc Abrams
Westbury , NY

Praising the Pioneers
I enjoyed Rick Grehan ' s " Directory As
sistance" (Parts 1 and 2 , May and June)
but lamented his omission of the pioneer
TRS-DOS and LS-DOS systems on the
TRS-80s . While these veteran operating
systems may not hold the market share
they once did, they provide many useful
and sophisticated features that their more
popular contemporaries sorely lack.
For instance, file specifications are
hashed to an 8-bit value and indexed in a
table occupying one directory sector.
Once it has located the information , the
disk operating system goes directly to the
40
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directory entry and wastes no time wad
ing through all the other directory en
tries. Thus , the TRS-80 has faster file ac
cess than many of its 16-bit rivals.
Directory sectors use a unique data
address mark so that the system can dis
tinguish them from data sectors , making
it nearly impossible for an application in
advertently to destroy the directory.
The flexibility that TRS-DOS and LS
DOS afford is also noteworthy . Though
it predates 3 1/2-inch floppy disk s , it auto
matically recognizes them in a system
(there 's no need for CONFIG.SYS de
vice specifications). The directory is
normally located on the center cylinder ,
but the user can specify any cylinder at
format time (BOOT.SYS on track 0
points to the directory). Until I learned
of MS-DOS 's insistence on putting the
directory on track 0 , I wondered why the
drives chugged so much before doing
anything!
From the user 's perspective , however ,
the most important feature of any disk
operating system is the friendliness and
utility of its file-handling features . Here
the TRS-80 disk operating systems sur
pass many popular systems. TRS-DOS
and LS-DOS go far beyond simply as
signing attributes and access levels to
files . Owner and user password protec
tion is provided , and a password may be
assigned to protect the entire disk as well.
BACKUP outperforms many commer
cial backup products I' ve used under
MS-DOS. An irritating feature of MS
DOS (and CP/M) is the archaic need to
" log into " a drive and then set up a path
to overcome this deficiency. TRS-DOS
and LS-DOS will automatically search
all on-line drives until the file is found
(this means there can be no subdirectory
structures , but that's easily overcome by
disk partitioning) . The meager MS-DOS
DIR display has always irked me; TRS
DOS and LS-DOS use the full video
display width to show useful information
like the number of extents , number of
records , protection level, logical record
length , and end of file (in addition to the
usual stuff) .
The TRS-80 Z80-based family has
never received the recognition that it de
serves for efficiency and functionality. I
only hope that the new Z-280 isn ' t too
late to change that.
Jeff Joseph
Wheeling, IL

Sony Singled Out?
We were quite distressed to read Hugh
Kenner ' s review of Fred Warshofsky ' s
The Chip War (June).
Warshofsky ' s original text was incor

rect. Although his quote was based on an
interview with William Taylor, we sus
pect that Taylor may have been using the
Sony name as being symbolic of all Japa
nese manufacturers . The bottom line in
the story Taylor relates is not "how Sony
got into the [TV) business ," since Sony
never sold private-label TVs to either
Sears or RCA .
Jason Farrow
Senior Vice President
Corporate Communications
Sony Corp. ofAmerica

Growing Old Gracefully
May the Macintosh never grow old grace
fully.
The day that Apple implements Don
Crabb's suggestions ("The Mac Inter
face: Showing Its Age ," Macintosh Spe
cial Edition , June)-most notably the
command-line interface that he seems so
fond of-is the day I stop buying and rec
ommending Apple computers.
It ' s not that I wouldn ' t appreciate some
way to batch up repetitive tasks, but I al
ready have that in any of several macro
tools (including one that comes with the
computer). I cannot think of anything
that grep will do for me that direct ma
nipulation or a quick HyperCard pro
gram won ' t do better (with a lot less
chance of destroying more data than any
virus ever did).
Tom Pittman
San Jose , CA

ASK BYTE

High-Energy Help
I am a computer science major interested
in robotics and high-energy physics . I am
seeking any information regarding what
past issues of BYTE may have had Circuit
Ce! lar projects concerning those sub
jects . My local libraries and school li
braries carry BYTE only from 1985 on. I
remember several years ago reading an
article in BYTE that dealt with the tech
nical aspects and considerations of con
structing a robot manipulator arm. I can
not recall what issue that was in.
Jim Burke
Carrollton, TX

There have been precious few Circuit
Cellar articles on topics in high-energy
physics. In fact, that 's a subject we rarely
cover in detail anywhere in BYTE. As for
robor manipularor arms, a search
rhrough BYTE 's back issues revealed "A
continued
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Hobbyist Robot Arm " in our February
1979 issue. Perhaps that 's the article you
recall. The most recent construction arti
cle on robotics that BYTE presented was
in our April and May 1987 issues: "Build
BERT, Th e Basic Edu cational Robot
Train er. "-R . G.

ofdata ${j • 5

Desktop Publishing
I am the computer operator for a small
rea lty company , and we need a good,
powerful desktop publishing system and
a hand-held graphics scanner. We have
a n IBM PS/2 Model 50 with I megabyte
of memory, a 1.44-megabyte 3 1/2 -inch
fl oppy disk drive , a 20-megabyte hard
di sk drive, a nd a monochrome monitor.
We al so have an Okidata Microline 320
printer.
Kevin C . Redden
Vanceburg , KY

Instant
access to
charts and
tables
showing
detailed
demographics,
history, facts
and figures.

A single,
efficient
source for
time zones,
zip codes ,
area codes
and other
specifics.

Cross-compare
states or
regions
automatically
with the
simple touch
ofa key or
The Model 50 should be more than capa
c/1ckofa~
ble of handling eith er Page Maker or
mouse.

Simple pull
downmenus
allow for
easy access
to statefacts,
maps and
charts

Ventura Publisher, both of which are ex
cellent desktop publishing soft ware pack
1
~
·
rwMMJW f5U5' ,,, -  1
ages. To install PageMaker, you will also
1Valit to buy a full copy of Microsoft Win
dows 286. PS/2 mice are available from a
-·- - ~ d:! - -- - '
number ofsources.
Th e Okidata Microlin e 320 can be
purchased as either Epson FX-80-com
"See us at COMDEX, Booth W606, Westhall."
patible or IBM Graphics-compatible. If
Finally, an invaluable
PC USA is a simple
you choose PageMaker/ Windows, you
resource
tool
that
brings
to
use
"Electronic Atlas:'
could try either the IBMGRX dri ver or
the United States into
An instant guide to geo
th e EPSON9 dri ver. As I recall , Ventura
better focus.
graphical and demogra
Publisher supports the printer directly.
Beginning now, busi
phical information allow
Take a look at "Handy Scanners" in
ness-people, travelers
ing businesses an efficient
th e Jun e BYTE f or a review of popular
and educators will have
means to gather facts.
hand scann ers . Af ter you scan your
Bar charts and graphs
immediate access to a
What's more, PC USA
image, convert it to either PCX or TIFF.
display data on every state
single, complete source ranging from demographics, text and graphics can easi
From there, either PageMaker or Ventura
Publi sher ca n m erge yo ur scan n ed
of maps and data
education, employment and ly be exported to other
images into your layout. Th e only prob
for every state. And for industrial statistics to
programs.
electoral data, state history,
lem you might run into is disk space
nearly every need.
Available at Egghead,
climate
information
and
desktop publishing programs and files
Electronics Boutique,
- ----·
tourist attractions.
take up a lot ofit.-H . E.
Software, Etc. and Software
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Pass the Drives, Please
I have a Compaq Portable 386 with a n in
te rnal 3 Y2 -inch floppy disk drive . I have
looked all over for a way to install an ex
te rnal 5 1A-inch disk drive in this system.
Any inspirations?
Scott Kirkwood
Minneapolis , MN
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City, or call us directly.

1-800-255-2789

-;-""'ft
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Stunning comparative maps
of the entire country as well as
regions and individual states.
Populations, average incomes,
tax rates , state economies and
even school enrollments are
instantly defined.

Beautiful maps of all 50
states and Puerto Rico.
View major naturalfeatures ,
elevations and locations of
each state's largest cities.

PC Globe

4435 S. Rural Rd., Suite 5-333
Tempe, Arizona 85282
(602) 894-6866
Facsimile (602) 968-7196

According to Compaq, your Compaq
Portable 386 provides for only one floppy
disk dri ve, which can be your choice of
Also available: PC Globe with instant profiles and cross comparisons
either 3 1/i -inch or 5 !4-inch. The only
way ro get the second drive connected is
for 177 countries. 569.95.
th rough a second floppy disk drive con
Works with /BM ® PCIXTIATIPS2 and compatibles with a minimum o/512 K RAM. Supports Hercules® monochrome .
. ~g1;,~Z1: ~;1~ ~~~1fj;§'i~~e~~!/~J;cs/Jfo~f.f~fY©/~89~ disk. "PC USA" is a trademark of PCGlobe, Inc.
troller. You 'll need one that responds to a
continued
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secondary device address. Th e Compat i
Card I from Micro Solutions (132 West
Lincoln Hwy., De Kalb, IL 60115 , (815)
756-3411) may be just th e beast you 're
looking for.
To install it , you need a card slot. On
the Portable 386, that means buying th e
expansion box th at bolts onto th e back of
your computer. On the drive side, you 'II
have to locate a 514-inch disk drive in an
external housing with a power supply.
Find or make a cable that attaches to the
external connector on th e CompatiCard.
Th e only hard part here is findi ng th e
extern al drive. The expansion box comes
from a Compaq dealer. The dealer may
be able to get you th e external floppy disk
drive. A number ofmail-order places ad
l'ertise here in BYTE, or you can probably
find what you want at a local computer
flea market. -H. E.

Bad Drives
I own an 8-M Hz IBM AT compatible that
1 bought in the U.S . in May 1986. I
would like to add an internal 3 1/2-inc h
floppy di sk drive to this mac hine. I tr ied
installing a 1.44-megabyte Chinon dri ve
but ra n into ser ious problem s.

Afte r conf iguring the system with
SETUP (I told it I had a 720K-byte dri ve,
since it doesn't know about newer 1.44
megabyte dri ves), I discovered that only
DIR and CHKDSK would recognize the
drive . Copying files to or from the dri ve
produced a " Sector not found " error,
wh ile FORMAT complained, "I nva lid
media or Track 0 bad-disk unusable."
The disk I used had been previously fo r
matted for I .44 megabytes on an IBM
PS/2 Model 80. Trying other disks didn ' t
help , either.
Since the same drive functions flaw
lessly in an MCI AT compatible, I am as
suming that my disk drive controlle r is at
fault. It could be that I have an older
model that can ' t ha ndl e these drives
properly . Judgi ng from a ll the "W D "
part numbers on the chips, it is probably
a Western Digital controller. It is labeled
" FIXED DISK - FLOPPY DISK ETTE
ASSY. 61-031099-00 Rev. X7 A ."
Assuming that the cont roller is other
wise in order, is there any way (e.g.,
jumper settings or some work wit h a sol
dering iron) to make it work with a 1.44
megabyte drive? Is it possible that a drive
from another manu fac turer might work?

Failing a ll the above, is there a cheap
floppy disk drive controller that I could
add just for the new drive? I'd hate to
junk an otherwise perfectly functioning
controller for the added convenience of
3 Y2 -inch disks, despite the recent low
prices fo r such drives .
Dr. A. C. Kridiot is
Koln, West Germany

In describing your problem , you failed to
mention which versions of DOS are run 
ning on your AT and MCI AT compat
ibles. I'd guess that you are running PC
DOS 3. 1 or an even earlier version of
DOS on your PC AT. If so, upgrade your
system to PC- or MS-DOS 3. 3. This
newer DOS has th e DRIVER.SYS device
driver th at will enable DOS to recognize
add-on disk drives.
Once the newer DOS is on your system,
you can add the following line: DEVICE
= DRIVER.SYS /D:N (where D is 2 for
the new second drive and N is 3 for a
1.44-m ega byte 31/i-inch f loppy disk
drive) to your CONFIG.SYS fi le. Th e
new drive will then be assigned as drive
D.-S . W .
.
continued

Buying an expensive book...
.. .doesn't guarantee that it will answer all of your DOS programming
questions unless that book is readable , comprehensive and contains doz
ens of clear programming examples and explanations.
This new book PC System Programming for Developers is a literal en
cyclopedia of knowledge for the DOS programmer. It clearly explains all
of the technical aspects of programming the PC, whether you write in
BASIC, C, Turbo Pascal or assembly language. Some of the topics
covered include:
• PC memory organization

• DOS structures and functions

• COM and EXE programs

• Hardware and software interrupts

• TSR programs

• Writing device drivers

• Programming graphics cards

• Fundamentals of the BIOS

• Handling program interrupts in C, • Using extended and expanded
BASIC, Turbo Pascal and
memory
assembly language
ISBN 1-55755-035-2: 940 page book
$39.95
ISBN 1-55755-036-0: 940 page book and 2 disks
with 1MB compressed programs $59.95
In US and Canada add $4.00 postage. Foreign orders add $12.00 postage per book.

To order direct call TOLL FREE: 1-800-451-4319
Available at B Dalton Booksellers, Waldens and Software Etc. nationwide.
In the UK contact Computer Bookshops 021-706-1188. Write for our free catalog .
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As fast as pmducts are designed, that's about how fast you can get them from Fortron.
In early 1987 we were one of the first to ship an Intel 386nr based personal computer.
Now we're ready to dazzle you with speed again: the NetSetnr 325 and NetSetnr 333 per
sonal computers. based on Intel 386T"' 25 MHz and 33 MHz microprocessors. Designed for
optimum performance of CAD/CAM, UNIX, XENIX, and network
server applications.
D Please have a sales
representative call me.
Like all our other personal computers, these come with one full
year of service, free, at your site (USA). We're that sure of the D Please send me more
information.
reliability. And because we manufacture t he computers curseIves.
right here in California, you know exactly who to call with any 1. 1 am most interested in
A. D 286-based systems
technical questions; and if they do need service. we can fix them
s. o 386-based systems

fast. Speed, service, and savings. That's Fortron.

2. I am a
A. D End User
B. 0 VAR

NetSet 386-333

'3,900
lMB

Circle 142 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 143)

C. D Corporate Purchaser
D. 0 DP/MIS.

ASK BYTE

Bits Across the World
Our newspaper , YA BALASH, in the State
of Qatar on the Arabian Gulf, has a cir
culation of 50,000 worldwide . Conse
quently , our office does a lot of corre
sponding with remote locations daily .
We are looking for a good computer
ized system to manage our day-to-d ay
office work . We would like to feed it a ll
incoming and outgoing mail and would
like to be able to access mail by date a n.d
company category . A scanner would a lso

be helpful in handling the mail.
Do you have any suggestions?
A . S. Ahmed
Doha , Qatar

A custom application written f or any
good database system should be able to
manage the mail flow. If this seems un
. workable, look around f or an of f ice auto
mation consultant. This is a relatively
new f ield, made up of people who spe
cialize in installing of f ice management

systems. One of these consultants should
be able to point you toward a vertical ap
plication specifically geared toward mail
management.
As f or the scanner, one of the best low
cost optical character recognition sys
tems we've seen here at BYTE is the
TrueScan system from Calera Recogni
tion Systems (2500 Augustine Dr., Santa
Clara , CA 95054, (408) 986-8006) . It 's
an OCR board and soft ware that work
with many flatbed scanners. We've rested
it on the Hewlett -Packard ScanJet.
Th e proj ect you suggest is not a simple
one-it will take some time to identify the
issues and pick your solutions. A good
consultant will make th at much easier.
- H . E.

Another Task for Hercules
I have an IBM PC AT-compatible system
(AdvanTech SP/ AT-800) with a Sam
sung MA256 monochrome display and a
Juko 07-A multidisplay 1/0 adapter. I
have set the adapte r to Hercules mono
chrome g raphics mode. My GWBASIC
supports monochrome text but does not
support He rcules g raphics mode. I use
the computer mainly for scientific ca lcu 
lations and word processing, so thi s is
not a serious problem . However, my son
is crazy about graphics.
Where can I get a version of GWBA
SIC that supports both the monoc hrome
text and the Hercules gra phics modes'l
Al so , can I set the multidi spl ay adapter
to CGA mo de with o ut d a mag ing my
monochrome monitor'l
Ren Yanru
Beijing, Chin a

GWBASIC does not suppon the Hercules
graphics modes, but many of th e com
p ilers do. You should take a look ar
Microsoft 's QuickBASIC or Borland 's
Turbo Basic. Both of these products are
GWBASIC- compatible and exrend the
graphics support to include th e Hercules
card.
I've been unable to dig up any inforrna
tion on your display card. / 've seen other
CGA-compatible cards thar handle the
monochrome moniror pe1fectly. Wh ar
does the Juko .documentation say about
it ? Th e street price on a monochrome
monitor around here is less than $60. Ar
that price, I'd risk trying it.
Other multidisplay cards that I've seen
require DIP switches to select either Her
cules or CGA emulation. Switching ro
CGA mode will fer you run GWBASIC
and your son 's games , while losing the
ability to use the higher-resolution Her
cules mode available in QuickBASIC and
Turbo Basic. -H . E. •
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NowQuickPascal makes this
sofi\vare go even faster.

Even the quickest minds tend to brake
suddenly when confronting new languages.
Enter new Microsoft®
QuickPascal Compiler.
The first Pascal that is
not only powerful but easy, intui
/. tive and 100% headache-free.
For example, our new
hypertext QuickPascal Advisor
offers on-the-job training: by
cutting and pasting sample code you can learn
to program in Pascal from scratch. And if you
do hit a snag, the Quick Advisor can straighten
everything out right on the spot.
To accelerate your thought processes
even more, all of our processes are seamlessly
integrated; no other Pascal offers you easier
1::--=:: -

:vlic n""',ri Quick l~\Sl.'al

M "'"'"

access to your editor, debugger and compiler.
What's more, QuickPascal is the first
PC Pascal to offer Object Oriented Program
ming, or OOP. With objects, you can easily
assemble whole programs from modular build
ing blocks ofcode and data And once you know
Pascal, OOP is a snap.Which means, you get
maximum productivity with minimum effort.
Naturally, our Pascal is also fully source
compatible with Turbo Pascal~
So stop by your Microsoft dealer soon.
You'll find our software is on the same
wavelength as yours.

Mietosolf'
Making it all make sense:

Customers in the U.S. call (800) 426-9400. In Canada, call (416) 673-7638. Outside North America, call (206) 882-8661. ©Copyright 1989 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Micmsoft and die
Microsoft logo are registered trademarks and Making it all make sense is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Twbo Pascal is a registered trademark ofBorland International.
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86 MB 22 MS (800118 DTR)

I 2695 I 2995

2595

2550

I

2295

I

2095

I 2395

4MB

2095

2MB

I

1 MB

1895

HIMS 386SX 1BMHz WITH NO MONITOR

INTEL 80386SX MICROPROCESSOR RUNNING AT 16 MHz
SOCKET FOR 16 MHz 80387SX MATHCOPROCESSOR
5.25' 1.2 MB OR 3.5' 1.44 MB DISKffiE DRIVE
DUAL DISKffiE ANB HARD DISK DRIVE CONTROLLER (1 :1
INTERLEAVE)
• 1 MB 80 NS MEMORY (OR 2 MB. 4 MB EXPANDABLE TO 16 MB)
• 40 MB HARD DISK 38 MS. 800 KB DATA TRANSFER RATE
• HI-SPEED 2 SERIAL PORT(S). 1 PARALLEL PORT
• 101 ENHANCED TACTILE "CLICK' TOUCH KEYBOARD
• 200 WATI SWITCHINGPOWER SUPPLY
• 8 EXPANSION SLOTS(MAST SLOTS/8 BIT, 1=8BIT. 5=16 BIT)
•HI-PERFORMANCE 16-BIT VGA CARD (800 x600) OR
OPTIONAL(1024 x 768)
• 6 LAYER H.l.M.S. (U.S.A.) MOTHERBOARD
• LATESTAMI 386 BIOS (BUILT-IN DIAGNOSTICS. SETUP, AND
HARD DISK FORMATIING UTILITY SOFTWARE)
• 10 YEAR BATIERY WI TH CLOCK CALENDAR
• DISK CACHE AND EMS UTILITY SOFTWARE
• H.l.M.S. SMALL FOOT PRINT, 4 BAYS CASE

•
•
•
•

~-~

330 MB ESDJ 14MS1 MB DTR.

150 MB 18 MS 1 MB DTR. ESDI

3495
4295

2995
3795

3250

2650

2750

2350

120 MB 28 MS 1 MB DTR. ESDI

4MB

1 MB

HARD DISK DRIVE

1DO MB 22 MS BOO KB DTR.

HIMS PAGE MOOE 386/20 MHz WITH NO MONITOR

$2150

• INTEL 80386 MICROPROCESSOR RUNNING AT 16 MHz (OR
20 MHz)
• SOCKET FOR 20 MHz INTEL 80387 OR 20 MHz WEITEK 3167 MATH
COPROCESSOR
• 5.25' 1.2 MB OR 3.5' 1.44 MB DISKffiE DRIVE
• DUAL DISKffiE AND HARD DISK DRIVE CONTROLLER(1 :1
INTERLEAVE)
• 1MB OR ( 4 MB OPTIONAL) 80 NS PAGE MODE MEMORY
• 66 MB 23 MS HARD DISK, 800 KB DATA TRANSFER RATE
• HI-SPEED 2 SERIAL PORT(S). 1PARALLEL PORT
• 101 ENHANCED TACTILE "CLICK" TOUCH KEYBOARD
• 230WATI POWER SUPPLY (110moJ FCC. UL. CSA, TUV
APPROVED
• 8EXPANSION SLOTS (2=32/8-BIT, 1=8-BIT. 6=16-BIT)
• HI-PERFORMANCE 16-BIT VGA CARD (800 x600) OR
OPTIONAL (1024 x768)
• 6LAYER H.l.M.S. (U.S.A.) MOTHER BOARD
• LATEST AMI 386 BIOS (BUILT-IN DIAGNOSTICS. SETUP, AND
HARD DISK FORMATIING UTILITY SOFTWARE)
• 10 YEAR BATIERY WITH CLOCK CALENDAR
• DISK CACHE AND EMS UTILITY SOFTWARE
• 5-BAY STURDY DESKTOP CASE ( 6 BAY VERTICAL CASE
OPTIONAL)
• FCC CLASS BON TOWER & DESKTOP

,,;&wt"~ ,;,,.,.x·

RJ.M.S;:Pi(<!;E; MODE SERIES
16AND20MHz386
·1£'
•
1r-'__,,

w

~

I

1MB

8.3

EVEREX

4.91

6.1

(laecl011Powerlletar1 .!5)

COMPAQ

7.5

368 Montague Expressway • Milpitas, CA 95035
Phone: (408) 946-9711 • FAX: (408) 946-9744

3995
4795

3495
4395
330 MB (ESDQ 14 MS 1 MB DTR .

8.1

150 MB (ESDI) 18MS1 MB DTR.

H.I.M.S. TECHNOLOGIES

800-367-2924

H.l .M.S.

8.3

H.l.M.S. TECHNOLOGIES Is the Price, Performance and after
sales service leader In the fast Group.

All H.l.M.S. computers come with aOne-Year On-Sile Service included.
This gives you an immediate back-up just in case aproblem may arise
alechnician can be in your location wilhin 4lo 8hours lrom our 414
service locations. including Puerto Rico and Canada.
All products are made in lhe U.S.A.!!!

3695

3295

·a·

3195

2795

PRODUCT
H.l.M.S. manulaclures acomplele breadlh ol 286, 386SX, Page Mode
386 and Cache 386 systems. H.1.M.S. is lhe only company currenlly
supplying the industry with 386 Cache Pro in verticle. super verticle or
desktop wilh FCC Class
approval. How aboul our 256K Write Back
Cache Design al down lo earth pricing? You can actually afford the high
speed luxury! All lhe H.l.M.S. Syslems can be custom configured to lit
your needs. so call our expert sales executives lo discuss your
specificalions. All H.l.M.S. Syslems come assembled, tested and
burned-in from the Faclory for 72 hours at 600 Centigrade. The Hard
Disk is pre-compsurted and formalted. H.l.M.S. carries awide variety of
options like: Video Cards for CAO/CAM and desktop publishing,
printers. monilor's 14' to 25', Opto magnelo drives. malh
coprocessors, ploters. pointing devices and software.

120 MB (ESDQ 28 MS 1 MB DTR.

100 MB 22 MS BOO KB DTR.

HARD DISlt DRIVE

4MB

25 MHz Add $350
33 MHz Add $1300

CACHE PRO 3BB/21J MHz WITH llO MONITOR

$2595

• INTEL80386 MICROPROCESSOR RUNNING AT 20 MHz (OR
25 AND 33 MHz OPTIONAL )
•SOCKET FOR 80387 OR WEITEK 3167 MATH CO-PROCESSOR
• 64 K25 NS CACHE UPGRADEABLE TO 256 K, READ ANOWRITE
CACHE WITH WRITE BACK CACHE
• PAGE MOOE MEMORY ARCHITECTURE
• 1MB 80 NS MEMORY UPGRADEABLE TO 2, 4, 8 MB ON MOTHER
BOARD, 16 MB WI TH 32-BIT MEMORY CARO
• 5.25' 1.2 MB OR 3.5' 1.44 MB DISKffiE DRIVE
• DUAL DISKffiEAND HARD DISK DRIVE CONTROLLER. 1:1
INTERLEAVE
• HI-SPEED, 2 SERIAL. 1PARALLEL PORT
• 250 WATI HEAVY DUTY POWER SUPPLY
• 101 ENHANCED TACTILE ' CLICK' TOUCH KEYBOARD
• 8EXPANSION SLOTS ( 1=32 BIT. 1=8BIT. 6=16 BIT )
• LATESTAMI 386 BIOS (BUILT-IN DIAGNOSTICS. SETUP, AND HARD
DISK FORMATING UTILITY SOFTWARE)
• HIGH PERFORMANCE 16-BIT VGA CARD (800 X500) OR OPTIONAL
(1024 x 768)
• 6 LAYER H.l.M.S. 64/256 CACHE MOTHER BOARD
• 66 MB 23 MS HARD DISK BOOKS DATA TRANSFER RATE.
• 6 BAY VERTICAL OR 5 BAY DESKTOP CHASIS ( SUPER VERTICAL
10 BAY WITH 375 WATI POWER SUPPLY OPTIONAL)
• FCC CLASS 8 ON DESKTOP OR TOWER
• DISK CACHE. EMS UTILITY SOFTWARE

251\ND 33~

RI.M.S. PRE>FESSIONAL
SERIES'cACHE PRC}386::m:::

IJ

H.1.M.S.TECHNOLOGIES has been manufacturing hi·pertormance
compulers in California under OEM label for a number of years;
and now H.1.M.S. is manufacturing under lls own label the same
hi-pertormance computers 286,386SX, 386 Page Mode and Cache
386 to satisfy yo ur needs in price, pertormance and atter the sale
service, which seems to be a missing feature with most of our
competitors. Just compare our competition and you will find the
obvious, then add our One Year On-Site Service at no extra
cost. .... SURPRISE!!

COMPANY
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situation:

CHAOS MANOR
MAIL
Jerry Pournelle answers questions about his column
and related computer topics

Supporting Supercomputers
Dear Jerry ,
I noted a bit of incredulity in your
April Computing at Chaos Manor with
regard to the fact that computer science
and mathematics departments account
for only I percent of the academic use of
the National Science Foundation (NSF)
supercomputer centers. It shouldn't be
that surprising. Computer scientists, like
mathematicians, develop basic comput
ing concepts and techniques that are ap
plied in other fields. It doesn't take a
supercomputer to test most new algo
rithms, just a good workstation. The en
gineers, physicists, and biologists , on the
other hand, have massive amounts of
data to be processed; thus , they use far
more time on supercomputers and always
want more.
For computer scientists like myself,
who work in computer vision, or those
who work in other data-intensive re
sea rch areas, such as speech recognition ,
information retrieval, and knowledge
based systems, the type of processing
power provided by the supercomputing
centers is inappropriate . Our work re
quires the manipulation of large amounts
of symbolic data instead of double-preci
sion floating-point calculations. The
supercomputing centers also do not sup
port the interactive capabilities (e.g .,
real-time image I/0) required or the lan
guages and tools that we need (e.g.,
Lisp , Prolog, and X Window).
Unfortunately , Congress was sold the
idea of the supercomputer centers as the
way to advance computer science in this
country and to keep our technological
edge against foreign competition. What's
amazing about all this is that nobody
consulted with the computer scientists
for advice. The people who were con
sulted were the engineers, physicists, and
biologists . If Congress had asked the
computer science community how to bol
ster computer research, we would have
seen a much different program-a pro
gram that involved enhanced nationwide
networks, advanced display devices like
high-definition TV, and parallel proces
sors, such as the Connection Machine

Puzzled over
which Pascal
compiler is best
for you?
solution: J6'\~

and the Cosmic Cube.
Sadly , Congress is now convinced that
it is heavily supporting computer science
research through the supercomputing
centers. It is unwilling to provide sig
nificant additional funding for computer
science; thus , while ours is the discipline
with the greatest expansion in total re
searchers in the last 20 years , it has seen
a net decrease in available federal re
search funding. The only agency that
currently supports a ny large , focused
progra ms in computer science is the De
fense Advanced Research Projects
Agency, through its Informat ion Sci
ences and Technology Office. However,
DARPA 's budget is also being heavily
cut, since the current military cutbacks,
as always, are being concentrated on
programs with short-term contracts to
save those with long-term obligations,
such as aircraft carriers and stealth
bombers .
Thus , your call for supp ort of in
creased funding for the supercomputing
centers, while it may give the physicists
some new toys to help them design their
new Superconducting Super Collider, is
likely to result in further reductions to
the basic research that makes supercom
puters work. The $ 100 million that you
told people to ask their representatives to
allocate will likely be used to buy the
next generation of supercomputers from
Japan .
Your efforts would better serve the
long-term interests of the country if they
were directed at increasing support for
basic computing research . $100 million
per year would move 10 of our better
computer science departments into the
upper echelon of research currently in
habited only by MIT, Carnegie Mellon ,
and Stanford . Alternatively, it could be
continued

Jerry Pournelle holds a doctorate in psy
chology and is a science fiction writer
who also earns a comfortable living writ
ing about computers present and future.
He can be reached clo BYTE, One Phoe
nix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458,
or on BIX as ''jerryp. "
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Our tools support both
OuickPasral and Turbo Pascal.
POWER TOOLS PLUS/5.0 $149
Full featured function library
• Features context sensitive help screens
• window oriented pick lists • multiple-line edit
fields with fully configurable edit keys
• moving bar pull-down menus and windows
• in-memory sort routines • EMS support
• TSRs and ISRs •and much more!

ASYNCH PLUS

$129

Asynchronous communication manager
• Features speeds to 19.2K baud
• XON/XOFF protocol • support for up to 4
comm ports • hardware handshaking
• XModem file transfer • 1/0 buffers up to 64K
• and much more!

POWER SCREEN

$129

Screen 1/0 manager
• Features screen painter • virtual screens
• data validation • context sensitive help
• unlimited screens • definable keys
• and much more!

Fast, flexible and affordable!
Blaise Computing offers programming tools that
are fast, flexible and affordable. Call now to
orderorto ask for afree brochure on our full line
of products for Cand Pascal.

FREE with these products!
Source code, complete sample programs, a
comprehensive reference manual with extensive
examples, the Norton Guides Instant Access
Program, and acomprehensive online database.

Supports QuickPascal and Turbo Pascal!
All of these products support Turbo Pascal 4.0,
5.0, and 5.5 and Quickpascal 1.0.

Put Blaise tools to the test!
If at any time during the first 30 days you are not
completely satisfied with their speed and
flexibility, we'll refund your money.

Call (800) 333-8087 today!

---•--
FAX: (415) 540-1938

BLAISE COMPUTING INC.

HM> Nin lh Sutt!. Sui1c .llb

H~rli.dc~ .

CA 94110 t41!il H0·!\44 1

Turbo Pascal is a re9istered trademar1< of Borland International.
QuickPascal is a registered trademar1< of Microsoft Corporation.
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CHAOS MANOR MAIL

used to build a fiber-optic network that
would allow real-time transmission of
digitized images across the country, or to
buy 20 of the largest parallel processors
for computer science and AI research .
I hope that in the future you will use
some of your broad influence to encour
age others to back increased support of
computer science research in addition to
computational support for other sci
ences. Senator Albert Gore is one key of
ficial who is leading such a drive , and he

ernment programs tend to have effects
opposite to what was intended. After all,
we have the Connection Machine. As to
ARPANET, I agree that it was a Good
Thing , but I can't write about it any
longer: The y closed out my account.
Th e problem, it seems to me , isn 't my
support of th e supercomputers; it's that
scientists see the science budget as a zero
sum game. That's the wrong approach.
Go convince th em that support of your
proj ect is a good in vestment.-lerry •

would probably welcome additional pop
ular exposure of his plans.
Dr . Charles Weems
Senior Research Scientist
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA

I suspect you exaggerate my influence, al
though one ofGore's key people turns out
to be a former student ofmine.
I'm not sure how one goes about "sup
porting computer science"; a lot of gov

And think about OST, the European leader in th e field o f private X.25 netwo rks!
Our PC XNET card, an o ptio n/ adapter card for personal computers, provides two
chan ne ls, each s upporting 128 virtual circuits and speeds to 64 kbps. The PC XNET card
provides a level of performance never before reached in a personal compute r.
Easy acces via MS DOS, XENIX and NETBIOS makes the PC XNET card th e perfect tool for
e mulating terminals and file se1vers o r providing a gateway to Local Area Networks. Fully
compatible w ith many protocols such as X.25, X.32 and X.2 1, the PC XNET card e nables
compute rs to be connected to any type of network.
Furthermore, app lications progran1s you develop o n d1e PC XNET card can be transferred co the PC SNET
card, OSTs ISON interface card.
So, if you are chinking of X.25 capab ility for your compute r chink abouc OST.

OST, SA
Rue du Bas-Village. Z. I. Sud·Est
35515 Cesson-Sevigne Cedex
Tel. : (33) 99.32.50.50
Fax: (33) 99.4 1.71.75. Telex: 730839

OST, Inc
14225 · F Sullyfi eld Circle
Chantilly, VA 22021
Tel. : (1) 703 817 0400
Fax: (1) 703 817 0402

Networking Intelligence
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WHAT'S NEW
H A RDWA R E

Wallaby Gets
Mac-Compatible
with Laptop

T

he trick to the Wallaby 's
Macintosh compatibility
is that you must take the
ROM chips out of your Macin
tosh Plus or SE and put them
into the laptop system . This
feat is performed by the
dealer when you purchase the
laptop. A connector board is
then installed in your Mac.
The fully configured 15
MHz 68000-based Laptop Sys
tem from Wallaby Systems
weighs less than 10 pounds , in
cluding the battery, the key
board, the backlit LCD, and
the optional 20-megabyte
hard disk drive.
The 12- by 8- by 4-inch
unit is also IBM-compatible , in
the sense that the standard
800K-byte Wallaby floppy disk
drive can read and write
IBM-formatted disks as well as
Macintosh-formatted disks ,
the company claims .
In portable mode, you take
the Laptop System on the road
and leave your Mac at home
or in the office. In the office,
you boot your Mac SE or
Plus from the Wallaby.
Programs can also be
stored in a proprietary "silicon
disk" that is based on nonvol
atile RAM. Up to 16 mega
bytes (using 4-megabyte sin
gle in-line memory modules)
of program storage is possi
ble on the Laptop System with
out the use of a hard disk.
Besides a full megabyte of
RAM (upgradable to 4 mega
bytes), the Wallaby laptop
comes with a printer, printer
and communications ports ,
an 800K-byte 3 1/2-inch floppy
disk drive, and an Isopoint
device instead of a mouse.
The Wallaby keyboard is
linked to the monitor through

infrared signals. The monitor
has a 640- by 400-pixel black
on-white display.
Price: $2995.
Contact: Wallaby Systems ,
Inc. , 2540 Frontier Ave ., Suite
109, Boulder , CO 80301 ,
(303) 444-4606 .

Inquiry 1105.

Compute
on the Commute

T

he Electronic Portable
Information Center
(EPIC) appears to be a 23
pound leather briefcase. But
tucked inside is a communi
cations center, complete with a
12-MHz AT compatible; a
keyboard ; an 11-inch, paper
white, VGA-compatible,
backlit LCD ; a cellular phone;
a 1200-bps Hayes-compatible
modem; and , later this year,
optional fax capabilities .
The AT compatible has I
megabyte of RAM, a 1.44
megabyte 3 1/2 -inch floppy
disk drive, and a 20-megabyte
hard disk drive .
EPIC comes with DOS and
software for word processing ,
database, spreadsheet, com
munications , graphics , and
general business functions .
Price: $8495 .
Contact: Cellular Computer
Systems Corp. , 550 Pine Towe
Rd ., Suite 270, Ft. Wash
ington , PA 19034, (215)
628-3749.

Inquiry 1108.

•

SYSTEMS

NEC Announces
Three Desktop
Systems

P

owerMate 286 , NEC's
low-end system , has its
own Super EGA built into the
motherboard . It comes with a
IO-MHz microprocessor with
one wait state (software
switchable to 8 MHz), 512K
bytes of RAM (expandable to
up to 16 megabytes) , a 1.2
megabyte 5 1A-inch floppy disk
drive, a keyboard, and room
for one 3 1/2 -inch half-height
and two 5 1A -inch half-height
drives and four full-size ,
16-bit, add-in cards .
Ports include the keyboard
port on the front panel , a par
allel printer port, a serial
printer port , and an RGB video
port. Its dimensions are 14
by 16 by 5 inches , and it
weighs 21 pounds. Optional
equipment includes an 80287
math coprocessor, your
choice of floppy and hard disk
drives , and your choice of
tape backup systems.
The PowerMate 286 Plus
is the same as the standard 286
except that it features a faster
(12-MHz) zero-wait-state
microprocessor (switchable
to 8 MHz and one wait state),
1 megabyte of RAM (ex 
pandable to 4 megabytes of 80
ns or 12 megabytes of 120-ns
RAM) , and 640- by 480-pixel
resolution in 16 colors built
into the motherboard . The 286

SEND US YOUR NEW PRODUCT RELEASE
We'd like to consider your product for publication. Send us f ult
information, including price , ship date , and an address and
telephone number where readers can get further information. Send
to New Products Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane , Peter
borough, NH 03458. Information contained in these items is based
on manufacturers' written statements and/or telephone interviews
with BYTE reporters. BYTE has not formally reviewed each product
mentioned. Th ese items, along with additional new product
announcements, are posted regularly on BIX in the microbytes.sw
and microbytes. hw conferences.

Plus also includes DOS 3.3.
The PowerMate SX in
cludes 2 megabytes of RAM
(upgradable to 16 mega
bytes), a 1. 2-megabyte 5 1;.1 
inch floppy disk drive, and
a keyboard.
Price: 286, $1299; with
Super VGA, $1499; 286 Plus
with one 1.2-megabyte 5 1A
inch floppy disk drive, $1999;
with 42-megabyte hard disk
drive, $2899; SX, $2699; with
42-megabyte hard disk drive,
$3599 .
Contact: NEC Information
Systems, Inc ., 1414 Massachu
setts Ave., Boxborough , MA
01719, (508) 264-8000 .

Inquiry 1109.

The Short Tower
with Pizazz
he CCS 286-12 is a 12
MHz 80286 system in a
short tower chassis. It's big
enough for two floppy disk
drives of your choice (1.2
megabyte 5 1A-inch or 1.44
megabyte 31/2-inch), a hard
disk drive, and three 16-bit
slots and an 8-bit slot.
Standard equipment in
cludes 5 l 2K bytes of RAM
(upgradable to 4 megabytes),
a Phoenix BIOS , an EGA
video controller, a floppy
disk drive controller with your
choice of two 5 1A-inch or
3 1/2-inch floppy disk drives,
a parallel port, two serial
ports, and a PS/2 mouse port.
Also standard is a 101-key
keyboard and a monochrome
monitor.
Price: Basic configuration,
$1399; with a 20-megabyte
hard disk drive , $1629 .
Contact: Custom Computer
Systems, Inc., 191 Woodport
Rd ., Sparta, NJ 07871, (201)
729-6762.

T

Inquiry 1107.
continued
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Contact: QMS, Inc., One
Magnum Pass, Mobile, AL
36618, (205) 633-4300 .

N/Hance Introduces
Operating-System
1ndependent Drive

Inquiry 1111.

T

he 5120 is a 1280-mega
byte random-access
WORM (write once, read
many times) optical drive
that's designed to be operat
ing-system- and processor
independent.
The Write-Once File Sys
tem software is compatible
with DOS 3.0 and higher,
Xenix, Unix, and OS/2 .
The 5120 features 640
megabytes per side (the aver
age access time is rated at
less than 90 ms) and removable
disks . It weighs 4 pounds and
measures 5 1A by 7 by 15 \4
inches.
Price: $7695 .
Contact: N/Hance Systems ,
Inc. , 908R Providence Hwy. ,
Dedham, MA 02026, (800)
289-9676 or (617) 461-1970.

Inquiry 1114.

Erasable Optical
Drive Features
1 Gigabyte

S

torage Dimensions says
its plug-and-play version
of Maxtor's Tahiti 1 rewrit
able magneto-optical disk sys
tem is the fastest example of
this new technology on the
market.
The LaserStor, for the
IBM PC and PS/2s, the Mac,
and NetWare servers, is rated
at an average seek time of 35
ms. It's available only as an
external unit with its own
power supply, fan, and SCSI
connector to the host micro
computer. The full-height
drive uses removable 5 1A-inch
optical cartridges that can
hold either the industry-stan
dard 650 megabytes or Stor
age Dimensions' proprietary 1
gigabyte of data on two sides,
depending on the format used.
PC and PS/2 models are sup
plied with AT- or Micro
50
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Color Your
Computer Overheads
N/Hance makes its WORM drive operating-system-independent.

Channel-bus SCSI boards,
and all versions appear as a
standard hard disk drive to
the operating system.
For PCs and PS/2s , Laser
Stor comes with SCSI host bus
adapters and SpeedStor soft
ware that permits DOS to ad
dress the drive as a single
partition or as several vol
umes. With the Macintosh ,
the LaserStor plugs directly
into the external SCSI port
and is supported with Macin
Stor Installer software.
Price: $7995; 650-megabyte
cartridges, $295; I-gigabyte
cartridges, $395 .
Contact: Storage Dimen
sions, Inc . , 2145 Hamilton
Ave ., San Jose, CA 95125 ,
(408) 879-0300.

Inquiry 1112.

A Gigabyte
of Storage Space
for Your Mac

F

or Mac aficionados with
a need for really large
storage space, MicroNet
Technology has introduced the
first I-gigabyte hard disk
drive for the Mac. The SBX
1000, based on Imprimus
Technology's Wren VII drive,
is a full-height 5 1A-inch SCSI
drive with an average access
time of 15 ms.
You can install the SBX
1000 inside a Mac II or IIx,
or it can also be mounted in
an external box for use with
other Macs.

Price: $9850.
Contact: MicroNet Technol
ogy , Inc ., 20 Mason, Irvine,
CA 92718 , (714) 837-6033.

Inquiry 1115.

QMS Ships Low
Priced Color
Postscript Printer

T

he ColorScript 100
Model 10 is a color Post
script printer that uses ther
mal-transfer technology and
can attach to either IBM or
Macintosh computers .
It can produce a 300-dpi
four-color page in about 1 min
ute, the company says, with
the help of the Mitsubishi
G370 print engine. The G370
can create up to 16 million
color combinations.
The printer, about the size
of the original Apple Laser
Writer, includes an internal
controller based on a 16-MHz
68020 processor, plus 4 mega
bytes of RAM (expandable to 8
megabytes), and 1 megabyte
of ROM containing 35 fonts .
Standard interfaces are RS
232C serial, Centronics paral
lel, and AppleTalk/RS-422
ports, and an external SCSI
port that allows connection of
up to seven hard disk drives.
The Model 10 uses rolls of
wax-based ink for the color
thermal-transfer process and
requires special paper that
costs roughly 6 cents per
sheet. It can also print on
transparencies .
Price: $9995; extra memory,
$595 (1 megabyte) and $1495
(4 megabytes) .

I

n Focus Systems claims
that its 480C PC Viewer is
the first LCD panel that pro
jects full-color computer
images through an overhead
projector. It sits atop your
overhead projector and deliv
ers eight-color presentations
at VGA resolution.
The PC Viewer uses sub
tractive LCD color technology
similar to color photography.
Starting with a white pixel, the
display selectively subtracts
primary colors to produce a
full spectrum of hues . This
technique detracts little from
the brightness of the original
image, In Focus claims.
The PC Viewer also has a
rotating palette that lets you
select color mapping and ma
nipulate the color display to
suit your preference. A built
in temperature compensation
system comprises heat filters
and a multispeed fan .
You interface. the PC
Viewer through the monitor
port of your IBM XT, AT, or
compatible. For Macs, you'll
need optional adapters that
attach to graphics boards .
And, if you want to see the
image on your computer screen
as well as on the projection
screen, you'll need an optional
"loop-through" adapter,
which doubles as the Mac II
adapter.
Price: $4995 ; Mac Plus and
SE adapters, $119.95; "loop
through" adapter, $249 .95.
Contact: In Focus Systems ,
Inc ., 7649 Southwest Mohawk
St., Tualatin, OR 97062,
(800) 327-7231 or (503)
692-4968.

Inquiry 1113.
continued

After centuries of practice,
mankind perfects engineering
calculations: MathCAD.
e.wGll-1££1\~c~
f1.£Nl'-\SSI>'

Announcing MathCAD 2.5:
TheDawnofaNew Age.

equations anywhere on the screen,
add text to support your work, and
graph the results. Then print your
analysis in presentation-quality
documents.
It has over 120 commonly used
functions built right in, for handling
equations and formulas, as well as
exponentials, differentials, cubic
splines, FFTs and matrices.
No matter what kind ofmath you
do, MathCAD 2.5 has a solution
for you. In fact, it's used by over
60,000 engineers and scientists,
including electrical, industrial, and
mechanical engineers, physicists,
biologists, and economists . .-----__,
But don't take our word
for it; just ask the experts.
' PC Magazine recently
described MathCAD as
"everything you have ever
March 14,
dreamed ofin a mathemat 1989 issue.
Bestof'88
ical toolbox."
Best of'87
And for Macintosh®
users, we present MathCAD 2 .0,
rewritten to take full advantage of
the Macintosh interface. Entering
operators and Greek letters into
equations is pure simplicity!
Look for MathCAD 2.5 at your
local software dealer, or give us a
call. For more information, a free
demo clisk, or upgrade information,
clial 1-800-MATHCAD (in MA,
617-577-1017).

What the historians will call it,
only time will tell.

Perhaps the Century ofSpeed, or
the Era of Ease. But whatever the
name, this is the age ofMathCAD 2.5,
the only math package that looks
and works the way you think .

Math CAD 2. 5 incl11des 3-D plotting, HPGL sketch
import, and PostScript output.

MathCAD is far and away the
best-selling math package in the
world. Because it lets you perform
engineering and scientific calcula
tions in a way tl1at's faster, more
natural and less error-prone than
the way you're doing them now
whether you 're using a scratch pad,
calculator, spreadsheet or program
that you wrote yourself.
And now we've made the best
even better. MathCAD 2.5 is a dra
matically improved version that in
cludes three-climensional plotting,
enhanced numerical analysis, and
the ability to import HPGL files
from most popular CAD programs,
indueling AutoCAD .® And now you
can print on PostScript®compatible
printers.
And like before. MathCAD's live
document interface" lets you enter

Available for IBM®compatibles
andMacintosh computers.
TM and@ signify manufacnircr 1s trademark or
manufacturer's registered trademark respectively.

Math CAD®

MathSoft, Inc. One Kendall Square, Cambridge, MA 02139

U.K.: Adept Scientific 0462-480055; France: ISE CEGOS 1-46092768; Germany: Softline 07802-4036; Japan: CRC03-665-9768 .
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Some pointing·dev.ice~·
feel quite alien.

~~
a.~'

lOGlHCH

When we put our minds to
designing the next generation of
pointing devices, we started
with our hands. It turns out that
thumbs have over twice the muscle and agility of
other fingers - which only go up and down.
W e tested dozens ofprototypes. None beat the
body you see before you. A trim 4.25" x 5.25;' fully
equipped with a low-inertia, lightweight ball {placed
under the thumb), three buttons
{under the fingers), and room
to rest the hand.
TrackMan is smart, too:
adjustable from 50 to over
15,000 d.p.i. resolu 
tion {default at 300);
on-the-fly ballistic driver; lots of built-in
menus to speed up popular keyboard based
applications. Even a shell for Lotus 1-2-3.'"
Simple to install, this stationary mouse is
compatible with all other top-selling mice.
TrackMan is guaranteed to work with any
application on a 256K IBM {or compatible)
personal computer Price? S 139,* complete
with Satisfaction Guarantee. and 7-Days
A-Week Product Support.
For further information call:

800-231-7717
In California: (800) 552-8885
lnCanada:{415) 795-8500
In Europe: ++41-21-869-9656

lOGillGH

·serial version. Bus version IS 51~9. '" 1-2 -3 is o trademark of Lotus Corp.
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ADD-INS

Price: $89 .95 .
Contact: Covox , Inc., 675-D
Conger St., Eugene, OR
97402, (503) 342-1271.
Inquiry 1122.

MCA QuickCapture
Now Has AT
Counterpart

D

ata Translation's Micro
Channel architecture
based QuickCapture frame
grabber board now has an AT
based counterpart.
Like the PS/2 version, the
QuickCapture AT captures,
stores, and displays images
from video cameras, VCRs,
and still-video cameras . Both
cards use the same software
drivers .
QuickCapture AT captures
video images in real time (one
thirtieth of a second) and in
cludes a phase-locked loop cir
cuit for jitter-free image
capture from VCRs. And when
it's used with external video
devices, QuickCapture auto
matically genlocks to the
video source or to a separate
composite synchronous sig
nal. It can also supply a syn
chronous signal to display
stored images .
You can display the images
in real time on any RS-170
RGB (National Television
System Committee) analog
monitor, with 256 shades of
gray and VGA resolution . Each
board includes 512K bytes of
RAM and an on-board proces
sor. An overlay processor lets

Mac II Graphics
Acceleration
to 600 Percent
QuickCapture AT captures images in real time.

you mix text and graphics.
Price: $1995 .
Contact: Data Translation,
100 Locke Dr. , Marlborough,
MA 01752, (508) 481-3700 .
Inquiry 1121.

Audio Comes
in Three Channels
with Sound Master

T

he Sound Master PC is
an inexpensive audio
board and speaker system
that lets you mix sound files
with moving graphics on
your IBM AT or XT.
It features a music/sound
chip from Micro Chip, a di
rect-memory-access-driven
8-bit digitizer, a stereo ampli
fier, and dual digital joystick
ports . Sample rate is variable
from 10 Hz to more than 100

kHz. The frequency range has
16 bits of resolution and is
adjustable from 50 Hz to
ultrasonic.
There are three indepen
dently programmable analog
output channels with separate
frequency and envelope con
trols for each channel.
The audio amplifier pro
duces 250 mW per channel
into 8 ohms. Frequency re
sponse is flat to 5 kHz. Total
harmonic distortion is 0.2
percent. Each channel has sep
arate, digitally controlled, 4
bit gain stages for adjusting
volume or for panning . You
can connect the board to an
external stereo, booster
speakers, or headphones.
The 2 lf,i-inch speakers
have an impedance of 4 to 8
ohms and a maximum input
of0 .3 W . Frequency response
is 50 Hz to 12 kHz.

T

he Radius QuickColor
Graphics Accelerator
board for the Mac II works in
tandem with Radius video
boards to boost the perfor
mance of Apple's 32-Bit
QuickDraw by as much as
600 percent, Radius claims .
QuickColor Accelerator
uses both the modular design
of QuickDraw and capabili
ties built into Radius video
display boards to speed draw
ing on a Mac II .
The QuickColor board
moves the bulk of the drawing
operations onto the NuBus by
patching some of the Quick
Draw bottleneck procedures
and using a 5-million-instruc
tion-per-second RISC pro
cessor. It loads multitasking
code into the RISC proces
sor's static RAM .
Price: $795 .
Contact: Radius , Inc . , 1710
Fortune Dr., San Jose, CA
95131 , (408) 434-1010 .
Inquiry 1120.
continued

Big Blue Goes Multimedia

I

BM 's Audio Visual Con
nection (AVC) software ,
coupled with two new Micro
Channel add-in boards ,
brings multimedia capabili
ties to PS/2s.
They let you combine ,
edit, and store high-resolu
tion still pictures along with
text and full-range audio for
multimedia presentations in
educational and business ap
plications .
In addition to creating pre
sentations, you can use AVC
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to develop applications that
manipulate business data,
such as an audiovisual home
database for realtors .
The AVC software offers
exact synchronization and
mixing of audio , video, and
text, plus 256-color image
enhancement. You can also
change the size and location
of screen images, move text
over an image without dis
turbing the graphics, and
even animate the image by
rapidly displaying a series of

graphics. The package uses a
hype r text-like technique
that lets you link text with re
lated images and audio.
AVC requires an IBM
PS/2 with at least 2.5 mega
bytes of RAM and OS/2 1.1
or DOS 4.0 or higher. It's
also IBM Token Ring-com
patible . AVC is designed to
work with the PS/2 Video
Capture Adapter/ A, which
captures, digitizes, and
stores individual images
from standard video or com

puter graphics sources . For
the audio side, you 'II need
IBM's PS/2 Audio Capture/
Playback Adapter for analog
audio input.
Price: Audio Visual Con
nection, $495 ; Video Cap
ture Adapter/A, $2250 ;
Audio Capture/Playback
Adapter, $565 .
Contact: IBM Corp .; check
your local telephone book's
white pages or call (800)
426-2468 .
Inquiry 1119.

-

If You Want To Talk
Fast DBMS
Call 1-800-db
And Start Screaming
You'll be screaming, all
right. db_VISTA III from
Raima Corporation
combines the flexibility of a
relational DBMS and the
lightning speed of the
network database model.
db_VISTA III is
written for C
Programmers.
Source code available. The

C

db_VISTA Ill Database Management S~'stem
Yes No

Features
db VISTA.ti

Hi~h

Performance DB\IS:

Relational B-tree Indexing

.I
.I

Single and Multi-User available
Network Datahase Model

,/

Mullipk dalabasc access

,/

Refercnti;ll integrity

,/

Automatic rl!covcry

,/

Record & File locking

,/

SQL-based db_QUERY,
db_YISTA IIl ' s rela
tional query and report writer.

db VISTA Puts You in
Some Fast Company.

db QUERY 2.1 SQL-based Qucr~· :

.I

Relational Query & Report Writer
Pru~rimi:

interactive database utilities and
outstanding documentation make
db_VISTA III easy to learn. All
applications are portable to VMS ,
UNIX, OS/2, MS-DOS , even
Macintosh. No royalties.

db REVISE 1.0 ,Database Restructure

db VISTA III is Fast. Using

WKS Lihrar)·:

benchmarks originated at PC Tech
Journal Laboratories , db_VISTA
III measured 3 to 12 times faster
than the average relational
database! Call us and we ' ll send
you the results .

Read & Write WKS. WK I & DBF files

,/

SOURCE CODE AV AILAlll.E:

,/

Relational and Network
Model Technology for
Programming Flexibility.

SQL Support with

.I

RAM resident

Total datahase rcdesign/rcstmcturing
Operating S)·stems*: VMS. ULTRIX. UNIX

Thousands of C programmers in
over 50 co untri es worldwide use
db_VISTA III , including
APPLE, ARCO, AT&T, EDS ,
Federal Express, Hewlett
Packard, IBM, NASA ...

.I
,/

,/
BSD 4.2. SunOS. XENIX. MS-DOS.
Macintosh and MS Windows. OS/2 compatihk ,/

C Compilers'': Most compilers supported
C++ comililatible
LANs*: 3COM. Novell. Banvan. AppkShare

ROYAi.TIES: !Ahsolutcly not' I

and all related records can be
immediately avai lable using the
network model. You decide how
to combine these fo r best
application performance.

.I
.I
.I

11:.i. t

' Other environments are supported; call for complete list.

db VISTAID TM

Don ' t wait. Call Raima fo r more
information about how you can
build applications that are
screaming-fast!

Call 1-800-d..u.-~..-~
(That's 1-800-327-2462)

Database Management System

etrieve a record fast using the
elational keyed access method

RAIM~M
[ N CORPORATION
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Kurzweil Reading
System Available
on PC Platform

T

he groundbreaking
Kurzweil reading ma
chine, which uses a scanner,
optical character recognition,
and speech synthesis to read
documents to the blind and dis
abled, has finally migrated
down from a stand-alone prod
uct and is available on a con
ventional IBM PC platform.
The new PC/KPR products
include software, a desktop
scanner, and an XT- and AT
compatible interface card.
They require a PC with 640K
bytes of RAM, DOS 3.0 or
higher, and a hard disk drive.
The only thing missing that
was on the original stand
alone reading machine is a
speech synthesizer, which
you must purchase separately.
Like its stand-alone prede
cessors, the PC/KPR reads
aloud scanned documents
and can store text files for con
version to Braille or transfer
the files into standard word
processing applications.
Models 15 and 25 both use

Kurzweil 's PCIKPR reading machine reads scanned documents
aloud, just like the original proprietary system.

300-dpi Ricoh scanners .
Price: Model 15, $3995;
Model 25, $4995, optional
document feeder , $595;
Model 35, $7995; optional
document feeder, $1595.
Contact: Kurzweil Computer
Products, 185 Albany St.,
Cambridge, MA 02139,
(617) 864-4700.
Inquiry 1124.

Add Two Parallel
Ports to Your PC

T

he LPT: 123 is a two
thirds-size 8-bit card that
adds two parallel ports to the
IBM PC , XT, AT, or com

Key Tronic Replaces Your
Mac's Keyboard

T

he MacPro is an inex
pensive replacement
for Apple's high-end key
board. It features Key Tron
ic's capacitance key-switch
technology and programma
ble macro software, and it's
compatible with the Macin
tosh SE, SE/30, II, Ilx, and
Ilcx.
The MacPro looks much
like the standard Macintosh
keyboard except for a larger
L-shaped Return key. The
backslash key has been
moved from above the Re
turn key to just below it.
The keyboard plugs into
any Apple Desktop Bus con
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nector and has its own ADB
connector for use with a
mouse or other ADB-com
patible peripheral. The 105
key MacPro comes bundled
with Tempo II, Affinity Mi
crosystems' keyboard macro
software, which lets you pro
gram any key. And if you
don't like the feel of the Mac
Pro' s keys, you can purchase
a Key Tronic kit to adjust
their stiffness.
Price: $197; key-stiffness
kit,$15.
Contact: Key Tronic Corp. ,
P.O. Box 14687, Spokane,
WA 99214, (509) 928-8000 .
Inquiry 1126.

patibles. It is compatible with
DOS, Windows, and Xenix,
and it is supported by the
popular programming lan
guages . You can add up to
four LPT: 123 adapters to a
single personal computer.
Features include I/O ad
dress and interrupt-register
select switches for each chan
nel. Output is through DB-25
connectors .
Price: $179.
Contact: Commtech, Inc.,
8622 Mt. Vernon Court, Wich
ita, KS 67207, (316)
651-0077.
Inquiry 1128.

Postscript
Emulation in a Font
Cartridge

P

acificPage is a font car
tridge that inexpensively
turns your LaserJet Series II
printer into a Postscript-com
patible printer, Pacific Data
claims.
You just plug in Pacific
Page, and, with PostScript in
terpreter emulation from
Phoenix Technologies, it takes
over the LaserJet II's 8-MHz
processor for PostScript print
ing. There's no need for add
in boards, cables, or software
manipulation, the company
reports.
PacificPage gives you ac
cess to 35 Apple LaserWriter
equivalent fonts in many

point sizes . It also provides all
the Postscript capabilities:
reversed text, scaled fonts , text
rotation, and graphics such as
arcs, circles , screens, patterns,
and halftone images, accord
ing to Pacific Data.
You need at least 2 mega
bytes of RAM in your printer,
and you're limited in print
speed because the code in the
font cartridges works off the
LaserJet's 8-MHz three
wait-state processor.
Price: $695.
Contact: Pacific Data Prod
ucts, 6404 Nancy Ridge Dr. ,
San Diego, CA 92121, (619)
552-0880.
Inquiry 1125.

Reduce Macintosh
Fan Noise with the
Fan Controller

I

fyou're tired of the loud
fan noise from your Macin
tosh 11 or llx, you might try
the Nova Fan Controller from
Nova International. The
company claims that by contin
uously varying the fan speed,
the Controller can reduce your
fan noise by as much as 50
percent.
Nova says that the Mac II
fans are factory-set to cool a
fully configured system, but
a less-equipped system doesn't
require the fan's default
speed . The Fan Controller
installs on the power supply ,
and a separate sensing unit
attaches to your hard disk
drive.
Price: $79.
Contact: Nova International,
Inc., 435 North 34th St.,
Seattle, WA 98103, (206)
548-9339.
Inquiry 1130.
continued

NOW SHOWING AT sea AUTHORIZED RESELLERS!
(800) SCO-UNIX (726-8649) • (40 8)4 25-7 222 · FAX: (408 ) 458 -4 227 ·E-MAIL: . .. !uunet!sco!info info@sco.COM
COME SEE US AT COMDEX (ROOM 4) AND UNIX EXPO!
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November's NOVELL month in
Novell , the technology leader in the
network indust1y, provides a full array
a/programming tools designed to
streamline the development Q/distrib
uted applications. Novell's dala
management tools, connectivity tools,
system-level applicalion programming
inter/aces, and network compilers are
optimized/or the Net Ware environ
ment, so you and your users enjoy the
.flexibility, reliabilizy and pe1fonnance
you expect from Ne/Ware. When you
are ready to build applications that
ji,tlly exploit the power and.flexibility
Q/th e Nef\.'(lare environment, turn to
Novell and Programmer's Paradise!

XQL and NetWare SQL
N etWa re SQL is an open interfa ce relati o na l database
engine that has been ti ghtly integrated w ith th e NetWare
operati ng system to p rovide ha ck-e nd database services to
a wide variety of front-end appl ica ti ons including database
managers, 4G Ls, accounting systems and sprea dsheets.
Build your own fro nt-encl appli cations fo r NetWare SQ L
using XQL, an open programming interfa ce that prov ides
you with relationa l access to NetWare SQL databases
thro ugh two programming leve ls: ANSI-standard Structu red

Query Langua ge (SQ L) statements and powerful , low-level
relatio nal database primitives .
B y making simple subro utine calls from C, Pasca l , BAS IC
o r COBOL, yo u ca n access data b y fi eld name, m o ve
forward or ba ckward thro ugh th e database , compute fields
fro m oth er fi elds o r constants, and even manipu late
composite reco rd s built from multiple, jo ined data fil es .
XQL provid es a wide range of data types and application
defin ecl buffering for fa st data retri eval.

NetWareRPC
N etWare RPC (Rem ote Procedure Ca ll) is a set o f sophisti 
ca ted tools designed to assist yo u in creating distributed
network applica ti o ns. NetWare RPC extends appli ca ti o n
procedure ca lls across a netwo rk by automatica ll y generat:
ing a set of subroutines that all ow remo te procedure calls
to look and act like local procedure ca ll routin es.

N etWare RPC raises your develo pment effo rts above
communi cation details and frees yo u fro m writing
to co mpl ex !PC interfa ces, th ereb y shortening the
develo pment cycle and decrea sing th e cos t of
develo ping distributed applica tio ns.

C Network Compiler

C

Nerwork Compil er gives you a direct link into Net\Xlare,
th e leading network operating sysrem with the world's
largest installed base of netwo rk appli ca ti o n users.

U sing standard progra mming techniques and thi s complete
deve lo pment kit, yo u can huilcl appli ca ti o ns that take full
advantage of th e NetWare en vironment.

Thi s 100% ANSI C optimi zing compil er
is ba sed o n techno logy fro m WATCOM
Systems lnc., and produces obj ect code
that o ut-performs any other C compiler
for DOS.
In aclclition, th e C Netwo rk Comp iler
kit includes Express C, a C Graphics
Library , a Network Application D esign
Tuto rial , an enhanced text edito r, linker,
d ebugger, and oth er utilities, plu s a
library o f over 300 Net\Xlare applica tion
programmin g interfa ces (APi s), including
those for th e Btrieve record manager.

SPECIAL OFFER!!
The Novell C Network Compiler

gives you a direct link into NetWare,
the lead ing network operat ing system
w ith th e world's largest installed base
of network appli cation users.
Order the C Network Compiler
from Programmer's Paradise before
November 30 and save $95 on the
purchase of any other software we
carry!

CALL FOR DETAILS!!

Novell Product Line
Btrieve Single-U ser
Btrieve for DOS 3.1 Networks
Btrieve for OS/2
Btrieve for XENIX
C Netw ork Compil er
C Ne two rk Compiler/386
Net Ware C Interface for DOS
NetWare MHS

LIST

OURS

245
595
595
595
695
995
295
100

185
459
459
459
559
799
239
79

LIST

Ne tWare MHS lnterface Guide
NctWare RPC (Remote Proc. Ca lls)
Ne tWare RPC for OS/2
Ne tware SQL
Net Ware System Ca lls for DOS
XQL
Xtrieve PLUS
Xtrieve PLUS for OS/2

OURS

145
129
CALL CALL
CA LL CALL
595
459
195
159
795
599
595
459
459
595

Programmer's Paradise

(800)

445-7899

LI ST OU RS

CO BO L LAN GUAGE
C080U2 w/ Too lse1
C080U2 Too lsel

1800 1499
900
749
149
129
900
629
995
849

Persona l COBOL
MS COBOL
Rea li a COBOL

WHERE CAN I
GET ALL THESE mDaX,TS

DATABASE DEVELOPMENT
Clarion 2.0
Clea r+ for dBl\SE
Clipper 5 .0
dBASE IV
FoxBilSE +
Paradox 3.0
R& R Report Wri1 er
w/ Clipper/ Fox BASE modu le
R&R Cod e Generator
Say Whal ?!
SilverComm Libra ry 2 .0
Si lverComm "(" Interface
Tom Rett ig's Library

QUICKLY, WllHOUT l-lt>.VIN6
1'0 MORTGAGE
MY ISLAND?

695
200
695
795
39S
725
150
200

150
50

189
99
I 00

499
169
439
489
249
509
129
159
129
39
165
89
80

DEBUGGERS
Peri scope Debuggers
Sh erloc k

CALL CALL
195
179

EDITORS
BRIEF

19S CALL
19S
159
150
125
149
129
195
175
245
199
69
59
I BS
11 5

Epsilon
KEDI T 4.0
MKS Vi
SLI CK Edi1or
SPF/PC
\/ED IT
VED IT PLU S

FORTRAN LANGU AGE
Lah e\' F77 L
L,1hcy Pe rson al FO RTR A
M S FO RTRAN

WE'LL MATCH NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICES .
LI ST OU RS

C++

386 DEVELOPMENT
495

]86 /\ SM/LI NK
3B6Mt\X
3B6MAX PROFESSION,\L
C Ne1work Compil er/38 6
DESQvicw 386
Lahey F77 L· EM/32
l'aradox/3 86
VM/386
VM/386 Multi.U se r
VM/3 86 NelPak

75
129
99 5
190
89 5
89 5
24 5
895
150

435
66
11 5
799
169
795
625
209
759
129

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
Aclv.intJge Disassembler
MS Milera Assembler
Sourcer w/ BIOS Pre- Processor
Turbo Asscmbler/ DebuAAer

29 5
150
140
150
100

279
105
125
105
89

69 5

559
199
299
69

Vi sible ComptHer: 80286

C COMPILERS
C Network Comp il er
Lall ice C 6 .0

Microsoft C
M S Quic kC
M S Quick( w/ QuickAsscmbl c r
Turbo(
Turbo C Profess ion.ii
W ,\ TCOM C 7. 0

250
4SO
99
199
I SO
2SO
39 S

135
105
175
319

NEW RELEASES
XVT by GSS
Library of C funcl ions providing

a

common programmer interface across
the App le Macintosh, MS Windows,

and MS Presentation Manager. XVT
supports events, windows, graph
primitives. fonts and text oulpul,

cursors, carets, m enu s, modal and

G uidelin es C++
M++
Zortcc h C+ +
w/source
Zort ec h C++ Too ls
Zortcc h C++ Video
Breakout II
Esscnti.11 Communica l ions
G ree nl eaf Comm. Li b rilr ~,
G reenl eaf V iew Com m
Li.1ttice Communi ca ti o n Li b rary
Btri evc
CBTREE
C Index + (M icroso ft ()
C Index + !Turbo Cl
Codcbase IV
C· trec

d·trcc
r·trec
CQL plus PASS
dBC 111
d b FILE Bundl e
Essen1 ia l B·Trec (w/ source)
pB.1sc
C TOOLS PLUS/ 6. 0
C Ulil it y Library
G reenleaf Functi o ns
G reenleaf SuperFu nc tio ns
Turbo C TOO LS/2.0

Facclt

Vermont Views
w/ source coclC'
Vi1 11 111in C
VC Screen
\/ lib

list: %0

Ours: $55

C Video Course by Zortech
Learn C without ha ving 10 spend
hundreds of dollars in seminar tuition

fees. You get ten one· hour !apes
containing 36 lessons from beginner' s
lo adva nced. Includes 365·page
workbook and free ZMec h C Co mpiler.
Lisi: $300
Ours: $269

295
198
149

185
135
179
89
219
318
395
24 1
349
219
249
159
135

149
199
229
299
149

109
159
165
209
11 5

C-SCREENS
(.W o rth y w/ fo rms a nd sou rce

Li si : $595

Memory switching u1i lity. Call any
program of any size from any 01hcr
program all wi thin the limits of 640K.
A/>plica ti ons are swapped in and o ut
o memory at lighlni ng speed whether
you are using expanded memory. a
RAM disk, or sav ing 10 disk. Easy to
use. Needs less 1han I 5K.

24S
159
195
99
295
395
495
295
395
250

(-GENERAL LIBRARIE S

Green leaf D al aVV indows

Ours: $5 19

250

99
139
199
209
475
209

C-FILE M AN AGEMENT

rnodeless dialogs, file handling,
primi ng, clipboard and a help syslem.

Or. Switch by Black & White

295
269
49 5 CALL
150
129
209
250
100
89
CJ\L L CALL
125
189
249
299
5S9

JAM

Panel Plu s

495 CALL
99
89
279
395
595 529
4 95
395
.195 CALL
790 CALL
225
165
149
125
149
129

C-SOURCE AN ALYS IS
Au10 Fl ow-C
C/Anil lysl
Clc.1r +
C:Linos/C:Trec

C-UTILITIES/OTHER
Cod C' Ma ster v. 2
Csourn.•

(.Terp
Hl•,1 p Exp.1nrlrr
/ilKE
Norlon G uides io1 C
PC- li nt
l'RO·C
TimcS liccr

Vnl£'111/C

299
150
200
80

S9 5
95
450

529
89
299

250
299
150
89
39S
195
595
395
595
I SO
19 5
95
250
99
19S
149
59S

225
239
135
79
322
175
509
279
419
135
159
85
225
89
175
135
519

GRAPHICS LIBRARIE S

LI ST OURS

C-COMMUNI CA TIONS
C Asynch Manager 3.0

77

269
135
169
75

Bab}' D river
Essentia l Graph ics
Fonl ·Too ls
G raf.Text
G raphi C 5.0
G raph ics·M E U
GS5 G raphi cs Devel. Too lkit
H A LO
H A LO \•Vi ndow Toolkit
Icon· Tools/Plu s
M eta Windmv
Fo n!VVindow
M enuet
PCX Eifects
PCX Programmer's Toolkit
PCX Tex l
XVT

LANG UAG E DEVELOPERS
Li\LR
MKS LEX & YACC
PCYACC Professiona l

99
249
39 5

90
209
359

49S
149
I 9S

419
135
185

LI NKER S/LIBR ARI ANS
Plink86 plus
Po lylibrari<1n ti
.RTLink

MODU LA-2
LOGITEC H Modu l.1.2:
Com piler Pack
Developmen t Syslcm
Repertoi re
To pSpced M od ula-2:
IJ .Tree Too lkit
Commu nica tions Tool ki t
Compi ler Kit
DOS J . Pack
Tech Ki l
\/ ID

LI ST OURS

PASCAL LANGUAGE

Micro Focus:

99
249
149

75
199
135

BO

72
72

80
100
200
60
60

89
179
55
55

Internationa I: 201-389-8950
Customer Service: 201- 389-8950
F~ x: 201 -3 89-92 27
Call or W rite for Latest
Free Ca talog !

1-800-445-7899
P,
~ :~
PoAfullit .·,
I

Async h PLUS
B-tree Filer
MS Qu ick Pi1 5CAL
Object Profess io nal
Power Screen 1. 1
Power Tools PLUS/ 5.0
Topaz
Turbo A nalyst
TurboMAGIC
Turbo Pasca l 5.5
Turbo Pascal 5.5 Professional
Turbo·Plus S.5
Turbo Professiona l 5.0

149
125
99
150
149
14 9
75
99
199
ISO
250
150
125

115
99
69
119
115
115
67
79
179
99
169
129
99

SMALLTALK LANGUAGE
Sma llt alk-BO (3861
Sma llt alk/V
Good ies Librari es
Smalltalk/V 286
S111a ll1 alk/V PM

S95
535
100
85
50
45
200
169
CALL CALL

VERS ION CONTROL SYS.
MKS RCS
Profess iona l PVCS
Sei dl Version Manager
TUB

189
39S
300
100

159
335
269
90

495
4SO
249
500
195
395

429
375
229
319
169
339

W INDOWS (MS) TOOLS
Ac Ior
C·Ta lk.Ni ews
dBFasvVvindows
MS Windows Dcvelopmenl Kit
Whitewater Resource Too lkil
WinTrieve

ADD ITIONAL PRODUCTS
Ba ler v. 5.0
Derive
Dr. Switch
Matrix La yout
MKS Make
MKS Toolk it
O pt -Tec h Sort
Paginate

49S
200
60
150
249
249
149
100

429
179
55
129
209
209
129
90

Vendor ofthe Month:
PERISCOPE
Periscope
Periscope
Periscope
Periscope
Periscope
Periscope
Periscope
Peri scope
Periscope
Periscope

I/OK
l/5 I 2K

II
ll·x
111/10 MHz
Ill PLUS/OK
Ill PLUS/S 12K
IV/ 16 MHz
IV/ 20 MHz
IV/25 MHz

LIST
S45
795
17S
14 S
1395
1745
189S
1995
2295
2595

OURS
439
639
125
105
111 5
1399
1519
1599
1839
2079

TERMS AND COND ITIONS
• W e accept Ameri ca n Express,
MasterCard , VISA - no
add itiona l charge .
• Purchase O rders welco me!
(s ubject to cred it approva l)
• Mail/FAX orders must include
phone# .
30-day retu rn policy. Ca ll for
detail s.
• We we lcome DEALER and
IN TERNATIONAL orders.
• Prices subject lo change
w ithout noti ce.
CALL US IF YOU DON'T SEE THE
PRODUCT YOU WANT--WE CARRY
THOUSANDS OF TITLES!

WHAT'S NEW
CONNECTIVITY

lnterlan Software
Links NetWare
to LAN Manager

L

MN Server allows
Novell NetWare nodes
transparent access to an OS/2
LAN Manager file server,
InterLan claims .
LMN Server runs as a ser
vice under OS/2 on any OEM
version of LAN Manager.
Features include command
line utilities that are similar
to NetWare utilities and
limited support for NetWare
menu utilities , such as SYS
CON and FCONSOLE .
Transparent access from
LAN .Manager nodes to Net
Ware files , however, isn 't yet
an LMN Server feature , Inter
Lan concedes, although there
is an LMN Server utility for
simple file transfer.
Requirements for the
LMN Server include an IBM
AT , Compaq, or compatible
with 4 megabytes of RAM , an
InterLan data-link controller
(add-in board for 802.3 Ether
net) , OS/2 1.0, LAN Man
ager 1.1 , and Novell NetWare
286 version 2. 15.
Price: $1295.
Contact: InterLan, 155
Swanson Rd. , Boxborough ,
MA 01719, (800) 526-8255;
in Massachusetts, (800)
835-5526.
Inquiry 1131.

Microsoft Adds
Store-and-Forward
Messaging to E-Mail

M

icrosoft Mail 2.0, for
Macs and IBM PCs , fea
tures store-and-forward mes
saging to send E-mail even
when another server isn't
available .
The Mail 2.0 server keeps
trying at specified intervals
and returns the message with
an error if it's not received in a
specified time. This method,
60
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Net Ware and LAN Manager meet with InterLan.

which Microsoft says is also
used on global networks such
as Internet, means that users
don't need a permanent con
nection to every mail server.
The servers, rather than
the users , also handle direc
tory management. When
servers are brought onto the
mail system, they automati
cally exchange directory in
formation with the other
servers. Microsoft says that
Mail 2.0 works on any net
working hardware or software
that supports AppleTalk net
working protocols, including
AppleTalk and Ethernet
hardware.
Mail 2.0 ships in five
packages: a starter kit (Mac
server and one workstation),
a single-node pack, a 20-node
pack, a gateway to MCI
Mail, and a gateway to
AppleLink.

Price: Mail 2.0 server starter
kit, $395; node pack, $i25 ;
20-node pack, $1495; MCI
Mail gateway, $595; Apple
Link gateway, $295.
Contact: Microsoft Corp .,
16011 Northeast 36th Way ,
P.O. Box 97017, Redmond,
WA 98073 , (206) 882-8080.
Inquiry 1135.

MacRing SE Runs
as a Token Ring
Node or Bridge

B

ecause Apple Com
puter's recent connectiv
ity announcements included
NuBus adapters and nothing
for Mac SEs, h-three Systems
has made that SE connection .
The MacRing runs your
SE as a Token Ring node, giv
ing you the benefits of 4

Mac Connection for Sharp's Wizard

T

he new Organizer Link
for the Macintosh lets
you transfer your Macintosh
files to your hand-held Sharp
Wizard computer and vice
versa. File transfer was pre
viously possible only with
DOS-based machines .
The physical link is
through the Macintosh's

modem port , and the data
transfer rate is 9600 bps .
Cables are included in the
package.
Price: $149.99.
Contact: Sharp Electronics
Corp ., Sharp Plaza, Mah
wah, NJ 07430, (800) 237
4277.
Inquiry 1133.

.

megabit-per-second data rates
and AppleTalk applications .
It also runs your SE with
Apple's AppleTalk Internet
Router software bridge to
transparently tie your Apple
Talk network to your Token
Ring and Ethernet networks .
Each MacRing board in
cludes 128K bytes of RAM
and Texas Instruments ' 4
Mbps Token Ring networking
chip. Software requirements
include Macintosh System
6.0.1 or higher.
Price: $895.
Contact: h-three Systems
Corp., 100 Park Dr. , Suite
204, P.O. Box 12557 , Re
search Triangle Park, NC
27709, (919) 549-8334.
Inquiry 1134.

OMA Links DOS
and Macintosh
cMacTerm II and
pcMacTerm II/Network
give you fast data transfer
and remote control of PCs and
Macs.
The basic products give
you bidirectional file transfer
between Macintosh com
puters running System 6.0.2
or higher and PCs and com
patibles equipped with at least
256K bytes of RAM. Data
transfer is rated at up to
57,600 bps. Graphics to the
VGA level are supported, as is
a chat window for on-line
conversations . Or you can use
your computer's on-board
LANs for additional
communications.
The Network version of the
software is for AppleTalk net
works, supporting back
ground file transfer under
MultiFinder .
Price: pcMacTerm II , $195;
pcMacTerm II/Network, $395 .
Contact: Dynamic Micro
processor Associates, Inc ., 60
East 42nd St. , New York,
NY 10165 , (212) 687-7115 .
Inquiry 1136.

P

continued

Here'sHow~Protect

\6urSoftw

ProfitsBetter:

We'll Never1.ell.

Because our key-interrogation routines are encrypted, and our
modular software management, creative revenue collection,
hardware is custom-wired to distinguish each of our clients' keys,
demo control and a path for future upgrades.
our clients have the highest degree ofsecurity available.
The information stored in the MEMORY KEY can be conveUnlike other manufacturers, our routines assume responsibility niently reprogrammed by your application software or at the end
for all hardware,software and timing issues. ....----------------. user's site via software disk or modem.
And what this means is that your engineering
gr:ocv'rfe17t:~~~::r
;~~~::;!;:~~7i;e
All our products attach conveniently to the
time and money won't be wasted reinventing
degree of security
each developer
printer port, are transparent and allow for
protection schemes.
unlimited back up copies. .
We offer two high security products for
No pro
For serious software protection, call now.
No
·
copy control: the KEY and the MEMORY KEY'" batteries
~~~;r;;~~g And start protecting your profits.
Our protection devices can also be used for replace
to fail or
necessary
Hands down, we're better.
serialization techniques, software leasing,

~MICROPHAR

Can be dynamically
reprogrammed at the
user site via diskette
or modem.

ln Europe: Microphar, 42, Ave. Sainte Foy 92200, Neuily Sur-Seine France
rel: 33-1-47-38-21-21Fax:33·1-46-24-76-91, Call to obtain distributor addresses in:
Belgium, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland, U.K. & W. Germany.

For Europe circle 292 on Reader Service Card

Over 55 languages
supported in DOS,
XENIX and OS/2

MARKETING. INC:.

1-800-843-0413

Se HabbJ Espanol

In the Americas and the Pacific: ProTech, 9600-J Southern Pines Blvd. Charlotte, NC 28217

Tel: 704-523-9500 Fax: 704- 523-7651 Hours: Mon-Thurs: 8:30-7:00 ET, Fri: 8:30-5:30 ET
FOR ADEMONSTRATION PACKAGE OR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, PLEASE WRITE OR CALL

For Americas & Pacific circle 293 on Reader Service Card

WHAT'S NEW

NETremote+ 4.0
Adds Graphics,
Security

DNA Adds Abilities
to Its LANs

D

NA 's new LAN offer
ings have many of the
same basic features of the
company's flagship product :
proprietary hardware, propri
etary software incorporating
poll-process collision elimi
nation, a daisy-chain physical
configuration, and twisted
pair wiring .
Enhancements to DNA
3.36, with the resulting prod
uct dubbed MicroNet, in
clude a menu system; NetBIOS
compatibility ; messaging ca
pabilities; support for share
able fax machines , fax
boards, and modems; and the
ability to farm out program
executions to other worksta
tions. Memory requirements
are 120K bytes at the file
server and 12K bytes at the
workstation, or you can load
parts of both programs in
either extended or expanded
memory.
Enhancements to the com
pany's hardware include in
creasing the data transfer rate
from 1.25 megabits per second
to 2 Mbps. A MicroNet file
server can theoretically handle
64 users, but DNA suggests
the average installation of 16
users. MicroNet is also avail
able as a two-user kit, which
includes a file server card,
software, and a workstation
card . You can also purchase
the workstation card
separate)y.
An entirely new product,
which also works with DNA
3.36, is MegaNet. It's a 10
Mbps network for up to 256
users . As with MicroNet, the
cards support distances of 500
feet with unshielded twisted
pair cable, and 5000 feet with
shielded twisted-pair cable .
Price: MegaNet file server,
$695; MegaNet workstation,
$395; MicroNet file server,
$295; workstation, $195; Mi
cro Net two-user kit, $345 .
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DNA offers MicroNetfor small businesses.

Contact: DNA Networks ,
Inc., 351 Phoenixville Pike,
Malvern , PA 19355 , (800)
999-3622 or (215) 296-7420 .
Inquiry 1132.

Speedy
Network Backup
for Your Macintosh

T

he MaxStream MS2200e
is a SCSI-based tape back
up system that stores up to
2.2 gigabytes of information on
8-mm cassettes the size of
audio cassettes. Data transfer
is rated at 233K bytes per
second .
Features include compati
bility with AppleShare, TOPS ,
3Com, and Novell 286, and
software for automatic backup .
It comes ready to install , the
company says , with all the
necessary cables and
terminators .
Price: $6695.
Contact: Archive Corp .,
Data Storage Division, 1650
Sunflower Ave. , Costa Mesa ,
CA 92626 , (800) 237-4929 .
Inquiry 1118.

Mark 386 Unix
Based System
Supports 64 Users

T

he 25-MHz Mark 386 is
a Unix-based , 64-user
desktop (or optional tower)
system that's built for what
used to be classified as mini
computer applications.
Standard equipment in
cludes 4 megabytes of RAM
(upgradable to 24 mega
bytes), a 1.2-megabyte 5 14 
inch floppy disk drive, two
serial ports, a parallel port, an
AT-style keyboard , and room
for up to five half-height stor
age devices. Model JO is the
bare-bones system. Model 40
adds a 170-megabyte ESDI
hard disk drive , a controller,
and a 150-megabyte stream
ing tape drive. Models 60 and
80 feature 382- and 765
megabyte ESDI drives. The
tower chassis lets you have
three additional half-height
storage devices.
Price: Model 10, $7400;
Model 40 , $11 , 100; Model 60,
$12,400; Model 80 ,
$16,300; add $1000 for tower
style.
Contact: Point 4 Data Corp .,
15442 Del Amo Ave ., Tustin,
CA 92680, (714) 259-0777.
Inquiry 1110.

ersion 4 .0 ofNET
remote + , a LAN remote
control program, provides
CGA/EGA/VGA graphics sup
port and requires only !SK
bytes of RAM .
Version 4.0 works through
LANs, across bridges, and
even across wide-area net
works to Jet you view the
screen, control the keyboard,
and even access peripherals of
any other IBM PC or compat
ible . Brightwork Development
claims that you can perform
bridging and WAN functions
twice as fast as you could
with previous versions .
You can also use it to
monitor large processing jobs.
Brightwork says it has also
added better security; now the
" listening" PC is able to
refuse access.
You can now hot-key from
an active call to the local PC
and back without disconnect
ing the call. New dial-in fea
tures include keyboard chat,
a billing log , session record
ing, call-back, and voicefirst (a feature that lets you set
up a modem connection on
the same line on which you
started the voice connection) .
Version 4.0 runs on DOS
systems (3.1 or higher) and on
NetWare 286 version 2.0 or
higher , IBM Network Control
Program, 3Com's 3+ and
3+0pen, AT&T's StarLAN ,
Banyan's VINES /386, and
TOPS . Also new is compatibil
ity with IRMA boards .
Price: One-server version,
$350; multiserver version (for
up to four file servers), $695.
Contact: Brightwork Devel
opment, Inc ., P.O . Box 8728 ,
Red Bank, NJ 07701 , (201)
530-0440.
Inquiry 1137.
continued

QNX®
The OS for over-achievers
QNX programmers have a decided advantage.

You see, people who use QNX enjoy the
freedom that comes only with a flexible,
modular OS. They appreciate the elegance
of a message-passing architecture. And
they marvel at the fact that QNX runs so
lean- under 150K-yet out-performs any
other PC operating system.
QNX users never worry about whether their
applications will make it at runtime, because
they know QNX has proven itself again and
again in the real world.
Ifs no wonder that QNX users have acWeved
so much since the product was first released
for the PC in 1982: over 80,000 systems
installed in 47 countries world-wide, in all
kinds of applications-from making cars
to <selling books to handling online credit
card transactions.
One reviewer dubbed QNX "The multi
everything os." Now, you might expect

multiuser and multitasking, but realtime?
And integrated networking? And true

distributed processing? Best of all, these
terms take on a new meaning with QNX.
Multiuser, for instance, means up to 32
terminals per micro. Multitasking
cashes out as 150 tasks per machine.
Realtime means not only priority-driven,
preemptive task scheduling, but also speed:
at 6,896 task switches/sec on a 16MHZ 286,
QNX is at least a full order of magnitude
faster than a typical UNIX system. Inte
grated networking means you won't
need yet another layer of software to set up
a LAN, and you can use any mix of
Intel-based micros-from vintage '81 PCs
to PS/2s.
Distributed processing with QNX
sounds too good to be true. But it is: Any
task can access any resource- programs,
files, devices, even CPUs-without going
through the bottleneck of a central file server.

Quantum Software Systems Ltd., l 75 Terrence Matthews Crescent, Kanaca, Ontario, Canada K2M l WS
QNX is a regis1ered [rademark ofQuamu m Software Sys[ems Led . UN IX is a registered trademark of AT&T. PSf2 is a registered 1rademark of
Jm ernacional Business Machines Corporation. © 1989 Quantum Software Syste ms Ltd.

e

Besides the satisfaction that QNX developers
get from using a fast, powerful, and flexible
os, did we mention that they also enjoy
free technical support?
If you 're wondering why you don't already
know all about tWs great os, you could try
asking the over-acWevers who are smugly
guarding the secret of their success.
Better yet, give us a call. We'll tell you
everything you need to know to become an
over-acWever yourself.

Circle 305 on Reader Service Card

For more information or a free demo disk,
please phone (613) 591-0931.
:E""-,
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·
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Finally. An input de'1ce based on your input

The new SummaSketch 11
tablets have been created with
one thing in mind -you, the
people who use tablets every day.
You told us what you wanted in
the ultimate tablet, and we put it
all into SummaSketch 11.
We kept all the features that
have made SumniaSketch the
industry standard - features
that have led to more Summa
Sketch tablets being used today
than any other brand .

You said you wanted acom
plete plug and play package,
not abasic tablet with alist of
optional extras. So we're giving
you the works - both in PC and
Macintosh®SE and II versions. A
12" by 12" or 18" by 12" active
area tablet; your choice of afour
button cursor and two-button
stylus or 16-button cursor;
utilities diskette and more.The
PC version includes interface
cables for the IBM®PC, PS/2,
AT and compatibles, while the
Macintosh version has aunique
Apple®Desktop Bus interface
device to connect the tablet to
the computer.

When asked about the one
key benefit you look for in decid
ing on an input device, your
answer was productivity. And
SummaSketch II delivers.
Unlike amouse, our stylus
gives you amore natural
"pen-to-paper" feel for free
hand drawing .Our 4- and
16-button cursors can be pro
grammed to move you quickly
through the most sophisticated
software. For the PC market,
we offer afree tablet template
(US and Canada only) that puts
hundreds of software commands
in view .. . and at your finger
tips. No need to memorize com
mands or scroll through two or
three screen menus to use the
functions you want.

lJ21The industry standard.

lJ21Acomplete plug and play
package.

IBM Compatible inquiries circle 342; MAC inquiries circle 343, and
dealer inquiries circle 344 on Reader Service Card.

..
lJ21Push-button productivity.

No tablet offers more soft
ware compatibility than Summa
Sketch. Our tabletswork with
over 250 PC programs and all
MacintoshSE and II software
written under the Apple Software
Developersguidelines.
Since we are the standard,
most competitive tablets offer
software compatibility by emu
lating Summagraphicstablets
(just look it up in their manuals).
In fact, in arecent article com
paring IBM PC version tablets, all
nine competitive tablet manufac
turers emulated Summagraphics
in order to provide software
compatibility.
But that's not all. Our PC
version utility diskette also
includesdiagnostic test and reset
software, an Autodesk®Device
Interface™driver, Universal
Mouse Emulator™and a
Microsoft® Windows driver.

When it comesto digitizing,
the one decidingfactor every
tablet buyer wants(and every
tablet manufacturertouts) is
accuracy. SummaSketch11 tab
letshavean accuracymeasure
ment of± 0.015 inches. This
figure is based on the average
accuracy found over the entire
SummaSketch II surface- not
just a"sweet spot" foundinthe
center of thetablet. And both the
4-and 16-buttoncursors come
with an easy-to-view cross-hair
sight for precise tracing.
SummaSketch 11 tablets also
come with high proximity so you
can trace from documents up to
1h" thick. And selectable resolu
tion of up to l, 016 lines perinch
(or twice thedegree of resolu
tion neededfor most graphics
applications).

IEfHigh accuracy and control.
~The most software
compatibility.

Addup all the benefits, then
add inconvenience featuressuch
asa power/proximity light, on-off
switch, wedgeshapedesign for
easy use, lig htweig ht construc
tionfor portability - and it's easy
to see whySummaSketch has
been, and will continue to be, the
bestselling tablet in theworld.
Whatever theapplication 
CAD/CAM/CAE, business or
design graphics, animation,
cartography, cost estimating and
more- SummaSketch is the
overwhelmingchoice of today's
computerprofessionals. Simply
stated, youcan't gowrong or be
"second-guessed" whenyou
choose SummaSketch, which is
why more people make that
buying decisionthanany other.

a1the choice of
professionals .

The deciding question - price.
Would you pay more to get a
tablet that has everything in the
box, that gives you the most
software compatibility, achoice
of cursors and includes added
productivity tools?
That's the one decision you
don't have to make, because
SummaSketch II tablets come
with everything you need, all at
an affordable price. And that
makes our new SummaSketch II
tablets the easiest buying deci
sion you have to make.
Why not find out more about
SummaSketch II today? For
literature and the name of alocal
dealer call l-800-888-2028,
Ext. 304. For technical informa
tion call 203-881-5400.

~Price/performance leader.

Sunnagraphics™
Every decision should be this easy.
© 1989 Summogrophics Corporation All rightsreserved
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WHAT'S NEW
SOFTWARE
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PROGRAMM I NG

Tools and Utilities
for the DSP96002

I

ntermetrics' newest ver
sion of lnterTools, the opti
mizing C compiler, assem
bler, cross debugger, and
utilities library, will support
the DSP96002, Motorola's 32
bit, IEEE-standard, floating
point digital-signal-processing
(DSP) chip . The new version
of InterTools and the
DSP96002 should be avail
able in the first quarter of
1990, both companies report.
The 32-bit 96002 is an ar
chitectural superset of Moto
rola's 24-bit 56001 chip. The
DSP96002 is compatible with
Motorola 's 56001 fixed-point
products , but it offers speeds
of up to 40 million floating
point operations per second
and on-chip test and debug
ging functions , Motorola
reports.
The InterTools compiler
supports embedded systems
development, and the macro
cross-assembler provides an in
terface between 96002 as
sembly language and C. Utility
programs include a linker, a
locator, a formatter , a librar
ian, a symbol lister, and a
symbol mapper.
Intermetrics reports that
the first development platforms
that InterTools will support
will be the IBM PC and Sun
workstations . Versions will
follow about a month later for
other platforms , including
other Unix workstations , the
VAX Ultrix, and the
VAX/VMS. Running on the
IBM PC, InterTools' com
piler requires about 260K bytes
of RAM and DOS 3.1 or
higher.
Price: $3500.
Contact: Intermetrics, Inc .,
733 Concord Ave. , Cam
bridge, MA 02138, (617)
661-1840.
Inquiry 1157.
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Intermetrics' cross debugger gives real-time diagnostics in C
or assembly language for Motorola 's 32-bit DSP chip.

Compile
Applications for the
NeXT Computer

A

bsoft's FORTRAN 77
compiler is optimized to
run on the NeXT system , al
lowing you to port programs
written for the VAX/VMS ,
IBM/VS , Sun, and Apollo ma
chines to the NeXT . You can
use the program to compile
and execute from the stan
dard Unix interface, or you
can add a graphical interface
to a standard FORTRAN pro
gram with the NeXT Inter
face Builder and the object
oriented superset of
FORTRAN77.
An object created with
Object-Oriented FORTRAN
can be used the same way as
an object created in Objective
C, Lisp, or the Interface
Builder, Absoft reports . The
compiler uses the same func
tion-calling interface, allowing
it to work with C functions .
FORTRAN 77 currently
supports version 0.9 of the
NeXT operating system; Ab
soft reports that it will support
1.0 when that is released.
Price: Universities , $750;
retail, $1000.
Contact: Absoft Corp ., 2781
Bond St. , Rochester Hills , MI
48309, (313) 853-0050.
Inquiry 1158.

0

asys , an established
provider of compilers· for
Unix , VMS , and DOS , now
has three native compilers for
C, Pascal , and FORTRAN
on the NeXT system . The
Green Hills compilers have
language-specific front ends
with common back ends that
allow you to mix and match
different programming lan
guages in the same application .
All three compilers are
switch-selectable to emit as
sembly code for the 68000
family of processors and in
structions for the 68881
floating-point coprocessor.
Price: $1500 each .
Contact: Oasys , Inc. , 230
Second Ave ., Waltham, MA
02154, (617) 890-7889.
Inquiry 1159.

Help for HyperCard
Programmers

I

COM Simulations' Hyper
TMON lets you single-step
through HyperTalk scripts
line by line, including XFCN
and XCMD extensions, so
that you can detect mistakes
and set multiple breakpoints
to isolate bugs before they
cause problems . Once you
discover a bug , you can

immediately modify the of
fending code.
Once you ' ve installed Hy
perTMON in HyperCard or
the Home Stack, two new
menu items appear on the
menu bar: HyperTMON and
Debug . After you've invoked
HyperTMON, HyperCard
like floating windows appear,
letting you examine a but
ton's script or examine the
contents of variables. You can
set breakpoints in the script or
single-step through it.
If a script is called by an
other script, HyperTMON fol
lows it up the hierarchy . As
the script executes , the Expres
sions window updates and
displays the present value of
local and global variables.
You can enter any HyperTalk
expression for HyperTMON
to evaluate in real time.
Price: $99. 95.
Contact: !COM Simulations,
Inc., 648 South Wheeling Rd .,
Wheeling, IL 60090, (312)
520-4440.
Inquiry 1160.

S

omak 's ScriptEdit im
proves the script-editing
capabilities of HyperCard's
basic script editor. With
ScriptEdit, you can open and
edit as many script windows as
your available memory can
handle, and you can use Find
and Replace functions to
search through the open
scripts. You can also use the
Find and Replace functions on
all scripts of the current card.
Other HyperCard func
tions , including all navigation
commands, are available
while ScriptEdit is open, and
the program saves all font,
size, and window positions for
each script. Script windows
contain an index to all stack
objects and are instantly up
dated when changing cards.
Price: $79 .
Contact: Somak Software ,
Inc. , 535 Encinitas Blvd.,
Suite 113 , Encinitas, CA
92024, (619) 942-2556.
Inquiry 1161.
continued
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This is all
the space
you need
to operate
I
the new
Microsoft
1
Mouse.
L ____

Here's the first thing you should do with
the new Microsoft®Mouse.
Bring up the expanded control panel.
Set it for "Fast'.' And then, with a very slight
rr=========;i movement of your hand,
watch the cursor scoot all the
way across the screen.
You'll be hooked.
And don't worry about
control. We upped the resolu
tion to an extremely accurate
B 0 B 400 points per inch. In other
words, the cursor practically
You're in complete and reads uour mi'nd.
wtal control wzth the new,
.J ·
expandedcontrot panel
To help even more with
accuracy; the tracking ball is in front. And the
patented design fits comfortably in your hand.
What it all means is you get more out of
your software. By being able to quickly and
efficiently click through even the most sophis
ticated applications.
In fact, we put OS/2 support in our up

I
1
I
I

1

_J

graded driver. Making the Mouse ready for what
ever the future ofsoftware brings.
To complete the package, you also get a
choice of Microsoft Windows/286'" or Microsoft
Paintbrush~' two useful Mouse programs.
So visit your Microsoft dealer for more
details and a complete demonstration.
Now, you may not want to let your boss
know just how little room you need for a
Microsoft Mouse. You could lose your shot at
a bigger desk.

.L'

fur more infonnation inside the 50 United States. call (800> 54 1·1261. ln Canada, call (4 16) 673-7638. Outside the U.S. and Canada. call (2061882·8661. O Copyright 1989 Microsoft Corpor.ition. AJI rights reserved. Microsoft and the Microsoft logo are
registered trademark.sand WindCM'S/286, Paintbrush and Making it all make sense are tmdemarks of Microsoft Corpor.ltion. The Microsoft Mouse design is patented.
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NOVAS NEAT 286-20MHz 40MB VGA SYSTEM
1 MB SIMM Module RAM
1.2 MB or 1.44MB Diskette Drive
High Speed 1:1 Dual Controller
Enhanced 101 Tac tile Keyboard
200W Power Supply
Mini-Tower Case
40MB 28ms Hard Drive
16 Bit High Speed VGA Controller
High Resolution VGA Monitor
DOS 3.3 wtGW Basic
• 80286 Harris CMOS
• 16MHz CPU Running at 20MHz
• Chips & Technologies 286 Neat Chipset
• Interleave/Page Mode 0 Wait
• Shadow RAM, Clock , Battery, AMI BIOS
• 8 /JO Expansion slots, EMS 4.0 support
• Expandable to 8MB on Motherboard
• 287 Socket , 2 Serial, & 1 Parallel Port

M 0ga S lorc
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POWER METER MIPS = 3.38

$2195

NOVAS 386-25MHz W/CACHE 80MB VGA SYSTEM

\" ~-~• . ~ ::.,.~~

(...._
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1 MB SIMM Module RAM
1.2 MB or 1.44MB Diskette Drive
Chips & Technology 82C307 Cache
High Speed 1:1 Dual Controller
Enhanced 101 Tactile Keyboard
200W Power Supply
Tower Case
BOMB 28ms Hard Drive
16 Bit High Speed VGA Controller
High Resolution VGA Monitor
DOS 3.3 w/GW Basic
• 80386 Intel 25MHz CPU
• Chips & Technologies 386 Chipset
• Interleave/Page Mode 0 Wait
• Shadow RAM, Clock, Battery, AMI BIOS
• 8 1/0 Expansion slots, EMS 4.0 support
• Expandable to 16MB on Motherboard
• Socket for 287/387/ Weitek
• 2 Serial, & 1 Parallel Port

POWER METER MIPS= 5.87

~ $3495

"Option: 150MB ESDI VGA System $4295
Baby Neat 286-14MHz (12MHz CPU) Motherboard W/OK .
. .. $315
Baby Neat 286-20MHz (16MHz CPU) Motherboard W/OK .
. .. $42 5
Baby 386-20MHz (20MHz CPU) W/OK .
. .............. $64 5
AT 3B6-25MHz (25MHz CPU)
W/OK W/Chips B2C307 Cache Controller . .
. $1395
5. NOVAS 4000 SUPER 16 Bit VGA

1.
2.
3.
4.

1MB INSTALLED 1024 x 768, 16 COLORS
800 x 600, 256 COLORS . . . . . . . • .

6. Baby 386 SX Motherboard W/OK .
" ... FULLY LICENSED TO UTILIZE

--- -

. . .... . .....$295
..... .. $375

b~~"g; PATENTS . .. "

#DYAli

Quality Products From

COMPUTRADE CO.
1841 Zanker Road
San Jose. CA 95112

SPECIAL PRICING FOR OEM, VAR, & DEALERS
Corporate & University Discounts
,'O ; tlT & IBM are trademarks of

/11ter11atio11a/ Business Mac:bi m's

"Prices & specs subjet.:I lo c:brm ge
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To build a network view with KeyPlan , you pull your topics from
the outline.

*Option: BOMB VGA System $2375
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U.S. SALES:(408) 441-6500
u_s_ FAX:(408) 441-6811
Circle 93 on Reader Service Card

Project
Management
on the Mac

A

ccording to Symmetry ,
the problem with most
project management pro
grams is that they are designed
for those who already know
how to manage a project. If
you' re new to the profession,
project management programs
have a steep learning curve.
With that in mind, the com
pany developed KeyPlan,
which lets you start your proj
ect management with nothing
but a to-do list.
KeyPlan 's integrated out
liner lets you outline and attach
data to tasks that you can
then convert to a PERT or
Gantt chart. To create
charts, you select and drag
tasks, bars, headings, and
other elements into place.
The program creates a Gantt
chart automatically from your
outline .
The program lets you track
actual against planned time
lines . When you plot your
data in a bar chart, you can
highlight a peak area (e .g.,
an inordinate number of de
lays) and click on it to display
the cause.
KeyPlan supports color,
all installed fonts (including
Postscript), and the Clip
board. It works on the Mac

Plus or higher.
Price: $449.
Contact: Symmetry Corp. ,
225 East First St., Suite 107B,
Mesa, AZ 85201, (800) 624
2485 or (602) 844-2199 .
Inquiry 1138.

M

icro Planning Interna
tional , known for its
project management pro
grams that run on the Macin
tosh and on the IBM PC
under Windows, recently re
leased a new version for the
Mac that can handle multiple
projects and subprojects, and
up to 10,000 activities.
Called Micro Planner X
Pert , the program includes
earned-value analysis costing
and the ability to break down
work structures to eight
levels . You can use up to four
different cost rates per re
source and compare actual cost
information with budgeted
cost. X-Pert can handle up to
200 calendars per project;
I 00 zone, responsibility , and
cost labels; and 50 subpro
jects with 1364 records.
Micro Planner X-Pert runs
on the Mac SE and II with at
least 2 megabytes of RAM.
Price: $1995.
Contact: Micro Planning
International , 235 Montgom
ery St., Suite 840, San
Francisco, CA 94104, (415)
788-3324.
Inquiry 1139.
cominued

Swell.
The developers are
all over your mini.
Which is all well and
good, as long as you
have another machine
for production stuff. But
you don't. So your mini
bogs down. And who
do people complain to?
You. Before you know
it, the whole worlds
on your case to buy
another mini.
No problem. Whats
another $500,000 out
of your budget?
Professional ORACLE®on a PC
is exactly like ORACLE on a mini
or mainframe. Same tools, same
documentation, same everything.
Which means anything developers
can do on the mini, they can now do
on a PC. Only faster. And without
slowing down the production system.
And with no changes, they can port
the newapplication to the mini.
You can have Professional ORACLE
for only $1,299. Or the Trial Version
for $199.
Which frees up the mini to be
what it was meant to be-a production
platform.
And if, after 30 days, you're not
happy, send it back for afull refund.
Call 1-800-0RACLE I, Ext. 4955
to order. And enter the computing
environment of the 90's.

ORACLE®
Compatibility· Portability· Connectability

Develop with ORACLE on the PC, instead. Call 1-800-0RACLE 1, Ext. 4955.
Ofle1 \'ll rd in US. nnly Proleu1onal ORACLE Rcq uiremen11·MS-OOS- 80'1..86/SOJS6 PC .,.11h MS·DOS VJ 1+. haid disk. 640KB of melTIOly and 896Ka!ended memory ~ired. 2.SMBo! ell ended memot) rttommended (required fo rSQL•ReportWuter'j. 0S12 -&r.?S6/S0386 PC w/ 0512 VID +.hard disk, JMB memory. SQL' RcponWriter"
nocavailable lor0512 and is replitetd by SQL'Report.' Copy1igh1«;11989 by 01ad c C.Jfporation. ORACU: and SQL' Repon are r eg1~trtd trademarks of Orac.le Co1pomion. SQL' Rcpo~'rite r is a uadcmark ol Oracle Corpotatio1t MS.IX)S is a troldema1k of Microsoft Corp. 0512 is a 1rJdema1t ol ln1crna1ional Business Machines Corp.

What better wayto run Novell's 386 NetWare.
Novell's new 386 NetWare®will do for networking
what gunpowder did for negotiating leverage. Provided
you've got a 386 machine that's designed to be
100 percent compatible with it.
Not to worry.
Samsung's LAN hardware was co-designed
by Novell ~ Which should put any compatibility
concerns to rest. That's why the Samsung/
Novell co-label is on our 386AE Fileserver and
our PCterminal/286 LAN workstation.
NE1WORKING vs. N01WORKING.

Both the Samsung 386AE and PCterminal/286
have been tested exhaustively by Novell for
compatibility with popular networking hardware and
NetWare products. In fact, no other LAN hardware

has ever undergone such extensive testing.
But then Samsung and Novell didn't set out to design
IL
just another make-do desktop computer.
Samsung's 386AE Fileserver, for example, was
designed from the bus up to be a high
performance fileserver, starting with its Novell
developed BIOS. It also sports eight expansion
slots for the inevitable inventory of interface
and controller cards. Plus an oversize power
supply capable of driving the requisite 100
megabyte-plus hard disk, tape backup system,
etc. And it includes 4 megabytes of high-speed
RAM for disk caching.
A TOTAL LAN SOLUTION.

To maintain NetWare compatibility throughout

© 1989 Samsung Information Systems America , Inc. Novell and Net Ware are registered trade1na rks of Novell , Inc.

your network, choose Samsung's PCterminal/286,
a Novell-tested LAN workstation. Inside you'll find
a built-in Ethernet interface adapter, and functional
features like Novell's NetWare Autoboot EPROM.

THE NO BOTTLENECK ETHERNET CARD.
Our new SE2100 Ethernet interface eliminates the
network bottleneck. Designed by Samsung, this high
performance 16-bit card provides twice the through
put of other Ethernet interfaces. And you can retrofit
your existing workstations and fileservers with the
SE2100 for dramatic improvements in your network's
productivity.
LOOK FOR THE CO-LABEL.
The partnership between Samsung and Novell has

created a hardware/software compatibility standard
unparalleled in the industry. That means your network
can experience all the speed of Novell's new 386
NetWare without being subjected to a lot of hard
ware hiccups.
Just look for the Samsung/ Novell co-label. You'll
find it at your nearest reseller. For .the location,
call 1-800-366-7472.
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The PCSS-81 is GTEK's most popular intelligent serial l/O card .
It provides 8 channels for PC/ XT I AT / PS2-286 and is DOS
compatible . The PCSS-81 has 32K of Dynamemory , user up
gradeable to 128K bytes .

•••

Uniplex Windows will support any X Window 11 . 3-based
implementation, Uniplex reports.

Uniplex to Run
Under X Windows
The MCSS-91M is GTEK's newest intelligent card for the Micro
Channel. The MCSS-91M provides up to 9 se rial channels and
up to 1 Megabyte of memory . The MCSS-91M com es with 3 2K
of Dynamemory , and is user upgradeable to 1 Megabyte .

Fast- Intelligent-A/fordable
MODEL 9000
EPROM PROGRAMMER
If speed is what you want , GTEK's
Model 9000 Eprom Programmer
'"'·;
will never le t you down . Its quick
:;'":::: ....
and intelligent programming al
"°"••,.
gorithms gi ve yo u super fast
o ,....__
"''·•·
speed , and you can program
v ,..~
th e chip of yo ur cho ice , in
cluding MPUs , erasable bipolar
prom equivalents and Megabit parts .

Call Toll Free 1-800-255-GTEK (4835)
for details on these and other quality
GTEK products.

GTE K®.INC.

Development Hardware & Software
P. 0 . Box 2310
Bay St. Louis, MS 39521 ·2310

Fax: 1·601·467-0935 MS & Technical Support 1-601 -467-8048
Mlc ro-C h~nntl
Oynam~m or y
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niplex , the Unix multi
user office system with
word processing , spread
sheet, E-mail, and relational
database capabilities, is now
available running under the X
Window graphical user inter
face (GUI). The new version
will allow X Window or
compatible terminals to display
Uniplex Business Software
through multiple overlapped
windows with icons and
mouse commands .
Uniplex Windows works
like a terminal emulator: What
you see is a view of the pro
gram through an X Window
GUI. The same Uniplex ap
plication that runs on character
terminals drives the X termi
nals, with Uniplex Windows
acting as the intermediary
between Uniplex source code
and what you see on the ter
minal. If you have terminals
that support X Window , and
others that support character
based programs, Uniplex
Windows will let you use both,
the company reports.
The program will support
any X Window 11.3 imple
mentation, and the new re
lease uses the Athena Toolkit
and technology from IXI

Limited for the GUI. Uniplex
reports it is also working on a
version to support Motif.
Price: $175 to $300 per
user .
Contact: Uniplex, 150 West
Carpenter Freeway , Irving,
TX 75039, (214) 717-0068 .

Inquiry 1144.

Database for Legal
Case Notes

F

or Legal Case Notes is a
database that lets you
track case notes and statutes
of note. You can use the pro
gram to find cases and stat
utes by topic, case name, or
subject. You can print reports
on cases and statutes by crite
ria that you specify. Home
Craft reports that the program,
which is designed for people
who aren't DBMS experts, can
handle up to 10,000,000
cases and allows you to cross
reference notes . For Legal
Case Notes runs on the IBM
PC with 256K bytes of
memory.
Price: $99.95.
Contact: HomeCraft Com
puter Products, P.O . Box 974,
Tualatin, OR 97062, (503)
692-3732.

Inquiry 1143.
continued

PHOTOGRAPHY
FORTHE COMPUTER
GENERATION.
2-inch floppy disk.

0
Computer graphics. Desktop
publishing. They' re the hottest
things going. And Canon has
the hottest way to make the
most of them; the Canon Still
Video System.
A Canon Still Video
Camera like the new
RC-470, looks, feels and
works just like the
35mm Canon cameras
Introducing computer photographies.
you know and love.
Except that you don't use film-you use video floppy
disks that store up to 50 images. Then with a Canon
Still Video Player, these images can be
downloaded into any computer
that has a compatible NTSC
video interface board.
Then you ' re ready to
use your computer's
graphic capabilities.
Make better presentation
CR"\
-

''''"'"I>'" are sim ul ated.

graphics, expand
your desktop pub
lishing abilities,
create an image
library; the appli
cations are
limited only by
TheCanonFP-510Printer.
your imagination.
Canon has a wide range of still video cameras.
There's the Xap Shot, a basic combination recorder/
player that's easy to use. There's the RC-470, with extra
high resolution that can potentially raise horizontal
resolution to 400 lines! And there's the RC-760, with a
600,000 pixel CCD-the highest of any still video
camera.
When you want hard copy, Canon has a full color
printer that connects directly to the system.
Best of all, Canon Still Video systems are within
your reach. If you would like some more information,
call 1-800-221-3333, ext. 313.
The Canon Still Video System; it's photography
for the computer generation .

Canon Xap Shot Still Video Camera/ Player

_

~~~~~~~P;~:~1nc:~.:'~.~~alersand retailers.

Ca...... o:-..
lI

Enjoy easy extended payments

with the Canon Credit Card. Ask for details

I

1

I I

Ca no n U. S.A. In c., O n e Cano n Plaza, Lak e S u ccess , NY 11042 © 1989 Ca no n U .S.A . In c.
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WHAT'S NEW
SCIENCE
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E NGINEERING

The Surveyor, a coordinate geometry program for surveyors and
civil engineers, can handle sites as large as San Francisco.

Survey and
Coordinate
Geometry Program

D
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The all new SOLUS™
Personal Control Computer'"
lets you monitor and datalog
just about any condition in
the real world . Then , based
on these monitored condi
tions, SOL US lets you
control a wide variety of
electrical devices .
SOLUS makes it possible
for any PC user to create
powerful monitor and con
trol applications. Quickly.
Easily. Inexpensively. And
with no prior programming
experience.
SOLUS comes with a 30-day
satisfaction guarantee.

Call toll free now:

800-247-5712
Discover SOLUS today.
And control the world
around you!
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36 digital/analog inpuc/output
channels are compatible with
standard sensors and oucpza
devices. SOLUS can be located
on site, or remotely via modem.

Solus Systems, Inc.
4000 Kru se Way Place, 2 · 285
Lake Oswego, OR 97035 U.S.A.
Phone:503·635·3966
Fax: 503·635·3004
© 1989 Solus Systems, Inc. SOLUS'" and
Personal Control Computer' ~ are trademarks of
Salus Systems. Inc .
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.C.A. Engineering de
veloped the Surveyor for
civil engineers and surveyors
who need a coordinate geome
try program to process raw
field data and use it to develop
site plans. After you 've man
ually entered the data from
field notes or downloaded it
from a hand-held computer
through your IBM PC's
serial port, the Surveyor's sub
routines will perform all nec
essary geometric calculations,
such as intersection points
and traverse adjustments .
After the program has re
duced the raw data, you can
use it to subdivide a lot into
smaller lots, design rights-of
way, and position houses .
The Surveyor can handle up to
250,000 lots; other capabili
ties include complete point
protection, automatic calcu
lation of lots, building ties, and
setbacks, lot and polygon
storage, and automatic lot
recalculations .
The stand-alone program
is compatible with D.C.A.'s
civil engineering programs,
such as Design, DTM , and
Earth Work (for site design,
digital terrain modeling, and
earthwork calculations) . The

Surveyor runs on the IBM PC
with DOS 3.0 or higher and
640K bytes of RAM .
Price: $2995.
Contact: D.C .A. Engineer
ing Software, Inc., P.O . Box
955 , Henniker, NH 03242 ,
(603) 428-3199.
Inquiry 1151.

Customizable
Unit Conversion
on the Mac

U

NITize 1.3 is a modifi
able unit-conversion util
ity that performs almost 200
conversions (e .g., ounces to
pounds , or feet to inches)
that scientists and engineers
must make. If it doesn't han
dle the conversion you need,
you can add the needed units
to the program's quantity set.
UNITize 1.3 runs on the
Mac 512KE or higher.
Price: $79.95.
Contact: Rainbow Bridge
Software, Inc ., 4243 Hunt
Rd., Suite 210, Cincinnati ,
OH 45242, (800) 548-8871 or
(513) 984-6861.
Inquiry 1155.
continued

STANDBY UPS MODELS
Power Output

250
300
500
600
900
1200
1600

WATI
WATI
WATT
WATI
WATT
WATT
WATT

120 Voll Models

208-240 Voll Models

$ 379 .00
$ 549.00
$ 699 .00
$ 899 .00
$1249.00
$1499.00
$1999 .00

$ 429 .00
N/A
$ 799 .00
$1049 .00
N/A
$1749.00
$2299.00

TRUE ON-LINE UPS MODELS
Power Output

120 Voll Models

208-240 Voll Models

1000 WATI
3000 WATT
5000 WATI

$2249 .00
$5495 .00
$8950.00

Available
Available
Available

FOR LA N.

®
LISTED

PARA SYSTEMS, INC.
1455 LeMay Drive " - " Telephone :
Carrollton, TX 75007
(2 14) 446-7363

1-800-2 3 8-7 2 7 2
FA X: (214) 446-9011
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Getting a network off the ground is easy
with AIX:M Because AIX, IBM's enriched
version of the UNIX®operating system, brings

Your I:
nlans to connect ofa whole
new standard
performance,
up all vour
systellls documentati~n
and
.1
security to the
will fly a lot easier with AIX. ~~~~~~~:i;::.
AIX gives you a very high degree of
flexibility. AIX lets you create a transparent

network between platforms from a broad range
of vendors- from SUN® to DEC®to AT&T®
and HP.®
It also lets you link up a broad range of
IBM systems- from the PS/2 ® to the RT;> all
the way up to the System/370:M
All for one, and one for all. AIX can
integrate a network so effectively, you'd swear it
was a single system.
Distributed Services on the RT lets every
one in the network share files, programs and
devices. And to optimize your PS/2 and
System/ 370 investment, AIX's Transparent
Computing Facility lets you shift power from
one processor to another, as the need arises.
And since AIX allows you to merge
DOS and UNIX functions , you protect
your software investment, too.

AIX ~ ease ofuse also sets a new
standard. AIX is well documented, easy to
learn and provides connectivity through multi
ple communications protocols.
So if you want to raise the quality of your
networking, connect with your IBM mar
keting representative or IBM Business Partner
today about AIX. The one system that con
nects the flexibility of open standards with all
the classic strengths of IBM.
For more information, call l 800
IBM-2468, ext.148. AIX from IBM. Making
your business come together.

_

==.==®
-.. _.._,_
- --
--
----- --.

IBM. PS/2 and RT are r~gistered trademarks and System/370 is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. Al.X is IBM's Advanced Interactive Executive which is a trademark ol International Business. Machines Corporation.
AT&T and UNIX are registered 1rademarks of American Telephone and Telegraph Company. DEC is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. SUN is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. HP is a registered trademark
of Hewlelt Packard Company.© 1969 IBM Corp.
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WHAT'S NEW
SC I E N C F
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FEATURES: 1MB RAM, 80286 BASED
PROCESSOR, 1OMHZ, (1) 1.44MB 3.5"
FLOPPY, 20MB FIXED DISK, VGA
ADAPTER, PS/2 101 KEY KIB,
PARALLEL & SERIAL PORT, CABLES
& MANUALS, 100% IBM PRODUCT
**REMANUFACTURED**

l1111Wll111~\lll!lll
INCL. 90 DAY DEPOT WARRANTY,
JUST LIKE NEW UNITS!
FREE NEW AMDEK MODEL 432 VGA
MONITOR INCL. WITH EVERY UNIT
$245.00 VALUE AT NO CHARGE!

@!X~@!L21
VISA

O!]!]©Q

1-800-624-2001

716-272-8770

FAX

MC

716-272-8624

SCSI Storage Subsystems
286/386, Sun Microsystem, Macintosh,
Apple II, Tandy, Atari, Amiga
A-Hive-enclosure for SCSI drives
30watts $119
65watts $169

....

...

·· ····· ··· ········ ·•·· ·

Hermit Crab-small portable hard drive
32MB $429 200MB $1999
SCSI Hard drive 32MB to 760MB
SCSI Tape drive 155MB
2HD/4 Floppy Controllers for 286/386
MFMJRLL 1: 1 16Mhz

Tulin Corporation
2393 Qume Dr., San Jose, CA95131
Tel: 408-432-9025
Fax: 408-943-0782
78
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Mass2 can calculate the weight ofa container, what's inside it,
and the combined weight ofboth.

What Does
It Weigh?

M

ass2 is a mass and vol
ume calculator that you
can use to calculate the
weight of an object or a shape.
The program calculates the
volume of any geometrically
defined shape and uses its
database of materials to calcu
late the final weight.
The program accepts input
in decimal, fractional, or sci
enti fie notation. It has a cen
ter-of-gravity calculator and
can determine mass if the
volume is already known. The
program's database has over
700 entries , including con
struction materials, gases,
plastics , rocks, and minerals .
Mass2 works on the IBM
PC with 384K bytes of RAM .
Price: $69.
Contact: Dempsey's Forge,
Software Division, Route 2,
Box 407 , Gladys, VA 24554,
(804) 283-4602.
Inquiry 1154.

Engineering
and Drafting
on the Mac II

A

shlar says that Vellum,
its new Mac II design and
drafting program, is software
that thinks. It simplifies me

chanical engineering, design,
drafting , graphics, and techni
cal illustration tasks with the
Drafting Assistant.
The Drafting Assistant
automatically pinpoints and
aligns geometry as you draw .
For example , if you're drawing
a symmetrically shaped ob
ject, Ashlar Vellum will pick
up midpoints, intersections,
perpendiculars , and so on, and
align them based on the
geometry already entered . You
can make rough sketches of
an object, and Vellum will
align it for you and let you
attach values to it. You can
also enter variable dimen
sions into a drawing and then
store the variable parameters
for repeated use.
With Vellum, you can
create and edit nonuniform ra
tional B splines. It gives you
double-precision floating-point
accuracy to 16 decimal
places . Other features include
256 layers, seven colors,
eight line widths, and 11 line
styles. The program supports
drawing sizes A through E.
Vellum requires a Mac
SE/30 or higher with 4 mega
bytes of memory and a hard
disk drive .
Price: $995.
Contact: Ashlar, Inc ., 1290
Oakmead Pkwy., Suite 218,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086, (408)
746-3900 .
Inquiry 1152.
continued

Now you can produce
precise, high quality
plots without the wait
required by pen plotters or
PC-based emulations.
Pacific Datas Plotter in a
Cartridge is the newest and
fastest way to emulate HPGL
on your laser printer. In fact,
its as much as 100 times faster!
Complex engineering or
Emulation for HP 's architectural plots taking 10
LaserJet Series II
to 20 minutes on a p l otter can
be completed within 10 seconds! Crucial when
multiple revisions and check plots are needed.

But theres more to Plotter in a Cartridge than
speed. In addition to standard pen plotter
features, Plotter in a Cartridge enables you to
define 20 pens and 48 widths, automatically
scales to fit envelopes, letter and legal size
paper and improves resolution to 1/300 inch.
And, you can produce up to 99 quality copies
and use virtually any media source.
Because the cartridge plugs right into your
printer, you can plot directly from CAD/CAM,
engineering, or graphics software.

Plotter in a Cartridge combines
plotter precision with laser speed.

PACIFIC
D A TA

PRODUCTS

6404 Na ncy Ridge Drive, Sa n Diego, California 92121
Tel: (619) 552-0880, Fa x: (619) 552-0889
Pacific Data Euro, Ltd., Europe
Tel: (44-0734) 391222, Fax: (44-0734) 393871

Mitsui Computer Ltd ., Aus tralia
Tel: 61 02 452 0452, Fax: 61 02 452 0481

Pacific Technology, Singapore
Tel: 2615609, 2654888, Fax: 2640371

Plotter in a Ca rtridge is an unregistered trademark of Pacific Data Products, Inc. HPGL and LaserJet Series II are registe red trademarks of Hew lett-Packa rd . Copyrig ht 1989 Pacific Data Products.
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Fishing for Ideas
on the Mac and PC

I

deaFisher, the database
that helps you generate new
ideas when you've reached a
mental block, will be available
in a Macintosh version this
month, Fisher Idea Systems re
ports. The program consists
of 60 ,000 idea words and
phrases linked into 373 broad
categories , such as "contro
versy " or "action/motion ."
Each category points to a list of
subsidiary words and other
categories, letting you cross
tabulate entries from differ
ent categories. With the cross
reference ability, you can
link more than 675 ,000 direct
associations . The program
is already available for the
IBM PC .
The program 's developer
says the program is good for
coming up with a new idea or
product name. If the problem
is hazy or you ' re having
trouble framing exactly what
you want, you can use the
program's QBank.
QBank asks you a series of
up to 3700 questions to clarify
the exact problem you're try
ing to solve and compare the
ideas it generates with the
original objective. After
you ' ve developed a list of
central ideas, you use the Idea
Bank to generate idea
associations .
On the Macintosh, you'll
need a Mac Plus or higher with
about 6 megabytes of storage
and 1 megabyte of RAM. On
the IBM PC , you'll need
DOS 3.1 or higher, 640K bytes
of RAM , and 14 megabytes
of free space on your hard disk
drive.
Price: $495.
Contact: Fisher Idea Sys
tems, Inc ., 18881 Von Kar
man, Suite 100, Irvine, CA •
92715 , (714) 474-8111.
Inquiry 1145.
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ldeaFisher can prevent you f ram seeing red when you have a
mental block.

Xerox to Add
Foreign Language
Options to AccuText

X

erox is adding seven for
eign language options to
its AccuText recognition soft
ware . Each foreign language
option will have its own
50,000-word lexicon , which
you can customize by adding
an additional 10,000 words.
Xerox says it will ship ver
sions designed specifically for
the French , Spanish , Italian,
and German languages in the
fourth quarter of this year .
Dutch, Swedish, and Norwe
gian versions are expected
for the first quarter of 1990.
AccuText is based on
Kurzweil AI technology. With
a supported scanner, you can
use the program to scan text in
its original format , including
tabs, and the program can be
set to automatically avoid
graphical images . Six expert
modules work on the text.
The program can handle fonts
from 8 to 24 points , and
when scanning , it opens up the
font in your word processor
that most closely resembles
the font of the scanned
document.
AccuText now supports the
Hewlett-Packard ScanJet Plus
scanner and works with
Microsoft Word , MacWrite ,
Excel, and WordPerfect for
the Mac. The program works

on the Mac II or SE/30 with
a hard disk drive and 4 mega
bytes of memory .
Price: $995 .
Contact: Xerox Imaging Sys
tems , 1215 Terra Bella Ave .,
Mountain View, CA 94043 ,
(415) 965-7900.
Inquiry 1146.

Scalable Fonts
at 300 dpi
Without Big Bucks

E

.

xpress Publisher , Power
Up! 'slow-end desktop
publishing program for IBM
PCs, offers scalable fonts, sup
port for 300-dpi scanned
images, and the ability to link
text frames and pour copy
across multicolumn, noncon
tinuous pages.
AGFA Compugraphic de
veloped the fonts , which are
device-independent. You can
change font styles, attributes ,
and type sizes (from 6 to 144
points) for everything from a
single letter to an entire page
on the fly , the company
reports.
You can import clip art
and graphical images in TIFF,
PCX, EPS , IMG , and ART
format into a document and
then crop, flip, or rotate the
image. Express Publisher can
wrap text around irregularly
shaped images .

The program 's import fil
ters can import text with for
matting intact from Micro
soft Word, WordPerfect,
WordStar, Display Write, and
ASCII and DCA (Document
Content Architecture) text.
The program also works di
rectly with Microsoft Works .
You can run Express Pub
lisher on any IBM PC with
640K bytes of RAM , a hard
disk drive, and DOS 3.0 or
higher.
Price: $149.95.
Contact: Power Up! Soft
ware Corp. , 2929 Campus
Dr. , San Mateo , CA 94403 ,
(415) 345-5900.
Inquiry 1149.

Switch Among 100
Programs and Files

P

C task switching is not a
new product category, but
Better Software 's Switch-It
program lets you switch among
100 programs on a standard
IBM PC. The program itself
uses only 24K bytes of RAM
and doesn 't require an 80286
based machine with 3 or 4
megabytes of memory to run
efficiently , the company
reports.
When you install SwitchIt, the program automatically
scans your hard disk for pro
grams it recognizes and builds
a list of applications among
which you can navigate. The
program is compatible with
Microsoft Windows, Ventura
Publisher, and OS/2 in real
mode. With Switch-It, you can
execute any DOS command
as you run an application. It
also remembers your last 30
commands , which you can re
call , execute, or edit.
Switch-It supports ex
tended and expanded memory.
Price: $79 .95.
Contact: Better Software
Technology, 55 New York
Ave. , Framingham, MA
01701, (508) 879-0744.
Inquiry 1147.

Large fonnat plotters for designers
who want performance,
but can't afford expensive.
Best Price Performance
These days more companies
are concerned about CAD
budgets but don't want to sac
rifice quality or performance.
That's why more design pro
fessionals are turning to
Zericon for large format plot
ting solutions. At 21 diagonal
inches per second and
advanced speed up features
like look ahead vector
analysis,you'll fly through
curves as well as straight lines.
When you buy a Zericon plotter, you get
the best throughput for your dollar in
the industrytoday.

FFATURF.S

3610

3620

Z3000

Z4000

.llEDIA

CI D

CI D

A-D

A-E

PRICE

1695

1895.

2695.

2995

395.

395.

8 PENO l' l"I ON
DliVSPEED

7ips

15ips

21ips

21ips

REPEiV.li\BILl"IY

.004

.004

.004

.004

x

x

x

x

LCD MENU
CUSTOM CAl3LE

x

x

No Risk

Money Back
Guarantee

$1695. -$2995.

Factory Direct Pricing
Starting at $1695. for our ValueLine D
size, to $2995. for our
Designer Series A-E
model,we make a
large format plotter
that's just right for
your application.

Call Us Today and we'll send you a
full-size sample plot and tell you about
our 1year reliability warranty and our
customer support program which includes
complete product satisfaction or your money
back within 10 days of purchase. We'd like to win
youover as a Zericon customer. And we've got the
products and service to do it. Give us a call. Zericon,
Inc., 40491Encyclopedia
Circle, Fremont,
CA94538.
In CA (415) 490-8380.
FAX (415) 490-3906.

Japanese Warrior created on theZericon Z4000 A-E

Made in USA

See Us At

Z EFl/COl\I

Design West

Mare plotter. Not mare money.

BOOfff #516
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Anaheim, CA

REGIONAL

WHAT'S NEW
PACIFIC

Technology
Conference
Nanobytes
T

he IEEE International
Conference on ComputerAided Design is for electrical-engineering professionals
who use CAD for circuit design. The conference will be
held on November 6-9 at the
Doubletree Hotel in Santa
Clara, California.
Price: IEEE members, $200;
nonmembers , $250.
Contact: MP Associates,
Inc., 7490 Clubhouse Rd .,
Suite 102, Boulder, CO
80301, (303) 530-4562 .

D

expo West '89 will be
held at the Disneyland
Hotel in Anaheim, California , on November 7-9 . Those

who attend the DECUS Symposium for DEC computer
users at the Anaheim Convention Center can attend the
show for free.
Price: $20.
Contact: Expoconsul International, Inc., 3 Independence
Way, Princeton, NJ 08540,
(609) 987-9400 .
T

he National Computer
Graphics Association's
Mapping and Geographic Information Systems '89 conference will be held on November 12-15 at the Westin
Bonaventure Hotel in Los
Angeles . An exposition will
take place on November
13-15 . The conference and exposition are for users and
vendors of products and services for energy mapping,
urban and regional mapping ,
defense mapping, public util-

ities mapping, and geographic
information systems .
Price: Full conference:
members , $475; nonmembers ,
$525. One-day conference:
$ 150 and $175, respectively.
Exhibits only , $5 .
Contact: National Computer
Graphics Association, 2722
Merrilee Dr. , Suite 200,
Fairfax, VA 22031 , (703)
698-9600.
Burlingame, Ca lifornia,
will be the site of the
twelfth annual Western Educational Computing Conference on November l 6-1 7.
It's for instructors and administrative personnel who use
computers at the college or
university level. The conference is sponsored by the California Educational Computing Consortium , which also
announced a call for papers

for the thirteenth WECC, to
be held on November 15-16,
1990, at the Irvine Hilton
Hotel . Papers should deal
with computers and applications at the college or university level. The deadline for
submission is April 21, 1990.
Price: $175; students, $25.
Contact: Judah Rosenwald ,
Extended Education , NAO
153, San Francisco State
University, 1600 Holloway ,
San Francisco , CA 94132,
(415) 338-1212. Call for
papers : Send two copies to
Dr. Oliver Seely Jr ., CSU
Dominguez Hills , Chemistry , 1000 East Victoria St .,
Carson, CA 90747 .
The Engineering Workstations Conference, originally scheduled for September, will take place on
co111i11ued

The professional menu system in a graphics environment
ONLY $99 (BGI)

for Turbo-C, Microsoft-C, Turbo-Pascal:
TM

Source Available

graphics-MENU

Now Available: Data Entry Module

from
ISLAND SYSTEMS
is
a
comprehensive utilities
pack:age that allows the
aeveloper of . graphics
applications to quickly create a
user friendly inte1tace and
spend more time focussing on
the
internals
of
the application.
graphics-MENU

• USE TIILE IO DRAG HEHU

• Full support for Mouse & Keyboard
• Pulldown Menu & Popup Messages.
• Underlying graphics automatically
saved.
• Mouse can drag menus & messages t
reveal image beneath.
• Shadowed menus create a 3-D effect
• Disabled entries and Divider lines
• Vertical list optionally titled.
• Button menus in any arrangement.
• Analog clock settable by moving
its hanos with the mouse.
~---~ • Horizontal bar menu with corresponding
""'M., "'1"'5 pulldown menus that may have nested • Geometric interface function s:
,.
sub-menus to any depth .
point rotation. di stance, degrees/
3 50 • P9pup mc;ssage boxes
Four Buttons Deno !UR to dr~9)
radians conversion, true 4Wlth or w1thout user
quadrant arctan.
i.ae

~I
~

1 511

prompt.

D First

Button ~ second

Rutton

•

*We are also including two utility
prog rams:
Curffdit
and
MenuDesigner. CUREDIT is a
Cursor icon Editor that enables you
to create custom cursor icons and
associate them with any mouse
button or chord.
MenuDesigner is a powerful
utility that enables you to create
and view complex horizontal &
vertical menu structures on-screen
and then writes TP or TC/MS-C
code to implement this structure in
your application.
~Mte~~r~~?ner included wiht Metagraphie> version. Add $49 !or

30 day money back guarantee on non-source
1

Requi~~\
YB~~l~ ~Turbo Aeq~dow
1
~r~5~~ ~ro~P~~.igf~ 8 ~i1°h ~6~r!.qre)~,Y~ 9 ~~Pc7J;~

grapt11cs, hard disk.

~~d~~~.le with graphics,

(p ricing Includes

for TP or TC ...... $ 99
source add ... ... $149
Menu Designer . . . . $49
DataEntry Module . $ 59

for TP ,TC 0~~~ gr4§
source(TP) add . • $149
source(TC) add .. $199
DataEntry Module .. $ 59

1

NEW! Color Custimizer

-•,. • Controls & gauges with 1 LOI 1"'1 ""'" o txn
Module allows specification of the color
-z.se
analog style entry.
scheme for menu elements via an on-screen
1
~ @!] ~
• Limitless hybrids of the
design env ironment.
above menus for customization.
• NEW! Data Entry module (optional add -on).
Tool box to create forms type screens for data
entry with real-time data val idation.
_

1

SOPC-2
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Systems
7 Mriunlain Ad, Burlington MA 01803
(617) 273-0421
FAX: (617)933-1152
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ADVERTISEMENT

HARDWARE NEWS

ADVERTISEMENT

New Dauphin LapPR0-386SX
Packs a Powerful Punch for the Price
Dauphin Technology, an aggressive
new Midwest-based laptop manufac
turer, has come up with a high
performance 386SX-based laptop that
offers 386 power at a 286 price. The
price alone will turn a lot of heads . But
a closer look at the machine itself
reveals first-rate engineering, excep
tional performance, and loads of stan
dard features that would cost extra on
most computers.
With a list price of $4,995 and an
introductory price of only $3,695, Dau
phin Technology has strategically posi
tioned itself to compete head on with
rival 286 models in the same price
range. Since 386SX technology pro
vides both present and future applica
tions, the choice between a 286 and a
386SX of comparable cost will be an
)bvious one for many. Users opting for
the LapPR0-386SX will have a laptop
with more power, speed, memory and
versatility along with the technology to
>erve them through the next decade
rnd beyond .
Among its many prominent features
is a 40 M-byte, 28 millisecond hard
frive and 2 M-bytes RAM. Its ability to
facilitate DOS, multitasking and mul
tiuser functions, plus all the new 32-bit
30386 software makes it a necessity for
anyone who requires the power of a
high-end desktop model while away
from the office.
Last Fall, Dauphin introduced its
first laptop model based on an 80286
microprocessor. Though a late-comer to
the market, the LapPR0-286 earned
~ onsiderable praise for combining the
most advanced features with quality
~ngineering and price performance.
Both models from Dauphin Tech
)ffer a 40 M-byte, 28 millisecond hard
frive, a 3.5" floppy drive, two serial
ports, one parallel port , a high contrast
l:>lue on white CGA/EGA LCD, an inter
nal power supply offering four power
)ptions including battery pack, and a
:ledicated numeric keypad. Options
include a 2400 or 4800 BAUD internal
modem, math co-processor, 100 M-byte
hard disk drive, and external floppy
drive and keyboard ports.
The LapPR0-386SX sports a proces
sor speed of 16 and 8 Mhz with zero
wait states. It offers 2 M-bytes of Ram
) fl board expandable to 4 M-bytes . Its

Dauphin Technology has
priced its 80386SX lap
top to compete head-on
with rival 286-based
models.
Features include:
• 80386SX Processor, 8 & 16
Mhz, Zero Wait States
• Multitasking Capabilities
• Multiuser Access
• 32-bit Software Compatibility
• 40 M-byte, 28 Millisecond
Hard Drive
• 3.5" Floppy Drive
• 2 M-bytes RAM, Expandable
to 4 M-bytes
• Internal Modem Option

external monitor port supports CGA,
EGA a nd VGA.
The LapPR0-286 provides 1 M-byte
RAM which is expandable to 4 M-bytes
and an 80286 processor running at 8 or
12 Mhz with zero wait states.
Both models offer the highly
acclaimed Digital Research Operating
System (a.k.a. DR DOS) which is simi
lar to anr! compatible with MS DOS.
The more distinguishing advantages of
DR DOS include on-line help, system
utilities such as file retrieval, special
security features and a n ability to
embed software in ROM. Alphaworks
integrated software and LapLink file
transfer software are also included
with each laptop.
Circle 485 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 486)
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Judging by its first two laptop offer
ings, Dauphin Technology could very
well be on its way to becoming a major
player in the hardware arena. Though
Dauphin Technology is relatively new
to the computer industry, Alan Yong,
founder, is not. In 1981, Yong incorpo
rated Manufacturing and Maintenance
Systems which is now recognized as
the leading manufacturer and distribu
tor of industrial alignment systems
worldwide. The MMS REACT Align
ment Systems, used to align rotating
equipment in manufacturing plants,
employ a proprietary portable com
puter and software for alignment cal
culations and maintenance records .
Given Yong's prior exp e rience in
portable computer development , the
shift toward developing laptops
seemed like a natural move. Yong is
determined to build another successful
company and his determination shows
in the design configurations of these
first offerings, a promising start.
Distribution channels for Dauphin
Tech products are indeed far reaching
and ambitious and include dealers,
VARs, OEMs (for private label distribu
tion), along with corporate , educa
tional and government sales. The
private label arrangement offered by
Dauphin represents an ideal opportu
nity for OEMs to get into the fast
moving laptop market quickly. And the
discounts on corporate quantity pur
chases are so generous that corporate
managers of information systems will
undoubtedly regard Dauphin as a seri
ous contender for their business.
In keeping with its aggressive sales
approach, Dauphin Technology is cur
rently offering an unbeatable intro
ductory price on both models . End
users would be well advised to invest
in a high-performance laptop from
Dauphin Tech now.
For more information on Dauphin
Tech's laptop line, contact Dauphin
Technology in Lombard, Illinois at
312-627-4004. And in the meantime,
watch for more surprises from this up
and-coming manufacturer.
MS DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corp.
DR DOS is a trademark of Digital Research Inc.
LapLink is a trademark of Travelling Sort ware Inc.
AlphaWorks is a trademark of Alpha Software Inc.
LapPRO is a trademark of Dauphin Technology Inc.
MMS a nd REACT are trademarks of Manufacturing and
Maintenance Systems Inc.
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WHAT'S NEW
PACIFI C

November 28-30 at the Los
Angeles LAX Hilton.
Price: Exposition only: free
if you preregister; $25 on-site .
Conference: $95 per day.
Contact: Corporate Expositions , Inc. , P.O . Box 3727 ,
Santa Monica, CA 90403,
(213) 450-0500.

T

he Macintosh Business
Conference and Exposition will feature 60 technical
sess ions and a series of halfday and full-day seminars.
The conference will be held
at the Long Beach Convention Center on November 29
through December 1.
Price: Exhibits only , $20;
full conference and sessions ,
$395.
Contact: Cambridge Marketing , Inc. , One Forbes Rd. ,
Lexington, MA 02173 , (617)
860-7100.

c

ause (The Association
for the Management of
Information Technology in
Higher Education) will hold
its national conference,
Cause89, on November 28 ·
through December l at San
Diego's Sheraton Harbor Island . The conference's theme
is "Managing Information
Technology: Facing the
Issues."
Price: Half-day seminar,
$100 ; full-day seminar, $170.
Cause89: Cause members before November 7 , $330; nonmembers, $475.
Contact: Cause , 4840 Pearl
East Cir. , Suite 302E,
Boulder, CO 80301, (303)
449-4430 .

M

icrosoft and Compaq
Computer recently announced a series of free seminars for mechanical design

engineers interested in automating the design process on a
microcomputer. One such
seminar, "Design Engineering: A New View," will be
held on December 5 at the
Sheraton Plaza Phoenix in
Phoenix, Arizona.
Contact: Connie Snyder,
The Waggener Group, 6915
Southwest Macadam Ave .,
Suite 300, Portland, OR
97219 , (800) 828-6584 or
(503) 245-0905 .

T

he Society for Industrial
and Applied Mathematics '
fourth Conference on Geometric Design will be held on
November 6- 10 in Tempe,
Arizona . The conference will
focus on curve and surface
design, solid modeling and
manufacturing, computer
graphics , and supercomputing
and graphics.

Price: $125.
Contact: SIAM Conference
Coordinator, 117 South 17th
St., 14th Floor, Philadelphia, PA 19103 , (215)
564-2929.
computer-related topics
of the twenty-seventh annual Reliability Engineering
and Management Institute will
include software reliability,
fault-tolerant computer design,
and testing techniques. The
institute is sponsored by the
University of Arizona, the
College of Engineering and
Mines, and several corporations. It will be held on
November 13-17 in Tucson.
Price: $895.
Contact: Engineering
Professional Development,
Harvill Building, Box 9,
University of Arizona, Tucson,
AZ 85721, (602) 621-3054.

,
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TurboFlow is serious flowcharting
at a price that won't cost you
.,_,..__
your kingdom. It's easy to use and
more powerful than Merlin's magic.
TurboFlow runs on an IBM PC,
features a complete set of ANSI sym
bols, is menu driven, interfaces with
desktop publishing software, and sup
ports a variety of printers and plotters.
So stop living in the dark ages. Call
~~~~~=~::;-~~-~~~~===::'.._:_:......:._jl-800-882-5822 and order your copy,
~S!i!
or ask for our free brochure.
TurboFlow & Logitech Mouse $89
TurboFlow

$69

Legendary Software from:
- ..
"· ~,,,,, Daytron-Electronics, Inc.
. - '--
610 S. Shei-riian suite 104, Richardson, Tx 75081 (214)669-2137

-
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Circle 487 on Reader Service Card

MONITORS

KEY B·O ARDS

14" VGA COLOR .31 DOT PITCH

DEMO UNITS LIKE NEW 90 DAY WARRANTY
$255.00
12" VGA MONO PAPER WHITE PHOSPHORUS
T & S BASE
NEW $59.95
14" CGA COLOR T&S BASE
DEMO UNITS LIKE NEW 90 DAY WARRANTY
$175.00
14" EGA COLOR MONITOR .31 DOT PITCH
DEMO UNITS LIKE NEW 90 DAY WARRANTY
$225.00
GRAPHIC BOARDS
VGA 16 BIT 256K EXP TO 512K TO 800 X 600
VGA 8 BIT 256K TO 800 X 600
EGA GRAPHICS TO 800 X 600
CGA COLOR CARD W/PARALLEL PORT
CGA SWITCHABLE TO MONO
MONOCHROME GRAPHIC W/PRINTER PORT

$170.00
144.00
120.00
34.00
34.00
39.00

EXPANSION BOARDS
WD WA2 AT HARD/FLOPPY CONTROLLER
FLOPPY CONTROLLER XT W/CABLE
MULTl 1/0 SER/PAR / GAME
MULTI 1/0 SER/PAR/GAME/CLOCK
IBM AT 512 MEMORY EXP W/512K FOR 5170

85.00
19.75
24.00
33.00
99.00

RAM UPGRADE
IBM TYPE
1M x 9 IBM SIMM
1M x 9 MOD 30/286 SIMM
1M x 9 MOD 70/80 SIMM
2M x 9 MOD 70/80 SIMM
256K x 9 PS/ 2 SIMM
256K x 9 IBM SIMM
APPLE TYPE
1M x 8 APPLE SIMM
256 x 8 APPLE SIMM
DIP PACKAGE
1M x 1 DIP
256K x 1 DIP
256K x 4 DIP
64K x 1 DIP
64K x 4 DIP

141 .00 145.00
59.00
4.00

1.35
5.00

1.85
5.10

12.00
4.85
14.75
2.51
5.25

12.50
5.75
15.00

COPROCESSORS
V-30 REPLACES 8086 8.00
89.00
8087-3 (5MHz)
8087-2 (8MHz)
139.00
8087-1 (10MHz)
178.00
80287-6 (6MHz)
130.00
80287-8 (8MHz)
199.00

80287-10
80387 -16
80387-20
80387-25
80387-33

(10MHz)
(16M Hz)
(20MHz)
(25MHz)
(33MHz)

234.00
359.00
389.00
545.00
649.00

SRAMS
2K x 8 DIP
8K x 8 DIP

2.50
4.95

CALL
CALL

.
27256
27512

2.95
4.95

POWER SUPPLY
135 WATI
192WATI

XT
AT

27.00
50.00

HARD DRIVES
20 MEG HH ST 225
40 MEG HH ST 251
MAXTOR XT-1240R 240 MEG
ALL TYPES OF HARD DRIVES IN STOCK
3.5 TO 5.25 MOUNTING KIT

135.00
240.00
1500.00
CALL
10.00

FLOPPY DRIVES
360K
1.2
1.44

INTERNAL
INTERNAL
3.5

52.00
65.00
89.00

SPECIALS
NO SLOT CLOCK FOR XT, TANDY, PS/2
MICROSOFT WORKS
MICROSOFT MS DOS W/GW BASIC 3.21
MICROSOFT WINDOWS/386

22.00
69.00
35.00
79.00

ACCESSORIES
AB PARALLEL
14.50
AB SERIAL
14.50
ABCD SERIAL
18.50
AA / BB SERIAL CROSSOVER 22.50

AA/BB PARALLEL
CROSSOVER
AB 2 CENT 1 DB25
AB 2 DB25 1 CENT

22.50
19.95
19.95

- - - - - - - - STANDS - - - - - - - CPU STAND (UNIVERSAL) PLASTIC
CPU STAND (UNIVERSAL) METAL
CPU STAND W/CASTERS METAL
KEYBOARD DRAWER OVER COUNTER
KEYBOARD DRAWER UNDER CARRIAGE
KEYBOARD SLIDE AWAY
PRINTER STAND 80 CO L WIRE
PRINTER STAND W/ TRAY 80 / 132 PLASTIC
PRINTER STAND 2 PC. PLASTIC
MONITOR STAND 14" TILT & SWIVEL
METAL SWING ARM COPY HOLDER
COPY CLIP PLASTIC

5.95
11 .95
23.93
33.00
23.95
29.27
9.15
12.50
6.95
3.95
12.50
4.33

--------OTHERS - - - - - - - 
MONITOR STATIC PROTECTOR
11 PC TOOL KIT
MINI VACUUM CLEAN ER
LAPTOP COMPUTER CARRY CASE
DISK BOX 5'14 100 PCS W/ LOCK
DISK BOX 3Y, 80 PCS WI LOCK
DISK HAND CARRIER 5%
DISK HAND CARRIER 3%

5.95
13.27
6.00
44.00
10.00
8.67
7.67
9.27

- - - - - - - GENDER CHANGER - - - - - 
9F/25F
9F / 25M
9M/25F
9M /25M
9F /9F

3.10
3.10
3.10
3.10
2.80

9M / 9M
25M /36M
25F / 36M
25F/36F
25M/36F

2.80
4.45
4.45
4.45
4.45

- - - - - - - - CABLES - - - - - - - 

8Kx8FLAT
32K x 8 DIP/FLAT

EPROMS
2764
27128

$59.00
59.00
39.00
49.00

- - - - - --SWITCH BOXES - - - - - - 

150NS 120NS 100NS 80NS
149.00 157.00
179.00
169.00 189.00
449.00
59.00
43.00 46.00 54.00

3.75

KEYTRONICS 101 FOR PS/2
KEYTRONICS 101 XT/AT
84 KEY
XT/AT
101 KEY XT I AT

5.75
9.95

NEW MERCHANDISE DAILY!!!

KEYBOARD EXT CABLE
MONITOR EXT CABLE
PARALLEL PRINTER 6FT
PARALLEL PRINTER 10FT
PARALLEL R/ A 6FT
CENTRONICS M / M RI A
RS232 M / F 6FT
RS232 M/M 6FT
RS232 M/ M 10FT

2.75
3.85
3.50
4.95
5.95
5.95
4.75
4.75
5.95

SERIAL F/F 25 WIRE 10FT
SERIAL MODEM 9F /25M 6FT
MODEM M/F 11 WIRE 25 PIN
PC TO TTL MONO
LINE CORD
MONITOR/CPU POWER EXT
XT HARD DRIVE CABLE SET
MONITOR POWER EXT
6FT AT 9 PIN F 25 PIN M

5.50
4.20
4.95
4.50
3.00
2.87
3.95
4.33
3.93

Some items limited to stock on hand

WE BUY ALL TYPES OF MERCHANDISE!!! SEND LIST OR CALL!!!
15203 Midway Road• 1 Block North of Beltline •Addison, TX 75244 •FAX (214) 386-5642 •Phone (214) 386-5515
TEXAS 'RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX. PRICE MAY VARY FROM RETAIL STORE. PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

Circle 511 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 512)

TERMS: COD, MC/VISA. PRE-PAID OR CASH
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November 13-17, 1989

Riviera Hotel

COMPUTER

Las Vegas, Nevada

Booth N8019

WE BEAT ANY PRICE
. • 1 YEAR PARTS AND LABOR WARRANTY

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ATC 386-25

ATC 286-12

ATC TURB0-10

$1890

$799

$459

Intel 80386 Microprocessor
25 MHZ M/Board 20 MHZ CPU
4Mb Installed
80387 socket on board
1.2 High Density Drive
W.D. Hard/Floppy Controller
230 Watt Power Supply
Vertical case w/reset button and
LED light
Digital CPU Speed Reading
Hi-Res TTL Monitor
Monochrome (Herc.) Graphic
Card
101 Enhanced Keyboard

W/64K CACHE
25MHZ CPU

$2,560.00

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IBM AT-286 Compatible
6/12 MHZ CPU 0 Wait State
Phoenix Bias
512k memory on Board
1.2 High Density Drive
W.D. Hard/Floppy Controller
200 Watt Power Supply
AT 3 Opening Case w/reset
buttons
• Clock and calendar on board
• 101 Enhance Keyboard
•Mono Card
• Parallel Printer Port
• Hi Res TTL Monitor
• FCC Class B Approved

•
•
•
•
•

We Distribute

PLATINUM VGA-16 & CASPER VGA MONITOR
• 1024 x 768

$465

• 256K on board
• 512K expandable
• 100% Software/Hardware compatible

A-TRONIC COMPUTER
Industrial Office :15703 East Valley Blvd .
City Of Industry, Ca. 91744

(818) 333-0193

Fax No. (818) 961-4337
L.A. Branch: 7150 Beverly Blvd .
Los Angeles, Ca 90036
Tele: (213) 930-2823
Fax: (213) 930-2826
SOPC-6

•
•
•

$699

IBM XT Compatible
4.77 / 10 MHZ CPU
Intel 8088
Phoenix Bios
640K on board (1024K
expandable)
360k Floppy Drive
165 Watt Power Supply
AT Style Case w/Led Power
&Turbo Light, Reset & Turbo
button
Monochrome Card
Clock/Calendar
Hi Res TTL Monitor
AT Style 84k Key Board
FCC Class B Approved

• Turbo-10Mhz (8088-1)
• 640K on board
• 360K Floppy Drive
• Serial/Parallel/Game
• Clock Calendar w/batt. b/up.
•Multi video (MDA/MGA/CGA)
• Hi-Res TTL Monitor
• 101 Enhance keyboard
• MSDOS 3.3 w/GW Basic
• Key Works and Electric Desk
Software
• 18 Months nation-wide
warranty

10 MHZ System : $699
16 MHZ System: $899

This Month Specials:

ORDER HOT LINE:

•
•
•
•
•

HYUNDAI
SUPER-16E
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•UPGRADE•
•
•
•
•

Color Monitor w/Graphic Card
EGA Monitor w/EGA Card
VGA Monitor wNGA Card
Multisync Monitor w/Hi-res. Card

illtlJ Products
HARD DISK

$160
$350
$410
$530

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seagate
Seagate
Seagate
Seagate
Seagate
Seagate
Seagate
Seagate
Seagate

St-225 w/Cont.
St-238 w/Cont.
St-251
St-251-1
St-277R
St-4096
St-125
St-138
St-4144R

Miniscribe 3085
Miniscribe 3650
Micropolis w/Controller
(150 MB)

$259
279
339
389
389
579
235
279
650
$559
305
1350

ORDER BY MAIL: Check and Money Order, California add 6.5% Sales Tax
ORDER BY PHONE: COD & Cashier Check's
TERMS: All pdces are subject to changes and quantities may be limited and we reserve the Right to
Substitute Equivalent Items. Unauthorized Returns are subject to 15% Restocking Fee. Call for AMA Numbers
for Returns and Repairs. Returning items must be sent shipping prepaid by customer. 1 year parts and labo'

Circle 477 011 Reader Service Card

DRal)ONSlayeR!!

Turn your LAN into a COMPLETE BUSINESS and
TIME MANAGEMENT system!
Most Accounting software does basic bookkeeping,
BUT WHAT ABOUT:

* SALES LEAD GENERATION?

* QUOTE PREPARATION?
* SALES MANAGEMENT?
* QUOTE TRACKING?
* HANDLING TELEPHONE INQUIRIES?
*

=·=
u

-11••

STAFF SCHEDULING?
MAILING LIST CREATION?
COLLECTION ACTIVITIES ?
WARRANTY TRACKING?
SPECIAL CUSTOMER PRICING ?
* COMMISSION CALCULATIONS?
* TRAINING NEW EMPLOYEES?
* CASH FLOW MANAGEMENT?

*
*
*
*

EASY-TO-USE

DISTRIBUTION

MANUFACTURING

RETAIL

USER CUSTOMIZABLE
on-line HELP reduces
installation, training.
Easy-to-use, INTUITIVE
menus a~d data entry
screens.
USER specific ON-LINE
TICKLER file provides
electronic desk.
Inter-user MESSAGING
eases scheduling pains.
CONCISE manuals
provide installation and
reference sections.
RECALL vendors,
customers. items.
employees, prospects,
or other data by FULL
or PARTIAL NAME. ·
FAST DATA ENTRY
for high transaction
environments.

Process sales orders for
SERIAL. one-of-a-kind. or
CATALOGUE items with
full integration .
AUTOMATICALLY
prepares QUOTES.
CONVERTS quotes to
orders.
EASILY process
COMPLEX PRICING and
COMMISSION
CALCULATIONS.
ON-LINE PURCHASE and
QUOTE HISTORY by
customer by item .
UNLIMITED
SUBSTITUTE and
ALTERNATE item codes.
Analyze SALES or
PROFIT by salesperson.
customer. or line.

SPLIT sales orders among
up to three sales reps.
AUTOMATICALLY create
COMMON CARRIER freight
invoices.
EXPLODE or CREATE Billof-Materials at Order Entry.
STORED PHRASE RECALL
and DIRECT ABLE
COMMENTS allow complex
crate marking or shipping
instructions.
Comprehensive JOB COST
and STANDARD COSTING.
WARRANTY TRACKING by
customer and item.
Comprehensive CASH
MANAGEMENT facility
calculates AVERAGE DAYS
TO PAY based on customer
payment history and
forecast cash flow.

POINT-OF-SALE allows
for serialized and
catalogue items.
POP-UP window
provides secure TIME
CLOCK function.
POS transaction
SUSPEND and
RECALL function
speeds customer
checkout.
Recall customer
account data by NAME
or PHONE NO.
Supports MULTIPLE
ELECTRONIC CASH
DRAWERS. BAR
CODES.
POP-UP window for
shelf location, pricing,
quantity, for any item
by full or partial name
search.

AND MORE!
For more detailed information, or diskette based demonstrations , call

800-447-2522
(in PA 412-279-8882)
DragonSlayer is actively seeking authorized resellers.

mragnn~Iaurr ~untrmn
"Comprehensive - Not Complex"
2275 Swallowhill Road. Building 900 • Pittsburgh. PA 15220
Circle 490 on Reader Service Card

(412)279-8882
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EXCELOGIC VGA/ 16H
(16 bit high resolution VGA adapter with
FASTBIOS for the PC, XT, AT, PS/2 models
25&30)
100% hardware & software compatibl e
256K expan d able to 5 12 K
Support TTL & a nalog moni tors
l 024x768 16 colo rs
800x600 16 / 256 colors, 640x480 256 colors
HerculC5, CGA, EGA, MCGA, VGA compa tible
Ext. text m odes (132x25, 28, 40), (J00x40), (80x60)
AutoCAD, Wi ndows, GEM, Lo tus 1-2-3, Venlwa PubUsher
Drivers
Zoom, Scroll, Pa nn
• Au toscnse Autos\vi tch
•
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EXCELOGIC INC.

'"""' """""'

EXCELOGIC's Advanced Disk Controller
(For AT, 286, 3865/X, 386, 486)
• 1:1 interleave
• M FM, RLL, ESDI
• Supports 4 nop p y drives and 2 hard drives

(2400 BPS Int. Mod em for the AT, XT, PS/2
model 25, 30, 30/ 28 6, SO, SOZ, 60, 70, and 80)

• 05 / 2 Compa tible
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital Da ta Sepa rator
24 MBITS/Sec. Data tra ns fer rate
6MB /Sec. Hos t speed
20MB / Fec. Bulfe r band"idlh
64KB of on board Cache Mem ory
To be totally interchangea bl e \vith Wcslcrn Digita l Controller

.•

J
. . .

•

•

• '
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EXCELOGI C PARAPORT
(Bidirection al parall el p ort for the PS/2 mod e ls
50, 50Z, 60, 70, and 80)
Mos t afford;ib\c printer port fo r th e MC compl1ters

(M icro Ch annel Memory Ad apter for the PS/2
models SO, SOZ, and 60)

All Products are Made In USA

OMB 10 SMB SIMMS version
OMB lo 4MB DRAM s versio n
Mi x and Mux be twee n 256 KB SI MMs and lMB SIM Ms
100% 05/2, MCA, EMS Lim 4.0 compa tible

920 Auburn Court - Fremont CA 94538

(415) 226-9271

(415) 226-9272

FAX (415) 226-9273

Intelligent

The Definitive Choice

SCSI

The PROCOMP SCSI controller family provides the
complete solution to your SCSI drive handling needs.
From embedded SCSI hard drives to the newest
Erasable Optical and WORM CD drives, under
Novell NetWare 386 and 286, OS/2 or DOS, on the
fastest 286/386 ISA and PS/2 MCA computers,
PROCOMP provides the solution. The PROCOMP
M-DCB and M-DCB/2 controller products offer full
Novell DCB compatibility, with more features,
unsurpassed reliability and expanded support.

Controllers
for NetWare 386
NetWare286
OS/2&DOS

SOPC-8
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t

Auto Dia l, Auto Answe r
2400, 1200, 300 BPS
4800 BPS throughpu t (Data Compressio n)
Error Correctio n
"AT" Com mand se t
CCI TT V.22, V.22 BIS, Bell \03, Bell 2\2A Compatible

..

Thi s faste st controller will be available Sept. 89

EXCELOGIC 2400BPS MNP-5 INT. MODEM
(100% Hayes compatible 2400 baud intern al
modem with MNP-5 for the AT & XT)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

100% Hoy cs co mpa tib le int ern al modem
"AT " Co mmand se t
Auto Dia l, Auto Answer
Au toma ti c fall back to \200 & 300 mode
The o nl y universa l int e rn a l modem ;iv;ii la bk•
CC ITT V.22, V.22 ms, Bell \03, llell 212A Compotible

Novell NetWare 386 & 286 compatible
Works with existing Novell DCB drivers
Supports full SFf mirroring & duplexing
286/386 ISA & PS/2 MCA versions
Handles any SCSI drive
Erasable Optical support available
WORM support available
OS/2 & DOS versions available
Handles any size SCSI drive
Use up to 4 boards & 32 SCSI drives
Multi-channel 1/0 mode operation
Works with any system, even 33 MHz
Works at any 1/0 bus speed
Coexists with AT type controllers
Off loads host system for fastest transfers
B Y T E • NOVEMBER 1989

PROCOMP software, like DCBSET that lets you use
any SCSI drive with NetWare, SERV + that lets you
access NetWare drives from DOS, and DCBOS that
lets you have terabyte disk subsystems under OS/2,
all make PROCOMP the intelligent choice.
Our primary business is SCSI controllers. Our
engineers are experts. You can be assured of our
commitment to support you now and in the future.
PROCOMP is the definitive choice in SCSI
controllers. Call us now to learn more.

Trademarl<s: Ne!Ware--Novell, Inc.; OS/2-Mlcrosoft Corp.; PS/2-IBM Corp.;
PROCOMP Is an MT company. Copyright C 1989 PROCOMP USA, INC.

Circle 509 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 510)
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DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
• The Teletek X-Bandit was specifically designed to utilize
the advanced features of the Lotus/Intel/Microsoft EMS 4.0
Specification. Further, the X-Bandit's Segmented Memory
Mapping capability allows the user to extend DOS size
beyond the 640K barrier. It is available in both 8 and 16 bit
versions for use in the IBM XT, AT, and compatibles.

MEMORY
• Segmented Memory Mapping allows the user to fill out
unused memory segments between 640K and 1024K. By
" claiming" unused portions of memory in 16K increments,
the user effectively increases TPA size. LAN or custom
software modules, for example, can be loaded into these
high memory areas thus relieving the lower 640K of TPA
for other application programs.
• Split Memory Addressing allows the user to fill out con
ventional memory to 640K.
• Extended Memory Addressing is available for the PC/AT
version.
• 2 MB capacity in a single slot. Up to 8 MB per system.
• Parity checking.

SOFTWARE
• Easy menu-driven auto configuration software.
• Device driver includes print spooler and RAM drive.
• Supports multitasking with the appropriate shell-resident
software package.

SPEED
• 6/8/10 MHz speed with O wait states. 12 MHz speed
with 1 wait state.

WARRANTY
• One year parts and labor.

• Now includes SYSTEM SLEUTH™ from DTG, Inc.
A $149.00 value.

TELETEK

4600 Pell Drive
Sacramento, CA 95838
(916) 920-4600
Fax (916) 927-7684

Circle 518 on Reader Seniice Card (DEALERS: 519)

REGIONAL

WHAT'S NEW
·

P AC I F I C

An Ethernet/VT100
Interface
in Your Monitor

Accelerate
AutoCAD
on the PS/2s

T

P

he LANTerm Model E
(for Ethernet) is a smart
diskless workstation that in
cludes VTIOO terminal emula
tion and features an 8-MHz
V40 microprocessor .
It comes ready to boot it
self on your Novell network
through a built-in , thick co
axial , multiaccess unit, the
company says, although you
can use it with other Ethernet
compatible operating
systems.
Features include 768K
bytes of RAM , a 64K-byte
EPROM in the white-phos
phor 14-inch monitor , and an
AT-style keyboard .
In PC mode, you get HGA
graphics and Monochrome
Display Adapter text. There 's
also a serial port and a
para llel port.
Price: $1195.
Contact: Esprit Systems,
Inc. , 2115 Ringwood Ave. ,
San Jose , CA 95131,
(408) 954-9900.
Inquiry 994.

Security System
for Stand-Alone PCs

H

ands Off the Program is
a security utility that pro
tects your hard disk drive ,
subdirectories, and files by
preventing unauthorized per
sons from booting off the hard
disk drive, using the DOS
FORMAT command, and
other DOS file-based access.
The program also automati
cally locks the hard disk
drive when someone boots the
PC from drive A .
The program establishes a
security system for up to 64
subdirectories . Each user re
ceives a security rating be
tween 0 and 8. Access to a
private subdirectory is allowed
only if you have a higher
SOPC-10

Esprit's VTJOO terminal emulation with loca(DOS and LAN
capability doesn 't force you to make a choice between dumb
terminals and networks.
number than the private sub
directory. You can also des
ignate important system files
as read-only , or hidden, and
no DOS command or utility
can change the file attribute,
according to Systems Consult
ing , the utility 's developer.
Other features include an
automatic or manual keyboard
lock. In automatic mode, the
program will freeze your key
board after a set period of in
activity; only by entering the
correct password can you re
gain control.
Hands Off the Program
works on the IBM PC with
DOS 3.0 or higher and uses
about 7K bytes of RAM . The
company reports that it is de
veloping a new Toolbox pro
gram that will let you run
Hands Off on a network.
Price: $89.95.
Contact: System s Consult
ing , Inc ., P .O. Box 111209,
Pittsburgh , PA 15238 , (412)
963-1624.
Inquiry 996.

Meet Marvin, the
Scanning Assistant

S

canning text and graph
ics from documents is be
coming much more common
place with lower-cost and
higher-quality scanners .
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Marvin is a Windows-based
utility that offers a user inter
face , database functions , and
compression techniques to
ass ist you in processing
scanned text and graphics.
Marvin also lets you save
documents in a variety of for
mats , including TIFF and
CCITT, so you can pop docu
ments into your scanner and
send them out as faxes.
Upcoming products from
ImageTech include Marvinet
and Marvin Jr. Marvinet
runs on Novell networks , sup
ports 25 hand-held and desk
top scanners, and exports and
imports PC Paintbrush, Dr.
Halo , and TIFF files, accord
ing to the company. Marvin
Jr. is a single-user version of
Marvin , intended for laptop
users.
Marvin works with all
80286-based IBM PCs and
higher and requires a docu
ment processing card or 2
megabytes of memory , EGA
or VGA , and 640K bytes of
RAM. A mouse is also rec
ommended. Marvin Jr. will
work with floppy-disk-drive
only systems and will also re
quire 640K bytes . Marvin Jr.
is scheduled for release in the
first quarter of 1990 .
Price: Marvin: $1995. Mar
vinet: 5-user, $9500 ; JO-user,
$16,500; 20-user, $27,500.
Marvin Jr.: price not set.
Contact: ImageTech , Inc .,
1864 Northwood Dr. , Troy ,
MI 48084 , (800) 451-7566 .
Inquiry 998.

anacea's DLD-8514/A
for AutoCAD transpar
ently replaces the 8514/ A
driver that 's included with
AutoCAD release 10, result
ing in a performance increase
of up to 15 times in redraw
ing , panning , and zooming,
the company reports. The
DLD-8514/A supports IBM 's
8514/ A graphics adapter at
the register level and will work
with any hardware that 's 100
percent compatible with the
8514/A.
The DLD-8514/A also has
built-in support for AutoShade
and AutoSketch.
Price: $149.
Contact: Panacea, Inc.,
Londonderry Sq ., Suite 305 ,
50 Nashua Rd ., London
derry , NH 03053 , (603)
437-5022.
Inquiry 997.

Take a Shortcut
Through the Mac

A

laddin Systems' Short
cut is for Macintosh users
who want to navigate more
quickly among frequently used
folders, find documents and
folders , and decompress docu
ments within Stufflt
archives .
The utility will also tell
you how much free disk space
you have , and it lets you re
name, delete , and lock files or
folders without requiring you
to leave the application.
ShortCut runs on the Mac
Plus or higher.
Price: $79.95.
Contact: Aladdin Systems ,
Inc ., 217 East 86th St., Suite
153 , New York, NY 10028 ,
(212) 410-3080 .
Inquiry 995.

Don't let
power outages
bite into
your systems.

Computer Power, Inc. keeps you
on-line, on-time and in business.
With the faulty line voltage provided by
today's utilities, nearly all electronic systems
must utilize additional line regulating equip
ment to stabilize input power. To protect
sensitive equipment, turn to CPI.
Computer Power: your source for steady power
Since 1966, Computer Power has been de
signing and manufacturing one of the most
comprehensive lines of power conditioning.
stabilizing and standby equipment in the busi
ness. From uninterruptible or interruptible
systems to AC line conditioners, regulators.

stabilizers and more, we're the source that
won't keep you waiting.
No one backs you up better than CPI
For a complete technical catalog contact:
Computer Power Inc., 124 West Main Street,
High Bridge, NJ 08829 (in NJ call: (201)
638-8000)

COMPUTER
POWER INC.
The right power at the r igh t price
1 (800) 526-5088
c pi-1 02
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Quality In...
Quality Out

No matter how well acquainted you are
with making important personal
computing decisions-decisions that may
involve hundreds of thousands of
dollars-the value of those decisions is
only as good as the value of your
information. Without quality
information-it's hard to make quality
decisions.
BYTEweek, McGraw-Hill's new weekly
ne,vsletter for professionals in the
personal computer industry, is devoted to
giving you that quality information
through its timely and compact one-stop
news format.
This n ew publication provides you with
short, easy-to-read selections of the most
important news and technological
developments of the past week . And
BYTEweek inteq)rets this n ews with in
depth commentary and analysis.
Subscribe to BYTEweek for quality
information. Remember, quality
in .. .quality out.

Subscribe now and take advantage
of the special on e-year charter
subscription rate of $395 ($495
outside th e U.S. and Canada). This
special price rep resents a savings of
$100 off the regular rate. Your
s ubsc ription in cludes 50 issues plus a
free three-month subscription to
BIX-a $49 value. Through BIX you
can directly access the Microbytes
Daily news service and communicate
with other BIX users.
Don't miss this oppo1tunity! In the
U.S., call BYTEweek's toll-free number:
1-800-258-5485, in N.I-1 . and outside
th e U.S., call: 1-603-924-9281.
BYTEwccl; ortc rs a m o11 c.v·badc gwrnmrcc if' you're
no t co 111plct.cly saLisf'i ecl.

.Yews ancl A.11aly sis for Prufessionals in th e Per sonal
Compul ing lnclust1y
One Ph oe nix lllill Lan e. l'ct.c rhorough. '\I-I 03458
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The Software Engineering Store
c
Borland Turbo C v2 ................... .......... $105
Borland Turbo C v2 Prof. ................... $175
Blaise C Tools Plus/5.0 ...................... .... $99
Creative Vitamin C .................... ........... $169
Genus PCX Programmer's Toolkit ... $155
read, write, mod ify & modify ".pcx" graphics files

Gimpel PC Lint ..................... .... .. ........ .. $99
Island Systems C Meta-Menu ............ $165
Magna Carta C Windows Toolkit ....... . $89
Microsoft C v5.1 ......................... ............ $325
Microsoft Quick C .................................. $73
Novell Btrieve ..................... ... ....... ...... . $199
Softfocus Btree/ISAM ....................... ... $99
comp rehensive file/index man ager with all source

Wordcraft C Workshop ............... ........ .. $69
C training man ual & software

Zortech C + + .....................................$129
Optimizing C + + Compiler

Other Languages & Tools
Abraxas PCYACC ........................... .... $359
Digitalk Smalltalk/286 ................... ... ... $164
Borland Assembler & Debugger ....... $105
Borland Turbo Pascal v5.5 Pro .......... $175
Burton Tlib .............................. ...... .... .... . $89

386 Hardware
Hauppauge 386XT
replaces your XT mother
board to provide top 80386
performance with maximum
compatibility. The 386XT
works with virtually all 8-bit
and 16-bit adapter cards and
runs standard versions of 16
bit and 32-bit software in
cluding DESQview, OS/2,
Windows/386 and UNIX.
The board includes 16Mhz
32-bit CPU, lMB zero wait
state memory, 80387 socket
and 8 slots (2 16-bit, 1 32-bit)
The 386XT is backed by a
30 day money-back guaran
tee and one year warranty.
386XT w/IMB RAM $1295
$1645
20Mhz AT w/lMB
$3875
33Mhz At w/4MB

.,.._Haupeauge!

source code management system

Copy Tech Disk Duplicator Pro ........ $129
Matrix Layout ......................... .......... .... ..$129
Microsoft Macro Assembler ............. .... $111
Microsoft Windows SDK v2.1 ............. $349
Mortice Kem MKS Toolkit v2.3 ....... .. $175
KORN shel l & 130 UNIX'" -Ii ice utilities

Periscope I 512K v4 ................ .. ... ... .. . $599
Polytron Professional PVCS ............. .. $359
Qualitas 386-Max ............................ .... .. $69
80386 memory manager

The Software
Engineering Store

1-800-443-7176

Solution Systems Brief ........................ $call
Turbo Power Turbo Professional ......... $99

In Calif: 1-800-635-0969

Whitewater ACTOR ............... ..... .. .....$449

(415)957-0111

C Windowing
Vitamin C .................... .............. $169
VC Screen ................. ..... ..... ... .. $129
top-notch code generator for Vitamin C

DESQview API Ref & C Lib. $179
use internal DESQview functions

Vermont Views .............. .. ... ..... $359
complete functionality & great
documentation

DataWindows .................. ........ $229
easy-to-use with great documentation &
fulf source

C Windows Toolkit ............... .... $89
high performance low level functions

De bugging
Periscope v4 by Periscope: The
Periscope debuggers provide the
combinations of hardware and
software you need to solve really
tough programming problems.
Periscope includes all the debug
ging features you need, but with
minimum overhead and maximum
flexibility. With Periscope you
can debug programs which need
all memory, have real-time re
quirements and/or are picky
about vector usage.
Periscope I w/512K
$599
Ok memory overhead!

Periscope III

$1199

hardware breakpoints and trace-back for
real-time app li cat ions

Higb productivity development for MS Windows

Visa • MasterCard
COD • Check

Free Catalog & Newsletter
We cany hundreds of products from dozens of pub
lishers. Call or write for your free subscription to
our catalog and newsletter.

• Most orders shipped within 24 hours
• Free shipping on orders over $100

657 Mission Street, #300-BT
San Francisco, CA 94105

C Database
C-Tree ........................ .............. $314
highly portable file manager with full
source

C-Tree IR-Tree Bundle .......... $519
CQL ................................... ......... call
SQL access to C-Tree files

Btrieve ....................... .... ....... .... $199
Btrieve Network ...................... $469
file manacter wit h built-in error recovery
& combirfed data/index files

B-Tree/lSAM ............................. $99

Programming
Classes

Returns
We wa nt you to pay for only the tools you really use.
If you order anything featured in this ad (or most of

the '\)to<lucts in our catalog) you can open and use
the product for up to 30 days and still return it if it
doesn't meet your needs.

The Software Engineering Store offers
hands-on training classes in C, Pasca l
and other languages at our San Francis
co store. Please call for a course outline
and schedu le.

highly portable with full source

C-Index for Microsoft C . .. . . $89
C-Index for Turbo C ............. .... $89
combined data/index fi les with great per
formance and full source

pBase ........................................ $179
true relational database manager

Prices subject to change without notice - 01988 TSP All Rights Reserved • Sep '89 Byte
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Field

Display

Explore the
Universe on Your
Macintosh Desktop

C

arina Software calls
Voyager 1.2 a "desktop
planetarium " because it re
creates the features of a plane
tarium on the screen of your
Macintosh. With the program ,
you can view the sky of the
past, present , and future;
simulate the motion of the
planets ; or travel across the
solar system.
Voyager gives you three
views of the sky. The Star At
las View lets you explore the
heavens from pole to pole,
using you r screen as a win
dow into a large star atlas .
Local View displays the sky
and horizon from an earth
bound location of your
choice. It changes with the pas
sage of time and the seasons.
Finally , the Celestial Sphere
View displays an entire hemi
sphere of the sky.
Written in MacForth and
assembly language , Voyager is
the fastest commercial as
tronomy program available, its
maker claims . At its heart is
a database of some 14,000 ob
jects, including the 9100
stars in the Yale Bright Star
Catalog , 3000 deep sky ob
jects, 88 constellations, 1600
binary stars , and 160 vari
able stars . A real-time rotating
earth will show a solar
eclipse path across the surface
of the earth, and lunar
eclipses can be shown with the
moon passi ng through the
earth's shadow.
The Voyager window is re
sizable, to take advantage of
large-screen monitors , and
you can save any screen display
as a MacPaint document.
Voyager runs on the Mac Plus
and higher and requires I
megabyte of RAM and one
SOOK-byte floppy disk drive.
Price: $124.50 .

SOPC-14

Pluto and the outer planets from 55 astronomical units
as displayed by Voyager 1.2.
Contact: Carina Software ,
830 Williams St. , San Lean
dro , CA 94577 , (4 15)
352-7328.
Inquiry 1003.

Stop Squinting at
Phone Lists
omplementary Solutions
developed TeleMate
Phone Book for companies
that have a computer on most
desktops but still distribute
phone lists the old-fashioned
way-on a computer printout
that's often outdated by the
time it reaches your desk .
TeleMate-Phone Book lets you
put a phone directory on your
PC or network that you can
pop up in an application
when you need to call someone
in your company.
TeleMate-Phone Book lets
anyone in a company access
the phone list. However , only
the system administrator can
make changes to it , prevent
ing unauthorized edits. The
program provides fields for
name, job title , extension, de
part ment , division , cost cen
ter, company , and mailing
address. Other fields are
provided for alternate phone
numbers and comments.
You distribute the inquiry
disk on your LAN or, if your
office isn't networked, via
disk. The inquiry disk auto
matically updates only those
numbers that have changed
since the last update. The
program can search by partial
name, extension, and
department .

C

CD-ROM en Masse
Made Simple
ou and seven colleagues
can simultaneously use
any of Hewlett-Packard 's
CD-ROM information prod
ucts through a Microsoft or
Hewlett-Packard OfficeShare
network with the HP
LaserROM/LAN.
It includes a 5 14 -inch
form-factor , half-height, CD
ROM drive and Microsoft
Extensions software . The drive
attaches like any other pe
ripheral device . The retrieval
software must reside both at
the server and at each
networked PC.
Price: HP 3000 version,
$3935; HP 9000 version,
$3335.
Contact: Hewlett-Packard
Co ., Customer Information
Center, Inquiry Fulfillment
Department, 19310 Prune
ridge Ave., Cupertino , CA
95014 , or phone HP sales of
fice listed in your telephone
directory's white pages .
Inquiry 1005.

Y
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TeleMate-Phone Book is a
TSR program that needs 30K
bytes of RAM on your IBM
PC with a hard disk drive and
DOS 3 .0 or higher. The ad
ministrator module needs
340K bytes of free RAM .
TeleMate-Phone Book is com
patible with any DOS-com
patible network and comes in
two versions : a site license
and a single version for a
switchboard operator.
Price: Single-user version,
$299; site license, $799 .
Contact: Complementary
Solutions , Inc ., 4470 Cham
blee-Dunwoody Rd . , Suite
202 , Atlanta , GA 30338 ,
(404) 454-8033.
Inquiry 1007.

Banyan Makes
VINES/386
MCA-Compatible

A

new version of
VINES/386, which in
cludes Unix under the
VINES 3.10 network operat
ing system , lets you use
Micro Channel-based systems
as file servers. Banyan sim
ply added Micro Channel ar
chitecture device drivers.
The immediate technical
advantage of VINES /386 on
MCA is better 16-Mbps
Token Ring performance than
is possible by using IBM PC
ATs with 16-Mbps Token Ring
hardware, Banyan says.
VINES/386 for ATs (as well as
the version for Banyan 's pro
prietary file-server hardware)
al ready takes advantage of
32-bit central processing and
32-bit memory addressing
something only NetWare/386
can do .
Price: $4995.
Contact: Banyan Systems ,
Inc ., 115 Flanders Rd .,
Westborough , MA 01581 ,
(508) 898-1000.
Inquiry 1006.

THE SOLUTION TO YO UR BUSINESS!
Halskar Offers High Performance Personal Computers and Industrial Control Systems
80386/386SX/286/88 Desk-Top Systems

8088 Based Multi-User Terminal

Hi gh·performance O·wa it system board ;
Floppy disk drive &
Dual FOO/dua l HOD controller ca rd ;
10 1-key Key board , 200W powe r suppl y;
Se ria l, Parallel & Game port s;
Hard d isk drive optional;
Mo nitor & co nt ro ll e r card are op tion al;
Cache memory size= 32K (386 cache system on ly.)

(with Mono Monilor. 84 Kybrd & Srl/Prl port s)
CONF IGURAT ION
4.77M Hz
8088 Basic Termi nal (M:256KB, F:360Kj
S399
S249
8088 Mini mum Terminal (M:64KB, F:Nonej

CONFIGURATION

16MHz
NIA
51365
51275

20MHz
51945
51445
s 1365

8M Hz

IOM Hz

NIA
5695
5645

NIA
5895
S845

80286 NEAT System (M: IMB, F: 1.2MJ
80286 Basic System (M: IMB, F:l.2M)
80286 Basic System (M:640K, F:l.2M J
CONFIGU RATION

25MHz

33M Hz
53195
S2595
NIA

S2395
51755
NIA

12MHz
S995
S925
5880

16MHz
Sl 075
s 1090
IA

20M Hz
SI 195
NIA
NIA

4.77MHz

8MHz

IOMHz

S495
S345

S525
1365

S565
S385

8088 Basic System (M:640KB, F:360K)
8088 Slar ler Syste m (M:256KB, F:360KJ

Hi gh-pe rformance O·wai l system board;
3.5" floppy disk drive &
Hard disk d ri ve (28ms);
Buili-in keyboard & N um e ri c keypad ;
I 10/220VAC power supply;
Serial, Parallel, mon itor & FDD po rts ;
Externa l or In terna l Modem module
CONF IGURATION

MEM MM SPC

80286 I2MHz VGA Plas ma
80286 12M Hz CCFT EGA LCD
80286 12MHz Plas ma
80286 12M Hz Plasma
8088 IOMH z LCD

IM
IM
640 K
640 K
IM

SM
4M
4.6M
4.6M
IM

FDD
l.44M
l.44M
1.44M
1.44M
2 x 720K

HOD BATTRY DSP CMPL PRICE
40M
No ne
MG /CG/VG S3795
MG/CG/ EG 13195
40M
2 hr
40M
None
MG/CG
12665
None
MG/CG
12445
20M
MG /CG
SI025
None
8 hr

386/386SX/286/88 Portable Computers
Hi gh-perfomance 0-wait sys tem boa rd ;
Floppy di sk d rive with dual H/FDD contro ll er;
Built-i n di splay and keyboard;
I I0/220VAC powe r s upp ly;
Se ria l and para ll e l ports;
Expa nsio n slots;

9 " EGA 9• AMB PLASMA HR-LCD EG-LCD VG-PLM
52785
13650
Sl995
53055
S2395
S3195
53375
52780
52275
12675
12925
I 1875
s
1925
S2325
13225
51525
52625
S2775
52195
SI475
s 1865 S2785
S2345
Sl095
23
26
26
23
42
38
2
2
2
3
3
25, 33 MH z ava il able , please call.

DESK-TOP & PORTABLE COMPUTER UPGRADE OPTIONS
Monitor. Seco nd FOO, Case & Power Supply Options
3/286, 88
12"
14"
14"
14"
14"
14"
14"

Mo no (Amber/Greenlf MG /P card:
Mono (Ambe rlWhite)/MG/P ca rd:
RGB Color (640x240)/CG/P card:
EGA Color (640x350)/EGA card:
VGA Color (800x480)/VGA-16 card:
Mu lt isync (800x600)/SEGA card :
VGA Color (1024x768j/VGA-16 card :

I 115
5140
1250
$450
S590
5610
S880

3/286
360K B Flpy Orv:
720KB Flpy Orv:
1.2M B Flpy Orv:
1.44MB Flpy Orv:
Mini Tower/200W
Full Tuwer/230W
Full Tower/275W:

86

S60
S80
S65
$90

S60
S95
S99
SIIO
150

s 110

1160

HARD DISK DRIVE (FORMATTED) OPTIONS
CAPACTY

MODEL#

20
20
30
30
40
44
62
60
80
150

ST225
STI 25
ST238R
ST!38
ST251· 1
MK I 34FA
MKI 34FA
ST277R
ST4096
MK1 56FA

MB
MB
MB
MB
MB
MB
MB
MB
MB
MB

SIZE
5.25"
3.50"
5.25"
5.25"
5.25"
3.50"
3.50"
5.25"
5.25"
5.25"

SPEED

TYPE

HEAD/C YL

65
40
65
40
28
25
25
40

MFM
MFM
RLL
MFM
MFM
MFM
RLL
RLL
MFM
ESDI

4/615
4/615
4/615
6/6 15
61820
7/733
7/733
6/820
9/1024
10/830

ms
ms
ms
ms
ms
ms
ms
ms
~8 ms
23 ms

386
1225
$255
S270
S315
S355
1425
1475
S465
S595
I 1200

286
S225
1275
S270
1345
S385
$455
S505
S495
S625
SI200

88
1275
1305
13 10
5365
S405
1475
55 15
1505
S645
NIA

H< HAo~~Y~~~R;~~:;~o;,;~arLINE:
Personal Com pu1ers & lnaustrial Comrol Sys1ems

TEL: (415) 490-4009 FAX: (415) 490-4069
45260 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE, FREMONT CA 94538 USA
Circle 493 011 Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 494)

(with System Board, RS422, Opt . 1/0, 12-bit AD/DA brds)
CONF IGURATION
DIG-JN DIG-OUT A·TO·D D-TO-A PRICE
8088 Industrial Remo te Cont rol
32
3
51 295
80286 Industrial Remote Control
32
3
Sl695

Multi-User Controller Cards
HK-774P Eigh t-port intell ige nt SrL Adap fo r PCM OS
. .. S545
. .. S695
HK-774U Eight-port intellige nl SrL Adap (UNI X/XEN IX).
HK-775 Enhanced Ethernet Con tro ll e r Card (8- bit) ...... .......... .. 5229
HK-776 Enhanced Ethernet Con troll er Ca rd (16-bit) .
. S324
HK-778 3278/3279 Emulation Card
.... 1279

Accessories

Plasma And LCD Laptop Computers

CONFIGURATION
80386 16MHz Prtbl iF: I.2M, M:IM BJ
386SX 16MHz Prtbl (F:l.2M , M: IMBJ
80286 12MHz Prtb l (F:l.2M, M:IMB)
8088 IOM HZ Prtbl (F:360K, M:640KB J
Note: Gross Weig ht (lbJ .
Expansion slot .
System Boa rd Speed: 8, 10, 12, 16, 20,

IOMH z
S459
S289

HK-7000 Industrial Control Terminal

80386 Cache Syste m (M: IM B, F:l.2M)
80386 Basic System (M: I MB, F:l.2MJ
80386SX Basic System (M :IMB, F:l.2MJ
CONF IG URATIO N

8MHz
5429
5269

MODEL

FUNCTION

HK-420S/B
HK-484
HK-485
HK-631
HK-620
HK-850
HK-680
HK-683
HK-754
HK-766
HK-769
HK-78 1M/78 2M
HK-7811/7821
HK-781E/782E

En ha nced 101 Key boa rd w ith Mo use (S/B)
Exlerna l Drive Case w/Cab le (IHH )
Extrn l Orv Case w/60 W Pwr Supl (2HH)
300W Uninte rruptable Power sys tem
6 Oullets Powe r Pad (6 switchesj
Parallel Printer Cable (6ft/10ft)
Keyboa rd Sto rage Drawer (metal)
Monitor Move r (up to 325 lb)
Logitec C7 Se ri al Mouse
Bar Code Reade r Module
Hand y Sca nner Modu le (4.125"1
Mini Modem (1200/2400 BAUD)
Internal Modem (120012400 BAUD)
External Mod em (120012400 BAUD)

PRICE
189/S92
$75
S95
5245
523
18/5 IO
S32
160
568
Sl95
1225
S75/S l IO
S64/598
S74/ I 108

DATA ACQUISITION & INDUSTRIAL CONTROL CARDS
S975

HK 70 1
HK 702
HK 703
HK706A
HK706B
HK707A
HK707B

12bit AD/DA (50K Hz, 20AC, 16DAC, 24Di/Do, RTC, OMA)
12bil AD/DA (HK70 1 + Current Loop + Prgm Gai nl
12bil AD/DA (HK70 1 + Programmable Gain)
Low Cost 12-bit ADC (30K Hz, 16A DC, 4Di , 4DoJ
Low Cost 12-bi t ADC (30KHz, 8ADC, 4Di , 400)
Low Cost 12-bit DAC (30 KH z, 20AC, 4Di , 4Do)
Low Cos t 12-bit DAC (30KHz, 4DAC, no interrupt)

HK 7 11T
HK71IL
HK711H
HK7 12L
HK7t2W
HK712C
HK7 12R
HK713W

TTL
Opt.
Opt.
Opt.
TTL
TTL
TTL
TTL

Digital 1/0 (IMHz, 16Di , 16 0 0, Sv)
lsolt Digital 1/0 (I KHz, 16Di , 16Do, 12·24v)
lsolt Digita l 1/0 (!KHz, 16Di, 1600, 48-60v)
lsolt Digital 110 (IKHz, 24Di, 24Do, 12-24v)
Digital 1/0 (IMH z, 48Di, 480 0, Svj
Digital 1/0 (IMHz, 48DLJDo, Sv, 3 co unt ersj
Digital 1/0 (IMH z, 48Di/Do, Sv, I RS232C porl )
Digital 1/0 (TTL, IMH z, 96Di/Do, Sv)

5215
5290
5340
5215
Sl45
s 175
5290
S225

HK 7 14T
HK714L
HK714H
HK715T
HK715L
HK7 15H

TTL
Opt.
Opt.
TTL
Opt.
Opt.

Digital Input (TT L, !MHz, 32Di, Svj
lsolt Digi tal Input (I KHz, 32Di, 12·24v)
lsolt Digital Input (I KHz, 32Di, 48·60v)
Digital In put (TTL, !MHz, 32Do, 5vj
lsolt Digi ta l Input (! KHz, 32 00, 12-24v)
lsolt Digi tal Input (I KHz, 32 Do, 48-60v)

S225
S290
S340
S225
S290
5340

HK721
HK722
HK725
HK726
HK730

Coun te r/Frequency Ge ne rator po channels, SM Hz)
4 Channels Counte r/Timer (I MH z)
CR-NET Distrb Data Acq uis t & Control (2 ports)
Stepping Mo to r Control Brd
IEEE-488 (G P!B ) Board (300 KB/S)

S585
5440
s 11 80
S985
5265

HK759
HK760
HK762
HK763
HK764
HK 765

EPROM Eraser (wlTimer. 20 chipsj
EPROM Writer Bd (4 socke ts)
EPROM & PAL Programmer 12 socketsj
848 Single Chip Comp Prog'me r (8741, -42, -48)
851 Single Chip Computer Prog'me r (for 87511
IOOMHz Logic Ana ly zer Module (24 Chnl , 4K B)

s 1195
s 11 35
1685
S339
5685
1475

$98
$120
1350
5t50
St25
1950

We Supply a Complete Line of Components,
Please Call for Complete Price List.
WE WILL MEET OR BEAT ANY REASONABLE
PRICES!!

1-800-728-4348

See us at

COMDEX/Fall '89
November 13-17, 1989
Bally 's Las Vegas Booth #B-946
Las Vegas, Nevada
NOVEMBER 1989 • BYTE
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How Long Can You Survive
Without Your Data?
A few hard drive users go for years without expe riencing a potential drowning situation.
Most users, however, have had to t read water for a whi le waiti ng for th eir failed hard
driv e to be fixed. And their data? Those who anticipa ted the unexpected had backups.
They only had to go th rough the downtime and res tore process. Those that didn' t, may
have used an emergency data re covery service like ours or wen t down for the coun t.

SHADOWBAK

AND A SECOND HARD DRIVE CAN SA VE YOUR LIFE

By relying on a two hard drive system and SHADOWBAK, th e re is a built in lifesave r
that wi ll be there when you need it. With SHADOWBAK installed, da ta is wri tte n
simultaneous ly to both dri ves. When o ne fai ls, the other is readily ava ilab le.
A FAULT TOLERANT SYSTEM
It's an effor tl ess way to backup, it reduces downtime when th e ha rd drive fails, and you
ca n choose the hard drives.
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Me nti o n that yo u saw this ad with o ur order and purchase SHADOWBAK for $99.00 .
Suggested list is $149 .00 .

ORDER TODAY - 713-460-9650
•)
EMERGENCY
DATA RESCUE
AMBULANCE '

I
INFORMATION ASSET

PROTECTION/RESTORATIOH

11.!!..JI••&:~• ®

4545 S. Pinemont
Housto n, TX 77041

Do You Have Questions
On Data Communications?
At Datasolvers, Inc . we don't expect
point-to-point link, or a major multiyou to have all the answers. In today's
plexed network, Multi-Tech Systems,
ever-changing high tech marketplace
Inc. has it all. MultiTech products,
you simply cannot know everything
along with Datasolvers, Inc. designing
about every thing.
expertise, equals solid, simple, cost efDatasolvers, Inc. along with Multifective solutions for your application.
Tech Systems, Inc. can, however,
Answers are free at Datasolvers,
provide you right answers to your data
Inc. We'll even pay for the phone call.
communications questions.
ed.
_Call us now at 1-800-922-2329.
Whether it be a simple low-spe~

1

dal:..as.olvers.. inc.

906 N. Main * Suite 3 * Wichita, KS * 67203
SOPC-16
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CDS - Advanced Computer Products ICustom Configured Systems & Upgrades
1cns2s6MOdeLl6 /· 1

ICDSMT286l

ICDS386Moder20

!CUS386Model 25-64F

I

Our entry level system won't stick you
with a slow 8 bit 8088 CPU. This system
features a made in US 80286 main bd.
Operating at 7.2 Mhz with full 16 bit zero
wait state memop,; access makes this systern 3 to 4 times aster than any XT.
** 7.2
Mhz AXr Main Bd 5 Yr Mfg Warranty C1
640 KB Memory
* 360KB Floppy Disk

If a simple high performance 80286 is
what you need this system delivers with
21.7 Mhz AT equivalent speed and SI of
18. Options include 80287 math co-pro
and up to 4 Mb memory.
: 16 Mhz Main board w/1 MB Memory C4
MB Floppy Disk
** 1.2
1:1 HD I FD Controller
*Std AT or Mini tower Case w/ 200 WPS

This 20 Mhz sr->tem is a e~cellent entry
level 80386 main board. Tuts system uses
a US Manufactured board. Memory op
tion bds include a 1 or 2 MB bd and a 4
or 8MB board. The system includes:
: 20 Mhz 80386 Main Board w/1 MB Memory
* 1.2 MB Floppy Disk
* 1:1 Hard I Floppy Disk Controller
*Std AT or Mini tower case w/ 200 WPS

: Case /150 W Power Supply
Hires amber monitor
: Graphics controller with printer port

*Hires amber monitor .
.
*Graphics controller with printer port
Enhanced AT style keyboard

*Hires amber monitor
*Graphics controller with printer port
Enhanced AT style keyboard

Enhanced AT style keyboard

$ 599

1cns2s6 .M<>ddU- J

This AT system features great perfor·
mance at a low price with a 12 Mhz 0 wait
memory wait state memory access with up
to 4 MB of on board memory gives you
uncompromised AT features and speed.
Choice of Std AT case or newMini Tower
are included in this special offer:
: 12 Mhz Main Board w/ 640 KB Memory C3
* 1.2 MB Floppy Disk
*HD/FD Controller
*Sid AT or Mi ni tower Case w/ 200 WPS
*Hires amber monitor
* Graphics controller with printer port

$ 929

This 25 Mhz system uses the faste
25Mhz 80386 main board. T his syste
has a standard 64K memory cache wi
an optional 256Kcache for those applic
tions better suited to the larger cac
memory. Effective cache management
the key to high AT speed equivalent
43.5 Mhz. The system includes:
: 25 Mhz 80386 Main Board w/1 MB Memory C'
* 1.2 MB Floppy Disk
256K Cache Add $3
* 1:1 Hard/ Floppy Disk Controller
*Full tower Case/ 230 WPS

$1499

*Hires amber monitor
*Graphics controller with printer port

AT style keyboard

\cos 386 Moaei 25<I

ICDS386SX Model'20<1
If 20 Mhz AT Performance is what you
need consider this system and unlock in
creased 386 software capabilities and im
proved memory management.This
system is based on a US manufactured
main board running at 16 or 20 Mhz.
The system incl udes:
: 16/20 Mhz 80386SX Main Board C7
* 1 MB Memory
* 1.2 MB Floppy Disk
*Sid AT or Mini tower Case w/ 200 WPS
* 1:1 Hard I Floppy Disk Controller

This 25 Mhz system is a great 386 value
using the Chips and Tech chip set. It is
100%80386 Software compatable and
provides up to 24 MB of 0/S 2 compatible
memory. Options include a full size bd in
a full tower case w/ 230 watt PS; 80287 or
80387 co-processors; 32 bit memory bd.
The system includes:
: 25 Mhz 80386 Main Board w/ 1 MB Memory CS
* 1.2 MB Floppy Disk
* 1:1 Hard/ Floppy Disk controller
*Mini lower Case I 200 WPS

*Hires amber monitor
*Graphics controller with printer port

*Hires amber monitor
*Graphics controller with printer port

Enhanced AT style keyboard

Enhanced AT style keyboard

D

*Hires amber monitor
*Graphics controller with printer port

ATstyle keyboard

$ 1549

rs--m
s .~.~.~.~
. ...
. ,~.-.·.~
. .-.~
. $'1'29

30 MB HD·65
JO MB aD .28
40 MB HD 40
40.MB HD 28
to ~o B

The fastest 33Mhz 80386 System Uses
standard 64K memory cache wi th an c
tional 256K cache . AT Speed Equivalc
of58.5 Mhz is the fastest desk top ATty
computer. The system includes:
: 33 Mhz 80386 Main Board w/1 MB Memory C
* 1.2 MB Floppy Disk
* 1: 1 Hard I Floppy Disk Controller
*Full tower Case / 230 WPS

AT style keyboard

$ 1129

MIJ

$1989
ICUS 386 Model33 - 641

$ 2949

3

.GA Cntr (102:4x768fT01»t . . . .. $399

ms... . .. . . .. ... .$ 229
ms . . . .. ... .. . , .. $ 2S9

Mod.ems, 2:WO Bau<!, Int. Frm'. .. $ 88
ModeJDS; 2400 Baud·, Ext. Pim . . . $ 119
At IO Card, Ser, .Pa~ & G11111e ... $ 39
19 '' VGA ·Ml024 x768 w/cntr.. $1499
Dot Matrix Printer. . . . .• .. From $145
1.44MB 3"2" .:' .. . . . ... .. . . . . . .. $, .88
o:
65 'm
•
$
G Ml\ltiSean /ct(800 lti ~) $ ~99
PQ• Mou~ . . . . . . ,... .l. , . rom .$ 48
CDS has the P.erformance l]pgrade solution to meet your computing Bridge 286-L2(Column 5) This board is comparable to Transformer Ild with a
needs and builget! Mother Hoards/Custom configurations
board four floppy controller and brings foll_AT ~2 Mhz performa to your PC or X
Current
AT Speed Comparison
Turn Your PC/XT into AT slot or 8_Slot. It provides foll OS/2 capab thty with up to 6 MB of on board mem1
XT Turbo
1-:·:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:·: l 4 Mhz
Board with 0 K $ 495 With 1 MB $ 649
Bullet 286-10 1-::-·· ............. . ................. . ...................... ,.,.,.,.,i:::lL"""m3 12.6 Mhz
Special bd w / lMB Compaq Portable Solution (Column 5) The _B ridge 286/CP is the ideal Upgrade
........................,... ,.,.,. ,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,:,::ei 15.4 Mhz
$ 299
that trusty Compaq. 12 Mhz zero memory watt state performance with up to 6 Ml
Bullet 286-12 t:,,,,,,.,. ,
on board memory and 100% Compatablity makes this a winner. Boa rd w/Ok $ 49~
ms ... . . . . . .. . , . •$309
ms . .. .. . . ... .. . .$ 339
D fl o . :. . . . . . 399

PC /XT Solutions (Co Upgrade your XT system to a 12.5 Mhz 80286 AXT Main Bd.
w/ I MB DRAM only .. .$349 or 7.2 Mhz for only... $249! 5 year MFG Warranty. A_dd
a 1.2 Meg Floppy dnve kit fm $128 and your system performs ltke systems costing Twice
as much. If you want to use extstmg 150 ns Memory we have AXT boards starting at ...$149
for our 7.2 Mhz XT replacement bd or $199 for the 8 or 10 Mhz 80286 replacement
for your PC or XT . This board is 100% compatible with existing PC/XT boards and
Keyboard resulting in the lowest total upgrade cost.

80386SX Upgrade Solutions (Columns 6 & 7) Why settle for 20 Mhz 80286 performa
when you can have a 16 or 20 Mhz 80386SX with all the performance benefits of runn
386 software and memory management! From $399.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
80386 S~luhons 80386 Upgrade with Baby st~ed or fuUs1ze 386 1~ yoursoltd ,_ relt<
386 solut ion. Based on the Chips and Tech chip set This Board 1s ava1lablc m cit
baby or Full size. Special offer. 24 Mhz 386 Board w/lmeg $ 999

AT Solutions (Columns 3 & 4) Replace your slower AT mother bd with out 12 Mhz 80386 C~che ~5 Mhz and 33 Mhz Now you can upgrade to the highest 386 per
Baby AT (fits original AT) for only ... $229! This board runs as fast as a 15 _6 Mhz AT mance with soltd Made in US mother boards. These ~ds feature std 64 Kil cache (I
& a Norton SI or 15.2 with existing 120 ns memory. Get the 16 Mhz version for $289 _ way to get close 10 Zero Wait State Performaancc with Drams.)
Limited time offer
25 Mhz from$ 1499 and 33 Mhz from $ 2499
i::olumn

L Bullet 286
286-7.2

2 2Bullet 286
J
286-101286-125

Precision AT

4

5 Bridge 286
286-12

Precision AT

286-12

286-16

l;Precision 386.SX
80386-16SX (P9)

7 CCI 386.SX
386.SX-16/20

8 Precision 386
386-24

9 80386- C64

10 80386-C64

386-33

386-25

80286-8

80286-8110/12

80286-12

80286-16

80286-12

80386.SX-16

80386SX-16

80386-20/25

80386-25

80386-33

MathCo·po

80287-213

80287

80287

80287

80287

80387SX

80387SX

80287/80387

80387

80387·33

Cache Ram

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

64K/256K

6-1K!256

CPU

Dram Type

64/256K

64/256K

64/256/1024K

64/256/1024K

256\c/lMSIMMS

2561</lM SIM

256/lM SIM

256/lM StP

256/lM SIM

256/IM SIM

Mem Speed

150ns

120/ lOOns

120/100 ns

80 ns

lOOns

lOOns

lOOns

100/80 ns

100/80 ns

80 ns

McmConfig

512/640K/1M

512/640K/1M

512/640K/1/214M

512/640K/1/2/4M

512K/1M to 6M

512/640k/1/2/4MB

512K to SMB

1/2/4/8/16MB

1/214/8/16MB

1/2/4/8/16MB

8BitS\ot.s

8

8

2

2

(2) 5

2

2

16BitSlot.s

0

0

6

6

(3) 3

6

6

4

1

2

1

+ 2Scr/l Par

5

5

32 BitSlot.s

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

J

BIOS

Quadtcl

Quad tel

Award/AMI

Award/AMI

Phoenix

Award

Phoenix

AMI

AMt

Phoenix/AM I

Relative Speed

9

124/ 15.6

15.6

21.6

15.4

20.1

18.0/21.4

326(2 banks)

40.2/43.8

58.7

SI Rating

8.2

11.0 /14.7

13.7

18.3

15.2

17.6

17.2

29.7

31.6

40

P,r:i~ wlo,Mem

1,1Piice w/ IMJI .

"!.,

l~

$ lil-9

$19:1' I$ 219

$20!>

$289

$249

$349)1

$329

$.J49

'"

...

.

..

N

$ 495

~!

$~

Prices subject to change without notice! Prices are based on cash, VISA or MasterCard.
Add 7%to al;'proved PO's. Return Charge 15%
Dealer lnqmres Welcomed!
•
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-~~ '~ .

""$ 399

-oc

s,_,519 '

~ss?9 ~·~
$ 729

$(1174~~
$,919

____
OD

M

it\ $, 144~'·'

''

$J629

"

$ 2499 ti
·.,;

$ 2689

Advanced Computer Products
Oakland Rd. Suite Al04
..,, 1630
San Jose, Ca 95131(408)437-1003
Circle 522 on Reader Service Card

40 Meg Hud Drive

$1899

$1849

80 Meg H.ud Drive

$2199

$1847

40 Meg Hud Drive

$2399

$1995

80 Meg H.ud Drive

$2699

20 Meg Hard Drive

$2099

40 Meg Hard Drive

640x350

40 Meg Hard Drive

$2269

80 Meg H.ud Drive

VGA Grap hics

20 Meg Hud Drive

$2159

40 Meg Hud Drive

$2499

80 Meg H.ud Drive

$2799

750x320 Monitor

CGA RGB
Color Monitor

EGA Enhanced

40 Meg Ha.rd Drive
20 Meg Hard Drive
40 Meg Hard Drive

80 Meg H.ud Ori ve

$2799

40 Meg Hard Drive

$2999

640x350

80 Meg Hard Drive

$3249

$2499

Mu!H1ync EGA

40 Meg Hard

Ori~

$2895

$2799

640x480

80 Meg Hard Drive

$3195

VGA Graphk1
Monitor

40

640x480

80 Meg Hard Drive

EGA Enhanced
Graphics Monitor

Gr.11phlc1 Monitor

Monitor

Monitor

Circle 502 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 503)

M~

Hard Drlw

$2815
$3195
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WHAT 'S NEW
.

P /\C IFI C

....,

Program for
Advertising Agencies

Boca Research
Throws Its Hat into
the VGA Ring

Display Adobe
Fonts On-Screen
with Draw 1 .1

C

orel Draw 1. 1, the illus
tration package that runs
under Microsoft Windows ,
now lets you display and ma
nipulate Adobe font outlines
on your screen in WYSIWYG
format. The program 's type
face-conversion program,
WFNBOSS, converts type
faces for on-screen kerning ,
special effects, text curving ,
and letter editing . Once the
text is converted , you can
print to any Windows-sup
ported output device, a Post
script printer , plotters , and
film recorders . Corel has
also added Windows clipboard
support and a CGM (Com
puter Graphics Metafile)
import/export utility to
Draw I . I.
SOPC-20

orking Computer has
updated its Clients
& Profits for Advertising
Agencies 4 program to include
enhanced financial account
ing, custom invoices, estimates
and purchase orders, and
multiuser support for Ethernet
and Novell NetWare users .
The prcgram , an accounting
and trafficking package,
is now compatible with
MultiFinder.
Clients & Profits uses a
worksheet metaphor called a
job ticket, which tracks
specifications , schedules , bud
gets, estimates, purchase
orders , and other agency func
tions for each client. The
company added year-to-date
and percentage-to-total re
port capabilities to version 4,
and accounts no longer must
be closed at the end of the
month. A job's profit or loss
is updated automatically.
Clients & Profits 4 lets
three users work simulta
neously over any AppleTalk
network . The number of poten
tial users is limited by system
memory. The purchase of addi
tional workstations lets you
increase the multiuser capacity
of the system . The program
requires a Mac Plus or higher
with I megabyte of RAM, a
hard disk drive , and an Image
writer or LaserWriter
printer .
Price: $3795; additional
workstations , $295; single
user version , $2495 .
Contact: Working Com
puter, P.O. Box 87, San Luis
Rey , CA 92068, (619)
721-0501.
Inquiry 1004.

W

T

he VGA by Boca board
is register-level-compat
ible with the IBM VGA and
fits into the 16-bit slot for ac
celerated performance com
pared to an 8-bit connection,
Boca Research reports. You
can use either an 8- or 16-bit
connection on your 80286- or
80386-based computer.
The board comes with
256K bytes of RAM and pro
vides 640- by 480-pixel reso
lution with 16 colors. An op
tional resolution of 320 by
200 pixels is available if you
want to display 256 colors
from the palette of 262 , 144
colors. A diagnostic test pro
gram is included with the
board .
Price: $345.
Contact: Boca Research ,
Inc. , 6401 Congress Ave .,
Boca Raton , FL 33487, (407)
997-6227.
Inquiry 999.

The VGA by Boca board works best with a 16-bit connection
on your 80286- or 80386-based computer, but you can also use
an 8-bit connection.
Prior to Draw I. 1, when
working with fonts on-screen ,
you had to show Adobe fonts
with a bit-map approximation .
That approach often resulted
in jagged-edge fonts on-screen.
Draw I . I lets you show ,
stretch , manipulate , and refine
the fonts on-screen before
you print them .
WFNBOSS also supports
the Bitstream Fontware , Agfa
Compugraphic, and Digi
Fonts libraries . If those aren ' t
enough fonts, Corel has
added 45 typeface outlines
from 14 type families.
Other additions to Draw
1.1 include 300 clip-art images
and support for SCODL
(Scan Conversion Object De
scription Language) . By sup
porting SCODL, Draw I . I can
create a slide for a presenta
tion if you have a Matrix or
Genegraphics film recorder.
Draw I. I requires an IBM
PC AT or higher with Win
dows 2.0 or higher , 640K
bytes of RAM , and a Hercules ,
EGA, or VGA graphics
adapter.
Price: $595 .
Contact: Corel Systems
Corp., 1600 Carling Ave ., Ot
tawa, Ontario, Canada KIZ
8R7, (613) 728-8200 .
Inquiry 1001.
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GOfer 2.0 Goes
50 Percent Faster

G

Ofer 2.0, a text-search
and-retrieval program for
the Macintosh, searches 50
percent faster than the previous
version , Microlytics reports.
The company also added a
wild-card function, a search
set feature, and compatibility
with FullWrite Professional ,
Mac Write II , Word 4.0 , and
Microsoft Works 1 and 2 .
Microlytics says the speed
increase is due in part to the
new version ' s ability to
search for text strings without
converting the entire docu
ment. The search-set feature
lets you retrieve information
on a certain subject from a va
riety of sources, without re
quiring you to sift through an
entire downloaded document.
You could , for example, down
load all weekly stories on a
topic into a separate file and
then perform a more-specific
search of the document.
GOfer 2.0 runs on the Mac
512KE or higher and supports
HyperCard and MultiFinder.
Price: $79 . 95.
Contact: Microlytics, Inc. ,
One Tobey Village Office
Park, Pittsford, NY 14534,
(716) 248-9150.
Inquiry 1000.

It's not your 386
keeping the lid on productivity ...
It's your operating system.
taken a long time for the PC to be
I t'streated
like a serious business machine.
What it really needed to match mini
computer potential was the capacity to
multitask, to handle more than one pro
gram at the same time. This flexibility
would allow one user, or many, to
dramatically increase productivity.

The hardware hurdle
for PCs is history.
Thanks to the 386's true multitasking
design, flexible and inexpensive mini
computer class PCs stand ready for power
users and workgroup environments.
The last barrier has been an operating
system advanced enough to truly
implement the 386 design. Early multi
tasking attempts, and those based on the
8088, were forced to partition RAM to
achieve basic multitasking.

It's a real waste.
Since most programs use a small fraction
of the 640kb partition needed to accom
modate them at any point in time, the
remaining RAM was literally wasted. In
addition, partitioning made program
switching and protection a nightmare.

The ope.ra.ting system
watt 1s over.
Vmos/3 is the first true 386 protected
mode virtual operating system kernel for
DOS . Not just a task switcher or DOS
extender, Ymos/3 fully implements the
386 design .
Using demand paging, Vmos/3 allocates
tiny 4kb memory units to programs only
when needed from any available location
in memory.
Furthermore, its virtual paging feature
swaps non-current pages to disk, freeing
even more memory resources.

The result is lean and mean.
These advances allow effective multi
tasking in l mb machines. With more
RAM, the performance curve zooms.
Consider the possibilities for memory and
graphics intensive programs, like CAD,
or limited resource machines, like
laptops. Yes, Vmos/3 supports all video
types & modes. Plus, each DOS Session
sees a fuJJ 32mb of virtual LIM/EMS
Circle 516 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 517)

RAM for those programs that need
ex panded memory. Tasks run in Back
ground and Foreground simultaneously,
without program redrawing.

requirements, make Vmos/MU an
extremely attractive alternative to LAN
systems, without the LAN hassles and
price tag.

Why a DOS based system?

With all this emphasis on value,
what does Vmos/3 cost?

Estimates put the investment in DOS soft
ware at over $30,000,000,000. Business
doesn' t have time to trash budgets or
productive hours to retrain on complex,
variable standards or systems already
made obsolete by the 386.

There's MultiUser, too.
Now, Vmos/3 has a partner, Ymos/MU.
That same I mb machine can provide an
effective platform for a multiuser system
where each user multi tasks.
We ' re not kidding. Compare that ability
to other multitaski ng systems limited by
static memory partitions. The large RAM
requirements and task limits per user
reveal the real inefficiencies of partitions.

Advanced hardware
opens the way.
Vmos/MU uses intelligent interface
boards to reduce overhead, conserving
CPU. Jntelligent serial interface cards
allow connection to inexpensive
terminals. Alternatively, video extender
interfaces let you use standard PC video
monitors and keyboards for graphics
intensive applications, each with the
performance of a dedicated system.

Look out LANs,
here we come.
These relatively inexpensive interfaces
and peripherals, plus modest memory

$199 for Vmos/3, with an introductory
price of $99 more for Vmos/MU. Plus,
we offer a 30 day money back guarantee,
and free ongoing support. What a deal!

So, what's the catch?

1. No catch. We want to make it easy
for you to buy Ymos/3.
2. We don't think you have to pay big

bucks for us to make money. But it does
help to have a great idea. Or, in our case,
two or three.

3. Frankly, we want to knock the PC

industry on its ear, and bring mini
computer performance to the 386 market
at PC prices. The potential is enormous
to bring powerful computing into every
business, large and small. The way we
see it, we've built a star ship.

Who is StarPath, anyway?

4. Our last reason for emphasizing

value: We know we ' re new to you. (But
not strangers to mainframe internals, or
PC design.) Jn fact, our principals cut
their teeth on front end communications
and mainframes nearly twenty years ago.
Now there' s multitasking experience.

Call us at (800) 456-8667.
Buy a ticket on a star ship and see what
your 386 can really do.

~;rPath Systems Incorporated
----------------------,
09891 100048
I MAIL TODA y OR FAX TO (5 17) 332-7822
I StarPath Systems, 4700 S. Hagadorn, East Lansing, Ml 48823
I
I D Send more informati on on Vmos/3.
I
J
I D Send more information on Ymos/MultiUser.
I Name and Position
I
I Com an
I
I
I
I Street Address
J

L~y/~at~i=- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _!".:e!._ ~ _ _ _ J
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The Laptop with More POWER
More Performance: Speed, Storage, Display, and Expansion . . .

(Cl~ii~@n=ny .

LT3400

Please see us
at COMDEX
Booth # T06J.4

In the past, Laptop Computers were not expected to have power, lim ited , as
they were, by CPU sp eed and memory and storage capacity. Today, Chicony' s
LT3400, a full power laptop computer, can do more work and do it faster.
It's CPU runs at 16MHz with no-wait-state. It has 1 MB memory (upgradable
to 5MB) and also supports EMS m emory & Shadow Ram (enabling its BIOS and
Video to run 300% faster). It's 40MB harddisk runs at 28ms w hile others run at
35ms, and it is upgradable to lOOMB. In addition to the built-in 3.5 "-1.44MB flop
py drive, it also comes with an external 5.25" -l.2MB floppy drive w hich allows
you to backup or transfer data between different disk types. It's 12 " gas plama
screen out-performs LCD screens on speed as well as clarity. With the external
video port, you can hook up an additional monitor to use high resolution full col
or screens, with simultaneous display. Besides two serial and one parallel port, it
has a external keyboard port allowing connection of your regular keyboard when
you are at your office or h ome. The LT3400 also provides the user with one stan
dard AT-style 16-bit slot for expansion with third party boards such as fax or net
work cards, etc.
With all this, you can run Lotus 1-2-3, dBASE, or Autocad about 50% faster
than on Toshiba's T3200. But you will pay much less than you think! For more
detailed information, call 1-800-999-lCPU. For dealer inform ation, call
(415) 583-7222.

Polywell Computers

--l"Y
SYSTEMS

61-C Airport Blvd.
South San Francisco CA 94080, USA
(41 5) 583-7222 •Fax: (415) 583-1974
Telex: 990235 (USA)
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Transform Your PC into a Personal Supercomputer
with MULTIS Parallel Processing Cards
Harness supercomputer power for your
IBM PC , XT, AT or compatible with the
MULTIS TABS (Transputer Architecture
Board Series) parallel processing cards.
A single TABS-MMC supplies power and
communication switching control for up
to two TABS-SPD or four TABS-SPZ pro
cessor modules , yielding up to 50 MIPS
of processing power. Each SPD or SPZ
processor module provides one or two
megabytes of ram for a T425 or T800
Transputer.
IB~1

PC. XT. and AT arc tradl·nwrks of IBM. TR:\NSl'UTEll is

:1

Add up to sixteen TABS-MMC 's and
dramatically expand your systems capacity.
With room for 64 processors , the
TABS-MMCs will provide you with 640
MIPS of processing power , - equivalent
to the CRAY I supercomputer.
With the MUI.TIS TABS design , your
system is never obsolete. As applications
demand more processing power , simply
plug in additional processor modules. Or ,
customize yo ur own expandable system
with high resolution video and other

peripheral modules.
MUI.TIS TABS series products are fully
compatible with other 8004 Link boards.
Each MULTIS product comes with a full
year warranty and complete technical
support. To find out about these and
other upcoming products call
(508) 459-9303 . FAX # (508) 937-8051.

CO R PO RA TIO N

99 Willie Street, Lowell, MA 01854

1radc111:irk of ln mos. CH AY I is :1 lradcm:trk of Crar Rcsr an:h.
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DataMag Quarter-Inch Data Cartridges employ advanced technical design that enhance's data reliability.
Now avajlable in quantity, the advanced technical design enables DataMag to offer an extended-length cartridge
750 feet; 25% more storage capacity than the standard 600 feet without drive modification.
DataMag offers four versions of Quarter-Inch cartridges; the
DM600, DM600XT, DM750 and the DM750XT.
DataMag also manufactures high quality 5 14" and 3 1/2"
diskettes.
DataMag is headquartered in Scottsdale Arizona .

TEL: 602-991-6662

7333 E. Helm Drive, Scottsdale, Arizona 85260
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FAX: 602-948-3316
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ADDRESS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

arr________________________

~

STATE_ _ _ _ _llf_ _ _ _ _ PHONE_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
The Computer Comic requires on IBM PC or compotible computer with 3K RAM. California residents odd 7% soles tax. (Pay $26.70}

REGI ONA L

WHAT 'S NEW
l' i\C IFI C

Formo l

Do cum ent

Win dow

WonlM aker
6

Entry-Level Word
Processor Features
Multilaunching

N

ew Horizons ' Word
Maker, an entry-level
word processor for the Mac
intosh, is now available in a
multilaunch version, allow
ing several users on a net
work to use the program
simultaneously.
WordMaker is compact
enough to run off a single disk
if your Mac doesn't have a
hard disk drive. Its features
include a WYSIWYG
display, print merge, multiple
line headers and footers for
left and right pages , color,
multiple document support,
and a 100 ,000-word spelling
checker. You can also wrap
multiple lines around irregu
larly shaped graphics .
The program supports all
available system fonts. It sup
ports only one column , but it
can read and write Mac Write
files and is compatible with
PageMaker. WordMakerruns
on the Mac 5 l 2KE or higher.
Price: Single-user version ,
$124.95; multilaunch version
available only through site
licensing .
Contact: New Horizons Soft
ware, Inc. , P.O . Box 43167 ,
Austin, TX 78745 , (512)
328-6650.
Inquiry 1008.

MN P Software Now
Includes More
Utilities

M

agicSoft's MTE 2.1 is
a communications pro
gram that adds Microcom
Networking Protocol error
control and data compression
(to MNP 5) to ordinary
modems . New add-ons now
allow special terminal emula
tions and file transfer proto
cols that are necessary for
mainframe and CompuServe
communications.
SOPC-26

WordMaker

[g]

~D~ Ch e c k S11 e ll ing ~

Whal Macintosh wor<l pr

Word Maker pa c.~s po \~cr and
G1•},ujJ~J III a frit:ndly,
~~~---:>
per.;onal word proce:;:..-o r. l
~~ ~
i.::; no fea lure·bunl en he:
only th e fcaturc.-s you need lo quickly cTc.i tc a
ptinl. Word Moker i:; :; trettmlincd for speedy
hand ling of the tl1int;.: you wri lu.

IUord:

perform en cc

JJ erCunndntc s

Ease of use

Word Maker mea n ~: simplicity. In a world of p
everfthing. WordMakcroffe~ u refrc:;hingly
e n vironment. By focusing on ju::t wo rd procc
u...........,.,..

Pc)g e 1

..i..J\--~..1.--""'"~-····~--·Ll~ ~ .....

WordMaker uses a pull-down menu for search-and-replace
and other word processing operations.
MTE 2.1 lets all modems
appear to be an MNP modem ,
while also doubling the data
rate, according to MagicSoft.
Price: MTE 2. 1, $79; new
add-ons, $ 19.
Contact: MagicSoft , Inc. ,
P.O. Box 396, Lombard, IL
60148, (312) 953-2374.
Inquiry 1002.

Networking from the
Field with GRiD

12 (optional) modems . The
FieldNet/EXP (a GRiDCase
1535 EXP laptop) is for one
to-one communications in the
field .
Price: FieldNet/386,
$25,950; FieldNet/EX P ,
$21,450 ; FieldNet/SX,
$ 19,450; GRiDMail Plus ,
$ 175 ; FieldNet API, $1950
per developer .
Contact: GRiD Systems
Corp. , 47211 Lakeview Blvd .,
P.O. Box 5003 , Fremont, CA
94537 , (4 15 ) 656-4700.
Inquiry 1009.

T

he FieldNet series is a
wide-area-network
store-and-forward system
designed to link field-service
personnel with portable com
puters to office-based
network s.
It operates on Banyan' s
VINES network operating sys
tems as a Unix service.
GRiD software replaces the
protocol and application
layers .
The resulting software lets
traveling professionals do
batch processing when they
can get access to a telephone
line. The FieldNet Secretary
function compiles all the nec
essary informat ion in a form
for quick processi ng .
FieldNet servers are avail
able in three models. The 20
MHz 80386 and the 80386SX
both support six (standard) to
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Express Your
Opinions Honestly at
Board Meetings

Y

ou're at the board meet
ing or presentation , and a
fellow worker is presenting
the marketing strategy for the
company's next big product.
You know the person worked
long and hard on the presen
tation, but your experience
tells you the strategy will
surely fail. The president asks
the group what they think
about the strategy. What do
you do?
A company called Option
Technologies thinks it has the
answer for ensuring 100 per
cent honest feedback for busi
ness questions with political
baggage . OptionFinder con
sists of a software program

and keypads that let meeting
attendees respond to up to 52
items developed before or dur
ing the meeting. You can pre
sent questions , which can be
projected on a wall with a
video projector, in several
forms: yes or no ; traditional
rating scales; true/false; and
multiple choice. You can con
nect up to 120 participants .
OptionFinder works on the
IBM PC with 640K bytes of
RAM , DOS 3.2 or higher,
and two floppy disk drives or
a hard disk drive .
Price: Software, $89 .95 ;
eight keypads and software
driver , $1325; eight addi
tional keypads , $800.
Contact: Option Technol
ogies, Inc ., 200 Carleton Ave. ,
East Islip , NY 11730, (800)
645-2287 or (516) 277-7000.
Inquiry 1011.

CodeTrack Shames
Software Pirates

A

program for software
publishers and other busi
nesses fights the illegal du
plication of software programs
with the weapon of embar
rassment. The first time you
run an application called
CodeTrack , it runs you
through a registration proce
dure . To qualify for customer
support , you must send a reg
istration card to the respective
software publisher and quote
the serial number and pass
word for each call.
What CodeTrack does is
display in big , bold letters on
the IBM PC 's screen the cus
tomer 's name every time the
program or a copy of it
executes.
Price: $195.
Contact: EliaShim Micro
computers, Inc., 520 West
Hwy. 436, Suite 1180-30,
Altamonte Springs , FL 32714,
(407) 682-1587.
Inquiry 1012.

Foran
immediate
response, call

Ease-of-use + Power =
Productivity
In today's toug h design
environment, good engi
neering tools aren't good
enough. You need the best
to get the job d one.
OrCAD/SDT III offers
the power
SDT III comes with the op
tions you'd expect to pay
extra for
• Completeness: A library
of over 6100 parts that
yo u ca n browse through
111 a breeze. Utilities to
generate Bill-of-Materi
als, Electrical rules
check, create custom li
brary parts.

(503) 690-9881
• Complexity: 4000 + sheet
design capacity fo r
singfe designs. 200 + lev
els of hierarchy. Great
support for sma ll, sim
pl e designs to large, com
pl ex hierarchica l sys
tems .
• Control: SDT III gives
you the ability to cus
tomize the work environ
ment to make you more
producti ve. This in
cludes u ser defin able
macros, text/obj ect sizes,
sheet sizes, graphica l
ob{"ect editor, even the
co ors on the screen.

• Compatibility: Over
thirty netlist
formats, over 50 sup
ported display adapters,
over 50 printer drivers, a
dozen p1otter dri vers.
We conform to your
system better than any
one.

OrCAD /SDT III makes it
easy
The lightning fas t opera
tion saves time. The in tui
tive, pop-up menu dis
plays your most likely
next action. This mea ns a
short lea rning curve and
immediate productivity.

Get our No-risk, Demo
Disk
Try before yo u buy. Get
our free de monstration
d isk and see for yourself
the solid performa nce SDT
III has to offer.
O nce yo u' ve given our
demo d isk a spin, you' ll
know one of th e reasons
why OrCAD is the world's
leadi ng su pplier of PC
based CAE tools.
All OrCAD p rod ucts come
complete w ith one full year
of technical telephone sup
port, free prod uct u pdates
and access to our 24 h our
BBS .

2~s~EEr
1049 S. W. Baseline Street Suite 500
Hi.llsboro, Oregon 97123
(503) 640-9488

and ask for
your

FREE
BYTE
Demonstration
Packet
including a
demonstration
disk, sample
output, and
much more.

Call today for your FREE Demo Disk!

Circle 506 on Reader Service Cartl
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MS-DOS 386•486

Can your Ccompiler handle this?
/* sort one million
data points *I
int A[lOOOOOO];
qsort (A, 1000000, ...) ;

MetaWare's
High C ®and
Professional
Pascal
TM 

the first C and Pascal compi lers to
generate protected-mode 386 code for
any 386 MS-DOS machine.
And the compi lers themselves can run in
protected mode, giving you the power to
create large programs.
Meta Ware ' s compi lers and Phar Lap 's
386IDOS-Extender let you expand yo ur
application to the 32-bit regi sters and
address space of the Intel 386 and 486.
MetaWare - M1crosoft
HighC

c

-

Generates 32-bit
native-mode code
Arrays up to
4 gigabytes
Demand-paged
virtual memory
387 in-line
transcendentals
Weitek floatingpoint support
Dhrystones - 386
- 286

v
v
v
v
v

12,853
9 , 956

Borland
Turbo C

- -

-

-

-

not available not available

7 , 142

8 ,333

Practically every 386
protected-mode
MS-DOS program
available is done with MetaWare's
High C or Professional Pascal.
Industry leaders such as

•Autodesk - AutoCAD
•Borland - Paradox 386
•Fox Software - FoxBase+/386
•IBM - Interleaf Publisher
•Wolfram Research - Mathematica
and more use MetaWare ' s compi lers to
get dramatic increases in performance.
Don't let your 386 power go to waste!

Call now for your 386 compilers and
DOS extenders: (408) 429-6382.

MetaWare®
INCORPORATED

Compiler Products for
Professional Software Developers

216 1 Delaware Avenue ·Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5706 ·Phone (408) 429-META(6382) ·FAX (408) 429-WARE(9273)
Meta Ware and High Care registered trademarks and Professional Pascal is a trademark of Meta Ware Incorporated Al/other products are trademarks of their respective companies.
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ANNOUNCING VERSION 2.6!

The Best
Gets Better.
KNOWLEDGE

man
THE UNIVERSAL KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

-----------t----------------------------
In one seamlessly integrated package, KnowledgeMan/2 provides
information management and application development capa
bilities unmatched by any other software package on the market.
KnowledgeMan/2 combines a
relational dbms, SQL support and
a fourth-generation programming
language with:
• Forms management with painter
• Custom report generator
•Natural-language interface
• Full-color graphics
• Text processing
• Remote communications
• Full-featured spreadsheet
• Context-sensitive help
• On-line tutorial
•And much, much more!
All these features can be combined
to create powerful applications
never before thought possible.
You never need to exit one com
ponent before using another.

KnowledgeMan/2 is a registe red trademark of
mdbs, Inc. Other trademarks are propri eta ry of the ir
respective manufacturers.

Circle 499 on Reader Service Card

More Than 40 New
Features and Functions
KnowledgeMan/2 Version 2.6
offers new features and functions
that can dramatically reduce your
development time and costs:
• Real-time event-handling
capabilities
• Powerful Microsoft CodeView®
style debugger
• Extensible through any Microsoftsupported language
• Smaller load image (320K)
• Permits windowed applications
And the price for all this power?
An incredibly low $795 for the
single-user MS DOS version!
KnowledgeMan/2 is also available
for the IBM OS/2, most popular
LANs and the DEC VAX/VMS ®.
To learn more about how
KnowledgeMan/2 can work for
you, or to find out how to upgrade
from your current version, call
or fax mdbs.

"Comparing KnowledgeManl 2
with packages such as Oracle,
lnformix, and PC Focus may be
more appropriate, as they supply
similar analytical, decision support,
programming, and SQLfeatures.
Even in this comparison,
KnowledgeMan/2 proves itself
to be the better product."
-Datapro, April 1989

@

mdbs

THIE KNOWUDGIE MANAQIEMIENT COMPANY

mdbs, Inc.
P.O. Box 248
Lafayette, IN 47902
(800) 344-5832
(317) 463-2581
FAX: (317) 448-6428
TELEX: 5106017487 (MOBS LAF UQ)
NOVEMBER 1989 • BYTE
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THE COMPUTER STORE THAT
SERVICES ALL YOUR NEEDS
,_,.1

d A Premium

l-..ee
T
Wh en You
,x1 kstation FAS '
CAD ""or

Call 3F

FAST
AST Premium

386/20M.llz
ONLY $5, 995.00*

FAST~!MH"L
80486

AS'f Premium 3

Upgradeable to

ONLY $6,795.00*
2" 386120 AND
CALL FOR 386133, 3861
COMPUTERS
ENTIRE LINE OF EVEREX
.
. Configuration
CAD Workstatl~~EP Available
With Everex
N Workstation
..._.}J/vV/..,
8086 Based ~lX Workstation
}."~i:_'f-1 '?- 88000 Based

;TEP

~~

FAS.T~~!mz
80486

AST Prernuun 3

Upgradeable to

ONLY $7,295.00*
I des Following:
*Price \nc u C Processor
• \ntcl S0387 ~o\illh

o·

• 1 MB of Ri-\ t\'\ arc\ Disk

80 MB "8 ms H

Drive

: \: \ \nlc;\C3'C Ha rdlf\o ppy

Conuo\\cr
·i\\c\ \/0 on
• ., Se rial . \ Par.
M olh~r Board ·-·d Kl.'.VbO<lrJ.
• \01-Kt.:Y Enh;.1n~~O Vo.lt
• 200 \V;il lS \\01- 

A G/ computer, tnc•.

lilll-r•••
a

rowc r Supply

1nnova r1on5

Advanced .G •ouP

A Subs1d1ary 01

Everex Systems

000 FEATURES
AGI SYSTEM 1700/1800/3

M
MHz/1WS. 512K RA
..
AGI
1M8
..
AGI 1700
MHztoWS, 1M8 RA .
AGI 1800C 2:86~~~6MHz/OWS. 1M8 R : .

1700~ ~~~~~MHz/OWS,

RA~

AGI 3000~ 386/20MHz/OWS, 1M8s~AM
AGI 3000
MHz/OWS, 1M
AG\ 30001 386/25
SERVICE CENTER

. . $825
$1 125
. $1"195
$1 395
. . $1"995
.$2,945

- " \ 44 MB

• 5.25 " 1.2 ~-\ B. 3 .) .
.
Floppy on vc
SIC Di!l.k Caching
• MS-DOS. GW·BA
.
Softwan:\li-fn:::qu.. : m:y Moni\or
• 16". 0.3\n\l\l. M.u
wilh Ti\\ & Swivel. Card with 512KB
• \6-Bil VGr\ Gra~I~~ \6 c n\llrs .
VRr\M {10'!..\ x
800 x 600 256 c%~;s~ 12 " Digitizer with
• Sunn11aS\..l.'.lch + 
..\ -Bul\Oll Cursor

. · s Welcome
CustOlll \nqu1ne Gnphics Cards

19 '' M o11imrs-i\ \\ ~' '1_J~r-w:1iiabk
& Hard Dn"i.: s'

EALER AND
AUTHORIZED D
E SMALL CHASIS
ALL 1700 SERIES AR

Disk Drives by:
Seagate
control oata
Miniscribe
Micropolis
Maxtor
Toshiba
Priam
conner
Peripherals

(NflEX .
MOTHERBOARDS

Prices subject to change without notice.
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Authorized Personald
Computer Dealer an
Service Center

"World's Fastest PC"
-BYTE, IBM Special Edition, Fall 1989
641\ cache- memory molh erbo;ird
sizzles al Landmark 52.7

...
Optional cachi ng disk controller
runs up lo 15 limes raster than
standard

)

• • •

I ii ~~A

••
•••
••

~

....'?l'!i!!~-,,-J

0

Removab le. washable air fi ll er L_____
protects against killer dusl

r--

350 wall po\\'er supply and
thermostatically-controll ed fan s
fo r trouble-free opera tion
AMI BIOS features bui lt -in setup
and diagnostics: and I00%
com pat ibility with Novell. XENIX
andOS/2

Hinged and li fl off side and front
panels for faster ma intenance

Plug-in motherboard/adapter cage
lifts oul for fasl bench service

Look through the towe r of our SIJ\ 386/33 and yo u'll find
a few of the reasons why BVTE said:

"The 'world's fastest PC' is one that lets you
finish your work in the least amount of time.
Since th1's is what the BYTE application index
measures, the SIA 386133 has the most right to
the claim. " '1'
Thanks, BITE. But we're a lot more than just fas t. We
provide our resellers with a full Iine of PC platforms that
consistently beat the "big guys." Custom configurations
delivered in weeks rather than months. And American
* BYTE Editors. "Megahert z t'o ladncss.·· m TE 1131'1 Special Edition (Fal l 1989): p. 13.

made components, 50+ hour burn-in, AT hardware
interchangeability, and AMI BIOS to ensure compatibil
ity and reliabili ty.
And we support our rese llers. With exclusive channels,
exce ll ent margins, five-co lor brochures, double boxing,
and 12-month warranties.
Our complete line of hi gh-perfo rmance 386/486 PCs fits
yo ur serious VAR applicati ons in CAD, imaging,
publishing and networking.
So if you and your clients wo rry about performan ce,
reliability and speed, call SI.A today at (312) 440-1275.

......
-·..
~-

S ystems Integration A ssociates
222 l ~ as r Pe<trson
C hicago. lllinois 606 11
3 12.-W0.1 27.'i
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SHORT TAKES
BYTE editors' hands-on views ofnew and developing products

Excel for OS/2 with
Presentation Manager
Cornerstone
SinglePage XL

13.fi.."OO
I008900

1189300
856320

2 1 ~670

156)400

TOTAl.PIE-J<l.C

Prograph 1 .2
TekColor for
the Macintosh
FormWorx System 2

OS/2 Gets a Spreadsheet

T

he new Excel, an upgrade
to the powerfu l spread
sheet , joins th e OS/ 2 band
wagon. After testing a prere
lease ve rsion. I came to the
co nclu s io n th a t Excel for
OS / 2 with Pre se ntation
Manager is di stin g ui s he d
from its DOS ancestor less by
its feature set than by the un
derlying benefits ofOS/2 .
Among th ose benefits a re
la rge me mo r y addr ess in g,
supp ort for vi rtu a l memory ,
built-in Dy nam ic D ata Ex
change (DOE), multitasking ,
and a riche r gra phical envi
ronm e nt , in c ludin g more
fon ts, more acc u ra te screen
represe ntation , and an IBM
com mon-user-access-compli
ant interface . Large memory
pe rmits a different working
style, in which ma ny spread
sheets are loaded and open at
the sa me time. With multi
task ing, you can be sorting a
database and printing a file in
th e background while working
on Excel in the foreground .
However , ope rating in sin
gle-u ser mode on an AT-class
machine , and without many
other PM appli ca tion s with
which to share data , the ad
vantages of OS/2 a re not im
mediately appa re nt. In fact ,
even th e la rge r memor y ad-

dress ing ( I had 3 megabytes in
sta lled , plu s room on my disk
for v irtu a l memo ry) didn't
prevent me fro m ge tting wa rn
ing messages th at some of my
opera ti o ns were too big and
would require giving up Undo
in order to proceed.
Excel for W indows is a f ine
app licati on, di st inguished by
it s g raphi ca l po wer a n d ,
throu gh Windows , it s ab ility
to link spreadsheets to one an
other a nd to oth er docume nts.
The PM ve rsion carr ies on this
tradition , addi ng support for
up t o 256 fo nt s ( in bot h a
fas te r , less-acc u ra te sc ree n
mode a nd a slower but more
WYSIWYG representat io n)
and a new Data Consolidate
fea ture th a t emulates th e

three-d ime ns iona l ca pab ili
ties th at a re fo und in compet
ing spreadsheets.
The new Excel doesn ' t per
m it a s ing le f il e to co nt a in
multiple works heets, as does
Lotus 1-2-3 release 3 .0. How
ever, with Data Con solid ate,
you ca n "summ ar ize" work
sheets by poi nting and click
ing on areas in each sheet that
are then dy nam ica ll y linked to
a summa ry sheet. To my di s
appo intment , thi s feature was
not intuiti ve nor wel l docu
mented .
Other additions in Excel
PM a re quite minor. A nice
men u it em ca ll ed Window
Show Clipboard lets you see
the content s of the clipboard ,
and modifications to ex isting

---~~--
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Excel for OS/2 with
Presentation Manager
$495 ; upgrade from
Windows , $50

Requirements:
IBM PC AT , 80286,
PS/2, or compat ible with
2.5 megabytes of RAM ,
OS /2 1. 1 Stand ard Edition
or higher , a hard disk
drive with 3 megabytes

free (not including the
space used fo r OS/2) , and
EGA or VGA graphics.
Microsoft Corp .
16011 Northeast 36th Way
P.O. Box 97017
Redmond , WA 98073
(206) 882-8080
Inquiry 988.

com mands permit greater cus
tomization of the work envi
ro n m e n!. New comma nd s
nece ssa r y to int e ract with
OS/2 (e.g . , a menu item to call
th e Control T ask Manage r)
have been added, whi le sev
e ral macro functions have
bee n modified to comply with
PM. The file load and save
comma nd s wil l support the
32-c h arac te r filenames in
OS/2 1. 2. And Q+E, Micro
soft's new SQL querying tool
for Excel , will ship with every
copy of the PM version .
In performance , the beta
ve r s io n of Excel PM that I
tested was comparable to the
Windows version in reca lcula
ti o n s-so m e time s faster ,
some! i mes slower , but never
by more than 10 percent-but
it s s p eed was sub st a ntially
slower in two key a reas: file
loading and saving , and screen
movement. Loading a 600K
byte file under OS/2 took 70
percent longer th a n under
Windows , and a test of scroll 
in g ri g ht t ook 3 1 percent
lo n ger. In a ll co mparable
be nchma rk s , Excel PM was
much slower than the 2. x DOS
versions of Lotus 1-2-3 (using
th e sa m e files conve rted to
.XLS format) a nd was a little
slower than Lotu s 1-2-3 re
lease 3 .0 .
Is Excel PM worth it for
DOS/Windows users looking
to upgrade? When you consider
that you will need an 80286 ma
c hin e o r hi gher (a n 80386
really help s), at least 2 . 5
megabytes of RAM , a large
ha rd disk drive with 12 mega
bytes of free space, OS /2 , and
the application itself, the cost
may not be justified now . But
when OS/2 becomes a stan
d a rd , and more applications
th at use multitask ing and DOE
ente r the ma rket, this new Ex
cel will likely be a must-have
program . D

-Andrew Reinhardt
cominued
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A Cornerstone
for Building
Documents

A

fter writing for years
about the advent, and fi
nally the arrival, of the new
age of desktop publishing, it
was time to install a DTP pro
gram of my very own . But my
old-faithful IBM PC AT clone
was slow, lacked sufficient
memory, and had a tiny amber
monitor-definitely not suited
for the rigors ofWindows/286
or PageMaker. The solution to
that problem was to increase
speed with a new mother
board , beef up the memory
with an expanded memory
board, and add a full-page
monitor.
I chose the Cornerstone
SinglePage XL subsystem,
complete with a four-shade
gray-scale portrait monitor
that measures 15 inches diago
nally and includes a Hercules
compatible add-in card and as
sociated software. TrueFonts,
Cornerstone's proprietary
screen fonts, include Helve
tica , Times Roman, Courier,
and Symbols. My four-shade
system uses smoothing for
crisp on-screen characters.
However, a less-expensive
two-shade monochrome sys
tem is also available .
The installation was easy.
There ' s only one jumper on
the two-thirds-length add-in
card (for single or multiple
monitors), which, although it
requires an AT, fits into any 8
or 16-bit expansion slot. From

THE FACTS

Cornerstone
SinglePage XL
$1295 for two-shade
monochrome version ;
$1495 for four-shade
gray-scale version

Basic system:
A 15-inch monitor , video
interface, video cable ,
there , I just hooked up the
video cable and power and
turned the computer on.
Software installation is also

110-V AC power cord,
display drivers, and gray
scale fonts (on gray-scale
monitor only) .
Cornerstone Technology
1883 Ringwood Ave.
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 453-9800
Inquiry 990.
uncomplicated. Drivers are
included for Microsoft Win
dows, GEM/3, Ventura Pub1isher, AutoCAD, Auto-

Sketch, AutoShade, Lotus 1
2-3, Symphony, WordPerfect,
and WordStar. A DOS driver
a Ilows other DOS applications
to run in full-page mode. But
because many programs by
pass the BIOS and write di
rectly to the screen, don't ex
pect wonders. For example ,
Norton Commander and Xy
Write refused to run in any
thing but their normal 25-line
configuration.
After I finished installing
Windows/286, its custom
driver, and PageMaker , I was
eager to see how a full page
looked on-screen , and I wasn 't
disappointed. The screen sur
face is flat, with no obvious
glare or distortion, and the
noninterlaced resolution (768
pixels horizontally by 1008
pixels vertically) more than
meets my DTP needs.
Cornerstone is an apt name
for this monitor. It measu res
16Y2 inches high and 12 7/i 0
inches wide, with a depth of
13/; 0 inches . It looks great on
my desk and has attracted the
curiosity of many (jealous)
fellow editors. The only small
complaint I have about the
SinglePage XL is the contrast,
which I haven't been able to
adjust to my liking . But that's
something I can live with, and
I realize it's not completely the
fault of the monitor, since it's
competing with the extensive
light in my office .
If you need to work with text
and graphics, as in DTP, and
can do without color, the Cor
nerstone SinglePage XL is for
you. o

-Anne Fischer Lent

Pictorial Programming on the Mac

P

rograph 1.2 from Guna
kara Sun Systems is a pic
torial development system that
radically changes the rules of
the game. You build Pro
graphs with a pictorial dia
gram editor similar to what
many computer-aided soft
ware engineering tools pro
vide. However, while CASE
diagrams typically specify
code, Prographs are code.
82
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An application builder, an
interpreter, and a debugger
support the pictorial lan
guage. The key elements of
Prograph are object orienta
tion, data flow, and a well-in
tegrated environment. The ob
ject orientation is, in some
respects, not too different
from what you find in C + + or
Object Pascal.
Class icons have left and

right mouse-sensitive regions.
Double-click on the left one ,
and an object editor reveals at
tributes that belong to the class
at large and to the current in
stance of the class. Double
click on the right one, and
another editor shows the meth
ods in the class. The System
Classes window is where you
create new classes and-by
rubber-banding them to exist

ing ones-specify inheritance
relationships.
There's virtually nothing
in the system that corresponds
to the normal concept ofa vari
able . Thus, there are no vari
able names to invent, type, and
misspell. It also means, how
ever, that you'll spend much
time in object editors unpack
ing attributes-·si nee that's the
continued

Emhedded sysrems desi1111ers hal'e a/readr used CrossCode C in m-er 41 J differenr applicarions.

How to choose a 68000 C compiler
for your ROMable code development
These twelve important CrossCode C features could
make the difference between success and failure

I

t's hard to know ahead of time what
features yo u' ll be need ing in a
68000 C compiler. But if you ' re using
CrossCode C you won't need to think
ahead, because CrossCode C is already
equipped with these twelve important
fea tures for your ROM able code devel
opment:

1.

A 100% ROMable Compiler:
CrossCode C splits its output into five
memory sections for easy placement into
ROM or RAM at link time.
2. Integrated C and Assembler: You
can write your code in any combination of
C and assembl y language.

3. Readable

Assembly Language
Output: The compiler generates assem 
bly language code with your C lanf?uaf?e
source code embedded as comments, so
you can see each statement ' s compiled
output.
4. Optimized Code: CrossCode C uses
minimum required precision when eval
uating ex press ions. It also "folds" con
stants at compilation time, converts
multiplications to shifts when poss ible,
and eliminates superfluous branches.
5. Custom Optimization: You can op
timize compiler output for your applica
tion because you control the sizes of C
types, including pointers, fl oats, and all
integral types.

6. Register Optimization: Ten regis
ters are reserved for your register vari
ables, and there' s an opti on to automati
call y declare all stack variables as
register, so you can in stantl y optimize
programs th at were wri tten without
registers in mind.

7.

C Library Source: An extensive C
library containing over 47 C functions is
provided in so urce fo rm .

8. No Limitations: No matter how large
your program is, CrossCode C will com
pile it. There are no limits on th e number
of symbols in your program, the size of
your input fi le , or the size of a C function .

9.

68030 Support: If yo u' re using the
68030, CrossCode C will use its extra
instructions and addressing modes .

will always be standard, too.
There's More
CrossCode C comes with an assembler,
a linker, and a tool to help you prepare
your object code for transmission to
PROM programmers and emulators. And
there 's another special tool that gives you
symbolic debugging support by helping
you to prepare symbol tables for virtually
all types of emulators.
CrossCode C is available under MS
DOS for just $1595, and it runs on all IBM
PCs and compatibles (640K memory and
hard di sk are required). Al so available
under UNIX , XENIX, and VMS.
CALL TODAY for more information:

1-800-448-7733
(ask for extension 2001 )

10. Floating Point Support: If you ' re
using th e 6888 1, th e compiler perform s
flo atin g point operations through the
coprocessor, and floating point register
vari ab les are stored in 68881 registers.

11.

Position Independence: Both pos i
tion independent code and data can be
generated if needed.
12. ANSI Standards : CrossCode C
trac ks the ANS I C standard , so your code

Outside the United States, please dial

PHONE: 1-312-971-8170
FAX: 1-312-971-8513
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS, INC.
DEPARTMENT 21
4248 BELLE AIRE LANE
DOWNERS GROVE, ILLINOIS 60515 USA
CrossCode™ is a trademark of SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEMS, INC . MS-DOS® is a registered trademark of
Microsofl. UNIX® is a registered trademark of AT&T. XEN IX®
is a reg istered lradc mark of Microsoft
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THE FACTS

Prograph 1.2
$195

Requirements:
Mac Plus with 1
megabyte of RAM.
Gunakara Sun Systems
Ltd.
1127 Barrington St. ,
Suite 19
Halifax , Nova Scotia
Canada B3H 2P8
(902) 429-5642

Inquiry 989.
place where the data lives in
Prograph.
The flow of data through an
application begins with Pro
graph ' s transformation of the
Macintosh event loop. It pack
ages Mac events as instances
of one or another of the System
Classes , and these flow as data

into the handling methods
you've specified in the appli
cation builder.
Simple data types include
strings, integers, reals, Bool
eans, and lists. Instances of a
class carry the class as their
type. There's also the Mac
type. Prograph provides direct
or indirect hooks to all the
Mac internals.
Prograph's application
builder works nicely, and the
smooth transition from win
dow and menu prototyping to
coding is remarkable . The de
sign editor is a joy to use and is
wonderfully suited to an in
cremental style of develop
ment. Newly created opera
tions arrive unformed, and
you then shape them to your
needs.
Prograph works hard to
document itself. Class meth
ods and attributes, Prograph
primitives, and Mac primi
tives are documented within

the environment. Classes that
you create are automatically
included here as well. Several
HyperCard stacks accompany
the system, providing addi
tional detail.
When you're developing in
Prograph, you spend a lot of
time in the debugger. It ani
mates programs : As control
flows into a method, a method
execution window opens, and
you can step through its opera
tions, inspecting the data on
terminals and roots. When
control flows into a method
(which is the Prograph equiva
lent of a function call) , an
other method execution win
dow opens, and the process
continues . I ran into a few
problems getting all this to
work properly-particularly
when switching between de
velopment and execution
modes-but these were known
bugs in the beta release I was
reviewing, and they will un

doubtedly be fixed in the final
version.
Gunakara Sun Systems is
working on a Prograph com
piler that will be included in
the next version. Assuming
that the compiler works effi
ciently, this should place Pro
graph in direct competition
with more traditional develop
ment systems .
Prograph ' s fate then will be
determined by how people re
spond to the unique style it of
fers . I found the experience
both fascinating and frustrat
ing . The language takes much
effort to learn, and the data
flow orientation of the system
requires an even larger con
ceptua I leap. On the other
hand, my experience is with
programming with text rather
than with pictures, so, learn
ing curve aside, I'd say it's the
most fluidly integrated env i
ronment I've worked with. D

-Jon Udell

TekColor Lets You Really See What You Get

I

f you own a color printer,
chances are you've been dis
appointed on occasion by the
lack of similarity between the
screen colors created by your
RGB monitor and the output of
your color printer. What ap
peared on-screen to be a violet
flower , for example , may ap
pear to be blue on paper. Un
fortunately , the colors on your
monitor often can ' t be repro
duced exactly by your color
output device. CRTs , elec
tronic printers, scanners, and
film recorders produce colors
from electronic signals based
on mathematical models, but
devices vary considerably in
their ability to produce color.
To solve this problem, Tek
tronix has introduced its Tek

tern to appear on the market.
TekColor will provide
color-matching information
for most Mac-compatible RGB
monitors and any color output
device (e .g. , printers and film
recorders). However, your
printer must be compatible

with the TekColor color
matching system. Currently,
only the Tektronix low-end
$2499 ColorQuick ink-jet
printer includes the necessary
TekColor software, although
Tektronix plans to bundle
TekColor with its higher-end

Color for the Macintosh
color-matching system. Tek
Color is designed to help you
pick screen colors that your
printer (or other output de
vice) can duplicate. While
color-matching systems aren't
new, Tektronix says that Tek
Color is the first device-inde
pendent color-matching sys
84
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printers in the coming months .
Included with TekColor is
the Picker, a color-selection
and color-editing interface
that lets you select a "hue leaf"
showing a range of shade s
within a given color set.
The TekColor interface in
cludes two color boxes. One
shows you the original color;
the other shows the effects of
your color editing. The inter
face, as you would expect for a
Mac application, is intuitive
and easy to use . If your moni
tor can't reach a selected
color, TekColor will display
the nearest color in the current
color box and flag it for you .
To develop a truly device
i ndependent color model ,
Tektronix linked its color
matching system with the
standards outlined by the CIE
(Commission Internationale
de I'Eclairage, or International
Commission on Illumination).
TekColor is based on the
Tektronix TecHVC (for Hue
Value-Chroma) color model.
It's designed to accommodate
continued

Experience the history ofaviation.

New Flight Simulator lets you put wings more common?i seen
on a 747 on a Cessna and redefine the word "lift.'

Brave souls can light up the Manhattan slilfine with the most
radical jet this side ofthe B2.

Cessna. Or the lead-balloon characteristics of a
It's a known fact that Microsoft®Flight
Simulator®provides the most realistic, exhilarat wingless sailplane.
Equally adventurous is the weather. New
ing flying experience you'll find on a PC. Desktop
pilots have taken to the skies in all kinds of differ- Flight Simulator randomly creates clouds, wind,
storms, you name it, when you least expect it.
We've also added an array ! ~"'W~
of air and runway traffic, including , Sim'J'dif, ?
a Boeing 767. You even get runway I
..·
clearance from the control tower, to
make every landing a happy one.
To get your flying career off
the
ground,
see a Microsoft dealer. ~po;;;;-lii;oi;;f;;t/
And when you leave the ground,
The controlpanel lets you know
You could discover that you're an aeronau
exactly how much control you do,
you don't even have to fly You can
or don't, have.
glide, in our new sailplane.
tical engineer. Or a natural pilot.
Or maybe, just maybe, you'll discover that
ent aircraft, from a WWI Ace to a modem-day jet.
Now we've added features to the new Flight most of your flying should be done at a desk.
Simulator 4.0 that'll throw you for a loop. Literally.
For starters, you can design your own plane.
Which gives you the chance to investigate the ac
Making it all make sense·
celeration characteristics of a 1000 horsepower
l.

MictOsott®
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Reading
worth
writing
tor

It you 're looking for some good
reading, you've just found it. The
free Consumer Information
Catalog.

The Catalog lists about 200 federal
publications, many of them free.
They can help you eat right,
manage your money, stay
healthy, plan your child's
education, learn about federal
benefits and more.
So sharpen your pencil. Write for
the free Consumer Information
Catalog. And get reading worth
writing for.

SHORT TAKES

THE FACTS
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TekColor for
the Macintosh
$50 (also bundled free
with the Tektronix $2499
ColorQuick ink-jet
printer)

Requirements:
Mac II , Ilx , or Ilcx with a
Mac-compatible color
monitor (including
models from E-Machines ,
Radius , and RasterOps) ,
and a Tektronix
ColorQuick ink-jet
printer (other Tektronix
printers will support it
before the end of the year) .
Tektronix , Inc.
P.O. Box 1000,
M-S 63-630
Wilsonville , OR 97070
(800) 835-6100.
Inquiry 991.

quirks in how we pe rce ive
color. One nice touch : Like
our eyes, TekColor is more
sensitive to orange than green,
and, when set at equal levels of
brightness, yellow will appear
brighter than blue .
TekColor's set of algo
rithms creates a three-dimen
sional color space for a graph
ic s device. This color space
outputs and receives RGB
values to and from your
display monitor and does the
sa me with CMYK (cyan, ma
genta , ye! low , and black)
values to and from your
printer. The TekColor Device
Database (TCDD) includes
data to transform the color
value sent to the printer into
the printer color value that best
matches the screen.

According to Tektronix, the
greatest need for a color
matctiing standard is in indus
tries where color hard copy is
most essential (e.g., graphic
arts and professional publish
ing) . Currently, the TekColor
system is supported by Mac
software and hardware devel
opers like Aldus, E-Ma
chines, and RasterOps . How
ever, creating a computer
industry standard is tricky
business these days-every
company has its own "stan
dard " it's trying to push.
We tried a beta version of
TekColor for the Mac on a Mac
II equipped with 5 megabytes
of RAM along with a Super
Mac Spectrum/24 video
bo ard and its 19-inch color
monitor. The installation is
simply a matter of copying the
TekColor cdev and a folder
that holds the TCDD files into
the System Folder. From the
Control Panel , you select
whether to use Apple's stan
dard Color Picker or the Tek
Color Picker .
Once the TekColor Picker is
selected, it pops up whenever
you double-click on a color to
modify it. Two curves, which
represent the hue leaves that
plot the color range of the
printer and monitor , appear.
At a glance, you can see if the
color you're working with will
reproduce prope r ly on the
printer. TekColor worked in
side PixelPaint 2.0 and Photo
Mac 1.1 without problems .
TekColor for the Mac looks
like a good product. It's well
designed, inexpensive, easy to
use, and certainly very help
ful if you find color matching
essential. D

-Jeffrey Bertolucci and
Tom Thompson

FormWorx Goes GUI
~- Consumer Information Center

• Department RW
Pueblo, Colorado 81009
A public service of this publication and
the Consumer Information Center of the U.S. General Services Administration .
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arms-processing pack
ages have simplified the
previously painful process of
designing and filling out
forms. One of the first such
packages was FormWorx.
FormWorx System 2 is an
impressive package . While

the beta version that I tested
was lacking some planned
final features, it made the pro
cess of both laying out and
(more important) filling out
forms a real pleasure .
While many companies say
continued
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Reach for ultimate portability~.,~,
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200 MBytes of power, speed and security
in a revolutionary, removable hard drive.

A

t last, the Disk Pack gives
you everything you've al
ways wished for in a data
storage system. The speed and high
storage capacity of a hard drive. The
ease and convenience of a floppy disk
ette. And the safety of a tape backup.
All wrapped up in a state-of-the-art
rugged unit, about the size of a paper
back book. Designed to make your life
a lot simpler and more secure.

True portability is here
Just picture this:With the Disk Pack
you carry your whole work environ
ment with you, wherever you go. All
your files, all your data stay orga
nized and configured just the way you
created them. Between
your office and remote
sites. Or home. Or an
other department. You
can even mail a Disk
Pack. It's that
rugged.
The Disk Pack frees
you from /be cons/rain ls
offixed computers. Your whole
work environment fits in !he palm ofyour band.

Total security for your data
Simply slide out a Disk Pack module
and lock away your entire business
customer base and payroll figures in
a drawer or safe. Same for lawyer,

banker or accountant sensitive data
and Uncle Sam confidential informa
tion. All fully secured in a snap.

Gel full data porlabilily and security on
lbe computer ofyour choice. Macintosh,
PC-Compatible or PS/2.

Blazing speed
Rock-solid reliability
Limitless expansion
Breakthrough technology makes the
Disk Pack four to five times more
reliable than other removable prod
ucts. Access times as low as 13 ms
make it one of the fastest hard drives
on the market. The Disk Pack doesn't
limit you to a single storage capacity
either. You can interchange 20-, 40-,
80- or 120-MByte modules in your

For more iriformation call

1-800-322-4744
~DrsKPACK®

system and between systems. Link
modules up for a whopping Half
GByte + of on-line data. Store them
for unlimited off-line data. And do
lightning-fast data backups.
That's not all. The Disk Pack turns a
shared computer into your fully per
sonal machine within seconds. It's
ideal for space grabbing applications
such as color graphics, CAD, or
music. One Disk Pack module does
the job of
100 diskettes.
Ten times
faster. And with
a lot less hassle.
And thanks to
the Disk Pack's
unique archi da ta security lock ii away
tecture, you' II cmd forget about accidental or
use it equally
i11te11tio11a/ data loss.
well on any Mac, Apple, PC-compati
ble or PS/2 computer. It's that advanced.

------------Circle 221 on Reader Service Card
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storage technology. Please rusb me more information about /be
Disk Pack and yourfree booklet "20 Valuable Facts About
Hard Disk Care mu/ Maintenance" today.

The new standard in data storage technology

Company - -- - - --
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1900 Avenue of the Stars, Suite 2870
Los Angeles, CA 90067 (2!3) ;56-1663
Disk Park is a tradtmark

of IEF

YF.s! I want lo know more about Mega Drive Sys/ems' new data
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Address - - - - - - - - - City _ _ _ _ State _ _ Zip _ _

I
1I

Phone( _ _ ) _ _ _ _ _ __

Mega Dri\'e Systems, Inc.
1900 Avenue of the Stars, Suite 2870
Los Angeles, CA 90067

{2ll)ll6·t66J

Number of Micros _ _ Mac _ _ pc
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Does CHAOS Lurk
fu Your System?
DYNAMICAL
SYSTEMS, INC.
DYNAMICAL SOFTWARE: A complete package for
the practical application of nonlinear dynamics and chaos
to real world data and theoretical studies.
Easily interfaced with instrumental output and your own
programs. Use DYNAM.ICAL SOFTWARE to study
scientific, medical, engineering and economics time series.
Written manuals include compreht:nsive introdbction to
nonlinear dynamics and chaos for the chaotic novitiate.

CHAOS IN THE CLASSROOM: Self-contained
programs for use in the classroom and independent study.
For IBM PC's and Compatibles.
Dynamical Software (Two Package Set) $550;
Chaos in the Classroom $49.95.

JOIN THE NONUNEAR REVOLUTION!
DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O. Box 35241 •Tucson, AZ • (602) 292-1962

that they use object-oriented
constructs, the reality is often
diffe re nt. With FormWo rx
System 2 , "object-oriented "
is more than a buzzword . Ob
jects a re the key to the pac k
age's surp r isingly lite rate user
interface . Lay ing out a for m is
simplified because the com
pa ny has in c luded a bo ut a
dozen constructs that it ca ll s
common fo rm objects. These
go beyo nd the s imple g rid s
used in competing products .
There are objects for a ll the
co mm o n form a re as (e .g. ,
headers, lists, and signature
block s). I found that I could
quickly design a form without
the steep lea rning curve that
was needed with other pac k
ages I' ve used .
A fo rm in FormWorx Sys
tem 2 consists of four pl anes:
d raw , edit , pa intbru sh , a nd
data. This separation of pow
~

THE FACTS

FormWorx System 2
$299

Requirements:
IBM PC or compatible
with 640K bytes of RAM ,
DOS 3.0 or higher, and
Microsoft Windows
2.03 or higher.
FormWorx Corp.
Reservoir Pl ace
1601 Trapelo Rd.
Wa ltham , MA 02154
(617) 890-4499

Inquiry 992.

e r s m a ke s a g rea t dea l o f
sense , a nd it 's one of the ma in
reasons why the package is so
easy to use . Aft er I worked
w ith th e indi v idu a l pl a nes ,
they a ll ca me together in a fin
ished produ ct.
Another stunning fea ture of
the pac kage is its fo rms-f i\\ing
abilities. Othe r for ms pack
ages Jet you import data from
dBASE (or delimited ASC II )
fil es, letting you print out a
bunch of fini shed fo rms at one
time. But FormWorx System 2
ta kes the concept much fur 
ther. The company has esse n
ti a lly designed an easy-to-use
front end to dBAS E III Plus (or
dBASE IV ) , a nd yo u d o n't
even need dBAS E to use it.
But FormWor x System 2 ' s
bigges t surpri se ca me whe n I
exited the progra m. Because it
stores fo rm s as a combination
o f po int e rs to o bj ec ts, th e
a mount of space nee de d to
store your fi ni shed fo rms is
minu sc ule. F o r exa mple, a
standa rd invo ice fil e took up
onl y 548 bytes of storage . Thi s
is a far cry from other form s
packages, which store form s
as bit-mapped images, often
ta king up as much as 300K
bytes for a single form .
For mWo r x Sy ste m 2 is a
package that shows what care
ful design coupled with the lat
est wave of o bj ect-orie nte d
programming technology can
do for softwa re . And fo r only
$299 , it' s a software system
that delivers even more than it
promises . •

-Stan Miastkowski
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Circle 130 on Reader Service Card

When you buy a
computer, about 35%
of your money goes to
the store.
But we'd much rather
see your money go to
somebody who deserves
it a lot more.
You.
So we give you a
completely different
kind of computer store.
The Dell Computer
Store.
Instead of a crowded,
high-overhead show
room, you get our brand
new 44-page catalog. Which
gives you a full line of 386·•
and 286 systems, printers,
peripherals, software, and
accessories.
And since you buy direct
from the manufacturer, you save
about35%.

But there's a lot more to it
than saving money. We offer
you the most complete service
and support in the industry.
Including a 30-day money
back guarantee. A toll-free
technical support hotline.
Self-diagnostic software. And
next-day deskside service from

Xerox Corporation.
If you read our ad in the
front of this magazine,
it will tell you a lot
more about the systems
we offer. And the service
we put behind them.
So if you'd like a much
more intelligent way to
buy a personal computer,
have a look at our ad. Or
call us at 800-426-5150.
Or send us the card on
this page.
And we'll send the
best computer store
you've ever seen.
One you don't have to
set foot in.

DELL

----COMPUTER
CORPORATION
1D ORDER, CALL US.

800-426-5150.
FOR DELL IN CANA04., CALL 800-387-5752 .

© 1989 Dell Computer Corporation. 386 is a trademark of Imel Corporation . ~Service in remote locations will incur additional travel charges.
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WEITEK

CORPOR A TION

TUESDAYS, THE SHIPMENT OF TIME ARRIVES EARLY.
But what if they needed more? What then?

•
If time could be manufactured, you'd buy it. Weitek 's Abacus 3167 math coprocessor comes close.
It can give a 386-based computer 2X to 3X its normal speed-workstation-level performance-for
less than $1,000. It's quickly installed in machines from Compaq, H-P, AST, Zenith, Dell, Everex
and numerous other manufacturers. It's supported by high-end CAD, CAM, engineering and
math applications like VersaCAD, Anvil-5000pc, CADKEY, Mathematica and many more.
And by the most widely used programming tools-from vendors like Phar Lap,
MetaWare and MicroWay. To learn more about the 2X to 3X speed that means
twice as much time for you, call Weitek Corporation at 1-800-HOT-3167 or
see your dealer. Soon.
WEITEK is a reg is1ered trademark of WEITEK C'ORPORATION. A ll other company and prod uct names are [rademarks or registered
trademarks of their respective holders. © 1989 WEITEK CORPORATION
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1iy our multi-user/multi-channel communicationboards (and our promises)
for 30 days with no risk.
You're looking at multi-user systems.You want high
for afull 30days. Choose basic boards or the industry'sfastest
performance. High reliability. Great service and technical
intelligent boards.PC-Standard or Micro Channel. Four, eight
support. And real value. 'Itouble is, that's what every
or 16 ports. Even aSynchronous option on some models.
board companypromises.
While you'reevaluating the performance of our
But whose promises can you afford to stake
boards, we hopeyou'll benchmark our technical support
your reputation on?Ours. Because only DigiBoard dares
too. Customers tell us it's as great as our engineering. But
to let you try us in the real world.With no risk.
enough talk.The only wayto see how good weare is to try
With DigiBoard you can order any
• •= ~
=- us.And now, youcan plugusin without
D~iCHANNEL multi-cha!1!1elcommunir-; _
risking a ~e~ny. Justyl~g into your
canons board and evaluate Its performance
-P\ugg,.; ;ou ,;; trnn~now
•nearest D1g1Board distnbutor.

DIQU 1:

Ask your DigiBoard distributor for our FREE booklet, How to Do Multi-User Right.
NATIONAL DISTRIBUfORS

REGIONAL DISTRIBUTORS

SOFTSEL COMPLITER PRODUCTS, EastB00-645-7779, Central 800-645-7775, West 800-645-7778;
ARROW ELECTRONICS INC., COMMERCIAL SYSTEMS DIVISION, 800-323-4373 U.S., 516-391-1762 NY.;
INGRAM-MICROD,800-642-7631; ROBEC DISTRIBLTfORS, 800-223-7081Request Ann Brady

MULTI COMl'LirER PRODUCTS. South East Region .800-456-8584
!COMSYSTEMSINC.. Centr<u Region. 312-506-1444;
MP SYSTEMS. C1!ntral & Western Regions. 800 -624-1688 U.S., 800-322-64\\ CA
AISINC, Central Region, 800-950-2471;
COMPUTER SOURCE INTERNATIONAL, NorthEast Region, 800-222-5022;
TRICOM, North East Region,800-TRICOM-I; REDLAW, SouthEast Region, 305-791-5459

CANADIAN DISTRIBUfORS
CDI COMPLTfER DISTRIBLTflON, 604-984-0641; EMJ DATA SYSTEMSLIMITED, 519-837-2444;
SOFTSEL COMPLITER PRODUCTS, 800-268-1220; INGRAM-MICROD, 416-738-1700

DigiBoanl Inc., U.S. 800-344-4273, MN 612-922-8055
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Nick Baran

EISA Arrives
HP leaps to the forefront
with an 80486-based
system built around the
controversial EISA bus
fter its unsuccessful attempt to
take the lead in the PC market
with its touchscreen HP-150
back in 1983, Hewlett-Packard
settled for the role of builder of solid , re
liable PC clones, while leaning heavily
on its entrenched positions in the mini
computer and electronic equipment mar
kets . Now, however, the company is em
barking on a new strategy of product
innovation and market leadership.
On the software side, HP has taken the
lead in developing the Unix-based Motif
user interface for the Open Software
Foundation. It has also started shipping
its innovative NewWave user environ
ment for Microsoft Windows .
On the hardware side, the first evi
dence of HP ' s new strategy is its Vectra
486 PC , a powerful 80486-based desk
side system that may be the first machine
on the market to feature the long-awaited
Extended Industry Standard Architec
ture bus. (For more details on the EISA
bus, see this month 's Under the Hood
column.)
HP gave BYTE an early look at a pre
liminary version of the Vectra 486, and it
is indeed an impressive machine, offer
ing excellent performance and broad
flexibility . The Vectra 486 is equally
well suited for use as a high-performance
CAD workstation, a network server, or a
host for a multiuser system. And, as
you'd expect, it can run Unix, DOS, and
OS/2.
From the outside, the Vectra 486 looks

A

continued
PHOTOGRAPHY : PAUL AVIS © 1989
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VECTRA 486 CPU ARCHITECTURE
System memory
(2 Mb to 64 Mb)

80486 CPU

D/A
converter
(optional)

FPU
CPU
SK-byte cache

HP high-perf0rmance
Super VGA video controller

HP
high-performance
bursting memory
controller

Video controller

High-performance video connector

32-bit high-performance system bus
Floppy disk drive controller
Local
1/0 bus

Embedded hard disk drive controller

EISA bus controller
CMOS RAM
32-bit EISA bus
Real -time clock

8 EISA connectors

Serial/parallel controller
Keyboard/mouse controller

The Vectra 486 system diagram. Note the high-performance system bus (the host bus) that drives the system and video
memory.

identical to the Vectra RS/20C and
RS /25C (the S03S6 deskside models of
the Vectra series). The floor-standing,
24-inch-high system cabinet weighs in at
a hefty 60 pounds and includes six half
height storage bays , allowing up to two
full-height hard disk drives and four
floppy disk drives and/or tape backup
storage devices to be installed in the
system.
The system is powered by a 360-watt
power supply. The Vectra 4S6 comes
standard with 2 megabytes of RAM, one
1.2-megabyte 514-inch floppy disk
drive, two serial ports, one parallel port ,
a PS/2-type mini-DIN keyboard, and
mouse ports .
The inside of the Vectra 4S6 is what
sets it apart from other members of its
family . The main components of the
Vectra 4S6 system are the S04S6 CPU,
an eight-slot EISA bus , and a special
high-speed bus that drives the system
memory and the high-performance
Super VGA video controller. The system
94
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diagram of the Vectra 4S6 is shown in the
figure, and the main system board is
shown in photo 1. Note that the S04S6 is
located on a separate CPU board that
plugs into the high-speed bus .

The 80486 CPU
The heart of the Vectra 4S6 is Intel's new
S04S6 CPU, which features on-chip
floating-point and memory management
units, as well as an internal SK-byte
cache (for an overview of the S0486, see
Microbytes, June BYTE). Unlike soine
of the other recently announced S04S6
machines (e.g. , those from Apricot and
Advanced Logic Research), the Vectra
4S6 does not include an external cache
but relies entirely on the SK-byte internal
cache of the S04S6.
According to HP's R&D manager for
the Vectra 4S6 , Rich Archuleta, the in
ternal SK-byte cache "gave us the best
cost/performance trade-off on a 25-MHz
system ." Archuleta added that a "pretty
big" external cache is needed to obtain a

significant gain in performance. I'll dis
cuss the performance of the Vectra 486
later in this article .
I should mention that the system board
does not include a socket for an auxiliary
floating-point coprocessor such as the
Weitek 4167 , which supports the 80486
and is reportedly much faster than the
FPU built into the 80486 (see Micro
bytes, July BYTE, page 26). According
to Archuleta, the system board was al
ready in its final design stages when Wei
tek announced the 4167; HP will support
the 4167 in a later version of the system
board.

High-Performance Host Bus
The Vectra 486 uses a custom, 32-bit
high-performance system bus , or "host
bus, " to access system memory as well as
HP's Super VGA video controller. The
host bus operates synchronously at the
clock speed of the CPU, allowing a theo
retical data transfer bandwidth of 100
megabytes per second (25 MHz, or mil
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lion cycles per second multiplied by 4
bytes per cycle). Of course, the actual
bandwidth is limited by transfer proto
cols, CPU resets and interrupts, and
other performance penalties . But HP
claims that the host bus can access sys
tem memory with a bandwidth of 50
megabytes per second using the burst
mode of the 80486.
The system memory comes on a sepa
rate memory board (see photo 2), which
plugs into the host bus. HP custom-de
signed its own memory controller chip
that takes advantage of the burst mode of
the 80486 . System memory is available
in 80-nanosecond, I-megabit single in
Iine memory modules, allowing a maxi
mum of 32 megabytes of RAM (in 1- or
4-megabyte packages) , or in 4-megabit
SIMMs (8-megabyte packages), which
allows a maximum of 64 megabytes of
RAM.

High-speed
iiiiii--- host bus
connectors

HP's New VGA Controller
As I mentioned earlier, the Vectra 486 ' s
host bus supports high-speed access to
HP 's new Super VGA video controller.
The video controller plugs directly into
the host bus but also takes up one EISA
bus slot (the board extends across one of
the EISA slots) . The new VGA adapter is
actually a "superset" of the VGA stan
dard, supporting resolutions of 800 by
600 pixels and 1024 by 768 pixels, as
well as the standard VGA resolution of
640 by 480 pixels . The controller dis
plays 8 bits per pixel · for a maximum of
256 simultaneous colors (16 colors in
1024- by 768-pixel mode) and includes
512K bytes of video RAM .
I did not have a chance to see the new
video controller because it was still in
production at the time of this writing.
However, HP's Archuleta told me that it
would offer about 10 times the perfor
mance of a standard VGA controller. The
machine I saw used a standard 16-bit,
AT-type VGA board plugged into the
EISA bus.
Before moving on to other features of
the Vectra 486, I want to point out that
the high-speed host bus is a critical com
ponent of this system, particularly be
cause of its high-performance graphics
capabilities. Unlike the EISA bus-or
other I/O buses, for that matter-HP ' s
host bus offers a much faster and more
efficient path to the CPU because it does
not have to bother with bus arbitration
protocols and other performance penal
ties associated with bus I/O . Thus, the
system can support much higher block
transfer rates from system and video
memory. In high-resolution graphics sys

EISA chip controller set
EISA bus slots

Photo 1: Th e main system board ofthe Vectra 486. Note that the 80486 is located
on a separate CPU board that plugs into the high-speed host bus. The two large
connectors above the CPU board are host bus interfaces for the memory and Super
VGA board. The EISA bus slots are on the left side ofthe main system board (seven
ofthe eight slots are visible in the photo).

Photo 2: The Vectra 486 system memory board. Memory can be configured with
]-megabit or 4-megabit single in-line memory modules, allowing up to 64 megabytes
ofsystem memory. The large chip on the right side ofthe memory board is HP 's
custom memory controller (the bursting memory controller shown in the figure) .

conrinued
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See Your Data

MapInfo software can find, display and analyze your data
geographically. See your prospects, customers, facilities
-anything in your database. Find addresses by street,
ZIP code, city, etc. (We can even supply the maps.)

Any point or region on the map can have a complete
record of data behind it. See your actual dBASE data in a
window to view, edit, and print. Draw your own
boundaries. Add titles and legends for high quality
presentations.

Perform analyses on your data to sum , average, or count
your database records by location. Color sales territories
by volume of orders, ZIP codes by numbers of leads,
countries by your demographic data.

From street-level to worldwide, Maplnfo
can merge your databases with maps. Play
visual "what if" with your data. See
patterns, trends, and opportunities you
never knew existed. If you need to map
your data, Maplnfo can do it for as little as
$750.
MapInfo now includes a map of the world and the U.S.
with all ZIP code locations. Runs on IBM PCs or com
patibles with 640K memory, a hard disk drive, and
graphics, and comes network-ready.

MapOmU@™Corp.
Changing The Way The World
Looks At Information™
200 Broadway, Troy NY 12180
To order, call 1-518-274-8673
or 1-800-FASTMAP Toll free.
Maplnlo is a ltademark of Maplnlo Corp. dBASE is a trademark of Ashton -Tate .
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terns, high-speed block transfers are ex
tremely important for ensuring adequate
performance (e.g., consider the amount
of data that must be transferred to refresh
a screen displaying a 1024- by 768-pixel
CAD model) .
The Vectra 486 designers claim that
the host bus will be able to support sus
tained block transfer rates of 25 mega
bytes per second, a performance figure
in the class of the graphics engine used in
Sun's SPARCStation. In addition, be
cause the host bus is 32 bits wide, high
performance color boards and three-di
mensional accelerators are sure to be
offered as options instead of the VGA
video controller.

TheEISABus
And then there' s the EISA bus. As men
tioned earlier, the Vectra 486 includes
eight EISA slots that use the double-row
EISA connector, allowing both AT-type
(ISA) and EISA-type adapter cards to be
plugged into the bus . Unfortunately ,
there were no EISA-type cards installed
in the system that I looked at. At this
point, with the EISA bus still in its infan
cy, there are no add-in cards available
that utilize the bus's performance fea
tures .
Suffice it to say, then, that the Vectra
486 does indeed have an EISA bus and
that 32-bit EISA cards will become avail
able for it within the next year. Accord
ing to HP's product manager, Steve Kei
len , HP will offer a high-performance
EISA hard disk drive controller board
within the next year. And several net
work vendors are working on Ethernet
and other network controllers for the
EISA bus .

Mass Storage
HP will offer the Vectra 486 with a wide
variety of mass storage options, includ
ing a line of hard disk drives ranging
from 108 to 670 megabytes. The 330
megabyte and 670-megabyte hard disk
drives are brand new and are manufac

tured by HP. The lower-capacity hard
disk drives are available with embedded
ESDI controllers that plug directly into
the Vectra 486 system board, saving a
bus slot. However, an ESDI controller
card (AT-type) is also available for run
ning the 330- and 670-megabyte hard
disk drives . The ESDI hard disk drive
controller features a data transfer rate of
20 megabits per second . The hard disk
drives offer an average access time of
about 16 milliseconds.
The Vectra 486.system board also in
cludes a built-in floppy disk drive and
tape drive controller, which can support
up to four tape drives or floppy disk
drives. The controller supports 5 'A-inch
and 3 'h-inch drive formats, including
the HP-150' s 7 lOK-byte format.

Performance
I had an opportunity to run BYTE's low
level benchmarks for 80286 machines on
a Vectra 486 equipped with 4 megabytes
of RAM , the 330-megabyte hard disk
drive, and a standard 16-bit VGA board.
The results are shown in table 1. It must
be emphasized that the machine I tested
was a preproduction model using a n
early version of the 80486 CPU and a
beta version ofHP's new hard disk drive .
According to Archuleta , the perfor
mance of the 80486 should improve sub
stantially in its final production version .
He also said that HP's hard disk drives
will run faster in the final version. And,
as I mentioned earlier , I was unable to
test the new high-speed VGA controller
that will ship with the production version
of the machine .
In any case, the Vectra 486 yielded re
sults comparable to those of other 80486
based systems BYTE has tested . The
CPU index is somewhat lower than the
results for the Apricot because the Vectra
does not include an external cache. But
the Vectra is faster than IBM's Power
Platform 486 .
The hard disk and video numbers were
continued

Table 1: According to early results on BYTE's low-level benchmark tests,
the new HP system's greatest strength appears to be its disk performance.
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Disk
System
HP Vectra 486 PC
Apricot VX FT Server
IBM Power Platform 486

CPU

FPU

1/0

Video

6.0
6.7
5.3

21 .6
21.8
21.4

3.4
2.3
1.8

4.5
5.2
4.3

Note: Indexes show relative performance. For all indexes, an 8-MHz IBM PC AT = 1. For a full description of all the
benchmarks, see " Introducing the New BYTE Benchmarks, " June 1988 BYT E.

Take Our Course In C
And The First Lesson You'll
Learn Is In Economics.
"I heartily
recommend ...
. . .an excellent
bargain."

NTSC
or
PAL
Formats

GARY RAY
PC WEEK

C's powe ~ and portability make it
Learn C in as little as two weeks
the language of cho ic e for
Speaking of speedy, with The
softwa re deve lopers.
Compl ete C Video Course you can
learn C in only two we eks .
Unfortunately, learn ing C can be a
Compare that with the up to four
very costly propos ition. Classroom
months it ca n take to
instru cti on is, in a
learn C in class .
wo rd, ex pensive. And
Mnclude <stdlo.h >
many C video co urses
Each lesson averages 17
#define NAMLEN 15
#define NUMMARK 4
ca rry heft y pri ce
minutes of clear, conci se
struct per.son
tag s.
instructi ons. Used in
{
conju nction with our
char name[NAMLEN);
The top C video
Int mark[NUMMARK);
workbook you 'll find they
};
provide everythi ng yo u
course at the lowest
possible price
need to know to become
proficient in programm ing in C.
But now, the re's The Complete C
Video Course from Zortech .
Save your company thousands
It's the ultimate C training tool for
If you th ink The Complete C Video
home or wo rk . And all it costs is
Course is a g reat way fo r you to
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And even a free C compiler.
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get everyth ing you need to
Free C compiler included
become prod uctive in it from
Yes , that's ri ght. The Complete C
co urse to com piler to tools for an
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econom ical $295 . Mail the
C com pil er (it runs on any
coupon or call our hotline to
MS-DOS machine) with lin ke r,
receive it ASAP.
library manager, full graphi cs
li brary and on-line help . It's th e
cho ice of professional
prog ram mers everywh ere
.....
fo r fast cod e, fast
development and
fas t debu gg ing.

Look at all these C video pluses
,. Only $295 complete.
,. Ten vi deos with 36 lessons .
,. Comprehen sive 365-page
work book.
,. Free C com piler with linker,
library manager, fu ll graphics library
and on -l ine help .
,. Compiler and hardwa re
independent.
,. Designed to help you learn C in
as little as two weeks .
....
,. Tax deductible .
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A "Plug In" 32 Bit RISC workstation with
1024 x 768 display spells VOOM for
PCAD™, OrCAD™, PADS-PCB™ and PROTEL™ software.
The VectorScan RJSC is the only 32 bit RJSC co-processor that includes 1024 x 768 (or 768 x
544) video display system. By combining the RJSC and video display on a single single PC card set,
access to both PCB layout strnctures and video display memory are free of limitations imposed by
bus bandwidth or 64 0K DOS limits. This combinatio n provides faster screen redraw, zoom and
searches through the megabyte data structures required in PCB layout software.
DOS video compatibility is insured since the VectorScan RISC uses your EX ISTING d isplay
adaptor for DOS compatible modes. On board video switches aJlows a single monito r to suppon
both RISC and DOS operation. For OEM and VAR applicati ons, Applied Dara Syste ms can provide
primitives and development tools, custom interfaces, options, and software.

. COMPANY INFORMATION
Hewlett-Packard
19091 Pruneridge Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 725-8900
Inquiry 1177.

among the fastest of any of the 80486 sys
tems that we've tested so far. And the
video test does not reflect the perfor
mance of the high-performance video
controller.
1 Megabyte, 4 Megabyte, 8 Megabyte Memory Options
Available. Call for current pri ci ng.

OutSide USA: 301-576-0335
Applied Data Systems, Inc.
FAX: 301-576-0338
409A East Preston St.
Toll Free: 800-541-2003
Baltimore, MD 21202-3922 USA
!'CAD is :1 Tradem ark or Person al CAD System s, Inc.
O rCAO is :1 Trad emark of O rCAD Systems Crnporati on.

PADs is :t Trade mark

or 0\0 Softw:ire,

Inc

!'HO TEL is a Tradenam c of l'rotel Tec hno lot,ry Inc.

Anthro®
Technology Furniture®

IC\®

ANT~O

3221 N_W_ Yeon St .
Portland, Oregon 97210
(503) 241-7113

Ant!Jro. AnthroCart and Technology Furniture are regis tered trademarks of Anthro .
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A High-End System
for High-End Applications
It ' s probably clear by now that the Vectra
486 is aimed at the high end of the PC
market and is actually capable of replac
ing much-higher-priced minicomputers
as a network server or multiuser host.
The 32-bit EISA bus opens up possibili
ties for high-performance networks and
hard disk drive controllers , which would
make the Vectra 486 ideal for multiuser
and network environments. The high
speed host bus and the new VGA control
ler make the machine an excellent choice
as a high-performance CAD and engi
neering workstation .
But in spite of its promise, the Vectra
486 is a little ahead of its time . As BYTE
goes to press, the 80486 is still being
tested for bugs and there are no third
party EISA cards available . By the time
you read this , I doubt that this situation
will have changed much .
In my estimation, it will be the middle
of 1990 before the 80486 and EISA are
fully operational with a good base of
third-party support. But HP is certainly
to be congratulated for taking such a bold
step with its release of the Vectra 486.
With HP's reputation for reliability and
strong customer support, the Vectra 486
is sure to be one of the strongest competi
tors in the Intel-based workstation and
high-end PC markets .
At the time of this writing, HP had not
finalized prices for the Vectra 486 . It
was willing to give an approximate price
range of about $10,000 for a system with
2 megabytes of RAM and one floppy disk
drive, about $15,000 for the same system
with a 330-megabyte hard disk drive and
the high-performance VGA control/er,
and about $18,000 for a system with a
670-megabyte hard disk drive and the
VGA controller. •
Nick Baran is the BYTE bureau chief in
San Francisco. He can be reached on BIX
as "nickbaran. "
Circle 84 on Reader Service Card 

Breakthrough $899 Offer-Now You Can Drive CD-ROM
U ntil December 31, 1989 Compact Disk Products (CDP) f\
is packaging the just released third generation Hitachi '-iQl'v.
•11}:1
CD-ROM drive with Microsoft's most popular CD-ROM
software:
Package A-For $899, includes Microsoft Bookshelf,
a coupon to purchase both Microsoft Stat
Pack and Microsoft Small Business
Consultant for only $50 each, a FREE copy
of CD-Play Demo and FREE Federal
Express delivery:"

• H itachi CD-ROM drives

tl

Micmsoft
@HITACHI

Package B-For $1189 also includes Microsoft
Programmer's Library
YOU SAVE OVER $670!
B uy CD-ROM now! CDP sells over
200 qualityCD-ROM titles for libraries,
schools, legal and medical professionals,
programmers, and many others. Over
25 new titles are being published each
month. With IBM , NEC, and HP
announcing new CD-ROM based PC's
or Mini's, a CD-ROM drive is becom
ing as necessary as a fl oppy drive.
"/ believe more than ever chat CD
ROM products will be amajor force in
the expansion of the information
indus try." Bill Gates.

~ 0<;>

retail ($995): Hitachi's second
.;."' <' ./::. -...Z ~
generation drives, the 1503 and
.;._, 0v,.. "?t-,,.. 'It;"
the 3500, captured over 60% of the
'1, ('> ~ ~
market with superior functionality and
vQ,(· 0~ ".>0 ~
reliability. The third genera ti on 3600
O 0 ~ _.;'¢>~
model (internal or sta nd-alone) rel eased in
0 ,o''T.Q ~~
September 1989 is Hitachi's powerhouse for the
~J: ">'
1990's. Superior speed comes from a look-a head cache
<',-.,, /.<'
and a linear pickup head motor. Powerful standard
·
features include 8 drive daisy chaining, slim vertica l or
horizontal mounting, and fu ll audio CD capabilities (accessible
with CD Pl ay Demo).

c1S

M icrosoft Bookshelf (retail $295): An indispensable
collection of writers' references fo r word processor users. This is the
most popu lar CD-ROM title published. You get instant access to: The
World Almanac, Chicago Manual of Style, Bartlett's Familiar
Quotations, Roget's II: Electronic Thesaurus, American Heritage
Dictionary, Business Information Sources,The U.S.
Zip Code Directory, Houghton Mifflin Spell
Checker and Usage Alert and more! All Microsoft CD
~~:.~r.1_mrn."l's librnrr . ROM's are RAM resident and include powerful cut and
paste features for popu lar word processing packages.

,,
'~:.::..-·-

M icrosoft Stat Pack (retail$125): Now you have easy
-access to the abundance ofstatistics published by the Fed
eralGovernment- censusdata, business statistics, agricul
tural su rveys and much more, plus Microsoft Excel and
Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet fi les for all tables. A must for
marketers and planners.
M icrosoft Small Business Consultant (retail $149):
The most popular publications ofthe Small Business Ad
ministration and Deloitte, Haskins and Sells on running
a small business. Answer tax, accounting, legal, personal,
AND financing questions in an instant. A gold mine for
businessmen, accountants, and consulta nts.
M icrosoft Programmers Library (retail $395):
All the critics are raving".. .a mruterpiece ofsimpli
cicy and f1mccion." PC World, May '89. A complete
library (over 20,000 pages) of the latest releases of
Microsoft's Technical Reference Manuals covering
OS/2, Windows MS-DOS, C,
MASM, etc. with 8 mega
bytes ofsource code.
Also includes FREE
CD ROM Net
working software
PC Profession
alsneed this
NOW!

CDP

is the largest specialized supplier
ofCD-ROM products in the U.S. Since 1987, CDP has supplied you with prompt
service and expert advice ... at the best prices. CDP is committed to CD-ROM
and it shows. Our Unconditional Guarantee is unmatched. Our FREE Federal
Express delivery is an industryfirst. Call now and tomorrow yo u wi ll be driving
these power CD-ROM products.

2) CDP wi ll extend the,_Hi tachi90 day warranty period tQ 180 days and, during the warranty
peri od, wi ll ship replaceme nt drives overn ight.
.

ORDER NOW! 800-MEGABYTe (634-2298)
(O rder line open M-S, 9AM - 9PM EST)

Fax Orders 212-737-8289 •Inquiries/ Free tech. Support 212-7 37-8400

Compact Disk Products, Inc.

DEALER INQU IRIES WELCOME

223 East 85th Street, New York , NewYork 10028
(212) 73 7-8400

FREE CD-ROM: Mail in your order and receive the CD-ROM Sou rce Disk
FREE. Includes demos of many popular CD-ROM products and retai ls for $89.
*Federal Express delivery free for phone/ fox orders with in conr incmal U.S. only.

·------------------------------------------
Please send che package I' ve checked below.

D Package "A''-Complete Hitachi CD-ROM drive ki t (interna lor stand-alone)
plus Bookshelf and CD-Play Demo (includes a coupon to pu rchase both Scac
Pack /Sma ll Business Consulcanc for $50 each) for only $899!
D Package "B''-Complcte Hitac hi CD-ROM drive kit (internal or stand-alone)
plus Bookshelf, CD- Play Demo and Programmer's Library (includes a coupon to
purchase both Srac Pack /Small Business Conrnlcanc fo r $50 eac h) for only $1199!
Please se nd the following dri ve configuration with my order:
D Stand-alone Hitachi CD-ROM drive; Select D PC/ XT/AT/386
or D Microcha nnel (add $!00)
D Internal Hitachi CD-ROM drive (PC/XT/AT/386 Only)

D Please send me a FREE CDP Encyclopedia of CD-ROM Products
DCorporatc I personal chetk
Charge my (circle one) American Express
MasterCard
Acct. I
Signature

Name
Company

Address
Cicy/ State/ Zip

ACCESS MICRO SYSTEMS•••
CUSTOM ASSEMBLED.
THE FLEXIBILITY.

THE POWER.

Your ACCESS system is cu s tom
co nfig u red to fit yo ur n f.'eds, yo ur
work s ty le, a nd yo ur budget. Your
h a nd-asse mbl ed system is pul throug h
an ex hausti ve tec hnica l ch ec kli s t a nd
bench-tested a g rueling 48-hours to
in s ure that yo ur system wi ll work th e
first tim e--eve ry tim e. To order ca ll
today:

ACCESS--proven, powerful
systems, with thousands in use
today. ACCESS is the centerpiece of
your computer-office management
system. ACCESS reduces your
workload--increases productivity.
Call CMO about the ACCESS
386 /20 Tower system, rated 32%
faster than the Compaq 386/16.

800-233-8950

800-233-8950

ACCESS 286 / 20

ACCESS 286 / 12
• 16-bit 80286 Main System Board Processor.
• Dual 6112 MHz sw itchable CPU speed.
• 512K RAM , expa nd> to 4MB on
moth erboa rd.
• Eigh t slots: (6- 16 bit, 2-8 bit).
• Supports 80287 Math Coprocessor.
• One parall el. se rial and game port.
• 102-key "AT" s ty le enhanced keyboard.
• 1.2MB Hi-density 5.25" floppy disk drive
• Five 1h height drive bays.
• Western Digital 2: 1 interleave con troll e r.
• 220 wa tt high capac it y power supp ly.
• Desktop case with Turbo and Power LED
Display, keyboard lock, h a rd wa re and
Turbo sw itch .
• Norto n SI Ra ting V4.0: 15.3.
• Industry standard Phoenix compatible BIOS.
• One and Zero Wait Sta te operations.
• Clock /Ca lendar with Battery Back-up.
• Mon itor not include d in above price.
Also available i11 small footpri11t a11d Tower case.
See chart for Video and Hard Drive Options.

• 16-bit 80286 Main System Board .
• Dual 10/20 MHz sw itch able CPU speed.
• 1MB RAM, expar.ds to 5MB on
mo th erboard.
• Eight slots: (6-'16 bit, 2-8 bit) .
• S upports 80287 Math Coprocessor.
• O n e parallel , serial and game port.
• 102-key "AT" style e nh anced keyboa rd .
• 1.2MB Hi-density 5.25" fl oppy disk drive.
• Five 1;, he ight drive bays.
• Western Digital 2:1 int erleave rnn tro ll er.
• 220 watt high capac it y power s uppl y.
• Desktop case with Tu rbo and Power LED
Disp lay, keyboard lock, hardware a nd
Turbo sw itch.
• Norto n S I Rating V4.0: 22.5.
• Industry standard Phoe nix compatible BIOS.
• O ne and Zero Wait State operat ion.
• Clock/Ca le ndar wi th Ba ttery Back-up.
• Monitor not incl ud ed in above price.
Also auaila/Jle i11 Tou>er case.
See chart for Video and Hard Drive Options.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR ACCESS 286,
Select a ny of th e Video and Hard Drive
optio ns and allow us to CUSTOM
CONFIGURE Your ACCESS 286 System.

(A dd to t I1e l1ase price a bove)
40MB-28ms

80MB-28rns

159MB-23ms

$599.00

$i'J900

$1399.00

EGA

$899.00

$109900

51699.00

VGA

.$99900

$1199.00

$1i'J9.00

Mono

ASSEMBLED • TESTED • CUA J< ANTEED
FREE ACCESS Software Ut ilities Provided.

• ·16- bit 80286 Ma in System Buard.
• Dua l ·10125 MH z sw itchabl e CPU s peed.
• 'IM B RAM , expands to SMB on
motherboard.
• Eig ht slots:(6-16 bit , 2-8 bit) .
• Supports 80287 Math Coprocesso r.
• One parall el, se rial and ga me port.
• 102-key "AT" style e nhanced keyboard.
• 1.2MB Hi-den sit y 5.25" floppy disk drive
• Five 'h height drive bays.
• Western Dig ital 2:1 int erle ave co ntroller.
• 220 watt high ca pacity power s uppl y.
• Desktop case with Tu rbo and Pcwe r LE
Display, keyboard lock , hardware and
Turbo switc h .
• Norto n S J Rating V4.0: 31.6.
• Industry sta nd ard Phoe n ix co mpa tible BI OS.

• One and Zero Wait State ope rations.
• Clock/Ca len d ar with Batte ry Back-up.
• Monitor not included in above price .
Also available i11 Tmuer case.
See chart for Video and Hard Drive Options.

Computer Mail Order. Since 1981-Low Prices, Large Selection, Fast Service.
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MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
3 YEAR WARRANTY.
THE CONFIDENCE.

THE PRICE.

We o ffe r wh a t th e co mpe titi o n
d oes n ' t--a 3 -yea r limite d w a r ra nt y o n
p a rts, fre e te c hnic al s upp o rt a nd
co mput e r co n s ult a nt to ll -free
" h o tlin es" -- w h e re y o u ' ll re ce iv e cl ea r
a n s we rs to a n y ACCESS q u e s tio n s.
Go a h e ad , g ive u s a try:

C lw< k uur fl' ,1turl's . C hl'<k uur
n nnpl'titiun . Yu u ' ll rl'Cl'i\"L' not uni\·
t lw ,1111 M ing pri c l' , but .1 full lll-d.1\'
rn n nl' ~ · - b ,1l· k g u .1r,111tt'l' -- nu
qu l'sli u n s ,1 s kl' d \\" hl'n \ 'llll ordl'r
,111 ACCESS Mic ro <.;,·,tl'm , C.111
li 1d,1\·:

800-233-8950

800-233-8950

I

I I

ACCESS 386 / 20
• 32-b it 80386 Ma in Syste m Boa rd .
• S w itch a b le 618 /20 M l lz C P U s p eed .
• I MB RA M . exp a n d s to IO MB o n
!11oth e rboa rd .
• Eig ht slo ts : ( 1-32 b it, 5- 16 bit , 1-8 bit).
• S u pports 80387 M a th C op rocesso r.
• O ne pa ra lle l, ser ia l a nd ga m e po rt .
• 102-key "AT" s ty le e n h a r ced key board .
• l. 2M B Hi -d e n s ity 5.25 " fl o p py d is k dr ive .
• Fivl' 112 h e ig ht dri vl' b,1ys.
• Wes te rn Dig it a l l . I inte r\(•a w rnntro ll e r.
• 220 wat t h ig h capac itv f'il\\'Cr s u pp ly.
• De s h.top ca se wi th Turbo .ind f\l\ve r LED
Displcly, ke~- b~ >.i rd Inc h. .1nd h ,irdw,irl'

ACCESS 386/16
• 32-bit 80386 M a in Sys te m Boa rd .
• S w itch ab le 6/8/"16 MH z C P U s p ee d .
• lM B RA M , expa nd s to lOM B o n
m oth e rboa rd .
• Eight slo ts: ("l -32bit , 5-16 b it , 1-8 bit ).
• S uppo rts 80387 Ma th C oprocesso r.
• O ne pa ra ll e l port , seri a l a nd ga m e port.
• 102- key "AT" s ty le e nh a n ced key board .
• 1. 2MB H i-de n s it y 5.25" fl o ppy di s k dr ive.
• Fi ve •;, h e ig ht d ri ve bays .
• Weste rn D ig it a l 1 :1 inte rle ave co nt ro ll e r.
• 220 wa tt hig h capacit y p ow e r s u pply.
• Deskto p c a se w ith Tur bo a n d Po wer LED
D is play, key bo a rd loc k, a nd h ardwa re
sw itch .
• No rt o n S I Ra ting V4.0 : 18.7.
• Industry standard Phoe ni x compatible BI O S.
• Zero Wa it S ta te o p e ra tio n .
• C lock/Ca le nda r w ith Ba tte ry Back-u p.
• Mo nito r n ot inc lude d in a bove p ri ce.
Also available i11 Tower case.
See chart for Video and Hard Drive Options.

~\\' it c h .

• N orto n S I Ratin t; V4.ll : 24.tl.
• lndu strv st;ind.ird l'h oc ni' c1 1111p.1tibl,, BIOS
• ZL'rn \\.•1it State opl~ r.1t i o n .
• C illc k/C a le n dar w ith \l ,1llL'r v 13.K k-up.
• Mo n itor n ot in clu d e d in .1buvl' p ricl' .
• :l2K S t,1t ic Cach e M e m o ry (o p tion a l).

,·\ bo auailablc in 1i1;:l'cr t"fl:' t'.
See chart fo r Vi deo a nd Hard Dri ve Opti ons.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR ACCESS 386.
S e lect a n y o f t h e V id eo a n d Ha rd Dr ive
o p ti o n s a nd a ll ow u s tu CUSTO M
CO F IG U R E Yo ur ACCESS 386 S ys te m .
(Add to th e b a s e price a b O\·e )

80MB-28ms 159MB·23ms

338~1B· 18ms

Mono

5799.00

51399.00

51899.00

EGA

51099.00

51699.00

52199.00

VGA

SJ 199.00

Sli99.00

52299.00

ASSH1BLED • TESTED • GUARANTEED
Free ACCESS Soft \\'a re Utilities P rovided .

ACCESS 386 / 33
• 32-bit 1'!0386 Main Sys te m Boa rd .
• Sw itc h .il ·I. b/8 /33 M H z C PU s p eed .
• lMB RAr>. t .· xpa nd s to 16M B o n
m o th erl>od rd .
• Eig ht slo ts :( 1-32 b it , 5- 16 bit , 1-8 bit ).
• S upports 80387 o r We it e k Ma th
Coproce ssor.
• On e para ll e l, se ri a l ,rn d ga m e p o rt.
• 102- key "AT" s ty le e n h a nced keyboa rd .
• 1 .2M B Hi -d e n s it y 5.25" tl o p pv d is k dri,·e .
• Five 1/i h e ig ht dri ve bays .
• Wes te rn D ig ita l 1: 1 inte rle ave co ntro ller.
• 220 wa tt hig h ca p ac it y po\\'e r s u pph·.
• Des kto p case wit h Tu rbo and Powe r LED
Dis play, keyboa rd!\ock and hard wa re s" ·itch .
• No rto n SJ Ra ting V4 .0: 4-0. l.
• Industry sta ndard Phoe nix compatible BIOS.
• Zero Wa it S ta te o p e ra tio n .
• C lock/Ca le n d a r w ith Ba ttery Back-up.
• M o nito r n o t include d in above price .
Also available in Tower Case.
See chart for Video and Hard Drive Options.

Computer Mail Order. Since 1981-Low Prices, Large Selection, Fast Service.
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ACCESS TURBO
XT/10
•
•
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'

8-bit 8088 Main System Board.
Dual 4.77110 MHz switchable CPU speed.
512KB RAM , expands to 640KB on motherboard
Eight 8-bit slots.
Supports 8087-10 Math Coprocessor.
One parallel port, serial port and game port.
102-key "AT" style enhanced keyboard.
360KB 5.25" floppy disk drive.
Four 'h height dr i v~ bays.
Dual floppy controller, supports 720K format.
150 watt high capacity power supply.
Desktop case with Turbo and Power LED
Display, keyboard lock, hardware and
Turbo switch.
' IBM XT compatible EROS BIOS.
' Clock/Calendar with Battery Back-up.

• Monitor not included .

Law profile case available.

$'1:39
"71

30 Day Money Back Guarantee
1 Year Limited Warranty.

See chart below for Video and
Hard Drive Options for
ACCESS Turbo XT/10
1 Flooov

(Add ·J<,

l'urch.1s<' l'rin·)

20MB-65m 40MB-28ms

$139.00

$409.00

$589.00

CCA

$339.00

$599.00

$779.00

EGA

$499.00

$769.00

$959.00

ACCESS 386 / 20 TOWER
'
'
•
•
'
'
'
•
'
•
'

32-bit 80386 Main System Board.
Dual 8120 MHz switchable CPU speed.
lMB 32-bit DRAM subsystem .
System memory expandable to 9MB.
Eight slots: Two 32-Bit, Five 16-Bit, One 8-Bit.
8MHz bus clock, wait state selectable.
Supports 80387 Math Coprocessor.
One parallel port and two seria l ports.
102-key "AT" style en hanced keyboard.
l .2MB Hi-density 5.25" floppy disk drive.
Five 'ii height drive bays.

• Western Digital 1 :1 interleave co ntroller.
• Vertical Tower case with Turbo and Power LED

'

The Workstation

'
'
'

Display, keyboard lock, hardware and
Turbo switch.
COMPAQ compatible, 32% faster than
COMPAQ 386.
Landmark V0.99: 26.5 - 27.3
Norton SI Rating V4.0: 22.5.
64K Bias, setup and diagnostic utility built-in.

• Zero Wait State Operation.

In addition to operating as a stand
alone computer system, the ACCESS
Turbo XT/10 is an ideal solution for
your multi-user applications. The
ACCESS Turbo can be configured as a
Workstation on the Novell, 3Com, Unix
and Xenix environments. Call TOLL
FREE 800·233·8950 and talk with our
trained and authorized sales and
support staff. Look at our Networking
section for a sample of products offered
in the Novell Networking Arena.

~---~~-

Power
System
Or File
Server

' 200 watt high capacity power supply.
Mono

- --

' Clock/Calendar with Battery Back-up.
• Monitor not included.

$2099
See chart for Video and Hard Drive Options For
ACCESS 386/20 Tower !Add To Purchase Price)
40MB-28ms 159MB-23ms 338MB-18ms
Mono

$599.00

$1399.00

$1899.00

EGA

$899.00

$1699.00

$2199.00

VGA

$999.00

$1799.00

$2299.00

NETWORKING
ACCESS 386/20 Tower File Server with 2MB,
10MHz, 512K Workstations, Monochrome
Displays, Arcnet Interfaces,
Loaded Novell Netware.

ASSEMBLED • TESTED • CERTIFIED
Ready to Turn ON 1
4-User 40MB Server ELS I. .. $6,899.00
6-User BOMB Server ELS II . . $9,699.00
8-User 159MB Server ELS ll .$12,499.00
For larger systems call us. We can
custom configure any size network.
Call Our Trained Networking
Staff To Help You Today.

Novell Software
ELS 4-User Level 1.
. ...... $499.00
ELS Level-II V2.15 ...... .... ..... $1,099.00
Advanced NETWARE 286 V2 .1 . .. $1 ,995.00
SFT NETWARE 286 V2.15 ..... . .. $3,095.00

Interface Cards
.$129.00
ARCNET (8-bit) PC/XT.
.$299.00
ARCNET (16-bit) 286/386.
.$299.00
ARCNET MCA PS/2.
. .... $299.00
Active Hub.
. ... $239.00
ETHERNET (8-bit) PC/XT.
... $289.00
ETHERNET (16-bit) 286/386 ..
. .$359.00
ETHERNET MCA PS/2 .... .
.. ... Call
Standard Micro Systems.

Computer Mail Order. Since 1981-Lou.J Prices, Large Selection, Fast Service.
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•• Priee and Power!
Great
Packages
Ready
To GO!
THE COLLEGIAN
ACCESS Turbo XT/10 Com puter.

512K Ram in stalled on the Motherboard .
Dual 360K 5.25" floppy disk drive.
102-key "AT" style enhanced keyboard .
One pa rall el, seria l, and game port.

THE COMPANY

THE ACCOUNTANT
ACCESS 286/12MHz Computer.

512K RAM installed on th e Motherboard.
40MB Hard Disk Drive w/con troller.
1.2MB 5.25" fl oppy d isk drive.
102-key "AT" sty le en hanced keyboard.

Epson LX-810 Printer.
9-Pin, impact dot-matrix.

Espon FX-1050 Printer.
264cps 136 column dot mat rix.

Collegian Monitor.
Monoch rome TTI disp lay a nd adapter.
12" d iagonal screen d isplay.

Accountant Monitor.
Monochrome TTL display and ada pt er.
12" diagonal screen display.

Coll egian Softwa re.
PFs: First Cho ice.

Accountant Software.
Lotus 1-2-3

$979

THE SECRETARY

$2199

THE PUBLISHER

ACCESS Turbo XT/10 8088 Computer.

ACCESS 386/16MHz Computer.

512K RAM installed o n the Motherboard .
20MB Hard Disk Drive w/controller.
360K 5.25" floppy d isk drive.
102-key "AT" style en hanced keyboard .

l MB RAM installed on the Motherboard .
40MB Hard Disk Drive w/controll er.
1.2MB 5.25" floppy disk drive.
102-key "AT" sty le enhan ced keyboa rd .

Brother HR-20
Da isyw heel 20cps print speed .

Hewlett-Packard LaserJet II
8 Page per minute.

Secretary Monitor
Monochrome TTL d isplay and ada pter.
12" diago nal screen d isplay.

Publisher Monitor.
Monochrome VGA FlatSquare Display.
14" diagonal screen display.

Secretary Software.
PFS: Write

Pu blisher Software
PFS : First Publisher

$1299

$4199

-

CMO is proud to be one of th e
few compani es approved to
represe nt th e ACCESS Micro
Sys tem produ ct lin e. Th ousand s
of ACCESS Micro Systems ha ve
bee n sold and th ey have a
prove n record of perfo rmance in
homes and offi ces just li ke
yours.
Our ACCESS systems utilize
state-of-th e-a rt components and
are custom-a ssembl ed to fit your
needs, your wor.kstyle, and your
budget. Plus all 286's and 386' s
come with a 3 year limited
wa rranty.
Each and every ACCESS
system goes th rough an
extensive quality co ntrol
checkli st and is burned-in a
minimum of 48 hours, assuring
you trouble free perform ance.
Whenever you have questions
or need technical support , our
toll free lines put you in touch
with CMO's knowledgeable
computer consultants.

Call
CMO Today

800-233-8950

I
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Your Low Price Leader
NETWORKING

l

1!11 1t1 !1 ! 5ili•W;iM~ml]

CMO HAS THE BEST
SOLUTIONS TO YOUR MULTI-

fM :'
rr yo u a re loo ki ng for a
Comp lete So lution , o ur trained
s taff of Networking Specialis ts
ca n assist yo u in designing yo ur
mulii -use r sys tem . \Ve co nfi gure ,
test and provide o n-going
support for a fu ll lin e o f
Ne two rking softw are, hard ware
and co nn ec tivit y products s uch
as :

Novell Netware
ELS Leve l- I 4-Use r
$499
ELS Leve l-II V2. 15
1099
Adva nced NETWARE 286 V2. l 5 1999
SFT NETWA RE 286 V2. 15 3099
Orchid
PCNe t Adapter Ca rd
339
Standa rd Mi cro Syste ms
B-B it Arcne t PC Boards
179
399
16-B it Arcnet Board
Tiara
129
8-Bit Arcnet Boa rd s
16-Bi t Arc net Boards
299
299
8-Pon Act ive Hub
MCA Eth ern et Boards
389
Thomas Conrad
179
B-Bi t Arcne t Boa rds
329
16-Bit Arcnet Boa rds
795
16-Po n Ac ti ve Hub
Tops
11 9
Tops for Dos 2. 1
149
Tops for Mac
339
lnBox Starter Kit
Western Digital
249
Eth erCa rd Plus
*Novel l trained and au th ori zed
sa les and suppo rt .
Ou r ACCESS fami ly o f 808B,
B02B6, and 803B6 based
co mputers ca n be co nfigured
around yo ur needs for
workstati o ns and fil e serve rs.
Ask us how to design th e
ACCESS 3B6/ 20 Tower arou nd
your networking and / or mu lt i-

t~

:'

AST
Six Pak Plus Board
$129
VGA Plus Adapter
3B9
Rampage/ 2B6 512K
399
Boca Research
Boca Topi-l at l 28K RAM
11 9
Boca Ram / XT 0- I MB Board
11 9
149
BocaRa m/ XT 0-4 MB Board
Boca MCA Se rial/ Para ll el
145
Boca Dua l Graphi cs Adptr
69
Boca Mult iEGA
149
DCA
469
Irma Co nvertibl e 3
729
Irma 2 327B Emu lati on
Emerald
3XTwin Loca l 525 1 Emu lati on Call
Evcrex
Ram 3000 Deluxe 0-3MB Bd 89
Micro Enhan cer EGA
l 49
View Point VGA 2561<
279
5th Generation

Hot Special

Archive
Arc hi ve/ XL 40MB Internal $339
Arc hive VP60 Ex ternal
979
Micropolis
I 59MB 23Msec ESD I
1299
338MB l BMsec ESD I
1B99
Miniscribe
8425 20MB 3V2" 40Msec
249
365040MB5\!.\ "6 1Msec
329
60B5 70MB 5\1.\'' 2BMsec
599
Mountain Computer
369
TD-4000 40MB Int. Tape
449
TD-8000 BOMB Int. Tape
1499
TD-7000 150MB Tape
Plus Development
519
20MB HardCa rd
579
Plus 40MB PassPon
Seagate
249
ST-225 20MB w/co nt
2B9
ST-238 30MB w/ co nt
349
ST-25 1- 1 40MB 2Bms
ST- l 77N 60M I~ 24Msec
589
ST- 1096N BOMB 24Msec
699
Sysgen
Bridge-Fi le 51/i'' Ex ternal
249
Bridge-Tape 40MB Ex tern al 449
469
Reli ant Model-215 60MB
499
Reliant Mode l-5 19 72MB
Toshiba
I .4 4MB 3\/2" Floppy Dri ve
99
WELTEC LapTop Subsystems
1
360K 5 !." Ex terna l Floppy
199
l.2MB 5\1.\" Ex tern al Floppy 219

Amdek
Video 210Plus TTL Amber
$99
Video 410 TTL Mo noch rome 145
Color 732 PS/ 2 VGA
399
3 79
Co lo r 632 14" VGA
489
Sman Sca n 735 Mu lti Sca n
12BO 15" Hi-Res W hit e
699
Cornerstone
Single Page Monoch ro me
699
Dua l Page PC 16 Shade
2399
Magnavox
7BM623 12'· TTL Amber
89
7BM749 14" f latsq uare VGA 149
CM8762 14" Com p/ RGB
249
8CM5 15 14" RGB Analog
279
9CM053 l 4" Hi Res EGA
339
9CM032 14" VGA Co lo r
339
9CMOBO 14" MAC II Color 489
Mitsubis h i
XC -14 l OC 14" EGA Dis play 349
XC- I 429C 14" PS/ 2 VGA
439
DiamondScan 13" Display
499
NEC
MuJti sync 2A
499
699
Mu ltisy nc 3D VGA
Multi sync 4D 16" VGA
1299
2399
Mu lti sy nc SD 20" VGA

Super Special
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,u,,,

ORCHID
Des ign er 800 VGA
Ad ap ter

$169

Logica l Co nnec ti o n 5 121<
499
Headland
Vega VGA Adapter
249
FastW rite BOOx600
319
V-RAM VGA Adapter
3B9
Hercules
Graphics Ca rd Plus
169
VGA Card
199
Intel
AboveBoard Plus w/ 5 I 2K
429
AboveBoard Plus 1/ 0 w/ 5 I 2K499
In board 3B6/ PC 80386 CPU 579
Visua l Edge
449
808 7 PC/ XT Coprocessor
B9
80287-8 8M Hz Coprocesso r 209
369
803B7-1 6 16MHz Cop.
Orchid Technology
Tin yTurbo 286
229
Tin yTurbo Xtra l 2MHz
279
279
ProDes igner VGA 256K
369
ProDesigner VGA 5 I 2K
Renaissance
l~VGA I 640x480 256K Pa l
179
RVGA ll 800x600 256K Pa l 239
Sysgen
Omn i Board Co nt ro ll er
79

~B,<TEC

AST
Bravo 2B6 Mod el 5
8B8
Premium 2B6 Model l 40X 1999
Premium 3B6/ 25 Mode l 5 Call
Co mpaq
DeskPro 2B6 Mode l I
1699
DeskPro 3B6 / 20c Md l.-11 0 5999
SLT-2B6 Laptop 40MB
4499
IBM
PS/ 2 Mode l-30/ 2B6 w/ 20MB 1999
PS/ 2 Model-SOZ 30 MB
2499
PS/ 2 Mode l-60 70MB
3899
NEC
ProSpeed La ptop 2B6/3B6 Ca ll
UltraLite Laptop
Ca ll
Panasonic
Busin ess Pa rtn er 1650
599
Busi ness Partner l 750
Call
Toshiba
Tl 000 BOCB6 Laptop
639
T I 200 Dua l f loppy Backli t 1549
Tl200 20MJ3 Backlit
2199
T 1600 20M B 286
3499
T3200 40MB I 2M Hz
3599
T5200 40MB 20MHz 3B6 4999
Zenith
Min iSport I MB Laptop
NEW
SuperSpo n & Supe rSpon 286 Call
Z-248/ I 2MI-lz Mode l-I
1599
Z-386/ I 6M Hz Mode l- 40
4999

I ti I I t I ti 11111II11111111 I I I I

WELTEC
Portable 20MB Fixed
Dis k

$799

Packard Bell
PB-1272 12" TTL Mono
89
PB- 1422EG 14" HiRes EGA 359
PB - 14 72 14" TT L Mono
99
299
PB-B54 l 14" VGA Display
Polaroid
Pa lette Plus
2199
Proxima
999
EGA Data Di splay
VGA Da ta Di s play
1599
Taxan
KX- 123 12" Amber TTL.
99
Wyse
Wyse-30 14" ASC II Display 329
Wyse-50 14" ASC II Display 399
Wyse-60 14" 7-page me mory 349
W yse-85 ANS I Data Display 429
Zenith
ZF M- 1490 14" VGA Analog 629
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Super Savings Special

Anchor
1200 Baud Ex tern al
$ 99
2400 Baud Ex tern al
159
2400 Ba ud Ext. w/ MNP 5
269
Everex
Eve rcom 24+ 2400 Baud Int 149
Everco m 24E + 2400 Baud Ex t 269
Hayes
Perso nal Modem 1200
129
SmanM ode m 1200 Baud
275
Sma nM od em 2400 Ba ud
4 19
Intel
2400B Class ic Interna l
169
PS/ 2 2400B Int ernal
249
2400EX External
199
Murata
M1200 Facs imile
599
Panasonic
UF-1 40 Pa nafax
799
Practical Peripherals
84
1200 Baud Stand Alo ne
2400 Baud Inte rn al
135
2400 Baud Sta nd Alone
I 79

Buyers Special

C HIN ON
DS-3000 flatbed
Scanner

$549

Sharp
F0-220 Facsimil e Machin e
699
The Complete PC
Co mpl ete Fax 4800 Board
259
Co mpl ete Answe ring Mac hi ne269

. . N•l•l@lff

Im]

Houston Instruments
90 12 l-liPad + 12"x l 2"
PC695 4- Pen A&B Pl otter
IMS!
IMS! Mo use
logi tech
New Logitcc h Mouse M9
ScanM an 400DPI HiRes
Microsoft
Serial or Bus Mo use
MSC
PC Mouse Seria l
Seiko
DT-3503 Digiti ze r
Summa Graphics
Summ a Sketch + I 2"x 12"
The Complete PC
Co mplete PC Page Sca nn er

399
599
75

369
399
499
329
1999
179
339
Call
329
Ca ll
529
Ca ll
Ca ll
329
279
339
P2 200 Pin writ cr 24-W irc
P5200 Pin writ er 265cps
P5 300 Pin writer 136 Co l.
LC-890 Pos tSc ri pt Lase r
Okidata
ML-172 180c ps, 80 Co l.
ML-1 82 Turbo 220cps
ML-320 300c ps, 80 Col.
ML-390 270c ps, 24-Wirc
ML- 393 450cps 24-W ire
Panaso nic
KX-P 11 80 I 92cps, 80 Co l.
KX-PIJ91 280cps, 80 Co l.
KX-Pl 524 24 -Wi re, 132 Co l
KX-P4450 Lase r
Seikosha
SP l 600A l 160cps , 9-Pin
SK-3000A l 300cps, 136 Co l.
Star Micronics
NX- 1000 II 140c ps, 9-pin
NX-2400 24- \·Vire I 70cps
Tos hiba
ExpressWrit er 301
Ex pressWritcr 31 1

359
519
669
329 5
199
239
359
499
1049
185
239
559
1399

Hot Special

179
369
169
349
349
-+ 39

mi
Aldus Page Mak er
$469
Ashto n-Tate dBasc JV
459
Ashton-Tate Mu lti Mate II
289
BLOC Form Too ls
55
Borla nd Pa radox
449
Bo rland Qua tt ro
159
Borland Turbo Pasca l V5.5
99
Broderbund Print Shop
38
Central Pt. PC Too ls De luxe 50
Central Pt. PC- 11 O pt. Board 119
DAC-EASY Accou nting
60
DataStorm Pro Co mm Plus
49
Delrin a Per: Form
159
5th Gen era tion Fas tBack +
98
FoxBase + Deve lo pm ent
199
Funk Sid eways
40
Harvard Graphics V2 . l
289
IMSI TurboCA D
59
Intuit Qu icken
33
lotus 1-2-3
299
MECA Managing Yo ur Mo ney 11 9

"

i•1ijiW!!iJ

mJ

Microcom Ca rbonCopy + $109
MicroPro WordStar 5.5
239
Microrim R:BASE Fo r DOS 439
Microsoft Wi nd ows 286
70
Microsoft Q ui c k Basic \/4 .5
69
Nantucket Cli pper
419
Noto Press For The Reco rd
38
PaperBack VP- Planner +
11 9
Peachtree Acco unting
169
Peter Norton Adv. Utiliti es
80
Peter Norton Co mmand er
89
Quarterdeck DESQV iew 2. 02 80
SPC: I s t Choice 3.0
90
SPC: Pro fess io nal Write
149
SPC: l st Publis her 2.0
80
Symantec Q & A
249
Traveling Lap-Link +
85
lifetree Vo lkswriter
l 19
WordPerfect 5. 0
2 19
WordPerfect O ffi ce
249
Xerox Ve ntura Publishing
485

Over 500,000 Satisfied Customers
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800·233-8950
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In Canada call: 800-233-8949
All Other Areas call: 717-327-9575 Fax call: 717-327-1217
Educatio nal , Governmental and Corporate Organizations
Call toll-free: 1-800-221-4283
CMO, IOI Reighard Ave., Dept. Al , Williamsport, PA 17701

79
189
I 19

MMC

69
379

PANASONI C
KX-Pl 124 H -Wirc

389

$309

5 79

Seiko
CM1430 14"
VGA Display

POLICY: Acid } %(minimum 57.00)shippinga nd hand li ng.
Large r sh ipments may rl·quirc ad diti ona l charges. Perso na l
.ind company checks require 3 weeks to clear. Cred it cards ~~~ ~i?1 ~NoG~~~ ~ E: 1 ~
arc not charged unril we ship.
·:- ;:i.... , ........ .., . .. .,,~-..{A. .,,._ •• ~
Pcnnsylvani.-i and ~tary land reside n ts add appropria te sales tax. All prices arc U.S.A.
prices a nd arc subj ec t ID change . Al l it ems are subjecl to avai labi li ty. \Ve cann o t
guaral1lCl' co mpatlbili1 y. \ Ve are nm res pons ible for typograp hic or photographic
errors.
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Michael E. Nadeau and Frank Hayes

Wanna Buy an
80486 Cheap?
Cheetah and ALR alter
the price/performance ratio
in the buyer's favor
hen the power goes up , you expect the price to follow. It
happened with the first 80286-based machines and the
first 80386-based machines. But the crop of personal
computers based on Intel's new 80486 CPU might buck this trend,
if companies like Cheetah International and Advanced Logic Re
search (ALR) have their way.
Cheetah's new 25-MHz 80486 tower system comes standard with
4 megabytes of memory, a 60-megabyte hard disk drive, a VGA con
troller and monochrome VGA monitor, and a 1.2-megabyte 5 1A
inch floppy disk drive. For this you pay $4995.
ALR's PowerFlex Model 40 begins life as a $1495 12-MHz
80286 system with a 40-megabyte hard disk drive and 1 megabyte of
memory standard. With the addition of a $2995 plug-in module, it
becomes a $4490 80486-based system, albeit one with a 16-bit data
bus.
If these prices don ' t impress you, check out what similarly con
figured 25- and 33-MHz 80386 systems cost. You'll find that you
could pay several hundred to several thousand dollars more. With
the prospect of inexpensive 80486 systems, you could see signifi
cant price restructuring in some vendors' product lines-good news
indeed for consumers .

W

COl\IPANY INFORMATION
Advanced Logic Research , Inc .
9401 Jeronimo
Irvine , CA 92718
(7 14) 581-6770
Inquiry 1164.
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Cheetah International , Inc.
1003 West Cotton St.
Longview, TX 75604
(214) 757-3001
Inquiry 1165.

Cheetah Gold 33:
An Economical Powerhouse
Michael E. Nadeau

Photo 1: The Cheetah Gold 33. The image on the screen is an AutoCAD rendition
ofthe Cheetah GPX-486 CPU board.

My first impression of the Cheetah Gold
33 was that it is a well-engineered system
that uses top-shelf components. Its de
signers also added thoughtful extras,
such as a detachable wide plastic base
and a speed-adjustable cooling fan . In
short, it looked like a good $8000 to
$IO,OOO system. Cheetah, however ,
seems perfectly happy to sell its new 25
MHz 80486 tower computer for $4995.
This is not a "stripper" system. The
price includes 4 megabytes of I-mega
byte- by I -bit-SIMM (single in-line
memory module) RAM , a 1.2-megabyte
5 1/.\-inch TEAC floppy disk drive , a 60
megabyte Mitsubishi hard disk drive and
Adaptec controller, a Trutec VGA con
troller, one serial and one parallel port ,
and a Samsung monochrome VGA moni
tor. You wonder how Cheetah can sell
the system for so little and make a profit.
Several factors are working in Chee
tah's favor. Hardware prices , most nota
bly memory prices, have been going
down recently, and Cheetah is keeping
its profit margin small. The 80486 itself,
with its built-in cache and math copro
cessor, is actually cheaper than a 33
MHz 80386 with those options added .
(See the text box "ALR' s Other 80486s :
the PowerCache 4 Duo " on page I 12 for
more information about the 80486 versus
the 80386.)

Cheap, But No Slouch
The prototype system we saw had a 106
megabyte Imprimis hard disk drive , an
optional DPT SmartCache controller
with 4.5 megabytes of RAM, a second
1.44-megabyte 3 Yz -inch floppy disk
drive, another serial port, a beta version
of Video Seven's 1024i VGA adapter,
and a Seiko CM-I4 VGA monitor (see
photo I). Cheetah prices this configura
tion at a modest $8495. The DPT con
troller dramatically improves disk 1/0
speed and, consequently, its overall ap
plication performance. The BYTE disk
1/0 index was 9.49 , the fastest we 've
seen, but you pay a hefty premium for
that speed.
Since the 80486 CPU in the Cheetah
was itself a prototype , the BYTE CPU
index of 6.52 should be considered tenta
tive (see table 1). That rating is not the
continued
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fastest-ALR's PowerCache 4 tower sys
tem holds that honor-but it is respect
able. The BYTE FPU index of 21.49 is
consistent with those of other 80486 sys
tems we've tested , and the BYTE video
index of 5.57 is very good.
We did not run the BYTE application
benchmarks on the Cheetah, but judging
from the low-level indexes, we estimate
that it would easily beat the current
champ, the SIA 386/33, which also used
the DPT controller with 4.5 megabytes of
RAM . The SIA 's cumulative application
index is 32 .64.
Cheetah takes advantage of the
80486's burst mode. The burst mode
keeps the SK-byte on-board cache filled,
making memory accesses faster. Chee
tah chose the burst-mode route over an
external cache; ALR and Apricot have
used external caches in their 80486 pro
totypes and seem to achieve better CPU
speed as a result. With 8 megabytes of
system RAM, the burst mode allows for
zero-wait-state operation. (For more in
formation on the 80486's burst mode ,
see " The 80486: A Hardware Perspec
tive, " IBM Special Edition, Fall 1989.)

Photo 2: The inside ofthe Cheetah Gold 33 reveals a sturdy steel frame, a hefty
power supply, and ample room for expansion. Note the detachable base.

Photo 3: The GPX-486 CPU board, burst-memory-array memory board, and main
system board. The system design supports up to 33-MHz 80386 or 80486 operation.

Lots of Chips
The Cheetah's entire cover lifts off in
cowl-like fashion, revealing all the sys
tem components and the tower's rugged
frame (see photo 2). The main system
board takes up the bottom half of the
unit. The 80486 CPU card , which also
holds all the 70-nanosecond SIMM
memory-up to 16 megabytes-installs
in its own 32-bit slot at the bottom of the
system board (see photo 3). Eight more
16-bit slots are available for expansion,
although one is for internal use only.
A 250-watt power supply and fan (the
only fan in the system) reside in the
upper rear corner, behind the six mass
storage device bays .
The system board has a high chip
count. Cheetah prefers the flexibility of
designing its own discrete logic over
using ready-made third-party chip sets;
this allows for more experimentation
while designing the system and for mak
ing mid-production changes if necessary .
Cheetah also claims that using a third
party chip set would be more expensive.
Cheetah uses the Award BIOS , modi
fied for the 80486 CPU . Ttie BIOS is
cached in memory to boost performance.
A power-on self test utility in the BIOS
feeds a two-character LED readout on
the system board; if the system fails , the
code on this LED indicates where the
problem lies.
The CPU board is actually two boards
continued
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QuickCapture gives you a
choice of host platforms.
Now you can keep your options open
when it comes to choosing a computer
platform for image processing.
Because QuickCapture'" on the PCAT®
and PS/2'" is strictly software, file, and
function compatible.
Just think, applications developed on
one machine can be used instantly without
modification on the other.
So, add QuickCapture to your choice of
platform and you've just added the industry's

most versatile frame grabber for all your
scientific and commercial applications.
QuickCapture for the PC AT or PS/2.
The likeness is uncanny.
640x480 resolution
Input/Output LUTs
Input type
File formats
Compatible bus

DT2953

DT2855

yes
yes
RS-170, NTSC
TIFF, PCX
MCA

yes
yes
RS 170, NTSC
TIFF, PCX
PCAT

FREE1989

Image Processing
Handbook

Call (508) 481-3700
In Canada, call (800) 268-0427

DA7ll TRANSLATION®
World Headquarters: Data Translation, Inc., JOO Locke Drive. Marlboro, MA 01752-1192 USA. (508) 481-3700 Ti x951646
United Kingdom Headquarters: Data Translation ltd., The Mulberry Business Park, Wokingham, Berkshire RG!l 2QJ U.K. (07341793838 Tix 94011914
West Germany Headquarters: Data Translation GmbH, Stuttgarter Strasse 66, 7120 Bietigheim·Bissingen, West Germany 07142-5 4025
International Sates Offices: Australia (2) 662-4255; Belgium (2) 466-8199 ; Canada (416) 625-1907; China (l) 868-721 x4017; Denmark (42 ) 274511; Finland (0) 372144; France (l) 69077802; Greece (l) 361-4300; Hong
Kong (5) 448963; India (22) 23-!040; Israel (52) 545685; Italy (2) 82470.1; Japan (3) 502 -5550, (3) 348-8301, (3) 555-JJll; Korea (2) 756-9954; Netherland s (70) 99 -6360; New Zealand (64) 9-545313; Norway (2) 5312 50;
Portugal(\) 545313 ;Singapore (65) 7797621; South Africa (12) 8037680/ 93; Spain (l) 455-8112 ; Sweden (8) 761-7820; Switzerland (l) 723 -14!0; Taiwan (2) 702-0405.
Data Translation is a registered trademark of Data Translation, Inc. All other tradema rks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective holders.
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sandwiched together: The GPX-486
CPU board is on one side, and the BMA
(for burst-memory array) memory board
is on the other. Cheetah engineered the
two-board unit to minimize distance be
tween components , providing a small
performance gain . This design will be
come more significant as the clock speed
on the 80486 increases .
An important feature of the Cheetah
design is its flexibility . Installing a faster
CPU or slower memory requires chang
ing a DIP switch-adding a wait state.
This allows all the various components to
synchronize to the faster clock speed .
Although the Cheetah has eight slots ,
you have only five free once you've in
stalled the serial/parallel I/O board, the
VGA controller, and the hard disk drive
controller. But for most applications ,
five slots will be adequate.
The case itself is a clean, attractive de
sign , but with one potential flaw. The
on/off switch is located on an extended
portion on the front and is vulnerable to
errant legs, feet, or other moving ob
jects. Cheetah said that the switch design
is not final and might be changed in the
production version.

PowerFlex:
A Versatile, Upgradable
AT Clone
Frank Hayes

Power to the Proletariat?
The high end of the Intel-based personal
computers have served mainly the most
power-hungry users: engineers and ar
chitects using CAD, financial analysts ,
software developers , and so on. But
Cheetah has priced its state-of-the-art
screamer within reach of small-business
users.
Small-business folk generally don ' t
need 80486 power; given the software
that they tend to use and their applica
tions, small businesses won 't see enough
productivity gain to justify buying the
top of the line. But once the Cheetah and
other low-priced 80486 systems become
available, developers might see an oppor
tunity for more powerful software on the
low end of the application scale. In short ,
consumer acceptance of a low-cost high
end system would raise the lowest com
mon denominator for basic computer ap
plications software.
Oddly enough , the low price might be
Cheetah's biggest problem . The concept
of "perceived value" comes into play;
potential customers might think that it
isn 't as good as Brand X's personal com
puter because it costs less. Judging from
what we've seen, that would be an unfor
tunate assumption.
Michael E. Nadeau is BYTE 's associate
managing editor for reviews. He can be
reached on BIX as "miken. "
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Photo 4: The ALR PowerFlex Model 40. This low-cost system features a clean
design and an easy upgrade path.
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The PowerF!ex Model 40 is an IBM AT
compatible that uses a 12.5-MHz 80286
CPU- hardly big news in a world glutted
with AT clones. What's news is that you
can upgrade this inexpensive system to
either a 16-MHz 80386SX or a 25-MHz
80486. With prices starting at $1495 and
running up to about $4500 for an 80486
system, the PowerFlex is the most versa
tile system on the market.
The entry-level version of the Power
Flex is a standard small-footprint AT
clone (see photo 4). It comes with 1
megabyte of RAM standard, upgradable
to 5 megabytes on the motherboard and a
maximum of 16 megabytes using mem
ory boards. The Model 40 also has a
socket on the motherboard for an 8-MHz
80287 math coprocessor, and it has built
in parallel and serial ports and floppy
and hard disk drive controllers.
The system comes with a high-density
3 \/2 -inch floppy disk drive and a 40
megabyte, 40-millisecond hard disk
drive . The built-in controllers can handle
a second drive of each kind-there is
space for a total of four. ALR offers op
tional floppy disk drives (5 \4 - or 31/i
inch) and a 150-megabyte tape backup
system .
There are six expansion slots-one 8
bit and five 16-bit. You'll have to fill one
with a video card, leaving five free for
additional expansion.
But the PowerFlex also has a slot for
plug-in processor cards . For $395 you
can get a 16-MHz 80386SX card, which
includes a socket for an optional 16-MHz
80387SX math coprocessor (which costs
another $300 to $350). Once the 80486 is
available in quantity (probably by the end
of this year), ALR will also offer a 25
MHz 80486 plug-in card for $2995 (see
photo 5) . That's twice the price of the
. computer itself, but the total cost of about
$4500 will still make it one of the least
expensive 80486s on the market. If you
decide to upgrade to the 80486 card from
an 80386SX card, ALR will buy back the
80386SX card for the full purchase
price.

Table I: ALR 's two PowerCache 4 models take the number 1 and number 2
spots for the fastest CPU index. The indexes for the 80286 and 80386SX
versions ofthe ALR PowerFlex are also included. The Cheetah Gold 33 's
excellent disk index is courtesy ofa DPT Smart Cache controller with 4. 5
megabytes ofRAM. We've listed the Apricot, IBM, and Everex systems for
comparison.
BENCHMARK RES ULTS
Computer

CPU

FPU

Disk

Video

Cheetah Gold 33
Powe rFlex 486

6.52
4.18
7.34
7.37
1.59
1.89
6.72

21.49
21.85
21.62
21.80
1.85

9.49
4.54
2.40
2.63
3.26
4.05

5.57
3.80
5.16
5.16
135
1.61

2.66
1.75

5.40
4.34
4.26

PowerCache 4 (desktop)
PowerCache 4 (tower)
PowerFlex 286
PowerFlex 386SX
Apricot VX FT
IBM Model 70-A21 /486
Everex 386/33

5.29
6.84

4.09
21.95
21.39
15.48

2.45

For a full description of all the benchmarks. see " Introducing the New BYTE Benchmarks," June 1988 BYTE .

the 80486's power. Compared to the
other 80486 computers and upgrade
boards we've seen, the PowerFlex with
an 80486 runs the BYTE CPU bench
marks slower than any other 80486, and
barely half as fast as its larger cousin, the
PowerCache 4.
There are two reasons for this . First ,
every memory access through the Power
Flex ' s 16-bit bus takes twice as long as
through a 32-bit bus. Second, the Power
Flex has no external cache; it depends
entirely on the 80486 ' s SK-byte internal
cache. Aithough the on-board cache
helps performance , we ' ve found that
80486 machines with a large external

cache simply run faster than those with
out , especially when working on real
world applications in which all data
won't fit in the SK-byte on-board cache.
But although it's the slowest 80486, its
CPU index is still higher than those of
most 25-MHz 80386 machines . FPU
performance , which isn 't significantly
affected by cache size, is more than
twice as fast as a 25-MHz 80387- and 40
percent faster than the 33-MHz version.

Plug and Play
The PowerFlex CPU upgrades are, for
the most part, remarkably simple to incontinued

The No-Cache Catch
There is a catch , though: Being an AT
clone, the PowerFlex has a standard AT
style 16-bit bus. That doesn 't hurt the
machine's performance with the SX up
grade, of course; the SX was always in
tended as a 16-bit version of the 80386.
The BYTE benchmarks (see table 1)
show that with the 80386SX upgrade, the
PowerFlex is a reasonable, though not
spectacular, performer.
However, the benchmarks also show
how the narrow bus bottles up much of

Photo 5: The PowerFlex 80486 CPU upgrade module, installed on the motherboard.
The hardest part ofinstalling this card is removing the 80287 math coprocessor, if
necessary.
NOVEMBER 1989 • BYTE
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ALR' s Other 80486s:
the PowerCache 4 Duo

he 80486 screamers are beginning
to pile up . First, IBM showed its
Power Platform upgrade for the Model
70-A21. Then British computer maker
Apricot demonstrated an 80486-based
machine with prices starting at around
$18,000. Now , we've seen Advanced
Logic Research 's first entries in the
sweepstakes, the PowerCache 4 line-a
set of speedy number-crunchers that
start at $9990.
From the outside, there's nothing but
a nameplate to indicate anything uncon
ventional about ALR' s PowerCache 4
machines. The PowerCache 4 Model
130 is a small-footprint desktop ma
chine with PS/2 styling; Models 150,
340H, and 650H are larger, tower-style
versions (see photo). Inside, all the
PowerCache 4 models use a 25-MHz
80486 CPU with a 128K-byte external
cache and 2 megabytes of RAM, six
Micro Channel architecture expansion
slots , and the usual collection of built-in
ports and controllers.
The six MCA expansion slots consist
of two 32-bit slots and four 16-bit slots .
Two of the 16-bit slots are taken up by a
VGA video card (640- by 480-pixel

T
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graphics in 16 colors) and a disk drive
controller card ; the rest of the slots are
free . On the motherboard are ports for a
printer, a mouse, a keyboard, and one
serial device (e.g., a modem or a graph
ics tablet) .
ALR' s proprietary memory-expan
sion slot lets you expand the system
RAM to 32 megabytes . All versions of
the PowerCache 4 come with a 1.44
megabyte 3 112-inch floppy disk drive.
The Model 130 includes a 130-mega
byte SCSI hard disk drive with an 18
millisecond access time and a 32K-byte
disk cache. There's room for as many as
three removable-media drives, and a
total of four bays for floppy and hard
disk drives.
The tower versions have room for
larger hard disk drives: a 150-mega
byte, 18-ms ESDI drive (Model 150), or
a 340- or 650-megabyte, 16-ms drive
with a 15-MHz ESDI disk drive control
ler (Models 340H and 650H). Like the
desktop version, these all come with a
32K-byte disk cache . Tower models
have a total of five bays for one full
height, two half-height, and two 3 112
inch drives . In short, these PowerCache

4 models look like conventional IBM
PS/2 clones until you run software and
the 80486 CPU starts wo rking its
magic .

When the Magic Begins
That magic showed up when we ran the
BYTE benchmarks . The PowerCache 4
tower models ran the CPU benchmarks
with an index of7 .37, while the desktop
version ran with a CPU index of7.34.
That makes them the fastest PC-com
patible computers we've ever clocked
about 10 percent faster than any other
80486-based machine, and 7 percent
faster than the previous speed champ,
Everex's 33-MHz 80386 machine . As
we've seen in the past, the 80486 differ
ence is even more dramatic with float
ing-point benchmarks . The tower ver
sion achieves an index of 21.80 on the
FPU tests, while the desktop version has
an FPU index of 21.62 . That's more
than 35 percent faster than any 33-MHz
80387 we've seen.
How does the PowerCache do it? Like
the 80486-based Apricot VX FT, the
PowerCache gets its speed advantage
from a large external cache-something

FIRST
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that, six months ago, neither Intel nor
computer makers thought they'd need
with the 80486. Here's why: The 80486
has an SK-byte on-chip cache that, Intel
says, can handle 85 percent to 90 per
cent of normal memory reads .
Software typically accesses memory
on an 85/15 basis-that is, 85 percent of
memory accesses involve reading the
contents of memory, and only 15 per
cent involve writing to memory. Most
memory accesses are reads. But if the
80486 's on-chip cache handles most of
the reads , the percentages break down
differently . Out of every 100 software
memory accesses , about 13 will be
memory reads, 15 will be memory
writes, and the other 72 will be handled
by the on-chip cache.
In other words , with the 80486, there
are far fewer actual memory accesses ,
and reads and writes are much more bal
anced. Intel originally thought that
would make an external cache unneces
sary, but designers are finding that an
external cache can give 80486 perfor
mance a significant boost. However,
they 're also finding that the more bal
anced read/write ratio changes the rules
for designing an efficient cache. ALR 's
solution is a " write-back" cache that
uses a pair of custom cache-controller
chips working in parallel and 128K
bytes of25-nanosecond static RAM.
Combining this cache design with the
80486's burst mode, the PowerCache 4
machines are fast enough to outrun
everything else we've ever tested .

Just Another Fast Clone?
At $9990 for the desktop version with a
130-megabyte hard disk drive , the
PowerCache 4 is more affordable than
some 33-MHz 80386 machines , and it
offers much better floating-point per
formance-making it a good choice for
many scientific and CAD applications .
And the tower versions (with a 150
megabyte hard disk drive for $11,490;
with a 340-megabyte drive for $14,490;
with a 650-megabyte drive for $16,490)
should be good choices as network
servers. It's odd to describe one of the
first 80486 machines as "just another
(extremely) fast 80386 clone," but
that's what the PowerCache 4 is: a con
ventional PC with a very speedy CPU
inside.
It looks like ALR's commitment is to
putting that speed on (or next to) lots of
desktops , and that suits us just fine.

stall. The 80386SX upgrade card is about
the size of a short expansion card; the slot
that it plugs into is keyed and the card is
notched, so it's impossible to put the card
in backward. A small plastic support
runs through a hole in the card, helping
to hold it in place . The prototype 80486
card we saw is similar, though longer
but still much smaller than IBM's Power
Platform upgrade.
The CPU cards go in and come out of
the computer quickly. With the cover off,
it took just seconds to convert from a
plain-vanilla AT clone to an 80386SX or
an 80486 semi-screamer-with just one
exception .
The most complicated part of the up
grade process is installing or removing
the 80287 math coprocessor, if that's
necessary . The 80287 goes into a DIP
socket on the motherboard. Although the
socket is not completely inaccessible, the
math coprocessor still requires a good
eye and a steady hand to install, and a
chip-puller to remove-more equipment
than the CPU upgrades require . How
ever, ALR recommends removing the
80287 if you're using an 80386SX up
grade card with an 80387SX math copro
cessor installed , or with an 80486 . (You
can also use the 80386SX upgrade with
out an 80387SX and with an 80287 in
stalled on the motherboard.)
Except for removing the 80287 , swap
ping CPUs took about IO seconds-less
time than it took to change video cards.
ALR claims that its CPU upgrades are
" plug and play ," and we think that ' s a
fair descr iption . You probably won't
want to do it every day-but when you
need to , it won't take long.

The Ferrari Syndrome
These days , an AT clone isn't considered
a high-performance number-cruncher.
It's more like the Volkswagen Beetle of
desktop computers-cheap and reliable,
but not exactly a thrill machine. Adding
an 80486 is like dropping a Ferrari en
gine into that VW-it runs faster , but
it'll never be a Ferrari .
On the other hand , the PowerFlex of
fers the widest upgrade path that's cur
rently available . You can start with an AT
clone and-without major surgery on
your computer-work your way up to a
much more powerful system . The idea
an ambling AT clone that can be up
graded to a rocket-on-a-desktop-may be
crazy. But it' s the kind of craziness we
like to see. •

PS/2
PS/2
PS/2
PS/2
PS/2
PS/2

Model
Model
Model
Model
Model
Model

---
----- --- --- -----·
---·

30-021
30-286
50-031
60-041
70-E61
80-041

. .. 1539
. ... 1789
.. . 2149
.
. . 3049
... ...... . . . . . . .... 3369
.
. .... 3979
.
.

,

.Apple"

MAC PLUS .
. . 1239
MAC SE/30 1 F/D . . . . . . . . . .
. .... 2989
MAC II 40 MB .
. ... 3949
IMAGEWRITER II .
429
LASERWRITER II NT . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... 3489
LASERWRITER II NTX ................ . 4689

QIH/PAQ·
DESKPRO 286E Model I
.... 1759
DESKPRD 286E Model 40 .
. ... ... 2339
DESKPRO 386/20E Mod I .
. .. 3569
DESKPRO 386/20E Mod 110
.... 5669
PORT SLT/286 Model 20
. 3629
PORT SLT/286 Model 40 .... .... . . .. .. 3789

('~ ~!~KL:~~

LASERJET II W/TONER .
. ...... 1599
LASERJET /ID W/TONER . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2669
DESKJET PLUS .
679
SCAN JET
979
HP 7475A PLOTTER . .. .. .. . . .. . . .1289
HP 7550A PLOTTER .......... .. ...... 2779

SOFTWARE
PAGEMAKER /IBM .
PAGEMAKER /MAC ... ........ . . ... . . .
LOTUS 1-2-3
LOTUS SYMPHONY
MICROSOFT " EXCEL" .
MICROSOFT " WORD" .

MEDIA
PRODUCTS

449
349

289
399
199
199

Branded
Diskettes

BASF ........ 5.25" OS/OD 10/BOX . .
.. 4.59
. ... 5.49
. . 5.25" OS/DO 10/BOX .
3M .
.. .5.29
5.25" OS/OD 10/BOX .
MAXELL
.... 6.29
DYSAN . . . .. 5.25" OS/OD 10/BOX .
. 5.29
VERBATIM ... 5.25" OS/DD 10/BOX
.... 3.29
PRECISION . .. 5.25" OS/DD 10/BO X
(Call for other products)

AST • CALCOMP • CANON •
DEC • OKI DAT A • EPSON •
NCR • TOSHIBA • INTEL •
NEC • NOVELL • ZENITH
STAR • SEAGATE • PANASONIC
(Call for lowest prices! ll)
QUANTITY DISCOUNT AVAILABLE

Frank Hayes is BYTE 's West Coast news
editor. He can be reached on B!X as
"frankhayes."
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omRon
omRon

Le Mans. Twenty-four hours at speeds over 125 mile.
Conditions that leave no room for hesitation. Our error.
Where the only certainty is risk.
Your OEM-VAR business faces the same competition
each and every day. Where one bad decision could mean
a critical setback.
Choose Omron and put your worries to rest. We can
supply high-quality OEM-VAR components, with service
to match. Because your success puts us in the winner's
circle .
Contact us for information on how you can become an
OEM-VAR of Omron products.

WINNING TECHNOLOGY
OMRON'S UNIX WORKSTATION
SETS THE STANDARD

ADVANCED OFFICE AUTOMATION
PERIPHERALS

• The LUNA Unix Workstation
Compact desktop size. 68030 CPU. Processing speed 4 MIPS.
Incorporates UNIX components such as 4.3 BSD. 16 MB Max. of main
memory plus 250 MB Max. built-in disk. Choice of built-in streamer
or optional 3.5 inch floppy disk. Basic unit with the above standard
features only $5950 (OEM price).

• HAND-HELD COLOR IMAGE
SCANNER
Wide-format means quality
images in one scan. Shading
controller for consistent
illuminance and presentation
quality.

• HAND-HELD REAL HALFTONE
IMAGE SCANNER
Wide-format unit with accurate
8 bit grey scale.Upto 800 DPI
scaled output for
~o
presentation quality. , 1 1·'.-.f:. ~/
, '# "'"'

• FULL-PAGE IMAGE SCANNER
Easy full-page scanning in
a compact, desktop unit.
Accurate red tones. User
selectable resolution.

• DIGITIZER
Innovative pressure-sensitive ink
system ensures fast solid-line
input and excellent resolution.

"

~·~~A

~J
• INTELLIGENT MODEMS
Choose from a product line-up that ranges from a compact 1200 bps
unit to a 2400 bps model meeting MNP specifications.

Contact us at:

Contact us at:

OMRON ADVANCED SYSTEMS, INC.
10201 Torre Ave. 330, Cu pertin o, CA 9 50 14 U.S.A.
Tel: (408) 996-3088

OMRON ELECTRONICS, INC.
One East Commerce Drive, Schaumburg , Illinois 60173 U.S.A.
Tel: (312 ) 843-7900

See us at: COMDEX/Fall, Booth A236, Cashman Field Center
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APC in Your Pocket
The Poqet PC has all the
power of an IBM PC
including afull-screen
display-yet is as small as
avideocassette
ast August we featured the latest
in portable machines from Ze
nith and Agilis. In fact, the title
on the cover of that issue was
" Small Wonders. " But wonders never
cease. Recently , a new start-up company
called Poqet Computer introduced a full
fledged equivalent of an IBM PC that is
small enough to fit into your coat pocket.
Despite its size, the Poqet PC includes
512K bytes of memory, a 7-inch mono
chrome LCD screen, and a power supply
reportedly capable of powering the sys
tem for about 100 hours.
The Poqet PC's power supply is one of
the most interesting parts of the system .
It consists of just two ordinary AA alka
line batteries . The 100-hour battery life
translates into an average power con
sumption of only about 60 milliwatts-a
truly remarkable accomplishment, con
sidering that the Poqet PC powers a con
siderable amount of memory and a fairly
high-resolution LCD display.
According to Poqet 's vice president of
engineering, John Fairbanks, who came
to Poqet from Texas Instruments' calcu
lator design group, the major break
through in the design of the Poqet PC was
an order-of-magnitude (10 to 1) reduc
tion in the amount of power required to
drive the display, as compared to other
laptop computers (about 10 mW versus
the 100 or more mW required in other
laptop designs) . Poqet is in the process of
applying for patents on its power man-

L

PHOTOGRAPHY: PAUL AV IS © 1989

Photo 1: The Poqer PC, shown unfolded. Th e small nonbacklit LCD screen can
display 25 rows of 80 columns and CGA-compatible graphics. The keyboard features
77 keys, with each key measuring about one-half inch square, and has an
embedded numeric keypad.

agement design and declined to disclose
to us the technical detail s behind the de
sign of the display power driver .
In appearance, the Poqet PC has the
basic clamshell design used by most lap
top systems (see photo 1). The machine
folds up to about the size of a VHS tape
cartridge (see photo 2). Its dimensions
when folded are 0 .925 by 8.75 by 4.3
inches. The price tag for the I-pound sys
tem is about $2000.
The nonbacklit monochrome display
measures 6.8 by 2.7 inc~es and has a
fairly flat aspect ratio. It supports 80
columns by 25 rows with 640- by 200

pixel resolution in both CGA and MDA
modes.
The machine has a 77-key keyboard
with 12 function keys. The keyboard in
cludes an embedded numeric keypad,
which is accessed via a special "Poqet"
function key . The keys are about one
half inch square and have a springy tac
tile response.
Inside is an Intel 80C88 microproces
sor running at a clock speed of 7 MHz
(40 percent faster than that of the original
IBM PC) . The BIOS and processor-sup
port chip sets were custom-designed by
cominued
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Photo 2: Rear view ofthe Poqet
PC.folded for traveling. When
folded, it's about the size of
a videocassette.

Poqet. The Poqet PC uses credit-card
size memory cards as its storage medium
and comes with 640K bytes of ROM and
5 l 2K bytes of RAM. The ROM is one of
the key features of the Poqet PC, because
it includes MS-DOS 3.3, GWBASIC,
and a set of simple software applications
developed in-house by Poqet.
These ROM-resident applications in
clude a calculator, a simple text editor, a
scheduler with calendar and alarm func
tions, a communications program for ac
cessing data by modem, an address
book, and a file manager and file trans
fer program . Because this software is all
in ROM, it runs at the speed of the mem
ory bus (there is no performance loss due
to disk access) . You can access the built
in applications via a hot-key sequence,
which activates a pop-up menu.
Memory cards are the primary storage
medium for the machine. The machine
has two slots for sliding in cards, provid
ing the equivalent of two floppy disk
drives, with memory capacities ranging
from 32K to 512K bytes. The memory
cards come in two versions-RAM cards
for storing data, and ROM cards for run
ning software applications.
An important feature of the system is
that software applications supplied on
ROM cards will execute directly from
the ROM cards. Conventional PCs load
the applications from disk into RAM, but
the Poqet PC leaves most of its 512K
bytes of RAM available for data storage.
116
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COi\IPA:\\' li'\FORi\IATION
Poqet Computer Corp.
650 North Mary Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 737-8100
Inquiry 1163.

There are a couple of problems with
these memory cards , however. The big
gest problem is the price. The RAM
cards cost about $1 per 1000 bytes of
storage capacity , making a 512K-byte
card cost over $500 (lower-capacity
cards actually cost closer to $1.50 per
1000 bytes). Software applications writ
ten for Poqet's ROM cards will also be
expensive. ROM cards will be sold to
software developers in volume for about
$50 apiece . According to Bob Gerwer,
Poqet's vice president of sales, ROM
executable applications will cost about

l

ePoqet

PC's power supply is
one ofthe most
interesting parts ofthe
system. It consists of
just two ordinary AA
alkaline batteries.

15 percent more than their floppy disk
equivalents.
Another hitch is that software develop
ers must rewrite their applications to run
on the ROM cards. Although you will be
able to run standard DOS applications
off RAM cards, which load the code into
the Poqet PC ' s RAM, you won't get the
performance and memory-saving bene
fits of ROM-executable software.
However, Poqet's chief software engi
neer, Ian Cullimore, told me that third
party software vendors are enthusiastic
about porting their applications to the
Poqet PC. He also said that applications
written with "modern C compilers" or in
assembly language are easy to port, re
quiring "basically a recompilation." An
inside source at Lotus Development con
firmed that Lotus "has been working
very closely with Poqet." One advantag<::
to ROM-card applications from the point
of view of software developers is that
they are automatically copy-protected
(you can't run a program that has been
copied from ROM into regular memory).
The Poqet PC includes an 80-pin XT
bus card connector and comes with a spe
cial cable for connecting the connector to
another PC or peripheral. The bus con
nector can attain RS-232C serial com
munications at up to 19,200 bits per sec
ond. The special cable has a Y connector
at one end, with both DB-9 and DB-25
serial port connectors.
The Poqet PC's $2000 price includes
the 640K bytes of ROM , the 512K bytes
of RAM , the special bus and peripheral
connector cable, and the built-in DOS ,
GWBASIC , and ROM-resident desktop
applications . For an additional $395,
Poqet is offering an external , battery
powered 1.44-megabyte 3 1/2-inch floppy
disk drive , with a battery life of about 20
hours.
Poqet is working on a memory-card
reader that will plug into PC compatibles
so that data can be copied directly onto
the memory card from the host machine .
The memory-card reader was scheduled
to be available shortly after the Poqet PC
began shipping in September and will
cost a "few hundred dollars," according
to Bob Gerwer.
The Poqet's memory is powered all
the time to conserve data . Much of the
system, however, stays in "sleep mode."
According to Poqet, its special BIOS puts
most of the system to sleep between key
strokes . The screen stays powered and
the user doesn't notice anything unusual ,
but the CPU is put to rest until the next
key is pressed. The only really active cir
cuit is the keyboard scanner. After 2
minutes of inactivity, the display is
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Oh, No!!
powered down as well. A red key labeled
"l/O" powers up the microprocessor and
display when you want to use the com
puter again.
The screen has a set of visual indica
tors at the bottom, which include a low
battery warning indicator , as well as
memory-card access, alarm clock, and
function-key indicators. The system also
includes a capacitor that keeps the system
powered up for about 5 or I 0 minutes
while you change batteries . The memory
cards have their own lithium backup bat
teries , which have a life expectancy of
one to two years.
I had a chance to work with a proto
type version of the Poqet PC. The screen
on the unit that I tried was readable but
suffered from lack of contrast. This
should be improved on the final produc
tion unit by a tighter-fitting screen over
lay. The keyboard was remarkably easy
to use considering the size of the ma
chine. Not all the built-in ROM applica
tions were working in the unit that I
tried , but a version of Lotus 1-2-3 ran
normally. (In the near future, BYTE will
follow up this article with a full review of
a production version of the system.)
This machine has enormous potential
for business travelers and others needing
computing power on the road, in the
field, or in the classroom. Basically , the
Poqet PC brings the power and capabili
ties of a personal computer into the realm
of pocket calculators. Indeed , the design
of the Poqet PC is the result of a joint de
sign effort involving specialists in con
sumer electronics, semiconductor pack
aging, and computer systems design.
Having worked with only a prototype,
I find it difficult to pass judgment on the
Poqet PC 's reliability and performance.
The high cost of memory cards, the ma
chine's primary storage medium, is cer
tainly a drawback. But this machine
breaks new ground in portability and
power consumption. And, as volume in
creases, memory-card prices will drop .
The Poqet PC could be a smashing
success. This is, after all, a consumer
electronics product. As with other break
through products , however, the keys to
success are the degree of consumer ac
ceptance and the time it takes to gain that
acceptance. Although $2000 seems a
fair price for the Poqet PC , it may not be
cheap enough to attract large sales vol
umes. But we wish Poqet the best ofluck.
1 'ne Poqet PC is certainly the result of
some brilliant engineering. •

Nick Baran is the BYTE bureau chief in
San Francisco. He can be reached on BIX
as "nickbaran. "

They squashed the monitor!

"It's the first laptop with
a screen as readable as
a CRT. ..."

SPECIAL
Introductory Price

$3995
Viewable from
all angles.
•Fast 80286 CPU
•Upgradable to 80386
•Fast 40M B Hard Disk

Revolutionary technology - less than an inch
thick, yet looks like a hi-res amber monitor. ..

...._

---
~~~~

~--KISS
COMPUTER CORPORATION

Exclusive Sales Agent
WisComp Computers, Inc.
2604 Washington Rd.
Kenosha, WI.
53140-2375
(Fax)

414
414
800
414

• 652.
· 694.
· 438 ·
· 694.

5477
5477
5477
2441

See us at COMDEX Booth 539 at Baily's

THE EASY WAY TO SHARE PRINTERS, PLOTTERS A ND MODEMS

BYTELI NK
• 12 ports • 4 convenient
port configurations
• (12 parallel , 8 parallel
and 4 serial, 4 parallel and
8 serial, or 12 serial)
• 256K, 512K, 1Mor 2M
buffer

BYTEWAY 1000 PLUS
• 8 ports • 3 convenient
port configurations
• (8 parallel, 4 parallel
and 4 serial, or 8 serial)
• 256K, 512K or 1 M buffer

BYTEWAY 1000
• 4 ports • 2 convenient
port configurations
• (4 parallel or 4 serial)
• 256K, 512K or 1 M buffer

• All parallel ports configurable " input" or "output" • All serial ports bi-directional
• Easy to follow configuration software • Pop-up menu for user commands

Call (800) 777-5568 Today!
FAX (512) 323-5584
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See us at
COMDEX/Fall Booth H7065
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If work is hell, here's one personal computer built
The temperature of hell, according to
experts, is about 117° Fahrenheit.
With no air conditioning. Or coffee breaks.
That kind of work environment might
seriously upset some personal computers.
But not a Tatung.
Because before we ship any Tatung
computer, Tatung engineers actually roast,
test and run every Tatung computer board
at 117° Fahrenheit for 72 hours.
If it doesn't survive, it's not a Tatung.

You don 't have to work in hell, of
course, to appreciate the superior
performance of Tatung computers.
Let's say you just want to
work faster.
Our new Tatung 386SX personal
computer introduces a fast 386
class machine that runs all ofthe
latest 386-based applications.
At a 286-class price.
And because Tatung

The Tatung 3865 :

It's he

to take it.
engineers didn't simply wire a new 386
processor onto an old 286 motherboard ,
you'll find the Tatung 386SX design signif
icantly improves total system petformance.
Plus you'll like the many extra 386SX
features, like a flexible memory-mapping
architecture that's user-selectable. So you
don't have to add extra RAM just to run
your favorite spreadsheet or O /S.
The point is, whether your priority is
exceptional reliability or uncommon
Circle 350 on Reader Service Card

Novell ;ind SCO certified for file server and multi-user U NIX server applications.

performance, your first choice in computers
is Tatung.
For complete information call, toll-free,
24 hours: 1(800)765-2345. Tatung Company
of America, Inc., 2850 El Presidio St.,
Long Beach, CA 90810.
Tatung. It's hot.

O TATUNli
Engineering at its best.

See us at COMDEX Booth 2012.

.
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KAYPRO COMPUTERS
THE PRICE LEADERS:
Affordable computing power,
ideal for small businesses or
budget-conscious students,
featuring Kaypro's rugged,
reliable, reputable design.

KAYPRO
KC-1

Stan dard Features
CPU
Speed (MHz)
Standard RAM
Keyboard
Expansion Slots (16-Bit)
Expansion Slots (8-Bit)
·Base System with Single Floppy Drive. No Video

8088/10
Disk Drive
Options

Serial Ports
Parallel Ports
Device Bays

Video Opti on s
(includes monitor & video adapter)

12-lnch
Mono

Power Supply
Operating Systemt
Warranty

Color Graphics
CGA
EGA

Dual Floppies

845

1075

1345

20MB {40ms)

1100

1333

1600

30MB {40ms)

1125

1355

1625

286/20

Standard Feat ures
CPU
Speed (M Hz)
Standard RAM
Keyboard
Expansion Slots (16-Bit)
Expansion Slots (8-Bit)
Serial Ports
Parallel Ports

Base System with Single 1.2MB Floppy, No Video
Vi deo Options
(incl udes monitor & video adapter)

12-lnch
Mono

Device Bays
Power Supply
Operating System t
Warranty

True .3 1Dot Pitch
VGA
VGA Plus

40MB (28ms)

4185

5090

5150

70MB (28ms)

4645

5550

5610

150MB (18ms)

6155

7060

7120

1-800-289-9899
FAX: 619-481-4369
Phone: 619-481-4302

80286

10
640KB

12
640KB

101 Key

101 Key
6
2

8
1
1
4
150W
Free
1 Year

1
1
4
150W
Free
1 Year

286/20

386/25

80286
20
1MB
101 Key

80386
25
1MB

6
2
1
1
6
200W
Free
1 Year

'Base System with Single 1.2MB Floppy, No Video

80286/12
Disk Drive
Options

Video Options
(includes monitor & video adapter)

12-lnch
Mono

Color Graphics
CGA
EGA

20MB (40ms)

1405

1640

1905

40MB {28ms)

1680

1915

2180

70MB {28ms)

1990

2220

2490

KAYPRC

•

386/25
32KB CACH
MEMO RY

101 Key
4

3

Base System with Single 1.2MBFloppy, No Video

1
1

80386/25

6
200W
Free
1 Year

A k about Kay pro's ful l line of " Perfor
mance Lead ers', including th e 386/33,
a new 80386, 33 MH z mi crocomputer.

30-Day Money-Back Guarantee
CALL TOLL-FREE

8088/V-20

No-compromise computing
for all those demanding busi
ness or scientific applications,
featuring Kaypro's rugged,
reliable, reputable design.

lMBRAM

Disk Drive
Option s

KC-2

Ask about Kaypro's full line of "Price
Leaders". including the new KC-3, an
80386, 20 MH z microcomputer.

KAYPRO

80286/20

KC-1

KAYPR1
KC-2

Hours: Mon - Fri, 8:00 am - 4:30 pm PDT
Payment: MasterCnrd, Visa, or Cash
ier's Check preferred . Terms available
on approved credit.
Shipping and Handling: Within USA,
3'/, minimum for UPS Ground. Call for
shipping charges with alternate carriers.
Sales Tax: California residents, add 7'/, .

Video Options
(includes monitor & video adapter)

Disk Drive
Opti ons

12-lnch
Mono

40MB (28ms)

5205

61 15

70MB (28ms)

5665

6575

6635

150MB (18ms)

6995

7895

7955

True .31 Dot Pitch
VGA
VGA Plus

-------------------- - -- -----

=--.=.-:...._-:..~-:-:..-:-::.

6175

@

_..._,.....

COMPU T ER S

533 Stevens Avenue
Solana Beach, CA 92075
D ealer & Corporate Inquiries Welcome

tKaypro co mputers receive Digita l Research D lt-DOS 3.41, an MS-DOS-compa tible operati ng system th at runs up lo 25r4 foste r. Prices, tem1s, & specifications sub ject to change w ithou t noti
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Jerry Pournelle

THE INSTALLATION
BLUES

The quest for on-line
reference materials is
never smooth
ong ago , I reviewed a CP/M
database program called Vul
can that caused me to invent the
rating "infuriatingly excel
lent" ; meaning that the program did
something I very much wanted done , but
I had to fight it every step of the way. The
algorithms were far better than the user
interface. Incidentally , that was the first
review of the program that became
dBASE II. George Tate once told me he
bought Vulcan (and renamed it) as a re
sult of my review .
This month I have another program I
can only call infuriatingly excellent. I
don't expect it to become another dBASE
II , but showing why it' s infuriating may
prove to be a good object lesson for pro
gram designers .

L

Dictionary on a Disk
It started in Boston at the National Edu
cation and Computers Conference .
There wasn' t much good educational
software. With few exceptions , what we
saw either wasn't impressive for its edu
cational value or wasn't well designed as
software. I'm not sure why.
One thing that did impress me was a
dictionary program. It ran on a hard disk,
rather than a CD-ROM, and thus needed
a lot of hard disk space; on the other
hand, it was very fast . Better yet, it had a
whole raft of dictionaries , including

Funk & Wagnall 's Standard Desk Dictio
nary , with all the auxiliary stuff (e.g .,
the Secretary 's Handbook) ; a 26-lan
guage dictionary ; and the McGraw-Hill
science dictionaries, including com
puters , physics, chemistry, biology, and
various engineering disciplines . All this
information takes up disk space, but
since I have a Priam 330-megabyte hard

disk drive, I have disk space.
I didn 't have time to spend looking at
the demonstration, but that hardly mat
tered , because , as I explained to them , I
don 't write about stuff I don 't have run
ning at Chaos Manor. They collected my
card , and I went on to the next booth .
A few week s later ·there arrived a
dozen boxes: one for each of the dictio
naries . Each proclaimed itself part of the
Inductel Reference Series, and on the
back cover each had in boldface type the
sentence , " So easy to use , you don 't have
to refer to the manual. " All I need, it
says on the box, is 5 megabytes of disk
storage , 256K bytes of RAM , and DOS
2.0 or higher. Wonderful.
It wasn't clear whether the various
special dictionaries worked alone or
were add-ons to one of the main dictio
nary programs , but that didn't seem im
portant. (It turns out they will work to
gether, but each is a separate stand-alone
product.) I knew where to start: I opened
the Funk & Wagnall ' s box . Inside was a
reasonably thick manual. There were
also 16 5 1A-inch floppy disks , which
wasn 't too surprising-the box did say I
needed 5 megabytes of disk space-but it
was a bit intimidating.
A quick look through the manual made
one thing clear: they'd better be right
when they claim you don 't need the man
ual to work the programs . The first 15
pages or so are in legalese and proved to
be the license agreement, one so long that
I doubt anyone but me has ever read it.
Underneath all the jargon, it' s pretty rea
sonable. After pages of legalisms , there
were two pages about the theory of
knowledge acquisition . The manual in
sists on explaining inductive and deduc
tive reasoning before it tells how to use
the program. It doesn't explain why I
would want to know this stuff. If the pur
pose was to discourage me from reading
the manual , it nearly accomplished that.
Finally , way back in the manual were
the installation instructions : take the
first of the 16 floppy disks , put it in drive

A, log onto that, and type Install. The
program would do the rest.
Install produces a couple of screens of
inquiries about colors and then gets down
to business. What hard disk drive do you
want this installed on? I told it drive D.
What floppy disk will you install it from?
Since Big Cheetah has only one 5 'A-inch
drive, that had to be A . Then Install dis
plays a screen with four choices: stan
dard-density 5 1A, high-density 5 1A, stan
dard-density 3 'h, or high-density 3 'h .
You choose one. Looking into the man
ual yields this advice: "Use the cursor
key to highlight the desired entry, then
hit the Enter key to select it."
Well , all right , Big Cheetah has a
high-density 5 1A-inch drive, so that's
what I selected.
The Install program trundled for a
while , in the process displaying the mes
sage , " Consult the license agreement in
your user' s manual to be sure you are not
violating it." I thought that a rather un
friendly thing to say, but what the heck.
After a while, it told me to insert disk 2.
Then disk 3. Then disk 4. When it fin
ished disk 4, it dropped me out of the In
stall program and into the new D:\KAS
(Knowledge Acquisition System) direc
tory it had created. No error message. No
" finished" message . There I was, with
12 disks left over.
Try again. You have to start all over,
of course. The Install program is not a
batch file , so you can't even get inside
and inspect it. Just start over.
That worked no better than the first
time.
Well , I thought, maybe it knows some
thing I don't. Might as well install the
physics dictionary . It's only six disks.
The physics dictionary package had a
manual identical to the one in the Funk &
Wagnall's package. Obviously the in
structions for installing it were also the
same: insert disk 1, log onto it, and type
Install.
It asked the same questions . This time
continued
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it wanted only two of the six disks before
it dropped me out of the program and
back to DOS . Curiouser and curiouser.
It was time to try the program.

Lockup Time
I thought I'd see what definition the
physics dictionary had for the word force.
First I had to figure out how to ask. The
KAS program interface is strange. It uses
terms I don't understand and isn't well
explained in the manual. There are no
error messages. I did what I thought was
appropriate-and locked up the machine.
Thoroughly. No way out but reset. Hard
ware reset.
I tried again . Same thing. No error
messages. Just no results, and the ma
chine hangs.
I got out the manual and tried follow
ing its instructions. Unfortunately, the
example in the manual is for the 26-lan
guage dictionary, and I didn't much feel
like installing that, so I had to infer what
to do with the dictionaries I did have in
stalled. It was pretty clear I was doing
things right, but the program hung the
machine anyway. Three more resets, and
I gave up.

Could They Have Meant ...
I was ready to put the program away
when an idea struck me. Suppose-just
suppose-when the Install program
asked me about floppy disks, it didn't
want me to describe my drive at all? Sup
pose it was asking what kind of disk I was
using to install the dictionaries? Suppose
it had no way of knowing that I hadn't
loaded the entire 16 disks' worth? ...
"Naaah," I thought. No one would be
that stupid. But just in case, I got out the
physics dictionary and went through the
tedious Install program again. This time
I told it I was installing from standard
density 5 'A-inch floppy disks.
Voila! This time it wanted all six
disks . Quickly I reinstalled the chemis
try and computer science programs, not
ing that each time it copied the access
program and then what it called "the de
compression code" before copying the
database.
When I tested the program, the ma
chine hung again.
Well, I thought, there is that partial
Funk & Wagnall's dictionary on there;
best to reinstall that, although the pros
pect of feeding the machine 16 floppy

disks wasn't very appealing. Still, it had
to be done, so have at it.
I got out the box, put disk 1 into drive
A, and began the imbecile Install pro
gram. It went along for five disks,
flashed an error message about being un
able to open a data file, and dropped me
back into DOS. Now what?

Try Again
The Inductel manual says installation
might fail for one of several reasons.
First, you might not have enough mem
ory. That wasn't a problem. Second, not
enough disk space. That wasn't a prob
lem either. Third, "the computer's disk
head is out of alignment.,,. I have never
had any problem with my high-density
drive reading a standard 360K-byte
flopi')' disk. You can get into difficulties
trying to write to a 360K-byte disk with a
1.2-megabyte floppy disk drive, but
readirig always worked before.
Finally, the manual states that if all
else fails; "then chances are you have a
'marginal' or 'faulty' disk in your soft
ware package." You can return it and get
an exchange. The only problem is, this
continued
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c::::::E) Elevate Your
_/
Printer Capabilities.
Get Laser Capability for InkJet
and Dot Matrix Printers with
LaserTwinM from Metro Software
If you own an ink jet (like the HP
DeskJetTM) or dot matrix printer, you
probably have felt left behind from
the lase r market. With LaserTwin;rM you
can expand your printer's capabilities up
to lase r height.
LaserTwin makes your printer behave like
an HP LaserJ et Series nn• and even includes
HP's fonts and symbol sets. Now you can also
take advantage of software for the HP LaserJet
like downloadable soft fonts.
With Laser'J'win
Using LaserTwin, your
You Can Now Use All
software (including tax,
H P - Compatible forms, and graphic programs)
prints at the highest resolu
Downloadable
tion. And with LaserTwin's
FONTS
text formatting language
(Landscape, too!)
and your word processor,
you can acess desktop

publishing features. You can also print
sideways! So you never looked better!
If you've got a mix of dot matrix, ink jet
and laser printers, use LaserTwin and see
the same results! Plus, Lase rTwin lets you
print directly from within your application
and its spooler speeds up background
printing.
So, rathe r then feeling tied to the ground
with your printer, get LaserTwin and expand
your horizons. Act before December 31, 1989,
and buy LaserTwin at the SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY PRICE OF $149! Call us
today at 1-800-621-1137.

METRO

METRO SOFTWARE, INC .

2GO!-J N. Campbell Avenue, Suite 214
1\1cson, AZ 85719
(fi02) 292.(J!Jl3

f'dX

(fi02) 292· 1563

LaserTwin and Metro SuperFonts 25/1 are registered lrademarks of Metro Soltware. Inc. All other trademarks are of their respective manufacturers. Copyright <9 1989.
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WhenYou're Buying
APersonal Comput~
Make SureYou Know
Whats Built In
And Whats Left Out.
Circle 34 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 35)
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column is due Monday morning and it's
Saturday night.
I have a 360K-byte floppy disk drive
on my Zenith Z-386. Moreover, I've got
a WORM (write once, read many times)
drive on both the Z-386 and Big Chee
tah; I figured that if I got it all installed
on the Z-386, I could make a safety copy
onto the Maximum Storage WORM and
then bring that WORM cartridge over to
Big Cheetah and transfer the files .
It took about an hour to install all
those dictionaries on the Z-386. I had a
mild moment of panic : after going
through the 16 disks of Funk & Wag
nall ' s dictionary, the program very
briefly flashed an error message and
dropped into DOS. Of course, it also
erased the error message, so I didn't
know what it was; and I wasn't interested
in feeding 16 floppy disks in yet one
more time. This was getting as tedious as
trying to install Microsoft Windows.
Fortunately, the program seemed to
work. I decided this was just another im
becility of the Install program: it detects
some kind of error to tell it that it's done
with its job. Why not? I got out the other
boxes of dictionaries . Eventually they

were all installed. By then, it was 5:00
a.m. I'd used up hours installing the
thing. Now to test the program.

Look It Up
It works surprisingly well. Once you tell

it what you want it to do, the program is
very fast. The problem is telling it what
to do: it has as awkward a user interface
as I have ever seen. Inductel's KAS man
ages to make the Oxford English Dictio
nary on CD-ROM (see my October col
umn) look positively user-friendly.
What you must do is use the arrow
keys (there's no mouse capability) to
move among menus until you select a
mode of operation. Then you go down
into another part of the screen to select
which dictionary you want to consult.
Then you input the word you want looked
up. That can also be a complex job using
arrow keys, but fortunately you can
shorten it: you type in the word with
wild-card characters, get a list of terms it
understands, and use the arrow keys to
select the term; or, you can just type in
the term yourself.
Once that's done, the answer is almost
instantaneous. This thing is fast .

There's also a TSR mode: load the
KAS as a TSR program and then go into
your favorite word processor, put the
cursor on a word, and press Alt-M. You
will find yourself in the KAS command
system. Now select a dictionary and in
put your word; or, possibly, it will al
ready have a dictionary selected. That
may be the wrong one, but as long as
you 're in the KAS command system, you
can change the "active" dictionary to an
other. This is important because some
terms will have quite different defini
tions depending on whether you are look
ing them up in the physics, biology, Funk
& Wagnall 's, or 26-language dictionary.
This all works very rapidly and very
well on the Z-386.

Blowups Happen
By now I was almost ready to forgive In
ductel for their imbecile Install pro
gram. I have paper copies of many of
those science dictionaries, and I use
them; this looked very useful. More
over, I sometimes have a need to look up
foreign words, and the foreign-language
dictionary aspect of this thing is neat:
continued

LAPTOPS $385 FAX
NecUltralite 2meg. $2289 CANON Fax 20 ... $949 AVATEX 110/220V . . $625
Prospeed 286/20 .$3049 " Fax 225 . . ..... $1545 NISSIE 320 ... ... $495
" 286/40 .. ... . . . $3399 " Fax 270 . . ... . . $1795 "303 ..... . ..... $495
" 386/40 .. . .. ... $4395 " Fax 350 . .... . . $1995 MURATA 1200 .... $569
Mitsubishi 286-219$1995 " Fax 450 ... . ... $2349 " 1600 . .. . .. . .. .$669
" 386-290 . . ..... $2299 " Fax 630 ...... .$2699 " F30 ..... . .. ... $1399
" 386-240 .. . ... .$2795 " Fax 705 . . ... .. $2999 RICOH RF800 .. .. $649
SHARP 7241/40mb$1999 " Fax 730 ... . ... $3499 " Fax 15 ... .. .. .$1155
" 4602 . . . .... . . . $1445 PANASONIC
" Fax 25 . . ...... $1295
" 4641 . . . .. .. . . $2295 KXF 100 . ..... ... $825 " Fax 35 ... . ... .$1545
" 5541 .... . .. .. $3599 KXF 120 ... ... ... $975 " Fax 65 ..... . . . $1595
PANASONIC PRINTERS PANAFAX UF 135 . . $799 SHARP FO 220 .. .$699
KXP1180 . .... . .. .$179 " UF 145 . ....... $895 " FO 300 . . ..... .$849
KXP1191 .'.. . . ... .$229 " UF 250 ....... $1299 " FO 330 . .. . . . . . $999
KXP1124 . . .... ... $325 " UF 260 . .... .. $1549 " FO 550 . . . .. ... $Call
KXP1592 ... .... .. $395 SANYO SF 100 .. .. $765
350 . . .. .. .$1099
LASER KXP 4450 $1369 " SF 200 ... . .... $929 TOSHIBA 30100 .. .$745
KXP1595 . . .. ..... $425 " SF 515 .... . ... $1145 T3300 .. . ... . .... $799
KXP1524 . . ....... $509 SHARP UX 50 .. . . $535 T3600 .. . .... . . . . $965
CANON Fax 8 .. .. .$619 Remfg. UX 30 .... $385 T3700 .. . . ... . . .. $1099
VISNMC/COD + 2.9% Restock 20% Handling Chg . 5.95 No Exchange/Returns.

TOSHIBA T1000 ... $635
" T1200F ... .... .$1299
" T1200FB . .. . . . $1385
" T1200H .. . .. . .. $1795
" T1200HB . . . ... $1895
" T1600 .. . .. . .. .$3045
" T31 OOE ... .. .. $2565
'' T3200/40 .. . .. .$3299
" T5100 ..... .. .$4099
" T5200 40 . .. . .. $4795
" T5200 100 .. .. .$5299
ZENITH Z-184-10 .. $1495
" Z-184-20 . ..... .$2129
" Z-286-20 ..... .$2949
" Z-286-40 .. . . .. $3388
" Z-384-40 . ..... $4799
COMPAQ 286-20mb$call
" 286 40 MB . ... .$call
NEC MLTSPD HD .$1949
" MLTSPD EL . . .. $1499
PREPAY PRICES:

T.P.C. 12603 Hoover St.
Garden Grove, CA 92641
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Introducing
The AST Premium®386SX/16.
When we designed the ASf Premium 386SX/16,
we had our sights set on building the best 386SX"'
based computer you could find.
Why? Because with faster processing and the
ability to run 32-bit software, at a cost that's com
parable to 80286 computers, 80386SX"' computers
will quickly become the workhorses of the bus
iness computing world.
And that's what the ASf Premium 386SX/16
is, a workhorse of the highest standards. To begin
with, weve built in a high-speed memory cache,
making this SX computer one of the fastest you
can buy. Then, we added VGA graphics and
support for EMS 4.0.
We also built in a future. The Premium
386SX/16 features ASf's Cupid-32"' architecture.
So, when your needs grow, your computer can
grow with you. From 25 or 33 MHz 80386"' com
puting, all the way to i486"' processing power, with
a single board swap. You don't have to buy a new
computer, or lose your investment in peripherals.
COMPARE

~ature

Processor
Type
Speed

L.andmaik

Benchmar11s·
List Price..
One-Floppy System

YOURSELF

COMPAQ
DESKPR0'8
386s

COMPAQ
DESKPR0'8
286e

IBM"'
PS/2N
Model 55

386SX
16 MHz

386SX
16 MHz

286
12 MHz

386SX
16 MHz
3

4

Available Slots
EMS SUpport
Software Included

FOR

AST
Premium
386SXN6

4.0

3.2

4.0

No

23.1

15.4

11.6

15.3

$2,695

$3,299

$2,699

$3,895•••

•Landmark Sojlwan: VO'!ion I.I benclsmar/u - a gt:neTalized inde:c used to cmn
part: one machine to another. The higher the number, the better.
List prict is MSRP.
•••Lisi price with 30 MB hard driue; one-floppy system not available with this modd.
0

So, if you're considering an 80286- or 80386SX
based computer from a manufacturer like Compaq®
or IBM~ make sure you compare it to the ASf
Premium 386SX/16. After all, if your needs require
a workhorse, shouldn't you buy a thoroughbred?

CHAOS MANOR

The program didn't work. It said it
couldn't find any database files . None.
Zero. I mean, there they were, 14 mega
bytes' worth of them, but the program
couldn't find any. Some kind of "copy
protection"?
Nothing for it, then: back to Install. I
selected the computer science dictionary,
since it was the smallest. Put disk 1 into
drive A. Answer the dumb questions.
Swap disks. Get done with it, and test the
program.

when you look up a word in, say, French,
it gives you the translation to not only En
glish, but Spanish, Finnish, Esperanto,
Greek, and 20 other languages simulta
neously! I was actually enthusiastic as I
saved this huge subdirectory off onto the
WORM cartridge. It took quite a while
there are over 14 megabytes of dictionary
files-but eventually it was done. I put
the cartridge into Big Cheetah's WORM
drive and copied the whole mess into the
D: \ KAS subdirectory.

I

• -- -~ Distribution

Invoice Information
Entered into
Computer System

Other Text

(d)
I

I

General
Ledger

(d)

I
I
I
I
I

(g)

_,

I
,-- - -------~-- - -------,
I
I
I

'

Payment
Selections
(f)

A/P Voucher
Register
(e)

FLOW CHARTING II+
Flow Charting II+ will amaze you with its speed, power and simplicity.
• Update and print charts as fast as the situation changes
• See your revisions right away-no long wait for charts to be hand drawn
• Select 26 standard shapes; 10 text fonts
• Tutorial manual makes learning easy
• Runs on IBM or compatibles
• Produces excellent organizational charts!
•Only $229!

PATION &PATTON

Software

Corporation

Excellence in charting the fiow of ideas

For more information, see your local retailer or call
1-800-525-0082, ext. 47 (outside Calif.) 408-629-5376 (Calif./lnt'I.)
81 Great Oaks Blvd., San Jose, CA 95119

It worked. Try it in a DESQview win
dow . It worked there, too. Now try it in
TSRmode.
The machine hung. Time to reset.
For the next hour, I tried to get the
program to work in TSR mode on Big
Cheetah. I tried with and without DESQ
view. I tried doing things to the CON
FIG.SYS file. I tried everything I could
think of, each time having to fight the
dumbest Install program in the free
world. Then I'd try TSR mode, and the
machine would hang. Finally, in desper
ation, I decided to reinstall the original
Funk & Wagnall's dictionary, all 16
disks of it. This time I was able to get it to
read them all, so the job was merely
tedious.
With every disk swap came the mes
sage, "Consult the license agreement in
your user's manual to be sure you are not
violating it." The problem was, by then, I
wanted to violate the license agreement.
Then I wanted to find and beat senseless
the person who invented that horrible In
stall program.

So •.•
The bottom line is this: the program
works wonderfully on the Z-386 . It
works in direct command mode on Big
Cheetah, including within a DESQview
window; but for some reason, it will not
work in TSR mode on Big Cheetah, with
or without DESQview. Perhaps Big
Cheetah is too fast for the program. Per
haps QEMM is interfering with it. Per
haps I haven't properly installed some
thing. Perhaps any number of things; but
frankly I am too weary of fighting that
moronic Install program to care.
If you want a very large and incredibly
fast set of on-line dictionaries, this pro
gram will do the job. The user interface
is horrible, and the Install program is
worse; it might not work in TSR mode on
your machine.
But once you do have it up and run
ning, it's little short of amazing. If
they'd put the work into user convenience
that they did in developing those access
algorithms , they'd have a wonderful pro
gram. As I said earlier, infuriatingly
excellent.

Bribes
The most interesting bribe I've received
recently was a package containing a split
of champagne, a package of pumper
nickel, ajar of pate de foie gras, cookies,
and a CD-ROM of over 7000 public do
main, freeware, and shareware pro
grams, every one of them tested by the
Chicago RBBS-PC . Quanta Press sells
continued
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We Built InThe 33 MHz Performance
The Others Left Out.
The Best 386/33 Available.
The fastest class of 386"' computers runs at 33
MHz. But at the head of this high-performance
class of machines is the AST Premium® 386/ 33.
In a recent InfoWorld magazine re
port card, the AST Premium 386/ 33 over
whelmed a selection of 33 MHz comput
ers from vendors like Campa~
•••TIN
We weren't surprised. After all, the
.,..cuuaa
ASf Premium 386/ 33 offers exceptional ·perform
ance in a feature-packed, stylish chassis. Features
like: zero wait-state cache, support for up to 36 MB
of memory; support for 80387 and Weitek 3167
coprocessors and much more.
It's too bad that InfoWorld doesn't have a cat
egory for upgradeability. With a natural upgrade
path to i486"' power using AST's Cupid-32"' archi
tecture, the AST Premium 386/ 33 would be sure
to earn even higher marks.
That's because Cupid-32 is ASf's enhancement
to the Industry Standard Architecture (ISA) that
allows you to upgrade to new technology without
buying a new computer.
So, if your company is looking for a 33 MHz
computer, why not take a lesson from InfoWorld.
Go straight to the head of the class.
REPORT

CARD

INFO
WORLD
AST Premium
386133

COMPAQ DESKPRO®
386133

CPU speed

Excellent

Excellent

Expandability

Excellent

Excellent

Hardware compatibility

Excellent

Excellent

Documentation

Excellent

Good

Technical support

Very Good

Unacceptable

Good

Satisfactory

8.5

7.1

Value
Final Scores
Source; InfoWorld, July 24, 1989

AS[
RESEARCH INC.
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this for $149 and " guarantees" the disk
to be "virus free ," although what such a
guarantee means I don't know .
In any event, the Quanta Press RBBS
PC in a Box CD-ROM certainly contains
the shareware of the month: word proces
sors , games, communications stuff (in
cluding programs to let you run your own
BBS), databases-you name it, it's all in
there . I've had more fun digging through
the programs on the disk than I did eating
the cookies.

Disk Drive Blues
Back in CP/M days, we were plagued by
an enormous variety of floppy disk for
mats . Not only were there 5 1A- and 8
inch drives, but each hardware vendor
had its own proprietary data format and
density . Then came IBM, and whatever
else you could say about the PC, at least
there was some standardization of the
disk formats.
Now it' s a mess again: we have double
and high-density 5 1A-inch formats , and

All the advantages of
Ampro's littleBoai'd/286.
Nowin asingleslot.

Slot Board/286.

One philosophy. Two systems. Ampro's new Slot
Board/ 286, like the Little Board/ 286, is a complete AT
compatible single board system. Each is equivalent to an
AT motherboard and four expansion cards. Now, you C"J.n
choose between stackable systems with the Little Board/
286 or passive backplane systems with the Slot Board/ 286.
PC/ AT Software compatible.
Supports aUstandard PC/AT
operating systems. DR-DOS is
included with C'Jch board.
Everything you need.
StackPlane'" or backplane. 5I2K
to 4 MBon-board DRAM. Boot
able Solid State Disk. Diskcontrollers. Display controllers.
Aselection of 1/ 0 ports. Card cages and passive backplanes
for C'Jsier system implementation.
Better answers for embedded systems. Bolt-in or plug
in. Little Board/ PC and Little Board/ 286 with their com
pact, e-asy to build-in StackPlane architecture. Slot Board/
286 with its passive backplane for 1/0 and peripheral
intensive applications.
Available worldwide. CaU Ampro or any of the distribu
tors listed below for complete details on Ampro Little
Boards or Slot Board/ 286.

Slot Board/286 features
• IBM PC/ AT compatible • Math co·processor
• 12 or 16 Milz80Cl86
support
CMOSCPU
• Real time clock
• Up 10 4MB DRAM
• Low power (approx.
8 Watts)
• On-board Bootable
Solid State Disk
• Wide opernting temp.
• 2 serial portS (RS232C/ rnnge: 0 to 60° C
RS422/ RS485)
• Low parts count. High
• Par.tile! printer port
reliability
• AT Bus hard disk
• Optional Mini Modules:
interface
Video controllers
• Floppy disk cont roller
LCD Display Driver
• SCSI con 1r0Uer
Scrial/Par.tllel
• Enhanced Award ROM
expansion
BIOS
Modem ... and more
All tradcmar~ arc the property of their respective owners

( 408) 734-2800

~Fl=u::I

SINGLE BOARD S Y STEMS
Ampro Computers. Inc.. I ljOMoun tain View/Alviso Road,
Sunnyvale, CA 94089. Telex: 4940302 rAX: (408) 734·2939

Rtps: ~!SA - con~I A.~1PR0for ~rn2111eo f you.r ot'Ut'SI l'\'p. Aus1n li• -6 1j 7l0·.H98: Aus1ria -4.\· l/~ 5 -1; io.0; Ca na da - (Wi)4.;8-00l8: Denmar k - ~; J66
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ditto for 31/2-inch. There are even a few
oddball variations, like the Twister for
mat for Atari 31/i-inch disks , a trick that
will get a bit more on each disk, although
at the cost of being unreadable to those
who don't have the tricky little program.
The worst mess is in the 5 1A-inch size:
as I noted above, while a high-density
(AT-style, 1.2 megabytes per disk) drive
can read double-density floppy disks (PC
and XT style, 360K bytes per disk) ,
when you use a high-density drive to
write to a 360K-byte disk, the results are
unreliable . It works , in that the file is
written in 360K-byte format and often
can be read by the machine that wrote it;
but transferability to any other machine ,
high- or double-density, is something
else again .
The situation is similar but not quite so
bad with 3 1/2-inch disks; and there's the
problem of transferring files from 5 1A- to
3 1h -inch disks and vice versa.
One remedy is to put several floppy
disk drives in the same machine . The
problem with this is that while most disk
drive controllers will handle all the dif
ferent formats, some won't talk to more
than two drives in the same machine. As
a result, Chaos Manor has several ma
chines with various types of 5 1A- and
3 1h -inch drives, but no single machine
has every type of floppy disk drive.
Thus, we can manage, but it's awk
ward. However, help is at hand: I just re
ceived the Northgate Universal Floppy
Drive Controller (NUFDC). This board
takes a separate slot from your hard disk
drive controller; but once it has done
that, it will run as many as four different
floppy disk drives, and each one can be
different; thus, we could have a machine
with one of each of the four kinds of
drives if we wanted to, and I may just do
that. Connect that machine to the others
with a network, and it won 't matter what
format I've got to read or write to.
The NUFDC is also capable of han
dling 8-inch floppy disk drives formatted
as 1.2 megabytes; that takes a special
cable, and I have not set that up yet, but
I've no reason to assume it won't work.
The manual doesn't say whether this will
read the old "standard" single-sided sin
gle-density 128K-byte 8-inch disks some
of us started with . I guess I don't care:
when I really need an 8-inch disk read, or
for that matter need files off an old CP/M
weird-format 5 JA-inch disk, I let Barry
Workman take care of it.
The NUFDC works about as you'd ex
pect it to. The setup is fairly tedious-I
won't say complicated-but it comes
with a well-illustrated booklet that shows
continued
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Until now, advances in PC technology have left
you with a single, all important decision. Move up
and benefit from increased performance. Or, stay
put and try to capitalize on the investments you've
already made.
AST is announcing the end to this difficult
decision. Our Cupid-32"' architecture allows you
to upgrade your computer as your needs grow. All
the way to i486'" technology.
That's right. Our Premium 386SX/16 and
Premium 386 (33 and 25 MHz) computers incor
porate a natural upgrade path. A path that doesn't
force you to sacrifice your investment in already
owned systems and peripherals.
With Cupid-32, you can add the performance
you need to add more users to a multi-user sys
tem. Add more nodes to a network file server. Or,
add more power to a standalone situation, like
CAD/ CAM. All it takes is a simple, single board
swap with one of our FAS!boards;• when you are
ready for more power.
So, in place of the difficult decision, we have a
simple one for you. Why buy a computer from
anyone else, when you can own an AST Premium
Computer? After all, they're the only computers
that grow with you.
For more information call 1-800-876-4ASf.
Or, use our Bulletin Board Service Number
(714) 852-1872.

AS[
RESEARCH INC.

1he Power Of Choice.

AST is a leading supplier to government agencies. Genera) Service Contract no.
GSOOK89AGS6418. AST markets products worldwide - ln Europe and the Middle
East call: 44 1 568 4350; in Japan call: 81 3 818 0710; ln the Far East call our Hong
Kong office at: 852 5 806 4333; In Canada call: 416-826·7514; in Australia call:
02 906 2200. AST, AST logo and AST Premium registered and Cupld-32 and FAST
board trademarks AST Research, lnc. All other brand or product names are trade
marks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. Copyright 1989
AST Research, Inc. All rights reserved.

DESQview 2.2 and DESQview 386. The
multitasking, windowing environments
that work with your favorite software.
DESQview" is the operating environment
that brings OS/ 2" power to OOS.And it
lets you, with your trusty 8088, 8086,
80286, or 80386 PC, leap into the next
generation in PC productivity. For not
much money. And without throwing
away your favorite software.

Introducing DESQview 2.2

background. Run 32-bit 386 programs, like
Paradox 386, and IBM Interleaf simultane
ously with your favorite OOS programs.
All with the speed and performance you
expect out of your 386. And with protec
tion against 'misbehaved' programs.

Promise and performance

And, of course, both DESQviews have all
the features that made prior versions the
And now, DESQview 2.2 adds capabilities,
popular choice in operating environments.
performance, and compatibility
The
ability to multitask in 640K and
enhancements you've been asking for:
beyond. View programs in windows or
Like being able to fine tune DESQview
full screen. Transfer data. Access OOS via
performance "on the fly." Run Lotus Express DF5Qview lets you run your favorite programs in windows side-by-side. menus. Dial your phone. And create key
and Metro. And the Intel Connection Co
stroke macros within and between programs.
PS/2s. For example, DESQview overhead on
Processor.Even use the OOS 4.0 shell with
DESQview. Have DESQview automatically install EMS 4.0 and 386 PCs can be as low as 1OK on
Our story gets better and better
EGA/VGA PCs. And DESQview actually
Quattro,Sprint, Aldus PageMaker, Microsoft
If there's any doubt about our commitment to
increases memory 30K on CGA PCs; 20K on
Excel, Word Perfect, Dataease and as many as 80
your PC and PS/2 productivity, just look at our
monochrome and Hercules PCs. That's good
other programs.And using the DESQview API,
accomplishments
over the years. We think you
news for users of big desktop publishing, CAD
be able to dynamically link them.
will understand why GE, Ford, Aetna,
and database programs.
More bang; less bytes
Monsanto, and so many other major
Introducing
DESQview
386
corporations use DESQview:
While other programs get bigger, we've worked
For users of 80386 PCs and PS/2s (or PCs with
And why PC Magazine twice gave DESQview its
to make DESQview smaller.And we've
Editor's Choice Award for "The Best Alternative
succeeded in abig way on PCs and PS/2™s with 80386 add-inboards, such as the Intel Inboard
386), there's DESQview 386 (a combination of
to OS/2," why readers of InfoWorld voted
extended, EMS 3.2 (AboveBoard), EEMS and
DESQview "Product of the Year" three times.
DESQview 2.2 and the new QEMM-386
EMS 4.0 memory-as well as on 386 PCs and
Why, by popular vote at Comdex Fall for two
Quarterdeck Expanded Memory
years in a row, DESQview was chosen "Best PC
Manager, version 4.2).
Environment''
in PC Tech Journal's Systems
DESQview386 gives you
Builder
Contest,
and just won their "Professional
extraordinary power.Run text,
Solutions"
Award.
CGA, EGA, VGA, and Hercules
programs in windows and in the DESQview lets you have it all now:

QEMM.
DESQview API Toolkit.
Break the
New Cand Pascal
640K barrier Libraries, Debugger.
for $59.95 Panel Designer. And more.
Your 80386 PC, IBM Personal System/2 Model
80, PC or AT with 80386 add-in board, as well as
your IBM Personal System/2 Models 50 or 60
can all break through the DOS 640K barrier. Now
you can have maximum use of your
memory-whether you have one megabyte or
32-with the Quarterdeck Expanded Memory
Manager. All without having to purchase special
expanded memory boards.
QEMM uses hidden
features within your
existing memory to make
it compatible with the
Lotus-Intel-Microsoft
Expanded Memory
Specification (EMS) version 4.0.
Now you can run colossal spreadsheets,
databases, and CAD models designed for
expm1ded memory, using Lotus 1-2-3, Symphony,
Framework, Paradox, AutoCAD, Excel and
more.
And if you'd like to use these programs all
together-multitasking beyond 640K- QEMM
works with our popular DESQview multitasking
environment.
If you are one of the 12 million or so 8088,
8086 or 80286 PC users who feel left out, don't
despair.We have options that let you keep your
computer wd favorite programs and give you
today what the newest PCs and operating
systems are promising for the future.
V\f:.i.t your dealer for more information on
barrier-breaking Quarterdeck products.

API Reference Manual
The key to the power of the DESQview AP!, our
Reference Manual contains all you need to know
to write Assembly Language programs that take
full advantage of DESQview's capabilities.And
there's an 'include' file with symbols and macros
to aid you in development.

API CLibrary
Here are Clanguage interfaces for theentire set
of AP! functions. It supports the Lattice" C,
Metaware" C, Microsoft~ C, and Turbo C
compilers for all memory models.Included with
the CLibrary package is the AP! Reference
Manual and source code for the library.

API Pascal Library ~

fortllllfllJ

The Pascal library provides interfaces
entire set of AP! functions. It supports Turbo
Pascal V4.0 and VS.O compilers.Included are the
AP! Reference Manual, source code for the library,
and example programs.

API Debugger
The DESQview AP! Debugger is an interactive
tool enabling the API programmer to trace and
single step through AP! calls from several
concurrently running DESQview-specific
programs. Traceinformation is reported sym

bolically along with the program counter,
registers, and stack at the time of the call.Trace
conditions cw be specified so that only calls of
interest are reported.

API Panel Designer
This interactive tool helps you design windows,
menus, help screens, error messages, and forms.
It includes an editor that lets you construct an
image of your panel using simple commands to
enter, edit, copy, and move text, as well as draw
Jines and boxes.You can then define the charac
teristics of the window that will contain the
panel, such as its position, size, and title.Finally,
you can specify the locations and types of fields
in the panel.
The Panel Designer automatically generates
all the DESQview AP! data streams necessary to
displayand take input from your panel. These
data streams maybe grouped into panel libraries
and stored on disk or as part of your program.

More Tools are Coming
Quarterdeck is committed to adding tools as
needed by our users.To that end we have been
working with Ashton Tate and Buzzwords
international on dBASE III and dBASElV
translators.And in the works, we have BASIC
and DOS Extender libraries.

Quarterdeck Office Systems, 150 Pico Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90405 (213) 392-9851
FAX: (213) 399-3802
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exactly how to set it up. After that, it ' s a
mere matter of installing the board and
drives and connecting the cables. I ex
pect what I'll do is put this into the ge
neric XT so that we can transfer from any
disk to any other.
If you're still having disk format prob
lems, Northgate has the answer.

Keyboards
The latest shipment from Northgate also
included a big box of keyboards .
I have said for years that the best key
layout ever invented was on the old IBM
Selectric typewriter. Unfortunately, no
one made a proper PC keyboard with that

layout. First, IBM had their peculiarly
dumb design, with extra keys between
the Z and Shift keys, but with the func
tion keys grouped on the left side. Then
they changed to a keyboard with a rea
sonably standard layout, but the function
keys were across the top, where you
couldn't get at them easily. Then they
changed to something else.
Somewhere along the line it got frozen
into concrete that the Backspace key is
way up in the upper right, where you can
not reach it from the home keys; while
the bracket and brace keys were put just
above the Return key, where they are in
the way if you go after Backspace. There

were various other tomfool "innova
tions," all caused by the fact that IBM
engineers are not touch-typists . And
IBM being the kind of company it is, no
one ever bothered to ask the customers
what they wanted. Meanwhile, other
companies followed IBM's lead.
The result is a series of miserable key
boards all designed to make extra work.
Every one of them, for example, has the
less-than and greater-than keys as Shift
comma and Shift-period, which has the
effect that when you're writing, you end
up with U>S>A> instead of U.S.A .,
and stuff like that; and when you go to
continued
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Master Computer Graphics
By the Book
Published by
Academic Press

Everywhere: The First Course
1inFractals
Deterministic Fractal Geometry
By Michael Fielding Barnsley
If you have a graphics-capable computer and some fa miliarit y with ca lculus, thi s
pioneerin g work can show yo u how to use frac tal geometry to generate everything from
full -color images to models of ocean spray. "Carves a niche in a new fie ld ... 1 know of
no other book like it. " - Marc A. Berger. CHANCE Illus .. 424 pp .. $39.95

2

Curves ~nd Su~faces for Computer Aided Geometric Design:
APractical Guide By Gerald Fa rin

Emphasizing Bez ier and B-spline methods fo r curve and surface fittin g, Farin presents a
unified treatment of the maj or ideas in computer aided geometric des ign. Ideal fo r
CAD/CAM software developers, graphics programmers, and mode ling researchers, hi s
intuitive, geometric approach is complemented with over 150 di agrams and color plates.
334 pp ' $39. 95

3 The Mathematical Structure of Raster Graphics

By Eugene L. Fiume
Access ibl e lo anyone with a bas ic computer graphics bac kground, thi s concise
volume is the first to define mathematica lly the bas ic structural e lement s of raster
graphics, 3-D scenes . and 2-D images . It provides succ inct di scuss ions of rendering.
visibility , bit-mapped operati ons. illumination , and other properties shared by most
graphics systems. Illus. , 240 pp .. $29 .95

4 An Introduction to Ray Tracing

Edited by Andrews . Glassner
Six computer graphics authoriti es give yo u the tools to understand and appl y
essential ray tracing algorithms and methods and to write your own ray tracer. Their
coverage includes concepts of surface phys ics, stochastic samplin g and di stributed ray
tracing, and ray trac ing accelerati on techniques. Heavil y illustrated with co lor and
black-and-white fi gures. 327 pp .. $49.95
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THE NEW STANDARD FOR
IDGH PERFORMANCE
STATISTICAL SOFTWARE

Apowerful, comprehensive, elegant, and super-fast statis
tical package for IBM (PC, AT, PS/2) and compatible
computers. I The CSS optimized user interface with fast
hierarchical menus incorporates elements of artificial intelli
gence;even complex analyses require only afew keystrokes
(batch processing is also supported). I CSS features compre
hensive,state of the art implementations of: Basic statistics,
Multi-way frequency tabl,es, Nonparametric statistics,
Exploraklry data analysis with analytic graphs, Multiple
regressiJJn methods, Time series analysis with rrwdeling and
forecasting (incl. full ARIMA), General ANOVAIANCOVAI
MANOVA, Contrast analysis, Discriminant function
analysis, Factor analysis, Principal components, Multidi
mensional scaling, Item analysis/Reliability, L-Og-linear
analysis, Cluster analysis, Non-linear estimation, Logitf
Probit analysis, Canonical analysis, Survival and Failure
Time analysis (Censored data), Quality Control analysis,
and much more. I All statistical procedures are integrated
with fast data base management and instant, presentation
quality graphics (over 100 types); full support for all mono
and color graphics boards (incl. VGA) and over 100 plotters
and printers (incl. the HP and Postscript standards). I All
CSS screen output is displayed via customized ScrollsheetsTM
(i.e. ,dynamic, user controlled,multi-layered tables with cells
expandable into pop-up windows); all numbers in a Scroll
sheetTM can be instantly converted into a variety of
presentation quality graphs; contents of different Scroll
sheetsTM can be instantly aggregated, combined, compared,
plotted,printed, or saved. I The flexibility of the CSS inpuU
output is practically unlimited: CSS offers an intelligent
interface (read/write) to all common file formats(Lotus,Sym
phony, dBII, dBIII +, DIF, SYLK, ... )and special utilities to
easily access data from incompatible programs;graphics can
be saved in files compatible with desktop publishing pro
grams (Aldus, Ventura). I CSS data files can be as large as
your operating system (DOS) allows; OS/2 version coming
soon. I CSS precision exceeds the standards of all common
precision benchmarks. I 'llichnical note: The CSS user
irtterface and all UO were written in Assembler and /Jypass
DOS; graphics and data management were written in
Assembler and C; the computational algorithms were
written in Assembler and aptimized Fortran. I $495 (plus
$5sh/h);14-daymoney back guarantee.
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puters are available, with more coming
all the time; and thanks to Traveling
Software, you can link them to your PC,
meaning to the rest of the world .
The two leading pocket computers at
the moment are Sharp's Wizard Elec
tronic Organizer and Casio's BOSS
(Business Organizer Scheduling Sys
tem) . Both are intriguing, although nei
ther is what I'd like it to be; indeed, what
I really wish is that I could combine fea
tures of the two .
Sharp's Wizard has the neat capability
of accepting program cards, which lets
third-party developers add features to
the Wizard. It's slightly larger than the
BOSS, and it makes good use of the extra
space: there's a numeric keypad, and the
function keys are very well labeled. On
the other hand, the Wizard has a serious
(some would say fatal) flaw : the alpha
betic keys are laid out in ABCDEF fash
ion, so that people used to a typewriter
find it between difficult and impossible
to make entries on it.
Casio's BOSS, by contrast, has a
QWERTY key layout; but, alas, there is
no separate numeric keypad, and I find it
extremely difficult to use as a simple cal
PS/2 and Micro Channel are trademarks of IBM
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' culator. The Wizard is very easy to use as
a calculator. The BOSS' s screen is a bit
backspace, you get ]]]]] and once again (I do Alt-Shift-comma and -period to get larger than the Wizard's, but despite the
have to go back and fix that. This breaks less than and greater than) . The result is BOSS's contrast control, I find that its
screen is not as easy to see as the Wiz
one's train of thought and makes small the perfect keyboard-for me.
Apparently I am the only one who ard's , no matter what the lighting. Nei
computers a bit less useful for creative
thinks so; Northgate hasn't sold many of ther has a backlit screen, of course.
writers than they otherwise would be.
Some of the calendar and schedule
Various companies have worked on the "Pournelle" layout keyboards. They
this problem. DataDesk International sell a lot of their standard ones, which, I software seems subjectively easier to use
makes very good after-market keyboards have to say, would be my favorites if I on the BOSS than on the Wizard; and
that many users like a lot, and which I didn't have the "Pournelle" layout. Any when you're on the road, it's a lot easier
used to swear by; but the keys didn't have way, it works out well for me: because to get data into the BOSS than the Wiz
the positive feel that the old Selectric did, almost no one bought the keyboards con ard. At home you use Traveling Soft
nor was the layout the Selectric's.
figured the way I like them , there were a ware's link system to connect it to your
Finally, Art Lazere of Northgate Sys number of them in the Northgate ware PC and put data in that way.
My-purely subjective-conclusion is
tems designed a keyboard just for me. house; and I now have five of them,
The function keys are grouped on the left which you can pry away from my cold that unless you're quite devoted to gad
side. The Control key is to the left of the dead fingers.
gets , you may not use either the Wizard
A key , where God intended it to be. The
or the BOSS; but if you are, you'll prob
Escape key is in the upper left, where it The Gadget War
ably like either one. I'm mildly used to
was on the old terminals we all started In The Mote in God 's Eye (Larry Niven the Wizard and will probably go on car
with. The keys have a wonderful positive and Jerry Pournelle, Pocket Books , rying it; but I'm not sure, and besides,
click to them . There's a separate arrow 1974; now in the thirty-sixth printing, he Roberta will probably inherit the BOSS,
key cluster and a numeric keypad .
said preening), the characters all carry so we'll have that with us anyway.
Best of all, the Backspace key is over pocket computers that have a great deal
One thing is certain: if you get either
size and just above Return, so I reach it of on-board capability and also link by of these gadgets, get the Traveling Soft
handily with my fingers on the home radio to the rest of the world . These gad ware link system for it.
keys; and the bracket and brace keys are gets keep track of schedules, record con
in the upper right, where I can get at versations , and generally do the kind of Electric Chemistry
them if I want them, but aren't in the management that makes life simpler.
One of the most impressive educational
way. There's an asterisk key next to the
Our book takes place in the far future ; programs I've seen was also on display at
reverse backslash and vertical rule key; the fictional supercomputers have few the National Education and Computers
and while less than and greater than re limits on their performance. Back in re Conference. The Electric Chemistry
main shifted comma and period, Lazere ality, we ought to have about half that ca Building package from Snowbird Soft
commissioned a 20-byte TSR program pability before the end of the century. ware calls itself "a large-scale micro
called POURVOUS.COM that fixes that Today , reasonably useful pocket com world simulation of a group of chemistry
134
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laboratories, each representing a major
subdiscipline such as inorganic, physi
cal, or organic chemistry." Each "lab
oratory" has various rooms, including a
storeroom, the lab itself (complete with
equipment and hoods and Bunsen burn
ers), and a library.
The user interface is simple, if a bit
cute: you use the arrow keys to move a
block representing yourself through a
vestibule into the laboratory. You can
then go to the storeroom and get chemi
cals-only three at a time-and take
them to the lab, where you can add them
to a flask . You can then heat or cool the
flask or go get more chemicals. Since
this is inorganic chemistry, I wasn't able
to make nitroglycerin.
The chemistry stocks are fairly com
plete compared to the top-of-the-line
chemistry set I was given for Christmas .
Anyway, you get your chemicals and go
mix them. If you ' re a bit puzzled about
some of the chemicals, you can look
them up in the library. Once you start
mixing, the program takes over and
shows the result.
Sometimes there isn't a result, as when
I put hydrochloric and nitric acids in with
some mercury. However, you can also
light the Bunsen burner under your reac
tion flask . I did, and sure enough, as the
stuff got hotter, I got mercuric chloride.
The Electric Chemistry Building isn't
as much fun as a real chemistry lab, be
cause you can't do anything with what
you make. I recall that we poured a cou
ple of quarts of nitrogen tri-iodide into
the manicured grass in front of Central
High, so that we spelled out words; when
the stuff dried, it gave off clouds of pur
ple smoke and considerable heat, so that
not only did "Go CBC" appear briefly in
the smoke (for my high school alma ma
ter, Christian Brothers College), but a
week later the words were spelled in dead
grass . Of course, that was a foolishly
dangerous stunt, and I don't advise any
one to try it.
Like nearly all educational software,
this one is copy-protected: they use the
key-disk method, which is considerably
more acceptable than one of the miser
able schemes that partially reformat your
hard disk. Educational software publish
ers tell me they have no choice: there are
just too many teachers out there who per
suade themselves their students "need"
programs the school can't afford to buy.
l! the programs weren't copy-protected,
they'd be distributed everywhere within
a week of publication. Snowbird features
a scheme whereby many students can use
the program one at a time , each student
having a disk to record results.

PS/2 and Micro Channel are trademarks of IBM

I haven ' t seen Snowbird ' s physical
chemistry program . An organic chemis
try program will be available in May
1990. I have been very impressed with
the inorganic chemistry simulator.

Hum it
Dr. Petr Beckmann is professor emeritus
of electrical engineering at the Univer
sity of Colorado, and he publishes one of
the most interesting newsletters in the
country: Access to Energy ($25 for 12
monthly issues). Fair warning : Beck
mann is committed to both science and
free enterprise. He is relentlessly logical
and writes in a polemic style that spares
no one. When he states a fact , it's a fact ;
when he catches an enemy in a falsehood
or misunderstanding , he nails him .
A recent sample: " Like a rain dance
that does not bring any rain , Bush 's clean
air proposals do have one characteristic
that, in the dearth of positive features,
deserves to be mentioned: they are not
going to degrade the environment signif
icantly." On ethanol as fuel : " If only IO
percent of U.S. fuel needed to be etha
nol, the necessary corn would have to be
grown on 500 million acres .. . a cool 105
percent [of the total arable land in the
U.S.]."
Beckmann is a former resident of
Czechoslovakia, the home of the original
legend of the golem , which is likely why

he calls his publishing venture The Go
lem Press. It has produced such works as
A History of PI and The Health Hawrds
ofNot Going Nuclear.
Now Beckmann has turned to soft
ware . The blurb for Humit asks, "Can
you hum the Minuet of Mozart's 40th
symphony? You will recognize it when
you hear it, of course ... but in the mean
time, let your computer whistle it for
you. " Humit will do that; indeed, there
are some 800 classical themes "from
Bach to Dvorak." The musical quality
isn 't much because the PC isn't capable
of much; but the tunes are definitely
recognizable.
On the same disk are the Play and
Whatisit programs. Play converts your
PC into a keyboard instrument, sort of,
with the middle row of keys correspond
ing to white keys, and the row above it to
black. Whatisit does the same thing, ex
cept that if you can manage to play the
first 10 notes of one of the classical
themes in Humit, the program will tell
you which tune you just played. At least it
says it can do that. Since I can't possibly
manage to play IO consecutive notes and
the program doesn't guess, all I got was a
series of "Not on file " responses .
I don't quite know what to make of
these programs. Humit does what it says
it will, but I confess I wouldn't pay $60
continued
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CHAOS MANOR

ITE\ IS l>IS('l 'SSEI>
Cardiovascular Systems and
Dynamics .............................$150
Learning Tools
P.O. Box 3158
Eugene, OR 97403
(503) 345-7749
Inquiry 981.
Electric Chemistry Building
inorganic ... ....... ......... .....$139.50
physical .........................$249.50
Snowbird Software
71 A Leland St.
Hamilton, Ontario
Canada LBS 3Al
(416) 521-9667
Inquiry 982.
IDS NYCode ........ ........ ... ..... .$695
IDS NYCode Two ...................$495
Intermedia Design Systems, Inc.
15 Century Hill Dr., Suite 100
Latham, NY 12110
(518) 783-1661
Inquiry 983.

Mac Gallery ........ .. .. ..... ... .. $49. 95
Dream Maker Software
4020 Paige St.
Los Angeles, CA 90031
(213) 221-6436
Inquiry 985.
Northgate Universal Floppy Drive
Controller ... ..... ... ........... .... ... $99
Northgate Computer Systems
13895 Industrial Park Blvd.,
Suite 110
Plymouth, MN 55441
(800) 548-1993
(612) 553-0111
Inquiry 986.
RBBS-PC in a Box CD-ROM .... $149
Quanta Press
2239 Carter Ave.
St. Paul, MN 55108
(612) 641-0714
Inquiry 987.

Inductel Reference Series
Funk & Wagnall's ............. $79.95
all others ........ ......... ... .... $49. 95
Inductel, Inc.
18661 McCoy Ave.
Saratoga, CA 95070
(408) 866-8016
Inquiry 984.
for it, especially since similar programs
(though with far less of a library) are
available on BBSes as shareware. On the
other hand, it can sure startle someone to
hear "The Ride of the Valkyries" burst
out of Big Cheetah.
Beckmann' s policy is consistent with
his philosophy: to buy the program, you
are supposed to sign a declaration that
you undertake not to make copies for use
by others (there is no copy protection),
and when you bring up Humit, there's a
not very subtle reminder of that. His
pricing is predictable: Humit is available
from The Golem Press (P.O. Box 1342,
Boulder, CO 80306) at $60 for individ
uals, $120 for private corporations , and
$240 for tax-subsidized institutions like
governments and state universities.

Experts on Codes
The IDS NYCode Two is another pro
gram I'm not really competent to evalu
ate, since the heart of the program is a
database of the New York State Fire Pre
vention and Building Code that comes on
five disks. IDS has been developing pro
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grams for architects and builders for a
number of years; I'm told they began
with an Osborne computer and JRT Pas
cal. Most of their software is intended for
use by municipalities , particularly build
ing departments . Their two hottest items
are IDS NYCode and IDS NYCode Two,
the first being an expert-system program
that asks the same questions about your
building that a code official would ask
when conducting a code review. It's writ
ten in Turbo Pascal.
IDS has other architect and contractor
programs, including pcTRAQ: Building
Permits, a database management pro
gram that generates information and re
ports about building permits; it's in
tended for use by a building department,
and it generates the reams of forms and
reports, like the monthly C404 Federal
Bureau of the Census Building Activity
Report. There's another program to han
dle property complaints.
Since until recently the New York
Code wasn't indexed at all, and the index
now provided by the state isn't very com
plete, IDS NYCode Two with its absolute

index-every word except conjunctions
and prepositions-makes access to the
code fairly easy. I can't recommend what
I don't understand; that is, the program
works fine in that it lets you browse
around the code and find anything you 're
likely to want, but I can't testify as to
how complete it is, just as I can't of my
knowledge tell you how well IDS NY
Code simulates a building inspector. I
like what I see, though, and if you're in
the building business, you ought to be
aware of this stuff.

Winding Down
I'm out of space, and there's still a huge
stack on my desk. I didn't get to Bor
land's Reflex 2, but if you have Reflex,
you know how good that was; the up
grade is even better . There's Dream
Maker Software's Mac Gallery, some
400 Macintosh clip-art images ranging
from dinosaurs to Santa Claus, including
a neat haunted house. It sure dresses up
party invitations.
I have some new medical-simulation
software from Learning Tools; their
Cardiovascular Systems and Dynamics
program is in use in about 200 medical
schools, and by me it ought to be in all of
them : students will learn more from ex
perimenting with this than by cutting up
animals , and it's cheaper to boot.
There are two books of the month: De
ception by Edward J. Epstein (Simon &
Schuster, 1989), perhaps the most im
portant book I've read about interna
tional conflict since Survival Is Not
Enough by Richard Pipes (Simon &
Schuster, 1984); and The Control ofNa
ture by John McPhee (Farrar, Straus &
Giroux, 1989). McPhee writes about ef
forts to save New Orleans now that the
Mississippi wants to wander elsewhere;
cooling lava with fire hoses in Iceland;
and flood control in the Los Angeles
mountains. It's good classic McPhee ,
and as soon as I get this column on the
wire, I'll finish it. While I'm at it, I'll
open my split of champagne and munch
on pate with pumpernickel. •

Jerry Pournelle holds a doctorate in psy
chology and is a science fiction writer
who also earns a comfortable living writ
ing about computers present and future.
Jerry welcomes readers' comments and
opinions. Send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Jerry Pournelle, c/o BYTE,
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough ,
NH 03458. Please put your address on
the letter as well as on the envelope. Due
to the high volume ofletters, Jerry cannot
guarantee a personal reply. You can also
contact him on BIX as "jerryp."

TOPSPEED C
The next generation

TOPSPEEDC:
Standard Edition $199
(DOS Compiler & VID)

DOS Prof Edition $395
OS/2 Prof Edition $495
Call on TopSpeed Modula· 2 (with
o bjects) compiler & toolkit prices.

TO ORDER:
In the U.S., call:

1-800-543-5202
In Canada, call:

1-800-543-8452
TopSpeed C. Compiler and library conform
100% with proposed ANSI standard. Source compat·
ible with MSC and Turbo C (where ANSI compat·
ible). library is a superse t of bo th MS and Turbo C's
libraries. Extensions include:Time· sliced scheduler
for concurrent functions. Powerful text window
manageme nt . Borland text windows supported.
MS's graphics, plus: Bar chart & polygon plotting,
standard formaued text IO to graphics windows.
Interface to Borland's Graphics Interface (BGI).
Mouse support. All BIOS and DOS calls supported .
Common UNIX calls. 6 memory models plus user·
definable memory models. Smart linker includes
only functions and data used in the final program.
Optional run·time checks include overflow, stack,
array bounds, and pointer checks. Run· time and
compilation errors automatically pinpointed in
source code.
Common optimizing code generator. All
compilers produce highly optimized code using the
same code generator. 8086/ 286/386 specific code.
Automatic optimal register allocation . Common
Sub-expression Elimination. Expand any function as
inline code. Pass parameters in registers (optional).
lnline 80x87 code or emulation.
Automatic make. Fully automatic make with
version control recompiles and rebuilds EXE , LIB
and DLL files as necessary without the need ofa make
script. Make dependencies are described by project
files , which simply list the objects to be included , as

well as the names of other dependent projects. One
single make can result in multiple compilations using
different compilers and/or assemblers, linking and
building oflibraries, DLLs and an EXE file.

Call on shipping & handling
charges & volume discou nts.
VISA/MC accepted.

Seamlessly integrated environment. Up to
10 active editor windows , each with a capacity ofl/2
MB source code. Comp iler errors and warnings pin·
pointed in source code; automatic file-switch when
stepping between errors o r warnings. All menus and
hot·keys redefinable. By default, ed itor commands
compatible with Turbo and SideKick. Keyboard
macros a la Super Key. Cut and paste between editors,
help system , and directly from screen memory.
Muhi·file search commands, programmer's calcu·
lator, built· in ASCII , key scan code, and color tables.
HyperText help system with library reference.

30-day unconditional
money-back guarantee.

DOS and OS/2 Professional Editions. Profes·
sional Editions include: Support for Microsoft Win·
dows. DOS Dynamic Link Libraries. Full source code
to libraries. Start·up assembler code. High·speed
Assembler is fully integrated in the environment.
Disassembler. Program execution profiler. Code
locator for embedded systems programming. Watch
utility for viewing any selection of DOS calls as they
are executed. Programmer's interface to debugger.
Post Mortem Debugger. And more. OS/ 2 Professional
Edition has full support for Presentation Manager.
TopSpeed and TechKi t are trademarks ofjcnsen & Partners Interna
tional. Other brand and product names are trademarks or registered
trademarks of their respective holders.

Jensen &
Partners
International
1101 San Antonio Road, Suite 301
Mountain View, CA 94043
Phone: ( 415)967-3200
FAX: (415)967-3288

In England & Europe contact:
Jensen & Partners UK Ltd., 63 Cler·
kenwell Road, London EClM 5NP.
Phone: (01)253·4333. FAX:
(01)25H442. C Standard Edition
£.149; C DOS Prof Edition £.295; C
OS/2 ProfEdition £.3 70. Call on band·
ling & VAT charges, and TopSpeed
Modula· 2 product prices.

When we started selling MKS prod
ucts in I986, the Tax Collectors were
among the first to notice. They assessed
our promise to bring the power and
flexibility of a UN IX environment to the
DOS desktop.
And then they came to call.
We're happy to report that the Tax
People* quickly decided that MKS
products were the pe1fect way to train
users on UNIX operating systems using
the PCs everyone was already fam iliar
with. And the perfect way to speed
development of new programs and
procedures.

hi ghly efficient program generator,
simplifing the creation of languages and
compilers for DOS and OS/2. The set is
completed with MKS RCS (Revision
Control System), which gives total
control of tex t file rev isions, and MKS
Make, which provides an efficient way to
automate the production and maintenance
of any size project.
All together they are the most effi
cient, most productive, and fri endliest
way to cross the bridge between DOS or
OS/2, and UNIX.

Get the new - but don't give upthe old
The MKS Programming
Platfo1m gives programmers the
~)
best of both worlds - virtually
unrestricted access to the power and . /
fl ex ibility of UNIX operating
systems, and full DOS or OS/2
<
capabilities. With MKS your
PC becomes a powe1ful and
productive UNIX worksta
tion , whenever you need it.
The Platfonn includes
four proven members of the
::
MKS fami ly of software:
MKS Toolkit , LEX & YACC , ·~ !.
RCS , and Make.
.
The heart of the Platform is
the MKS Toolkit. It provides a
complete set of utility pro
grams and over 150 com
mands compatible with UNIX
System Y.3. It also includes the MKS
Korn Shell , a command interpretor,
MKS Vi editor, and the MKS
AWK programming lan
guage.
Next is MKS LEX &
YACC, which work together as a

Beyond multiple platform support
The Programming Platfonn perfonns
on standard PC networks like Novell
NetWare and PC NFS with the illusion of
a complete UNIX timesharing system.
This means you can hook your PC to PC
NFS , allowing it to be used as a UNIX
workstation.
MKS is an active participant on the
POSIX standards committee, and we
track the shell and utilities standard to the
full est extent. We take care to build the
underlying POSIX kernel functionality on
DOS and OS/2 into MKS software before
moving utilities. That's why the Platform
gives you 100% UNIX and POSIX
\ · compatibi li ty, with no surprises.

Ideal training tools

·1 ")

·

Fast, painless training is another
P ~ benefit of the Programming Platfonn.
Oevelopers can use their familiar PC
keyboards while moving effortless ly
to UNIX on the desktop, and
ex posure to new commands and
functionality becomes part of
the novice' s working day.

r

The Taxman adds it up

~

When you stack up all the
advantages of the Programming
Platfonn - access to powerful
development tools, time-saving
--.....,,,,.-. management functions , full porta
bility, easy training, and our
*
unswerving dedication to the
. -- - POSIX standard - it 's no wonder that
the people with the toughest jobs to do,
.li ke the Taxman, turn to MKS.
To learn more about The Programming

~~=;;:::::=-~~~~+l~~l,~

::.,

Platfonn and other MKS produc
tivity and deve lopment tools,
call us today. Maybe we
can make your job a little
less taxing.
'

.

After Long Investigation, The
Taxman Came To Talk To Us
30 day money-back guarantee
MKS Programming Platform prices ore:
DOS
OS/2

$665
$1225

In Continentol USA coll: 1-800·265·2797
Outside Continentol USA coll: I ·519·884·225 1
Fox: I ·519·884·886 1

Authorized MKS Dealers:
Belgium
Englond

2·736·6064
364·53499 or
I ·833- 1022 or
0763-73455
20· 14-24·63
Netherlond s
West Germony 551-792488 or
06 1·214908or
721-886·664

Head Office:
35 King Street North
Waterloo , Ontario

Conodo, N2J 2W9

'We're not allowed to use their official name. But you know who we mean.
MKS is a trademark of Mortice Kern Systems Inc. Other 1rademarks have been cited and MKS acknowledges 1hem.
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David Fiedler

CUSTOMIZING
FOR COMFORT

A series of
environment variables
lets you tailor Unix
to your liking
hether you're running Unix
on a personal computer, an
engineering workstation, or
a mainframe, you'll get the
most from your Unix user account if you
customize it. Most people like their desk
chair and car seat set up a certain way ;
it's the same with your computer envi
ronment. The Unix shell environment is
one of the first things you can start
customizing.
Begin by finding out what you already
have . Execute the command env (it may
be printenv on some systems ; set
should also work, though slightly differ
ently). This command displays a list of
environment variables (which might be
startling in its length) that you can set at
any time. Application programs , includ
ing the shell itself, can read these vari
ables and modify the way they operate as
a result of the environment that you
specify.
Often , the information about the envi
ronment variables is hidden somewhere
deep in the Unix documentation . For ex
ample, if you read the manual page for
the lp command carefully, you 'II find a
reference to the LPDEST environment
variable. You can set rhis to designate
your printer as the default printer , as op
posed to the system default (which is set
by the system administrator or print
spooler administrator). You set it once
when you log in and forget it.
L'l~bng l is the result of running env
on my system. It shows some of the envi
ronment variables that have proved use
ful for the programs that I run . Natural
ly, some of these reflect my personal
taste (such as the contents of the EXINIT

W
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variable, which consist of the start-up
commands for the vi editor) .
More commands and programs than
you might think check for the presence of
such variables as EDITOR , MAILER,
PAGER , SHELL, TERM, and TERM
CAP. The first four of these inform ap
plications of your favored programs for
use as an editor, a mailer, a screen pager,
and a Unix shell. Some people might pre
fer EMACS over vi as an editor, or more
over pg as a paging program . While I
generally use csh rather than the stan
dard Bourne shell , the SHELL variable
is generally used when " escaping" out
of a program , and at such times I don 't
want the extra overhead time of starting
up csh, so I specify the Bourne shell
instead.

Why They Call It Curses
If you're new to Unix , you might have a
bit of a problem running screen-oriented
programs. Unlike a personal computer
with its own dedicated screen software, a

Unix system can have almost anything
plugged in as a terminal. To answer the
problems of running screen-oriented
programs in a world of variable and un
known screen controls , a standard set of
terminal-independent driver routines,
known as the curses library, exists. The
idea is to define a specific terminal 's ca
pabilities and to control the codes to a
curses-compatible program. The termi
nals are described in the / etc / termcap
file. Many Unix and most Xenix systems
use the name ans i to refer to the console
on an IBM compatible; this can generally
be used by IBM PC users dialing into a
Unix machine .
The TERM variable should contain
the proper name for your terminal; the
TERMCAP variable generally should
contain the name of the termcap file.
While (as noted above) this is generally
the system file / etc / termcap, you can
also make it point to the name of your
own file . This is useful if you are testing
continued
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SOFTWARE
SAMPLER CLUB
is giving away

$250, 000. 00
in Bonus Gifts
to SSC members before Dec. 31, '89

If you own an IBM PC/AT/386 or
Compatible computer, you must
join the Software Sampler Club.
As an SSC member, you can
• Save thousands of dollars on
your commercial software
purchases.
• Influence the development of
future software products.
•Receive FREE SOFTWARE and
SSC NEWS.
• Be accurately informed about
new software being marketed.

Yes, I want more information about
Software Sampler Club.
Please send me:
[

] SSC Demo diskette

[

] SSC IBM PC Software Product
Catalog

FREE - NO OBLIGATION
Name:
~-----------~

Address:

------------

City:----------

S t a t e : - - - - - - - Zip: _ _ __
Telephone:---------

See us at Fall Comdex '89 A676

Software Sampler Club
16580 Harbor Blvd., Ste. D,
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
(714) 775-0695, Fax: (714) 531-8546

Attention: Computer Dealers please ask
us about our "SSC Authorized Dealer
Guaranteed Sales" program .
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Listing 1: The env command lists all your environment variables and their
values.
EDITOR=/ b in/vi
EXINIT=set beautify nomesg showrnode wr.:=6 ai shell=/ bin/ sh lab u UNIX
LPDEST=oki
MAILER =mail
NAME=David Fiedler
ORGANIZATION=InfoPro Systems, publishers of ROOT and UNIQUE
PAGER= less
PATH =: /bin:/ usr /bin:/ usr /games : / usr /local:/ usr / lb in : /own/ david /bin
ROGUEOPTS=jump, autorun, flush, noterse, frui t=prune, name=Fafhrd
SHELL=/bin/sh
TERM=ansi
TERMCAP=/ etc/ termcap

a new termcap entry, or if the adminis
trator won't let you modify the system
file to add an entry for your homemade
terminal .
On some systems, the contents of the
TERMCAP variable may contain the ter
minal's actual termcap entry (rather
than the name of the file to find it in).
Hint: If you have only a few types ofter
minals on your system, move their en
tries to the top of /etc/ termcap . This
will save start-up time for screen-ori
ented programs .
Naturally, such a beautifully simple
idea was destined to be made more com
plicated. AT&T came up with its own
terminfo database, which has each ter
minal's termcap-type information in a
separate file under the / usr /lib/ term
info directory . The administrator has to
make sure that the files are available in
the right places and that they are properly
"compiled"; the user merely has to iden
tify his or her terminal to the system with
the proper name using the TERM vari
able. This design for terminal informa
tion loads more quickly than termcap en
tries but is more difficult to set up and
maintain.

Setting Environment Variables
Let's say you're ready to actually do
some of this. If you're just sitting at the
regular Bourne shell prompt ($), then
you can simply type

shell's environment, you must explicitly
export it:
export TERM
Now when you type env, foobar will
show up as your TERM type . This little
exercise is meant to show how important
it is to remember to export all the
changes that are made to the Bourne shell
environment.
Setting the variables is usually relegat
ed to your session initialization when you
log in. If your default shell is the Bourne
shell, then you put the desired commands
in your . profile file in your home direc
tory, like this:
PATH=$PATH:/u / david / bin
TERM=ansi
NAME="David Fiedler"
PAGER="more -c"
LPDEST=laser
export PATH TERM NAME PAGER\
LPDEST
If your default shell is the Berkeley IC
shell(%), then you put this in your. cshrc
file:

setenv PATH "$PATH": \
/ u/david/bin
setenv TERM ansi
setenv NAME "David Fiedler"
setenv PAGER "more -c"
setenv LPDEST laser

TERM=foobar
and the contents of the TERM variable
will be set to the string foobar. You can
verify this by typing set.
But wait! The value will not be auto
matically inherited by other commands
spawned from this shell. To prove this,
type env, which prints the values of the
variables actually set in the environment.
It will show your TERM variable as still
set to "ansi" (or whatever it was previ
ously). To reflect your change in the

(C shell users also have the option of
creating both .login and .logout files,
which are executed when you log in and
out, respectively.)
Notice that strings with spaces in them
have be surrounded with the double
quote character. Also notice the syntax
of the first line, which takes the current
default value of PATH (the system's idea
of the order of directories to search for
executable files) and tacks on a reference
continued

AW...What the Heck!
We REFUSE to Raise Our Prices!
DesignCAD 3D $ 399
WE REFUSE TO RAISE PRICES!
"We have dealers-even from foreign coun
tries-call and tell us they could sell a lot more
DesignCAD 3D at higher prices because some
of their customers can't conceive a true 3D
solid modeling program costing only $399.
They ask us to raise our prices because they
know it's worth more, much more. But look at
the history of our company: We just don't
believe in inflated prices! An excellent CAD
system shouldn't cost any more than a good
word processor. So we still say, "Aw ... What
the heck! We refuse to raise our prices! Let's
see the other guys beat this deal!"

WHY BUY THIS ONE?
There is a very important reason to buy De
signCAD 3D other than price: PERFORM
ANCE. DesignCAD 30 provides complete 3
Dimensional drawing capabilities. It's not a
"warmed-over" 2D program . DesignCAD 3D
allows you to draw any entity in 3-D space. This
means, for example, that you can draw a curve
in the shape of a spring. You can draw a circle
or arc at ANY angle on ANY plane.
DesignCAD 3-D gives your Personal Computer
the power of a mainframe CAD system I With
DesignCAD 3-D, you can produce complete 3
dimensional models and drawings that were
once considered impossible on a microcom
puterl
Complete 3-Dimensional design features make
it easy for you to construct realistic 3-D models.
With full solid-object modeling capabilities you
can analyze you drawing to determine the vol 
ume, surface area or even center of gravity!
DesignCAD 3-D even permits you to check for
interference between objects! Aeronautical
Engineers can now find the center of gravity for
a new a·1rp\ane design with a couple of key
strokes. The Architect can determine the sur
face area of a roof for decking in a matter of
minutes. The Civil Engineer can calculate the
volume of a lake or dam in seconds. The
Mechanical Engineer will know for sure if cer
tain parts fit together without interference. The
uses for DesignCAD 3-D are only limited by
YOUR imagination!
DesignCAD 3-D supports more than 400 differ
ent peripheral devices, including more than 250
printers (dot-matrix, laser printers, color print
ers, etc.) , 80 plotters, most mice and digitizing
tablets, and a wide variety of graphics cards
and displays.
Once again, American Small Business Com
uters has proved that you don't have to spend
a lot of money to get quality software. De
signCAD 3-D provides features such as Shad
jng, Solid Object Modeling, Hidden Line Re
pioval , and Cross Sectioning capability. All for
only $399. No other 3-Dimensional CAD sys
,em can come close to providing the price/per
ormance of DesignCAD 3D.

1

VERY EASY TO USE!
DesignCAD 3-D has consistantly proven itself
to be faster and easier to use than most com
peting CAD systems. In a national competition
DesignCAD 3-D was matched in drawing
speed by only on e other CAD system . It cost
$3,000 . DesignCAD 3-D was able to perform a
given drawing in nearly half the time as pack
ages costing up to $5,000.
Customers frequently remark at how quickly
they are able to learn DesignCAD. Many also
comment about the power of DesignCAD.
Dr. Stephens of NASA states: "One of the things
I like best (about DesignCAD 30) is that I can
pick it up and go with it. " Dr. Stephens, who
evaluates and recommends software for pur
chase by NASA, says software must meet cer
tain criteria: "One, it must work. Two, it must be
user friendly and easy to use. I push it [De·
signCAD 3D] as far as I can push it. We're not
using it as a toy down here, and I resent the fact
that some people believe that a product's ability
is substandard because of its price."
Jan Hallett, an engineer at Allied Chemical!
states: "We use it extensively here and are really
sold on it. Plant layouts, pipe runs , fabrications,
along With a lot of other th ings are drawn and de
signed . I've got AutoCAD, but very seldom if
ever use it anymore."

PC MAGAZINE SAYS...
DesignCAD 3D, the latest feature
packed, low-cost CADD package from
American Small Business Computers,
delivers more bang per buck than any of
its low-cost competitors and threatens
programs costing ten times as much.
For a low-cost, self-contained 30 pack
age... DesignCAD's range of features
steals the show."

HOW DO I GET ONE?
DesignCAD 3-D and DesignCAD 20 are avail
able from most retail computer stores, or you
may order directly from us. If you have ques
tions about which program to purchase please
give us a call. Alt you need to run DesignCAD
3-D is an IBM PC or compatible computer with
640 K RAM memory and a hard disk. Both
products support most graphics cards, print
ers, plotters and digitizers. Free Information
and a demo disk are available .
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Small Business Computers, Inc.
327 Sout h Mill Street
Pryor, OK 74361
(918)825-4844 • FAX:(918)825-6359

VERY POWERFUL!
DesignCAD 3-D version 2.1 is as powerful as most
CAD systems costing $5000-$10,0001 Features like:
Complex Extrusions, a true 30 color-coded cursor,
full shading or rendering capability , Blending of Sur
faces , Complex Sweeps and Translations, and
Boolean Operations make DesignCAD 3-0 one of the
most powerful 3-D - - - - - - - - - - - - .
CAD
systems
BYTE MAGAZINE SAVS...
available ... at any
"At $399, DesignCAD 3D
price ! Engineers ,
was
the least expensive
Architects, and Con
package we saw, yet it
sultants constantly tell
was one of the more
us that they use CAD
powerful...Don
't be
systems costing thou
sands of dollars which fooled by the remarka
bly low price, this
are not as powerful as
program can really per
DesignCAD 3-D.
form!"
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TPUforUNIX
and DOS.
Introducing nu/TPU from a/Soft.
,..nu/TPU gives you one hun
dred powerful TPU subroutines
for faster and easier UNIX and
DOS applications development.
EVE, EDT, and VI interfaces
are all included plus multiple
windows , its own program
ming language , and unlimited
extensions. You can import your

to the /u/ david/bin directory at the
end.
In this way, I can add commands to my
own private directory at any time, and
they will be executed just like system
commands. A colon is used to separate
directory names, and two colons (or a
colon as the first character after the
equals sign) means "search the current
directory now."

System Administrators
and the Environment
You can use many of these same ideas as
a system administrator. For instance, if
you wanted to add another directory or
two to the default search path, you would
just do this in the one place where users
will execute it when their shell starts up:
in the /etc/ profile file, which is ex
amined before the user's own .profile .
I suggest that you name the full directory
path to be searched, just to avoid any
confusion:
PATH=/bin:/usr/bin:/usr/local::
PAGER=rnore
TZ=PST8PDT
export PATH PAGER TZ

customized VAX TPU programs
to your UN IX or DOS system
without change. nu/TPU comes
with one year of free hotline
support, 30 day money-back
guarantee, free TPU library
exchange, our technical bul
letin board for news, interface
code samples , and our TPU
open forum. Call us for more
technical details.

(508) 683-4369
dl!!)raln:.'Vlt.w
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a/Soft Development, Inc.
1353 Salem Street
North Andover, MA 01845
nu/TPU is a uadema1k ol a/Soll Development . VAX is a
tradema1k of Digital Equipmenl CorpCtralion. UNIX is a
trademark of AT&T. MS·OOS is a trademark of Microsoft .
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A similar entry must be made in /etc
/ cshrc for the C shell users . All systems
should have at least one directory for
"home-grown" commands (/usr
/local in the example above). This
makes it easy to keep them separate for
backup and maintenance purposes . And
this directory should appear in the search
path after the system directories, to pre
vent confusion in case someone names a
local command the same as a system
command.
Why did I set PAGER and TZ above?
The PAGER variable will allow certain
programs to use the more command
when it's necessary-something that un
sophisticated users will thank you for.
And explicitly setting the TZ variable (to
whatever your local value should be) will
prevent certain time-related bugs from
appearing . Setting other variables can
also save you a great amount of user sup
port time; think of how you can set EX
INIT to some reasonable defaults, for in
stance.
The "search current directory now"
feature mentioned above should be
turned off when you are logged in as
root, since it makes the "Trojan Horse"
security hole possible. You just explicitly
change this in the /.profile file (root's
initialization file), and while you're at it,
you should add the /etc directory to
root's PATH to make your life easier.
Some versions of the C shell take care

of both of these security measures
automatically.

Me and My RC
Just as each user has a file that is exe
cuted when he or she logs in, so the sys
tem has a way of changing itstdefault be
havior when it's booted up. The system
executes the /etc/ re file when it first

S etting
variables can save you
a great amount
ofuser support time.
comes up into mult iuser mode. For
years, this has been the place to put sys
tem-specific code (e.g., loading special
device drivers at start-up). If you're run
ning into strange problems with a new
system, it doesn't hurt to make sure that
this file is setting important environment
variables properly. Things like TZ,
PATH, HZ (do not set this to your power
line frequency!), and even SHELL can
be set here for the system.
In the most recent releases of Unix,
/etc/ re does little more than go into a
set of numbered subdirectories under
/etc/ re . d and execute all the files it
finds. Each of these directories has a des
ignated function. But you find that the
file /etc/rc.d/8/userdef has been re
servedjust for you!
The only thing left to do to customize
the system is to set up the cron facility
using the /usr/lib/crontab file (on
newer systems, this is now a set of files in
the directory / usr /spool /c ron /c ron
tabs) for events that should repeat at spe
cific times. If you're running UUCP
(Unix-to-Unix copy), make sure that at
least one of the daemon programs found
in the / usr /lib/ uucp directory is being
executed once per hour or so, or your E
mail may never get sent. •

David Fiedler is editor and publisher of
the Unix newsletters Unique and Root
and coauthor of the book Unix System
Administration. He can be reached on
BIX as ''fiedler."
Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.

ONE COMMUNICATIONS
PROGRAM THAT
MAKES ALL OF OUR
INCOMPATIBLE
COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
COMPATIBLE?
I CALL THAT
UNLIKELY.
They call it
TERM.
TERM runs identically under DOS, UNIX, XENIX,
VMS, BTOS and MAC?
TERM is keystroke-for-keystroke compatible across all of our different
computer systems and offers features like automatically restanable file transfers,
data compression and CRC error detection.

But, can it be customized?
TERM's built-in script language is so sophisticated that it allows exact solutions
to be tailored to our specific needs. In fact, there are over25 pre-built cripts
provided for solvingproblems like unattended file tran fers, remote ystem polling,
and error logging. TERM script allows building customized menus, data entry
screens and pop-up windows designed for your unique applications.

And it talks to non·TERM systems?
Fluently. TERM comes with nine protocols and thirteen terminal emulations...
rhat's enough to communicate with a wide variety of different systems.

DEC Terminal Emulation?

TERM. Powerful Communications.
Features:
..- Automatically restartable file transfers
..- State-of -the-art Lempel-Ziv-Welch data
compression
..- Exact VT220, VT102, and VT100 Emulation
on ALL systems
..- Fu lly remappable keypad support
..- Full color support
..- 38.4K file transfers
..- KERMIT Protocol for mainframes
,,.,. XMODEM and YMODEM Protocols for
bulletin boards

TERM is available now on Altos, Apple Matintosh, Arcx/Arete, AT&T, British Telecom, Bull, Burroughs,
CCI, Celerity, Convergent Technologies, Counterpoint Systems, Cubix, DEC VAX, Fortune, Gould, Harris,
Heurikon, Hewleu Packard, Honei~vell , IBM, ICL, ICON, IMP, Integrated Solutions, Intel, jarogate, Lanier,
Masscomp, Momentum, Motorola, NCRTower, Nixdorf Targon, Northern Telecom, Plexus, Prime, Pyramid,
Ridge Computer, Sequent, Sigma Designs, Sun Workstation, Tandy, Unisys, Victor, Wang PC, Zenith and
Zilog. Find out how easy it is to get your VMS, UNIX, X'l:NIX and MSDOS machines all together.

TERM

Circle 72 on Reader Service Card
(DEALERS: 73)

Wair rill you see it. TERM's Vf220 emulator meets the needs of all of our
divisions by providing exact VT220 and VT102 emulation on all terminals. We've
got full graphics character support evenunder Unix... not to mention Televideo.
5(0 CO\Qr COnSo\e and the Other emulations.
Unite<i Kingdom: Systems ;1arkcting Ltd. (0635) 247 031

Where did you find it?
Icalled: 801-268-3088

COMMUNICATIONS SOITWARE
Call or write forcomplete information

France: l'auris Data (33 1) 30 21 55 05. lbp Ing (33 1) ~2
Benelux: lbp l.ng (322) 672 22 40

Italy: ESA (0541) 7411 13
Australia: Qu nix (07) 83 1 8666

All orders shipped 2nd Day Air

..- Remote PC execution
.. Powertul script language for customized
applications
.. Wildcard file send/receive capability
.. Auto-login , dial/redial modem control
..- Unlimited autodial directory
..- Pertorms unattended file transfers
..- Remote maintenance capability
..- Online User's Manual for instant help
..- Electronic maiVTELEX/FAX
..- Easylink/MCI Gateway
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S OFTWARE

5284 South 320 West, Suite C134 Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 (801) 268-3088
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powerful operating system.
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of Smalltalk/V PM,object
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System Architect, Lotus Development
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Circle 113 on Reader Service Card

$499.95

Prices and information on these and
other Digitalk products are avai lable
on request:
Smalltal k/V, Smalltalk/V 286,
Sma lltalk/V Mac
Smalltalk/V. A product of Digitalk In c. ,
98 41 Ai rp o rt Blvd. , Los Ange les , CA
90045. For information or to find a dealer
nea r you call:

1-800-922-8255
1-213-645-1082
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Smalltalk/Vis a registered trademark of Digit.ilk Im:.
Prices subject to change without notice.
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GV286/20

GV386/20 PLUS

GV386SX

• 80386 running at 20 MHz zero wait state.
• 1MB RAM on motherboard.
• System is capable of expanding to 16
MB of 32-bit RAM.
• Proprietary, 64KB on-board RAM cache
circuit using high speed (35ns) static
RAM.
• Socketed for 20MHz Intel 80387, or
20MHz Weitek 3167 math coprocessors.
• 5.25" 1.2MB or 3.5" 1.44MB floppy
drive.
• Western Digital 1:1 interleave dual con
troller.
• 2, 8-bit, 4, 16-bit and 2, 32-bit memory
expansion slots.
• Graphics adaptor features afull 256K of
video RAM and 16-bit interface for full
VGA capabilities.
• 2serial/1 parallel port standard (on add
in card).
• ROM based set-up and diagnostics.
• Motherboard designed and manufactured
in U.S.A.
• Toll-free technical support.
• One-year factory warranty, parts and
labor. Overnight parts replacement
available.

• Run 32-bit operating systems, applica
tions software, or Windows 386 at a
lower cost.
• Slim-line, space-saving desktop
configuration.
• 80386SX running at 16 MHz zero wait
state.
• 2MB RAM standard, 4MB capacity on
motherboard.
• Socketed for 16MHz Intel 80387SX,
math coprocessor.
• 3.5" 1.44MB floppy drive.
• Western Digital 1:1 interleave dual con
troller.
• VLSI technology for increased reliability.
• Graphics adaptor features a full 256K of
video RAM and 16-bit interface for full
VGA capabilities.
• 2serial/1 parallel port standard(on add
in card).
• ROM based set-up and diagnostics.
• Motherboard designed and manufactured
in U.S.A.
• Toll-free technical support.
• One-year factory warranty, parts and
labor. Overnight parts replacement
available.

OPTIONS

• Choice of slimline or Baby "AT" desktop,
space-saving footprints available.
• Top performance at lower cost.
• VLSI technology for increased reliability.
• 80286 running at 20 MHz zero wait state.
• Paged-interleave Memory Architecture.
• 1MB RAM standard, expandable to 2MB
or 4MB configurations on motherboard.
• Socketed for 10MHz 80287 math copro
cessor.
• 5.25" 1.2MB or 3.5" 1.44MB floppy
drive.
• Western Digital 1:1 interleave dual con
troller.
• Enhanced 101-key keyboard.
• Graphics adaptor features a full 256K of
video RAM and 16-bit interface for full
VGA capabilities.
• 200-watt power supply.
• 2serial/1 parallel port standard (on add
in card).
• ROM based set-up and diganostics.
• Motherboard designed and manufactured
in U.S.A.
• Toll-free technical support.
• One-year factory warranty, parts and
labor. Overnight parts replacement
available.
OPTIONS

OPTIONS

OPTIONS

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

• RAM upgrade to 3 MB add $725-to 5 MB
add $955.
• 20MHz Intel 80387 and 20MHz Weitek
3167 math coprocessors.
• On-site service agreement.
• MS-DOS 3.3. or 4.01.
• 256 Video upgrade $99.

• RAM upgrade to 4MB add $390.
• 16 MHz Intel 80387SX math coproces
sors.
• On-site service agreement.
• MS-DOS 3.3. or 4.01.
• 256 Video upgrade $99.
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• 80286 running at 12 MHz zero wait state.
• Proprietary, 32KB on-board RAM cache
circuit using high speed (35ns) static
RAM.
• 640KB RAM, expandable to 1MB on
motherboard .
• Socketed for 8MHz 80287 math copro
cessor.
• 5.25" 1.2MB or 3.5" 1.44MB floppy
drive.
• Western Digital 1: 1interleave dual con
troller.
• Enhanced 101-key keyboard.
• Graphics adaptor features afull 256K of
video RAM and 16-bit interface for full
VGA capabilities.
• 200-watt power supply.
• 2serial/1 parallel port standard (on add
in card).
• ROM based set-up and diagnostics.
• Motherboard designed and manufactured
in the U.S.A.
• Toll-free technical support.
• One-year factory warranty, parts and
labor. Overnight parts replacement
available.

RAM upgrades.
Intel 80287 math coprocessor.
On-site service agreement.
MS-DOS3.3. or4.01.
256 Video upgrade $99.

!~!i~~~i!!~~1
44MB, 23ms, ST506
71 MB, 27ms, ST506
155MB, 18ms, ESDI
320MB, 18ms, ESDI

Ask about our

VGA
Mono

Extended
VGA Color

$2,149
$2,409
$3,299
$4,099

$2,499
$2,769
$3,599
$4,399

RAM upgrades.
Intel 80287 math coprocessor.
On-site service agreement.
MS-DOS 3.3. or 4.01 .
256 Video upgrade $99.

'~i~'~i!!~~1
44MB, 23ms, ST506
90MB, 1Bms, ESDI
155MB, 1Bms, ESDI

VGA
Mono

Extended
VGA Color

$2,695 $3,095
$3,395 $3,795
$3,995 $4,395

44MB, 23ms, ST506
71MB, 27ms, ST506
155MB, 18ms, ESDI
320MB , 18ms, ESDI

VGA
Mono

Extended
VGA Color

$3,399
$3,659
$4,399
$5,199

$3,699
$3,959
$4,799
$5,599

44MB, 23ms, ST506
90MB, 18ms, ESDI

VGA
Mono

Extended
VGA Color

$2,795 $3,195
$3,495 $3,895

Call us for NETWORK
SYSTEMS CONSULTING

EXPERT ADV I CE

DOWN TO BUSINESS

•

Wayne Rash Jr.

SERVING BUSINESS
Networks let dedicated
database servers
bring SOL power to
personal computers
n last month's column, I discussed
the role that IBM 's OfficeVision
and Systems Application Architec
ture (SAA) will have in the corpo
rate world . As you will recall, IBM's
plans for your future are based on a
mainframe acting as a Structured Query
Language server. (SQL is a "truly " rela
tional database system tracing back to
circa 1970 IBM.)
This solution works, of course, only if
you have such a mainframe. Although
IBM will be pleased to sell you one, for
many small businesses this just doesn't
make sense.
What does make sense is to use the
guts of SAA-that is, the user interface
and the SQL server-without using SAA
itself. This way, you can still have the
communications, the data handling, and
the centralized data storage, while using
equipment that may otherwise meet your
needs a lot better.

I

Serving You Right
In essence, the corporate database is
simply a collection of information. Many
companies place this information on a
mainframe. This decision is often made
more for reasons of capacity and security
than for performance. Company data is
much of what makes the company, and it
must be protected.
With the maturing of LANs, these
same benefits can now extend beyond the
mainframe world into the realm of the
personal computer. This is made possi
ble by the introduction last year of SQL
database engines that reside on dedicated
database server machines attached to the
networks . No longer is database work on
ILLUSTRATION: DAVE RIDLEY © 1989

microcomputers restricted to a single
machine. The database software waits
for the workstation software to ask it for
a task.
As a user, you may never know that
there is a SQL (pronounced "sequel")
server out there. The workstation soft
ware presents the screens, performs ini
tial edits, and validates entries. Once the
user of the workstation software com
pletes a screen, that screen is changed
into a SQL query, which is then sent
down the LAN to the database server.
The server, in turn , finds the requested
information and returns the results to the
user.
This method of working has two ad
vantages. First, it reduces the workload
on the workstation, allowing that com
puter to be less powerful and, therefore,
less expensive. Second, it also reduces
traffic on the LAN significantly over
software such as dBASE, which requires
data , not just commands, to flow both
ways.

The SQL Approach
The past year has seen the development
of several SQL database server products .
All offer the same flexibility IBM offers
in the SAA world . The difference is that
they don't require IBM hardware. Each
product approaches the task of being a
SQL server in a slightly different way.
Gupta Technologies' SQLBase server,
for example, will work with nearly any
network. Gupta also makes other soft
ware that provides connectivity to main
frame SQL databases and other external
database products. Gupta gives you a
complete solution.
Microsoft, on the other hand, offers
only the database engine-that is, the
part of the SQL server that actually
receives queries and provides answers.
Other companies , including Ashton
Tate, provide the front end that allows
the database engine to be used .
Novell even manages to do without the
dedicated database server. Its database
continued
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DOWN TO BUSINESS

BLACKSHIP
Your "BEST BUY" Company

~

386 SYSTEM

I

""'"" Blac kship 386/25: Reliability at a Goo d
Price . . . the on ly ma chin e tested that was
entirely trouble-free."
- PC WORLD, August 1989
"The Blac k ship o ff ers low pric e 33-MH z
performance ... we rat e it a ve ry good va lu e."
- INFOWOR LD, Jul y 1989
"B lackship's 386 / 25 is low pri ce leade r."
- INFOWORLD, May 1989
... .. one of the 80386-based clones that offer a
revo luti onary new fea ture - affo rdabilit y."
- BYT E, Octobe r 1988
".. . remarkably stron g performance at barga in
pnces.
- PC WORLD, Jun e 1988

386/33
386/ 25
386/ 20
386 / 16

~

Mhz System ... .......... $3395
MHz System - . . . _ . . . _ ... $2595
MHz System ... .......... $ 1795
MHz System . ...... ... . .. $1595

286 SYSTEM

J

~ "We ll-b uilt newco mer is va lu e leader among
superfast ATs we tested."
- INFOWORLD, February 1989
.. . it s pri ce / performance ra ti o eas il y ju stifi es
PC WORLD's Best Buy reco mm endati on."
- PC WORLD, August 1988

286 / 25
286 /20
286 / 16
286112
286/ JO

..,..

MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz

System . ... . . ....... $1295
System ..... , . , .... . $1195
System ......... .... $1095
System ... . . ....... . . $945
System . . . .. _:_ .... _ . .. $895

ALL SYSTEMSE
INCLUD

~ • 1 Mb Memory
• 2 Ser ial, 1 Paral lel,
and 1 Game Po rt
• 2 FD I 2 HD
Co ntroll er
• 1.2 Mb 51/i''
Floppy Dri ve
• Keytronic 10 1-Key
Keyboard

\.

I

• 8 Expansion Slots
• Ma th Co processo r
Socke t
• Clock / Calen dar with
Bat tery Back up
• Roo m for Up to 5
Half-H eight Drives
• 220 Watt Powe r
Supp ly

OPT\01\l.S

•

~. Memory

• Hard Dri ves • Tape Backu p
• Video • Modems • Dig iti zers • Pr inters
• Plotters • More . . . CA LL

ORDERS -.
1-800 431-6249 (USA)
1-800 654-7955 (CA)

. .Po1~~~~!!~N~
403 1 Clipper Co ur t
Fremon t , CA 94538
415-770-9300
FAX 415 -770-86 74
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server product runs as an additional pro
cess in the file server and supports the
data files there. This has the advantage
of not requiring you to buy a separate
machine for the database server, but it
does add an additional load to the file
server, which can be a problem in the
case of a busy LAN where there is a lot of
disk activity. In that instance, you might
find yourself waiting for your database
query while someone else plays Novell 's
SNIPES game.

Competing with SAA
Each of the three approaches will work to
support a LAN with workstations that
must share information for their applica
tions. In the case of Novell ' s NetWare
SQL and Microsoft's SQL Server, that ' s
about all you can do right now. Gupta
Technologies has provided capabilities
that come close to competing with SAA .
Microsoft has stated its intention to do
this , also, but to date, the software sup
port is lagging, and Microsoft's LAN re
strictions make an immediate remedy for
this unlikely.
Gupta has arranged for a variety of op
tions for the user interface and for applica
tions interfaces. This means you may be
able to use all or most of your current ap
plication, or you can design a Microsoft
Windows application that can be upgraded
to Presentation Manager (PM). Gupta
wisely chose to make arrangements with
Nantucket Corp. and Wordtech Systems,
the makers of the two major dBASE lan
guage compilers, to create workstation
front ends for its SQL engine.
Gupta was likewise perceptive to

dBXL ........ .... .. .. ............. .$199
Quicksilver ... ... ....... .. .... .. _. $595
Wordtech Systems
P.O. Box 1747
Orinda, CA 94563
(415) 254-0288
Inquiry 1101.
NetWare SQL. ..... .. .... ........$595
Novell, Inc.
122 East 1700 South
Provo, UT 84601
(801) 379-5900
Inquiry 1102.

choose Microsoft Windows as its graphi
cal user interface. This gives SQL users
a path to the future with a DBMS that's
available now. Unlike much of what is
planned for SAA, you can run Gupta's
SQLWindows under MS-DOS on IBM
PC AT-class machines that you already
have . You don 't need to wait for IBM or
anyone else to deliver on promises in the
coming years.
Gupta says that its Windows product
will be upgradable to PM in the future .
Whether that will ever happen remains
to be seen, but it seems likely . Gupta is
already working in the OS/2 environ
ment with its database engine, and the
company seems to understand the operat
ing system.
What Gupta means is that the applica
tions created by using SQLWindow's
fourth-generation language will be up
gradable to OS/2. Gupta's language for
use with its database server is unusually
complete, allowing users to create the
full range of Windows screen devices . In
other words, you can have dialog boxes
and radio buttons to your heart's content.

Microsoft's Contribution
Microsoft has taken a different tack in
the effort to bring a SQL server to mar
ket. Instead of designing the user inter
face itself, the company has . arranged
with Ashton-Tate and Borland to create
versions of their DBMS products that
will work with SQL Server. These prod
ucts are expected around the end of this
year .
In the meantime, SQL Server suffers
continued

SQLBase
single-user. ........ ........... $1295
multiuser ..... ..... .. ...... ... $2995
SQLNetwork
SQL Gateway .... ... ... ...... $1995
SQL Host .......... ........ $20,000
SQLWindows
single-user..... .............. . $1295
multiuser ..... .............. .. $2995
Gupta Technologies, Inc .
1040 Marsh Rd., Suite 200
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 321-9500
Inquiry 1103.
SQL Server ......... .... _...... $2495
Ashton-Tate
20101 Hamilton Ave.
Torrance, CA 90502
(213) 538-7755
Inquiry 1104.

Seagate's ST157 Family

,,.....s the storage
and retrieval
device for
valuable information, a disc drive
plays acritical role in apersonal com
puter's overall operation. Building
hard disc drives that deliver both high
perfomiance and high reliability
requires the same degree of precision
employed by skilled artists.
This precision is reflected in
every Seagate STl57 family drive.
Using our own stepper motor proc
esses, eachdrive is auto-tuned for
optimum performance every time
the drive is powered up.
This 21-49 megabyte 3.5" drive
family is a skillful blend of pe1form
ance and reliability.With access timesof
28 msec, these drives feature an MTBF
of70,000 hours, and are available in
SCSI, ST412 and AT' interfaces.
Like the arti t who spendsyears
perfecting hiscraft, Seagate has spent
the pastdecade masteringthe fine
art of disc drives. For more informa
tion on our palette of high quality
storage solutions, contact your author
ized Seagate distributor, or call
Seagate directly at 800-468-DISC,
or 408-438-6550.

&)>Seagate
. \Tis a reg1sterC11 1r:idtm3rl. of lncema11onJIBu•tlk'S) Mxhinc~ Corpor.u ion.
Seagalc and lhe Seaga1r lngo arl' fl'J?l~md 1radcrnarh ofSeaga to:" ToXhooluH. Inc.
fl 1989Seagace Tcchno1.igy. lfK'.

DOWN TO BUSINESS

from some significant limitations . Be
cause of Microsoft's approach, few de
velopment tools are available now . If you
plan to do work with SQL Server, you'd
better plan to be a C programmer. While
this might be acceptable for new project
development, conversion of mainframe
systems to work with a SQL server usu
ally involves the use of COBOL, and
that's not something that is well sup
ported by Microsoft.
Perhaps more critical, Microsoft's
SQL Server works only with Microsoft 's
LAN Manager. Considering that net
work operating system's minor position
in the LAN marketplace, the limitation
can be crippling. The majority of LAN
installations (approximately 60 percent,
according to a BYTE survey) are running
Novell NetWare. Most of the rest are run
ning 3Com.
In its current incarnation, Microsoft's
LAN Manager is a poor choice, both be
cause of its limited use and because of its
significant security problems . While
this may change someday, it's unlikely
that moving this way now would be a
wise business decision .

Novell's Dual-Purpose Server
If you already have a Novell LAN and
it's not heavily taxed, Novell's NetWare
SQL will save you the cost of another
machine. This is because it runs as a
value-added process in the file server
itself.
That means , of course, that you can't
use any other network operating system
besides NetWare. It also means the file
server will have to split its time between

serving files and serving the database .
To make matters even less attractive,
you have very little choice of how you
will use the database server. Wordtech

G upta's
language for use with its
database server is
unusually complete.
Systems has a version of its DBMS soft
ware that will work as a front end, but
you'll have to program it yourself.

Wordtech's Role
Wordtech Systems doesn't sell a SQL
server product, but it has found a way to
provide workstation software that will
use the dBASE programming language
and still work with SQL databases . Be
cause Wordtech's products allow the cre
ation of some very acceptable user inter
faces , and because dBASE programmers
are easier to find than C programmers,
this makes system implementation easy
to accomplish . In addition, conversion
from applications written for dBASE is
simplified.
At this writing, Wordtech's products
are in the final testing stages. They
should be released by the end of the year.

A Replacement for SAA?
As you can see, none of these solutions is
as well integrated as IBM's SAA is sup
posed to be. On the other hand, at least
some of it is available now, and none of it
requires you to buy an IBM mainframe
or minicomputer. If your business is
based on personal computers or on a non
IBM minicomputer, at least you have the
option to gain most of the benefits that
IBM promises. You will have to do more
work, of course, but you won't have to
run a mainframe, and that's a consider
able savings in hardware and personnel.
At this point, the only realistic solu
tion to the needs of a business that is
moving to SQL is Gupta's SQLBase. For
one thing, it's a complete solution. You
don't have to wonder when your user in
terface is going to be available. For an
other, it allows great flexibility in the
operating environment, supporting an
AT-based database server on the low end
and IBM's DB2 on the other. In other
words, you can use the low-cost solution
even if you do eventually end up in the
IBM mainframe world. •

Wayne Rash Jr. is a contributing editor
for BYTE and a member ofthe profession
al staff of American Management Sys
tems, Inc. (Arlington, 114). He consults
with the federal government on micro
computers and communications. You can
contact him on BIX as "waynerash, " or
in the to. wayne conference.
Your questions and comments are wel
come . Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.

Neural Networks are Solving Real Problems
Here's What NeuroShell Users are Doing:
Circuit board problem diagnosis • Psychiatric evaluations • Stock market predictions •
Sales forecasts • Oil exploration • Optimizing biological experiment results • Price
forecasts • Analysis of medical tests • Optimizing scheduled machine maintenance •
Predicting student performance • Horse racing picks • Factory and shop problem
analysis • Optimizing raw material orders • Spectral analysis • Selection of criminal
investigation targets • Employee selection • Process control • and much, much more.
Since NeuroShell learns by example, handles fuzzy logic, can give tight data fits, and
doesn't try to capture knowledge in rules, it is also being used as an alternative in
many cases to expert systems, the ID3 algorithm, and regression analysis.
.
N~uroShell is ready to use for real problems on your IBM PC or compatible, and 5'lllfC.~f..11l.1I
still only $195. Math coprocessor recommended. No programming or Ph.D.
required! Shipping free by mail in US, Canada, and Mexico ($9 elsewhere). Add
5% tax in MD.

Ward Systems Group, Inc.
228 West Pat;ick St. I Frederick, MD 21701
TEL (301) 662-7950
FAX (301) 663-6656

NeuroShell™
Taking Al Beyond the Expert System 1 ""

NeuroShell is a trademark of Ward S stems Grou , Inc.
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How an upside down
idea made the
mouse obsolete.

Frankly, we thought any input device that operated by
dragging it across an already cluttered desk was great
technology misapplied. We took a different approach.
Now RollerMouse makes the conventional mouse
obsolete.

Control Without
Bending Your Elbow
All the pointing accuracy and speed
you only hoped for from your old
mouse is right at your fingertips.
Moving from point to point with
our oversized trackball is fluid , effort
less and fast at 200 CPI resolution.
Using our exclusive four-button
control, you have maximum click
and click lock versatility. With
programmable pop-up menus,
RollerMouse works with software
written with or without a mouse in
mind. And RollerMouse technology
means you never need to disassemble
it for cleaning.

More Application Productivity
If you work with the latest graphics-based applications,
such as desktop publishing, CAD/CAM/CAE or any object
oriented PS/2 , PC or Mac operating system , don't be held
back by old mouse technology.
Buy from the leader in precision
TM pointing devices.CH Products perfected
computer control technology more
than 25 years ago. And the latest
technology is at a dealer near you .

R0llerMOuse

The other kind ofmouse.

For more inform ation , call :
(619) 744-8546
8:00 a. m. - 4:30 p.m. PST
For credit card orders, call :
USA(800) 624-5804
CA (800) 262-2004
8:00 a. m. - 4:30 p.m. PST

A Division of Joystick Technologies, Inc.
1225 Stone Drive, San Marcos, CA 92069
All product names are registered trademarks of
their respective owners. All rights reserved.
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"One of the
best numeric
performers
of the bunch"
-----MIPS Magazine,
August 1989
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Don Crabb

RESEARCH
ALA MAC
Apple aims at the
scientific research
market and announces
two new Macs
pple has always had an affinity
for the higher education and
scientific research community.
The Apple University Consor
tium, a group of prestigious U.S. univer
sities, has been an important Apple part
ner, even before the introduction of the
Macintosh. If it weren't for the AUC's
early adoption of the Mac, Apple would
have pulled the plug on the machine by
1985 . Sales of Macs to AUC members
and the AUC's work in developing new
software and hardware for the Mac have
fostered much of the Mac's acceptance in
business environments.
A current reminder of just how closely
Apple works with the AUC members is
the Apple Science CD, volume 1. This
CD-ROM disk was previewed at the an
nual AUC meeting in July and is avail
able at no cost through Apple's higher
education sales representatives to any re
searchers and teachers interested.
The CD contains over 500 megabytes
of scientific data covering hundreds of
different scientific phenomena, includ
ing atmospheric and weather informa
tion, astrophysical data, biomedical data,
scientific images, animations, and doz
ens of simulations.
It also has the complete suite of data
visualization and data-analysis tools de
veloped by the National Center for
Supercomputer Applications (NCSA) at
the University of Illinois. Analysis soft
ware from the National Institutes of
Health completes the disk. These tools
\et you take apart the data on the CD and
demonstrate techniques to your col
leagues . Also, you can use data-visual
ization methods that make it easy to

A
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"see" trends in the data that numerical
methods alone often miss.
The value of the Apple Science CD lies
in the "realness" of the data, making it
an amazing teaching resource. You can
now see what happens when a hurricane
comes ashore, or what happens when two
large air masses collide over land, or
what happens when a star burns out. The
Apple Science CD includes data for these
events and many more, plus a series of
simulations and animations that have
been constructed based on direct mea
surements. It even has three-dimensional
renderings that almost come alive when
you view them with a standard pair of
red/blue three-dimensional glasses .
The data on the disk was collected over
a four-month period from research scien
tists across the country. The Apple Sci
ence CD owes its existence to several
people, including Kurt Schmucker and
Rob Wolf, research scientists at Apple;
Brand Fortner, manager of applications
software at NCSA; and Katie Povejsil,

manager of academic solutions at Apple.
The Apple Science CD is Apple's third
major CD-ROM disk. The first two, the
Apple Education CD sampler and Phil
and Dave's Excellent CD, are good ex
amples of how important CD-ROMs can
be to the Mac market. They remind us
that desktop media and multimedia au
thoring need a source of high-quality
images and sound, and CD-ROM disks
are an inexpensive way to fill that need .
Apple covers a lot of ground with the
Apple Science CD and deserves major
league kudos for distributing this re
source for free. We should thank those
involved in its production for having the
foresight and guts to pull this off, espe
cially in such a short period of time . I
can't wait until volume 2!

The Soul of the New Machines
I can now talk about the two new ma
chines that Apple announced in Septem
ber, both of which I've used extensively
continued
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in prerelease versions .
The first machine is the Mac Portable.
The Portable is a new "design center"
for Apple; that is, it uses new compo
nents configured in new ways and manu
factured on new factory lines. Unless
you've been in a cave for the last year,
you've probably got the basic specifica
tions for the Portable memorized: a 16
MHz 68000-based machine of the famil
iar laptop/clamshell configuration made
famous by Zenith and Toshiba. The Por
table includes a fancy active-matrix LCD
(where each pixel is controlled by a sepa
rate "transistor") that's not backlit, a
keyboard, and a trackball (you can also
use a mouse). The keyboard and track
ball can be repositioned in the case to ac
commodate right- or left-handed users.
The Portable sports several memory
and disk configurations, including a
basic unit with 1 megabyte of RAM and
one FDHD floppy disk drive. You'll also
see units with two floppy disk drives; an
other configuration has one floppy disk
drive and a 40-megabyte hard disk drive
(with an 80-megabyte hard disk drive on
the horizon). RAM will ultimately top
out at 9 megabytes. For now, however,
there's only a I-megabyte RAM expan
sion board available, boosting total mem
ory to 2 megabytes.
The Portable contains a single proces
sor expansion slot that is incompatible
with NuBus or the current Mac SE and
Mac SE/30 slots. Apple seems to love
mangling its own bus standards. The
Portable includes the usual ports: one
Apple Desktop Bus port (e.g., for exter
nal keyboards, mice, and x,y digitizers),
two serial ports, a SCSI port, and a
sound port. A 2400-bps internal modem
will be an option.
Apple built the Mac Portable with the
smartest power-management circuitry
I've ever seen. The lead-acid gel battery
in the unit I used could run the Portable
for over 8 hours, unless you're doing
constant disk updates. The power pack
continuously monitors the state of the
Portable, turning off unused compo
nents . It also acts as a power filter/surge
protector. Unfortunately, the power
pack is also an integral unit; you can 't
separate the battery from it to save
weight. This means that the Portable
must have the power pack installed even
when the machine is using wall current.
With a 40-megabyte hard disk drive
and 2 megabytes of RAM, the Portable
checks in at over 15 pounds , a lot to lug
around an airport. Still, it's not as heavy
as some of the Zenith behemoths I've
carried, like the Z-183 and the Turbo
sPort 386 . Compared to the NEC Ultra
154
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venat
a price over $6000,
Apple will sell
every Portable it makes.

most Mac II buyers will opt to buy the
Ilci , since it is noticeably faster at almost
every computing task you throw at it.
Spreadsheets update faster. Word pro
cessing documents open, close, and
scroll faster. Multiple applications can be
serviced faster under MultiFinder.
You'll find the performance improve
ment of the Ilci over the Ilcx and Ilx to be
much more noticeable than you'd think.

The Mac Product Line
Lite, the Zenith MinisPort, or the To
shiba TlOOO , though, the Portable seems
enormous.
Its physical dimensions heighten the
feeling oflargeness, because it's actually
wide enough to fit on your lap without
the need to wire your knees together.
This is an advantage when you're sitting
on one of those uncomfortable airport
chairs, but it's a distinct disadvantage
when working on an airplane. The Porta
ble simply won't fit on a coach-class tray
table, and it just barely fits in first class.
Pricing speculation for the Portable
has been rampant, since such decisions
aren 't usually made until just before the
official announcement. A loaded ma
chine (i.e., with 2 megabytes of RAM , a
40-megabyte hard disk drive, and a
2400-bps modem) will likely sell for
over $6000, street price. Even at such a
high price, Apple will sell every Portable
it makes . In fact, I'd be surprised if the
machine isn't such a hit that orders get
backlogged right away .

TheMacllci
The other new Mac is the 25-MHz Ilcx,
called the Ilci. This machine is the sec
ond small modular-design-center unit.
The Ilci includes built-in 1-bit and color
video on the motherboard, so you don't
have to buy a NuBus video card to drive a
monitor. New ROMs and custom appli
cation-specific ICs complete the re
vamped motherboard, which uses con
siderably more surfaced-mounted com
ponents than the Mac Ilcx, making it a
reliable design.
Otherwise, the 25-MHz Ilci should be
similar to the 16-MHz machine. It incor
porates the usual ports and an FDHD
floppy disk drive, along with room for an
80-megabyte internal hard disk drive
(larger hard disk drives are on the way).
Three NuBus slots complete the system.
Pricing for this fastest Mac is com
pletely up in the air, since it's likely to
poach sales from the existing Mac Ilx
and Ilcx configurations, not to mention
the Mac II. The figures being tossed
about as I write this in July are 15 percent
higher than the Ilcx. If those prices hold,

With the release of the 25-MHz Ilci, the
older Mac II becomes a product-line lux
ury. Since it costs more to manufacture
than the Ilx or Ilcx while coming in last
in the performance derby of Mac Ils, the
Mac II is expendable. Apple is likely to
cease manufacturing the Mac II this
year, if it hasn't already.
What about the compact Macs? The
SE/30 is a big hit. It packs a lot of com
puting punch and RAM capacity into a
small box for a good price. Apple will
surely keep it around for some time. The
company might consider goosing its
speed by going to a 25-MHz 68030, but I
doubt that will happen for a while.
The Mac Plus is a different story. The
Plus is a tired design that's a pain to
manufacture and service. With System
7. 0 on the horizon and requiring 2 mega
bytes of RAM just to boot, the basic I 
megabyte Mac Plus seems like an an
tique. I had considered the Mac SE to be
in the same boat as the Plus, but in Au
gust Apple reduced the SE's list price by
$300, while adding the FDHD floppy
disk drive as standard equipment. It's the
first time I've seen Apple both lower a
price and add a feature to the same Mac,
so it seems the Mac SE will stay around.
As happened with the Apple II ,
though, I can see Apple continuing to
manufacture the Mac Plus well into
1991, unless it builds the Mac Classic.
As long as this machine is a cash cow that
isn't stealing sales from the higher-end
Macs, Apple would do well to keep
cranking it out, especially for the student
market. This is a market where word pro
cessing and programming needs don't
argue for virtual memory, blinding
speed, and giant hard disk drives. •

Don Crabb is the director of laboratories
and a senior lecturer for the computer
science department at the University of
Chicago. He is also a contributing editor
for BYTE. He can be reached on BIX as
"decrabb."
Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to : Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.

GoD DIDN'T MAKE LITTLE BLUE APPLES.
KMWDID.

KMWbringsApple and
Big Blue together. KMWmakes
your Macintosh more versatile
more productive- by linking it to
your IBM midrange. Ourline of
TwinAxc:esS protocol converters
connects any Macintosh to your
System/3XorAS/400.
New board connection for
the Mac II. Fora simple, cost
effective board solution. choose
ourTwinAxcess for the Mac II.
This easy-to-install card plugs into
any member ofthe Mac II family,
with connection to your host
through twinax cable.
Held-proven muhiport
products. OurTwinAxcess
Series II and Series III protocol

converters are ideal when you
need remote attachment capabili
ties, or when you need supportfor
up to seven devices. TwinAxcess
system-level protocol converters
provide midrange connectionsfor
any Macintosh, as well as IBM
PCs and compatibles, laptops,
ASCII terminals, and most popular
printers. We can also help you
connect to a mux, a data PBX,
AppleTalk, or DECnet
Powerlulteatures on every
level TwinAxcess protocol con
verters benefityour Macs, your

other peripherals, and your host,
with thesefeatures:
• file transfer to and from your host
• terminal emulation
• manipulation of IBM midrange
data within software programs
such as ExceL Lotus 1-Z.3, and
MacWrite
• access to your host's mass
storage capabilities
• printer pass-through to
lmageWriterand LlserWriter
We'd like to give you more
infonnation on all ofourconnectivity
choices. Call KMW today at our
toll-free number below.
(800) 531-5167
In Texas, (512) 338-3CXX)
In Europe, 4418441525

KMW

SYSTEMS
•

CORPORATION

TwinAxcess is a trademark of KMW Systems Corporation. All other brands are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. © 1989 KMW Systems Corporation
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Prove to your boss
why you need an
HP ScanJet Plus.

Actual Scanned Images.
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out the photo and
1• Cut
illustrations on the left.
Put that dull, wordy
2• ofdocument
down in front
the boss.
For the clincher, lay the
elements in
3• graphic
place.

Presto! The page comes
to life, almost as easily as if
you'd scanned the images
in with an HP ScanJet Plus
scanner. Which you can do
for just $2,190~ (In fact, all
those images came fresh
from our scanner.)

This is a small, but
tasty, example of
how much you can spice
up your communications.
With photos, illustrations,
and, thanks to OCR, text.
Its 8-bit power provides 256
levels of gray and lets you
scale images from 4 to 200%
in 1% increments.
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their teeth into
them. But we’re
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C talk/Views is a development tool for C program
mers that not only reduces the complexity of
Microsoft Windows but also slashes development
time by up to 75%.

Offers real Object Oriented Programming.
Supports inheritance, encapsulation, and dynamic
message binding. It is fully polymorphic - write less
code than with other Microsoft Windows tools.

Delivers on the promise of Object Oriented
Programming.
Encapsulates more MS Windows functionality than
any other tool on the market today. Get MS Windows
app lications off to a fast start with a framework of
over 50 tested and ready-to-go object classes.

Pays for itself on even the smallest project.
Only $450.00 with no royalties.
.~
Comes complete with source code. ~-~ - ,,,_. /-~

Provides support for the entire project.
Comes with Browsers, Intelligent Make, Application
Streamliner, and an lnte1face Generator.
Gives you complete control.
Programming is still in C - use existing C libraries or
call Microsoft Windows function s directly.

Watch fo r: C_talk/Views for OS/2 PM ,
the Apple Macintosh and X Windows.
Develop one program for all platforms.

c_.•~ 1 "" 1 \f!}!;'!!.'t c_1a1~
,.

/.
,.

C_tallc/Views
From CNS, Inc.
CNS, lnc., Soft ware Products Dept.
7090 Shady Oak Road, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55344
(6 12) 944-01 70, Fax (612) 944-0923
Cl Copyright 1989 CNS , Inc. AU rights reserved. Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
C_talkNiews is a trademark ol CNS, Inc. C_talk is a registered trademark of CNS, Inc.
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Mark J. Minasi

GETTING
YOUR PRIORITIES
STRAIGHT

How to fine-tune
OS/2's multitasking
behavior with the use
of time slicing

H

ow does OS/2 manage to do
several things at the same
time? Of course, no single
CPU can truly do multiple
things simultaneously; it just fools you
into thinking that it can by quickly
switching from task to task. And therein
lie some subtleties I've recently been
exploring.

Trickery
There are actually two parts to the trick
ery: peripheral scheduling and time slic
ing. Peripheral scheduling works for the
most part by exploiting the tremendous
differences in speed between a CPU and
its peripherals .
Time slicing is concerned with how
the operating system doles out CPU time
among computer tasks, and this will be
the focus of my column this month. I'll
take up peripheral scheduling in another
column.
Here, I'm concerned with CPU-bound
programs . Programs are generally con
strained by a single item in the comput
ing system. The print-formatter pro
grams found in word processors are held
up by printer speed. Thus, these pro
grams are print-bound-no matter how
fast the computer is that they ' re running
on , they'll run only at the speed of their
printer.
Database managers like dBASE spend
most of their time waiting for the disk
drive . Run dBASE from floppy disks,
and it's not much faster on an 80386 than
on an IBM PC XT , which makes it disk
bound.
A Lotus 1-2-3 recalculation, on the
other hand , isn 't waiting for the disk or
ILLUSTRATION: ROBIN JARREAUX © 1989

'I '
the printer. It's merely directing the
CPU to pick up numbers , perform math
ematical operations on them, and put
them back. In other words, it's CPU
bound.
Consider a simple case of two such
CPU-intensive programs. You want two
spreadsheets to appear to recalculate si
multaneously on a computer. All you
need to do is give a little time to spread
sheet program 1, a little time to spread
sheet program 2, a little more time to
program 1, and so on.
In "OS/2's Multitasking Dashboard"
(November 1988) , I discussed how the
length of "a small amount of CPU time"
affected OS/2's performance. That span
of time is called a time slice, and its dura
tion can be set with a CONFIG.SYS com
mand called timeslice =nnn, where nnn
is a value in milliseconds (32 ms mini
mum).
A little experimentation that I did in
that column suggested that a time slice of
about 512 ms-about one half of a sec-

ond-seemed about right for maximum
throughput.

Priorities
Once you've set the time slice to one half
of a second, spreadsheet program 1 gets
one half of a second, spreadsheet pro
gram 2 ditto , back to spreadsheet pro
gram 1, and so on. Is this necessarily the
way you want it? Not in most situations.
Some jobs are more important than
others, and they should get a greater pro
portion of the CPU 's time. That's why
OS/2 includes the notion of priorities .
Each OS/2 task has a two-part priority
value: the priority class and the priority
delta .
There are three priority classes, num
bered from 1 (lowest) to 3 (highest).
Most OS/2 applications run at number 2
because it's the default class. Number 3
is the time-critical priority.
Number 1 is for jobs that should run
only when nothing else wants the system.
continued
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OS/2
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it
DOS?

s explained in the text, OS/2 pro
grams can instruct OS/2 to in
A
crease or decrease their execution pri

Multi Boot

ori ties with an OS/2 entry point
(application programmer interface)
called DOSSETPRTY:

Setting Task Priorities
with DOSSETPRTY

is the answer.
13\lTE May 1989
a
Bolt Systems hos come to the rescue with
a program called MultiBoot, which does
away with the dual-boat problem for
good . . . .
MultiBoot is simple, inexpensive, and
foolproof, and it works flawlessly. It's a good
example of a utility that fills a much-needed
niche.

>---
0512 NOTEBOOK

Once you've spent thousands of dollars on
OS/2 and an OS/2-ready work station,
what's another $49.95 ta have easy access to
DOS? Highly recommended.
-Mark Minasi

Not all DOS programs work in the OS/2
compatibility box. Multi Boot lets you
install both systems in your computer.
MultiBoot works with DOS versions
3.0-4.01 up. And OS/2 vers ions 1.0
and 1.1.
TO ORDER:
Send $49 .95* + $3.00 shipping and
handling (check or money order) to :
MultiBoot, Bolt Systems, Inc.
4340 East-West Highway
Bethesda, Maryland 20814
or call 1-301-656-7133
FAX: 1-301-907-8736 to order
by Visa/ Mastercard. Specify 3.5"
or 5.25" diskettes.
•Maryland residents odd 5% sales tax.
Ask abaut our volume discounts

A Product of
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ret_code=DosSetPrty
(Scope,Class,Delta,PID)
Scope defines how far-reaching the
request is: 0 (just the indicated process
and its threads are affected), 1 (the pro-

For example, imagine a program that
keeps track of what files you use and how
often you use them. This could unfrag
ment your files in the background, like
the popular Disk Optimizer and Norton
Utilities' Speed Disk programs. By
keeping track of what files you do and
don't use, it could also rearrange the
files' directory entries so that the most
used files would have their directory en
tries toward the front of the directory for
faster access .
Less-used files could be recom
mended for roll-off to floppy disks or
could be automatically squeezed, as the
ARC-type programs do. These files
would automatically be unsqueezed if
ever needed. Such a program would actu
ally give you more room on your hard
disk as time went on and the lesser-used
files were squeezed.
You wouldn't want CPU time wasted
on these housekeeping tasks while you
were busy doing some heavy spreadsheet
work, but you wouldn't mind the system
doing this while you were on the phone or
scratching your head. That's the value of
priority 1. Such a background task would
be assigned the low priority, and the sys
tem wouldn't even consider the task for
execution unless there were nothing else
to do.
More specifically, you could say that a
class 3 beats a class 2, which beats a class
1. If there is a single job of class 3, none
of the class 2s or ls get any time at all,
except when the class 3 job is waiting for
1/0. If there are no class 3s in the system,
the class 2s take all the CPU time. Only
when there are no class 3s or 2s, or when
the class 3s and 2s are all waiting for I/O,
do the class 1 jobs get any time.
Within classes are deltas. A delta is an
integer from - 31 to + 31. If a program

cess and its descendants are affected),
or 2 (just one thread of the indicated
process is affected) .
Class and Del ta are the desired
values for class and delta.
PID is the ID of the code whose prior
ity is altered: a process ID if Scope is 0
or 1, a thread ID if Scope is 2.
As is the case with all DOS or OS/2
calls, the return code will be 0 if the re
quest is executed successfully; the re
turn code will be anything else if there's
an error.
doesn't request a delta, it gets the mid
dle-of-the-road value of 0. A program's
default class and delta are, then, 2 and•O,
respectively. Deltas matter only in the
case of ties. If there are no class 3 jobs in
the system, but several class 2 jobs, the
class 2 job with the highest delta gets the
lion's share of the time. Otherwise, they
share time equally, unless you specify
priority=dynamic, in which case the
foreground program gets a bit more time .
(Refer to my November 1988 column for
more information.)
Deltas don't affect job performance
across classes. A class 3, delta - 31 pro
gram still gets more time than a class 2,
delta + 31 program.
Programs get priority class 2 unless
they ask for a different class. That's all it
takes-they just ask. I keep fearing that a
software vendor will program its pack
age to set its own priority to class 3,
mainly to ensure that it will look good in
magazine benchmarks or the like. Such
an action would make the rest of the sys
tem stop dead, except when the package
was waiting for 1/0; the entire system
would be enslaved to a single application.
Pretty scary, in my opinion.

Changing Priorities
How does a job change its priority? Sim
ple: with an application programmer in
terface called DOSSETPRTY. For the
details, see the text box "Setting Task
Priorities with DOSSETPRTY" above.
Basically, you just specify the process
ID of the program whose priority you
want to change, specify the new class
and delta, and call DOSSETPRTY.
Not just anyone can change a priority.
A program can change the priority of
only itself or one of its child processes, a
continued
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We protect the o eS you love.
Who could have imagined, a decade ago, the
power you now have at yom fingertips?
Tiny chips that compute at clock speeds approach
ing 50 MHz. Memory in millions of bytes that you
can hold in yow- hand. Enormous jobs done in minutes
on your desk instead of days down the hall.
All at a fraction of the cost.
Emerson Electric is making that same kind of
revolution happen in the UPS equipment that protects
these computers from erratic electric power.
Technology innovations are enabling us to biing
costs down so low you simply can't afford not to have
UPS protection.
And not just for yom larger computers and PC
network applications, but for every computer you own
down to the smallest PC.

Emerson is growing the broadest computer
power protection product line in the world. It now
ranges from internal board-level UPS' to massive
systems for supercomputers.
You buy UPS systems for reliability- to keep your
data secme, your people working and yom computer
networks healthy. Emerson UPS systems won't let
you down even when the power does.
And we're backing these new products with
new direct customer support and service nationwide,
new distribution channels, and most of all, om
energetic people.
That's Emerson UPS today. Protecting the
computers you depend on. It's our only business.
Watch us fly.

EMERSON
UPS
ue protect the ones you love.
For information on new products or on becoming a distributor, call 1-800-Back-UPS.
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LightSpeed 9624E
9600 baud modem

shipping $7 .00

$799.00

True 9600 bps modem , V.32 , full
duplex.
0
9600/4800/2400/ 1200/300 bps
0
MNP Class 5 error correction & data
compression for data flow up to
19.2 Kbps
° Fully CCITI V.32/V.22bis/V.22,
Bell 212A/103J compliant.
0
Auto speed detection
0
Extended AT command set
0
Non volatile memory storage
° Cable and sottware included (specify
PC or MAC)
0
Synchronous and asynchronous
modes
0

LightFax 9624

OS/2 NOTEBOOK

superior fax/modem

$499.00

shipping $7 .00

9600 baud fax compatible with all
Group 3 fax machines
0
2400 baud modem 100% Hayes™
compatible . Switch from fax to modem
with one command
0
Excellent picture quality, superior to
standard fax
° Fax directly from application or from
fle xible text/graphics editor
° Full status lights in fax or modem mode
° Compatible with all PCs and MACs
0
Powerful software for scheduled send
ing , broadcasting , file queuing etc.
° Complete with fax and modem sott
ware and cable (specify PC or MAC)

0

Never buy another ribbon!
with Maclnker™
~:i~~

over 100,000 sold
0
Universal Cartridge Maclnker re
inks most cartridges with appropri
ate adapter. Universal Spool
Maclnker re-inks all spools

ribbon

An Update

0

Operation is very simple and auto
matic

0

Extra dark , lubricated ink yields
better than new print quality

0

Ink's cooling and lubricating effect
extends printhead life

Universal Cartridge Maclnker
shown with Epson cartridge

0

Average cartridge can be re-inked
60-100 times at 5 cents/re-inking

0

Multicolor Adapters for multiband
cartridges (Rainbow, lmagewriter,
Epson , NECs, Okidata etc.)

0

Dedicated Maclnkers available for
special cartridges and Band Print
ers

Universal Cartridge Maclnker ......... 68.50
Multicolor Adapter (specify printer) .... .40.00
Epson only Maclnker mod. 271 EP ...... 42.00
lmagewr. only Maclnker mod. 234 IM..42.00
Universal Spool Maclnker ...............68.50
Heat Transfer Adapter .....................25.00
Extra Ink bottle, black .... 3.00 pint........... 18.50
Colored ink bottle ...... .. .4.00 ex . reservoir. 5.00

° Customers vary from individuals to
Fortune 500 Corporations, report
ing documented savings of
$30,000/ ear with Maclnker

$68.50

All Maclnkers delivered complete with bottle of ink, ink
meter, reservoir, reservoir cover.
Go color !! Single & multicolor, standard and heat
transfer cartridges available: red , green , blue , brown ,
purple , yellow, orange , white, silver and gold. Indelible
and OCR ink cartridges available.

Call for free catalo

Satisfaction or 30 day refu nd - Immediate shipment - Major credit cards - POs from national accounts

Computer Friends, Inc.

Order Toll Free 1-800-547-3303

14250 NW Science Park Dr.
Portland OR 97229

in Oregon (503)626-2291
fax (503)643-5379
telex 4949559 CF
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program that it started executing. Lotus
1-2-3 , for example, could not change
dBASE's priority unless 1-2-3 had actu
ally started dBASE on your system-not
a likely prospect. The only program that
could change every program's priority is
the first OS/2 program, the Presentation
Manager , which leads me to the follow
ing gripe.
The Task Manager window lets you
see some of the programs that are run
ning on your system. You can even termi
nate a program from the Task Manager.
Why can't you view and change a pro
gram's priority? It can't be that hard to
rewrite the Task Manager so that you see
all programs running, not some of them,
and to allow user manipulation of pro
gram priorities . Something simple and
'mouse-oriented would be a tremendous
boon to OS/2's power. Heck, you can do
it with Unix, why not with OS/2?
And applications developers, you're
just as guilty. Remember that any appli
cation can change its own priority. Why
not include it as a user-adjustable param
eter? The only OS/2 application that I
know of that does this is one of the least
expensive, the Logicomm communica
tions program that I've mentioned be
fore . Logicomm lets you change the pri
ority of the system while in the process of
file transfer . Why no others? End of
gripe.

Circle 89 on Reader Service Card

I see that I'm almost out of space. Before
I conclude, however, here's a BIOS up
date. I mentioned months ago that the
AMI BIOS won't run OS/2 . Since then
(as several readers have let me know-I'd
already heard , but thank you to all who
wrote), AMI has remedied the problem.
The latest AMI BIOS runs OS/2 with no
troubles. And if you have a clone that just
won't run IBM 's OS/2 , you might try
AST Research 's OS/2 1. 1. It seems more
forgiving than other vendors' OS/2s. I
run it on an old Micronics motherboard
that seems unable to run any other ver
sion of OS/2 .
Coming up : a program to exercise
OS/2 's priority-adjustment features, the
High Performance File System stuff, and
more on applications. •
Mark J. Minasi is a managing partner at
Moulton , Minasi & Company, a Colum
bia, Maryland, firm specializing in tech
nical seminars. He can be reached on
BIX as "mjminasi. "
Your questions and comments are wel
come . Write to : Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.

Our Printer Sharing Unit
Does Networking!
An Integrated Solution

Masterlink '" utility diskette for PCs

it. We also have automatic switches, code

Take our Master Switch '", a sophisticated

comes with every unit and unleashes the

activated switches, buffers , converters,

sharing device , combine it with MasterNet '"

power of the switch with its memory-resident

cables, protocol converters, multiplexers ,

networking software for PCs, and you've

access to the commands and menus.

line drivers, and other products.

got an integrated solution for printer and

Other Products

Commitment to Excellence

plotter sharing , file transfer, electronic mail ,

We have a full line of connectivity solutions.

At Rose Electronics, we're not satisfied

and a lot more. Of course you can also

If you just want printer sharing, we've got

share modems, minis , and mainframes or

until you're satisfied . That's why we have
thousands of customers around the world

access the network remotely. Installation

including large, medium, and small

and operation is very simple.

businesses, factories, stores, educational

Versatile

institutions, and Federal , state , and local

Or you can use the Master Switch to

governments. We back our products with

link any computer or peripheral with a serial

full technical support, a one-year warranty,

or parallel interface. The switch accepts

and a thirty-day money-back guarantee.

over 20 commands for controlling the flow
of data. It may be operated automatically,
by command , or with interactive menus. Its
buffer is expandable to one megabyte and
holds up to 64 simultaneous jobs. The

~) ROSE
\.Y.:I
ELECTRONICS

---------- ~
PO.
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Houston , Te xas

4

77274

Call now for literature or
more information.

(800) 333-9343

'il£!fJ4e tc.~~ ---------•

Tel

(713)

933-7673 •FAX (713)
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"When Fosberry said a PS/2 with Micro Channel
would let him juggle ten things at once
and still have time to break for lunch, he meant it."
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How're you going to do it?
These days, no matter what size yow· company, you've got to be able
to keep a lot of balls in the air to stay competitive.
The Genius Of Micro Channel. Which is why IBM
developed the Personal System/2®with Micro Channel:" Micro Channel
can support multiple operating microprocessors. So you can, for
example, separately manage peripherals, while freeing up the main pro
cessor to crunch numbers. A bus master can even be sending a fax
while another manages traffic on a network, all with greater reliability.
Naturally, every PS/2®with Micro Channel runs DOS and OS/2:"
So with OS/2 Presentation Manager~ you can do multiple tasks concur-

IBM. Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks and OS/2, Presentation Manager and Micro Channel are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporalion. © 1989 IBM Corp.

I·1'.
rently, all with an easy-to -use graphical interface. What's more,
with Micro Channel, there are no DIP switches to set, for
simpler, more reliable installation. You can find and reset cards
anywhere in the network- right from your desk!
The Solution Is IBM. So, to manage lots of informa 
tion, jobs, hardware and software, invest in the PS/2 with
Micro Channel. Contact your IBM Authorized Dealer
or IBM marketing representative. For a dealer near you,
call l 800 IBM-2468, ext. 142. You'll learn
there's almost nothing you can't do if you PS/2 it!
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The Only Character
Recognition System

That Outperforms Ours
Nature's character recognition system can be
trained to read any language. Flagstaff Engineer
ing's SPOT OCR Text Reader is also trainable.
It has read text printed in thousands of typefaces
in over 130 different languages!
The SPOT OCR Text Reader works just like a
typist who reads a page, then uses a keyboard
to transfer the information on the page into a
computer file-except SPOT uses a scanner for
eyes and outputs the text directly into standard
text files . SPOT is also faster. It can read up to
35 characters per second on a 16MHz AT, and
up to 65 characters per second on a 25MHz
machine (that's 780 words per minute). SPOT
supports most major makes of scanners.
Using sophisticated statistical techniques,
SPOT recognizes characters like the brain does:
by examining their shape and context. Like
nature's original, SPOT is very flexible. It can
glance over an entire page or zoom in on a
few lines of text. SPOT can read newspapers,

~.

SPOT
-----~

magazines, books, manuals, invoices, contracts,
government documents, columns, tables ... just
about any printed text. And SPOT keeps getting
better. The new Version 3.0 is faster, more
accurate, easier to use, and better documented
than its predecessors.
Since 1982, Flagstaff Engineering has provided
visionary data conversion solutions for thou
sands of companies worldwide. SPOT is already
increasing productivity and making life easier for
many publishers and researchers, accountants
and telemarketers, medical and legal offices,
archival and transcription services.
Wouldn't your business benefit from fast,
accurate, and low-cost OCR software? Give us
a call and let our application specialists explain
how you can save time and money with SPOT,
the OCR text-entry solution.

Join Flagstaff Engineering's
BIX conference: flageng·

11-

FLAGSTAFF
.., ENGINEERING

Helping People Read a World of Information

SYNTACTIC PAnERN OPTICAL TRANSLATOR
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1120 Kaibab Lane • Fl agstaff, AZ 86001
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EVERYONE
INTO THE POOL

Making sense out of
asynchronous gateways
AN gateways come in many dif
ferent varieties , but the most
common are asynchronous gate
ways, or "modem pooling" de
vices used over dial-up lines.
In most asynchronous gateways, one or
more computers act as the communica
tions server, or gateway device. They
contain the shareable communications
hardware, along with special communi
cations software that acts as a two-way
link between the other LAN worksta
tions and the communications hardware .
Most often , this link uses NetBIOS to
route workstation communications data
to and from the actual communications
hardware. On the workstation side,
something other than the usual stand
alone communications software is re
quired-the technique of talking directly
to a communications interface adapter
won't work in a gateway environment,
since the workstations don't have any
communications hardware of their own.

L

Dedicating Resources
The gateway computer is often dedicated
to the task of managing communications
links and may service multiple ports and
modems. Some gateway implementa
tions, however, are nondedicated, so you
can use the gateway computer as a ,regu
lar workstation .
Dedicated gateways typically display a
"control panel" on the screen that shows
current call status and session usage in
formation . A menu or command-line in
terface provides the ability to perform
functions like forcing disconnection of
an orphaned session or, if multiple lines
exist, taking a modem out of service by
disabling one of the serial ports. The
software may also be able to keep a log of
communications activity that you can use
ILLUSTRATION : JANE FLYNN © 1989

for departmental accounting and trouble
shooting.
A nondedicated gateway computer
usually uses a TSR program that operates
in the background . The gateway software
can 't take up much memory, because the
computer will also be used as a normal
workstation.
The gateway software also has to be
well-behaved; unfortunately, most TSR
programs fare badly on a LAN. The soft
ware must also be bug-free, because a
system crash not only will kill the com
munications session but will affect the
workstation user as well. Finally, the
gateway software has to be time-critical:
It can't soak up too much of the CPU , it
can 't lose characters, it has to prevent in
terrupt latency (i .e., failing to handle a
subsequent interrupt because the servic
ing of the current interrupt takes place
with interrupts masked), and it must han
dle the possibility of reentrancy (this
happens , for example, when the same
gateway software services multiple com

munications ports , and portions of the
software are cornmon to both ports; if the
common code is executing when a new
interrupt occurs and the new interrupt
also needs to execute that common code,
the code must be written to be reenter
able). These are formidable issues for a
personal computer.

Inside the Gateway
In a nutshell, here's how gateway soft
ware works . On start-up, the software
initializes the COM ports and resets the
modems. It establishes a unique name
for itself on the LAN by performing a
NetBIOS Add Name call. If the gateway
serves multiple ports, it may take the ap
proach of establishing a unique name for
each port. The application then makes it
self available by issuing a Listen com
mand to NetBIOS for each unique name.
In a dedicated gateway, the gateway
computer is idle while Listen com
mands are outstanding. Only when a
continued
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workstation issues a NetBIOS Call com
mand to a gateway's unique name does it
goto work.
In a nondedicated (background) gate
way, the DOS prompt reappears once
you've loaded the gateway software, and
you can run other applications. The gate
way software uses the NetBIOS "no
wait" option on its Listen command,
along with the Post address of a routine to
handle a Call from a workstation, and
thus it can relinquish control of the com
puter until activated by another com
puter's Call. This means that each Call
will interrupt applications running in the
foreground on the gateway computer.
The routine at the Post address takes con
trol, saves the caller's name and the Net
BIOS-assigned Local Session Number,
and sets up a Receive Network Control
Block containing the Post address of a
routine to handle messages sent from the
workstation. The gateway software then
performs a Return-From-Interrupt in
struction to allow the application in the
foreground to continue. If the program is
written properly, the person using the
gateway computer as a workstation never
notices that the computer's serial ports

modem? If not, is there an incoming
serial port character I should show on the
screen? OK, go back and check the key
board again." As you can imagine, the
polling of the serial port (or, more accu
rately, the buffer of received characters)
happens many times per second.
If, in a gateway environment, each
workstation sent its polling request to the
gateway as a NetBIOS message, the LAN
would begin to creak and groan under the
strain. A better approach is to have the
workstation and gateway be a little
smarter than the average stand-alone
communications package. The worksta
tion sends a message containing the en
tire dialing command and phone num
ber. It also issues a single "Any incom
ing characters?" request and assumes
that there aren't any until the gateway re
plies with a message packet containing
one or more received characters . If
you ' re sending multiple characters
across the line, as in the case of an X
MODEM file transfer , the workstation
sends each data block of characters as a
single NetBIOS message. Reporting a
lost carrier is the responsibility of the

are being shared.
Similar processing takes place in a
dedicated gateway, and it may even use
the no-wait option on the Listen com
mand. If so, the software monitors the
Final-Return-Code field of the Network
Control Block to determine when the
command is complete. The difference is
that the dedicated gateway software
doesn't have to worry about coexisting
with other applications. However, both
the nondedicated and the more sophisti
cated dedicated gateways have character
istics that make them multithreaded.
In dedicated and nondedicated gate
ways , once you've created a NetBIOS
session , the dialogue consists of the
workstation asking the gateway, "Do you
have characters you've received from the
modem?," "Is the carrier still active?,"
or "Can you send these characters
through the modem?" The gateway pro
cesses each of these messages by honor
ing the request and sending back re
ceived characters and a result code.
Stand-alone communications pro
grams typically poll the keyboard and
serial port in a tight loop: "Is there a key
board character I should send to the

IN SOME
WAYS
WE DON'T
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Remote Communications Made Easy
The QL 1000 PC-on-a-board Series is the elegant, low-cost alternative to standalone dial-in,
dial-out communication servers for Novell NetWare and CBIS Network-OS networks.
Instead ot dedicating noisy, bulky standalone PCs to specific network tasks, QL 1000 Series
computers-on-a-card install neatly inside the tileserver chassis - not visible, but ready to pro
cess tasks upon demand .
Each user's processor, memory and 1/0 are on an AT bus based add-in board. Data travels at
bus speed. Compatible with Ethernet, ARCnet, or Token Ring.
By using UL 1000 boards, you don't need a stack of money ANO a stack of PCs to install
remote communications and high speed networking.
Novell NetWa1e is a 11ademark ot Novell. Inc
CBIS Network -OS is a !rademark o! CBI S. Inc

Call 1-800-648-2130
for details

Cubix Corporate Offices • 2800 Lockheed Wa y, Carson City, Nt•v,1d.1 nq70b
Td t701 l HHJ-7bl 1 •Fax (701) 882-2407
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Is this your onlymute to

mainframe information?

Escape to Autoware: NOW!
When you need mainframe access, why
endure afrustrating labyrinth of screens?
Especially when Attachmate software delivers
simple single-menu access.
lt hees you to select E-mail, transfer files
and retrieve data with single-keystroke ease. It's
so automated, we call it Autoware. So fast,

we had to call it NOW!
NOW! lets youcustomize menus for
specific procedures or applications, such as

unattended file transfer. Within minutes, even
non-programmers can automate most repetitive
mainframe chores.
Make mainframe access a direct path, not
a mindless maze. Let Autoware do the work far
you - NOW! Call for your free demo disk:

800-426-6283.

AtrnchmateCorporation 13231 S.E. 36th Street Bellevue, WA 98006 (206) 644-4010
NOW! and Aucoware arc uadcmarks of A,ttachmace Corpora1ion
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gateway software; it's not a polling func
tion within the workstation.
LAN communications software on
both the workstation and gateway have to
deal with NetBIOS return codes and un
usual error conditions not found in a
stand-alone environment. For example,
what should a gateway do if it has an ac
tive, carrier-present communications
session with a remote computer and it
suddenly finds that the workstation that
it ' s serving is no longer talking back?
The programmer must decide whether
the gateway software should hang up or
wait for the workstation to resume the
dialogue .

Troubleshooting
Some problems with gateway computers
are easy to pinpoint. If usage increases,
you may have to add more capacity in the
form of additional modems or gateway
machines. Other problems are more
subtle. A gateway may be capable of
managing multiple NetBIOS sessions
with multiple workstations, but you may
need to increase the default NetBIOS ses
sion limit (commonly six sessions) on the
gateway computer. Fortunately , most

NetBIOS emulators allow command-line
parameters.
If you 're in the midst of a communica
tions session through a gateway and
someone accidentally reboots the gate
way or kicks its power cord, you 'II get an
error message and lose the connection.
Since the gateway is out of sight some
where, error messages usually mean that
it ' s time to get up and take a walk to see
what's happening . Unless it's only for
occasional dial-out use, a gateway should
receive some of the same security pre
cautions you give to file servers. These
include physical isolation from the nor
mal work area , a sign near the machine
warning people to avoid rebooting the
gateway, and a written , posted procedure
for starting the LAN that also contains
directions for activating the gateway
computer.

aren't yet considered off-the-shelf items.
A good place to start your research is
with the manufacturer of your particular
LAN hardware and software. The vendor
will have its own gateway produc~ or will
recommend a third-party package.
The next step is to know what ques
tions to ask . For instance, can you con
figure the software for dedicated or non
dedicated operation? Can you use your
existing communications software with
the gateway, or will you need to buy new
software? How many users does the soft
ware license allow? Does the software
support terminal emulation, file trans
fers, scripts, and macros? Does the com
munications server support NetBIOS?
XNS?IPX?
Only when you have fully defined
your requirements can you select a prod
uct that's right for you. •

Selecting a Product

Barry Nance works in the R&D depart
ment at Programming Resources Co. in
Hartford, Connecticut . He can be
reached on BIX as "barryn. "
Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One Phoe
nix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.

If you decide to add a gateway to your
LAN, you almost certainly won't be able
to go down to the local computer store to
see demonstrations of each of the types of
gateways. Although LANs are proliferat
ing rapidly , LAN products like gateways

ETHERNET CONNECTION
1OMbps over unshielded Twisted-Pair Wiring
The Quick-Net'" 3000 Ethernet Series from lntellicom provides Novell Netware ®, 3Com3+Share ®
and IBM ® PC Networking compatibility with unshielded twisted-pair wiring operation at lOMbps.
Complete integrated solution for XT, AT, PS/2 or MAC// computers or compatibles.

•

Tota/ compatibility with Standard or Thin Ethernet coax based
LAN's. Expand your network or establish a new one using our
twisted-pair wiring solution with no performance degradation.

•

Complete range of Industry compatible Media Access Units/
Network adapter cards available to establish star-based net
work topologies using low-c ost telephone wiring; IBM® Type 3
or AT&T® POS cabling.

•

The Quick-net solution is cost effective for both small and large
networks offering full compatibility with most popular network
operating sys tem s.

•

MAU's located on each building floor inter-connect via an Eth
ernet 1OMbps coax backbone. Connect up to 256 PC's on a
single coax cable using multiple MAU's. Installation is easy as
plugging in a telephone.

lntellicom is an established manufacturer of high performance commu
nication products with over 75,000 units installed worldwide. The
Quick-net 3000 series is simply the best way to establish alow cost and
flexible lOMbps twisted-pair Ethernet LAN .
Call or write Now, and let us share our extensive networking expertise
with you to meet your networking needs today, and into the future .
Novell arid Netw<1re are trademarks of Novell. 3ComJ~Share 15 a trademark of 3Com Corporar1on. IBM. IBM PC. AT. XT.
PS/2 andJBM PC Netwo1k Program are trademarks of lnternat1Qfla/Busmess Machines Co1pera/1 on. A1AC II 1s a trademark
ol Apple Computers. Inc . Etherner 1s a trademark of Xerox C01oorat1on. Qwdi·nel is a trademarh of lntell1com, Inc .
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Dis tributor, VA R, Sys tem Integrator & Dealer inq uiries welcome.

9259 Eton Avenue,
Chatsworth, California 91311
Telephone: (818) 882-8877
Toll Free (800) 992-2882
FAX (818) 882-2404

lntellicom
The Smart Solution

Circle 176 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 177)

PC BRAND offers
you more ...
Welcome to PC Brand. Your
first place to shop. Your best
place to shop for top quality
IBM compatible systems,
custom configured to your
exact specifications, and
thousands of quality name
brand peripherals and
accessories.
Choose from over 10,000
items in stock. .. all at
unbeatable prices!

Free Freight,
Toll-Free Support,
5-Year Warranty
and more ...
Everyone promises you
great service. We deliver the
tangibles.
Free freight •Fast delivery
•No credit card surcharges
•A 30-day Money-Back Guar
antee on every system we sell
•Toll-Free Customer Service
andTechnical Support that
will stay with you until your
questions are answered and
your problem is solved
•And our exclusive 5-Year
Warranty on all PC Brand
products, call for details.

Call PC Brand today.
For the best selection...
the best products...at the best
price, you can't do better than
PC Brand.
Call PC Brand today!

Circle 296 011 Reader Service Cartl

Outstanding

ality

PC BRAND Chosen #1 For Customer Seroice and Support.
"PC BRAND is the LL Bean of the per~onal computer ma~l ~rder...PC J?RAND wa,~ts
no unhappy customers, and it's sennce and support policies help to insure that.
-Personal Computing's 10 Best Mail Order Companies, Feb, 1989

ID) BRAND

IPC BRAND 286/12

Your Best Choice
for QualitySystems
Toll-Free Support
Toll-Free Service
Free Freight
5-YearWarranty

$799

Now Using C & T
"Neat" Chip Set

12 MHz Clock, Zero Wait Operation,
Norton SI 15.3 °Landmark" Speed 15.lMHz
1

512K , l.2MB or l.44MB Drive, I01- Keyboard
Standard System Fea tures:
• 80286-12 Processor O perating a t 12MHz with Zero Wait States
d elivering 15.lMHz Effecti ve Thro ughp u t

PCV20 AD-II

$539

15 MHz Throughput in an XT. Norton SI 4.0
512K, 360K Dri ve, 84-Keyboa rd
Standard System Featu res:
•
•
•
•
•

lOM Hz Nee V20 CPU with 1.5 times the power of the 8088 1
512K RAM sta nd ard . Expand able to 640 KB
O ne 360 K Flop py Dri ve • 84-key AT St y le Keyboard
8 Slo ts. Serial, Parallel, Ga me Ports, a nd Clock Standa rd
AT Style Case with Key lock, Turbo, Power a nd Ha rd Drive LEDs.
Accomod a tes up to 4 HH Mass Storage de vices
• Set-up & O pernting instru ctions.

Standard Pre-Built Configurations:

1 Floppy

2 Floppy

• Medium foot print case with 5 Disk Dri ve bays

Options:
•
•
•
•

Factory Installed RAM Upgrades
Cus tom configurations w / Na me Brand periph erals of your choice
Compaq® Style LC D or Plasma Porta ble
Mini Si ze Tower Cas,lID

Standard Pre-Built Configurations:

PCV20 AD-II With 512K, Hard Dis k Dri ve, Monito r & Vid eo Ca rd

~

• 512K RAM expa ndable to 4MB on the Syste m boa rd using
256K or lMBl OOns RAM
• 1.2MB 5.25" or 1.44MB 3.5" Dis kette Drive
• 1:1 Interleaving Du al Hard Drive / Floppy Dri ve Controlle r
• Enha nced 101-key AT Style Keyboa rd
• High Capacity System Power suppl y
• Rea l Time Clock /Ca lend ar w ith 5 Yea r Ba tte ry
• 80287 Co-Processor Suppo rt
• AM I BIOS w ith full MS / DOS, OS/2, XENI X, UNIX,
NOVELL, 3COM and PCNET compatibility
• Built-in System Board LIM 4.0 EMS ha rd wa re d ri vers
• User configurable 1/ 0 timing permitting compatible operation
w ith olde r peripherals or fa s te r 1/ 0 fo r newer devices
• 8 Slot motherboard d esign (5 16Bit & 3 8Bit)

40MB-45MS

66MB-25MS

286 / 12 With 512K, Ha rd Dis k Dri ve. Monitor & Video Card
V1;~'S
d l'O

40MB-4 5MS
1:1 RLL

66MIJ-25MS
U RLL

i l ~·I B - I S M S

$1207

$1 432

$1572

1:1 MFM

l 10MD-25 MS
U RLL

Mono

$664

$739

$944

$1094

Mono

VGA/ Mono

$824

$899

$1104

$1254

VGA/Mono

$1402

$1627

$1767

$1867

EGA

$1004

$1079

$1284

$1434

EGA

$1547

$1772

$1912

$201 2

VGA/Color

$1054

$11 29

$1334

$1484

VGA/ 16Bil

$1637

$1862

$2002

$2102
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$1672

Unbelievable Price
I'--P_C_ B_RAN
_ _ _D_ 286/2_
_ _ 0 _$999~
__ 1 IPC BRAND 386/SX-16

$1099 1

Ideal Novell Server!

20 MHz Clock, Zero Wait Operation
Norton SI 23.0 •Landmark'" 26.7MHz
512K, 1.2MB or 1.44MB Drive, 101-Keyboard
Standard System Features:
• 80286 Processor OpPrating at 20M Hz w / Zero Wait States in
interleave mod e d elivering 27M Hz Effecti ve Throug hp ut
• 512K RAM expandable to 8MB on the System board using 256K
a nd / or lMB 100ns RAM
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.2MB 5.25" o r 1.44MB 3.5'' Diskette Dri ve
1:1 Interlea ving Dual Hard Drive/ Floppy Dri ve controll er
Enhanced 101 -key AT Style Keyboard
High Ca pa city 200 Watt System Power Sup ply
Real Time Clock / Calend a r with 5 Year Ba ttery
80287 Co-Processor Support
AM I BIOS with full MS/ DOS, OS/2, XEN IX, UN IX,
NOVELL, 3COM, and PCNET compa tibility
• Built-in System Boa rd LIM 4.0 EMS ha rd ware drivers
• User configurable 1/ 0 timing permitting compatible operation
w ith older peripherals or fa ster 1/ 0 for newer d evices
• 8 Slot motherboa rd d esig n ( 5 16Bi t & 3 8Bit)
• Medium foot print case wi th 5 Disk Drive bays

Options:

Standard System Features:
• 80386SX Processor Operating at 16MHz delive ring 18MHz
Effective Throughput
• 512K RAM expandable to 8M B on the System board using 256K
a nd / or lMB 80ns RAM
• I.2MB 5.25" or 1.44MB 3.5" Diskette Drive
• 1:1 Interleaving Dual Hard Drive/ Flo ppy Drive controller
• Enhanced 10 1-key AT Style Keyboa rd
• Hi gh Ca pa ci ty 200 Watt System Power Supply
• Real Time Clock/Ca lend ar with 5 Year Battery
• 80387SX Co-Processor Support
• AMI BIOS w ith full MS / DOS, OS / 2, XENI X, UN IX,
NOVELL, 3COM, a nd PCNET compatibility
• 8 Slot motherboa rd desig n ( 5 16Bit & 3 8Bit)
• Medium foot print case w ith 5 Disk Drive bays
(Shown with opti onal Mini Size Tower ® Case)

Options:

• Mini Size Tower ® Case • Factory Installed RAM Upgrades
• Custom configurations w / Na me Brand peripherals of your choice
• Compaq® Style LCD or Plasma Portable

286/ 20 w / 512K, Hard Disk Drive, Monitor & Vid eo Ca rd
40MB-4SMS 66MB-25MS

386SX-1 6 w / 512K, Hard Disk Dri ve, Monitor & Video Card

7 1MB· IRMS 11 0M B-25 MS

150-17MS

320-16MS

1:1 MFM

1:1 RLL

1:1 ESDI

1:1 ESDI

~
""
Mono

l :I RLL

1:1

$1407

$1632

$1737

$1862

$2357

52817

VGA/ Mono $1602

$1827

$1932

$2057

$2552

$3012

EGA

$1747

$1972

$2077

$2202

$2697

$3157

EG A

VGA / 16Bit

$1837

$2062

$21 67

$2292

$2787

$3247

VGA / 16B it

Mono

RLL

• Mini Size Tower ® Case • Factory Installed RAM Upgrades
• Custom configura tions w / Na me Brand peripherals of your choice
• Compaq® Style LCD or Plasma Portable

Standard Pre-Built Configurations:

Standard Pre-Built Configura ti ons:

~'
""

16 MHz Clock, Zero Wait Operation
NortonSI 18.7 •Landmark•" 18.3MHz
512K, 1.2MB or 1.44MB Drive, 101-Keyboard

40MB-45MS 66MB·25MS

l:IRLL

1:1 RLL

71MB-I SMS l JOMB-28 MS

l:IMFM

1:1

RLL

150· 17MS

320· 16MS

1:1 ESDI

1:1 ESDI

51507

$1732

$1837

$1962

$2457

$2917

VGA/ Mono $1702

$1927

$2032

$2157

$2652

$3112

51847

$2072

$2177

$2302

$2797

$3257

$1937

$2162

$2267

$2392

$2887

$3347

To Order Call 1-800-PC BRAND
1881 lil! :.I

(Call 1-800-722-7263) In All 50 States FAX# 1-800-722-7392 New Winter Extended Hours

1

PC Brand, Inc. 954 W. Wa shington St. , C hi cago, IL. 60607 lnt'I Fa x# 31 2-226-6841 Int'! Voice# 312-226-5200. Ope n Mon lhru Fri .:8a m to 8pmCen tral .Mas terC~rd ,
VISA, Discover, Checks, & Approved P.O.s Accepted. Prices and specifi ca tions subject to cha nge. C ustome r Sen·ice Inquiries Call: 1-800-662-SERV BYTE 14-11
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Atnazing Performance
"Faster Than a Speeding Bullet!"
p

Cover Story Nov, 1988

"PC Brand offers the best low cost alternative around"
-PC Magazine Feb.14, 1989

PC BRAND 386/20 $1489 !

20 MHz Clock, Zero Wait Operation
Norton SI 23.0 •Landmark Speed 26.lMHz
1024K, 1.2MB or 1.44MB Drive, 101-Keyboard

PC BRAND 386/25 $1689 1

I

25 MHz Clock, Zero Wait Operation
Norton SI 28.2 •Landmark Speed 33.6MHz
Norton SI 31.6 •LandmarkSpeed43.5w/Cache
1024K, l.2MB or l.44MB Drive, 101-Keyboard
Standard System Features:
• Intel 80386 Processor Operating at 25MHz w ith Zero Wait States in
interleave mode deli vering 34 to 44 MHz Effective Throughput
• 1024 K RAM standard expandable to 16MB using 256K and /or
lMBRAM
• 1.2MB 5.25" or l.44MB 3.5" Diskette Drive
• 1:1 Interleaving Dual Hard Drive / Floppy Drive controller,
977.6 KB /SEC Caching Controller w /ESDI Configurations
• Enhanced 101-key AT Style Keyboard
• High Capacity 200 Watt System Power Supply
• Rea l Time Clock/Calend ar w ith 5 Year Battery
• 80287, 80387 or Weitek Co- Processor Support
• Industry Standard BIOS with full MS / DOS, OS/ 2, XEN IX, UNIX,
NOVELL, 3COM and PCNET compatibility
• User configurable 1/ 0 timing permitting compatible operation
wi th older periphera ls or fas ter 1/ 0 fo r newer devices
• 8 Slot motherboard design
• Medium foot print case with 5 Disk Drive bays (Full size case w/cache)

Standard System Features:
• True 20MHZ Intel 80386-20 CPU Operating w ith Zero Wait States
delivering up to 26.1 MHz Effective Throughput
• 1024K RAM standard expandable to 16MB using 256K and / or
lMB 100ns RAM
• l .2MB 5.25" or l.44MB 3.5'' Diskette Drive
• 1:1 Interleaving Dual Hard Drive/Flo ppy Drive controller,
977.6 KB/SEC Caching Controller w / ESDI Configurations
• Enhanced 101-key AT Style Keyboard
• High Ca pacity 200 Watt System Power Supply
• Rea l Time Clock / Calendar with 5 Yea r Battery
• 80287, 80387 Co-Processor Support
• AMI BIOS with full MS / DOS, OS/2, XENIX, UN IX,
NOVELL, 3COM and PCNET compatibility
• 8 Slot motherboard design (5 16Bit & 3 8Bit)
• Medium foot print case with 5 Disk Drive bays

Options:

Options:

• 32KB or 64KB Cache Processor• Weitek Co-processor • Tower ®Case
• Custom configurations w /Name Brand peripherals of your choice
• Compaq® Style LCD or Plasma Portable • 8MB 32Bit RAM Ca rd

• Full or Mini Size Tower ® Case
• Custom configurations w /Na me Brand peripherals of your choice
• Compaq® Style LCD or Plasma Portable • Weitek Co-processor

Standard Pre-Built Configurations:

Standard Pre-Built Configurations:

386/25 With Hard Disk Drive, Monitor & Video Card

386 /20 With 1024K, Hard Disk Drive, Monitor & Vid eo Card
eo
~

Mono

40MB-45MS
l :I MFM

66MB-25 MS 7 1MB- 18MS
l :I RLL
UMFM

110-25MS

1:1 RLL

15Q.17MS
U ESDI

320. I6MS
UESDI

~

v

-WMB-45MS 66MB-25MS 71MB-18MS llOMB-25MS
l :IMFM
l :IRLL
l :IMFM
URLL

150- t7MS
l •IESD I

320- 16MS
l :I ESDI

$1995

$2095

$2220

$2330

$2860

$3305

Mono

$2182

$2332

$2462

$2592

$3162

$3412

VGA/Mono $21 70

$2270

$2395

$2505

$3035

$3480

VGA/Mono

$2387

$2537

$2667

$2797

$3367

$3617

EGA

$2502

$2652

$2782

$2912

$3482

$3732

$2577

$2727

$2857

$2987

$3557

$3807

EGA

$2280

$2380

$2505

$2615

$3145

$3590

VGA / 16Bit

$2370

$2470

$2595

$2705

$3235

$3680

VGA/16Bit

CRT d isplil y is courtesy of RI X So f1'A1orks, lnc. Irv ine, CA.
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Exceptional Support
j

386/33 CACHE

Worlds Fastest
Personal Compu ter!

33 MHz Clock, Zero Wait Operation
Norton SI 45.9 • Landmark 58.7MHz w/32K or 64K Cad1e
1024K, 1.2MB or 1.44MB Drive, 101-Keyboard
Standard System Features:
• True 33 MHz INTEL 80386-33 CPU operating with Zero Wa it Sta tes
Delivering up to 58.7 MHz Effective Throughput
• Intel 82385-33 Cache Processor wi th 32 K 25NS Static RAM Standa rd,
Field Upgradable to 64K
• 1024K RAM Standa rd Expa ndable to 16MB
• 1.2MB 5.25" or 1.44MB 3.5" Diskette Drive
• 1:1 Interlea vi ng Dual Hard Drive/ Floppy Dri ve Controller,
977.6 KB / SEC Cach ing Controller w / ESDI Configurations
• Enhanced 101-key AT Style Keyboa rd
• High Capaci ty 200 Wa tt System Powe r Supply
• Rea l Time Clock/Ca lendar w ith 5 Year Ba ttery
• 80387 or Weitek Co- Processor support
• Phoenix BIOS With Full MS / DOS, OS/2, XEN IX, UNIX, NOVELL,
3COM and PCNET compatibility
• 8 Slot mothe rboa rd design
• Fu ll size case wi th 5 Disk Drive ba ys
(Shown with Optiona l Full Size Tower ® Case)

Options:
• Custom configu rations w /Na me Brand peripherals of you r choice
• Wei tek Co-Processor• Tower ® Case • Factory Ram Upgrades

71 MB- ISMS
l : I M™

I IOM B-25MS
URLL

1 50MB · l 7~·t5

UESDI

U ESDI

320t>.IB-lf/l. t5

$3259

$3454

$3554

$3679

$4124

$4634

\,C;A/Mono $3454

$3649

$3749

$3874

$4319

$4829

Mono

EGA

$3599

$3794

$3894

$4019

$4464

$4974

VGA/16Bit

$3689

$3884

$3984

$4109

$4554

$5064

+ Norton SI 3.0

286&386 Systems
•512K,l.2MB Drive,
Combo Controller,
LCD Backlit Display
Optional VGA
Plasma Display

All feat ure:
• 640 x 400 Backl it
Supertw ist LCD by TOSHIBA
1VG1\ 16Crey 5<.-.1lc Pl.isma wrsion Now Av.1il.1b lL'l

• Monog ra phic & Color operating
modes, VGA Optiona l
• Externa l Monito r Support
• 2 Avai lable ex pansion slots
• 86-key keyboa rd
• Accomodates two 5.25" or
3.5'' Floppy / Hard Disk Drives _
• 200 Watt °11 2/ 220 Autoswi tch Power
• Serial, Parallel, Game Port, Clock/
Cal endar Sta ndard

Portable System Processor a nd Drive Opt ions

386/33 With Hard Disk Dri ve, Mon itor & Video Card
40MB-45MS 66t>.HJ-25MS
1:1 RLL
l :IM FM

YourBestChoice
forQualitySystems
Toll-Free Support
Toll-Free Service
Free Freight
5-YearWarranty
286/386 PORTABLES from $1745

Standard Pre-Built Config urations:

Standard Pre-Built Configurations:

~
"'

IB)BRAND

$2799

CRT d isplay is cou rtesy of RI X Sofhvo rks,lnc. Irv in e, CA.

D~U

286- 12

286-20

1 Floppy

$1745

$1945

40MB

$2175

66MB

$2275

!50MB

$3140

386-20

386-25

$2045

$2595

$2795

$2375

$2475

$3025

$3225

$2475

$2575

$3125

$3325

$3340

$3440

$3990

$4190

386/SX-16

*386/ 20 and 386 / 25 Systems come with 1024K.

To Order Call 1-800-PC BRAND
18 31lilJ I ._. j

(Call 1-800-722-7263) In All SO States FAX# 1-800-722-7392 New Winter Extended Hours

PC Brand, Inc.954 W. Washington St., Chicago, JL.60607 lnt'I Fa x# 312-226-6841 Int'! Voice# 312-226-5200. Open Mon l h ru Fri.: Sam to SprnCent ral .Maste rCa rd,
VISA, Discover, Checks, & App roved P.O.s Accep ted. Prices and s pecifications subject to change. Customer Service Inqu iries Ca ll : 1-800-662-SERV BYTE 14-11
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Shop PC Brand Today.
l LAPTOP COMPUTERS* I I MODEMS
NE C
Multispeed HD ........... ..... ...... ... ............ $1995
Ultralite w / 1MB ................. .. ..... ............. ..Call
TO SHIBA
1000; 512K, 80C88, l FDD .......................................... $679
1600 BACKLIT, 80C86-12, !MG, 20MB HD,FDD ... 3240
3100E GAS PLASMA 80C86-12, !MB, 20MB HD. FOO ... .... 2805
3200; EGA, 80286-12, !M B, 40MB HD, FDD ........... 3595
5200/40 VGA, 80386-20,2MB,40MB HD, FDD, .. 6115
ZENITH
Supersport 286,20Meg ........................... .. Call
Supersport 286,40Meg .................... .. ....... Call
Supersport 88, 20Meg .............................. Call
Other Makes and Models Ca ll

I MONITORS *
MAGNAVO X
7BM623 12" Amber TTL Monochrome .........$79
7BM749 14" VGA White Flat Screen ............. 135
CM8762 13" RGB (640x200) Color
..... 230
CM9043 13" EGA (640x400) Color .................. 339
9CM08214" VGA (640x480) .31DPColor. .... 415
MITSUBISHI
XC-1410 14" EGA (640x350) ................ ...$369
AUM-138114" Diamond Scan ............. ... .499
HL6605 15" CAD Monitor ...... ...... .... ... ...1295
HL6905 19" CAD Monitor ........ .............. 2325
NE C
Multisync 2A 14" (800x600) VGA .... .... ..$499
Multisync GS 14" Mono .......... ...... .... ....... 249
Multisync 3D 14" (1024x768) EGA / VGA ... 679
Multisync 4D 16" (1024x768) .28DP ...... Call
Multisync SD 20" (1280x1024) .31DP ....Call
PRINCETO N GRAPHICS
Max 15 15" Multifreq. Monochrom e .... $249
Ultra 16 16" Multifreq. EGA/VGA ... ..... .879
Ultrasync 14" Multifreq. EGA /VGA ..... .520
PRINCETO N PUBLISHING LABS
Multiview 15" Full Page Monitor w/adapt..$890
RELI SYS (fop Rated by lnfowo rld and PC World)
RE-9513 14" VGA(720x480).31DP Color .....$369
SEIKO
CM1430 14" (1024x768) Dualfreq .......... $549
SO NY
CPD13041 4".25DP (1024x768)Multiscan .$689
CPD1320 13" (640 x 480) VGA ........ ... .... ..485
ZENITH
ZCM-1490 14" Flatscreen Enhanced ........... $619
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I I DISK DRIVES

A.T.I.
2400ETC Internal Modem w/MNPS ... $165
2400ETC External Modem w I MNPS ... 205
HAYES
1200B Int. w/Smartcom ... .......... .... ... ... ...$285
2400B Int. w /Smartcom ....... .................... 429
1200 Ext. Modem ............... .. ... .... .. ............. 285
2400 Ext. Modem ...................................... .429
PC BRAND 100% Hayes Compatible!
1200 Baud Interna l w / Bitcom .. .. .... .. .. .... . $49
1200 Baud External ...... ..................... .... ...... 70
2400 Baud Interna l w / Bitcom ......... ... ....... 89
2400 Baud External ....... ........... ............ ..... 129
US ROBOTICS
Courier HST /9600 .. ........ ....... ....... ....... .... $599
Courier V.32 9600 Baud Ext.w / MNPS ..889
Courier HST Dual Standard Mod em .. ....995
Courier HST/ IX 9600 Mod em ............. ... 925

Uses DC2000 Series Miao Cartridges
"When used with CMS Backup Software

VIDEO CARDS
ATI
VGA Wonder w /256K ... ... ......... ............. $279
VGA Wonder w I 512K ............. .... .......... Call
PARADISE
Autoswitch 480 EGA .... .. .. .. ... .... ............. $179
VGA+ .. ... .. ........... .. ... .... .. .. .. ................ ....... .. 265
VGA+ 1616 Bit Version NEW .. .. .. ......... 299
VG A Professional w I 512K .... .. ... ............. 399
PC BRAND
Mono Gra phics w / Printer Port .. ... ... ...... $55
Color Graphics w / Printer Port ......... .... ....49
EGA (640x480) Autoswitch ..... ................ 135
VGA ......... ... .... ................ .. ... .. .. ................. .. . 159
VGA 16 Bit ............. .. ... ........ .......... .... .......... 195
VIDEO SEVEN
Fastwrite VGA ....... .. ... ........ ....... .... ... .. .. ...$279
VRAM VGA .. .............. .. .. .. ................ ... ... ... 450
VRAM VGA w/512K ......... ... ....... ........... Call

I

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES:
360K 5.25" HH Black .. ... ... ..... ... .. ...... ... ... ... $75
720K 3.5" HH w / 5.25" Mounting ..... ... .... .80
1.2MB 5.25" HH Grey ...... .... ... ....... ... ....... ... 85
1.44MB 3.S"HH Grey w/5.25" Mou nting 95
PS/2 FLOPPY DRIVES
CMS 5.25" 360K / PS/2 Ext.Floppy .. .... $199
HARD DISK DRIVES:
IOMEGA
B1201 Sing le 5.25" 20MB Int. ........ .. ........ $765
B144l Sing le 5.25" 44MB Int ..................... 995
B244X Dual 5.25" 44MB Ext... ....... ..........1995
MINISCRIBE
71MB 18MS M3085 ............. .. ........ .. ..... .. ..$595
l SOMB l 7MS M3180E ESDI 1/ 2 Hgt .. 11 95
320MB 16MS M9380 ESDI Full H gt..... 1550
640MB 16MS M9780 ESDI Full H gt. .... 2850
PRIAM
130MB 20MS ID130AT Fu ll Height ... .$1395
160MB 28MS ID160EC ESDI w/CNTRL 1650
330MB 20MS ID330PS INT. fo r PS/2 ... 1895
330M B 20MS ID330EC ESDI w/ CNTRL 2250
SEAGATE
20MB 65MS ST225 w /XT Controller ...$249
20MB 65MS S"F225 .................... ...... ....... .... 209
20MB 35MS ST125 w /XT Controller ..... 299
20MB 35MS ST125 ..................... ..... .... .. ..... 245
30MB 65MS ST238 w /XT Controller ... ..269
30MB 35MS ST138 .......................... .......... .310
30MB 35MS ST138 w /XT Controll er .... . 355
40MB 28MS ST251-1 ..... .. .. ...... .. .... ............ 349
40MB 24MS ST1 51 .... .. ...... .... .... ................ .419
BOMB 28MS ST4096 Full H eight ............ .590
TOSHIBA
66MB 25MS MK134 RLL ................ ....... ...429
11 0MB 25MS MK72 RLL ..... .... ............ ..... 669
156MB 23MS MK-156FA ESD l Fu ll Hg1... 1095
If the drive you require is not listed here please
contact our sales department for a quote!

I TAPE BACKUPS
60MB Archive Int. or Ex t. w / Cntrl. .... $590
60MB Maynard Maynstream Portable .. 889
150MB Archive Internal ....... ....... .......... ...925
150MB Archive External ........... ... .......... 1250
150MB Maynard Maynstream Portable ..... 1395
2.2GB Maynard Maynstream Portable .......4350

$195

Save Tiine. Save Money.
B

ISCANNERS/DIGITIZERS I
Complete PC Half Page Scanner ......... $189
Complete PC Full Page Scanner ...... ...... 575
DFI HS3000 Plus Gray Scale Hand Sca n ....... 219
Hewlett Packard Sca njet Plus ........... ..... Ca ll
Microtek MS II ....................................... 1050
Microtek MSF300G w/256 Grey Levels ... 1495
Microtek MSF300Q w / 64 Grey Levels ..... 1275
Summasketch 12X12 .... .................... .. ...... 378
Summasketch 12X18 ........... .. .... ....... ....... 599

/ PRINTERS*
BROTHER
HL SE Laser (HP LJII, H PGL) ............ . $1875
EPSON
LX810 180/30..... 189 LQ510 180 / 60 .... ...329
FX850 330188 .... 345 FX1050 264 154 ...... 445
LQ850 330188 ...Call LQ1050 330188.. .. Ca ll
LQ950 264 188 ...Call LQ2550 400 / 108 .. Ca ll
KODAK DICO NIX
150Plus 150/50 .. 315 300WP 310/73 ... .. 439
HEWLETT PACKARD
Desk jet Plus ..... 710 Laserjet II ........... 1720
LASER JET ACCESSORIES
CPI Superfont Cart. ad ds 150 fo nts ...... 295
CPI lM B Memory Ki t. 319 CPI 2MB MemoryKit. .549
PRINCETON PUBLISHING
PS-388 Pos tscript boa rd ........ ....... ..... ..... 2250
Adds Pos tscript l o yo ur HP LASER/ ET!

NEC
P2200XE 192/54 335 P9XL 4001140 . .. 1030
P5200 265 / 90 .. .. 530 P5300 Wid e ..... .. ... 675
LC890 Laser .... 3190 LC890XL Laser .. 4495
OKID ATA
ML320 300162 .. 345 ML321 300/ 62 ..... 479
ML380 180160 .. . 359 ML390 270 190 ..... 475
ML391 270190 .. 655 ML393 450 I 120.. . 995
PANASONIC (New Models Lis ted)
11801 92138 ..... .. 189 1191 240148 .... ... ... 245
11241 92163 ....... 339 1524 240 180 .... .... .. 545
TOSHIBA
321SL 216172 ... Ca ll 341SL Wid e Ca rr ... Ca ll
351SX 3601 120 .Ca ll Ex press 311 ......... Ca ll

Call for Custom Server Con figurations

BRAND"'

Free Freight
30-Day Money-Back
Guarantee
Toll-Free Service
and Support
No Credit Card
Surcharges
We cany over 10,000 d iffe rent hard ware and soft-

N QVELL NETW Q RKING I
~N_ov_-~~~~~~~~~
_ELL
4 User ELS 286 Level 1 ...... .............. ...... . $429
8 User ELS Level II (Version 2. 15) ........ .. 899
Advanced Netware 286 (Ver. 2.15) .... .. 1795
SIT Netwa re 286 (Ver. 2.15) .......... ..... ... 2809
Netwa re 386 ..... ... .... ............. ....... .. ...... ..... Call
Disc Coprocessor Boa rd ... ... .. .. ................. 379
NE2000 Ethernet File Server Board .... .... 399
NEl 000 Ethernet Card .... .................. .. ...... 269
G ATEWAY ( PC Magaz ines Editors Cli oice)
GI Ethernet AT ..... ... ....... .. .... ...... ....... ..... $435
GINET .... ........ .... ........ ............ ..... .... ...... .. . 269
G I Ethernet fo r PS/2 ........ ....... .... ..... .. ... .. Ca ll
ST AN D ARD MICRO
PC130 Arcnet Board .. ... ...................... .... $135
PC270 Twisted Pair Arcnet Card ..... ....... 130
PCSOO-WS 16 Bi t Work StationBoard .... 375
PCSSO-WS 16 Bit Twisted Pair Work Sta tion Bd .... 395
PCSSO-FS 16 Bit Twisted Pair File Server Bd 495
PSllO Arcnet Board for PSl 2 .. .. ............. .439
PCSOO-FS 16 Bit File Server Boa rd .. .. .... ..449
ARCNET Passive Hub ................ ... ... .. ... ..... 72
ARCNET Ach ve Hu b .... .. ... .... .... ........... .. . 359
ARCNET Twis ted Pair Acti ve Hub .. ... ..429
TIARA
4 Port Passive Hub ... ................................. $49
8 Port Active Hub ........ .. .... ... ...... .... .. .... ... .. 285
La ncard / A 8Bit ARCNET Boa rd .............. 89
La ncard l E 8Bit ETHERNET Board ..... ... 199
La nca rd l E 8Bit Twisted Pair ETH ERNET 329
WESTERN DIGITAL
Ethercard+ w l Novell Drivers ........ .. ... . $219
Ethercard+ Twisted Pair Ethernet Boa rd ....... 319
Etherca rd+ A fo r PS/ 2 .... .... .. ..... .. .... .... .. ..320
UN IN TERRUPTABLE POWE R
ELGAR
IDSllOO 1000 Wa tt UPS .. ........ ..... ..... ...... Call
lPS 500 Watt UPS ...... .. .. . ..... ..... .. ........ .. ... Ca ll
PTI
DataShield Turbo/2 625 Wa tt ... ...... ........ 595

ware produ cts, Call fo r prices on products not listed.
_,~~~_~__~__E
SOFTWAR~~~~
ALD US Pagema ker ................. ............... $479
ASHT ON-TATE DBASE CV ...... ........... .. 449
BO RLAND Qua ttro .. ............... ..... .......... . 149
CENTRAL PO INT PC Tools Deluxe 5.5 ....... 79
LOTUS 123 3.0 ............. .................................... . 339
MICROSOFT Excel 2.1 ............... .... ....... .. 235
MICROS OFT Wind ows 386 .............. ..... 125
MICRO SOFT Word 5.0 ............ ............ .. . 205
SYMANTEC Q&A 3.0 .. ....... ..... .. .... .... ..... 199
WO RD PE RFECT Word Perfect s.o ................... 220
XERO X Ventura Publisher 2.0 ......... ...... .479

INTEL
Aboveboa rd Plu s w I 512K ....... .......... .. .. $419
Aboveboa rd Plus 110 51 2K ...... .... .... ...... .469
Inboard 386 fo r PC w I IMB .............. .. ...... 595
Inboard 386 AT ...... .......... .. ............... ....... .. 859
8087-2 ................. 129 8087-1 .................... 189
80387-16 ............. 349 80287-10 ................ 229
80387-25 ............. 495 80387-20 ................ 399
80387-SX ............ 339 80387-33 ................ 659

*Oversized Monitors, Laser Printers, Laptops
and Plotters are excluded from free freight.

To Order Call 1-800-PC BRAND
(Call 1-800-722-7263) In All SO States FAX# 1-800-722-7392 New Winter Extended Hours

lf fil liill 1._. J

Brand, lnc. 954 W. Washington St., Chicago, IL.60607 lnt'I Fax# 312-226-684 1 ln t'I Voice# 312-226-5200.0pen Mon thru Fri :Sa m to Spm Central .MasterCa rd,
VISA, Discover. Checks, & Approved P.O.s Accepted . Prices and speci fi ca tions subject to change. Customer Service Inquiries Call : 1-800-662-SERV BYTE 14-11
PC

Circle 299011Reader ServiceCard
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Coprocessor-based
display controllers
bring new speed and
flexibility to PC graphics
Steve Apiki, Howard
Eglowstein, and Rick Grehan

I

n the days when the C > prompt was
common, handling the video display
was not a big deal. You worked with
a grid of 80 by 25 characters most of
the time, switching to 640- by 350~pixel
graphics mode to draw the odd introduc
tion screen-nothing an 8088 or 80286
couldn 't handle along with the rest of its
chores .
Alas , those days are gone . Today's
graphical user interfaces, windowing en
vironments, CAD , and desktop publish
ing applications can put quite a strain on
the CPU, even if it's an 80386 . The
dumb frame-buffer approach taken by
VGA and previous graphics adapters can
no longer support the higher resolution
and higher speed that exacting applica
tions demand.
The future of microcomputer graphics
lies with intelligent display controllers.
Manipulating the display space of even a
medium-resolution (1024- by 768-pixel),
noninterlaced display can mean modify
ing 768K bytes of memory-a lot to ask
of the al ready harried CPU . Move up to
1280 by 1024 pixels, and the require
ment goes up to 1.25 megabytes . As res
olutions and color depths grow, the time
the CPU spends updating the display
grows along with them. The most effec
tive solution is to relieve the CPU of this
burden and to put control of display
memory in the hands of a dedicated pro
178
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GRAPHICS COPROCESSOR BOARDS

The Brains
Behind
the Graphics
cessor. Boards built around graphics-ori
ented chips also benefit from the proces
sor' s hard-wired graphics functions .
This month, the BYTE Lab examines
11 intelligent graphics controllers with
an eye toward their performance in CAD
and desktop publishing applications.
We ' ll also get a glimpse at how some of
these boards perform under the TIGA
(for Texas Instruments Graphics Archi
tecture) interface standard (see the text
box "Benchmarking the TIGA" on page
188) .
All these cards support at least 256 si
multaneous colors (8-bit pixel depth) and
either 1024- by 768-pixel or 1280- by
1024-pixel resolution. Two of them are
designed for the Micro Channel architec
ture (MCA) ; the rest are AT-compatible.
They fall into a broad price range, from
around $1000 to close to $4700, with a
corresponding range in capability and
support software (see table 1) .
Each of the 11 cards shares the same
basic design: at the heart of the board, a
TMS34010 GSP (for Graphics System
Processor) from Texas Instruments (TI);
some video memory to hold the display
map; and circuitry to drive the monitor.

On-Board Intelligence
Tl's TMS34010 is probably the most
popular graphics processor in the current
PC market. Its powerful graphics capa
bilities have earned it a place in every
thing from frame grabbers to printer
controllers , including, of course, display
controllers .
What makes the 34010 so well-suited
to graphics is not immediately obvious.
A quick glance at the instruction set re
veals a typical repertoire: arithmetic op
erations, logical operations, compari
sons , jumps-nothing surprising. There
are the usual addressing modes : register
to-register, immediate-value-to-register,
and absolute- or indirect-address-to
register.
Look a little more closely , however ,
and you'll find some instructions with

unfamiliar mnemonics . These are the
dedicated graphics instructions. They
are hardware implementations of essen
tial graphics functions, such as filling a
pixel array; drawing a line, pixel block
transfers, and comparing a point to a
window .
There's also a graphics-oriented regis
ter indirect in x,y addressing mode . In
this mode , a register holds a pixel's ad
dress in x,y form-the pixel's Cartesian
coordinates on the screen. The mode re
lieves the software of the time-consum
ing job of working out the mapping of
each pixel's memory address to its screen
location.
Delve even deeper into the 34010' s ar
chitecture, and you '11 find that the device
is built for graphics from the ground up .
It has 30 32-bit registers divided into an
A bank and a B bank. The A bank regis
ters are general-purpose; software can
use them for temporary storage during
computation. B bank registers are spe
cialized ; they hold information like the
location and dimensions of the current
clipping window or the current fore
ground and background colors.
While the 34010 would make a credi
ble stand-alone processor, the designers
built in special provisions for work ing in
a coprocessing environment. Twenty
eight 110 registers map to high memory
locations in the 34010's address range .
Some of these registers are directly ac
cessible by the host processor via exter
nal pins. Hardware designers were re
lieved to see this; it made it easier for
them to design a microcomputer-to
34010 interface. The programmer's job
was also made easier; through these 1/0
registers, the host microcomputer can
read from and write to the coprocessor
board's memory, halt the 34010 , and. re
start it at a known address.

The Rest of the Story
A coprocessor, no matter how powerful,
does not a graphics controller make .
continued
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Table 1: Features ofthe graphics adapters that we reviewed, grouped by
resolution. Although all the boards are designed around the same processor, other
components and different clock speeds give them widely varying capabilities.

These boards also require video mem
ory, a color lookup table, and video D/ A
converters (DACs). Most also include
DRAMs for local code and data storage,
and instruction ROMs .
The size of the video memory usually
determines the resolution/color-depth
combinations that a board can achieve .
Each pixehequires at least 1 bit; in 256
color mode (2 8), each pixel requires 8
bits. For example, a 1280- by 1024-pixel
card operating in 256-color mode re
quires 1280 x 1024 x 8 bits, or 1.25
megabytes . Cards that have more video
memory than a single display page re
quires can use it to retain off-screen
images that it may need for smooth
scrolling or other quick recall.
The value of each pixel, stored in
video memory, is indexed to a video
DAC through a color lookup table. Video
DACs typically have far greater color
resolution than video memory can sup
port- a typical value is 8 bits each for
red, green , and blue, or 24 bits . A 24-bit
lookup table allows the board to select, in
256-color mode, 256 of the possible 16.7
million colors that 24 bits allows. The
lookup table/DAC combination, there
fore , determines the size of the complete
color palette.
On the other side of the DAC lies the
analog monitor connection. The board's
output scan frequency and bandwidth ,
which vary with resolution , determine
whether or not a monitor is compatible.
Typically , a high-frequency or multi
scanning monitor is required.
With the exception of the Enertronics
Aurora 1024, each of these devices in
cludes some local DRAM . DRAM can
hold downloaded 34010 instructions or
screen-related data. When run ning some
CAD programs, including AutoCAD,
on-board DRAM might contain a display
list . A display list records vector posi
tions in a drawing, dramatically speed
ing redraw and similar operations by re
1ieving the CPU of repeated vector
calculations . . Display lists can also be
maintained in system memory or even on
disk.
One of the more interesting features
offered by several manufacturers is VGA
pass-through capability , which allows
you to hook to VGA hardware via the
VGA extension on the MCA bus, or a
special cable between the coprocessor
card and the VGA card's top connector.
Photo 1: The large AutoCAD drawing
used in our tests, at 1024 by 768 pixels.
This drawing file requires a display list
ofmore than 512K bytes.
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SUMMARY OF FEATURES FOR 34010-BASED GRAPHICS BOARDS

Price 1

Hardware
platforms
supported

1280 x 1024 resolution
Control Systems Artist Tl 12

$4695

AT

16M

50

1.25 M

IMAgraph Tl-1210-8

$4195

AT

16M

40

1.25 M

Matrox PG-1281 C/8/1.5M

$4595

AT , PS/2s,
Multibus II ,
VMEbus,
Multibus I

16M

50

2M

Number Nine Pepper Pro1280

$2995

AT

4K
[16 M]

50

1.25 M

50

1M

40

1M

34010
Video
Color speed memory
palette (in MHz) (in bytes)

1024 x 768 resolution
Compaq Advanced Graphics 1024 $2098 Deskpro 286/386 16M
(with add-on memory card)
or compatible
Enertronics Research Aurora 10246 $995
256 K
XT, AT
NEC MultiSync Graphics Engine

$1999

AT

256 K

50

1M

Number Nine Pepper Pro1024/MC

$2495

PS/2s

16M

60

1M

PC Tech Color 34010 Board

$ 1600

PC, AT

256 K

40

768 K

Vermont Microsystems Cobra
Plus HS

$3395

AT

256 K

60

768 K

Vermont Microsystems Cobra/2 HS

$3395

PS/2s

256 K

60

768 K

1 As tested; some boards include optional memory.
' Interface drivers included with board.
' VGA pass-through supported.
4 Support announced but not available when reviewed .

5 One of two included ; additional driver is $100.
•Interlaced.
11~ Indicates optional featu re.
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Horizontal
scan
Video
frequency bandwidth
(in kHz)
(in MHz)

Additonal
RAM
(in bytes)

Standard
modes

Application
interfaces2

1M

VGAl31

108

MDA, CGA,
Hercules131
CGA,
EGA Text

Windows for TIGA,
ADI for TIGA
None

64

512 K

PGL,
TIGA-340
DGIS,
TIGA-3404
PGAS, [CGI],
LIBShells

64

108

None

64

110

NNios,
TIGA-340

Windows for TIGA,
ADI forTIGA

64

107

ADI ,
Windows/286/386
ADI ,
Windows/286
ADI , PM 4,
Windows/2861386,
GEM
Windows for TIGA,
ADI forTIGA
Windows for TIGA,
ADl forTIGA
Windows/2861386 ,
ADI , Computervision,
VersaCAD,
Microcadam , PCAD
Windows/2861386 ,
ADI , Computervision ,
VersaCAD ,
Microcadam , PCAD

54

41

1.5 M

128 K

CGA, MDA

128 K

None 3

None
768 K

Halo, [DGIS] ,
TIGA-3404
CGA/EGA Text3 8514/AAI
[VGA]
DGIS, CGI,
VGA
TIG A-3404

512 K

NoneJ

1M

None [CGA]

512 K

NoneJ

512 K

None 3

NNios,
TIGA-340
DGIS,
TIGA-340
PGL ,
8514/AAI

PGL,
8514/AAI

Application
drivers
included
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35.5

44 .9

48-64

64

48.5

64

49

64

48.8

64

48 .8

64

You then run the output of the intelligent
card to a multiscanning monitor that can
handle both high-resolution and VGA
frequencies . Whenever the board is not
active , it allows the VGA card to drive
the monitor; when the board becomes the
active display controller, it takes over the
connection .
Other common components include
controller ROMs, which may include
IBM standard-mode (e.g., CGA or
MDA) emulation firmware. Without em
ulation , add-on VGA modules , or VGA
pass-through, you ' II require a dual moni
tor configuration . Some manufacturers
put proprietary operating systems or
software interfaces, such as DGIS (for
· Direct Graphics Interface Standard) , on
board as well.

Application Tests
Currently , CAD and desktop publishing
applications represent the most likely
uses of these graphics boards . We ran
several tests under the two most popular
of these packages , Autodesk's AutoCAD
release 10 and Aldus PageMaker 3.0; the
results are graphed in figure l. Page
Maker runs under Microsoft Windows ,
so results of the PageMaker test also give
a good feel for the effectiveness of the
Windows driver.
All our tests on AT-compatible cards
were carried out on a Compaq 20-MHz
80386, and we tested the MCA boards on
a 16-MHz IBM PS/2 Model 80 . We com
pleted the test system with one of three
monitors : either NEC 's MultiSync XL,
which covered the lower-resolution
(hence lower-frequency) controllers; or a
Hitachi HM-4319 or Mitsubishi HL
6905 , which both span the 30- to 65-kHz
frequency range and worked with all
these graphics boards.
Our AutoCAD tests were designed to
test both display list and non-display list
performance . Since many of these cards
require expanded memory for display
Iist storage, we portioned out 512K bytes
from extended memory using the Com
paq Expanded Memory Manager
(CEMM) on the Compaq or the Quarter
deck Expanded Memory Manager on the
Model 80 .
We used two files for the AutoCAD
tests, one medium-size (300K bytes on
disk and requiring a display list between
256K bytes and 512K bytes) and one
large (453K bytes on disk with a display
list larger than 5 l 2K bytes). The large
continued

Photo 2: Our PageMaker test file, also
at 1024 by 768 pixels. It combines text
objects with bit maps of varying size.
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(a)

SMALL
AUTOCAD
DRAWING
•

Redraw

E:l Pan

•

Zoom

D

Scroll

40~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

30

Figure 1: Graphs ofour benchmark
results: Each graph shows actual time in
seconds, so smaller bars mean better
performance. Times for Compaq 's VGA
card are included for comparison . (a)
The small AutoCAD drawing, designed
to require a display list of less than 512 K
bytes, tracks the effectiveness ofeach
display-list processor. (b) Most boards
couldn 't hold the display list ofthe large
AutoCAD drawing in memory, but
boards with disk-overflow capability
(Compaq 1024 and Pro1280) handled
redraws gracefully. (c) PageMaker
Zoom and Scroll tests reflect the
effectiveness ofa card 's Windows driver.
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0

u

Ql

"'c:

20

Ql

E
i=

10

(b)

LARGE
AUTOCAD
DRAWING
60-.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--,

file was sized so that it would fo rce
display-list overflow on boards that re
lied on expanded memory or had less
than 5 l 2K bytes free on-board.
For each file, we timed redraw , pan,
and zoom operations. The display-list
drivers of some boards provide enhance
ments to the standard AutoCAD com
mand set, with special commands to ac
tivate display-list functions . Where these
enhancements were used, we timed the
three operations using the dedicated
display-list commands; if these were not
available , we used standard AutoCAD
functions. Photo 1 shows the large Auto
CAD display .
We also timed two simple, graphics
bound functions in PageMaker. Our
sample file incl uded two facing maga
zine pages (see photo 2) , which incorpo
rated large and small bit maps, as well as
text. The Zoom test is merely a Control
W key sequence in PageMaker , which
sizes the faci ng pages to fit in the display
wi ndow. It reflects the time required to
display both pages.
Our second PageMaker test, Scroll,
measures the time it takes to scroll from
one side of the set of pages to the other .
We scrolled across the window by hold
ing down the arrow at one end of the
scroll bar , forcing the display to update
rapidly . To eliminate time wasted on disk
access, we set up a large EMS disk cache
and primed it by selecting the test pages
several times.
A closer look at each board reveals
qualities that a glance at the graphs and
tables can 't show . A description of each
board follows; products are grouped al
phabetically within resolution categories.
continued
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TARGA®Videograph ics

If these images didn't catch your eye,
then why are you reading this ad?

Images that leap out at you, especially in a magazine like
thi s, have to be powerful. And whether you need to pre
sent your business information more effectively or you
want to expand into multi-med ia, you need strong vi suals.
Together with Truevision , you can develop that power fo r

or add text and graphs , even create stunning broadcast

presentations, CAD , training , video production and more.

qu al ity animations, and then output the result to video ,

And it's easier than you think. You can bring photo-realism

tape , slides or paper prints . That's how to maximize your
prese ntation efforts into multi-media.

and multi-media to your presentations by using a TARGA
board with compatible software and peripherals fro m over
200 companies.

Truevision videog raphics cards are ready for you today.

With a TARGA videographics board and you r PC", XP
or AT~-class machine, you can capture images in real

Contact us at 800/858-TRUE for more information,
or visit your local Authorized Truevision Reseller for a
demonstration . We'll show you how to visualize your data
in a way that no one else can .

time from a video source , merge them with other images
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1280 by 1024 Pixels
Control Systems Artist TI12

dows and PageMaker was generally very
good.
The Artist TI12's only glaring weak
ness is in the critical category of price
versus performance . While the hardware
seems to be in excellent shape, software
support is limited, and the current early
versions of TIGA drivers do not manage
to squeeze out all the performance that
they could.

IMAgraph Tl-12/0-8
Although the Artist TI12 demonstrated
good performance, it could not live up to
expectations set by its high price. At
$4695 , the Artist TI12 was the most ex
pensive board we reviewed, and it is less
well equipped than a few less costly
cards. Upgrades don't come cheaply ,
either: It costs $895 for a I -megabyte
I magine your present printer turning
DRAM upgrade and $1695 for 2 mega
out crisp, high resolution plots while
bytes , $795 for a VGA Module , and $249
you continue to work, ll'ilboul i11/er
for a VGA pass-through kit.
The Artist package includes diagnostic
ruptio11, at your PC.
software, PGL (for Professional Graphics
The EOgraph Plus add-on board
Language) drivers , and the TIGA driver
lets you do that, and more.
package . Control Systems does not pro
You have total control over eight
vide any separate application drivers, so
different line widths, and as manv
we tested the board exclusively under
TIGA. If you choose to communicate
colors as )'Our printer offers.
·
with AutoCAD through PGL, you ' ll have
Youcan producedrawings 15 feet
to forgo display-list processing.
long, and longer, in anycarriage width .
TIGA ' s AutoCAD driver supports a
How about mu ltiple plots, or
display list in expanded memory , but it
automatic queuing of text and plots'
does not have some of the slicker display
list features demonstrated by the other
Yes, the EOgraph Plus lets )'OU do that,
packages. More important, the driver is
too -with ease.
written for AutoCAD release 9 and does
Think of it' Using vi rtuallyc111y
not support display-list-based pan and
CAD or graphics program, you can
zoom functions.
work at your PC while your printer
The driver intercepts standard Auto
generates plotter-qualitydrawings with
CAD commands ; if the display list over
runs the allotted expanded memory , all
nearly incredible detai l.
display-list
processing is disabled. This
13est of all , you get all of this
is hardly a weakness of Control Systems '
without the headaches, or expense, of
product, but it causes the Artist TI12 to
babysitting a plotter.
suffer in comparison with boards like the
Thousands of users agree:
Matrox PG-1281 and Pepper Pro1280 .
No other PC add-on can increase
The display list was enabled for the
small drawing and disabled for the large
your productivity, or payfor itself so
drawing. While the board was very re
quickly, as the EOgraph Plus.
sponsive when doing redraws with the
It maysound too good to be
display list, pan and zoom functions suf
true, unti l you call for the facts, toll
fered from using the TIGA driver. Non
free , at 1-800-548-5780
display-list drawing times were excel
lent , so if you lack the memory to use the
display list, the penalty won't be that
DEALER INQUIRIES
great.
~~L_C.!l!t1_E______ _
All installation and testing went with
: Eotron Corp 1121 Westpark Road I Dayton , DH 45459 1
out a hitch. We did notice a bug in the
1 Please send inlormal1on andindependent test reports to.
~:
TIGA Windows driver that keeps it from
I
= 1
properly displaying dragged bit maps,
1
: NAME
I
but the problem can be corrected by forc
: ADDRESS
1
I
ing a redraw . Performance under Win

ok

into aplotter

EO~h

Plus':____ ,

: CITY
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The IMAgraph is a solidly built board
that provides full Hercules- and CGA
emulation modes in addition to its high
resolution graphics . The board's instal
lation instructions make the setup and
configuration as easy as falling out of
bed.
One of the nicest things about the
IMAgraph board is the optional ACAD
ADI display-list driver. The standard
driver gives you full resolution and color
but no display-list capability. The $195
IMAzoom package buys you display lists
and real-time display of pans and zooms .
Clicking on the IMAzoom Shutter brings
up a smaller window and a submenu . An
overview of the screen is shown within
the window , and you use the digitizer to
control the interactive zoom and pan
functions.
In spite of the display-list support, the
IMAgraph board consistently turned in
some of the slowest times in our Auto
CA D tests. The Tl-1210-8 keeps all
display lists in local memory. Unfortu
nately, the on-board memory was too
small for either the small- or large-file
display lists-IMAzoom with our files
required more than 512K bytes, so we
lost display-list capability. If you do a lot
of work with AutoCAD, you may find
that IMAzoom is such a useful addition
that a RAM upgrade may be a worth
while investment.
The optional Microsoft Windows driv
er handles the IMAgraph board nicely.
The text and menus are clear and easy to
read . The display driver handles bit maps
rather slowly, a handicap if you need to
move a lot of high-resolution images .
One of the two pages on our PageMaker
continued
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VGAWONDER
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Are you asking yourself what a bear has
to do with super speed, remarkable
resolution and fabulous colors? We did,
too. How can anyone bear to work with
less than incredible speed, we asked
ourselves. How can anyone bear to
work without
extraordinary
resolution?
Bear to work
with less than
256 spectacular colors?
We got so beared out, we
decided to share one with
you. Along with the bear facts about
ATl's award-winning board.
Re91~:ered :rademor ls ore 01

Such as:
• high resolution 800x 600 and
1024x 768 graphics
• fast 16-bit bus support
• 100% register-level compatible
in VGA®I EGA®I CGA®I MDA®I
and Hercules®modes
• analog and digital monitor support
• easy, switchless installation
• high resolution and 132 column drivers
• Microsoft®co mpatible bus mouse and
mouse port included
• available in 256K and 512K versions
Oh, and bear this in mind - when it
comes to VGAWONDER®
, you'll be
getting a honey of a price!

fallows: AH, VGA WONDER- AT! Te<hr.o!ogies Inc.; Mi00$01r - Micro$0h(orp.; Hercules - He1cule1 Comp...!er lechno!og·es fr.c.; VGA, EGA, CGA, MO;, - lntemo'icnol Business Machines Corp.

Circle 42 011 Reader Service Can/

M.S.L 5495.00

6J(~mlii;~1~11 '89
November 13-17, 1989
Las Vegas Hilton Hotel
Las Vegas. Nevada

For more information,
contact your supplier or
ATI Technologies Inc.
3761 Victoria Pork Avenue
Scarborough, Ontario
Canada MIW 352
Tel: (416) 756-0718
Fox (416) 756-0720
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TAKE CHARGE!
Does What All These Utilities
Do Plus Task Switching...

test document is a full-screen bit map,
digitized at 300 dots per inch . When this
page is redrawn, the display bogs down
considerably handling the bit map. Ob
jects belonging to Windows, such as
lines, rectangles, and text, are displayed
much faster. Pull-down menus suffer the
same fate as large bit maps. When you
select a menu from the menu bar, it ap
pears very slowly. We found this rather
annoying.
At $4195, the TI-1210-8 costs much
more than the Number Nine Pepper
Prol280 , but it's competive with the
other 1280- by 1024-pixel boards . We
wouldn't choose this board for Windows,
but the AutoCAD/IMAzoom combina
tion makes the IMAgraph board (with
sufficient memory) worth a look.
Matrox PG-1281 C/811.SM

IN ONLY 20K OF RAM!
This power packed integrated program h as received one great review
after another. It is the utility of choice and most used by the industry's
top PC review editors when it comes to serving their own personal com
puting n eeds . The reasons are simple. Take Charge! packs just abo ut
every utility you 're likely to need in just 20K of RAM. The built in Task
Switching feature will allow you to suspend one program and pop up
another from within the current running program and return you to the
exact location you left. Go from lotus to dbase and back. Take Charge!
even Task Switches other well b ehaved TSR's and utility programs like
PC Tools Deluxe 5.1, Advanced Norton, Xtree Pro and more in only 20K
of RAM by making them part of Take Charge!.
Take Charge! is intuitive. It's easy to use and easy to learn, and best of
all it requires no knowledge of DOS commands. Simply point, shoot and
press function Keys.
Take Charge! Includes: Menu program, Task Switching, Disk Services, File
Management, Communications, DOS Shell, Disk Optimizer, Data recovery,
RPN Calculators, appointment calendar, Rolobase/a utodi aler, screen
blanker, Virtual memory text editor and more .
Call gour local dealer to order or contact:

DEPARTMENTAL TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
PO Box 645, Andover, NJ 07821 Tel 201-786-6878/FAX 201-786-5868

$99 95

Plus$5.00Shipping
•
and Handling
Major Credit Cards Accepted

SEND $3.00 FOR TAKE CHARGE! DEMO DISK

System Requirements: IBM '" PC. XT. AT, PS/ 2, or 100% IBM co mp atible. Requires hard disk. MS / DOS 2.0 or
greater. 320K minim um. Network compat ibl e. Product RAM es timated. All product names arc trad emarks
of their manufacturers. Copyright 1988. Departmental Technologies. Inc. All right s rese rved .

The Matrox PG-1281 provides CGA em
ulation in addition to full PGA compati
bility. We tested the version for the AT,
but the board is also available for the
PS/2s, Multibus, and VMEbus com
puters. We tested the optional drivers for
AutoCAD release 10 and Windows .
The installation manual is very de
tailed . It's a good thing, too, as the eval
uation unit came without a video cable.
After several minutes of poking through
the manual, we found the description of
the video connector and located a suit
able cable. Matrox sells video cables and
monitors as options.
AutoCAD really likes this board. Our
tests placed the Matrox as one of the fast
est 1280- by 1024-pixel boards. Memory
may have something to do with it. The
unit we tested was equipped with the
standard 3. 5 megabytes of memory .
There are 2 megabytes provided for
video, and 1.5 megabytes handle the
downloading of 340 l 0 programming and
display-list support . It takes a lot of
horsepower to handle that much mem
ory, and Matrox gave this card three cus
tom gate arrays to boost the performance
of the 50-MHz 34010 processor. The
AutoCAD drivers are easy to install and
provide support for the basic AutoCAD
set-no fancy extras.
co11ti11ued
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Bringing people and informa
tion together is what a Micro
com LAN Bridge is all about.
And, with our unique MNP 0
Data Compression feature,
remote LANs can be connected
at unprecedented performance
levels. MNP squeezes twice the
performance out of your wide
area link compared to other
bridges at a fraction of the price.
In fact, the Microcom LAN
Bridge is the only remote bridge
on earth that uses data compres
sion to move oceans of data be
tween LANs. And, it's the first
TOKEN
RING lAN

TOKEN
RING LAN

Boston

Los Angeles

to support Token Ring net
works, in addition to the
Ethernet LAN standard.
Think about it. Afully inte
grated transparent MAC-level
bridge built around the IBM
PC/AT bus. In four fully upgrade
able, multi-line models with
speeds from 9600 bps to 1.544
Mbps (T-1). And with prices be
ginning at $6,198, the only thing
a Microcom LAN Bridge can't
squeeze is your budget.
The Microcom LAN Bridge. It
brings information and people
closer together, no matter
where in the world they are.
Call toll-free, 800-822-8224 for
more information.
500 River Ridge Drive
Norwood, MA 02062

Telex:
710-336-7802 Microcom NWD.
U.S. FAX: 617-551-1006

Worldwide Distribution.
International FAX: 617-551-1007

~ I N Pi s J n?gisterl'<l lrad.:mJrkofMicrocom, Inc. ~licrocom
L\N Bridge Jnd MN!' D.it.l Compression .m.• tradcmarks of
Micmcom. Inc. lllM Token Ring .ind JBMIATare tradem.irks of
lnlem.itional Businr:ss }. 1.-irhinesCotp. Elhl•mel is .i lradl•mark

ofXl'rtl\, lnc.
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n addition to the obvious price bar
rier, the major obstacle keeping co
processor-based graphics systems from
every user is a lack of suitable stan
dards. A separate driver for each board/
application combination is fine when
you dedicate a board to a single CAD
package, currently a likely scenario.
But when your intelligent graphics
board becomes your primary adapter,
such an arrangement becomes into!
erable .
The migration from the high end to
every desktop has just begun, but al
ready the battle for standards has been
joined . Texas Instruments and 8514
supporters Western Digital and Head
land Technologies are currently wran
gling over the next great mainstream
graphics standard (see " Clash of the
Graphics ~itans," IBM Special Edition,
Fall 1989). TI touts its own 340x0 fam
ily and IGA-340, while 'its rivals
champion their versions of IBM's 8514
processor and the 8514 Application In
terface (8514 Al) .
Texas Instruments '·' Graphics Archi
tecture, or TIGA, is a new software interface-the first released version (1.1)
began shipping in early June . Still, its
list of announced supporters from both
the software and hardware development
communities is impressive, and its
emergence as a standard seems likely.
To get a feel for the relative perfor
mance of the reviewed boards under
TIGA~ we developed a suite of bench
mark tests, described below.

I

'1'IGA's Role
From the user's perspective , T.IGA-340
is a library of graphics routines that

the TIGA

a~low ap_plication iirograms to co~mu-

-..-~~~~-...,,...~,
... l"h:.-~1~'
1

i~~

~. . · ;· ~·.!;·~-

flexible ap~lic~tion programming interface . Apphcat1ons developer~ can de
fine their own primitives, referred to as
user-extended. So, if you determine that
your graphics algorithms execute more
efficiently when running on the 34010,
you can write the routines in 34010 code
(TI sells developer's kits for doing this)
and build your own library of primi
tiv0s. Then, at run time, your applica
tion can request that TIGA download
your customized primitives to the coprocessor board. Applications can even
switch libraries on the fly, deleting one
set of user-extended primitives and
loading another in its place.

mcate with boards bmlt around chips in
Tl's 340x0 family. Furthermore,' TI has
rigorously defined the behavior of each
routine in the TIGA library , so that a
programmer developing an application
on one TIGA board can rest easily in the
certainty that his or her application will
also run on any other TIGA-compatible
system .
From the developer's p·e rspective,
TIGA is really two pieces of software:
the communications driver, which runs
on the host PC, and the graphics man
ager, which runs on the. 34010 CO£!O
cessor board . The communications
driver is actually a TSR proce ss that
usually installs itself in interrupt 7F
hexadecimal. Application-generated
TIGA calls pass down to the TSR pro
cess , which puts them into a kind of
graphics message packet and sends
them to the coprocessor board . The
graphics manager then picks up the
messages , determines which operation
is to be performed , and executes that
operation.
Any TIGA-compatible board is ex
pected to support a minimal set of
graphics operations (primitives). These
are the routines that a programmer can
expect to find available on all 'IlIGA
boards. The primitives are divided into
two groups-core and extended. Core
primitives are always available; they are
loaded onto the coprocessor board when
TIGA is installed (typically at boot-up).
Extended primitives are optional; an ap
plication program may opt to load them
only as required.
One of TJGA's st~engths is that it
doesn't bury that hardware under an in

The Benchmarks
Our TIGA benchmarks measure com
bined board-and-driver performance in
executing common graphics tasks .
They make extensive use of the TIGA
1.1 library , and they don't attempt to
wring out every drop of perfo~mance
through the use of user-extended primi
tives . Benchmarks work with objects
sized in pixels, so they are independent
of screen resolution.
Bit-block transfer (BitBlt) is more or
less a test of memory-move operations.
The BitBlt benchmark is in ~hree parts .
The first part moves a rectangular re
gion of pixels from one region of the
screen to another. The location o( the
source and destination regions were
purposely chosen to overlap, so that the
on-board transfer routine would have to
set the direction pointers correctly. The
second test copies a rectangular region
from on-screen memory to off-screen
memory and then repeatedly copies the
block from off-screen memory back to

Table A: TIGA benchmarks measure low-level performance on common graphics operations.
(All times are in seconds.)
TIGA-340 1. 1 BENCHMARK RESULTS

Control Systems Artist Tl 12
Number Nine Pepper Pro1280 (8-bit)
Number Nine Pepper Pro1280 (4-bit)
PC Tech Color 34010 Board
Number Nine Pepper Pro1024/MC (8-bit)
Number Nine Pepper Pro1024/MC (4-bit)
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Clipped
lines

Clipped
ellipses

33
34
34
35
28
28

62
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67
44

Filled
polygons
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BitBlt

Zoom

Monochrome
text

Color
text
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40
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on-screen memory. The times for these
two benchmarks were always identical,
so we combined the results under the
"BitBlt" heading in table A. The final
test gauges the TIGA driver's zoom ca
pabilities. By means of a BitBlt, the pro
gram first transfers a region from off
screen memory to successively larger
regions on the screen. It then copies the
bit block from the off-screen source into
successively smaller on-screen regions.
The effect is a box that first grows to fill
most of the screen and then shrinks
back to its original size .
Clipped lines and clipped ellipses test
the clipping capabilities of the TIGA
hardware. The program first defines a
clipping rectangle on the display and
then repeatedly draws lines whose end
points are chosen at random. Many of
the lines have endpoints that lie outside
the clipping rectangle; the board is
therefore forced to perform clipping on
such line·s. The software rotates through
the color palette as it draws the lines.
Next, the program clears the screen , re
establishes the clipping rectangle, and
repeatedly draws ellipses whose bound
ing rectangles are chosen at random.
(ifhe bounding rectangle of an ellipse
defines that ellipse's center location and
major and minor axis lengths.) Again ,
portions of the ellipses lie outside the
clipping rectangle. The program rotates
through the color palette as it draws the
ellipses.
fiilled polygons tests the speed with
which the board can draw pattern-filled
and solid-color-filled polygons . We de
fined four polygons of various shapes
one with holes in it-to give the filling
algorithms something to think about.
We also defined four fill pa~terns. The
benchmark repeatedly draws each poly
gon, randomly selecting its size and lo
cation. On each iteration, the program
alternates between drawing the polygon
filled with a Solid color or with one of
the defined patterns .
Text tests each board 's capabilities at
drawing clipped text. The program
reads a string of 5000 characters from a
data file and then formats that string so
that it will fit into a block defined to be a
set number of pixels wide and high. The
formatted text is kept in main memory.
Next, the program establishes a clipping
rectangle and then repeatedly writes the
text out to the screen at random loca-

tions ; hence, portions of the text block
fall outside the clipping region . The
program executes the test twice . In the
first part, it displays the text in a single
color with an opaque background ; in the
second, it cycles through the entire pal
ette while di splaying text with a trans
parent background .

Gauging Performance
The results of these tests on the boards
in this review that support TIGA 1.1 are
shown in table A. Where a board had
more than one pixel depth configurable
through TIGA , we ran it in both 4- and
8-bit modes . We tested AT boards on a
Compaq 386/20 , and the MCA boards
on a 16-MHz IBM PS/2 Model 80.
Each board showed consistent perfor
mance from test to test. Results were
surprisingly unlike those generated by
our PageMaker application tests, de
spite these boards' use of the same
TIGA Windows driver. The PageMaker
tests seem more dependent on the ability
of the Windows driver to properly uti
lize the 34010.
The MCA-based Pepper Prol024/
MC demonstrated outstanding speed .
Its bus and 60-MHz processor contrib
uted to excellent performance on all but
the text benchmarks. The results are
even more impressive when you con
sider that the board was run on a ma
chine with a slower main processor than
any of the others and that the text bench
marks are relatively main processor
dependent.
Number Nine 's Pepper Prol280 and
the Control Systems Artist TI 12 ran at
nearly a dead heat . Although the two
boards turned in virtually identical
times on most benchmarks, the Control
Systems board had a slight edge . The
Pepper Prol280 did not have enough
DRAM to store the polygon definitions
in 8-bit mode, and so it could not exe
cute the Polygon benchmark. PC Tech's
Color 34010 Board ran noticeably
slower than the others , as its lower pro
cessor clock rate (40 MHz versus 50
MHz) might lead you to predict.
Differences hetween 4- and 8-bit
modes were only apparent on bench
marks that had a high ratio of pixel ma
nipulation to calculation. The calcula
tion-intensive clipped lines and clipped
ellipses tests , notably, did not seem
pixel-depth-dependent at all.

Windows is not the Matrox board's
strong suit . It's rather slow in redrawing
bit maps and appears to have coarse con
trol over its color selection. As for speed,
it ranked near the bottom, along with the
IMAgraph board.
Overall, we Iiked the Matrox PG
128 l . It would be a good choice for seri
ous AutoCAD users due to its speed and
exceptionally clear display. The list price
of $4595 includes more memory than any
other board we tested. OEMs and value
added resellers will like the complete
documentation , which makes it easier to
install in complex CAD systems.

Number Nine Pepper Pro1280

The Pepper Prol280 is a veteran among
34010-based graphics cards. Introduced
in December 1986, the Prol280 is still a
top performer despite its limited DRAM
capability. The board as we tested it sells
for $2995; a unit with a larger lookup
table and a 16-million-color palette costs
$3495. The board ships with TIGA and
proprietary NNIOS drivers; current ver
sions also bundle in TIGA drivers for
Windows and AutoCAD. One drawback
of this older unit is its inability to work
with VGA cards . Not only does it not
support pass-through, it can't even coex
ist with a VGA in the same system.
Prices are fairly low because the board
includes only 128K bytes of instruction
memory; the next lowest in the 1280- by
1024-pixel class is the IMAgraph
board ' s 512K bytes . And while other
models provide for RAM expansion, the
Prol280 ' s DRAM capacity is fixed.
This kept us from running our Polygon
benchmark under TIGA and may restrict
other programs that require an on-board
(but off-screen) memory workspace.
Number Nine ' s Power9 display-list
driver does not even attempt to use on
board memory for display-list storage. It
keeps the display list either in expanded
memory or on disk. One sharp feature
that we found surprisingly rare among
these boards was the ability to use the
disk as necessary if the expanded-mem
ory display list overflows . Most drivers
simply disable display-list processing
continued
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EFFORTLESS
EDITING
between files 
across applications 
If you work with
more than one file,
you need Vq2
- the editor for
multi-file processing.

If you begin Monday trying to remem
ber what you were doing Friday, you
need Vq. Just a few keystrokes bring up
the file set you were working on, with
each file positioned where you left it.
Even if Friday was so bad you just
pulled the plug and ran, Vq will bring
back the changes you forgot to save.
Load files by name, location, date, even
file content - you can search whole
disks, directories, or file sets, to find
and automatically load just what you
want. Simple AND/OR/NOT/WITH/
WITHIN pattern specifiers combine to
find just about anything on a disk.
Vq will even search and load word
processor and desktop publisher files.
Vq is EASY to learn and EASY to use.
Pulldown menus do the whole job...
instantly. You probably won't even
read the manual. Full multi-window
mouse support, of course!
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entirely ifthe drawing is too complex .
Power9 for AutoCAD costs an addi
tional $250, but it adds far better perfor
mance than the standard TIGA driver.
When handed 512K bytes of simulated
expanded memory and using the driver's
overflow-to-disk capability, the board
and driver performed consistently well,
especially with the large file . Power9
adds its own zoom, pan, and other
display-list commands to AutoCAD .
These commands duplicate the drawing
(the section covered by the display list) in
a small viewport at the corner of the
screen. To pan or zoom, you drag or re
size a highlighted box within the view
port. If you use these commands, you
need to click and drag to select views;
you lose AutoCAD's command-line-en
try precision.
The Pepper Prol280 runs under the
TIGA Windows driver . Except for the bit
map-dragging bug experienced by all
boards using this driver, the tests ran
smoothly. The Pepper Prol280 tied the
far more expensive Artist Tll2 on one
PageMaker test and topped the entire
field on the other.

1024 by 768 Pixels

"box" that you can set from 2 x to 32 x .
QPAN lets you slide the QZOOM box
around within the window. Overall, it
improves on the standard zoom and pan,
but not as much as IMAzoom does.
Display lists are stored outside the
board, in expanded memory . The driver
configuration program lets you allocate
from 0 to 32 megabytes of expanded
memory . Most boards we tested disable
the display-list handling when they run
out of memory . The Compaq driver is
one of two that can overflow the display
list to a disk file . The combination gives
AutoCAD a real performance boost.
Windows and PageMaker work very
well on the AG 1024. The board is the
fastest of the 1024- by 768-pixel boards ,
although one of the 1280- by 1024-pixel
boards was faster. The color display was
crisp, and the text was easy to read.
Compaq is known for many things
excellent quality, compatibility, and reli
ability, to name a few. The AG 1024 has
all this, and at a reasonable price to boot.
The AG 1024 isn't quite the cheapest
board we tested, but it's close to the fast
est. It would be a good choice for people
who feel comfortable buying hardware
with a household name on it.

Compaq Advanced Graphics 1024

Enertronics Research Aurora 1024

Our AG 1024 board was equipped with
the optional 512K-byte memory-expan
sion module . The standard board sup
ports 16 colors in its highest resolution .
The optional memory brings the number
up to 256 . This board prefers to coexist
with a VGA card and comes with a con
nection cable to pass the VGA video
through to a single monitor.
AutoCAD's performance on this
board was quite respectable. Redraw
times were among the fastest of any of the
display boards. Pan and zoom perfor
mance was in the low to middle of the
pack. The AutoCAD drivers provide
QZOOM and QPAN, display-list ver
sions of the standard AutoCAD func
tions. QZOOM uses the display list and
your mouse to handle local zooming in
geometric progression . Unlike Auto
CAD's zoom, which allows for an arbi
trary window, QZOOM provides a zoom

Only a few 34010-based boards support
IBM's 8514/ A Al software interface
specification. The Aurora 1024 is the
only board in this review that uses the
8514/ A AI as its exclusive connection to
software applications. In fact, with its
1024- by 768-pixel interlaced resolution
and no instruction memory , the Aurora
1024 is essentially an 8514/ A clone .
Since IBM markets its 8514/A adapters
exclusively for the PS/2 series, the Auro
ra 1024 represents one of the few ways
that current users can get 8514/ A graph
ics on XT- or AT-class machines .
We tested the Aurora 1024 using ADI
and Windows drivers provided by Ener
tronics, although you have the option of
using standard 8514/ A drivers. Ener
tronics actually ships two ADI drivers
one that supports an expanded-memory
display list and one that does not. The

Features include programmable keyboard, 43 1
50-line and 132-column video modes, hot links
to executable programs, compile with find
next-error, and macro compile /decompile.
Optional auto-indent, tab, column shift, and
margin settings. Your choice of screen colors.
100+ commands include Multiple edit win
dows with window Zoom and multi-speed
scrolling; Block copy, cut, paste, delete, box,
fill, print, write, shift left or right, cap and
uncap; Mark lines, columns or fragments of
text; Search /search-and-replace with token
search, find-function, and regular expression
options (select block or entire document);
Goto /Push /Pop / Restore Line; Find matching
{((or)J} levels; Format, Center, and Timestamp;
Query, resume query, find next /previous query
file I match; Full DOS shell or command execute
- Vq shrinks to 7Kb. Full Undo capability
lets you change your mind - while editing!

OS /2 & DOS versions ... both for $150
If Vq2 sounds too good to be true,
call for our NO RISK OFFER 

1-800-284-3269

t

GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS
2665 ARIANE DRIVE, #2CJ7
SAN DIEGO, CA 92117
(619) 483-0901

FAX (619) 483-1924 TELEX 201520 GBS UR
MC/VISA US shpg/hdlg $5 CA orders add 7%
Vq a nd Vq2 are tra d e marks of Gold e n Bow Sys tem s
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~omewnere ~ver lne V~A Lutter
lies aLear Lnoice
Finding the right VGA card can be a long and co nfu s ing journey, so follow
th e name you can trust. He rcules, t he company t hat de fin ed P C graphics ,
brings you t he He rcules VGA Carel. At just $299~ it's everything you need
to ente r t he kingdom of co lor.

Compatible. Th e He rcul es VGA Carel deli ve rs a ll 17 IBM standard vid eo
mod es so your EGA and CGA software will be al home. And it will work
with any color or monochrome a nalog video VGA moni tor.

Simple. The He rcul es VGA Card is easy to ins tall and use with no s witches,
jumpe rs or custom software drivers. And sin ce t he Hercul es VGA Carel
is faithfu l to the VGA s tandard, you'll use futu re software without needing
extra driver s.
Beautiful. Over 256, 000 co lors will brig hten your workday routine. And
the Hercul es VGA Carel 's 1/1 aspect ratio makes a square look like a square
and a circle look like a circl e .

Adaptable. VGA has set t he cou rse

There's no place like

for operating systems of the future.
Windows , OS/2 Presentation Manager
and DESQview depend on the Her cules
VGA Card 's readable registers for
multi-tas king ease.
To find out where to catch the Hercules
road to VGA satisfaction , call
800 532-0600, ext. 180 (US) or
800 323-0601, ext.181 (Canada) .

• SuJ;!" J{Cst.ccl re l:ti l price

1989 He rcules Computer Tcchnolol{y. Inc ..
!l::? l Parker Street , Be rkeley, Cn lifornia 947 10,
·115 f>-10·6000. 1-l c rcu lcs is a rcJri stcrcd t rade ma rk

of J-l c rcu lc s Computer Tcc hnolol{)'. Inc. A ll othe r
product nam es arc trad e marks of th e ir· re spective ho lders.

-
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1·800·547-5444
In Canada, Call Toll Free 1-800-387-21 73

Call today, and get the Inmac Computer
Products Catalog!

---- ·,_

•
•

Guaranteed Delivery •
Over 3000 Products
•
To Choose From

Instant CreditA ·
45 Day
Product Trial ·

[;Zj' YES1 Please send my first In mac catalog today!

I
I•

litle

Na me

Company
Street Add ress/ P.O. Box

pty

Sta te

Area Code

LI

Phone No.

Zip

----- ---

. . . . . . .~. . ""
..........

"Your Worldwide Sou rce for
Computer Supplies, Furnit ure, and
Data Comm1micatio11s Produ cts."

I
I
=..I

5558

Mail 10: Jnmac
2465 Augustine Drive,
Santa Cla ra, CA 95054

Definitions on disk

Language Master gives you
instant access to more than
80.000 dictionary definition s
plus 470.000 synonyms from
Merriam-Webster-the English
language authority.
The dictionary contains deli
nitions. usage notes and hyphen
ation points. The thesaurus
contains synonyms. meanings
for each synonym group and
properly inflects all responses.
Language Master. formerly
Choice Words for the IBM PC.
works with most popular
MS-DOS word processors and
is now available for the Apple
Macintosh.
Whether you're writing. read
ing. or simply want to explore
the English language in a new
__..._ a_n_d exciting way.
Language Mas
ter is for you.

LANGUAGE
MASTER'"

$99

See your local sortware dealer'. Or order cl irectly by calling
1-800-323-0023. (305 566-3511 in F'L) or write: F'ranklin
Sortware. 3511 N.K 22ncl Avenue. F'ort Lauderdale. F'L 33308

.
Fran...._
••••••
Software

display-list driver requires at least 1
megabyte of expanded memory, and our
tests were constrained to run in 512K
bytes ; we ran the benchmarks with the
non-display-list version . As a result,
AutoCAD test results were generally poor
for the small file. On the large file test,
where almost all boards ran without a
display list, the Aurora's times were very
good . A qualitative look at the display
list drives showed good performance.
Performance under Windows was dis
appointing. The Aurora board finished
last on the PageMaker Scroll test and tied
for last among the 1024- by 768-pixel
boards on the PageMaker Zoom test.
While the Aurora 1024' s lack of
DRAM and exclusive 8514/ A support
mean limited flexibil ity, at $995 it ' s also
the least expensive unit we looked at .
Display quality was comparable to that of
an IBM 8514/A. A $200 plug-in VGA
module adds VGA capability to the sup
ported text emulations, and the board
supports VGA pass-through . The Aurora
board won't give you ultra-high-end
display power, but it does offer medium
high resolution, IBM compatibility (and
the attendant software support) , and an
attractive price.

NEC MultiSync Graphics Engine

NEC ' s relatively new MultiSync Graph
ics Engine is, at $1999, likely to be one of
the boards that leads medium- to high
resolution graphics into the mainstream.
The card has built-in VGA and supports
DGIS and CGI software interfaces. NEC
has also announced TIGA support , and
although drivers are not available at th is
writing, they should ship before you read
this.
One of the likely tasks for a main
stream intelligent graphics card is man
aging graphical user interfaces like Win
dows and Presentation Manager (PM) .
The NEC board has a good start there,
with a strong performance on our Win
dows test-only Compaq's AG 1024 was
faster among 1024- by 768-pixel adapt
ers . The driver also worked without a
hitch . NEC also claims to have a driver
almost ready for release that accelerates
continued
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High Resolution and Wide Screen
for PCs and Apple Mac
FLEXSCAN..
IMODEL! 9400
Increasing sophistication in the use of
personal computers for general
business applications, CAD and DTP
has led to a growing demand for better
resolution and larger display devices.
Combining wide compatibility and
functionality with the latest ergonomic
design, the FLEXSCAN 9400, with a
maximum resolution of 1280 dots X
1024 lines, will not only meet these
requirements but those of the next
generation of advanced business PCs.

~;~~ill C=3

Wide compatibility
With a wide Horizontal scan frequency
range (30-65kHz), the FLEXSCAN
9400 is compatible with most signal
sources, including standard VGA,
extended VGA, 8514/A, Ultra Hi- Res
Graphics controllers for PCs , as well
as the Macintosh II and its Hi-Res
Graphics Adapters.
With the FLEXSCAN 9400, future
compatibility is assured .

the FLEXSCAN 9400 will give a sharp
and bright display image over the
entire screen.
The 9400 also has 2 input terminals
(BNC X 5 and D-sub 9 pin) which can
be easily selected from a front
mounted switch. This convenient
feature enables the professional user
to have a one-monitor solution even if

he runs both Ultra Hi-Res and general
business applications.

Ergonomics and Utility
The CRT of the 9400 has a special
coating which not only reduces
reflection but also the static electricity
generated on the surface of the
screen .

Latest Technology

Specifications

By adopting a DBF (Dynamic Beam
Forming) Electron Gun CRT, resolution,
convergence and brightness in the
screen corners have been improved
over a standard CRT. By combining
this with Dynamic Focusing Circuitry,

0.31mm(Dot)
20"(19V) 90°deflection
Dark face.Non-glare screen
Sync: Separate,TTL,positive/negative.
Composite,TTL,positive/negative.
Video: Separate, RGB, Analog
0 . 6 ~1.0Vp-pj75ohm positive
Separate, RGB, Analog.Sync. on Green
Scan Frequency
H:30kHz - 65kHz(Automatic adjustment)
V:55Hz - 90Hz (Automatic adjustment)
Standard Display Size
360mm X 270mm
Recommended Resolution 1280dots X 10241ines
Video Band Width
120MHz
Linearity
± 5%max.
(for Horizontal scan frequency ranges
30 - 37 I 48 - 50/63 - 65kHz only)
496mm(W) X 561mm(D) X 471mm(H)(at tilt 0°)
Dimensions
Net Weight
37kg

CRT Trio Pitch
CRT Size
CRT Face Treatment
Input Signals

NANAO®
NANAO USA CORPORATION

Specifications are subject to c hange without notice.

23510 TELO AVE.,SUITE 5 TORRANCE , CA 90505
PHONE (213) 325-5202 FAX (213) 530-1679

Af>Pt.E ano l.\a<:1ntosh D ere

•OQ•~t ured

ttaoemai i.., OI Apple ComDUt&<s, Inc

PageM ake< 1! a reg,s1111ed t•adem.al " ol Ald<.r5Corp0r ahon

FLEXSC AN ano NANAO ale !e<;l•SIC!ed 11aoemari<. s of NANAO USA CORPORATION
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PM performance.
Under AutoCAD, benchmark results
were mixed. As a caveat to all these re
sults , we were using the only NEC driver
available, which only supported release 9
functions . A release 10 driver is on the
list of planned enhancements. NEC's
display-list driver adds additional com
mands to AutoCAD and uses expanded
memory exclusively. On the small file,
where the display list fit within our
512K-byte limit , performance was out
standing . Redraw , pan, and zoom opera
tions all executed in around 1 second .
Where the display-list commands
could not be used, however (on the large
file test), pan and zoom performance
was abysmal. This is because the driver
forces AutoCAD to regenerate the draw
ing when zooming on a three-dimension
al display .
Another glitch that may or may not be
related to differences between release 9
and release 10 came in mixing AutoCAD
and NEC extended commands . If you
mix NEC pan and zoom commands with
standard AutoCAD pan and zoom com
mands, AutoCAD will lose track of the
proper image position.

Overall, the NEC board seems to offer
great potential at a good price. Although
the driver will limit you if you're using
AutoCAD release 10, the underlying
hardware performs solidly. If NEC puts
all the planned software support in
place , the MultiSync Graphics Engine
should be an outstanding product.
Number Nine Pepper Prol024/MC

This is one of two MCA boards that we
looked at. We don't have any way of com
paring it to most of the other boards in
this review, nor can we compare it to its
AT-bus cousin, the Pepper Prol280. The
only fair comparison is to the other MCA
board we reviewed, the Vermont Micro
systems Cobra/2 HS . In our AutoCAD

tests, the Pro l 024/MC blew the doors off
the Cobra/2 HS. The drivers are very
similar, if not identical, to those pro
vided with the Pepper Prol280. We defi
nitely recommend using the optional
($250) Power9 display-list driver .
Installing the Pro1024/MC is simply a
matter of plugging the board into the
MCA slot with the VGA pass-through.
Once that's done, you boot the computer
with the reference disk and set the slot
configuration, and you're set. Batch files
handle installing the required driver
software.
PageMaker ran well, and the display
was clear and comfortable to look at.
Windows installed easily and ran with no
surprises.
Our low-level TIGA tests al so ran
without a hitch. It's interesting to note
that even though the Model 80 is slightly
slower than the Compaq 386/20, the Pep
per Prol024/MC completed the TIGA
benchmarks faster than any other board
in the test.
The list price of $2495 includes 5 l 2K
bytes of memory and standard drivers for
AutoCAD and Windows. Those who use
continued
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Teach your HP LaserJet Series If
the powerful PostScripf ~
In one

M ijO.j,.jij • ! l i1Q:lh'Jli!PPiiiU}:~

PACIFI~PAGE ~
a
ll!§.

PACl~ l·P l
..,........
..

_._
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the PostScript®Language
Compatible Plug-in Cartridge
It's never been this easy.
Now, you ca n turn your HP LaserJet
Series II into a PostScript language compat
ibl e printer simply by plugging in Pacific
Data Products' PacificPage cartridge.
That's all. No other add-ins, software or
cables are required.
Immediate ly start printing PostScript
language output from Ventura Publisher®,
Aldus PageMaker®, WordPerfect 5.0®,
Microsoft Word® as well as many oth er
graphics a nd business appli cation software
packages. And PacificPage is compatible

PACIFIC
DATA

PROD UCTS

with IBM® and IBM-compatibles.
PacificPage is the result of th e proven
cartridge-based technology-Plotter in a
CartridgerM, 25 Cartridges in OnefTM_
from Pacific Data Products a nd the inno
vative PostScript emulation skills of
Phoenix Technologies , Ltd.
Authorized Dealer:

~W(•
USA 800-233-8950 • Canada 800-233-8949
All Other Areas (717) 327-9575 ·FAX (717) 327-1217

6404 Nancy Ridge Dr., San Diego. CA 92121 • (6 19)552-0880 FAX (619!552·0889 • Pac1f1cPage. 25 Cartrrdges rn One!, and P/orter rn a Cartndge are trademarks
of Pac1!1c Data Produc ts. Inc. PostScript is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems Inc. PhoernxPage 1s a registered trademark of Phoenix Technolog1es, l!d.
Copyright 1987. 1988 Phoern:it Technologies Ltd . All othe1company and produc t names are tr ademarks of the comptmy or manufacturer respectively.
Copyright 1989 Pac1f1c Data Products. Inc.
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AutoCAD will want to add the optional
Power9 software, bringing the total to
about $2750. Still, it's cheaper than the
Vermont Microsystems Cobra/2 HS and
runs markedly faster.
PC Tech Color 34010 Board

1

PC Tech is a relatively low-volume
manufacturer that caters to the OEM
market. The company offers end-user
products as well, including the TIGA
compatible Color 34010 Board . The
board has a list price of $1600; an addi
tional 256K bytes of video RAM is avail
able for $250, and 4 megabytes of add-on
DRAM will set you back $1200. If you
need CGA emulation, PC Tech will add
the appropriate ROM at no additional

charge , but the company makes no guar
antees about complete software compat
ibility.
The board is bundled with both TIGA
and DGIS software interface drivers. We
ran AutoCAD and PageMaker tests
through the TIGA interface. Because the
Color 34010 Board used the same TIGA
ADI driver as the Artist TI 12 did, pan
and zoom functions were handicapped.
Still, the board is clearly not as fast as
most of its competition. The same trend
showed on our low-level TIGA bench
marks-in both cases , we attribute the
slow runs to the relatively slow 40-MHz
TMS34010.
If you're looking for an off-the-shelf
speed demon , you're probably looking at
the wrong board . In addition to its slow
performance, the Color 34010 Board is
poorly documented by end-user stan
dards.
On the other hand, the board seems
ideally suited for the user who doesn't
require a lot of hand-holding . The no
frills price is very attractive, and the fact
that it runs glitch-free is appealing. PC
Tech custom-configures boards on an
order-by-order basis.

Vermont Microsystems Cobra Plus HS

Vermont Microsystems, Inc. is no new
comer to the world of high-resolution
graphics. In fact, the company wrote the
book on PGA compatibility. VMI de
signed the PGL language that drives the
PGA and designed IBM's original PGA .
Our tests included two major applica
tions, but dozens more support PGA and
compatible cards . Add to that number the
countless other vertical-market and cus
tom applications developed for the PGA ,
and it ' s enough to make your head swim.
The Cobra Plus isn 't the only PGA-com
patible card we tested, but, because it
comes from VMI, we would be willing to
believe that it's the most compatible.
continued
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Outline: The infinite font-cartridge.
Imagine : You have a font-cartridge for your
laserprinter: You need more fonts. You can tell
this cartridge to do it and use them immedia
tely in your textprocessor.

Large fonts, small fonts, decorative
fonts, shadow fonts ...
You want to change something? Ju st tell your
font-cartridge. The font change is mad e in the
font selection menu automatically.
You want a new cartridge? Sa ve the old and
select the fonts for a new one.

As many times as you want. An infi
nite number of soft-cartridges. An in
finite number of fonts.

THAT'S OUTLINE.
111s.a.x. software
Roonstr. 32 • 07500 Karlsruhe • Tel. 01049/721 /814078
Ou llme supports ell HP end compatible
loscrp11n!ers .
Outline s up~or ! s MS Word ' . Word Perfec !' ,

~~~1~1~15~j t~a9d~~~~k
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BEST PICTURE
OF THE YEAR:

*Readers Poll, Data Based Advisor, February 1989

CATEGORY: BEST DATABASE MANAGEMENT
GRAPIDCS PACKAGE.
IGE
the most powerful database graphics
tekage on the market, has just been voted the

best graphics tool for adatabase manager;'
:cording to the readers of Data Based Advisor.
you think that's impressive, consider this:
1e vote was based on dGE 2.0.
ow dGE 3.0 is here.

dGE 3.0
is better

than ever.
The Graphics Design
Center, included in the new
3.0 version, supports the
creation of graphic
~
charts and pictures
in a free-form menu
driven environment.
So instead of requiring you to
program in dBASE source code, the
raphics Design Center writes the code for you
\er you've designed the image using pull-<lown
enus and WYSIWYG editing screens.
ri.ere's more good news. Version 3 also adds
font editor, expanded printer support, 3-D bar
-aphs and more.

your bo~, your
clients, and yourself. Easily.
hnpr~

dGE does what you want. And it does it with the dialect
of your choice. Consider the possibilities:

GRAPHS:
•Bar
• 3-D Bar
• High -low-close
•Pie
• Polar

• Polyline
figure
• Polyvector
•Time series
• Cai1esian

For more infonnation and your FREE DEMO
DISK just call 1-800-231-1293
or 1-206-941-2300 or
write Pinnacle Publishing,
P.O. Box 8099, Federal
Way, WA 98003.
When you're ready for
the best, you're ready
for dGE.
Price: Sl95 .00; contact
Pinnacle Publishing or your
local software dealer.

DIALECTS:
• dBASE Ill+
• dBASE IV
•Clipper
• FoxBASE+
• R:BASE
Compiler

• Quicksilver
• dBFast
•Eagle
•Microsoft C
•Quick C
•Turbo C

dGE mmes complete with interface

to <ill

d i;tlc~1S

listed.

What's more , dGE 3.0 works with:
CGA, EGA , VGA ai1d Hercules
monitors, IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2
and compatibles. Supports the
most popular printers ai1d plot
ters including HP-Gn" lai1guage
plotters. PCXIPCC support now
also included.
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----GUARANTE.11------,
dGE is backed by a thirty-<L1y

money back guarantee.

Pinnacle
. Box 8099
. l . . ·1P.O
Federal Way, WA 98003
PUbl lS 1mg 206/941-2300
Inc soo1231-1293
.

FAX 206/946-1491

© 1989 Pinrude

Pu~ishing,

Inc.

The Database Enhancement Experrm
dGE is a tmdemark of Bits Per Serond. Oiher brand and produa
names are trademarks of tl1eir respective holders.

Come Visit Us
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Booth #C-740
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Compaq Computer Corp.
(Advanced Graphics 1024)
20555 SH 249
Houston , TX 77070
(,7 13) 370-0760
Inquiry 1071.

IMAgraph Corp.
~ -·
(TI-1210-8)
11 Elizabeth Dr.
Chelmsford , MA 01824
(508) 256-4624
Inquiry 1074.

Control Systems Corp.
(Artist TI 12)
2675 Patton Rd .
St. Paul , MN 55113
(612) 631-7800
Inquiry 1072.

Matrox Electronic Systems Ltd.
(PG-1281 C/8/l.5M)
1055 St. Regis
Dorval , Quebec H9P 2T4, Canada
(514) 685-2630
Inquiry 1075.

Enertronics Research, Inc.
(Aurora 1024)
5 Station Plaza
1910 Pine St.
St. Louis, MO 63103
(314) 42 -2771
Inquiry 1073.

NEC Home Electronics (USA), Inc.
(MultiSync Graphics Engine)
1255 Michael Dr.
Wood Dale, IL 60191
(312) 860-9500
Inquiry 1076.

Unfortunately , our tests showed disap
pointing performance. AutoCAD release
10 runs flawlessly on the Cobra Plus , al
though it turns in the slowest times of any
board with full release-JO drivers . We
had hoped for better performance from a
60-MHz 34010. The board is easy to in
stall , and VMI's installation program
takes care of the device and application
drivers .
Windows is something else altogether.
The Cobra Plus and Cobra/2 are the only
two boards that displayed any serious
problems running our PageMaker tests .
Windows does its scrolling by copying
large blocks of display memory from
place to place. Several times, we noticed
that the Cobra Plus had difficulty scroll
ing a window that was overlapped by an
other window. Parts of the lower (mov
ing) windows would sporadically appear
within the white spaces of the stationary
upper window.
In the scheme of things, that's far from
disastrous. But several PageMaker utility
windows rely on tiny icons of arrows and
triangles to control different aspects of
operation. VMI's Windows/286 driver
was unable to render many of these little
objects, replacing them with much larger
black rectangles. Setting tabs was the
worst case. It' s hard enough to grab a !
pixel-wide arrow with the mouse when
you can see it. [Editor's note: Since this
was written, VMI has announced a new
Windows driver that it claims fixes the
pixel-wide arrow problem. The driver
should be available by the time you read
this.]
The Cobra Plus could be faster. At
198
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$3395 , it' s not inexpensive . On the other
hand, the display quality was excellent,
and we feel confident that if anyone can
build a 100 percent PGA-compatible
board , VMI can .

Vermont Microsystems Cobra/2 HS

This is the MCA version of the Cobra
Plus board. It is based on the same 60
MHz 34010 as the Cobra Plus, and, with
nearly the same drivers as on the Cobra
Plus , it performs identically.
The Cobra/2 costs $3395 . For less
money , the Number Nine Pepper Pro
1024/MC runs much better. If you need
absolute PGA compatibility, this card is
a safe bet, but otherwise, the Number
Nine board is a better deal.

A Perspective
In terms of performance, all these
boards exceed VGA . Not so surprisingly,
prices are also in a different league. But
before you buy, get the latest information
from each vendor-these boards are still
fairly young, and capabilities and soft
ware support change rapidly.
The Number Nine Pepper Pro1280
seems to be the best overall choice for an

Number Nine Computer Corp.
(Pepper Prol024/MC, Pepper
Pro1280)
725 Concord Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 492-0999
Inquiry 1077.
PC Tech, Inc.
(Color 34010 Board)
907 North Sixth St.
Lake City, MN 55041
(612) 345-4555
Inquiry 1078.
Vermont Microsystems, Inc.
(Cobra Plus HS, Cobra/2 HS)
11 Tigan St.
Winooski , VT 05404
(802) 655-2860
Inquiry 1079.
off-the-shelf, high-resolution board .
While it's an older design and lacks some
on-board DRAM, its capable display-list
driver makes good use of other system
resources, so AutoCAD performance is
excellent. The Pepper Pro1280 is also
comparatively inexpensive.
If you need a top-of-the-line platform
for development, you may want to con
sider Matrox's PG-1281. While signifi
cantly more expensive than the Pepper
Pro1280, this board has powerful hard
ware enhancements and comes with a
vast I. 5 megabytes of DRAM on-board .
For medium to high (1024- by 768
pixel) resolution, Compaq's Advanced
Graphics 1024 is a fine choice . Its com
bination of speed, price, and ease of use
is hard to beat. Unfortunately, Compaq
cannot guarantee compatibility if you
don't have a Compaq 80286 or 80386.
Of the two MCA cards we looked at,
The Number Nine Pepper Pro1024/MC
gets the nod. It performed well under
standard applications and showed great
promise for use under TIGA.
Two of the stumbling blocks in achiev
ing such high-resolution displays have
been the cost of memory and the process
ing power that's needed to manipulate it.
34010 boards are one way to get superior
graphics without crippling your CPU.
Large display memories move you more
than a bit beyond VGA . •

Steve Apiki and Howard Eglowstein are
BYTE Lab testing editors. Rick Grehan is
director of the BYTE Lab. You can reach
them on BIX as "apiki, " "heglowstein,"
and "rick_g, "respectively.
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When something becomes a standard,
using it becomes second nature. That's true
about LapLink. It's so effective that it has
become the most popular
laptop-to-desktop and
desktop-to-desktop file
transfer program ever.
And now Release III
improves on the original
with added power
while preserving the
simple design that has
made LapLink the
choice of more major
corporations.
LapLlnk III offers
both serial and parallel file
transfer, and you can take
advantage of parallel transfer
speeds of 500,000 baud or higher.
It comes with a "six headed" universal cable
that provides you with everything you need
to use both serial and parallel modes.

L~

And LapLlnk III will even install itself
automatically on a remote computer.
That's in addition to ease-of-use and
productivity features like our popular split
screen design, flexible transfer options,
and disk and printer sharing.
For the same fast, error
free file transfers between
PCs and Macintoshes, get
LapLink Mac. And for
more information about
any Traveling Software
product, call us at
(800) 662-2652.

LapLink III. The
standard in file transfer
software.

LL\PLINKm
,,

n a

a

Traveling Software, Inc.
18702 No rth Cree k Pa rkway, IJ01hcll , WA 980 11
(206) 483-8088

Traveling Software Europe
Lords Courl. S t Lcon ards Road. \Vindsor
Ber ks, S L4 3 08 , En gla nd
(44) 0753 83 1855
La pLi n k is a reg. trademark of Tr;1vcli 11!-; So liwan_., Inc, Xnox is a rq;. 1rackmark of :-.:l·ro:-; C oqK1ra1io n. Ft·dF.x is

;i

rq;. 1radcmark of Fcdt:ral E." prcss Corpo ra1ion .
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STATGRAP~ICS~ Sophisticated Data Analysis and

Gorgeous Graphics- In An Easy-to-Use PC Statistics Package.
Get

the best of both worlds with STATGRAPHICS
sophisticated data anajysis and a dazzling array of graphics
in an easy-to-use P~ statistics pack,age.

Powerful Statistics. Realize the full potential of your
analytical sfdlls.'STATGRAPHICS gives you over 250 statis
tical procedures including ANOVA. regression analysis,
quality control procedures, ~mental design, multivariate
techniques,.nonparametric methods, exploratory data
analysis, forecasting, time seri~ analysis, and more.
Incredible Graphics. Tum 'the "Ho-Hum" into· the ''Ah-Ha!"
STATGRAPHICS includes over 50 types of graphs that
allow you to analyze your data visually and communicate
your results brilliantly!
.Easy Tu Learn and Use. Enter your data using our full-screen
editor; or import data directly from your ASCII, dBASE",
Lotus", or DIF files. STATGRAPHICS is completely menu
driven and includes online HELP, a self-paced tutorial,

handy reference cards, and a user's guide complete with
~pies and sample data sets. No wonder lnfoWorld said

STATGRAPHICS "makes interactive.data analysis and,
knock-your-5ocks-off graphics ~:·
Why compromise? Get the power of sophisticated data
analysis and gorgeous giaphics· wi~ STATGRAPHICS
all for only $895.* For more details orto erder tooay, call:

(800).592-0050 ext. '400
In Maryland, (301) 984-5123;
Outs.ide the U.S., (301) 984-5412 for
the name of the dealer nearest you.

.
Srsc

. Ask aOOUt ou.r money-back guarantee!
·
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STSC, Inc.
. 2115 °East Jefferson Street
.
Rockville, MD 20852
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DEC's RISC
Powerhouse

The DECstation brings
RISC power to
Unix workstations
at PC prices
Ben Smith and Rob Mitchell

T

he DECstation , Digital Equip
ment Corp . 's lowest-priced
high-performance Unix work
station yet, represents a radical
approach to development and marketing
for the world 's second largest computer
manufacturer . It also represents a new
era in personal computing and a new
competitive challenge for low-end work
station vendors.
The DECstation is the first machine
from DEC designed to run only Unix.
It's also the first DEC workstation to use
a CPU from an outside vendor (the MIPS
R2000 RISC CPU) . These facts alone
make the DECstation noteworthy, but it
is a groundbreaking machine in other
ways as well.
With a starting price of $7950, the
DECstation is one of the first RISC
based workstations that are in the price
range of personal computers; its intro
duction has hit the workstation commu
nity like a bombshell. Dubbed the "Sun
Killer, " the DECstation has an excellent
price/performance ratio, and its func
tionality is equivalent to Sun's SPARC
Station 1 (see "Two Powerful Systems
from Sun," May BYTE).
R eav-y Metal
DEC sells two versions of the DECsta
tion: the 2100 and the 3100 . With the ex
ception of CPU and memory speed, these
machines are identical. The entry-level
2100 is a diskless workstation . It in-

The DECstation 's RISC-based performance and low starting price of$7950 are
turning heads in the workstation world. Its keyboard, however, is disappointing . It
has no Escape key, and many keys are in nonstandard positions or have no function.

eludes an R2010 FPU , 8 megabytes of
memory, a 15-inch monochrome moni
tor , a SCSI connector, switch-selectable
" thick-wire" and " thin-wire" Ethernet
interfaces, two serial ports , a mouse , a
keyboard , and Ultrix Workstation Soft
ware for $7950 ($11 ,900 for the 3100).
The price tag for our test machine, a
fully configured DECstation 3100, was
$39,300-more than three times the
3 lOO's base price.
At the heart of the DECstation lies a

MIPS R2000 RISC CPU, an R2010
math coprocessor, and an R2020 write
buffer (see photo 1) . The CPU runs at
12 .5 MHz on the DECstation 2100 and at
16.67 MHz on the 3100; DEC rates the
machines at 10 and 14 million instruc
tions per second, respectively . The FPU
puts in a double-precision UNPACK per
formance of 1.2 million floating-point
operations per second on the 2100 and
1.6 MFLOPS on the 3100.
continued
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Photo 1: With the exception ofits CPU clock speed and its faster cache, the
DECstation 3100 is exactly the same as the 2100. Note the double-mounted single
in-line memory modules and the heat sink on the FPU.

Unlike Sun's SPARCStation 1, the
DECstation's 32-bit memory bus doesn't
support direct memory access, and it
doesn't have any expansion slots.
System memory consists of 120-nano
second parity DRAMs mounted on dou
ble-sided, single in-line memory mod
ules; you can upgrade in 4-megabyte
increments up to the 24-megabyte maxi
mum . Our DECstation 3100 review ma
chine came fully populated. Also stan
dard are a 64K-byte data cache and a
64K-byte instruction cache. DEC uses
35-ns static RAM (SRAM) chips in the
2100 and 23-ns chips in the 3100.
Hidden inside the box is a small shelf
that can hold two 104-megabyte SCSI
hard disk drives ($2400 each) that have
an average access time of 33 millisec
onds. DEC recommends using these for
page swapping in a Network File System
(NFS) environment, but you can also use
them to store data. A SCSI connector lets
you attach additional devices. Our unit
included one internal hard disk drive, a
330-megabyte 5 1A-inch external hard
disk drive with an average access time of
24 ms ($6500), and an external 95-mega
byte streaming-tape subsystem ($3500).
A 600-megabyte CD-ROM drive is also
available for $1600. The DECstation
supports up to four storage devices.
202
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The external hard disk drive can run
asynchronously or synchronously. In
synchronous mode, it has an aggregate
transfer rate of 4 megabytes per second.
(The DECstation can only retrieve data
at up to 1.25 megabytes per second, so
this performance is noticeable only if
you're running multiple disk drives.)
Our test machine included a 1024- by
864-pixel, 60-Hz, noninterlaced 15-inch
analog color monitor (a 15-inch mono
chrome monitor is standard). DEC also
offers 19-inch color and monochrome
monitors. The 8-bit color system uses a
I -megabyte frame buffer to display up to
256 colors simultaneously from a palette
of 16.7 million. In monochrome mode,
the DECstation uses a 256K-byte single
plane frame buffer. The graphics subsys
tem doesn't include a video controller,
relying instead on the CPU.
In addition to the SCSI connector, a
complemeQt of I/O ports graces the back
of the system unit, including both stan
dard Ethernet interfaces, a 15-pin D-sub
video port, mouse and keyboard inter
faces, and two serial ports (designated as
printer and modem ports). Regrettably,
the DECstation lacks a parallel port, and
the serial ports use a proprietary six-wire
interface that looks like a modified RS
442 jack. You'll need a special DB-25

adapter and cable ($37) to use the ports
with non-DEC serial devices.
Aesthetically, the DECstation is sleek
and attractive; the system unit has an 18
by 15 I/2-inch footprint and rises just 4
inches off the desktop. The external hard
disk drive and tape systems are housed in
stackable boxes that measure 12V2 by
11 1/2 by 5 Vi inches. Each external device
includes its own power supply. A handle
at the rear of each unit makes the drives
easy to carry; it snaps down over the
power and SCSI cables when not in use,
locking them into place.
Only the DECstation logo and green
power light adorn the front of the unit;
the power and reset switches are on the
rear panel. The nonstandard 105-key
keyboard is a bit of a kludge; it's essen
tially a VAXstation keyboard that DEC
has adapted for use in a Unix environ
ment-with mixed results . For example,
it has no Escape key; to generate an Es
cape, you must press the Control and left
bracket keys. Many other commonly
used keys are located in unusual posi
tions, and many keys are specific to
DEC's VMS operating system and have
no function at all under Ultrix.

Ultrix
The DECstation's Ultrix Workstation
Software includes Ultrix-32, Ultrix/
DECwindows, a C compiler, X Window
System 11, X User Interface (XUI), and
implementations of TCP/IP and NFS .
Ultrix-32, the DECstation's operating
system, is a robust implementation of
BSD Unix that also includes library rou
tines and commands from System V.3.
Ultrix has its own versions of /bin/ sh
and /bin/ csh. DEC also provides the
standard Unix shells, but having both
means that you must pay careful atten
tion to which shell you're running. The
obvious advantage to having two versions
is the enhancements that DEC provides.
The disadvantage is that it's difficult to
move between Ultrix machines and other
Unix machines. Enhancements are
barbed hooks for new users who don't re
alize what they're getting into. The adop
tion of the AT&T Korn shell would offer
far more to everyone.
Ultrix for DEC's RISC machines con
tains special commands for optimizing
program execution. Two examples are
pixie, a program for analyzing program
block use, and cord2, a program that
takes information that pixie generates
and rearranges the basic blocks to facili
tate better cache mapping. Also included
are many utilities for E-mail, network
mail, and message handling (the Ultrix
continued

DR DOS.
THE CHOICE IS OBVIOUS,
MORE OR LESS.
DR DOS

THE OTHER DOS

• Full DOS application support
• Large disk partitions 
greater than 32 megabytes
• LIM 4.0 expanded memory
support
• Graphical icon-based user
interface (optional)
• Fully executable from ROM
• Quick and easy installation
• Password protection for
files and directories
• Full screen text editor
• Multiple command line recall
• Built-in help for utilities
• Backed by the Digital
Research commitment to
quality service and support

You don't have to look too closely to see
how DR DOS stacks up against the compe
tition. With an added set of features and
capabilities, DR DOS gives you proven capa
bility and flexibility in a superior alternative
for any system. Whether you use a hand-held
computer, a laptop, a diskless workstation,
[!Q)

• Full DOS application support
• Large disk partitions - greater
than 32 megabytes (DOS 4only)
• LIM 4.0 expanded memory
support (DOS 4 only)
• Graphical character-based
user interface (DOS 4 only)

~~
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a portable or a powerful full-sized system
with specialized applications, DR DOS gives
you everything you need to make the right
choice. Obviously.
Contact your local reseller for sys
tems sold with DR DOS. OEMs call
Digital Research at 800-443-4200.

DIGITAL RESEARCH "'

DR DOS™
THE BESTCHOICE.
Digital Research and the Digita l Research logo are registered trademarks,and DR DOS is a trademark ofOigital Research Inc. Copyright © 1989, Digital Research Inc. All rights reserved.
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e easy
ways to boost
your BASIC
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BASrM

Basic Programming
Library

On-Line Help
For PRoBAs

So who cares that BYTE magazine calls
PRoBAs a "Supercharger for QuickBASIC" or
that PC Tech Journal says that PRoBAs is a
"high-quality, high-quantity package " ? Who
buys a product just because Jerry Pournelle
said ''Anyone doing serious QuickBASIC pro
gramming Would do well to get [PRoBAs]"? And
who cares that Wayne Hammerly calls PRoBAs
"The greatest thing since sliced bread"?

PRoREF provides on-line help for the routines
in the PRoBAs library. This hypertext manual
links directly to the QB Advisor in QuickBASIC
4.5 so that the PRoBAs reference becomes an
integral part of your QuickBASIC on-line man
ual. Includes information and examples on
PRoBAs routines and helpful hints on program
ming in BASIC. Just $50.00!

r"RQ

Who?--Only those who want to write better,
faster, slicker programs and save hundreds of
programming hours in the process. With all of
that hoopla out of the way, we are formally
announcing the momentous release of
PRoBAs Version 3 .1, now with over 400
assembly routines to make BASIC programs
faster and more powerful than you ever
dreamed with features like :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A 1,000-page two-volume manual
Full mouse support
Extended and EMS memory support
Full-featured windowing
Moveable, resizable windows
Screen snapshots (text & graphics)
Virtual screens in memory
Lightning-fast file 110
Critical error handlinfl
String, array, and pointer sorts
Search directories and archives

Create dazzling screens in text, CGA, EGA,
VGA, and Hercules graphics modes with win
dows that can overlay one another and be
moved and resized on the fly. Store megabytes
of string, data, or screen snapshots in extended
or EMS memory. Draw complex text or graphic
screens to memory and snap them on in an
eyeblink. The PRoBAs file 1/0 routines allow
you to read or write huge chunks of data at a
clip, far faster than with BASIC.
PRoBAs also has over 300 other essential ser
vices, including handy string, date, time, direc
tory, and array manipulation routines ; string,
screen, and data compression routines ; valu
able equipment and input routines ; and faster
replacements for many BASIC commands.
Whether you are a professional or a novice,
PRoBAs will boost Y.Our BASIC in ways you
never thought possible. PRoBAs allows the
professional to write faster, tighter code in much
less time and allows novices to quickly and
easily write professional-quality programs that
would be impossible with BASIC alone. The
bottom line is PROBAs adds power and saves
time. After all, how much is a few hundred
ho1,1rs of your time really worth?
Fat all DOS versions of QuickBASIC and
BASCOM. Just $149.001

Screen
Management
PRoScREEN is a full-featured screen generator/
editor that will save you more design and cod 
ing time than you ever thought possible .
PRoScREEN treats screens like a word pro
cessor treats text to provide complete control
over characters, colors , and placement. Design
input screens with up to 130 fields, 19 pre
defined and 2 user-defined masks. Save
screens to screen files or .OBJ files and use the
tight BASIC/Assembly code that comes with
PRoScREEN to access the screens. There 's no
kludgy code generator here! Access hundreds
of input screens with less than 25k of total code.

Just $99.00!

Mathematics
Library
PRoMATH is a collection of over 150 high-level
routines that provide mathematical functions
and operations for prowammers who often
work in mathematics, science, or engineering .
Complex variables, real and complex matrices,
real and complex trigonometric and hyperbolic
functions and their inverses, solution of linear
equations, integration , differential equations,
Fast Fourier transforms, graphics support, and
many other useful routines are provided.
For years Fortran has been the language of
choice for scientific and engineering applica'
tions, but it lacks many of the useful features of
QuickBASIC. PRoMATH contains most of the
Fortran mathematical and numeric functions
and allows you to easily translate Fortran code
to BASIC or write new programs in BASIC,
while retaining Fortran's numerical prowess.
The PRoMATH manual is over 200 pages and
provides a complete description of each rou
tine, including any algorithm and the mathe
matical formula the routine uses, shown in
standard notation . For QuickBASIC 4 and
BASCOM 6 only. Just $99.00!
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TOOLKIT
The TooLK1T is a collection of high-level BASIC
and assembly modules that use the routines in
the PRoBAs library to save you even more
hours of grunt work. Why spend hundreds of
hours re-inventing the wheel when you can just
plug in TooLKIT modules like:
• Super-fast B-Tree indexing
• Ring, Bar, Pop-Up, Pull-Down menus
• Scroll-bar tag windows
• Dialog boxes with radio buttons
• Two mini-editors with word wrap
• BCD math routines
• Julian date & calendar routines
• Patch .EXE files
• Protected memory storage area
The TooLKIT now supports EGA and VGA
graphics modes for menus, windows , editors,
calendars , and more. Complete with BASIC
source code and an all-new comprehensive
manual. The TooLKIT requires the PRoBAs
library and helps conserve your greatest asset
of all-time! Just $99.00!

TELECOMM
TOOLKIT
The PRoBAs TELECOMM TooLK1T is a collec
tion of high-level communications modules that
you plug into your code to provide popular file
transfer protocols, terminal emulations, login
scripts and baud rates up to 115,200 baud. You
get:
• Xmodem/Modem7/Xmodern-1k
• Ymodem (single and batch)
• CRC-16 and Checksum
• VT52, VT100, ANSI , BBS etc.
• Auto Dialer & data base
• Documented BASIC source
Why use clumsy SHELLS to complex terminal
programs when you can plug just the communi
cations routines you need into your code?
Implement just the features and commands
you want. Requires PRoBAs. Just $75.00!
Our thirty-day, money-back guarantee assures
you the highest quality and our technical sup
port staff is always ready to help.

9309 JASMINE COURT • LAUREL, MD 20707

(800) 343. 7 484
INT" L. O RDERS : (30 1) 953·2 191 FAX: (30 1) 725·8 147
BBS: (301) 953· 7738
Add $5.00 per item ($8.00 Canada) fo r s hi ppi ng per order.
Europe: $39.00 fo r 1st item plu s $5.00 fo r each additi onal
item. Visa, MIC, C.O.D . (US Only) ch ecks and approved
POs accepted . Trademarks PROBAs, PROREF, PROScREEN
PROMATH: Ham merly Compu te r S!!rvi ces, Inc. Quick·
BASIC , BASCOM : M ic roso ft Corp.
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label for a collection of single-purpose
programs that send, receive, save, and
retrieve E-mail messages) . As with most
Uni x utilities, you can freely use these
commands in shell scripts, thereby sim
plifying the task of crontab mail man
agement scripts.

XUistation
The DECstation is not intended to be a
Unix process server; it 's designed exclu
sively as an XUI server workstation. In
that vein, it is DEC 's brightest star, and
at the moment it's the most affordable
machine of its type .
Built on top of the X Window System ,
XUI is the distributed client/server win
dows standard developed at MIT . XUI is
the graphical user and programming in
terface at the core of the Open Software
Foundation ' s Motif (see "A Guide to
GUis ," July BYTE) . XUI is the precur
sor of Motif on DECstations.
XUI consists of a window manager; a
Session Property Manager, which is a
user's work environment with file and
task management; a style guide for devel
opers; and a graphical user interface
compiler and resource manager to sim
plify development of the user interface
for applications. XUI gives the DECsta
tion its feel .
XUI is consistent with DECwindows,
another implementation of the X Win
dow System that runs under VMS. The
user interface is consistent and simple to
grasp. However, some of the standard
utility program s aren't properly inte
grated. For example, when you select a
file in the User Executive window and
select the Notepad application , the se
lected file should appear; instead , the
Notepad window comes up empty.

Performance
Performance is the DECstation 's major
selling point. Benchmark data supplied
by DEC shows the DEC station 3100 out
performing both Sun's SPARCStation 1
and Hewlett-Packard's HP 9000/835.
Our tests show the DECstation 2100 of
fering up to 85 percent of the perfor
mance of the 3100 .
We subjected the DECstation 3100 to a
preliminary version of the new BYTE
Unix benchmarks , currently under de
velopment in the BYTE Lab . We com
pared both the 2100 and 3100 against our
baseline development machine, an Ev
erex 386/33 running SCO Xenix 2.3.1.
Un\\k.e our MS-DOS and Mac bench
marks , Unix benchmark s reflect not
only hardware performance but also the
performance of the version of Unix and
the particular compiler optimization.

DECstation 2100/3100
Company
Digital Equipment Corp.
146 Main St.
Maynard , MA 01754
(508) 897·5111
Features
Processor: 12.5- or 16.67·MHz 32-bit
R2000 RISC CPU; MIPS R2010 math
coprocessor
Memory: 24 megabytes of 120-ns
parity-checked DRAMs on double-sided
SIM Ms (DECstation 2100 has 8
megabytes) ; 64K bytes of 23-ns SRAM
write-through date; cache; 64K bytes of
23-ns SRAM instruction cache (SRAM s in
DECstation 2100 are 35·ns)
Mass storage: External 330-megabyte
SCSI hard disk drive; SCSI tape backup
system ; 104-megabyte internal SCSI
hard disk drive
1/0 interfaces : Two serial ports; thin
wi re and thick-wire Ethernet ports; DB-15
video port; mouse port; SCSI port
Size
18 x 15V2 x 4 inches
Price
Base DECstation 2100: $7950
Base DECstation 3100 $11 ,900
DECstation 3100 as reviewed: $39 ,300
Inquiry 851.

We found that the Everex actua lly out
performed the DECstation on low-level ,
integer-type operations (register, short,
int , and long). But the DECstation was
nearl y five times faster on low-level
floati ng-point operations (float and dou
ble). In random and block (sequentia l)
memory operations, the DECstation out
performed the Everex by 10 percent to 20
percent. File operations showed simi lar
performance . Note, however, that RISC
processors do not show their true advan
tage over complex-instruction-set com
puter (CISC) processors until the com
piler optimizes for RISC . The BYTE
benchmarks don 't reflect performance
with normal RISC optimization.
Surprisingly , the margin of perfor
mance that the DECstation exhibited on
the low-level operations wasn't as signi f
icant when we tested more all-inclusive
operations. Our shell script test loads the
system with various Unix commands and
uses intermediate files for reading and
writing. In these tests, the DECstation's
performance was only frac tiona lly better
than the Everex's. And when it came
down to our C compiler test, the Everex
actually outperformed the DECstation.
continued

Unleash the
BASIC Power
of Hypertext!
Our latest BASIC-booster includes the first
hypertext engine designed to be called from
BASIC . With the PRoBAs HvPERHELP
TooLK1T you can use the hypertext engine to
put one or more manuals on-line with full
hypertext search facilities . Imagine having one
or more manuals on-line with all of the fan
tastic hypertext abilities in the QuickBASIC 4.5
compiler and then some:
• Choose single- or multi-window display
• Specify window colors and placement
• Move and resize windows with mouse or keys
• Sophisticated mouse and keyboard interface
• Up to 40 bookmarks to move between hyperlinks
In less than a dozen lines of code you can pop-up
context-sensitive help at any time. Your users can
then jump to related help, examples, or just browse
the manual(s) in one or more windows that they can
move or resize at will. The text will automatically wrap
within the wi ndow to stay fully visible!

Create HyperCard Applications
Use the HvPERHELP engine to create tu/l
b/own hypercard applications . Create sophisti
cated multi-window, multi-thread hypercard
stacks. Mix cards and manuals for total data
integration . Moving from link-to-link or card
to-card is instantaneous and the speed will
amaze you .
Adding hypertext to your applications takes
less than about a dozen lines of BASIC code.
Converting ASCII text to hypertext is just as
easy-just put delimiters around keywords,
hyper/inks, and items you want to display in
boldface.

Multiple Help Subsystems
The hypertext engine is just a part of the
HvPERHELP TooLK1T. There is awide selec
tion of help subsystems with various displays,
user interfaces, and memory requirements to
suit almost any need. Want a small , window
oriented, keyword help system? It's in there!
Need a Terminate & Stay Resident help sys
tem? It's in there! How about alightbar index
ing system that then pops-up the selected
text? It's in there!
The HvPERHELP TooLK1T gets it's blinding
speed by using the /ow-level routine in our
PRoBAs Professional Basic Programming
Library. HvPERHELP requires the PRoBAs
Library. See our ad on the opposite page for
information on PRoBAs, shipping rates, and
our thirty-day money-back guarantee.
Special Introductory Price-For a short
time this powerful hypertext engine and collec
tion of help subsystems is available for just
$99.00!

9309 JASMINE COURT• LAUREL, MD 20707

(800) 343.7484
INT'L. ORDERS: (30 1) 953·2191 FAX : (301) 725-8147
BBS: (30 1) 953-7738
Add $5.00 per item ($8.00 Canada) for shipping per o rde r.
Europe: $39.00 for 1st item pl us $5.00 for each addi ti o nal
item . Visa, MIC, C.O.D. (US Only) checks and approved
POs accepted. Trad emarks PROBAB, PRD REF, PROScHEEN
PRDMATH: Hamme rl y Com puter Services, In c. Quic k·
BASIC, BASCOM: Microsoft Corp .
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What this means is that the DECsta
tion is exceptional at crunching numbers.
However, when it comes to the more
mundane operations of office and soft
ware development applications, its per
formance is good, but not what we would
have expected.

Big- and Little-Endian
DEC stirred up a controversy when it de
cided to use "little-endian" memory
mapping byte order in the DECstation, as

it does in the VAX. Most other worksta
tions , such as Sun's SPARCStation 1, use
"big-endian" order, the reverse byte
order. Most minicomputers, main
frames, and microcomputers based on
the Motorola microprocessors (such as
the Macintosh) use big-endian ordering.
IBM PCs, Xenix machines, and other
microcomputers that use Intel processors
use the little-endian method . MIPS pro
cessors can run either way .
Byte order isn't significant for execut

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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able binary files (compiled programs),
because very few executables run on a
different architecture than the one for
which they were compiled . But many
data files are binary. Ifyou move them to
another machine that uses the reverse
byte order, the data is scrambled. In a
heterogeneous computing environment,
byte order is a major factor in ensuring
data portability.
It would seem to be a trivial task for
the data transfer program to reorder the
bytes, but since the algorithm needs the
size of the data structure in order to fig
ure where to begin and end the reorder
ing, this isn't a problem that a general
purpose data transfer program can solve .
The only solution is to limit the data in a
heterogeneous network to a maximum
data element of a single byte. In other
words, you convert all data to ASCII be
fore moving it out to the network.
This is how file transfers are tradition
ally done in the Unix environment. But
this approach slows down the data opera
tions of applications running on different
kinds of machines. Still , the little-endian
approach makes sense for DEC, since
it's more likely that its users will network
the DECstation with other DEC ma
chines than with non-DEC computers .

The Good and the Bad
The DECstation is an excellent high-per
formance, single-user workstation, but
it's not a good choice as a compute server
or file server because it doesn't handle
heavy disk 1/0 or user loads well. DEC
markets the DECstation for office or en
gineering use, but the documentation is
oriented toward the engineer, and the
machine is best suited for this type of
user. You don't need a DECstation for
most office applications; inexpensive
terminals running off general-purpose
machines can perform those tasks per
fectly well.
The DECstation is ready to network
using either type of Ethernet. But it can't
handle more than two serial 110 devices,
its lack of a parallel port prevents its use
with a wide variety of printers, and its
unusual keyboard is a significant limi
tation.
However, if outstanding performance
is what you 're after, the DECstation
won't disappoint you. It offers more
horsepower than 80386-based systems
can muster, at a very competitive price.
And it provides strong competition for
Sun and other workstation vendors . •
Ben Smith and Rob Mitchell are BYTE
technical editors. You can reach them on
BIX as "bensmith "and "rob_mitchell. "
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BEST BUYS FOR 14 YEARS!
JADE COMPUTER
•
• Turbo-88
::

::

.·.· .. ·: · ;: .... . _:-.:.

:-·- - -

......

JADE COMPUTER
Super-386

JADE COMPUTER
PR0-286

20 MHz

~~$1498

Monitor Optiona l

20 MHz

Monrror Optional

- A PROVEN BEST SELLER

20
Megabyte

I
I $848

Monitor & Hard Drive Options (12 MHz)
Floppy
Only

$898

I $898 I $fl48
Panasonic

LX-8 10 . . . 5178
FX-850 .. . . can
FX- 1050 . . . can
LQ-5 10 .. . ' 328
LQ-850 .... call
LQ-950 .... call
LQ-1050 . .. call
LQ-2550 ... can

KX- 1180 . .'178
KX- 1191 . .'238
KX- 1124 . .'318

IT//iJ9

Texas
Addison. Houston

Georgia
Smyrna

Arizo na
Phoenix

I

80
Megabyte

Complete Monographics System

$1648 I $1998 I$2198
Complete VGA System

$1 968 l.~~~!~981 $2398

For 20 MHz System Add ' 298

Trlppllte Line StablUzer
600 Watt Line Conditioner ..... ' 98
1200 Watt Line Conditioner . . .'158
1800 Watt Line Conditioner . . .'188

Trlppllte Battery Back-up
450 Watt UPS ... .. ...... .. .'398
750 Watt UPS . ...... . .... . . 5498
1200 Watt UPS .......... . . .S6g8

inteJ

HEWLE.T T

Catifornia
Torrance. Costa Mesa, Woodland Hills
Kearny Mesa, Sunnyvale

40
MegabyU!

For 25 MH• Ca- Add ' 698 For 33 MIU C.Ch• Add ' 1398

=-· .

Surge Protector
S.L Waber 6 outlet . . ...... .... 5 18
Isobar 4 outlet . .............. 548
Isobar 8 outlet ... . ........... 568
Isobar modem protector .. ..... 524

I

$1198 / $1598 $1798

- · ---:- _ . . .

~/:JI PACK ARD
New LaserJet llP .. ...... . .. ' 1098
H.P. LaserJet II .... .... . .... s1698
H. P. Desk.Jet . ......... • ... . . 5 598
H. P. Desk.Jet Plus ...... . ... . . 5698
H.P. DeskWriter . ... ... ... .. . 5848
4 MB RAM Card w / 1 MB .. ... . 5298
172 Fonts in a cartridge ..... . ' 288
Plotter in a Cartridge ... . ..... ' 268
PostScript cartridge ... . .... . . s4ga
Extra Toner ..... .. .. . . . .... . . 598
Extra Ink cartridge ....... ... .. s1g

Floppy
Only

80
Megabyte

I $12&8 I$1498

~.

I

I

$1098 $1 148

EPSON.

40
MegabyU!

Complete VGA System

Complete VGA System

$898

I

Complete Monographics System

Complete Color System

$748

- FIRE BREATHING 386
. 80386 processor runn ing at . Full size case
20 MHz. 25 MHz 33 MHz . One 32·8~. Five 16-Bit
. 1 MB RAM expands to 6 MB TWO &Bit slots
. 384K Shadow RAM
• 1o1 key enhanced keyboard
. 1.2 MB or 1.44 MB drive
. 200 watt power supply
. 1: 1 lnterteave Hard Disk
. Clock/Calendar
/ floppy Disk controller
• Norton 5.1. 23/31.6/31.6
. 80387 sod<et
. Landmarl< 25.5/32.6/ 43.5

Monitor & Hard Drive Options (20 MHz)

30
Megabyte

Complete Monographics System

$598 \ $798

33 MHz Cache

szt98 szags

· 802B6 processor running at
12 MHz or 20 MHz
. 80287 sod<et
· Zero wait stat e
. Oock/Calendar
. 1O1-key enhanced keyboard
· 1 Megabyte of RAM
· 1.2 MB or 1.44 MB drive . 200 watt power _ JPIY
·Hard / Floppy controller
. Norton 5.1. 13.7/ 20.3
·Six 16-Bit & Two 8 Bit
. l.andmrt 16/ 25.9
expansion slots
. One Year Warranty

Monitor & Hard Drive Options

I

25 MHz Cache

- 286 POWERHOUSE

. 8088 microprocessor run- . 150 watt power supply
nning at 1O MHz or 4.Tl · 8087 socket .
. Front panel d!Splay
. 640KB
. 5.25" 360KB RAM Drive
. 101 Key enhanced keyboard
. Dual diskette drive controller· Serial RS.232C port
· Game pen
• Parallel printer port
• Eight XT expansion slots
. Clock/calendar

Floppy
Only

s1098

~~::r$688
' 179&

Ro lan d OX Y- 980
8 PE N 230mm / SEC
.05m m Reso lution
HPGL Compatible
El ectros tat ic H old Down
Para ll el an d Serial I np u t
Digitiz in g Capacity

8087 ... ... 588
80287-12 . 5278
8087-2 ... s11a
80387-SX .'318
8087- 1 ' .. 5 158
80387-16 .'348
80287 ... .' 128
80387-20 . 5388
80287-8 . .s 1ga
80387-25 . 5488
80287-10 . 5228
80387-33 . 5 598
Better Than Intel
llT Coprocessors In Stock
Call
Drive

KitW/

Hard Disk Sale
Only
Controller
5248
s1ga
20 MB 60ms
5248
5298
20 MB 35ms
52 18
5268
30 MB 60ms
5338
5288
30 MB 35ms
5348
s2ga
40 MB 40ms
5348
5398
40 MB 28ms
5388
5448
60 MB 40ms
5538
5598
80 MB 28ms
5768
s5ga
120 MB 28ms
5 109B
sgga
150 MB 23ms
CMS 40 MB Tape Back-up . . ... 5 268

Modem
1200 internal w /software . ..... 548
2400 internal w/software ...... 588
1200 baud external ... . . .... . . ' 88
2400 baud external . . . ..... . .'148
2400 PS/2 intern al ...... . ... 5 1gs
Int el 2400B for PS/ 2 .... . . . .. '278

Da~heel
Pnnter
4 0 CPS

$
199

Logltech
LogiMouse Serial . . ...... .... . .'68
l.ogiMouse Hi-Rez. Bus ..... .. .. s88
l.ogiMouse Hi-Rez Serial .. . .... . 598

Mouse
Opto Mechanical
With Software
Scanner
Complete hand Scanner ...•. . . . 598
Complete Half Page . ... .. . . . .'218
Complete Full Page . . . .... .. . .'548
Logitech Scan Man ... . ... . ... 5 248
Diamond Flow er HS-3000 Plus .s 1ga

JADE COMPUTER
490 1 W. Rosecrans Ave. Box S046, Hawthorne, CaDfomia 90251 -5046 21 3-973-7707

Continental U.S.A.

M MC
MICROCOMPU T.E R
MARK E TIN G COUNCii

.. . . ,... ,""'"~· · •""' ' ·····..

1-800-421-5500

Inside Californ ia

We accept checks, credit card or p u rch ase
orders from q ual if ied firms and in stituti o n s.
No surc harge on c r ed it card o rd ers. CA., T X.
GA . & AZ. residents ad d sales tax. Pri ces and

1-800-262-1710

availab ili ty subj ec t to c h ange without noti ce.
Shi p ping and handling charg es via U PS
g rou nd 50¢/ lb . UPS air ' 1 .00/ lb. Mi n im um
c harg e 5 4.00.
Fax mac h ine 1- 213-675-2522

After you ooh-ed and aah-ed over
the letter guality outpu~, 3-:-way paperfeed,
ease-ot:.use, 2-yearlimited warranty,
and 9pin price on our KX-P1124 printer,
someboµysaid,"Great.
Nowdo it with awide-carriage:'

~nasenic ~JY.{0 (P''iJ®~~

24 PIN

Mulli-~ode Printer

- - 1'()

Introducing the
Panasonic1<K-PJ624
Ournetuest24pin
wide carriage
printer.
It's fast. Flexible. And fully
featured. Everything most offices are
looking for in a dot matrix printer.
At a price within most office budgets.

The features you'll use most often
are available at a touch. Seven resident
fonts to vary the look of your
documents. Formatting for different
document sizes.

1

20 features, including 4
macros, right at your fingertips.
What could be simpler?

Pl-B

Even macros that recall all the
settings for a particular document
at ihe touch of a
single key.

11ue letter
quality, high-resoluPre s tige Elite
t'
ll
d
Bold Proportional
10n grap CS, an
Sans::;~; p; ca seven resident fonts,
P.(.ca.
SO it's ideal for all
~--~ your office applica
tions. You'll find the 1624's letter
quality mode as fast, or faster, than
most popular 9 pins. Up to 63 LQ
characters per second. With its 360 x
360 dpi bit-mapped graphics~)()\l can
incorporate special printed errects
into your documents. Like company
logos and line art.
oraft Pica
Ora ft Elite
courier Pica

Sc.M.pt.

Done.

- - -...
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Multiple paper paths mean you bottom or rear. Aspecial
See your dealer for details.
can put this printer exactly where
'?aper Park' feature even
So if you've been waiting for the
youwant it. There aren't manyplaces lets you feed single
ideal multi-purpose office printer,
it has arrived. For the name of your
in an office to conveniently put a printer. sheets from the top,
nearest Panasonic printer dealer,
So the
- - - without removing
call toll-free 1-800-742-8086.
1624 gives you 1bpfaed //
rear-fed fanfold.
a choice of 4
· ,J/
A2-year
Printers, Computers, Peripherals, Copiers,
different paper
limited warranty
'Jjpewriters and Facsimiles
paths: single
in this day and age? That's inVi 
sheets from
ment protection, Panasonic-style.
the Wij), and
You'll find 2-year warranties rather
fanfold from
rare in the printer industry. But
Office Automation~
the front,
standard with the Panasonic 1624.

Panasonic

Only one paper path is available
at any given time for continuous paper.
Circle 271 on Reader Service Card
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ABOVE SOFTWARE
Above Disk
ACCOLADE
Test Drive II
ADOBE
Illustrator/Windows
ALDUS

~·~~mer

~~~~~~AN SMALL BUSINESS
Design Cad

~e~i~~~·~~~

Perteet Addition
APPLICATION TECHNIQUES
Pizazz Plus
ASHTON -TATE
DBase IV
Framework Ill
DBase Ill Plus
~~t~~~~antage II
AskSam4.21
AUTODESK
Autosketch 2.0
BANNER BLUE
grflri;J'¥REAM
Bitstream Fonts
BLOC PUBLISHING
FormFiller 2.0
Formtools
BLAISE
Turbo CTools
Turbo Power Tools Plus
BORLAND
Turbo C
Turbo Pascal
Turbo CPro
Turbo Pascal Pro
Quattro Pro
Rellex 2.0
Sidekick Plus
Paradox
BOURBAKI
!Dir Plus
BRIDGEWAY
Fast Trax
BRIGHTBILL-ROBERTS

WWQl'J~RBUND
PrinlSho~

Memoi ate
BUM LEBEE
DB FasVDOS Plus
BUTIONWARE
PC File DB
CALIFORNIA SCIENTIFIC
Brainmaker
CENTRAL POINT
PC Tools Deluxe
1

~~~l:f~os

52 .00
26.00
409.00
479.00
319.00
159.00
209.00
39.00
69 .00
485.00
455.00
455.00
295.00
179.00
95.00
52.00
Call
85.00
59.00
92.00
92.00
99.00
99.00
169.00
169.00
349.00
165.00
135.00
479.00
49.00
35.00
95.00

115.00

~~'t:i~tn•~~~~~~rs

409.00

Corel Draw 1.1
COMMAND TECHNOLOGY
SPF/PC
COMPUTER ASSOCIATES
SupercalcV

349.00

~t~~eport Writer
Corefasl
CROSSTALK
Crosstalk Mark 4
Remote 2
CUSTOM APPLICATIONS
Freedom Of Press
DAG
Lucid 3D
DAG Easy Bonus Pack

~Aflt'f!.1~.rting

Dataease 4.0
DATASTORM
ProcommPlus
DELRINA
Pertorm
DELTA TECHNOLOGY
Direct Access
DIGITAL RESEARCH
Gem Artline
Gem Presentation Tearn
DIGITALK
Smalltalk V286
DYNAMIC MICROPROCESSOR

?r!i~tri'&~ZL

185.00
305.00
449.00
109.00
69.00
145.00
115.00
335.00
60.00
115.00
59.00
499.00
55.00
172.00
55.00
285.00
285.00
139.00

~l~nC'r-~~~ic ARTS

72.00

Backup Pro
Deluxe Paint II
ENABLE SOFTWARE
Enable

62.00
45.00

165.00

ia'B~~ihs

59.00

386 To The Max
386 To The Max Pro
QUARTERDECK

55.00
95.00

8i~e3~6

79.00
37.00

45.00

125.00
289.00

101 Macros For Word Perteet
INSET
Inset Plus
INSIGHT DEVELOPMENT
Laser Control
Print-A-Plot
INTUIT
Quicken
LASERGO
Go Script

t~~g~t~lKS
t'~~~~ING COMPANY

45.00
125.00
85.00
105.00
40.00
139.00
269.00
85.00

Ami
AMI Prolessional
SANTA CRUZ OPERATIONS
~~q~B°Rating System 386

129.00
319.00

~r~e~Wtb"~:UNE

429.00

1

Leisure Suit Larry #2
Kings Quest IV

W/l'IJ~iu~t~lbHUSTER
1

~C6~~e~W~~1 ¥hesaurus

~a~MigJX~l" Mon ey

119.00

lf.:1~'bL0GtC

329.00
449.00
52.00
45.00
45.00

RBase For DOS
MINDSCAPE
Balance ol Power 1990
MULTISOFT
PC Kwik~wer pack

489.00

Quickbasic
QuickC
Excel
Windows286
Windows386
Quickpascal
Macro Assembler
CCompiler
Word

67.00
67.00
285.00
67.00
135.00
55.00
99.00
299.00
225.00
35.00

~r61i'o~C>~

~?~t~~~~~r

~r,;,'¥~CKET
~iW ENGLAND

29.00
72.00
49.00

49.00
499.00

~&'~6n·The-Box

75.00

Willmaker
NORTH EDGE

35.00

1

~ie~£tr

1

Advanced Net 2.15
OWL
Guide
PAPERBACK
VP Planner Plus
PATION & PATION

~~i}ta~~~~lus
Mace Utilities Gold
PEACHTREE
~'W~§~~ng W/Data Query
lze
Smarterm240
PERSONICS
Ultravision
See More 1-2-3
PETER NORTON
Norton Utilities
Norton Commander
Nanon Utilities Advanced

169.00
1995.00
169.00
129.00
139.00

52.00

C§t'i~~x

DIRECTIONS
PrintQ
SOFTWARE MASTERS
Flash
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING

~1~~8~A~~~

52.00

265.00

305.00

Windows Graph Plus

59.00

t05.00

SOFTKLONE
Mirror Ill
SOFTLOGIC

119.00

65.00

Colorix VGA Paint
ROY KORE

275.00
355.00
355.00

1

25.00

REFERENCE
Grammatik 111
RIGHTSOFT
~~!Writer

Reader Rabbit
LOTUS
Agenda
1-2-3 v 3.0
1·2-3· v2 .2
MATHSOFT
Mathcad
MECA

mc5A8~~1~hter

79.00
24.00

~~'k1J5nizer

79.00

145.00

145.00

39.00
169.00

109.00

Headroom
IBM
DOS4.01

Tornado
MICROL YTICS
Galer
MICROPROSE

69.00

175.00
115.00

49.00

VCache
HAVENTREE
1A1~rrf~ve Easy Flow

259.00

~u~f~~s~b[ou~i~~~s

42.00
85.00

~~~bENBOW

POLARIS
Packrat
PRECISION SOFTWARE
Disk Technician Advanced
PRIMETIME
Primetime
PROXIMITY TECHNOLOGY
Choice Word
PUBTECH

89 00

295.00
199.00

r

39.00
45.00

Who-What-When
CLARION

~8"tTci~tE~r6rt DATA

FORMWORX
Formworxw/F1ll&F1le
FOX
Foxbase Plus/LAN
Foxbase Plus
FUNK.
Sideways
Allw~s -2-3 or symphony)
GA E LE
QDOSll
GENERIC
Generic CADD Level 3
GIBSON

WEARE JUSTA
FAX AWAY!
{818) 347-9977

~~~g~rE

~~~~~1 ~~;f;~~~r

PFS 1st Choice
PFS 1st Graphics
Prolessional Write
SOLUTION SYSTEMS
Briel
SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE
Tetris
Falcon-AT
STSC

~fgfl'R~sE DIMENSIONS
~~C~Glc

Jet

~$~Z~~~sc

Q&A
Timeline
Grandview
SYMSOFT

469.00

32.00
32.00
39.00
29.00
75.00
55.00
45.00
85.00
49.00
289.00
85.00
105.00
89.00
145.00
165.00
24.00
32.00
569.00
35.00
32.00
CALL
219.00
369.00
t89.00

~o~~~tgfaphics

149.00

ty~~~~~~r~~~PATIBILITY

689.00

Perteet Exchange

~~~~B&daeRAPHICS
y~~~~g'~ri<s
Publish II!
TRAVELING SOFTWARE
Laplink Ill
Viewlink
TURBO POWER
Turbo BTree Filer
Turbo Professional
UNISON WORLD
Printmaster Plus
V COMMUNICATIONS
Sourcer With Bias
VERSASOFT
DBManV
WHITE CRANE
Brooklyn Bridge

85.00
235.00
259.00
205.00
79.00
49.00
59.00
52.00
85.00
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50.00
85.00
99 .00
115.00
85.00
85.00
79.00
79.00

WOLFR AM RESEARCH
Mathematica 386
WORDPERFECT
Word Perteet
Word Perteet Library
Word Perteet Network
WORDSTAR
Wordstar Professional 5.5
WORDTECH
Quicksilver Diamond
DBXL Diamond 1.3
XEROX
Xerox Formbase
Ventura Publisher
Xerox Presents
XTREE
Xtree Pro
ZSOFT
Publishers Paintbrush

599.00
239.00
65.00
349.00
235.00
349.00
145.00
319.00
499.00
309.00
75.00
169.00

HARDWARE
AST RESEARCH
5251 /11 Enhanced
Six Pak Plus 64K
ATI
VGA Wonder 256
BELKIN/DATASPEC
Cables/Switchboxes
CENTRAL POINT
io8~1fi~ Option Board Deluxe

599.00
129.00
335.00
Call

i~~~l~sx
Internal 2400 Modem

¥Y~~e{iENERATION
~~~Eionnection 512K
Smartmodem 2400
INTEL
Above Board Plus 512K
0

k ~~~~~~0N
~~~lP~b"Jil~s

~~&1it~t~yboard
Scanman Plus PC
New Mouse
MICROSOFT
Bus or Serial Mouse With Paint
MICROSPEED

459.00
455.00
Call
109.00
99.00
199.00
89.00

~8~~~S~~~TEMS

Bus or SerialPC Mouse II
NEC HOME ELECTRONICS

~u~ty~fdD
~~~~!!£~~~ Plus

759.00

KXP 1124 Printer
PARADISE
VGA Plus
POLAROID
EGA Palette
2399.00
PLUS
Hardcard 40
709.00
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS
2400 External Modem
195.00
SEAGATE
Hard Disks
Call
SOTA TECHNOLOGY
386i Accelerator Board
429.00
VGA/16 512K wl Mouse
349 .00
SUMMAGRAPHICS
Summasketch Plus 12x12
419.00
SYSGEN
289 .00
Bri~~," File With Adapter
TO CHBASE
Worldport 2400 Modem
265.00
519 .00
~?8ciFortf496 Fax Modem
Vram VGA 256K

WE SHIP
TO FPO
&APO
BOXES
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The
LAN Terminal
Alternative

Two diskless
80286-based PCs
offer different options
for LAN users
Bill Catchings
and Mark L. Van Name

iskless PCs make a certai n
amount of sense on a LAN .
Rather than using local stor
age, a diskless PC boots from
a LAN server and stores all its data on a
server. With all the data in a central
place, backups are easier, and, so disk
less PC vendors claim , the network is
more secure because workstations have
no local disk drives . Diskless PCs also
should cost less than standard PCs be
cause they don ' t have disk drives and can
use smaller power supplies.
To test these claims, we looked at two
80286-based diskless PCs: the Tele
Video TS2 TeleStation and the Wyse
WY-212. Both units house a monitor and
motherboard in one compact case and
use ROMs to boot from a Novell Net
Ware file server. Both also include 1
megabyte of 120-nanosecond DRAM on
the motherboard . From there, however ,
the configurations diverge .
The TS2 is a 10-MHz 80286 machine
that includes an 8-bit Ethernet adapter
and Novell boot ROM for $1695 ($1429
without the Ethernet adapter and boot
ROM) . The unit comes with a socket for
an Intel 80287 math coprocessor; a built
in green-phosphor, 14-inch, Hercules
compatible monitor ; two RS-232C serial
ports ; one parallel port; and a 101-key
Enhanced AT-style keyboard. The net
work interface card occupies the unit 's

D

The Wyse WY-212 (left) and the Tele Video TS2 TeleStation .

si ngle 8-bit expansion slot.
The TS2's memory configuration is
expandable. Two of its four banks of
256K-byte , parity-checked memory
come in single in-line memory modules.
You can replace those SIMM s with !
megabyte SIMMs to bring the memory to
its maximum of2 .5 megabytes.
Our test unit also included MS-DOS
and GWBASIC 3.3 ($85) and a 10-MHz
80287. Tele Video doesn't sell an 80287,
so we assumed the common list price of
$250 to calculate a total system cost of
$2030.
The WY-212 has a 12 .5-MHz 80286
CPU and and 1 megabyte of RAM for
$1799. The Wyse system delivers a 1ittle
more performance than the TS2 and has
monochrome VGA rather than Hercules
graphics. It includes a socket for either a

6- or 10-MHz Intel 80287 math copro
cessor (we tested the machine with a 10
MHz 80287); a built-in, 14-inch, white
phosphor VGA monitor; a Wyse 8-bit
VGA card; one parallel port; two RS
232C serial ports; and an Enhanced AT
style keyboard. The VGA card and the
network interface card fill the system's
two 16-bit AT-bus expansion slots.
Wyse sells the WY -212 through dis
tributors; you can also buy the identical
machine through retail channels as the
Amdek System/2 86N from Wyse's Am
dek subsidiary.
The WY-212 includes two VGA utility
disk s, but it doesn 't come with a LAN
adapter or DOS . You'll have to buy the
adapter from a third party. Wyse does ,
however , sell Novell NetWare and 3Com
continued
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Rack &Desk
PC/AT Chassis
Integrand's new Chassis / System is not
another IBM mechanical and electrical
clone. An entirely fresh packaging design
approach has been taken using modular
construction . At present, over 40 optional
stock modules allow you to customize our
standard chassis to nearly any requirement.
Integran d offers high quality, advanced
design hardware along with appl ication s
and techni cal support all at prices competi
tive with imports. Why settle for less?

RE V IE W

TH E LAN TERMINAL ALTERNATIVE

TeleVideo TS2 TeleStation

Wyse WV-212/Amdek System/286N
Company

Company

Wyse Tech nology
347 1 North First St.
San Jose, CA 95134
(800) 438-9973
(408) 4 73-1200

TeleVi d eo Systems, Inc .
550 East Brokaw Rd.
San Jose, CA 95 161
(408) 954 -8333

Components
AmdekCorp.
347 1 North First SL
San Jose , CA 95 134
(800) 722-6335
(408) 922-5700

Components
Processor: 12.5-MH z Intel 80286;
socket for 6- or 10-MH z Intel 80287 math
coprocessor
Memory: 1 megabyte of 16-bit 120-ns
DR A M; 32K bytes of BIOS ROM
Network adapter: Not avai lable from
Wyse
Display: Built-in Wyse monochrome,
white-phosphor , 14-inch VGA monitor;
Wyse 8-bit VGA card
Keyboard : 102-key IBM Enhanced
1/0 interfaces : Two RS-232C serial ports
with DB -9 connectors; DB-25 parallel
port; RJ -11 keyboard connector; two 16
bit AT-bu s ex pansion slots for vi deo
board and LAN adapter ca rd

Processor: 10-M Hz 16-bit Intel 80286 ;
socket for 8- or 10-M Hz Intel 80287 math
coprocessor
Memory: 1 megabyte of 16-bit 120-ns
DRAM, expandable to 2.5 megabytes o n
the motherboard ; 64 K bytes of BIOS
ROM
Network adapter: TeleVideo 8-bit,
Novell NE-1000 compatible, Ethern et
adapter with NetWare boot ROM
Display: Built-in TeleVideo
monoch rome, g ree n-p hosphor, 14-inch
Hercules-compatible monitor; video
circuitry on motherboard
Keyboard: Modified 10 1-key IBM
Enhanced
1/0 interfaces: Two RS-232C serial
ports with DB-9 connectors; DB-25
parall el port; AT- style DIN keyboard
co nnector; 8-bit AT-bus expansi on slot for
LAN adapter ca rd

Size

Size

12 1/2 x 123/4 x 15 112 inches (hei ght
includes built- in monitor); 26 po unds

13 x 13 x 14 inches (height includes
bu ilt-i n monitor); 32 pounds

Software
MS-DOS an d GWBAS IC 3.3 ($85)

Software
Accepts PC, XT, AT Motherboards
and Passive Backplanes
Doesn 't Look Like IBM
Rugged, Modular Construction
Excellent Air Flow & Cooling
Optional Card Cage Fan
Designed to meet FCC
204 Watt Supply, UL Recognized
145W & 85W also available
Reasonably Priced

~ow

~a~le

M.::
Backplanes

Call or write for descriptive brochure and prices:
8620 Roosevelt Ave. • Visalia, CA 93291

209/651-1203

TELEX 5106012830 (INTEGRAND UD)
FAX 209 / 651-1353
We accept Bank Americard/VISA and MasterCard
IBM, PC. XT. AT lrademarks of International Business Machines.
Drives and computer boards not included.
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VGA d rivers and utilities disks

Documentation
User's guide

Documentation
User's guide; GWBASIC manual; MS
DOS manual

Price
Base system : $ 1695
System as reviewed $2 030

Price
Base system: $1799
System as reviewed: $2487

Inquiry 864.

Inquiry 863.

3 + Sha re boot ROM chips fo r $40 each .
These chips fit into a socket in the West
ern Digital EtherCard Plus 8-bit Ether
net board (WD8003 EBT) ; a spokesper
son from Wyse said that the chips will
often work in other network adapters as
well. Our evaluation unit included the
$438 WD8003EBT card with a Wyse
NetWare boot ROM . Wyse doesn' t sell
an 80287 , so we added $250 to get a total
system price of $2487.
The WY-212 's memory is fi xed ; it
limits you to I megabyte with no parity
c hec k ing. Th at 's not mu ch me mor y
these days, but Wyse at least lets you con
fi gure the 384K bytes of it above 640K
bytes as extended memory .
Neither system compa res well on price

with many low-cost AT clones . Further
more , in thi s day of 20-MHz 80286s,
neither system is especially fast : Both
units run with one wait state .

A Look Inside
The first thing you notice about these
systems is how small they are. Both mon
itors attach directly to bases on necks
that tilt and swivel. Those bases have a
sma ll footprint-13 inches square for the
WY-212 , and 12 1/2 by 12 3A inches forthe
TS2 .
The TS2 is no harder to open than a
standard PC , although the monitor
makes the task a bit awkward. Fortunate
ly , once you remove the six screws from
the bottom and the two from the back ,
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Wyse W~-212, TeleVideo TS2'TeleStation
Wyse WY-212

LOW-LEVEL PERFORMANCE'
CPU
Matrix
String Move
Byte-wide
Word-wide:
Odd-bnd.
Even-bnd.
Sieve
Sort

0 Index:

WY-212
7.40

TS2
7.89

50.99

53 .65

51 .01
25.52
46.74
36 .77

53.60
26.84
44.87
35 .04

1.68

1.64

WY-212
34.29

TS2
39.62

13.97

16.60

12. 19

14.28

1.40

1.19

FLOATING POINT
Math
Error2
Sine(x)
Error
e•
Error

0 Index:

VIDEO
Text
ModeO
Mode 1
Mode2
Mode3
Mode?
Graphics
CGA:
Mode4
Modes
Mode6
EGA:
Mode 13
Mode 14
Mode 15
Mode 16
VGA:
Mode 18
Mode 19
Hercules

0 Index:

WY-212

TS2
TeleVideo TS2 TeleStation

12.10
12.10
11.86
11 .85
NIA

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
12.31

3.39
3.40
3.57

N/A
N/A
N/A

5.77
6.30
N/A
6.30

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

6.61
3.66
N/A

N/A
N/A
3.10

1.01

1.24

NIA= Not applicabl e.
' All times are in seconds. Figures were generated using the 808818086 version (1 . 1) of Small·C.
•The errors for Floating Point indicate the difference between expected and actual values,
correct to 1O digits or rounded to 2 digits.
For a lull description of all the benchmarks , see " Introducing the New BYTE Benchmarks," June 1988 BYTE .

you can put the monitor portion of the
case aside.
Inside , however , the TS2 is very dif
ferent from most PCs. There are no drive
bays , no fan , and only one horizontally
mounted expansion slot. That slot holds
the LAN adapter. It's easy to see why
these units are among the quietest PCs
you'll find .
The TS2 's TeleVideo Ethernet adapter
includes a NetWare boot ROM. The
adapter is compatible with Novell ' s NE
1000, so installing the TS2 on a NetWare
LAN is a snap .
The WY-212 opens much like the
TS2 , but it has nine screws on the bottom
of the base . The main difference between
the two systems is the two 16-bit expan
sion slots present in the WY-212 .
They're mounted above the mother
board , one to the left and one to the right.
The LAN adapter is in the left slot, and
the VGA board is in the right slot. The
standard 8-bit Wyse VGA card uses chips
from Tseng Labs. The CPU has a com
patibility speed of 8 MHz , which you can
set with SETUP. Jumpers let you run the
80287 at 6 or 10 MHz .
The motherboard is a tiny 10 1-4 inches
wide by 9 1-4 inches deep . Ours had no
visible trace cuts or jumpers . On it were a
total of 78 chips , 32 of which were for
memory . Four application-specific ICs
(ASICs) from VLSI do most of the job of

emulating an IBM AT. With so few ch ips
and no mechanical components , the
WY-212 should be reliable.
The TS2's motherboard is even small
er (8 inches wide by 7 inches deep , with a
l 1h - by 4 1/2-inch notch in the back left
corner) and has mostly surface-mounted
chips. Like the WY-212 board , its design
is mature-there was only one jumper
wire . Of its 70 chips, 36 of them are for
memory. One NCR ASIC and six VLSI
ASICs provide the Hercules and AT emu
lation-an AT and video adapter in only
34 chips. The TS2 ' s 80286 has a com
patibil ity speed of 8 MHz that you can set
with an external DIP switch .
Neither machine gives you many op
tions; these units are basically smart ter
minals with no free expansion slots. You
couldn 't add a disk drive even if there
were room in the cases , because the
power supplies run at only around 50
watts . Other than the TS2 's few memory
choices , the only real option is MS-DOS
3.3 . Currently , you also cannot run OS/2
on either machine; that will have to wait
until vendors offer OS /2 remote-boot
software.

Performance
We tested both diskless PCs on a thin
wi re Ethernet LAN w ith a 16-MHz
80386-based Samsung fi le server run
ning Novell 's NetWare 2 .15 SFT (for

IBM PC AT

CPU

D

FPU

D

Video

D

System Fault Tolerant) . The server in
cluded a 150-megabyte hard disk drive, a
Novell NElOOO Ethernet adapter , and 4
megabytes of RAM. The server ' s hard
disk drive delivers excellent perfor
mance by combining a SCSI disk drive
with an intelligent controller that has an
on-board SK-byte cache. NetWare fur
ther speeds di sk accesses by prefetching
sectors on most reads and by caching re
centl y read sectors.
Because neither of these systems has a
hard disk drive , their disk performance
depends largely on the speed of the net
work and the file server. We chose,
therefore, not to run any of the applica
tion benchmark s, which depend heavily
on disk access and so could be mislead
ing. We discarded the low-level disk 1/0
benchmarks for the same reason .
The network interface cards in each
machine also affect overall perfor
mance. We tested both machines with 8
bit Ethernet adapters. Unlike the TS2 ,
however, the WY-2 12 could use poten
tially faster, 16-bit LAN adapters.
We ran all the tests on an unloaded net
work. They showed just how hard it is to
benchmark disk-oriented tests on a
LAN: Both systems received a disk index
over I 0 times that of a standard AT, cour
tesy of the unloaded network and the
speedy file server. While the disk test
contin ued
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f?ce
remains a big question:
These two systems
cost as much as,
or more than, many
AT clones that include
hard disk drives.

rranty
or send for your FREE
echnical Guide

results are meaningless in abs o lute
terms, it ' s clear from our tests that net
work-based systems aren 't intrinsically
slower than disk-based ones .
Surprisingly , despite its faster CPU
clock speed, the WY-212 didn 't score
significantly higher than the TS2 on the
CPU tests . The similarity in scores prob
ably stems in part from the fact that both
machines run with one wait state.
In the FPU tests, however, the WY
212 beat the TS2 by about 15 percent.
The TS2 lost here because it run s its 10
MHz 80287 at only 6.7 MHz . (A Tele
Video spokesperson said that the TS2 ' s
coprocessor speed is limited to a maxi
mum of6 .7 MHz, one-third the speed of
the unit's 20-MHz oscillator.)
The TS2 won the video tests by about
20 percent. That difference is potentially
misleading , however, because the results
come from two different sets of tests
the WY-212's for VGA , and the TS2's
for a Hercules-compatible display.

Compatibility

.

!Otech ... the choice is easy

lDtech
(216) 439 4091
•

Telex6502820864
· Fax (21 6) 439-4093

25971 Cannon Road •Cleveland .Ohio 44146
London (0734) 86- 12-87 • Purls ( I) 348 lOJ78 •Zurich (0 1) 82 1 944
Miian 02-41 20360 • Llnkoplng 0 13 11 0 1 40 • Gorlnche m 01 830-35333
Sidney (2) 452 383 1 •Seoul 784-9942 •Munich and other European,
Nonh African and Middle Eas1countries not listed (089) 71 0020.
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Both systems fared well in compatibility
testing . With no expansion slots , we
couldn't test much hardware. Two exter
nal serial devices , a USRobotics Courier
2400 modem and a Microsoft Serial
Mouse , worked with both systems.
There were also no major software
problems . Both flawlessly ran a wide
range of applications , including Bor
land ' s Quattro 1.0 , Reflex 1. 14, Turbo
C 2.0, and Turbo Pascal 4 .0; Digitalk ' s
Smalltalk/V 1.2; Kermit 2 .32/ A; Micro
Pro ' s WordStar 3.3 and 4 .0; Lotus's
Symphony 2; Microsoft's PC Paintbrush
2.0 and Word 4.0; Novell's NetWare
2. I5; and Symantec ' s Q&A I . I.
The TS2 did have a problem with
Microsoft Windows I .01. That software
ran fine on the WY-2I2 , but on the TS2 it
got caught in an endless loop before it
could completely come up on the screen.

Every minute or so it would give the error
that it "could not access the drive NET
WORK ." A spokesperson for Tele Video
said that a newer Windows version (2.03)
works fine .

Bits and Pieces
The TS2 comes with a Fujitsu Limited
FKB4700 AT Enhanced keyboard,
which we've tested on other systems. It
has an enlarged Return key and uses the
standard AT DIN connector. The Fujitsu
keyboard has a soft mechanical click and
feel that we' ve come to like .
The WY-212 uses Wyse ' s own key
board , which is fully compatible with
IBM's AT Enhanced keyboard. Like
Wyse's terminal keyboards , however, it
has a tightly coiled telephone-type (RJ
11) cable connecting it to the base. The
keyboard is a little stiff for our tastes .
Both machines include a one-year ,
mail-in, parts-and-labor warranty. The
manufacturer pays for return shipping .
Wyse offers on-site service through sev
eral firms , including TRW's Customer
Service Division . Both companies also
provide unlimited telephone support
but neither, unfortunately, has a toll-free
support number.

To Disk or Not To Disk?
Both systems are well built and attractive
and score high marks for their ease of in
stallation and compatibility. With the
right network adapter installed, you can
just take them out of the box and hook
them to a network, and you're ready to
go. Depending on your LAN , you might
need to build a boot disk on the server for
your first diskless PC; after that, how
ever, you can connect as many additional
workstations as you like .
Price remains a big question: These
two systems cost as much as, or more
than , many AT clones that include hard
disk drives. Furthermore, the absence of
local hard disk drives hardly makes these
two machines secure-it's easy to get at
server data via their serial and parallel
ports .
If you want a diskless PC , either sys
tem is a reasonable choice. The Tele
Video TS2 TeleStation is cheaper and
has more memory capacity , while the
Wyse WY-212 offers a VGA display and
supports higher-performance, 16-bit
network interface cards. •

Bill Catchings and Mark L. Van Name, a
BYTE consulting editor, are independent
computer consultants and freelance writ
ers based in Raleigh, North Carolina.
You can reach them on BIX as "wbc3"
and "mvanname, " respectively.
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Example: 17 micros [mixed brands , some on a LAN] an d a mainframe, ea ch
equipped with a Systemizer Plus , sharin g 3 printer s, a plotte r, and EMAIL.

Systemizing has become the connectivity st andard
at many of the world's largest corporations and
throughout the federal government. Ten's of thou
sands are already in use. The new Systemizer Plus
is the latest model in Applied Creative Technology's
line of Systemizing products, and it delivers what
95% of corporate computer users want from a
Local Area Network- at far less cost and com
plexity, and yet with much more versatility.

Corpor ate computing managers prefer Systemizing
over other connectivity methods because it offers:
• Up to 62 10 ports , each parallel and serial capable.
• Compatibility. Mix PC's , LAN's , mainframes, laptops.
• Easy owner installation . Low cost cabling .
• 5 min . user training with no support needed after.
• Flexibility; readily accomodates growth and changes .
• Powerful distributed buffering [up to 31 Megabytes]
• Distributed processing for high speed and reliability.

The

,,~i-

Ca/11-800-433-5373
t to get a FREE demo!
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8333 Douglas Ave., Suite 700
Dallas, Texas 75225 U.S.A.
(214] 358-4800
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Circle 31 on Reader Service Card

Mo untain Compurcr, Jnc.

YOU'R[ MOR[ llKHY TO
WIN Hll THB[ THHN HHV[ H~IN6H
fRHOR IN OUR lHP[ DHCKUP.
What does it mean when we say Mountain
tape backup systems have an unrecoverable
error rate of 1 in 1Q H bits? Well , think of it this
way. Statistically, you're more likely to hit the
jackpot in the Massachusetts, Rhode Island ,
Oregon , California and Colorado lotteries.
All of them . Before you would lose a single bit
of data while backing up your computer
with Mountain.
That's just one reason people think of
Mountain more often than any other for errorfree tape backup solutions. Mountain reliabi lity.

Call (800) 458-0300 Dept. lOOC
for more information.

Mountain®
Circle 243 on Reader Service Caro (DEALERS: 244)

Color/EGA M onitors
Amdek C732 ............... . .. . ..... $445
Amdek C722 ............. .. .......... 515
AST EGA ....................•....... 515
Mitsubishi 1410C . ........... . .... ... . 345
Mitsubishi 1430C ........ . .. . ......... 405
Samsung EGA 14 . .................... 375
VGA/CAD Monitors
Mitsubishi 1381A ............ . ....... $515
NEC Multisync llA ............... . ... 505
NEC Multisync 3D . .. ... . ... .......... 675
NBC Multisync plus ................... 915
NEC Macsync .................. . ..... 600
Sony 1302P ....... . . .. .... .. ......... Call

S Systems
•
•
•
•
•

10 MHz XT

Intel 8088·1 CPU
Phoenix BIOS
640K on board
TBAC 360K floppy drive
Multi VO w/IP, IS, IG,
fdc, clock

XT/10
Drives
Single
Dual
20MB
40MB

• Enhanced 101 key keyboard
• XT style case
• 165W power supply

Video O ptions
Mono
CGA
650
775
675
855
975
1150
1125
1305

EGA
1045
1125
1425
1575

VGA
1115
1195
1495
1645

Printers
NEC P2200 ........... . ............. $330
NEC P5200 ..... .. ................... 525
NEC P5300 .......................... 695
Okidata 320P ........... . ..... . ....... 375
Okidata 321P ......................... 520
Okidata 390 . • . . . . . .. . ...•.•.... . .... 520
Okidata 391 ...... . . . ........ . . ....... 705
Okidata 393 ..... . .•.......•......... 1105
Okidata 393C .......... . .......... . .. 1185
'lbshiba 301 ........... . .... . • . ....... 315
'lbshiba 311 ....... . .... . .. . .... . ..... 380
Tushiba 341SL ... . ..... . ...... . ....... 650
Tushiba 351SX ................ . . . .. . .. 985
Laser P rinters
NEC LC 890 ........... . ........... $3405
Tushiba Pagelaser ............ . . . . .... 2785
HP Laserjet ll/11D . .. ...... . ......... Call
Plotters
H1 DMF52 ......................... $2495
HI DM!t52MP .. . . .. ....•.. .... ...... 2945
H1 DMF61 ..... . . . ......... . ... .. ... 3245
HI DM!t62 ...... . . . ...... , .. ••...... 4000

V ideo Boards
Hercules Colorcard .............. . .. . . $155
• Enhanced 101 key keyboard
• Intel 80286-12 CPU
Hercules lncolorcard ............ . ... . . 210
• Baby AT style case
• Ami or Phoenix BIOS
Hercules VGA . ..... ....•... ... .... .. . 189
• 200W power supply
• !MB RAM on board
Paradise EGA·350 ...... . .............. 195
• Multi UO card w/IP, 2S ports
• TRAC 1.44 3.S• floppy drive
Paradise EGA-480 ........... . . . ..... . . 210
• Hard/floppy drive controller
Paradise VGA-Plus ... . ........ .. ....... 280
Paradise VGA-Plus-16 ...•.. .. .......... 320
Video options
AT 286-12
VGA Paradise VGA-Prof. .. . ....• . ... . ....... 470
Mono
EGA
Drives
Quadram Quadega . ........ . .. .... .... 250
1375 Video 7 Vega Deluxe ... . ... . ... ... ..... 225
855
1305
Single
1190
1640
1715 Video 7 Vega VGA ... . ...... . ......... 300
20M8
1865 Video 7 Fastwrite VGA ....•. .. ......... 380
1345
1795
40M8
Video VRAM·VGA ..................... 475
S Systems 386-20
Multifunction/Memory
Boards
• Hard/floppy controller (l:I J
• Intel 80386-20 CPU
• Enhanced 101 key keyboard AST Rampage 2·256 .................. $290
• Ami BIOS
• AT full style case
• !MB on board
AST Rampage·286 ..................... Call
• 220W power supply
• TBAC 1.44 & 1.2MB floppy
AST Rampage Plus-286 ...... . .......... 420
• IP, 2S ports
drives
Intel Above 286·Plus . ... ... . . . ......... 435
Intel Above PS286 Plus ............... .485
V id eo options
AT 386-20
VGA Accelerator Boards
Mono
EGA
Drives
2225
2305 Intel Inboard 386-PC .. . ........... .....650
1795
2475
2545 Intel Inboard 386 ....... . ... .. ........ 900
20MB
2028
2700
2325
2625
40M8
2965 Floppy Drives
2450
2885
80MB
Tushiba 360K ......... . ..... . ......... $70
Tushiba 1.2MB ..............•.••....... 85
Monochrome Monitors
'lbshiba 720K . ....... . ... . ............. 75
Amdek V210A ................ . ............... $85 Tushiba 1.44M8 ................•....... 90
Amdek V410A . ........ . ...................... 150 TEAC 360K ..... . ..................... 75
NBC Multisync GS ............... . ...... .. . . .. 220 TEAC 1.2MB ........... . .............. 90
Samsung mono-12 flat ......................... 105 TEAC 720K .. ..... ..... .. . ... ...... ... 80
Samsung mono 14 . . .. . ........•. . . . ......... .. 105 TEAC 1.44MB ....... • ................. 90

S Systems

286/12

H ard D riv es
Seagate 20M8 .. . ....... . . ... • . . .. . .. $225
Seagate 40MB ..... . .. ... ..... ... . .... 410
Seagate 80MB ...... .. ..... ........... 600
Plus Hardcard-20 .. .. ...•... . ... .... ... 535
Plus Hardcard-40 .. .. .. . . ..... ... ...... 670
Plus Passport-20 ..................•... 415
Plus Passport-40 .............. .. ... . .. 560
'Thp e D rives
Archive 5240 ........ . ............... $325
Archive 5540 ..... . .. . ....... . . . .. .. .. 345
Archive VP601 ...... ... ..... .... .... . 675
Mountain 4340 .. .... . . ..... .. ...... .. 400
M ath Co-p rocessors
Intel 80287·8 .................. . . .... $225
Intel 80287-10 ........................ 260
Intel 80387-16 ...••..•.••.......•..•..415
Intel 80387-20 . . .............. . ....... 470
Intel 80387-25 ........................ 590
Intel 80387SX .•......•............... 375
Intel 80c287 . . ... .... •. . .• ..... . .. .... 315
Software
Aldus Pagemaker .. ... .......... . . . . .. $455
dBASEIV ........... .... ....... . ...... 450
Lotus 1·2·3 v. 3 ....................... 310
Lotus Symphony . ..... . . ..•.. . ........ 415
Microsoft Wmdows 286 ............... . . 70
Microsoft Windows 386 ...... .... •..... 130
Microsoft Excell ............•.......... 285
Microsoft Word ..... . . . ... .......•.... 215
Microsoft Works ... .. .. ......... . . .... 105
Paradox 3.0 . ..... . . .. . . .... .. ... ... .. 415
PPS First Publisher .. . ..... , ............ 70
Ventura Publisher . . . ... . ....... .. .... .485
Word Perfect 5.0 .......•..••.......... 220
Symantac Q&A 3.0 .................... 215
Mice
Logitech Serial Mouse .........•.....•. Call
Logitech Bus Mouse ...... ..... ........ Call
Microsoft Mice ................•...... Call
Modems
US Robotics 1200 ..................... Call
US Robotics 2400 ..................... Call
Okitel 12008 int ...................... 125
Okitel 24008 int .. .. ........•....•..•• 200
Okitel 24008 Plus int . ....•... . ........285
Laptop Computers
Tushlba 1600-20 ..................... $3375
Tushiba 1600-40 ........•...•.•.... . •. 3775
Tushiba 3100E ...... .. . ... . ...... .• .. 2800
Tushiba 3200 .......... .. .•.•....•• .. 3500
Tushiba 5100-40 . .... . ......... . ...... 4275
Tushiba 5100-100 •. . .......... ... .. . •• 4925
Tushiba 5200-40 .. .........•.••....•••5185
Tushiba 5200-100 .. . ........... ... .... 5475
Zenith Supersport 286 ................. Call
Scanners
HP Scanjet .•..... .... .•...... . ••••••• Call
Logitech Scan Man ... .•.•... . .•••••••• 225
Niscan OCR •..... .. ....• • •.......•••• 395
Surge Protectors
Curtis Diamond .......•..•....••••••• Call
Curtis Emerald •..........••••. . •••.•. Call
Curtis Ruby •. .. ......•.••.•••.••••••. Call
Kensington Masterpiece •....... . .• . •••• 100
Fax Mac h ines
Sharp F0-220 ......... .. ..... . ....... $750
Sharp F0-300 •....... ... .... . ....•.. . 1025
Sharp F0-330 ..................... . .. 1075
Murata 1200 ..•.. .. •. •. .. ...... ... .. . 650
Murata 1600 .............. . . . . ... .... 875

To order call 1-800-837-3573; Fax # 708-495-2629
• Lease Available
• Certified & Cashiers Check
• Wire-'Il'ansfer, M oney O rders
• Personal & Co. check s allow 10 d ays
to clear.

•
•
•
•

No returns withou,t RMA#
30 D ay Return Policy
No returns on Software
P rices subject to change without
notice.

Circle 123 011 Reader Service Card

ELS ENTERPRISES, LTD.
15 E. M adison, Lom bard, IL 60148
Hours: Monday-Friday, 8am-6pm CST
Saturday 10am-4pm
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LAN Aid:
Mac Booster
Modules

DaynaTALK and
FiashBox connection
modules provide
fast pickup for sluggish
LocalTalk networks
Tom Thompson

C

an you improve the perfor
mance of your sprawling Mac
intosh network without scrap
ping the whole thing and
starting from scratch? Dayna Communi
cations and Sun Microsystems ' TOPS
Division say yes. Both offer products
with modified network drivers and en
hanced connection modules that will
boost the data transfer rate of existing
LocalTalk networks. Dayna claims that
DaynaTALK can increase transfer rates
to a maximum of 850 kilobits per sec
ond, while TOPS says that its FlashBox
kit will provide a maximum transfer rate
of768 kbps.
By themselves, DaynaTALK and
FlashBox don't give a Mac any extra net
working capabilities , such as transfer
ring files . Each Mac and file server must
be equipped with either the Dayna or
TOPS product to be able to operate at the
higher transfer rate. But both products
work with Apple ' s networking software ,
AppleShare 2.01, and install easily on
Macs acting as AppleShare file servers .
The faster DaynaTALK and FlashBox
modules can coexist with devices run
ning at the slower, standard LocalTalk
transfer rate, such as Macs without en
hanced connectors , laser printers, and
certain network bridges.
Although similar in design and identi-

Dayna TALK (left ) and FlashBox promise to triple network performance.
cal in price ($ 189), the products showed
subtle differences in our tests. With its
collision filters, DaynaTALK seems tar
geted for network s with a centralized
server. FlashBox, with its TOPS/Macin
tosh networking software , is more suit
able for distributed net work s without
servers .

Common Roots
These two products are similar solutions
for the same problem . To Apple's credit,
each Macintosh system includes basic
AppleTalk networking protocols and
drivers . LocalTalk , Apple 's low-cost
connector module and cabling option ,
lets you link Macs and laser printers to
gether with transfer rates of 230.4 kbps.
Add networking software (e .g., Apple
Share), and you can establish a dedicated
Mac as a file server.
Because LocalTalk lets Mac users into
the networking game cheaply and easily ,
chaos often results. Soon, the network
becomes a maze of cables strung from
cubicle to cubicle, and perhaps through
the ceiling . Some users begin launching
applications stored on the file server.

Others regularly transfer huge files back
and forth . One department attaches a
color Postscript printer to the network .
Soon all that activity slows down the net
work , and 230 kbps doesn't seem like
such a fast transfer rate after al I. If
you're delegated to beef up that rate,
you'll face a big headache: new and cost
ly upgrade hardware , and worse, the
prospect of ripping out the existing net
work wiring to add new cables.
Enter the Dayna and TOPS enhanced
connection modules . To install either
one, you turn off the Mac and attach the
existing network connection module to
the enhanced module, which in turn at
taches to the Mac . Next, you restart the
Mac , run the installation software to in
stall the new network driver, and make
any adjustments (e.g., you can set the
DaynaTALK driver for transfer rates
from 600 kbps to 850 kbps) . You then
reboot.
Both of these kits contain test applica
tions that "exercise" the network con
nection by sending and receiving test
packets between two nodes. The standard
continued
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TOPS FlashBox

DaynaTALK
Company
Dayna Communications, Inc.
50 South Main St. , Fifth Floor
Salt Lake City, UT 84144
(801) 531 -0600
Features
Boosts LocalTalk data transmission to a
range of rates from 600 kbps to 850 kbps ;
SpeedGuard timing and filters for
avoiding data collisions during high
speed transmissions
Hardware Needed
Mac Plus, SE, or II ; LocalTalk or
PhoneNet-type connection module
attached to a network
Software Needed
System 6.0.2/Finder 6.1 or higher
Documentation
User's guide

Company
Sun Microsystems
TOPS Division
950 Marina Village Pkwy.
Alameda, CA 94501
(800) 445-8677
Features
Enhanced LocalTalk data transfer rates
of 768 kbps; LED indicator that shows
when data is being transmitted ;
accommodates FlashBox-compatible
Macs and PCs in the network
Hardware Needed
Mac Plus, SE, or II ; LocalTalk or
PhoneNet-type connection module
attached to a network
Software Needed
System 4 .1/Finder 5.5 or higher
Documentation
Installation guide

Price
$189 per kit (each kit contains one
enhanced module, software, and manual)
SpeedGuard Collision Filter: $69.95

Price
$189 per kit (each kit contains one
enhanced module, software, and manual)

Inquiry 854.

Inquiry 855.

DaynaTALK or FlashBox software re
places AppleTalk's Link Access Protocol
(ALAP). Network operations , such as
calling a file from the server, don't
change; they just proceed at the higher
transfer rate.

"sneaker " icon inside the Network
cdev's display. A dialog box with several
buttons appears. When you click on a
Configure button, a new dialog box of
fers you a range of transfer rates : 850,
768, 740, and 600 kbps. The rate you
select depends on the system you ' re
using. The entire Mac II family, the Mac
SE/30, and some Mac SEs can operate at
850 kbps. Mac SEs made prior to mid
1988 can manage only 740 kbps . The
600-kbps setting accommodates margin
al networks where low-quality cabling or
widespread nodes degrade the signals.
The user ' s manual thoroughly ex
plains DaynaTALK , the test applica
tions, troubleshooting, and how to avoid
network collisions (see the text box
"DaynaTALK Option : Collision Con
trol" on page 223). The manual's step
by-step procedure might be overdone for
experts , but it serves novices well.

Talking DaynaTALK
Roughly the size of a cigarette package,
the DaynaTALK connection module has
a mini-DIN-8 cable at one end that at
taches to the Mac's printer port. A fe
male mini-DIN-8 socket at the other end
accepts the cable from a network connec
tion module.
The software disk contains the ubiqui
tous read-me-first file, the DaynaTALK
driver, and a network diagnostic appl ica
tion. Several Apple files also reside on
the disk: the Network cdev (used to select
the network driver via the Control Panel
desk accessory), the Responder INIT
(which responds to packets sent by the
diagnostic network software), the In
staller application, and Apple System
software version 6.0.3.
Installation is a breeze because you
simply boot the Mac with the disk and
run the Installer. Once the Installer is
launched, you just click on a mouse but
ton to add or remove the DaynaTALK
software.
To alter the Mac's network transfer
rate, you just click on the DaynaTALK
220
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FlashBox Speed
The TOPS FlashBox connector module is
slightly larger than the DaynaTALK
unit. FlashBox requires external power
to operate its electronics , so, unlike with
DaynaTALK, every FlashBox user needs
to have an extra power outlet. But Flash
Box offers something that DaynaTALK
doesn't: an LED indicator that shows
when it's transmitting . This is a welcome
feature when you find yourself puzzling

over whether the Mac is talking to the
network or not.
A female DIN-8 port for the network
connection sits at one end of the module;
at the other end is a six-pin female socket
that accepts an adapter cable for the
Mac's printer port. Adapter cables have
the male DIN-8 connector; cables with a
male DB-9 connector for use with the
Mac 512KE are planned. While this
adds a measure of flexibility to the de
sign, it can also cause trouble . If you're
not careful, you might plug the net
work' s connection-module cable into this
six-pin socket , damaging the FlashBox .
The software disk contains several
versions of the network driver, an install
er application, a network diagnostic
application, an INIT, and a file with var
ious installation resources. It also in
cludes Apple's Network cdev and an Ap
pleTalk file that provides a new version
of the AppleTalk driver for a Mac Plus.
The disk is not bootable, but the cus
tom installer application manages nicely
as is. I recommend that you make a boot
floppy instead (there' s room on the disk
for a stripped-down system) to minimize
the risks of modifying a live System file .
A click on the appropriate mouse button
installs or removes FlashBox software.
The package doesn ' t offer configuration
options for network speeds, and it only
allows transfer rates of 768 kbps or 230
kbps . Also, no collision filters are avail
able . However, the DaynaTALK's op
tional Collision Filter is compatible with
the FlashBox .
The FlashBox manual, like Dayna
TALK ' s, offers detailed installation in
structions for novices and a quick start
up guide for experts , and it has a section
on diagnostic testing and topology mis
takes. The manual is terse in some areas,
but it doesn 't scrimp on troubleshooting
hints-a plus for any network manager.

Acid Test
We measured relative data transfer rates
of the modules in real-world tests with
BYTE's LAN . We also copied files be
tween two Macs in isolation (to eliminate
network traffic) and over an "ideal con
duit" (a network link consisting of a
short length of phone wire between two
PhoneNet connection modules) .
To minimize the effects of machine
performance on the transfers, we used a
Mac Hex equipped with an 80-megabyte
internal hard disk drive and a Mac II with
a 40-megabyte internal hard disk drive.
Both disks were empty except for the sys
tem and benchmark files necessary to
conduct the tests . We used 6.0.3 System
continued

Our MAJOR ADVANTAGE-Supplying you with
the Broadest Range of Software Ammunition.
LIST OURS

Carbon Copy p lus
Close-Up
Customer
Support
Co/Session
Crosstalk XVI
Mirror Ill
PC Anywhere Ill
Procomm Plus

I

LIST OURS

I

APPLICATION SOFTWARE
COMMUNICATIONS
195

115

195
245
249
195
100
145
75

135
165
182
99
67
79
49

AutoCAD Release 10
3000 CALL
AutoShade
500 389
150
95
AutoSket ch
DesignCAD
CALL CALL
DesignCAD 3-D
399 209
Drofix CAD Ultra
395 259
Generic CADD Level 3
300 179
Ge neric 3-D Solids Modeling 349 195

PCB ARTWORK/ SCHEMATICS

DATABASE

Clarion
Clipper
dBASE IV
dBXL
FoxBASE+
FoxBASE+/ MAC
Paradox 3.0
PFS:Professio nal File
Q&A
R&R
R:Base for DOS

695
695
795
249
395
395
725
299
349
149
725

409
439
489
145
199
199
479
189
229
109
489

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Adobe Illustrator '88
695 409
Adobe Illustrato r '88 (MAC) 495 300
Corel Draw'
CALL CALL
Drow Applause
495 315
First Publisher
79
99
First Publisher Art Gallery
129
82
GEMArtllne
495 285
GEM Desktop Publisher
299 183
PageMaker
795 489
PageMaker (MAC)
595 299
Ready. Set. Go (MAC)
495 320
Springboard Publisher
139
80
Ventura Publisher
895 539

GRAPHICS
Chart-Master
Freelance Plus
GEM Graph Present. Team
Graph Plus
GraphWrife r II
Graph-in-the-Box
HaNard Graphics
Mlc rografx Designer
Microsoft Chart
Perspec tive Junio r
Pinstripe Presente r
PIXIE
Powerpoint (MAC)
Xerox Presents

375 239
495 CALL
495 305
495 329
495 CALL
140
75
495 289
695 459
395 270
149 109
200 CALL
295 177
395 265
495 319

INFORMATION ORGANIZERS
Agenda
askSom
GOfer
GrandView
Memory Mate
SideKick Plus
Tornado
Who-What-When
Zylndex Professional

395 CALL
295 179
45
80
295 189
70
43
200 135
100
55
190 119
295 159

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
HaNard Project Manager
lnstaPlan 2.0
Microsoft Projec t
SuperProject Plus
Time Line v. 3.0
Time Line Graphics

I

SCIENCE / ENGINEERING
CAD

695
99
495
395
595
195

439
95
329
255
359
135

1\J)\~\N'lilfil~
LIST OURS

SPREADSHEET UTILITIES
3-D Graphics
.dVlews

4Ward
@ BASE
@ Libe rty
Allways
Boler
Graph-in-the-Box
Hal
Impress
Inwa rd
Look & Link
Note-It Plus
No tewo rthy
Pana View
See Mo re
Sideways
SmartNo tes
Spellin 1
SQZ Plus

145 129
150 119
100
61
195 119
295 199
150
85
495 449
140
75
150 CALL
140 CALL
100
59
100
60
80
55
49
80
145 129
49
80
70
43
48
80
49
80
100
63

DATA ACQUISITION/ ANALYSIS

WORD PROCESSING
Ami
DisployWrite 4
G rammotik lll
Manusc ript
MoxThink 89
Microsoft Word
Mic rosoft Word (MAC)
MultiMote Advantage II
Office Writ er 6.0
PFS:Professlonol Write
Q&AWrite
RightWrit e r
Somno Wa rd IV
Sprint
WordPerfect 5.0
WordPe rfect (MAC)
WordPerfect Lib ra ry
WordStar 2000+ Personal
WordStar Professional Rel 5
XyWrit e Ill Plus

199 129
495 342
52
99
495 CALL
89
71
450 249
395 249
695 299
495 302
199 129
199 135
95
52
595 316
200 139
495 239
395 231
129
69
495 302
495 239
445 256

LANGUAGES
Lahey F77L
595 535
Micro Foc us COBOL
CALL CALL
Microsoft C
450 299
MS FORTRAN
450 299
MS Macro Assembler
150
99
MS QuickPASCAL
99
69
Smolltalk/ V 286
200 149
Turbo C 2.0
99
150
Turbo C 2.0 Pro fessional
250 169
99
Turbo Posco! 5.0
150
Turbo Pasc al 5.0 Professiona l 250 169

Terms & Policies
All prices subject to change without notice. We

occepl Visa. MC. AMEX (2% surcharge on AME X).
Shipping $4 per item se nt UPS Ground. Allow 14
days for p ersonal /company c heck c learance.
Returns subject to 15% restocki ng fee. RA # re 
quired. PO's we lcome from For tune 1000 an d other
qual ified organizations.

995
795
995

849
719
799

MATHEMATICAL TOOLBOXES

LIST OURS

I.

OPERATING SYSTEMS/
CONTROL PROGRAMS
Concurren t DOS 386 2.0
DESQv1ew 386 (w/QEMM)
Interactive 386/ IX
QEMM 386
MS Windows/ 386
PC-MOS 386 (single user)
PC-MOS 386 (five users)
SCO 386 UNIX Sys V (comp)
SCO UNIX Sys V (comp)
VM/ 386
VM/ 386 Mulli-User
VM/ 386 NetPa k

895 805
1495 1269
495 450
895 805
995 949
595 559

Asystont Plus
DADiSP
LABTECH No tebook

Sf) I~ 'l,l\~llll~

SPREADSHEETS
Legend Twin Level Ill
249 195
Lotus 1-2-3
CALL CALL
Lucid 3-D
149 CALL
Microsoft Excel
495 239
Microsoft Excel (MAC)
395 270
Microsoft Multiplon 4.0
195 125
Mic rosoft Multiplan (MAC)
195 125
PFS:Professional Plan
99 CALL
PlanPerfect
395 199
248 165
Quattro
SuperColc5
495 319
Symphony
695 CALL
Wingz(MAC)
495 299

HiWIRE Plus
Micro-CAP Ill
Schema II
smARTWORK
Tango-CAD Pack
Tango-PCB Series II

395 235
190 115
I 095 989
60
39
195 125
195 179
595 539
1495 1195
1295 999
245 199
895 759
150 129

Derive
Eureka : The Solver
Eureka: The Solver (MAC)
Gauss Moth & Stat Syst em
Mathematica 386
AT 386/ 7
Mothemotico (MAC)
PC MathCAD 2.5
Appl. Pocks (for MathCAD)
PC-Matlab
Con tro l System Toolbox
System ID Box
TK! Solver Plus

200 166
167 115
195 134
395 350
695 CALL
995 CALL
795 CALL
495 315
89
99
695 559
495 399
495 399
395 319

PLOTTING AND GRAPHING
Grapher
Graphe r/Surfer Bundle
Surfer
TECH"GRAPH"PAD
Temple Graph

199
600
499
395
299

149
499
379
319
259

Harvard Graphics
Draw Partner Accessory
Harvard Graphics has been selected as the
company standard b y more corporations
tha n a ny o the r PC-based business graphics
packa ge . Ea se-o f-use and powerful
features make Ha N ard Graphics the
manager s p re ferred solution for business
presentat ion needs.
Now Software Publishing Corporatio n tokes
powe r o ne step further with the addit ion
o f Harvard Graphics Draw Partner to the
a c cessories team. Drmv Portner offers
you adva nced d rawing tools such as
Zoo m . Rotat e. Flip . and A lign to help you
spice up your HaNa rd Graphics business
prese ntolions

List: C ALL

* FR.EE Draw Partner
Accesso1y when you
buy H arvard Grapbics!!
• Applic 1hh.: to purd1:i...c...
111:1dc .1rt..:r 9 I K 89 o n!~

Ours: CALL

SCIENTIFIC TEXT PROCESSING

UTILITIES
Brooklyn Bridg e
Copy II PC
Disk Technicia n Advanced
FASTBACK Plus
Loplink 3
MACE GOLD
Magellan
MKS Toolkit
Norton Com mander
Nort on Utilit ies
Norton Utilities Advanc ed
PC Tools Deluxe
Software C arousel
Spinrite
V feature Deluxe
XTree
XTreePro

140
85
40
25
190 119
189 109
140
85
150
88
195 CALL
249 209
89
52
100
59
150
89
129
80
80
49
59
49
120
95
70
39
129
79

J\l)\~\N'li\fil~
Sf)I; '111\'J\lll~
A Division of Voyager Software Corp

Circle J6 on Reader Service Card

ChiWriler
EXP
PC TEX
T'

150
150
249
595

129
129
226
479

495
395
495
695
795
895
595
495
595
595
795

469
336
366
639
727
599
549
345
449
449
595

STATISTICS

css

Microstotll
NWAStotPok
P-Stot
SPSS/ PC+
StatGroph ics
StatPac Gold
Statview II (MAC)
SYSTAT
SYSTAT (MAC)
SYSTAT (w/ SYGRAPH)

In the U.S. call :

1-800-333-3141
International: 201-389-8950

Fax: 201-389-9227
1163 Shrewsbwy Ave.. Shrewsbury, NJ 07702
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230 kbps-standard LocalTalk
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850 kbps-DaynaTALK
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600 kbps- DaynaTALK

NETWORK TRANSFER RATES
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768 kbps- FlashBox
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Figure 1: Note that in the f ile
transf er tests, subsequent f ile copies
took less time to complete than the
initial one. Subsequent copies
benefited because the file structure
was already built. FlashBox is, at
worst, only 12 percent slower than
DaynaTALK in these tests.
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Figure 2: In searches for a file
among lots offiles, Flash Talk was
slower than even standard LocalTalk.
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Figure 3: In database tests,
FlashTalk operating at 768 kilobits
per second perfo rmed nearly as well
as , or equal to, DaynaTA LK operat
ing at its maximum rate of 850 kbps.
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DaynaTALK Option: Collision Control
aynaTALK's first line of collision
defense in high-speed networks is
D
SpeedGuard timing , a standard feature
in DaynaTALK software.
Collisions occur in LocalTalk net
works because only one node can trans
mit at a time . Slower nodes (operating at
230 ki lobits per second) sometimes
don't recognize high-speed transmis
sions in progress. A slower node may
inadvertently broadcast on the network,
" stomping" on a high-speed transmis
sion and causing a collision . If slower
nodes cause frequent collisions , net
work throughput degrades because
high-speed nodes spend too much time
resending information.

software running under the Finder with
no special INITs installed .
Benchmarks consisted of abbreviated
tests used to evaluate SCSI WORM
(write once, read many times) drives (see
"The Optical Option," October BYTE) .
The first set of tests (see figures 1 and 2)
used an automated MPW script to copy
many large files from one system to an
other and search for individual files . The
second set of tests (see figure 3) used
FoxBASE+/Mac 1.0 to perform data
base searches on a single file. Dayna
TALK ran AppleShare 2. 01 with the Mac
Hex acting as the file server, while
FlashBox used TOPS/Macintosh 2.1 to
publish the Mac Ilcx's hard disk .
When you examine the results shown
in the figures , remember that Dayna
TALK was running under AppleShare ,
whereas FlashBox ran with TOPS/Mac
intosh. Although FlashBox can work
with AppleShare, the intent here was to
show how well FlashBox fared when
using its own networking software. No
tice also that even though data can move
through Loca!Talk several times faster,
file transfers aren't greatly accelerated.
They're stalled by the network overhead
of links and protocols that ensure an
error-free data transfer.
The DaynaTALK finished first on
throughput, but even at its peak transfer
rate of 850 kbps, the tests ran only 32
percent to 43 percent faster than standard
LocalTalk speeds . TOPS FlashBox was,
at worst, only 12 percent slower than
DaynaTALK at its maximum on the file
copy tests. On the FoxBASE database
tests, TOPS performed about as well as
DaynaTALK on the write and sequential

SpeedGuard timing simply places an
irregular clock signa l on the network
(this signal is created by stopping the
clock signal ' s tran sm iss ion for 10
microsecond intervals). The irregular
clock generates an error condition in the
Mac's network communications hard
ware, the serial communications chip .
Certain implementations of AppleTalk
read th is error as a sign that the network
is busy. In this way, DaynaTALK's tim
ing scheme tricks slower devices into
thinking that the network is in use and
thus prevents collisions.
However, Mac Ils, Mac SE/30s, the
LaserWriter Plus , and LaserWriter
IINT and IINTX printers use a new ver

operation s, and was even a fraction faster
than DaynaTALK on the index test.
While these increases don 't seem like
a big improvement , there is another fac
tor to consider: network traffic . Since
only one node can use LocalTalk at a
time , many operations stall while wait
ing for network access on a high-traffic
network . If every node can finish its job
faster, more networking jobs get done in
the same amount of time, which adds up
to better use of the network. Since net
work traffic varies from network to net
work , it' s something we couldn't mea
sure and doesn't show up in the figures.
In real-world tests with BYTE's net
work, the enhanced modules helped us
run applications off the file server fas ter.
At DaynaTALK 's maximum speed, we'd
occasionally experience delays on file
transfers , probably due to the quality of
our network cabling (standard phone
wire arranged in a Gordian Knot topol
ogy) . The problem went away when we
switched to FlashBox 's speed . We also
used DaynaTALK, its collision filters ,
and TOPS FlashBox on the same network
without trouble.

Tough Choices
Both DaynaTALK and FlashBox provide
higher network transfer rates. While
DaynaTALK offers the faster rate , you
can 't take advantage of it unless your net
work is in good shape. DaynaTALK
overcomes this with a choice of several
lower transfer rates to deal with marginal
networks. Dayna 's efforts to minimize
network collisions and offer compatibil
ity with FlashBox are commendable.
TOPS FlashBox comes close to match

sion of AppleTalk that doesn't treat this
error as a busy condition. Dayna's re
sponse to this is the SpeedGuard Colli
sion Filter. This $69.95 option acts like
a standard LocalTalk connection mod
ule with additional electronics to detect
the high-speed signals. It resembles the
DaynaTALK connection module, but
instead has a DB-9 cable connector (a
DB-9-to-DIN-8 adapter cable is in
cluded) and uses a small external power
supply that's similar to a calculator-bat
tery charger . When the SpeedGuard
Collision Filter detects a h igh-speed
transmission , it generates signals that
the Macs and the printers see as a net
work busy condition.

ing DaynaTALK's maximum transfer
rate, and, on slightly marginal cabling ,
DaynaTALK's edge can disappear. The
FlashBox software seems better crafted
than DaynaTALK's.
Although DaynaTALK connection
modules don't require a power supply, be
aware that the design isn ' t compliant
with Apple's use of the printer port,
while the FlashBox connection modules
are compatible. This will become a de
sign issue for you if your network is
strapped for power outlets .
Neither kit provides networking soft
ware to handle file transfers . Dayna
TALK requires a file server and addi
tional software to accomplish this . TOPS
offers its TOPS/Macintosh software,
which provides this capability without
the need for a server. While TOPS/Mac
intosh isn't cheap, for small networks
it's far less than the price of a PC server.
If I had my choice, I would combine
Dayna's multispeed network driver and
collision filters with the TOPS network
diagnostic software and TOPS/Macin
tosh software to manage file transfers.
Both DaynaTALK and FlashBox are
designed to boost an existing network's
performance, but they won't solve all
your networking problems. They both
deliver higher network throughput, al
though the boost is relatively small for
the price. Nevertheless, each is worth
considering if data transmission on your
Loca!Talk network is becoming a wait
ing game . •

Tom Thompson is a BYTE senior techni
cal editor at large. He can be reached on
BIX as "tom_thompson. "
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DAT Drive Eases
Mac Backups

The pioneering
Gigapack-Mac lets
moneyed Mac users
effortlessly store
gigabytes of data
Don Crabb
-_::::::.

I

've had nothing but problems with
every DC-2000 tape I've ever made,
and I'm tired of it. My headaches
range from hard-read errors and un
intentional overwrites , to tapes being just
too small to back up an entire disk. If this
sounds familiar, then the Gigapack-Mac
DATA/DAT drive may be a welcome, if
expensive , solution for your nasty back
up problems .
The Gigapack-Mac stores data as bit
stream s on digital audio tape (DAT), an
interesting technology that so far has not
set the world on fire (see the text box
" Defining DAT : Formats and Standards
Lack Consensus" on page 230) . First
developed for high-quality audio record
ings , DAT 's role in computer data stor
age is still evolving.
DAT drives approximate a read/write
tape equivalent of CD-ROMs. One of
DAT 's biggest advantages is the tremen
dous amount of information (roughly 1.2
gigabytes) that can reside in a single 2- by
3-inch cassette.
The Gigapack-Mac, by GigaTrend , is
one of the first commercial DAT dri ves
to ship, although a host of others is ex
pected to be released this fall. The Giga
pack-Mac serves Macintosh II , Plus , and
SE users. GigaTrend imports DAT drive
mechanisms from its West German par
ent , GigaTape GmbH .
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Storing 1. 2 gigabyres cosrs $6000 wirh the Gigapack-Mac and a 120-minute casserte.

The Gigapack-Mac consists of the
drive , custom electronics , and two SCSI
ports. Four touch-sensitive front-panel
switches help users load and unl oad
tapes , test the unit , and set up the SCSI
ID (the drive comes preset to SCSI 4). A
four-digit LCD status panel and two
LEDs monitor on-line status and errors.
A separate LED indicates power-on and
is placed next to the tape-loading slot.
Tape loadi ng and unloading are power
assisted , much like a front-loading VCR .
My review unit arrived with a DB
25-to-DB-50 SCSI cable , a SCSI termi
nator , a power cord , a software disk , and
two BASF DAT 120 cassettes that we re
certified by GigaTrend for data service.
Completing the expensive ($5950) pack
age was a thin and completely inadequate
manual. It does only the weakest job of
explaining how to use the hardware and
software. A $6000 hunk of hardware de
serves better.

A Drive Test-Drive
I connected the drive to three different
systems: an 8-megabyte color Mac II
with an internal Apple HD40SC hard
disk drive , a I-megabyte Mac SE with an
internal Apple HD20SC hard disk drive ,
and an 8-megabyte color Mac II with an
internal Apple HD40SC hard disk drive
and an external Jasmine DirectDrive 140
hard disk drive. In all three cases, the
Gigapack-Mac was the only additional
SCSI device connected. Besides every
day use, I tested the Gigapack-Mac using
timed back up and restore tasks .
GigaTrend claims backup speeds of 10
megabytes per minute . At no time during
any of my testing did my results come
close to that (see table I) . Nevertheless ,
the Gigapack-Mac proved to be a reason
ably fast tape drive , averaging a transfer
rate of better than 1 megabyte per minute
in most situations . Many DC-2000 and
continued
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DAT DRIVE EASES MAC BACKUPS

Gigapack-Mac

Company
GigaTrend, Inc.
2234 Rutherford Rd.
Carlsbad, CA 92008
(619) 931 -9122

Features
1.2-gigabyte storage capacity per 4-mm
DAT 120 cassette: DATA/DAT logical tape
format with save, restore, and random
access: SCSI , Pertee, and QIC-02
computer interfaces: 0.32-inch-per
second tape speed; search time of 20
seconds (average)

Size

x 41/;> x 9% inches: 121}; pounds

91/;>

Hardware Needed
Macintosh Plus, SE, SE/30, II , ll x, or llcx

Documentation
Hardware and software manuals

Price
$5950 (quantity discounts available)
10-pack of data-certified DAT cassettes:
$260

Inquiry 853.

•

TRUE 25MHz CPU & CHIP SET

•

UP TO 8 MB ON BOARD

•

BABY SIZE BOARD FIT MOST
ANY CASE

•

UP TO 1024x768 RESOLUTION

•

40,80, 132 COLUMN SUPPORT

•

80387 CO-PROCESSOR SOCKET

•

ANALOG & DIGITAL OUTPUT

•

AMI BIOS FOR FULL
COMPATIBILITY

•

•

1 32-BIT 5 16-BIT & 2 8-BIT SLOT

•

LANDMARK=34.5

$ 725 qty.3
-

1-

disk drive, which makes it faster than the
Gigapack-Mac .

DC-600 tape backup units that I've used
fall considerably below this rate .
For example, the Jasmine DirectTape
DC-2000 tape drive holds 38.5 mega
bytes on a single DC-2000 tape . Its aver
age transfer rate runs slightly under 1
megabyte per minute on both file-by-file
and image backups. (The Gigapack-Mac
doesn't provide for image backups.)
The Jasmine's burst transfer rate is
about 1.5 megabytes per minute . My
tests placed the DAT drive' s burst trans
fer at about 4 megabytes per minute .
Overall , the Gigapack-Mac performed at
least as fast as the DC-2000 drive, and
sometimes twice as fast or more. (DAT
has the added advantage of holding, in
one cassette, enough data to fill 31 DC
2000 tapes .)
I've also had some recent experience
with the Canon read/write optical disk
drive in the NeXT cube . Canon claims an
average access of 85 milliseconds, but
I've found it to be much slower. On aver
age, my transfer rates ranged from 5 to 9
megabytes per minute for large-scale
(more than 100 megabytes) file-by-file
copies from the NeXT ' s built-in 660
megabyte hard disk drive to the optical

•

Snappy Tape Shuttles
Overall, the Gigapack-Mac performed
solidly. Even though the DAT cassette is
small , it quickly shuttles tape back and
forth during a backup or restore opera
tion , making the unit suitable for quick
restores of single files .
During my testing, the time to access
and restore a single file in a data set was
about 30 seconds; it never took longer
than 55 seconds or less than 15 seconds.
The exact times depended on the position
of the file in the data set.
The supplied backup-and-restore soft
ware admirably handled file-by-file op
erations. A filtering scheme for selecting
a specific file, an updated file, or all
files meant that I could easily back up
only what I needed .
File restoration performed equally
well. I could restore the entire data set or
parts of it at will. I could even set the dia
logue to automatically overwrite my re
stored files, never overwrite them, or let
the software prompt me each time. In all
continued

TRIDENT SUPER VGA CHIP
8/16-BIT AUTO SWITCH

•

HARRIS 80C286 CPU

•

UPT08MBONBOARD

•

C&T NEAT CHIP SET

•

AMI BIOS FOR FULL
COMPATIBILITY

UP TO 3 TIMES FASTER THEN
PARADISE PLUS 16

•

BABY SIZE FIT MOST ANY
CASE

•

EXPANDABLE TO 512K

•

SUPPORT LIM MEMORY

•

REGISTER COMPATIBLE

•

LANDMARK= 32.6

$435 qty.3

$169 qty.3
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Circle 786 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 787)

The New 25 MHz Executive
325ET combines all th'! latest tech
nowgies in the most advanced
386 computer available. And it's
transportable.

$10 PER MEGABY'IE

OF DRAM

The 325ET has a hard drive access
speed almost undetectably differe nt
from that of dynamic memo1y. For the
first time, the large capacity of a hard
drive is accessible at an access time of
one millisecond (1 ms). Wh y limit
yourself to 2, 8 or 16 megabytes of fast
memory and pay $500 per megabyte,
when you can have up to 160 mega
bytes at a cost as low as $10 per
mega byte?

50 nMES FAS'IER
Instead of waiting for the 65 mil
lisecond (ms) access time of an MFM
drive, or even the 17 ms of an ESDI
drive, you can have instantaneous
access to your data. The 325ET is
blindingly fast with an average disk
access time of 1 ms. In addition, the
system architectu re allows data trans
fe r speeds that match d rive ca pabili
ties. (That's really fast!). In fact, the
overall read/ write performance of the
325ET is 50 times faster (5 ,000%) than
the Compaq" 386/25

53000

PORrAilLE PAGES
TI1e 325ET, when located along
side of a monitor, takes little desk space.
The compact design of the 325ET lets
you carry it onto an airplane and easily
stow it under your seat. Imagine bring
ing d1e equivalent of seven four-drawe r
filing cabinets word1 of valuable infor
mation to your next meeting - accessi
ble in just 1 ms.

25 Mhz • 80386
1 ms HD ACCHS

1. Toll-Free Technical Support
Our friendly and knowledgeable
factory trained engineers are just a
phone call away. And we can solve
most pro blems right over the pho ne.
2. Free on-site service
The 325ET comes with a full
year warranty. Supported by
Unive rsal Protection Plan with a net
work of hundreds of service engi
neers, instant help is just a phone
call away. Service is also available at
any of o ur Super Stores, or at any of
the hundreds of UPP service cente rs.
3. Trade up and save more
Now you can put that older and
slower IBM", Compaq", o r Apple" to
better use. Your old system may be
worth a thousand dollars or more.
Our new Trade-Up program allows
you to move up to the latest technol
ogy for less. Call one of our systems
consultants for complete details.
4. 30 day money back guarantee
Your total satisfaction is our
goal. If for any reason you are not
completely satisfied with the 325ET
you may return it within 30 clays for
a full refund.
5. Easy financing available
We offer both consumer credit
for individual purchases, and leasing
for business customers. Call us today
and find o ut how easy it is to own
the next generation of computers.

1EXECU11VE 32SET
Standard features:
• Intel 80386 processor running at
25 Mhz.
• 0 wait state operation.
• Enhanced intelligent controller for
1 ms hard disk access time and
a transfer rate of 4 MB per second.
• 2 MB of RAM expandable to 16
MB (8 MB on board).
• High performance 16-bit VGA
video ada ptor.
• 3.5" 1.44 MB diskette drive.
• Sockets for 20 Mhz Intel 80387
coprocessor and 10 Mhz Intel
80287 coprocessor.
• 6 indusuy standard expansion
slots (ISA).

$3799

or just

$114 per monm

Mono VGA

Color VGA

40 MB

$4295t $4650t

80MB

$4645t $4995t

160 MB $5695t

$5995t

t Includes system, monilor. Hard Disk and on-site warranty.

PRIORll'Y' or. COMPUIER
SUPER Sl'ORE LOCA1IONS
California: Bakersfield , Burbank,
Fu lle rton, Irvine ,
San Jose , Sunnyvale ,
Westminste r, Woodland Hills.
Kansas: Lenexa , Wichita
Missouri: St. Louis
Oklahoma: Stillwa te r
Tennessee: Memphis

To Order or Inquire, Call:

800-423-5922
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DAT DRIVE EASES MAC BACKUPS

A MESSAGE
To OuR
SUBSCRIBERS

F

ROM TIME TO TIME
we make the BYTE sub
scriber list available to other
companies who wish to send
our subscribers material about
their products. We take great
care to screen these com
panies, choosing only those
who are reputable, and whose
products, services, or informa
tion we feel would be of in
terest to you. Direct mail is an
efficient medium for present
ing the latest personal com
puter goods and services to
our subscribers.

cases, file restoration was a snap.
Unfortunately, version 1.06 lacks a
mirror-image capability (although it is
present in the menus as a dimmed item),
so I couldn't do volume image backups.
This is an important omission. Any me
dium that stores 1.2 gigabytes as quickly
as the Gigapack-Mac needs an image
backup mode. (GigaTrend says it intends
to offer this capability in the future .)
Another drawback was my review
unit 's SuperLock copy-protected soft
ware . This annoying copy-protection
scheme has since been removed from all
copies of the Gigapack-Mac software.

Torture Tests
GigaTrend claims that the cassettes pro
vide stable, long-term storage of large

files, such as graphics images or font
files . To test short-term stability, I car
ried a full cassette (containing 1.2 giga
bytes of Mac files) in my soft-sided brief
case for about three weeks. The cassette
received significant magnetic and envi
ronmental abuse (e .g., from airport met
al detectors) and never failed .
I also shipped this same cassette from
my office to my home and back again via
overnight mail. I used the standard next
day-letter cardboard envelope , and I
didn 't pad the cassette in any special
way. The cassette still worked fine after
making the round trip from Chicago to
the carrier's Memphis headquarters and
back.
Finally, I placed the same full cassette
continued

Table 1: In backup and restore tests using internal and external hard disk
drives, the Gigapack-Mac provided average data transfer rates ofbetter than
I megabyte per minute. Times are in minutes:seconds.
BACKUP AND RESTORE TESTS

Macintosh 111

Many BYTE subscribers ap
preciate this controlled use of
our mailing list, and look for
ward to finding information of
interest to them in the mail.
Used are our subscribers'
names and addresses only (no
other information we may
have is ever given).
While we believe the distribu
tion of this information is of
benefit to our subscribers, we
firmly respect the wishes of
any subscriber who does not
want to receive such promo
tional literature. Should you
wish to restrict the use of your
name, simply send your re
quest to the following address.

Backups to Apple HD40SC
41,399,296 bytes, 1002 files in 162 folders
10,410,003 bytes, 1002 files in 162 folders
41 ,210,050 bytes, 2004 files in 324 folders

27:30.44
07:11.13
31:11 09

Restore of Gigapack·Mac files to a clean Apple HD40SC :
41,210,050 bytes, 2004 files in 324 folders

38:40.01

Macintosh SE2
Backups to Apple HD20SC :
20, 105, 123 bytes, 1002 liles in 162 folders
5,372,090 bytes, 1002 files in 162 folders
20, 101,495 bytes, 2004 files in 324 lolders

19:48.20
07:29.19
22:11.50

Restore of Gigapack·Mac files to a clean Apple HD20SC:
20, 101,495 bytes, 2004 files in 324 folders

25:19.30

Macintosh II with external hard disk drive3
Backups to Jasmine DirectDrive 140:
137,405,729 bytes, 1002 liles in 162 lolders
65,210,045 bytes, 1002 liles in 162 folders
138,004, 167 bytes, 2004 liles in 364 folders

87:35.10
45:20.51
92:22.38

Restore of Gigapack-Mac files to a clean Jasmine
DirectDrive 140:
138,004, 167 bytes, 2004 liles in 324 lolders

97:06.20
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B·megabyte Mac II with Apple RGB 256-color video in 2·bil black·and·white mode. two internal floppy disk drives.
and one internal Apple HD40SC hard disk drive; system software was install ed on the HD40SC drive. No other SCSI
drives were connected except the Gigapack·Mac. The backed-up drive was the start-up disk.
2 1-rnegabyte Mac SE with one internal floppy disk drive and one internal Apple HD20SC hard disk drive; system
software was installed on the HD20SC drive. No other SCSI drives were connected except the Gigapack·Mac. The
backed-up drive was the start-up disk.
3 B·megabyte Mac II with Apple RGB 256·color video in 2-bit black-and-white mode. two internal floppy disk drives.
one internal Apple HD40SC hard disk drive, and one external Jasmine DireclDrive 140 hard disk drive; system soft
ware was installed on the HD40SC drive. No other SCSI drives were connected except the DirectDrive and the Giga
pack-Mac. The backed-up drive (DirectOrive) was not the start-up disk.
Note: Tests ran with System 6.0.2, Finder 6.1. and the other system software from the 6.0.2 System Tools package.
Only the desk accessories, fonts . IN ITs. and cdevs supplied with the Apple system were kept. MultiFinder didn't run .
LocalTalk/AppleTalk was disconnected. During all testing, the CPU's data cache was disabled. I installed Gigapack·
Mac's version 1.06 software on the start-up disks for file backup and restore testing. Each ti ming reflects the mean of
10 repetitions of each benchmark.

We have an interesting proposition for you.
- Ascending/Descending key
segments
- Dynam ic space reclamation
- Portable. Used in over 100
environments
- Variable length key fields
- High speed s+ trees

Don't Choose. Use the
Faircom®Toolbox and get
both: 4GL development speed
and C source code power!
Whether you need the development
speed and convenience of 4GL pro
gramming or the low-overhead power
capabilities of C source code, the
Faircom Toolbox can meet the require
ments of any professional developer!

The Toolbox contains the indus
trial strength tools to develop
applications the way you want!
• Development Environment by d-tree™
- Prototype generation
- Data dictionary
- Dynamic resource swapping
- Screen management
- Overlapped windows
- File restructuring
- Runtime portability
- Menu management
• File Management by c-tree®
- Variable length records
- Key compression
-Client/Server architecture

• Report Generation by r-tree®
- Complex multi-line reports
- Multi-file access
- Complete layout control
- Conditional page breaks
- Nested headers and footers
- Unlimited control breaks
- Dynamic format specifications
- Horizontal repeats
- Powerful set functions

Order today! No risk, money
back guarantee!
Order the Faircom Development Toolbox
and use it for 30 days. If you don't think
it's the best development tool available,
just return the entire package for a full
refund.

Call 1-800-234-8180 TODAY for
your Faircom Toolbox!
The Toolbox Professional Edition .. $1095.00
DOS, Unix,Xenix, VMS, 082
Full source, single and multi-user support
The Toolbox,Special Edition ..... $ 695.00
Microsoft, Borland, Xenix, OS2
Object libraries, single user only
Upgrade to Professional Edition .. $ 400.00
Includes overnight delivery

And NOW Faircom introduces
the Toolbox Special Edition
with the power and flexibility
you need for only $695!
Now you can create applications using
the methods you like- whether it's 4GL
convenience or C source code powerl
And at $695 you get this power at a price
you can afford.

Circle 134 011 Reader Sen>ice Card (DEALERS: 135)

FAIRCOM
corporation
4006 West Broadway
Columbia, MO 65203
Phone • 314-445-6833
FAX • 314-445-9698
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Don't Move!
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without telling

11\ITE
Defining DAT:
Formats and Standards
Lack Consensus

Clip out form below
and mail to:

BYTE Magazine
P.O. Box 555
Hightstown, NJ 08520
At least 8 week before you move,
please give us your new address and/o r
name change

(Please Print)
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1 foot from a commercial bulk-tape eras
er and then switched the unit on and off
several times. Proximity to the strong
magnetic field caused no apparent dam
age to the files, as repeated restore oper
ations proved. This indicates high short
term reliability; however , long-term ,
archival storage remains to be tested.
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That bit stream can be digitally sampled
music with a signal-to-noise ratio rival
ing that of compact disks , or it can be
plain old computer data bits .
GigaTrend 's Gigapack-Mac uses a
logical tape format known as DATA/
DAT. Also championing this format are
I I other companies, including Apple ,
Fujitsu-Ten, Hitachi , JVC, Kenwood ,
Panasonic , Sanyo, TEAC , and Toshiba.
DATA/DAT distinguishes itself by its
ability to do both random reads and
writes to a tape. In other words, DATA/
DAT can update the tape in place .
This format competes directly with
di gital data storage, which permits ran
dom tape reads, but not writes , so it can
not update a tape in place . DDS is spon
sored by a committee of JO companies,
including industry giants Hewlett-Pack

ard and Sony. So far, IBM has not come
down on either side of the DAT format
debate.
DATA/DAT has not yet made it
through the ANSI standardization pro
cess. The only part of DATA/DAT that
its supporters have agreed on is the pro
cess for updati ng a tape in place . DDS ,
on the other hand , is a more mature
technology that offers slightly higher
storage capacities .
Partly because formats and standards
are still evolving, immediate DAT sales
may be modest. According to Hinda
Chalew, an industry analyst with the
market researcher Dataquest , 3800
DAT drives should ship this year, gener
ating $5.6 million in revenues. Of these,
only about 1000 drives will be full
price commercial units. But by 1993 ,
shipments are expected to jump to
123,500 units, with revenues exceeding
$74.1 million , according to Dataquest.

N

..,2
.c

<l.)

igita l audio tape (DAT) technol
ogy uses helical-scan recording to
D
store information as a digital bit stream.
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Compared to other mass-storage technol
ogies, the Gigapack-Mac reigns as the
big-ticket item. For example, DC-2000
tapes cost about $30 apiece (formatted)
and hold 38.5 megabytes . A typical DC
2000 tape drive costs $1095. Storing 1.2
gigabytes of data requires more than 31
DC-2000 tapes, at a cost of almost $1000
(not to mention hours of time spent load
ing tape after tape). But the total storage
cost for 1.2 gigabytes comes to only
about$2095.
Optica l disk drives , like the Canon
unit , hold 256 megabytes per side and
cost about $100 each for double-sided
512-megabyte disks ($50 for single-sided
256-megabyte disks). The drive sells for
nearly $5000. Storing 1.2 gigabytes,
then , commands a total media and ma
chine outlay of about $5300.

The Gigapack-Mac sells for $5950,
and 120-minute cassettes cost $26 each
in their data-certified format. That puts
the total cost of storing 1.2 gigabytes at
about $5976-the highest cost of these
three options.
Is there a Gigapack-Mac in your fu
ture? That depends on your needs . For
individual Mac users, the answer is prob
ably no. You'd be better off with a cheap
er backup technology, like DC-2000
tape or shadow directories recorded to
another hard disk drive.
But if you have many small Mac hard
disk drives , you might consider the Giga
pack-Mac as a shared device used to back
up all of them. And where large Macin
tosh disk drives and file servers hold
many megabytes, the Gigapack-Mac also
makes sense because it's easy to set up
and use, and because the media is easy to
store . Now, if only the price could come
down a bit!•

Don Crabb is the director of laboratories
and a senior lecturer for the compttter
science department at the University of
Chicago. He is also a contributing editor
for BYTE. He can be reached on BIX as
"decrabb."

Low Price. Technical

Support. Integrity!

Talk to the Reliable Team
at Warehouse Data!
1/0 GAME, MULTI
1/0 CARDS

COMPUTERS
Hyundai 12MHz
.. $1065
MIT
lOMHz w/40MB 28ms .. . . 979
10MHz XT ..
.. .... 569
12MHz 286 w/1 MB
. 929
12MHz 286 w/1 MB &
40MB .. .. .. ..
.1359
16MHz 286 w/1 MB &
40MB .. .
.. .. 1699
16MHz 286 w/1 MB ..... 1748
25MHz 386 w/1 MB RAM 2569
33MHz386w/1MB RAM 3600

C&H XT &AT Game Card ... . . $45
Copy II PC Deluxe Option . .. . . 109
DFI 1/0 AT P/S/G.......... ... 45

LAPTOPS
Toshiba T1200FB 2FDD .... $1479
Toshiba T1200HB w/20MB . . 1999
Toshiba T1600 .
. ... 3299
Toshiba T3100E . . ...... . 2839
Toshiba T3200 w/40MB . .... 3525

MEMORY BOARDS
ASTRampage 286 w/512K ... $412
DFI 2MB Above Board for AT . .. 79
Everex 3MB Above Board AT .. . 89

DIGITIZER

PACIFIC DATA
PRODUCTS

Kurla IS/One 12 x 12 . . . .. $295

FLOPPY DRIVES
TEACl'i HT 360K .. .. .
TEAC 1.2 Floppy .
Toshiba 3.5" 1.44MB
Toshiba 3.5" 720K

SOFTWARE
SPREADSHEETS

MASS STORAGE

Hyundai 12"Amber w/Tilt . . . $79
Hyundai 14"CGA w/Tilt .... . . 249
Hyundai 14" EGA . .
. 335
Hyundai 14"VGA ... ... .... . 339
Mitsubishi Diamond Scan .... 499
NEC Multisync 2A .......... 519
NEC Multisync 3D
... . . 659
Princeton Mono VGA (Qty Ltd) .. 99
Princeton Ultrasync16 .... ... 859
Seiko 1430 VGA ...... .. .... 539
Zenith 14" Flat VGA
.... 629

Citizen HSP 550 .
. .... $470
NEC P2200
........ 329
NEC P5200
........ 519
NEC P5300
....... 669
Okidata 321
... . 479
Okidata 390
.... 489
Okidata 391
.. 649
Star NX 15 ................ 319
Citizen HSP 500 . .. ...... 323
Okidata 182i Turbo ...... .. .. 235
Okidata 320 ............... 349
Panasonic 1124
.. 329
Panasonic 1180 .
.. 185
Star
NX
1000
.
.
..
169
VIDEO CARDS
ATI EGA 800 Wonder ....... $169 Star NX 1000 Rainbow ....... 229
ATI VGA Wonder w/512 .. ..... 345 MATH CO-PROCESSORS
Generic Color w/Ptr . . .
. .. 45 Low Prices .. ..
.. ..... Call
Orchid Pro Designer . . . . . . 299 Chips . . ............... Call
Paradise EGA 350
..... 115
Paradise EGA 480 .
.125 HAND HELD SCANNERS
Paradise VGA 16 Plus ..
. 249 DFI Handyscanner HS-300 + $189
Vega VGA . . ............. .. 255 Logitech Scan man Hi-Res .... 179

PRINTERS

Everex 60MBN Int Tape
AT/PC . .
. ...... $599
Miniscribe 30 MB Kit . . .. .. 289
Miniscribe 322MB ESDI
KitAT . ...... .. ......... 1749
Miniscribe 40MB Kit
.... 320
Refurb Seagates
... Call
Seagate 20MB w/Cont
.. 259
Seagate 30MB w/Cont ....... 279
Seagate 40MB ST-251 40ms . . 311
Seagate 40MB ST-251-1 ...... 367
Seagate BOMB (AT) ST-4096 .. 585

MODEMS
ATI Internal 24008 .
. .. $169
Everex Available .
. . Call
US Robotics
Courier 2400 .
. .. 289
Courier 2400E ..... . ..... . 335
Courier HST 9600 . . . ... 609
Sportster 1200B .
. .. 102
Sportster 2400B Ext ....... 163
Sportster 2400B Int . .
.145
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Lotus 1,2,3 Ver 2.2 . . . . .... $349
Lotus 1,2,3 Ver 3.0 ...... .. 349
Lotus Upgrade
.. 129
Microsoft Excel . .. ........ 269
Quattro
.... ... 159
Supercalc 5 ·
· · 289

COMMUNICATION
PROGRAMS

Carbon Copy PC Plus . . . .. $106
Laplink Ill .... ·
.... · 79
PC Anywhere Ill .
65
Pro com Plus . . .
. .. 51

DATABASE MANAGERS
Clarion Professional
... $379
Clipper .
. ............ 419
DBase IV
469
Fox Base Plus .
199
Genifer......
. 189
Lotus Agenda . .
. . 255
Paradox .. .. .. ..
.. . 449
PFS Professional File
165
Power Base . . ..
. . 169
Qand A . . . . . . .
. ..... 209
RBase for DOS .
.459

DOS
Microsoft DOS 3.3 . .
Microsoft DOS 4.1 .

1-2-4 Plus w/1 MB
.... $279
25 Cartridges in One
.. 279
Headlines in aCart . .. ..... 279
Plotter in Cartridge .
. . 259
Postscript Emulation ...... 499

.. . $72
. . . 89
.104
.... 89

MONITORS

. . $85
. .. 89

Auto Sketch Enhanced ... ... . $89
Design Cad 2D 3.0 . .
. 219
EasyCad2.05
. .... 109
Generic Cad Level 3 .
159

UTILITIES
85
Always. .
. ... $
Copy 11 PC . .
. 23
Copy Write .
. .. .. .. 55
Fastback Plus..
. ... 104
L t M 11
99
ous age an .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Microsoft Windows 286 . . . . . 63
Norton Advanced . ........... 79
PC Tools Delux 5.5
. . . . 75
Sideways ·
· · · · 39
Spinwrite .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 49
XTree Pro ..
.. .. 64

LANGUAGES
Borland Turbo Basic . . . ..... $65
Borland Turbo CPro ..
.. . 165
Borland Turbo Pascal Pro . . 162
Brainmaker ............... 137
Microsoft Fortran
... 295
Microsoft Macro Assem ....... 99
Microsoft Quick Basic ........ 65
Microsoft Quick C ........... 65
Microsoft Quick Pascal . . . .. 45

~ .o~~~~~~~~ui
lflil
Otherlnfo:

Bedford Accounting ........ $139
DAC Easy Accounting 3.0 ...... 59
ManagingYourMoney5.0 ... .119
Peachtree w/PDQ ........... 220
Quicken Ver. 3.0 ... . .. . ...... 36

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Pagemaker . .
. . $499
PFS First Publisher . .... ... . . 73
Ventura Publisher .
. . 519

GRAPHICS

Corel DrawNew Ver......... $335

Harvard Graphics .......... 264
Printmaster .
. . 34

INTEGRATED

Enable ..
.. ... $359
Microsoft Works
..... 99
PFS First Choice ... ...... . ... 89
Smartware . .
. 439

WORD PROCESSING
Grammatik II .
.. ...... $49
Microsoft Word 5.0 ......... 209
PFS Professional Write 21
.129
Right Writer . .. .......... 49
Wordperfect5.0.
. .... 219
Wordstar 5.5
. ... 229
VP Expert .
.. .. 129

1-800-AllJ•3135

.!!!!IJ•
or Ofllce)~

ProVkfed by TRW ,
•30DaySBl!sfacfk1n
Gaarantee

All Of This For.Only

SJ,699
SPECS:
•8028616 MHz CPU

•1 MBRam-EJCpandabfe

•1.2MB 5.2s•Floppy to 8 f.W
' FAST/ 40 MB 2Bfria #f;ild .,,._
•8 ElcJianslon Slots
""'0
Call For Other MOdeJ8

....~
Fax (602) 246-7805 I Call for items not shown.

REE!

Air Express Shipping

l'ou Pay the Ground Shipping
We Pay the Air Difference.

MREt+:>USEiiiiil ...

PRODUCTS

ADIVISION OF AZ COMPUTER CORP.

USER FRIENDLY TERMS & CONDITIONS:
·We welcome international accounts, please call for special pricing .
·Volume discounts for corporate and institutional orders.
·We do not charge your credit card until your order is shipped.
·Shipping minimum is $5.00. Arizona orders + 6.7% sales tax.
·You pay our regular ground shipping rates (1-20 lbs.). We pay the air difference
(excludes Alaska and Hawaii.) Free air applies only to orders over $100.

2727 W. GLENDALE AVE .

·Personal/company checks allow fourteen
(14) days to clear.
·All shipments insured at no extra cost.
· All prices are subject to change without notice.
·We do not guarantee compatibility.
•No charge for
v.:::z:::si
Visa or MasterCard
~ ~

PHOENIX, AZ 85051

Technical Support: (602) 246-2222
FAX (602) 246-7805
Phone Hours:
Monday thru Friday 6:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. MST
Saturday 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. MST
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Wilh Layout 2.0. ge tting started
is as easy as c hoosing a tool.

WithoutYou.

Presenting Matrix Layout 2.0
The Desktop Programming revo
lution has begun. More and more people
are maximizing the productivity of their
desktop computers without learning to
write a line of code. It began with Matrix
Layout. And continues with Layout 2.0.

More Power to the People
Matrix invented Desktop Pro
gramming to let you create your own
programs right on your own PC. Now,
Layout 2.0 makes it even easier to create
your own powerful , professio nal-quality
applications.
Start with Layout's tools window.
Everything you'll need to build your
program can be accessed by mouse or
keystroke.
Next, use Layout's graphics and
text tools to build a flowchart model of
your program. Create your own windows,
icons , and buttons. Cut and paste func
tions from other Layout programs. Or
use the BlackBox Manager to add a
BlackBox-a pre-built capability such
as telecommunications or dBase support
-to your Layout program. All , without
writing a line of code.
Layout 2.0 is also a hypertext tool ,
allowing you to build Hypercard -like
cards, with text and graphics, and link
them to related cards in any fil e. Use it to
create cards for your flowcharts or to
0

create hypertext applications that will
run o n any IBM-compatible PC.

Power to the Professional
Once your program is complete,
Layout 2.0 can automatically create a
ready-to-run .EXE file for use by any IBM
PC. Or have Layout 2.0 write it in Turbo
C, Lattice C, Microsoft C, Turbo Pascal or
QuickBASIC. The result: you've got a
professional , stand-alone program that
does exactly what you want it to. Use it,
share it, modify it. You've got the power.

And a Powerful Bargain
For just $199.95 you get the entire
Layout 2.0 package, including free tech
nical support, and more programming
power than you've ever had on your desk
top. For more information, the location
of your nearest Matrix dealer, or a copy
of the Matrix Layout 2.0 VHS demon
stration video Uust $9.95 for shipping &
handling), call today.

1-800-533-5644
(in Massachusetts, 617-567-0037)
Join the Desk top Programming
revolution. Order Matrix Layout 2.0 , today!

~~ ri1Ai:llX

Be>b
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Pre>g-rat.m
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MATRIX SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
BT 89/11

Layo ut creates finished. stand-alone
progra ms fo r any IBM PC.

Matrix Software Technology Corporation• One Massachusetts Technology Center• Harborside Drive• Boston, MA 02128 • (617) 567-0037
Ma trik Softwa re / UK • M a tri ~ Ho u!.C . Dcrrilo rd Business Purk • Dt'rriford. Plymou1h • Devo n Plb 5QZ. En,!!land • 07!' 2-7%-.\6.l.
fl.fatri:1. Sohwarc/ E uropc • Gcldenaaksdimrn 476 • JOJO Leu\·cn . Bcl,l!ium • 0 162020M
Th e followinR arc rci;:istcrcd and unregislcrcd trademark s of the companies !isled : Matrix L.i yout . Matrix Sof1warc TcchnoloJ,:y Corporati o n : H ypc rcard .
Apple Compu1er: IBM . lntcma1ional Business Machines Corpo rntion : dBasc. A sht<>n Tmc .
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X.25 Pads
Performance

Although tricky to
install, Hayes' s V-series
modems with
X.25 PADs boost data
accuracy and
throughput speed
Stephen Satchell

I

f you need to communicate with the
outside world through T ym net or
Telenet and you value your time and
money, Hayes Microcomputer Prod
ucts ' X.25 modem s and modem en
hancers offer you messages of hope. The
company is now shipping X.2 5 PA D
(which stands for packet assembler/dis
assembler) firmware with its V-series
Sma rtmodem 2400 , V -series Sm art
modem 9600, and V-series Modem En
hancers . (X .25 is the CCITT-recom
mend e d st a nd a rd for syn c h ro no us
packet-switching networks.)
With X .25 firmware , th e Hayes
modems provide access to as many as
four "virtual" connections. This means
that, for example, you could simulta
neously read three BBSes and an elec
tronic conferencing system , if all these
systems are connected to the same X .25
network.
The X.25 firm ware al so prom ises
error control from source PADs to target
PADs or host systems. Packets are built
once in the source , and the information
stays inside the packet until it reaches its
ultimate destination. Data that is trans
mitted through asynchronous methods,
like MNP and V .42 (see the text box
"Origin of the Protocol : X.25 's Evolu
tion " on page 234) , can sometimes be

The Ha yes V-series Smart modem offers X. 25 PADs at a relatively affordable price.
lost as packets flow between the two
environments .
Because X.25 links the network and
the source PAD using synchronous con
nections and high-level data-link control
(HDLC) , data pops through about 10
percent faster than if you used a standard
asynchronous connection . Even without
multiple-session support , your on-li ne
time should drop significantly.
To see just what the Hayes X.25 PAD
can do , I tested the V- ser ies Smart
modem 2400 with a variety of public data
network s. [Editor' s note: This review
will concentrate on the X. 25 PAD en
hancement. For a complete review of the
V-series Smartmodem 2400, see "4800
Bits, No Errors," June BYTE.]

Manual Omissions
The weakest part of the Hayes product is
the X.25 manual. It is disorganized , and

it's mi ssing a section covering Macintosh
and other computer systems without flow
control . The manual also lacks a transla
tion dictionary to help set up the CALL
command and understand X.25 jargon.
If digging out details about how to dial
into the services that you use is not your
for te, save yourself the headache and
hire someone to do the dirty work . Once
you have the information , perhaps safely
stored in ca lling scr ipts , you are in
business.
Properl y setting up the X.25 modem
presents other installation battles. The
V-series Smartmodem 2400 comes pre
set for flow control using the request-to
send and clear-to-send leads on an RS
232C port. Macintosh users must change
flow control to use XON/XOFF before
trying to issue PAD commands or make
a n X .25 connection ; other wise , the
continued
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Origin of the Protocol:
X.25's Evolution
n the beginning, modems simply
digital data into telephone
Ilineconverted
signals at one end and reconverted
those signals back to digital data at the
other end. Any error control took place
outside the modem. Then desires for
error control gave birth to a number of
mutually incompatible software- and
hardware-based protocols, including
HDLC/SDLC, BiSync, Kermit , and
XMODEM. But under duress , most of
these protocols proved ineffective.
In 1983, Microcom introduced the
Era 2 internal modem with MNP ( for
Microcom Networking Protocol) . MNP
was supposed to eliminate errors out
side of application programs , making
the programs easier to create. A year
later, Microcom moved the link-layer
protocol into the modem itself and li
censed the technology. Other modem
makers latched onto MNP as a standard
solution for data error control between
two modems , so application programs
wouldn't have to be designed to handle
data disruption. Since then, MNP has
been extended to reduce the overhead of
sending data, incorporate data compres
sion to further increase end-to-end
throughput, and control the switching of
modulation methods to adapt to line
conditions in 9600-bps modems.
Users of packet-switching networks ,
modem will appear dead . The frustrat
ing part of this is that the modem works
just fine when you use it with a normal
connection.
Before making a virtual connection
using the PAD-to-user interface, you
must know exactly what the network and
the target PAD want to see. This can
vary.
For example, when using Tymnet ' s
Tymdial X.25, I accessed CompuServe
and MCI Mail according to Tymnet's in
structions, but my call to BIX required
me to set up the CALL command in a
specific manner. (Try this: CALL -D
BIX . If you are using Smartcom III I . I ,
you'll need to define the string "BIX" in
the field "User Data.")
In addition to Tymnet, Telenet offers
X.25 in-dial access through X.25 Dial.
(As this article went to press, Compu
Serve reported that it was developing,
but had not yet introduced, similar X.25
234
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such as Tymnet and Telenet, know that
garbled bits are only one of a variety of
transmission problems. Many asyn
chronous network interfaces assume
that you are using dumb (non-error-con
trol) modems or that you're directly
connected to terminals. Because of
these assumptions, the interfaces offer
no way to control data flow.
Even if you upgrade the interface
hardware to recognize flow control
(using the request-to-send and clear-to
send RS-232C leads), you'll still endure
many packet conversions . The host
builds network packets and then sends
them through the network to the packet
assembler/disassembler. The PAD dis
assembles the packets and transmits
them to the modem, which rebuilds
them into packets again .
Wouldn 't it be more sensible-and
safer-to build the packets just once?
This is the X.25 philosophy. In this ap
proach , the PAD at the host computer
builds the packets (no modems in the
middle) and sends the packets the way
the network wants to see them. When
you need to access the network, you call
in, making the PAD part of the network
only as Jong as you need it to be . This
approach saves the cost of a leased line
and allows one access port on the net
work to serve multiple sites.
services.) X.25 in-dial is not limited to
public networks; if your company has a
private X .25 computer network, the
same hardware setup will work with that
system as wel I.
Each network and each host on the net
work has its own special requirements.
Finding out what those requirements are
may not be easy, because X.25 modems
are new , and many network representa
tives are unfamiliar with X.25 specifica
tions. Be prepared to face some puzzled
voices on the other end of the support
call. Or you may end up listening to
someone talking "X .25-ese," so have
your glossary handy.
Fortunately, the advantages of the
Smartmodem with X.25 are worth the
installation fuss. For example, when ac
cessing BIX, I was able to download files
using XMODEM-lK and Smartcom III
with far less trouble and more speed than
with a standard Tymnet access number.

Reading messages interactively, I no
ticed far smoother performance using
the X.25 connection. I'm just sorry I
have to make a long-distance call to get
that kind of access right now. (Tymnet is
planning to link additional cities to X .25
in-dial. You should check the status for
your location.)

Padded Packets
Speed and efficiency are only two bene
fits of having a Hayes modem with its
own X .25 PAD. Many public-access
PADs have limited RAM, so the packets
transferred between the host and your
computer can be quite small. With your
own PAD, however, you can ask for
blocks as large as 512 bytes. If you're
charged by the packet, the ability to han
dle large packets can save you a bundle of
money.
The X.25 in-dial services allow you to
make one call into the network and as
many "virtual calls" as you want with
out redialing . The number of concurrent
virtual connections is limited only by the
capabilities of your PAD . And if you add
Smartcom III 1.1 or use software that
supports Hayes AutoStream, you can si
multaneously transfer data on all four
virtual connections. Even with these
multiple connections, your communica
tions software will continue to perform
as if you were using a standard dial-in
line.
To set up multiple virtual connec
tions, I established two links to Compu
Serve, one to BIX, and one to MCI using
Smartcom III 1.1 on an 80386SX-based
computer. I was able to transfer files in
the "background" while working inter
actively , but Smartcom III was clumsy to
use. I would have been far happier with a
communications program running on a
Macintosh (with a 19-inch screen, of
course) with each session in its own
window.

Affordable PAD
Hayes has managed to bring X.25 PADs
to market at a relatively affordable price.
The V-series Smartmodem 2400 with
X.25 support lists for $899, while the V
series Smartmodem 9600 with X.25 is
$1299.
If your modem isn't a V-series, you
can achieve compatibility with a Hayes
Modem Enhancer for $349; this is handy
if you are using V. 32-based (9600-bps
full-duplex) X .25 access ports. Hayes
offers the option of choosing V .42 for
error control at the same prices. (X.25
and V.42 are standard features, not
options.)
So who needs X.25 in-dial? Not every-
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V-series Smartmodem 2400 X.25

Company
Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.
P.O. Box 105203
Atlanta, GA 30348
(404) 441·1617

Features
Error control during transmission of data
packets; synchronous connections and
HDLC links for fast data throughput;
large, 512-by1e packets; simultaneously
handles four virtual connections to a
data network

Size
51/2 x 91/2 x 13/.i inches; 2 pounds

Documentation
V-series Smartmodem 2400 manual;
X.25 manual supplement

Price
V-series Smartmodem 2400 X.25 : $899
V-series Smartmodem 9600 X.25:
$1299
V-series Modem Enhancer X.25: $349
Unit as reviewed : $1148
Smartcom 1111 .1: $249; upgrades from
older versions of Smartcom II and Ill
range from free to $75

FEATURES: 1MB RAM, 80286 BASED
PROCESSOR, 1OMHZ, (1) 1-44MB 3.5"
FLOPPY, 20MB FIXED DISK, VGA
ADAPTER, PS/2 101 KEY KJB,
PARALLEL & SERIAL PORT, CABLES
& MANUALS, 100% IBM PRODUCT
**REMANUFACTURED**

llilJllil,1111111

INCL. 90 DAY DEPOT WARRANTY,
JUST LIKE NEW UNITS!
FREE NEW AMDEK MODEL 432 VGA
MONITOR INCL WITH EVERY UNIT
$245.00 VALUE AT NO CHARGE!
VISA

@;:{~@fl 9

O!M©Q

1-800-624-2001

716-272-8770

FAX

MC

716-272-8624

Inquiry 852.

People are talking about us.
one, that 's for sure. Since it's new, X.25
in-dial won't be fully incorporated by
service providers like Delphi, Dialog,
CompuServe Information Service, and
BIX for some time .
In addition, many potential users may
flinch at today's public-network access
prices. Tymnet imposes a prime-time
surcharge of $2 per hour ($1 per hour
non-prime-time) for X.25 access. Tele
net doesn't add surcharges, but its per
hour access charges range from $6 to $9
per hour, depending on your location.
Both Tymnet and Telenet bill each vir
tual connection at the same rate as an in
dividual connection using the same line
speed.
On the other hand, for businesses and
others who are willing to pay for higher
accuracy and shorter transmission times,
the Hayes X.25 products deserve a close
look. •
Stephen Satchell has evaluated computer
products for 17years. His company, Sat
chell Evaluations in Incline Village , Ne
vada, tests microcomputer hardware and
software. He can be reached on BIX as
"ssatchell."

F77L-EM/32
Port 4MB mainframe programs to 80386s
with this 32-bit DOS compiler. Winner of PC
Magazine's 1988 Tuchnical Excellence Award.
$895*

F77L
The compiler of choice among reviewers and
professionals. New 'krsion 4.0 includes an
Editor, Profiler, Linker, Make Utility, Weitek
Support, Graphics. $595

F77L-EM/16
Write 15MB programs on 80286s with this
award winning extended-memory compiler.
$695

Lahey Personal FORTRAN 77
Full ANSI 77, Microsoft C and Borland C
interfaces, Debugger, at an unbeatable price.
$95

• Requires DOS Extender ($195)

Contact us to discuss our products and your needs. (800) 548-4778
Lahey Computer Systems, Inc . P.O. Box 6091, Incline Village, NV 89450
Tel: (702) 831-2500 FAX: (702) 831-8123 Tix: 9102401256
FORTRAN IS OUR FORTE
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Our Sw-ans
make waves.
The Swan line of computers is creating waves of
excitement among computer users. One reason is
price. Swan computers are true bargains, offering
you the most for your investment. But price
doesn't tell the complete value story.
Swan computers are solid, reliable performers
... assembled by Tussey Computer Products, a
reliable company with a tradition of unsur
TICHnolOGIES solid,
passed customer sa tisfaction.
Swan computers are highly compatible. In fact, all Swan computers
fea ture the top-rated Phoenix ROM BIOS to assure 100% PC compatibility.
And the benefits keep coming, wave after wave ...
30-Day Satisfaction Guarantee
If you're dissatisfied with any Swan brand name product, you can
return it within 30 days from the date of shipment and get your money
back. No ques tions asked.*
Toll-free Technical Support
When you own a Swan, you can call our toll-free number and be in
touch with our expert technical and service staff. They'll answer your
questions and help you take fullest advantage of your system's capabilities.
Full 1-Year Warranty
Every Swan brand name product is backed by a full I-year warranty on
parts and labor. A second year of coverage is available through the Swan
Extended Warranty (SEW). Ask for details when you order your Swan.
Fast, Sure Delivery
You want your Swan up and running and doing its job for you. Fast.
So any order we receive before 4 p.m. EST is shipped the same day. Even
orders received after 4 p.m. are shipped within 24-hours.**
We also insure your order at no cost to you. And we don't charge your
credit card until your order is actually shipped.
Convenient On-Site Service
Swan offers you the valuable option of on-site service from Sorbus®,
a Bell AtlanticTM Company. When your computer needs serviced, an expe
rienced technician will be dispatched to your site quickly, minimizing
downtime, maximizing convenience and value.
Swans make waves in business and education.
Swan offers a full line of services tailored to the needs of educational
and corporate computer users. Call our Educational & Corporate Sales
Department toll-free at 1-800-468-9044. Learn how a Swan can be a busi
ness animal .. . or a teacher's pet.
Swans make waves in the computer industry.
With their compatibility, reliability and performance, Swans add up to
value for their owners. So it's no surprise that Swans are making waves in
the computer industry. Waves that may make some competitors run for
safer ground.

Swan

Read what computer journals are saying ...
" ... If you enjoy getting the most performance for your dollar, the Swan ...
is a good alternative" to showy, more expensive brand names.

- Computer Shopper, April 1989
"The excellent manual and 30-day money-back guarantee both indicate
that Tussey Computer Products values customer service."...:.._ PC Resource

Swan386/20D
"Tussey's Swan 386/20 flies."
- Computer Shopper, April 1989
Gracefully combining power and perform
ance, this Swan has soared to the upper
limits of today's technology.
• 80386-20 20/8 MHz Norton SJ 22.0
•M S-DOS®, OS/2®& UNIX®Compatible
• Phoenix BIOS
• 1MB of 32-Bit RAM Expandable to 16MB
of 32-Bit RAM
• Shadow RAM for Video & BIOS
•Memory lnterlenve for near 0 Wail State
• 80287 & 80387 Co-processor Socket
• 200W Power Supply
• 5 Device Bays: 3 Exposed, 2 Internal
• 1.2MB 5.25" or 1.44MB 3.5" Floppy Drive
• Dun/ Floppy/Dun/ H.D. Controller
w/1:1 Interleave
• Ports: 2 Serial, 1 Pnrallel
• 8 Expansion Slots: "I) 32-bit, 4) 16-bit,
3) 8-bit
• Enhanced 101 Key Keyboard
• Clock Calendar w/Batlery Backup
• Swan Setup & Utilities Diskette
Options:
• 80287 or 80387 Co-processor
• Upgrades: 2, 4, 8, 10 or 16MB
• GW BASIC/MS-DOS add $89

$1899

Base System with Single Floppy, No Video

386/20D

VIDEO OPTIONS
Include Monitor & Video Adapter

14" Flat
Drive Options Mono Mono
w I 48MB (28ms)

& 1:1 Interl eave
w /BOM B (28ms)
& 1:1 ln terl ea ve
w / 150MB (1 8ms)
ESDI w/ l :l lntcrlcave

VGA

Mono

VGA

Color

$2399 $2448 $2598 $2898
$2749 $2798 $2948 $3248
$3394 $3443 $3593 $3893

Tower Case Option for 386/20
w/230W power supply add $300

• Items returned must be as- new. without modification o r damage.
All warranty c.nd s, manuals ;md packaging must be included.
Return shipping must be be prepaid and insured, bc«ring a RA
(Return Authori7...1tion) on the shipping l;ilx-1. Sorry ... shipping
charges il nd upgrade fees arc not refundable.
•• C us tom codigu red systems m.1y take longer.

(j;lf$1

Swan386SX

Swan 286/12

Swan XTlO

This system gives you 386 compa ti bili ty,
power and performance ... at a 286 price.

You p robably never thought you could
get in to a reliable business system th is
inexpensively. But w ith the 286/ 12, you
ca n. Now.

The perfect bud get-priced home com
p uter. A solid, reliable, compatible per
for mer.

• 8U386SX 16/8 MHz Norton SI 17.6
• MS- DOS®, OS/2" & UNIX" Co111patible
• Phoenix BIOS
• 1MB RAM Expands to 8MB on Syste111 board
• Shadow BIOS
• Me111ory Interleave for 11ear 0 Wait Stale
• 80387SX Co-processor Socket
• 200W Power Supply
• 4 Device Bays: 3 Exposed, 1 lnlemal
• 1.2 MB 5.25 " or 1.44MB 3.5 " Floppy Drive
• Dual Floppy/Dual H.D. Controller
w/1:1 Interleave
• Ports: 1 Serial, 1 Para llel
• 8 Expansion Slots: 6) 16-bit, 2) 8-bit
• En hanced 101 Key Keyboard
• Clock Calendar w/Battery Ba ckup
• Swan Setup & Utilities Diskette
Op tions:
• 80387SX Co-processor
•Upgrades: 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or 8MB
• GW BASJC/MS-D OS add $89

• 80286 12.5/6.25 MHz Nort on SI 12.3
•M S-DOS" & OS/2" Co111 patible
•Phoenix BIOS
• 512 K RAM Ex pa nds to 5MB on Syste111boari
• Shadow BIOS
• 0 Wail Stale
• 802 87 Co-Processor Socket
• W OW Power SuJ71ily
• 5 Device Bays: 3 Exposed, 2 111 /e n ial
• 1.2M B 5.25" or 1.44M B 3.5'' Floppy Drive
•Dual Floppy/D 1ia / HD. Controller
•Ports: 1 Serial, 1 Pa rallel
• 8 Expansion Slot s: 6) 16-bit, 2) 8-bit
• Enhanced 101 Key Keyl;oard
• Clock Ca lendar w/Battery Backup
• Swan Setup & Utilities Diskette
Options:
• 802 87 Co-processor
•Upgrade to 640K, 1, 2, 3 or 5MB
• GW BAS fC/MS-DOS add $89

$1399

386SX
Drive Options
IV /32MB

(40ms)
& 1:1 in terleave
w/48M B (28ms)
& 1:1 Interleave
IV / BOM B (28ms)
& 1:1 Inte rleave

w/ 168MB (1 5ms)
ESDI w / \! 1 hllcrlcavc

VID EO OPTIONS
Incl ude Mon ito r & Vid eo Ad apter

Flat VG A
Mono 14"
Mono Mono

VG A

Color

$1799 $1848 $1998 $2298
$1899 $2048 $2198 $2498
$2249 $2298 $2448 $2748
$2894 $2943 $3093 $3393

$549

$899

Base System with Si ngle Floppy, No Vid eo

Base System w ith Si ngle Floppy, N o Video

Base Sys tem with Single Floppy, No Vid eo

286/12
Drive Options
w /32M B (40ms)
& 1 :1 Interle<ivc

w/48MB (28ms)
& 1:1 Interlea ve
w /BOMB (28ms)
& 1:·1 Interleave

VIDEO OPTIONS
Incl ud e Mo ni to r & Vid eo Ad ap ter

Flat
Mono 14"
Mono EGA

VGA

$1299 $1348 $1698 $1798
$1399 $1448 $1798 $1898
$1749 $1798 $2148 $2248

To order. Nosurcha rgco n Discover, Visa, Mn ste rCa rd o r A MEX.
• Your cred it card is no t ch arged un til yo ur order is s hi pped.
Ship p ing: 3%.o r $5 m inimum fo r UPS Ground. Ca ll for shippi ng
charges o n Express Air, APO, FPO, AK, 1-1 1a nd all for eign orders.
• If p<1rl of your o rde r is bac ko rd ered, the re maind er wi ll be
shipped UPS Ground . • AllO\v 2 weeks fo r personnl nnd co m puny
checks to cl ear. • Defective item s replaced or re pa ired a t o u r
discreti on. • PA d eli veries ad d 6% sa les tax. • Prices and term s
subject to change withou t no ti ce.

~-ill ~

Open: 8a. m.-11p.m. M-F, 10a .m .-8p .m. Sat, 12p.m .-8p.m. Sun

30 75 RESEARCH DRIVE • STATE COLL EGE . PA • 1680 1

Circle 363 011 Reader Service Ca rd

• I0/4.77 MH z 8088-1
• Phoenix BIOS
• 640K of RAM
• 0 Wait State
• 8087 Co-Processor Socket
• 150W Power Su pply
• 4 Device Bays: 2 Exposed, 2 Internal
• Single 360K Floppy Drive
• Ports: 1 Serial, 1 Parallel, 1 Ga111e
• 8 Expansion Slots
• Enhan ced 101 Key Keyboard
• Clock Calendar w/Battery Backup
• Swa n Setup & Utilities Diskette
Options:
• 8087 Co-processor
• 3.5" Floppy Drive
• GW BA SIC/MS-DOS add $89

XTlO

VIDEO OPTIONS

Includ e Mo nitor & Vid eo Adap ter

Drive Options Mono' CGA

EGA

VGA

Single Flo ppy

$699

$869 $1098 $11 98

Dual 1-l o ppies

$779

$949 $11 78 $1278

'w/32MB (4 0ms)
$979 $11 49 $1378
H" rd Dri ve
' Includes Single 360K Floppy Dri ve
' Upgrade fro m 12" to 14" Flat Scree n, add $49

$1478

GetcealrnM~!<e a mating

number and our expert staff will mate you
with hardware, software, or peripherals to fit
your unique needs. And at a price you'll love.
And when you shop Swan, you'll get the
benefits of a strong, supportive relationship:
•We won't charge your credit card until your
order is shipped.
• Orders received before 4 PM EST will be
shipped same day ... and each order is
insured at no cost to you.
•You'll deal with a financially sound,
respected company.
• We'll be here after the sale to help you.
~
• Software orders over
$100 and accessories
,
~ 1; ~1
-,.·
under 6 pounds will be
".pj.iE1"1
shipped Fed eral Express. ~·
-----~

1180 fl •J2 'i''.Sll wl , 'l prnl

EPSON

11 91 (24-0cps, 80 co l, 9-pinl ................. $Ca ll

FX-B50 (264cps, 80 col, 9-ph>I ........... $Call

1124 (1 92cps, 80 col, 24-pi n) ........... .. . $Ca ll

FX-1050 {264cps, 132 col, 9-pin) ....... fo r

1595 (240cps, 132 co l, 9-ph>I ................. $449

LQ-510 (180cps, 80 col, 24-ph>I ........... Best

1524 (240cps, 132 col, 24-pin) .. .......... $569
1624 (1 92cps, 132 col, 24-pin) ............. $Ca ll
4450( 1l ppmlaserprinlcr) ................ $1375

LQ-850 (264cps, 80 col, 24-pin) ......... Price
LQ-1050 (264cps, 132 col, 24-pin) ......... on
LQ-2550 (400cps, 132 col, 24-pin) .. Epson

Cf'-1 I

ii
NX-100011 (180cps, 9-pin1$Call
NX-1000 Rainbow
044cps, 80 col, 9-pin) .. ....... .... .. ..... ........ $229

NX-15 (120cps, 132 col, 9-pin) ............ $349
NX-2400 (170cps. 80 col, 24-pin) ...... $Call

32{)

fl

Swan

Sony

EGA Ca rd ......................... .... ... .... $149

- - - - VGA - - - 

3.5" (720K) .... .. ................................ $7\
35'' (1 .44MB) ................ ............... ... $91

- - - - EGA---

VGA Wond e r (256K) ................... $299
VGA Wond er(512K) .............. ..... $359

ATI

Paradise

Swan
VGA Ca rd ........ .. . .. ....................... $179

Amdek 732 .................................... 5429
lmtec 1453 Q ............... ................. $349
Magnavox 7749 (Grey Sca le) ... ... $129
Magnavox 90B2
................... $429
NEC Multisync 2a ...................... $Ca ll

Video 7

VGA+ .......... .... ... ................. ...... .. 5219
VGA Proress iona l ...................... 5349
VGA+ 16 ........... .. ..... .................... $269

- - - MISC.--
Swan

RAM Card XT or AT ................. $Call
1/ 0 card XT or AT ........................ $79

LAPTOPS
... $699

T!200 (IOMHzJ ........... .............. $1379
Tl600 (12MHz/20MBJ ............. $3259
$2749
T3100e (12MHz/20MB)
Ct1 1l for otlier To sl1iba modcts

DISKS

~- intel'-

11011 1p •.,XO \ n l,'l·p111l

$339

172 (180cps,80col,9- pin) .................. $Call
1B2 Turbo (220 cps, 80 col, 9-pinl ... $Call
321 (300cps, 132 co l, 9-pin) .............. .. ... $469
380( 180cps,80col, 24-pi n) ................ SC;i ll
390 (270cps, 80 col, 24-pin) ................... $469
391 (270cps, 132 col, 24-pin) ...... ... ........ $659
393 (450cps, 132 col, 24-pip) .. ............. $Ca ll

Citizen

80B7 ..
... .... ........ .. ............... $B4
B087-1 ........................
... $159
8087-2 ...... .... ........ ..................... $119
B02B7 .. ........
...... ............ $129
B0287-8 .... ............... ................. $1B9
8Q2B7-10 ............ .. .... .. .. ...... ....... $214
B0387SX ................................... $297
B0387-1 ~ .. .... .. .. ... ........... .. ...... ... $339
B03B7-20 .... ........ ................ ....... $379
803B7-25 ...
........ $479
B03B7-33 ........... .. ... .. .... .... ....... $Call
.... $399
AboveBoard Plus
AboveBoard Plu s 1/0 ........... $449
Connection Co -processor .... $Cal I
Jn Board 386/ PC
..... ..... S5B9
Cn ll for Dn uglrterbonnt Pricing

~.~~

BONUS
MAXELL
VERBATIM
SONY

DS/DD
DS/DD
DS / DD
DS/DD

• 8 ppm /5 12K .. ... ... ................. $1749
Laserjet Series IID .................... $Call

Open: Ba. m.-1 l p.m. M-F, 10a.m.-8p.m. Sat, 12p.m.·8p.m. Sun

&)>Seagate

ST-225 20MB (65 ms) ....... $219/$259 '
ST-23B 30MB (65 ms) ....... 5249/5299 '
ST-125 20MB (40 m s) ....... S249/S299 '
ST-151 40MB (24 ms) ... ..... .... .... ... $4J•
ST-1571\ 4BMB (2B ms) ........ .. ...... 534'
ST-251-1 40MB (2B ms) .... .. ..... .... $34'
ST-4096 BOMB (28 ms) .. ............. $62'

,...

IMPRIM/S
(S~CONTJ>pt OllTA

BOMB (2B ms) ... ......... ........ .. .......... 562\
150MB ESDI (1 6.5 ms) .. 51299/51495 '

•Kit Pl"ia- i11c/uffes cables, cm1trollc1
screws.

n11d mmmli11g

• 48 MB forma tted
• 3.5" Technology

with Adaptec RLL
Controller
• 1: 1 Interleave
• Supports 2 Hard Drives
& 2 Floppy Drives

F/,jj'9 HEWLETT

LaserJet Series II

::&Miniscribe

&9seagate

Kodak/Diconix

Hewlett-Packard

KL320 20MB (4-0 ms) ........ $219/$259 '
KL330 32MB (40 m s) ........ $249/$299 '

ST 157R Hard Drive

150+ (I BOcps, 80 co l) .................... $345
300 (300cps, BO col) ................... ... $399
~~PACKARD
Des k jct (240cps, 80 col) .............. $599
Deskjel Plus (240cps, 80 col) ... $Call
Pa int jet (1 67cps, 80 col) ..... ....... $1049

.2.lS'.'.
$6.95
$9.95
$9.95
$10.95

Call For Pricing on
Memory Chips!

120D (120 cps/9-pin) ....... .. ...... ... $159
180D (IBOcps, BO col, 9-pin) ........ $179

KX-P4450 .. ................................... 51375

$19.95
$19.95
$19.95

I I ' II~.,.
9 " ... ;,..:' 9'.

B43B 30M B (68 ms) ........... ............ $24'
3650 40MB (61 ms) ................. ... ... 529 '
3053 40M B (25 ms) .... ............. ...... 544 '

TOSHIBA

Micron



ii"*•...

PC HARD DRIVES

VEGA VGA ......................... ... .. .... . $249
Fast Write VGA ...... . .................... $319
VRAM VGA .... .. ...................... .. .... $469

Sw itchab le (Mono/CGA) ............. $69

Boca

Teac
5.25" (360K) ........................... ......... 58 ~
5.25" (1.2MB) .. ........ .. ........ ... ........... $9~

Pro Des igne r VGA ....................... $279
Pro Designer VGA + .......... .. ...... $369

----VGA----

PC ADD ON BOARDS

5.25" (360K) .... .. ...... ... .. .. ................. 574
525" (1.2MB) ............................... 5B\

Orchid

lmtec 1455N Multi ........... ............ $419
Mitsubishi Diamond Scan ......... $499
NEC Mu ltisy nc 3-D ..................... $679
NEC Mu ltisync Plu s .................. SCa ll
Sony 1304 ..................................... $699

TOPS/DOS2. I ......................... 5119
Flashcard
....................... $169
Net Pri nt ................. ...................... $119
Teleconnector
....... ......... $39

I I I

Roctec

Magnavox 8762 ........................... $249
Magnavox B515 ........................... $2B9
Samsung SC452C ................. ... .. .. . 5219
Swa n RGB ............ .. .. .. ... ................ $219

TOPS

;.

Paradise

--RGB/CGA--

RAM Card (MB-2B-D H)
popu la ted w /2MB RAM

OIQrnTA

EGA Wond er 800 ........................ $199

3.5" (720K) .... .. ..... .. .. ... .................. $B9
3.5" (1.44MB) ................................. $109

Au tosw il ch 480 ........................... $ 169

- - - Multisync - - 

$179

~@If~(

Amber or Green ........................... $89

ATI

Sa msung 14" Mono Flat .............. $139
Swan Monochrome SW525 .......... $B9

lm tecl453 ................... ... ............... $349
Ma g navox 9053 ....... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... S359
Packard Bell 1431 ......................... $349

PRINTERS

Panasonic

Mitsubishi
Mag navox 7623 Amber . ............ ... $99
Packa rd Dell w ith tilt/ swivel

$489

Call Today & Ask For Our Free Catalog
adivision of

-tCP
TussEv COMPUTER PRODUCTS
3075 RE SEARC H DRIVE• STATE CO LLEGE .PA. • 16801

Order Now Toll-Free

t -800-468-9044

FAX: 81 4-237-4450 •I nternationa l: 814-234-2236

mm

call.1-800-468-9044
WORD
PERFECT

LOTUS
1-2-3

VENTURA
PUB LIS HER

MICROSOFT
EXCEL

~ Swan Peripherals ...
Swan Feather your nest
nc:HnOlOGm for less.

SOFTWARE
AMERICAN

LOGITECH

Desig n CA D 3.0/3-D ... ... ... 5155/5 209

Finesse . ................ . . .... .. ............ ... $89

ASHTON-TATE

LOTUS

d Oase lll+/ IV ........ ...... ..... 5Ca ll/5459

Ag e nd a ................. ............. ...... .. .. $269
123 v 2.2 /3 .0 ......... ....................... 5Ca ll
Free la nce P lu s ... .......... ................. $339
Magell a n ......... .. .. .............. .......... SC.1\ \
Sy mp ho ny ... .. ........ ...... .. ............ ... $439

BEDFORD
Int eg ra ted Acco unting .. ...... ........ 5159

BLOC PUBLISHING
Pe rsonal Lawye r .. ......... .... .... ........ 539
r o pd ro p ··· ···· ·· ··· ····· ·········· ······· ·· ······ 534
form fille r ..... .. ...... .... .... . .... ............ 589
Fo rm tool .. .. ...... ........ .. ... .. .. ....... .... .. .. SSS

BORLAND
Para d ox 3.0 ........... ....... .... ...... ...... 5449
Qu attro ... ............................... ... .. 5169
Turbo C 2.0 .... .. ...... .. ............ ... ..... 5107
Turbo C Professiona l .... .... ........... S 159
Turbo Li ghtning ... .. ... ........... .. ... .. 569
Turbo Pasca l 5.5 .... ......................... 599

Turbo Pasca l Professiona l .. .... .. ... 51 69

BRODERBUND

MERIDIAN
Ca rb on Co p y P lu s .. .

········ ·· ·· $112

MICROSOFT
Excel .. ... ....... ......... .. .. .... ........ ....... SCal l
Flig ht Simul a to r 3.0 ... ... .. .............. . 535
MS-DOS & G W BASIC ..... ........ SCa l I
Quic k BASIC .. .. ..... ....... .. .... ........ ... . 567
Qu ic k C .. ... .............. ...... ........ .. .... ... 567
Q u ick Pasca l .... .. .. ... ... .... .. ...... .... .. SC;ill
Wind o ws 286/386 ........... ... .. 564/$129
.... ....... ... ...... $Cal l
Wo rd 5.0 .
Works ... ... .......... ........ ... ... .. ....... ..... . 599

Print Shop/Co m pa nion .... ..... 534 /537

PETER NORTO N

CENTRAL POINT

Nort on Co mmander ...... ................ SS-I
No rto n Utiliti es . . ..... ... ............... SSS
Norto n Ad va nced Utiliti es ........ .. . 579

Copy II PC ... ......... ... .. ... ........ .. .... ... 527
De lu xe Opti o n Bon rd ... . .. .. ...... . 5109
PC Too ls Delu xe 5.5 ................ ....... 579

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES
Su pe rca le 5 ............ ......... ...... ....... $Ca ll

QUARTERDECK
D ESQVie w / DESQVie w 386 579/$11 9
QEMM .. ...... .. ...... ...... ... ...... ... ..... .. .... $39

REFERENCE SOFTWA RE

COREL
Corel Dra\.V I .·1 .

. ... SCa ll

Crn mma tik IIJ ... ...... .. ... .... .. ... .. ..... $54

SAMNA

DAC SOFTWAR E
D ae Bon u s P<ick ...... .. .......... .......... 5119

A mi / A m i Pro .. .. ........ .. .. .. .... S9915Ca\I

Dae Easy Accountin g 4.0 .......... SCal I

SOFTWARE PUBLISHIN G

Dae Easy Payroll 4.0 .. .... . .... ... 5Ca ll
Lucid 3-D .. . . . ..... .. ... . .... ..... ... 569
( 11/l for Pricing 011 Tutors

Fi rs t Publis her ......... ..... .. ................ 579
Harva rd Gra phics .... ..... ... .......... SCa ll
PFS Firs t C ho ice 3.0 ...... ....... .. ...... .. $89
PFS Pro fessio na l Writ e ..... ......... .. $135

DELRINA
Pe rform ....... ....... .. .... .. ..... ... ........ .. $Ca 11

SYMANTEC

FIFTH GENERATION

Gra nd vie w .......... ........ .... ... ........... $ '195
Q&A - ·· ··-·· ··-······--· ···· ·-·········- ·nM
Q&A Wrile .......... ........ .... ..... ....... $129
Timeline 3 .0 ..... ............ .. ........ ...... . 5359

Fastbac k Plus .............. .. .. .... .. ........ 5104

FOX
Foxbase+ / 386 ........ .. ....... ... 519915299

FUNK
All ways fo r 123 / Sympho ny . $89/589
Sid eways .... .. ..... .......... .. .......... .... . 542

GENERIC SOFTWARE
Generic CADD Level 3 .. .

.... .. 51 69

INTUIT
Qu icke n 3.0 .

. .. .... . ........ ... 537

3.5 sof tw an·

VGA Card •Register-level compatible
• 256K RAM • 17 VG A Mod es ............ $179

Wo rd sta r Pro fess ional v 5.5 ..... .. $199
Wo rd sta r v 5.5 Upg rad e ... ......... SCa l\

Swan Tape Backups

Swan Keyboards

Protect that nest of important data stored on
your hard drive. Swa n Tape Backups store
40MB on a single tape ca rtridge ... reliably,
conveniently and economica lly. A Swa n tape
dri ve ca n be install ed on any Swa n computer
and most XT- or AT-compatibles.

It's important to ha ve choices. So Swan gives
them to you. You ca n depend on the Swan
famil y of tacti le keyboa rd s for reli able typ
ing with either the reassuring audible feed
back of the "touch and click" or the quiet
res ponse of the "silent" keyboard.

40MB XT or AT Internal ............. $299
40MB XT or AT External ............. $399

101 Key Touch & Click or Silent. $79
84 Key Touch & Click ................... $69

MICE

MODEMS
IMS l

24-00 etc Int e rna l ......... .. ........ .... ... 5159

Op ti ca l Mou se
w / Dr. Ha lo 111 .

1200 bd In te rna l/ Exte rn al ... . $69/$89
2400 bd Int e rna l / Ext e rna l ... 599/$149

ti

WORDSTAR

ATl

Swa n Tec hnolog ies

i11cfodes Bi t Com

EGA Card • EGA/ CGA / TTL
• 640 x 480 Resolution .......... ........... ..... $149

WORD PERFECT

Ve ntura Publishe r 2.0 .. .............. SCa ll

2400 bd ln lernal / Exte rna l . Sl49/Sl99
2400 bd MN I' lnl ./Exl. . .. $1491$199

~

Switchable Card • Hercules®to CGA
........ $69
• Parallel Port ........ ..........

Pe rs pect ive Juni o r ........... .. .. ...... .... 599

XEROX

Practical Peripherals

Swan Video Cards
Different people have different uses for their
PC's . . from everyday uses like word proc
essing and spread sheets to today's more
demanding applica ti ons, such as desktop
publish ing and presentation graphics. A
Swan vid eo card can help you better meet
yourneeds tod ay ... or help you ride the wave
of technology into tomorrow.

Library ................ .. ................. .......... $69
Wo rd Pe rfect 5.0 ..... ........... ......... $219

LASERGO

Hayes S m a rt Modem

Swan Modems
Ma ke the world your pa rtner. With the Swan
Modem, you'll be able to communicate with
other PCs and in fo rmation services around
the world through your pulse or touch tone
phone. You'll tap into a world of data and
broaden your horizons. Every Swan Modem
comes complete with communication soft
ware and fu ll documentation.
• Hayes®compatible • Auto answer I dial
• lnclude PC Talk lII software
2400 bd interna l* ............................ $99
1200 bd internal .............................. $69
2400 bd external ............................ $149
1200 bd external ...... ...... .................. $89

THREE D GRAPH ICS

GoScri pt / GoScript + . .... .... $125/$239

1200 bd Inte rn a l/ Exte rn a l . 5259/5289
2400 bd Inte rn a l/ Exte rn a l ... .. .. . 5Call

Top-quality Swan peripherals can make your PC an even better place
to work and play ... and at prices that won't crack.your nest egg.
Every Swan brand name product comes with a 30-day, money-back
trial guarantee. And every Swan product is backed by a full one-year
warranty on parts and labor. You also get toll-free technical support
and customer service.
You'll be tickled when you discover what a reliable Swan add-on
can do for your home or office PC system .

.... .............. 572

Microsoft
Mo use .
Mo use w ith Windo ws ..

... .. .. .. $109
... ... $139

Logitech
Bus Mou se (320 dpi) .
Se ri a I Mou se (320 d pi) ..
w ith Pai n t add ..
Sca nM a n ..

. .. ....... $75

... ... 579
. .. 510
.. ........ . 5185

To order: No s urchmge o n D iscove r, Visa, Ma ste rCard or A MEX.
• Your cred it ca rd is not cha rged unti l yo u r ord e r is shipped.
Shipping: 3% o r SS m ini mum fo r UPS G ro u nd . Ca ll fo r s h ip ping
cha rges o n Express Air, A PO, FPO, A K, HI and all fo re ig n o rd e rs .
• If part of your ord er is ba cko rd e red, th e re m a in d e r wi ll be
s hipped UPSC rou nd. • Allo w 2 weeks fo r pe rso nal and compa ny
checks to clear. • A LL SA LES(exce p l Swa n prod uc ts) A RE FI NA L.
• Defecti ve it e ms re p laced or re pa ired at o ur d isc re ti o n. • !)A
d e live ri es add 6% sales ta x. • Prices and terms subject to ch<mge
wi tho u t no ti ce.

Circle 364 on Reader Service Card

~
Swan

TECHnolOGIS

itcP-

TUSSEY COMPUTER PRODUCTS

TM

Seven great reasons to own the newest
high-resolution Super VGA graphics card:
theVideo SevenVGA 1024i.
It's sharp. Our new graphics
card dramatically improves the
performance of all your appli
cations. You can choose up to 800x600
or 1024x 768 resolution with 16 on
screen colors, or 256 colors at 640 x 480~
Plus, 132-column text support helps
you get the most from your spread
sheet applications.

1

"102·1x768 resolution is in terlaced ; 1024x768x 16 nnd 640x480x 250
rcsolulion requirt!s 5 12K DR~\M confi gurnlio n.

It's fast. 50% faster than
standard VGA. 'frue 16-bit
technology increases the speed
of all your graphics and text applica
tions on an IBM PC/AT/XT, PS/ 2
Model 30 or compatible.

2

It's versatile. It works in an
8-bit or 16-bit slot.You can
easily upgrade it from 256K to
512K DRAM. And it lets you get the
most out of today's popular MultiSync,
Multiscan and 8514 monitors, including
the MultiSync 3D and Seiko CM-1430.

3

It's 100%compatible. Guaran
teed to run all your VGA, EGA,
CGA, MDA and Hercules soft
ware applications. It's even easy to
install. 3 easy steps is all it takes.

4

II

It supports more software. No
graphics card gives you more
high-resolution drivers,
including Windows/ 286, Windows/386,
Presentation Manager, AutoCAD,
AutoShade, P-CAD, VersaCAD, GEM/3,
Ventura Publisher, Lotus 1-2-3,
Symphony, WordPerfect, and WordStar.

And it's affordable. The new
Video Seven VGA 1024i, a very
sharp, very fast high-resolution
Super VGA graphics card for only $397
with 256K DRAM. $497 with 512K.
So before you settle for just any
VGA card, ask to see the big news in
high-resolution graphics: the new VGA
1024i from Video Seven.
Fbr more information and the name
of the dealer nearest you, call toll-free
(800) 238-0101 From within California,
call (800) 962-5700. Or call (415) 623-7857.

7

Some rcsl rictions npp\}• Lo Headland 'IbchnoloJ:r)''s wnrrant.y and com·
patibility R'\lll rnntcc. Video Seven is a trade mark of Hendland 1bchnolom·
Inc. All other hraml and product names may be trade marks o f their
respt.-cti\-c companies.

It comes with a full 7-year
wan-anty. We can do that
because we build all our
products using our own Headland
'Thchnology chip and card design capa
bilities to ensure they will live up to
our reputation for quality and
performance.
Plus, the new VGA 1024i card comes
with the exclusive Best ofSeven support
package that InfoWorld rates a "hearty
excellent:'You'll get free disk and BIOS
updates, bulletin board service, and our
unlimited toll-free technical support.

6

VIDEO SEVEN
Best of Seven

SOFTWARE REVIEW

Ease into Mac
Programming
Prototyper 2. 1
gives Mac programmers
a jump start
Ray Valdes

P

rototyper is an interactive tool
for creating prototypes of Mac
intosh programs. It's aimed at
two audiences: It helps nonpro
grammers design prototype applications
in an interactive, nontechnical manner to
help visualize product ideas, and it en
ables programmers who are not familiar
with the Macintosh Toolbox to create
skeleton applications that can be fleshed
out over time . Prototyper's code genera
tor produces the drudge code needed to
support a complex Mac interface with
nested menus and intricate dialog boxes .
The program's centerpiece is a Proto
type window. In this window, you man
age the interface objects that constitute
an application. The window contains
three icons that represent the major cate
gories of interface objects available , and
a scrolling portion that lists those that
you have created for your prototype. The
interface objects are menus, windows
(including dialog and alert boxes), and a
demo window that's the basis of Proto
typer's simulation capability.
Clicking on the icons invokes the ap
propriate editor for that class of interface
object. For example, clicking on the
menu icon invokes a menu editor, while
clicking on the window icon lets you
create and modify windows , dialog
boxes , and alert boxes. Each interface
object owns a window on the desktop;
you can leave the windows open and
switch back and forth between them .
This is a very Mac-like approach to pro

,
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SmethersBarnes ' Prototyper lets you interactively build menus and link menu choices
to window displays.

totype creation. You work interactively
and iteratively-creating and editing the
application ' s menu bar, and switching
over to tinkering with the details of a dia
log box. You then return to the menu for
further adjustments.
You can run your prototype at any time
with Command-R. The simulated appli
cation's menu bar appears at the top of
the screen, replacing that of Prototyper .
You can select menu choices, open appli
cation windows that have been linked to
those choices , click on buttons , and view
dialog boxes. The application's Quit item
brings you back to Proto typer.
Prototyper includes a short tutorial in
one of the folders on the distribution disk,
but it's almost unnecessary-this prod
uct is extremely accessible . A friend of
mine-a software developer who'd spent

months writing the core of an applica
tion-used Prototyper to design and
build his application' s interface in just a
few days, without ever consulting the
manual or the tutorial.

The Menu Editor
Your application's menu bar is the logical
place to begin the prototyping process .
Prototyper's menu editor is a window
that contains three scrolling lists. The
first scrolling list holds menu headings
for your application-Apple, File, Edit,
and so on. The next contains items for
each heading (e.g ., Edit might contain
these items: Cut, Copy, Paste, Clear,
and Undo) . The last helps you build hier
archical menus.
It is very easy to define the menus for
continued
NOVEMBER 1989 • BYTE
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your application. You just type a list of
the menu headings into the first scrolling
list. By clicking on any one of these head
ings , you can type the respective menu
items in the second list box. This process
takes longer to describe than it does to
do. While you are working on a particu
lar menu heading, the heading is tempo
rarily added to Prototyper ' s main menu
bar. This lets you pull down a list of
items from the menu bar and check on
spacing, spelling, and visual appearance
as you enter the items. To check the en
tire menu bar, you would choose Run or
Quick Look from Prototyper's menu .
For a particular menu item, you can also
define a sublist of choices in the hierar
chical style that Apple introduced not
long ago. In Prototyper, you get only one
subordinate list of menu items; you can't
nest to arbitrary depth .
In the realm of Mac programming ,
writing menu-handling code is one of the
more straightforward tasks. You can also
use Apple's ResEdit to modify menu re
sources. In this area, Prototyper's quick
and easy interactive tool, although enjoy
able, does not save you that much time . It
does, however, exemplify Prototyper's
approach to creating a simulated applica
tion: Everything is accomplished inter
actively and visually , with as much im
mediate feedback to the designer as
possible. But it ' s in the realm of creating
and managing windows and dialog boxes
that Prototyper earns its keep .

Windows, Dialog Boxes, and Zones
If you click on the window icon in the
main Prototyper window, you invoke a
dialog box with which you can specify
the kind of window object you want to
create. You can create six types of win
dows, two types of dialog boxes , and
three types of alert boxes . These window
types are all standard Macintosh window
types. As such , they can differ in the
style of their borders, in the use of close
boxes and title bars , and in whether or
not a dialog box is modal.
Once you specify the kind of window
you want to create, Prototyper presents
what it calls a worksheet-a window
similar to that found in many drawing
programs. The window features a palette
of interface objects called zanes. These
zones are icons , scroll bars , editable text
areas, noneditable text (static text) , pic
tures (graphics imported from other
Macintosh drawing programs), round
cornered buttons, radio buttons, check
boxes, scrolling lists, pop-up menus ,
rectangles, and lines. Some of these are
objects with which you can interact (e.g. ,
pop-up menus, radio buttons, and edit
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Mac Plus, SE , or II with 1 megabyte of
RAM ; a hard disk dri ve is recommended

should be undoable but were not. How
ever, none of these was of major import.
One nice feature is the ability to export
a window definition into a separate Pro
totyper file. You can then incorporate
this file into some other prototype appli
cation. You can also import resources,
such as menu definitions or dialog box
specifications, from any Mac application
that has these in its resource fork.

Software Needed

Simulating an Application

Apple 's System 6.02 or higher; Think C
3 .0, MPW C 2.0, MPW C 3.0, Think
Pascal 2.0, Turbo Pascal 1.10, MPW
Pascal 3 .0, ·or TML Pascal II

Real applications, of course, have dy
namic behavior. It isn't enough to view a
dialog box; you need to be able to choose
items or enter the parameters that the di
alog box requests. Prototyper provides a
simple mechanism for simulating this
dynamic behavior.
For any interface object in your appli
cation (i .e., a menu item or zone), you
can specify an action that will occur
when you click on the object. Prototyper
calls this feature linking. For example,
you can link a button to the action of clos
ing one of the windows in the simulation,
or you can link a menu item to a sequence
of different actions, such as closing one
window, opening another, and disabling
(graying out) other menu items. It is this
linking feature that makes Prototyper a
tool for simulating applications, as op
posed to merely being a friendlier ver
sion of Res Edit.
Links in Prototyper are vaguely simi
lar to links in HyperCard . HyperCard
goes much further in allowing you to as
sociate a HyperTalk script with an object
and thus describe a much wider range of
behaviors for that object. But this then
becomes more like programming, which
Prototyper seeks to avoid .
Prototyper can also simulate a real ap
plication through the use of demo win
dows . These are standard Mac document
windows (with a title bar, a drag region, a
close box, and scroll bars) that are linked
to either a text file or a Macintosh graph
ic (i .e., a PICT resource). When a demo
window gets displayed (either automati
cally at program start-up or through a
link to a button or other object), you see
the corresponding text or graphic in the
window. You can scroll, resize, move, or
close the window. Of course, that's all
you can do . But with the appropriate
choice of content, this feature can go a
long way toward simulating a variety of
applications-from a spreadsheet to a
three-dimensional graphics program.

Prototyper 2 .1
Company
SmethersBarnes
520 Southwest Harrison St., Suite 435
Portland, OR 97201
(503) 27 4·2800

Hardware Needed

Documentation
User's manual

Price
$295

Inquiry 881.

able text zones). Others, such as static
text, rectangles, and lines, serve infor
mational or cosmetic purposes.
At any time, you can choose Quick
Look, which simulates the window or di
alog box that you are currently working
on, or Run, which simulates your entire
application .
To create a zone, you choose the one
you want from the palette and click on the
worksheet. Working with zones is simi
lar to working with objects in a drawing
program. You can select, resize, and
drag them-singly or in temporary
groups. Double-clicking on any object
brings up a dialog box that lets you
change that object's characteristics. This
dialog box includes a brief, helpful de
scription of the object, obviating the
need for a context-sensitive Help func
tion. Objects can snap to a grid.
Prototyper also provides some basic
alignment commands (e.g ., Align Top,
Bottom, Center, Left, and Right) . These
are useful, but I wish there were more of
them-for example, an Align Middle
function or a Distribute function, as
found in MacDraw II or MacDraft.
You can specify a text zone's font and
size. Presently, you cannot specify the
text style (i.e ., bold, italic, orunderline) .
The choices are tantalizingly present on
one of Prototyper's menus , but for some
reason , they are not supported in this
version . As with most Mac programs,
there is an undo function. Although it ' s
workable and helpful in its present form,
this function could be expanded further.
In the course of creating a prototype, I
encountered situations that I thought

Code Generation
Prototyper can generate C and Pascal
source code. You save your file from
continued

Mass Storage IsNo Longer
APeripheral Issue.

ItS The Central Issue.
And it should be.
MICRO CHANNELW
Today's top end computer
COMPAQ'"
platforms have created
dazzling new dimensions HIGH-SPEED 386s
in CAD/CAE. data bases. networking and
specialized DOS applications. More than
ever. storage performance and capacity
are central concerns.
And more than ever. Storage
Dimensions is the logical solution.
With our SpeedStor™ hard disk
subsystems. you get the best possible
performance specs. But you get more than
14 ms access times and 15 Mbit transfer

rates. You get our expertise in translating
those specs into maximum system through
put-delivering to your application all
of the performance it can handle. And all
of the capacity it will ever demand. In
configurations that include single 650 MB
internal storage systems. external enclo
sures that expand to four drives and
2.6GB, and many more.
To get the most from today's most
powerful desktops, start at the center.
Start with Storage Dimensions. Call (408)
879-0300. Or write us at 2145 Hamilton
Avenue. San Jose. CA 95125.

SpeedStor is a trademark of Storage Dimensions. Inc. © 1989 Storage Dimensions
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within Prototyper, launch the appropri
ate code generator for your target lan
guage (C or Pascal), and then tell that
program to generate code for a particular
language processor. For C , the choices
are Think C 3.0 (formerly Lightspeed
C), MPW C 2.0, and MPW C 3.0. For
Pascal, they are Think Pascal 2.0, Turbo
Pascal 1.10, MPW Pascal 3.0 , and TML
Pascal II.
SmethersBarnes rightfully assumes
that it is your responsibility , if you are

going to be working with source code , to
get a copy of one of these language pro
cessors and learn how to use it. The man
ual includes a section with brief sum
maries on how to operate the particular
compiler you have chosen. The descrip
tions are concise but sufficient to build an
executable file .
The code generated consists of one file
for each of the windows or dialog boxes
in your application , a main file contain
ing the event loop, and two files for ini-

T

he new microtype space-save r keyboard saves an amazing 60%of
the desk space used by equivalent standard keyboards. Without loss of
fun ctionality or ability to tou ch type!
microtype is idea l fo r CAD
Actual size I0.7 5" x 6.0'.' · Pull One
syste ms, poin t·of·sa le, mobi le or
Yea r Wa rranty. · Guaran tee -Full
imbedd ed appli ca tions or anyw here the Refund if Returned in 15 Days!· OEM's
and Vo lum e Purchases-Call for
keyboard mu st co mpete for valuabl e
des k or co unter space .
special te rms.
Space is saved by co mpressing rows Ord er Toll Free 800·782-7 177 or FAX
( not column s) and eliminating wide
703-435 -1837 Hours ~ l on. - Fri. Sam -5pm EST
borders. Re-arra nging and elevating the Shipment within 72 hours.
fun ction key clu ste rs also saves space
I VISA J
while imp roving accessibili ty with
5124.:jQ
Microtype Space-S a1·cr Ke.1·hoard
reduced eyesca n and head movement.
9.00
Keys have full travel with a light tactilly PS/2 Adapter ( il'requ ired)
6.00
responsive to uch. All sta ndard features
UPS shipment by ground
2nd day ai r I LOO
01·ernight 19.00
such as auto-repeat, ca ps, nu m and scroll
loc k are includ ed on th e microtype.
46 1Carli sle Dri ve
The microtype wo rks with most
Hern don , Virginia
PC, XT, AT and 386 IB Mco mpatibl es.
22070
IB MPS /2's require an adapte r.
703 -435-9496
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tializing and handling menus . There are
also appropriate header files. For C,
these header files contain function proto
types per the ANSI standard.
Examining the code that this program
produced, I found it well-written, well
commented, and logically structured
more so than many programs that people
write. The names are long and descrip
tive. You can specify two levels of com
menting (minimal comments or more ex
tensive ones) . For both C and Pascal, you
have choices in how to format the code
how much to indent (if at all) the various
language elements, such as IF state
ments, switch and case statements, func
tion argument declarations, variable
declarations, beginning and ending
brackets, and even comments.
At each of the points in the generated
code where you might want to add func
tionality , there is a comment to that ef
fect. One disappointment is that many of
the features present in the interactive
simulation disappear when you move to
compiled code-e.g., demo windows,
hierarchical menus, buttons in windows
(as opposed to buttons in dialog boxes),
and certain kinds of linked actions. An
other problem is that once you edit the
generated files and add your code, it is
difficult to go back to the interactive tool
and add features there. When you gener
ate code a second time, Prototyper isn 't
smart enough to preserve your hand
written application code. You '11 have to
wait for future versions of Prototyper to
fix these limitations.
Legend has it that the first version of
Lotus 1-2-3 was prototyped over a week
end and then completed over the next
year. Now the most recent version of
1-2-3 has consumed over 100 person
years of programmer effort. To cope
with this changed world, software devel
opers need to expand their repertoire of
tools and techniques . One valuable tech
nique is interactive, dynamic simulation
of applications .
Prototyper is a well-conceived, acces
sible, and worthwhile tool that supports
this technique. It would benefit from a
few improvements: more drawing opera
tions (i .e., better alignment functions ,
more graphics objects , and more text
styles), an extension language like Hy
perCard's, and a smarter code genera
tor. Nevertheless, it's a valuable tool. •

Ray Valdes is president and founder of
Sapphire Software, a technology consult
ing firm in San Francisco, California,
that specializes in the design and devel
opment of graphics software. He can be
reached on BIX clo "editors."

IT EATS IBM SLUNCH...
AND SERVES DELL FOR DINNER!
1

Introducing Wells American 's CompuStar II.
It's one hungry machine. Feed it the toughest applica
tions you can dish out and it's ready for "seconds"
before IBM, Dell and all the others even get started.
IT FEEDS ON THE COMPETITION.

CompuStar II's enormous appetite for devouring
the competition comes from its
. f
:UI · ·. 'li=7 - . ~. unique, modular design.
I 1J I,
~ =
;,I
. Interchangeable, plug-in CPU
!
I
"modules" are available in 80286,
.
'
-~
,,.,~,,.- ...-.:
80386SX, 80386 and soon 
80486 configurations. The modules are remarkably inex
pensive - as little as $695 for a '286 module, and incredi
bly powerful. The 33MHz '386 module achieves a stunning
MIPS rating! Best of all, for up to one full year after pur-chase, you can trade in the module you
originally select toward the purchase of any
of the other more powerful modules.
'

I

•



Its whopping 200 watt power supply gives you more than
twice a s much reserve power as IBM or Dell.
And CompuStar II has more room for
disk/tape drives - four compartments in
all; three accessible from the front panel.
IBM and Dell give you just three compart
ments and only two are accessible from
the front. CompuStar II also accommodates
5 1/. " and 3 1/ 2 disk drives. IBM and Dell restrict
you to 31/2 drives only.
11

11

IT'S ALSO WELL-MANNERED.

Worried about quality and reliability? Don't! Wells
American has been making PCs longer than IBM or Dell!
Each CompuStar II is money back guaranteed for 31 days,
factory warranted for a full year and can be field
serviced from hundreds of locations worldwide.

When you think about it, buying an IBM or Dell
system instead of our new CompuStar II is
IT DEVOURS OTHER COMPACTS.
sort of like eating hamburger when you
Unlike other small footprint micros,
could have had steak - and paid less
BUS EXPANSION CHASSIS
for it. CompuStar II. ..from Wells American .
CompuStar II won't put your computer ex
pansion needs on a diet. Each system features an
It makes "mincemeat" of everything else.
amazing six bus slots - four of them available in a full y
To receive a CompuStar II product information
configured VGA system. That's 25% more than IBM or Dell
kit, call 1-803-796-7800. VAR inquiries welcome.
gives you. Better yet, you can have up to 11 slots with
CompuStar II's exclusive hus expansion chassis. No
other compact system available offers this much room
for growth. And no other comparably sized system can
accommodate that growth better than CompuStar II.

+ Wells American.

Corporate Headquarters: 3243 Sunset Boulevard • West Columbia, South Carolina 29169 • 803/796-7800 • FAX 803/ 796-7029
IBM is a trad ema rk of Internati onal Business Machi nes Corporation. Dell refers to Dell Computer Corporation.

•compuStar H'S CPU performan ce is so incredible you won 't believe it! Call or wri te for complete benchma rk info rma tion . Certified FCC Class A. For business use only.
'ells American Corporation 1989
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New application. New network.
You know the drill.
You made it. You built a distributed application that takes full advantage of the powerofyournetwork. You faced incredible
obstacles. And you swore if you survived, you'd never do it again . Guess what?
They want you to do it again.
This time, take a short cut. With Netwise ~ Our RPC TOOL r" lets you sidestep the obstacles by providing access to a
common platform forthe development of distributed applications. You write the application, then specify the network. Netwise
automatically generates your distributed processing code. All of it. Every time. That means your application can easily migrate
to any environment in the future. Banyan, Novell, Sun, 3Com and major software suppliers have endorsed this technology as
a standard for building distributed applications. Now it's your turn .
~
Call us for a free educational diskette. Or order the RPC TOOL for a free thirty
.
NETWISE ®
day try out. The development tool that lets your application be all it can be.

Put an end to the grunt work. Call us. 303/442-8280
2477 55th Street. Boulder, Colorado USA 80301
Netwise is a registered trademark . RPC TOOL is a trademark of Netwise, Inc. Banyan is a registered trademark of Banyan Systems Incorporated .
Novell is a registered trademark of Novell, Inc. Sun is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems. Inc. 3.Com is a regis tered trademark of 3Com Corporation.
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microExplorer
in Action!
TI and ExperTelligence
make the Mac II
a Lisp machine
Alex Lane

T

exas Instruments' microEx
plorer is a Lisp machine on a
NuBus board. Installed in a Mac
II, the microExplorer acts as a
coprocessor: It handles an application's
Lisp internals, and the Macintosh takes
care ofl/O. The resulting machine looks
like a Mac, but it's really a horse of a dif
ferent color. Although the microExplorer
has a slower clock and smaller memory
than its big brother , Tl's Explorer, it is,
in all other respects , every bit as power
ful.
Of course, to look like a Mac pro
gram, a microExplorer application has to
use the Macintosh Toolbox . That's
where ExperTelligence's Action! comes
in. ExperTelligence developed the origi
nal Common Lisp interface to the Tool
box that's still part of the microEx
plorer' s development environment.
Action! embeds that Toolbox interface
into a visual shell, thus hiding the detail s
of the Toolbox from the Lisp developer.
The Explorer processor on the micro
Explorer circuit board is a micropro
grammed device specifically designed
for symbolic processing. The chip fea
tures a 32-bit data path and has a 128
megabyte virtual address space with de
mand-paged memory mapping . Many
Lisp primitives and system functions
including device handling , garbage col
lection, and memory management-are
implemented in microcode that's loaded
into a control store every time the mi
croExplorer starts up . The writable con

trol store makes for an elegant way to up
grade the system without having to swap
hardware.
The distinguishing feature of the Ex
plorer processor-which to me makes the
microExplorer a Lisp machine-is its
tagged architecture for typed data . Since
Lisp is by nature a dynamic and heuristic
language (as opposed to static and algo
rithmic) , it's often not feasible to type
check arguments to functions in ad
vance, so typing occurs at run time. Lisp
machines , including the microExplorer,
implement this type checking in hard
ware.
The microExplorer arrived complete
with a TI representative who did the in
stallation . Apparently, that's standard
procedure-and given the system ' s
$ 15 ,000 price tag , probably not a bad
idea. The standard microExplorer board
comes with 4 megabytes of RAM , but
mine came with an additional 8 mega
bytes of RAM on a piggyback board .
The software comes on an external 80
megabyte hard disk drive.
The physical installation of these two
components-TI calls them "the board
and brick"-was straightforward. The
external drive contained a folder called
microExp with more than 60 megabytes
of material, including the microExplorer
application , a start-up file , paging files ,
and the start-up Lisp environment. After
ensuring that my Mac was running a
post-6 .0 OS and that MultiFinder was in
stalled on the external drive, the TI rep
resentative spent a couple of hours set
ting up the software (which included set
ting up Action!) and giving me the tour.
In addition to the " board and brick, "
the minimum hardware requirements for
a microExplorer system are a Macintosh
II chassis, a 640- by 480-pixel monitor,
an Apple extended keyboard and a sin
gle-button mouse, 2 megabytes of RAM,
a tape drive or a floppy disk drive, and an
80-megabyte hard disk drive with 70
megabytes of free space (needed for
swapping) . But that doesn 't leave much

headroom on the Macintosh side of the
machine . Launching the microExplorer
in that configuration left just 128K bytes
of memory free. After I boosted the Mac
II to 4 megabytes of RAM , memory wor
ries evaporated-as well they should
have , in a machine with a total of 14
megabytes of RAM .
~xploring

the microExplorer

The microExplorer launches like any
Macintosh application . But from then on,
it's almost all microExplorer and very
little Mac. What comes up is a Lisp Lis
tener window (i.e., the agent that reads
Lisp expressions, evaluates them , and
prints the results) . The Listener also dis
plays the amount of memory available to
the micro Explorer, and the names and
versions of software tools it can access .
At the bottom of the screen is a graphical
display of current CPU , disk, and gar
bage-collection activity.
Garbage collection is a technique for
reclaiming memory occupied by objects
that are no longer accessible. In some
Lisp systems, garbage collection is per
formed on a batch basis , which means
that periodically the system appears to
lock up while it scavenges for free space
in memory. On advanced Lisp systems
(including the microExplorer) , garbage
collection is nearly invisible so that the
user never feels it happening . I had to
look hard at the garbage collection tell
tale (at the bottom of the microExplorer
screen) to catch the microExplorer in the
act. The microExplorer system offers
two options for garbage collection: tem
poral (sometimes called generational
scavenging) and batch (which is useful,
for example, when preparing clean disk
images).
Next to the status display , the system
shows the current user and the current
package. (A Lisp package is a collection
of symbol names ; it 's analogous to a C
library.) The display feature I liked best
was the mouse documentation window. It
continued
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Flavors are part of an object-oriented playObj ect (for pictures and text) and
facility featured in all Explorer systems. ControlObj ect (for buttons and scroll
A flavor defines a data type and a set of bars). The Smart Editor instantiates
Company
operations (methods) that operate on that these flavors and, by way of dialog boxes
Texas Instruments
P.O. Box 202230
data type. You can combine flavors to and menus, helps you position, size, and
Austin , TX 78720
yield a new flavor that inherits the align the interface objects and specify
(800) 527-3500
the actions associated with them. An Ac
properties of its constituents; object
tion field is usually associated with an in
oriented
programmers
call
this
"mul
ExperTelligence
terface object; the field is where you put
tiple inheritance." Both Inspectors sup
5638 Hollister Ave.
port the examination of several flavors the name of the Lisp form that should fire
Goleta, CA 93117
concurrently in separate panes, and they up when a user clicks on the object.
(805) 967-1797
The User Interaction Manager and the
maintain an inspection history so that
Menu and Keyboard Management Sys
Hardware Needed
previously inspected objects can be eas
Mac II or llx with 2 megabytes of RAM
tem work behind the scenes, trapping
ily reexamined.
and an 80-megabyte hard disk drive
system events and dispatching messages
The ZMACS editor is a clone of Rich
ard Stallman's EMACS-the traditional to appropriate objects. The Development
Software Needed
text-editing tool for Lisp environments. Tool builds a text file that documents the
System 6.0 or higher or MultiFinder
As such , it provides hundreds of useful components of the interface under devel
6.0.1 or higher
functions. One function I liked was the opment. You launch Action! by double
ability to select and compile parts of a clicking on its icon or by invoking it from
Price
ZMACS buffer. This came in handy the Listener. Once it's launched, you're
microExplorer processor with
4 megabytes of RAM and supplied
when working with a body of Lisp code operating in a dual mode. That is, the
software: $11,995
I'd acquired by means of a hand scanner. Mac's menu bar includes items that be
Additional 4 megabytes of RAM: $3495
The file I loaded into ZMACS contained long to Action and-as you begin to con
Additional 8 megabytes of RAM: $5995
several errors that resulted from the struct an application-items that belong
Development software: $3995
scanning process. I was able to compile to the application you're building. To
Action! software: $1995
the buffer in manageable chunks, and by keep the categories distinct, Action! 's
applying the debugger to the resulting items appear in red, prefixed by a bullet.
Inquiry 883.
If you press Command-Space, you switch
errors, I sorted things out with remark
modes; Action! 's menu items disappear,
able speed.
The Macintosh Toolbox interface and you're no longer editing your appli
gives Lisp code the ability to access the cation-you're running it.
When you choose the New item from
Toolbox routines. Prior to the advent of
Action!'s File menu, a window appears
shows what mouse-selectable functions Action!, that was how microExplorer de
are available in different regions of the velopers gave their applications the look in which you can begin assembling User
screen, and it describes those functions . and feel that Macintosh users expect. Interface Objects. You place these ob
Symbolics and Xerox Lisp machines The tb package is organized along the jects in the window with the aid of the
work like this. It's an effective way to lines of Inside Macintosh; the Mac's Action! keypad. The keypad is a calcula
ROM calls and arguments have been tor-like device whose buttons represent
make users productive quickly.
interface objects. To select an object,
The microExplorer's interface closely Lispified in a way that will be transpar
you drag the mouse to the object's icon
follows that of the TI Explorer. On the ent to experienced Macintosh program
and release the button; an instance then
Macintosh, the Option key plays the role mers . Of course, you wouldn't use a mi
of the microExplorer's Meta key, and F5 croExplorer for serious Mac-specific appears in the window . You can move,
group, ungroup, and align objects in the
serves as the System key. To simulate the development; rather, the point is to de
microExplorer's three-button mouse, liver a powerful Lisp application that window-in short, you can arrange them
you use the Option and Apple keys in presents a Mac-like face to the world. any way you want.
One example in the Action! manual
conjunction with a mouse-click to access That's where Action! comes in.
constructs a slide show with buttons
functions attached to the second and
labeled "start," "advance," and "re
Ready for Action
third buttons.
Although Action! doesn't openly pro
verse," and a PictObj ect that repre
Major software components in addi
tion to the Listener include a Lisp com
claim itself to be a CASE tool, that's sents the slide . The PictObj ect is
piler, an interactive debugger, several what it is. It has five components: the named : proj, and the code linked to the
Inspectors, the ZMACS text editor, and a User Interface Objects, the Smart Edi
start button is this Lisp form:
Macintosh Toolbox interface. The com
tor, the User Interaction Manager, the
piler converts Lisp functions into macro Menu and Keyboard Management Sys
( tb: set-value :proj
code . The debugger helps you examine tem, and the Development Tool. Users
(setq *cnt* 6000))
spend most of their time with the first
the environment in which an error oc
curs. The Listener uses a text-based de
two of these .
In English, this expression sets the
bugger; there's also a window-based de
The User Interface Objects are a group value of the *cnt* (associated with
bugger that performs substantially the of Lisp flavors that represent the ele
:proj, the PictObj ect) to 6000-the re
ments of the Macintosh interface
same functions, but graphically. Inspec
source ID of the first picture in the slide
menus, dialog boxes, scroll bars, icons, show. Expressions linked to the advance
tors view data structures. There's one In
spector for examining standard Lisp and fields. These flavors all derive from and reverse buttons increment (or decre
structures, and another for examining the root flavor Rect (for rectangle); ment) that resource ID, wrapping around
flavors.
continued
they're subdivided into the flavors Dis
microExplorer/Action!
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Multiple
viewports

Windows menu system means

allow you to
work on up
to four views
of yo ur
drawing at
the some
time .

yo u'll learn fast. If you con use
Windows you con quickly use
Windows CAD.

Sophisticated ,
drawing features

Status line gives you instant

include associative ',
dimen sioning/cross
hatching and muc~
more.

access 'to colors, linelypes,
layers, snaps and "quick
zooms ".
pro cess .

FINALLY, CAD FOR WINDOWS.
DRAFIX'"WINDOWS CAD:
At la st the power of true, high performance CAD is available for
Windows. Orofix Windows CAD. With feature s that take you far beyond
any Windows drawing package youcurrently use.
Powerful CAD. Windows CAJ is the first and only Windows soft
ware to provide all of the designing and editing functions demanded by
engineers, drafters, architects and other seriousCAO users. It offers
multiple interactive viewpor ts, allowing you to work in four ·~ iews simul
taneously. Associative dimensioning, associative crosshatching and a
powerful macro programming language are iust afewof its fea tu res 
and that's iust the beginning.
Quick to learn, easy to use. Windows CAD lets you take full
advantage of your Windows experience. If youalready use Excel,
Pagemaker, Microgrofx Designer, or any Windo ws packa ge, Windo ws
CAO will have you doing precise, accurate CAD design in no time. And
of course youcan use all of the plotters, printers and video devices
that work with Windows.
From a proven line of CAD products. Windows CAO is the
latest in a full line of highly roted CAO software that includes Drofix
CAOUltra, Orafix CAO QwkStart and Orofix 3-0 Modeler.
Order your copy of Drafix Windows CAD today! Nowif
youhove Windows, youcan have the full power of true CAO Orofix
Windows CAO. On ly $695. For more information call us today at

Dralix Windows CAD hos featu res
yo u usually fi nd in packages costing
S times as muc h!
Item Attrib utes - 256 loiers = 8 tolors
_ 9lmer;pes _ Up 10 60 dorobose ortribures
10 an~· enrzry
Mulnple line widths
Drawi ng features = Lines· single. double,
rongenr, P'JIOllel, pEipendiculor. mulnple widrh
Arcs'Ci1Cles Curves/Splines = Polygons
ond Po~lines - Ellipses = Pointmorkers
FreEIHmdsketching
Inp ut Methods '.::" Windows menu system 
Keyboard equivolenrs = Or1ho lock = 10 1rem
and grid snops, including endpr, midpr, 1ongen1
andmo1e = Keyboardennyofcoo1dmates
- OOPS (Undo) leaM• Oynomic Orug
Ouick zoom/pon /,\ulnple viewporrs, oll ocrrve

Associative Crosshatching and Solid
fill = ISoosshorchpoMerns, AllSlspecs
- 64solidlills
Text Editing = Word processing 1~ndow
= l.luhiplelontstyles
On· Line "Help" system
Macro Prog ramming language
Sys tem Requ irements = '286 or '386
processor ~ Mioosoh Windows 1.1or later
= 1Mb internolmemoryorgreoter
.= windows-supported mouse
File Compatibility L AulocodOXF
_ Orolix CAO ~ HPGL COF, SOF for

=

Powerfu l Editing Features = Trim entities

roeochorher = Stretch ::: Fillet (!Ound)
= (homier (bevel) = Erose = (0~1 = Move
=: Mirror = Rotare A1roys - Select items
byregion.enrity,amibu1e01combinotions
Associative Dimensioning = linear,
Rnd1us,Oiometer - Single.Continuous, Boseline
-=. 01dinoit;. E!e'lotion OI Bearing formal
= 23 ter minotor rypes = Any alignment

=

~ Toleroncing ,=:J [n91ishandrner1ic

-_ FrnctionorOecimal

Foresight Resources Corp.

1-800-231-8574

1-800-231-8574.

See us at COMDEX/FALL!

Excel, Pogemoke1and Microgrofx Designer ore trodemo1ks of their respective companies
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MICROEXPLORER IN ACTION!

REAL-TIME
MULTI-TASKING
KERNEL
for protected mode 80386
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Intertask messages
• Message exchanges
• Dynamic operations
- task create/ delete
- task priorities
- memory allocation
• Event Manager
• Semaphore Manager

No royalties
C language support
Preemptive scheduler
Time slicing available
Configuration Builder
List Manager
20 us task switch
at 16 MH z (no waits)

Source Code Included
Manual only
AMX 386

$75 US
$3995 US

KADAK Products Ltd.
206 - 1847 W. Broadway
Vancouver, B.C., Canada

(shipping / handling ex tra)

V6J 1 Y5

Al so avai lable for 8086. 80286.
8080. Z80. 68000.

~~F Telephone : (604) 734-2796
--.

Fax :

(604) 734-8114

to the beginning (or end) of the list ofIDs
if necessary.
Another, more complicated example
creates an address book. Here, several
FieldEditObj ects are used to represent
name and address fields, and ButtonOb
j ects handle New, Save, and Find ac
tions. Find's action searches the address
list for an entry that matches the fields
specified in the main window . If that
fails, an alert appears. Interestingly, the
alert runs as a separate Action! applica
tion. This confused me at first, but it
turns out that because an Action! applica
tion owns just one window, you must
build multiwindow programs out of sepa
rate components that you store together
in a folder.
Once you've got things working prop
erly, you 'II want to create a stand-alone,
double-clickable application. The Lisp
function define-mac-application does
that. Of course, real applications aren't
quite so simple. Action! can only help
you build an interface. You're on your
own when it comes to writing the mi
croExplorer Lisp application to which
that interface grants access . But Ac
tion! 's graphical , object-oriented ap
proach makes the Mac-specific part of
the project a breeze. You don't need a lot
of Mac-specific knowledge-Action!
successfully shields you from that. The
documentation takes you through the de
velopment of several sample interfaces,
and it does a good job of describing the
User Interface Objects included with the
package.
I tested the microExplorer at work, in
the midst of a crowd that's done quite a
bit of development work in Lisp on a vari
ety of platforms. The souped-up Macin
tosh received a uniformly positive recep
tion. Veteran Lisp hackers found that the
microExplorer offers many of the capa
bilities they'd grown familiar with on
Symbolics and Xerox Lisp workstations .
Those who had worked with the Explorer
saw the microExplorer as a less-expen
sive, code-compatible version of its big
brother. Of course, less expensive is by
no means inexpensive, but the microEx
plorer does offer the option of a scaled
down delivery system. You can develop
on a 12-megabyte microExplorer, but
you can deliver on a 4-megabyte mi
croExplorer. That should put the benefits
of hybrid Macintosh/Lisp technology
within the reach of more users. •
Alex Lane is a senior knowledge engi
neering consultant for Technology Appli
cations, Inc. , and lives in Jacksonville,
Florida. He can be reached on BIX as
"a.lane. "
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When you pick a printer for the office,
the only thing you have to fear
is being wrong.
An office printer can cost a few hun

That's why when AEG Olympia

dred dollars, or it can cost as much as

talks about printers , the feature we

For the name of our nearest

a small car. And depending on how

talk about most is good technology.

dealer, call 1-800-999-6872. Or write

facsimiles , copiers and shredders .

well it does (or doesn 't do) what

Which may explain why we' re one of

AEG Olympia, Box 22, Somerville, NJ

everybody in the office wants it to do,

the leading business machine compa

08876-0022. You can 't go wrong with

it can cost you a lot of sleep.

nies in our native Germany, where

good technology. Where technology

technology is a leading passion .

counts, business counts on us.

So before an AEG Olympia dealer
tells you about all our dot matrix and
daisywheel and laser printers , he 'll
probably show you how beautifully
they all work. We live and breathe
solid engineering , sensible design
and dependable mechanics for print
ers, just as we do for our typewriters ,

Circle 17 on Reader Service Carti

AEG
OLYMPIA

We develop products on the premise that
P341SL: Wide carriage (up to 270CPL), 216/72

cps, advanced paper handling, 4 part fomzs.

T1000:64 lbs. 4.77MHz80C88. 512KBRAM expandable
to l 2MB. MS-DOS in ROM, 720KB 3W diskette drive.
Built-in RGB. parallel serial and extemal drive parts.

,......
T1200FB: 98 pounds, 9.54MHz 80C86, JMB
RAM. 2 720KB 311,t floppy drives. renwvab/e/
rechargeable battery pack

Page Laserl2:12 ppm, up to 3 paper bins. 750 sheet
capability, Toshiba/ Qzm1£, Diablo,IBM & HP em11/atw11s.

fapressWriter 301: 4 lbs, /el/er-quality 24-dot print head, 60 cps,
Toshiba/Qume and Epson LQ emulations. 5 resident fonts.

·
--

~~ =

,___..----
T3100e: 12MHz 80286, intema/ IBM s/o~
20MB hard disk, gas plasma display, JMB RAM
expands to 5MB. J.44MB 311,t diskette dn·ve.

--

·

T5100: 16MHz 80386 microprocessor. 40or IOOMB hard disk, 2MB
RAM expandable to 4MB 14.6 /bs. Built-in EGA display with high
reso/11tio11gas plasma screen

P35JSX: 360/120 cps, 24-pin
letter quality, color option,
Toshiba/Qume and IBM
emulatWns standard, Epson
& Diab/a emulations optional

great minds don't think alike.
SALES ANALYSIS

i~~!~j
77600: 11.6 lbs, Battery-powered 12MHz 286, 20MB hard
disk, i.44MB floPPY. lMB RAM expands wSMB backlit
EGA LCD. removable/rechargeable battery packs.

T5200: 20MHz80386 processor. 2 intemal IBM amzpatible
ex{X111Sion slots, 40orlOOMB Izard disk, VGA display with
extemal VGA monitor port, 2MB RAM expandable to 8MB
i;"'·

f•-..i·: ~ 1:.:~..

. "'""/ .:.n1 ~ -;~..~ - .•1I

Numeric Keypad:
full f11nctio14 15 or
17keys, for111a11yof
our portable PCs.
I

Carrying cases:
available in leather orfabn·c, make
011 r portable PCs even more portable.

·: _1

,

~

~

'l

.... ,

'\

.'_1 ' '

T3200: 12MHz 286,
2 IBM wmpatible
slots.40MB hard
disk, l.44MB floppy.
lMB RAM expands
to 4MB,EGA screen

ExpressWriter 311: 24-pin dot matn~r, 180 cps draft/60 cps letter
quality, 3 resident emulations (Toslziba/Qume, Epson LQ,JBM
Proprinler), 16K buffer. 5 resident fonts plus card slots, 11 lbs.

'~:~:~{
~-

71200/-18: W.8 lbs, 9.54MHz80C86, 20MB
hard disk, JMB RAM, indudes 384KB LIM
EMS Removable/reclzargeable battery /XJck

People have their own quirky
ways of doing things. Some think
fast. Some slow. Some are deliber
ate. Some intuitive. Some work
from 9 to 5. Others never stop.
That's precisely why we offer
so many different products.
Including the widest range

-

·''
,•I

···--_':}

P321SL/SLC (wlor): 216/72 cps, 24-pin letter quality, up lo 360x360 DP!graphics,
Toshiba/Qume and IBM emulations standard. Epson and Diablo emulations
optional, 32KB print buffer.front panel wntrvls, advanced paper handling.

of truly portable PCs anywhere.
And a line of printers that
includes everything from a high
volume laser to a four-pound, letter
quality,battery-operated portable.
All of which can be easily
networked. But all of which are de
signed to meet the specific needs

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
Toshiba America Information Systems, Inc., Computer Systems Division
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of each of our individual users.
Because the fact is, at Tosluba,
we have an incredibly diverse and
sophisticated customer base.
And from what we've been able
to determine they have only one
thing in common.
They're all different.

ANOTHER
TECHNOLOGICAL
BREAKTHROUGH

See us
at COMDEX Booth #fil6

BROTHER 1800 AND 1900 SERIES PRINTERS
This is the printer series that 's so good, it truly can please all
of the people all of the time .
Choose the 24-pin M-1824L or M-1924L dot matri x printers
and you get a top printing speed of 337 cps , 360 x 360 dpi for
high resolution graphics, a 24k buffer and
64k RAM and emulations that include IBM's
Pro Printer '" X24 , Epson 's LQ850 and
Diablo's 630.
For the budget-minded, see our 9-pin
M-1809 and M-1909 printers. They feature
speeds up to 360 cps , graphic resolution
of 216 x 240 dpi , a 9k buffer and 32k
RAM plus Epson EX and IBM 9-pin print
er emulations.
Whether you choose our 80-column
1800 models or 136-column 1900

models, you 'll get the friendliest control panel in the business.
With a 6,000 hour MTBF, you won 't break down mid-job, either.
And Brother 's Paper Parking •M feature will let you switch from
sheet to form paper and back in mere seconds.
If you need even more speed and higher
resolution , don 't miss the Brother HL-8e
with its many emulations and 44 internal
fonts or the HL-8PS PostScript®-compati
ble laser printer.
Brother.. .fast, friendly, flexible, affordable
printers for everyone. What could be better?
For the name of your nearest dealer, call :
1-800-284-2844, Ext. 4616. Brother Inter
national, Somerset, NJ 08875-6714.
Pos tscript is a registered trademark of Adobe Sys ·
te rn s, Inc.

We're at your side.

BROTHER INDUSTRIES, LTD . Nagoya, Japan
Circle 62 011 Reader Service Card

APPLICATION R EVIEW

For
Power Users
Only
The power and flaws
of Lotus 1-2-3
release 3. 0 make it a
program for the few of us
Edward Reno

A

t the risk of giving a false im
pression of my high regard for
Lotus 1-2-3 release 3.0, I want
to tel 1 you about its major
drawbacks . It has three: namely, slow
ness, hidden expense, and incomplete
presentation graphics enhancements.
The biggest problem with 3.0 is that it
is slow. However, the standard BYTE
benchmark tests (see table 1) show that
3 .0 was only marginally slower than re
leases 2.01 and 2.2 in basic calculation
speed. In the Scroll Right test, 3 .O's
screen refresh capability blew 2.01 and
2.2 away . (That advantage will bring
consolation only to those who still don 't
use the End key to navigate around the
spreadsheet.)
When I used 3.0 on my real-world
spreadsheets, I got a different view. I ran
the Cale, File Retrieve, and File Save
tests on 3.0 using a 927K-byte spread
sheet, which is what I commonly work
with . Here, the real difference between
3.0 and 2.01 became obvious.
I used both an 80386- and an 80286
based system. On the 80386 machine (a
PS/2 Model 80-111), 3.0 took over 40
percent longer to calculate my spread
sheet than did 2 .01 or 2.2. That differ
ence was amplified on the 80286 ma
chine (an AT), where 3.0 took nearly
four times longer than 2.01 and over 10
times longer than 2.2 .
However, in saving and retrieving a

Lotus 1-2-3 release 3. 0 uses a rigid windowing format.

file from disk, the results were mixed.
On the PS/2 , 3.0 and 2.01 took about the
same time to retrieve the file, and 2.2
was the hands-down winner. Times for
saving the file under DOS were also
about the same, but 3 .0 saved the file no
tably faster under OS /2. Release 3.0
didn't fare well at all on the AT, taking
six times longer to retrieve a file.
I suppose I could run a theoretical cal
culation that would show that, during the
course of my life expectancy , I would
end up sacrificing several weeks because
I used 3.0 rather than 2 .01 on an 80386
machine. But I can live with that-as
long as my spreadsheets don't get too big .
What I cannot live with, however, is
3.0 running on an 80286 machine-at
least not on an 8-MHz machine config
ured similarly to mine. The 185-second
Cale test that takes 39 seconds using the
old version of 1-2-3 is a bit much. And a

File Retrieve discrepancy of 386 seconds
under 3. 0 to just 56 seconds under 2.01 is
intolerable. Those few weeks running
3.0 rather than 2 .01 on an 80386 ma
chine could easily become several years
on an 80286 machine .
Part of the problem is that-unlike
2 .0-Lotus wrote 3.0 in C rather than in
assembly language. Release 3.0's speed
is further compromised by its use of
overlays in DOS and virtual memory in
OS/2. In both cases, this means that disk
swapping of code occurs in many opera
tions, even in the Cale test.

Minimal Recalc and
Background Calculation
Two features in 3.0 try to mask some of
3.0's loss of calculation speed. One fea
ture, Minimal Recalc, was available as a
Lotus-supplied add-in for 2.01. It causes
continued
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FOR POWER USERS ONLY

Lotus 1-2-3 release 3.0
Company
Lotus Development Corp.
55 Cambridge Pkwy.
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 577-8500

Hardware Needed
IBM PC AT or compat ible or 80386
machine with 1 megabyte of RAM (under
DOS) or 4 megabytes of RAM (under
OS/2) and a hard disk drive

Software Needed
DOS 3.0 or higher or OS/2 1.0 or 1.1

fication. Some examples are Qualitas' s
386Max, Compaq's Extended Memory
Manager (CEMM) , and Quarterdeck' s
Extended Memory Manager (QEMM) .
These problems have a conceptually
simple solution: Buy an 80386 system
with lots of memory. Lotus is offering an
upgrade to 3.0 for $150 until the end of
the year. But the real expense of upgrad
ing to 3 .0 will be for new hardware .
None of the release 2. 01 add-ins will run
with the add-in manager that Lotus has
built into 3.0. The problem is that the
power user who really needs 3.0 is also
the one who is most likely to have add-ins
in the first place. In my case , unless Sy
mantec comes out with a 3.0-compatible
version of SQZ! pretty soon , I may be
forced to upgrade my hard disk drive.

one with large and complex spreadsheets
will find these features practically use
less . On my 927K-byte spreadsheet , for
example , when editing a formula that
contained only a single-cell reference , I
pressed Return to move the cursor out of
that cell and on to another operation. I
had to wait 8 seconds for 3.0 to write the
new value of the cell to the screen. On the
AT it was much worse; it took 133 sec
onds to write the data to the screen. I
promptly turned off background cal
culation .

Requirement for Extended Memory

Documentation
Reference manual ; user' s manual

Price
$495 ($595 after January 1 , 1990)

Inquiry 885.

the spreadsheet to recalculate only those
cells affected by a particular change.
In addition , 3.0 also has background
calculation , which lets the program con
tinue to calculate as long as it is not being
preempted by keyboard input. Since
there are many pauses in all but the most
intensive keyboard input, the theory is
that your spreadsheet will be continu
ously updated.
The theory works fine on small or
otherwise simple spreadsheets. But any

There are also some memory manage
ment issues for 80286-based systems .
When Lotus says you need at least 1
megabyte of available RAM to run 3.0
under DOS , the word available hides a
dual requirement.
First, the additional 384K bytes over a
base 640K bytes must be extended, not
expanded, memory. Depending on your
system , this could mean reconfiguring
384K bytes of your expanded memory
(assuming you already run large spread
sheets) for use as extended memory.
I al so found that a 927K-byte 3 .0
.WK3 file took only 884K bytes in .WK 1
format. If you are playing at the ragged
edge of expanded memory with some of
your files , you may have to add more
memory.
An 80386 machine can easily escape
these problems. It just has to run a mem
ory manager that conforms to the Virtual
Control Program Interface (VCPI) speci

Incomplete Presentation
Graphics Enhancements
The good news about 3 .0's graphics is
that you can display graphs on the same
screen with cell entries and print graphs
directly without going through the Print
Graph program.
A new automatic graphing feature
allows 3 .0 to guess what data it think s
you are looking to graph . There are also
new types of graphs, some of which are
wholly new, such as the High-Low
Close-Open graph, for those who cheat a
little on their corporate CompuServe or
Dow Jones subscriptions and load in the
stock prices for their own portfolios.
In additon, a new mixed graph lets you
continued

Table 1: Lotus 1-2-3 release 3. 0 proved to be too slow for large spreadsheets on an 80286-based IBM PC AT.
All times are in seconds.
BENCHMARK RESULTS
PCAT 1
DOS3.3/
1-2-3 2.01

DOS3.3/
1-2-3 2.2

PS/2 2
DOS3.3/
1-2-3 3.0

DOS4.01/
1-2·3 2.01

DOS4.01/
1-2-3 2.2

DOS 4.01/
1·2·3 3.0

OS/21.1/
1-2-3 3.0

Savage

3.4

3 .8

4.0

1.2

1.2

1.3

1.1

Recalc

2.1

2. 9

4 .0

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.1

Scroll Right

35.0

34.5

2.3

10.3

9. 1

0.3

0.3

Large Spreadsheet3
Cale
File Retrieve
File Save

39 .0
56.0
47. 0

16.0
66 .0
46. 1

185.0
386 .0
113.0

8. 7
97 .2
61 .2

6.0
35.0
61 .2

12.4
84 .0
59.3

12.2
98 .0
40 .0

' IBM PC AT 5 170 with an 8·MHz 80286, an 80287 math coprocessor , 5 12K bytes of RAM on a system board, a 2·megabyte Intel AboveBoard AT, an AST Advantage! with 640K bytes of
extended memory, and a 71 -megabyte MiniScribe 6085 hard disk drive.
IBM PS/2 Model 80· 111 with a 20-M Hz 80386, an 80387 malh coprocessor , 4 megabytes of RAM , a QEMM memory manager, and a 110-megabyte hard disk d rive.
3 Worksheet is a forecasting model that was built for business use using Lotus 1·2·3 release 2.01 . In .WK1 format, the worksheet takes up 884, 117 bytes. In .WK3 format , the worksheet
takes up 926,982 bytes.
2

Note: Tests run under .2.01and 2.2·usedthe .WK1 format. Tests run under3.0 used the .WK3 format.
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Terminal emulation doesn't
have to be this way.
We've all been there.Trying to remember whether the "Do"key is
really <Ctrl-Fl> Or was it <Alt-Fl>? And the editing keypad.
Can you be absolutely sure you're about to press the "Select" key
and not the "Remove" key? The results can be disastrous.
That's why KEA developed the PowerStation. The PowerStation,
an exact VT200 layout keyboard bundled with VT240 or VT220
terminal emulation software,turns your IBM PC or compatible into
a key-by-key replica of a DEC terminal-without messy labels!
But what does that get you?
Peace of mind. The PowerStation keyboard takes the frustration
out of switching between a DEC terminal and a PC because
each key is right where you'd expect it to be. And our "Gold Key"
version makes ALI.AN-1 and WPS a breeze.
Savings. If you think you can't afford both emulation software
anda keyboard, think again! The PowerStation can actually save
you money by eliminating the time you waste every daytrans
lating between VT and PC keystrokes. And with the PowerStation,
startup training costs are virtually eliminated
Consistency. The PowerStation keyboard provides a consistent
interface for both VT emulation and regular PC applications. In
emulation mode you get the 105-key functionalityof a real DEC key
board and in PC mode you get a super enhanced keyboard. And
you can use the PowerStation on virtually any PC! Move between
an XT, AT, PS/2, AT&T PC and a DEC terminal without missing
akeystoke.
PowerStation and ZSTEM are trademarks of KEA
Systems Ltd. All other brand a nd product names
a re tradema rks or registered trad ema rks of
th eir res pective holders.

The best in tenninal emulation software. With the PowerStation
keyboard youget the fastest most precise,DEC terminal emulation
software available: ZSTEM.You have the choice between two
popular software packages:ZSTEM 240,our VT241/VT340 graphics
emulator and ZSTEM 220,our VT220 text emulator. Both packages
will impress you with their speed and feature-by-feature accuracy.
To top it off, the PowerStation gives you all this at a surprisingly
lowprice.But find out for yourself why Digital Review Labs says
"the PowerStation 240 is a godsend:' Call us at 800-663-8702.
1

9

9

0

digital review

TARGET
AWARDS
NOMINEE

See us at DEXPO and COMDEX.

KEA Systems Ltd., 2150 West Broadway, Suite 412
Vancouver,B.C., Canada V6K 4L9
Telephone: 604-732-7411 Fax: 604-732-0715
Circle 195 on Reader Service Card
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THINK
BIG
PharLap

Virtual Memory Manager.
It will let you write applications up to 5, 10, 15 megabytes or more
for any 386 PC running MS-DOS'''. Forget about RAM limitations.
Your application can run on a machine with as little as 1 or 2 mega
bytes of memory.
O nly Phar Lap 3861VMJ\il":' gives yo u d emand-p aged virtual memo ry capa
bili ty so yo u ca n wri te mainframe-s ized app li cat ions for the PC. Applications
your custo mers can run on th eir 386 P Cs now wit h no addi tional memo ry. No
kidding. Al! yo u need is 3861VMM and o ur fa mil y of 386 deve lopment tools.
Existin g p rogra ms developed with o ur 386 1DOS-Extender can be eas il y
ex pand ed with 386 1VMM too.
O ur tools let yo u take full ad va ntage of the 386 protected mode architec
ture. Break th e D OS 640K limit in the language of yo ur cho ice ; C, Fo rt ra n,
P asca l, o r Asse mbler.
Fo r fas t co mp act code, use 386 1ASM , our 80386 assem bler that's up wa rdl y
co mpa tibl e with the MASJ'vl"' 8086 asse mbler. Ex isti ng DOS and ma inframe
applicatio ns written in a hi gh level language are easily po rted by reco mpiling.
And 3861LIN K, our 32-bit nati ve mode linker, p uts it all together.
D ebugg ing is made easy too . With o ur 386 sy mboli c deb ugge r yo u ca n .
debug applicat ions w ritten in assemb ler or any h igh level language. Best of all ,
with Phar La p's 3861DOS-Ex tender''' yo u ca n ru n your native mode progra m
on any 386-based PC runnin g MS-D OS. And you have fu ll access to DOS
sys tem servi ces th ro ugh I NT 2 l.

NO COMPATIBILfIY PROBLEMS
Phar Lap's tools are comp at ible
with th e industry's leading sys tems:
DESKPRO 386"; IBM Mod el 70/ 80";
386 clo nes and accelerator boards.
No t only will yo ur new ap plica tio ns
be co mpatible with the lead ing
systems, th ey'll run alo ngs ide all
other DOS applicatio ns.
$495
$895
$595
$195
$295

NO ROYAL'IY PAYMENTS
O nce yo ur 386 app lica tio n is co mpl ete,
all yo u pay is a low one- time fee to license
3861DOS-Extende r for redi stri b utio n.
3861VMM is also developer fr iendly.
Call to fi nd o ur abo ut our flex ible run 
tim e p ri cing.
Yo u ca n unl ock th e enti re D OS marke t
now. Do n't wa it fo r OS/ 3.

3861ASM / LI N K-Package includes 386 asse mbl er, lin ke r, MI NlBU G
d ebugger and th e d evelope r ve rsion of 386 1DOS-Extend er
Meta Ware 80386 High C"' co mp iler
MicroWay N DP Fo rtran-386"' co mpiler
3861DE BUG sy mbo li c debugge r
3861VMM - develo per versio n of the
Phar Lap Virtual Memo ry Manager

(617) 661-1510

combine a line and clustered bar graph .
Other features include the ability to
create horizontal graphs , stacked graphs
that convert into surface charts, and dou
ble y-axes graphs .
Added to these goodies are enhanced
color , hatching, and gray-scale capabili
ties . Text is a bit easier to work with; you
can add up to two footnotes per graph,
and, similar to Lotus's Symphony, you
can do logarithmic scaling on any axis .
The bad news for this three-dimen
sional spreadsheet is that, strangely, a
3-D graphing capability is missing . Also
missing is the ability to have directly in
teractive and nameable settings sheets ,
as in Symphony. The irritation is com
pounded by all these capabilities having
been built into 2 .2.
The one significant exception involves
print settings , which you can save and re
trieve by name in 3.0, although you can
not view these settings in tableau format
on the screen. Curiously enough , how
ever, you can print them out.
Finally, although 3.0 has some print
enhancements, it has no full-featured
presentation printing features like those
in Funk Software ' s Allways . The rub is
that those features are included in 2.2 .
The Glass Is Really Half-Full
Release 3.0 contains new features that
will delight named-range addicts . One of
the most satisfying is the ability to use
as-yet-undefined range names in a for
mula you are composing . You can place a
range name where you think it belongs ,
even before you 've defined the coordi
nates for the name . You can also point
and shoot range names when you are
building formulas and when you are edit
ing . These features also let you create a
new range name whenever you want ,
even if you are far into a formula.
Formulas can be up to 512 characters
long. You can also attach a note of up to
512 characters to any range name. This
will ease the pain of your not being able
to use Note-It or similar cell annotation
add-ins in 3.0.
Finally , you can name macros direct
ly , not just in branching statements, with
any name of up to 15 letters. This allows
you to exceed the previous limit of 27
master macros.

New @ Functions

PHAR LAP SOFTWA RE, INC.
60 Aberdeen Avenue, Ca mb ri dge, MA 02 138
Fax: (617) 876-2972
"TH E 80386 SOFTWARE EXPERTS"

Release 3.0 has 14 new@ functions. The
maximize-the-cash-flow crowd will rev
el in @VDB, which lets you simultaneously
compute double-declining-balance meth
od and straight-line method depreciation
and then automatically select whichever
continued
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ENAllY A debugging
tool tough enough to
handle the DOS
Nasties.

New Version 2.0

How Soft-ICE Works

Soft -ICE memory range break points help you
track down memory over-write problems
whether you are doing the over-writing or
another program is over-writing you.

Soft- ICE uses the power or the 80386 to sur
round your program in a virtual machine.
This gives you complete control or the
DOS environment, while Soft-ICE runs
sarely in protected mode. Soft-ICE uses the
80386 to provide real-time break points on
memory locations, memory ranges, execution ,
1/ 0 pons, hardware & soft\vare interrupts.
With Soft- ICE you get all the speed and power or
a hardware-assisted debugger at a soft\Vare price.

Hung program? No problem!

Don't want to switch debuggers ?

SoftNasty over-write? No sweat!

When the system hangs, you now have hope.
With Soft-ICE you can break OU [ or hung
programs no matter how bad the system has
been trashed. And with Soft- ICE's back trace
ranges you can re-play the instructions that led
up to the crash.

Program too large? Not with Soft-ICE!
Soft- ICE runs entirely in extended memory. This means
you can debug even the largest DOS programs. And
si nce your program runs at the same address whether
Soft-ICE is loaded or not you can find those subtle
bugs that change when the Starting address or your
code changes.

System debugging? Soft-ICE is a natural!
Soft- ICE is ideal for full source level debugging ofTSRs,
interrupt service routines, self booting programs, DOS
loadable device drivers, real-time kernels. non-DOS 0 / Ss
and ROMs. Soft-ICE can even debug within DOS & BIOS.

You don't have to!
Soft-I CE can run stand -alone or it can add its
powerful break poi nts to the debugger you already
use. Use your favorite debugger until you require
Soft-ICE. Simply pop up the Soft-I CE window to set
powerrul real-time break points. When a break point
is reached , your debugger will be activated automaticall y.

MagicCY with Soft-ICE
Usi ng Soft- ICE with Code View gives you the features
necessary for professional level systems debugging.
MagicCV and Sore-ICE can work in concert with Code
View to provide the most powerful debugging platform
you will find anywhere.
"These may be the only two products I've seen in
the last two or three years that exceeded my wildest
expectations for power, compatibility and ease-of-use."
-Paul Mace
Paul Mace Software

New Soft-ICE 2.0 features
Soft-ICE
MagicCV
MagicCV for Windows

$386
$199
$199

Buy Soft-ICE & MagicCY(W)
-Save $86.
Buy MagicCY and MagicCVW
- Save $100.
Buy All 3
- Save $186.
I

30 day money-back guarantee
Visa. MasterCard and
AmEx accepted

••
t
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• Back Trace Ranges
• Symbolic & Source level debugging
• EMS 4.0 support with special EMS
debugging commands
• Windowed user interface

™~Nu-Mega
'1-TECHNOLOGIES
CALL TODAY (603) 888-2386
or FAX (603) 888-2465

PO. BOX 7607 • NASHUA, NH • 03060- 7607
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RUN CODEVIEW~
,
TM
IN8K

MagicCV
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Code View is a greac integrated debugger: but
it uses over 200K of conventional memory.
MagicCV uses advanced features of the
80386 to load CodeView and S)'mbols in
extended memory. This allows MagicCV to
run CodeView in less than SK of conven
tional memory on your 80386 PC.
NEW - Version 2.0 includes EMS 4.0 driver.

Attention Windows Developers!
Version available for CVW.
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found
two relatively minor
bugs with 3. 0 that
Lotus is addressing.

Jarly useful with 3-D spreadsheets .
A new database function, @DGET, lets
you go into a database and pluck out a
specific detail in a record. Finally, the
@DQUERY function will, if more fully im
plemented through optional DataLens
drivers, have the ability to take an entire
database query language (e.g., Struc
tured Query Language, or SQL) as its ar
guments-that's a powerful feature .

Printing Features
value is greater.
Statistical gurus will appreciate the
addition of @STDS and @VARS and their re
lated database statistical functions,
@DSTDS and @DVARS. These features Jet
you calculate the sample standard devi
ation and variance, in addition to the
population standard deviation (@STD and
@DSTD) and variance (@VAR and @DVAR),
which 1-2-3 has always allowed users to
calculate.
I think everyone will be grateful for
the reappearance of the simple, old-fash
ioned @TODAY, which succumbed be
tween 1985 and 1989 to the roundabout
@INT(@NOW). Release 3.0 also has some
worksheet auditing functions-particu-

A new range of printer layout options is
controlled from the Print menu . You can
now point to and select print styles and
fonts from the Print menu . If you don ' t
like the preset options, you can use the
setup string in the Print menu .
Release 3.0 also handles background
printing. You can specify more than one
print range in a single-range statement,
the cell reference for the contents of
headers and footers , and a particular
number for starting pages. You can even
print the number and letter coordinate's
in the worksheet frame along with your
data.
Perhaps the most significant print en
hancement in 3.0 is the ability to directly

print graphs from the Print menu and on
the same page as worksheet data. You
can print the graph from the Print menu,
but you cannot make any changes in its
settings at this point. Instead, you must
exit the Print menu and go back into the
Graph menu , where you can fiddle with
the settings until you have them the way
you want them, and then go back to the
Print menu .
To get graphs on the same screen as
cell data, 3.0 goes .to bit-mapped screen
presentation in EGA and VGA mode.
The somewhat jagged-looking font that
results is not as pleasing to look at as the
older-style full-character font. At instal
lation, you can also specify two displays .

Gotcha! .
I found two relatively minor bugs with
3.0 that Lotus says it is addressing. First ,
if you run a reverse @SUM function over a
range of just two rows, top to bottom , or
two columns, left to right , you are asking
for trouble. When 3.0 gets down to the
limit of two rows or columns , it hiccups
when you delete the upper or left bound
ary in a reverse @SUM, or any other @
range function. For example, instead of

You Have
The Past
Mice come in many shapes, colors, and styles. But when
you get right down to it, they all work pretty much the
same. At least they did until now. Now there's a real
choice - PowerMouseT~•
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making the expected adjustment from
@SUM(AJ • . A2) to @SUM(A2 .. A2), it re
turns the value for @SUM(A2 •• Al). To
add to the confusion, the bug asserts it
self in 3-D contexts as well. I don't con
sider this bug serious since, as a matter
of prophylactic work habits, I avoid re
verse @range functions. But other users
may get into a pile of trouble over this.
Another problem occurs when you use
the Data Fill command with dates. The
problem is that if you begin a sequence
with February 28 or 29 and try to step it
out by monthly, quarterly, or yearly in
tervals, the command fails . Admittedly ,
the likelihood of this bug affecting any
spreadsheet in a material way is probably
beyond 3.0's new 18-decimal floating
point range .

Multiple Worksheets, Multiple Files
The most important enhancements in 3. 0
revolve around its 3-D and new database
management capabilities. Depending on
your memory configuration, you can get
up to 256 separate 1-2-3 worksheets into
active memory. These worksheets can be
all in one file or, through the new File
Open command, in as many as 256 sepa

rate files, all active in the same session.
The integration between multiple
worksheets, even when they run across
files , is seamless. You have to get used to
the 3-D coordinate references that are
cluttered up by worksheet letter refer
ences (e.g., A: Al.. C: B6, which cuts
across three worksheets, A, B, and C).
Where different files are being refer
enced, you have the extra baggage of file
path and filename in double-angled
brackets.
But 256 active worksheets is not the
end of it. Release 3.0 can now link to
files on the disk, and you can reference
them in formulas that also include active
files. (This is a technology that Multi
plan had in 1982.)
My only complaints about 3.0's 3-D
capability have to do with the window
management and the translation utility.
When working in 3-D mode, you are re
stricted to three rigidly forma tted , over
lapping windows . You can, however,
zoom to full size in a single window and
then divide that window in the conven
tional horizontal and vertical ways.
The problem with the translation util
ity, which converts 3.0 worksheet files

for use with 2.0 , is its speed. The trans
lation utility does its job, appropriately
flagging those 3 .0-specific parts of a file
that won't translate fully into a 2.0 envi
ronment. But the process is terribly slow.

Database Management:
The Secret Revolution
Release 3.0 supports database structures
that are effectively relational. Its data
base structure lets you retrieve records
across multiple databases. The program
organizes data in a row-column table,
with each row corresponding to a record
and each column to a field within the
record. Thus, retrieving across multiple
databases means retrieving from more
than one such table with a single com
mand or formula and criterion range. (Of
course, the target records in the different
database tables must share a common
data element.)
Because of 3 .0's 3-D architecture,
those different tables can exist on differ
ent worksheets in the same file, with the
criteria and output ranges themselves
existing on still other worksheets in that
same file. The databases can even be
continued

Two Choices
The ProHance™PowerMouse is a mouse and a whole lot more. So before
buying any mouse, you owe it to yourself to try it out
The built-in keypad puts not only mouse keys but number keys, function
keys, and up to 240 commands at your fingertips, greatly reducing going
back-and-forth to the keyboard, or up-and-back to the command line. And since
the commands are macros, lengthy keystrokes are reduced to the press of a
button, letting you work faster and with far less hassle than you ever thought
possible.
And these benefits are not limited to just your new mouse-driven programs.
werMouse provides an entirely new level of speed and ease-of-use to your
xisting keyboard-driven programs. Without additional drivers. And without
changing the look or feel of your programs. Program,s like Lotus 1-2-3,
Symphony, Quattro, word processing software, and more.
Intimidating? Not at all. The keyboard is clearly labeled and about as easy
to use as a calculator. As one of our users put it, "It's just so intuitive."
PowerMouse will pay for itself in a few hours. And we back that with a
money-back guarantee. PowerMouse sells for $225. Call our toll free number
to place your order, and we'll rush one to you. You'll quickly see why
PowerMouse is the choice for the future.

1-800-345-9111 ext.18

()}); ProHance

ProHance Technologies, Inc.
1307 S. Mary Avenue#104
Sunnyvale, CA 94087

System Requiremenl5: IBM PC, AT, PS/2 or 100% compatible; DOS 2.0 or higher. RS232 Serial
Port (9 or 25 pin): 20K RAM. PowerMouse and ProHance are trademarks of ProHance Technologies, Inc.
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WE COULDN'T HAVE SAID IT BETTER ...
"Microstat-II: Speed and More
I have used statistical packages since the bad o ld mainfram e days ,
and I now own and regularly use six microcomputer stat packages, one
of which is Ecosoft 's Microstat-11. If Microstat-11 had been my first
stat package, the other five would have belonged to so mebody else.
Do you want speed? Microstat-11 is a racehorse that makes the highl y
touted [name deleted) look like a Clydesdale. Do you want coverage?
Microstat-11 provides you more tools at less than half the competition's
price. Do you want to see a very nice and easy-to-use menu system?
If you've used Lotus 1-2-3 , yo u will find Microstat-II's menu bars
to be very simple. Do you want to see some nice fil e structures? Take
a look at Microstat-11."
Peter Robb
Review Responses
lnfoWorld , Aug. 28, 19 89
"Installation of Microstat-11 is simple ... The user interface is clean ...
a pleasant package to use ..."
PC Magazine
" ... one of the fastest IBM-PC statistica l packages we have tes ted . .
using Microstat-11 is a breeze."
InfoWorld

Ecosofl Inc.

=
lilJ

6413 N. College Ave.
Indianapolis, IN 46220
Orders: 1-800-952-0472
Tech. Info: 1-317-255-6476 .
FAX: 1-317-251 -4604
-

ECOSOFT
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spread over different files . With file
linking , you can also access 1-2-3 files
that are not active, but only disk resident.
In addition, external databases are ac
cessible, in principle, to 3 .0 through
what Lotus calls DataLens drivers.
Lotus supplies a single DataLens driver
for dBASE III database tables. It also
supplies a sample table in dBASE format
so that you can try out the driver.
The DataLens technology is currently
incomplete, however. In particular, the
new @DQUERY function , which supposed
ly will allow you to nest entire foreign
database query languages under it, is not
yet operational. If and when it is fully
implemented, and if Lotus can persuade
other DBMS software vendors to use
DataLens drivers , 1-2-3 stands a chance
of maintaining its commanding position
in the power-user market.
Other major enhancements to 3.0's
database management facilities are fully
complete, however. The most powerful
is the Data Table 3 functionality. Its con
cept is simple enough; it's a Data Table 2
with a z-axis. It is no more complicated
than that in its simplest "what-if' form.
Moreover, you can draw input from
databases and use database statistical
functions such as @DSUM, @DMAX, and
@DSTD for sifting the contents of data
bases into three dimensions. When com
bined with the ability of 3.0 to query
multiple databases-on disk as well as in
active memory-there is little limitation
for what you can do with database man
agement in 1-2-3. Other significant data
base management enhancements include
a free-form version of data tables and
sorts on up to 256 keys.

Does It All Add Up?
Release 3.0's improvements-particu
larly the database management and 3-D
worksheets-are worthwhile. But those
improvements come with a sacrifice in
speed, additional hardware costs, and
disappointing graphics . Furthermore,
program developers using the new Lotus
Development Environment have yet to
produce any add-ins .
An imperfect instrument, Lotus 1-2-3
release 3.0 is still in the process of for
mation. Despite its flaws, I like 3.0 and
have decided to upgrade. In my opinion,
1-2-3 has always been the most impor
tant thing happening on the desktop-3.0
has only confirmed that opinion. •

~~ {213) 644-6100
12700 Yukon Ave., Hawthorne, CA 90250 • Fax (213) 644-6068
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Edward Reno is vice president of plan
ning and development for the Computers
and Communications Information Group
at McGraw-Hill. He can be reached on
BIX as "ereno. "
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WHETHER
REPORI
Whether you're a software developer writing new applications for
the IBM or Mac, or a PC user securing proprietary data fil es,
software and data protection has never had a brighter silver
lining. For a number of very good reasons.
Beginning with the 'whether-expert' Rainbow Technologies.
And ending with its Software Sentinel family of hardware keys.
Starring five models that fit virtually any software program or
data file you need to protect.
There's the best-selling SentinelPro for the IBM PC/XT/AT, PS/2
and compatibles, and even the Atari ST. Known worldwide for its
virtually unbreakable security. And its ASIC technology. And its
invisible operation. Aclose relation, the Sentinel-C stands at-the
ready for custom configurations and multiple software packages.
In the Apple market, security-minded Mac software developers
turn to Eve. For completely transparent operation and world
class security of the protected software. Just by plugging Eve into
the Mac ADB connector.
PC users wanting a low cost, user-fr iendly solution to the prob
lem of securing sensitive data can call on the DataSentry. Using
a proprietary Rainbow algorithm or DES, the DataSentry
encrypts data files on individual PCs, protects modem transmis
sions and secures data on local area networks.
Rainbow's latest protection strategy is the SentinelShell - that
lets users place a 'shell' around existing, off-the-shelf programs.
Because access can be limited to those issued a key, libraries,
universities and corporations can very simply guard their
software investments.
Whatever your whether, Rainbow Technologies has the software
and data protection products that make the difference. For more
information, call 714-261-0228 in the U.S., or contact Rainbow
Technologies Ltd. in the United Kingdom for the distributor
nearest you. Whethercasters are standing by.

•Runs under DOS, OS/2
and Xenix • A lgorithm
technique (Never a fixed
r esponse) • External
parallel port installation
• Minima l implementation
effort •High er level lan
guage interfaces included
•JOO times faster than fixed
response de v ices ( 1 m s)
• ASIC design for reliability

SentinelPro™

• Protects multiple packages
with one device • 126 bytes
ofnon-volatile memory pro
grammed before shipment
of the software •Rainbow
supplies a unique adapter
for programming the uni/
• High e r level languag e
interfaces included • Runs
under DOS, OS/2 and Xenix
• Ex ternal pa rallel port
installation

Sentinel-C™

• For the Macin tosh SE and
II • Com plies with App le
Desk top Bu s fn l e r fa ce
requiremen ts • Rainb ow
assigned developer pass
words to prevent tampering
by other deve lop e rs o r
sophisticated "hackers" • 7
locks per key, usable indi
vidually or in combination,
on one or up to seven appli
cations

Eve™

• Completely user-installable
• Pock et-s ize d external
device • Menu-driven, user
friendly interface • Single- or
multi-user security system
• Audit /rail, log-on identi
fiers and automatic encryp
tion /decrypt ion o f en tire
directories • Secures data
l rans mitl ed by modems
• Prevents recovery of data
by utility programs

DataSentry ™

SentinelShell™
• Runs under DOS on !BM
PCs a nd compa tibl es
• Protects without requiring
access to the source code
• Completely transparent to
the end user • User-friendly
so ftware • Pocket-size key
at/ach es quickly t o any
standard PC parallel port
· ASIC design for reliability

RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES
18011-A Mitchell South, Irvine, CA 92714 • (714) 261-0228 • T ELEX : 386078 • FAX: (714) 261-0260
Rainbow Technologies, Ltd., Shirley Lodge, 470 London Rd. , Slough , Berkshire, SL3 8QY, U.K., Tel: 0753-41512, Fax: 0753-43610
@

1989 Rainbow Technologies. All product names arc trademarks of their respective manufacturers.
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A PPLICATION REVIEW

Alpha Four:
No Programming
Required
This relational DBMS
features dBASE
compatibility and ease
of use, but at a
performance cost
Malcolm C. Rubel

A

!though dBASE is popular , it
has never . been easy to use .
Alpha Four may solve this
problem . It provides almost
complete compatibility with dBASE III
Plus files while also providing a full
range of screen, report, label, mail
merge, and other capabilities that are al
ready set up .
With all that it does, Alpha Four takes
a lot of hard disk space-2.4 megabytes ,
to be exact. I also found a little hitch in it
while installing it. The program modi
fies the existing CONFIG.SYS file, or it
creates a new one with Alpha Four's file
and buffer requirements; however, when
I installed the program on drive F, the
installation program made a CON
FIG.SYS file on drive F instead of on
drive C.
Alpha Four comes with over 120 dif
ferent printer configurations, covering
the most popular printers. Special con
figurations are available for printing
envelopes on a Hewlett-Packard Laser
Jet. The only important item missing is a
generic PostScript printer driver.
Alpha Four includes an excellent tuto
rial that provides good examples of both
simple and complex database manage
ment tasks. The documentation is also
well written and complete.
The program is almost totally menu-

Unlike dBASE IV, Alpha Four is totally menu-driven.

driven, and moving from one menu to an
other is logical and intuitive. A person
with little or no database management
experience won't have any trouble figur
ing out what comes next. I wish that other
programs were laid out as well. Good on
line help is also available.

dBASE Compatibility
Alpha Four can use dBASE III Plus data
files di rectly. It works with database
files (.DBF), memo files (.DBT) and in
dex files (.NDX) . However , Alpha Four
cannot use dBASE IV files , because it
does not support the master index file
type (.MDX) or the memo file (.DBT)
that dBASE IV uses .
I did find one incompatibility between
Alpha Four and dBASE-it has to do
with templates. With dBASE , you can
choose not to store formatting charac
ters , which are used as a part of a tern-

plate, as data . The picture function @R
handles this . With Alpha Four, the pic
ture-formatting characters are automati
cally part of the field value when it is
stored. In other words, in dBASE you can
store the telephone number "(212) 555
1212" in a character field with a length
of 10 (just the digits) using the picture
function, while with Alpha Four, you
must specify a length of 14. If you try to
create a template for the field , you will
run out of space before you run out of
numbers. In this case, you will have to
suffer the extra 4 bytes per record that
this implies.
Although Alpha Four and dBASE
share the same database file structure
and the same indexing routine, little else
about the two programs is similar. Alpha
Four cannot run user programs. There is
no "dot prompt" to contend with or use.
continued
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to other database tables in sets, with the
links defined and established only when
the set is constructed . You define data
entry screens , reports and labels , filters ,
and mail merges from their own mod
ules , and you can call them indepen
dently or as part of a larger application.
As with dBASE , you can set ranges
and filters with Alpha Four. You can
change the active index , set a filter , and
save it all from within one screen . While
Alpha Four does not provide you with a
point-and-shoot filter builder , it does
provide you with access to all fields ,
functions , and logical operators while
you are building your filter expression .
Alpha Software is also good enough to
recognize and tell you that filters slow
down processing and that you should,
where possible , try to index on the filter
expression, set that as the active index,
and then indicate the range for the de
sired data .

Alpha Four 1.05
Company
Alpha Sof tware
One North Ave.
Burlington , MA 01803
(61 7) 229-2924

Hardware Needed
IB M PC , XT, AT, PS/2, or compatible
wit h 512K bytes of RAM and a hard disk
d rive with a minimum of 2.4 megabytes
of free space

Software Needed
MS-DOS 2.1 or higher

Documentation
User 's manual ; tutorial ; on-line help

Price
$595

Inquiry 884.

Instead , you define the necessary pieces
of an application from different specifi
cation screens and work surfaces. Alpha
Four can use the individual pieces, or
you can integrate them into a complete
application . Database tables are related

Forms Design and Field Rules
The Alpha Four forms feature lets you
design screen-entry forms visually . The
forms designer is WYSIWYG , and it lets
you print directly from the forms design .

With this feature, you don't have to
create the same design twice, once for
the screen and once for printing.
A major difference between the Alpha
Four forms designer and dBASE is that
with Alpha Four, you don't use any edit
ing rules in the screen form, the way you
do with dBASE. To handle this neces
sary function, Alpha Four uses the
"field rules " option from the Database/
Set Design utility. With dBASE, you
must specify the acceptable values as a
part of the data-entry screen, and you
must also specify the format template for
output as a part of your report program.
While this gives you the flexibility to
handle the same piece of data differently
in different areas of the program, in most
instances, it simply means more work.
Alpha Four has gotten around this by
designating the formats and editing pa
rameters as an integral part of the data
base design process.
The field rules act more like a data dic
tionary than anything else. You can
create calculated fields, enforce case for
alpha data , and supply the editing tem
plate and the mask and print template for
continued

AutoKey 400 programmable macro keys!
Simplify DOS, D-base, Lotus 1-2-3.
Boost your CAD performance.
Automate word processing.

coming soon

Mouse
Macros

• Plugs into your keyboard line.
• Uses no system memory.
• Requires no software.
• Has its own microcomputer.
•Eliminates complicated memory
resident macro programs such
as SuperKey and ProKey.
Mextel Corp. 159 Beeline Road
Bensenville, Illinois 60106
AuroKey is trademark of Mexrel Corp. All ocher produce names are
trademarks of their respective manufacturers. ©1989 MEXTEL CORP.

,

Call 1-800-888-4146

(inside IL call 312-595-4146)
AutoKey 40 . ...... .. . $139.00
.._ AutoKey 20/20 ... ... .. $289.00
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eal-Time Debugging for 386s and 2B6s
U ser Jeff Garbers, Crosstalk
Communications ' Director of
Software Development, has been
debugging with Periscope®Model
IV and says, " The hardware
really makes Periscope shine,
especially when you 've got
timing-rekited problems. I can
now track down changing
pointers and altered buffers on
my 386. I've been using it to
debug Crosstalk® Mk. 4 and
there 's just no better way to do
it. "
Periscope IV gives you the ability
to debug time-sensitive programs,
hardware-interrupt routines, and pro
grams with intermittent errors. You can
run your program at full speed while
tracking down unwanted memory
overwrites. You can use the information
captured in Periscope IV's real-time
trace buffer to see EXACTLY what the
system is doing, and to improve its
performance.

Pe riscope
ma nual, disk ,
qu'ic k-refere nce
card , and 512I<
P lus boat"d th at
provides write
protected RAM
for Periscope
Models I, III,
and I .

Periscope

A New Generation of Hardware-Assisted Debugglllg
Compatible with virtually any 286 or 386 with an AT-style-bus, Periscope IV
works on machines running up to 25MHz with any number of wait states.
Because it gets information directly from the CPU, instead of from the system
bus, Model IV is not sensitive to bus compatibility issues.
Periscope IV collects CPU information in its hardware trace buffer while
the CPU runs at full speed. Whether you tell Periscope IV to capture just
selected information or to capture everything, you can use its powerful trace
buffer commands to search for and display the execution history the way you
need to see it. And you can use the CPU cycle count information to get the last
bit of performance out of your code.
With Periscope IV you can set hardware breakpoints on memory accesses
(within the first 16MB), I/O ports, and data. You can also set breakpoints on
the occurrence of specific sequences of events, such as "watch for the routine
FOO to begin executing, then while it is, watch for the variable BAR to be
written." This capability, called sequential triggering, enables you to define
complex conditions, then stop your program and examine what has happened
when these conditions occur.
If you're developing a large application that needs all of the lower 640K, you
can use the optional Plus board to keep Periscope totally out of normal DOS
memory. The Plus board requires the use of a second slot.
The Periscope IV software is an extension of the software that comes with
all models of Periscope. So, along with Periscope IV's powerful hardware, you
get a full-function software debugger with source and symbol support for most
popular PC compilers and linkers, Microsoft®Windows support, PLINK
overlay support, dual monitor support, support for debugging device drivers
and TSRs as well as regular programs, DOS independence, crash recovery,
ease-of-use, and much more.
Prices on Periscope range from $145 for software-only Model II-X to $2,995
for a 25MHz 386 hardware-assisted Model IV. Call 800/722-7006 for pricing
details, free information, to talk about your debugging needs, or to order your
Periscope.
Order Your Periscope, Toti-Free,
Today! 800-722-7006
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS AND QUALIFIED
COMPANY PURCHASE ORDERS ACCEPTED

"No matter
what your debugging needs,
a single call to the Periscope
Company has always
sufficed..."
Th~tSI

''1988

Ross Creenberg
"Best of 1988" (Development Tools)
Pe Magazine, January 17; 1989
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REVIEW

ALPHA FOUR: NO PROGRAMMING REQUIRED

Table 1: My tests showed that Alpha Four is somewhat slower in large or
compound indexes than dBASE IV. All times are in minutes:seconds.
ALPHA FOUR VS. dBASE IV

Locate on numeric field (1000 records)
Locate on character field (1000 records)
Index 1000 records on numeric field
Index 5000 records on numeric field
Index 10,000 records on numeric field
Index 1000 records on compound key

each field. You can also indicate whether
the mask is to be strictly enforced or
whether exceptions can be made to it.
You can supply either a default value or a
calculated default expression as a part of
the field rules.
Field rules also let you elect whether
or not a field requires an entry. You can
even make the field rule dependent on a
value in another field. You also have the
option of using a valid expression that
must evaluate to a logical "true" before
the program accepts the entry.
You can specify a condition for which
the field is skipped and no entry is re
quired (e.g., if you have a male patient,
you don't ask if he's pregnant). You can
have the user enter critical data twice to
make sure that it's right, and you can
supply a prompt for each field. The pro
gram lets you perform field lookups
either from a table in memory or from a
database on disk. You can set the size of
the window that pops up and whether it
pops up automatically or only on entry of
illegal data. Bad data can be that which is
already in the table or that which is not .
All this is available without any pro
gramming.
Alpha Four has even tamed memo
fields , which have long been the toughest
aspect of screen design with dBASE. Al
pha Four simply lets you choose a win
dow for editing memo fields .

Reports, Labels, and Browsing
The report writer included in Alpha
Four is powerful. Reports can have up to
nine levels of detail and include calculat
ed fields. You can print data in either
regular or compressed mode, or with
bold, underlining, and italics to high
light important parts of the report. You
can even have memo and character fields
wrap in specified spaces. Summary re
ports are also supported.
Probably the most impressive part of
the report portion of Alpha Four is that
you can make two passes through a re
268
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Alpha Four

dBASEIV

0:04

0:02

0:03
0:04
030
1 :06
0:10

0:02
0:03
0 :24
0:48
0:03

Along with all the basic features, Alpha
Four lets you pause for operator entry
during printing, using calculated fields
in the middle of your letter and printing
information conditionally. For example,
you can automatically generate a differ
ent type of form letter that thanks con
tributors based on the amount they gave.
Last, but certainly not least, Alpha
Four contains the ability to define cus
tom menus that let you call submenus,
run macros, call another application, or
run another application . The generator
also allows you to add a prompt line and a
help file, if desired. While not terribly
sophisticated in its design, the Alpha
Four applications generator lets you de
velop good, solid, basic applications.

port. On the first pass you can generate
summary statistics. On the second pass,
you can use these numbers (e .g., sales
The Downside
per region as a percent of total sales).
The label-printing program lets you Alpha Four does a better job than most of
determine the size of a label , how many the competitive products I've seen. This
labels you want across a sheet, how many doesn't mean that I'm a complete fan of
spaces you need between labels (across . the product. Alpha Four is, by defini
and down), the number of copies you tion, limited in what it can do . With a
want to print, and the labels' contents. database management product, such as
You can specify what information goes dBASE, which includes a programming
where and what to do with blank infor language, you will always be able to do
mation .
things that a defined product like Alpha
One of Alpha Four' s best features is its Four cannot.
ability to define up to 26 different browse
Alpha Four does not have a program
tables for each set of data. You can define ming language and is not designed to ex
fields to be included in the browse , and ecute even a single line of user program
you can select the order in which they are code, so you cannot do anything that ' s
to appear. You can also include calcu not built into the product. It would help if
lated fields . Unlike dBASE , you can Alpha Software could put a RUN com
show the contents of memo fields in the mand in the product that allowed you to
swap Alpha Four out of memory and run
browse table.
another program.
Macros and Other Good Stuff
On the other hand, if you have heard
Alpha Four provides a keyboard macro anything about Alpha Four's lack of in
capability so you can record and edit any dexing speed, you can discount most of
series of keystrokes . Th is comes in it. Version 1.05 is five to IO times faster
handy when developing applications and than 1.0 and, as you can see from the
in circumstances like data entry , where benchmark times in table 1, close to the
repetitive keystrokes become a burden.
speed of dBASE IV for simple indexes
The product also includes a complete but still slower for a compound index.
set of import and export file specifica
Overall, Alpha Four represents an ex
tions, letting you get at data stored in cellent alternative approach to handling
other programs and also letting you write data management tasks. But at $595, it's
data to them. You can import data from not that much of a bargain. I wish the
Alpha Software's Alpha Data Base Man program was a bit peppier than it is, but
ager II (the company's flagship product), it's still an excellent ad hoc query device
from Lotus .WKS and .WKl worksheet for small databases. I would definitely
files, and from Microsoft SYLK and consider the program for an environment
VisiCalc DIF files, as well as from where I had nonprogrammers and novice
dBASE II, PFS: File, and ASCII tables computer users who want to look at data
and character-delimited format files . Al for themselves . •
pha Four will export in these file formats
as well as in MultiMate and WordPerfect Malcolm C. Rubel is president ofPerfor
merge file formats.
mance Dynamics, a New York consulting
Alpha Four includes the ability to de firm that specializes in DBMS software.
velop and print form letters. As with His latest book, dBASE IV Power Tools,
everything else about Alpha Four, this has just been published by Bantam. You
feature is powerful but still easy to use . can reach him on BIX c/o "editors."

DISK TRACER AUTOMATES DISKETTE COPYING.
Put time-co ns uming formatting and copy ing tasks
behind you with the new Dis k Tracer. Now you can for
mat and copy diskettes eas il y and automati cally. Ju st as
the paper copier e liminated messy carbo n paper, now
Disk Tracer eliminates the slow, tedious task of copy ing
di skettes manuall y.
Simply place your original di s kette a nd bl a nk disk
ettes in the top tray, select the quantity des ired , press
COPY and walk away. Don ' t wa lk too far, Disk Tracer
produces a perfect copy every 24 seco nds .. . withou t
your effort or attention! Disk Tracer does it all automati
ca\\y,fast, free ing you and your compute r. And by
reduc ing your labor cost, it qui c kl y pays for itself.

Di sk Trace r is one of many state-of-the-art diskette
cop ie rs brought to you by Trace, with a product family
that answers eve ry need from hi gh volum e indus tri al
di s kette copying to our inexpe ns ive des ktop copi ers.
Trace is th e number one choi ce of profess ional s world
wide . Ca ll us today for more information or the name
of a di stributor near you.
In fonnation Hotlin e : 1-800-366-5560

WORLD LEADER I N DISKETTE AND TAPE DUPLICATION SYSTEMS
THACE PRODUCTS 2 190 Berin g Drive, Sa n Jose, CA 951 3 1
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Introducing software that thmks.
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personal computer design and drafting software this powerful, this fast or this im.tuitive. Vellum
thinks. Its radical new technology automatically pinpoints and aligns geometry as you draw.
Built-in intelligence allows you to draw virtually freehand, yet set precf~e ahnensions at any ·
\

'

time. Finally, the days of complex commands and weeks of training are gone~ Velh1m has"
made industrial-strength design click on the Macintosh. For a

A S/ H LA R

SoftWare That Thmks~

demonstration see your Ashlar dealer or call ( 408) 746-3900.
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APPLICATION REVIEW

The Power
of the Press
Interleaf' s
publishing software
keeps getting better
Jon Udell

I

nterleaf's Technical Publishing
Software (TPS) blends two styles of
computer-based publishing. The
first, represented by troff and TEX,
is stream-oriented and work s with a
global description of a document's for
mat. The second (and newer) style, best
exemplified by PageMaker, works in a
WYSIWYG mode with individual pages .
Both methods have advantages: troff
and TEX powerfully automate the pagi
nation of large documents , and Page
Maker shines when you need to lay out
custom pages that mix text and graphics.
TPS 's union of the two styles is, for the
most part, a happy one that has made it
one of the most interesting desktop pub
lishing packages around . The latest ver
sion, release 4.0, enhances both halves of
TPS's personality.
Release 4.0, ranging in price from
$2500 for the core version to $15 , 000 for
the full version, runs under Unix on Sun,
Apollo, and DEC workstations . I used
the full version on a Sun386i. That's a
heady combination of hardware and soft
ware, but there's hope for PC and Mac
users.
Interleaf has already ported release
3.0 to PCs and Macs. These versions,
known respectively as IBM Interleaf
Publisher and Interleaf Publisher, have
recently dropped into the sub-$1000
price range .
The advent of DOS extenders with
built-in virtual memory (on 80386 PCs)
and System 7.0 with virtual memory (on
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Interleaf's Technical Publishing Software lets you easily mix text and graphics
in a document.

68030 Macs or on 68020 Macs equipped
with paged-memory-management units)
might tempt Interleaf to move its latest
version over to these platforms. The
company isn't making any promises,
however.

First Impressions
On the Sun workstation, TPS can run in a
SunView window using your choice of
Sun or Interleaf conventions for mouse
button behavior , or it can claim the work
station's entire screen (again, with your
choice of mouse conventions). I preferred
the SunView approach , which let me
iconify and de-iconify the TPS applica
tion and switch among windows contain
ing other tasks , such as Unix and DOS
terminals and SunView 's Organizer.

That flexibility, however, requires you to
think in terms of two different window
ing models and two different desktops .
Moving or sizing the SunView window
that contains TPS (or any other SunView
application) works one way. Within the
TPS window, moving or sizing the win
dow that contains a TPS document works
another way .
Although the mechanics of TPS's
desktop differ from those of Sun's, the
two share a common philosophy that I
find less congenial than the Mac's. Both
turn what are simple click or click-and
drag operations on the Mac into menu
driven affairs. For example, to close a
TPS document window, you click on the
document's name to pop up a menu that
continued
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Style, Structure, and Content
You use the vertical, left-aligned compo
nent bar to view and edit the components
Company
lnterleaf, Inc.
of a document. In the default empty
10 Canal Park
document, there is a single component
Cambridge, MA 02141
name: para. When you click in the docu
(6 17) 577-9800
ment ' s main window and start typing in
text,
the text appears on the screen as 12
Hardware Needed
point Thames Roman (similar to Times
Sun-2 , -3 , -4 , or Sun386i; Apollo ON
Roman) spaced 1.16 lines apart.
series; DEC VAXstation or DECstation;
These properties flow from the default
HP 9000
para component. To change them, you
Software Needed
select the component's name in the com
Depends on hardware: SunOS, Apollo
ponent bar, activate a pop-up menu, and
Domain , DEC VMS or Ultrix, or Hewlett
open a set of linked property sheets asso
Packard HP-UX
ciated with the component. Here you can
specify a para's margins, font family
Documentation
and size , indentation, horizontal justifi
User manuals; tutorial; application
cation, display attributes (underlining
guides
and strike-through), kerning (interchar
Price
acter spacing), leading (interline spac
Core TPS: $2500
ing), color (for spot color separation),
Advanced Graphics: $4500
and even hyphenation and spelling
Book Catalog $2500
dictionaries .
Full TPS: $15,000
The component bar is a more powerful
version
of what Microsoft Word calls a
Inquiry 882.
style sheet. But it also serves as a struc
ture editor that complements the main
window's text editor. To delete a range of
text from within a para, you'd use the
text editor to highlight the range and then
includes the Close item. To move an cut it. But to delete the entire para com
icon , you click to select it and then click ponent, you'd highlight its name in the
component bar and cut it.
another button to bring up a menu that in
The component editor also gives ac
cludes the Move item. Fortunately, the
cess to the component masters that lie
software is often smart enough to antici
pate and highlight the appropriate choice behind the instances that appear in the
in these situations. But still , everything's component bar. The para component in
the default document is one such in
modal.
Chief desktop icons are cabinets , stance. You can create a second para in
the text editor by pressing the Line Feed
drawers, folders, and documents . Cabi
nets, drawers, and folders are directo
key , or in the component editor with the
Create->para command. Now select
ries; their icons differ, so you can meta
phorically classify what you store in the new para in the component bar, ac
cess its property sheet, and change its
them, but they behave identically. Docu
ments are where the action is. To create a font. The ensuing pop-up menu prompts
document , you click in empty desktop you to apply the change locally or glo
space (or in an open cabinet, drawer, or bally. The first choice affects only the
folder) to pop up the menu of actions that para whose property sheet you've ac
are available, select Create->, slide cessed. The second affects all existing
right to pop up the submenu signified by paras and, because it updates the master
the arrow , and select document . Such that's used to stamp out new instances,
telescoping hierarchical submenus ap
all future paras as well.
Working with masters takes some get
pear everywhere and are one of the hall
marks oflnterleaf's interface.
ting used to. They ' re reclusive: You can
The document window is bounded by not edit them directly; you can only
Header boxes , a component bar, and transfer properties to them by way of in
horizontal and vertical scroll bars . Each stances. However, the component bar's
Header box acts as a gateway to menus Create-> menu lists all the masters in a
that control sets of document properties. document. In addition to para, the de
The Name box's pop-up menu accesses fault document provides masters that
the Re name, Close, and Save com
govern subheads , lists, bullets, and
mands. The Printer, Font, Page, and tables . To add a new master , you create
Text boxes each govern other sets of an instance of one of the known masters,
properties.
adjust its properties to fit your needs, re
Technical Publishing Software 4,0
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name it, and globally apply the change.
This procedure simultaneously creates a
new master and that master's first in
stance.
Although masters normally transmit
style to the instances that derive from
them, they can also transmit content.
Take a look at one of the pages in the
What's New section of this magazine .
In the design of a template for that sec
tion, I used a shared-content master to
define a firstpara component that in
cludes the bold divider at the beginning
of each article. Once that was done, the
Create->firstpara command (TPS
adds the new component to the Create
menu on the fly) conjured up a new com
ponent that contained the divider . Be
cause all the dividers in the document
shared the master's content, a change to
any of them-for example, in color,
width, thickness, or vertical offset
propagated through the master to all the
others .

Text in Graphics in Text
That bold divider was a graphical, not a
textual, element. TPS graphics live in
frames that are, in turn, tied to compo
nents . You create frames in the document
window , not in the component bar
they're part of the content of compo
nents, not components themselves. As
such, frames anchor to the text of your
document. But, like components, frames
have adjustable properties. For example,
you can specify that a frame will appear
at its anchor ' s location, after the text in
which the anchor occurs , or at the top or
the bottom of the anchor ' s page. Frames
can also fill the page, and they can over
lay or underlay text and other frames on
the page.
Other useful frame properties include
width and height, which you can specify
in terms of a column of text, a whole
page, or absolutely, and offset, which
fine-tunes the placement of the frame
either horizontally or vertically, depend
ing on the method of anchoring . Like
components, frames are instances of
masters . Once you adjust one to your lik
ing, you have built a frame master that
you can name and reuse.
When you select and open a frame,
you enter the diagram editor-a highly
sophisticated, object-oriented drawing
program . The basics will be familiar to
anyone who's used MacDraw or Adobe
Illustrator-lines, ovals , boxes, and fill
patterns behave much as they do in these
popular Macintosh applications . But the
power of the TPS diagram editor is sim
ply breathtaking. The arc and spline
continued
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editors are a joy to use . In addition to the
rectangular grid, an isometric grid helps
you create objects that look three-dimen
sional. You can supply numeric input for
nearly all operations, and you can be as
precise as you want (that's true through
out the TPS system) . You can even spec
ify a scaling factor for numeric input, so
that if you're drawing, say, a floor plan,
you can express distances in feet or in
inches.
I particularly liked the suite of tools

that align a set of selected objects to one
another's top , bottom, left , or right
edges, vertical or horizontal centers, or
the frame. For finer adjustments, you
can use grid alignment and gravity. Ob
jects respond quite sensitively to one an
other's gravity points, and you can even
adjust the gravity radius if congestion
makes that necessary.
Another handy feature is subediting,
which enables you to recursively edit a
group of objects. With subediting, you
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ICTORY
OVER
~STATISTICS
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At last, PC users can
master statistical analysis
without a masters in math .

;:tfffiY"'

It's Victory Over Statistics, a 200-page manual, published by
GTE Data Services, Inc. Written in everyday English, Victory
Over Statistics with its menu-driven diskware will take you from
the basics, such as averages and variance, all the way to
double exponential smoothing and regression analysis .
Step by step, at the pace you choose.
All you need is an IBM PC or compatible with a 5.25 disk drive
and 128K memory plus $35.00.
That's one set of numbers even a math hater can love .

ffiJ3

Data Services

THE POWER IS ON

----------------------------------------To order, send the coupon and a check, payable to GTE Data Services, Inc.
Please allow four weeks for delivery.

Here's my check for $35.00 , plus $4.00 for postage
and handling. Florida residents please add 6% sales
tax . Please rush my
Victory Over Statistics manual and disk.

Name

Victory Over Statistics , F1 M
GTE Data Services , Inc.
P. 0 . Box 290152
Temple Terrace , FL 33687-0152

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - --

Address

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ __
Telephone Number (__)

don 't have to undo a group to change
something in it. This feature makes
groups extremely useful.
Three kinds of text can appear in a
frame : raster text, outline text, and
microdocuments . Raster text objects use
the same fonts as the regular text-pro
cessing system. You can rotate them in
90-degree increments, and they interact
intelligently with other kinds of objects.
For example, while adding labels to a
chart, I found it easy to lay down a series
of construction lines, snap the baselines
of the text labels to those lines, and then
center the text labels horizontally with
respect to the lines.
You can convert a raster text object to
its equivalent in a Bitstream-supplied
outline font . It's a one-way conversion
if you've misspelled something, you 'II
have to throw the conversion away and
start over. But once the text is in outline
form , you can size or rotate it arbitrarily ,
change the weight of its edges , fill it with
a pattern, and twist it into unusual (and,
you hope, artistic) shapes.
Microdocuments are TPS documents
that live within bounding rectangles in
side graphical frames, which, in turn ,
live inside components of regular TPS
documents. Confusing? Well, yes , there
are a lot of Chinese boxes here , but
microdocuments are an intriguing inven
tion . The problem with raster and outline
text objects is that, while they're fine for
short phrases and one-liners, you often
need more text than that in a diagram,
and you'd like that text to behave as text ,
not as graphical objects . Microdocu
ments do that. Nearly all TPS's text-pro
cessing power is available within the
microdocument editor. Microdocuments
can even participate in the main docu
ment's table of contents and index pro
cessing. That makes them a good choice
for captions and legends.

Layout Problems
With this formidable collection of tools,
I set out to produce templates for a few
pages of BYTE. To my surprise, I was
unable to solve a layout problem satisfac
torily. Look again at the What's New
section. See how the columns run around
the photograph at the top of the page? In a
multicolumn format, TPS doesn't do
well with that sort of text/graphics inter
action .
Frames work beautifully when they're
no wider than a single column; the frame
anchors to and flows with the text. When
the frame gets wider than a column,
there are a couple of possibilities: It can
straddle the page (the straddle acts as a
continued
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GET THE

PC NETWORK ADVANTAGE

Join Today·· Receive A FREE Surprise Package of Gifts, and More •••

9 Reasons
Why You
Should Join
The Club•••
Over 100,000 Satisfied Club
Memberships. PC Network Members
come to us for everything from basic
software/hardware to complex
computer system needs . We answer
tough questions, offer great
merchandise selection, and provide
excellent service . When you join you
receive ...

Members
Take
Advantage
6. Club Leasing 
Business Option
With other computer companies,
if you wanted to lease computer
hardware, you had to be a big
business. Now small businesses
and professional Club members
have this option available.

Of Specials
Like These

7. Dow Jones Information
Retrieval
Have access to this information
service at members only discount
rates plus receive special discount
certificates, worth over $50 .00 in
FREE services.

SEAGATE
ST-251-1
40MB Hard
Drive 28MSec

$299

1 • Red Carpet Service
Club members receive exclusive
privileges, plus special merchandise
8. No Minimum Purchase
offers, streamlined 24-hour order
HEADLAND
EVER!
processing, shipping, and service.
Video 7
That's right. Club members have
FastWrite VGA
no pre-set purchase requirements.
2. Warehouse Pricing
No complicated forms . No un
Club members get low warehouse
wanted or un-ordered
to-you prices every day. Oust take
merchandise-ever. You pick and
a "peek" at our specials.)
choose what you want-when you
want it.
3. Exclusive PC Network
Credit Card.
SEIKOSHA
9. Exceptional Service
Now you can apply for a credit
Unequalled Privileges.
SP-l600AI
card devoted to your computing
You have toll-free direct lines to
l60cps Dot Matrix
needs. Great when you need fast
PC Network whenever you need
warehouse-to-you shipments.
to talk to a Technical Consultant
or Computer Consultant. Plus,
4. Used Computer Hardware
your very own Club
Exchange
Representative to answer your
Sell your used computer hardware
computer questions.
·to other Club members. Upgrade
your system. Available to Club
members at a nominal cost.
Join today and receive our latest Buyers Guide and your New Members kit, with
personalized I.D., PLUS--if your're one ·of the first 1,000 new members, you will
5. Members ONLINE
automatically
receive a special FREE surprise package of gifts. Open a world of
Bulletin Board
exceptional service and unequalled privileges--all for only $19.95 a year. Join now, find
Download "Freeware" and
out for yourself why "Personal Computing" magazine ranked PC Network, " Best for
"Shareware" from our massive
Overall Pricing-Overall Value!"
collection of Public Domain

Accept Our Invitation

software. Place orders. Get
information . Not just a bulletin
board, but a complete member
information network .

Join Now, 1·B00·611·1JB3

I •·-·
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text-flow barrier), or it can overlay the
page (but then the frame won't obstruct
text flow).
A text-shaping feature lets you man
ually push text around an overlay frame,
but that's a custom operation and can't be
made part of a reusable template. A final
option, used in the newsletter example
provided with the software, is to put each
column's text into a separate microdocu
ment; then it's easy to put the columns
where you want them. But again, that's a
custom operation that doesn't yield a re
usable template. Text can't flow between
microdocuments, so in a production en
vironment, you'd be stuck doing lots of
electronic paste-up.
I was trying to get TPS to do some
thing it wasn't designed to do. It's not
really a layout system, and it's not in
tended for newspaper and magazine
work. The essence of layout is that each
page gets special treatment. But TPS's
dominant mode is document-oriented
rather than page-oriented. True, its
diagram editor is so powerful that you
can ignore the document mode and
create highly customized mixtures of
text and graphics within frames. Never
theless, in document mode TPS's
strength is automatic pagination , not
custom layout.
Who needs this capability? Technical
documenters, business folk, scientists,
engineers, commercial book publishers,
database publishers-anyone who pro
duces lots of pages, needs high quality
and fast turnaround, wants to define and
reuse design standards, and doesn't want
to fuss over each individual page.

Charts, Tables, and Equations
TPS supports its diverse users with sev
eral additional special-purpose tools.
Three that I haven't mentioned are the
equation, chart, and table editors. The
equation editor does mathematical type
setting. It parses expressions made of let
ters, digits, parentheses, brackets, and
mathematical keywords, and it produces
typeset equations.
The chart editor is the nicest that I've
worked with. It's data-driven-you cut
tab- and new-line-delimited sets of num
bers from a text file and paste them into a
chart's data sheet. The system supports
the usual collection of chart styles but of
fers excellent control over variation with
in those styles. Using data on 66 ma
chines that have been tested in the BYTE
Lab, I developed a stacked-bar chart that
displayed nearly 600 data points. The re
sult was clear and precise on-screen and
even better when printed on a Laser
Writer IINT .
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TPS's attention to detail is such that
you can set the width and length of the
hash marks along a chart's axes (among
other chart properties) in terms of whim
sically named rs us (for "ridiculously
small units") . An rsu is equal to a mil
lionth of an inch. The manual notes dryly
that you have to add 3000 rsus to a chart
parameter to see even a slight difference
in 300-dot-per-inch printed output.
Charts inhabit frames, so it's easy to
add further embellishments using the di
agram editor. You can move and size
charts and lay pictures or microdocu
ments on top of them. I even found a way
to mimic the BYTE format for bench
marks. Sometimes application bench
marks are shown as left-to-right bars and
system benchmarks as mirror-image
right-to-left bars on the same page. The
diagram editor couldn't flip the system
benchmarks to the other orientation, but
TPS 's screen-capture tool turned the
chart into a raster image, which I then
flipped and aligned to achieve the de
sired result.
Tables are interesting hybrids. When
you create a table in the component bar,
you specify the number of rows and col
umns that it contains. The result isn't a
single component name, however, but
rather a list of names-one for each row .
From any row component, you can ac
cess property sheets that govern that row
instance, the row master (and, by exten
sion, all rows), or the whole table. When
you click in a cell, you can access proper
ty sheets that govern that cell, and you
can apply changes to only that cell or to
its whole column. Text wraps within
cells , and a row grows automatically
when the contents of any of its cells re
quire it to do so.

Document and Project Management
TPS recognizes that the kinds of docu
ments it does well usually represent the
work of a team rather than an individual
author, and it works hard to support the
team approach. The book is a meta-docu
ment implemented as a special directory
that joins into a single entity a collection
of documents that may have been pro
duced by multiple authors on multiple
workstations . The book's documents re
tain their individuality, but they can also
behave as an aggregate for purposes of
pagination, indexing, and printing. A
catalog is to a book what a component
bar is to a document. Catalogs can export
properties to the documents in a book;
that's a useful way to control the style of
a collection of documents.
A set of what Interleaf calls "effectiv
ity tools" aids in the control of versions,

revisions, and annotations. The mecha
nism entails tagging components with
attributes and then applying control ex
pressions to select components that
match one or more attributes. For exam
ple, if you have to maintain a software
manual for a product that runs under
multiple operating systems, you might
use the attributes "Unix" or "VMS" to
mark the variable parts of the book. Or,
if several editors are reviewing a docu
ment, you might use the attributes
"Frank" and "Sylvia" to selectively
show or hide their comments.
Not everyone on a writing team needs
a TPS workstation. The system happily
imports ASCII files that intersperse
component names (e.g., <para>) with
textual content. That's an important
point to bear in mind. For example, a
single TPS workstation run by a compe
tent artist/typesetter might be adequate
to serve a team of PC-based technical
writers.

Toward an Open Architecture
TPS 4.0 takes a small step in the direc
tion of what the company calls an "open
architecture": A Lisp interpreter is em
bedded in the system, and a small set of
Lisp programs comes with the installa
tion . The names of these programs ap
pear on the Custom pop-up menu; icons
in the Custom cabinet contain the Lisp
code.
These "Leafware" utilities can run
Unix commands from within the TPS
desktop or set TPS system parameters .
It's an embryonic capability, but one that
holds much promise.
Building extensibility into TPS-as
most CAD vendors have done with their
products-invites third-party developers
to customize the product for more spe
cialized markets than Interleaf itself can
address. It's a great idea, although it's
not yet clear that Leafware will open up
the TPS product to the extent that Auto
Lisp has opened up AutoCAD .
TPS 4.0 is a remarkable product.
From a PC or Mac perspective, it's like
having TEX, PageMaker, Adobe Illus
trator, and Microsoft Chart all rolled
into a single package. There's so much
there, I'll bet many users will tap only a
fraction of its capacity. But for those who
deal heavily in the kinds of documents
that TPS does well-from display adver
tisements to textbooks-TPS 4 .0 will get
the job done with speed, style, and pre
cision.•
Jon Udell is a BYTE senior technical edi
tor at large. He can be reached on BIX as
"judell."
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MICRO-CAP 111:
r
THIRD-GENERATION INTERACTIVE
CIRCUIT ANALYSIS. MORE POWER.
MORE SPEED. LESS WORK.
MICRO-CAP m;· the third generation
of the top selling IBM®PC-based interac
tive CAE tool, adds even more accuracy,
speed, and simplicity to circuit design and
simulation.
The program's window-based opera
tion and schematic editor make circuit
creation a breeze. And super-fast SPICE
like routines mean quick AC, DC, Fourier
and transient analysis - right from
schematics.You can combine simulations
of digital and analog circuits via integrated
switch models and macros. And, using
stepped component values, rapidly gener
ate multiple plots to fine-tune your circuits.
We've added routines for noise, impe
dance and conductance - even Monte
Carlo routines for statistical analysis of
production yield. Plus algebraic formula
\)arsers for plotting almost any desired
function.

Transient a11alj1sis

Schematiceditor

Modeling power leaps upward as
well, to Gummel-Poon BJT and Level 3
MOS- supported, of course, bya built-in
Parameter Estimation Program and
extended standard parts library.
There's support for Hercules~ CGA,
MCGA,EGA and VGA displays. Output for
laser plotters and printers. And a lot more.
The cost? Just $1495. Evaluation ver
sions are only $150.
Naturally,you'll want to call or write for
a free brochure and demo disk.

------------------------ ------- - ---- -- ------1021 S.Wolfe Road,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 738-4387

Monte Carloanalysis

Circle 334 on Reader Service Card

MICRO-CAI' Ill isfl registered tmdemflrk a/ Spectrum Software.
Hercules is fl registered tmde11wrk ofHercules Computer Teclmology
IBM is a registered tmdemark ofl11ten1alio11nl811si11essMacbi11es. Inc.

ZEOS Smashes the'386
Your best reason
yet to move up to a
'386. Now you can
own acomplete
ZEOS '386SX
16MHz hard drive
system for less
than comparable
'286 systems.
TheZEOS
'386SX. ZEOS
performance,
quality and
support. ZEOS
value. The Choice
is Clear.

If you plan to buy
a 16- or 20MHz 286 machine,
think again.

A fundamental change in
computing is about to take place.
Systems based on the 80286
processor will be replaced by
systems based on the 80386SX.
As America's premier manu
facturer of 80386 based systems,
we've designed the new ZEOS
386SX to provide everyone with
a window to the future. A future
of '386 speed and performance
at a fraction of what you would
expect to pay.
And ZEOS knows '386 sys
tems better than anyone. After all,
PC Magazine chose ZEOS above
57 other companies for ''For Over
all Excellerice" in their recent '386
Blockbuster issue.
The new ZEOS 386SX simply
runs circles around '286 based
machines. PC magazine noted
that the ZEOS 16MHz 386SX
compares "favorably with the
20MHz '286 machines reviewed
in 'The 80286: Unsafe at Higher
Speeds?'" (PC Magazine, De
cember 27, 1988).
So forget those 16- and 20MHz
'286 machines forever. The ZEOS
'386SX-16 "blows 'em right out

of the water." As PC Magazine
says, "386SX-based machines
are the right choice..." and the
new ZEOS 386SX is the right
choice for you.
30 Day Absolute Satisfaction
Guarantee. One Full Year
Limited Warranty.
If a company believes in their
product, they should stand Rock
Solid behind it. That's why your
new ZEOS 386SX hard drive sys
tem includes our famous 30 Day
Absolute Satisfaction Mrmey
Back Guarantee, One Full Year
Limited Warranty and Express
Parts Replacement Policy.
24 Hour a Day Sales and Toll
Free Technical Support!
And talk about service! ZEOS
is the only computer company in
America standing by ready to
help you Toll Free, 24 fwurs a day,
365 days ayear. Nobody supports
their customers like ZEOS!
Order your new ZEOS 386SX
now with confidence.Your choice
of ZEOS quality and performance
is Guaranteed. Order now by
calling 800-423-5891.

All prices and specifications are subject to change wiLhout notice. Please call for current pricing a nd warranty deta ils.
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TheNewZEOS
386SX Hard Drive
System. Below
'286 Prices!

Only$1,695
The.future is now!

Price Barrier!

Why be left behind with yes
terday's '286 technology? This
fast new ZEOS 386SX system
is your high performance ticket
to '386 computing power. It's
actually faster and yet less
expensive than comparable
'286 systems.
• 80386SX16 CPU, 8/16MHz
Dual Speed Keyboard Select
able. Reset/Turbo Buttons.
• 512K DRAM, expandable to
a System Total of16MB.
•Shadow RAM and EMS
capability.
•Fast 32MB Seagate138R
Hard Drive with autopark,
l.2MB Teac floppy drive.
• Ultra high speed Hardi
Floppy controller. 1:1 inter
leave, High Speed transfer.
•Genuine Hercules®brand
graphics controller. High-Res
Amber Display with Tilt/
Swivel.
• ZEOS! RS Enhanced
Tactile/ Click keyboard.
• 2 High Speed Serial Ports
plus one Parallel and one
Game Port.
• 6-16, 2-8 bit expansion swts.
80387SX support.
• Rugged ZEOS space saver
case. Security IJJck and LED
indicators.
•Includes ZEOS 24 Hour a
Day Toll Free Technical
Support and Customer
Satisfaction package.

Order Now Toll Free

800-423-5891
FAX Orders Dial: 612-633-1325
In Minnesota Call: 612-633-4591
MasterCard, VISA, ZCARD, COD
Open 24 Hours a day, 365 Days
a year.

ZEOS ;, a publicly traded compa ny: MPLS/ St. Paul Local OTC. © 1989 ZEOS Internat ional. Ltd., 530 5t h Avenue. N. W.. St. Paul. MN 55112.
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ZEOS'386 stems
~~

''

•••

PCMagazine, May 30, 1989

• 101 Key ZEOS Tactile/ Click
keyboard.
• 2 High Speed Serial Ports plus
one Parallel and one Game port.
• 1-32, 6-16and1-8 bit slots.
• 80387 math coprocessor support.
•Rugged ZEOS 5-bay case.
Including Security Lock and
LED indicators.
•Includes ZEOS 24 Hour a Day
Toll Free Technical Support and
Customer Satisfaction package.
Options Galore: Including 14''
VGA, add only $595. And an in
credible selection ofhard drives:
SCSI, RLL, ESDI or MFM and
virtually any other add-on you
could want!

Complete ZEOS 20MHz '386
System. 80MB SCSI Drive!

Only$2995
16MHz systemsfrom $22951
The standard by which others
are measured! Featuring 64K
CACHE (twice that ofmost com
petitors) providing Zero- Wait
State peiformance vastly superior
to page/ interleave memory
schemes. Incredible Value.
•High speed Zero- Wait 64K read
and write-back SRAM CACHE.
The fastest method known.
• Genuine 32-bit Intel 80386
20MHz CPU
• JMB ofZero- Wait DRAM
Expandable to 16MB.
• Fast BOMB, 28ms SCSI
Seagate Hard Drive, Teac®
1.2MB Floppy Drive.
•High speed HDD/FDD SCSI
Host Adaptor with Software.
• Genuine Hercules®brand
graphics controller. High-Res
Amber Display with Tilt/
Swivel.

Performance Comparisons using PC Labs Benchmark Series
Release4:
80386

Instruction
Mix

Floating
Point
Calculation

Conventional
Memory

ZEOS 386/ 16 Desktop

3.58

13 .62

0.58

IZEos 386/20 Desktop

2.87

10.82

0.38

I1aM PS/2 Moclal'70::E 61

"4.08'·

16.04

0. 7f'~

'Coil!paq Deslcpro 386/ 16

4.12

15.47

0.75

Order Now Toll Free

800-423-5891
FAX Orders Dial: 612-633-1325
In Minnesota Call: 612-633-4591
MasterCard, VISA, ZCARD, COD
Open 24 Hours a day, 365 Days a year.

All prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. Please cal l for current pricing and warranty details. ZEOS is a publicly traded company; MPLS/St. Paul Local OTC.
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ZEOS 38b-11J

"Out of 104 machines from
58 companies . . . For overall
excellence we selected ZEOS
Intemational's 386-16 and 386-20'.'
PC Magazine, May 30, 1989
The Editors of PC Magazine
came to this conclusion after in
vesting "25,000 hours of work by
60 people testing and reviewing 104
'386 PCs'.' The review was thorough
and their conclusion specific. Simply,
that out of all the manufacturers in
the world, ZEOS offers you the very
best '386 Value.
In all areas, ZEOS machines
are top performers. With uncom
promising attention to quality and
detail throughout. Not only do
ZEOS systems themselves afford
you the very best Values in com
puting today, they're backed up by
the strongest after sales support
in the industry.
At ZEOS we feel that if a
company believes in its products
it should stand Rock Solid
behind them.
That's why ZEOS offers Toll

PC Magazine, On ''What
Makes an Editor's Choice"

Complete 25MHz '386
Vertical System. 80MB
SCSI Drive!

Only$3995
Complete 33MHz systems
only$4995!
ZEOS25lv!Hzand33lv!Hz
80386 systems are the fastest,
most advanced available any
where. Government Computer
News calls the ZEOS '386-33
"arguably the fastest lv!S-DOS
and OSI2 micro in the world."
Review after review, these ZEOS
systems are selected as the best
price/performance buys. A power
user's dream!
• Ultra High speed Zero- Wait
64K SRA!vl CACHE.
• Genuine 32-bit Intel '386-25
Performance Comparisons using PC Labs Benchmark Series
or33MHzCPU
Release 4:
Floating
80386
• IMB of Zero- Wait DRA!vl
Instruction Point
Conventional
Calculation Memory
Mix
Expandable to 16MB.
8.37
0.33
ZEOS 386/ 25 Desktop
2.29
• Fast 80lv!B, 28ms SCSI
Seagate Hard Drive, Tea~
1.67
6.43
0.27
ZEOS 386/33 Desktop
1.2MB Floppy Drive.
2.27
IB'il\ PS/2 Model A
8.33
0.60
• High speed HDD!FDD SCSI
0.37
j
Compaq Deslcpn> 386/ 25
2.36
8.59
Host Adaptor with Software.

Free Technical Support 24
Hours a day, seven days a week,
365 days ayear! At ZEOS, we
believe in standing by our customers whenever they need us.
Then add our 30 Day
Absolute Satisfaction Money
Back Guarantee, One Full Year
Limited Warranty and Express
Parts Replacement Policy. You've
got the best.
And when you order your ZEOS
'386 you can have your pick from
the industry's broadest selection of
options. As PC Magazine said, ZEOS
offers "more options than even.
the most configuration hungry hound
could possibly need'.'
Quality, Performance, Reliability
and Support. Overall Excellence.
That's why ZEOS is PC Magazine's
#1 choice. And that's why ZEOS is
your best choice as well. So pick out
that dream machine today and
order it now with confidence.Your
choice of ZEOS excellence is Guar
anteed. Order now by calling
800-423-5891.

•Genuine Hercules®brand
graphics controller. High-Res
AmberDisplay with Tilt/Swivel.
• BIOS and Video Shadow RAM
plus Elv!S support.
• ZEOS Tactile/ Click keyboard.
• 2 High Speed Serial Ports plus
one Parallel and one Game port.
• 1-32, 6-16and1-8 bit slots.
• 80387 math coprocessor support.
• Rugged ZEOS 5-bay case.
Security Lock, LED indicators.
•Includes ZEOS 24 Hour a Day
Toll Free Technical Support.
Many options available: Including
14" VGA, add only $595. Plus a
largeselectionofSCSL RLL, ESDI
or MFM hard drives and more.

Order NowToll Free

800-423-5891

© 1989 ZEOS International . Ltd., 530 5th Avenue, N. W. , St. Paul, MN 55112. All product a nd company names are trademarks
or registered trademarks of their respective holders.
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Right Now. Guaranteed!*
Yes, we can ship your new ZEOS®'286 or '386
today! We've built up an extra supply of the hottest
selling computers in America. The celebrated
ZEOS 286-12 and PC Magazine's Editors Choice
the ultra fast ZEOS 386-20.
Take your pick now for immediate delivery.
These are both complete, genuine ZEOS Zero-Wait
state systems. Both include an ultra-fast Seagate
hard drive and all the other goodies. And they're
ready to ship. RightNow.
Here's how it works. We have these extra systems
pre-built and ready to ship. They include both High
Resolution Monochrome and VGA systems. While
supplies last, we will ship either of these systems to
you the day you order subject to these conditions:

1. Your order must be received by lPM Central Time.
2. Credit Cards are subject to credit card authorization.
3. Orders must be for our standard 286-12MHz
system or 386-20MHz system, either mono
chrome or VGA. Any other systems or upgrades
are custom built and will take slightly longer.

*Our Guarantee to You:
If we fail to ship your system under the conditions
outlined, we will ship it at ourexpense as soon as it
is ready. All systems are fully burned in and tested.
Each system includes our 30 day Money Back
Guarantee and One Full Year Limited Warranty.
Plus 24 Hour a day_ Toll Free technical supp_ort and
Exf!!._ess Parts Rep__lacement are included too!
This offer is good only as long as these pre-built
• Fast 32MB Seagate138R
Hard Drive with auto-park,
l.2MB Floppy Drive.
• Ultra high speed Hard/Floppy
controller. 1:1 interleave, 800
KB/sec transfer rate.
•Genuine Hercules"' (Yes,
Hercules!) Brand graphics
card. High-Res AmberDisptay
with Tilt/Swivel Base.
• ZEOS Enhanced 101 Key
Keyboard with our Pleasant
Tactile/Click Feel.
• Serial and Parallel Printer
Ports.
• Clock/Calendar with Battery
Backup.
• 6-16 and 2-8 bit expansion slots.
• 80287support, up to 12 MHz.
•Heavy Duty Case Complete
with Security Lock and LED
indicators.

Complete ZEOS 12MHz '286
with 32MB Hard Drive!

Only$1,395
For VGA color add $595
FREE Shareware Disks Too!
25 Software Programs Included
Every system will include 25
ready wrun Shareware programs
on free disks. Included are
programs for l#Jrd Processing,
Spread Sheets, Educational,
Financial, Business, Games and
more. With Shareware you can
try the programs first before you
register them with the author.
What a great idea!
Standard Features Include:
• 80286-12 CPU, 6/12MHz
Dual Speed keyboard/hard·
ware selectable. Reset and
Turbo buttons right up front.
• Zero·Wait State DRAM, 512K
expandable to 4MB on the
mother board (16MB System
Total). EMSCapabilityon board.

Performance Comparisons using PC Labs Benchmark Series
Release 4:
80286
Floating
Instruction Point
Conventional
Mix
Calculation Memory
ZEOS 286/ 12 Desktop

4.78

18.84

0.72

IBM PC AT (BMHz)

8.96

35.60

1.32

1aM PS/2 Model·50

7.20

28.34

1.05

I

Order Now Toll Free

800-423-5891
i

All prices and sp~cifica tions are subject to change without notice. Please call for current pricing and warranty details . CO D orders may req ui re an advance deposit. PS/ 2 and AT are trademarks ofIBM Corpora tion.
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SM

from 58 companies ... for overall excellence in both
the 16- and 20MHz categories, we selected ZEOS
International's 386-16 and 386-20'.' And ZEOS '386
systems have racked up three PCMagazine Editor's
Choiceawards sofar thisyear!
PC Resource Magazine put it this way "ZEOS
.. . provides quality comparable with the IBM or
Compaq and does so for about 70% of the cost'.'
Personal Computing simply says "The best value
we've come across so far'.'
We couldn't have said it better ourselves.
And these are the machines that we have
ready to ship to you right now. Rock solid block
buster ZEOS machines with quality and perform
ance that is, in a word, Guaranteed. Order now by
calling 800-432-5891.

systems remain in stock; please give us a call to
verify availability. This offer does not apply to other
ZEOS systems or custom configurations.

Immediate shipment is only part of thestory.
ZEOS builds Rock Solid computers. That's why we
offer you our 30 Day Money Back Guarantee, Toll Free
technical support and Full One Year Limited Warranty.
Compare that to the others. Then compare performance.
Performance is what ZEOS is all about. If you're
buying a computer you may as well buy the fastest.
The ZEOS 286-12 is the fastest in its class.It features
true Zero-Wait state operation with speeds close to
many 386 systems!
Or select the ZEOS 386-20. The Editors of PC
Magazine did. In fact, they said "Out of104 machines

• 101 Key ZEOS Tactile/Click
keyboard.
• High speed Serial and
Parallel Ports.
• 1-32, 5-16 and 2-8 bit swts. •
• 80387 math co-processor
support.
• ZEOS 5-bay casewith security
/,ock and LED indicators.

Complete ZEOS 20MHz '386
with 80MB 28ms SCSI Drive!

Order Now Toll Free
•Highspeed
Zero-Wait
64KSRAM
CACHE.
•lMBof
Zero-Wait DRAM Expandable
to 16MB system total.
• Fast BOMB, 28ms SCSI
Seagate Hard Drive, l.2MB
Floppy Drive.
• UltrahighspeedHard/Floppy
SCSI controller.
• Genuine Hercules®Brand
graphics card. High-Res Amber
Display with Tilt/Swivel Base.

800-423-5891
FAX Orders Dial: 612-633 -1325
In Minnesota Call: 612-633-4591
MasterCard, VISA, Z Card and COD
Open 24 Hours a day !
ZEOS International, Ltd.
530 5th Avenue, N.W.
St. Paul, MN 55112 USA

Performonce Comparisons using PC Labs Benchmark Series
Release 4:
80386
Instruction
Mix

Floating
Point
Calculation

Conventional
Memory

ZEOS 386/ 20 Desktop

2.87

10.40

0.39

IBM PS/ 2 Model 70-121

3.24

12.72

0.6 1

2.91

10.54

0.40

Compaq Deskpro 386/ 20e

Deskpro is a trademark of Compaq Computer Corporation. Corporate leasing plans a re available. ZEOS is a publicly traded company ; MP LS/ St. Pau l Local OTC. 0 1989 ZEOS International, Ltd.
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•
Only ZEOS lets you
decide between two great
keyboard styles. Choose
the ZEOS/RS with
standard Enhanced key
spacing yet a 25% smaller
footprint. Or choose the
ZEOS/F12 with all the
function keys on the left.
ZEOS gives you the
choice. Two great key
boards, one great price!

ZEOS/RS

Your favorite Keyboards. Guaranteed.
ZEOS/Fl2, "F" Keys on the Left!

ZEOS/RS, 25 3 smaller footprint!

Many people prefer their function
keys on the left. That's why we
developed the ZEOS/ Fl2. If you
use your "F" keys frequently, then
definitely give the F12 a try. You'll
never go back.

We made it 253 smaller yet kept
the standard Enhanced key size
and spacing. People love it by the
thousands. You will too. Just de
cide what you're going to do with
all that extra desk space!

Who said typing can't be both fast and fun! Now it's both. ZEOS gives
you your choice of two great keyboards.
Choose the ZEOS/ RS (Reduced Size) keyboard. It's 253 smaller! Or
select the ZEOS/ Fl2. All 12 function keys are on the left, where a lot of
us learned to use them. It's great for Function-intensive applications. It's
fantastic for typing!
Either way you get that great ZEOS Mechanical Tactile feel with the
perfect "Click'.'
Plus, you will also get that extra ZEOS value. Like an anti-static dust
cover included at no additional charge. Our famous ZEOS 30 day Money
Back guarantee, Full One Year Warranty, Toll Free Technical Support
and Expedited Replacement
policy are yours too.
So take your pick
and start enjoying
your new ZEOS key
board right away.
Open days , evenings and weekends.
Order yours now
Fax Orders Dial: 612-633-2310.
In Mi nnesota Call : 612-633-4591.
by calling
MasterCard , VISA and CO D
530 5th Avenue NW, St. Paul, MN 55112
800-423-5891.

Order Now Toll Free
800-423-5891

Please add $5.00 for s hipping & hand ling . Your Z EOS keyboard
comes with the standard 6' coiled cable. For an add it ional 10'
ca ble extension ( 16' total) add $10.00. ZEOS keyboards use the
standard DI N type connector as do most compatibles. If you're not

sure what }'OU need . contact you r computer reta iler. For PS/2 sty le
connectors add $15.00. XT, AT and PS/2 are trademarks of IBM
Corporation. P rices are s ubject to change without notice. Call
for complete warranty details. Ava ilable in 12 languages. call to

verify stock. ZEOS is a publicly traded company, MPLS/
ST PAU L Locol OTC.
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Announcing theZ•CARD!

Apply Now for your own ZEOS®
Revolving Charge Account
Send ForYour ZEOS Credit Card
Now you can send for your own ZEOS Credit Card. It
works just like a MasterCard or Visa for ZEOS purchases.
Fill out your Z·CARD Personal Infonnation Organizer
and mail it today. We'll give you a call as soon as your credit
line is established!
Mail the completed Personal Infonnation Organizer to:
ZEOS International
Z·CARD Processing Center
530 5th Avenue, N.W., St. Paul, MN 55112
Req uested
Line of Credi IS

a. Your Personal Information
Your Nam e

First

Present Address

Initia l

Street

Apl. #

Da le ofBirth

Las t
City

Mo. Day Yr.
Zip

State
(

Social Sccurily Number
Monthly Puy mc ut $

Month Year

Oth er Credi!
Card Re fe rence
Bank Name

0 ll uy 0 Rent 0 Oth er

Balance

Othe r Credi!
References

Paymen t

Balance

Acco unt No.

Expi res

D ri\'cr 's License No.

State _ _ Expi res

c. Joint Personal Information
J oint

Na me

First

Previous Address

Dates or
Residence

Da te of Birlh

From

To

Address

Your Employer
(If self-empl oyed, see rea r panel. )
Date or Em ploy ment
Monthly Income

Mo.

Yr.

Net$

State

State

Zip

Business Phone

·

Mo nlhly Income

NeLS

Street

To

Other Income
I have rece ived since (Date)
Income from al.imony, chil.d suppprt or se parate.ma in te nan.ce pa)'. m en~s n ~ed not be disclosed
if you do not wish to have 11 co nsidered as a basis for repay ing th is obl!gat10n.
Gross$

Gross S

Em11loycr's Add ress

From

Zip

)

Dale or Empl oyment _ _
Posilion
Mo. Yr.

)

Address
Dales of
Emplovmcnt

Monthly Income

Ap t. #

Em ployer

(

Prev ious Employer

Las t

Street

Date or Res idence _ _ _ Home Phone (
Mo. Yr.

St ree t

City

Mo. Day Yr.

Ini tial
Social Security Numbe r

City

Position

Gross$

Employer's Address

Add ress
Payment

)

1-i ome Phone
Da le of Residence

(please check appropriate box):
D Joint Credit with another person. Complete all information.
D Individual Credit but rely on income or assets of another
person as a basis fo r repaying the credit requested. Complete
all information
D Individual Credit Complete sections "a" and " b" only.
Please complete all appropriate sections, providing at least two
years' residence and employment history. This will enable your
in fo rmation to be processed as quickly as possible. If you are
self-employed, please be sure to complete section "d" below.

Ne t$

(

City

Stale

Zip

)

Business Phone
Co mplete this section onl y
if yo u are self employed.

d. Self-Employed Information
Business Name

Name and Add ress or Nearest Relatil'CNot Lil'ing With You
Business Address
Re lat ions hip
D Proprietorship D Co rpora ti on D Partners hip

b. Credit Information
Bank Accounl

Include joint informatio n, if joi nt
account requested.
0 Check ing OSavings

Bank Name

Address
Bank Account

0 Checking OSav ings

Bank Name

)

Description of Business
You r Positio n

In Business Since

Yo ur annual income
fro m bus iness

Business·
annu al income

(gross)

(net)

You must f)Wl'ide at least one or th e foll owin g:
I. Business Bank

Add ress
Bank Loan
Reference
lla nk Name

(

Balance

)

Te lep hone

Add ress
0 VISA 0 Masterca rd Pay ment

Pe rsonal Banker's Name

2. Accoun tant 's Name
(

Bank Name

)

Telephone

Address
Payme nt

Bank Card
Reference

Business Phone (

Balance

3. Financial statement on business attached.

(EXC. AK, & HI)
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Effect·

Cause·

Vertical Applications. Source Included.
PC-to-Mac. Mac-to-PC. Under $100. Fast.
Efficient. Graphical. Powerful.

Personal Programmer. Object-Oriented.
Mac-to-PC. PC-to-Mac. Automatic User Manual.
No Royalties. Relational. Language Free.

Fixed Assets

Loan Processing

Legal Time and Billing

Personnel

Budgeting

r-~

I

...,

EHHT

tl
[·-----
Ufilm

Agency Billing

Hl'l:tT

t:HHT

• .11a
Shipping and Receiving

Point of Sale

Order Entry/Inventory

f.l'HtT

(

Accounts Payable

(

Payroll

General Ledger

Electronic Mail

Job Costing

EJIHC 'I'

Job Estimating

j....-.
(
l

Problem Tracking

n

Tax Preparation

j

l
Church Accounting

n:t:T

etc.
Medical

Chiropractic

CAUSE is a personal programming tool that allows you to create applications without a programming language. With CAUSE, applications can be
created on the PC or Macintosh, transferred to the other platform, compi led and run . CAUSE employs object-oriented design utilizing icons, graphics,
windows and the mouse. CAUSE has a built-in relational data base and tools for creating reports and windows. Predefined functions, program trace, and
the automatic generation of end-user documentation help decrease development time . The Professional version of CAUSE includes an unlimited runtime
license. Applications can be submitted to Maxem for consideration as EFFECTs with royalties paid to the author through the Maxem
Authorship Program. For More Information Call 1-800-336-6296 or Write Maxem, 7855 South River Parkway, Tempe , AZ 85284
Circle 217 on Reader Service Card

Reviewer's
Notebook
Reviewer's Notebook is a
compilation ofbrief reviews and
updates to previously published
evaluations. BYTE will publish
Reviewer's Notebook each month
on a space-permitting basis.

Lab Report: Three Singular Systems
f the slew of systems that the BYTE
0
Lab benchmarked this past month ,
we found three worthy of note: the AST
Premium/386C , the Swan 386SX , and
the Wedge Turbo 286.
We' ve come to expect quality from
AST , and the Premium/386C doesn 't
disappoint us. The system features a 20
MHz 80386 , switchable to 8 or 4. 77
MHz, plus an efficient memory architec
ture , an AST trademark . A proprietary
interface board supports up to 16 mega
bytes of dedicated 32-bit memory . Four
bank s of sockets for single in-line mem
ory modules on the board can support
four 256K-byte or I-megabyte SIMMs
each. It also delivers the cache: 64K
bytes of 25-nanosecond static RAM.
Our unit came with a 90-megabyte
hard disk drive . The floppy disk dri ve
controller supports up to three floppy
disk drives. A 1.2-megabyte 5 1A-inch
floppy disk drive is standard . One paral
lel and two serial ports are built into the
system board , saving an expansion slot.
The system sports a total of four 16-bit
and two 8-bit slots , with two 16-bit and
two 8-bit slots free . Two slots are occu
pied by the floppy disk drive controller
and the 16-bit AST VGA Plus card that

was shipped with the unit we received .
The AST expansion slots can take ad
va ntage of an extended bus architecture .
The extra pins allow intelligent periph
erals to share control of the system bus to
relieve some of the processing load from
the main CPU.
The system's benchmark results (see
table 1) place it in the upper tier of 20
MHz machines. Although it falls behind
the Dell System 310, the ALR Flex
Cache , and the Compaq Desk pro , it
leads most of the 20-MHz pack with a
CPU index of 3. 26 and an overall appli 
cation index of 16.14.
The quality of the Premium/ 386C
shows in its sturdy construction and the
system documentation. AST's compre
hen sive manual comes complete with
glossary, index, and technical appen
dixes. It even covers software utilities
bundled with the system . These utilities
include disk caching, memory manage
ment , print spooling, low-level disk for
matting , and system setup .
But quality doesn't come cheap . The
Premium/ 386C' s basic configuration
(without a hard disk drive or monitor)
costs $4395. Add $800 for a 40-mega
byte drive and controller , or $1750 for a

90-megabyte ESDI drive and controller.
If you ' re searching for a 32-bit hybrid
at i6-bit prices , the Swan 386SX is
worth a look . At $1399 , its price com
petes with that of most 80286s, while its
performance matches that of many 16
MHz 80386 machines.
Like most SX vendors, Swan Technol
ogies optimized space inside the Swan
box. The 40-megabyte hard disk drive ,
mounted vertically , attaches to the stan
dard drive bays. This leaves two half
height bays free beneath the 1.2-mega
byte 5 1A-inch floppy disk drive . A 16-bit
Adaptec modified frequency modulation
disk drive controller card with I-to- I in
terleave manages the drives.
The extra space means that the Swan is
ready for future enhancements. In addi
tion to the extra drive bays , the unit pro
vides two 8-bit and six 16-bit expansion
slots. Our unit had both 8-bit slots filled
with an I/O controller and an 8-bit VGA
card. The disk drive controller occupied
one of the 16-bit slots . That still leaves
plenty of room for expansion cards.
The motherboard uses SIMM archi
tecture for memory upgrades. Our unit
came with 1 megabyte of 100-ns RAM .
continued

Table 1: The AST Premium/386C's CPU and application indexes place it among the fastest ofthe 20-MHz 80386s.
The Swan 386SX posted respectable benchmarks for a machine base-priced at $1399. The Wedge Turbo 286 's CPU
index was well below that ofcomparable 20-MHz machines.
BENCHMARK RESULTS
Low-level indexes

AST Premium/386C
Swan386SX
Wedge Turbo 286

CPU

FPU

Disk
1/0

Video

3.26
1.90
1.58

7.42
3.06
1.60

2.31
2.07
1.40

2.28
1.23
1.07

Application-level indexes
Spreadsheet Database
Word
processing
3.12
2.25
1.92

2.60
2.23
2.02

2.61
2.01
1.40

Scientific/ Compilers Cumulative
engineering
4.50
2.38
1.82

3.31
2.14
1.62

16.14
11 .02
8.78

For a full description of all the benchmarks, see " Introducing the BYT E Benchmarks. " June 198 8 BYTE .
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Tucked beneath the vertical drive bay,
the SIMM modules are hard to get at even
after you remove the hard disk drive . As
with many 80386SX models , no memory
caching is available. The Swan 386SX
uses the Chips & Technologies NEAT
(for New Enhanced AT) CHIPSet for
bus, memory, and peripheral control.
Benchmark results (see table 1) place
the Swan 386SX in the middle of the SX
pack, behind the Compaq 386s and
ahead of the IBM PS/2 Model 55 SX. But
its price undercuts that of any 80386SX
machine we' ve seen yet. A Swan 386SX
with VGA and a 32-megabyte hard disk
drive sells for $2298 . A 40-megabyte
model goes for $2498. Utilities , includ
ing Disk Manager for formatting your
disk, and a well-structured (though unin
dexed) manual come with the package.
Competing with the new 80386SX ma
chines is a flock of souped-up 80286
based systems. The Wedge Turbo 286
employs a 20-MHz Harris 80C286 pro
cessor running at 24 MHz . Unfortunate
ly, the Turbo 286 does not deliver a per
formance advantage.
It 's hard to figure out why this ma
chine is so lackluster (see table 1). We
might blame the 10-MHz FPU for the
poor cumulative application index (8.78)
that places the system below every other

20-MHz machine we've tested ; that hurt
it in the scientific/engineering applica
tions . And the generic disk drive control
ler limits disk-intensive applications.
But neither of these factors accounts
for the CPU index of 1.58, well below
that of other 20-MHz 80286s such as the
Wells American 286/20 (2 .74) and the
Dell System 220 (2 .72) . We tried chang
ing the CPU speed by the CMOS setup,
by hot-key switching, and by software
utilities . Nothing provided the extra
boost. We could switch speeds between
slow and fast, but the fast setting just
wasn't fast enough.
The Wedge comes standard with 1
megabyte of memory (expandable to 8
megabytes) , a 1.2-megabyte 5 'A-inch
floppy disk drive, a 40-megabyte hard
disk drive, an NEC MultiSync GS moni
tor, a 101-key Enhanced keyboard, and
DOS 4.01 . The system also offers three
8-bit and five 16-bit slots for future ex
pansion. The disk drive controller takes
up a 16-bit slot, and the VGA card occu
pies an 8-bit slot. Another 8-bit card de
livers a parallel port and a 9-pin serial
port , as well as an additional 25-pin serial
port and a game port accessible from
rear-panel cutouts. Component manu
facturers have provided documentation.
Presumably , the Wedge Turbo 286 is

400-dpi Printer
Shines in Graphics
hat can an extra 100-dot-per-inch
W
resolution from your laser printer
do for you? Plenty, if you use complex
graphics or scanned images in your
work . For this reason, 400-dpi laser
printers have sprung up like mushrooms
after a rainstorm. One of the latest offer
ings comes from Genicom, whose 6100
Series laser printers offer a wealth of fea
tures without resorting to Postscript.
An 8-page-per-minute Canon LPB-SX
laser engine drives the unit, which has
both a Centronics parallel port and con
nector, and an RS-232C serial port using
a DB-25 connector. The printer supports
IBM Graphics Printer, Diablo 630, Hew
.Jett-Packard LaserJet Series II, and HP
7475A plotter emulation modes . It comes
with 15 ROM-resident outline fonts sup
plied by URW, a German typeface
foundry.
The $4295 Model 6140 comes with 1
megabyte of RAM; the $4995 Model
6142, which I looked at, comes with 3
megabytes . A $699 plug-in card supplies
288
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An 8-page-per-minute Canon engine
drives the Genicom 6142 laser printer.

22 additional font outlines.
The printer uses the ASCII Coded
Escapement page description language
working with an ACE driver on the com
puter. Like Postscript, ACE is device
i ndependent , but it relies on concise
operators (many are only two charac
ters long) to describe the page. The
company supplies drivers for Windows
1.04, 2.01, and 2.03 ; AutoCAD 2.62 re
leases 9 and 10; GEM 3.0; Ventura Pub

designed to counter the 80386SX on
slaught with greater performance at a
cheaper price, but at $2595, a fully con
figured Turbo 286 is nearly the price of
the Swan 386SX. The Wedge 'We re
viewed didn't deliver the goods.
-Stanford Diehl
AST Premlum/386C
AST Research, Inc.
2121 Alton Ave .
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 863-1333
$6540 as reviewed

Inquiry 856.
Swan 386SX
Swan Technologies
A division of Tussey Computer Products
3075 Research Dr.
State College, PA 16801
$2795 as reviewed

Inquiry 857.
Wedge Turbo 286
Wedge Technology, inc.
1587 McCandless Dr.
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 263-9888
$2480 as reviewed

Inquiry 858.

lisher 1.0 and 1.1; and Microsoft Word
3.x and 4.0.
Using a 33-MHz PC Link 386 running
Windows 286 version 2 .1, I printed from
many Windows applications. A three
column Aldus PageMaker 3.0 document
using many fonts and a simple graphic
printed in 40 seconds. A Micrografx De
signer 2. 0 drawing of a silhouetted image
printed in a minute .
My version of AutoCAD (2.52) was
incompatible with the Genicom driver,
but I configured AutoCAD to use the
ADI plotter driver, set the printer to HP
7475A plotter mode, and coaxed plots
out of AutoCAD . I even got plots with fill
patterns out of MacDraw 1.1 on a Mac II
by configuring the MacPlot plotter
driver for a Hewlett-Packard plotter.
I scanned in several images on an HP
ScanJet scanner using Hewlett-Packard's
Scanning Gallery software at 300 and
400 dpi . I saved these images as TIFF
files and imported the images into Page
Maker . The quality of the printed 400
dpi images looked worlds better than the
300-dpi images. However, because 400
dpi images contain more information, I
couldn't print out either a full-page scan
continued

IT Hz SO GOOD!
INTRODUCING HAUPPAUGE'S 33MHz SYSTEM BOARDS.

If your computer feels slow, we know where it hertz. For a fast cure, get our
new386 MotherBoard/ 33MHz. We've built in 4 Megabytes of high speed
RAM,64Kof RAM cache, and both 387 Weitek math coprocessor sockets.This
board makes your 386 computer the fastest PCavailable!
Network Savvy. With the 386 MotherBoard/ 33M Hz, you can build
a file server or workstation that makes Novell networks scream. Enjoy
compatibility with Token Ring,Arcnet, Ethernet, and other network cards.
The UNIX Engine. Great for VARS, Systems Integrators and UNIX
OEMs, the Hauppauge 386 MotherBoard/ 33MHz runsSCO Xenix, Interactive
386/ ix and AT&T's UNIX SystemV. With its PC/AT compatible 1/0 system,
our 33MHz board accommodates the latest in disk control, graphics, and
networkl/Ocards.
CAD Capability. Do your AutoCAD and other CAD programs seem slow?
The 386 MotherBoard/ 33MHz boosts your math and graphics applications,
and supports the high speed 387-33 and 33MHz Weitek math coprocessors.
Technical Features. The 386 MotherBoard/ 33MHz includes:
• 4 Megabytes of high speed 32-bit memory, expandable to 64 Megabytes
• 64Kof 20 nsec cache memory• Six 16-bit expansion slots, one 8-bit and
one8-bit/ 32 -bit slot • PC/AT compatible 1/0 system for support of OS/2
and UNIX.
Trademarks: IHM PC, X'f. AT. PS2 and OSI l : IRM. Intel .~Rb: Imel Corp.: 'l·1nduw!<l .~86 : \1icm:mft U1rp. DF.SQview: Quar1crdt'Ck

, - --- -------- ----- ----,
I Yes, send me your product information!

I

I
I Name
I
I w•~
I Address
I
I City State, Country

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

'lelephone
Mail Coupon to:
Hauppauge Computer Works, Inc.
li 5 w mmerce Oril·e
Hauppauge, NewYOrk 11-ss. U.S.A.
Tel: OI- 516-43+ 1600
I Fa.x: Ol - 516 --13~ -.) 198

I
I
or: Hauppauge Computer Works, GmbH I
Hansaallee 201
I
4000 Dusseldorf II, West Germany
I
Zip Code

Tel: 0211 -594320
Fax: 0211 -593908

I
L---- ---- - - - ---- -- ----~
For more information call Hauppauge,
(516) 434-1600. In Europe: (49) 211-594320.

Hau

..

Hauppauge Computer Works ..ftiil~;;;;;;il::i.
Your high performance 386 S
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or a complex graphic with shading unless
the printer had 3 megabytes of RAM.
Since this printer costs as much as a
decent Postscript printer, you must first
decide if the extra resolution is worth
while . If you're printing newsletters that
have only text, the answer is no-the ad
ditional detail is hardly noticeable. But if

you ' re working with scanned images , it
certainly will make a difference.
Budget yourself for the Model 6142
with the extra memory . As long as Geni
com supplies printer drivers for popular
applications (an OS/2 driver would be
nice), lack of Postscript compatibility
shouldn't be an issue. -Tom Thompson

Windows Made
Clearer
icrosoft Windows, like all graphi
M
cal user interfaces, is an acquired
taste. GUI or no, it forces you to contend
with plenty of pull-down text windows,
and you still need to know what file
names start what applications .
Now several products are attempting
to take the pain out of using Windows. I
looked at two of them: Clearview from
Wang Laboratories and PubTech File
Organizer (PFO) from Publishing Tech
nologies . Both replace Windows ' MS
DOS Executive.
At $79, Wang's ClearView is the less
expensive of the two. It marks the com
pany's first move into mass-market soft
ware . The name "ClearView" pretty
much says it all. When you start Win
dows , it gives you a very clear view of
your applications. Instead of a long list of
filenames, ClearView puts Macintosh
like icons on the screen-and little else.
You can, of course, add icons for your
own applications , using a choice of stan
dard icons. ClearView's Windows Orga
nizer let me set up custom menus using
both icons and (optionally) text. You can
also customize the placement and sizing
of the windows that appear when you
start applications. Since I almost always
use my editor when I first start Windows,
I set up a custom start-up file that imme
diately opens the editor in one window
while displaying additional application
choices in another.
PFO outperforms' ClearView, but at
$199.95, it's also considerably more ex
pensive. PFO's opening screen looks
strikingly similar to a Macintosh Desk
top. It has icons for applications and disk
drives, folders for files and subdirector
ies, and even a "garbage can."
The Macintosh analogy doesn't stop
there. When you click on a text file icon,
the document automatically opens in
PFO's own text editor, a fuller version
than Windows' limited editor. You can
also click on and drag icons across the
screen to copy, move, or delete individ
290
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At $79, Wang's Clear View is an
inexpensive Windows enhancement.
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Genicom Model 6142
Genicom Corp.
One Genicom Dr.
Waynesboro, VA 22980
(800) 443-6426
$4995
Inquiry 865.

tions. I especially liked the ability to set
up my common applications so that I
could call them with a hot key. There's
even an automatic screen blanker that
actually works with Windows (unlike
most commercial blankers).
I'm not an icon fan, but I admit that
these two icon-based products make
Windows easier to use . Deciding which
one's for you will be tough. Besides a
lower . price, ClearView ' s simplicity
makes it easier to learn, especially if you
work with only a couple of applications.
PFO's sophistication recommends it
for those working with large hard disks
chock-full of applications and data files .
If you like the Macintosh look and feel ,
PFO's definitely the choice. Either way ,
these products improve on the standard
Windows interface, making Microsoft's
GUI truly easier to use.
-Stan Miastkowski

.... .

"S1

PubTech File Organizer mimics a
Macintosh Desktop.

Clearview
Wang Laboratories, Inc.
One Industrial Ave.
Lowell, MA 01851
(508) 459-5000
$79
Inquiry 859.

ual files or groups of files . If you want to
print a text file, you just drag the file icon
to the printer icon.
Like ClearView, PFO lets you custom
ize window size and placement and set up
multiple standard application configura

PubTech File Organizer
Publishing Technologies, Inc.
7719 Wood Hollow Dr., Suite 260
Austin , TX 78731
(512) 346-2835
$199.95
Inquiry 860.

PowerMouse Courts 1-2-3 Users

T

he PowerMouse 100 from ProHance
combines a mouse and a program
mable keypad to make editing Lotus 1-2
3 spreadsheets a snap. Just don't throw
away your conventional mouse if you also
run graphics programs.
This slick-looking critter plugs direct
ly into a serial port. Its 40 labeled keys
can be programmed with one or more

combinations of keystrokes and mouse
movements. The mouse ships with a 9- to
25-pin adapter, a program disk, a user's
manual, and instructions for 1-2-3 use .
At first, the mouse's size and array of
buttons made it awkward to handle. But
the more I used it, the faster my fingers
found the right buttons .
continued

istheres001ething
· wemissed?"
Sales by Ht·i: •o n

I

I

I

Is there anything missing in the
ACCEL-500 24-pin dot matrix printer?
Not performance. The ACCEL-500 can
zoom through drafts at 480 cps. Print charts
and graphs in dazzling color. And combine let
ter quality with high resolution color graphics.
Not versatility. The ACCEL-500 is compati
ble with most popular printers. So it's equally
at home on Macintosh®and JBM<!compatible
PCs. There's a paper-handling option for every
office application, too.
Not convenience. The ACCEL-500's inno
vative Select"Dial™makes paper handling a
snap. And plug-in lntelli-Cards™add fonts and
printer emulations instantly. .
Not reliability. The ACCEL-500 is a 'round

the-clock workhorse that takes even the most
demanding workload in stride.
And certainly not value. The ACCEL-500 is
priced below leading printer brands that offer
far less capability.
In fact, it seems that the only thing miss
ing from the ACCEL-500 is you.

ACCEl:SOO
Advanc.e d Matrix Technology
. 76; Flynn Road, Camarillo, CA 93010

(800) 992.:2264 (805) 388-5799

ACCEL-500, Selec1-Dial and lmelli-Card are irade marks of Ad,,anced Mairix Technology, Cnc. Macimosh is a irademark of Apple Compmer, Inc.
IBM is a registered tn.demark of Internatio nal Busi ness Machi nes Corporation Draw rng courresy of Wingz.
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Installation is quick: You plug in the
mouse and run the install program, and
you 're ready for a spreadsheet. The
PowerMouse works beautifully in Lotus
1-2-3, allowing you to move around eas
ily within a large spreadsheet. It takes
time to learn how to enter numbers. I'd
choose the keyboard over the Power
Mouse when keying in lots of digits.
PowerMouse shines once the informa
tion is in the spreadsheet. Clicking one
button allows you to move and copy data,
insert rows or columns , and set up and
move between windows . You can do
@SUM(.) functions by clicking and drag
ging the mouse. The Fn key plus 1
through 0 emulates the Fl through FlO
keyboard commands . All the prepro
grammed keys are stored on a disk in
files called key definition tables.
ProHance software allows you to edit
the tables while you're in 1-2-3 or with
the vendor's off-line editor. This lets you
personalize existing table files or create
new tables for other programs. Power
Mouse worked with all the text-based
non-mouse-driven software that I tried .

PowerMouse 's programmable keys play
into the hands ofspreadsheet users.

Once you create a table, Power Mouse can
work its magic.
However, the software drivers are the
mouse's downfall. The software version
that I tested worked only with non
mouse-driven software. When you move

the mouse up, down, left, or right, the
software generates keyboard cursor keys.
Although this works well with 1-2-3 and
other nonmouse software, the product
just isn't usable with graphics software.
The absence of a Microsoft-compatible
mouse driver is a conspicuous omission.
ProHance says that it is integrating
Microsoft compatibility with program
mable drivers and plans to provide free
updates to registered users when the soft
ware becomes available later this year.
Overall, PowerMouse worked like a
champ with 1-2-3 and my other text
based software. But $195 is a lot to spend
for a mouse that can't do graphics. Lotus
users, however, will probably think the
-Michael Wiggins
price is right.
PowerMouse 100
ProHance Technologies, Inc.
1307 South Mary Ave ., Suite 104
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
(408) 746-0950
$195
Inquiry 861.

QuickC Smooths QuickAssembler Programming
ow that Microsoft is bundling
QuickC with The QuickAssembler,
N
programmers can write, debug, and exe
cute assembly language programs within
the comfort of a Windows-like interface.
When more speed is needed in a C lan
guage program, developers can write as
sembly code in a separate module called
from the C program. Also, QuickC's on
line help system, the Quick Advisor, has
been enhanced to allow the inclusion of
QuickAssembler instructions, direc
tives , operators, and MS-DOS and IBM
PC ROM BIOS services. C language pro
grammers still have access to help on the
C run-time library functions.
Microsoft also boosted the environ
ment's debugging capabilities by adding
support for viewing registers and the nu
meric processor's status . Unfortunately ,
you can't mix C language source code
and assembly language displays. Users
needing this feature will have to rely on
Microsoft CodeView. Also, the debug
ger supports only C language syntax for
expressions. This is inconvenient be
cause users must enter all hexadecimal
values in the debugger with a leading Ox.
The QuickAssembler supports the full
syntax of the latest version of Microsoft
Macro Assembler, as well as a few
enhancements. The QuickAssembler
292
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.STARTUP directive, for example, now
automates the process of setting up the
DS, SS, and SP registers during initial
ization of assembly language programs .
Microsoft now includes a history-ori
ented debugger that creates a script of ac
tions during program execution and a
program "builder" utility. Both of these
tools fit seamlessly into the environment.
A setup program typical to most
Microsoft products installs the package.
I ran into some snags, however. The
README file in my copy claimed that
the segmented-executable linker could be
used with the QuickC environment. But
this linker version spilled text onto the

QuickC gives programmers a Windows
like interface.

QuickC windowed display and didn't
complete the LINK process. README
also claimed that the libraries installed
by QuickC could safely replace the stan
dard Microsoft C Compiler's libraries .
This caused problems when I tried to use
these libraries with the standard com
piler to recompile a Windows applica
tion. A barrage of "unreferenced exter
nals" messages appeared .
The environment works at speeds
equivalent to those of previous releases of
QuickC, which is disappointing to users
who expected QuickC and QuickAssem
bler to rival the speed of Borland' s Turbo
environment. For others, the Quick Ad
visor more than makes up for this loss.
Nevertheless, cautious buyers may want
to wait for the next release or two when
the compile speeds should more closely
resemble Borland' s. •
-Michael Blaszczak
The QuickAssembler with QuickC
Microsoft Corp.
16011 Northeast 36th Way
P.O. Box 97017
Redmond, WA 98073
(206) 882-8080
$199
Inquiry 862.
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On your left, our competitor. . .for obvious reasons
has asked us to conceal his identity.
On your right, we'd like you to meet our
bold new Elite/1600™monitor, a complete ultra high
resolution 20-inch monochrome display system with
a 1600 x 1280 pixel resolution.
The same resolution as the Sun-4
workstation monitor. A picture so stable and flicker
free it can only be called extraordinary. For you, this
means drawings that are pin-point precise and razor
sharp images that are perfectly aligned.

© 1989 Eli te Microsysrems Inc. , Bensalem, PA

...and though I'm part of an elite class
Icome with alower price including a80 day
money back guarantee, 3year warranty,
higher resolution, custom screen fonts .. .
say are - are you OK?

Now do you get it?

Good!

TIT!
It offers the highest quality two-page display

OD!
So call our toll free number today, for our

system available for the IBM PS/2 Series, and IBM PC

free information package and discover for yourself how

and compatible.

beautifu l a big monitor can be.

Each display system comes complete with a
high resolution monitor, video interface card, and
software drivers.
The Elite/1600"' is part of our extensive

1-800-343-5532
The monitor you've got in mind is
probably in our warehouse right now!

Got the picture?

family of display products for the IBM compatible and
Macintosh computers.
We carry a complete line of high resolution
monochrome, gray-scale, and color display systems.
Any other monitor simply pales by comparison.
4201 Remo Crescent, Bensalem, PA 19020 USA
Phone: (215) 639-1636 FAX: (215) 639-3420
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n the last 15 yea rs, the microcom
puter industry has moved from 8-bit
machines to 16-bit machines to 32
bit machines, and a lot of us are
wondering: Where do we go fro m here?
Wi ll thi s binary prog ression continue?
Are 64-bit machines next? Then 128-bit?
Or have we reached some sort of reason
able limit , a plateau, beyond which the
return isn' t worth the investment?
These questions and others are an
swered in thi s special In Depth section
on 32 bits and above . In "Are 32 Bits
Enough?" Steve Krueger looks at the
overa ll question and then di vides systems
down into logica l, functional areas , such
as bu ses, memories , instructions, and
addresses, and di scusses the pros and
cons of raising the width of each.
W hen it comes to memory interfaces,
wouldn 't logic say that wider is always
better? But it isn't. In "Seek ing a Wide
Berth ," Ron Sartore tell s you when and
why it isn't and di scusses 32-bit memory
archi tectures in detail.
It would be hard to discuss 32-bit hard
wa re without exploring the latest offe r
ings from Intel and Motorola. In " Re
venge of the CISCs," Michael Sl ater and
John H. Wharton prov ide a definiti ve ex
a mination of Intel' s 80486. They also
look at Motorola' s 68040 in as much de
tail as was available at press time.
One element that 32-bit systems seem
to share is an increased capability fo r vir
tual memory. In a special series article ,
" A Virtual Crowd ," BYTE explores vir
tual memory on DOS, OS/2 , Macintosh,
and Uni x systems. In " Virtual Memory:
The Next Generation," Robert Moote
describes in detail the demand-paging
virtu al-memory capabilities of Intel' s
803 86 and 80486 processors . In associ
ated text boxes , Julie Anderson examines
"V M Under OS/2 " while Ben Smith
looks at " VM in Uni x." And then Phil

I

Goldman looks at the new capability for
virtual memory on the Mac in "Mac VM
Revealed ."
No discussion of 32-bit and above sys
tems would be complete without men
tioning the RISC arena. RISC machines
have long been " off limits" to DOS
users, but no more . In " DOS at RISC ,"
Colin Hunter and John Banning describe
a binary compiler that lets you run DOS
software on RISC machines and take ad
vantage of their 32-bit capabilities as
well .
Finally , in " Clearing the Air ," Bill
Blagda n talks about the various issues to
consider with 32-bit software . What does
it buy you? How well does it use the capa
bilities of the 32-bit hardware? Should
you consider DOS extenders? In other
words, what do the words " 32-bit soft
ware " mean to you?
The future may well look to 64 bits or
beyond , but for many of us, the invest
ment involved in a 32-bit system is as
much as we can even think about. For
now, getting the most out of 32 bits offers
challenge enough .
- Jane Morrill Tazelaar
Senior Technical Editor, In Depth
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Sometimes, you
just can't copy
an original.
remote PC to train a user or
collaborate on a project.
Both users view the same
screen and keyboard input.
Its unique universal
graphics translator converts
incompatible graphics for
mats. Original CGA and VGA
graphics images can now
be replicated as EGA and
Hercules images. What an
original idea!
What's more, Carbon
Copy Plus has become the
#1 support tool for
businesses with multiple
locations to manage.

With over 500,000
installations worldwide,
Carbon Copy Plusrn is the
leader in remote PC commu
nications software. In fact,
Carbon Copy Plus is used by
twice as many people as
any other remote software.
Why? Because Carbon
Copy Plus is ideal for remote
support, troubleshooting
and training. With it, you
can fix software problems
over standard telephone lines
from any remote location.
The result is substantial
savings in travel time
and expense.
Carbon Copy Plus lets
you access and control a

Carbon Copy Plus.
You can't copy an
original.
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nothing else is remotely close.
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For more information call or write:
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500 River Ridge Drive
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Are 32 Bits
Enough?
Microprocessors have grown from 8 bits to 16 bits to 32 bits.
Do we need to keep them growing?
Steve Krueger
n the mid-1970s, it had
become clear that the
data width of micropro
cessors would grow
from the 8 bits that were com
mon then. At that time, there
were many good reasons why
microprocessor words would
get bigger: We needed 16
and 32-bit data types, larger
and more powerful instruc
tions, and more addressing,
and we've gotten them in the
32-bit microprocessors. Is a
similar group of forces driv
ing today's 32-bit micropro
cessors to larger word and in
struction sizes? Maybe, but
today's arguments are less
persuasive and more ambigu
ous than those that have
pushed us this far.
Since the 1970s, many
changes have occurred in the
way we use microprocessors.
High-level languages have
displaced assembly language
for most applications. The RISC and
CISC (complex-instruction-set com
puter) styles of computer architecture
have become distinct. Processor speeds
have increased much more rapidly than
memory speeds. Memory sizes have in
creased a thousandfold. Microcomputer
hard disk drives are available in the ca
pacities and performances that were to be
found in the minicomputers of the 1970s.

I
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Different forces and engi
neering trade-offs govern
each of these parts.

CPU Data

And system architectures have copied
their larger predecessors with direct
memory access , multimaster buses,
multiple buses, and intelligent periph
eral controllers.
I'll divide systems into different parts
for ease of discussion: CPU data , in
structions, and addresses , and other vital
parts of the system-cache memory ,
main memory , buses, and 1/0 devices .

Today, CPUs need to support
the same data types used in
their operating systems and
application programs. A com
piler will produce most of the
instructions that are run on a
new microprocessor. Today 's
CPU architect needs to con
sider the data types supported
by the most important pro
gramming languages: C,
FORTRAN, COBOL, Ada,
and Pascal.
These languages have simi
lar requirements, even if the
emphasis is different. In C
and Pascal, the most impor
tant types are the integer, the
character, and the pointer. In
FORTRAN, most data is
either integer or real. In CO
BOL, the main data types are
string, integer, and fixed-point decimal.
Ada combines the requirements of all
these .
The sizes of the data used in C on 32
bit microprocessors vary significantly
(see table 1). Since standards govern the
character and floating-point types, they
aren't subject to variations (although
character representations for some other
continued
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Table 1: Standards determine the
size ofsome of C 's data types.

SIZES OF C DATA TYPES

Type
char
short
int
long
float
double
pointer

Number
of bits

8
16
16-32
32
32
64
16-32

Standard
ASCII

IEEE
IEEE

languages, such as Japanese, use more
bits) . Binary integers are represented in
16 to 32 bits . A few implementations ofC
provide a long long type of 64 bits.
Since this structure of data typing is
the most common , most CPU architec
tures will stick with a primary data size
of32 bits , but they will also support 8-bit
data, at least for characters, and 64-bit
data for double-precision floating-point
numbers and, possibly, double-precision
integers (long long) .

With Translate, Spanish is no longer a foreign tongue.
All your thoughts, all your documents, all your messages are quickly
converted into language America's 20 million Hispanics can understand.
With this revolutionary software program, all you do is input an ASCII text file
written in English. Virtually instantaneously, you'll have the Spanish equivalent.
With a straightfmward English text, no editing is necessary. Jn more complex
sentence structures, Translate can be used to edit the final version.
Translate uWizes an 85,000 tenn English-to-Spanish dictionary. You can make
your dictionary even more functional, too, by adding as many words or phrases as
you like. Corporate jargon and specific terminology may all be incorporated into the
system via its dictionary update and maintenance editor.
Translate isn't the only program of its kind available on the market. But the
others cost thousands of dollars; our special introductory price is only $399.00
(regular price, $495.00). That's a terrific value in any language.
Take advantage of the $399 price by ordering now. Call toll free at
1-800-232-8228. In Florida (305) 477-2703, 9-5 ESf. Visa and MC accepted
30-day money-back guarantee on direct orders. Add
$5.00 shipping and handling. Florida residents add
6% Sales Tax. Free technical support. Dealer
inquiries welcomed. Finalsoft Corporation,
Breaking the language barrier
Aproduct of l}lO!l!l/A\Lsof!
3900 NW. 79 th Avenue, Suite 215,
Miami, FL 33166.

Translate

System requirements: IBM® xfl I A'f'. PS/2®or compatible 18 Mhz. or higher recommended), DOS 3.0 or higher, hard disk, and 5 I2K
RAM. ©Copyright 1989 Finalsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Finalsoft is a registered trademark of Finalsoft Corporation. IBM, XT
and PS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machine Corporation.
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CPU Instructions
CPU instruction-set architectures have
split into a CISC camp that offers vari
able-length instructions with a short
average length and a RISC camp that fea
tures fixed-length instructions that are
easy to fetch and decode. The RISC in
structions have only moderate pressure
to expand beyond the nearly universal 32
bits, while CISC instructions already
vary in size from 8 to 96 or more bits in
increments of 8 or 16 bits (which can be
thought of as the basic instruction size).
The CISC scheme is under no pressure to
change, either.
Only the very-long-instruction-word
(VLIW) computers are currently push
ing beyond 32-bit instructions (see
"VLIW: Heir to RISC?" in the August
BYTE). The Multiflow Trace computers
(an example of VLIW) use instructions
as large as 1 kilobit. However, it will be
more than five years before this technol
ogy has an impact on the CPU market.
What will happen soon in micropro
cessors is superscalar execution. In su
perscalar execution, the microprocessor
attempts to start two or more convention
al instructions on each cycle. The decode
logic must test for resource conflicts and
data dependencies to schedule the few
continued

Software Developers

Natura l selection provides unique
passi ve protectionfor th e porrnpine .

The Activator - Natural Selection
For Software Protection
\t

In ve ntor and entrepreneur
Dick Erett explains how
"The Activator" provides
sane protection for you r in
tel/ectual property.

" I n any industry, just as in nature, the
process of natural selection raises one
solution ' above another. Natural selec tion is
the most e legant of engineers.
In the area of software protection The
Block has been selected by the market
place as the solution that works. Over
500,000 packages are protected by our
device.
For the past 4 years our philosophy has
been; 'You have the right and obligation to
protect your intellectual property.'

A New Ethic For Software
Protection
In allow ing end- users unlimited copies
of a software package and uninhibited hard
disk and LAN operation, The Block has
created a new ethic for software protec
tion .

By rem ov ing protection from the
magnetic medi a we remove the constra ints
th at have plag ued legitimate users.
They simpl y attac h our key to the
parallel port and forget it. It is totall y
transparent, but the software will not run
withou t it.

A New Technology For
Software Protection

virtuall y imposs ible. It also presents
an astronomical number of access
combin at ions.

Full 100 % Disclosure
Since The Activator is protected by our
patent we fully di sc lose how it works.
Once you understand it, endless methods
of protection become eviden t.

Our newes t model, The Ac ti vator, builds
on our c urrent patented design, and
establishes an unprecedented class of
software protection.
We have migrated and enhanced the
ci rcuitry of The Block to an ASIC (Appli
cati on-Specific Integrated C ircuit )
imbedded in The Activator.

snowfl ake th e
simplic it y of
The Ac ti vator is it s greatest bea uty.

This greatl y improves speed and
performance, whil e reducing overal l size.
Data protection can also be provided.

We never cramp you r programming style
or ingenuity. Make it as simple or compli
cated as yo u desire.

Programmable Option
The Activator allows the software
developer the option to program seri al
numbers, vers ions, or other pertinent data
known only to the developer, into the
circuit, and access it from the program.
Once you program yo ur part of the
ch ip, even we have no way to access
yo ur info rmation .
The AS IC makes emulation of the dev ice
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yours. Please call today for additional
informatio11 or a demo unit. It's only
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1-800-333-0407 ext.105
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processes can be considerably larger than
32 bits. In fact, the physical memory ad
dresses that most MMUs generate are
larger than 32 bits.
But even the 32-bit address space of a
single process is under some pressure to
grow. This pressure comes from applica
tions with large data spaces where it's
important to keep all the data within the
virtual address space rather than split be
tween virtual memory and files.
CAD/CAE is one such application
area. With the growth of design complex
ity and of tool complexity and function,
address-space crunches will be inevita
ble . Within five years, !Cs that have
more than IO million transistors will be

instructions currently available without
changing the result of the program. A su
perscalar processor will become starved
for instructions unless several instruc
tions are fetched in each cycle.
Basically, I see no pressure to increase
instruction word size in microprocessors
in the foreseeable future .
CPU Addresses
Address architecture is one area where
there is real pressure to grow beyond 32
bits. Already, the operating system can
set up most microprocessor memory
management units to have a separate 32
bit address space for each process. The
combined memory addressed by all the

CPU ADDRESS EXTENSION
(a)

LDXA
reven

reven , rd

+11

reven

unused
(b)

16

LDXA

l

l
32

16

rs , rx ,rd

rs

:

r,.

unused
16

I

I
16

32

Figure 1: Two registers are combined to produce a 48-bit address: (a) 48-bit
extended address in a register pair; (b) 48-bit extended address in two registers.

under development. If each transistor
and wire is represented by just 20 bytes in
virtual memory, such a design will take
about a gigabyte of virtual memory . The
sophisticated applications that make a
design of this scale possible will them
selves be tens of megabytes large; the
temporary storage used in operating on
the design as a whole will require hun
dreds of megabytes. So, by 1995 some
large CAD applications will need 2 giga
bytes of process address space, and 2
gigabytes is close enough to the 4 giga
bytes per process limit of most 32-bit ma
chines that some address-extension tech
niques will be needed .
However, for the majority of applica
tions, 4 gigabytes of address space per
process is more than enough. With that
much space, a text editor could edit a ! 
million-page document, and spreadsheets
could be thousands of times larger than
on a 640K-byte IBM PC. Thus, I don't
think address extension within a process
will be a crucial issue in the early 1990s.
When longer addresses become an
issue, engineers won't choose to length
en the machine word. Instead, they will
use a variety of tricks to give larger ad
dresses to those few processes that need
them without increasing the size, com
plexity, or run time of the more common
small processes. This is a continuation of
the "small model" and "large model"
used in compilers for Intel 80x86 arch i
tectures for the same reasons: size, com
plexity, and speed.
One of the tricks would be to provide
long_ptr forms of memory-reference
instructions that use a register pair to
contain a 40-, 48-, or 64-bit address (see
fig ure la). These could be loaded and

Table 2: You can calculate the processor 's memory bandwidth requirement with the equation MIPS x (SZI +
(FRW X SZD)) = PMB . You can also determine the main memory bandwidth requirement with the equation
PMB x CMR = MMB.
SYSTEM BANDWIDTHS
Native
processor

MIPS

SZP

FRW 2

SZD3

PMB4

CMR&

MMB6

3.8
5.1
10
22
45

2.2
2.0
4.0
4.0
4.0

0.5
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.3

4.5
4.2
3.8
3.8
3.9

16.9
20.9
51.4
113. 1
232 .6

1.2-8.0%
1.2-8 .0%
1.2-8.0%
1.2-8.0%
1 2-8.0%

0.20-1.35
0.25-1 .67
0.62-4. 11
1.36-9. 05
2.79-18.6 1

1

SZI

=

The average inst ruct ion size in bytes.

2

FRW = The fraction of instructions that read or write mem ory data.
SZD = The average size of data access in bytes.
4
PMB = The megabytes per second of instructions and data at the processor.
s CMR = The c ac he·miss rate.
6 MMB =The megabytes per second of mem ory traffic.
3
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stored with long_ptr data if a 64-bit in
teger type is supported.
Another trick (especially appropriate
for load/store architectures like RISC
machines) uses an extra source register
for the most significant part of the ad
dress (see figure lb). This allows those
applications that can statically allocate
regions of the extended address space to
certain classes of data (e.g., like types,
or groups of data referenced together) to
treat extended address space as seg
ments, possibly saving many loads and
stores of the high-order address word.
The compiler would generate ordinary
memory references for small model pro
grams and the majority of the references
in gargantuan model programs. These
would reference the first 4 gigabytes of
the process's address space, the same
part referenced if the high-order part of
the address is zero .

System Bandwidth
The system bandwidth requirements gov
ern the widths of the various data paths
outside the processor. Table 2 shows the
bandwidth requirements from the pro
cessor to cache memory and from cache
memory to main memory points within
the system.
The PMB column of table 2 shows the
memory-access bandwidth created by
several realistically hypothetical proces
sors. The first two are similar to current
ly common CISC processors. The rest
are similar to RISC processors, current
and future. Notice that the volume of
data that must be supported grows from
about 17 megabytes per second with a
processor similar to current ones to over
230 megabytes per second with a high
speed RISC processor such as may be ex
pected in the future. Main memory will
be able to supply only about 40 mega
bytes per second if you assume a 32-bit
wide main memory and a 100-nanosec
ond access time . Cache memories can
fill the gap.
Cache memory is a fast memory that
stores recently referenced data . If a sub
sequent reference needs the same data,
the cache can supply it much more quick
ly than main memory . Today, cache
memories for microprocessors range
from 256 bytes to 64K bytes . With this
range of sizes and when processing an
average program, the cache can supply
the needed data on over 90 percent of the
memory references.
The percentage of references that the
cache memory can satisfy is called the
hit rate. For the most common sizes (4K
bytes to 64K bytes), you can expect the
hit rate to be in the range of 92 to 98.8

percent. Conversely , the miss rate is the
percentage of references where the cache
memory cannot supply the needed data.
The hit rate and miss rate always total
100 percent, so a hit rate of 92 percent
corresponds to a miss rate of 8 percent.
If a high-speed cache memory can sat
isfy 92 percent of the references, then
main memory need only satisfy about 8
percent. Thus, from the 232.6 megabytes
per second of traffic generated by the
fastest processor in table 2, the main
memory needs to supply only about 18.6
megabytes per second (see figure 2).
Often, however, several requests that the
cache memory can 't satisfy arrive in
quick succession, placing a much higher
peak demand on memory performance.
As a rule of thumb , the main memory

should be able to supply two to three
times the average bandwidth required.

Cache Memory
Three design trends are apparent in cache
memories. First, almost every system
will have caches. Second, the caches will
be integrated onto the chip with the CPU.
And third, in many of the highest-perfor
mance systems, the on-chip caches will
be too small for the system performance
desired, so a second level of cache will be
connected directly to the CPU's pins .
The data width of on-chip instruction
and data caches will be at least as wide as
the CPU needs and may be wider to sup
port the bandwidth required. If the CPU
supports only 8-, 16-, and 32-bit data,
continued

CACHE MEMORY ADVANTAGE

232.6 MBps

45-MIPS
CPU

Cache
memory

64-128 bits

18.6 MBps

Main
memory

32-64 bits
~

1/0

MBps = megabytes per second

Figure 2: Cache memory cuts main memory bandwidth by satisfying most memory
requests.

1/0 SYSTEM BANDWIDTHS

18.6 MBps

232.6 MBps
45-MIPS
CPU

Cache
memory

64-128 bits

2MBps
Video
memory

60 MBps

Grap.hies
engine

10 MBps
2MBps

160 MBps
Screen

J

Main
memory

32-64 bits

1

Hard
disk

Token
ring
network

I

I

KBps Keyboard/I
mouse

MBps = megabytes per second
KBps = kilobytes per second

Figure 3: Different 110 devices have different bandwidth needs.
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the data-cache width will be 32 bits. If
the CPU also supports 64-bit data, the
data-cache width will need to be 64 bits.
The data width of the cache memories
may be wider to accommodate the higher
bandwidth requirements of superscalar,
vector, or other high-performance archi
tectures . Extra data width costs little in
on-chip cache memories where connec
tions between the CPU and the cache are
easily provided. Extra data width is more
expensive in external caches, which are
constrained by the cost of providing addi
tional data pins on the CPU chip.
And yet, a large difference in speed
exists between internal and external sig
nals so that an external cache is slow
compared to an on-chip cache. To re
claim the bandwidth lost over slow pins,
engineers are likely to widen the path
from the CPU to external first- or second
level cache memories to 64 bits and even
tually to 128 bits, in spite of the higher
cost of the resulting high-pin-count chips.

Main Memory
Main memory is slow compared to the
CPU, and the disparity will get even
worse in the future, even though memory

itself will continue to get faster . Main System Buses
memory will have difficulty supplying System buses are another place where
you can lose bandwidth. The amount of
the bandwidth that high-speed proces
time that the system bus adds to a mem
sors need, even after the caches have re
duced it. A 32-bit-wide memory system ory access will decrease the memory
constructed out of 80-ns DRAM chips bandwidth available. The system bus
will have an access time of about 150 ns adds time for arbitration, address propa
for a bandwidth of about 27 megabytes gation, and data propagation. The physi
per second, just enough for the 22-mil
cal size and electrical properties of the
bus limit the minimum propagation
lion-instruction-per-second RISC pro
cessor in table 2. In practice, the system times, which won't get below 50 ns on
bus will add at least 100 ns to the access expansion buses with several slots.
Engineers designing system buses can
time and reduce the bandwidth to 16
megabytes per second, enough for the lessen the effect of propagation time by
IO-MIPS processor but not enough for using wider buses and by including block
the higher-performance processors.
transfers. Wider buses transfer more
For systems with processors faster .data on each bus cycle, effectively dou
than 20 MIPS , memory will be 64 bits bling the bandwidth available. Expansion
wide, doubling the bandwidth available buses have grown from 8 bits to 32 bits as
from memory. Memory-systems design
memory and I/O performance needs
ers will further increase memory band
have dictated . Block transfers send sev
width by providing fast block transfer of eral words of data in a single bus transac
4 to 16 words between main memory and tion, saving the arbitration and address
cache memory. The combination of these propagation delays after the first word. If
the memory system can supply data that
will supply enough bandwidth for pro
quickly , the average time per word de
cessors up to about 75 MIPS , where fur
ther increases, possibly 128-bit-wide creases and the bandwidth increases.
memory, will be needed to keep the sys
The last design trend is already firmly
entrenched in the industry and will cer
tem performance high.

---~ DeScribe, Inc.
I BMw is :l registe red rradc mark :rnd Opcrn 1ing Syscc m/2'", OS/2'". :in d Prcsc nrnrio n Ma nage r"' :1rc tra d e
marks of 1hc lm crnation<1 l Busim:ss Machi nes Corporat ion. Dl:Scrihc '" is a uadc ma rk of DcSc ri hc, Inc.
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tainly continue: separating the memory
bus from the I/O or expansion bus. Be
cause memory bandwidth is so crucial to
high-performance computers, engineers
will pay close attention to high-perfor
mance memory buses within the cost
constraints of the final system. 64-bit
memory buses will be common. On the
other hand, 1/0 buses will be limited to
16 or 32 bits to control costs and match
the width of I/O devices . In servers and
other systems where 1/0 bandwidth is
crucial to performance, multiple 1/0
buses, not wider data paths or higher
speed, will supply the needed bandwidth.

1/0 Devices
I/O devices don't need wide buses (see
figure 3). Even a SCSI-2 disk peripheral
transfers at a maximum of only 2 mega
bytes per second, which is also the peak
transfer rate for a 16-megabyte-per-sec
ond token ring . An FDDI (fiber distrib
uted data interface) network, at 12 mega
bytes per second, will tax today's slower
I/O buses but is easily supported on the
Micro Channel , the NuBus, or EISA .
Probably the only 110 device that taxes
a high-performance 1/0 bus is a graphics

frame buffer. Fast redraw of the video
screen is important to the perception of
high performance. One simple bench
mark is to copy a full-screen image from
memory to the screen buffer. For a sys
tem with adequate performance (and
reasonable crispness), the copy should
take less than Yio second; for a high-per
formance system, less than ~o second.
For a megapixel display with 8-bit
pixels , this image consumes a megabyte .
So for a Yi 0 -second copy time, the CPU
must access the frame buffer with at least
10 megabytes per second of bandwidth.
For a ~ 0 -second copy time, the CPU
needs at least 60 megabytes per second of
bandwidth to the frame buffer, far be
yond the attainable bandwidth on the
Micro Channel, the NuBus, or EISA.
An even tougher benchmark is a full
screen move from the frame buffer to it
self, as when you move a window on the
screen. With the same megapixel dis
play , this would require over 20 mega
bytes per second of bandwidth to the
frame buffer for the lowest acceptable
performance. This is barely attainable
with the Micro Channel, the NuBus, or
EISA . As a result, engineers will have to

choose either to attach frame buffers to
the systems-memory bus, or to use a
graphics processor directly attached to
the frame buffer and communicate with
the main processor over the 1/0 bus.

Strike Up the Bandwidth
Systems will grow in bit width in a num
ber of places, but there is little reason for
CPU designers to make major changes in
CPU architecture in the next few years
and probably the next decade. By 1995,
however, almost every CPU will have
some minor changes to support extended
addressing beyond 32 bits per process.
Many CPUs will support double-pre
cision floating-point processing with 64
bit data paths and arithmetic. Memory
and memory buses will expand to accom
modate the higher bandwidth demands
of high-performance CPUs. Bandwidth
issues will dominate systems design. •
Steve Krueger is a senior member of the
technical staff at Texas Instruments
(Houston, TX) . HehasaB.S.E.E. andan
M. S. in computer science, both from
MIT. He can be reached on BIX c/o
"editors."
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Seeking
a Wide Berth
Wider memory isn 't necessarily faster; application demands,
memory design, and control logic all affect performance
Ron Sartore
!though 32 bits
has now become
synonymous with
power and perfor
mance in today 's microcom
puters, the truth about wide
memory is subtler and more
complex than many people re
alize. It's true that when mov
ing blocks of wide data from
one part of the system to an
other, 32-bit memory archi
tectures easily outrun 8- and
,.
16-bit designs . But transport
r
ing data is only a part of what
computers do . Many opera
I
,
tions and data types don't re / ""
~
/'
,,.
quire 32 bits: ASCII charac
I
ters, for example, are only 8
/
bits wide , and some operands
,,-·
r
are only 1 or 2 bytes wide. In
/
these cases, the extra memory -r=--- - -:>1
width is wasted and can even
/
introduce inefficiency into
I
the system.
Designing wide memory is
not conceptually difficult:
Think of it as stacking the bytes side-by mance crippled, even when running on
side instead of one on top of the other. In the fastest processors. How can this be?
principle, wider memories provide more Can the memory interface actually be
data faster and more easily. Yet doubling too wide?
or quadrupling memory width is riddled
The answer requires an analysis of
wi.th trade-offs: When you're operating what you do with memory. Wider mem
on small pieces of data, it can seem like ory is good when the proper memory
doing surgery with a bulldozer. Applica control is in place. The most fu ndamen
tions that don't mate well with the mem tal issue is that no matter how wide the
ory architecrure may find their perfor- memory is, high performance for byte

A

/'

I

ILLUSTRATION : ROBERT TINNEY © 1989

I

operations must still be main
tained . Thus , the trick in
memory-system design is to
provide both quick byte ma
nipulation and fast wide-data
movement. It is counterpro
ductive to focus on one and
ignore the other.

Sizing Things Up
Memory-controller design is
not greatly influenced by the
total size of memory or the
data-path width. In fact , the
most important design factors
are how many controllers are
used and what section of
memory they watch.
--\\
Controller sophistication
can vary from a simple stepand-fetch-it approach to com
plex schemes involving more
control logic than memory
components. Different mem
ory-control algorithms for the
same memory board can af
fect the result of a benchmark
program by more than 10 percent.
For example, it's possible to keep a
DRAM chip accessed (i. e., keep the row
address strobe [RAS] active on comple
tion of an access) on the hunch that the
next access will be within the same row.
(To enable this scheme, th~ controller
must contain address comparators.) If
the hunch is right , you will have a zerocontinued
NOVEMBER 1989 • BYTE
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chips permitted you to access two (or
four) rows simultaneously, you could
then treat DRAM as both mjlin storage
and cache and eliminate wait states when
changing from one memory area to an
other.

Explaining DRAM
Access time After the initiation of
row address strobe (RAS) , this is the
minir ··m time required for the DRAM
to retufn data that is guaranteed to be
valid.

dress pins to be used for the row access.
Once initiated, it must then be followed
through, because an aborted cycle will
corrupt the contents of an entire DRAM
row.

CAS (column address strobe) This
control signal performs several func
tions . First, it indicates that the address
pins to the device contain a desired col
umn address. Whether the address is
latched or passes through directly deter
mines clocked page mode and static col
umn mode, respectively. Second, CAS
is used to enable the data output driver
for read cycles. To access a column, a
row access (RAS is active) must be per
formed first and persist throughout one
or more column accesses .

RAS precharge After a completed
access, RAS needs to take a "breathing
spell" to ramp up for the next access.
The duration of this delay is typically
half the access time; thus, an 80-ns
DRAM might require 40 to 60 ns for
precharge.

Cycle time The access time plus the
RAS precharge equals the total cycle
time for the DRAM . This means that a
JOO-nanosecond chip , for example, will
take 100 ns to return valid data, but it
can be accessed only once every 150 to
180 ns .

RAS (row address strobe) This con
trol signal is the major activator to a
DRAM component, initiating a com
plex series of events within the chip. On
initiation, it latches the state of the ad
wait-state transfer ; but if it' s wrong ,
there will be a penalty of at least two wait
states while a new row is accessed. In
short, this approach will improve some
benchmarks while hurting others.
One reason this scheme doesn't pro
duce more benefits is that the memory

Refresh The charge of each bit with
in a DRAM is held by a very small ca
pacitor (on the order of 50 femtofarads) .
When the bit isn't accessed, the charge
slowly decays and will be lost if not re
freshed . A refresh cycle is a type of read
cycle that reenergizes a whole row of
bits. About one in 100 cycles must be
devoted to this task.
Row, column addresses Internal to
the DRAM , the memory cells are orga
nized as a two-dimensional array , rows
and columns. Externally, to reduce the
component package size, these address
inputs share the same physical pins.
Control signals RAS and CAS deter
mine which address is selected at any
time .
used by the code most likely lies in a dif
ferent region , or DRAM page, than the
program data. This means that your
hunch is only correct when accessing
memory cells within the same DRAM
row, and it's always wrong ifthe cells are
in a different row or region. If DRAM

DRAM vs. SRAM
Since much of the discussion on large
memories involves DRAM, it's neces
sary to understand the terms and con
cepts of the device itself (see the text box
"Explaining DRAM ~ ' at left). What
makes DRAM chips attractive is their
high ratio of storage density to price: Be
cause DRAM uses one transistor per bit,
whereas static RAM uses four to six
transistors per bit, DRAM will provide
four times the storage of SRAM for an
equivalent price, at any given technology
level. DRAM chips also offer better
board-packing density because they dou
ble up address pins (row and column),
while SRAM chips receive all addresses
at once, which requires more physical
pins but is faster.
In fact, the major disadvantage of
DRAM is speed, especially compared to
SRAM . The access time for DRAM is
two to three times longer than it is for
SRAM of the same technology , and
DRAM performance is further ham
pered by the time consumed for RAS
precharge and refresh cycles.
Many memory-system architectures
revolve around optimizing DRAM usage
through techniques such as interleaving
and burst transfers. Interleaving hides
the RAS precharge delay by alternating
memory addresses in different DRAM
devices, so that one DRAM device is ac
cessed while the other is precharging.
The result of interleaving is that the sys
tem-memory cycle time equals the
DRAM access time, just as it would for
continued

WIRELESS
DATA COMMUNICATIONS
Local and Wide Area Networking At 9600 BPS

PC-9600 RADIO MODEM
Available Now
o PC/ XT/ AT compatible
o 406 - 470MHz Band
D Encryption capable
o Up to 15- mile range; hundreds of

o User software included
o Voice option

o FCC CERTIFIED 450-470MHz
miles with repeaters / amplifiers

N\.EG"-0~"
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:Networks are wonderful- but
they can also be a lot of work . An
increasingly popular and economical
alternative is a multiuser system,
where a number of people share one
386 computer.
VM/386 MultiUser makes it simple.
Add a multiport or graphics card to
your 386, and up to 32 users can
continue to work with their familiar
DOS graphics and text programs.
Each user has their own copy of

DOS and 640K of RAM. Best of all ,
every user is totally independent of
all the others .
VM/386 MultiUser is based on
VM/386 Multitasker1;~ the bulletproof
multitasking program which has
won both the Technical Excellence
award and the Editor's Choice award
from PC Magazine .
Get the benefits of a network
without the work! Call toll-free,
800-458-9108, or 408-986-8373.

Yes! Send me information on
VM/386 MultiUser!
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City, St, Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
IGC, 4800 Great America Parkway,
Santa Clara, CA 95054-1221.

The No Work Network
fa;~~W:~*11ii!Z~~\
~

Now you can connect as many
as 32 PCs or peripherals to
one 386 computer, without a
network. VM/386 MultiUser" is
completely DOS-compatible.
Each user operates indepen
dently from all the others.

Circle 171 on Reader Service Carti
(DEALERS: 172)

See us at COMDEX/Fall '89
West Hall Booth #856
C 1989lGC.
VM/386 MultlUser and VM/386 Mullitasker are trademarks of IGC.
386 is a lrademark of lnlel Corp.
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EIGHT MODEL MEMORY ARCHITECTURES
Case 1: Byte interface, simple control

Choosing Configurations

Control
logic

8 Mbits x 8 bits

Byte - ---1

Case 2: Byte interface, byte interleave control
Control
logic
Control
logic

4 Mbits x 8 bits (odd bytes)

Byte

' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 4 Mbits x 8 bits (even bytes)

Case 3: Word interface simple control

I

'

Cont.ml
logic

I

'

Odd bytes
Word

4 Mbits x 8 bits (odd bytes)

Even bytes

4 Mbits x 8 bits (even bytes)

Case 4: Word interface, word interleave control
Control
logic
Odd bytes

SRAM. Burst transfers boost perfor
mance by moving blocks of data from
DRAM to a high-speed SRAM cache or
to the processor.

2 Mbits x 8 bits

Word

2 Mbits x 8 bits
Even
'---------11--2-M-bi-ts_x_S_bi-ts---1 words

Assuming that DRAM chips are a desir
able component in the construction of a
system's main storage , how should they
be arranged? Within a given system , the
designer can specify any number of bits
as the memory-access width. So how is
an optimal memory word defined?
If a computational problem involved
operating on a single bit, a designer
might wish the processor permitted a
memory-word interface that was only 1
bit wide! As absurd as that sounds, the
rationale would be that to set or clear a
single bit, the system wouldn ' t waste
time or energy doing a read-modify
write cycle for a memory area wider than
the desired bit.
In the past, many different memory
addressing schemes were tried . For ex
ample, Sperry-Univac's successful 1100
series mainframe was based on a 36-bit
word: Characters were 6 bits wide
enough to handle the uppercase and low
ercase alphabet plus numbers and sym
bols-and certain addressing mode s
permitted retrieving 3-bit half-charac
ters. And that wasn't very long ago!
Today , memory addressing has stan
dardized on the 8-bit byte. Characters
use 8 bits, not 6 , and half-characters, or
nibbles (4 bits) , must be transferred to
and from storage by the processor in 8-bit
bytes . This is great news for text-editing
programs, but not for number-crunching
scientific calculations.
Along with the definition of a byte has
come de facto standardization on the 16
bit word, the 32-bit doubJeword , and the
64-bit quad word . But the 16-bit "word"
is a misnomer, because a memory word
is simply the bit width of memory access ,
which can be 32 bits as easily as 16 bits .
The confusion would be alleviated if 16
continued

Case 5: Doubleword interface, simple control

Figure la: Eight different model

I

Control
logic

Odd bytes
Odd {
words
Doubleword

{
{
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Even
words

Even bytes
Odd bytes
Even bytes
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I

'

2 Mbits x 8 bits
2 Mbits x 8 bits
2 Mbits x 8 bits
2 Mbits x 8 bits

memory architectures:
(Case 1) An 8-bit (byte) noninterleaved
memory (akin to that ofan IBM PC XT).
(Case 2) An 8-bit (byte) two-way
interleaved memory, or "pseudo 16."
(Case 3) A 16-bit (word) noninterleaved
memory (akin to that ofan IBM PC AT).
(Case 4) A 16-bit (word) two-way
interleaved memory, or "pseudo 32. "
(Case 5) A 32-bit (doubleword)
noninterleaved memory (like most
found in 80386 machines).

eMicro is the world's leader in
removable, erasable, optical storage systems for
personal and workstation computers.
The RE0-650 is asingle drive, SCSI system.The
RE0-1300 is adual-drive system. Up to 1.3
gigabytes of facts and figures at your fingertips!
- Each optical cartridge holds up to 650 megabytes
of precious memories. Graphics.CAD files.
Databases.Images.
You can write, erase and rewrite data...file by
file... amillion times or more.

-·

Interface kits give you the flexibility to use
Pinnacle drives with the computer of your choice:
Macintosh.Sun Microsystems. Hewlett Packard.
IBM-AT, XT, PS/2 and compatibles.
Software provided with each kit supports a host
of working environments: UNIX, Xenix, Novell
Netware 2.1, and many more.
Removable, erasable, optical. The new standard
in mass storage. Available now from Pinnacle
Micro.
~
Call today for the location of your sales
representative or authorized dealer.

({) (800) 553-7070

PINNACLE
15265AltonParkway • lrvine,CA92718 • InCA(714)727-3300 • FAX(714)727-1913

ICRO

THE ERASABLE OPTICAL STORAGE COMPANY™

Circle 283 on Reader Service Cartl (DEALERS: 284)
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bits of data we re ca lled a double byte .
At the sa me time that the industry was
resolving text-cha racter representation
betwee n EBCDIC a nd ASCII (g uess
which won), a simi lar turmoil was brew
ing over number representation. Here,
the IEEE stepped in to coordinate mat
te rs. Currentl y , IEEE standard 754 (ver
sion 10) specif ies a 32-bit representation
fo r single-precision fl oating-point num-

Case 6: Doubleword interface, doublew o rd interleave control
Control
logic

Doubl eword

Memory
performance is
too much a function
ofapplication
requirements and
controller design
to be easily improved
with a quick fix.

{

w~~~s

{

E_ov_de_dn_bb"""'YY:....t:_:_
s.........,.___ _--1 1 Mbit x 8 bits
1 Mbit x 8 bits

Even {

_O_d_d_b_,_y_es~_,,__,,_
t_
_ _-l 1 Mbit x 8 bits

words

Even bytes

---"--.........,,.__,~---11

- - - - - - - t 1 Mbit x 8 bits
' - - - - - - - - 1 1 Mbit x 8 bits
- -------<1 Mbit x 8 bits
Case 7: Quad-word interface, simple control

ICont~ol I
logic

Odd bytes

Odd
doublewords

The Dilemma
Many of to day's pe r son a l co mpu te r
benchma rks (including BYTE's) use the
term word to denote 16 bits. I n doing so ,
a benchmark that measures 16-bit-word
moves to an even- or odd-word boundary
encounte rs memory-transfer inefficien
cy when it communicates with non-word
width memories. If you wa nt to compa re
8088s with 80286 and 803 86/80486 ma
chines , you must have rules and consis
tent tests ; but choosing a stock word
width does n ' t rea l ly seem fa ir whe n
compa ring mac hines that use di fferent
31 2
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Contro l
logic

- -- - - - - t 1 Mbit x 8 bits

Odd {
words

bers (a 23-bit signi f icand with an 8-bit
exponent plus 1 sign bit). Double-prec i
sion fl oating-poi nt numbers use 64 bits of
memory , and extended double-precision
fl oating-point numbers use 80 bits.
Another dri ving fo rce behind larger
memory widths has been in the represen
tat ion of the progra m itself. Both pro
gra m cont ro l (such as jumps or ca ll s) and
data access require address content with
in the code: If a program is to access
large amounts of memory, it also needs
to be able to ret rieve and operate on large
addresses. Thi s holds true fo r direct ad
dressing, indirect access (where memory
contain s the next address) , and indirect
access with a code offset.

Mbit x 8 bits

{

Even
word s

{

Even bytes
Odd bytes
Even bytes

Quad word

Odd bytes
Odd {
words
Eve n
doubleword s

{

Even
words

{

Even bytes
Odd bytes
Even bytes

'

1 Mbit x 8 bits
1 Mbit x 8 bits
1 Mbit x 8 bits
1 Mbit x 8 bits
1 Mbit x 8 bits
1 Mbit x 8 bits
1 Mbit x 8 bits
1 Mbit x 8 bits

Figure lb: (Case 6) A 32-bit (doubleword) two-way interleaved memory, or
"pseudo 64. "(Case 7) A 64-bit (quad-word) noninterleaved memory.
widths. T he exa mples that fo llow dem
onstrate the implications of this.
To rea lly understand the trade-offs in
herent in the choice of memory width ,
you can construct a series of imaginary
memory a rchitectu res and test them in
different situations to compa re their per
fo rmance. The simulated memory can be
accessed in two " ticks " of the clock and
has a three-tick cycle ti me.
The simpl ified exa mple uses eight di f
fere nt memory archi tectures. Block dia
grams representing the eight imaginary
memory organizat ions are shown in fig
ure 1. Case 8 doesn't ex ist in any per
sonal computer and is a perfect example
of control-logic chips riva ling the num

ber of memory chips.
For the first scenario , imagine han
dling a byte string move in an address
transition of I byte. To keep it fair , start
all systems " ready to access," and for
brevity , transfer only 8 bytes . You can
al so assume that the star ting address is a
common word bou ndary for all systems
and that data is moved to a n adjacent
(lower) byte. A symbolic representation
fo r eac h case w il l use the fo ll owing
notation:
C =cycle (intermission between
accesses to the same memory
element)
rn = first half of read cycle , byte n
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Case 8: Doubleword interface, complex byte, eight-way interleave control

Odd doubleword
odd word
odd byte

Control
logic

_O_d_d_b~yt_e_s--.------11 Mbit x 8 bits
o~

Odd doubleword
odd word
even byte

Control
~~

words
{

Even bytes
- - - ' - - - - - . r + - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 Mbit x 8 bits

Doubleword

Odd doubleword
even word
odd byte

Control
logic

_O_d_d_b..:..y_te_s-....-H-------------~1 Mbit x 8 bits
{

Odd doubleword
even word
even byte

Control
logic

Even
words

Even bytes
- - - ' - - - , - t - + ; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 Mbit x 8 bits

Control
logic

Mbit x 8 bits

Even doubleword
odd word
odd byte

Control
logic

Even doubleword
odd word
even byte

' - - - - - - - - l 1 Mbit x 8 bits

Control
logic

Even doubleword
even word
odd byte

...._------------11 Mbit x 8 bits

Control
logic

Even doubleword
even word
even byte

. . . . _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 Mbit x 8 bits

Figure le: (Case 8) A 32-bit (doubleword/word/byte) eight-way interleaved memory, or pseudo 64.

Rn =second ha! f of read cycle, byte n
wn =first halfof write cycle, byte n
Wn =second half of write cycle, byte n
*** =operation complete
In the first test, the 8-bit interleaved
memory (case 2) would be the fastest
among the existing architectures, quick
er even than wider memory organiza
tions (see table !) . But if you move each
byte by an offset of 2 bytes (as shown in
table 2), the 16-bit interleaved structure
(case 4) is fastest, with 8- and 32-bit in
terleaved organizations (cases 2 and 6)
tied for second place. Memory width and
interleaving control yield benefits that
are dependent on two things: the operand

data width (8 , 16, or 32 bits) and the off
set and alignment that data traverses.
Although wider memories are slower,
they produce benefits. Processors such
as the 80386 and 80486 can use 32-bit
operands; when they do , they outstrip
systems with narrower memories . To
demonstrate this, move two 32-bit words
by an offset of one 32-bit word .
The scenario depicted in table 3 shows
a fivefold improvement for the 32-bit in
terleaved memory over the 8-bit non
interleaved memory . This strongly sug
gests that if your processing requires 32
bit floating-point calculations , you
should choose a machine that excels in
32-bit performance. Ignore the bench

marks that compare machines on byte
operations; they may be misleading .
But if wider memories aren't neces
sarily better for handling small chunks
of data, such as characters or byte oper
ands, why use them? The answer points
to a drawback in the simulation: The tests
it runs are just a subset of what typically
goes on within a system . If, in a real
computer, every other CPU operation
were a write to memory , then caching
wouldn't do much good.
In reality, the ratio of memory-write
operations to memory reads rarely ex
ceeds l-to-4 , because the code portion of
memory isn't written to except when
continued
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Computers For

The Blind
Talking computers give
blind and visually
impaired people access
to electronic
information. The
question is how and
how much?
The answers can be
found in "The Second
Beginner's Guide to
Personal Computers for
the Blind and Visually
Impaired" published by
the National Braille
Press. This
comprehensive book
contains a Buyer's
Guide to talking
microcomputers and
large print display
processors. More
importantly it includes
reviews, written by
blind users, of software
that works with
speech.
This invaluable
resource book offers
details on training
programs in computer
applications for the
blind, and other useful
information on how to
buy and use special
equipment.

Table 1: The 8-bit interleaved memory (case 2) is the fastest among the
existing architectures, even fa ster than wider memory organizations.
TRANSFERRING 8 BYTES BY A 1-BYTE OFFSET

Case

Case

Case

Case

Case

Case

Case

Case

Tick

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1
2
3
4
s
6
7
8
9

r1
R1

r1
R1
w1
W1
r2
R2
w2
W2
r3
R3
w3
W3
r4
R4
w4
W4
rS
RS
wS
WS
r6
R6
w6
W6
r7
R7
w7
W7
r8
RB
w8
W8

r1
R1

r1
R1
w1
W1
r2
R2

r1
R1

r1
R1
w1
W1

r1
R1

r1
R1
w1
W1
r2
R2
w2
W2
r3
R3
w3
W3
r4
R4
w4
W4
rS
RS
wS
WS
r6
R6
w6
W6
r7
R7
w7
W7
r8
RS
w8
WB

10

11
12
13
14
1S
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
2S
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
3S
36
37
3B
39
40
41
42
43
44
4S
46
47
48

c

w1
W1

c

r2
R2

c

w2
W2

c

r3
R3

c

w3
W3

c

r4
R4

c

w4
W4

c

rs
RS

c

wS
WS

c

r6
R6

c

c

w1
W1

c

r2
R2

c

w2
W2

c

r3
R3

c

w3
W3

c

r4
R4

c

w4
W4

c

rS
RS

c

wS
WS

c

r6
R6

c

c

w2
W2
r3
R3
w3
W3
r4
R4

c

w4
W4
rS
RS
wS
WS
r6
R6

c

w6
W6
r7
R7
w7
W7
r8
R8

c

c

w1
W1

c
c

r2
R2

c

r2
R2

c

w2
W2

c

r3
R3

c

w3
W3

c

r4
R4

r2
R2
w2
W2

r3
R3
w3
W3

r4
R4

c

c

w1
W1

c

c

c

w2
W2

c

r3
R3

c

w3
W3

c

c

c
c

r4
R4

c

rS
RS

w4
W4
rS
RS
wS
WS

wS
WS

r6
R6

wS
WS

r6
R6

w6
W6

r6
R6

w6
W6

r7
R7

w6
W6

w4
W4

c

c

c
c

c

c
c

w4
W4

c

rS
RS

c
c

c

w6
W6

w6
W6

r7
R7

r7
R7

r7
R7

w7
W7

r7
R7

w7
W7

w7
W7

w7
W7

rB
RB

w7
W7

rB
RB

rB
RB

rB
RB

wB
WB

rB
RB

wB
WB

wB
WB

wB
WB

c
c

c
c

c

wB
WB

c

c

c

c

c

c
c

c
c

c

c

c

c

c

wB
WB

Send orders to:
National Braille Press Inc.
88 St. Stephen Street
Boston, MA 02115

(617) 266-6160
$ 12.95 for braille or cassene, $ 14.95 fo r
princ. ($3 excra for UPS shipping)
NBP is a nonprofit braille priming and
publishing h o use.
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loading , and even then it's treated as
data . The model also assumed that you
could move a known portion of data
without regard to computational consid
erations, such as source/destination ad
dress generation or length of transfer.
Burst Mode: Feature of the Future?
Often, main memory isn't the direct in
terface to the processor. It has become

customary for high-performance systerns to incorporate an SRAM cache.
The basic principle behind a main-mem
ory cache is that when a given address for
data or code is requested , it's very likely
that the same or nearby addresses will be
requested again. Since the cache control
ler maps precious SRAM in blocks or
sets of words, main-memory operations
become either block transfers to fill the

IN
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Table 2: If you move each byte by an offset of2 bytes, the 16-bit interleaved
structure (case 4) is fastest, with the 8- and 32-bit interleaved organi7.ations
(cases 2 and 6) tied for second place.
MOVING 8 BYTES BY A 2-BYTE OFFSET

Tick

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

Case

Case

Case

Case

Case

Case

Case

Case

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

r1
R1

r1
R1

r1
R1

r1
R1

w1
W1
r2
R2

w1
W1

r1
R1
w1
W1
r2
R2
w2
W2
r3
R3

r1
R1

w1
W1

r1
R1
w1
W1
r2
R2
w2
W2
r3
R3
w3
W3
r4
R4
w4
W4
r5
R5
w5
W5
r6
R6
w6
W6
r7
R7
w7
W7
r8
R8
w8
W8

r1
R1
w1
W1
r2
R2
w2
W2
r3
R3
w3
W3
r4
R4
w4
W4
r5
R5
w5
W5
r6
R6
w6
W6
r7
R7
w7
W7
r8
R8
w8
W8

c

c

r2
R2

c

w2
W2

c

r3
R3

c

w3
W3

c

r4
R4

c

w4
W4

c

r5
R5

c

w5
W5

c

r6
R6

c

c

c
c

c

r2
R2

w2
W2
r3
R3

w2
W2

c

w3
W3
r4
R4

c

w4
W4
r5
R5

c

w5
W5
r6
R6

c

w6
W6
r7
R7

c

c
c

r3
R3

c

w3
W3

c

r4
R4

c

w4
W4

c

r5
R5

c

w5
W5

c

r6
R6

c

c

w1
W1

c

r2
R2

c

w2
W2

c

r3
R3

c

w3
W3

c

c

r4
R4

c

c
c

w7
W7

c

r8
R8

c

w8
W8

r5
R5

w5
W5
r6
R6

c

r3
R3

r7
R7

c

r2
R2

c

w3
W3

c

c

w4
W4

c

w2
W2

w4
W4
r5
R5
w5
W5
r6
R6
w6
W6

r4
R4

c

w1
W1

c

c
c

w3
W3

c

r4
R4

c

w4
W4

c

r5
R5

c

w5
W5

c

c

r6
R6

c

w6
W6

c

w6
W6

w6
W6

r7
R7

r7
R7

w7
W7

w7
W7

r8
R8

r8
R8

r8
R8

r8
R8

w8
W8

w8
W8

w8
W8

w8
W8

w6
W6

c

r7
R7

c

w7
W7

c
c

w7
W7
r8
R8

c

w8
W8

c
c

c
c

c
c

Programmers
Save 30 Hours
... the first 3 months you use Logic
Gem or send it back for a full refund! Less
than 1% ofour users have returned it. The
other 99% use it often and love it!

Jerry Pournelle says,

"It has al
ready saved me several hours, and I
haven't had it a week. Highly recom
mended." (ChaosManor, BYTE,Marcbl989)

Logic Gem is completely different from
any other programmer's tool. It's all soft
ware, requires no special systems or
boards. Best of all, the single language
edition is now only $49.95. And the
multi-language edition is only $99.
Or try it first for free: Down-load a
demo of Logic Gem from our electronic
bulletin board. You'll love it!
Logic Gem, a proven programmer's
tool, helps you avoid bugs in three ways:

•

Catches logical errors before you
code the program. Saves hours
of debugging time.

•

Automatically generates flawless
code for the "guts" of your
program ... in C, BASIC, Pascal,
FORTRAN, and dBASE.

•

Automatically produces written
documentation of your logic,
which insures good communica
tions between designer and coder.
(And helps remind you of the logic
from one work session to the next.)

c

r7
R7

Logic Gem works with whatever com
piler you are using. The only change:
with Logic Gem you catch and correct the
logic bugs before you write the program.

c

w7
W7

Sl#SU LA#GUASE ED/TIO#

c
c
c

$44.95

•.

MULTl·LA#GUAGE ED/TIO#

c

$99.00

~.~~
702
Washington St. #174

Marina del Rey, CA 90292
1-800-722-7853
1"800-323-6406 (in CA)

cache (read main memory-write to
cache) or single-cycle write operations to
update main storage. This is how Intel's
80486, with its built-in 8K-byte cache,
interfaces to external memory. A line in
the 80486's cache is 4 doublewords wide
(128 bits); when the 80486 needs to fill
that line, it can use burst-mode transfer.
The memory dialogue for this opera-

tion using the simulated memory archi
tectures would look like this . First, you
have to alter the conditions slightly. You
fill the 80486's on-chip cache using
DRAM page mode in 16-byte bursts.
With the 80486's 25-MHz clock rate,
and assuming that the memories are now
implemented with 100-nanosecond

1-213-306-3020
1-213-821-8122 FAX

See us at Comdex - B 11-19

Download demo
( 21J1-l5J-7705 • J/ 12/2-l,8,N, I
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Table 3: This scenario shows a fivefold improvement for the 32-bit interleaved
memory (case 6) over the 8-bit noninterleaved (case 1).
MOVING TWO 32-BIT DOUBLEWORDS BY A 4-BYTE OFFSET

Tick
1
2
3
4

5

Harold W. McGraw, Jr.,
Chairman, McGraw-Hill , Inc.

I'm a volunteer supporter of the Inter
national Executive Service Corps, a
not-for-profit organization with a vital
mission:
We send retired U.S. managers over
seas to help businesses in developing
countries, which often respond by
increasing their imports of U .S. goods.
In fact, developing countries consume
about 40 percent of U.S. exports.
As an IESC volunteer, you would
not get a salary. But you would get
expenses for you and your spouse,
plus a world of personal satisfaction.
IESC leads the field in this kind of work.
We 've done over 9,000 projects in 81
countries. We could have a project
that's just right for you .To find out, send
this coupon to: Harold W. McGraw, Jr.,
Chairman, McGraw-Hill, Inc., P.O. Box
10005, Stamford, CT 06904-2005.

International
Executive
IWI
Service Corps ~,
!Dear Mr. McG~w: Te~m:-m-:e about bel
I coming an IESC volunteer. I am a recently I
I retired manager or technician-or am about I
I to retire-frorT\ a U.S. company. I'm free to I
accept an ov~rseas assignment. I under
! stand that volunteers receive expenses for I
I themselves and their spouses, but no salary. I
I Name
I
I
I
I
I Address

I City

State _ _ Zip _ _

I

L----------~-_J
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6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

Case
1

Case
2

Case
3

r1
R1

r1
R1
r2
R2
r3
R3
r4
R4
w1
W1
w2
W2
w3
W3
w4
W4
r5
R5
r6
R6
r7
R7
r8
RS
w5
W5
w6
W6
w7
W7
w8

r1-2
R1-2

c

r2
R2

c

r3
R3

c

r4
R4

c

w1
W1

c

w2
W2

c

w3
W3

c

w4
W4

c

r5
R5

c

r6
R6

c

r7
R7

c

c

r3-4
R3-4

c

w1-2
W1-2

c

w3-4
W3-4

c

r5-6
R5-6

c

r7-8
R7-8

Case
4
r1-2
R1-2
r3-4
R3-4
w1-2
W1-2
w3-4
W3-4
r5-6
R5-6
r7-8
R7-8
w5-6
W5-6
w7-8
W7-8

Case

Case

Case

Case

5

6

7

8

r1-4
R1-4

c

w1-4
W1-4

c

r5-8
R5-8

c

w5-8
W5-8

r1-4
R1-4
w1-4
W1-4
r5-8
R5-8
w5-8
W5-8

r1-4
R1-4

c

w1-4
W1-4

c

r5-8
R5-8

c

r1-4
R1 - 4
w1-4
W1  4
r5-8
R5- 8
w5-8
W5-8

w5- 8
W5-8

c

w5-6
W5-6

c

w7-8
W7-8

we

r8
RS

c

w5
W5

c

w6
W6

c

w7
W7

c
we
w8

DRAM chips, you'll need two ticks to
read the next DRAM page for non
interleaved organizations, and one tick
for interleaved. (The interleaved cases
burst in one tick because they can initiate
the access for subsequent data concur
rently with an ongoing data transfer.)
The memory dialogues for the 80486
burst transfer in each of the cases are

shown in table 4. The results show that
the most efficient and practical memory
architectures for supporting burst trans
fer are the 64-bit or 32-bit interleaved
(pseudo 64) organizations.

How to Improve Performance
The examples above clearly illustrate
that memory performance is too much a
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function of application requirements and
controller design to be easily improved
with a quick fix, such as increasing word
width. lfyou want a 32-bit memory inter
face on a 32-bit machine, then you must
compromise subword access, such as
byte moves, by creating a memory orga
nization that hampers such operations.
Or you have to create elaborate, sophisti
cated control structures, which are ex
pensive and space-consuming. And even
these have performance drawbacks :
Case 8 in the simulation, for all its appar
ent advantages, would be crippled by a
simple byte operation with an 8-byte
offset.
The best solution may lie in changing
the design of DRAM . If a small SRAM
were integrated right into the DRAM
chip and used as a high-speed cache, the
result would be substantially better than
separate DRAM/SRAM arrangements.
Thousands of bytes of data could be burst
from the DRAM to the on-chip cache in a
single cycle, and write operations would
be easier. The reason for this bears some
explaining.
In every DRAM component, a few
hundred to a few thousand bits are re
trieved with every access . Most of the
bits, of course, are ignored. At present,
few systems take advantage of this very
wide data word, a nd only the video
RAM implementation of dynamic mem
ory uses it to solve a specific problem.
How does this wide data word work? Fig
ure 2 shows a conceptual representation
of a I-megabit by 1-bit DRAM .
The number of bits actually accessed

Table 4: These results show that the most efficient and practical memory
architectures f or supporting burst transfer are the 64-bit or 32-bit interleaved
(pseudo 64) organizations (cases 6, 7, and 8) .
80486 BURST TRANSFER

Tick
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Case

Case

Case

Case

Case

Case

Case

Case

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

r1
R1
r2
R2
r3
R3
r4
R4
r5
R5
r6
R6
r7
R7
r8
RB
r9
R9
r10
R10
r11
R11
r12
R12
r13
R1 3
r14
R1 4
r15
R1 5
r16
R1 6

r1
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
RB
R9
R10
R1 1
R12
R1 3
R14
R15
R16

-

...

r1-2
r1-2
r1  4
R1  2
R1-4
R1-2
r3- 4
R3-4
r5 8
R3-4
R5-6
R5-8
r5- 6
R7- 8
r9- 12
R5-6
R9- 10
R9- 12
r?- 8 R11 -1 2 r13- 16
R7-8 R13- 14 R13- 16
r9-1 0 R15- 16
R9- 10
r11-12
R11 -1 2
r13- 14
R13-1 4
r1 5-1 6
R1 5- 16

r1  4
R1  4
R5- 8
R9- 12
R13- 16

...

r1  4
R1  4
R5- 8
R9-12
R13-16

...

r1  4
R1  4
R5- 8
R9-12
R13- 16

--

-

...

~

-

-

-

...

...

...

...

continued

World Class Software Security !iii1
Secure software and data with reliable, effective
protection products that won't burden honest users.
Glenco is a world leader in the area of software security products and
services. Our copy protection products and data securily products are second
to none. They are designed to fu nction on a wide var iely of third pany
hardwa re. We have over 3500 satisfied software firms utilizing our products.
We also have a full line of disk based protection systems.
• MACHI NES SUPPORTED - IBM
PC/ XT/AT & PS/2. Macintosh

The parallel pon interface (PP!) connects between the printer pon on a PC and the
printer cable. The PPI holds two Key Tags, one on each side. Eac h Key Tag contains
a secure custom chip which is pre-programmed by Glenco to only work with the
assigned software package. A second Key Tag can be employed to protect another
package, or may be used 10 tum other software packages "on", remotely or on-site.
• STANDARD KEY TAG - Software is
protected for an unlimited number of

executions. They are pre-programmed to
inc1ude a sequentially ass ig ned SI N.
• COUPON KEY TAG - Software is valid fo r
a preset number of executions. The Coupon
count can be reset remotely o r on the cust
omers site by using a second update Key Tag.
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• READ/W RIT E KEY TAG - Wilh
programmable memory. Pe rfect for companies
which have multiple products or a product with
several optional mod ules. By having several
packages protected using one Key Tag, your
costs are lowered .
• DURATION KEY TAG - Has a

board. (Available late "89)

clock on

• OPERATING SYSTEMS - MS- DOS.
XEN IX, Network, Finder, & Mullifi nder.

Call or write fo r more information.

• LANGUAGES/COMPILER - Over 50.
including runtime packages, data bases and
spread sheets. We have a non-programmers

inte rface as well .

Iii

GLENCO
ENGINEERING INC.

SERVING THE SOFTWARE INDUSTR Y SINCE 1979

721 W. Algonquin Road, Arlington Hts., IL 60005. (312) 364-7638. FAX 364-7698

In Europe contact: SOC Security Systems. The Netherlands
Tel: + 31-45441535, FAX: +31-45-444747
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DRAM CONCEPTUAL DIAGRAM
Column line y

Column line 1023
Row
address
strobe

Column line 0
Row address 511

Row
Row address
address -----....----1
latches

Selected row address x

1/2
row
decode

Row address 0

External
address in
Column
address
latches

Column address
----1,._---------1

Column
address
strobe

,_ - - - -  - - - - ....__ _-t-----'----1i-

Data out

Sense amplifiers
and column
address decode
Row address 512

1/2
row
decode
Row address 1023

Column line 1023

Column liney

Column line 0

Figure 2: A conceptual representation ofa ]-megabit by I -bit DRAM. A major access starts by presenting a row address on
which a single row line is decoded. The active row then electrically connects 1024 capacitors to their respective column lines.
Sense amplifiers ascertain the intended logic level for each ofthe 1024 columns and then latch the result. Because this process
depletes the charge within each bit capacitor on reading, the row must then be rewritten.

inside memory chips is even greater in
wide memory organizations. A 32-bit
memory system reads 32,768 bits, or
4096 bytes, at a time! If an SRAM were
integrated at this stage, the interconnec
tion between main memory and the cache
would be extremely wide. A single cache
line would be thousands of bytes long and
could be loaded or swapped out in one
DRAM cycle. Cache management for
write operations, including avoiding
stale data when multiple copies of an ad
dress exist within the system, would be
easier and faster to perform.
The raw ingredients are now present
within DRAMs to integrate a cache; all
that would have to be added is 4K bits (4
rows) of high-speed SRAM and a few
pins. This scheme is not impossible: One
large DRAM supplier is considering it
for a 4-megabit chip. In fact, the obsta
cles to achieving the caching DRAM are
more political than technical. If each
DRAM supplier should implement a dif
ferent solution to the component, large
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manufacturers would shun the devices .
Prices would be high, and each imple
mentation would be a critical, sole
source component. Manufacturers avoid
single-source components at all costs.
Fortunately, there is an industry com
mittee that defines memory standards
JEDEC, or the Joint Electrical Device
Engineering Council. Ten years ago,
JEDEC successfully adopted and propa
gated the x4 DRAM standard; now it
should work on coordinating suppliers in
the standardization of a caching DRAM
design.

What the Future Holds
The pace of development in the computer
industry makes predictions approximate,
at best. After all, just a little more than
20 years ago, mainframes such as the
IBM System/360 Model 50 (a medium
to large-scale member of the 360 product
line) had a basic storage of 64K bytes
(with a maximum of 512K bytes), a
memory cycle time of 2000 ns, and a

memory width of 32 bits (the same as the
80386 or 80486).
Processor speed improvements have
placed greater and greater demands on
main storage and will continue to in the
future . Within the next 10 years, you 're
likely to see personal computers that are
equipped with 64 megabytes of 64-bit
wide memory cycling at 20 ns. Data-path
width will continue to grow , perhaps
more so in silicon than on printed-cir
cuit-board copper. To achieve these fab
ulous specifications, the industry will
need continually improved control logic
and memory organization, caching
DRAM and multiple row accessing, and,
most of all, coordination and standard
ization among suppliers. •
Ron Sartore is the president of Cheetah
International, a computer systems design
and manufacturing company. He re
ceived his B. S. E. E. from Purdue Univer
sity. You can contact him on BIX c/o
"editors."

We've got the guts,
you get the glory.

' .o

Whether you're building systems
or simply upgrading existing hard
ware, you can bet your reputation
onDTK.
We offer clearly superior 80386,
80286 and 8088-based Bare Bone™
systems with FCC, UL, CSA and
TUV certification. Plus motherboards
and fully compatible add-on cards.
All built to deliver the performance
and reliability today's sophisticated
computer users demand.
More Guts. Choose from a
~...,...,/,, dozen Bare Bone systems designed
to fit every need-and every desk.
Including a 33MHz 386 file server
with cache memory. Or select from
an extensive line of motherboards
(our XT and AT compatible models
are widely regarded as industry
standards).
Want LAN adapters? Or VGA,
1/0, or disk controller cards? Maybe
you need to gain an extra slot or two
with multiple function cards. DTK
can provide the solutions.
At prices you'll really like.
Better Quality. Our substru::ttial
R & D capabilities and stringent QC
procedures mean you can depend on
us for the most reliable, highest per
formance products available today.
And tomorrow. Our inspection con
forms with MIL-STD-1050, and our
boards enjoy an overall reliability
rate of 98% .
So why take chances? We've got
all the guts you need at prices that
are hard to beat. Go for the glory.
Call or write DTK COMPUTER,
Inc., 15711 E. Valley Blvd., City of
Industry, CA 91744. Tel: (818) 333
7533 Fax: (818) 333-5429 BBS: (818)
333-6548. Chicago, IL. (312) 593-3080
Edison, NJ (201) 417-0300

.

Houston, TX (713) 568-6688
Miami, FL (305) 477-7440
West Germany (0211) 656031

Clearly superior.
DTK is a registered trademark and Bare Bone is a trademark of Oatatech Enterprises Co., Ltd.
Intel 386 is a trademark of Intel Corporation. XT and AT are registered trademarks of IBM Corporation.
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~ot to work. on several jobs at once.

OS/2cando!
Until now, working on several jobs at the same time
was next to impossible. But with OS/2 ~ you don't have to
wait for your computer to complete one job before starting
another. So working on several jobs at once is easy.
While you' re recalculating a spreadsheet or printing a
document under OS/2, you can
also start one or more communica
tions sessions with another office.
Your computer can continue to
work on those jobs in the back
ground while you do something
else, like write a report or check your on-line calendar.
You can take OS/2's multitasking ability even further
with IBM's Micro C hannel~" Its multiple lanes can handle
the heav ier flow of information and make your computer
one of the most reliable and versatile business tools you can
get your hands on.
Want to juggle several things at once? With OS/2, the
solution is IBM.
Find out more about OS/2. Contact your IBM Autho
rized Dealer or marketing representative. For a dealer near
you, ca ll l 800 IBM-2468, ext. 107.
Buy OS/2 now and get rebates on memory and
software. For a free Vl.2 upgrade, return an upgrade
order form by 12-31-89.
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" and OS/2 are registered lrademarks and Micro Channel is a trademark ol lnternalional Business Machines Corix;>ration. © 1989 IBM Corp.

Our PCs have worn some of
the biggest brand names
in the busin~.
For years, Goldstar has been manu
facturing computer and communi
cations equipment for some of the
leading companies in the industry.
In fact, chances are good that some
of your trusted peripherals and
perhaps even your whole PC were
made in one of our factories.

Computers, Monitors,
Fax Machines
Now, we're offering a complete line
of Goldstar products under our
own name. Frankly, we think it's
about time we took a little more
credit for our effort.

Moreover, by selling our products
under the Goldstar label, we can
offer customers the backing of a 20
billion dollar plus international
corporation, as well as the reliability
and expertise that come with over
30 years of experience in the elec
tronics field.
Visit our exhibit at COMDEX/
FALL '89.

Meetingyour maker bas never
been so easy.
Circle 366 011 Reader Service Card
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Revenge of
the CISCs
Will the 80486 and the 68040, heirs to the dynasties built by
Intel and Motorola, slow the RISC bandwagon?
Michael Slater and John H. Wharton
he first commer
cial microproces
sors contained
thousands of tran
sistors; the 8086 and the
68000, tens of thousands; and
the 80386 and the 68030 ,
hundreds of thousands. The
logical next step is millions,
and indeed the 80486 and the
68040 weigh in with over a
million transistors each.
The increased complexity
of each generation has al
lowed word widths to expand
from 4 bits to 32 bits, and ad
dressing ranges to jump from
a few kilobytes to 4 gigabytes.
Memory management units,
included in more recent gen
erations of microprocessors,
have eased the implementa
tion of multiuser, multitask
ing operating systems and vir
tual memory. For the most
part, however, until the most
recent generation of micro
processors, you needed external chips
for cache memory and floating-point
processing.
Now, for the first time, it 's possible to
build a complete, high-performance
CPU with floating-point and memory
management functions on a single chip.
"The first microprocessors of this latest
generation are Intel's 80860 and 80486
and Motorola's 68040. The 80860 is In-

T
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although they execute differ
ent instruction sets and thus
have different application
software bases.
As of this writing , Intel had
shipped some samples of the
80486, but Motorola was still
awaiting the first 68040. Intel
had released full details on
the 80486, while Motorola
had issued only general infor
mation about the 68040.
Thus, this article covers the
80486 in much more detail
simply because little informa
tion about the 68040 was
available .

tel's first true RISC processor, and while
it has an intriguing architecture , it's too
new to have much of a software (or hard
ware) base.
This article will focus on the 80486
and 68040, the heirs to the dynasties
built by Intel and Motorola. These chips
are very similar in terms of general fea
tures (e.g., cache , memory manage
ment, pipelining, and burst-mode bus) ,

The Intel 80486
Contained in the 80486 are a
highly optimized integer unit
compatible with the 80386, an
FPU compatible with the
80387, a complete virtual
memory management and
protection system, 8K bytes of
unified program and data
cache, bus snooping and other multipro
cessing support hooks, and several
minor additions to the family architec
ture and instruction set (see figure 1) .
The die measures 619 by 414 mils using
I-micron high-speed CMOS technology,
and it contains 1.18 million transistors,
edging out the short-lived record of 1
million in the 80860.
continued
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Why didn 't Intel reopen the architec
ture to add a slew of new instructions or
to revise the programming model? Be
cause the plan for the 80486 is to cement
the 80386 family's domination of the
personal computer industry. By retain
ing the same programming model for the
80386 and 80486 CPUs , Intel can prom
ise third-party software developers a
consistent programming environment on
computation engines spanning a wide
price/performance range . Intel hopes
that the new product announcements will
ensure that all future high-end PC soft
ware will be targeted to the 80386/80486
family, relegate the 80286 and its prede
cessors to lower status, and shut out the
various "upstart" RISC builders.

Intel claims that performance of the
80486 at 25 MHz will be about 37 ,000
Dhrystones, 6.1 million Whetstones
(double-precision), or performance rela
tive to the VAX 111780 of about 15 to 20
VAX MIPS . This places the micropro
cessor squarely in competition with
many RISC chips. Samples of 25-MHz
chips have already been distributed , and
Intel promises 33-MHz and 40-MHz ver
sions to follow in 1990.
The 80486 implements essentially the
same instruction set, memory organiza
tion, programming model , process-man
agement facilities , and so forth as the
original 80386, although the 80486 sig
nificantly outperforms its predecessors.
Intel made no significant changes to the
80386 architecture except for six new in
structions required for cache support and
multiprocessing functions.
The 80486 appears to have been de
signed with four key objectives:

Meeting Performance Goals
The 80486' s claimed performance en
hancement of 2 to 4 times that of the
80386 results from several factors. The
fully redesigned integer unit (IU) and
on-chip cache reduce the average number
of clock cycles per instruction by a factor
of about 2.5. The on-chip FPU executes
floating-point instructions about three
times faster than the 80386/80387 com
bination, largely because data transfers
between the IU and FPU are more effi
cient. And while the initial device clock

• Remain 100 percent software-compat
ible with existing 80x86 processors;
• Improve the performance of existing
programs by 2 to 4 times;
• Add hardware and software facilities to
support multiprocessing applications; and
•Increase the level of integration for PC
class systems.

speed is 25 MHz, the 80486 is designed
to scale to clock rates higher than those
that the 80386 can achieve.
The instruction execution unit is de
signed to process loads, stores, and sim
ple integer operations (i.e. , those present
in most RISC architectures) in as few
clock cycles as practical . Less commonly
encountered operations, such as multi
plication, division, and process-context
switches, received less design attention
and require essentially the same number
of clock cycles as-and occasionally
more than-they do on an 80386.
If cache alignment and system timing
conditions are propitious, data loads,
stores , and simple register-to-register
arithmetic operations do indeed com
plete in a single clock cycle (see table 1) .
There are no load-delay slots; the in
struction immediately following a load
can use the newly loaded data with no
pipeline stall. No RISC machine has yet
achieved this feat.
Arithmetic operations that implicitly
reference memory-based variables need
an extra clock cycle to retrieve data from
the cache; operations that store computed
results back in memory generally take
three clock cycles total, as would a sim
ple RISC load/operate/store instruction
continued

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE 80486

Bus size
control
32-bit system
address
unit
Descriptor
registers
Limit and
attribute PLA

BK-byte
unified
cache

Translation
look-aside
buffers

Pref etcher

24-bit
code

FP register file

Control and
protection unit

Address
drivers
Write
buffers (4)
Data bus
transceivers

System
interface

Bus-control
request
sequencer
32-bit displacement bus

FPU

Parity control
and generation

Decoded
instructions

Instruction
decode

Burst control
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32-byte
code queue
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Control ROM

Figure 1: The 80486 chip uses I-micron high-speed CMOS technology and contains 1.18 million transistors. Its performance
relative to a VAX 111780 will lie between 15 and 20 VAX MIPS.
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V.42 compliant

Get fast relieffrom high prices with ATl's

high-performance,error-free modem for
afraction ofthe price. 0~c@miiir~1t.11 '89
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Allergic to high modem prices?
Here's news that will clear your
- - head, not your budget.
AT/®Technologies' 2400etc/e®
external modem* meets the competition
feature for feature ... and then some!
Remarkably, it costs just a fraction of the
price.
Relief is fast. With MNP®level 5 data
compression, the 2400etc/e's throughput
speed exceeds 4800bps, thereby lowering
transmission costs.
The 2400etc/e complies with the
CCITI V.42 error-control standard, in
cluding lAP-M and MNP, for 100% error-

free data transfer. As well as offering
synchronous operation, it's fully compat
ible with the standard and extended
Hayes®'AT' command sets. Plus, ATl's
easy-set front panel controls provide
convenient access to frequently used
commands.
Don't suffer from high prices. The ATI
2400etc/e external modem cures Hayes
fever for only $299:* And that's nothing
to sneeze at.
You 'll be relieved to know that ATI also
offers a high-performance internal modem,
the 2400etc/i, at an equally non-allergic
price. Only $239.**
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Table 1: If cache alignment and system timing conditions are just right, data
loads, stores, and simple register-to-register arithmetic operations really do
complete in one clock cycle on the 80486. There are no load delays; the
instruction immediately following a load can use the new data immediately.
(NIA = not applicable.)

The 80486 also doesn't use branch de
lay slots or conditional-branch prediction
clues. The existing 80x86 software base
doesn't use these techniques either, since
neither one had entered microprocessor
design methodology 12 years ago when
the 8086 architecture was defined.

INSTRUCTION EXECUTION TIME COMPARISON

Cache Characteristics
Optimum number of clock cycles
Instruction
Register-to-register add
Memory load (16-bit)
Memory store (16-bit)
Memory-to-register add (16-bit)
Register-to-memory add (16-bit)
Integer multiply (16-bit; min.-max.)
Unconditional jump
Branch (taken/not taken)
Call
Return
Enter level -1 procedure
Floating-point load (64-bit)
Floating-point add (80-bit)
Floating-point multiply (80-bit)
Floating-point di vide (80-bit)

8088/8087

80386/80387

3
21
22
22
33
128- 154
15

2

16/4
23
20

N/A
87
70-100
130- 145
193-208

sequence. The penalty on cache misses is
held to two clock cycles, assuming zero
wait-state external memory.

Instruction Pipelining
Achieving this level of performance re
quired a complex five-stage instruction
execution pipeline. The instruction fetch
and alignment stage is part of a semi
autonomous prefetch unit. Instructions
in the cache are retrieved 16 bytes at a
t.ime into a 32-byte instruction-prefetch
queue . Instruction fields can be extract
ed from the queue as needed, since in
structfons range from 1 to 11 bytes long,
not coQnting override prefixes.
Decoding is performed in two stages.
The first stage classifies the instruction,
selects the microprogram ROM entry
point, and determines whether a memory
reference is needed. Operand address in
formation (if relevant) is dispatched to a
separate address-calculation unit.
The op-code bits are dispatched to a
second-level decoder and microcode
ROM, which expands the macroinstruc
tion into one or more fully decoded mi
croinstructions. The ALU executes the
expanded microinstructions in the fourth
pipeline stage, and the fifth stage stores
the computed values back to the register
file. If the instruction requires a memory
update, it needs an extra clock cycle to
transfer the destination address and data
to the data cache or bus interface logic .
326
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2
4
6
7
12-25
8
8/3
8
11
12
25
23-31
29-57
88

80486

2
3
13-26
3
3/1
3
5
17
3
8-20
16
73

The first decode stage detects any
branch instructions and initiates a specu
lative prefetch of the destination op code.
The branch op code isn't interpreted
until the execution stage, so a two-clock
cycle pipeline delay occurs when a
branch is taken. If a conditional branch is
not taken, instruction· execution contin
ues from the original prefetch point, in
curring no additional delay.
To further enhance performance, the
80486 contains an intricate system of
ALU and register-file bypass gates.
Hard-wired comparators detect whether
either of an instruction's source oper
ands comes from a register that the pre
ceding instruction has modified or
loaded. If so, the ALU output bus or reg
ister-file input bus is routed directly to
the appropriate ALU input. This elimi
nates the clock cycle that moving the data
through the register file would otherwise
have consumed. (Many RISC designs
also use this same technique.)
Unlike RISC processors such as the
88000, the 80486 doesn't implement reg
ister score boarding. When conditions
aren't right for immediate instruction
completion, the entire ALU pipeline
stalls. Existing 80x86 programs tend to
use each memory operand immediately
after it's loaded or retrieve it as part of
the instruction it's used in. In such cases,
register scoreboarding would simply
stall the ensuing instruction anyway.

The on-chip cache is fundamental to
achieving the high performance level of
the 80486. Although the cache is consid
erably smaller than the 32K-byte exter
nal caches built with the 82385 in many
80386-based PCs, it's considerably more
sophisticated. Its line size is 16 bytes,
rather than 4 bytes, and its organization
is four-way set associative, not two-way.
Wide buses from the cache let the in
struction prefetcher grab blocks of code
16 bytes at a time. Cacheable memory
reads always fill an entire cache line,
using an optimized four-word burst
transfer.
In contrast to most processors with on
chip caches, the 80486 cache is unified
to hold both code and data. This general
ly provides more efficient cache utiliza
tion than would, for example, separate
4K-byte code and data caches. It also
solves problems that might otherwise
arise in executing application programs
that include self-modifying code, a ques
tionable programming technique that is
used by some significant DOS software.
Cache addresses are physically mapped .
The most-often cited disadvantage of a
unified cache design is that code and
data fetches can collide, stalling instruc
tion execution. The 80486 prefetch sys
tem avoids this hazard in two ways. Pre
fetching instructions 16 bytes at a time
reduces the frequency of collisions; and,
when collisions do occur, the data re
quest is serviced first. The execution unit
can generally keep busy finishing in
structions already in the prefetch queue.
(For more details on the inner workings
of the 80486's cache, see the text box
"Caching In" on page 328 .)

Cache Effects on Bus Operation
The 80486 is the first microprocessor to
include an on-chip cache with complete
bus-snooping logic. The inclusion of
these functions causes a considerable
change in the nature of the memory inter
face, and the 80486 bus structure is thus
quite different from that of the 80386.
The inclusion of caches on any micro
processor leads to a curious reversal in
the nature of the traffic on the external
bus. In noncached systems, most of the
activity on the external bus involves procontinued
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THE LIMIT!

MicroWay is your best source for the
software and hardware you need to get true 32
bit performance from your 386. Our NOP C
compiler takes the original C concept of writing
lower level code with a higher level language
to the limit by providing an inline assembly
language interface that lets the programmer
specify which register is used to store a vari
able. This feature makes it possible to use ports
or perform interrupts or block moves inline,
instead of through calls. The use of register
aliased variables to control hardware reduces
the size of critical code sequences by a factor
of 3 to 10 and keeps the 386's pipelines full by
eliminating costly calls. If you are interfacing
DOS or the ROM BIOS, or writing graphics
routines , a device driver, operating system ker
nel, or an embedded application , you owe it to
yourself to try NOP C-386.

386 Compilers and Tools

Fred Ziegler of Aspen Tech in Cambridge,
Mass. reports, ·1ported900,000 lines of
FORTRAN source in two weeks without a
single problem!" AspenTech's Chemical
Modeling System is in use on mainframes
worldwide and is probably the largest applica
tion to ever run on an Intel processor.
Please call (508) 746-7341 for more Information.

NEW!

NOP Fortran-386™, NOP C-386™, and NOP
Pascal-386™ compilers generate globally op
timized, mainframe quality code that runs on
the 386 or 486 in protected mode under UNIX,
XENIX or Phar Lap extended DOS . The com
pilers address 4 gigabytes of memory while
supporting the 80287, 80387 and Weitek
coprocessors. They all come with a library of
over 70 device-independent graphics, key
board and sound routines . Applications can mix
code from all three compilers and assembly
language. The DOS versions allow the user to
write his own numeric error handlers and inter
face 386 real mode programs from protected
mode. The VM versions use Phar Lap 's Virtual
Memory Manager to run programs which ex
ceed the size of your system memory. NOP
Fortran-386 is a full FORTRAN 77 with
FORTRAN 66, BSD 4.2, DOD and VMS exten
sions . NOP C-386 is a full K&R C with both MS
and ANSI extensions. It is 100% compatible
with UNIX Candis substantially faster than the
C which comes wilth UNIX. NOP Pascal-386 is
a full ANSI/IEEE Pascal, with extensions from
C and BSD 4.2 Pascal.
DOS versions (require Phar lap Tools) $595
VM version (requires VMM) ........ .$695
UNIX/XENIX versions . ... ...... . .. $795
Phar Lap Development Tools . .. . ... $495
Phar Lap Memory Manager (VMM) ... $295
NOP Windows™- 80 functions which create,
store, and recall menus and windows. Works
with NOP C and drives all popular graphics
adapters ....... Library : $125, C Source : $250
NOP HOOPS™ - An NOP port of Ithaca
Software's HOOPS, this 30 object-oriented
graphics library, callable from NOP C, makes it
possible to develop full-featured 386 CAD
packages and front ends ............. . .$575
NOP Plot™ - Calcomp compatible plot pack
age, callable from NOP Fortran . Includes
drivers for popular plotters and printers . Works
with MDA, CGA, EGA and VGA . ........ $325
NOP/FFT™- The fastest running FFTs on a
PC! 40 hand-coded routines that handle 1 and
2 dimensional data arrays. Includes an in core
solver that spills to disk for arrays too large to
fit in memory.
80881871286128713861387 version .... $250
Protected mode NOP version
.... $250

Micro
VVay

Our Users Report:
Milt Capsimolis of Ithaca Software in Ithaca,
NY. developer of HOOPS, the highly
regarded 30, object-oriented graphics library,
reports, ·we ported a huge library- well·
over 100,000 lines - without a hitch, in less
than a day! NOP C-386 was the fastest 386
compiler we used... We also liked the
enormous advantage it offers through its
support of the Weitek coprocessor.·

C++

NOP C is also the language of choice if you
are combining C with FORTRAN or Pascal, are
planning to use any one of four coprocessors
that run with the 80386, or require the highest
globally optimized code attainable. Micro Way's
C, FORTRAN and Pascal compilers come with
a 70 function, device-independent graphics
library that automatically supports
Monochrome, Hercules, CGA, EGA, and VGA
adapters and makes it easy to interface
memory-mapped peripherals such as digitizers
or serial devices such as mice. We make it
possible for you to write your own numeric
exception handler and include examples writ
ten in C, FORTRAN and Pascal. Finally, our C
is not only one of the easiest to use, but sup
ports two.dialects: ANSI and UNIX. In fact, our
UNIX implementation is so close to the stand
ard, that our best customer has become AT&T!

386 Your AT

NOP C++ is a MicroWay port of the UNIX C++
preprocessor version 1.2. It runs in protected
mode on DOS, UNIX or XENIX , and is ideal for
writing numerics and graphics applications.
The product comes with an example of how to
support complex numbers in C++ ........$495

Parallel Processing
Videoputer™ - The highest performance
graphics card on the m.arket. Uses a T800 and
Tl 34010 in conjunction with an 80 MHz Brook
. With one meg $4495
Tree DAC. . . .
Monoputer......_ Includes one T800 and up to
16 meg of RAM for parallel code development.
The four MWhetstones T800 makes this the
ideal FORTRAN engine for cost -effective
execution of your mainframe programs . $1295
Quadputer™- This board for the AT or 386
can be purchased with 1 to 4 transputers and
1 or 4 meg of memory per transputer. Two or
more Ouadputers can be linked together to
build networks of up to 100 or more transputers
. . from $1995
providing mainframe power .
Transputer Compilers and Applications
These parallel languages are designed for use
with either a Monoputer or Ouadputer.
Logical Systems Parallel C
$595
3L Parallel C, FORTRAN, or Pascal . $895
ParaSoft EXPRESS Package:- Includes
transputer communications libraries , C source
level debugger and system Performance
Monitor....... . ....... . .............$1500
COSMOS/M - Finite element analysis .
Comes bundled with a Quadputer. Performs at
near supercomputer speeds .... . from $5995
T800/NAG™ - Features a library of 268 en 
gineering and scientific numerical algorithms .
Callable from 3L Fortran ...............$2750
NOP to HALO '88 Graphics Interface - Lets
you call HAL0 '88from NOP compilers . . . $100
387BASIC™ - Our 16-bit MS compatible
compiler introduces numeric register variables
to produce the fastest running 80x87 code on
the market .. ........................$99

386/387Turbo-AT""' - This board plugs into
the 80286 socket, allowing your IBM AT to run
32-bit protected mode code written for the
80386 . Includes an 80387 socket. The most
cost-effective AT upgrade!
386/387Turbo- AT 16MHz . .. .. ..... $495
386/387Turbo-AT 25 MHz ..... . .. . . $695

Weitek-Based Coprocessor Boards
mW1167™ and mW3167™coprocessor
boards are built at MicroWay using Weitek
components . Each includes an 80387 socket.
mW1167-16 . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. ... .. . $895
mW1167·20 ... ... .... . .... .. ... $1095
mW1167 Mlcrochannel-16/20 .. from $995
mW3167 Microchannel-25/33 ... from $1795
3167-20 . . . .
. . $995
3167-25 . . . . . . . . .
$1295
3167-33 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. $1695.
... . ... $150
mW3167/80387 Board

Intel Coprocessors and RAM
All coprocessors include our 87Test program.
8087-2 . .... . $120
8087 ....... $84
80287-8 . . . $195
80287-10 .... $220
80387-16SX .. $310
80387-16 .. $350
80387-20 . . $400
80387-25 . . .. $500
80C287A (CMOS) . . . . .
. .. . . . . $280
287Turbo-12 (for AT compatibles) .... $350
RAMpak™ - one meg 32-bit memory module
for Compaq 386 20/25 . . . ....... . .. $395
RAMpak™ - fourmeg module .... .. $1495
Please call for our 100 and 80 ns RAM prices .

Multi-User Accelerators
MicroWay's ATS™ and AT16™ intelligent
serial controllers run 8 to 16 terminals under
UNIX or XENIX without bogging down your AT,
80386 or PS/2.
ATS: $895 AT16: $1295

12 MHz PC Accelerators
SuperCACHE-286 12 MHz ......... $399
FastCACHE-286 12 MHz .
. .. $299
FastCACHE-286 9 MHz .. .. ........ $199

NUMERICS HOTLINE
(508) 746-7341

World Leader in PC Numerics
Corporate Headquarters: P.O. Box 79, Kingston, MA 02364 USA (508) 746-7341
32 High St., Kingston-Upon-Thames. U.K.. 01-541-5466
USA FAX 508- 746-4678 Italy 02-74.90.749 Holland 40 836455 Germany 069-75-2023
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Cac ing In
projects cache hit rates for the
80486 of 96 percent for DOS applica
Itionsntel
and 92 percent for Unix and OS/2
applications. (fhese estimates are from
trace-driven simulations, not measure
ments , but are presumably close to what
typical real values will be.) Thus, the
number of read cycles that appear on the
external bus is drastically reduced, and
write cycles dominate bus activity.
When a cache miss occurs on a read
cycle, the 80486 fills an entire four
word (16-byte) cache line. Thus , most
memory-read cycles are four-word
bursts. Single-word reads occur only for
noncacheable areas and for input ports.
(Accesses to the 1/0 address space are
never cached.)
To support cache refills efficiently,
the 80486 bus interface provides a spe
cial burst mode, but this is activated
only when the system logic requests it.
The processor indicates the start of the
cache fill by asserting ADS# and pro
viding the address of the first word. The
system logic responds by asserting
KEN# (cache enable) ifthe access is to a
cacheable location . KEN# is then
checked by the processor in the first
cycle to determine whether or not to
perform a four-word transfer.
The 80486 also provides cacheability
control in the page table, but existing
operating-system software doesn't sup
port these bits. Systems designed with
the 80386 and 80385 cache controller
decode noncacheable regions in exter
nal hardware, and the KEN# input lets
the 80486 use this same mechanism.
Figure A shows the timing for a max
imum-speed burst transfer. This four
word transfer requires only five clock
cycles, as compared to eight cycles for
the fastest possible nonburst cache-line
fill. The system logic indicates that it
can perform a burst transfer by assert
ing BRDY# (burst ready). The proces
sor then performs successive transfers
as fast as one per clock cycle. Just as in
regular transfers, wait states can be
added to transfers within the burst by
delaying the assertion ofBRDY#.
The 80486 asserts (sets low) the
BLAST# (burst last) signal during the
last cycle of the burst and during non
burst (single-word) accesses to indicate
to external logic that the processor isn't
ready to begin a burst cycle. You can
also think of BLAST# as "ready to
328
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burst. " It is high whenever the proces
sor is ready to perform a burst transfer.
Burst transfers aren't limited only to
cache-line fills, and they don't have to
consist of four transfers. The 80486 will
offer to perform a burst transfer (by ne
gating BLAST#) whenever it' s reading
64 bits or more of data (e.g., a 64-bit
floating-point read) . If the addressed
device asserts BS8# or BS16#, the pro
cessor performs the required number of
transfers in a single burst. For example,
a cache-line fill from a 16-bit device
produces a burst of eight 16-bit words.
Burst-mode transfers take advantage
of the fact that both page-mode and
static-column DRAMs are much faster
on successive accesses within a page
than on the first access. However, even
successive transfers aren't fast enough
with common DRAMs to keep up with
the 80486's maximum rate of one trans
fer per clock cycle (40 ns at 25 MHz, or
30 ns at 33 MHz). The solution is to pro
vide two interleaved memory banks.
Thus, each bank needs to provide only
one word every two clock cycles to
maintain the maximum transfer rate.

Snooping and Cache Coherency
Caches present a potential data-coher
ency problem in systems using direct
memory access or multiple processors .
If another processor or a DMA control
ler writes to a location whose contents
are stored in the cache, the cache copy
must be invalidated. The 80486 has
logic to perform this function for the
on-chip cache. To make this possible,
80486 address pins are bidirectional.
Snooping is required whenever a de
vice other than the 80486 writes to a
memory location that may be in the
80486's cache. When this occurs , the
system logic must generate a cache-in
validation cycle (see figure B). System
logic first asserts AHOLD (address
hold) to the 80486, which disables its
address outputs on the next clock cycle.
This differs from a normal HOLD re
quest in tpat only the address bus is dis
abled and the request is not delayed until
completion of the current bus cycle. The
system logic then drives the address on
the 80486's address pins and asserts
EADS# (external address). The 80486
compares the supplied address to the
cache tags and, if there's a match, in
validates that cache line.

Normal data bus activity can con
tinue while AHOLD is asserted . In fig
ure B, RDY# is asserted and a word of
data is read into the processor in the
first cycle of the invalidate transaction.
BREQ (bus request) is an output from
the 80486 that's asserted whenever the
80486 is ready to perform a bus transac
tion. BREQ can be used in multiproces
sor systems to control access to the sys
tem bus .
Since cache-invalidate cycles require
access to the cache tags , they can inter
fere with the processor's access to the
cache. The 80486 reads code from the
cache 16 bytes at a time, and these 16
bytes are fed into a 32-byte prefetch
queue, so code fetches from the cache
are relatively infrequent. But if the
80486 must perform a data access to the
cache (or must fetch code because the
prefetch queue is empty) in the same
clock cycle as the invalidate request, the
CPU stalls for one or more clock cycles.
In a multiprocessor system, this stall
ing can cause a significant degradation
in performance. To minimize the deg
radation, you can use external logic to
identify shared-memory areas and in
hibit snooping on all but these areas .
Second-level caches also reduce the
degradation from snooping.

Second-Level Cache Support
A cache-hit rate of92 percent may seem
very good . But if the time to process a
miss is very long, the misses can signifi
cantly reduce performance. For a
given-speed main memory , the miss
penalty (in clock cycles) increases as
the processor's clock rate increases .
Thus, the performance loss due to cache
misses is lowest for 25-MHz systems.
Faster 80486 systems, operating at 33
MHz and eventually at 40 MHz and up,
are likely to use external second-level
caches, which are typically much larger
than first-level (on-chip) caches. The
majority of misses in the first-level
cache will hit in the second-level cache,
keeping the penalty for such misses to a
minimum. Only when a miss occurs in
the second-level cache will the 80486
need to access main memory.
The 80486 provides two signals to
support a second-level cache: PWT
(page write-through) and PCD (page
cache disable) . These signals are copies
of the corresponding bits in the page
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table and allow the operating system to
control cacheability on a page-by-page
basis. If PCD is set, the internal cache is
disabled, and a second-level cache must
be disabled as well. The PWT bit has no
effect on the internal cache because it's
always write-through. It's provided to
selectively force write-through opera
tion on an external write-back cache.

BURST-MODE CACHE FILL
T1

T1

T2

T2

T2

T1

CLK

w

I

~

Cache-Suppor t Functions
Minor changes to the 80386 architec
ture were made to support the cache fa
cilities. Two reserved bits of each mem
ory-page-table entry were redefined to
control cacheability characteristics on a
per-page basis. When the PCD bit for a
page is cleared, internal caching of data
from that page is allowed. If the bit is
set, internal caching is disabled. On
each external memory access, the states
of the PCD and PWT bits for the refer
enced page are copied to external pins .
Off-chip logic can monitor these pins to
control the write-back policy of an ex
ternal second-level cache. The internal
cache ignores PWT since all writes are
write-through .
Two new input pins control internal
cache operation. When a cache miss oc
curs, the 80486 tries to fetch the re
quired data from external memory. As
the data is returned, the chip tests the
KEN# pin. If KEN# is negated on the
first transfer cycle, the value fetched
bypasses the on-chip cache and is pro
cessed directly, regardless of the state of
the PCD bit. If KEN# is asserted, the
memory cycle is transformed into a
four-word burst transfer to fill the cache
line. Asserting the FLUSH# input pin
invalidates all internal cache tags .
The cache controller implements
streaming and wraparound burst trans
fers for instructions and data. The first
memory word returned contains the
value needed by the unit that initiated
the transfer; this value is passed to and
digested by the requesting unit as soon
as it arrives . The 80486 retrieves ensu
ing words in an order that ensures opti
mum use of 64-bit-wide interleaved
memory systems, and it stores them
temporarily into a four-word staging
registex:. If external logic indicates that
all four words fetched are cacheable,
the cache is updated . Otherwise, the
holding register is abandoned without
affecting the cache.

T2

: ~

CJ

AD Y#
BADY#

w

KEN#

I

\JJ

BLAST#
DATA

Figure A: The timing f or a maximum-speed burst transfer. This four-word
transfer requires only fi ve clock cycles; the fastest possible nonburst cache-line
fill requires eight cycles.

TYPICAL CACHE LINE INVALIDATE
T1

T1

T2

T1

T1

T1

T1

T2

CLK

ADS#

I

I

ADDA

~~-+-~x·~~-)~~~~. . . . ---1r;f;;;~-_,_-<(___~~-

AHOLD
EADS#
ROY#
DATA
BAEQ

__..,......./

\

I
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Figure B: System logic first asserts AHOW (address hold); then the 80486
disables its address outputs on the next clock cycle. System logic then drives the
address on the 80486's address pins and asserts EADS# (external address).
If the supplied address matches the cache tags, the 80486 invalidates that
cache line.
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Table 2: The 80486 includes six new instructions not present in the 80386.
The last three are new instructions to help maintain the cache state.
80486 INSTRUCTION SET ADDITIONS

Instruction

Mode

Function

BSWAP

A/S

Swaps byte order within 32·bit register ; simplifies sharing of
big-endian databases.

XADD

A/S

Performs atomi c exchange-and-add to memory operand ;
retains original value.

CMPXCHG

A/S

Performs atomic compare and conditional exchange with
memory-based operand .
Invalidates full instruction/data cache.

WBINVD

s
s

INVLPG

s

Invalidates matching TLB entry, if present.

INVD

Invalidates cache ; signals secondary cache to write back
dirty cache lines.

A = applicati on·level software; S = system·level software; TLB= translation look-aside buffer

gram fetches , and most of the remaining
data transfers are reads. A cached system
satisfies most fetch and read cycles inter
nally , so they don't appear on the bus.
All 80486 writes, on the other hand, pass
through to the external bus, so the major
ity of the bus traffic is outbound .
To decouple write operations from the
performance of external memory sys
tems, the 80486 contains four internal
write buffers. If the external bus is busy ,
data writes simply save their data and
destination addresses in the write buffer
and complete in a single clock cycle. If
all four buffers are in use , the instruction
stalls . (The MIPS Computer Systems
R3000 family has a similar facility but
requires external write-buffer chips .)
As a further performance enhance
ment , Intel recommends that memory
systems latch the write data and address
information externally and implement a
delayed write-memory cycle to free up
the address and data buses as quickly as
possible.

New Instructions
The 80486 includes six new instructions
that are not present in the 80386 (see
table 2). Three new protected-mode in
structions help maintain the cache state:
INVLPG (invalidate the translation
look-aside buffer [TLB] entry), INVD
(invalidate data cache), and WBINVD
(write back and invalidate data cache) .
The latter two are identical from the
80486's perspective, since the on-chip
cache never contains dirty data to be
written back. The only difference be

tween them is that the second form as
serts an output signal to control optional
external write-back caches .
Two previously reserved bits in con
trol register 0 have been defined to glob
ally enable the cache replacement and
write-through facilities. Three new 32
bit test registers have also been added, to
let the operating system test operation of
the cache tag and data memory blocks.
Two new instructions support multi
processing systems . The CMPXCHG
(compare and exchange) and XADD (ex
change and add) instructions perform
atomic memory read/modify /write
cycles and simplify the implementation
of software semaphores in multiprocess
ing applications.
The sixth new instruction, BSWAP
(byte swap), reverses the byte order of a
32-bit operand. This lets the 80486 share
data structures and on-line databases
more easily with big-endian processors,
such as the 680x0 and IBM mainframes,
in coprocessing systems and networked
installations . It will also be a boon to the
execution of programs written in CO
BOL, still the most widely used of all
computer programming languages . CO
BOL uses big-endian data structures and
binary coded decimal (BCD) strings
throughout. (You can use the original
8086 XCHG instruction to reverse the
order of2-byte operands.)

Pipeline Operations
In most RISC microprocessors, each
pipeline stage is tightly coupled to its
continued
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LOAD/ADD/STORE TIMING

~

Mov BX, mem
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I
I
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I
I

-
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Addr Read

~

ADD BX, AX

I
I

MOVmem , BX

I
I

§

I

I

I D1

I

02

I
I
I

I
I

- I

EX

Addr Write

I
I

I

I 1 t-! -----+---+---+---+--~

Clock cycles :

Figure 2: The pipeline stages for a series ofthree single-cycle instructions. The first
is a simple load from memory and assumes a cache hit; the boxes below the D2 and
EX pipeline stages show the actions ofthe EU and cache logic during each clock
cycle. The second instruction performs a register-to-register add, using the just
loaded data, and the third stores the result back to the same memory location. Note
that all three instructions are pre/etched together, and that each spends a single
clock cycle in each ofthe other pipeline stages.

READ/MODIFY/WRITE TIMING
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02-1 -
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WB-1
I
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D2-2 EX-2 WB-2
I
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I
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02-3 Addr Write

I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I

- I
I
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Figure 3: A register-to-memory add instruction equivalent to the sequence in figure
2. While this form takes the same number ofclock cycles to complete, it requires 4
instruction bytes instead of 10 and doesn't corrupt a temporary register.

neighbors . With few exceptions, each in
struction spends exactly one clock cycle
in each stage . So in a system with a four
stage pipeline, most instructions com
plete in four clock cycles total. One in
struction enters and another instruction
exits the pipeline during each clock
cycle .
Exceptional conditions cause the en
tire pipeline to stall until the condition is
corrected. The simplified nature of a
RISC instruction set and the uniform in
struction encoding that this allows are
what make it possible to overlap instruc
tion execution so efficiently. The diffi
culty of fitting complex instructions into
a highly regular pipeline has been a key
justification for removing certain in
st ructions from traditional RISC
architectures.
The 80486 design extends the concept
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of pipelining in several ways. For one
thing, the main execution unit (EU) pipe
line expands to five stages : prefetch
(PF), two decode stages (DI and D2) ,
execution (EX), and register-file write
back (WB) . For another , the simple
lock-step progression of instructions
through a typical RISC pipeline has been
made far less restrictive . "Slip-joints"
between pipeline stages can in some
cases let ensuing stages advance while
blocking earlier stages .
The PF stage typically retrieves four
or more instructions at a time, several
clock cycles before any ofthein begin ex
ecuting. While single-cycle instructions
pass through the pipeline much as they
would through conventional RISC de
signs , more complex instructions can
consume a varying number of additional
clock cycles in each stage. Interstage in

terlocks prevent each stage from advanc
ing unless ensuing stages will be ready to
absorb the resulting data when it arrives.
Furthermore, the 80486 operates a
second, two-stage data retrieval pipeline
in parallel with the decode and execution
stages. The data pipeline contains dedi
cated logic needed to compute virtual
and physical memory addresses, access
the cache , and control the external bus
interface. In some ways, the data pipe
line is more intricate than that ofthe EU .
Many RISC processors have four
stage pipelines . The 80486 has a five
stage pipeline, with two decode stages.
The Dl pipeline stage "cracks" the
80486 encoding scheme: When a pre
fetched instruction is ready to begin, D 1
logic examines its op code and deter
mines the instruction class into which it
falls . For simple, single-cycle instruc
tions , the D 1 stage determines what op
eration the execution stage will perform
later. Dl also determines the entry point
within a microinstruction ROM that con
tains the control word for the first execu
tion cycle. If the instruction requires a
memory -address calculation, the D 1
stage also retrieves the information
needed to compute the address and
passes it on to the segmentation unit.
The D2 stage expands each 80x86
macroinstruction into control signals for
the ALU . For single-cycle macroinstruc
tions , this is simply a function of the
original op-code bits. The D2 stage also
controls the computation of the more
complex addressing modes.
During the EX stage of the 80486
pipeline, the ALU in the IU performs
calculations appropriate to the instruc
tion . Unlike a conventional RISC pipe
line, the 80486 may take up to several
dozen EX clock cycles to execute a com
plex macroinstruction or to manipulate
complex data structures. In such cases, a
conventional microcode engine controls
the ALU. In other cases, such as memory
loads and stores, the ALU remains idle .
Finally , the WB stage, if needed, dis
poses of the register data and status flags
modified during the preceding EX stage.
If the current instruction updates mem
ory, the computed value is sent to the
cache and to the bus-interface write buf
fers at the same time. If a hit occurs, the
cache is updated immediately so as not to
slow down the execution unit; bus-write
cycles can safely be deferred unti\ the
bus becomes available later. Figure 2
shows the pipeline stages for a series of
three single-cycle instructions : load,
add, and store.
The 80486's nonreduced instruction
set also supports a full range of opera
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tions that reference memory-based oper
ands as their source or destination . Fig
ure 3 shows a register-to-memory add
instruction equivalent to the sequence
shown in figure 2.
For optimum performance , 80486
programs should follow the same data
alignment guidelines recommended for
80386 systems. Specifically , 32-bit (or
smaller) data objects should reside with
in a single 32-bit word . If a data object
isn 't properly aligned, control logic im
mediately initiates two successive access
cycles . This simplifies the cases in
which the object is split between separate
cache lines or when it combines cached
and noncached data.
Unaligned references still work, but at
the expense of three extra stall cycles as
the second access is performed and
mated with the first. (To optimize the
execution of virtual-mode 8086 pro
grams , unaligned 16-bit data objects that
fit within a 4-byte address bound ary
don ' t incur this penalty.) If any part of a
requested data object isn 't present in the
cache, control logic will initiate an exter
nal memory-read cycle and insert stall
cycles as needed .

Refilling the Prefetch Buffers
As sequential instruction execution pro
ceeds, each half of the prefetch queue pe
riodically becomes empty. Prefetch logic
attempts to refill empty buffers with the
next sequential instruction block. If the
required instructions are in the cache ,
the buffer will be refilled in one clock
cycle.
If the cache misses, prefetch logic re
quests a burst of instruction fetch cycles
from external memory. In the meantime,
the EU can generally keep busy for a
handful of clock cycles-Intel says about
eight-processing instructions that re
main in the alternate prefetch buffer. Ex
ternal prefetches are performed in as
cending order, with each word copied
both to the prefetch buffer and to the
cache as it' s received. Thus , perfor
mance is minimally impaired , even for
external prefetches .
The instruction pipeline unit monitors
its own copy of the code-segment limit
register. Prefetch cycles that would ex
ceed the limit are automatically sup
pressed , so as not to reference nonexi s
tent memory. Attempted branches past
the end of the code segment produce
limit-check errors.

80486 Pin Functions
Figure 4 shows the 80486 pin function s.
The 32-bit address bus is implemented as
30 address bits , plus four byte enables

80486 PIN FUNCTIONS
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Figure 4: The 32-bit address bus is implemented as 30 address bits, plus four byte
enables that encode th e two least-significant address bits and th e transfer width.
Many of th e control signals and inpurs are similar to their 80386 counterparts.
that encode the two least-significant ad
dress bits and the transfer width. Many
of the control signals, including M/10#
(memory / IO) , D I C# (data/contro l),
W/R# (write / read) , RDY# ( ready),
LOCK#, HOLD , and HLDA (hold ac
knowledge) are similar to their 80386
counterparts , as are the RESET , NMI,
and INTR inputs. The 80386 provides
dynamic bus sizing for 16-bit devices via
the BS 16# (bus size 16 bits) signal ; the
80486 adds a BS8# (bus size 8 bits) sig
nal as well, to support byte-wide de
vices. The remainder of the signa ls rep
resent new features in the 80486.
Intel processors have hi stqrically re
quired an external clock that is two or
more times faster than the processor 's in

ternal clock . The 80486 implements a
single-phase clock , so the internal and
external clocks have the same frequency.
This technique, first tested by Intel with
the 80860 , should simplify system de
sign and may make it easier to meet FCC
emissions stand ards.

PC Integration Improvements
A number of 80486 bus-interface facili
ties simplify the design of IBM-style PCs
and workstations . An extra pin for each
byte of the data bus produces and verifies
bus parity. This eliminates the need for
off-chip parity logic, savi ng money and ,
more important, reducing delays in the
critical timing path of external memory
continued
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systems. CPU operation is unaffected
when parity errors are detected, but a
bus-error output pin is asserted .
Despite the integration of the FPU on
chip, pains were taken to provide full
software compatibility. Separate inputs
reset the IU and FPU individually. Float
ing-point errors can be reported in sev
eral ways; the simplest option simply as
serts the FERR# (floating-point error)
output pin. This signal can be routed
through an external 8259A interrupt
controller, just as in prior PC designs,
before returning to the 80486 interrupt
request pin.
The 8086 phy sical address bus is
limited to 20 bits. Address calculations
that exceed the I -megabyte limit over
flow gracefully to produce low-order ad

dresses. This leads to subtle incompati
bility problems with the larger address
spaces of 80286- and 80386-based sys
tems . AT-compatible systems in real
mode must currently implement an ex
ternal software-controlled mask to force
address line A20 to zero . On the 80486,
this address bit can be masked internal
ly, removing a slight propagation delay
from a critical address timing path and
ensuring that the internal cache matches
external memory . The A20M# (address
bit 20 mask) invokes this function .
The 80486 enhances the 80386 dy
namic bus-sizing facility. On any mem
ory cycle, the addressed device can indi
cate whether it's 1, 2, or 4 bytes wide. If
it's only 1 or 2 bytes wide, the processor
immediately issues additional bus cycles

as needed to retrieve any required high
er-order bytes. This lets the 80486 boot
itself from a single byte-wide EPROM ,
simplifies peripheral interfacing, and
eliminates the external state machine re
quired to perform byte-wide transfers on
the XT, AT , and Micro Channel buses.
The four parity bits , DPO through
DP3 , serve as inputs on read cycles and
as outputs on write cycles. If parity is in
correct on a read cycle, PCHK# (parity
check) is asserted . This doesn't affect
the operation of the processor in any way;
systems that use parity will normally
connect PCHK# to NMI. PCHK# isn 't
valid until the clock cycle that follows the
end of the read cycle. Because of the
cache operation and instruction prefetch
ing , bus activity is quite decoupled from

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE 68040

Instruction data bus
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address bus
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Instruction
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ATC
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Bus control
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Operand data bu s

Figure 5: The instruction unit ofthe 68040 executes the same instruction set as the 68030, with perhaps a few additions to
support new hardware features. The implementation is completely new, however, with a redesigned ALU and pipeline to
decrease the average number ofclock cycles required per instruction. The design increases the size ofon-chip caches from 256
bytes to 4K bytes each and integrates the FPU onto the chip.
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Don't Move!
without telling

instruction execution , and it's difficu lt to
correlate the parity error with the in
struction that caused it. An external ad
dress latch can be added to capture the
address for diagnostic purposes.

The Motorola 68040
The 68040 will contain over 1.2 million
transistors, making it about the same
size as the 80486 . Motorola says that it
wil l be 100 percent compatible with
existing 68000-family processors . No
specific performance figures have been
released, but the chip is said to operate at
roughly three times the rate of the 68030.
Its floating -point performance is ex
pected to be significantly faster than the
80486's.
Fig ure 5 shows the block diagram of
the 68040. The IU must execute the same
instruction set as the 68030, with per
haps a few minor additions to support
new hardware features . The implementa
tion, however , is entirely new , with a re
designed ALU and pipeline designed to
significantly decrease the average num
ber of clock cycles per instruction. Mo
torola's "Product Preview" states that
the IU has been "optimized to signifi
cantly reduce the execution time of com
piler-generated code." This presumably
means that the simpler instructions,
which most compilers tend to use, will be
sped up the most.
The FPU is compatible with the 68882
coprocessor, but the trigonometric func
tions aren't directly supported. Instead,
they are trapped and must be emulated in
software. These functions were per
formed in microcode in the 68882, and
since the 68040 will be able to execute
simple macroinstructions in a single
clock cycle , software emulation may be
comparable in speed to a microcode im
plementation. The basic floating-point
functions that the FPU implements in
hardware will operate in fewer clock
cycles than the 68882 required, provid
ing very good floating-point perfor
mance .
The on-chip memory management
unit is a superset of that found in the
68030. Separate address translation
caches are provided for instructions and
data , since there is a separate address
path for each.
As in the 68030, the 68040 has sepa
rate instruction and data caches . Each
cache contains 4K bytes , so the total
cache size is the same as that of the
80486. Bus snooping provides cache co
herency in multiprocessor systems. The
68030 doesn't provide snooping, and its
data cache must be disabled in systems
using shared data.

IJ\ITE

RISC Meets CISC
With the announcements of the 68040
and the 80486, CISC processors have
taken a major step toward performance
levels previously achieved only by RISC
processors. This reopens the entire
RISC/CISC debate and raises numerous
questions about which processors are
likely to be successful in various market
segments.
Based on preliminary performance
claims , it appears that the 68040 and the

-1

Clip out form below
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e68040

is said to operate at
roughly three times
the rate ofthe 68030.
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(Please Print)
80486 will both perform at roughly 15
VAX MIPS at 25 MHz. Each is projected
to be about three times as fast as its pre
decessor, providing a significant speed
increase while also reducing the system
chip count by eliminating the floating
point coproces·sor and, in many systems,
the external cache.
Some observers question the need for
this level of performance in single-user
PCs , but among so-called "power users"
there exists an insatiable desire for
speed. More sophisticated windowing
systems and user interfaces will require
more processor performance just to keep
the system's perceived speed at a con
stant level.
RISC processors have made possible a
new class of workstations, including the
R2000-based DECstation 3100 , the
88000-based systems from Data Gener
al , and the SPARCStation 1 from Sun.
These workstations cost roughly
$10,000 for a basic configuration , which
isn't much more than a similarly
equipped 80386-based AT or Mac II , yet
they provide two to three times the per
formance . If you're considering switch
ing to Unix, these RISC systems provide
a much better price-to-performance ratio
than existing 80386- and 68030-based
computers.
The drawback has been that RISC
based workstations couldn 't directly use
the existing DOS software base. DOS
emulators are available , but their ineffi
ciency reduces performance significantcontinued
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ly . [Editor' s note: Some capability now
exists to convert DOS software to run on
RISC machines with the help ofa "binary
compiler." See "DOS at RISC" on page
361 for more on this subject. ]

Unix Meets DOS
The 80486 provides the best of both
worlds . As a Unix engine , its perfor
mance should match that of low-end
RISC-based systems . Furthermore, the
80486 will run both DOS and OS/2 soft-

ware-within a Unix window if de
sired-and run it fast. This ability will be
very valuable in convincing DOS users to
move to a Unix system. If you can have
top-of-the-line DOS performance and
good Unix performance at the same
time , it' s not nearly so hard to decide to
buy a Unix box.
The 68040 will also compete for the
workstation market. Although it can't
run DOS applications directly , it has the
benefit of having the largest existing base

of workstation applications software .
While 80386 Xenix systems outnumber
68000-family Unix systems , most Xenix
applications are business-oriented and
not comparable to the technical worksta
tion applications that are the 68000's
strength. Nevertheless , the 68000 fam
ily's work station application base is now
being rapidly ported to RISC archi
tectures .
The 68000 family's other key soft
ware assets, the Macintosh system soft
ware and applications, are an asset only
to Apple. The future of the 68040 (and
the future of the Macintosh itself) would
be far brighter if Apple would license the
Macintosh Toolbox. The 68040 will in
herit Apple 's high-end Macintosh busi
ness and a 68000-family compatibility
oriented segment of the workstation
business, but these markets will not ap
proach the size of the 80386 and 80486
systems market.

Playing Catch-Up
Some RISC advocates have claimed that
CISC is doomed, since (they say) com
plex instructions have irregularities and
external memory dependencies that in
herently limit their performance. Never
theless , by combining a finely tuned mix
of brute force (multiple wide internal
data buses and a huge transistor budget)
and fines se (regularized instruction
pipelining and an optimized bus inter
face), the architects of the 80486 and the
68040 have achieved near-RISC perfor
mance levels.
It now seems clear that CISC can catch
up to RISC performance. However, it's
important to note that this is indeed a
game of catch-up. The 68040 and the
80486 will begin volume shipments in
1990; both SPARC and MIPS chips have
been shipping with comparable perfor
mance levels for nearly two years. By
1991, a new generation of RISC chips
will be doubling the performance of cur
rent implementations, and CISC will
have to play catch-up again (probably in
1992) with the 68050 and the 80586 . •
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32 BITS AND ABOVE

A Virtual Crowd
Why pay money for RAM chips
when virtual memory will do?

irtual memory
you the abil
1 ty to run pro
grams that are
larger than the amount of
physical memory installed on
your computer. First used in
the Atlas computer system at
the University of Manchester,
England, in 1960, VM today
is almost universally avail
able on mainframes , mini
computers, and workstations.
A distinguishing feature of
VM is its low profile-you
need not be concerned with
the details of fitting your pro
gram into memory. Contrast
this with, for example, pro
gram overlays. Overlays re
quire you to indicate explicitly
which parts of the program
must be in memory simulta
neously , and which parts are
disjoint and need not coexist.
Each time a new version of the
application is released, these
decisions must be revisited .
With a VM system, you simply build
your multimegabyte application, oblivi
ous to the amount of memory installed on
the computer. If the computer has more
memory, the application runs faster; less
memory, and it runs slower-but it al
ways runs , with no extra programming
required.
How is this sleight of hand accom-

V

~ives

ILLUSTRATION : ROBERT TINNEY © 1989

plished? At any given moment during the
execution of a program, some portion of
it is in physical memory , and the rest is
swapped to disk. As the program exe
cutes, it continually references code and
data in other parts of the program. If the
referenced code or data is in memory ,
program execution continues uninter
rupted. If the program references some
thing that is not in memory , the operat

ing system gets control. The
referenced code or data is
brought into physical memory
(if necessary , causing some
other part of the program to
be swapped to disk); the ap
plication program continues
executing, oblivious to all this
activity.
To use VM, a program
must be divided into pieces.
Individual pieces of the pro
gram can be either in memory
or swapped to disk at any
given time , and the VM sub
system of the operating sys
tem must keep track of each
piece. If the pieces are vari
able in size, they are called
segments, and they usually re
late in some way to the organi
zation of the program (in the
simplest case, the program
has one code segment and one
data segment). If the pieces
are always the same size, they
are called pages . In either
case, hardware assistance is required to
enable the VM system to bring refer
enced pieces into memory without the
knowledge of the application program.
It's generally accepted today that paging
offers performance benefits over seg
mentation, and most commercially avail
able VM systems offer some form of de
mand-paged VM. The term demand
continued
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paging means pages are brought into
memory as they are referenced, as op
posed to anticipatory paging , in which
the VM system attempts to predict the
pages that a program will need next.
A VM system is a clearly delineated
subsystem of an operating system. The
VM system allocates and frees memory ,
maintains the data structures necessary
to perform the virtual-to-physical-ad
dress translation, and brings program
pieces into memory as they are refer

enced . VM can, of course, be imple
mented for both single-tasking and
multitasking operating systems, and it is
essentially the same in either environ
ment. The only additional consideration
required for multitasking is separate
tracking of the virtual address space for
each process, to implement working set
management at the process level.
The following two articles discuss the
details ofVM implementations on 80386
and 80486 systems and on the Macin

to sh. The first discusses how Intel 's
hardware has evolved to make demand
paged VM possible . The second de
scribes how Macintosh System 7 .0 im
plements VM while maintaining
compatibility with applications written
before VM was even considered for the
Mac. The arrival of VM on the two most
popular computing architectures signals
another important advance in the capa
bilities of personal computers.
-Robert Moote

Virtual Memory:
The Next Generation
Intel's 80386 and 80486 microprocessors
bring demand-paged virtual memory to your desktop
Robert Moote
!though noted primarily for
their raw power, Intel's 32-bit
processors also give you the
ability to address more mem
ory than your computer contains. This
capability is a result of their built-in
hardware support for VM.
Software support is also required to
provide demand-paged VM on 80386
and 80486 machines . You can currently
find VM implementations in 80386-spe
cific versions of Unix and Xenix, and in
Phar Lap Software's 386[DOS-Extend
er. Future versions of OS/2 will also sup
port demand-paged VM.

A

Hardware Roots
IBM based its original PC on the Intel
8088, a variant of the 8086 microproces
sor. When Intel introduced the 80286, it
built in hardware support for segmented
VM . Thus, the 80286 has two modes of
operation: real mode, in which it looks
like a fast 8086 to ensure backward com
patibility with DOS, and protected
mode, which provides (among other
things) the hardware support necessary
to build a segmented VM system. With
the 80386, Intel added hardware paging
support and 32-bit operation. Recently,
Intel introduced the 80486, which, from
a software point of view, is largely a fast
80386 (see "Revenge of the CISCs" on
342
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page 323) . Anyone with an 80286-,
80386-, or 80486-based PC has the hard
ware capability to run VM programs .
Unfortunately , DOS remains an 8086
operating system and must run in real
mode, where all the VM hardware sup
port provided by the 80286/80386/80486
is disabled. When 80286 and then 80386
based PCs were introduced, developers
quickly made versions of Xenix and Unix
available , providing 80286 machines
with segmented VM and 80386 ma
chines with paged VM . OS/2 also imple
ments VM (see the text box "VM Under
OS/2" on page 344), but it is restricted to
segment swapping because OS/2 is an
80286-specific operating system. 80286
and 80386-specific DOS extenders have

A

nyone

with an 80286, 80386,
or 80486 PC has the
hardware capability to
run VM programs.

also been available for years . In addition
to being able to run large programs under
DOS, these extenders usually support
VM . (OS/2 and Unix also provide sup
port for large programs, but they do not
have the ability to run DOS programs
larger than 640K bytes.) As with Unix,
the 80286 DOS extenders provide seg
mented VM, and 80386 DOS extenders
support paged VM. (For more on Unix
VM systems, see the text box "VM in
Unix" on page 348 .)

80386/80486 Memory Architecture
The 80386 and 80486 microprocessors
provide hardware support for both seg
mentation and paging when the processor
is executing in protected mode. As the
term implies, this mode also provides
memory-protection benefits.
The design outlined here uses the
hardware segmentation facilities for pro
gram protection, and the paging facilities
for VM . This division of labor is a com
mon choice in a combined paged/seg
mented architecture.

Segmentation
80386 and 80486 programs are divided
into segments; at a minimum, a program
has one code segment and one data seg
ment. Code segments can ' t be modified ,
and data segments can't be executed .
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SIMPLIFIED
PAGE TRANSLATION

SEGMENT
TRANSLATION
This allows easy detection of a common
class of programming errors. Each seg
ment has a limit, and any attempt to ac
cess code or data beyond the segment
limit is prohibited .
A program segment on the 80386 or
80486 has its own base address, segment
limit (its length), and protection infor
mation (whether it is a code or data seg
ment, whether it is read only or read/
write, and so on) . This information is
contained in either a global descriptor
table or a local descriptor table main
tained by the operating system. Each en
try , or segment descriptor, in the GOT or
the LDT identifies one segment.
When a program references a memory
location, it's always a location within a
segment. Usually the segment is implied;
that is, it's a location within the current
code or data segment for that program.
The 80386 and 80486 processors contain
segment registers that are loaded with
values-called segment selectors-that
select a specific entry in the GOT or the
LDT. The program can then reference
memory as an offset within the selected
segments and need only reload the seg
ment registers when it's necessary to ad
dress a different program segment. (For
programs written in a high-level lan
guage, the program segmentation and the
loading of segment registers is handled
entirely by the compiler, so you need not
even be aware of it.)
A segment selector, plus an offset
within the segment, is referred to by Intel
as a logical address . (The logical address
is called a virtual address on most sys
tems because it's the address that the ap
plication program sees.) T his logical ad
dress is converted by the processor's
segment-translation unit into a linear ad
dress . The linear address is equal to the
base address of the segment (obtained
from the segment descriptor) added to
the segment offset (see figure 1).
Because it would be expensive to read
the segment descriptor in the GDT or the
LDT for each memory reference, the
processor caches the descriptor in an in
ternal register whenever a segment regis
ter is loaded with a segment selector.
This allows the translation operation de
picted in fig ure 1 to be performed effi
ciently.

Paging
The 80386 and 80486 processors have
32-bit internal and external address
buses. The maximum size of both virtual
and physical memory is therefore 4 giga
bytes. The physical memory on the sys
tem is divided up into 4K-byte pages,

48-bit logical address
, - - --

----i

r---

--.,

16-bit
segment
selector

32-bit
offset

Segment
descriptor

32-bit linear address -------,

20-bit
virtual page number

12-bit
offset

20-bit
physical page number

12-bit
offset

32-bit
base address

Global (local)
descriptor_ta_b_le_ _ _ __ ~
32-bit linear address

L _ _ 32-bit physical address ___J

Figure 1: The segment selector points
to the entry in the descriptor table that
contains the base address ofthe
segment. When added to the offset, this
produces the linear address.

Figure 2: The 12-bit offset provides
the range needed to address any location
in a 4K-byte page.

PAGE TRANSLATION
32-bit linear address
22 21

31

Pagedirectory
index

12 11
Pagetable
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0
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31
Page-table
entry
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....._
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Page .table n

12 11
Physical
page
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0

.__.

l

0
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I
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Page
directory

--
Page table 1

D
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Figure 3: The 20-bit virtual-page number actually consists oftwo 10-bitfields;
the page-directory index and the page-table index. The most frequently accessed
page-table entries are cached by the processor to optimize the translation process.
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VM under OS/2
Julie Anderson
ecause OS/2 was originally de
signed for the 80286 , its use of vir
tual memory is restrained by the capa
bilities of the 80286 hardware. Thus ,
you can run one highly restricted DOS
application in real mode, and multiple
segmented 16-bit applications. The lat
ter can address up to 16 megabytes of
physical memory and 1 gigabyte of vir
tual memory . Two years after the re
lease of OS/2 1.0, Microsoft is complet
ing work on its 80386 version , presently
called OS/2 for the 386. Microsoft ex
pects to release the Software Develop
ment Toolkit for this product at the end
of this year, with the production release
following in the first half of 1990.
OS/2 for the 386 is the OS/2 every
one's been waiting for. It will support
applications written to the 32-bit flat ad
dress space of the 80386 and will let
multiple DOS applications execute con
currently with both 16- and 32-bit appli
cations. OS/2 for the 386 will also use
demand paging to simplify and expedite
memory management and swapping.

B

Faced with these design deficiencies,
Microsoft built the compatibility box
where one DOS application could run in
real mode-and developed a faster
method for switching from protected to
real mode.
Unfortunately , Microsoft had to pass
on the hardware restrictions to the end
user. Because most DOS applications
write directly to video memory, a com
patibility-box application must suspend
execution when switched to the back
ground so that its video output will not
be mixed with the video output of the
current foreground task. This means
that communications programs cannot
run in the compatibility box because
they will lose interrupts when suspend
ed in the background. Moreover, an ap
plication running in real mode can write
freely to the lowest megabyte of mem
ory , a situation that makes it impossible
for the operating system to protect other
applications-including itself-from
corruption. It's possible for an applica
tion running in the DOS compatibility
box to hang or crash the system.

The 80286 Blues
Microsoft originally chose to write to
the 80286 environment because of the
80286's large installed base. Although
a logical decision, it required Microsoft
to face some serious hardware limita
tions in providing compatibility for
DOS applications. The 80286 architec
ture supports 8086 (and 8088) DOS ap
plications in real mode only, and it is
designed to run either in real mode or
protected mode, but not to multi task ap
plications running in both modes . (To
switch from real to protected mode, you
set the protection enable bit in the ma
chine status word, but to switch from
protected to real mode, you must reset
the system.)
with pages aligned on 4K-byte address
boundaries. Thus, you can think of the
physical memory on the computer as an
array of pages starting at physical ad
dress 0. Pages are not related in any way
to the organization of the application pro
gram; instead, they are used for memory
management and implementation ofVM.
Actual memory pages in the computer
are referred to as physical pages (often
called page frames) . For example, on a
PC with 2 megabytes of memory, there
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Virtual 8086 Mode
Virtual 8086 mode on the 80386 solves
all these problems. OS/2 for the 386 can
create multiple , I-megabyte virtual ad
dress spaces in which DOS applications
can run in protected mode while sup
porting real-mode-style addressing
(segment:offset pairs) . OS/2 for the 386
will use this mode of addressing to run
multiple DOS applications concurrently
with 16-bit and 32-bit protected-mode
applications . Each application has its
own logical copy of the lowest 1 mega
byte of memory. An application run
ning in virtual 8086 mode that writes
directly to video memory can continue
to execute when switched to the back
are 512 physical pages. Pages allocated
to a program are called virtual pages .
The maximum number of both physical
and virtual pages in the system is
1,048,576 pages, or 4 gigabytes of mem
ory . (A multitasking system can support
a larger system-wide virtual address
space by maintaining separate page
tables for each process in the system.) As
a practical matter, the physical memory
on a PC is much less than 4 gigabytes .
While the virtual address space can be

ground because it's writing to its logical
copy of video memory. Changes made
to an application's logical address space
won't affect either the operating system
or applications, which have their own
versions of the same logical memory
addresses .
In addition, the 80386 quickly
switches into and out of virtual 8086
mode on a task-by-task basis, depending
on the value of the TM86 flag in the
Task State Segment. On an interrupt,
the 80386 switches out of virtual 8086
mode, meaning that device drivers can
exist outside the application's address
space. OS/2 for the 386 uses this feature
to map out device drivers-including
network software-thus leaving as
much as 600K bytes for the DOS appli
cation. In contrast, OS/2 1.1 gives the
DOS application only SOOK bytes. Al
though DOS applications that repro
gram the hardware (e.g., some backup
utilities) are still forbidden, any pro
gram that runs under an 80386 control
program like DESQview or Win
dows/386 should run successfully
under OS/2 for the 386.

Demand Paging
OS/2 for the 386 maps the application's
logical addresses to physical memory
addresses using the 80386's paging
hardware, which divides the machine's
physical memory into a series of 4K
byte page frames . The operating system
assigns a page of virtual memory to
each 4K bytes of an application's logical
address space. Pages don't have to be
contiguous in memory; OS/2 for the
386 keeps track of the location of an ap
plication's pages through entries in the
page tables.
Demand paging, which the 80386
supports in protected mode as well as
much larger than the available physical
memory, it, too, is limited-in this case
by the available disk space-because vir
tual pages must be kept either on disk or
in physical pages.
The segment-translation logic yields a
32-bit linear address . The page-transla
tion logic translates this linear address
into the physical address that the proces
sor places on the external memory bus
(see figure 2 for a simplified view of this
process) . The linear address contains a
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virtual 8086 mode, makes memory
management on the 80386 faster and
simpler than on the 80286. On the
80286, OS/2 allocates memory in vari
able-size segments, and then must track
both the physical location and the size of
an application's segments. As applica
tions are loaded, grown, shrunk, and
terminated, many variable-size seg
ments are allocated and freed. Physical
memory becomes fragmented, and
OS/2 may need to move segments to
free up enough contiguous memory to
satisfy an allocation request. When
physical memory is exhausted, OS/2
chooses a segment to swap to disk. It
may need to rearrange segments in the
swap file to free up enough space to
write the segment. Later, when an ap
plication references the swapped seg
ment, OS/2 must again find an appro
priately sized area of physical memory
into which it can read the segment from
the disk.
On the 80386, the 4K-byte page
frame removes much of the complexity.
With this fixed-size memory-allocation
unit, neither physical memory nor the
swap file becomes fragmented, and
moving pages is never necessary. Like
segments on the 80286, developers can
designate memory blocks in OS/2 for
the 386 as "discardable." In this case,
the page is not swapped; its space is
merely reused.
Working hand-in-hand with the oper
ating system, the 80386 hardware is op
timal for demand paging. The 80386
speeds page lookups by caching on
chip, in the translation lookaside buf
fer, which contains the page-table en
tries for the 32 most recently accessed
pages . When an application reads or
writes to a page, the 80386 sets the ac
cessed bit in the page-table entry. This
12-bit offset (2 12 equals 4096, the page
size) and a 20-bit virtual-page number.
The processor looks up the virtual
page number in page tables maintained
by the VM system. This process gener
ates a 20-bit physical-page number.
When concatenated with the offset, the
1e1m\t is the physical memory address.
For example, if virtual page 8 (linear ad
dresses from 32K to 36K) is mapped to
physical page 1 (physical addresses from
4K to 8K) in the page tables, then the Jin

helps the operating system determine
which of the pages have been accessed
recently.
On the 80386 , attribute bits in page
table entries (similar to segment man
agement on the 80286) indicate whether
or not the page is present in memory and
the types of accesses that are valid . To
deny write access to a page, the operat
ing system can reset the read/write attri
bute bit; application code is customarily
marked read-only.
One additional attribute bit in the
80386 is the dirty bit. The 80386 sets
this bit whenever the application writes
to the page. The operating system can
test this bit to determine whether or not
a page should be written to disk. If the
page already exists in the swap file and
it hasn't changed, it can be discarded . In
addition, for a page that isn't present,
the operating system can use the other
31 bits of the page-table entry (all bits
except the present bit) to store the disk
address of the swapped page. Although
it's fairly safe to assume that OS/2 for
the 386 will exploit the 80386 hard
ware , Microsoft has not announced
what use, if any, OS /2 for the 386
makes of these attribute bits.

Fiat Address Space
OS/2 for the 386 supports the flat, or
linear, address mode of the 80386,
which allows an application to specify a
segment selector and a 32-bit offset. In
this mode, the 80386 supports 4 giga
bytes of physical memory and 64 tera
bytes of virtual memory. Both 16-bit
and 32-bit applications will run concur
rently. To accomplish this, OS/2 for the
386 will add a dynamic link library
(DLL) with a new set of application-pro
grammer-interface calls. Those OS/2
API calls that reference 16-bit seg
ear address 33K (00008400 hexadeci
mal) maps to phy sical address SK
(00001400 hexadecimal) ; the 20-bit vir
tual-page number 8 is mapped to the 20
bit physical-page number l .
Figure 3 shows the page-translation
process in more detail. The 20-bit vir
tual-page number is composed of two 10
bit fields: a page-directory index and a
page-table index. The VM system main
tains one page directory and multiple
page tables. The page directory and page

ment:offset addressing will be replaced
with a 32-bit version . Because both
APis are provided in DLLs, an applica
tion simply loads the appropriate library
to run.
Although a 16-bit application asks the
operating system for memory in terms
of segments, OS/2 for the 386 translates
the request into the corresponding num
ber of pages. Although their addressing
schemes may be different, concurrent
16-bit and 32-bit applications can com
municate with each other using the
usual interprocess communications
mechanisms , including shared mem
ory; each application will simply use
different API calls to reference them .

OS/2 for the 386
Although it's been a long wait (and it
isn't over yet) , OS/2 for the 386 will, by
exploiting the capabilities of the 80386,
address the current complaints against
OS/2. More than one DOS application
will run with true concurrency.
An efficient memory page-swapping
technique will reduce the amount of
physical memory you need to add to the
system for acceptable performance.
Most important, having access to the
80386 's flat address space may entice
developers to port applications from
other unsegmented architectures, open
ing up the potential for a new class of
OS/2 applications .

Julie Anderson , former editor of PC
Tech Journal, has an M. S. degree in
computer science from Johns Hopkins
University and 14 years ' experience as a
systems developer. She is manager of
Standard Components and Tools at
RoadNet Technologies (Baltimore,
MD). She can be reached on BIX c/o
"editors."
tables are 4K bytes in size, each contain
ing 1024 32-bit entries. Each entry in the
page directory contains the physical ad
dress of a page table. Each entry in a page
table contains the address of a physical
page . Thus, the page-translation logic
uses the page-directory index to obtain
the address of the appropriate page table,
and it uses the page-table index to look up
the address of the physical page.
The contents of a page-table entry for a
continued
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Figure 4: Twelve bits in the page-table entry provide information about the page to the processor and to the VM subsystem of the
operating system. Four bits on the 80386 (2 on the 80486) are unused and reserved.
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segmentation and paging result in a
system that provides protection
without causing memory fragmentation .
Segments are used for program
protection , and paging is used to map
programs into physical memory in
fixed-size chunks.
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page present in physica l memory are
shown in figure 4. The 20-bit physical
page address leaves 12 bits available for
additional information. Bit 0 is the pres
ent bit; it indicates whether the page is in
memory or swapped to disk. For present
pages, bits l and 2 are used for page pro
tection; they mark a page either read
only, read/write , or supervisor access
only. Bit 5- the accessed bit- is set by
the processor each time the page is ac
cessed , and bit 6-the dirty bit-is set
when the page is modified. The dirty bit
and accessed bit are crucial for the im
plementation of VM. Bits 9 through 11
are available for use by the VM system,
and the remaining 4 bits are reserved in
the 80386 for use in future processors .
Two of those 4 bits (bits 3 and 4) are used
in the 80486 processor to control mem
ory caching at the page level.
If a page is marked "not present" (the
present bit is 0) , the VM system can use
all the other 31 bits in the page-table
entry.
The page-translation process appears
expensive , since it involves two memory
accesses-one to the page di rectory and
one to the appropriate page table-to ob
tain the address of the physical page. The
80386 or 80486 processor therefore
keeps a four-way set-associative cache of
recently referenced page-table entries .
Thi s cache is called the translation look
aside buffer. Since programs tend to ex
hibit loca lized referencing behavior ,
most page references result in a hit in the
TLB. Thus, extra memory references are
usually not required to obtain the needed
page-table entry. Normal ly, software
can ignore the operation of the TLB .
However, VM system software must
fl ush the TLB after making changes to
the page tables to ensu re no stale page
table entries remain.
The combined effects of segment
translation and page translation are
shown in figure 5, which demonstrates

one possible mapping for a segment five
pages (20K bytes) in size. In this exam
ple, the segment base address is aligned
on a page boundary, and the segment
spans exactly five virtual pages. Note
that the segment is contiguous in the lin
ear address space; this is mandatory.
The five virtual pages are mapped by the
page-translation logic to five noncontigu
ous physical pages.

VM Management
The job of a VM system is to allocate and
free VM for use by programs, write vir
tual pages to a swap file on the disk if
there are too many virtual pages to fit in ·
physical memory, and bring pages back
into memory as page fau lts occur, so the
program can continue to execute. This is
primarily a bookkeeping job. Part of this
job requires the use of an algorithm that
decides which page is to be replaced
(swapped to disk) when a page fault oc
curs and a physical page is required to
bring the referenced virtual page into
memory. The choice of this algorithm
can have considerable impact on the per
formance of an application program .
The VM system must maintain the
data structures (the GDT, the LDT , and
the page tables) so the processor can do
address translation. It must also keep any
additional information required to per
form the rest of its tasks.

VM Data Structures
The VM system must keep track of free
(unused) physical memory. Since pages
are a fixed size and need not be contigu
ous (because contiguity is preserved in
the linear address space, not the physical
address space), this is a trivial task. A
one-way linked list of free physical pages
is all that is necessary.
When a segment is allocated or ex
tended, it requires a contiguous region in
the 4-gigabyte linear address space (see
figure 5) . The VM system must therefore
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keep track of allocated and free regions
in the linear address space. This is most
efficiently done by means of a bit map,
one bit for each page in the linear address
space.
The VM system must also maintain
certain information about pages in mem
ory (see table 1) and pages not in memory
(see table 2) in the page-table entry.
When a virtual page is marked "not
present," there are 31 bits available for
use by the VM system in the page-table
entry. However, if the page is present,
only 3 bits are available. It's possible to
maintain all the information listed in
table 1 in one 32-bit page-table entry if
(a) just the accessed bit and the dirty bit
are used for the page-replacement algo
rithm, (b) in-memory pages don't need
an address in the swap file, (c) no process
ID is needed, and (d) statistics are not
kept on a per-page basis.
If more information is required (for
more sophisticated swap-file manage
ment, a better page-replacement algo
rithm, or keeping paging statistics), the
VM system must maintain an additional
data structure in parallel with the page
tables. For example, the parallel data
structure could allocate an additional 32
bits of information for each virtual page,
so that a total of 64 bits is available.
A virtual page marked "present"
could then use the 3 VM system bits in
the page-table entry for a page-locked
flag, a system-page flag, and a mapped
page flag . The parallel data structure
might contain a page-on-disk flag, a
swap-file address, page-aging informa
tion, and statistics information.
A virtual page marked "not present"
would use a present bit and a page-re
placed flag in the page-table entry. The
remaining 30 bits would be available for
other information (such as a time stamp
for when the page was replaced). A page
marked "not present" would contain the
same information as a present page in the
parallel data structure.

Handling Page Faults
A page fault occurs when a reference is
made to a virtual page that is marked
"not present" in the page tables . It is the
page-fault handler's responsibility to al
locate a physical memory page, bring the
virtual page into memory, and then re
start the instruction that caused the page
fault.
Usually, when a page fault occurs, all
physical pages are in use . The page-fault
handler must select a virtual page that is
in physical memory and swap it out to
disk, thereby freeing a physical page for
continued

Table 1: Besides address information, the VM system needs to keep track
ofpresent-page characteristics and information for the page-replacement
algorithm.
INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR PRESENT PAGES

1. The address of the physical page to which it is mapped (bits 12-31 of the page·table
entry).

2. Page-aging information, used to decide which vi rtual page to replace (swap to disk)
when a page fau lt occurs. The not-recently used (NUR) strategy needs only the
accessed and dirty bits in the page-table entry to make this choice: other replacement
algorithms require more detailed aging information.

3. A flag marking the page as locked or unlocked. Locked pages cannot be paged to
disk. This is required for operating-system pages, and sometimes for application
program pages (e.g., for hardware interrupt handlers).
4. A flag identifying the page as owned by the operating system or by an application
program. This is not always required (often it's sufficient merely to mark operating
system pages locked). On multitasking systems, a process ID may be needed.

5. A flag identifying the physical page as allocated (the usual case) or mapped. Programs
sometimes need to map a region of the physical address space to access memory
mapped hardware devices. Mapped memory is not physical RAM memory, and the
VM system must be able to make the distinction so it doesn't attempt to return mapped
memory to the free physical-page list when it's deallocated.
6. A flag for whether the virtual page is also in the swap file, and if so, the address within
the swap file where it is stored. This is used to enhance system performance when the
page is replaced. If it is already in the swap fi le and has not been modified (the dirty bit
is not set), then the expensive disk-write operation needed to put the page in the swap
file can be avoided.
7. Optional paging-statistics information kept for performance analysis (and working set
management, in a multitasking system). Typically kept information includes the number
of times each page has been replaced , the paging rate (the number of page faults per
second processed by the system), the page-reclaim rate (the number of page faults per
second on previously replaced pages, as opposed to program pages being
referenced for the first time), and a complete history of a program 's paging activity.

Table 2: Swapped pages keep track of their location on disk , indicate whether
they are yet present on disk, and keep various statistics.
INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR SWAPPED PAGES

1. The address of the virtual page in the swap file.
2. A flag indicating whether the virtual page is in the swap file. In a commo nly used
optimization, a virtual memory page newly allocated by a program is simply marked
"not present" and "not in the swap file." It's not desirable to allocate a physical page
immediately, because programs commonly allocate large amounts of virtual memory
at a time. The first time the page is referenced, the VM system allocates a physical page
and zeroes it. This avoids a disk write needed to put a zeroed page in the swap file
when the virtual memory page is allocated, and it also avoids a disk read to bring the
page in from the swap fi le the first time it's referenced. The page is only allocated and
written to the swap file when (and i~ it's finally swapped out to disk.
3 . Add itional statistics information. Thi s typically includes a flag used to keep statistics on
the page-reclaim rate that specifies whether the page is in the swap file because it's
been replaced or because it hasn 't yet been referenced by the program . More
elaborate schemes might also time-stamp the page when it's replaced, so that the VM
system can calculate the elapsed time between when the page is swapped out and the
next time it's referenced.
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rogrammers at the University of
California at Berkeley first intro
P
duced virtual memory to Unix in 1978.
The impetus was the VMS operating
system on Digital Equipment Corp.'s
VAX computer, which had the ability to
address and use 1 gigabyte of memory
when it had as little as 1 megabyte of
physical memory. Earlier DEC ma
chines required that all users have sepa
rate memory (limited to 64K bytes), pri
vate to their individual processes. The
result of the Berkeley programming ef
fort was 3BSD (and 4BSD in 1980) . The
spread of BSD Unix can be attributed,
more than anything else, to this one fea
ture. Now, all modern versions of the
Unix kernel have either swapping or
paging , which are two versions of vir
tual memory.

Swapping
Although in some contexts the terms
swapping and paging refer to the same
thing, in the Unix environment, swap
ping refers to moving entire processes in
and out of physical memory. It's obvi
ous that if each user process is going to
be allowed to use a major part of mem
ory, the only way to support multipro
cessing is to swap these processes out of
active memory to allow space for the
next process . Each process is brought
back into active memory when it's time
for it to continue processing. A separate
area of the disk (or a separate disk) is re
served just for swapping. This area does
not require management by the file sys
tem, but instead is managed by the ker
nel, which is more tuned to the needs of
swapping.
The limitation on swapping is that a
the virtual page that is being brought into
memory.
Page-replacement strategies have been
the subject of considerable debate. Obvi
ously, the best choice is the virtual page
that the program will not reference for
the longest time into the future. Since
programs cannot predict the future, the
page-replacement algorithm must be
based on a heuristic about typical pro
gram behavior. Any such algorithm will
occasionally make bad decisions; the ob
jective is to select a strategy that makes
reasonably good decisions most of the
time and doesn't incur a lot of overhead.

single process must always use Jess than
the system's physical memory capacity.
(Some memory must be held for the ker
nel.) However, swapping is simple to
implement and therefore requires little
operating-system overhead.

Paging under Unix
The incorporation of memory manage
ment units into most modern computers
has provided virtual addressing, a nec
essary element of paged virtual mem
ory. The virtual address space is di
vided up into units called pages. If the
operating system takes advantage of
these facilities, it will properly handle
page faults by moving virtual memory
in and out of active memory as required .
Since a page is smaller than the process
or its data area, there is a finer control
of memory. Only parts of a process
need to be moved out to storage, not the
whole process. There can be enough of
it left in physical memory to continue
the process while the data and nonactive
sections of the program are moved back
and forth between active memory and
storage.
Because pages are a fixed size, the
memory management at the page level
doesn't relate to what the memory is be
ing used for . The operating system can
determine what a particular area of
memory is being used for by looking at
the structure of the executable file or
process. Pages can be grouped into logi
cal segments for each kind ofuse. Mem
ory management at this level can relate
to what the memory is being used for, as
well as which memory is least-recently
used. All processes and their data can
be handled similarly, with the exception
Perhaps the most popular algorithm is
least-recently used (LRU) replacement.
This strategy selects for replacement the
page that hasn't been referenced for the
longest time. This is based on the heuris
tic that the recent past is a good indicator
of the immediate future. Supporting this
are common program constructs such as
looping, subroutine calls, stacks, and re
petitive array traversals.
Implementation of a full LRU algo
rithm requires time stamping a page each
time it is referenced. This support is not
provided by most hardware (including
the 80386 and 80486). Thus, an approxi
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more vulnerable to replacement. When a
page is brought into memory, it's given
an initial frequency count at the mid
point of the possible range of frequency
count values.
of the Unix kernel. The kernel serves all
other processes and therefore must re
side in physical memory at all times.
So, even with virtual memory, the phys
ical memory must exceed the size of the
kernel. With some of today's kernels in
excess of 2 megabytes, this is not a triv
ial requirement.

Mach to the Rescue
The Mach kernel (from Carnegie Mel
lon University) solves many of the mem
ory problems that are inherent in stan
dard Unix schemes . Mach doesn't
require device drivers to be linked into
the kernel, and therefore the kernel is
much smaller.
Mach splits the concept of a process
into two elements, tasks and threads. A
task provides the physical environment
to its threads. A thread can be created or
destroyed, or started or stopped without
adversely affecting its task. By having
the operation of device drivers incorpo
rated into threads of the kernel task,
drivers are loaded into physical memory
only when needed.
Mach's virtual memory implementa
tion is significant. It's object-oriented, ·it
has hooks for the implementation of vir
tual memory concepts at the user level
rather than just at the kernel level , and it
uses copy-on-write algorithms for effi
ciency. A task can allocate and deallocate
arbitrary regions of virtual memory and
change the protections and inheritance of
allocated regions. Mach's virtual mem
ory runs on both paged and unpaged
memory management hardware. From
the start, Mach was designed for unde
fined parallel-processor machines; it is
building memory management for the
mation of an LRU algorithm is usually
selected.

LFU Page Replacement
One common approximation to LRU is
least-frequently used (LFU) replace
ment. This scheme maintains a frequen
cy count of references to each page. The
page tables are scanned periodically, and
the frequency count for each page that
hai; been accessed is incremented (the
scan also clears the accessed bit for each
page, so the next scan will have fresh in
formation available). The page with the
lowest frequency count (the LFU page) is

computers of the future .
This hardware independence makes
Mach an attractive design for develop
ers. However, it has only been fully im
plemented on the NeXT Computer .
(There are other implementations under
development.) Mach is most significant
as the guiding light for future Unix ker
nel design . It is influencing the designs
of the OSF and AT&T Unixes (see
"Mach: The Model for Future Unix" on
page 411).

Designs of the Future
Virtual memory methods are particu
larly valuable to Unix developers. Be
cause of the wide spectrum of Unix plat
forms, it's important that they appear
identical to all the applications that run
across them. Particularly now that Unix
network nodes are so varied , standards
need to be established to which all
members of the network adhere.
The future designs of Unix systems
will include vagrant processes or tasks
moving around from server to server as
the needs of the task change and the re
source loads vary. Virtual memory in
Unix will no longer pertain to physical
memory and devices close at hand , but
·will extend to all resources in the net
work. The network will become one
large virtual machine with aggregate re
sources beyond those of any single ma
chine of today. The implementation and
standardization of virtual memory
methods is crucial to the designs of fu
ture Unix systems.

Ben Smith is a BYTE technical editor.
You can contact him on BIX as
"bensmith. "
selected for replacement.
Two problems with this algorithm are
that pages that are used heavily during
the program initialization phase tend to
remain in memory even after initializa
tion is completed, and a page is vulnera
ble to replacement immediately after it is
brought into memory (because its fre
quency count is 1, and all other in-mem
ory pages may have been referenced
more than once). A refinement of this al
gorithm increments the frequency count
ifthe page is accessed, and decrements it
if the page is not accessed, so that pages
no longer being used gradually become

NUR Page Replacement
The not-used-recently (NUR) approxi
mation to LRU is attractive because of its
low overhead and its ability to make sur
prisingly good choices, considering the
small amount of information on which its
decisions are based. This algorithm uses
the accessed and dirty bits maintained
for each page to choose a page for re
placement. When a program is first
loaded, none of the pages has been ac
cessed or modified . As program execu
tion proceeds, code pages are accessed,
and data pages are accessed or modified
(marked dirty) . Based on the values of
the accessed and dirty bits, each page is
placed in one of four categories, as
shown in table 3.
The lower the category a page falls in,
the more attractive the page is for re
placement. The ordering of the catego
ries is based on the heuristic that pages
that haven't been accessed aren't likely
to be needed in the near future . It is also
based on the observation that unmodified
pages are more attractive for replacement
than dirty pages , because unmodified
pages need not be written out to the swap
file . Since there are typically many pages
in each category, the algorithm performs
a circular scan of the linear address
space, starting with the page immediate
ly following the last page swapped, and
selects the earliest occurrence of the low
est category encountered.
As program execution proceeds, most
pages tend to fall into categories 2 and 3,
and the VM system loses the ability to
make good choices. Therefore, the VM
system periodically scans all the pages
and clears the accessed bit for each page.
This resetting of the accessed bits ex
plains how pages fall into category 1
(modified but not accessed), which
otherwise would describe an unrealistic
situation. Immediately following the
page-table scan, all pages are vulnerable
to replacement; but not for long, as ac
tively referenced pages quickly are
marked as "accessed" again.

The Page-Swap File
Virtual pages that are not in physical
memory are kept in a page-swap file on
disk. Since pages are of fixed size, you
can think of the swap file as an array of
virtual pages. In the simplest case, the
swap file is always as large as the virtual
continued
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Table 3: When a program
references a physical page in a
not-used recently (NVR) system,
its accessed bit is set. If the
program writes to the page, its
dirty bit is set. Pages in category 0
are the ones first swapped to disk.
NUR PAGE-REPLACEMENT
CATEGORIES

Category

0
1
2

3

Accessed

Dirty

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

address space , and there is a one-to-one
correspondence between virtual pages
and their addresses in the swap file . The
virtue of this design is its simplicity ,
along with the fact that a swap-file ad
dress need not be kept with each virtual
page , reducing the overhead for data
structures. The primary problem of the
design is its consumption of disk space.
Since programs often allocate huge
amounts of VM, the disk space required
may be prohibitive. For some operating
systems , a swap-file region of fixed size
is allocated on the disk when the system
is configured. The decision of how large

to make the swap file limits the maxi where in physical memory without af
mum size of the virtual address space, fecting how it executes, using fixed-size
thus determining the largest program pages to eliminate the problem of physi
cal memory fragmentation, and the abil
that can be run.
Disk space is often a prime consider ity to keep a program contiguous in vir
ation on personal computers. Thus, it's tual memory without requiring con
often desirable to keep the swap file tiguous physical memory.
The main cost of VM is disk space
smaller than the virtual address space
and to dynamically increase the size of the portions of the program that are not
the swap file as the program runs. This in memory must be kept in a swap file on
eliminates the one-to-one correspon disk. A secondary cost is a slowdown in
dence between virtual pages and swap the program response time due to swap
file addresses, however, so a swap-file ping; however, you must remember that a
address must be kept with each virtual program large enough to require swap
page. In addition, when an application ping couldn't run at all without VM.
With the hardware support for paged
frees virtual pages , the space allocated
to them in the swap file must be re VM provided by the 80386 and 80486
claimed. Because of this, the VM system processors, this capability is now possi
must maintain a data structure for allo ble on personal computers . Demand
cated and free pages in the swap file . paged VM is available today on 80386s
(usually a bit map , 1 bit per page in the running Unix or an extended DOS appli
swap file , is the best choice). So the deci cation program. With this development,
sion to reduce the swap-file size comes at the line between high-end personal com
the expense of additional VM data struc puters and low-end workstations and
minicomputers, already blurred, has all
tures and complexity.
Swap-file management can become but disappeared.
complex , with many trade-offs involved.
Robert Moote, vice president ofsoftware
at Phar Lap Software, Inc. (Cambridge,
The Bottom Line
The primary benefit of paged VM is the MA), is the author of 386IDOS-Extender
ability to run large programs regard less and 3861 VMM. He earned B. S. degrees
of the physical memory configuration of in mathematics and electrical engineer
the computer system. Secondary benefits ing from the University of Rochester. He
are the ability to place a program any can be reached on BIX c/o "editors."

Mac VM Revealed
Virtual memory comes to the Mac: Small in scope, efficient,
transparent, and, above all, compatible
Phil Goldman

s Macintosh applications grow
larger and more complex, and
as multitasking permits more
than one application in mem
ory at a time, RAM has become a scarce
and precious commodity. One way to sat
isfy your Mac's ever-growing appetite
for memory is to buy more. This is an ex
pensive solution, however, and one that
is still limited by the physical design of
your computer. A less expensive and

A
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more elegant solution is to use your disk
drive as RAM.

Mac-Flavored VM
The Macintosh virtual memory manager
(which I will hereafter call Mac VM) is
included as part of version 7. 0 of the Mac
System software. It allows the Mac to ac
cess up to 14 megabytes of memory using
today's 24-bit ROMs. On newer 32-bit
ROMs, it allows the Mac to address up to

1 gigabyte of memory. Practically speak
ing though, the VM size is constrained
by how much disk space you have avail
able; today, this is usually 300 mega
bytes or less, typically 40 .
Mac VM runs on any Macintosh that
contains a memory management unit
(MMU). This unit is built into the Mo
torola 68030 CPU used in the Mac Ilx,
Ilcx, and the Mac SE/30. It is an add-on
continued
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Finding Fault
a virtual memory system, memory
divided into pieces called
At
Ianyisn time,
some of an application's vir
pages.

tual pages will be in memory ; others
will be stored on disk. To make logical
memory appear larger than physical
memory, each virtual page must be dis
tinguished by whether or not it is in
physical memory. If it is, the page-table
entry for the page contains the address
of the physical page frame.
However, ifthe page referred to in the
table entry is not in physical memory, a
page fault occurs, and the memory
management unit yields control to the
memory manager. This is where your
hard disk comes in. If the page accessed
option for the Mac II, which uses the
68020CPU.
Another requirement is a reasonable
amount of disk space for the backing
store-the disk file that stores pages not
currently in memory. You must set aside
an amount of backing store equal to the
amount of memory desired. All this
space must reside on the same disk vol
ume, which must be a Hierarchical File
System volume . You can't use an exter
nal file system, such as MS-DOS, nor a
remote one, such as AppleShare, for the
backing store.
This last restriction is necessary be
cause Mac VM transfers to and from the
disk mostly at the driver level. Thus , any
driver that underlies a backing-store vol
ume must support block-level reads and
writes directly to the disk. The Apple
Talk filing protocol driver used by Ap
pleShare volumes doesn 't do this direct
mapping; neither do most external file
systems. Eventually, Mac VM will pro
vide an interface to allow it to use an ex
ternal file system as the backing store.
Of course, compatibility is always a
concern for any new piece of system soft
ware. Mac VM should be transparent to
typical applications. However, there are
certain types of applications that may run
into problems. For instance, applications
that access the SCSI manager directly are
not guaranteed to work. This is not a
large concern because only peripheral
utility programs would do so, and those
correctly written will access the SCSI
manager through the SCSI driver or
through their own driver if the peripheral
is not a disk; both of these methods will
work correctly .
Also , applications that alter the CPU
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is not in physical memory , then it is
contained on disk-specifically, in a
portion of the disk (often a file) known
as the backing store.
When a page fault occurs, the mem
ory manager first frees up physical
memory space by selecting a physical
page frame and writing the virtual page
that it contains onto the backing store. It
then reads the page data for the desired
virtual page into the frame and changes
the new page's table entry to show that
the page is in physical memory and lo
cated in the page frame stolen from the
displaced page . Likewise, the entry for
the page written to disk is updated; it is
marked " not in physical memory." Fi

interrupt vectors directly will crash
under Mac VM. This, too, is a forbidden
practice (as defined by Apple's guide
lines for software developers), but it may
be Mac VM that exposes the problem .
Fortunately , this practice is ancient, and
the applications that adopted it-mainly
for copy-protection purposes-have long
since ceased and desisted.
Note that both of these practices, while
strictly " illegal," will still work for
drivers . In general, the only type of code
that could possibly break goes directly
from the interrupt vectors to application
memory (i.e., the application memory
heap , the stack, or the A5 globals).

Pieces of the Puzzle
Up until the introduction of the Mac Ilx
last year, no Macintosh had the MMU
built in as a standard. The MMU is nec
essary to implement VM efficiently and
transparently. Transparency is crucial
because of the huge existing base of soft
ware for the Mac .
Also , Mac VM's backing store can
take up a considerable amount of disk
space. For the first few years, the Mac
had little or no extra disk space . The
average amount of disk space has recent
ly increased greatly and should continue
to do so.
In contrast, the average amount of
RAM per Mac has increased very slow
ly. When the Mac 512K first came out in
1985, it had such a surplus of memory
relative to disk space that many users em
ployed RAM disks-they didn't know
what else to do with so much memory!
With Mac VM, the Mac world has come
full circle. Now, disk space is pressed
into service as RAM. It's unfortunate, as

natty, the memory manager returns
control to the CPU, which retries the ac
cess that caused the page fault. The en
tire process is known as page-fault
handling.
You can think of the backing store as
an image of virtual memory ; a particu
lar page's data is found at the same off
set in the backing store as it is in virtual
memory. Pages are brought into physi
cal memory as needed, but reside on
disk. (In fact, they need to be written
back to disk only if they have been
changed since last being read from the
disk). Because of this, the amount of
virtual memory is limited to the disk
space available for the backing store .
the first situation is definitely preferable
to the second.

Retrofitting the Mac OS
When the Mac OS was originally devel
oped, VM was not a goal-not even a
long-range one. Consequently, many
shortcuts were taken in the architecture
and implementation that have made the
development ofVM very difficult.
For instance, the Mac OS implicitly
assumes that an application has complete
control over the machine. The 68000 has
an option that divides CPU processing
between user mode (for applications) and
supervisor mode (for the operating sys
tem). When disabled, all code is run in
supervisor mode . The Mac OS never en
ables this option, and applications take
advantage of this fact.
This causes many problems. For ex
ample, it makes robust page-fault han
dling extremely difficult (see the text box
"Finding Fault" above). When a page
fault occurs, an exception frame is
dumped onto the supervisor stack. The
memory manager uses this frame to de
termine exactly which page the CPU is
accessing. If the user-mode option is dis
abled, the exception frame is dumped on
the same stack that the application uses.
The problem with this is that the memory
for the stack might be paged out (i .e. , not
in physical memory). In this case, the
MMU has no way to handle the situa
tion-it has no place to dump the excep
tion frame-and the machine locks up .
Mac VM solves this by enabling the
user-mode option. Then the application
automatically runs on its own user staok,
and the supervisor stack is private to Mac
continued
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Table 1: Mac VM's public interface consists ofcalls that let applications hold
data in memory and calls used by NuBus peripherals.
MAC VM PROGRAMMING INTERFACE
Command

Description

DeferUserFn

Allows a given user-code routine to be called as soon as it is
OK to page fault (usually immediately).

GetPhysical

Given a range of held virtual memory, returns a table of
physical memory extents to which they map. It returns an error
if the entire range is not locked.

HoldMemory

Holds a given range of vi rtual memory in physical memory.

LockMemory

Holds a given range of memory in physical memory and
makes sure it does not move within physical memory.

LockMemoryContiguous Same as LockMemory, except that the physical pages chosen
are one contiguous range. Memory may need to be moved to
accommodate this request.

UnholdMemory

Releases a given range of virtual memory from being
necessarily held in physical memory. It is now fair game for
page replacement.

UnlockMemory

Undoes the effect of LockMemory.

VM and held in physical memory . Mac
VM handles applications that wish to
make use of supervisor-mode instruc
tions by emulating the instructions in
software.

Double Faults
The exception-frame dilemma is just one
special case of a more general problem.
Mac VM must ensure that in processing
a page fault it doesn 't generate a new one.
This is the main reason that Mac VM
doesn't use the file system to transfer
pages between memory and the backing
store file.
The file system contains a large num
ber of hooks-low-memory addresses
that point to routines it calls. Sometimes ,
applications replace these hooks with
ones that point to their own routines. The
problem is that the memory occupied by
these routines may be paged out to disk
when Mac VM starts processing a page
fault.
Thus, calling the file system in the
midst of page-fault handling could con
ceivably cause additional, infinitely re
cursive page-faulting. Because of this,
Mac VM uses the underlying driver and
avoids the file system. Luckily, drivers
don't have low-memory hooks , so Mac
VM must only ensure that the memory it
passes to the driver is kept in physical
memory.
This last situation is trickier than it
seems. Because current SCSI drivers are
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not reentrant (i.e., callable more than
once concurrently), Mac VM must make
sure that a backing driver (usually the
SCSI driver) will never page-fault. If it
does , you end up with the situation where
Mac VM needs the driver during page
fault handling but can't get it because it is
already being used. The solution is to
trap all calls to the driver, made via the
_Control, _Status , _Read,and_Write
traps, and to hold a few things in physical
memory-namely the parameter block,
the application-supplied transfer buffer
(for reads or writes), and the part of the
stack that the driver might use (the few
hundred bytes underneath the current
stack pointer).

Deadly Interrupts
In addition to keeping the driver from
page-faulting, Mac VM must ensure that
no interrupt code page-faults while the
back ing driver is in use. This includes
such code fragments as VBL (for vertical
blank) tasks , time-manager tasks , 1/0
completion routines, and raw interrupt
code. All of these happen asynchronous
ly with respect to the driver, so even
careful monitoring of the driver won't
catch them.
One simple solution is to turn off inter
rupts while using the driver. This isn't
very satisfactory because it cripples the
machine whenever the driver is used ,
which could be for many seconds at a
time during file transfers. The cursor

will be jerky (because the mouse won't
be sampled often), AppleTalk will drop
packets, and serial communications may
fail. All in all, using the machine would
be very frustrating.
A much nicer solution-the one that
Mac VM adopts-is to be selective about
which code will run at interrupt time
when the driver is in use . Mac VM dif
ferentiates between user code and system
code (which is somewhat ironic, as the
distinction is being made 5 years after
the fact instead of during the Mac OS's
design).
System code is composed mostly of
Apple system software, or third-party
code that enhances or replaces it. System
code usually exists in the system heap ,
which is always kept in physical memory .
It keeps both its private data storage and
all external data that it accesses within
the system heap. System code that must
touch application memory at interrupt
time can make use of special Mac VM
calls (see table 1) to temporarily hold
such memory in physical memory. Ex
amples of system code include the floppy
disk driver, AppleTalk, the SCSI man
ager, the Apple desktop bus drivers
(mouse and keyboard), and INITs.
User code typically comes from an ap
plication and resides mostly within an
application's MultiFinder partition. It
might run at interrupt time . User code
includes application-spawned VBL and
time manager tasks , AppleTalk link ac
cess protocol handlers , and completion
routines, as well as application code.
User code is allowed to cause page faults.
With a well-defined division of user
and system code, Mac VM can simulate
turning off interrupts by suspending all
user code while the backing driver is in
use . This avoids reentrancy problems
without disabling system interrupts . Be
cause system code remains resident, it
cannot page-fault at interrupt time .
Thus, the system response will remain
smooth; the cursor code will always run ,
as will AppleTalk. The only difficulty
lies in the fact that Mac VM must treat
each type of user code as a separate case.
The method for suspending VBL tasks is
very different from the one that delays
completion routines .
Of course, the best solution to the
reentrancy problem is to use a reentrant
backing-store driver. With this in mind,
the SCSI manager for System 7. 0 facili
tates reentrancy in the drivers that use it,
and the new Apple SCSI driver, also
available with the system, will take ad
vantage of it. Mac VM will check the
backing driver to see if it's reentrant . If it
is, Mac VM will not suspend user code at

THE CLOCK PAG E-REPLACEMENT ALGOR ITHM

Physical
frame number~

0

13

12

Page 77113
Not accessed recently,
not modified

4

Page 19
Not accessed recently,
not modified

Page 10907
Not accessed recently,
modified

5

(Next replaced)

11

7
(Previ ous replaced)

9

8

Figure 1: The clock hand starts from th e last frame replaced (blue) and examines each f rame to find th e first that has not been
accessed recently and has not been modified (green). If no such frames exist, the hand does successive sweeps searching for
frames (yellow and red) that meet successively less restrictive replacement criteria.
all. Other types of drivers might be reen
trant already ; to work with Mac VM, all
they would have to do is set the flag that
Mac VM checks.

Design Decisions
Mac VM has been performance-tuned
using a variety of techniques. It has been
tested with different values of the classi
ca l VM parameters. For instance , a
number of page-replacement algorithms
have been tried. Page replacement is the

process by which the memory manager
decides which page to send to the back
ing store when it needs to bring a new one
into physica l memory .
The page-replacement algor ithm cur
rentl y used is a mod ified version of the
Clock algorithm (see reference I), so
called because it simu lates the movement
of a clock . It involves keeping a circular
queue of physical page frames. Impl icitly
linked a nd made ci rcular by the a lgo
rithm rather than by a data structure, the

frames in the queue are accessed sequen
tially by page-frame number.
Each page fra me in memory is auto
matica lly marked by the MMU indicat
ing whet her it has been accessed recently
by the CPU . Mac VM keeps a pointer
(known as the clock hand) to the last page
fra me that it replaced. At a page fa ult ,
the pointer sweeps around the frames
look ing for a page frame that hasn't been
modified since it was read from disk a nd
cominued
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MACINTOSH VIRTUAL MEMORY MAPS
(Not to scale)
NuBus slot space
Unmapped

-

1/0 space

3840 Mb

16 Mb
15 Mb

NuBus slot space

Above Put Ptr world
Nu Bus
slot
space

110 space

MultiFinder heap
(application partitions)

ROM

1280 Mb

ROM

1024 Mb
Above Put Ptr world

Used NuBus slot

-

4096 Mb
3856 Mb

MultiFinder heap
(application partitions)

9 Mb
8 Mb

System heap
Low memory

7.5K bytes

0

24-bit map

System heap
Low memory

7.5K bytes

0

32-bit map

Figure 2: In Macs with 24-bir address spaces, Mac VM uses leftover NuBus slot
address space to augment the memory space below system ROM. With 32-bit ROMs,
Mac VM uses a contiguous ] -gigabyte address space.
hasn 't been accessed recently (see figure
I) . As it tests each frame , it clears the
marking in the corresponding page that
signifies that the frame has been recently
accessed .
If the page-replacement system finds
an unmodified , not-recently accessed
page , it returns this information to the
memory manager. The physical frame
for this page is then stolen. If no such
page can be found , the clock hand sweeps
through the page frames again , this time
looking for a page that has been modified
but not replaced recently. If none of these
can be found, the hand sweeps around
once more, looking for the first frame
that does not contain a page held in physi
cal memory , as one in the system heap
might be. The held pages are exempt
from previous passes as wel I.
The Clock algorithm is well suited to
Mac YM's needs . It is a global page-re
placement algorithm; it doesn't require
knowledge about different applications
and their relative virtual and physical re
quirements and histories . Also, it's sim
ple and efficient, yet still gives a good
approximation to the more complex LRU
algorithm. Finally, it is extremely space
efficient. The size of the circular queue
is small and is proportional only to the
amount of physical memory , not the vir
tual memory .
The generic Clock algorithm assumes
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that , on the first pass, modified pages
contained in page frames swept by the
clock hand will be written out to disk and
have their entries marked as not modi
fied and not accessed . However, this
only works well on machines that con
tain di sk drives with direct memory ac
cess (DMA). Such drives can read or
write concurrently with the CPU, so the
writing scheme makes sense: At no cost
to the CPU, it can minimize the number
of pages that are in physica l memory and
modified . This minimizes the risk that
the CPU will be forced to replace such a
page. Such a replacement would have to
happen synchronously , at least in the
current Mac OS, because processi ng
cannot continue until the page fault has
been handled.
Because of this, Mac YM ' s general
strategy is to put off writing modified
frames until it absolutely must. This is
coupled with a variety of techniques that
are used to convert modified pages into
clean ones. Eventually , Mac YM will
have replaceable algorithms, and it will
know how to pick one based on the char
acter istics of the backing driver (the
driver tran sfer speed , latency , and
whether it has DMA) .
Another parameter th at has been
tuned is page size. Mac VM currently
uses a 4096-byte page size. This size has
yielded the best empirical results. Not

coincidentally, it is the minimal optimal
transfer size for the SCSI manager. Also,
since it 's relatively large, it keeps the
page table smaller; fewer entries are
needed. A page size of 4096 bytes is one
of the few sizes allowed on next-genera
tion MMUs.
You have one simple choice to make
about disk space: You need to choose be
tween keeping the entire virtual memory
image on disk, or only those pages that
are not in physical memory . In the latter
scheme , there would no longer be a map
ping between a VM address and its loca
tion on disk. Instead, the page 's entry in
the page table would contain the page's
frame in the backing store if it wasn't in
memory.
This would be very useful in terms of
sav ing disk space. If you have 2 mega
bytes of RAM and want to use 5 mega
bytes ofVM, you need only 3 megabytes
of disk space. The problem with this is
the loss in speed.
If a complete virtual image is not kept
on di sk, then every time a page is re
placed , it must be written to the backing
store, even if it hasn't been modified.
For example, consider a page of data in
physica l memory . This page must always
exist somewhere , or the data will be lost.
In the disk-saving scheme, the page can't
be both in physical memory and on disk
simultaneously . Thus, when it's replaced
during a page fault , the page must be
written to disk even if it hasn ' t been mod
ified. Because most of the time during
page-fault handling is spent in transfer
ring to and from the backing store , this
doubles the average page-fault handling
time . Mac VM keeps a complete image
of virtual memory on disk: It sacrifices
disk-space sav ings for the sake of speed.

Inside Story
Many of the optimizations in Mac VM
involve topics related to the Mac OS .
Mac VM runs beneath the Mac OS and
takes advantage of as many peculiarities
of the Mac OS as it can. Most of the ad
vantage comes from being able to deter
mine whether the Mac is dependent on
the data in a given page . If not, Mac VM
can treat such a page as if it had uninitial
ized data and mark it "uninitialized ."
These pages don 't need to be written to
disk when they are replaced, and they
don't need to be read from the backing
store when access to them causes a page
fault. Therefore, page-fault handling for
these pages is extremely fast. And page
replacement in general is very fast, too;
the modified Clock algorithm actually
looks for uninitialized pages first. Ac
cominued

ADVERTISEMENT

The Era of the
Personal Workstation
'']hen in 1981 the first personal com
l l puter from IBM was introduced to
the market, no expert predicted it's suc
cess. After only one year, this computer
set a new standard, the PC standard. Of
course, there were other computers, like
the Apple II. Some of these computers
were faster and more reliable than the
IBM PC. But the standard was set by this
machine. And it was set by the users,
who bought this computer and deman
ded applications, programs, peripherals
and services. A whole industry grew up
with this one machine. The personal
computers of today are the great-grand
children of this little computer. One can
find it's roots in nearly every personal
computer that works with MS-DOS.
When the IBM PC was introduced, it
worked with MS-DOS, too. It was MS
DOS 1.1, the first release. And it became
standard as an operating system, just like
the PC became standard as THE perso
nal computer.
The technology today is far more ad
vanced than it used to be in 1981. This an
effect of the tremendous market power,
which was unleashed by the PC stan
dard . But know, the great history of this
standard has become a burden, it slows
down any development in this industry,
which is bound to be "compatible". To
days microprocessors have more proces
sing power than the big mainframe com
puters in 1981. But they use only 5-10
percent of their real abilities for the
users, because of the existing industry
standards. We at Bauer Systems think
it's time for a new standard, it's time for
the PERSONAL WORKSTATION!
Stop! This is not a break with the re
ported history of computers. It's a break
with compromises, which were made to
have the highest grade of compatibility.
We have found a way to have the best of
both sides: Unforeseen processing po
wer and user friendliness and compatibi
lity with existing industry standards. We
cannot promise that your most beloved
word processor will run on our new ma
chine, and we cannot promise either that
your beloved screen will work with our
machine. But we can promise you that if
you ever try our new system, you will not
try another existing computer again.

The TESS IV PERSONAL WORK.
STATION is based on the Intel i486 mic
roprocessor. This microprocessor com
bines the features ofth e 80386 micropro
cessor and the 80387 arithmetic copro
cessor together with· a sophisticated ca
che management unit on one chip. The
i486 microprocessor has a raw proces
sing power of 14-15 MIPS. In the TESS
IV PERSONAL WORKSTATION , thi s
microprocessor is combined with 8 Me
gabyte of 70 ns dynamic random access
memory. The system has a clock rate of
25 MHz. Early benchmarks indicated a
processing power of 12 MIPS for the
whole system. We developed a configu
ration for this system, which represents
the best combination of available op
tions. The TESS IV PERSONAL
WORKSTATION is equipped with our
i486-computer. We chose a SCSI host
adapter as storage interface. In the stan
dard configuration, one 200 megabyte
hard disk drive and one 3.5" Floptical
disk drive are connected to the host
adapter. It offers a sustained data trans
fer rate of l megabyte per second and it
can handle up to seven SCSI devices.
The hard disk drive has an access time of
16 ms. The Floptical disk drive is a new
ly developed 3.5" floppy disk drive that is
able to store up to 20.8 megabyte of data
on a 3.5" Floptical diskette. It can also
format, write an read standard 3.5" dis
kettes in the PS/2 formats . The Floptical
disk drive has an access time of 65 ms.
The graphics subsystem of our TESS IV
PERSONAL WORKSTATION contains
it's own Texas Instruments TI 34010 gra
phics processor, clocked at 40 MHz. At
this clock rate, the TMS 34010 has a pro
cessing power of 6 MIPS . The processor
is combined with 1 megabyte VRAM for
a maximum screen resolution of 1024 x
768 pixels in 256 out of 262.144 colors.
Our display features a 21" flat-type sc
reen offering the user an optimal vie
wing area. The etched, non-glare 0.31
mm dot pitch CRT allows for brilliant
FULLSCREEN graphics and text. A
built-in dynamic focus circuit provides
crisp images on-screen . The keyboard of
our TESS IV PERSONAL WORKSTA
TION is connected to the screen and
contains a standard 102 keys AT-layout.
A 3-key mouse is connected to the key
board as the standard pointing device.

The TESS IV PERSONAL WORK
STATION is equipped with four serial
and two parallel external interfaces. It
can be expanded by plug-in expansion
cards compatible to the ISA-bus interfa
ce. The complete system exept the desk
top devices is mounted in a trim deskside
tower case in a unique design. It is powe
red by a 300 W switching power supply
with build-in battery backup and surge
protection.
To unleash the full processing power
of the i486 microprocessor, we chose the
newly developed Open Desktop from
SCO as operating system. Open Desktop
features the full 32-bit, multiuser, multi
tasking capabilities of the UNIX System,
a graphical user interface offering Pre
sentation Manager-compatible "look
and feel", the industry-standard X Win
dow System, SQL database manage
ment, TCP/IP networking to dissimilar
systems, full data sharing between DOS
and UNIX Systems, and instant access to
thousands of existing DOS and UNIX
System applications. Open Desktop deli
vers the multitasking computing power,
friendly graphical interface, and seam
less connectivity required for today's de
manding business and technical profes
sionals who require dedicated personal
productivity systems. And it's equally
well-suited as a multiuser, multitasking
platform for workgroups of 8, 16, 32 or
even more users.
To meet the high standards we set
ourselves by designing this computer,
we developed a sophisticated distribu
tion and service system. The TESS IV
PERSONAL WORKSTATION will be
distributed by the microtronics Trade
Service through field consultants. Your
computer will be set up at your site and
configured to your demands. The micro
tronics Trade Service will provide world
wide on-site service for one year. If your
system can't be repaired on-site, you will
receive a equal replacement for the re
pair time.
To receive more information or to
purchase your TESS IV PERSONAL
WORKSTATION, please contact the
microtronics Trade Service. We hope
you will be with us in the era of the per
sonal workstation!

microtronics Trade Service, Bettendorfer Str. 36, 5173 Siersdorf, Federal Republic of Germany, phone +49-2464-2147,
fax: +49-2464-8280
All rrademarks used in this advertisement are property of the respective companies.
All information contain ed herein is s ubj ect 10 change with out prior notice.
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cordingly, Mac VM is very concerned
with finding these " born-again" pages.
Mac VM fi nds uninitialized pages by
sitting in various traps and then a na lyz
ing the data passed to the trap routines ,
as wel l as the goal of the routine itself.
For in sta nce, when a n app lication is
launched, it is allocated a large Multi
F inder partition. The partition memory
may have been used for other purposes,
but now that the application is launched
into it, Mac VM knows to mark all the
pages in the partition as uninitialized.
Thi s can also be done when the applica
tion quits.
In general, Mac VM wi ll watch when
ever a large piece of memory is allocated
(_NewHandle , _NewPtr), res ized
(_SetHandleSize, _SetPtrSize) , or
dea l located (_DisposHandle , _Dis
posPtr) using the heap manager. (Note
tha t th e heap manage r is common ly
called the " memory manager" in Macin
tosh literature. The former term is used
to differentiate it from Mac VM , which
is a virtu al memory manager.)
Mac VM pays very close attention to
memory deallocation . Many appl ications
di spose of the memory in which they are
currently executing. Typ ica ll y, t hey
make the _Re l easeResource ca l I and
then immediately return to code that
has n't been disposed of. Thi s saves a few
bytes in res ident-code size, since the in-

M acVM's
general strategy is
to put off writing
modified frames until
it absolutely must.
structions to dispose of the code segment
no longer need to be in memory. There
fore, Mac VM must check to see if the
program counter register is within the
heap block being disposed of.
Mac VM also watches the _Block
Move trap . W hen a large piece of memory
is transferred , the previous contents of
the destination are overwritten. Thus,
the destination memory can be treated as
if it were uninitialized , and Mac VM
mark s al l pages completely contained in
the destination range as such.
F inally , Mac VM takes advantage of
the structure of the user stack . When the
trap _StackSpace is ca lled, Mac VM
guesses that the application is about to
use some portion of the rest of the stack
(the space between the top of the heap
and the bottom of the stack , which grows

down) . Therefore , it marks all the pages
in this area as uninitialized . In addition ,
when Mac VM replaces a page, it checks
to see if the page is completely in the no
man 's-land between the heap and the
stack . If so, Mac VM can mark the page
uninitialized; it need not write the page
to disk, even if it's modified .
One more optimization that Mac VM
makes is to maximize the amount of V M
available in Macs limited to a 24-bit ad
dress space (see figure 2). A lthough up
to 16 megabytes is available (2 24 bytes) ,
the ROM is mapped in , starting at 8
megabytes. Thus , the Mac OS does not
allow access to more than 8 megabytes
(the motherboard has only enough sock
ets for 8 megabytes of memory using to
day 's I-megabit RAMs). The memory
above the ROM is mapped to NuBus
cards (1 megabyte per card) and to mem
ory-mapped I/O . To increase VM space,
Mac VM works around the ROM, literal
ly. It wraps the ROM and used NuBus
slots in nonrelocatable block s in the
MultiFinder heap. Then it can use the
leftover NuBus slots for VM .

Start-up Action
Before Mac VM starts up , the Mac sees
the physical memory as is. After Mac
VM is installed , the Mac sees the virtual
memory . Because VM addresses don 't
continued

TRANSLATING A VIRTUAL ADD RESS INTO A PHYSICAL ONE

"In memory"

_ __ _ _ Page number _ _ _ _ __

1

Offset within the page I

1010 10 101010 101 010101010101010 10101010 11111 110111011 1010 1011 11101 Virtual address
)

\

y
Page-table entries

Page
numbers

0
'-- 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
2
3
4

220 -2 1
220 -1

o ~

I I I I I I I I I I I IIIIIIIIII
I oI oI oI 1I 1 I oI o11 I 1I oI 1I oI oI 1I oI 1 I 1I oI 1I o\ 1111 o111 o11 1oI oI o\ 1 \ 1\ oI Physical address

Figure 3: The page table maps addresses within a virtual page to th eir corresponding physical addresses. (This example assumes
a 4096-byte page size.)
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Mary had a 4GL
who's performance
was very slow
and everywhere
that Mary went
the run-times
had to go~·

A ccelerate
Your Productivity
Pro-C gives you the greatest gift in the computer world--time. You get high quality,
fully commented, error free C source code in a fraction of the time it would take to
write it by hand.
Pro-C will increase your ability to create programs quickly by generating the source
code for menus, reports, screens, windows , and multi-file batch updates. Textbook
quality C code is written by us, while the elegant system solutions and exciting new
algorithms are created by you.
Pro-C looks and feels like a 4GL, but its not. You can do prototyping, layout, design
and generation of applications without learning a proprietary language, needing
massive amounts of memory, or ending up with slow running programs. Best of all
Pro-C doesn't require any run-time licenses. Finally, a company that treats you like
royalty instead of forcing you to pay them.
Pro-C--the programming partner that does the boring, repetitive coding without
complaint, pays for itself every time you use it, and doesn't argue with your
obviously brilliant program designs.

PRQ-C

Order yours to-day. Call

1-800-265-2682
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necessarily map directly to physical ad
dresses (see figure 3), and because some
system and INIT software resides in a
memory area bounded between address
es referenced by the low-memory globals
BufPtr and MemTop, it's important that
Mac VM be installed before such soft
ware. The Mac OS uses BufPtr as the
upper bound on application memory.
The first piece of replaceable software
that runs when the Mac starts up (not in
cluding the disk driver itself) is the de
bugger, if there is one installed. Devel
opers frequently use the debugger
MacsBug, but most users use none at all.
When Mac VM is enabled (using the
Mac VM interface in the Control Panel) ,
it writes the name "Mac VM" to the de
bugger entry in the boot blocks of the
system disk . It also writes the name of
the debugger into the entry for the disas
sembler, which is the second piece of
software executed. In this way , the de
bugger can still run , but only after Mac
VM . This is very important , because
MacsBug wants to install itself in the
high memory above BufPtr.
However early the Mac VM installs, a
system heap will already exist , since the
driver for the system disk , as well as
other structures already created by the
ROM, must be located there . Therefore ,
Mac VM must guarantee that all ad
dresses within the system heap are the
same in virtual memory as they are in
physical. It must ensure that the page
table entries for these pages have identi
cal page-frame virtual-page numbers .
This is a bit tricky to maintain, because
under MultiFinder the system heap is re
sized dynamically .
When Mac VM starts up , it must also
create the MMU page tables on the fly ,
since it doesn't know how much RAM is
in the system or how large the system
heap is.

Programmer Interface
Mac VM provides a limited number of
routines available to applications pro
grammers (see table 1). The first three
calls are useful for system code that must
access application code at interrupt time.
The code can hold the memory , access it ,
and then release it. Since Mac VM keeps
a reference count on each page , the un
hold will not undo the effect of previous
holds on other ranges of memory ; the
same is true for locking . The Defer
Us erFn call is useful when a routine is
called whose size (including the routines
it calls) is indeterminate; you can use this
instead of holding the memory.
The last four calls are especially use
ful for smart NuBus cards. These cards
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can access physical memory, but they
don 't go through the MMU . Therefore,
the card must get the page-table mapping
so it can manually make the same trans
lations that the MMU does. It uses the
LockMernory call to ensure that the map
ping doesn 't change.
The Mac VM interface has purpose
fully been made as small as possible.
Mac VM itself has been made as efficient
and transparent as possible, negating the
need for an extensive array of calls.
No Frills
The philosophy behind Mac VM is to
keep it small in scope, extremely effi
cient, transparent, and , above all, com
patible with existing software. It's im
portant to limit the scope precisely
because of the complexities that compati
bility requires. Achieving compatibility
with existing applications requires a little
empirically derived code and a lot of test
ing . Compatibility with the Mac OS
forces Mac VM to plug up the holes
wherever a VM environment has been ig
nored. Another good reason to limit
scope is time.
Future versions of Mac VM will in
clude many more complex features. One
such feature is memory protection. Pro
tection ensures that one application run
ning amuck cannot modify the memory
of another.
Two problems are inherent in any pro
tection scheme. First, it is difficult to im
plement a great deal of software without
altering it. Second, Mac VM can't dif
ferentiate between applications. There
fore, MultiFinder would have to be
changed to turn the protection to differ
ent applications on and off when switch
ing between them, based on calls pro
vided by Mac VM (ProtectMernory and
UnprotectMernory, probably) .
But this arrangement still has prob
lems because system-wide linked lists
exist that are threaded through multiple
application heaps. For example, the port
list keeps track of all open QuickDraw
GrafPorts. The code that walks and
maintains these lists will touch memory
from multiple applications . Still, Mac
VM might be able to allow for these
types of lists since it catches the access
violations and can recognize the offend
ing piece of code. It can subsequently
open up the desired protected area and
restart the access. This will be very
tricky , though, since third-party soft
ware unknown to Mac VM keeps such
lists, too .
For all this trouble, the g~in is not that
great. The system heap is a huge area that
is shared by all applications . Therefore,

an illegal modification to the system
heap can still crash the Mac . However, it
might be possible to minimize the por
tion of the system heap that is shared and
modifiable .
Another useful feature would be to
have separate address spaces. In this
scheme, each application has a separate
page table and therefore separate map
ping between virtual and physical mem
ory. This automatically provides mem
ory protection, but also carries with it all
the problems associated with protection.
In fact, these problems are now more se
vere than ever. The linked lists are now
impossible to deal with, since some of
the addresses (those not referring to ob
jects in the current space) aren't valid,
although they might map to valid ad
dresses in the current address space. The
type of bug this aliasing causes is very
difficult to track down .
The one especially nice characteristic
of maintaining separate address spaces is
that it would allow for a much larger total
amount ofVM . Instead of 14 megabytes
of VM total, Mac VM could allow per
haps 13 megabytes of VM per applica
tion, plus about 1 megabyte of shared
memory . For a system running 6 applica
tions, this would amount to as much as 79
megabytes ofVM .
However, in the time it would take to
implement separate address spaces , 32
bit ROMs w ill be plentiful, most applica
tions will (hopefully) run with the 32-bit
ROMs, and there will be unlimited
amounts of VM for all. If this is not the
case in the future, then perhaps Mac VM
will indeed implement separate address
spaces.
Beyond 7.0
Future versions of Mac VM will imple
ment many of the features I've men
tioned. The most exciting feature , how
ever, is a tighter integration of Multi
Finder and Mac VM . Intrinsically, these
two belong together; they represent the
key components of a mature operating
system: task handling, task communica
tion, and memory management . Integra
tion will allow for a more efficient, ele
gant, and robust interplay among these
components. •
REFERENCES
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DOS at RISC

Enjoy the best ofboth worlds
DOS software running at RISC speeds
Colin Hunter and John Banning
he. advent of 32-bit
microprocessorsthe 80386, the
68030, and RISC
chips-has led to a perfor
mance revolution in computer
design, affecting worksta
tions, midrange systems, and
large multiuser systems. But,
ironically, the impact of that
revolution has barely been felt
on the desktop, where the 16
bit 8088 and 80286-continue
to dominate.
RISC-based systems are
the performance champs
among desktop computers .
But their acceptance has been
slow-largely because of a
lack of applications software.
Millions of business users
have grown accustomed to the
wide range of DOS spread
sheets, word processors, de
partment-level database man
agement systems, and other
personal productivity tools.
With a multibillion-dollar training and
data investment in these programs, DOS
users aren't about to switch to RISC if
they can't take their software with them.
The solution is to let them run their DOS
software on RISC machines.
Making DOS software run on RISC
machines isn't easy, and several tradi
tional strategies have failed to overcome
the portability problem. But a new tech-

T
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nology called binary porting, which con
verts the binary 8086 instructions of a
DOS program into high-performance
RISC code, means hundreds of DOS pro
grams-and millions of DOS users
could soon make the leap to RISC .

RISC Side Story
The first RISC CPUs were developed in
the late 1970s and early 1980s by com-

puter researchers at IBM , the
University of California at
Berkeley, and Stanford Uni
versity. Instead of following
traditional computer designs,
which packed as much pro
cessing power as possible into
each CPU instruction, these
computer architects built ma
chines with much simpler in
structions that executed more
quickly.
The resulting performance
gain was so striking that
RISC ideas quickly found
their way into commercial
CPU designs, including the
Motorola 88000, the MIPS
R2000 and R3000, and the
Sun SPARC. These RISC pro
cessors use instructions that
execute in as few clock cycles
as possible, generally only
one.
RISC processors also rely
on optimizing compilers to
generate the fewest possible
instructions for each program and to or
ganize the instructions to minimize pipe
line delays. The marriage of optimizing
compilers and RISC architectures means
that a RISC program can often execute
much faster than its conventional equiva
lent, even though the RISC program may
be longer.
RISC has the speed-but it doesn't
continued
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have the business software. And dupli
cating familiar DOS business software
on RISC workstations is no simple task.
This is not only because RISC processors
are incompatible with old-fashioned
CISC (complex-instruction-set com
puter) CPUs such as the 8086, but also
because all RISC computers introduced
to date are based on the Unix operating
system, which is incompatible with DOS.
Meanwhile, millions of PC users have
reached the performance limits of their
DOS-based IBM PCs, XTs, and ATs,
and need more power. RISC worksta
tions would be a logical upgrade path but
for the lack of compatibility. How can we
bridge this compatibility gap?

Movable Software
For the last 25 years, two main strategies
have allowed software written for one
computer to run on a second, incompati
ble machine. Emulation means that a
program running on the second com
puter mimics the first computer's hard
ware and operating system. Porting re
quires rewriting or otherwise modifying
the first computer's software to run on
the second machine.
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The problems with these two ap
proaches have remained the same for 25
years, too: Emulators are too slow, and
porting takes too long.
An emulator is essentially an instruc
tion set interpreter. It fetches , decodes,
and executes the instructions of the DOS
program, one instruction at a time. This
process consumes a great many RISC in
structions for each 8086 instruction per
formed, and a great many clock cycles.
Thus, an emulator runs DOS software
relatively slowly. Emulating DOS code
on a RISC is more of a problem because
of the mismatch between the 8086 CISC
instructions and the RISC instructions.
Since each 8086 instruction must be de
coded on the fly, there is no opportunity
to use the compiler optimization tech
niques that give RISC its performance
advantages.
Emulators have other disadvantages
for DOS programs running on RISC
Unix systems. They produce a single
user environment on the target system
and thus fail to take advantage of the
multiuser features of Unix (a real prob
lem for database programs). They also
preserve the worst features of DOS pro

grams on the Unix system-for example,
keyboard polling loops, which are a real
performance drain in multiprocess sys
tems, since idle programs consume CPU
cycles by polling the keyboard. And they
tend to make very inefficient use of cache
memory.
Porting, by contrast, has traditionally
required the software vendor to rewrite
the source-language version of the pro
gram. Porting is great for the user-if it
happens. Unfortunately, it almost never
does. A port of the program you're inter
ested in is almost never available for the
RISC Unix computer you're using . The
reasons are partly technical and partly
economic.
For performance reasons, most DOS
programs contain relatively large sec
tions written in assembly language. Port
ing a program requires that these sec
tions be rewritten in another language.
From that point on, the software vendor
must support, maintain, upgrade, and
keep in sync at least two versions of the
program-or three versions if there's a
second port, four if there's a third, and
on and on. This rewriting takes a long
continued
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BayTech engineers resource sharing solutions.
Because we know your
applications for sharing printers,
plotters, modems and data are
unique, BayTech has developed
over 30 resource sharing products,
which offer you a broad range of
solutions for sharing your
resources.
We realize that you shouldn't
have to fit your application to the
specifications of a single product.
With BayTech, you select the

model that meets your needs.
From simply sharing one or more
printers between computers, to
creating a complete network of
computers, printers, plotters and
modems, BayTech has a product
designed for you.
Call us toll-free today. Our
technical support staff will show
you how to make the most of your
resources.
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SHRINK-WRAPPED UNIX
DOS
application
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Automated
porting tool
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XDOS application
package
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80386
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Sun-3
Sun386i
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Figure 1: The first step in supplying DOS applications for high-end Unix
workstations is to create a common key file. The key file can then be distributed,
with the application, to XDOS-equipped Unix systems.

FROM SHRINK-WRAP TO CODE
Off-the-shelf
binary application program

Key
file

XDOS compiler

Installed
application program
XDOS run-time package

Uni x

CPU

Disk

Keyboard

Video

Figure 2: Step 2 in the binary porting process is to install the application on the
target system.

time-often several years-and main
taining multiple versions of a program is
very costly.
And for what? The DOS market has 25
million users . The entire Unix market
has 4 to 5 million . But the Unix market
consists of dozens of incompatible ma
chines, each requiring a separate port.
And of the fewer than 5 million Unix
users, only about 30,000 use RISC work
stations . Given these market realities,
it's no surprise that most DOS software
vendors choose to invest their precious
engineering resources on upgrading their
current DOS products or introducing
new ones rather than porting their source
code to RISC Unix computers.

The Binary Porting Strategy
Hunter Systems has recently developed a
new porting technology called binary
porting, which does not require making
any changes to the source code of a pro
gram . It uses advanced optimizing com
piler technology to convert executable
binary code directly into a program that
will run on the target machine .
A binary port produces a program that
has the same performance and function
ality as a source port, but performing a
binary port takes considerably less time .
Moreover, once the binary port to Unix
is complete, the program is available on
all Unix machines-CISC as well as
RISC . Successively porting the program
to each type of computer is no longer
necessary .
Binary porting is a two-step process.
The first step is binary analysis . Th is
step is time-consuming ; it corresponds to
conventional source porting. However,
binary analysis takes only a few days or
weeks, instead of the months or years
that source porting usually requires . The
binary analyzer reads the executable
code of the DOS program and performs a
sophisticated global data-flow analysis
on the program . The analyzer then pro
duces a key file containing the results of
the data-flow analysis .
The key file can then be combined in a
"shrink-wrapped" package with the
original DOS program. This package
can be distributed to any Unix user, with
almost any type of computer: RISC or
CISC, System V or Berkeley Unix. For
all practical purposes, the package is a
"universal binary" that all Unix ma
chines can run (see figure 1).
The second step is called binary com
pilation . This is essentially an automatic
installation process. The end user needs
to do it only once, and it takes only a few
minutes using a program called a binary
continued
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Tl 34010 COPROCESSOR
8514/A COMPATIBLE BOARD
1024 x 768 with 256 COLORS!
The Aurora 1024 brings the graphics
user into the new age of graphics pro
cessing. By adding the Aurora 1024 high
resolution graphics card to your XT or AT,
you will have unparallel processing
power with 100% IBM 8514/A com
patibility. The Aurora 1024 is a full
featured Tl 34010-based board that runs
at resolutions up to 1024 x 768 x 256
colors.
TM

HIGH SPEED

WIDE COMPATIBILITY

AFFORDABLE PRICE

The Aurora 1024 is fast! It runs 20-50
times faster than VGA and 10-50%
faster than IBM's 8514/A. But that's
not all! With the specially designed
ADI driver, you will see AutoCAD re
draw 20 times faster than IBM's
8514/A and other industry-leading
boards (as shown below).

With the Aurora 1024, you also get
industry-wide software compatibility.
That's because IBM's new graphic
standard, the Adapter Interface (Al)
used for the 8514/A, is included with
every board. And for AutoCAD users,
we also include our specially de
signed ADI driver-as well as the
hottest performing Windows and
VENTURA driver available. These in
terfaces give ready access to a wide
range of important non-CAD applica
tion programs, such as Lotus 1-2-3®,
Wordperfect®, Quattro®, PS/RIO®,
PS/TOPAS®, EXCEL®, EnerGraphics ™
and Pagemaker® . . . plus hundreds
of other titles.
·

The Aurora 1024 sets a new standard
of value and performance at about
half the price of most comparable
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where!
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CREATING KEV FILES
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Analyzer

application
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...H,_u_m_a_n_i-nt_e_rv_e_n-tio-n"')

'
Anomalies

Figure 3: Creating the key file requires human intervention when execution paths
are blocked by anomalies created by self-modifying code and computed jumps.

COMPILING THE CODE

8086
front
end

68020
back
end

Run-time
package

Figure 4: An XDOS binary compiler is specific to each target machine. Traps and
hardware calls in the original application are converted into calls to the Unix
run-time library, which in turn calls the appropriate Unix resource to handle these
situations.
compiler. The binary compiler reads the
DOS program and key file and converts
them into a RISC Unix program, using
the key file's flow data for code optimi
zation. The installed program is a real
Unix program, with the performance
and functionality of a source port (see
figure 2).
All architectural and operating-sys
tem dependencies of a particular RISC
Unix system are incorporated in its ver
sion of the binary compiler. The binary
compiler can be ported to many different
Unix platforms, and each new port in
herits all the currently available DOS
programs with key files .

Binary Analysis
The basic problem for the binary analyz
er is finding all the executable code of
the application that it's analyzing and
then creating a complete flow graph for
the code. Once this is done, the analyzer
uses a series of relatively mechanical
steps (e.g., global flow analysi s) to
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create the information for the key file .
To find the code and create a flow
graph, the analyzer traces execution
paths and decodes instructions, starting
with the application 's entry point. This
process will easily find all the executable
code in the program, as Jong as the pro
gram doesn't use either self-modifying
code or computed jump or call destina
tions . Unfortunately, real programs use
both of these techniques. The binary an
alyzer handles them by a combination of
automatic procedures and human inter
vention (see figure 3) .
When the analyzer encounters these
constructs, it generates an anomaly re
port and proceeds until all execution
paths are blocked by anomalies . Then a
human analyst must figure out the con
struction that caused the anomaly and
provide the answer to the analyzer. To
aid the analyst, the analyzer has an inter
active mode in which it prints out the in
structions, propagated values, and flow
graphs of partially analyzed programs

and indicates the parts that cannot be
analyzed .
Once the binary analyzer has con
structed a complete flow graph for a pro
gram, it performs a number of analysis
and optimization steps, including live/
dead analysis of registers and condition
codes. The analyzer uses this informa
tion in subsequent optimization steps.
The binary compiler will also use it to
help generate good code.
Once all this analysis is complete, the
analyzer produces the key file . The key
file consists mainly of directions to the
binary compiler indicating where to de
code instructions. The analyzer outputs
this information in an order that will
allow the binary compiler to process all
the application-program files in a linear
way. In general , a key file is about 20
percent the size of the corresponding exe
cutable application file .

Binary Compilation
The binary compiler uses the informa
tion in the key file to convert the code in
the original binary image into the ma
chine code of a target system . Each
binary compiler is designed for a partic
ular target architecture. The binary com
piler contains a front end that reads the
DOS program and key file, a back end
that generates optimized code, and a run
time library that provides the interface to
the Unix operating system (see figure 4).
The compiler starts by reading in the
binary application program, using the
transformation routines in the key file, if
necessary, to put it into usable form.
Under the direction of the key file, the
compiler then converts the binary code
into an intermediate representation, one
block of instructions at a time . The com
piler first decodes each block of code and
then applies any modifications that are
called for in the key file . The dead regis
ter and flag information from the key file
is propagated from the end of the block
back through to the beginning. Then the
compiler performs a number of optimi
zations on the intermediate code.
Following optimization, the compiler
generates target-system code for each in
termediate instruction. The code genera
tors use the dead register and flag infor
mation to eliminate unnecessary flag
computations and improve the efficiency
of computations involving overlapping
registers. Code generators also assign
target-machine registers at this point.
The binary compiler converts DOS
and BIOS traps and direct hardware ac
cesses into calls to the Unix run-time
library. This library's functions then
continued

Why Experienced Computer Users
Don't Think Very Much About Modems
Our research shows that knowledge
a ble MIS managers, PC coordina
tors, a nd e nd use rs simply don 't
want to think of mod ems at all.
Not exactly what modem
makers re lish h earing! But it's
hardly surprising that you wa nt to
save your thinking for bigge r and
m o re important things.
Modems are a lot like plumb
ing. As lon g as the data is flowin g,
they're practically invisibl e . How
ever, wh e n something goes wrong,
those little boxes a re just lavish e d
with attention .
By th e n , you've lost d ata, time,
mon ey, and pe rhaps a n opportu
nity. Both senders a nd receivers are
dismayed and disa rrayed.
Fortunately, th e re are simpl e
ways to limit this aggravation.
Our research suggests a few points
to keep in mind .

The cost of the modem is no t
the modem's cost.

Modem support can be a real
hassle with the \\'Tong vendor.

"\.Vben things go ""'Tong, I want
th e supplier there."

Se tting up a nd installing you r
modem can affec t both your
budge t and yo ur sanity. Many
manu fac ture rs forget to make th e ir
m o d e ms easy to use!
This beco mes exp e nsive wh e n
you want to st.art up fast o r need to
support a large numbe r of users.
Dip switch es, on-lin e he lp
screens, and easy-to-use manuals
should be d e manded. It a lso he lps
to h ave a quick-refe re nce g uid e
printed on th e bottom of the case.
In sticky situatio ns, it's vita l to
have to ll-free support a nd app li ca
tions e ngin eering.

That's wh e n you need the right
supplier on board. Look for one
who gives fast turnaround tim e on
re pairs and adjustments, a nd who
doesn't vanish after the sale.
Look for a company with
history and promise - one that's
h e re today a nd h e re tomorrow.

Not evet)'One needs the same
modem.
The b est way to kee p modems
from wasting your time and mon ey
is to buy th e m from a re liable
supp li e1- with a broad product lin e.
Those with limited lin es sometimes
try to cram square p egs into round
holes.
People with diffe ring a pplica
tions have differing requireme nts.
Dealing with a broad-lin e supplie r
simplifi es ordering, reduces
training/ support time and cost,
and limits hassle a nd coordination.
In the e nd, if you give e nough
consideration to c hoosing the right
supplier, you' ll hardly have to give
modems any thought at a ll.

Bottom line :
The data must get through .
A bit of data trave lin g from
your computer is co nve rted by your
mo d e m a nd sent to yo ur loca l
te le phone offi ce.
From th e re, it is exposed to th e
vagari es or phone lin es, various
transmission med ia, a nd wea th e r
patterns.
Th ey a ll conspire to co rrupt
your data a nd slow down your
throughput..
All mode ms are not created
equa l; some a1-e less sens itive to
n o ise a nd have better e rror
co rrecting protocols.
Some a re simply more robust
a nd h ave better fil ters.
Modems are more than mere
commodities - tec hnology does
count.

Th e fixed pri ce or the mode m
is re latively insignificant. Ongoing
costs matter far more.
In the long run , for example, a
high-speed mode m can save you a
small fortune on phone bills. Mo re
d a ta sent in less tim e m eans less
m o ney to th e phon e compa ny.
You can also save with more
re li able a nd robust modems that
communicate over a wide range of
tele phon e lin e conditions.
Rese nding data costs both time
and mon ey. Th e less time you
spend transmitting data, the more
tim e you have to spend on your
busin ess.
Downtime and adaptation tim e
can also cost you d early.
Be sure to ask if th e
.-llll!!!!i!~~~
modems are compatible
Data---~
with their earlier gener
Communications
ations. You don't want to
Concepts start with suppliers who
regularly obsolete their
own products, or who
don't offer you an
upgrade path.

U.S. Roboti cs has been making modems
and co mmuni ca tio ns equipm e nt for
disce rnin g c ustom e rs since I976.

[If}.'ilobotics®
The Inte lligent Choice in Data Communications

Ca ll us toll-free a t 1-800-DlAL-USR
(In Illinois, 3 12-982-5001)
U.S. Robolics is a regis te re d trad e mark
o r U.S. Robotics, Inc.
In Canada, call 1-800-553-'1560.
In the United Kingdom, Miracom Techno logy,
LLd . (04n) 233-888

-FREEREFERENCE BOOK -
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I

Please se nd m e th e I 08-page Data Communications Concepts-fill e d with illu strations,
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Listing 1: The binary compiler
converts 8086 code into an
intermediate representation, which
is then converted into the native
code ofthe target machine.
8086 code :
INC.w
MOV
XOR
PUSH
CALL

ss:Ox8e[bp]
al, ds:O[si]
ah, ah
ax
L929

Optimized and scheduled intermediate
code:
[OJ VR240 :- op_load.h.algn( VRbp
Ox8e )
[1] VRsp :- op_sub( VRsp 2 )
[2] VR242 : - op_ext16( VRsi )
[3] VR24J :- op_load.b( VRds VR242 )
[4] VR241 :- op_add( VR240 1 )
[5] :- op_store.h . algn( VR241 VRbp
Ox8e )
[6] VR245 :- op_ext8( VR24J )
[7] VRretaddr : - op_bsr( L929 )
[8] : - op_store .h. algn( VR245 VRsp

axo J
Motorola 88000 code:
ld.hu
subu
extu
ld.bu
ad du
st.h
extu
bsr.n
st .h

r2,r18,0x8e
r19,r19,2
r3,r20,16<0>
r3,r25,r3
r2,r2,1
r2, r18, Ox8e
r2, r3, 8<0>
L929
r2,r19,0

MIPS R3000 code·:
lhu
addiu
andi
addu
lbu
addiu
sh
andi
jal
sh

$2,0x8e($18)
$19,$19,-2
$3,$20,0xffff
$1,$25,$3
$3,0($1)
$2,$2,1
$2, Ox8e ( $18)
$2,$3 ,Oxff
L929
$2,0($19)

call the appropriate Unix resource to exe
cute the operation.

Optimized RISC Code Generation
RISC CPUs derive most of their perfor
mance advantage over CISC processors
through code optimization. This is why
emulated code cannot realize the same
performance as compiled code. The
binary compiler, however, is a true com
piler; it uses the same optimization and
code-generation techniques that other
RISC compilers employ. As a result,
binary-compiled programs compare fa
vorably with compiled source ports.
Among the optimizations the binary
compiler performs are simple peephole
optimizations, such as eliminating in
structions whose combined result is dead
and combining multiple instructions into
one. In addition, the compiler performs
dynamic register allocation based on a
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virtual register model. The compiler as
signs both 8086 registers and temporary
registers (used, for example, in address
calculations) to target-machine registers.
The binary compiler also performs
code-motion optimizations. The most
common of these involves eliminating
common subexpression computations.
For example, two 8086 instructions in a
given block may have the same memory
addressing mode with the same param
eters. This is too trivial to eliminate at
the 8086 level, but it becomes significant
when the addressing-mode computation
must be done by several target-machine
instructions.
Finally (and perhaps most critically
for RISC CPUs), the binary compiler
performs instruction scheduling to take
advantage of pipeline delays. The com
piler moves arithmetic and logical in
structions immediately behind jumps
and loads to fill the "delay slot" that is
available right after a jump or load in
struction is executed.

five instructions and takes 23 cycles to
execute on an 80386. The compiled ver
sion takes 9 cycles to run on the 88000
and 10 cycles on the R3000. At the same
clock rate, the RISC versions run more
than twice as fast.

Making Port

Key files are available for some of the
most widely used DOS programs: Lotus
1-2-3, DataEase, dBASE III Plus,
Microsoft Word, Multimate Advantage
II, Quattro, R:base, BRIEF, Sprint,
WordPerfect 4.2 and 5.0, WordStar Pro
fessional, and XyWrite III Plus. Hunter
Systems is also marketing the Analyzer
as a porting tool for software vendors so
that key files can be developed for the in
credible variety of DOS programs.
In addition, Hunter Systems has sub
mitted the Analyzer and XDOS to the
Open Software Foundation as an Archi
tecforally Neutral Distribution Format,
or ANDF. The OSF is currently search
ing for a system by which software ven
dors can distribute their programs to
users of many different kinds of Unix
The Analyzer and XDOS
Binary porting may be a promising idea computers without sending source code.
in theory, but how does it compare in (Sending source code to users has two
practice to the conventional techniques disadvantages: The user must recompile
of emulation and porting? We at Hunter the source code before running it, and
Systems have developed not only the the source code may contain proprietary
binary-porting idea, but also a real information or techniques that the soft
binary analyzer (called the Analyzer) ware vendor wishes to keep secret.) An
and a series of real binary compilers XDOS key file, along with the original
(each called XDOS). We have also executable version of the program, forms
created key files for more than a dozen an ANDF package that any XDOS
DOS software packages, all of which can equipped computer could use.
True 32-bit processors, including
now be used on multiuser Unix systems.
With the Analyzer, a human analyst RISC CPUs, are just beginning to pene
can produce a key file from the binary trate the desktop market. Recent an
code of a DOS program in a fraction of nouncements by Digital Equipment (DEC
the time that a conventional port would station 2100), Data General (Aviion),
require. Since the key file contains no and Sun Microsystems (SPARCStation 1)
dependencies on the target computer, the represent a milestone in the progress of
same key file can be distributed to any RISC-based Unix computers into the
low-end desktop market, in direct com
XDOS-equipped system.
XDOS uses the key file to convert the petition with high-end DOS systems.
The new RISC Unix computers will
DOS program to its target format. Hunt
er Systems has ported XDOS to many need the wide range of DOS applications
different Unix platforms based on the software to succeed in the business mar
68000 and 80386 CPUs. XDOS for the ket, and both users and software vendors
88000, MIPS R2000 and R3000, and will need a way to move their DOS appli
Sun SPARC will become commercially cations to take advantage ofRISC's spec
available over the next few months. Each tacular price-to-performance features.
of these XDOS ports will be able to run Binary porting offers the performance
all DOS programs with key files.
and functionality that emulators lack,
Listing 1 shows one example of how and-unlike a source port-one binary
successful the RISC XDOS ports have port reaches the entire Unix market. •
been. The listing shows a basic block of
8086 code that has been binary-compiled Colin Hunter is president of Hunter Sys
into 88000 code and R3000 code using tems ofMountain View, California. John
XDOS, with optimizations that include Banning is technical lead ofthe Compiler
instruction scheduling and dynamic reg
Group of Hunter Systems. They can be
ister allocation. The original block has reached on BIX c/o "editors."

Now you can eliminate 90% of your
batch file problems for $99.95.
The BuilderTM is the first compiler that
transforms sluggish batch files into blazingly
fast .COM and .EXE files. Not only does it
give you turbo language speed, it ext.ends
the DOS batch language with over 50 new
commands and keywords.
For example, menu corrunands like
DrapDoum, PopUp, and LookAndFeel

are built into the language, so you can
quickly produce an unlimited number of
programs, and distribute as many copies
as you wish.
The Builder also includes a powerful
editor to provide an integrated development
environment.
And its the perlect tool for creating
installation scripts. The Builder has DOS
dexterity that BASIC and Ccan't match.

And its small compiled code size won't hog
memory or disk space.
What's more, by compiling a program
with The Builder before you distribute it,
you'll have bulletproof security.
Don't keep bitching about batch. Order
The Builder today.
Call 1-800-873-9993 for complete
details. Visa and Mastercard are welcome.
Shipping and handling are free.

~~~~ml~~~
What batch files should have been in the first place.
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32 BITS AND ABOVE

Clearing the Air
What are the issues to consider with 32-bit software?
Will 32 bits solve all your problems?
Bill Blagdan
hoosing all your
hardware by how
well it can run the
software you need
is much easier said than done.
Many 80386-based computers
are currently being used as
fast 80286-based machines
because the vast majority of
popular software applications
on the market are compiled
for 16-bit execution. 80386
based microcomputers don't
have a price/performance ad
vantage over 80286-based
PCs unless they are running
32-bit software.
It's true that 32-bit soft
ware can move more data in
fewer clock cycles and has ac
cess to more memory than 16
bit software. These are the
factors that provide increased
performance for 32-bit appli
cations. However, there are
not yet many 32-bit applica
tions available that can take
advantage of these capabilities. Under
standing the issues as well as the technol
ogy surrounding 32-bit software will
provide you with the insight you need to
make educated microcomputer-buying
decisions. Some of the issues include
80386-specific software versus 32-bit
software, DOS extenders, various as
pects of OS/2, and the 80386SX micro
processor.

C

ILLUSTRATION : ROBERT TINNEY © 1989

80386-Specific vs. 32-bit Software
80386-specific software uses features of
the 80386 CPU not available on the 8086,
8088, and 80286. But to be truly classi
fied as 32-bit software, applications must
execute 32-bit instructions. Thirty-two
bit instructions can manipulate data and
memory in 32-bit chunks and provide 32
bit addressing of up to 4 gigabytes of
memory.

The 80386's real , pro
tected, and virtual 86 operat
ing modes also complicate
things. When executing in
real mode, the 80386 is oper
ating as a fast 8086 processor
executing 16-bit instructions.
None of the advanced features
of the 80386, including 32-bit
instructions, are employed in
real mode, and memory ac
cess is limited to 1 megabyte.
On the other hand, virtual 86
mode enables simultaneous
multiple 8086 sessions, each
in its own protected memory
partition, or virtual machine.
However, this multitasking of
16-bit sessions occurs only
with the proper operating en
vironment to function as an
arbitrator.
Windows/386 is specific to
the 80386, but it is not a 32-bit
application. It is a 16-bit ap
plication that enables semi
protected multitasking of
other 16-bit applications through its win
dowing graphical interface. It offers only
partial protection because it doesn't pro
vide true crash-isolation of its multitask
ing programs. When one of its multitask
ing applications crashes, Windows/386
lets you save the data in the other multi
tasking sessions before rebooting. It's
also important to note that Windows/386
continued
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doesn't run concurrently with, or allow
multitasking of, 32-bit DOS applica
tions . This is because they run in the pro
tected mode of the 80386, which con
flicts with the Windows/386 memory
management structure.
The 80386 microprocessor's protected
mode provides the means to access the
advanced features of the 80386, such as
32-bit instruction execution, 32-bit ad
dressing, and multitasking of 32-bit ap
plications. However, to take advantage of
all the features of the 80386's protected
mode, operating systems and software
applications must be written for it. Cur
rently, DOS is a real-mode operating
system that doesn 't permit protected
mode execution. So, how do you create
32-bit DOS software that runs in pro
tected mode and takes advantage of the
advanced features of the 803 86?

mode . This switching between modes
costs valuable clock cycles and decreases
application performance.
·
Second, you may have to significantly
rewrite 16-bit source code to run in pro
tected mode. You can port well-behaved
software from the 16-bit DOS environ
ment to a 32-bit, protected-mode, ex
tended-DOS environment.
Third, the market for an 80386-only
product is much smaller than for an
80286/80386 product due to the massive
installed base of 80286 machines. Many
of the 32-bit DOS applications available
today are mainframe or minicomputer
software ported to the 80386 and recom
piled with a DOS extender. And many of
them address small , vertical markets and
don't offer any solutions to the broad
base of IBM-compatible personal com
puter users.

DOS Extenders
DOS extenders are software tools used to
create applications that run partially in
protected mode under DOS. An extended
application is only partially protected
because it switches back and forth be
tween real and protected modes during
execution and can crash the whole system
when it is in real mode. Applications
created with DOS extenders look like or
dinary DOS programs. However, hidden
from the user is a kernel that starts under
DOS, switches the processor to protected
mode, and provides an interface between
the application and DOS operating-sys
tem services, via a keyboard, for ex
ample .
To produce software with a DOS ex
tender, you need a compatible 16-bit or
32-bit compiler. The compiler deter
mines whether the application executes
16-bit or 32-bit instructions. To develop
software that exploits the 32-bit instruc
tions of the 80386, you need a 32-bit
compiler that is compatible with a 32-bit
DOS extender. Both 16-bit and 32-bit
versions of DOS extenders are available
to take advantage of protected-mode fea
tures of the 80286 and 80386 processors,
respectively.
If you can compile familiar 16-bit
DOS applications for 32-bit execution,
why are there so few 32-bit versions of
16-bit software packages? First of all,
DOS extenders have some very impor
tant limitations. When executing an ex
tended DOS application , all DOS system
services, including 1/0, must run in real
mode . Therefore, every time an ex
tended application performs an 1/0 in
struction, such as reading the keyboard,
it switches to real mode, performs the
1/0 function, and returns to protected

The OS/2 Challenge
Another factor contributing to the small
number of 32-bit DOS applications is the
challenge to create OS/2 versions of pop
ular programs. OS/2 is a 16-bit operating
system that was designed to take advan
tage of all the protected-mode features of
the 80286 microprocessor. Some of the
advanced features include true pro
tected-mode multitasking, access to 16
megabytes of memory, a graphical user
interface, better harmony among pro
grams, and compatibility with familiar
DOS commands.
Perhaps the most important new fea
tures of OS/2 are its application pro
gramming interface (API) and graphical
programming interface (GPI). OS/2's
API and GPI provide a comprehensive
programming environment, including
thousands of built-in function calls. You
no longer have to set up interrupts via the
interrupt 21 API of DOS to perform sys
tem calls. The enhanced programming
environment provided by the API and
GPI of OS/2 provide the tools needed to
create more functional and easier-to-use
applications.
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16-bit OS/2 vs. 32-bit DOS
Currently, 16-bit OS/2 versions and 32
bit extended DOS versions of many popu
lar software packages are under develop
ment. For those packages with both
versions under way, you might expect the
32-bit version to be faster. Tests have
shown, however, that 16-bit Paradox
OS/2 outperforms 32-bit Paradox/386.
Unlike DOS , which is a real-mode oper
ating system, OS/2 runs exclusively in
protected mode. Thus, OS/2 applications
don't waste time switching between real
and protected modes. So, if you compare

different program incarnations, you
must do it carefully.
A 16-bit OS/2 application also may
outperform a 32-bit DOS version be
cause of OS/2' s ability to use threads. A
thread is the smallest unit of execution
within an OS/2 application. Every OS/2
application has at least one thread, but
several threads can run at the same time.
OS/2 programmers can use these
threads to create applications that employ
multitasking within themselves by over
lapping program functions with user in
put. For example, an OS/2 spreadsheet
program could perform recalculation as
a separate thread when you hit the Recal
culate key, freeing up the keyboard so
you can go on working with the spread
sheet.

OS/2 vs. OS/2 for the 386
The production release of a new 80386
specific, 32-bit version of OS/2, tenta
tively called OS/2 for the 386, is sched
uled for the first half of 1990. Two
important issues must be addressed when
comparing this version with the original:
32-bit instruction execution and segmen
tation.
Although 32-bit instruction execution
will be available under OS/2 for the 386,
any applications released for the current
version of OS/2 will have to be rewritten
and compiled with a new 32-bit OS/2
compatible compiler to gain this advan
tage. Given this complication, many soft
ware vendors may never release 32-bit
versions of OS/2 applications. Instead ,
they may simply package them as 16-bit
versions to run under both OS/2 and
OS/2 for the 386 .
The second important issue to con
sider regarding OS/2 and OS/2 for the
386 surrounds segmented versus linear
memory addressing . The 80386 micro
processor's memory architecture sup
ports a linear, or "flat," memory model
that enables direct addressing of up to 4
gigabytes of memory. With a flat mem
ory model, you can set up one huge 4
gigabyte code-and-data segment and
avoid the extra work required by 8086
and 80286 segmented architectures.
However, memory segmentation is re
quired with a protected-mode, multitask
ing operating system such as OS/2 or
OS/2 for the 386. Multiple code and data
segments are kept for each application
running concurrently in a multitasking
environment to enable hardware-assisted
protection by the microprocessor. There
fore, while OS/2 for the 386 won't do
away with segmentation, it will enable
you to use data and code segments that
continued

The ViVa24 Modem knocks'em deadwith style andconvenience.
Fi nally! An affordab le, state-of-the art
modem designed to maximize any work
station or desktop and take up minimal
space. The new 2400 baud mod em from
M t~I Computer Peripherals, Inc. is a 100%
l:·iiii;;;i;;i;ii;;oi.:::;:-:-:i Hayes compatable external modem
which boasts more high-tech features than its competition
at an unbelievable price tag. ~

The ViVa24 modem represents innovation from its foot
print up with features such as: use of the Hayes "AT" com
mand set, asynchronous data format, auto-dial ing, auto
answer, adaptive equalization, non-volat ile memory, automati c tone and pulse dia ling, remote access whi le your
comp uter is unattended, self-test and bu ilt-in diagnostics.
Best, of all, the ViVa24 is fully backed with a five-year
limited wa rranty. ~

The compact, distinctively sleek tower design si mplifi es
placement, and it's easily accessible, front panel power
switch eliminates fumbling around the back of the unit.
The handsome weighted base holds the ViVa24 firmly in
place, and sharp LED indicator lights are align ed for com
fortable viewing, uti lizing international graphic icons that
make the ViVa24 simple to understand. g

Before investing in an ordinary modem, be sure to
investigate the ViVa24. For more details, cal l your Ingran
MicroD representative now at:

IMOUf

1-800-456-8000 (East)
1-800-642 -7631 (West)

....=..

The small tower design creates a natural now of air over
the surface of the board, allowing the ViVa24 to run cooler
and affording you 24-hour, worry-free operation . The
Viva24 modem provides the user compatability with IBM
PC, XT, AT, IBM PS/2, App le Macintosh computers and any
computer that supports RS-232C. ~ :

By Computer Peripherals, Inc.
667 Rancho Conejo Blvd.
Newbury Park, CA 91320
TEL (805) 499-5751

Trademarks: IBM , Internati onal Business Machi nes, Corp.; Hayes Microcomputer Products; Apple Macintosh: Hi gh Fidelity. Computer Peripheral s. Inc.

Circle 90 011 Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 91)
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are larger than the 64K bytes that is
permitted under OS/2.

The 80386SX Microprocessor
The 80386SX is a low-end version of the
80386 that can run 32-bit software but is
hindered by a 16-bit data bus. In most
cases, the 80386SX operates in the same
16-bit environment as the 80286.
However, tests show that the 80386SX
is slower than the 80286 when running
16-bit applications , and slower than the
80386 when running 32-bit applications.
Compared to the 80286, the 80386SX is
also slow at multitasking 16-bit applica
tions under OS/2.

32-bit version of OS/2 has its advantages
as well.
Which IBM PC-compatible personal
computer platform you choose should be
determined by two primary factors : the
software you need, and the hardware's
ability to run that software effectively.
Just because a program claims to be "32
bit software" doesn't mean that it is the
best program to run your particular ap
plication. •

Easier Said Than Done
Software continues to be one of the most
important factors to consider when pur
chasing personal computers. You have a
wide range of choices of IBM PC-com
patible hardware platforms, ranging in
price from less than $1000 for 8088,
8086, or 80286 processors to more than
$10,000 for the latest 80386 or 80486
processors.
Not all 80386-specific applications
are 32-bit applications . DOS extenders
are an important option to consider, as
are the performance differences between
16-bit OS/2 applications and 32-bit ex
tended DOS applications. And the new

Bill Blagdan is a product marketing engi
neer at Advanced Micro Devices in Aus
tin, Texas. He can be reached on BIX c/o
"editors. "

McGraw-Hill Bookstore

Discover the Shape of
Computing to Come
1

Published by Academic Press

Mathematical Methods in Computer Aided Geometric Design
Edited by Tom Lyche and Larry L. Schumaker

Nearly 50 papers from di sting ui shed internati onal researchers show you the
latest mathematical tec hniques fo r des igning and interpolating uni variate and
multivariate splines, alge braic curves, rati onal curves and surfaces, Bezier
curves and surfaces, finit e e lements, and more. Topics treated include
scattered data inte.rpol ati on, geometry processing, convex ity and shape
preservation, subdivi sion, knot inse rti on and removal, knot selection for
parametri c curves, geometric continuity, and cardin al interpolati on.

628 pp ., $49.95

McGraw-Hill Bookstore
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020
Tel. 1·212-512-4100
YES! Please send me 
_ _ copies of book #I (Lyche/S chumaker)
_ _ copies of book #2 (Brawer)

2

Introduction to Parallel Programming
By Steven Brawer

Comple te with exampl es in simplified Fortran , thi s first-of-a-kind self
tutorial g uides you step by step th rough th e bas ics o f para llel programming
- from creating multiple processes and sc heduling memory sharin g to
dealing with data dependencies. And it presents such useful appli ca tions as
di screte-time, di screte-event simulati on, num eri ca l integrati on, and Ga ussian
elimination - plus parallel versions o f the traveling salesman problem and
maze ex plorati on. 438 pp ., $39.95

3Elements of Differentiable Dynamics and Bifurcation Theory
By David Ruelle

A rigorous introduction to th e mathematic al theory underlying chaos and
strange attractors - emphasizing infinite dimensional systems, non
invertible maps, attractors, and a general theory of bifurcati ons. Inc ludes
detailed problems. 187 pp. , $27.50

_ _ copies of book #3 (Ruelle)
Check, money order, or credit card only :
0 MasterCard 0 AMEX

0 VISA

Acc1. # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ex p. Date - - - - - - - - - - - 
Name _ _ _ _ _ __
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How to match the best front end
with the best back end.

You've invested in the best hardware,
operating system and database products.
You have a staff of programmers ready to
go. But to build great looking applica
tions with the sophisticated features
today's users demand, you need a power
ful front end development tool-JAM~"
JAM, the most advanced user interface
management
system on the
market, does
it all- from
prototyping to
implementation.
And, because
Create colorful screens and
it works with
nested windows easily.
any database
or file manager, you get the best front
end and the best back end.
JAM is hardware independent, so it
isn't limited to one computer, database or
operating system. In fact, J AM runs on
everything from PC's to super-minis,
works under 7 operating systems and
provides access to a host of database
products. UsingJAM you can create a
consistent user interface across multiple
systems and hardware platforms.

J AM works under 1hc followingopcra1ingsySlcms:

•UNI X®
•VMS®
•MS-DOS® •XENIX®
• AOS/VS"'

• RMX"'
•VOS"'

JAM makes it easier than ever to design
and revise complex applications. Using
features like context-sensitive help, proce
dural command language (JPL), shifting
and scrolling fields, extensive data valida
tions, on-line testing, and a variety of
visual attributes, you'II be amazed how
quickly your applications spring to life.
JAM is fast , as well as flexible. Develop
ment time is reduced significantly thanks
toJAM 's powerful screen drawing utili
ties and comprehensive library of sub
routines. You can easily create and link
together screens, windows, and menus to
develop an application shell . Then simply
attach the processing routines, and your
application is complete.

Plus, if your back end is an SQL-com
patible relational database like Oracle~
SQLbase~ Informix® or Britton Lee:"
you' ll really appreciate JAM/DBi,
JAM's optional database interface. W ith
]AM/DBi, you can develop entire appli
cations using only industry-standard
SQL state
ments and
JAM's author
ing tools.
So if you're
programming
ina3GL
like C or
Use SQL to retrieve
FORTRAN,
and display data.
follow the lead of the many Fortune 1000
companies who have already discovered
JAM .
JAM fromJYACC. It gives you the
best at both ends.
Call for more information about
JAM and our
demodiskette.

800-458-3313

JYAcc, i nc.

JUDrir
::lnl.-1

116John Street
I.
New York, NY 10038

212-267-7722 FAX No. 212-608-6753

]YACC Application Manager. The ComposerJar Sophistimted Applications.
Circle I 90 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: I 9 I )
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Upward Mobility
If the price ofa new 32-bit
computer system is beyond reach,
you should consider a used
computer-the computer you 're using
now. The products listed below let
you upgrade your 8- or 16-bit
computer with a 32-bit processor
and, in most cases, 32-bit memory.
Don 't let the 32-bit bandwagon
pass you by. Climb aboard!

AOX
486 Totten Pond Rd .
Waltham, MA 02154
(617) 890-4402

Master386
16 MHz .. .... .... .... . ... ... ... $1195
20 MHz .. .. ........... .... ..... $1395
80386 processor card for the IBM
PC AT and compatibles. Accesses 1
to 15 megabytes ofmemory.

MicroMaster 386
20 MHz . ........ .......... .. ... $1495
25 MHz .. . .............. ... .... $1795
80386 processor for Micro Channel
machines; comes with 1 to 8
megabytes ofmemory.

Inquiry 1180.
Applied Reasoning
86 Sherman St.
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 492-0700

PC-elevATor 386 .. .... ..... .... $1795
16-MHz 80386 processor board
with 1 megabyte ofRAMfor the IBM
PC, XT, and compatibles.

Inquiry 1181.
Artek Computer Systems
780 Montague Expy.,
Suite 203
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 433-9208

Abacus 386/25 ... .. ... .. ... .. ... $1200
25-MHz 80386 processor board for
the IBM PC AT and compatibles;
contains up to 4 megabytes of
memory.

Inquiry 1182.
AST Research
2121 Alton Ave.
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 863-1333

Premium FASTboard/386 ... $1095
16-MHz 80386 CPU module for
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AST Premium ATs; comes with
1 to 8 megabytes ofmemory.

Inquiry 1183.
Daystar Digital
5556 Atlanta Dr.
Flowerbranch, GA 30542
(800) 962-2077
(404) 967-2077

Daystar 33/030 .... ....... ...... $2995
33-MHz 68030 processor for the
Mac SE. Optional 68882 math
coprocessor for $900.
Inquiry 1184.
Dove Computer
1200 North 23rd St.
Wilmington, NC 28405
(800) 622-7627
(919) 763-7918
FastNet LAN 020 .. ... ... .. .. .. $1499
16-MHz 68020 processor for the
Mac SE with 1 to 5 megabytes of
memory.

Inquiry 1185.
Eclipse Computer Solutions
1 Intercontinental Way
Peabody, MA 01960
(508) 535-7510

386 HummingBoard
20 MHz .. .. .... .............. .. $1995
25 MHz ...... ..... ....... ..... . $2495
80386 processor for the IBM PC,
XT, and compatibles. Available with
1 to 24 megabytes ofmemory.

Inquiry 1186.
GCC Technologies
580 Winter St.
Waltham, MA 01254
(617) 890-0880

HyperCharger 020 .. .. .. .. .... .. $999
16-MHz 68020 accelerator for the
Mac SE that carries 1 to 4
megabytes ofmemory.
Inquiry 1187.
Intel Corp.
Personal Computer Enhancement
Operation
5200 Northeast Elam Young Pkwy.
Hillsboro, OR 97124
(503) 681-8080
Inboard 386 .. ... ... ... .... ... ... $1295
16-MHz 80386 processor board for
the IBM PC AT and compatibles;
comes with 1 megabyte ofRAM.

Inboard 386/PC
16-MHz 80386 processor board for
IBM PC, XT, and compatibles;
comes with 1 megabyte ofRAM.

Inquiry 1188.
Irwin Magnetic Systems
2101 Commonwealth Blvd.
Ann Arbor, MI 48105
(800) 412-1879
(313) 930-9000

XL20/XL25
XL20 .... ... ........... .. ........ $995
XL 25 .. ..... .. ... ... .. .... ..... $1695
20- and 25-MHz 68020 processor
boards for the Mac SE; come with 1
to 8 megabytes ofmemory.

Inquiry 1189.
Levco Sales
6181 Corner Stone Court E,
Suite 101
San Diego, CA 92121
(619) 457-2011
Prodigy SE .... ... ... ...... .. .... $1499
16-MHz 68020 processor board for
the Mac SE with 1 to 4
megabytes ofmemory.
Prodigy 4 .. .. .. ... ... . .. .. .. ... . . $2995
16-MHz 68020 processor board for
the Mac Plus with 4 megabytes of
memory and a SCSI port.

Inquiry 1190.
Novy Systems
2341 South Ridgewood Ave.
Edgewater, FL 32032
(904) 427-2358

MAC20MX Series
16 MHz .. ... .......... .. ... .. ... . $895
25 MHz ... .... ..... .. .. ... .... . $1795
68020 accelerators for the Mac Plus
and Mac SE; available with 1 to
4 megabytes ofRAM.

Inquiry 1191.
Orchid Technology
45365 Northport Loop W
Fremont, CA 94538
(415) 683-0300

Jet386 ..... .. ....... ... ...... ... .. $1299
16-MHz 80386 board for the IBM
PCandXT

Inquiry 1192.
Quadram L.P.
(Q/Cor)
One Quad Way

BBS Sysops

Norcross, GA 30093
(404) 923-6666

Quad386XT
16 MHz...... .. ... .. . .. .. ..... . $1195
20 MHz.. ..... .. .. ..... .. ..... . $2295
80386 processor board for the IBM
PC, XT, and compatibles; available
with 1 to 3 megabytes ofmemory.

Inquiry 1193.
Radius
404 East Plumeria Dr.
San Jose, CA 95134
(408) 434-1010
Accelerator 16 ... .. . .. . .. ... ...... $795
16-MHz 68020 board for the Mac
Plus and SE; 68881 available for
$300.
Accelerator 25 .................. $1395
25-MHz 68020 board for the Mac
SE; 68882 available for $500.

Inquiry 1194.
Total Systems
99 West 10th Ave.,
Suite 333
Eugene, OR 97403
(800) 874-2288
(503) 345-7395

Gemini 020/030
16-MHz 68020 .... .. . .... ... .. . $795
20-MHz 68030 . .. ........ ... . $1395
Accelerator board for Mac 128,
Mac 512 , Mac Plus, and Mac SE that
lets you use either a 68020 or a
68030 processor; includes a SCSI
port.

Inquiry 1195.

This resource guide is intended to
provide a reasonable cross-section
ofavailable products, companies,
and services. Due to space
limitations, we cannot List all
companies and products. Inclusion
in the resource guide should not
be taken as a BYTE endorsement or
recommendation. Likewise, omission
from the guide should not be taken
negatively. The information here was
believed to be accurate at the time
ofwriting, but BYTE cannot be
responsible for omissions, errors , or
changes that occur after compilation
ofthe guide.

Are you looking for ways to improve your board? Something that will
set you apart from other boards in your area? Are your subscribers inter 
ested in microcomputers? Listen to this!
Announcing the Bulletin Board EXchange
The Bulletin Board Exchange allows you to become a publisher of Mi
croBYTES Daily, an on-line news service from BYTE. It is a custom
package of news and features designed specially for local BBSes, and is
available only to sysops.
Every Monday through Friday you get articles about developments in
rnicrocomputing, telecommunications and selected new product an
nouncements. Get the latest news about MS DOS machines, Macin
toshs, Unix workstations, Amigas, Atari Sts, peripherals and software.
All the stories are reported, written, and edited by the staff of BYTE
Magazine, BYTEweek and BIX, and our world-wide network of report
ers and editors.
Not only do you get a great resource for your subscribers, but you also
get access to BIX which will cut your cost of exchanging information
and conducting BBS network business.
All this is just $49 a quarter.
Your one-year subscription to the Bulletin Board Exchange (billed quar
terly) may be cancelled any time without further charge; just notify us.
If you prefer, you may subscribe for three months only, at just $69.
If you call BIX directly, you pay no hourly telecommunications charge.
If you call using Tymnet, the rates are only $2/hour on evenings and
weekends and $8/hour on weekdays. You may also purchase unlimited
off-peak Tymnet for just $15 a month in the U.S. (lower 48 states). In
ternational Tymnet access is provided by your local PTT.

Subscribe today.

lllX
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458
1-800-227-2983
In NH (603) 924-7681

Tu all those unlucky enough to be stuck

Offering hundreds of presentation treatments
smack in the middle ofthe current spread- from word charts to three-dimensional bat;
.sheet confusion, take heart.
pie, scattei; and polar graphs.
There is, at last, a viable
nay's Bunnies
And with SuperCalcS, you
alternative to war: revolution.
~·:i:.ij~~
select fonts, lines, boxes, grids
One that delivers even more
and shading. All ofwhich can
performance than you have
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and
compatible computers but also
takes full advantage of286 and 386 machines
whenyou decide to make that transition.
And if all that isn't enough to make you
run out today and join the revolution, there's
even more incentive.
Like our free demo disk offer through July
31, 1989. And our $100
upgrade offer for just
about any spreadsheet
you're using. Call 1-800
531-5236. In canada
call 1-800-663-6904.
Which finally brings us
to our admittedly biased
outlook for the much touted spreadsheet war
With SuperCalcS, peace is at hand.
uOMPUTERC&
.r.SSOCIATES

~=e>"-= Software superior by design .
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ONAN OLD
TECHNOLOGY
Helical-scan technologies-including DAT-provide tape storage
systems with gigabytes ofdata storage
Jay Bretzmann
ecause today's personal computers are power
ful enough to run large and complicated appli
cations, users need enormous storage capacity.
Helical-scan tape storage offers multi-gigabyte
capacities that most other personal computer
storage systems can't achieve . Helical-scan techniques also
provide higher transfer rates and cost-efficient, removable data
storage. Currently, users can 't obtain these benefits from tapes
recorded by traditional techniques .

llJ

By Any Other Name
Helical-scan recording isn 't really new . What is new is the
name and the fact that, until about 16 years ago, this technol
ogy wasn't used for computer applications .
Otherwise known as slant-track or diagonal (versus Longitu
dinal) recording, helical-scan technology has been used in
video recording applications since 1956, when Ampex intro
duced the first commercial videotape recorder. Adaptations of
the technique for computer data storage began about 18 years
ago. Once again, Ampex was the pioneer when it introduced its
Terabit Data Recorder in 1972, but IBM drew significant atten
tion to the format.
In 1973 , IBM purchased the rights to the technology from
Ampex for $13 million, and in 1974, it introduced the IBM
3850 as the ultimate solution to data-storage problems . The aim
was to eliminate the manual handling (and resultant human
error) associated with tape reels and disk packs. The 3850
could essentially put all your data on-line by storing between 35
and 472 gigabytes. The 3850 was able to record this much data
by using helical-scan technology and a large-width tape .
For various reasons, including the move from batch to trans
action processing, in 1985, IBM discontinued support of the
3850. Generally, there was a move to smaller machinery and
increasing electronic (versus mechanical) complexity. As
video recording technology evolved, tape widths shrank, re
cording heads started to slant, and, by and large, companies
began developing a helical tape format known as VHS, which
380
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was adopted first for commercial and then for consumer video
recording .
As engineers experimented with this technology for data
storage applications, the form factor changed (from 8-inch to 5
inch), limiting the acceptance of this format and causing most
serious tape suppliers to shy away from its use.

Mostly Good News
"Conventional" tape devices write data longitudinally in a pat
tern parallel to the edge of the tape. In helical-scan recorders,
the recording head tilts at a slight angle, causing the tape to
wrap around it in a barber-pole fashion . The spinning head
writes data tracks as portions of a continuing spiral or segments
of a helix-thus the name . Figures la and lb show the differ
ences in track layout and head design for typical recording de
vices, such as the quarter-inch drive and the helical-scan
product.
The first helical-scan tape machines used 2-inch-wide tape,
but now helical-scan products are produced in several widths,
including 4-mm digital audio tape (DAT), 8-mm, quarter-inch ,
half-inch, and a few nonstandard widths . The 4-mm DAT,
which is potentially one of the best tape-storage formats, has
been plagued with ongoing controversy that has held back its
implementation. (See the text box "The DAT Controversy"on
page 384.) DAT technology involves the ability to put well over
1 gigabyte of almost totally pure data on a cassette the size of
a credit card (see "DAT Drive Eases Mac Backups" on page
225) .
Of course, as with any beneficial technology, along with the
advantages come some trade-offs . For instance, as yet, not all
the helical-scan standards are in place. Some are here and
others are on their way, though , via organizations such as QIC
(Quarter-Inch Cartridge) and DDS (Digital Data Storage),
which make recommendations and decisions concerning stan
dard tape drive features and formats.
An additional problem has been that because sound can be
continued
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reproduced onto DAT with almost 100 percent integrity , com
pact disk manufacturers introduced legislation to forestall the
production of DAT recorders without safeguards against the
copying of prerecorded music . Thus, until recently , firms that
make computer storage devices haven't been able to mass-pro
duce DAT drives to offer to the public at low, economy-of-scale
prices. Some vendors, though, such as Hewlett-Packard, Giga
Trend, Wangtek, and WangDAT, are not content to wait. They
have already introduced DAT data recorders, albeit at rather
high introductory prices (around $1500), to OEMs. You can
expect that prices will be between $4000 and $5000 by the time
the recorders reach your local computer store.

Enormous Capacity
The principal difference between current and previous com
puter tape recording devices used on personal computers is the
orientation of the data on the medium. Helical-scan techniques

LONGITUDINAL RECORDING HEAD
(a)

Head

Medium
Data

track 1 :- - - - - - - - - ... - - ,'

Tape movement

1- -

-

-

-• -

-

-

-

-

-

J

/
-

I

D~a
,
'
track 0 ~'-------~

oD DIJ
DlJ
R

W

W - Write head
R - Read head
E - Erase head

Figure la: The basic head design for a longitudinal, single
track tape recorder uses two sets ofparallel write-and-read
heads to enable drive operations in both tape directions.

can achieve higher recording capacities in a smaller physical
package than any other computer storage device , including op
tical disks.
VHS devices can store from 2.5 to 5.2 gigabytes per tape; 8
mm products store 2.3 gigabytes . Presently, there is only one
source for purchasing 8-mm computer products: Exabyte Corp.
(Boulder, CO) . Thus, in this format, a de facto industry stan
dard exists. DAT products yield between 0.9 and 1.3 gigabytes
per unit. Future DAT capacity increases will depend largely on
the incorporation of compression algorithms. DAT minimizes ,
and even eliminates, capacity loss due to track spacing. Pro
gressions in quarter-inch and half-inch tape capacities have
been accomplished through media formulation changes and
through dividing the tape width into more and more discrete
tracks.

Design and Media Considerations
Helical-scan tape drives, which can be used for high-capacity
disk backups, including distributed network operations, use a
low-cost, cartridge-tape design available for under $10. These
drives use guides to provide the necessary precision for passing
the tape by the head . Units consistent with the longitudinal QIC
standard, however, depend on a relatively expensive cartridge
design for proper tape positioning . This mechanism adds cost
to the tape cartridge instead of the drive . Thus, there is a fun
damental difference in the cartridge design between helical
scan and QIC .
The 8-mm product features an embedded SCSI connection
and fits into the 5 'A-inch full-height form factor. The first
available DAT drives will occupy the same space, but they may
one day be made in the 3 1/2 -inch form factor.
While moving the tape at a rate of almost one-half inch per
second, the 8-mm product achieves a 246K-byte-per-second
sustained data transfer rate. DAT designs pass the tape at simi
lar speeds and feature a maximum of 192K bytes per second.
Most QIC drives achieve 90K bytes per second, with the QIC
320 products achieving 240K bytes per second.
Some helical-scan designs can provide a high-speed search
continued

HELICAL SCAN TAPE HEAD

(b)
Read-after-write

Rotation

Wrap angles

a mm -1ao·

8 mm - three heads
4 mm - four heads

Drum

4 mm -90°

Tape
Track of one
recording head
across tape
(Diagram corresponds to two-head, 4-mm DAT)

Tape direction

Figure 1b: Depending on the format , a helical-scan tape head may contain two , three, and even four heads inside the rotary
drum. The tape is wrapped around the head barber-pole-style to create a longer overall data track.
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The DAT Controversy
ntil recently, the recording indus
try associations have blocked Japa
U
nese companies' attempts to import dig
ital audio tape (DAT) recorders for
consumer use. The issue has been one of
mechanically preventing the reproduc
tion of compact disk (CD) recordings .
Organizations such as the Recording In
dustry Association of America (RIAA)
are lobbying for more time in order to
develop better laws governing music
copyrights.
With DAT, consumers would, for the
first time, be able to reproduce digital
quality music and sounds . Thus, it is
feared that a new rash of illegal record
ings would be triggered, with the focus
being on the lucrative CD market. The
RIAA is also against the introduction of
rewritable CDs or any other device ca
pable of reproducing professional-qual
ity recordings.
Citing fears of lost revenues from
bootleg music reproductions, the RIAA
is threatening to take legal action
against any company selling a DAT
product in the U.S . consumer market
without including circuitry that would
prevent mass copying. The RIAA is
not, however, opposed to DAT record
ers being sold for professional recording
applications; the Association even has
one of its own.
A CBS attempt to thwart would-be pi
rates has been quashed by the National
Bureau of Standards (NBS) . This tech
nique blanked out the audio signal
around 3840 Hz. If special decoding
circuitry detected this " notch" for 15
seconds, the recording would be halted
for the next 25 seconds. The NBS found
that the scheme didn 't work between 40
percent and 90 percent of the time, and
that certain harmonics associated with
violins, synthesizers, and organ music
tended to activate the copy protection.

R. Miller & Associates of Glenview,
Illinois, is developing a second scheme
involving the addition of subcodes to all
commercially produced music . The in
audible subcode could be sensed only by
a DAT recorder equipped with special
circuitry. Having detected the subcode,
the recorder would shut itself off. The
National Academy of Recording Arts
and Sciences has tested this method and
believes it to be workable, but some art
ists are against adding any tones to
music recordings.
A compromise between the Japanese
manufacturers and the recording indus
try may have been reached. The Japa
nese have agreed to add extra circuits to
defeat unlimited copying , while the re
cording industry has eased restrictions
against copying original recordings . In
this scheme, a digital subcode identifies
the input source of the information and
prevents copying except from the origi
nal DAT tape. The category code is lo
cated at the beginning of the tape and
therefore does not interfere, add, or
subtract from the music.
Consumer products arriving early
next year will have the ability to dupli
cate CDs but not DAT recordings. The
industry associations believe that few
people will be interested in creating
multiple copies of the same source ma
terial for distribution.
Significantly less turmoil was raised
over the introduction of the analog cas
sette recorder years earlier. Many of
these units were unable to fully repro
duce an LP's range of sound. In addi
tion, their recordings contained "tape
hiss ," and e<1Ch playback added to the
degradation of the signal quality. Con
sequently , the effect on record sales was
relatively slight.
No such undesirable characteristics
are associated with digitally recorded

capability. DAT technology provides two subfields per track
containing information that can be indexed and read many
times faster than the actual tape speed. Any spot on the tape can
be accessed in 20 seconds or less. Because of this feature, DAT
technology is particularly appealing for value-added system
development requiring low-cost mass storage.
Both the 4-mm and the 8-mm units depend on a digital re
cording format; the QIC designs are analog devices. Digital re
cording is regarded as the more accurate and is required for
voice and image representations .
Most camera stores already sell 8-mm tape, and DATs seem
destined for widespread consumer distribution. If you purchase
from uncertified sources for use in backup operations , be care
384
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music. The recording is virtually indis
tinguishable from the original , and
since the music is created from convert
ing a digital bit stream into an analog
signal instead of amplifying previously
recorded modulations, each playback
remains crisp.
Until now, the music industry has had
a monopoly on digital recording meth
ods. It has been able to charge a pre
mium for the CD format, which is less
expensive to produce and distribute
than the vinyl LP. The CD has a higher
perceived value since its signal is supe
rior to that of the LP. This advantage is
certain to diminish in the years to come,
however, as digital circuits continue to
replace earlier analog designs .
In some ways, the RIAA's struggle
resembles the efforts of software devel
opers to devise effective copy-protec
tion schemes. Over time, most major
developers abandoned these programs
in favor of an honor system.
Right now, unless you operate a pro
fessional recording studio, the only
place you can buy a DAT recorder for
home use is in Europe and Japan. To
date, some 25,000 units have been sold
worldwide, mostly to professional re
cording studios. Prices are high, around
$3500, because of the small volumes
that manufacturers are currently pro
ducing . The economies of scale neces
sary to reduce unit prices to an afford
able level are only possible with the
product's acceptance in the U.S. market.
Computer storage versions of DAT
are already becoming available from a
wide group of manufacturers. This de
vice holds much promise for users seek
ing to achieve unattended backup opera
tions on desktop computers. But until
the products are qualified by system
OEMs, volumes will remain low and
prices high .

ful not to obtain poor-quality tape . If you plan to use a helical
scan device, you need the best tape available, because as bit
densities increase, tape defects become magnified. Head clogs
are another source of error and will occur more often in a tape
containing surface variations .

Error Correction
Defects of the medium are a common source of error in tape
based recording, and there' s a big difference in the way helical
scan and longitudinal recorders deal with the problem. By
using the read-after-write verification process, both drives are
capable of sensing bad blocks-those containing more errors
continued
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evelopment ofa
standard file format would facilitate
software distribution on tape.

than can be corrected by the error-correction coding (ECC).
But the longitudinal designs simply rewrite the data farther
down the tape, up to 16 times. This rewrite usually takes place
on the same track, a process that may not circumvent the prob
lem if the errors were caused by a longitudinal scratch. The de
sign of the 8-mm drive causes it to rewrite bad blocks 11 blocks
farther down the tape, a procedure that serves to position the
data away from the same horizontal path. The device can re
write a block up to 12 times. If, after 12 tries, its efforts are still
unsuccessful, you should throw out the tape.
Helical-scan recorders possess better error-correction capa
bilities than just about any other mass storage device, partly
because the higher bit densities mandate more sophisticated
error-corre.ction algorithms to account for dropouts, or flaws,
in the recording area of the tape .
Helical-scan tracks are recorded at an angle of about 5 de
grees to the edge of the tape in order to create a longer overall
track length. In DAT , the incoming signal is split between two
adjacent tracks, referred to as a frame; for error-correction pur
poses, frames are arranged into groups. The 8-mm drive, how
ever, doesn't use the frame or the group concept. Instead, it
writes data as a set of continuous blocks , and detects and cor
rects all errors within the data block structure.
One factor further compounding errors is that with helical
scan techniques, the spinning head can create helical scratches
(on top of the longitudinal scratches already caused by the tape
guides regardless of head design). With helical technology,
tape defects are magnified over those found with longitudinal
recorders with lower surface or overall recording densities .
Tracking, however , is generally more precise with helical
scan devices, which incorporate an additional head for reading
a servo (positional reference) track. It is not yet necessary for
most quarter-inch designs to include these capabilities in the
drive design; however, future capacity increases will create the
need. Since its inception, many improvements have been made
to the data cartridge medium that address earlier problems that
users encountered with these longitudinal recorders .
An 8-mm format track contains a servo zone (positional ref
erence bits) and eight data blocks, each capable of storing 1024
bytes. The drive's read-after-write design can handle burst
errors of up to 246 bytes within each block, and up to 80 addi
tional single-byte errors-an extremely high level of ECC that
results in a nonrecoverable error rate of less than one in 10- 13
bits read.
Products based on 4-mm DAT technology achieve an even
higher level of data integrity using various correction tech
niques in addition to read-after-write. The first two levels of
ECC, called Cl and C2, are based on industry-standard Reed
Solomon algorithms. They are a holdover from the audio for
mat. Cl and C2 are designed to handle horizontal error pat
terns up to 0.3 mm wide.
Data-storage formats include a third algorithm, called C3, for
correcting diagonal errors affecting any two frames within the
same group. Finally, n-group writing (i.e., rewriting the same
386
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block n times) can be used to further enhance data reliability,
but the trade-off is a decrease in tape capacity. DAT products
achieve an uncorrectable error rate of 1 in 10- 15 bits read.
Products based on the DAT technology also incorporate a
scheme known as alternate azimuth recording, which maxi
mizes capacity by allowing the overlapping of adjacent tracks.
The magnetic cores are mourited in the drum at different an
gles: The first head is aligned at + 20 degrees to horizontal cen
ter, the second at -20 degrees . This design permits interleav
ing, a technique in which incoming data is divided between two
tracks so that no major sections of the signal are Jost. Alternate
azimuth recording also minimizes crosstalk.

Benefits of a New Technology
Increasingly, new personal computers are being marketed with
tape drives designed into their peripheral storage systems.
Manufacturers developing 4-mm products may decide to ad
here to a standard low-end file-interchange format. The result
will be that, besides being able to use tape devices as backup
storage, you will be able to use them to share large data sets
among fellow users without regard to the drive's manufacturer.
Vendors of 4-mm products are in the process of addressing
this key data-cartridge problem involving file-recording for
mats. QIC developers have long recognized this deficiency, but
they have only recently taken significant corrective actions
possibly due to the pressure from DAT.
Development of a standard file format would also facilitate
software distribution on tape, a process that heretofore has;been
limited to floppy disks. Once again, helical-scan technology
may have a leg up on existing longitudinal machines .
Because these products use tape formulations with the ability
to hold a stronger magnetic signal, software vendors may soon
be able to implement a replicating process referred to as contact
printing-the process of transferring a signal through the con
tact of a master tape against a clone tape . By using contact
printing for updates rather than sending multiple disks, vendors
could achieve significant savings and, hopefully, pass them
along to users.
A new technology often adds some more desirable product
attributes missing from current systems. On some of the DAT
format designs, you will find a feature known as "update-in
place." With this provision , you can insert new information on
a tape as long as the storage requirements for the new data do
not exceed the requirements for the data being replaced.
DAT formats also provide an area on the tape called the sys
tem log. Information stored in the log, including C3 error activ
ity, is used to indicate the level of data integrity found within
the volume . If the log contains a high level of C3 activity, then
the tape is bad.

Market Realities
With earlier, longitudinal recording devices, the mechanical
parts accounted for most of a tape subsystem's cost. The use of
rotary heads in helical-scan technology shifts much of the cost
to the electronic components. Thus, electronic sophistication
and tolerances are substituted for mechanical sophistication
and tolerances .
To obtain capacities and transfer rates similar to those of
helical recorders, companies that make longitudinal recorders
will need to develop new heads, stronger motors, and so forth .
But these improvements will add cost to an already costly de
vice. Therefore , if capacities and transfer rates remain about
equal, there will be a growing disparity between the costs asso
ciated with these formats .
continued
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GET SUPERSOFT's
SERVICE DIAGNOSTICS
All the software, alignment diskettes, parallel/serial wrap-around
plugs, ROM POSTs and extensive, professional documentation to
provide the most comprehensive testing available for IBM PCs ,
XTs,ATs and a// compatibles under DOS or Stand Alone. No other
diagnostics offers such in-depth testing on as many different types of
equipment by isolating problems to the board and chip level.
NEW: SuperSoft's ROM POST performs the most advanced
Power-on-Self-Test available for system boards that are compatible
with the IBM ROM BIOS. It works even in circumstances when the
Service Diagnostics diskette cannot be loaded.
NEW: 386 diagnostics for hybrids and PS/2s !
For over nine years , major manufacturers have been relying on

SuperSoft's diagnostics software to help them and their customers
repair microcomputers. End users have been relying on SuperSoft's
Diagnostics II for the most thorough hardware error isolation
available. Now versions of Service Diagnostics are available to save
everyone (including every serious repair technician) time, money,
and headaches in fixing their computers, even non-IBM equipment.
All CPUs & Numeric Co-processors
System Expansion & Extended Memory
Floppy, Fixed & Non-standard Disk Drives
Standard & Non-standard Printers
System Board : OMA, Timers , Interrupt,
Real -time Clock & CMOS config. RAM

Al l Color Graphics & Monochrome
Monitors
Parallel & Serial Ports
Mono, CGA, Hercules & EGA
Adapters
All Keyboards & the 8042 Controller

Join the ranks of XEROX, NCR , CDC, SONY, PRIME, ... who have
bundled SuperSoft's diagnostics with their microcomputers at no risk
because of our 30 day money back guarantee.
Service Diagnostics for PC, PC/XT, and compatibles only . .... . ... . . . . $169
Alignment Diskette for PC, PC/XT and compatibles (48 tpi drives) . . .. . .. $ 50
Wrap-around Plug for PC, PC/XT and compatibles (parallel and serial) .. $ 30
Service Diagnostics for AT and compatibles only ........ . ............ $169
Alignment Diskette for AT and compatibles (96 tpi drives) .
. . .. $ 50
Wrap-around Plug for AT (serial) .
. . .. $ 15
ROM POST for PC, PC/XT and compatibles only . .
. ........ $245
ROM POST for AT and compatibles only. . ....... . ... . ............ $245
Service Diagnostics: The KIT (Includes all of the above-save $502). $495
Service Diagnostics for 386 or V2, V30, or Harris, etc. (please specify) . . $195
Diagnostics II is the solution to the service problems of users of all
CP/M-80, CP/M-86 and MS-DOS computers.
. . $125
ROM POST for PS/2 and compatibles only .. . ..... . . . ....... . . ..... $245
Alignment Diskette for PS/2 and compatibles (3.5 inch).
. ... . $ 50

To order, call 800-678-3600 or 408-745-0234
FAX 408-745-0231, or write SuperSoft.

~~~

sU

oft

FIRST IN SOFTW4RE TECHNOLOGY PO. Box 611328, San Jose, CA 95161-1328 (408) 745-0234 Telex 2703SS

SUPEASO FT is a registered trademark of SuperSolt, Inc.: CDC of Control Data Corp.; IBM PC , AT & XT of
International Business Machines Corp .: MS- DOS of MicroSott Corp.; NEC at NEC lnformafion Sysl ems. lnc. ,
PRIME of PRIM E INC.: Sony of So ny Corp .
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VHS and 8-mm recorders are already available , but they are
too large and too expensive to use for personal computers. VHS
drives have won acceptance, but only for niche applications on a
few minicomputers and workstations. The 8-mm product is
slowly gaining acceptance within this same general group. Ex
abyte claims to have shipped 15,000 units in the last year, and
that was before it signed contracts with NCR, Northern Tele
com, Motorola, and Data General.
There's no question about the immediate need for helical
scan recorders in the workstation market. There is a trend to
ward the use of 32-bit processors, especially for graphics
intensive applications requiring high-capacity storage devices.
Of late, the 380-megabyte hard disk drive has been the OEM
drive of choice, but a gradual shift is taking place to the higher
capacity 760-megabyte device . Quarter-inch technology, on
the other hand, will be just reaching 320 megabytes in the
fourth quarter of this year.
DAT drives for mass storage applications on workstations
have recently become available. Expect smaller, half-height
products to follow shortly. Early units will be relatively expen
sive, but they will most assuredly be acquired by system ven
dors looking to design-in these products. Following the normal
one-year development lag, by mid- to late 1990, these DAT
drives should be offered as standard equipment on workstation
systems. In 1992, expect to see affordable, commercially avail
able 3 V2-inch-form-factor recording devices for personal com
puters.
While the 8-mm product is positioned to increase its perfor
mance and capacity, the 4-mm drive will continue to shrink in
both size and cost, making it a viable personal computer prod
uct within the next two to three years. In the meantime, value
added resellers will be building attractive new image process
ing systems based on Intel's 80386 and Motorola's 68030 chips
and the DAT mass storage device.
You will also find DAT on LANs created for peripheral shar
ing. In the past, the principal motivation for networking was to
share a laser printer or a large hard disk storage device . The
implementation of tape storage devices with gigabyte capacities
adds the ability to share backup resources . For some time yet,
DAT may not be cost-justifiable for single personal computer
systems, but it could easily be added to a LAN for use as a cen
tralized backup device.

Down the Helical Road
Although you probably will have to wait until early next year to
use helical-scan technology, including DAT, investments by
Sony, Hitachi, Hewlett-Packard, and others foreshadow an
eventual shift to the slant-track recording technique. Helical
scan recorders should soon be cropping up on workstations and
personal computers as depositories for images in such applica
tions as CAD/CAM drawing systems, document processing
systems, geophysical data-collection systems, and a myriad of
other uses .
What does all this mean to you? For one thing, you may
someday find that backing up your hard disk, regardless of its
capacity, will be much easier. With helical-scan technology,
you can be assured of a 1-to-1 disk-to-tape capacity ratio even if
storage requirements continue to increase at the current rate of
30 percent to 40 percent per year. The trend is toward unat
tended backup operations, even on personal computers with
disk capacities in excess of 150 megabytes. •

Jay Bretzmann is a senior analyst for International Data Corp.
in Framingham, Massachusetts. He can be reached on BIX clo
"editors."

CSR makes
the best built,
best backed
286and386
systems.
Period.
Also avai lable in slim li ne mode l.

As a national PC repair and maintenance organization, we've repaired
every major brand of computer - systems like IBM ,' Compaq' and NEC.'
Now, after years of fix ing their best, we've built ours better.

...and we back them up with the industry's
best 2year warranty.
There's one exclusive feature of every CSR PC that you should know
about: CSR's commitment to customer service. Other PC manufacturers
don't even come close to matching the support youget with a CSR
system- the industry's best 2 year warranty.
For the first year you 'IJ receive complete on-site service on all parts and labor.
Duringthesecond year we'll repair or replace any parts that fail. Callingour
toll-free support hotline connects youto a highly trained Customer Engineer
(CE). Your CE will resolve your problem over the phone or dispatch a Service
Engineerto your site within 24 hours of your call - guaranteed.
·

High performance without a high price.

CSR 286/14 SL CSR 286/14
• 80286 Jn1el based microprocessor
running m 14 MHz.
• I MB RAM expandable to 16 MB
(8 MB on the system board).•
• Socket for math coprocessor.
• SL model features a slimline case.

• Page mode interleave memoiy architecture.
• I parallel, I serial pen and I mouse pen.
• Real time clock with battcty backup.
•High-speed 16 bit VGA .
• Track buffer hard d.isk drive controller.

CSR 286/20SL CSR 286/20
• 80286 Intel based microprocessor
running 20 MHz.
• I MB RAM expandable to 16 MB
(8 MB on the system board).•
• Page mode interleave memoty architecture.
• Socket for math coprocessor.
NOTE: *Up 10 8 MB in SL case.

• I parallel, I serial pen and I mouse port.
• 3 speed selectable 8 MHz, 16 MHz or
20 MHz speed.
• Real time clock with battety backup.
• High-speed 16 bit VGA.
• Track buffer hard disk drive controller.

CSR 386/20
• Intel 80386 microprocessor running at
20 MHz.
• I MB RAM expandable to 16 MB on
the system board.
• Page mode interleave memoiy architecture.
• Socket for math coprocessor.

• I par:tllel. I serial port and I mouse port.
• 200 wall power supply.
• Real time clock wi th battety backup.
• High-speed 16 bit VGA.
• Tr.ck buffer hard disk drive controller.

CSR 386/25c

CSR delivers high performance in every machine we make. Like our
286/20: Using an lntel1-based 80286 chip running at a blazing 20 MHz,
the 286/20 actually outperforms most 386 based PCs.
More proof: Every CSR PC is fully MS-DOS®and OS(2~ compatible.
Standard equipment on eachsystem includes a high-speed VGA controller,
a I0 I key tactile response keyboard and a totally IBM-compatible disk
controller featuring the latest in track-buffer technology - boostingdrive
perfonnance by an anlazing 30% to 50%! And, all CSR PCs offer either
a 3.5" or 5.25" drive as standard equipment. Take a look at the specification
chart. We're sure you'll agree that no one tops our PC's features.

• Intel 80386 microprocessor rum1ing at
25MHz.
• I MB RAM expandable 10 16 MB on
the system board.
• Advanced Austek Cache mcrnoiy
controller with 32K of high speed static
RAM Cache.

•High-speed 16 bit VGA.
• Page mode interleave memoty architecture.
• Socket for math coprocessor.
• I parallel, I serial port and I mouse port.
• 200 watt power supply.
• Real time clock with baueiy backup.
•Track buffer hard disk drive controller.

All models come standard with tac tile keyboard and your choice of either 3.5'' or 5.25" disk drh'e.

Built for your needs and your budget.

Call us at:

800-366-1277

We accept Ma~terCard. \'ISA and certified checks

---------_.......-.,.- -

Whether you require a stand-alone system or an advanced LAN installation,
want to purchase outright or take advantage of our comprehensive leasing
and credit card progranis, CSR has the systems and expertise to provide all
of your computing needs. Tell us the detai Is. Then tell us your budget.
We'll build you a system that's compatible with both.
t Thc br.mds or product names rn cntio ncd arc trademarks o r rcg istc rl!d trade mark s of their respec ti ve
ho lders. MS·DOS and OS/2 arc registered trademarks of Microsofl Corpora1i on.
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Computer Systems Research

We build ours better.
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PAPER, MAGNETS,
AND LIGHT
The long history ofdata storage devices is intertwined with
the more recent, meteoric rise ofpersonal computers
Robert R. Gaskin

II

torage devices used with today 's desktop and
laptop personal computers are derived from a
long history oflarge and often cumbersome de
vices. Many storage technologies of the past
predominated for a time and then faded from

the scene.
The earliest storage device for controlling machines was the
punched paper card. It was used as early as 1804 for control
ling silk-weaving looms. The first computer-like application
was in machines that tabulated the 1890 U.S . census. The in
ventor of that tabulation machinery was Herman Hollerith,
and the media has been called Hollerith cards ever since (see
photo 1). The "modern" form of the card was introduced by
IBM in 1928 and remained a mainstay of the computer indus
try through the 1960s.

On the Way There
When computers were in their infancy, many types of esoteric
volatile memory appeared on the scene as precursors to the
nonvolatile mass storage devices that we know today. The Wil
liams Tube (1948), used on some of the earliest IBM main
frames, was a CRT similar to that found in today's personal
computer monitors . Instead of being used as a display, how
ever, it was used as memory. The Williams Tube was not very
reliable and was soon abandoned for other schemes.
In 1949, mercury delay lines were used as volatile memory
in the EDSAC (for Electronic Delay Storage Automatic Calcu
lator) computer. In 1953, ferrite core memory appeared in the
MIT Whirlwind computer (see photo 2) and the IBM 704.
Core memory used tiny doughnut-shaped pieces of ferrite to
store a single bit. When wired together in what is known as a
coincident current array, core memory provides completely
random access to any bit location without going through any
other bit locations to get there. In addition, core memory is
nonvolatile and retains data indefinitely when the power goes
off.
The original cores were 80 mils in outside diameter; the di

ameter was reduced to 14 mils by the late 1970s. Although no
longer used in commercial computers, core memory is still
used in some military applications. Core memory was expen
sive and slower than the semiconductor RAM memory that re
placed it. The closest that core memory got to being used for
everyday applications was its use as the song-selection mem
ory in the early Seeburgjukeboxes.

Drum and Bubble Memory
Off-line storage in the form of drum memory appeared in
1951. Drum memory was made up of magnetically coated ro
tating cylinders with multiple read/write heads (see photo 3).
The IBM version had 58 tracks, with 100 characters per track.
Fifty tracks were used for storage, and eight were used as an
I/O buffer to the card machine or printer. The drums were fast
but couldn't be stacked like disk platters, and they faded away
in the 1960s.
Bubble memory caused quite a stir in the early 1970s be
cause it was all solid-state, yet nonvolatile. In the presence of a
bias field, the bubbles formed cylindrical magnetic domains in
a thin film of magnetic material on a garnet-based substrate.
Bubble memory faded away in the 1980s, largely because of
long design times and cost. One product that still uses this
technology, produced by Magnesys, is a floppy disk drive em
ulator for personal computers used in rugged environments. A
720K-byte version of it for the IBM 7552 Gearbox industrial
computer costs $2000.

Onto Tape
Of all the magnetic storage devices, tape drives have been
around longest. They first appeared as half-inch reel-to-reel
audio recording devices in 1934. The first model was made by
the German company AEG using tape media made by BASF.
By 1945, IBM had developed digital reel-to-reel versions.
The Univac Uniservo reel-to-reel drive, which used 1200
feet of metal tape, was introduced in 1951 (see photo 4). This
continued
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Photo 1: A Hollerith machine with card. First used in the
nineteenth century for controlling silk-weaving looms
and tabulating the U.S. census, Hollerith cards were punched
on a machine like the one shown.
(Photo courtesy ofThe Computer Museum , Boston)

was followed in 1952 by IBM ' s 701, which used plastic
backed tape. IBM followed with several more models through
1971 that pioneered first the NRZI format, then phase encod
ing, and, finally , group coding. It remained for 3M to intro
duce the quarter-inch drive and cartridge media in 1971 ,
which made desktop use of tape drives a practical reality.
However, the first major use of quarter-inch tape drives did
not come about on computers; in 1975 , Western Electric en
dorsed their use by selecting them to handle the storage needs
of PBX systems. Quarter-inch drives have since been made
smaller, cheaper, and with larger capacities, to the point that
320-megabyte versions are expected to ship this year. The ca
pacity of the drives in 1971 was only 30 megabytes.
In 1985, Irwin Magnetics introduced a low-cost drive based
on the Ys-inch DCIOOO cartridge that utilized a floppy disk
drive interface. The combination of these features in a tape
drive proved to be extremely popular.
Ampex developed rotary-head tape drive technology for the
broadcast industry in 1956 and added the Terabit model for
computer applications in 1972. These were the forerunners of
the tiny digital-audio-tape recorders that use 4-millimeter tape
and are about to enter the personal computer market today (see
the article "A New Twist on an Old Technology" on page
380). The DAT format will store over 1 gigabyte of data on a
cartridge about the size of an audio cartridge. Helical-scan
tape drive technology for personal computers has been most
successfully pursued by Exabyte Corp., which makes a heli
cal-scan tape drive that uses a $10, 8-mm video cassette-based
cartridge that stores about 2.5 gigabytes. The drive price is in
the $3000 range, so it is more suited for high-end business ap
plications than for the average user .

Floppy and Hard Disk Drives
IBM invented the floppy disk drive as an 8-inch-diameter read
only single-sided device in 1971. The model 23FD was used as
a program load device. It was followed in 1973 by the 33FD
(code-named lgar), a read/write 8-inch drive with an unfor
matted capacity of 400K bytes double-sided (formatting con
sumes. about 28 percent to 30 percent of the usable capacity).
The 33FD was used as a replacement for punched cards on the
3740 data-entry system. Shugart Associates announced the
SA901 , an OEM version of the 33FD, that same year. Shu
gart's modest pricing set the stage for the use of floppy disk
drives in personal computers. In 1975 , Shugart announced a
double-density version of its drive that could store up to SOOK
bytes (unformatted) and leapfrogged IBM's efforts.
The first IBM hard disk drive was the RAMAC 350, intro
duced in 1956. It stored 4.4 megabytes on 50 24-inch plat
ters-a capacity chosen because it equaled 50,000 punched
cards. IBM produced the first 14-inch drive (the 1311) in
1963, and the first removable-pack drive (the 2314) in 1966.
In 1975, the only hard disk drives available were 14-inch-di
ameter devices that were totally unsuited for personal com
puters. Therefore, the early personal computers used floppy
disk drives, not hard disk drives , for storage.

Then There Were PCs
Photo 2: Core memory was used in the Whirlwind project,
a wind-tunnel experiment carried out at MIT. In this I953
photo, you can see the Whirlwind Core Stack, providing I6K
bytes ofcore memory.
(Photo courtesy ofThe Computer Museum, Boston)

The first microprocessors , such as the Intel 8008 and 8808,
became available in 1975. Their advent marked the beginning
of the personal computer era. These pivotal invention& made
the downsizing of computers and their storage devices pos
sible.
The peripheral storage devices available in 1975 did not fit
personal computer needs very well. The 3M quarter-inch
continued
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COMPUTEX

'90

June 6-12, 1990
Discover the fastest rising
stars on the international
horizon at Asia's biggest
computer event .

•
The world's No.l supplier
of computer monitors

•
No.2 in terminals

•
No.3 in personal computers
Organizers:
~CHINA OOE~ lRADE
~ DE VHOM1ENT COUNCi.

~ TAlPEI COMPUTER
~ASSOCIATION

Venue: TWTC EXHIBITION HALL
5 Hsinyi Road , Section 5, Taipei 10509, Taiwan
Republic of China
Tel : (02)725-1111 • Fax: 666-2-725-1314
Telex: 26094 TPEWTC
Branch Offices:
• New York-CETRA, Inc.
Tel: (212)532-7055 • Fax: (212)213-4169
• San Francisco-Far East Trade Service, Inc.
Tel : (415)766-4304 • Fax: (415)766-0466
• Chicago-Far East Trade Service, Inc.
Tel : (312)321-9336 • Fax: (312)321-1635
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cartridge drive was a step in the right direction, but it was still
too large and expensive. Thus, early microcomputer users
converted many audio tape cartridge drives into "home brew"
storage systems.
·
Hard disk drives were unsuitable in both size and cost to be
used on personal computers from 1975 until 1980. The 8-inch

Photo 3: Drum-memory off-line storage came into use in
1951. Drums were magnetically coated rotating cylinders
with multiple read/write heads. They were fast but couldn't
be stacked like disk platters, and they faded away in the late
1960s. (Photo courtesy of Vermont Research, North
Springfield, Vermont)

drives announced in 1979 by both IBM and International
Memories were of no help. During these five years , the floppy
disk was king .
But Al Shugart and Finis Conner had learned a crucial les
son about product form factor while operating Shugart Asso
ciates (before Xerox bought the company). Al Shugart later
formed yet another company called Shugart, with Finis Con
ner as part of the team. Xerox soon persuaded Shugart to
change the company name, and it was reborn as Seagate.
Seagate's product was a IO-megabyte 5 'A-inch hard disk
drive that used trailing-edge technology to make it inexpen
sive and easy to manufacture for the personal computer mar
ket. The product was an overnight success in all distribution
channels, including retail aftermarket sales. Seagate has been
the top producer of affordable hard disk drives ever since, al
though others, such as MiniScribe, are now challenging Sea
gate 's position.
Several companies, including Maxtor, Micropolis , and Pri
am, entered the business on the high end of capacity and price ,
offering drives that now range up to 760 megabytes in the 5 1.4
inch form factor. A number of companies were formed to offer
removable cartridges for the hard disk personal computer mar
ket, and most of them failed. Exceptions are SyQuest Technol
ogy, which makes a 44-megabyte cartridge drive, and Iomega ,
with its 44-megabyte Bernoulli cartridge, which uses flexible
media but performs like a hard disk drive .

The Shrinking Disk
In 1975 , Shugart Associates was well positioned in the new 8
inch floppy disk drive market and had little competition . In
1976, Jim Adkisson , one of Shugart Associates ' engineering
continued

Photo 4:_/n the 1?50s, when companies first began using the Remington Rand Univac computer, several megabytes ofmass tape
storagef1lled entire rooms. (Photo courtesy ofThe Computer Museum, Boston)
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Don't Trash Your PC
Because of the
Software Revolution
SOTA's family of award winning
Enhancement Products extends the
life of any PC into the 1990s!
Any IBM, Amstrad, Olivetti,
AT&T 6300, Zenith, Compaq, and
other 8088/86 PC compatibles com~
bined with the SOTA 286i or
SOTA386si and the Memory/ 16i will
allow you to run any of the next gen~
eration of advanced software.
Salvage your PC from obsolescence.
• SOIA 386si, 16 MHz PC accelerator with
16K cache • SOIA 286i, 12.5 MHz PC acceler
ator with 16K cache • Memory/16i, up to
8 MB of 16-bit LIM 4 .0 accelerator memory
• Floppy 1/0 Plus, floppy controller for all
3.5 11 & 5.25 11 floppies plus seriaVparallel ports.

1-------------,
I
For details on how to
I
I receive lMB of Memory FREE, I
~

1
I

contact your authorized
SOTA dealer or distributor.
1-800-237-1713,

L__

in CA, 408-745-1111.__

~

f
I

J

SOTA Technology, Inc.
559 Weddell Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94089
Te\: 408-745-1111, Fax: 408- 745-1640

STATE OF THE ART TECHNOWGYT"

SOTA 186i , SOTA 386si, Memory/ 16i, Floppy l/O Plus are trademarks of SOTA Technol ogy, In c.
All other products mentioned are trademarks of their respective manufacturer s.

For PC-AT software blues, come and see the SOTA so lution at COMDEX, booth #W862.
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Photo 5: Shown are 8-, 5 !4-, 3 0 -, and 2-inch floppy disks
for use with personal computers. At first, as floppy disks
decreased in size, so did their capacities. Now they've gone in
the opposite direction. The 2-inchfloppy disk shown stores
720K bytes, more than the 8-inch disk could hold at one time.

managers, was approached by a customer who was in the per
sonal computer business. Over lunch , the customer told Adkis
son that the 8-inch floppy disk drive was far too large to go into
a personal computer (see photo S). Adkisson asked the custom
er how large he thought the disk should be . The customer
pointed to a cocktail napkin on the table and said," About that
size. " Adkisson picked up the napkin and took it back to the
lab , where he proceeded to design the S \4-inch floppy disk
drive.
That drive , introduced in 1976, was the Model SA400,
which had a 1 lOK-byte capacity-the first of its kind . The syn
ergism between the SIA-inch floppy disk drive and the per-

Photo 6: Optical disks are known for their extremely large
capacities. Shown here are a WORM (write once, read many
times) disk, a CD-ROM, and a magneto-optical erasable NeXT
cartridge. You can store almost a gigabyte of information on
the WORM disk, 550 megabytes on the CD-ROM, and 256
megabytes per side on the NeXT disk.
sonal computer was so great that ultimately , at its peak , Shu
gart Associates was shipping about 4000 drives per day , most
of them SIA-inch units. The SIA-inch production was farmed
out to Matsushita in Japan (a move that ultimately led to Mat
sushita's becoming the largest floppy disk drive manufacturer
in the world).
But it was Alps Electric of Japan that blew Shugart out of the
water at one of Shugart's biggest SIA-inch accounts: Apple
Computer. The loss of this contract is what started Shugart's
demise in the floppy disk industry . By 1979 , another manufac
turer-Tandon-had become a major competitor for the S \4
continued

EDC Electronic Design Center
Transputer Boards
EDC-8016
EDC-4T4MB-T414
EDC-4T4MB:rsoo
EDC-4T4MB-ITEM
EDC-4T4MB-TDS

Motherboard for 1-16 TRAM
Transputer board with 4 x T414
Transputer board with 4 x TBOO
Rack for 10 EDC-4T4MB cards
Software Development System

Transputer Module Series 501
EDC-501-128Ks·
EDC-501-256KS•
EDC-501-1MD-T414-70
EDC-501-1MD-T414-100
EDC-501-1MD-T800-70
EDC-501 -1MD-T800-100
All transputer modules

Transputer module with T414 or TBOO and 128K SAAM
Transputer module with T414 or TBOO and 256K SAAM
Transputer module with T414 and 1MB DRAM (70ns)
Transputer module with T414 and 1MB DRAM (100ns)
Transputer module with TBOO and 1MB DRAM (70ns)
Transputer module with TBOO and 1MB DRAM (100ns)
pin-compatible with INMOS TRAMS.

High Tech in Perfection
Transputer Products

Transputer Interface Module
EDC-UBX1
EDC-TVM1
EDC:rQB1

Transputer Software
EDC-SWMS1
EDC-SWVDOT
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Mathematical and statistical package in OCCAM
RAM-Disk for Transputer boards

EDC Memory Module
EDC-SX32-064
EDC-SX32-256
EDC-DX32-256
EDC-DX40-256

EDC GmbH, Taunusstr. 51/111, 8000 Munchen 40
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UNIBUS interface card
VME-Bus interface card
Q-Bus interface card.

64K
64K
256K
256K

x 8 SAAM module
x 32 SAAM module
x 32 DRAM modu le
x 40 DRAM module

Tel.: (89) 350 70 76 Fax: (89) 359-61-80 Tx.: 521 25 99
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Why is the sky blue? How much does Isaac
Asimov weigli? Why won't my Macintosh
talk to my laser printer? How do you fold
fitted sheets? How's the weather up there?
Who put the bOQ in the bop-sh-bop-sh-bop?
Where can IfinO the best steak in Chicago?
How much is that doggy in the window?
How is OS/2 going to affect me? Which
hard drive is best for me? Will you marry me?

When you join CompuServe, your
computer becomes a communications
link between you and over 500,000
CompuServe members. That's more
than a half million different jobs, skills,
experiences, interests, senses of humor,
hobbies, and interesting peccadillos.
The possibilities are endless. Because
CompuServe's communications services

include everything from special interest
forums to electronic mail and fax ser
vices. They let you ask questions (our
forums , for instance, can sometimes
solve hardware and software problems
faster than the manufacturers can), give
answers , and make just about any kind
of contact you want. (It's true. We've
already had several online marriages.)
Circle 87 on Reader Service Card

So become a member of Compu
Serve. Because let's face it, 500,000 heads
are better than one. Any questions?
To join CompuServe, see your com
puter dealer. To order direct or for more
information, call 800 848-8199.
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floppy disk drives now exceed those of 5 'A-inch floppy drives
worldwide. Zenith has recently introduced a 2-inch, hard
shell "mini-disk" for its MinisPort portable computer (see
"The Ever-Shrinking, Ever-Expanding Laptops," August
BYTE). The 2-inch drive stores 720K bytes.

Photo 7: A digital-audio-tape mechanism, showing tape
wrapped around 90 degrees ofthe drum's circumference.
This 90-degree wrap angle improves reliability and enables
fast repositioning. (Photo courtesy ofHewlett-Packard)
inch disk drive business, but it rapidly lost market share to the
Japanese and soon after changed its emphasis from peripherals
to personal computers. In 1982, various Japanese companies
announced half-height versions of the 5 'A-inch floppy disk
drive, and U.S. production decreased almost to the vanishing
point.
During 1981, Sony had introduced a 3 1/2-inch floppy disk
drive that could store 438K bytes with a 600-rpm spindle
speed. Sony submitted it to ANSI for approval as a new stan
dard. Sony's arguments were that the smaller disk, with its
hard case and its shutter over the head access area, was much
better protected than the 5 14-inch disk, and that this new prod
uct would fit into a shirt pocket. The ANSI committee ulti
mately accepted the product as standard, but in a revised form .
The capacity was increased to 1 megabyte (720K bytes for
matted), and the spindle speed was reduced to 300 rpm-but it
sti ll would fit into a shirt pocket. Thus, the garment industry
unwittingly contributed to floppy disk standards.
During 1982, several manufacturers challenged Sony's 3 V2
inch form factor. Hitachi proposed a 3-inch floppy disk with a
250K-byte capacity (later raised to 1 megabyte) in a similar
hard cartridge. Tabor Corp. (with Dysan backing) proposed a
3 V2-inch miniature version of the 5 14-inch floppy disk. IBM
proposed a 4-inch "demi-diskette," one-half the diameter of
the company's original floppy disk, but its drive had deficien
cies, a very poor system interface, and an ultraslow access
time.
All three companies lost out-Hitachi because it lacked the
lobbying power of Sony and had no U.S. computer manufac
turers as champions; Tabor because its product, with its flexi
ble jacket and wide-open head-access slot, was just as vulnera
ble to damage as the original 5 14-inch product; and IBM
because of the inadequacies of its drive and because it had an
unprotected disk.
Early acceptance of the 3 1/2 -inch format by Apple and Hew
lett-Packard got it off to a good start, and its use in the IBM
PS/2s in 1987 put it over the top. The shipments of 3 V2-inch
398
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Let There Be Laser Light
The idea of optical storage has been around a long time . In
1927, John L. Baird demonstrated a "Phonovision System"
based on a waxed disk with information displayed by an optical
scanner. During 1935, Baird Radiovision offered for sale,
through a London department store, 6 minutes of video display
pictures from the stored images. In 1961, 3M started work on
optical recording and, by 1965, was granted several patents.
In July 1971, the Bell System Technical Journal published a
paper by D. Maydon entitled "Micromachining and Image
Forming on Thin Film by Laser Beams." It was a harbinger of
things to come. In 1974, Philips demonstrated a laser record
ing and playback system. The company followed this with a
1979 demonstration of the CD audio disk system, which has
since made the phonograph record obsolete.
The first optical drives for computer use began shipping in
1983. These were 12-inch WORM (write once, read many
times) products that are still priced out of the range of the per
sonal computer market. Somewhat more affordable 5 'A-inch
WORM products began shipping in 1985 (see photo 6) .
The audio CD formed the basis of the computer CD-ROM,
which started shipping in 1985 and has slowly developed into a
new form of publishing via storing information, such as ency
clopedias, on optical disks . At first, CD-ROM drives were ex
pensive, and disks were few . But this situation is rapidly
changing. New titles, such as Microsoft 's Office, are now ap
pearing. This program is designed to provide on CD-ROM all
the software applications that are needed by the typical small
business using a Macintosh environment. NEC and Amdek are
now offering CD-ROM drives for $600. The NEC unit is por
table and plays CD audio disks, as well as reading CD-ROM
disks .
In 1988, Sony, Canon, Ricoh, and Maxoptix introduced
5 14 -inch rewritable optical products . Like the early WORM
drives, these are expensive and, for the time being, will appeal
only to the high-end workstation portion of the personal com
puter market.
Tomorrow's Mass Storage
During the next five years, you can expect to see the following
improvements to personal computer storage products.
Tape drives. Quarter-inch cartridge drives will have more
than 1 gigabyte of storage. Eastman Kodak has already dem
onstrated such drives, as has 3M . DAT drives (see photo 7)
will provide over 1 gigabyte on a 4-mm tape cartridge, about
the size of a credit card but thicker.
Hard disk drives. 5 14 -inch drives will store up to 1.6 giga
bytes. High-end 3 1/2-inch drives will be storing 600 megabytes
in full-height versions. Notebook-size computers will com
monly use 2 V2-inch hard disk drives that are three-eighths of
an inch high and store 50 megabytes.
Floppy disk drives. The "floptical" drive from Insite Pe
ripherals will store 20 megabytes on a 3 1/2-inch floppy disk,
using a combination of optical and magnetic storage tech
niques (see photo 8). Insite's president is the same Jim Adkis
son who invented the 5 14-inch floppy disk. The Brier Technol
ogy magnetic drive will store 20 megabytes and holds promise
of storing as much as 50 megabytes on a single 3 V2-inch disk. A
whole stable of floppy magnetic drives will be available from

FEATURE
PAPER, MAGNETS , AND LIGHT

Japan in the near future, offering storage capacities of from 4
to 27 megabytes per disk.
The catch in all of this is that none of the present or foresee
able future offerings are compatible with the present inter
change standards. This incompatibility will rule out one of the
main functions of floppy disks: software distribution. It could
eventually lead to software distribution on CD-ROM , which
already has an interchange standard.
The 2-inch floppy disk drive, already seen on the Zenith
MinisPort and DynaBook notebook-size computers , will pre
vail among these machines-and possibly among the coming
pocket-size computers. The pocket-size machine may be the
one that provides the demand for IC memory cards for loading
programs.
Optical disk drives. The write-once drive will continue to
exist for high-end applications that benefit from a permanent
audit trail. Capacity will stabilize at around I gigabyte for the
SIA-inch WORM product.
The prices of CD-ROM drives will drop to the $300 range
during the next five years, and many personal computer ven
dors will offer them as options-if not as standard equipment.
Write-once CDs (essentially, another type of WORM) will be
more widely available than they are now, and rewritable ver
sions will finally appear within five years .
The capacity of SIA-inch rewritable drives-just beginning
to arrive in forms such as the hard disk shell in the NeXT com
puter-will be mostly 6SO megabytes , the present Internation
al Standards Organization standard , because most suppliers
are adhering to it. Manufacturers will also offer proprietary
formats ranging from I to 2 gigabytes for users who do not care
about data interchange.
A new class of rewritable optical 3 I/2-inch drives will soon
appear and will drop in price to less than $1000. At this price
level, such drives make sense for personal computer users who
could benefit from having a removable disk drive in addition to
a magnetic hard disk drive. Capacity will be as high as 280
megabytes on the removable disk.
·
Laser cards. After years of selling licenses to the technol
ogy but not producing drives, the Drexler LaserCard may be
getting close to real-world use in the field of medical record
keeping for clinics and medical insurance companies. The La
serCard stores up to 2 megabytes of data on a credit card-size
card containing an optically written strip (see photo 9) . Under
development are optical drives and compatible " laser cards "
that can store around 40 megabytes .
Digital paper. A write-once Bernoulli Box from Iomega will
become available. This S \4-inch drive will use flexible optical
write-once media called digital paper (see photo 10) from Im
perial Chemical Industries in a cartridge that stores 1.2 giga
bytes (see "Digital Paper ," February BYTE) . The cartridge ' s
target price is about $SO. The drive price has not been an
nounced, but it should be affordable for the personal computer
business user.
Solid-state disk drives. The products available in the current
market tend to cost around $1000 per megabyte-sometimes
even higher. They have value in speeding up systems that
otherwise would need to be replaced , but the systems that use
them are normally in the minicomputer category. Develop
ment efforts are under way to bring them down in cost and to
make them suitable for the personal computer environment. •
Robert R. Gaskin is a senior industry analyst at Dataquest,
Inc. , in San Jose, California. He specializes in and writes about
the computer storage industry. He can be reached on BIX c/o
"editors. "

Photo 8: A ''floptical" disk is a 3 Yi -inch fl oppy disk that
uses optical and magnetic recording technologies and can
hold 20 to 25 megabytes.

Photo 9: Drexler 's wallet-size LaserCard contains a 35-mm
strip that can permanently store several megabytes ofdata.
Its current use is storing medical and insurance data.

Photo 10: "Webs" ofdigital paper, a rem ovable optical data
storage medium , can either be split into lengths as tape or
stamped into disks and inserted into cassettes.
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Display this month's
BIX activities

R

Writers Exchange Opens
BIX now has a Writers Exchange, featuring conferences for professional writers and journalists, people
who aspire to be professionals, and people who are just interested in the subject. The Exchange, edited
by BYTE columnist Wayne Rash, Jr. , features conferences run by professional writers and journalists
including Hugh Kenner,Jan Ziff, Rick Cook,Jon Hall, and Guy Kewney. Participants may discuss all
phases of writing with these and other professionals, gather tips from the pros, and learn how to
improve and sell their own writing.
Most Writers Exchange conferences are open to the public, although journalism.pro and writers.pros
are reserved for practicing professionals only. Aspecial conference-sfwa-serves as a private forum for
members of the Science Fiction Writers of America. Other conferences include: journalism, new.writers,
poetry.prose, writers, write.fiction, and writers.talk.

Special Events
THURSDAY, 11/2, 8:30-9:30 PM EST. Talking big, with Ada
Randy Brukardt and Dan Stock of R.R. Software continue their discussion of the Ada language and
answer such questions as "how do 32-bit and larger machines make Ada more practical for personal
use?" (join janus.ada/cbix)

TUESDAY, 11/7, 9 PM EST. First Tuesday "This LAN belongs to you and me .. "
Discuss Local Area Networks and networking. (join main cbix, channel 1, band b)

All-Month Conferences and Special Events
macintosh exchange-We'll discuss 16- and 24-bit color
and test a Radius 19-inch, 24-bit monitor and graphics
accelerator card.
photo conference-Moderated by Dana Hudes, this
conference covers all areas of photography, including video
and electronic imaging. Larry White and Herbert Keppler of
Popular Photography magazine join us on line to offer advice
and answer questions on photography. Other guests include
representatives from Rainbow Graphics, Media Cybernetics,
and Rix Software. Rainbow Graphics is lending the confer
ence an Imapro scanner and a Targa-24 color graphics card,
and Media Cybernetics and Rix Software are lending software.
(The latter two firms have their own conferences on bix.)
Another firm, Compubyte, is lending a 386 personal com
puter. Using this equipment, Dana has scanned some of his
photos and uploaded them to the "photo" listings area,
where they've joined more than 200 other files .

blue tuesdays-Join the IBM Exchange moderators for a
cbix session every Tuesday night at 9 PM EST. Goin main
cbix , channel 1, band b)
games people play-Here's the Interactive Games Exchange
schedule for November. Watch for specials, as well:
Sundays, 9 PM EST-Poetry, art, music and stories. Goin

fun.n.games/game .room)
Sundays, 9:30 PM EST-Learn about role-playing games on

line and off line at Fantasy Foundation College. (join ff/ff.col)
Mondays, Thursdays, and Saturdays, 9 PM-Midnight EST
Meade & Mirth. Goin mnm/inn)
Tuesdays, Wednesdays & Saturdays, 9:30 PM EST

Ledinworld. Goin lworld/ledinworld)
Thursdays, 10:15 PM EST-Pandemonium. Goin
fun .n.games/game.room)
Fridays, 9 PM EST-Trivia. Goin fun .n.games/game.room)

Finally. An on-line service
that doesn't nickel and dime you.
It's BIX's flat-fee service.
BIX is short for BYTE Information
Exchange. The on-line informa
tion service that's yours for an
unheard-of flat fee of just S39 for
three months*-an amount you
could easily waste in just two to
four hours with an hourly rate,
on-line service. (Not to mention
the fact that you'd be nickel-and
dimed for its monthly minimums.)
And here's another distinction:
BIX is strictly for microcomputer
pros ; it contains no " fluff." As a
subscriber, here 's what you 've
got coming to you:

0 All the information and ideas
exchanged in more than 150
microcomputer-related confer
ences-a give-and-take in which
you can participate.

0 Microbytes Daily-up-to-the
minute industry news and new
product information.
0 Plus support from hardware
vendors and software publishers,
access to extensive software
libraries, and the use of our
electronic mail service-which
allows binary attachments.

Subscribe to BIX right now
using your computer and modem.
Set your telecommunications
program for full duplex, 8 bits, no
parity, 1 stop bit, or 7 bits, even
parity, 1 stop bit. Now dial BIX at
617-861-9767 , hit the return key ,
and respond as follows:
You Enter
bix
bix.flatfee

You can charge your BIX
subscription to major credit cards,
or have it billed to your company.
You may also purchase unlimited
off-peak access via Tymnet for just

S20 per month, or S3 per off-peak
hour, in the continental US~* For
more information, including your
local Tymnet access number, call
800-227-2983 (in New Hampshire
and outside the United States, call
603-924-7681).
'Based on a S156 annual fee, billed
quarterly - a subscription you may cancel
at any time without future charges. !Vu
may also subscribe for a 3-month trial at
just 559.
••for international rates, please consult
your local P1T. Our international packet
network address is 310690157800.
No extra charge for 2400 Baud access.
Tymnet prices are subject to change.

lllX

One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458
800-227-2983. In NH 603-924-7681 .

FOR COMPUTER & ACCESSORIES

CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-882-2802
FOR FAX, TYPEWRITERS & DICTATION EQUIPT.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
TELEPHONES
I
I
CALCULATORS
I
I
I
I
II

CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-223-7323
IN N.Y. STATE CALL: 1·212-947-5290

HOURS: Mon. Tru. Thurs. 9AM Till 6PM, Fri. 9AM Till 2:00PM, Sun. 9:30AM Till 5PM, Closed On Sat.

LAPTOPS

HARDWARE SOFTWARE
~: lOGiHGH

DESKTOPS

EPSOS l:tlll/PA.JQ~~~
Equity t.T
10MHz, 640K, 2-3.5 720K Drives,
Supertwist Backlit Display
w/Free Laplink

Newt DESKPRO 286e, 12MHz, 1.2 Floppy
Drive, 40MB Hard Drive wNGA . 2349.00
COMPAQ Portable Ill with 40MB Hard
Drive .
. . 3849.00

999.00

469.75

Equity LT w/20M8 Hard Drive .. 1589.00

SPARK by Datavue

187.95 L0-5 10 .... . CA LL
LX-8 10 .
543.50 L0·950 .
542.50
L0·850 .
LQ-1050 .. 767.95 LQ-2550 . 959.99
. .... 352.00
FX-850 .
. CALL
New! EPL-6000 Laser .

Spark-EL . 640K, 2-3.5 Drives ... 1019.00
Spark-EL w/20MB .
. . 1769.00

MITSUBISHI
286L wf20MB Hard Drive . .. .. . 2269 .00
286L wf40MB Hard Drive .
. 2777 .00

SHARP
PC-4502 wf640K, 2-F!oppy Drives & Backlit
Monitor ...
894 .75

TOSHIBA

(sold In Slo•• Only)
T- 1000 .
. CALL T-1200HB . . CALL
T-1600 .
CALL
.. .. CALL
New! T-1600 wf40MB
. . CALL
Newt T-3 100e w/40MB .
Newt T-5200 .
. . .. CALL

ZENITH .
184-1 .. . . 1399.00 184-2 ... 2069. 00
Supersport 286 Model 20 wf20MB Hard
. 2799. 75
Drive .
. 3139.75
286 w/40MB Hard Drive .

NEC
. 3997.00
PAOSPEED 386 ....
ULTRALIGHT 2MB .
. . . . 2399.75
.. . CALL
PROSPEED 286 w/40MB .

BONDWELL
Bondwell Laptop 286, 10MHz, 20MB Hard
Drive w/1200 Modem, Rechargeable Bat·
. . . . 2149.00
lery & Case .

9 Pin , Wide Carriage, 290 CPS
Draft (10cpi), 60 CPS NLQ, Adva
nced Paper Handling Capabilities

PANASONIC

AST PREMIUM 286
10 MHz, 512K, 1.2 Floppy Drive,
Seagale 40MB Hard Drive (28ms)

1578.75
NEW! AST BRAVO 286 8 MHz , 1.2 Flop
py, 40MB Hard Drive (28ms) ... 1198.75

EPSON
EQUITY H+, 1-1.2 Floppy Drive, 1·40MB
. .... CALL
Hard Drive .

COMPATIBLES
IBM·XT Compatible, 1-360 Floppy Drive,
1·20MB Hard Drive .
. .. . 699.95
IBM-AT Compatible, 12MHz, 5 12K, 1.2
Floppy Drive, Seagate 40MB Hard Drive
(28ms) . .
. .. 1114.75
VENDEX Headstart Ill System w/VGA Col
or Monitor .
. .... . 2409. 75

Laptop Accessories
WORLD POhT 2400 Modem ... . 235.00
TARGUS Nylon Case .
. .. .. . 57.95

KX-P 1181 . 175.75 KX-P 1191 . 203 .75
. .. . 279.95
KX·P 1124 .
KX-P 1595 .
. . 415.75
PANASON IC Laser Printer . . ... 1319.00

CANON
BJ-130 . . . .
LB8·3 Laser .

735.00
. 1649.00

OKIDATA
OKIDATA 183 Wide Carriage .... 217.75
OKIDATA 320 .
. ... 339.00
New1 OK IDATA 380 .
. .. CALL

PRINTER SALE!
STAR NX-1000 .
. . . ..... CALL
New! DICONIX 150 Plus Printer . 309.75
NEW! H.P. Deskjet Plus ........ 689.90
.CALL
H.P . Laserjet II wrroner .
. 439 .00
APPLE lmagewriter II .

iquli?
Dictation

OLYMPUS Pearlcorder

WORD PROCESSORS

Canon

PWP-2000 . CALL PWP-3000 .. CALL
PWP-5000 .. CALL PWP·100C . CAL L
PWP·7000lT Laptop .
. . CALL

FAXPHONE

FaxPhone 8 . CAll
FaxPhone 20 CALL
FAX 225 . . CALL
FAX 350 . . CALL
FAX 630 .. .. CALL

TYPEWRITERS

FaxPhone 15 CALL
FaxPhone 25 CALL
FAX 270 . . . CALL
FAX 450 . .CALL
FAX 705 . . CALL

RICOH
FAX-25E . . CALL
FAX-65E . . . CALL

FAX-35 .
FAX·75E

CA LL
. CALL

MURATA
M·900 .
CAL L
M-1400 .. ... CALL
M-1800 .

M-1200 .
M-1600

. 529.90
. 629.90
CALL

XL-1500 . . . CALL
X0·5600 .... CALL

WP & Typerwrlter Access.
PWP Start-Rite Kit.
....... 39.95
Typrwriter Start-Rife Kil .
. .. 39.95
Printwheels .
. ea. 10.95
Multi Strike Film .
. Dz. 74.95
Correctable Film . . . . .
. Oz. 34 .95
l ift-011 Correcting Cassette . . Dz. 44.95
Cover-Up Correcting Casselte. Dz . 46.95
Data-Disks .
. .. Dz . 34 .95
CoronaCalc . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
44 .95
Sheet Feeder f/PWP-5000 .
139.90

PANASONIC

KX-F 80 . .CALL
KX-F 120 . . CALL
KX-F 320 .

TOSHIBA
3300 . . . . .. CALL
Model 30100 .

KX-F 100. . CA LL
KX-F 220 ... CALL
. CALL

Price Break
3700

CALL
. CALL

BROTHER

Panasonic

KX·W1000 Word Processor . ... . CALL
KX-W1500 Word Processor .. IN STOCK
KX-W1510 WP w/Sheetleeder . . CALL
KX-R430 . . . . CALL KX·R440 .
CALL
KX-R600 Word Processor TypewriterCAll
Accessories
.. CALL

brother

FAX 200 .... .
.
. . . . CALL
FAX 210 w/Answering Machine . . CALL

FAX PAPER

6 1h 'x96' .... 49.95
8 1h''x328' ...... .
FAX Cleaning Kit.
0

81h"x1 64' .

XL-4600 .
CALL
XD·7600 .... CALL

WP-60 W01d Processor.
. CALL
WP-75 Word Processor .
. .. CALL
WP-80 Word Processor . . . . . . . CALL
AX-26
CALL AX-28 . ... CA LL
... CALL

S-907 .
S-930 .
S-811
T-2020

35.90
99.90
. 169.90
.. . CALL
. CALL

PANASONIC
RN·15 .
. 119.90
AN-89 ... . 79.90
RN-106D.
. 34.95
AN·125 .. . 59 .90
AA-970 . . 249.90

RN-36 ..
179.90
AN-105D ... . 29.90
RN-115D ... . 39.90
AR-900
179.90
RR-980 . . 279.90

SANYO
TR C-6 100 . . CALL
TAC-2550 .
TAC·5200 .. 229.90
TAC·4300 .. 227.90
TRC-6000A . 227 .90
TAC-8700 .. 239.90
TAC-9100 .. 239.90

TRC-5680 . . 79.90
. .. 149.90
TAC-5020 179.90
TAC·4030 . 178.90
TRC·8010A . 165.90
TAC-8070 .. 185.90
TAC-9010 .. 199.90

SONY
M-1008 . . . 219.90
M-750V
. 49.90
BM·12 .
. CALL
BM-560 .
. CALL
BM-75 ... . CALL
BM·815T .. .CALL

M-740 .... . 35.90
TCM-SOOOEV .369.90
BM-17 .
. CALL
BJ-500 .
. . CALL
BM-60 .
. CALL
BM-820 . . . CALL

NORELCO
585 .
99.90
NT-lie .
134.95
NT-VI ..
219.90
MC-I ll .
164.95
2595
205 .
. 267.90
.·399.90
510 .. .
MC·3000 . . 299.90
2505.
399.90

Display Cards & Monitors

PARADISE' VGA Plus . . . . ... 174.95
. 234.75
PARADISE VGA Plus 16 . .
PARADISE VGA Professional . . . 289. 75
VEGA V-Aam VGA 256K
. . 395.00
VEGA VGA .. . ... . .. . .. . 204.75
VENDEX VGA Color Monilot .
424.75
MITSUBISHI Monilors .
. .. CALL
NEW! NEC Multisync llA Monitor . 496.75
. .... 599.00
NEC Multisync 30 .
PACKARD BELL Monitors .
. .. CA LL
SONY 1302 Monitor w/Stand .. . . 633.50
SONY 1304 Mulliscan Monitor . 669.00

Modems/Fax Cards

EVE AEX 2400B Modem .
. CALL
EVE AEX Fax/Modem .
229. 75
OUADAAM JI, Fax Internal 4800 . 194.75

PRINTER RIBBONS

NEC

2200 ..
. 307.95
P5200 .
. ... 493.95
P5300 . . . . . . . .
.
.
646.95
LC·890X L Postscripl Laser .
. . CALL

L·200 ..... 129.90
S-91 1 ...... 59.90
T-1010 Transcriber .
S-804
. 119.95
T-100 .
CALL

NEW! Logitech Bus Mouse . .
.69.99
NEW! Logitech PS/2 Mouse
.64 . 75
l ogitech Scan man f/PS2 . . .... 199. 75
INTEL 80387-SX .
. 269. 75
INTEL 80387-20 .
. 369 .99
DFI HS-3000 Plus Scanner . . ... 164.75
AST 6-Pack 286 .
. .. . ... CALL
. . . 315.75
MICROSOFT Mach 20 .
. 99.95
MICROSOFT Mouse .
PLUS 20MB Card .
. .. 523. 75
PLUS Impulse .
. CALL
1
TOSH IBA 3 12"720K Drive w/Kit . . 79 .75

592 . .... 119.90
NT-V . .
199.95
NT-VII .
247.90
MC-IV .
. 199.95
11 9.90
505 .
319.90
805 .
629.90
MC-4000 . . . 379 .90
2510
334.95

OK IDATA 292 Ribbon .
. .5.49
EPSON Orignal EX-800/1000 Color 13 .99
NEC P7/P3 Ribbon .
. . 4.59

DISKETTES

•

FUJI MF2/DO Rainbow ..
BONUS 51/4 DS/DD .
MAXE LL Diske!ls .

. .. 10.49
. ... . 4.99
. . CALL

WOAOPEAFECT .
. 223.95
... 56 . 75
KO-Pilot fM/ord Perfect.
Xy Write Ill w/AJ A Carta .
. 215. 75
VOLKSWAITEA 4 .
. CALL
NEW l SAMNA AMI.
. 116.75
NOTA BENE 3.0 .
. 235.00
. . 48.99
GAAMMAT1K Ill . .
Z-Solt PC Paintbrush IV .
. . 57.75
GO SCRIPT Plus .
234.75
BITSREAM Fon ls . . . . . . . . . CA LL
SOFT CRAFT Font Sotulion Pack . 337 . 75
AUTOSKETCH by Aulodesk .
. 89. 75
New! COREL Draw 1.1
. 329.95
ALDUS Page maker . .
. 445.00
HARVARD Graphics .
. . 268 . 75
PFS First Publisher .
. 72. 75
NEW! LUCIO 30 .
. 59.00
IMPRESS . .
. . 66.75
New! LOTUS 1-2-3 3.0 .
. 339.75
LOTUS Agenda . .
. . 247. 75
SYMANAC Grandview
. 173.75
Q & A.
. 205.75
ASK Sam .
. 165.00
CALL
D'Base IV .
FOXBASE Plus .
. 187. 75
. 436 . 75
PARADOX 3.0 .
. 419 .00
FRAMEWORK Ill .
.35.95
New! INTUIT Quicken 3.0
56 .75
DAC Ea sy Accounting .
ONE Wrile Plus .
.84.75
WEALTH Builder by Reality . . . 139. 75
New1 Mirror Ill .
. 49.00
. 49. 75
Hol Line II.
PROCOM Plus .
. . CALL
NOLD Will Maker .
. .. 30.95
. 99.75
FASTBACK Plus .
SPINRITE .
. .. 39.95
.. 68. 75
386 MAX Professional.
NORTON Advanced Utilities . . . . 79. 75
MICROSOFT Quick C W/Assembler133.75
BORLAND Turbo C Pro
. 157 .00
OESKVIEW . . . . . . . . . .
. 75.00
FAST by Future Computer .
. 57.75
. . 48.75
SUPER PC Kwik .
HYPERPAD by Brig ht hall .
. 56. 75
ACCOLADE Grand Prix . .
. .. 23. 75
CHESSMASTER 2100 ..
. . 29.95
. 33.75
SIERRA Space Quasi Ill.
Where In Time is Carmen S.D... 27.95

Panasonic

PC-3 II ... . 349 .90 PC-5 II . . 453 .90
PC-S L II l egal Size .
.619.90
. 659.90
PC-6 . .
779.90 PC-SAE
NEW! PC-7 Zoom Copie r . . . . .. CALL
Black Cartridges .
. . 79.95
81hx11 Paper (5000 sheets) .. .... 49.50

& DATABANKS
Ff,'jj9

HEWLETT

I.!~ PACKARD

HP-1 OB Bu siness . . .
. 38 .45
HP-12C Fin ancial .
. 59.90
HP·14B Business .
. . . 58 .90
HP·17B Business .
75.90
HP·19B Business Consultant II . . 125.90
HP-20S Sclenlilic .
. 39.90
HP·22S Algebraic Scientific ... ... 43.90
HP-27S Scientific . ... . . . . . . .
. 74 .95
HP-28S Advanced Scientific .
. 162.90
HP-32S RPN Scientific .
. 52.95
HP-41CV . . 119.90 HP·41CX . . 169.95
HP-42S RPN Scientific .
. .86.90
HP

lnlrare~~fttl) '

ORGANISER 11-XP .

99 90

. 196.90

SHARP

oz.7000 WIZARD .
WIZARD Accesories.
El-6230 Auto Dialer.
El-6250H Dial Master . .

.. IN STOCK
.CALL
. .39.90
. .53.90

CASIO

SF-4000 32K Digital Diary . . . . . . . 89.90
SF-1000 e.o.s.s. 32K Digital 01ary179.90
SF-7500 8 .0 .S.S. 64K Digital Diary189.90
SF-8000 a.o.s.s. 64K Digi1a1 Diary199 .90
FC-1000 Financial Consullant. .. . CALL

Feature Telephones
KX-T 2335 .. 32.90 KX·T 2356 .. 49 .90
KX·T 2365 . . 55.90 KX-T 2366 .. 59.95
Multl-llne Phones
KX ·T 3122 . . 56.90 KX-T 3145 .67.90
KX-T 3155 .. 75 .90 KX-T 3170 . 139.90
INTEGRATED PHONES
KX·T 23850 . 65.90 KX·T 2390 .. 79.90
KX·T 2630 . 107.90 KX-T 2634 . 134.90
KX·T 2429 . 135.90 KX·T 2430 . 108.90
Answering Machines Specials
KX-T 1000 . . 45.90 KX-T 1418 .. 69 .90
KX-T 1450 . . 59.90 KX·T 1455 .. 65.90
KX-T 1460 .. 79.90 KX·T 1470 . . 99.95
KX·T 1624 .. 76.90 KX·T 1740 . 109.90
CORDLESS PHONES
KX-T 3000 . 119.90 KX-T 3807 .. 59.90
KX-T 3823 .. 70 .90 KX·T 3824 .. 89.90
KX-T 3832 . . 93.90 KX-T 3880 . 125.90
KX-T 3900 w/2-Keypads . .. . . . .. 123.90
KX-T 4200 w/Answerlng Machine . 145.90

Freedom Phone"

FF-1700 Cordless " Top R•led"109.90

Business Key Systems
PANASONIC

2 Line Integrated Intercom System
VA-9200 System (1-9210, 2·9230)369.90
VA-9210 Electronk: Controller . . . 124.90
VA-9230 2 Line phone w/Speaker124.90
VA-614 4-llne System
VA·61410 Key Service Unit. .
.CAL L
VA-61421 Phone w/Speakerphone .CALL
VA-61422 Speakerphone w/LCD .. CALL
VA-61423 Speakerphone w/BLF ... CALL
VA-208 2-llne System
VA-20810 Key System Unit.
. CALL
. . CALL
VA-20821 Phone w/Speaker ..
KX-T616 6-Llne System
KX-T61610 Control Uni! .
. CALL
KX-T61620 Phone w/Speaker .. . . . CALL
KX-T61630 Speakerphone w/LCD . CALL

FREEDOM PHONE

FS-246 6-/ine Service UnlL
FS-800 Basic Station . . . .
FS-900 Executive Station .

.CALL
. . CALL
. CALL
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THEABCs
OF DIGITAL TYPE
Digital type-like its ancestor, movable type-is revolutionizing
the way we publish documents
John Collins
n the beginning was Gutenberg, setting pieces
of lead into a press and so mechani zing the pro
cess of printing-formerly a laborious job done
by hand , one document at a time. (See the text
box " Gutenberg Had It Easy" on page 404.)
The typesetting machine and the typewriter succeeded Guten
berg 's press, and now the personal computer has largely re
placed the typewriter.
At first , all personal computer di splays and output devices
emulated the look and feel of the typewriter. Characters were
generated by specialized hardware that wrote a matrix of bits
into a computer's video memory . Characters appeared on the
screen made up of spots corresponding to these bits. Needless
to say, the type of font you got was determined solely by the
characteristics of the computer' s character-display hardware .
Things reall y got interesting when you attempted to print the
document, because the font used by the printer to print charac
ters onto the page seldom matched the characters in your com
puter's video hardware . If you were reall y resourceful, you
might be able to coax out of your printer condensed , expanded,
bold , or underlined text. However , there was little chance that
what you printed out would match what you saw on your com
puter' s screen . WYSIWYG it wasn't.
The Macintosh changed this by merging the im aging opera
tions of the computer screen and the printer. The Mac has no
character-display hardwa re or character-based screen mode-it
operates entirely in graphics mode. The System file stores a bit
map of a typeface and the point size used . Characters are as
sembled from a " library " of bit maps-the actual pattern of
dots that makes up the shape of each character. When you print
a document, the printer operates in the graphics mode and
en,ws the characters in much the same way they're drawn on
the Mac' s screen. This method has important consequences.
Text output is no longer coupled to display hardware ; charac
ters can be larger than the typical 9 x 7 matri x. Moreover, since
stored bit maps are used to generate the characters, the type
style can be anything-for example, Times Roman , Old En

I

gli sh, Courier, Cyrillic, kanji, or Arabic.
When you use thi s process, whatever climbs out onto the
printer tray closely matches what you have on the Mac 's screen .
Making bit maps appear on a screen or from a printer simply
requires copying the data to the output device , so it is virtually
instantaneous.
One trade-off with bit maps is that a different one is required
for each type sty le and point size. Furthermore , additional bit
maps may be required to handle the resolutions of different out
put devices. Another major disadvantage of bit maps is that they
require enormous storage capacity , especially for large sizes.

Digital Type- Fonts Are Us
With the advent of digital type (i.e., typefaces represented as
electronic data) came the potentia l of using a single typeface
master on a wide variety of-perhaps all-output devices pro
duced by different manufacturers. With this technique , you can
easily produce output in just about any type style and size you
choose on a variety of machines for a variety of applications.
Font portability makes it easier and more economical to
create and distribute fonts for use in a variety of devices. It also
provides users with a greater availability and wider variety of
typefaces. Device-independent digital fonts significantly re
duce compatibility problems. As more and more devices are
networked together, this device independence becomes partic
ularly important. Finally, portability preserves your invest
ment in type when you upgrade to new devices .
Digital type can be provided in three forms: Bit maps , out
lines, and stroke fonts. For situations where only a few faces
and poi nt sizes are needed , bit maps are ideal because of their
simplicity and high performance . Bit maps can be hand-edited
and customized to produce the best-possible type quality on
various ki nds of output devices (see figure I) .
Where typographic flexibility (e.g . , several faces , several
point sizes , and rotation) is required , outlines are the preferred
form. An outline is a mathematical description of the shape of a
continued
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Gutenberg Had It Easy
hen Gutenberg introduced mov
able type 500 years ago , fonts
W
were simple and portable. Hand-cast
hot metal type from any one foundry
could be easily mixed with that of an
other foundry. This flexibility gave
users great freedom and variety in spec
ifying fonts.
When typesetting became mecha
nized, about 100 years ago , things got
more complicated . Each typesetter
manufacturer required-and most de
signed and sold-a particular kind of
type for its equipment. Users who
changed from one manufacturer to an
other had to purchase another library of
type for the new device.
With the emergence of phototypeset
ting 20 years ago, type became even
more machine-specific. Phototypeset
ting machines created type by project
ing light through negative images of let

ters onto photographic paper. The type
required for these machines was unique
to each model. Even if you wanted to
upgrade within the same line of typeset
ters, you usually had to purchase a com
pletely new library of fonts. While this
situation was good business for typeset
ter manufacturers , it limited users in
their choice of type to those styles and
formats made for their particular device.
When phototypesetters became digi
tal in the 1970s, type was often en
crypted so it would work only within a
single installation. This is analogous to
compact disks that are specially en
coded to be played on one particular CD
player. Music lovers would never go for
this when their records historically
could be played on any phonograph.
What we've seen over the last 500
years is a series of major technical ad
vances in the mechanization of typeset

character (see figure 2). As outlines can be scaled and rotated ,
only one outline is needed to represent a character in any size
and for any device resolution. Thus, outlines are much more
compact than bit maps, especially where many sizes are re
quirea . Their major disadvantage is that a significant amount of
computation is required to convert them into the bit-map form
eventually required by the output device . As a result , going
from an outline to an image on the screen or printer is a rela
tively slow process. To do so at high speed takes a significant
a mount of processing power.
The third representation that is occasionally used is stroke
fonts (see figure 3) . Stroke fonts, sometimes called vector
fonts , describe the spine of a character. Drawing a character
from a stroke font onto the screen or into the printer memory
can be as simple as drawing a series of pixels along the strokes

BIT-MAPPED FONT
Font summary:
Lines per em : 41
lines below baseline: 1O
Blinker width : 0
Blinker height: O
Default space width : 12
Track kerning values:
(1,2,3,4) : 0,0 ,0,0
Point size : 10.0
Vertical resolution: 300
Horizontal resolution: 300
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Figure 1: Bit maps define the actual pattern ofdots that
composes a character. For optimal qualiry, bir maps can be
hand-edited.
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ting. These advances, unfortunately,
have gradually stripped type of its ini
tial portability to the extent that it has
become very specialized and localized.
The irony here is that digital type has
greater potential for portability on a
number of different machines than any
other form that type has taken during its
evolution.
Because it has been so long since type
was truly portable and device-indepen
dent, users have become accustomed to
closed font architectures. We are, how
ever, at a stage where technological ad
vances in digital typography are begin
ning to provide the freedom of choice
and open market that existed in the
early days of movable type. More and
more users are becoming aware of this.
As a result, the demand for open and
portable font architectures is growing
rapidly .

that make up the character. For large point sizes, a thicker path
of pixels needs to be drawn to prevent the character from look
ing stick-like. Like outline fonts , stroke fonts are size- and reso
lution-independent and can be rotated to any angle.
Less computation is required to image a stroke font than is
needed for outlines, so the results are faster. Stroke fonts also
require a relatively small amount of storage-typically 50 per
cent less than outline fonts. The catch with stroke fonts is that
only a tiny percentage of the world's typefaces can be effec
tively represented as stroke fonts . Only those faces with even
stroke weights and simple round or square ends of strokes can
be represented (e.g., Courier) . Attempts to represent other
faces will produce results that require more storage and take
more time to draw than outline data .
There is more to digital fonts than just the shape of the char
acters . For an application program to lay out the characters on a
page, it needs to know how much space each character takes up .
The height of a character is determined simply by the point size
that the user specifies. But the width of each character is not so
straightforward . Most typefaces in general use are proportion
ally spaced ; that is, each character has a different width. The
program needs this information so it can decide how the char
acters fit side by side, how many characters fit in the line, and
where the line should be broken . Character widths are unique to
each font.
Merely describing the widths of each character does not en
sure the highest-quality reproduction. Certain character pairs,
such as " To " and " AV," look much better when the spacing
between them is reduced ; others look better when the spacing is
increased . Th is technique is known as kerning. Most fonts con
tain kerning data that describes spacing adjustments to be ap
plied to certain character pairs as they occur in the text.
Other data, such as scale factors for making small caps, su
perscripts , and subscripts , and instructions for building frac
tions, is sometimes provided with fonts. This data, along with
character widths and kerning data, is called font metrics.
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Another aspect of fonts concerns character sets-groups of
letters, figures, symbols, and so on. If there were one universal
character set, all fonts would provide the same collection of
characters. Unfortunately, it's not that simple. There are char
acter sets associated not only with different countries, but also
with different printers (e.g., LaserWriter and LaserJet), oper
ating systems (e.g., Macintosh and DOS), page-description
languages (e.g., Postscript and QuickDraw), and application
programs (e.g., WordPerfect and Lotus 1-2-3). A great number
of character sets is in common use today. Hewlett-Packard's
LaserJet, for example, supports more than 40 sets for its resi
dent fonts.

But Are They Portable?
Even though bit-map output devices are the most common type
of output device used today, the manner in which they work
with fonts varies widely. Graphical displays can handle a wide
range of typographic styles. It is the responsibility of the appli
cation program or the operating system to copy the bit-map
character data from the font into the appropriate place in the
display buffer. The font format required is therefore deter
mined by the application program or the operating system.
Dot-matrix printers operating in graphics mode have capa
bilities similar to those of graphical displays. They depend on
the application program or operating system to build a bit-map
image of the page in memory. The resulting data is then output
to the printer. As with graphical displays, the font format re
quired for dot-matrix printers depends on the application pro
gram or operating system.
Laser printers, on the other hand, have the processing ability
to use resident fonts or additional user-installed fonts. Laser
printers accept instructions from the host computers by means
of a page-description language. The two most common PDLs in
use today are Hewlett-Packard's Printer Control Language and
Adobe's Postscript. PCL devices use bit maps that are either
resident or downloaded from the host. Additional fonts may be
made available for PCL devices in the published PCL bit-map
font format.
Postscript devices expect fonts in outline format. Because
Postscript is a programming language, it is possible to encode
fonts in various forms . Thus, you can use PostScript fonts from
a variety of vendors with Postscript typesetters and laser
printers. (See the text box "Open Fonts: A Break for Users?"
on page 406.)

Mac application programs that use fonts . From the perspective
of the independent font vendor, this is a much simpler environ
ment for which to provide fonts. Apple recently announced its
System 7 .0, which will bring dramatic increases in font
capability with future Mac releases .
Unix was late in providing a GUI , let alone any kind of font
management. Recent developments along this line, though ,
should create a trend toward standardization in the way fonts ,
character sets, and font-metric information are handled for ap
plication programs running under future extensions of Unix .

A Font Is Born
Fonts are conceived by type designers, who start with an idea
for a typeface design , make sketches, and then do detailed
continued

Figure 2: An outline font , mathematically plotted as a series
oflines and arcs. Outlines are scalable to a range ofsizes and
are resolution-independent.

Managing Your Fonts
Although MS-DOS is a widely used operating system, it pro
vides no font-management capabilities. That function is left to
the application programs. As a result, MS-DOS software devel
opers have chosen different approaches to handling fonts, font
metrics, character sets, and other typographical data. There
fore, font formats and font-metric data required for one appli
cation program are likely to be different from those required
for another.
Graphical user interfaces (GUis) that are compatible with
MS-DOS, such as Microsoft Windows and Digital Research ' s
GEM, have brought some order to this chaos by managing fonts
for displays and dot-matrix printers. Applications that take ad
vantage of these facilities , therefore, use a common font for
mat. Increasing acceptance of these operating environments
has helped the IBM PC improve its ability to handle fonts. OS/2
and Presentation Manager promise to accelerate this trend as
they become established in the PC environment.
In the Macintosh environment, fonts are managed within the
operating system itself. Thus, there is standardization among

STROKE FONT
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Figure 3: A stroke font. Stroke fonts are defined by a pen of
a certain width that follows the spine ofa character.
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Open Fonts: A Break for Users?
Marlene Nesary
hile Adobe's Postscript has been
a boon to electronic publishing or
W
to those who just want the flexibility of
using a variety of fonts in their work, the
atmosphere surrounding the use of its
technology has been, shall we say, a bit
close-ended. Until recently, users had
to have a Postscript-licensed printer to
read Adobe-encrypted fonts. A couple
of events occurred this past spring,
however, that changed things for the
better-as far as users are concerned ,
that is .
In an apparent bid to wrest control of
Adobe's proprietary technology , Sun
Microsystems announced its own font
scaling system , called OpenFonts. Ac
cording to a Sun spokesperson, the sys
tem is a "self-contained font-scaling
module that lives independent of the im
aging model." In other words, the prod
uct (developed by Folio, a company that
Sun acquired last summer) is " software
that automates the font-description and
scaling process . It won't be an end-user

program; you will license the technol
ogy like you would Postscript and put it
into your printer software or your Win
dows driver." At this writing , however,
OpenFonts isn't available and remains
an unknown .
About the same time that Sun made
its announcement, a Boulder, Colorado,
company called Raster Image Process
ing Systems let loose another salvo at
Adobe. RIPS stated that it had broken
the encryption scheme used by Adobe's
PostScript fonts. Both the character de
scription and the so-called hints were
decoded, said company president Lynn
King.
What this means is that users can now
" purchase Adobe fonts off the shelf and
run them on clone printers ," stated a
RIPS representative. He added that
"while others have cracked the Post
script code, we have made it possible
for users to run Adobe fonts on less-ex
pensive printer controllers." Until now ,
because only Adobe-licensed printer

drawings to flesh out the idea into the form of a complete type
face. Font foundries take these designs and digitize them .
There are two classes of font foundries . First, there is the dedi
cated foundry that creates fonts only for machines made by the
company in which the foundry exists. This is the common situ
ation with typesetter manufacturers . Obviously , such dedicated
foundries don 't have to produce fonts in the different formats
and character sets in use elsewhere.
In contrast, independent font foundries are not tied to a spe
cific piece of hardware . They must make fonts that can work
with any and all devices. Therefore , it becomes a much more
complicated task to accommodate all the different application
program s, devices , operating environments, and font formats .
Some form of conversion or enabling software is needed to en
sure the availability and quality of the fonts with all these di f
ferent combinations.
There is a third source of fonts-the various do-it-yourself
software found mainly in the Macintosh environment. With
this type of software, many users are themselves designing
fonts. Most people , however, underestimate the difficulty of
designing a typeface , thinking that creating 26 letters is just 26
times the trouble of creating one . However, the essence of good
typography lies in a high level of consistency among all the
characters in the typeface. The type designer's goal is to create
a pleasing overall look to the words, sentences , and pages
created from the individual letters-not just to make those indi
vidual letters look good.
Do-it-yourself font software cannot replace a professional
type designer's training and experience, just as music software
cannot replace a musician 's conservatory education and actual
performance experience. Such programs, however, are useful
406
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controllers could decipher the com
pany's code, the only way you could use
Adobe fonts was to run them on more
expensive PostScript-licensed printers.
But this activity hasn't put a damper
on Adobe's marketing efforts. If any
thing, they've ramped up. This past
spring, the company announced that it
had increased the number of licensed
PostScript printers and expanded its
Postscript-compatible font library
through licensing agreements with three
major type foundries-agreements that
may yield as many as 600 new typefaces
by the end of 1989.
Adobe has also released its font-scal
ing technology as a separate product for
displays . The subset of Display Post
script, a new software utility called
Adobe Type Manager, is due to become
available this fall to computer and sys
tem software OEMs and to Macintosh
users, who should be able to purchase
ATM directly from their usual retail
channels.

for creating logos and other special characters that may be
missing from generally available fonts or character sets.

The Font Store
Some printers and typesetters have fonts built right in . Post
script printers, for example, generally come equipped with 35
resident fonts. But many users want a much wider variety than
can be accommodated by resident fonts, particularly now that
desktop publishing is so popular and people are realizing how
many thousands of typefaces exist. User-installed fonts offer a
much wider variety of faces than can be provided as resident
fonts . They are available from numerous vendors.
A number of such fonts are available that are device-specific.
The best known are cartridge fonts for use in printers such as
the LaserJet. While these are by far the easiest to use, they have
major disadvantages. Cartridge fonts work with only one model
of printer , offer limited styles and point sizes, and don't pro
vide fonts for use with screen displays . Font-metric information
must be built into the applications or printer drivers or supplied
with the cartridge.
Somewhat more flexible device-specific fonts are soft fonts,
which consist of a downloadable bit map sent to the printer by
the application program or printer driver. Unfortunately, most
prepackaged soft fonts are configured for one particular printer
and offer a limited set of point sizes for each typeface .
A third kind of device-specific font is the PostScript font.
While not quite as device-specific as the others-it works with
a wide variety of Postscript printers and typesetters-it will
not, of course, work on non-Postscript devices. User-installed
PostScript fonts are generally provided in downloadable outline
form, and, like soft fonts, they are sent by the driver or the
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application program to the printer for rasterization.
There are two classes of PostScript fonts . One class , often
called Type I fonts, makes use of Adobe's proprietary mecha
nisms built into the output device . The other class, called user
defined or Type III, makes use of bnly the published Postscript
language. Type I fonts offer significant advantages over user
defined fonts in terms of data size, performance, and typo
graphic quality.
Several soft-font vendors provide a software utility that can
scale typeface outlines and convert them into bit maps for sup-

SOLID STATE DISKETTE AND DRIVE EMULATORS

New Dual Disk Models
• PCE / 2 single disk emulation of S'k" or 3 1/z " diskettes up
to 1.2MB, read/write up to 770K.
• PCE / 2 dual disk emulation-primary disk up to 770K
reead only and secondary diskette to 770K of SAAM.

A

ROMDISK PCE

RAM-based
printer controller will provide an
upgrade path to new font-scaling
technologies and PDLs
as they become available.

MODEL STANDARD FEATURES

• In-board and interchangeable Cassette models using
EPROM . Flash EPAOM and SAAM technology.
• On-board EPAOM programmer-simply copy a diskette to
program the EPAOMs. Flash EEProm remotely
programmable on LANs.
• Two Autoboot modes. a File (read) and a Programming mode
automatic disk drive designation set-up during booting.
• Flash EPAOM models are electrically eraseable. SRAM models
are battery backed . EPAOM models are ultraviolet eraseable.
• List prices with memory ICs from $295. OEM ·prices and
models available OEM with or without memory JCs.

CURTIS, INC.

2837 North Fairview Ave.• St. Paul, MN 55113

ported printers. Glyphix, from Swfte (Wilmington, DE) , of
fers 16 typefaces that work with one of its utilities, called Font
Manager. There are separate Font Managers for Microsoft
Word 4.0, WordPerfect 5.0, PageMaker 3.0, and Ventura Pub
lisher 2.0. Font Manager scales the outlines from 6 to 60 points
for LaserJets and compatibles. The utility can also oblique
(i .e., slant) and alter the weights (e.g., boldface) of the fonts .
Glyphix fonts can also be used with Lotus Manuscript 2.0,
WordStar 2000, and other applications .
Bitstream's Fontware Installation Kit is a menu-driven util
ity that scales typeface outlines from 2 to 144 points and raster
izes them into bit maps especially configured for the user's de
vices . For Postscript devices , the outlines are simply converted
to the required PostScript format and can then be scaled to any
point size. The program handles font management by building
and updating directories for font files .
Fontware installation kits are available for . most popular
desktop publishing, word processing , graphics, and spread
sheet programs. (They are generally offered to users directly
by the applications developer.) The library of 52 Bitstream
typeface packages works with any of these kits. Hewlett-Pack
ard and Compugraphic together offer a similar utility called
Type Director that works with their typeface packages.
Some vendors offer editing programs that let users customize
fonts . With these programs, you can create logos, special char
acters, and additional weights and styles of existing and origi
nal typefaces. SoftCraft (Madison, WI) offers the Font Solu
tion Pack, an IBM PC program that uses Bitstream typefaces or
Hewlett-Packard-compatible bit-map fonts . You can install ,
scale, curve, rotate, reverse , and edit typefaces , and create cus
tom character sets and special styles.
Fontographer, a product for the Macintosh from Altsys
Corp . (Plano, TX), enables users to create characters from
scratch. Six typefaces are also available that can be user-cus
tomized by adding special effects such as variable tints and out
line weights. You can configure the fonts , logos, and characters
created into bit maps for the ImageWriter LQ or LaserWriter
continued
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Clorthe 8051
Compare:
Benchmark Results -Sample program: Eratosthenese sieve
Program from BYTE (1/83) expanded with 1/0 and interrupt handling.

Compilation time
Linkage time
Execution time
Total code size
Sieve module
size

Archimedes
ICC51
v2.20A

MCC51
v1.2

12 sec ~
29 sec
11.45 sec
5318 bytes
736

18 sec
9 sec
9.00 sec
3798
1021

FRANKLIN
C51 v2 .1

17 sec
6 sec ~
0.88 sec ~
~
1726
~
541

Call now for your free DEMO disk.

FRANKLIN
SOFTWARE . INC.

888 Saratoga Ave. #2 • San Jose, CA 95129
(408) 296-8051 • FAX (408) 296-8061
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Read Mac Disks in a PC
Match Maker
- the best way to share data between a PC and
a Mac. The MatchMaker card lets you plug a
Macintosh floppy drive into a PC.

•
•
•
•
•

Easy-to-install half-size card .
Use any external Macintosh drive.
DOS-like command software included.
1 year warranty, Made in USA.
Also available; MatchPoint-PC to
read/write Apple II disks.

''. .. by far the most cost effective solution ... " PC WEEK

Mic:ra5alutians
Computer Products

132 W Lincoln Hwy.
DeKalb, IL 60115
(815) 756-3411

- - - lntroducing--
Smallest 80386 based
PC Compatible
Single Board Computer
Only
4 x 6

Now
Available

11

DR DOS®

11

Quark/PC® II
• EGA®Video/Color LCD Controller
• SCSI Hard Disk Control • Floppy Disk Control
• Up to 4 Mbytes Memory and much more....
To order or enquire call us today.
Megatel Computer Corporation
(416) 245-2953 FAX (416) 245-6505
125 Wendell Ave., Weston, Ontario M9N 3K9
REPS: Italy 39 331256524
W. Germany 49 6074 98031
U.K. 44 959 71011
Netherlands 31838529 505
Australia 61 03 568 0988
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A Font's Golden Years
Most laser printers today come with built-in printer controllers.
Thus , they can accept instructions from a PDL, together with
downloadable fonts, in order to generate the page image. In the
future , more and more laser-printer controllers will be resident
in the hosts to which they are attached . Installing the printer
controller in a workstation or personal computer simplifies
communication to the printer and speeds loading of fonts from a
disk . The disk can also be used for cachi ng bit maps , thereby
greatly improving the controller' s performance.
Printer controllers , which are currently almost all ROM
based , will most likely become RAM-based in the future. This
will provide a much higher level of flexibility . It's practical to
have a RAM-based controller because it can be quickly booted
from the disk. A RAM-based controller will provide an up
grade path to new font-scaling technologies and PDLs as they
become available. This architecture will create a much higher
level of openness than exists in today's ROM-based printer
controllers.
Font management will, in time , become a standard feature
of operating environments. With this enhancement, and with
out having to delve into the intricacies of font technology , soft
ware developers will find it easier to develop word processing ,
desktop publishing, and other application programs requiring
fonts . At the same time, they will create a level of standardiza
tion that will encourage and improve typeface portability.
There is a trend toward more openness in digital fonts . So
you can expect more and more operating environments ,
printers , and typesetters to have open font architectures that
will allow all font vendors , as opposed to multiple and indepen
dent font vendors, to provide their products for those devices .
More standardization of font formats will minimize the need
for format conversion.
It's interesting that even today, some typesetter manufac
turers continue to build devices that accept only type made by
the manufacturer itself. But it's likely that users will demand
more openness with respect to the source of fonts, especially as
different pieces of equipment from different manufacturers get
connected and used together . A trend toward openness and
standardization will hasten the day when there is complete por
tability of digital fonts across application programs, operating
environments, and output devices. Gutenberg would surely
approve . •
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IISC , or into user-defined Postscript fonts for Postscript com
patibility.
With Publisher's Type Foundry by ZSoft Corp . (Marietta,
GA), you can create custom fonts, logos , and symbols from
scanned typefaces or from scratch. Publisher 's Type Foundry
has both a bit-map editor and an outline editor. Fonts can be
translated to formats required for PostScript printers , as well as
for applications such as Aldus PageMaker and Ventura Pub
lisher. Running under Microsoft Windows, Publisher's Type
Foundry requires scanned type to be entered into PC Paint
brush and then transferred into one of the font editors. With
Type Foundry , users can also oblique and boldface the char
acters.
These are only a sampling of the font products on the market.
There are obvious differences that users should examine closely
for variety, flexibility, availability, and compatibility.
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John Collins is vice president of technical development for Bit
stream (Cambridge, MA) . He holds a Ph.D. in electrical engi
neering from the University of London. He can be reached on
BIX c/o "editors."
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or timed screen display.
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grams. Distribute your
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additional fees or
mandatory copyright
screen.
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MACH:
THE MODEL FOR
FUTURE UNIX
Will a new, object-oriented kernel
change the face of Unix?
Avadis Tevanian Jr. and Ben Smith
nix is over 20 years old . While the computer
hardware for Unix has radically changed since
Unix was first designed , the basic concepts of
the operating-system kernel have remained the
same.
.
The Mach kernel is designed to take advantage of new computer architectures and provide for the needs of modern programs. It is also a return to the original Unix concept of having
only the most essential functions in the kernel-a concept that
has been lost in the versions of Unix from the big-iron computer
manufacturers, whose kernels can exceed 2 megabytes .

U

To derive Mach, the Carnegie Mellon team extended the
model of Unix computing by adding five abstractions: the task,
the thread, the port, the message, and the memory object. Obviously , the language and concepts of object-oriented programing permeate the design of Mach. Many people call Mach an
"object-oriented operating system."
The Mach kernel maintains only the most basic services:
processor scheduling , interprocess communication, and management of virtual memory. All other services are service
tasks , independent user-level programs .

Tasks and Threads
Great Ideas from a Small Team
A small group of researchers at Carnegie Mellon University
started the design of Mach in 1984. They wrote the first lines of
code in 1985 . Originally, Mach was intended to support largescale parallel computation. However, early on in the design
phase , the team decided that designing only for large-scale parallel computation would be of limited life and utility. So they
changed the design to make it independent of the hardware architecture. Mach was initially implemented on the VAX11 /780 and now runs on a wide range of hardware , including
almost all VAX processors, the IBM RT PC, Sun-3 workstations, the Encore Multimax , the Sequent Balance 21000, various 80386 machines, and the NeXT Computer.
Mach is designed to handle problems associated with both
parallel programming on multiprocessor machines and distributed programming , where the work is done by several separate
computers communicating over a network . The concept of
multiple threads of control executing in parallel within a single
task facilitates parallel computing . A capability-based interprocess communication mechanism eases distributed programming. Finally, an extremely powerful virtual memory system
allows applications of all sizes to efficiently share the memory
resources of these complex architectural designs . With Mach,
these very same concepts work equally well on inexpensive ,
single-processor machines.

Mach splits the traditional Unix abstraction of a process into a
task and threads. A task is the environment in which threads
run. It includes protected access and control of all system resources, including the CPUs, the physical 1/0 ports, and memory (virtual and real). The structures associated with files are
in the domain of the task. A task address space uses a structured
map of memory objects (see below).
A thread is an entity (an object) capable of performing computation, and for low overhead, it contains only the minimal
state necessary. Another term for a thread is a lightweight process . A thread contains the processor state, the contents of a
machine ' s registers . All threads within a task share the virtual
memory address space and communications privileges associated with their task. The Unix abstraction of a process is simulated in Mach by combining a task and a single thread. However , Mach goes beyond this abstraction by allowing multiple
threads to execute simultaneously within a task. On a multiprocessor, multiple threads can , in fact, execute in parallel on separate processors , whereas on a uniprocessor they only conceptually execute in parallel.

Ports, Port Sets, and Messages
A port is a communications channel , a sort of object reference
for tasks , threads, and other objects. Application programs
continued
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Mach on ~he NeXT Cube
hile most current users of Mach
are content to rely on Uni x compatibility , NeXT has found the basic
functionality of a Unix system to be
in sufficient to produce high-quality
end-user applications software. NeXT
utilizes the Mach fun ctionality for communication between applications and
window servers, sound playback and recording servers , and other applications .
Applications on the NeXT Computer
convey information to a user according
to the NextStep User Interface, which
compri ses severa l components: The
Window Server manages a ll the windows on a display ; the Application Ki~ is
an implementation of the classes that de-

W

fi ne the user interface; the Interface
Builder is a rool that allows the user interface for NextStep-oonforming applications to be built with little or no programming; finally , the Workspace
Manager provides a graphical user interface to a user's files and applications.
Two major types of communication
occur between NextStep applications .
First, applications communicate with
the Window Server in order to implement a graphica l user interface according to the client/server model. Second ,
app lications communicate wit h each
other using the Workspace Manager as a
rendezvous point. Both types of communication are performed using Mach 's

communicate with objects managed by the kernel and server
tasks through the objects' ports. This is the software counterpart to the communications port s on the hardware. An object is
sa id to have " access rights " to a port if it has dealings with that
port. A port can move around from object to object, li ke moving a board a nd the cables connected to it from one machine to
another.
The object that has the port screwed into it is said to have
receive access rights to the port. Receive access rights imply
send access rights as well. More than one thread may concurrentl y attempt to receive messages from a given port, but al 1the
threads must be within the sa me task. In other words , onl y one
task can have receive access rights to the port.
The object intending to pipe messages to the port has send
access rights. More than one thread a nd more than one task can
hold send access rights to any port. Messages travel from the
object with send access rights to the port on the object with receive access rights.
For the time being , there is also a third port access right,
ownership, which determines which object gai ns receive rights
when these rights are relinquished. The Mach documentation
implies that ownership rights will probably not be implemented
in future releases- a definite discouragement for using this
privilege.
Both tasks and threads have a specia l kern el port by which
the kernel recognizes them .
Some special types of ports are assoc iated only with tasks:
the notify port , through which the task receives messages from
the kernel about its port access rights and the status of messages
it has sent ; the exception port, through which the task receives
messages from the kernel when a n exception occurs (see "Exception Handling," below) ; a nd the bootstrap port, with which
new tasks attac h to any services that they need.
Threads a lso have some special types of ports: the thread
reply port , for early messages from a young thread ' s parent and
ea rl y remote procedure calls (RPCs); a nd the thread exception
port , simila r to the task exception port. Ports can be strung together into port sets , through which several objects can grab
any messages from a single message queue .
A message is a string of data prefi xed by a header. The header describes the message and its destination. T he body of the
message may be as large as the entire address space of a task.
412
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intertask message-passing primitives.
Sound playback and recording make
extensive use of Mach features. On a
NeXT machine , compact-disk-quality
sou nd can be synthesized in a digital
signal processor. The device driver responsible for controlling the DSP and
the sou nd direct-memory-access channels is accessed using Mach's messagepassing primitives. This allows great
flexibility in how the hardware can be
accessed and provides network-transparent access to the driver. Threads are
also used by high-level sound software
to control sound I/O for an application
that needs to perform normal processing while playing or recording sounds.

There are simple messages , which don ' t contain any references
to other ports ; and non-simple messages, which can make reference to other ports-conceptuall y similar to indirect addressing.
Messages are the primary way that task s communicate with
each other and the kernel. They can even be sent between tasks
on different computers.

The Memory Object
Each Mach task can use up to 4 gigabytes of virtual memory for
the execution of its threads. This space is used for the memory
objects but a lso for messages and memory-mapped files.
When a task al locates regions of virtual memory , the regions
must be a ligned on page boundaries . The task can create memory objects for use by its threads; these can actually be mapped
onto the space of anot her task. Spawning new tasks is more efficient because memory does not need to be copied to the child .
T he child needs only to touch the necessary portions of its parent's address space . W hen spawning a child task, it is possible
to mark the pages to be copied or protected (the child is prohibited access).
Since messages are actua lly mapped into the virtual memory
resources of tasks, intertask (interprocess) communication is
fa r more efficient than old-time Unix implementations where
the messages are copied from one task to the limited memory
space of the kernel and then to the task receiving the message.
I n Mach, the message actually resides in the memory space
shared by the communicating tasks .
Memory-mapped files faci litate program development by
simplify ing memory and file operations to a single set of operations fo r both . However, Mach still supports the standard Uni x
file read, write, and seek system call s.

Virtual Memory
T he Mach virtual memory system provides the programmer
with a clean interface, which allows virtual memory to be allocated and dea llocated at arbitrary addresses and sizes , restricted onl y by the page size of the underlying hardware . Applications can, on a page-by-page basis, specify access modes
such as read-only, read/ write , or shared . Finally , also on a
page-by-page basis , virtual memory can be shared between
continued
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tasks in a controlled fashion that is based on inheritance.
The virtual memory system achieves portability by splitting
its implementation into two parts . The first part, the architecture-independent part, is common to all implementations of
Mach . The second part, the architecture-dependent part, is
specific to each hardware architecture that Mach runs on . This
split makes it possible for Mach to provide a consistent, high
level of functionality on all hardware architectures with only a
minimal porting effort.

Open Memory Management
Instead of limiting virtual memory semantics to those defined
by the kernel, Mach provides an interface that allows user-level

Mach kernel guarantees secure interprocess communication
(IPC) within a host.
The Mach kernel automatically queues messages for tasks
executing on its machine . However , transmission of messages
between separate Mach hosts is performed transparently by an
intermediate server task .
The intermachine-process- ~ ..:rver task is the network message server, and it mainta; ·s the mapping of local "proxy"
ports to global " network " ~ ~ts. It forwards messages using
network protocols of its choi• 1n addition, it is free to make
decisions related to security, , ick of it, depending on the environment in which it is run .

Exception Hl!ndling vs. Signal Handling

t

eMach

kernel guarantees that only
authorized senders can send messages
on a particular port.

programs (external memory managers) to define the exact semantics of virtual memory that can be mapped into any task's
virtual address space. Such programs are responsible for handling operations such as " page in " (when a page of memory is
referenced) and " page out" (when a page of memory is moved
out of the normal working set). In addition, external memory
managers can instruct the Mach kernel to take special action on
memory, such as restrict access to data in order to provide data
consistency and security.
External memory management allows Mach to be extended
in powerful ways without changing the base Mach kernel. For
example, network-consistent shared memory can be implemented by an external memory manager. The shared memory
manager can use the external memory interface to control
which pages of memory can be accessed by which machines at
various times in order to guarantee control. Not only does this
remove that complexity from the kernel, but it allows the shared
memory manager to choose which algorithms it uses to enforce
consistency and security .

The Mach Kernel and IPC
The kernel functions can be classified into the following five
groups:
•
•
•
•
•

Task and thread management
Port management
Message queuing and support
Virtual memory management
Paging management

The kernel is responsible for the creation and management of
all tasks and threads, the structure of ports associated with the
tasks and threads , the messages between objects (through the
object ports) , and the allocation of physical and virtual memory. It manages what and how port capabilities are used. The
kernel guarantees that only authorized senders or receivers can
send or receive messages on each particular port. Thus , the
414
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In tradit; - Unix , signals are used for notifying programs of
events externa l to the 1--:ogram. The handling of signals is done
within the program, but the semantics vary from one kind of
signal to anot her. Signals come from only a portion of the
events that affect a program from the outside. Bus errors, segmentation and protection violations, arithmetic processor
errors (e.g., underflow , overflow , and divide by zero), and
events associated with debugging also need to be able to communicate with programs. External events that affect the execution of a program are called exceptions . The traditional ways of
handling exceptions (through application program signal handling and kernel handling of hardware errors) separate the application program or service program from the hardware that
caused the exception and assume that there is only one processor (no longer a valid assumption).
Mach has taken a generalized view of all exceptions. An exception requires suspension of the "victim" thread that caused
the event and the notification of an exception handler. The handler performs some operations as a result of the exception, and
then the victim is either revived or terminated . Because the
handler is never within the victim thread, all the exception handling involves a form of RPCs . Mach ports and messages are
the elements through which all this happens. The handler's
port for communicating with the task is the thread (or task) exception port.
This design provides a single facility with a consistent method of handling all exceptions, a simple interface, full support
for debuggers and error handlers , and no duplication of functionality within the kernel. In addition, and of great interest to
developers and researchers , this design allows for user-defined
exceptions .

System Layers
The Mach kernel provides only the basic primitives needed for
building distributed and parallel applications. Although Unix is
an operating system , it is also a complete environment suitable
for use by developers and end users . Mach is just a kernel. The
operating-system environment is built on top of it. But, since
Mach makes few traditional operating-system decisions within
the kernel itself, it is possible to build a completely different
operating-system environment on top of it.
Currently, the Mach kernel is the basis for a BSD 4. 3 Unixcompatible system. In this system, the Mach kernel implements
the features particular to an operating-system kernel and the
features provided by the Mach kernel interface. Unix compatibility is provided by the original BSD 4.3 implementation,
modified for use with Mach. In effect, many of the internals of
BSD 4.3 have been replaced with Mach equivalents. This technique yields a highly compatible system with performance
often exceeding that of the original BSD 4.3 system.
continued
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OS/2 and Mach
Like Mach, OS/2 supports threads, virtual memory , and message-passing mechanisms. Although Mach and OS/2 provide
similar types of functionality at the lowest levels , they differ in
important ways.
OS/2 threads , for example, have some unusual semantics.
Instead of the Mach model of all threads being equal , OS/2
treats some threads (e.g ., the first thread in a process) specially. It manages virtual memory in segments, rather than pagesa finer grain and more flexible control than segments. Also,
OS/2 imposes some other restrictions , such as the use of different memory allocators for different-size memory regions .
Rather than provide one coherent mechanism for interprocess
communication, OS/2 provides many different mechanisms
(e.g., semaphores , pipes, queues, and signals). OS/2 lacks
multiuser operations. Finally , OS/2 was designed to run on
Intel 80286/80386 processors and is not portable to other processor families. This is not to say that OS/2 doesn't do well in
its own niche , but it is not as complex or universal as Mach.

The Future of Mach
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Unix compatibility makes Mach attractive to a wide audience
by allowing it to transcend its role as a research project and
emerge as a viable commercial operating system. The NeXT
Computer already provides an excellent example of how to tie
visual displays to audio input and output. The primitives of
Mach were essential for NeXT to implement tliis functionality
efficiently in a true multitasking environment. (See the text box
" Mach on the NeXT Cube" on page 412.)
Mach is also influencing how other systems evolve. In the
future, more and more systems are likely to support Mach features . Mach has become the platform for experimental Unix
operating-system work. For instance, Trusted Information Systems , under a Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
contract, evaluated Mach as a possible base for a verifiably secure operating system, a " trusted system" meeting the B3 level
of security as specified in the National Computer Security
Center's "Orange Book." (See " Safe and Secure?" in the May
BYTE.) Researchers at Trusted Information Systems ascertained that Mach's design made implementation of classification labels and access control lists much easier than in traditional Unix . The design separation of the kernel and services made
modification of the operating system much more straightforward and easier to verify as being a trusted system. They have
gone on to build a proof-of-concept prototype trusted system.
But until Mach is free of BSD code , a truly trusted Mach operating system will not be possible. Meanwhile, they are working
with the Mach team at Carnegie Mellon to ensure that facilities
for trusted systems be properly implemented in future releases .
Work on Mach continues at Carnegie Mellon and organizatons such as NeXT . Eventually Mach will stand on its own and
be completely free of BSD code. It will have been shaped by the
tortuous tests of many other institutions, including industry and
government. Thanks to the availability of Mach on the NeXT
Computer, the ideas of thousands of researchers and students
will add to its clever design and continue to shape it for modern
computer design and software. It's a great example for all developers of applications and operating systems. But as operating systems go , Mach is very young, and few people understand
all the possibilities it really provides . •

Avadis Tevanian Jr. is the chief operating-system scientist at
NeXT, Inc. He can be reached on BIX c/o "editors. "Ben Smith
is a BYTE technical editor and can be reached on BIX as
"bensmith. "
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INSIDEEISA
Probing the mysteries
of the newest industry
standard for IBM PCs
his fall marks the advent of an
important new standard in the
Intel/IBM PC-compatible marketplace: the Extended Industry
Standard Architecture, or EISA (pronounced "ee-sa") . Created by a consortium of computer, peripheral, and chip
vendors ranging from Compaq to AST
Research to Intel, EISA machines are
built around a unique 32-bit-wide bus
structure that's downward-compatible
with older Industry Standard Architecture (ISA, or "eye-sa") peripheral cards
(i.e., cards intended to work in the IBM
PC, XT, or AT).
When IBM announced the PS/2 series
of computers, it announced that these
machines used a new 16-/32-bit bus-the
Micro Channel-which was not compatible with the ISA bus. Users balked at the
high cost and limited availability of peripheral cards for the Micro Channel,
and manufacturers balked at IBM's demands for licensing fees-which included not only a percentage of revenue
acquired from using the new bus design,
but also a retroactive fee for use of the
ISA bus that IBM was putting out to
pasture.
The result was the formation of the
EISA consortium-centered around a
group of clone makers, the "Gang of
Nine" (i .e ., Wyse, AST Research,
Tandy, Compaq, Hewlett-Packard, Zenith, Olivetti, NEC, and Epson-mnemonically, watchzone). Struggling to
finish their EISA specification while the
Micro Channel gained market share, this
group kept information on EISA mostly
under wraps . You could obtain detailed
information about the bus only by signing a nondisclosure agreement and paying $2500.

T

The lack of publicly available information on EISA has led some to call it a "vapor bus." However, by the time this issue
of BYTE arrives on the newsstand , the
wait will be over, and EISA systemsand the specification-will be available
to everyone. See " EISA Arrives" on
page 93 .
What's inside EISA? And how does it
work? The best way to understand EISA
is to trace its evolution from its earliest
roots: the 8-bit backplane of the original
IBMPC.

Recapitulating Phylogeny
The original PC and XT bus was introduced in the first IBM PCs in 1981. It's a
relatively simple synchronous 8-bit bus
with parity protection and edge-triggered interrupts, which means that each
interrupt line can be used by only one
adapter card (see table 1) .
The original PC bus had no provision
for an external bus master; either the
host CPU or the direct-memory-access
(DMA) controller on the motherboard
controlled the bus at all times.
Enter the IBM PC AT, circa 1984.
IBM wanted to extend the 8-bit IBM PC
bus to 16-bit operation in a compatible
way, so all the signals on the original 62pin connector were maintained and a
new connector was added at the bottom.
Table 2 shows the additions that created
theAT bus .
IBM added a number of features to the
AT for downward compatibility. Because
the AT's 80286 ran faster than the original PC's 8088, the company added a
wait-state generator to lengthen bus
cycles. Also, the one previously unused
line was assigned a function: Pin B8 became the OWS (zero wait state) line.
When this line is pulled low, some or all
of the wait states generated by the AT
motherboard are removed. By putting
this signal on the 62-pin connector, IBM
let manufacturers make fast 8-bit boards
as well as fast 16-bit boards.
The new connector, which had two

rows of 19 pins each, added four new address lines (LA20-LA23), plus copies of
three lower address lines (LA17-LA19).
Why the duplication? Because the address lines on the original PC bus were
latched , and the latching process caused
propagation delays that would slow down
peripheral boards. (See the glossary on
page 423 for definitions of latched and
other bus-related terms.) By providing
these unlatched address lines, the AT bus
let 16-bit cards find out early in the cycle
whether they were being addressed .
They could then activate special signals
that said, "I'm a 16-bit card; please make
this a 16-bit cycle, if you can~·="~~~~
Those special signals-MEM CS16
and 170 CS16-are key to the AT bus's
downward compatibility. If the 80286 attempts to perform a 16-bit access to a
board and one of these signals is not asserted, special hardware on the motherboard takes over and causes two 8-bit
cycles to be performed.
Alas, there was a catch. Only seven
unlatched address lines could fit on the
connector , meaning that this "early
warning" could tell the board only which
128K-byte region of memory was being
addressed. Thus, memory boards that
didn't consume a full 128K-byte block of
scarce real-mode address space could not
activate the signal, and thus couldn't do
16-bit transfers. In practice, this meant
that most EMS boards and memorymapped peripherals were forced to do
transfers 8 bits at a time , even over the
16-bit AT bus.

EnterEISA
Like the AT bus before it, the EISA bus
was built on the older standard by adding
more address lines, more data lines, and
more control signals. Before this could
be done, however, its designers had to
generate a firm specification for the ISA
bus .
The timings of the PC and AT backplanes were never formally specified in
colllinued
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Table 1: Because of its simple design, each interrupt line can be used by only
one adapter card.
PC AND XT BUS SIGNAL LINES

Lines

Description

AO-A 19

Twenty system address lines. During 1/0 cycles, only the lowest
10 lines are actually used .

D0- 07

Eight bidirectional data lines.

ALE

Address latch enable. This signal goes high to indicate that a
valid address is present on AO-A 19 during a memory access.

IRQ2-IRQ7

Six maskable interrupt request lines.

DRQ1-DR02,
DACK 1-DACK3

OMA request and acknowledge lines. There 's no DRQO on the bus;
OMA channel O is used for DRAM refresh on the PC and the XT.

10 CH ROY

A signal used by a memory or peripheral board to generate
wait states.

IOR, IOW
SMEMR, SMEMW

1/0 and memory read and write strobes.

OSC

A 14.31818-MHz clock used by some video boards. It's not
synchronized with respect to the rest of the bus.

CLK

The bus clock signal (4.77 MHz in the original PC and
proportionately faster on later machines). This clock is
synchronized with respect to the read and write strobes.

AEN,TC

Address enable and terminal count. These control
signals are used during OMA cycles.

10 CH CHK

Alerts the processor to parity and other errors via a nonmaskable
interrupt.

RESET ORV

Indicates that the system is being reset.

+ SVDC, - SVDC,
Power-supply rails.
+ 12VDC, - 12VDC
GND

any published IBM document. EISA,
which was to extend the bus yet again,
could not be so lax. It needed to rigorously define not only the new standard,
but also a set of timings that would retain
compatibility with the older ones. Fortunately, the participants in the EISA consortium were old hands at IBM clone design and probably the best people to do
the job.
As the specification developed, the
developers exchanged timing information as spreadsheet files . The spreadsheet format let them watch what happened to the worst-case timings as they
tuned the specification, and it helped
them flag problems .
Table 3 shows the resulting new signals. The new pins for the EISA bus were
placed physically between the pins of the
ISA bus . (See figure 1 for a comparison
of the lines .)

Covering All the Bases
Now that I've listed the signals that EISA
adds to the standard PC bus, I'll look at
some of the features they provide. A key
feature of EISA is that the host or any bus
master can access any memory device or
peripheral in the system, even iftheir bus
widths differ.
The EISA bus controller can adapt accesses from the host CPU, a 32- or 16-bit
EISA master, or even an ISA bus master
to any of five kinds of slaves on a cycleby-cycle basis. These include EISA 32bit slaves, EISA 16-bit slaves with burst
capability , EISA 16-bit slaves without

Table 2: New signal lines added in the AT's 16-bit bus. By duplicating some of the address lines, the AT bus maintains
backward compatibility while providing unlatched address lines for faster cards.
ADDITIONAL SIGNAL LINES FOR THE 16-BIT ISA BUS

Lines

Description

08- 015

The eight new data lines.
System bus high enable, which indicates when these data lines are being used.

IRQ10-12 ,
IR014-15

More interrupt lines. IR013 is absent because that
interrupt is reserved for the math coprocessor.

DROO, DACKO,
DRQ5-DRQ7,
DACK5-DACK7

More OMA control lines for new OMA channels.
On the AT, OMA channel Ois no longer used for refresh and is therefore available for other purposes.

Memory read and write strobes. These signals are active on all memory cycles, while SMEMR and SMEMW are active
only on cycles that fall within the address space of the PC for compatibility reasons.
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MASTER

A new signal that lets a board become a bus master on the AT bus. A bus handoff using this signal requires several
cycles, and the master must relinquish the bus periodically to allow memory refresh (or do the refresh itself}.

MEMCS16,
l/OCS16

Signals used by a peripheral board to tell the motherboard that it's capable of handling a 16-bit data transfer.
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burst capability , ISA 16-bit slaves, and (e.g., Fiber Distributed Data Interface, problems you encounter when expanding
ISA 8-bit slaves. How is this accom- or FDDI) , a fast disk drive (e.g. , IPI or an IBM PC or compatible is a lack of
plished? The answer lies in a key feature SCSI-2) , or a high-resolution graphics available interrupt lines . ISA machines
of the EISA bus-and its controller- display .
do not allow sharing of interrupt lines ;
called cycle translation .
But not all bus transactions will fall each is edge-triggered and driven by a
Suppose that a 32-bit EISA bus master into this category. If you' re using ISA pe- TTL tristate driver.
card wants to do a write into a memory ripheral cards, they will exhibit lackEISA, however, provides pull-ups on
location on an 8-bit ISA card. The bus luster performance compared to EISA- the interrupt lines and can make them
master will begin by requesting the bus , specific cards.
level-sensitive. This means that EISA
setting up the address and data , and ascards, which use open-collector drivers
serting the START signal. It will then Shared Interrupts
to drive the interrupt lines, can share
look at the signa~s EX32, EX16, MEM One of the most common and frustrating
continued
CS16 (called Ml in the EISA specifica- . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - tion), and OWS. As these signals return,
the bus controller samples them , too .
When the bus master and the bus controller see that the cycle can't be comTHE LEADING IN-CIRCUIT EMULATOR TECHNQ
pleted with a simple 32-bit transfer, the
bus controller takes over. Having sampled the address and data from the bus
master, the bus controller begins to drive
the same signals onto the bus while the
bus master is still doing so. (There's no
conflict and no glitch because both are
driving each line the same way.) Then,
half a cycle of the bus clock later , the bus
master bows out by turning off its drivers. The bus controller, now in charge of
the cycle, executes four separate ISA
byte transfers to deliver the data, much
the same as the AT motherboard can
break up a word access into two byte-size
accesses .
The beauty of this " handoff' facility
is that none of the DMA peripherals or
bus masters need to contain the byteshifting and cycle-generating logic to
handle the wide variety of possible transfers . For example, Intel ' s 32-bit bus
master chip, the Bus Master Interface
Controller (BMIC) , can handle only 32and 16-bit burst transfers without help,
but the other combinations are neatly
handled by the EISA Bus Controller
(EBC) chip (see table 4).
Another novel situation occurs when a
16-bit master addresses the upper word
of a 32-bit memory location on a 32-bit
slave. The EBC handles this situation by
copying the information from the lower
two byte-wide lanes of the data bus up to
the higher two lanes, so that the information arrives at the right place. This procedure is known as copy-up, and it lets a
16-bit master access a 32-bit slave without containing drivers for all 32 data
lines.

8051 68HC1 1

Fast Transfers
One of EISA's key selling points is raw
speed. Under the right conditions, EISA
peripherals can do 32-bit burst transfers
at up to 33 megabytes per second. This
sort of bandwidth is necessary when a
machine is servicing a high-speed LAN

Australia (02) 654 1873, Austria (0222) 38 76 38, Benelu x +3 1 1858-16133 , Denmark (02) 65 8 1 11 , Finland
90-452 1255, France (01)-69 412 80 1, Great Britain 0962-73 31 40, Israel (03) 48 48 32, Italy (011 ) 771 00 1O,
Ko rea (02) 784 784 1, New Zea land (09) 392-464, Portugal (01) 83 56 70, Sweden, Norway (040) 92 24 25,
Singapore 065 743 -2086, Spain (93) 217 2340, Switze rl and (0 1) 740 41 05, Taiwan (02) 76402 15,
West Germany 0183 1- 1687, USA FAX (408) 378-7869 .

Circle 255 on &oder Service Card
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QUALITY IN...
QUALITY OUT
No m atter how well
acquainted you are with
making personal computing decisions-decisions
th at may involve hun dreds
of thousands of dollars- the
value of th ose decisions is
only as good as th e value of
your in formation. Without
quality information-it's
hard to make q uality
decisions.
BYTEweek , McGraw-Hill's
n ew weekly newsletter for
professionals in th e personal compu ter industry, is
devoted to giving you th at
quality information in a
tim ely and compact onestop n ews format. And
BYTEweek interprets this
news with in-depth commentary and analysis.
Subscribe to BYTEweek
for quality information .
Remember, quality
in ... quality ou t.

Take advantage of th e
special on e-year charter
subscription rate of $395
($495 outside the U.S. and
Canada)-a savin gs of $100
off the regula r rate. Your
subscri ption in cludes 50
issues plus a free threemonth subsc ription to
BIX-a $49 value.
Don·t miss this
opportunity! In the U.S. ,
call BYTEweek's toll-free
number: 1-800-258-5485, in
N.H . or outs ide the U.S. ,
call: 1-603-924-9281.
BYTEweek offer s a m on ey-back

guaran tee if' you're not
cornpl eLel y saLisfi ecl.

News and Analysis for
Professionals i n th e Personal
Comp u t ing Indust1y
On e Ph oeni x Mill Lan e.
Pete rborough . NH 03458
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Table 3: Signal lines added to ISA to create EISA. The addition of the new
lines, including 32-bit data and address lines, almost doubles the total number
of lines.
SIGNAL LINES ADDED TO ISA TO CREATE EISA

Lines

Description

BEO- BE3

Byte enables. These signals indicate which byte
lanes of the 32-bit data bus are involved in the
cu rrent bus c~ They're analogous to the
BEO through BE3 signals on the 80386 and
80486 microprocessors.

M-10

Distinguishes between an EISA memory cycle and an
EISA 1/0 cycle.

START

Indicates the start of an EISA bus cycle.
Provides timing control within an EISA bus cycle.

MSBURST

Indicates that a master is capable of performing burst cycles.

SLBURST

Indicates that a slave is capable of accepting burst cycles.

EX32, EX1 6

Indicate that a slave is an EISA board and can support
a 32- or 16-bit cycle, respecti vely. If neither of
these signals is asserted at the beginning of a cycle ,
the bus fall s back to an !SA-compatible mode for that cycle.

EXRDY

Indicates that an EISA slave is ready to terminate a cycle.
Asserted by potential master number n
to request the bus.

MAKn

Indicates to master n that it has been
granted the bu s.

D16-D31

The new data lines that , combi ned with the data lines
on the ISA bus, make the EISA 32-bit data bus.

L A2-L A 16,
LA17-L A3 1

New address bus lines. Like LA 17-LA23, these lines
aren't latched on the motherboard and so provide a
fast path to the peripheral boards. Note that there 's
no need for an LA 1 or LAO; the byte enable lines
indicate which of the four byte lanes are used.
Also note that there are now 32 address bits,
supporting the full address range of the 80386
(rather than the 24-bit address range of the 80286).
This lets system RAM grow above 16 megabytes.

these scarce resources. Beware of mixing
EISA and ISA cards on the same interrupt line, however; an ISA card cannot
share an interrupt, even when plugged
into an EISA backplane.

Taking Turns
The memory refresh controller, the highest-priority DMA channel , and candidates for bus mastership compete for
ownership of the EISA bus via a threeway rotating arbitration scheme. This
scheme guarantees that no bus master
will ever starve, although it is possible
for a low-priority DMA channel ·to be

starved for use of the bus. It also ensures
that memory will be refreshed on a regular basis . In addition, the Intel chip set
contains a special watchdog timer that
makes sure no one entity retains control
of the bus for too long. If this timer expires, the master is removed from the bus
and a nonmaskable interrupt is generated
on the host CPU .

The EISA Connector
The EISA connector , developed by
Burntly, is designed to be 100 percent
compatible with existing ISA cards. The
continued

Words of Caution
and Encouragement
for Those Choosing
a CASE Tool
Your software projects are growing
more complex, and maintenance is
growing more expensive. You think
that CASE tools could help, but
some say CASE is more trouble
than it's worth . What should you
believe 1 Should you jump in ? Be
cautious. Expensive CASE tools
with rigid methodologies demand
a commitment of time and money
so large that anything short of
revolutionary success can seriously
damage yo ur budge t and yo ur
caree r. Now, however, you can
eliminate ·methodology grid-lock
with an affordable, flexible, worldclass CASE tool. Literally every
programmer and analyst in your
company can have the power of
vsDesigner'" on their PS/2 or PC.

vsDesigner
design collaboration while prevent·
ing conflicting changes to the
shared design.
The Expert version of vsDesigner
also provides the database and
reporting capabilities necessary to
predi ct lines of code, number of
modules, completion dates, responsibilities and project complexity.

'.

~·

...

vsDesigner enhances the communication among team members
by giving managers, team leaders,
programmers and analysts a visual
picture of your system's architecture
making it fas ter and easier to communicate design changes throughout the team.

The Price/Performance
Leader
vsDesigner costs only $495 for a
sin gle-user li cense, but don't
be foo led by its low price vsDesigner has the features and
power of CASE tools costing over
ten times more. The Expert version of vsDes igner
costs $1,995 for a single-user license and includes
all vsDesigner features plus LAN support, design
database reporting and the ability to modify or
create methodologies.

Use Multiple Methodologies
vsDesigner supporrs the structured design methods
you prefer: Yourdon, Gane-Sarson, Warnier-Orr,
Ward-Mellor RealTime, Entity-Relationship, Flow
Chart , etc. It supports multiple methodologies or
"syntaxes" simultaneously so that a design can
contain layers (nodes) using different syntaxes. For
exa mple, you can use Data Flow Diagrams fo r the

Fast Learning Curve

top level of your design and then decompose each
module into Structure Charts, State Diagrams,
Entity-Relationshi p Diagrams, etc.

Customize Methodologies Or
Create Your Own
With the Expert version of vsDesigner, you can
mod ify the syntaxes we supply, or you can even
create your own syntaxes for ultimate flexibility. We
believe that the tool should adapt to and then
enfo rce your team's standards and practi ces rather
than vice versa .

Quality Code From Quality Design
Although many CASE too l users have had significant pmductivity gains, structured design improves
quality even more than productivity. The design
checking programs included with vsDesigner allow
you to check the logical integrity of your des igns
before you begin wri ting code. The resul ting code
will be more reliable, and maintenance costs will
be much lower because operat ions are logically
consistent.

Collaborate over a LAN
Dara Flow Diagrams are just one o( the
standard merhodologit's supported

One Picture ls Worth
A Thousand Meetings

.;

The Expert version of vsDesigner also adds LAN
support so that all your designers can simultaneously
work on the same des ign. Node locking allows

Circle 789 on Reader Service Card

vsDesigner has powerful on-line
help, and the User's Manual has an
ex tensive tutorial. Your choice of
Lotus-style menus or pop-up menus
make command selection easy. The
built-in word proc essor even
emulates popular word processors to reduce learning time. Color graphics make your designs easier
to understand.

A World-Class Design/Analysis
Tool From The Best-Rated
CASE Vendor
When yo u choose vs Designer, yo u become a
valued customer of Sage Software, the "Best-Rated
CASE Vendor" in the Donohue 1989 Fortune 1000
Software Industry Report. Sage is committed to
meetin g yo ur needs with excellent customer
support, training and best-in-class tools including
APS/PC and APS/MVS Application Generators,
PYCS, PolyMake and vsDesigner.
Both versions of vsDesigner require an IBMcompatible PC or PS/2 with 640K RAM, EGA
monitor and a hard disk. A mouse is recommended.
Printers supported are: Epson FX85, FX286 &
MX80; HP LaserJet+ and LaserJet Series II.

30-Day Money-Back Guarantee
To Order

1.. soo. 54 7. 4000

Outside No rth America call (301) 230-3307 .
Send checks and PO.s to SAGE/POLYTRON ,
1700 NW 167th Place, Beaverton , OR 97006 .
FAX: (503) 645-4576. Prices are N. American only.
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BUS EVOLUTION
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RESERVED
RESERVED
RESERVED
(KEY)

A14
BE1 A13
LA31
A12

GND

The Intel Chip Set

LA30

Intel's EISA chip set-currently the only
game in town-consists of three key
components (see figure 3): the Integrated System Peripheral (ISP) and the
aforementioned BMIC and EBC.
The EBC generates cycles on the EISA
bus and manages the buffers that connect
it to the host CPU's local bus. The EBC
also provides reset signals for the CPU
and the cache controller, and it supports
snooping on the EISA bus for either the
82385 or the 80486's internal cache. (It's
not clear, however, whether it's possible
to use the EBC with a more powerful
cache controller or with a write-back
cache.)
The EBC is closely coupled to (and, in
fact , can 't run without) the ISP. The ISP

A1 1
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contacts in the card edge connector are
arranged in two tiers: an upper tier ,
which carries all the ISA signals, and a
lower tier, which carries all the new
EISA signals (see figure 2) .
Plastic keys prevent an ISA card from
descending far enough into the slot to
connect with the EISA signals but slide
smoothly into notches in an EISA card .
The metal " fingers" on the edge of an
EISA card are thinner than those on an
ISA card, and the new signals are interleaved with the old. This arrangement
lets nearly twice as many leads reach the
card edge.
Skeptics originally voiced concern
that the insertion and removal forces of
the EISA connector would be extremely
high, but this has not turned out to be the
case. I found that I was able to insert and
remove EISA cards with one hand with
relatively little effort.

LA7
SBHEGND

continued

LA23
LA4
LA22
LA3
LA21
GND
LA20
(KEY)

Figure 1: The evolution from PC to AT

017

to EISA. The expansion bus has contacts
for both sides of the expansion cards.
The original PC bus (black) had only
62 lines. The ISA 16-bit (AT) bus
(blue) changes only line BA of the PC
bus but extends the bus with 36 new
lines. The EISA bus (red) added 59 new
lines at a different card depth from the
ISA bus. Otherwise, the basic 62 lines
stayed the same. Note that EISA attempts
to "wrap" power and ground lines
around clock lines and to position power
rails so that they can be combined into
thick traces on a motherboard. EISA
nearly doubles ISA 's number of bus
lines.
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EISA vs. the Micro Channel
BM announced its Micro Channel architecture in 1987. Because EISA is
Ibeing
released more than two years
later, its designers have had the benefit
of being able to track industry experience with IBM's design. (Intel has developed both a Micro Channel chip set
and the first EISA chip set.)
Some similarities are found between
the two standards. As is true with Micro
Channel systems, EISA systems can do
full 32-bit transfers and can configure
themselves automatically. (EISA systems can even tell you how to set the
DIP switches on older ISA-type cards) .
But unlike the Micro Channel , the EISA
bus is fully synchronous and can perform cycles in long rapid-fire bursts.
(The maximum throughput of the Micro
Channel is 20 megabytes per second,

while the EISA bus can support a maximum burst transfer rate of33 megabytes
per second.)
It may be easier to manufacture EISA
boards than Micro Channel cards. They
sport nearly double the surface area,
making expensive surface-mount technology less of a necessity. An EISA
adapter can use more than twice the
power of a Micro Channel card. This
will make peripherals like on-the-card
hard disks, relay boards, and intelligent
I/O boards with a large amount of RAM
(e.g., disk-caching controllers and laser
printer controllers) simpler and cheaper
to implement on EISA than on the Micro
Channel.
IBM makes Micro Channel machines
with both 16- and 32-bit CPUs today.
But while it's possible to build an EISA

system with a 16-bit host processor
(e.g., a 16- or 20-MHz 80286), it may
be a while before you see such systems
on the market. Intel-in an attempt,
perhaps, to discourage the use of these
second-sourced processors-supports
only the 80386 and 80486 with its EISA
chip set. Since Intel's chips are, at this
writing, the only ones available to support the EISA bus, users may have to
wait for silicon from other vendors before they can enjoy the economic benefits of the 80286-or even Intel's own
80386SX.
EISA' s main advantage is that it does
not have to "catch up" to the Micro
Channel right away in order to be useful. Users can install cards designed for
ISA machines while waiting for fast
EISA cards to appear.

Glossary
bus master The entity that drives the
address lines and the control signals for
a bus cycle; with EISA, the bus controller can operate some of the lines on behalfof the bus master.
DMA Direct memory access, the process by which information is transferred
between two slaves on the bus (e.g., a
memory card and an 1/0 device) , under
the supervision of a DMA controller.
edge-triggered An edge-triggered
interrupt is one that is activated by a
transition in an interrupt signal on the
backplane. Compare to level-sensitive.
ISA The Industry Standard Architecture, an unofficial designation for the
bus upon which the IBM PC AT and
compatible systems are built.
latched A signal is latched when its
logic level is sampled into and held by a
flip-flop. The flip-flop, or latch, is a
memory element that is guaranteed to
maintain its current output until explicitly set to a different value.
level-sensitive A level-sensitive interrupt is triggered by a specific level
(high or low) of that signal. Electrically, it is possible for more than one

source to drive a level-triggered interrupt line, but not an edge-triggered one.
Compare to edge-triggered.

DRAM chips are continuously recharged, without which they will lose
the data they contain.

open-collector An open-collector
bus line is one that is normally held at a
logic high level by a pull-up resistor.
Such a line can be pulled low by a chip
output that presents a substantially
smaller resistance between that line and
a low logic level (ground) . An output
that drives an open-collector line usually consists of a single transistor whose
collector is attached to the pin and nothing else (hence the name open-collector) . The transistor is driven to saturation (i.e., turned on all the way) to
present the necessary low resistance between the signal line and ground .

reset signals Signals that reset chips
(e .g . , the CPU) to their power-on
conditions.

parity protection A system with
parity protection includes 1 or more bits
that accompany the data and indicate
whether the number of ones (or zeros) in
the data is odd or even. Parity bits can
be used to check the integrity of the
data. Virtually all IBM PC- compatible
memory has 1 parity bit for each 8 bits.
refresh

The process by which the

snooping The process in which a
memory cache watches to see how peripherals are accessing memory. (See
"Caching in on Memory Systems,"
March BYTE.)
synchronous In a synchronous system, all state transitions , including
changes in the states of bus lines, are
synchronized with the transitions of a
clock signal. In an asynchronous system, objects can change state at any
time.
tristate A driver whose output can be
at a low logic level, a high logic level, or
high impedance-which means that it
does not control the bus line at all.
wait-state generator A circuit that
causes a CPU (or other bus master) to
increase the length of a bus cycle to accommodate slow memory or peripherals .
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in America.
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Bi level
connector (detail)

Figure 2: The EISA two-level expansion card connector allows backward
compatibility with the ISA card in the same slot, while letting EISA cards have twice
as many signal lines.

Table 4: The EISA bus controller needs to step in to help a bus master
complete a cycle. The Intel Bus Master Interface Controller has a downshift
feature that lets it do I6-bit transfers by itself. even if it's configured as a
32-bit master. A board that can do this is called a "downshiftable master. "
WHEN THE BUS CONTROLLER STEPS IN
32-bit EISA

16-bit EISA with
burst capability

16-bit EISA

ISA

32-bit EISA

B

M

M

M

16-bit EISA

c

B

B

M

Intel BMIC
(32-bit with
"downshift"
capability)

B

B

M

M

MasterSlave

We're Helping People
LearnTo Live Witliout Us.
1-800-242-GIVE
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8 = Burst-mode cycle possible.
C = Copy-up cycle . EBC copies the contents of the lower two byte·wi de lanes onto the upper two byte lanes, so the 16·
bit slave does not need to drive them directly.
M = Mismatch. EBC perfOfms one°' mOfe cyces on behalf of the master.
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INTEL'S EISA CHIP SET

EISA bus

EISA add-in card

ISA bus

Figure 3: The Intel chip set for supporting EISA consists of the 82358 EISA Bus Controller, the 82357 Integrated System
Peripheral, and the 82355 Bus Master Interface Controller.
provides the host CPU with an interrupt
controller, a OMA controller, counters,
and timers . It also manages DRAM refresh, performs EISA bus arbitration,
and tests for memory parity errors . The
ISP even has a "slowdown" mode that
delays the CPU and makes it appear to be
running at a slower speed-a necessary
feature for certain copy-protected software .
Because these two chips integrate so
many necessary system components
along with the EISA functions , manufacturers who use them are unlikely to use
third-party AT chip sets (e .g., those
made by Chips & Technologies) in the
same machines. Thus, these companies
will most likely have to develop their own
complete chip sets to cash in on the market for EISA machines .
The final component in the Intel chip
set is the BMIC. It 's intended to be used
as a bus master interface on intelligent
peripheral cards, and it has a local bus
interface that's specifically tailored for
use with the 80186. The host can com-

municate with the processor on the peripheral card using "mailbox " and
"doorbell" registers and/or via an interface that lets an entity on the EISA bus
access the peripheral card's local ad~
dress space. It's also possible to use the
BMIC on a card that doesn't have a local
CPU .

Identifying EISA Products
Every EISA card supports a product
identifier, which is accessible at a preassigned address determined by the slot
the card is in. EISA product identifiers
identify a peripheral card the same way
that Micro Channel card IDs do, but with
one important difference: EISA's product identifiers are not centrally managed , as IBM's are. The manufacturer
creates them, following guidelines published by the EISA consortium .
Which to Buy?
The mysteries of EISA have fostered a
wait-and-see attitude in the industry.
Many corporate customers , unsure

which standard will win, have deferred
computer purchasing decisions until they
know more about EISA.
By the time this article goes to press,
there should be real EISA machines that
users can see, benchmark, and compare
to systems that use the Micro Channel
(see the text box "EISA vs. the Micro
Channel" on page 423) and other bus
architectures. •
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TWO TIN CANS
AND SOME STRING

The investigation
of network interfaces
continues,
this time with
the popular NetBIOS

reason that ATP is a transaction-layer
protocol and is not meant to include
functions from the session layer. For
many applications, the transaction-handling functions of AppleTalk are more
than sufficient for the task. AppleTalk
does have a set of session-layer functions
that I intend to cover in a future column.
As in AppleTalk, the upper-layer
functions of NetBIOS call on functions
in the lower layers. Unlike AppleTalk,
most NetBIOS installations hide the
lower layers from applications. For simplicity, I'll split the layers of NetBIOS
into upper and lower. This division is of
my own doing, and it's merely to group
the layers into manageable portions.

hether you've got a Macintosh, an IBM PC, a Unix
system, or whatever, there's
a slot or a connector somewhere on your machine begging to be
hooked into a network. The begging has
probably gotten louder-some networks
are down to just a couple hundred dollars
per connection . Soon, you may find
yourself capitulating; you'll be bent over
your machine , screwing a coaxial umbilical into an adapter card. There, you're
jacked in. Now what?
In last month's installment, I described a simple file transfer application
as a means of exploring the capabilities
of two popular network systems: AppleTalk and NetBIOS. I began with AppleTalk, so now it's time for NetBIOS to
show its stuff. I should warn you now,
I'll frequently refer to Part 1 to draw parallels between the mechanics ofNetBIOS
and those of AppleTalk. You may want to
keep your October issue on hand.
I spent a good portion of last month's
article discussing the layers of functions
of which AppleTalk is composed. It's
important to be clear about layers, since
the AppleTalk Transaction Protocol,
which I used in my program last month,
resides one floor down from NetBIOS.
Specifically , ATP operates at the transaction layer, while NetBIOS operates at
the session layer.
After reading this two-part series, you
might conclude that NetBIOS has superior capabilities and that ATP should thus
be scorned as inferior by comparison.
That would be a mistake, for the simple

W

Upper Layers
The NetBIOS Session Management Protocol (SMP) handles sessions (which I'll
describe in a moment) between named
processes on the network. A named process is similar to AppleTalk's socket client: a program that has made itself accessible to other programs on the network
via a network-visible name .
The Name Management Protocol is
the counterpart to AppleTalk's Name
Binding Protocol (NBP). NMP allows
the user to create unique, symbolic names
that are made visible on the network. On
AppleTalk, a name is associated with a
socket client; in NetBIOS, a name is associated with one end of a session.
AppleTalk names are also more versatile than NetBIOS names . AppleTalk
names consist of three fields: zone, object, and type. These fields could be used
as filters, or as a mechanism for dividing
a physical network into logical subnets
(departments). NetBIOS names are flat
strings of 16 characters, and NetBIOS
provides no filtering or partitioning. For
example, you can't perform wild-card
searches to locate all the names on the
network beginning with "Print." Application programs have to add their own
wild card-matching capabilities.
The NetBIOS User Datagram Protocol

is analogous to AppleTalk's Datagram
Delivery Protocol. As with AppleTalk's
DDP, UDP manages packet transmission
from source to destination with no guarantee of delivery. UDP packets can be up
to 512 bytes long. There are some advantages to using DDP. Its usage does not require you to first set up a session; you just
pick the name you want to send the datagram to and fire away. Also, you can use
DDP to send broadcast datagrams, which
are sent to all names on the network . The
file transfer program I'll present makes
no use of UDP functions; for an application of datagrams, see "Understanding
NetBIOS " in the January BYTE.
Finally, the NetBIOS Diagnostic and
Monitoring Protocol has no real counterpart in AppleTalk (except, perhaps, the
AppleTalk Echo Protocol, AEP). DMP
commands allow a program to acquire
status information from local as well as
remote nodes on the network. You can
also obtain traffic information, along
with data such as the number of cyclicredundancy-check errors that have occurred, the number of collisions that
have occurred, and more.

Lower Layers
The lower layers are less clear than the
upper and depend largely on the hardware in use. The transport layer on the
PC Network uses IBM's proprietary Reliable Stream Protocol. Other network
systems use the Transmission Control
Protocol. You can find the Datagram
Transport Protocol at the transport layer,
as well; UDP and DMP use it heavily.
Beneath the transport layer resides the
network layer, which often becomes confused with the layer beneath it. IBM PC
networks use the Packet Transfer Protocol, which more or less calls the Link Access Protocol directly. Other vendors
may use XNS (Xerox Network Systems),
TCP/IP, or-in the case of Novell's NetBIOS emulation-IPX.
Finally, the physical layer is inhabited
continued
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by a diversity of creatures. Here you ' ll
find token rings, Ethernets , or even RS232 connections.
As confusing as all this seems, the reality is that unless you ' re in the business
of actually building network hardware,
you usually don 't have to work in the catacombs of the lower layers. I'll focus on
the upper layers (the SMP and NMP),
since this month 's program deals with
them.

Transactions and Sessions
Aside from the fact that NetBIOS and
AppleTalk run on completely dissimilar

machines, the main difference in the
kinds of commands available under these
two network systems can be traced to the
difference between a transaction and a
session. In last month's column, I went
into some detail concerning an AppleTalk transaction: Communication between network entities in ATP takes
place as a series of request/ response
cycles. The requester says " Give me
some data," and the responder replies
with "Here it is." The relationship between applications on ATP does not go
beyond this request/response exchange.
This is no surprise, since ATP is, after

Table 1: Format of the NetBIOS control block (NCB) . In some literature,
you may see this referred to as the message control block (MCB) .
FIELDS IN THE NETBIOS CONTROL BLOCK

Field name

Description

COMMAND

(1 byte) The command field , which tells NetBIOS
which function to execute. If the high bit is
set, the command is a " no-wait" command (see
text).
(1 byte) Returned by NetBIOS when the command
completes, this field is O if all went well.
Otherwise, this field holds an error code.
(1 byte) When a CALL or LISTEN command completes,
this field holds the number of the established
session. If you issue a SEND or RECEIVE command ,
you must load this field with the appropriate session
number.
(1 byte) When an ADD NAME or ADD GROUP NAME
command completes , this field holds the number associated
with that name; used with UDP commands.
(4 bytes) For SEND commands, this field holds the
offset and segment of the buffer holding the message .
to be transmitted. For RECEIVE commands , this field
points to the buffer where incoming data is to be
stored.
(2 bytes) The number of bytes in the buffer pointed to
by the BUFFER field .
(16 characters) Used by the CALL and LI STEN commands
to hold the name of the remote station that will
become your session partner.
(16 characters) Holds the local name (i.e., holds
your name) for ADD NAME and DELETE NAME commands.

RETCODE

SESSION NUMBER

NAME NUM BER

BUFFER

LENGTH
CALL NAME

NAME

(1 byte) Indicates the time-out in 112-second increments
for RECEIVE commands.
(1 byte) Indicates the time-out in 112-second
SEND TIMEOUT
increme nts for SEND commands.
(4 bytes) This field points to a post routine, which
POST
NetBIOS executes after completing a no-wait command;
should be set to O if not used.
(1 byte) Network adapter number; indicates which
ADAPTER NUMBER
network adapter card the command should be
issued to.
COMMAND COMPLETE (1 byte) A value of 255 in this field indicates that
the command specified by the NCB has not completed.
NetBIOS sets this field to O whe n the command is
finished .
RESERVED
(14 bytes) Reserved by NetBIOS.
RECEIVE TIMEOUT

all , a transaction-layer protocol.
Applications under NetBIOS, however, establish a session between one another. A session is like a telephone call.
First, both parties must make themselves
visible on the network using the ADD
NAME command- analogous to providing all phone system subscribers with a
universal phone book. Next, one party
calls the other using the NetBIOS CALL
command . The second party answers
using the LISTEN command. Once they
have established the session, both sides
can talk or listen using the commands
SEND and RECEIVE . In fact , both sides
can simultaneously send and receive;
hence, NetBIOS is said to support fullduplex operation.
NetBIOS, then , is a step up from the
transaction layer of ATP. A NetBIOS session can contain numerous request/response transactions . Furthermore, either
side can play the role of requester and responder. The dialog continues until one
(or, preferably , both) of the parties
issues the HANG UP command and terminates the connection.

Talky Talk
You issue commands to NetBIOS via a
data structure known as the NetBIOS
control block (see table 1 for a description of the NCB's fields) . The NCB's
function is roughly equivalent to that of
AppleTalk's parameter block, although
this is more coincidental than intentional. Each NCB is a message sent to
NetBIOS describing a command that the
calling application needs carried out.
The NCB remains the property of NetBIOS while the command is in progress .
(I'll present NetBIOS commands in uppercase.)
Ordinarily , conjuring up NetBIOS involves loading up the fields of the NCB
with the information appropriate for
whichever command you want NetBIOS
to perform, executing an INT 5CH, and
examining the RETCODE field of the
NCB when NetBIOS returns . (If you're
in assembly language, the AL register
mirrors the contents of the RETCODE
field .) NetBIOS commands issued in this
fashion are referred to as "wait" commands; your program waits for the command to complete before proceedingnot the best use of the computer's time .
If you set the high bit of the NCB 's
COMMAND field to a 1, that command
becomes a "no-wait" version. NetBIOS
will return immediately and multitask
with your application. Your program can
be performing computations while NetBIOS twiddles its thumbs , waiting for
continued
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response packets and such .
If you ' ve pointed the POST field to an
interrupt-handling routine (i .e ., one that
concludes with an IRET instruction) ,
NetBIOS will call that routine when the
command has completed. The post routine can examine the RETCODE field
and take appropriate action . Alternatively , you can clear the POST field , call
NetBIOS using a no-wait command , and
simply monitor the COMMAND COM-

PLETE field . NetBIOS will set COMMAND COMPLETE to 0 when the job is
done . (Sharp-eyed readers will recognize these two ways of handling no-wait
commands as being interrupt-driven and
polled techniques, respectively.) The
sample program I've written this month
completely wimps out and uses nothing
but the wait version of commands. I apologize for my cowardice.
To be fair to AppleTalk , most of its

Listing 1: C code fragment for the operations used to establish a f ile-send
on NetBIOS. The receive code is very similar.
/ * Open the file.*/
filehand=getfilename ( argv [J]);
/* De l ete your session name to make sure it's not
** hanging around . • /
NBios_ De lName ( myname) ;
/ • Add your session name to the name table .
** Variable 'myname ' contains your local name.
if( ( rcod=NBios_AddName(myname)) <0 )

*/

{
printf("»>Error adding name: %d \ n" ,rcod);
exit(O);
/ * Open a session for the transmit using the CALL command .
** Timeout is JO seconds.
•• This routine tries indefinitely . . . it keeps trying
** in 11 spite of command
time - out (error 5) as well as
** a no answer 11 error (error 20) .
** Variable 'hisname' is the name of our session
** partner. * /
do

{
rcod=NBios_Call ( hisname, myname, 200, 200) ;
if ( ( rcod <0) && ( rcod ! = -5 ) && ( rcod ! = -20) )

{
printf(">»Error calling session : %d \ n",0- rcod);
exit(O);

)

)
while ( (rcod == -5)

II

(rcod == -20));

sessnum=rcod;

/ * Read f ile, transmitting lK- byte blocks.
** Xblock is the message buffer. • /
Xblock. Text [OJ= ' D' ; / • Data block • /
count=O ;

while (bl en = getrec (file hand, Xblock . Text+l, BLOCKSIZE) )

{
Xblock. TextLength =blen+l ;
printf ("Sending .. %d \ n", count++);
if( rcod=NBios_SessionSend ( sessnum , &Xblock))
{ printf("»>Send error : %d \ n" ,rcod);
NBios_Hangup{sessnum);
exit( O);

/ * Send EDF block. • /
Xbl ock.Text[O] = 'E' ;
Xblock . TextLength=l;
if ( rcod=NBios_SessionSend ( sessnum, &Xblock ))
{
printf("» >Send error: %d \ n",rcod);
NBios_Hangup( sessnum);
exit(O) ;
/ * Hang up the session .
NB i os_Hangup(sessnum);

*/

/ * Delete your name . • /
if ( rcod=NBios_ DelName (myname))
printf("»>Error deleting name: %d \ n",rcod) ;
{
exit(O) ;

)
/ • Transmit went ok . • /
printf( "DONE!! \n " ) ;
close( filehand);
exit(O);

commands can be executed in no-wait
fashion , as well. AppleTalk refers to nowait commands as asynchronous . Calling a routine asynchronously causes an
immediate return to your program,
whereupon AppleTalk does its work in
the background. (For assembly language
programmers , you signify an asynchronous command by setting bit 10 of the
trap word of the call.) The parallels to
NetBIOS go further: You can either poll
the AppleTalk command ' s parameter
block , looking at the ioResult field
(typically at offset 16 in the parameter
block) and waiting for it to change from
1, or you can specify a completion routine whose job is identical to NetBIOS's
post routine .

The Real Stuff
The code fragment in listing 1 shows
most of the source code for the sending
side of my NetBIOS application. I'm not
including the receiver's source code for
the simple reason that it is virtually a
twin of the source in listing l . The major
difference is that the receiver issues a
LISTEN command instead of a CALL,
and a RECEIVE command instead of a
SEND . (You ' ll notice functions in listing
l corresponding to NetBIOS commands .
It should be easy to match the function
with the command.)
In NetBIOS , both ends of the session
log a name on the network using the
ADD NAME command . You'll understand thi s requirement in a moment.
(This is in contrast to ATP, where only
the responding side of a transaction must
use the NBP to place its name on the network . See last month's column for details.) As you might expect, each name
must be unique . The examples that I've
provided allow you to define the names
as command-line arguments. This permits numerous versions of the same program to run simultaneously on the
network .
When a program calls ADD NAME ,
NetBIOS ' s first job is to make certain
that no other program has laid claim to
the name . It does this by broadcasting a
name claim packet across the network.
Actually , it broadcasts the packet several
times as a fail-safe measure . If no other
station contests the name claim, NetBIOS adds the name to its local name
table. As with AppleTalk, a single station on the network can be known by several names-aliases , if you will. A typical NetBIOS installation can handle up to
12 names per station.
Once each side has added its name to
the network's name table, it's time to
continued
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WYSE 85 / 30 Amber ..................................375.90 I 294.10
WYSE 99GT...
. ..............................394.62

PLOTTERS, DIGITIZERS
& SCANNERS
~CJ/Comp

1023 ...
.......$3745.38 12 x 12 ....................$358.12
1043 ......................6477.15 12 x 18 .....................719.10
1044 ... .
.....99 15.06 36 x 48 ................... 3236.15

MURTR
12 12/Sl
....$349.06 36 x48 .
.....$2891 .53
t2x 17 .................... .499.35 4BunonCursor ... ......75.00

lOGi!ICH

Scanman PC ... ~
~ PS'2 ......$225.50
12 x 12 ...

$367.40

HEWLETT PACKARD
HP7440A .. .............S968.30
HP
...............1389.89
HP
26.56
HP
PRICE
HP7
........... CALL
HP
... 1049.66

12 x 18 ....................$599.50

l·IOI JSTDN

I NSTRUM ENT
H I DMP-52 / DM P-52MP
H I DMP· 56A
H I DMP-6 1
HI DM P-62
Image Maker

MOST ORDERS RECEIVED
BY 5:00 P.M. C.D.T.
SHIP SAME DAY

Ml321 .. ...............$479.28
Ml390 ....................475.96
ML391
........ 639.48
ML393 .......................995.90
ML393Colo' .......... 1067.60

11 24 .......................$339.18 1592 .........................$142.44
1595 "" """""""""""453.45 3131 .............................316.30
ll BO
"""""""""193.95 1524 ..
""""""""""562. 10
119 1 ..........................232.12 CALL FOR ACCESSORIES

················-~-~:..~~p~·-······················NEW!

Supersporl 86, 2 Or/20 Meg ................ CALL COW 1"
Supersport 286. 20140 Meg ..
.. ... FOR L OWEST
Turbospon 386. 40 Meg I ............ ... .ZEN ITH LAPTOP
Turbospon 386, 40 Meg I wlmodem ........... PRICING
DESKTO PS
Z-248 12 MHz .................................................... ALL
Z·286LP 12 MH z Mod. 1 ..............................ZENITH
Z -386 25 MHz Mod. 1
...... DESKTOPS
Z-386 33 MHz Mo<l. 1................................ .IN STOC K

... $384.47
. .............629.12

Ol(IDAlA

MDL 2 108 .
SB95.50 MDL 22 14 ............ $1921.30
MOL 2 11 2 ............ 1271.20 MDL3216 .............. 2060.37

Min is port

SPEED UP YOUR
PC UP TO 500% !

SOFTWARE STARTER KITS
Entry·Level 286 Starter Kil. 4 Users .. ..... ..... ..... $429.90
Entry-level 286 Starter Kit. 8 Users ................... 899.89
NOVELL 286 Solrware V 2 15 .......
............ 1839.65
NOVELL SFT Netware V. 2. 15 ...................... ... 2986.60
NOVELLNETPAO .............................. .. 1120.50
INTERFACE CARDS
.. ........ $375.45
3COM ETHERLINK ........ .........
ARCNET PC1 10 LAN tx>ard PS/2 . .................. .. ..412.50
ARCNET PC 130 LANboard . ........ ...................... 164.27
..
... 189.50
ARCNETPC130ELANboard .....
AACNET SMC 16-Bit File Server Board ..... ....... 437.55
ARCNET SMC 16-Bit Workstation Board .. .... ..35925
ETHERNET Interlace Connector (NE 1000) ..... .298.90
ETHERNET Plus Board (Im 286) (NP600) ........ 635.35
G·NET Interlace Carci w/Cable ........................... 298.52
NOVELL NE2000 ..............................................394.15
THOMAS CONRAD 16 Pon Hub ...................... 614.25
THOMAS CONRAD 8 Pon Hub ......................... 376.65
Ethernet Terminators ..
.......... ......... 39.50
No vell trained and auth orized sales and support.
See WORKSTATIONS under Computers.

EVEAEX 1200B i 2400B ......................... $97.90 1 184.15
...199.60 / 205.45
EVEAEX 2400 Ext / 2400 PS/2...
INTEL 2400 Internal ........................................... 149.75
INTEL 2400 External ... .. ... ..... ...... .. ..... ... .. .. .. ... ..... ... 176.94

M?l·i • ·i ;l fl ;f·1:J :It.. .U•l ~ Ii i •l ;fl

HAYES
HAYES 1200 ...... $276.60 2400B..
.. ......... S376.45
..269.20 2400PS2 .
.. .. .. .... 387.15
1200B .
2400 .... ...... ............ 416.08 Personal Modem ..... 109.70

VGA & EGA MONITORS
COMPAQ VGA Monitor.
. ........ ............ ... $548.68
MAGNAVOX 943EGA / 9CM062 .. .. .......365.40 / 372.52
MITSUBISHI 1409 1 1410 .. .. ................... 262.44 1385.50
MITSUBISHI 1381 Diamond Scan .......................5 19.20
NEC Multtsync 4D15D ..........
....................... NEW
NEC Multisync XL 19 -lnch .......... ........................ 2080.40

MI-'..?.

MEGAHERlZ CORPORATION

2400 lor ZENITH .. $167.10 laxlb"c.cM'PQS.T-S2!illll
2400 for NEC ........ 225.88 2400 for TOSHIBA ... 183.74

BATTERY BACKUP & SURGE
AMERICAN

g~~~FM~~?.i1. +~1ixifape s.'J§~ l i~§.~
i~iP~1:\\\1.~ei~~3s'::::: ::· ···············:1gm~

500 Wan ...
800 Wan ...
S100 ... .

I

•
Durant Technologies, Inc.
BPS-300 ..............$330.10 BPS-550 ...............$499.65
BPS-500 ................ 465.11 BPS- 1200 ................ 662.65

~t8~ ~~ ~csS~~~mK~·i :::· ··········:::::::::::::::··:·:::~:~

BC450 .
.$349.50 4 Oullel ..................... $44.25
BC- 1200 ................ 649.55 LC -1200 ................... 158.85
BC·2000 .........1179.BO LC -1800 ..... .. .... ........ 196.BO

I
I

B 1441/8144X .........................998.65 1 1299.10
8244X/8 120X ........................ 1990.25 1992.60
B220X , External 5.25- .......................... 1619.40
I
20 M / 40 M Internal Tape ............ 399.10 I 539.20
MOUNTAIN 4440 Int / ExL ......... ............ 385.BO 1557.75
MOUNTAIN 1SOM Filesalc .... ..... ....................... 1398.39
PLUS Passpqrt 20 / 40 ... .......
... 479.10 / 579.88
PLUS DEVELOPM ENT 20 Meg ....... .... .. ....... $527.44
PLUS DEVELOPMENT 40 Meg ............................. 677.BO

~~!jl~~OE~~~s\'b°il ALL MOOEi:s :!;l;~·~ '. ~m
?,~1_¥~~ ~~fE~~~~'fJppy ::::::·:::·:··::::::::: ~:~
1

-e-M!nlScrlbe
MIN-8425 ...........S239.40 MIN-3085 ..............S729.40
MIN-8438 ............... 299.85 MIN-6085 .................599.52

&95'!agale

SEAGATE 20 Meg .$265.58 SEAGATE 4096 BO ... .559.95
SEAGATE30Meg ...279.32 SEAGATEST-251 · 1 325.23

MICROPOLIS
1355 142 Meg .....S1 017.40
1558 338 Meg .. .... .15 12.52

VGA & EGA PRODUCTS

Courier 1200 .......$278.60 1200 Ex?ernal ........$129.10
Courier 2400
279.60 2400B ... .. .... .... . .. ... 199.70
1200B ..................... 108.45 14.400 HST ............. 566.75
Dual 14,400 H ST ...952.65

•e,ataShield

1

IBM PS/2 85 12 ........... .. ....... ............. ..... .............. $449.40
IBM PS/2 85 13 .....................................................540 .20
SAMSUNG AGB Colo'
199.00
MAGNAVOX 6762 ............................................. 259.05

[J].,'ilOOoti:S

FLOPPIES, DRIVES & TAPES

1335 70 Meg .. .. ... S542.40
1375 153 Meg . .... 1469.85

MONO MONITORS & CARDS
CDW ™ Color I Mono Cards w/P ................$99.00 1 89.00
HERCULES™ Color I Mono Cards w/P .. 146.14 1 179.84
AT& T Monochrom e M onitor .................................... 189.40
AMDEK 410A / 1280 ...................... ........... 149.99 1679.76
COMPAQ Mono I VGA Mono ................... 167.00 I 209.95
IBM PS/2 8503 ..................................................... 209.95
SAMSUNG Amber .....................................................84 .10
NEC Monog,.ph ......................................... ........... 1297.25
PGS MAX 12E / MAX 15 .. .. ...................... 139.40 / 258.20
PACKARD BELL Green or Amber ....... ............. .... ..89.95

AME- 1200VX
.. $911 .45 AME-520ES . ..........$3n.46
AME·330XT ..........257.72 AME·BOORT ........... ..699.19
AME -450AT
.321.82

DRIVES, TAPES & CARDS

0

WOADPERFECT 5.0 5.25' / 3.5' ......... S229.90 / 238.90
ASHTON TATE dBase 111 + I dBase 1V ....424.00 I 476.10
ASHTON TATE Multimate Advantage II ................ 268.12
LOTUS 1·2·3 5125' / 3.5' V2.2 ........... . ...... .... ....... 339.95
LOTUS 1· 2·3 V.3 / LO TU S N etworker .. 337.00 11592.20
BORLAND Paradox 3.0 ....... ........
................... ..439.17
BORLAND Quallro I SideUk + .............. 149.52 I 131 .25
MICROSOFT Excel I Windows 386 ........ 252.50 1129.05
MERIDIAN Carbon Copy ...... ............... ..................119.37
SYMANTEC O&A .................................................. 217 .40
SOFTWARE PUB. Harvard GraphlCS .
..... 274.71
XEROX Ventura Software Version 2.0
...... 479.00

.S555.05 55700+ """""""""$767.90
. ....628.56 1200 Wan ..... ... .......962.75
.. ...... 59.55 6 Oullel Surge ............27.85

~

1

~~g~~~~1'Lf'~~~ ti_l'~~~· ······ <18'.~~ / ~rn

PACKARD BELL 8524 Enhanced VGA ................ 389.95
PACKARD BELL 8526 Mullisyoc.......................... 4n.40
PGS Uhrasync 12 ................................................ .. .493.33
PGS U ltrasync 14 I 16 ........................... .. 519.66 1887.77
SONY Mulllscan 1302 1 1303 .................. 619.95 / 548.52
ZENITH Z· 1490 ......................................................554.BO

VGA DISPLAY CARDS
AT1VGA Wonder 256 ... ..... ... ....... ........................ $262.98
ATI VGA VIP ............ .. ............................................ 232.24
GENOA 5200 / 5300 ................................305.55 1273.20
RENAISSANCE RVGA II / AVGA I. ..... 239.69 1 192.05
PARADISE VGA I VGA+ 16 ................... 220.66 1288.33
VIDEO 7 VGA .........................................................257.15
VIDEO 7 Fast Wrile ..............................................312.15
VIDEO 7 VRAM VGA .............................................434.25

EGA DISPLAY CARDS
GENOA Super EGA Hi-Res BOO x 600 ...............S243.40
PARADISE Auto Switch EGA 480 ......................... 188.88
VIDEO 7 Vega Deluxe .......................................... .219.74

MISC. & ACCESSORIES

CAD MONITORS & CARDS

A-8 Swi!ching Box (Parallel or Serial) ..... ......... .... $39.95
BASF 5 Pack ol 10 DSIOD w/Case ........................ 29.00
INTELUCOM Long Link .........
... 129.70
KENSINGTON Masle'J)iece ........ " """""""" """""99.99
KENSINGTON M aslerpiece Plus .......................... 123.40
KEYTAONICS 5151 IBM or AT&T ........................ 133.95
KEYTRONICS 10 1 .........................................94.95
5TI·H3EN. IJ:9::3Corretmn 256K / 5 12K ....447.72 1 514.36
Electronic 4·Way Sw1tchbox ...
. .... ... ...... .. .. ...89.85
XT Power Supply 150 Wall ...................................... 59.00

MITSUBISHI 6905. 19-lnch ............................ $2063.90
MITSUBISHI 3905L60K ...
.. ... 1635.62
MITSUBISHI 390580K ......................................... 1796.BO
SIGMA laserview ............................... ..................1687 .18
VERMONT Cobra ..... ...........................................2777.75
M ETHEUS 1104 .... .............................................. 1039.00

#-\ t?J.,'1 :ll h!fJ ·l: 1•J:t•Z·l; I•:-.
~ax900l __.$'.Bl3l SHMPF02al --..$799.46
Cl.a:lra"n JT.fax900l .SOffi SHMP f03:0 _ _ 1199.10
Cl.a:lra"n JT-Faxf\n-32!125 SHMl'f033J _ _ 1005.7

LOG ITECH C9 Serial /PS/2 ...............................SB9.95
LOG ITECH BUS ................................... ................ 94.99
MICROSOFT Mouse (Bus Version) .. ... .............. 109.34
MICROSOFT Mouse (Serial Version) ............... 117.25
MICROSOFT Mouse wNVrndows ..... ..... .. .......... 138.37
MO USE SYSTEM S (Serial Version) .. .................99.55
MOUSE SYSTEMS (Bus Version) ..................... 108.77

HIGH VOLUME BIDS INVITED
2840 MARIA, NORTHBROOK, IL 60062 FAX (312) 291-1737

WHY WAIT? CALL COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE'" NOW! sTs9
~
WE SELL NAME BRAND ITEMS FOR LESS!
M_M_C ruBWEEK

CDW™ EXnNDEDHOURS

Sales 7:3H:30CDT Monf"ri.
9:003:30CDTSaL
Tech &lpport 9:006:00 COT Mon-Fri.

rcoW\ (800) 233-4426 ~!E~=:~ ~

:r~:=EE"£~-=~~
~!!J
~:=~~~~~~~~':; \~.
'-?
~.,;;.::::::,:.::;;:=:;..~:;"-•~-
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Apply for the CDW~ Credit Card

HANDS

ON

SOME ASSEMBLY REQU IRED

. .

GLOSSARY

A brief list of the NetBIOS commands
mentioned in the article. Note that
there are many more NetB/OS commands available than are presented
here.

LISTEN command with your loca l
name in his CALL NAME field.

ADD NAM E Requires a 16-character name in the NAM E field . Thi s
name is added to your local name
table and is associated with your station. NetBIOS verifies that the name
is complete.

LISTEN T he oth er end of the
CALL command.

CALL Requ ires a remote user' s
name in the CALL NA ME field ; attempts to establish a sess ion and assumes the other party is executing a

establish the sess ion. Harking back to the
telephone ca l 1 ana logy, one station- the
computer sending the file in my application-issues a CALL. Thi s command requires as one of its parameters the name
of the station being called (va riable hisname in the listing). The system at the

DELETE NAME Deletes any
local names added by ADD NAME.

R ECEI VE The catcher' s mitt for
a SEN D command.
SEND Requires the session number returned by a successful CA LL
or RECEIVE; also requires a poi nter to a buffe r. The contents of the
bu ffe r are tra nsmitted to the session
part ner.
other end of the session-the computer
receivi ng the file-iss ues a LIST EN
command. This command takes as a parameter the name of the station to listen
to. When the station listeni ng "picks up "
on the station ca ll ing, a sess ion has
beg un . (You see why both stations need

to use the ADD NAME command?)
Both the CALL and LISTEN commands return a session number. This 8bit number is similar in function to a file
handle . As you call NetBIOS commands ,
you indicate which session partner the
command is meant for by using the session number. This is more than just a
convenience; a single computer can have
several simultaneou s sess ions active .
When one command has completed , your
prog ram has to figure out which one
completed in order to know what action
to take next. With no session number ,
your program would have to scan tables
of 16-character names for the one matching the completed NCB. It boils down to
this: 8 bits are easier to carry from routine to routine than a 16-character name.
You send a message to your session
partner with the SEND MESSAGE command . This command takes as input the
session number and a pointer to the buffe r holding your message . A message can
be up to 64K bytes long. The program on
the receiving end ca ll s the RECEIVE
MESSAGE command to accept the message. Aga in , this will require a session
continued on page 482

The Professional Library for Object-Oriented Pascal
bject-oriented programming
multiplies your productivity
by promoting reuse of proven
software modules. Don't
start from scratch! Use

O

Object Oriented Data Too

Powerful User Interfaces

Build your program s fro m proven
and documented object types
like stacks, li nked lists,
virtual arrays, and more.
Make your own custom
data types by simply inheriting from one of the provided types
and add ing yo ur own methods and
instance vari ables.

The window object types let you use
multiple overlapping and resizeable
windows . The windows provide
capability for • mouse support
• scroll bars • menus • text
editing • dialog boxes • pick lists
• scrolling data entry screens
• printed form s • help capability,
and more. The window classes are
incredibly flexible - you can create
text-mode PM look-alikes or your
own unique look and feel.

System-oriented routines
provide • swappable
TSRs in onl y 6K of
RAM • DOS and BIOS
capabilities • EMS
management • keyboard
macros • interrupt
management • swapping Exec manager, and
much more.

Object Professional 1.0,
a powerful library of
over 30 object types contai ning over 1000 methods.

Sa1 isfac1ion g u11ran1ccd or your money back wi1h in 30 days.

Turbo Pascal 5.5 is required. Add $5 for shipping in U.S. and
Canada. Elsew here add $35 per unit. Turbo Professional 5.0
cus1omers may upgrade fo r $60, incl ude your seri al number.
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The Impossible, Made Easy

Complete Documentation,
Full Source
Object Professional has three
volumes of complete documentation,
online reference guide, free technical
support, and full source code. You
pay no royalties. Hot demo programs
show you how to use the power of
Object Professional. You'll get up
to speed fast with OOP!
Object Professional is the successor
to the acclaimed Turbo Professional:

" A superbly crafted

toolbox. ~

Kent Porter, DDJ, 4/88

"The range of this toolkit is
simply asto nish i ng. ~
Jeff Duntemann, DDJ, 5/89

Object Professional 1.0
only $150
Call toll-free to order.

1-800-333-4160
SAM - 5PM PST Monday through Friday. USA & Canada.
For more information call (408) 438·8608.
Tu rboPower Software PO Box 66747 Scotts Valley. CA 95066-0747

Circle 362 on Reader Service Card
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'A Directory of Products and Services

THE BUYER'S MART is a monthly advertising section which enables readers
to easily locate suppliers by product category. As a unique feature, each
BUYER'S MART ad includes a Reader Service number to assist interested
readers in requesting information from participating advertisers.
RATES: 1x-$525 3x-$500 Sx-$475 12x-$425
Prepayment must accompany each insertion. VISA/MC Accepted.
AD FORMAT: Each ad will be designed and typeset by BYTE. Advertisers must

furnish typewritten copy. Ads can include headline (23 characters maximum),
descriptive text (250 characters is recommended, but up to 350 characters can
be accommodated), plus company name, address and telephone number. Do
not send logos or camera-ready artwork.
DEADLINE: Ad copy is due approximately 2 months prior to issue date. For example: November issue closes on September 8. Send your copy and payment
to THE BUYER'S MART, BYTE Magazine, 1 Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough,
NH 03458. For more information call Brian Higgins at 603-924-3754.

ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES
CUT RIBBON COSTS!

Re-ink your printer ribbons quickly and easily. Do all
cartridge ribbons with just one Inker! For crisp, black
professional print since 1982. You can choose from 3
models: Manual E-Zee Inker - $3950
Electric E-Zee Inker - $9450
Ink Master (Electric) - $189.00

BAR CODE

!l'f'-a HP LASERJET II
M • E • M• 0 • R • Y
1MB-2MB4MB MEMORY EXPANSION BOARDS

Save 50%-60%

1000s of satisfied users. Money.back guarantee.

2-YEAR WARRANTY

BORG INDUSTRIES

STARION CORPORATION

525 MAIN ST., JANESVILLE, IA 50647
1.IJOll-553-2404
Fax: 319-987-2251

Inquiry 576.

(800) 782-8297

CA: (714) 750..2627

PRINT BAR CODES/BIG TEXT
FROM YOUR PROGRAM
Add bar codes and big graphics characters to your program. Print from ANY MS-DOS language. Bar codes:
UPC, EAN, 2 of 5, MSI, Code 39. Epson, Oki, IBM dot
matrix lex! up 10 'h". LaserJet up lo 2". Font cartridges
not required. $179-$239. 30-<!ay $$ back.

Worthinaton Data Solutions
417-A lnga!is St,

Santa

(800) 345-4220

Cruz. CA 95060

In CA: (408) 458-9938

Inquiry 581.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

MANA

COMPANION AND EXTENDER
Place a keyboard and monitor up to 600' from your CPU
with EXTENDER and COMPANION products. Keep a
second Keyboard/Monitor at the CPU with COM·
PANION . Supports MDA, CGA, EGA, VGA, PS2. Uses
single %" cable.
Prices start at $149.00 tor EXTENDER and $219.00 for
COMPANION 25 ft. unit complete.

9altery-0Jl8rated, handheld reader with 64K static RAM,

2x16 LCD display, 32-key keyboard, Real:rime-Clock.
Wand or laser scanner. Program prompts and data
checking through Its own keyboard. Easy data transfer
by RS-232 port or PC, PS/2 keyboard. Doubles as Online Reader. 30-<!ay $$ back.

BMS, Inc.

CYBEX CORPORATION
2800-H Bob Wallace, Huntsville, AL 35805
205-534--0011
International Fax #205-830-1947

Inquiry 577.

PORTABLE READER

Intelligent Computing for 286/386
Transfonm your PC into an Al-based workstation.
Expert systems, Al, knowledge base applications,
rapid prototyping, object oriented, multi-tasking, vir·
tual memory, LISP/PROLOG etc. modes In multi·
language compiler, mouse driven, multkvindowed,
fully integrated environment.

Tel:

700 E. Ogden Awnue, Westmont, IL 60559
(312) 789-9180
Fax: (312) 789-0253

Worthington Data Solutlons
417-A Ingalls St..
(800) 345-4220

Santa

Cruz, CA 95060
In CA: (408) 458-9938

Inquiry 582.

FREE CATALOG

A complele source for oompulef 111Jpplles at k:Jw prlcee, Fast SeMce
Can, write or circle Inquiry card for a FREE OOALOO.
Use your VISA, MC or COO ~ ordel' the following bulk dlakettes

5.25" OS/DD (Min 50}
5.25" OS/HD (Min 50)
3.5" OS/DD (Min 30)

26¢
62¢
89¢

GAAN COMPUTER SUPPLIES
188 B East Sunnyoaks /we., Csmpbell, CA 95008

NATURAL LANGUAGE C LIBRARY

PRINT BAR CODES AND BIG TEXT

Increase your market sharel Use JAKE to add a natural
language front end to your application. JAKE translates
English queries and commands into C function calls

On EPSON, IBM, OKI dot matrix or LaserJet. Flexible
design on one easy screen. Arry tormatlsize. Up to 120
fields/label. 13 text sizes to 1•-readable at 50'. Alf>G, MILSTD, 2 of 5, 126, UPC/EAN, Code 39. Fiie Input &
Scanned logos/symbols (PCX)-$279. Other programs
from $49. 30-<!ay $$ back.

and data structures. JAKE offers contaxt-sensitive
semantic processing; interfaces easily; <64K mem .

JAKE $495. INTERACTIVE DEMO $10

ENGLISH KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS, INC.
5525 Scotts Valley Dr. #22, Scotts Valley,

Worthington Data Solutions
417-A Ingalls SL,

Santa

(800) 345-4220

(408) 438-6922

(BOO) 523-1238, In Call!. (408) :mJ.ff147

Inquiry 578.

CA 95066

Cruz, CA 95060

In CA: (408) 458-9938

Inquiry 583.

CUSTOM KEYBOARDS

Nano LISP

$99.99

BAR CODE READERS

Connecl to KEYBOARD, SERIAL or PARALLEL port.
Features external Interface board. Connect to our keys
or yours, our case or yours. Full travel keys or membrane. Custom keytops, software, case, etc. Low onetime costs. Quantities of one to thousands. Fast turnaround time. Many standard models. Call tor quote.

An MS-DOS Common LISP Interpreter that supports most Common LISP operations and strictly
adheres to the standard. Numerous advanced and
extra features, excellent debugging facilities, sample Al programs, fully-indexed manual, free
technical support.

GENOVATION INC.

Microcomputer Systems Consultants

1415 E. Edinger Ave., Santa Ana, CA 92705 USA
Tel (714) 285-0304
Fax (714) 285-0302

P.O. Box 6646, Santa Barbara, CA 93160

For PC, XT, AT. & PS/2. all clones, and any RS-232
terminal. Acts like 2nd keyboard, bar codes read
as keyed data. Wtth steel wand-$399. Top rating
in independent reviews. Works with DOS, Xenix,
Novell, Alloy, -ALL software. Lasers, magstripe, &
slot badge readers. 30-day $$ back.

Worthington Data Solutions
417-A Ingalls St. Santa Cruz. CA 95060

(805) 967-2270

(800) 345-4220

In CA: (408) 458-9938

Inquiry 579.

REFIU. LASER PRINTER & COPIER CARTRIDGES
Don't th!'O# llWtl'f lhal used laser printer or copier cartridge. Refill
It and saw OYer 75%, it's easy. For use with Canon EP & EPS cartridges, HP Laser.Jet & laser.Jet II, Apple Laserwrtter & Laserwriter
II, canon LPB, FAX, and many others. Also kits for Canon Coplera
We h8'l9 colors fof' laser printers. Dealers ~come. VISA/MC
COMPLETE REFILL KIT
$29.95
Includes tonet; f8lt pad, and Instructions.
VIDEO TAPE PROGRAM
$45.00
Shows dlS8886mbly, cJsanlng, and remanufacture.

MORACK INC.

9132 Windsor Or., Palos Hills, IL 60465 (800) 837-9896

For order or ; . - (708) 598-0580 FAX: (708) 598-9203

Inquiry 580.
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PARLOG LANGUAGE SYSTEMS

$300

Wrth MacPARLOG and PC-PARLOG you can run PARLOG
on Macintosh (1MB) or MS-DOS (640K). Package includes
software, manual and a COf1'f of Tom Conlon's tutorial book
Programming in PARLOG. Superb toots for Al, experiments
in 5th Generation computing, multiprocessor prototyping. Di ..
counts for Colleges.

Parallel Logic Programming Ud.
PO Box 49, Twickenham TW2 SPH, UK
+ 44 454-201652

Inquiry 584.

BAR CODE SOFTWARE SOWTIONS
ISO has software solutions that allow you to use bar
codes for mos1 anything. Like identifying products.
labeling packages. Or even managing assets and

paperwork. You'll be able to speed and simplify data
collection. Track products dock.ro.stock. Streamline Inventory control. And more.

Integrated Software Design, Inc.
171 Forbes Blvd., Mansfield, MA 02048
TEL: (508) 339-4928
FAX: (508) 339-2257
©1989 lntegfllt8d Software Design, Inc.

Inquiry 585.

- - - - - T H E BUYER'S M A R T - - - - BAR CODE
BAR CODE SOLUTIONS
~~=~g~~:~a:X,~ll~~ao~~~8'=:r~ ~a~~·1 ?:r~
mlnal, and are carried around taking Inventory, entering road
sales and clocking time. Our bar code label printing software
packages work with DOS and most matrix or laser printers.
We also sell pre-printed labels. Our hardware can work with
nearly

8V9ry

BAR CODE
DATA INPUT DEVICES
Bar Code, Magnetic Stripe Readers & SmartCard Encoder/
Reader for microcomputers & terminals, Including IBM PSl2
& others, DEC, Maclmosh, AT&T, CT, Wyse, Wsng. All readers
connect on the keyboard cable & are transparent to all software. UPC & 39 print programs, magnetic encoders, & por-

table readers are also available.

635-C North Berry St., Brea, CA 92621

(714) 99°'1880

FAX: (714) 99°'2503

TLX 6502824734 MCI

Inquiry 586.

Reading bar codes should be as easy as a ''quick
Hick of the wrist." But many bar code readers require
you to flick and flick and Flick and FLICK until the
bar code label is finally read. PERCON designed bar
code readers that really are as easy as a "quick flick
of the wrist."

PERCON

2190 W. 11th Ave.. Eugene, OR 97402
Phone: (800) 873·7266
FAX: (503) 344·1399

POs, intematlonal orders welcome. Special library, school,
government pricing. COO, Visa, MC, Amex

CD-ROM SHOPPER
(201) 866-1666
1168 Elm Terrace
Rahway, NJ 07065
24·HR AUTO ORDER LINE

4047 Transport, Palo Alto, CA 94303

415·856·6833 Telex 371·9097 TPS PLA
FAX: 415·856·3843

Inquiry 593.

Inquiry 588.

WHEN EASE-OF-USE COUNTS

CD-ROM/WE'LL BEAT ANY PRICE
All IBM/MAC dnves/tltles. Csll lor pnce llst, monthly specials,

TPS Electronics

computer In the world.

International Technologies &Systems Corp.

CD-ROM

VARIANT MICROSYSTEMS

BAR CODE READERS DELIVER
WAND/LASER/MAGNETIC CARD CONNECTIVITY
• l<syboanj wedges (lntemal/Ex1emal) for IBM PCIXTIAT. PS/2
and portables.

• RS232 wedges for WYSE, Link, Klmtron tarmlnals
• Bar code and label printing software

• Full two-year warranty

• 30·Day Money-Back Guarantee
•Extensive VAR/Dealer Discounts
3140 De la Ctuz Blvd., Sutte 200/Sanla Clara, CA 950541(408) 980-1880
(;\)(: 141'1623-1372

Inquiry 589.

Hitachi CD ROM 3600 PCIXTIAT Internal kit ................. $639
Hitachi CD ROM 1503S PCIXTIAT external kit
........ $679
NEC CO ROM PS/2 lnt&mal Kil . ....
. ....... $799
NEC CO ROM Macintosh external kiL
............. $799

=~·~=~kttJfe~~~i

·······~~

=

~~:'~~·~c ~~~ (~e~)'.°I • ••• ••• •....... . . ....... · ~
=~ 0C1J'J~%:!"it,i~~)MI
. ..

PC Gulde by K«Na •.••.••..•• . ••..••...••...••..••.•.•.•• $299
Ff'fHI Brochurss, Dozens snd DozBns of DISCS

CD ROM INC.

1120.B 10th St., Golden, co'e0401 303-278-8550
Compuserve 72007,544

FAX: 303-279-4322

Inquiry 594.

BBS/PUBLIC DOMAIN

MedCom BBS

CD-ROM Publlshlng Services

UM your modem to call

Complete CO.ROM publlehlng services Including custom soft.

800/445-4885 (800/445-4227)

ware Interface. Reasonable rates. fast turnaround. Call for

PERCON: THE BAR CODE SPECIALISTS
If you have questions about bar code technology,
it's nice to know an experienced, friendly bar code
specialist is only a phone call away. Want to know
where to start or where to find hard-to-find bar code
accessories? Call PERCON for answers.

Group & private chat. Many games., lncludlng the new multiplayer, fast·actlon full-color graphics & sound, " Flash Attack"

PERCON

of d/I, message base, onllne news & entertainment. Free time
& downloads.

2190 W. 11th Ave.. Eugene, OR 97402

Phone: (800) 873·7266

FAX: (503) 344-1399

81 lines, 3/12124, 8N1

from Galactlcomml Chess/Checkers/01hello. E·Mall, 1000s
6312 E Santa Ana Cyn Rd #361, Anaheim, CA 92807
Voice (714) 886-8888

quote.
Titles publlshed: Food/Analyst. Econ/Stats, Consu/Stats,

Agrl/Stats.

Hopkins Technology
CD·ROM Publisher
421 Hazel Lane
Hopkins, MN 55343-7117
(612) 931·9376
CIS 74017,614

Inquiry 595.

BRAILLE
5-YR. WARRANTY AT PERCON
PERCON decoders are now covered by a fiveyear limited warranty. That means you won'
spend one cent replacing your PERCON bar
code decoder for five full years. That's reliability
you can count on!

PERCON
2190 W. 11th Ave., Eugene, OR 97402

Phone: (800) 873·7266

BRAILLE PUBLISHING
Whether )OU haw occasional worcl-processed memos 0< 1ul>
length textbooks, a Duxbury Translator enables conversion
to property contracted and formatted bra.Hie. The choice of

prolasslonal publlehars worldwide since 1975, Duxbury soft-

ware for MSDOS, Macintosh, Unix and other systems supports: English Braille and Computer Braille (bldlrectlonally),
Textbook Format, French, Spanish, Arabic, and others.

Duxbury Systems, Inc.
435 King St., P.O. Box 1504, Littleton, MA 01480 USA

FAX: (503) 344-1399

508-486·9766

CD WORM OULET

Call BBS and FAX 716-854-3078
Widost Sslectlon lor PC's and MAC's
Mfcrosolt Programmer'a
Library & Orv .. ....... 960.
PC SIG & DFN ........ 850.

(srAT PACK & SSC . . .. 100.
CD-ROM DRV from .. . . 500.

BKSHLF v.t'DRV ....... 799.
For XT, Ars, 386'•

1yr. Parts & Labor Free

RBBS In a Box-Be a Sysop In 15 min.
Portables avallable with CD-ROM DRVS
MCNlaa/AmeX/COO Whlle Suppllea Last!

Jason Enterprises
218 Pine St. , Buffalo, NV 14204, CALL 71M52-8711

Inquiry 596.

Inquiry 590.

CASE

PC BAR CODE SPECIALISTS
Bar code readers designed for fest, reliable, coS1
effective data entry. Looks just like keyboard datal
Choose from stalnless steel wand or laser interface.
Also, powerful Bar Code and Text printing software.
Great warranty. Dealer Inquiries welcome.

FILL A TABLE,
FORM A PROGRAM
Flit In a state 1able formed by The COMPEDllOR and

Seagull Scientific Systems

tt creates fintte state source programs In: Ada, Basic,
C, Fortran and Pascal. Table driven by programs tha1
develop faster, use less memory & execute quicker.
Price: $300
(Per lang. with Primer) For IBM PC.
Sampler $75 (With manuale & Credit)

15127 N .E. 24th, Suite 333, Redmond, WA 98052

AYECO

206·451·8966

INCORPORATED

5025 Nassau Circle. Orlando
FL 32808 (407) 295-0930

Inquiry 591 .

CD-ROM Drives & Titles

Among the best and most widely used bar code
decoders. Reads all major codes (39, I 215, S 215.
UPC/EAN/JAN, CODABAR, MSI). Connects between
keyboard and system. IBM, PS/2, MAC, DECVT compatlble. OS & software independent. Same day ship.
2 Year Warranty (pen lncld).
Largo Rosol/or Discounts.

Largest selection for PC & Mac.
Microsoft Programmera Library & Drive $995
Computer Library $695 • Public Domain S/W $99.

Solutions Engineering

Bureau of Electronic Publishing

4705 l.angdrum Lane, Bethesda, MD 20815
(800) 635-6533
(301) 652·2738

Inquiry 587.

Drives from $699. Hundl'flds of titles from $29.

MCNISA/AMEX, Money-back Guarantee.
Call or write for free 100-page catalog.
Get It ell from " The Bureau"
121 Norwood Ave., Upper Montclair, NJ ~
(201) 746-3031

Inquiry 592.

managers. Prawn design, management, data pre~ program-

:~·1ri:.~~:ric~~~~1:S~d!,~~rio?olH~~l~:1~ ~~
~!fl~~M~~::oSo':i":~:~.<~~A·o~~Pt~c:,11~~~ ~~
ltensportable $845. Visa

or

MasterCard.

Software Mart, Inc.
4131 Splcewood Springs Road 1-3, Austin, TX 78759

512-346·7887

Inquiry 597.

CD-ROM
BAR CODE READERS

CD-ROM Developer's Lab
Multimedia production resource for Mac & PC developers &

COMPUTER INSURANCE
INSURES YOUR COMPUTER
SAFEWARE provides full replacement of hardware,
media and purchased software. As little as $39 a
year provides comprehensive coverage. Blanket
coverage; no llS1 of equipment needed. One call
doas It all. Call 8 am-10 pm ET. (Sat. 9 to 5)

TOLL FREE 1-800-848-3469
(Local

614-262-0559)

SAFEWARE, The Insurance Agency Inc.

Inquiry 598.
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COMP. MAINT. CHEMICALS

Buy Direct

_,.

A full line of Computer Maintenance chemicals:
Pressurized Duster, CRT Screen Cleaner, Hood
& Housing, Anti-Static, Head & disc, Freon T.F.
Solvent, Cleaning Diskettes, Wipes, Swabs. All

CROSS ASSEMBLE RS

DAT A/DISK CONVERSION

MACINTOSH CROSS ASSEMBLERS

10x FASTER EASIER TO USE
IBM PC •TO• HP FILE COPY

,.ASM" -avalloblo for most 8-blt MPUa. Fest. Full Mac In·
terface. S or Hex output _,,loads to most EPROM program-

Update veislon uses windows: Call for free demol IBM

mers. Features macros, conditlonal ass'y, local and auto
labels, symbol table cros:rreference, module sectioning.
Editor Included. $129.95 each plus S/H. MCN/AE . Technical
bulletln avallable.

at wholesale prices. Call Data-Chem at:

PC to HP Fiie Copy allows IBM PCs, PS/2, compatibles
to Interchange files with Hewlett-Packard Series 70, 80,
200, 300, 1000, 9000s.

Oswego Software

MICRO DIALECTS, INC., Dept B

Box 310
Oswego, IL 60543

P.O. Box 30014, Cincinnati, OH 45230
(513) 271-9100

1-800-FON-6698
Inquiry 599.

Inquiry 605.

312/554-3567
FAX 3121554-3573
Telex 858-757

Inquiry 610.

COMPU TER SUPPLIES
COLOR

RIBBONS

COLORS: Black, Red, Blue, Green, Brown
BLACK

~

NECP2200
Okldata 390/391

7.00

Panasonic KXP·1124
Toahlba P351

COLDR

~
9.00

6.75
s.oo

7.76
e.oo

PRICE & SPEC. SUBJECT 10 CHANGE W/O NOTICE.
FOR OTHER RIBBONS CALL FOR C..UALOG

CROSS ASSEMBLERS

RESULTS

Macros, PC Compatible, Relocatable, Conditionals, Fast, Reliable . .. . . . . .. .. from $150
also: Disassemblers
EPROM Programmer Board

You Can Depend On!
• Data Conversion
• Disk Duplication
• Optical Scanning

MICROCOMPUTER TOOLS CO.
Phone (800) 443-0779

RAMCO COMPUTER SUPPLIES

Computer Conversions

9580 Black Mountain Rd .. Suite J, San Olego, CA 92128

In CA (415) 825-4200
912 Hastings Dr., Concord, CA 94518

P.O. Box 475, Manteno, IL 60950

(USA) 800-522-1922 ' (CANADA) IOG-821·54« ' 1115-4&8-8081

Inquiry 600.

619-693-1697

Inquiry 606.

Inquiry 611.

CO MPUTERS & PRINTERS
LAPTOPS

* APPLE *

6800-Famlly Development Software

IBM

COMPAQ SLT
IBM PS2
ZENITH
MACINlOSH
SHARP
LASERWRITER
lOSHIBA
IMAGEWRITER
NEC
HP LASERJET
PLOTTERS
EPSON
HARD DRIVES
FAX MACHINES
Call UCC 213-921-11900 For Prices
13738 E. Artesia Blvd. 150, Cerritos, CA 90701
Fax 213-802-0831

Our C Complleis for the 8800, 6801, 6809, &
68HC11 feature a complete Implementation (excluding bit fields) of C as described by K&R and
yield 30-70% less code than other compliers. Our ·
Assemblers feature macros and conditional
assembly. Linker & Terminal Emulator included.

Wlntek Corporation
1801 South St., Lafayette, IN 47904
(800) 742-6809 or (317) 742-8428

International Orders VJelcome

Inquiry 601 .

CROSS ASSEMBLERS

,,
D

CONVERSION SPECIALISTS

11.;

(213) 545-6551

(213) 322-6319

Inquiry 612.

CROSS COMP ILERS

68000 C Compller

CROSS ASSEMBLERS

Available under MS-DOS, UNIX and VMS

Universal Linker, Librarian
Targets for 36 Microprocessors

CroaaCode C generates ROMable code for all members of
the Motorola 68000 famlty. tt comes with an optimizing com·
pller, Motorola-compatible assembler, linker, librarian, symbol lister, and universal downloadef. For more fnfo, sse our
display ad on page 83.

Hosts : PC/MS-DOS, micro VIV<., VIV<. 8000

ENERTEC, INC.

Call today: 1-800-448-n33

BOX 1312, 811 W. Fifth St.
Lansdale, PA 19446

Tel: 215·362·0966

FREE TEST CONVERSION
531 Main St., Ste. 835, El Segundo, CA 90245

1

~

Inquiry 607.

DISK CONVERSIONS
Media transfer to or from: IBM, Xerox, DEC, Wang,
Lanier, CPT, Mlcom, NBI, CT, Exxon, WRDPLEX
also WP, WS, MS/WAD, DW4, MM, Samna, DEC
DX, MAS 11, Xerox-Writer, ASCII.

Software Development Systems, Inc.
4248 Belle Alre Lane, Downers Grove, Illinois 60515 USA

Fax: 215-362-2404

DISK INTERCHANGE
SERVICE COMPANY
DISC specializes In transferring files between lncom·
patlble disk formats, and between disk and 9-lrack tape.
• Dedicated Word Processors
• Mini, Micro & Mainframe Computers
• 9-Track Tape (BOO, 1600 and 6250 BPI)
• MSOOS. CP/M, UNIX, 00S. PROOOS. TSX+, RT-11
2 Park Drive • Westford, MA 01888

(508) 692-0050

Outlldt USA dill 1-312·971-8170. FAA: 1-312·971-1513

Inquiry 602.

Inquiry 613.

DAT A CONV ERSION

Professional Serles

More than just a straight dump or ASCII transfer/
Word Proceulng, DBMS, •nd Spre1d1heet data on Dlakl

PseudoCode releases Its PseudoSam professional
Serles of cross assemblers. Most popular processors.
Macros, Condltl_onal Assembly, and Include Flies. Vlr·
tually unlimited size. For IBM PCs, MS·DOS 2.0 or

~=::n:n~u1~=~YC:.~~c::sp=~i.~

iypeaett1ra. and Electronlc Publl1hlng systems.
IBM PS/2 & Macintosh supported
#1 In the translation Industry!

0

~;~~r:io~~~dd~=e~~1! ~~~ :11~~f~. ~~P:~

$5, Canada $10, Foreign $15. Visa/MC.

CompuData Translators, Inc.

KORE Inc.

3325 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1202, Los Angeles, CA 90010

3510 Plalnfleld NE, Grand Rapids, Ml 49505
815-381-3888
30-Day sBJlsfsctlon guaranteed or purchase price refunded.

(213) 387-44n
Inquiry 608.

Inquiry 603.

1-800-825-8251

BUY YOUR OWN
CONVERSION SYSTEMI

- - I

With nearly a decade of experience In dais conwrslon,
J.<>U can work with the Industry leader In 9-lrack tape, cartridge tape and diskette conwrsion systems. Enjoy the
conwnlence of J,<>Ur own conwrslon system. Call today
to discuss )<>Ur appllcatlonl

Flagstaff Engineering
1120 Ka!bab Lane, Flagstefl, AZ 88001

(802) 779-3341
e.io-

MaslorCanl • Vlaa - American

Accopl8d

Inquiry 614.

DATA ENTRY
CROSS ASSEMBLERS/SIMULATORS

;;._.

Brand new fulHunciloo simulator for Ille 8096 controller, supportilljj ALL
MOOES 11 intenupts ~us Ille HSI, HSO, AIO. and Senal lealures, with full
disassembler; just $300 Our superb slmulalOIS for Ille 0048, 8051, and 8085
sell kn $200, and lhose for !he 8052 and ZBO for $250 each.
Our line <I cross assem~ers !or ~I abcw larget CPUs are also full PC com·
palible and sel fol $100 each. We <ll!r discounts I>" simulator ~us assembler

•

'·~

pacl:ages.

Lear Com Company

2440 Kfpllng 51./Sto. 206, Lakewood, CO 80215
303-232-2228

Inquiry 604.
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I

l

..

,,...._

REPLACE DEDICATED KEY·TO-DISK SYSfEMS

wtth PC-based ENTRYPOINT 90. Table lookup, range
checking, text fields, automatic export options, LAN
module. Menu-driven developer system with powerful
procedural language, excellent tech support, award·
winning manuals. FREE demo disks and application
ca1alogs.

DATA LEX
100 Pine St. #1600, San Francisco 94111

(800) 962-8888

Inquiry 609.

(415) 362-4466

THE #1 CHOICE
In disk & tape conversion
for many leading corporalions, g<M1mment agencies, '""'
firms, and companies In fNOry lnduSl!Y-¥"lrld-wlde.
Free • Setlslac:llon guaranteed

G~~~ N!!h~Ji!~t~~ l~c.
(812) 588-7571 or (612) 521>-2345
FAX: (812) 588-8783

Inquiry 615.

.....

DAT A/DISK CONVERSION

j

CONVERSION SERVICES

;

''

r·

:1

.,

.... ...

•
DAT ABASE MGMT. SYSTEMS

dBASE file access from C
,/

Code Base 4 is a library of C routines which
gives complete dBASE or Clipper
functionality and file compatibility. Use
DOS, Unix, OS/2 or MS Windows.
i.

FREE DEMO

....:
r
.•-'

~~

Sequlter Software Inc.
Call (403) 439-8171

Fax (403) 433-7460

i'

Inquiry 616.

..

·~

~\·-.
-......

'

'!

165 Arlington Hgts. Rd., Dept. #B
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 (800) Hl-Plvar

$295 with Source!

I

..•

Plvar Computing Services, Inc.

)

,

.·

Convert any 9-track magnetic tape to or from over
2000 formats including 3Vz': 51/• ·: 8" disk formats &
word processors. Disk-to-disk conversions also
available. Call for more info. Introducing OCR Scanning Services.

..,,.,,

:

.;

FAX SWITCH

DISK DUPLICATION
• Disk duplication
• All formats
• EVERLOCK copy
protection
• Label/sleeve printing
• Full packaging
services

•
•
•
•
•

Warehousing
Drop shipping
Fu\fl\\ment
48-hour delivery
Consultation &
guidance

Include VOICE on the SAME phone line as your
Fax (machine or card); and ALSO either your
MODEM or your PHONE ANSWERING MACHINE!
The BIT PHAXSWITCHN automatically,
transparently, and silently correctly connects your
phone calls to the Intended device\

Star-Byte, Inc.

',ol '
1 --

1

·l '·~
'.',.I
IIl.,._

....
51

Inquiry 621.

Inquiry 627.

DUPLICATION SERVICES

_1

....

DEMOS/TUTORIALS

.... .·

Buildl~~~~s~r~~y~~~~!on~. 1Jusi~

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

800-222-0490

NJ 201-462-7628

MEGASoft
P.O. Box 710, Freehold, NJ

Daytron Electronics Inc.

ome

610 S. Sherman ~104, Richardson, TX 7508t

EDUCATION

P.O. Box 9252
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109 (801) 272·0671

1704-BY 11th Ave. So., Birmingham, AL 35205
TOLL FREE 1·800· 872·AICS

Inquiry 623.

DISASSEMBLERS

EDUCATIONAL TRAINERS

80x86 .EXEi.COM to .ASM

16 and 32 BIT MICROS

• kcurately reconstruc1, sludy & modify J64K+J programs with
a mfnlmum of Input or editing of output.

EDUCATIONAL TRAINING SYSTEMS:
Each one In a notebook with power supply-for the
Motorola 68000/66020/68881, TMS32010 DSP, Intel
8086/8087, A/D-D/A Conwrtora, cross assemblers, serial

(513) 435-4480 (9

Inquiry 618.
·I

A . M~5

Phone URDA, Inc.
1-800-338-0517 or 412-683-8732
Inquiry 624.

,v· .

.

'"

See our ad on page 126.

..
'(

WINDOWS FLOWCHARTER $79

'I

.,

RFFlow Is a professional drawing tool for flowcharts
& org charts (requires Microsoft'" Windows). 75
shapes automatically adjust In size. Move, copy,
delete groups of objects. 7 levels ol zoom . Move
flowcharts to other applications via the Clipboard.
Supports Windows printers, plotters, and cartridge
or soft fonts. Call for free trial disk.

RFF ELECTRONICS

1053 Banyan Court, Loveland, CO 80538
(303) 663-5767

Inquiry 630.

STRUCTURED FLOW CHART

J . Pournelle BYTE 7/f!T
The Leader In Computer Go.

Game of the Month

Toyogo, Inc.

NSChart creates Nassl-Shnelderman (structured)
flowcharts from a simple POL. Key words define
structures & text strings appear in the chart. Easy
to create, even easier to revise\ Automatic chart sizing, text centering. Translators from many
languages available. For Mac and IBM PC.

)

MCNISA accepted

1-800-637-4888

Inquiry 625.

"

DISK DRIVES

.

Micro Solutions Computer Products

EUROPE 1992

~~.u1~1~~eP~~e:S~:i~urh~~r~t::=~.'~ t~

B.s.

vlde a complete service designed to meet the needs of
computer hardwarelsoftwar companies. Send your details to:

...
>•

.......

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
:

LEARN SPANISH! LEARN JAPANESE!

_.,

A new, easy wey to learn a foreign language. Complete lnteractlw !earning environment with pep-up dictionary,
hypertext language reference, and full mouse support. Conversational emphasis. IBM compatlble. Each course Includes
disks, manual, and pronunciation tape. Call for Demo disk
or free brochure!

A high tech market larger than USA + Japan-What plans
have you made to be there? Our London Consultants can

815n5&-3411

Inquiry 620.

Inquiry 631.

EUROPEAN CONSULT ANCY

PS/2 DRIVES FOR PCs ATs
CompatiKiVPC .
. ... $279
CompatiKiVAT . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .. $219
Built-In floppy controllers-no problem .
Supports multiple drives and formats. Lets your
computer use IBM PS/2 1.4M diskettes plus moral
Call for further Information or to place an order.
132 W. Lincoln Hwy., DeKalb, IL 60115

SILTRONIX, INC.
P.O. Box 82544, San Diego, CA 92138

78 Bedford St. #34-Y, Lexington, MA 02173, (617) 661-0468

See our ad on page 408.

•l

81 Great Oaka Blvd., San Joae, CA 95119
1·800-525·0082 Ext. 42 lOutslde CA)
408-629·5376 Ext. 42 CA/Int'!)

Inquiry 629.

NEMESIS™ Go Master®

VISA/MC/COD/CHECK.

r..

Flow Charting II+

For IBM and compatibles. It will amaze you with its
speed, power and simplicity. 26 standard shapes with
over 120 sizes - 10 text lonts - 4 line styles. Place
text, lines and shapes anywhere on your chart. For only
$229 you'll never draw another chart by hand.

Patton & Patton

,

Go, a game of strategic elegance, has been a way ot
Ille In the Orient tor over tour thousend yeara. Many consider Go to be the secret of the Japanese businessman's success. "While chess Is a game of war, Go Is
a game of market shars'1Presldent ot Nikko Hotsls].
" II you are Interested In Go, buy Ihle progrem."

Inquiry 619.
•J- •

. ....._,

~*"

---~~~~~~~~---.

ENTERTAINMENT

SOFT·X·PLORE

.
.., ....

~·

Interfaces with software, complete systems, documen-

P.M. EST M-F)

• best on the market

• t (.
r-r.

tation, schematic, operating system, cables. Starting
Prices - $230.00

See "BYTE's May 'BB Issue pg. 78." Disassemble 500
kb(") program at 10,000/mln. (") In any file, ROM/RAM
memory up to 80386 Instruction set('). SOFT·X·plore:
• is to r MS/DOS 2.0+ sys1ems
• uses 20 algorithms and seven passes (")
• only $99.95 plus S&H w/30-day guarantee.
To order call (800) 448-4856 or into (203) 953-o238
or wrllo:
RJSWANTEK INC.
178 Brookside Rd ., Newington , CT 06111

.

B.Sc. & M.S. In COMPUTER SCIENCE

AMERll'.AN INST. for COMPUTER SCIENCES

.r•.

214-1189-2137

Inquiry 628.

·'~~

NOSTRADAMUS, INC.

PRO/AM SOFTWARE

61

bols are prebullt and can be stretched to any size. Add your
CM'n symbols to the symbol library. Elllpses, curves with ending arrowheads, cuUpaste, enlarge/reduce, drag, zoom out,
undo .. etc. Output to most printers, plotters, and desktop
publishing software. Complete with Logltech Mouse for $89.
See our larger ad every other month.

at home. BBc. subjects cCM1red are: MS/DOS, BASIC,

220 Cardigan Road , Centerville, OH 45459

)

Draw fl"""'harts or state diagrams with this MacDr!IY;llka program on your IBM PC/Ar/PS2 or compatible. All fl"""' hart sym-

• One-Stop Shopping • Technical Support
• Custom Packaging • Drop Shipping
• Fast Turnaround
• Copy Protection
• Competitive Pricing

PASCAL, C, Data Fiie Processing, Data Structures &
Operating systems. MS program Includes subjects ln Software Engineering and Artlflclel lntelllgence.

PC·DISnDATa (51/4'' disk & manual) $165

~·r

Flowchart/State Diagram for Englnaans

SOFTWARE DUPLICATION

The American Institute for Computer Sciences offers an Indepth correspondence program to earn your Bachelor of
Science and Mester of Science degrees In Computer Science

Timed Keyboard Macros, and Menu Systems. Includes
Screen Maker, Keystroke/lime Ed~or, Program Memorizer.
and Animator. Rec'd Great Revlew.;I Simply the BEST. Not
copy protected. No royalties. 60-day setisfaction moneyback guar. IBM and Compatb. $149.95 U.S.Chk/Cr. Crd.
Demo Diskette $5.00.

• Assembly language output Is MASM 5.x-compatib1e.
• Ex~austlve now-trace distinguishes code from date.
• Best formats for each. Commented BIOS callsJDOS functions. SEGMENT/PAOClolher vital pseudo.ops.

I•

FLOW CHARTS

Inquiry 622.

Inquiry 617.

''·:J

1·800· 443· 0791
FAX: 1·915·772·4733
Chaldar, Inc. 1033 Humble Place Unit 206, El Paso TX 79915

2880 Bergey Rd., Hatlleld, PA 19440
215-997-2470
800-243-1515

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1

EXPAND YOUR FAX LINEI

SOFTWARE PRODUCTION

AXTON USA .

Suite 1600, 175 South Main Street, Salt Leke City, Utah 64111
Tel: (801) 322-5445
Fax: (801) 328-3095
ATTN: J. Samsel

Inquiry 626.

.,

...

Traveler's Gulld
315 W. Washington St. Dept BY9, Marquette, Ml 49855

24-hour order desk: (906) 228-5030

Inquiry 632 .
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FORTRAN TOO LS

HARDWARE

TAME YOUR FORTRAN CODE!
Programming tools for MS-DOS
FORWA.RN-an Invaluable aid to Fortran program development! Finds common programming errors such as mls-

=c~~~P~~~i:i;~~=~::::·9a~ddu~n~::

diagrams. $329
FORTRAN DEVELOPMENT TOOLS-includes Pretty (In·
dents, renumbers. changes GOTOs to IF-THEN-ELSE$, etc.)
end 6 more tools. $129.

FREE CATALOG

Inquiry 633.

EMBEDDED SYSTEMS CONTROLLERS
SC/FOX- PCS (Pwonet CoproceNor Syllom) end PCS32 •!"

Protect your computer power from black-outs, brownouts, audio/Video hash and surges! Complete line ol lowcost Emargency Pr!MJr Supply units, Lina Conditioners

~1;::~e~~. 1~~'~sc~W:~~J

and Surge Suppressors prevent damage and loss of

IN DUS-TOOL

,·
~1

730 W. Lake St., Chicago, IL 60606

pller, 14 lnterruplS, 3 tlmer*::ounters, &chanMI Uc bua. PCS32 uses
the new SC32 RISC 32-blt cpu. Prices start at $2,295.
SC/FOX SBC (Slngle Boord Compute~ ~ an 18 MIPS awrage. 60
MIPS burst, eurocard size stand-alone computer for $1 ,495.
SCIFOX SCSI llO Is a plug-on PCS or SBC daughter board with soft.

•....

valuable data. Prevent errors, malfunctions and false

printouts! Send for money-saving catalog today.

Qulbus Enterprises, Inc.

106 N. Draper Avenue, C!hampalgn, IL 61821
(217) 358-a878

HARDWARE/COPROCESSOR

,

o.f

-.b-$995.FOOh~---.,.

raaHlme control, signal processing, and dale acquisition.

SILICON COMPOSERS, INC. (415) 322-8763

_ _ _ _P_h_o_n_e_3_1_2-_6_4_B_-2_1_s1_ _ _._• . ~ , 1;[

/11 ,.· . -1·

.,,

GRAPHICS

208 California -

l_, ::. , _. t ~
:, ; j .

Inquiry 639.

••

· Palo Alto, CA 94306

Inquiry 645.

1

._w~

IMAGE PROCESSING

I

RAINDROP™

LATEST AWARD BIOS!
PC/XT

FA.ST, compact PrtScrn Utility for end users AND
developers. Hardcopy as fast as 10 secs. Average binary
size • 6 kbyte. 12 video graphic standards. Scale, rotate,
colorize and more. 'CALL! from user-written programs.
Complete 9- & 24-pln dot-matrix, Inkjet, and laserjet
library $39.95+$3 s/h.

"I

* 286 * 386

11

Support for:
• Enhanced ~boards

105

:• g~fn~h
~~pp1~t
Custom Drive Tables
Authorized

~RD

~.

•

1-800-423-3400 or (412) 782-0384

6106 St. David Ct., Springfleid, VA 22t53

KOMPUTERWERK, INC.

Inquiry 634.

HARD DRIVE REPAIR
WE WILL REPAIR YOUR HARD DRIVE AT A
FRACTION OF THE COST OF REPLACING IT.
FAST TURNAROUNDlll CALL FOR DETAILS.

. ...

(404) 366-1600
Inquiry 635.

I •\

ZIP Image Processing

~· ,.

a"
.
~:•

Hogware Company
(314) 962-7833

'

t ·

Inquiry 646.

,.:

Macintosh® Parts & Repairs

SJOCK-MABTER 4.0
Commercllt grade Inventory management

·-

• i.

Save up to 55% on Mac II CPU
800-274-5343 I 617-891-6851
Pre-Owned Electronics, Inc.

• Supports all 12software at

•:
. t"

•
•
•
•

..I.·'.....

• Open Order Reporting
• Serial/l<it # ltacking

~ "°;'.'

30 Clematis Ave • Waltham, MA 02154

SALES

of new, remanufactured and
removable disk drives

FULL TECHNICAL SUPPORT

ROTATING MEMORY SERVICE
1506 Dell Avenue, Campbell, CA 95008

(408) 370-3113
We buy used drives good or bad

Inquiry 636.

Add:

LAN MODEM, Accelerator Card or
Fixed Disk and/or 3V2 " Diskette
RMT's 2001-F2H2 Single Card Controller:

: ~~~~i~~yr:e3:::ra;ns.J: ~~,'. diskette drives
• Supports two fixed disk drives (up to 140 MB each)
• On-board BIOS, automatically handles any comb. of
drives
RMT 2001·F2H2 • •• •. • THE SPACE ODYSSEY

'

• Material Requirements
• On Line Inquiry

714-759-0582

.l

Inquiry 647.

dFELLER Inventory

fl,~

Business inventory programs written in modifiable dBASE
source coda
dFELLEA Inventory $150.00
Requires dBASE 11 or 111. PC·DOS/CPM
dFELLEA Pius $200.00
with History and Purchase Orders
Requires dBASE 111 or dBASE 111 Plus (For Stockrooms)

•

.... , ·,ll

..J-:;.,

I

~::,

·t

'..

RMT SYSTEMS, INC. (714) 863·1092
Inquiry 642.

• l><:tlvlty HIS10ry Analysis
• Bill of Meterlals

• Purchase Order Wrtting
• Order Entry

1n-F RIY&rslde hie. , Nwiport Beech, CA 92663

~ i:

NEED AN EXTRA SLOT' FOR YOUR 8-BIT PC?

~~~~=s Reporting

Applled Micro Bualneu Systems, Inc.

t-

Macintosh Is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

transaction types
ltend Analysis
Quality Control
Multiple Locations
Purchase Order Tracking

'~

DATA RECOVERY

f ..i

470 Belleview, St. Louis, MO 63119

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

Inquiry 641 .

DISK DRIVE REPAIR

,..
i
rr..

Feller Associates

550 CA PPA. Route 3, Ishpeming, Ml 49849

1

(906) 486-6024

Inquiry 648.
I..

HARDWARE

HARDWARE/ ADD-ONS

CHIP CHECKER

The World's First Highest Density Modulel

, ...

ll

jJ."r." '

LANS

j,1

~

~-.11~ .--=:,.,...~~.,.,...,,..-=,.......,=-=~--~~~-::----.

• 74154 TIL + CMOS
• 8000 Nat. + Signetics
• 9000 TIL
• 1414000 CMOS
• 14-24 Pin Chips
• .3" + .s• IC widths
Tesls/ldentifies ''''" 650 digital chips with AflY type
of output In seconds. Also tests popular RAM chips. IBMcompatlble version $259. C128 + C64 version $159.

DUNE SYSTEMS

• 18 Meg on the smallest surface
• Organization: 2x1024Kx9 bit
• Package: OIL 64 pin Jedec-Standatd
' 18chnoiogy: CMOS, hybrid, 18x HMS1100JP.10

• Compallblllty: With two Hitachi HB56A 19-10
• Suitable for extension of basic memory

· ;~~l~:'a~!tkeC::~ai; :~~:rodud canbe

(616) 983-2352

Tei: 213-284-3242

Inquiry 637.

~

Termoll'ol Corp.
1888 Century Park East, Su ite 1900. LA., CA 90067

Inquiry 643.

HARDWARE/COPROCESSOR

Equipment Monitor And Control

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR

Ideal cosH!fledlve computer can be used to perfonn data
acquisition and control using a dumb tenmlnal or create
data files on a PC. Features 16 chan. ND, 64 digital 1/0
lines. 4 tlmedcounters and 4 serial po<1S. Options 4 chan.
DIA, clock, CMOS, Forth OS, and netv.orl<lng.

DSP products for the IBM PCflCTIAT based on the Tl
TMS32010 and TMS320C25 up to 12 MIPS operation.
Designed for applications In communications, In-

E-PAC 1000 + $249.00

E-PAC 2000 + $449.00

EMAC INC.

P.O. Box 2042, Carbondale, IL 62901

Phone: 618-529-4525

Fax: 618-457-0110

Inquiry 638.
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strumentation , speech , and numeric processing . Of-

fered with 12 bit 110 KHz AID and DIA and contlnuous-t<><ilsk data acquisition & playback option. From
$650.

DALANCO SPRY

,,\~
I -=,-,I
~~t

.

. J-~

Fot more lnlormatlon , . _ . write or cal:

2603 Willa Dr., St. Joseph, Mi 49085

•,.

ZIP brings affordable, sophisticated image processing to
the PC. Capture video from camera/VCR. Versions for
lmageWise, Willow Pubs VGA, HRT 512x512, serial
lmageWise (tor PC/ laptop/PS2) frame grabbers.
Call (314) 962-7833 to order (VISA/MC). ZIP starts at $79,
frame grabbers, $398 30-day money-back guarantee.

-.

Programs for the corporate, government,
dealer and educational buyer. Call for kit.

H Be W micro, Inc.
528-C FOREST PARKWAY
FOREST PARK, GA 30050

., -:

r

I -'

..
~ ,

~'""\

.-t ~JI "t ~

.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---.
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Inquiry 640.

HARD DRIVE REPAIR

•

Distributor

RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES
(703) 440-0064

I

~

·~~

IL,._'
• ft

I

The

.
j

25 Network

Try the 111 Indy low-coat LAN
• Connect 2 or 3 PCs, X18, ATs

-~

• Runs In background, totally transparent
• Share any device, any file, any time

:-:v.i
i" ..:...,:

: ~:~ :",~sr::1d SWlra cable
• Needs only 14K ot ram

Skeptical? We make believers!

Information

Modes

P.O. Drawer F, Denton, TX 76202
817-387-3339

I.· V .

i:;'" . ;.;
.

~·

Inquiry 649.

LAPTOP COMPUTERS

·•

I
~

~~~~~~~~~~~~-.·~;.[.
Laptop Savings
Laptops: Toshiba • Zenith • Nee • Sharp
• Epson • Mitsubishi • Compaq
Also Laptop Accessories: Modems, Fax Modems,
External Drives, Pcrtable Printers, Memory, Key
Pads, Hard Drives, Batteries, and Auto Adapters.

Computer Options Unlimited

Bound Brook, NJ 08805
(Fax: 201-469-7544)
Hours: 9am110pm 7 days
Worldwide sales
12 Maiden Lene,

Phone: 201-469-7678

Inquiry 650.

J..'·~

'-..·

- - - - - T H E BUYER'S M A R T . - - - - LAPTOP PERIPHERALS

LAPTOP BACKLIGHTS
Factory Installed • 90-0ay Warranty
Toshiba, Amstrad , Sanyo, DG,
Kaypro, IBM, HP, etc.

DRAM 256x8
DRAM 1 Megx9
SIM/SIP 1 Megx8
All Speeds
INTEL

256K
1 Meg
256x9

The Portable Peripherals People

L

INTEGRATED OS/2 PACKAGE

LOW LOW PRICES
"'I

$295

OS/2 UTILITIES

MEMORY PRODUCTS

• Protected mode • Hot·key activated

SIM/SIP
SIM/SIP
SIM/SIP

•
•
•
•
•
•

8087 - 80287 - 80387

All

Axonix Corporation
(801) 466-9797

MHz

P.O. Box 56, Dept. B; Lansing, KS 66043

1·800·736-3644

(913) 651-1728

Inquiry 663.

Inquiry 657.

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS

MONITOR INTERFACE
108HIBA
PERIPHERALS

TIOOO

T1200
T1600

13100
10/20

T3100e
TS100

"""" - ( 1 2 V )

PX25T
X25

PX3f

PBO

PBO+
ABO+

Buitt-ln 2400bpe Modem
Internal 2400bps Mod4Nn
SlngHt COMMS Port Card
Dual COMMS Port Card
SCSI Interface Card

M2481
M241C M24EC & M24ES S232T - - S232E - -

...

--0232E---SCSIE--

PRODUCT R&D Corporation
1194 Pacific St.. Suite 201, San Luis Obispo. CA 93401
(805 546-9713 or (800) 234-5584

Inquiry 652.

COMPUTER VIDEO GENERATOR

LAN Application Development

Test EGA, VGA, Multisync & Data Projectors with handheld monitor tester. From 15.7
KHz to 64.0 KHz, battery powered, 4 patterns, all plug-in w ith no adapter cables.

NPPC: High performance library routines callable from
C and Assembler. High level interface permits rapid
development of peer-lo-peer, client/server, or multi-server
NetBIOS applications under DOS. Synchronous or
Asynchronous message control. Compact Code. Source
Avail. No Royalty. NPPC $495

NETWORK TECHNOLOGIES INC.
800-RGB-TECH
UK: 0244-880478

Applled Software Technology

In OH: 216-543·1848
Paris: 01331-476-32789

PO Box 397, Dpt. N, Los Galos, CA 95031

(800) 678-1111 ext. N1

See our NJ on oaaa 462.

Inquiry 664.

Inquiry 658.

MAC PROGRAMMING TOOLS
MAC DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
Professional Programmers Extender: Standard
Mac interface, lists, printing, graphics, tiling.
Extender GraphPac: Quality color graphs. Line,
bar, semi-log, customizable symbols.

INVENTION Software

(313) 996-8108

•

SASNAK SOFTWARE

R & R Electronics

Inquiry 651.

Vehlcio Ban.eryAd~

Background/foreground • Mulli-sessioned shell
Lightning fast text/binary forward/backward file lister
Search directory trees for multiple strings
Where file finder • Disk usage reports
EGA/VGA mode support • Configurable colors
Pop.up c lock, calendar • On-line help
$29.95 Check/MC'VISA

NETWORKING
NETWORK BUSINESS SYSTEMS

HYPERINTERFACE™

Keycard Eliminator . . . . . . . . .
. ..... $99.
DCB Eliminator.. ..
. .. $99.
ELS Utilities. . . . .
. ... $59.
Netcrack (lose password?) ...... , .•..... $99.
Getdlsk (get BIOS drives) . . .
. . $59.
. . $99.
BIOS Tools (patch drive tbls) . . . . .

Menu Creator• - A program generator for menudriven user Interface. Excellent for complex menu
systems. $99.95. Advanced Library - Extended
capability for data entry and advanced text-display con·
trol lrom your programs. $99.95, FORTRAN, Pascal, C,
BASIC supported. HYPERMATH" - An appllcalion of
Menu Crealor• and lhe Advanced Library. FREE

NETWORK BUSINESS SYSTEMS

Avanpro Corp.

1215 Woodhollow Drive, Suite 1104, Houston, TX 77057
(713) "183-4457

P.O. Box 969, Pacific Palisades, CA 90272

(213) 454-3866

Inquiry 665.

Inquiry 659.

MEMORY BOARDS
MEMORY EXPANSION
Intel Above Boards wlLIM 4.0

8 MHz PC/ATs
IBM, Compaq, Zenith etc.
1MB
$299.00
2MB
$399.00

10+MHz ATs
1MB

$499.00

Prices subject to change

COUNTERTRADE

(303) 530-5433

Inquiry 654.

So far Your Compute" HM Been Talldng to Each Other NCNI 'ltxll Staff can as Well

CHAT -

TLIB™ 4.12 Version Control

ACCESS

"TLIB" Is a greal system'" - PC Tech Journal 3/88.
Full-fealured conliguration mgmt for software professionals. All versions of your code instantly available. Very
compact, only changes are stored. Check·in/out locks,

A~Ctmi'lgiOO MessagiogSoUionb3Com, No.d.illdOO'lefNetbiosNl'C'Mlrb.

CHAT-ACCESS II the ultlmata In user lrlendly software, anabllng )OU lo

~==~~~~:rg~n=

CHAJ.ACCESS provldee a llsl of logged In usera and aenda one or all ol
them a bnel mesaage. It also enables )Ou to "CHAT" with another v.orl<ste·
tlon through lnteractlYe windows that simultaneoualy display both aides ol
the oorMfUllon. CHAJ".ACCESS operates on 3Com's 3PWS, 3+0PEN (MSDOS 'NOl'btatlon), Novell Nerware and all other PC LAN1 that support
NIMB10 S.

revision merge, branching, more. Mainframe deltas for

Panaophlc, AOR, IBM, Unisys. Only $99.95 + S&H,
or 5-statlon LAN $299.95 + S&H. MS-DOS VISA/MC

Shany Computers Ltd.

BURTON SYSTEMS SOFTWARE

Rechter Building, 4 Smilansky St ., Natanya, Israel 42304

Tel: (972) (53) 333931

P.O. Box 41 56, Cary, NC 27519

Fax: (972) (53) 342418

(919) 856-0475

Inquiry 666.

Inquiry 660.

MEMORY CHIPS
I

Have Same 'C' Source for UNIX and DOS

MEMORY CHIPS

O.ISAM-Unlx standard Indexed file management library for
UNIX DOS and NElWORKS. Manages all locking. UNIX/

41256-15-12·10 ........... Coll 51000 (1 Meg) .. .. .. Call
4164-15 .. .. .......... . Call 51258 for Ccmpaq 386 .Call
4164-12 ..
.. Call 8087-3-2. .. ........ Call
41128 Piggy Back for /fJ .. Call 80287~10 .
. .. Call
41464-12 (64Kx4) ....... Call 80387 ............... Call
414256 (256Kx4) ........ Call NEC.IJ.20-8 .......... Call
2764,27128,21256,27512 . . Call Mousa.
. ...... Call

DOS source $595 (for both), DOS libs' $145.
'W'-Character windowing with COLORS, Line Graphics,

Bells and more. You need not modify DOS code to WO<k WELL
on any UNIX terminal. UNIX/DOS source $295 (for both),
DOS libs• $95.

..

Prices subject to change

ESSKAY

718·353·3353

BYTE DESIGNS
P.O. Box F195-76, Blaine, WA 98230

1-800-663-S547 or (604) 278-5200
~(DOS libs ava/fablo for Microsoft or Borland 'C' compllers)

Inquiry 655.

Inquiry 667.

OBJECT ORIENTED TOOLS
FREE

INFORM/fJION
DRAM•SIMMS•Mmt CO.PROCESSORS
lOLL FREE 24 HRS.
7 DAYS A WEEK

1-800-338-1531

DEOIC<!ED lOU. FREE
FACSIMILE LINE
24 HRS.-7 ~ A WEEK

1-800-242-5751

DIRECT LINE MON-FR/ 9-6 CS.T.

1-402-691-8248

Best PrtC89 In U.S.A.

McDonald and Associates
WHOlfMlf DISTRllUTOR

OBJECT-ORIENTED TOOLKIT
TRIPLE your productivity with Complete c•
The only object-oriented developl"('lent utility for C with pre-.
complier, foundation classes (source code Included), lntegreled make, real-time debugger; Documentation Generator,

Appllca1ion 51reamllner. 'krslons for DOS ($449), SCO.XENIX
($495), QNX ($449) with full technical support. 01her ports
available upon request.

Complete Computer Corporation
111 West 571h St., Suite 1400, NY, NY 10019

212-582-2635

fHE CHOICE OF IMDUllRY PllOFEUIOMALJ

Inquiry 662.

Bsupport for Btrieve

1

The "Norton Utilities" for Btrieve users.

Bedlt: DISPLAY, UPDATE, COPY, and DELETE.
EXPORT SOF to dBASE & LDTUS. RECOVER damaged files.
Edit/lnsen using Data Dictionary.
Bbug: TSR BtrieYe debugger. DisP'ays info in pop-up window.
Brun: BUTIL replacement with Run.:nme and C source.

BedlVBbug: $120. Brun: $100. VISA/MC/COO/PO

800/359-2721 FAX: 517/887-2366
Information Architects, Inc.
P.O. Box 4184, East Lansing, Ml 48826-4184

Inquiry 668.
NOVEMBER 1989 • B Y T E
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PROGRAMMERS TOOLS

PUBLIC DOMAIN

.,-'..;J

PUBLIC DOMAIN

·:_., ·-.~"""'
.-,,- _ _ _$_1_p_e_r_D-IS_K_S_a_le-----.

"The easiest and slickest-looking
screen designer I've seen yet."
That's how one reviewer described the LIAISON Prototyping System. Eliminates all user interface coding &
testing. Pull-down Menus. Windows. Data-entry. Helpscreens. Mouse and more. $5 Demo includes complete
screen designer. Specify QulckBASIC, MS-C/QulckC,
TopSpeed Modula-2, all Turbo languages. VISA/MC

.;..·

J'

•

• ;;
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Liaison Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 82720, Kenmore, WA 98028
(206) 486-4996

Inquiry 669.

FREE SOFTWARE CATALOG

20 TOP IBM PC PD/SW DISKS
(360K) ONLY $20 + $3 S&H
QubeCaic, EDRAW, AutoMenu, Math Tutor, PCDOS Help, Baker's Dozen, Languages, EZ-Fonm,
PC-Style, PackDisk, PC-Stock, KidGames, Best
Games, Home inventory, PC-Outline, Form Letters,
lmagePrint, SideWriter, PC-Prompt, Best Utilities.

Low as $1.20/disk
Over 1000 quality IBM software
On 5.25" and 3.5" format
From outside U.S.A., except Canada,
please send US $2.00 refundable with order.
For fast service, write to

BRIGHT FUTURES INCORPORATED

SOFTS HOPPE

P.O. Box 1030, East Windsor, CT 06088

FREE CATALOG ($1.50 per disk)

Inquiry 674.
'' I

...

-

TURBO PLUS $149.95

FREE CATALOG
PUBLIC DOMAIN/SHAREWARE

Scf'99n Painter, Coda Generator, 110 Fields, Dynamic
Menus, Programming Unit Libraries, OOP Support, and
Sample Programs Included. All routines 'MJrk In both text
and graphics modes/ 60-dsy money-back guarantee/
Demo Disk avail. For IBM and compatibles.

Find "Hands-on" Reviews In Seconds!

• 400 IBM PC & compatlbles disks •
200 Amiga disks • 125 Atari ST disks
PC disks as low as $1.25 each , Amiga & ST as low as $1 .60
each! fJent or buy. Free shipping/ Call toll free, write or clrcle reader service for FREE BIG CATALOG with full descriptions. Please specify computer-48-hr. turnaround!

Nostradamus Inc.

....
.I

~.

~

'·

P.O. BO:K 9252, Salt Lake City, UT 84109-0252

r.

I

Byte, Data Based hlviSO(, PC Today, PC Magazine, ComptU9f
Language, Info \Yorld and 35 more Included. Natural
language front~nd helps define search terms. A perfect use
for a modem. ' 'Wonderful", say users.

88 Fulton St. #2400, New York, NY 10038
(212) 463-8989 (201) 653-7688 8-N-1 for FREE DEMO

P.O. Box 354-DepL B, Mason, Michigan 48854
1-800-874-9375 (M-F 10-6 EST) 1·517-628-2943

(801) 272-<Jlm

PC Reviews Is an easy to use on-line database for NOVICES
and PROS who need to locate and read " hands-on" reviews.

Compatible Technologies Group, Inc.

Computer Solutions

Inquiry 670.

Inquiry 680.

REVIEWS

Programming tools for use with Turbo Pascal 5.0 & 5.5.

Inquiry 675.

Inquiry 681 .

-.it'

SECURITY

..

Get INSIDE!
The best PC software performance tool is now better than
ever with source line timing, caller timing and arbitrary ewnt
Urning-all with microsecond accuracy and without source
modification . The expanded DOS analysls mode Identifies

1/0 bottlenecks.

$1 DOLLAR DISK SALE/

~.

.

?'~-' ·'

$125

Call today for a free brochure and the latest llst of supported
compilers. 3Q..day guarantee. VISA/MC/COD

Paradigm Systems

'

: ~~~~c!';,Y rrei~~e£;c~ ~ 81:S:~i~:~
0

* Install to Floppy, Hard Disk, or LAN
* Remotely reset Program Install-count, ExpireDate or #Executes

* No damaged media or 1/0 plugs
For IBM and clones. $195 & up. Free Info.

Az-Tech Software, Inc.
305 East FrankUn, Richmond, MO 64085

P.O. BOX 4851, Anaheim, CA 92803

I -

•• •
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TOP 10 IBM SOFTWARE • FREE

1000 software products for IBM peisonal computers and

10 disk set - PC Write, PC Cale+ TreeView, DanCad ,
FlleExpress, Moratt's Revenge, HGCIBM , Novatron ,
Home Besa, Speeewars plus our 1600+ disk catalog
We accept Vlsa/MC/Amex

compatibles. We have serviced the professional pro-

PAY ONLY $5.00 shipping/handling

grammer since 1984 by offering sound advice and low
prices. Call or write today to receive your FREE comprehensive Buyer's Guide.

limited lntroduclo<y <iler

INTERNATIONAL SOFTWARE LIBRARY

US 800-336-1166

511 Encinitas Blvd . • Ste. 104 • Encinitas, CA 92024

Canada 800-225-)166

order today

International 216-494-3781

'j'

Inquiry

toll free

800 669-2669

on.

'C' DOCUMENTATION TOOLS

FREE IBM SOFTWARE
FREE CATALOG also contains SHAREWARE. SY•
and 3112-inch. Ail categories. ENGINEERING, CAD,
DESKTOP
PUBLISHING,
LANGUAGES,
UTILITIES, BUSINESS, GRAPHICS, SPREADSHEETS, WORD PROCESSORS, CHURCH,
MEDICAL, HEALTH, EDUCATION, HOME.

• ~~~~ ~~~ at~:fl~r~~~~~~d~en~fl~~ for each pro• C-LIST $39 List, action-diagram, reformat programs

9

SOFTWARE BLACKSMITHS INC.
6064 St. Ives Way, Mississauga, ONT Canada LSN-4M1

(416) 858-4466

Inquiry 672.

,-

THE ULTIMATE COPY PROTECTION

......

• Completely Menu Driven
• Defeats all Hardware/Software Copiers
• No Source Code Changes

Quite
Simply
Tho Boot
lllly To
Protect
\bur Valuable
Software lnwtatment

• Multiple Layering
• No Damaged Media
• Full H ~rd Disk Support
• Unlimited Metering
• FREE Demo Disk

SlOPCOPY" $325"
STOPCOPY PLUS" $450''
BBi COMPUTER SYSTEMS"' (301) &Tt-1094
14105 Heritage la., Silver Spring, MD 20906

FAX: (301) 480-7545

Inquiry 683.

• C-CALL $59 Creates graphic-tree o1 callerkalled structures,
and files-vs-procedure table-of-contents

• C-REF $49 Local/global/parameter cross reference
• SPECIAL $149 All 4 plus integrated C-OOC version

1:l:/ ~We

J

FREE BUYER'S GUIDE

Programmer's Connection Is an independent dealer
representing more than 450 manufacturers with over

--

FAX:

Inquiry 682.

Inquiry 676.

1-

-'~·

Inquiry 671 .

800 227•0644

Phone (714) 879-5423 or 1·800-777-5636

'--~~~~~~~~~~~_. ~r

Programmer's Connection

EVERLOCK COPY PROTECTION

* Thwarts ALL Bit-copy Software

Add $3 S&H. SHAREWARE - IBM 5~ "
18 DISKS ON SALE: RESUME SHOP, DOS TUlOR, REAIJ.
FAST, THESAUR PLUS, PC.STYLE, MENUS for WORIJ.
PERFECT, GRAPHIC CONVERSIONS, EGA DEMO I, SLIMMER, EDRAW, CHARTS UNLIMITED, SPANISH I,
AUTOMENU, MEDLIN ACCOUNTING, EZ·FORMS, ZIPKEY,
PINBALL, MAZE GAMES. (Reg. $3.00) FREE 64 PAGE
CATALOG!

CWI Information Services

P.O. Box 152, Milford, MA 01757
(800) 537·5043
In MA: (508) 478-0499

7249 Whipple Ave. NW
North Canton, OH 44720

,~

COP's Copylock II
• Protect on standard diskettes
• Cannot be copied bi/ any device Incl. Option Board
• Fully hard disk Installable
• Normal back-up of protected programs
• LAN-support

• Creates safe demo version of your software

Start Pak $450
Standard Version $975, Automatic 'krslon $1950

SECTOR SYSTEMS COMPANY, INC.
Dept. 811, 416 Ocean Avenue, Marblehead, MA 01945
(611) 639-2625

DANCOTEC Computer
-40IH29-8162 or 1.fl00.34.4.2545
Phone +45-44440322 Fu: - 44440122

In US: 2835 Siem1 Rd., San Jose, CA 95132

lnt'I: 2880 Bagsvan:I. Denmarlt

Inquiry 684.

Inquiry 678.

PUBLIC DOMAIN
$3.00 SOFTWARE FOR IBM PC
Hundreds to choose from , word processors,
databases, spreadsheets, games, lotto, com-

munications, business, music, bible, art, education,
language and useful utilities for making your com·
puter easier to learn. Most programs have
documentation on the disk.
Free 125-page catalog.

BEST BITS & BYTES
P.O. Box 8245; Dept-B, Van Nuys, CA 91409

In CA: (818) 764-9503

800-245-BYTE

Inquiry 673.
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Codesafe Hardware Key

FREE CATALOG
$1 IBM SOFTWARE
For your free 32-page Master Edition
catalog featuring the best of IBM Shareware
from just $1 each, call or write today!

1-800-338-2118
SOFSOURCE
Box 828, East Lansing, Ml 48826

Fa- -

d<J.eqlers and
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end user (also 8'Aliable tir LAN).~ has not&
""Y lo ....r ouL e..;.m,, Krt $150 + $5 Mi (ewfi:ablo list
~transparent 1o

~=~~'\i.=~securilyrm
~~~~~,:cu~ PT1L:~~~~1~~~~~4 Santa

Ellashlm Inc.

52f1oN Hwy 436, Suite 118().30, Altamonte Spgs., FL 327!4
TEL: 407/682-1587 FAX: 4071774-8103

Inquiry 685.

Inquiry 679.

MIS,,.._,. E89/ lo -

~~.=;:~~""":'...=:;.=

...

SOFTWARE/ACCOUNTING

.... ,,.

AutoTime is an Employee Management System that
allows you to turn any PC into an Electronic Time
Clock. AutoTime provides Time & Attendance, Job
Costing , Payroll Interface, and Labor Distribution
reporting. Network compatible. Prices start at $495.
Other Business Products: Network FAX, Absence
Call-In, db-EDI.

SECURITY
Programmable PC Security
with re•dlwrlttl mamory

'·i

The Deadlock II Security package features:
Software to protect your COM and EXE files without the need
of the sources, and tVt'O executable flies for encrypting and
decrypting a security device, allowfng you to read and write
from the memory endlessly, and a programming unit making each Deadlock II security device unique.

..,.~

Empire Security lnternatlonal Inc.
(516) 466-3786

:r; I

.JI

f.
I

~

•,:I

-S,'"·~.f' ,.-f

~T'}._.J"._

2732 S8119nth Awnue South
Birmingham, AL 35233

(408) 998-2917

(800) 533-6679/(205) 251-2985

Inquiry 697.

¥

..

l

SOFTWARE/CELLULAR AUTO

.•

~ :··· __d_B_~_S_E_B_U-Sl_N_E_S_s_'_TO_O_LS
_ __,,,....x

.----8-IY.--L-O_C_K_®_S_E_CU_R_l_TY
__. - ....,
Piracy SURVIVAL 5 YEARS proves effectlwness of
powerful multllayered security. Rapid decryption
algorithms. Reliable/small port-transparent security
device. PARALLEL or SERIAL port. Complemented by
economical KEY-LOK"' and multlfeatured COMPULOCK"' Including countdown, timeout, data encryption,
and multiproduct protection. (Dos/Unix/Mac)

• GENERAL LEDGER
• ORDER ENTRY
• JOB COSTING
• BILL OF MATLS
•PAYROLL

• PURCH ORDnNVN10RY
• ACCOUNTS RECVABLE
• JOB ESTIMATING
• SALES ANALYSIS
• ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

$99 ea.

+

4876-B Santa Monica Aw.

3167 E. Otero Circle, Littleton, CO 80122

San Diego, CA 92107

(303) 922-8410/770·1883

Cellular Automata Lab and your IBM• PC, creating
dazzling animations, slmulating complex phyBlcal systems,
exploring masslvely parallel computation , and experimenting with
artlflclal llfe le just the beginning. CA. Lab'" Is your passport to the
frontiers of computing. Includes a 25Q.page Introduction to
cellular automata bY award-winning author Rudy Rucker. $59.95

S&H

Autodesk, Inc.
2320 Marinshlp Way, Sausalito, CA 94965

(619) 223·3344

(800) 525-2763

Inquiry 698.

Inquiry 693.

Inquiry 687.

..
PC Security "Password"
With All the Computer Security llllk, PASSWORO

le the Porfl>ct Security Lock.
Pa.ssviord is a toflwre program pro.tiding security tor )Ollf PC. Password
Is Easy ID understand and Simple kl lnauiH, requires no reformatting. The
boot limit opUon 88Cures your hard disk. PassM>rd pn:Mdes for up to 100
US8f8 with lhe supervisor controlling acceaa to pro!ected directories.
Pasaw:>n:l ls menu-drtven with pop-up wlndCMll and help screens. The pro.
(,Y8rTI prolfldee an audit trail of usera, and a screen blanking l&a!ure.
""8SWOllOS91.00US
-.11/C,AnMx

.t

!llasdec International Inc.

270+85 Garry Street, Winnipeg MB Canada A3C 4JS

PH: 12G41 956-2798

FAX 12041 943-3702

Inquiry 688.
I
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COPY PROTECTION

DATA ENTRY
POWERFULLY SIMPLE

FREE ESTIMATING SOFTWARE DEMO FOR
SMALL BUILDERS & REMODELERS

:1

• '

r

~

t.

SOFTWARE/DEVELOPMENT

1

Mo~~"'V/ords"'

BLPBB-LP w/BOUNDED VARIABLES

Mo/1f f\t>nts
530,000 un~ue
&
The largest word list in the
..~d
$78

'""ds phrases

Pascal units. BLP88 reads/writes LOTUS worksheets. Use

~~asl~=~~~=~~r&a~~~~

(408) 773-9680

":" 1

tl

'J

.,

r~~:~rJ:~ ""'d'

display and ect!Wng, equation processor, proble;:Jbasls storage,
primal/dual conversion, file 110, Simplex restart, report generator,
sensitivity anetysls. $149 with manual and 8087 support. $299 with
Turbo Pascal units.

I .., '•'I'

(703) 360-7600

COO/Info: 1-408-37:1-1491

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERNG

HANDS OFF THE BOARD"'

LOW COST/HIGH QUALITY

112 SIZE SECURITY BOARD

Established, Powerful, Complete, Business Management Software Systems. Polnt-of-Salelln11entory Control
"SALES-PRO", Service and Repair, Video/Rental Store

Stop floppy boot -

SYSTEMS CONSULTING INC.

.-

1•a•

L'I

Many more marting at $39. For IBM PC Compatibles
and the Atari ST.

·..•• •:

HI-TECH ADVISERS
P.O. Box 7524, Winter Haven, FL 33883-7524

1-800-882·4310

(412) 963-1624

Florida (813) 294-1685

Inquiry 690.

FOR TECHNICAL INFO (613) 293-3986
24 HOUR FAX (813) 325-0375

Inquiry 695.

TOME"' Fiie Tracking
Keeping track of your flies has never been easier. Tome
Use with Floppies or Hard DriY&S-Sort how you want- easy
to use -Online Help- Aeq. Windows 2+. Ideal for business
or personal usel
CA residents add 6% sales tax.

CC&C industries
6089 Evelyn Avenue, Rohnert Park, CA 94928

IBM PC or compatlble

AURASTAR INFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC.
Suite 620. 12001 N. Central Expressway, Dallas, Texas 75243

(214) 770-1950

Fax (214) 770-1954

-£I. ·,
~

1

$79.95 (orders received by Nowmber 15, 1989 just $59.95)

SCADA SYSTEM DESIGN
Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition modular design soft·
ware includes interactive screens for sizing RTU parameters,
modem speed, etc.. extensive tutorial, provision for engineer·
ing analysis modules, addressing stability & control and alter·
nalive technologies for communications subsystems. $450
Engineering modules priced individually, and described in free
catalog.

Inquiry 701.

:;a;:'-.
--------------.
'1'

cmates and maintains a comprehensive list of disks and files.

Inquiry 691.

I

Management, Church Management, Accounting and

( ~

.~. I'•

PO BOX 1112()9, Pittsburgh, PA 15238

SOFTWARE FOR WINDOWS

$148

~':".\(;'~dardll'l\marlo

Inquiry 700.

-,47·• , I

Require password to boot PC
AeaJ.llme disk encrypt - prevent boot sector virus
Prevent DOS FOAMAT/FDISK and low-level formats
Set hard disk READ ONLY or turn ON/OFF
Turn floppies, printers and COM ports ON/OFF
IBM JCT, ,,;r Bus - DOS V3.0+ - $149.95 + $5.00 S/H

For razor·sharp language
pa!Sing

571 Bel~·~~:'.'~:'A~M~~~~~:3'!o.1307

P.O. Box 15328, Alexandria, VA 22309

Inquiry 694.

.'r..;..

"i:fab;
Palt·d·Speech
150,iXXJ wools will paJ\ls rJ speech

N.,., gi"' \he user a bad
Rlr pe~ec\ texMo·speech $198
break again
$128
All Royalty lrea Send check or M-0 (CA add 6'11) lo:

Eastern Software Products, Inc.

.__ _ _ _ _ _
FAX_<_•_o•_>_TT3_-1_•0_5_ _ _ _ _ _ ,

r1 I ~

'\ p

Tlmberllne Software
Inquiry 699.

ea=i~f~Oek&C::~=dp~~~~~~u;i:1~d:

·.. .,.

DISKEITE lntroducss you to SuperU>ck"-lnvislble copy protection for IBM·PC (and compatibles) and Macintosh.
• Hard disk support
• No source code changes
• Customized versions
• LAN support
• New upgrades available

Inquiry 689.

Precision Estimating Light is brand new
spreadsheet-based estimating software that
combines powerful features in an easy-to-use
package. Complete with BOO item database,
you'll be estimating more accurately immediately. Call today for the lree demo and
literature - 503-644-8155.

A general-purpoe&:rc!em similar to LPB8 for solving linear pro.

T ~ =:~sa:a:~~ :!:~nm!;!~~~r~~urd~~~

s~i;r~".'s~?~';'u~,!;.~~~c.

SOFTWARE/CONSTRUCTION

:;.
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SOFTWARE/BUSINESS

Full fealured, heads·down dala enlry with two·pass verificalion.
Designed for the PS/2®, PC, XT, AT or compatibles.
Slandalone $395 LAN version availabla
FREEtrl•I.
Computer Keyes
Tel : 206/776-6443
21929 Makah Rd.
Fax: 206/776-7210
Woodway, WA 98020 USA: 800/356-0203

·-

SOFTWARE/CELWLAR AUTOMATA
Want to explore an entirely new way to compute? With Autodesk's

dATAMAR SYSTEMS Cred. Card.Check.COD

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS

n

Southern Computer Systems, Inc.

1617 Kingman Ave., San Jose, CA 95128

Inquiry 692.

!1~
.

'

DATA ENTRY
KeyEnlry 111~. a complete Data Entry System that provides
all the capabllltles for designing data enlry app/lcatlons, controlling date flow, & monitoring/reporting operator activity &
performance. Supports LAN and stand-alone environments.
Evaluation copy (all programs & documentalion) available.
Call today for Information!

Chase Technologles

....

7 Wedgewood Court, Great Neck, N.Y. 11023

Inquiry 686.

PC TIME CLOCK

.

:f

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS

..........

LOCATE HARD·TO·FIND BUSINESS
AND STATISTICAL SOFTWARE

Ec:onometrics • Biometrics • Cluster Analysis • Multiwriale Analysis
• Ma"'81:1ng Stal:latlcs • Experimental Statistics • AN°"'- • Regression • Linear Programming • Project Planner • Forecastlrig & TI~
Series • Sales & Market Forcastlng • Quality Control and Industrial
Experiments • Parameter and Tolerance Design • And Many Morel
SEND FOR FREE PRODUCT GUIDE/

Llonheart Press, Inc.
P.O. Box 379, Alburg, VT 05440

(514) 933-4918

FAX: (514) 939-3067

Inquiry 696.

. -,~'.-~l. .~i~

Handbooks on disk
Gain instant access to engineering/science/math
reference information:
• Material Properties tables
• Conversion & financial calculator
• Charts w/eng/sci/math formulas
• IBM PC/XT/AT/compatibles
• $49.95 + $3 s/h chk/MCNISA/PO/COD

BOOKLINE Technical Publishing
P.O. Box 4146, Redondo Beach, CA 90278
213-542-7553

Inquiry 702 .
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SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING

SOFlWARE/ENGINEERNG

Affordable Engineering Software

Circuit Analysls -

FREE APPLICATION GUIDE & CATALOG
Circu~ Analysis • Root Locus • Thermal Analysis • Plot·
ter Drivers • Engineering Graphics • Signal Processing
• Active/Passive Filter Design • Transfer Function/FFT
Analysis • Logic Simulation • Microstrip Design • PCIM&
DOS • Macintosh • VISA/MC

Non-linear DC & Transient; Linear AC.
*Version 361 with BSIM, GaAs, JFET,
MOSFET, BJT, diode, etc. models, screen
graphics, improved speed and convergence.
•PC Version 2G6 available at $95.
Call, write, or check inquiry # for more info.

BV Engineering Professional Software

Northern Valley Software

2023 Chicago Ave., Suite B-13, Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 781-0252

28327 Rothrock Dr., Rancho Palos Verdes, C.A 90274

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS
PC TECHNICAL GRAPHICS

SPICE

(213) 541-3677

Inquiry 703.

TEKMAR is a graphics library for the VGA, EGA or Tecmar Graphics Mastet Similar to PL.01'10, Includes WtNfXJN, VIEWPORT, AXIS. Support for HP, HI plotters.
Curve fitting, complete plotting program. Lng, seml~og .
multi-axis, 3-D, contours. Jerry Poumelle (Aug 86 Byte):
'1\s good as airf I have"""' seen ..." Demo dislo;, literature
available.

Advanced Systems Consultants
21115 Devonshire St. #329, ChaisWorth, CA 91311
(818) 407-1059

Inquiry 714.

MASS & VOLUME CALCULATOR
WITH MATERIALS DATABASE
Calculate the volume of dozens of shapes easily with

Mass2. Weights are calculated for over 700 materials.
Differential and proportional comparisons made
automatically. Flexible input system accepts Decimal,
Fractional, and Exponential notation. For IBM PCs and
Compatibles with 384K.
$69

DEMPSEY'S FORGE,Sottware Division
At 2 Box 407, Gladys, VA 24554
Let us FAX you a Iller. CALL 804-283-4602

Inquiry 704.

FREE ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

CAD/CAM Programmers!

Personal Engineering is a monthly magazine sent
free of charge (USA only} to scientists/engineers
who use PCs for technical applications. Topics
each month Include Instrumentation • Data
Acq/Control • Design Automation. To receive a
free sample issue and qualification form either circle below or send request on letterhead to:

You S8Y8 hundreds of hours of programming and debugging
time (and the thousands of dollars this time costs!) when you
use the CAD/CAM math and OXF routines in the

Personal Engineering Communications
Box 300, Brookline, MA 02146

Inquiry 710.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Minimize ExperimentaUon While Maximizing lnformaHon
ECHIP• software chooses only high leverage experiments
so that your data is packed with Information. ECHIP's highly
interactive contour plots of your process make even
simultaneous optimization of many responses an easy task .
And out more about this "career enhancer" by calllng us

today.

ECHIP, Inc.
7460 Lancaster Pike, Suite 6, Hockessin, DE 19707
TEL: (302) 239-5429
FAX: (302) 239-6227

Inquiry 705.

• /IC, DC. 1tansief'c, FoorleJ,

Temperelure.
Mol't&.cam
• 2 lo 50

W:nt~

111-.g Blod< Sollwon, I'll Box 137.l. SomeMla, MA 02144

Inquiry 715.

ECA·2 Analog Circuit Simulation
~~~~=·~~..=:=
ECA-2 , , _
•

QuickGeometry Library
All the routines )<>U need for any type ol CADICAMIC/>E progranli 250 ready-t<><Jse routines Iha! construct, I - and
offset lines, arcs, circles, ellipses and """' splines!
$199 Includes source code and te'ephone support.
Call (617) 628-5217 today for Information 0< ID ordef1

tlmM...,.

• Owr" 500 nodes
• Fulrcnline&ralm.Mlor
• Bc'.11:4'1 real lime "9Pllcs
ttwl SPtCE- Now wi!h ~ pk)tll

" "'"'- -

ECA-2 2.40 IBM PC

ms

FREE DEMO.

Tatum Labs, Inc.
3917 Research Park Dr. B-1 , Ann Arbor, Ml 48108
313-663-8810

PROFESSIONAL GRAPHICS FOR
SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS
PC/MS-DOS • Macintosh
FREE 48-page Catalog

=~i~u~G~~t~ ~~d~~~~
Forced Scaling • Full

~ing

• Built-in editor • 1·2-3 Interface
• Curve fitting • Statistics • CGA, EGA & Hercules CompaUble. 40 pen plotters supported.

BV Engineering Professional Software
2023 Chicago /we., Suite 813, Riwrside, CA 92507
VISA/MC
17141 781-0252

Inquiry 716.

Inquiry 711 .

SOFTWARE/ENTERTAINMENT
BE FUNNY!

Technlcal Report Graphics

Wtth the new, implOllBd Humor Processor Version
2 you can add humor to ~ur speeches, newsletters,
or everyday conversation. Create original jokes or
select from the indexed, expandable 500-joke
database. Only $49.95 + $5 S&H. IBM PC or Compatible. 30-<lay money-back guarantee. Perfect gift.
Call today.

EOTECH scientific graphics for PC has new laser
printer and dot matrix versions.
- Database, worksheet-style data editing
- Technical X-Y plots from data for reports

Analog Circuit Simulation
lntusoft has a comP'ete PC
based system including every-

• Schematic Entry
• SPICE Slmulator

• Model Libraries
• Monte Carlo Analysis
• Parameter Sweeps
• Plotting/Graphics Output

lntusoft

thing from schematic entry
through SPICE slm- using

extended memory to comprehensive interaciNe pool processing. Starting at $95 for
lsSpice, the complete system

sells forjusl$790.

The leader in low cost, fufJ P.O. BoxfHf/, San Pedro, CA90734
learured GAE software
(213) 833--0710 FAX (213)831-3956

=~P=- ~~~. o~~:~Lc',\~\::,9pr!.ext

DIGITAL ANALYTICS

Responsive Software

P.O. Box 31430, Houston, TX m31
(713) 721-2069

1901 Tunnel Rd., Barkeley, CA 94705
~9-4611

VISA/MC

Inquiry 712.

Inquiry 706.

SOFTWARE/FORTRAN
MIDNIGHT ENGINEERING"'
A new publlcaUon for entrepreneurial hardware and software
engineers that will encourage and challenge you to persooally
develop and market your own products.

• PRACTICAL ARTICLES
• INSIGHTFUL INTERVIEWS
•DETAILED PRODUCT REVIEWS
call or write for a FREE copy of the premiere issue of Midnight Engineering.

EXPAND & EXTEND LIBS
122 FORTRAN callable routines EXPAND allows DOS
compilers access to UM/EMS 12 or 4.0 expanded
mamory. EXTEND pn:Mdes CGA, EGA, VGA, Hercules,
HP, Tektronix, AutoCAD DXF graphics, access to
BIOS/DOS functions plus additional utilities. EXPAND
$119, EXTEND $149, both $218.

1\JrboGeometry Library 3.0

New ao upgrade! Now Ol/er 300 20 & 30 routines.
Surfacing, Solids, Hiddenline, \kltumes, Areas,
Transforms, Perspectives, Tangents, Clipping,
Decomp, & more. IBM PC/Comp. MS-DOS 2.0+.
Turbo Pascal, Turbo C, MSC. Manual. 30-Day guar.
$199.95 w'source. Foreign S&H extra. VIS>\, MC, PO.
USA funds only.

Disk Software, Inc.

Midnight Englneerlna

DESIGN DECISIONS, INC.

111 E. Drake Ad., Suite 7041, Fort Collins, CO 80525

P.O. Box 12884, Pittsburgh, PA 15241

2116 E. Arapaho Rd., #41J7, Richardson, TX 75081

303-491-9092

(412) 941-4525

214-423-7288/FAX 214-423-4465/800-636-7760

Inquiry 707.

Inquiry 713.

Inquiry 718.

SOFTWARE/GEOLOGICAL
SIMULATION WITH GPSS/PC"'
GPSS/PCN is an MS-DOS compatible version of the
popular mainframe simulation language GPSS.
Graphics, animation and an extremely interactive environment allow a totally new view of your models. If
you are contemplating the creation or modification of

a complex system you need GPSS/PC to help you
predict its behavior. Call now.

MINUTEMAN Software
P.O. Box 171N, Stow, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
(508) 897-5662 ex1. 540 (800) 223-1430 ax1. 540

Inquiry 708.
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SEGS

GEOLOGICAL CATALOG
ing, hydrology, digitizing, 3-D solid modelling, synthetic seismogram, fracture analysis, image processing, scout ticket manager, Ol/er 50 programs in
catalog. Macintosh too! Please call, or write, for Free
Catalog!

RockWare, Inc.

4251 Kipling St. , Suite 595, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033 USA
(303) 423-5645 Fax (303) 423-6171

2.0

Scientific Engineering Graphics System

Geological softwara for log plotting, gridding/contour•
•
•
•
•

Logarithmic, Time/Date & Linear Axes.
Easy Curve Fitting and Data Smoothing.
1-2-3 Interface & Numeric Spreadsheet.
Supports all Video & Device Standards.
10 Curves with up to 8000 points each .

Edmond Software, Inc.

5900 Mosteller Dt 111124
Oklahoma City, OK 7.3112

405-342-0558
800-2114-3381

... .•

,.,

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS

SOFTWARE/LANGUAGES
FORTH wHh DRUMA FORTH·83

PEN PLOTTER EMULATOR

Bre•k the l4K ban'ler wtthovt apndlapace penalty.
W.11 dealgned, •ttractlwly priced. '13 Stand•rd.

FPLOT turns your dot matrix or laser printer Into
an HP pen plotter. Fast hi-res output. No jagged
lines. Vary line width, color. Works with Autocad,
Dralix, etc. Supports NEC P5/P6, IBM Proprinter,
Epson LQ/FX, Toshiba, HP Laserjet, Okidata
29x/39x, Hercules.'CGA/EGNVGA. $64 check/m.o.

•.

• 1Mb+ automated memory management
• On-line documentation, ASCII/block files
• Many powerful and useful features

• Other products: windows, modules, profiler
• IBM PC/XT/AT & all compatlbles
Write or call tor FREE example dlakette.

Fplot Corporation

DRUMA INC.

24-16 Steinway St., Suite 605, Astoria, NY 11103

6448 Hwy. 290 East E103, Austin, TX 78723
Orders: 512-323-0403
BBoard: 512-323-2402

718-545-3505

..,
I

.1_.-.-.... .-

Inquiry 720.

Inquiry 726.

MATH EDITING FOR THE PC

POPULAR HGRAPH

.....
.,~

Heartland Software, Inc.

~

x'

-

I

,...

.....r-, :--

..
-

'M:JrdPerf9Ct T9X and Manuscript documents.
• Ussr-trlsndly Interlace-no new word processor needs
to be lsarn9d.

·.

K-TALK

50 McMIUen hie., SUit& 100
Columbus. Ohio 43201

COllllUHICAnDNa

(814) 294-3535

Inquiry 727.
'

.....--M-AT-H-EM-14.-:Tl-Cl-AN-S---EN-G-IN-E-ER_S____,
Hava you ever seen functions of a complex
variable? Would you like to really understand
differential operators like div, grad and curl?
How about a peek Into the fourth dimension?
Call or write for Information on our latest PC
and Macintosh software.

Jewell Technoloales, Inc.

Lascaux Graphics

474044th Ave. SN, Seattre, WA 98116

800-628-2828 x527 (206) 937-1081

3220 Stauben Ave., Bronx, NY 10467
(212) 654-7429

i"_

_. r

Inquiry 722.
~..-,

Inquiry 728.

FORTRAN PROGRAMMER?
$135.
135.

PRINTMATIC: printer driver
135.
For the IBM PC, XT, AT & compatlblas. we support a

.1.-

J

Makes math more Inspiration and less perspiration!
Combines the power of computer algebra with 20 &
30 plotting and a friendly menu-driven user Inter·
face. Does equation solvlng, calculus, trigonometry,
vector & matrix algebra, and more. Derive requires
a PC compatlble computer & 512K memory.

It-

variety of compilers, graphics bds., plotters and printers.

SOFCOM Prlntlna and Packaging
10305 Reading Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45241

513-563-7136

SOFTWARE/PRINTING
PRINTER GENIUS

Powerful memory-resident printer management • Control printer features from menus or within documents

• Print spool~<Hllsk files or memory • Background print
•File & directory browse• Edit small text• and more ..
• User friendly pop-up screens • 92-page manual •
Preset for all printers • Completely flexible • PC
MS-DOS • $89 + $4 S/H • VISA/MC

Nor Software Inc.

527 3rd Ave., Suite 150, New York, NY 10016

(212) 213-9118

MICROCOMPATIBLES

Soft Warehouse, Inc.

30t Prelude Dr., Dept. B, Sliver Spring, MD 20901 USA
(301) 593-0683

Optlcal Character Recognition
Stop retyping: PC-OCR• software will convert typed or
prirted pages irto editable text files for \<)Ur l'.()(d processoc
Works with HP Scan.Jet, Panasonic and most aher scanners. Supplied with 18 popular fonts. User lrainable: you
car leach PC-OCR• lo read virtually any typestyle, incl.
foreign fonts. Proportional text. matrix printer output, Xerox
copies OK. $385. Checl</VISA/MC/AmExp/COO

Essex Publlshlng Co.

Inquiry 729.

TableCurve-TableCode

TableCurve• generates printed reports and Lotus,
dBase, Quattro, Harvard G~hlcs, and Pai:lemaker/
Ventura output. TableCode generates functions
and calling code for C, Pascal, BASIC, FORTRAN,
Modula-2 and dBASE languages.
Demo $5, TlbleCuM $159, ~bteCode $149 MC/V1S8

AISN Software
P.O. Box 32ZT1, Phoenix, 1'Z 85064

602·266-1925

Inquiry 735.

SOFTWARE/MEDICAL

... -1•

..

Medlcal Systems with ECS

COMPLETE NAPLPSNIDEOTEX SUITE
Fully ANSI X3.110-1983 compliant. Window, view
and multiple concurrent device support. Drivers for
CGA, EGA, VGA, ICB, TARGA, Hercules and many
others.
$295
• MVDl-developer's decoder toolkit
$195
• MGE-graphlcs editor
• Personallty+lll-termlnal emulation
$95

PPM otltra 1 complett llne of medlcal aonw.te ranging from almple in.
surance clalm1 processing IO comprehensive AIR management.
PC CUJM PWS-clalms proceplng with ECS ID owr 100 major Insurance cafriers-30..dl money-back guarant"
THRESHOLD-complete AIR, pa1lent billing, comp!>henslve practice
management statistk:s
CLAIM NET...Nationwide electronic claims cleatlnghouse ttarlSmlts
claims IO OY9I' 100 Insurance came..
Software prices IWt 11 $459.00.
Del* Inquiries welcome.

Mlcrostar Software Ltd.

Phyalclana Practice Management
350 E. New York, Indianapolis, IN 46204

34 Colonnade Rd. N., Nepean, Ontario K2E 7J6
VISA
U.S. 1-800-267-9975
Canada (613) 727-5696

800-428-3515

Inquiry 724.

317-634-8080

Chaos/Nonllnear Dynamics
• Orclnary and Delay o;-maJ Equation Sotvera • Bilurcalion
Diagrams • 2· and :J.D Plating, Sequef1iaJ Magnificalion,
Poincare Sections • Next Maximum, 1·D & Cirde Maps
• Phase Poorats v.;tti MlJtiple lritial Concitioos • Spectral Analy.;is,

Fradal [);mensions, Lyapurov ExponerlS
DS:I $250.00
DS:ll $350.00
CHAOS IN THE CLASSROOM $49.95

DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O. Box 35241, Tucson, AZ 85740, 602-292-1962
See our ad on page 88

Inquiry 730.

SOFTWARE/PACKAGING
GRAPHIC TOOLS LIBRARY

HARD TO FIND COMPUTER SUPPLIES FOR
SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS l POWER USERS

XGLIB: Fast.Wlndow'\lp. thick lines and arcs, splines, figure draw-

ing, flll, text scale, rotate, align, keyb, moose. Animation. S15.
SCANPRO: Image Capture, from TSA and your program. Multiple

Clah binda<s & sl'!JCllSOS lil<s IBM's. Vll1)1 bincla<s, ba>les, and
iJldeB In ITl8J'I/ sizes. Oisl< pages, 9IMliopes, & La.¥
quantity imprinting. Bulk d'osks. Ewty1hing )<lll naad to bring )Our
softwan! to marl<st. Oisl< and bindar mai1aB. Much ll10llll La.¥
Pricesl Fast service. Call write for a FREE CATALOG.

Image (.PCX, .KPS. .KPC) formats. EMS support. Fast Bitmap

Graphics. Cut, Copy, Paste and more. Auto scale, Rocate. Sklr.v, Mirror, Stencil, and Tiie flll Image. Image data base. Compatible with
PC_VOi. $148.
PC_ VDI : Compt8'e Graphics. Oulllne fillable font factory. Plots,
charts and splines. '385.

--

ALL: ANSI compat. Isotropic PrinUplot. Hercu. to Super VGA. " C",

FORTRAN , MS OulckBASIC.

°'

Anthropomorphic Systems, Limited

I

1·

378-B E. Saint Charlas Rd., Lombard, IL 60148

NOVA INC.

1-800-DEAL-NOW

P.O. BOX 68976. Schaumburg, IL 60168 312-882-4111

Inquiry 725.

Inquiry 731.

312-629-5160

C SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY
Create scientific & engineering tools with
this extensive C programming library of
over 600 math, matrix, statistics, and
graphics functions. Send $5.00 for 45
page CSL Buyer's Guide

EIGENWARE TECHNOLOGIES
13090 La Vista Dr., CA 95070

Inquiry

(408) 867-1184

m.
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Curve-Flt 211 Equations In a Single Step

3615 Harding Ave., Suite 505, Honolulu, HI 96816
(808) 734·5801

Inquiry 723.

I

P.O. Box 391 , Cedar Grove, NJ 07009
(201) 783-6940

SOFTWARE/SC IENTIFIC

Derive"'
A Mathematical Assistant

•

FORTRAN p!1>Qram .

From Disk Labels to Manuals to Shipping BoxesWe are a complete packaging service. Everything
you need to market your software. Call for our free
catalog.

Inquiry 734.

...

.Now you can call 2-0 and 3-0 graphics routines within your

SAVE

SOFTWARE/SCANNERS

1T-

·c

SAVE

Inquiry 733.

I

GRAPHICS PRINTER SUPPORT

SAVE

LET'S TALK PACKAGING

• MsthEdll-$149

AT LAST! Use the PrtSc key to make quality scaled B&W
or color reproductions of your display on any dot matrix,
l( '.nkjet. or laser printer (incl. Pas/Script). GRAFPLUS sup. ports all versions of DOS wilh IBM ~ncl. EGA, \.GA, Super
\.GA), Hercules, or compatible graphics boards. Linkable/OEM versions availabla $99.95.

GRAFMATIC: screen routines
PLOTMATIC: plotter driver

E"'k•O [x'"("J]
+ (1~a±/JX
IFds)
k
k

• MsthEdJt constructs math equations to be Inserted Into

234 S. Franklin, Ames, IA 50010
(515) 292-8216

Inquiry 721 .

=

SAVE

Inquiry 732 .

SOFTWARE MATHEMATICS

SCIENTIFIC 2D & 3D graphic routines for IBM PC, VAX ,
SUN and Macintosh. Powerful, easy to use. Multiple
fonts, device and machine Independent. Uses max
resolution. Links with FORTRAN, Pascal , C, Modula-2
and QuickBasic. $119.00
Custom software development.
UGmph-the graphics editor available nowl

SOFTWARE/PACKAGING

443
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SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

;p.

LARGE MATRICES

·.

Solve AX=B where A is 200x200 and Bis 200x500 (all REAL.8)
in under 5 min on your 25MHz 3861387 (23 min on 12MHz
2861287) and check result by matrix multiplication. No memory
111qul111d beyond 640K. Virtual memory capability for matrix
multiply, transpose, elc. 80 bit precision. Microsoft, IBM FOR·
TRAN compatlbl~ Full featured demo disk can generate and run
large matrices of random numbers $20.
~e.

I

STATISTICS

STATISTICS

NEW STATISTIX™ 3.0

MINITAB's a PC of cake!

PC Magazine Editors Cholcel

MINITAB's lntultiw commands are easy to use and
remember. Features descriptive statistics, regression, time series, chi-square, hi-res graphics, much
more. PC wrsion Incl. LOTUS lntertace, data editor,
network pricing. Call for FREE brochure.

CALL 612-631-2852 Now

Mlnltab, Inc.

No-risk 30 day money back guarantee

PA 19087

Analytical Software,

(215) 993-9013

Inquiry 738.

a

J

• Superb Data Management • Excellent manual
• Easy to use • Fast, free support
• Range & Depth of Statistics
Buy the BEST for V. the price of the competition

JOYCE NUMERICS INC.
500 Cheaterbrook Blvd ., Suite 15 C-6,

•

3081 Enterprise Dr., State College, PA 16801

(814) 238-3280

Bca 13204,-. MN ss113

Inquiry 744.

Inquiry 750.

The BASS System™

Free catalog includes
technical application notes

NCSS

Professional, easy to use, menu-driven
system. Used by over 5,000 researchers.

1·800-942-MATH

Why use up 8 meg and 640K just to run a data
step on your PC? Now you can run your data step
code and statistical procs with a system that takes
only 1 meg and 400K (and costs only $399)1 Free
Information:

·~

MicroMath Scientific Software
Salt Lake City, Utah 84121-3144

BASS Institute, Inc.

_J

P.O. Box 349, Chapel Hiii, NC 27514
(919) 933·7096 or BB: (919) 968-6755 (N,8,1)

Inquiry 739.

·-

'I

Send for FREE calalogue ol software tools for Scientists and
Engineers. Includes: Scientific subroutine llbrarles, device
Independent graphics libraries (Including EGA, HP plotter
and LaserJet support), scientific charting libraries, 3-0 plot·
ting llbrary, data acquisition llbrarles, menu-driven process
control software. Versions available for a variety of popular
languagee.

Quinn-Curtis

Inquiry 751.

SCA STATISTICAL SYSTEM
The only statistical software encompassing

BMDP Statlatlcal Software, Inc.

Scientific Computlna Associates

Inquiry 746.

HANDS OFF THE PROGRAM®

5Um 2.05 Now Avattable. More statistics, graphics
and an all-new manual. Still only $590. Quantity
Discounts Available. New, ICM'Sr academic price.
$20 Demo. Call toll·free for 'more Information.

1-800-STATAPC

SYSTEMS CONSULTING INC.
PO BOX 111209, Pittsburgh, PA 15238
1412\ 983·1824

•

SOFTWARE/SORT
OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE

StatPac Gold™

...

I•

StatPac Gold is the award-winning statistics and
forecasting package that delivers. It's fast. ftexible,
easy to use and dependabla Time-tested and loaded
with features. You be the judge. Get the facts! Call
for your FREE brochura
1-800-328-4907

Walonlck Associates, Inc.
6500 Nicollet Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55423

Inquiry 747.

DBMS/COPY
(ORACLE, PARADOX, dBASE. LOTUS etc.) Into any ""1 paclcage
file (SAS. SPSS. SYSW, IMC.} and vk:e veru. The PWS Y11'11on
al- IOfls.eelectlona,and""8lculallonl.S19".3(><1ay guatamM.

IN~
P.O. Box 56827, Houston, TX 77256

HOW TO PROFECT YOUR COMPUTER
And Make It Last l..Dnger
FREE rnor1l'feavlng litenlluia Whal )OJ need IO know about UPSunlnterruptlbla power oupply. How to get complots protection from
power line prot>lema. 36C1.A thmugh 151<\1\ modela Imm the v«>!ld'•
largest manufacturwr ol olnglf.pheae UPS.

Best Power Technology, Inc.
P.O. Box 280. Necedah. WI 54846
(eo8) 585-7200 .... 3737
lOLL FREE (800) 356-5784 oxt. 3744

(713)867-4222
FAX: (713)867·3FAX
1-800-STATWOW

Inquiry 742.

....... ..., ~

SH our Ad on page 459.

Inquiry 753.

Inquiry 748.

-f,

UTILITIES

.
Statistical Navigator"'

TURBO WATSON

An expert system using Al strategies to help determine
appropriate statistical analysis. Based on your answers,
Stallstlcal Navigator suggests several analyses ranked
by suitability. It explains the analysis and how It frts your
research objedives and assumptions. \llrslon 1.1--$99.95
+s/h. VISA, MC, AMEX. PO, Pemonal Check accep!ed.

Turbo watson Is a complete set of tools for Turbo Pascaf to
accen all the funcUons of the WIO'SON Speech Board. It
la also a high l8Y81 library of proceduras to build llOice
response systems In minutes. A powerful ANSWERING
MACHINE program Is given as an example with source code.
ONLY 99S Canadian. Visa/MC accepted.

The Ides Works, Inc.
100 West Briarwood, Columbia, MO 65203
1-800-537-4888
FAX 314-445-4589

H3G 1T7

OvilUeUSA~

Inquiry 749.

Inquiry 743.
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(612) 866·9022

CONCEPTUAL SOFTWARE

Zephyr Cove, NV 89448

I

UN INTERRUPT ABLE POWER

VISA/MC/AMEX/POICOO.

Opt-Tech Data Processing

•

Inquiry 752 .

CONVERTS YOUR Lll\TA INTO INFORMATION

I -

.

10801 National Boulevard , Los Angeles, CA 90064

Now your flM>rtte aw package can acceu 8fff data.bue.
DBMSICOPV can directly COfMft any databaM or eprud1hMl Ne

(702) 588-3737

444
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FAX: (312) 960-1815

Computing Resource Center

r r•

Extremely fast Sort/Merge/Select utility. Run as an
MS.DOS command or CALL as a subroutine Supports most languages and file types induding Btrieve
and dBASE. Unlimited file sizes, multiple keys and
much morel MS·DOS S149. OS/2, XENI X, UNIX
$249.

SOFTWARE/VOICE

:.

(213) 470-4341

Inquiry 741.

Ren~t!!!u!-:!!~~~~L.
(514) 861·5988

4513 Uncoln Ava.. Suite 108. LIB!e, IL 60532, USA

Phone: (312) 980-1698

STATA

OPERATING SYSTEM SECURITY

secure• aubdlrectortes, fifes, printers and floppies
Keyboard lock - automatic or manual
Log PC boot. program exec, flle opens, loglnnogouta
Prevents DOS FORMIO' and most viruses
Dtlye A: Boot Protection I Hard Diak Ux:k
IBM PC or 100% comp. -DOS 1/3.0+ -$89.95 + $3.75 S/H

1425

Available on both DOS and 05/2 operating systems.
Call today for more Information

..

SOFTWARE/SECURITY

P.O. Box 678 -

Forecasting & Time Serles Analysis
Quallty and Productivity Improvement
General Statistical Analysis

(213) 479-7799

Inquiry 740.

t
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SOLO 3.0 from BMDP

965-5660

•
Ill

801-546-0445

Popular statistics and excellent graphics for the PC.
Quick and easy to usa For business professionals,
researchers. or students From the leader in statistical
software for CJVer 25 years. Top-notch support.
Satisfaction guaranteed! $199 complete with
graphics. Call today, VISA or MC.
1440 Sepulveda BIYd .. Suite 316, Los Angeles, CA 90025

1191 Chestnut St., Unit 2·5. Newton, MA 02164

_..

865 East 400 North, Kaysville, UT 64037

JJ_

Sclentlllc/Englneerlng/Graphlca Libraries
Turbo Pascal, Turbo+ MS C, MS Fortran, Basic

61

: ~~ ~b==~~~cl'~eg't-$49

• 5.5 Survival Analysle-$59
• 5.6 Forecastlng-$69
We accept checks, POs, Vies, MC. Add $3 s/h.

NCSS-B

Inquiry 745.
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COPY AT TO PC-BRIDGE-IT 3.5
"CPl'AJ'2PC" RELIABLY wr1lel 360KB ltoppleo oo 1.2 MB drMls. '"'1119 a
11ot lor1oecood llln!dlsk0<tapebaciHJ~ Only$79JX> + S1H
"BRIDGE-IT 3.5" Is a DEVICE DRIVER supfl0<1ing 311" 720KB/1.44MB
drMls tor PCOOJIJ without upgrading DOS/BIOS Only 13900 + SIH
BRIDGE-IT 3.5 BUNDLED WITH INTERNAL 1.44MB DRIVE !if
$129.00

+ SIH

VlSVMC£00

UPS BIR

MICROBRIDGE COMPUTERS
655 Sky Way Suite 113, San Carlos, CA 94070
1-41S.593-8777(CA)
1·514-345--0818 (CANADA)

Inquiry 754.
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1-415-593-7675 (FAX)
1·800.523-8777

••
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BUYER'S MART-___;;....._______
WORD PROCESSING

UTILITIES

UTILITIES
DELTA, the better text file comparison tool. Scrollable
windONed presentations of file or directory comparisons,

with a built-In editor window. Ideal for programmers/ Requires DOS 2.0 or higher with at least 384K RAM. A

......

hard disk is recommended. Order now. $79.
DEMO available on our BBS

OPE Network
POWER IDOLS FOR POWER USERS

215 Berkely Pl. (B-1), Brooklyn , NY 11217
718-638-2240
BBS : 718-638-2239

SAVE TIME and MONEY

DuangJan

with the RED Utilities. Programs include: Batch file
compiler speeds batch files. Disk cache speeds
hard and floppy disks. Printer spooler. Path command for data files. Wild card exceptions. Sort
directories. Over 10 more programs. Only $79.95.
Order today! 30-day money-back guarantee. IBM
PC. Visa/MC.

Bilingual word processor for English and: Armenian,
Bengali, Burmese, Euro/Latin/African, Greek, Gujarati,
Hindi, Khmer. Lao, Punjabi, Russian, Sinhalese, Tamil,
Telugu, Thal, Ukranian, Viet, ... Only $109+$5 s/h
(foreign + $12 s/h). Font editor Included. For any IBM
compatibles with dot-matrix & LaserJet printer. Demo

$9+$1 s/h. Visa/MC

MegaChomp Company

The Wenham Software Company
5 Bur1ey St., VVenham, MA 01984

Inquiry 755.
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3438 Cottman Ave.. Phila delphia, PA 19149-1606

(508) 774-7036

12151 331-2748

FAX: (2151 331-4188

Inquiry 760.

Inquiry 757.

WORD PROCESSING
Recover deleted files fast!

We can read 130 languages
from Armenian to Zulu

Disk Explorer now includes automatic file recovery. You
type in the deleted file's name. Disk Explorer finds and
restores iL Disk Explorer also shQ>M; what's really on disk;
view, change or create formats. change a file's status.
change data in any sect0< M&DOS $75 U.S. Check/Credn
card welcome.

Flagstaff Engineering

45 Charles St. E. 3rd Fl.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 1S2
(416) 961-8243

1120 Kaibab Lane, Flagstaff, AZ. 86001

t

·-

v.orl<ing, ASCII, and macros. Easy.to-use, optional menus.
and 2 free updates: $99.
9lklay money-beck guarantee. VISA/MC.

Qulcksoft

(602) 779.3341

1-800-888-8088

219 First Ave. N., #224-BYlC, Seattle, WA 98109

Inquiry 761.

Inquiry 758.
'l'

AppleWorks ...... IBM

FARSI I GREEK I ARABIC I RUSSIAN

CROSS-WORKS transfers both ways between
Apple lle/llc/llgs and IBM PC/XT/AT/PS-2 &

Hebrew, all European , Scandinavian , plus either Hindi, Pun-jab/, Bengali, Gujarati, Tamil, Thal, l<Draan, Viet, or IPA. Full·
featured multi-l anguage word processor suppons on.screen

about the special computer product or service
that you provide belongs In print.

foreign characters and NLO pri nting with no hardware
modlllcations. Includes Font Ed itor. $355 dot matrix; $150
add 'I for laser: $19 demo. S/H In U.S. lncl'd. Req. PC, 640K,
graphics. 3Q.day Guarantee. MCNISA/AMEX

THE BUYER'S MART
can help you reach computer professionals and
produce valuable Inquiries for your company!

GAMMA PRODUCTIONS, INC.

Call Brian Higgins for more information

2131394-8622 Tix: 5100008273 Gamma Pro SNM

603-924-3754

YOUR SALES MESSAGE

no Wilshire Blvd .. Suite 609, Santa Monica, CA 90401

Phone {919) 878-7125 for free Info packet.
SoftSpokan Co., PO Box 97623, Raleigh, NC 27624

Inquiry 756.

B y T E BACK I S S U E S F 0 R S A L E
January
February
March

D

I ssues
Available

April
May
June
July
August
September

1988

1989

Rates (postage and handling included):
1987 ·' 89 BYTE Issues
BYTE '83-'84 Index
BYTE 1985 Index
BYTE 1986 Index

$6.00•
$4.00
$4.00
$4.00

•Ju ne 1988 (Benchmarks) $3.00

BYTE 1988 Index
1985 Inside The IBM PCs
1986 Inside The IBM PCs
1988 Inside The IBM PCs

$4.00
$4.00
$5.00
$6.00

Applications Software
Today Special

$4.00

The above prices include postage i n the US . Please add $. 50 per copy for Canada and
Mexico; and $2.00 per copy to foreign countries (surface delivery). European customers
please refer to Back Issue order form in International Adverti sing section of book.
Please indicate which issu es y ou would like b y checking (v) the boxes .
Sen d requests with payment to:
BYTE B ack Issu es, One Ph oenix Mill Lane, Peterborough , NH 03458

(603) 924-9281

D

Check enclosed

Charge:

D

VISA

D

M asterCard

Card #

October
November
December
Inside the
IBM PCs
Applications
Software Today

'I

..
1.

Inquiry 759.
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Supports 500 printers Incl. lasers. Software, guide and tutDflat
on disk: $19. Registration with manual, support newsletter

Mast11rCard-Vlsa-Am11rican Expresa Accepi.d

compatibles. Exchange AppleWorks with WordPerfect (keeps formatting), Lotus 1-2-3 (keeps
formulas), and dBase 111/IVI Included cable
plugs In serial ports for 19,200 baud transfers.
Easy menu operation .

.L

Shareware

files & multiple columns. Also spell check , mailmerge, net·

material , magazines and books Into standard text files.
Flagstaff Engineering can provide any OCR sol ution. Call tod ay to discuss your applicatlonr

QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED

.....

PC-Write 3.0 -

Fast, full featured word processor for IBM PC. Na.v edits large

Use SPOT OCR Software with en Image scanner and your
PC to read 130 foreign languages, typed pages, typeset

Exp . Date
Signature

Address
City
State _ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ Zip
All orders must be prepaid. Please allow four w eeks for domestic delivery
and twel ve weeks for forei gn deliv ery by surface mail.
NOVEMBE R 1989 • B Y T E
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DCB

Internal
converter
~ printer
buffer for
IBM or
comP.atibles computers.
Bmlt in microprocessor
frees computer while
printing. Sen a! and para!·
lei outputs. Features inelude using any tn:ie of
printer or using 2 printers
software selectable.
~

11

MOS
Many low cost modems are faulty or very error prone .... Not ours!!!
PERFORMANCE "I have recently had a lot of trouble getting 2400
BAUD MODEMS to work ... this one is working perfectly ."R.T.,Moreno
Valley CA. SUPPORT "I get the impression that your company,
indeed, bends over backwards to provide service to its customer. "
M.F., Selma CA. SUPERIOR TECHNOLOGY •..The phone connection
is the main source of data errors. DYNAMIC IMPEDANCE STABILIZATIONrM, DISrM (invented by CompuCom) improves signal quality and
reduces these errors by up to 95% compared to a standard modem.
Model 2400 (without DIS) at $95 outperforms the low cost alternatives ,
the 24DIS at $119 outperforms the challengers, regardless of cost. IBM
internal, Hayes compatible, made in USA, 6 COM ports, internal
speaker, live year warranty , EasyCom software, dealers inquire. If you
aren 't totally satisfied, return within thirty days for a full refund I
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"Real deaf... worked fine ... quite a bargain:'
CALL {408) 732·4500

MOP

DCI

Universal
converter;
high capacity 64KB to 1
MB printer
buffer with
parallel I serial input and
output ports.
Frees computer while
doing frintin&. Converts
data i required. Connects more than 1 computer to more than
printer.
- ¥ :!
~·

Multi-serial
i\U!lll
interface for
IBM or compatibles. Up
to 8 serial ports. Interconnects computers, modems, printers, plotters,
etc.

MIP
Multi-parallel
input ports for
PC, XT or AT
with 8 ports.
Allows up to
64 external data lines, 24
input/out put control lines.
Call today for details

Phone (415) 968-8404
FAX# (415) 968-8390

•

... . .

Parallel interface card for
PC, XT or AT
with up to 4
output
ports
Connect up to four dif.
ferent printers or plotters.
Software selectable.

DCU

..
1

Universal data
converter
serial/parallel,
parallel/serial.
Completely programable
with software protocol.

Up to 24 serial I parallel
input/output ports.
System capacity : 512 KB
RAM with 20 or 40 MB
fast access hard disk.
Basic model comes with
512 KB, 8 input ports
(serial or parallel) and 4
output ports {parallel).
Each port is completely
independent and can use
different speeds, protocols, etc. System status
Ultra hi!lh storage ca- display {optional).
pacity smtable for LANs ~-~-------<
and multiple stand alone ~
computers.
Share
or
switch computers, printers, plotters, modcms,etc
Maxcima Corporation
970 Terra Bella Ave. Dldg. 3

filli';

Dealer's Inquires welcome

Mountain View, CA 94043

{800) 228-6648

REEL
9-TRACK
GENIUS
OVERLAND DATA will bring
out the GENIUS IN YOU when it
comes to connecting your PC to the
mini/mainframe world. OUR
ENGINEERS DESIGNED the
mos t successfu l tape driv es,
controllers and software in use
today. Ca ll the ex perts ... ODI!

Protect Your Copies of

El\ITE

NOW AWHLABLE: Custom-designed library files or
binders in elegant blue simulated leather stamped in
gold leaf.
Binders- Holds
6 issues, opens
flat for easy
reading.
$9.95 each, two
for $18.95, or
four for $35.95.

f'~\\

Files-Holds 6
ISSUes.
$7.95 each, two
for $14.95, or
four for $27.95.

·: ] : ! :
1 111111

Order Now!

----------------------

• PC/XTI AT /386/PS2 & Com pat.
•DOS, XENIX , UNIX, NOVELL
• 800, 1600, 3200, & 6250 BPI
• Outstanding Customer Support
• 24-hour delivery available on
Cipher, Qualstar, Anritsu & M4
"See us ar Comdex #W604"'

nru
Overland Data
Ln.Jl "Experience Makes The Difference"
I CALL TODAy AT 1-800-PC-9TRAK!
5600 Kearny Mesa Road • San Diego, CA 92 1 I I
TEL: 619/571-5555 •FAX: 619/57 1-0982

Mail ro: Jesse Jones Industries,
Dept. BY, 499 East Erie Ave. ,
Philadelphia , PA 19U4
Please send _ _ _ files; _ __
binders for BYTE magazi ne.
Enclosed is $_ _ _ _ _ __
Add SI per file/ binder for postage and
handling. Outside U.S.A . add $2.50 per
file/ binder (U.S. funds only please).
Charge my: (minimum SIS)
___American Express
_ _ Visa __MasterCard
__Diners Club
Card H- - - - - - - - - Exp. Date - - - - - - - - -

CALL 1DLL FREE (24 hours):
1-800-972-5858

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address: --l~N.~Post
~ot=r.-,~Box~I---City:
State: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
S.1mbct01 gumntml.

Pmnsylvill i~

:\.11'71-r 5-6 .,.,'tdu ddi1'Cf}' in dX" U.S.

rnidertG

~

Zip: _ _
6% ~ w:.

25 MHZ 4MB CACHE

ONLY

$2774

All Systems Include:
Case, Power supply
FD/HD Controller
1.2 MB Drive
101 Keyboard
40 MB Harddrive

Y.E.S. 286-16MHZ

Y.E.S.-Turbo 10 MHZ

1 MB

640K

ONLY

$1174

ONLY

4 MB
ONLY

$1824
Y.E.S. 286-12 MB
1 MB

$409

ONLY

$1024

- without Hard Disk -

- MONTHLY SPECIALS -

VIDEO OPTIONS

Mono Graphics Printer Card ... $30
Paradise EGA Autoswitch
'th EGA M .t
400
WI
om or · · · · · · · · · ·
1.~t~~~~~fn~l~ftPY . .. . . ..... 75

M
h
onoc rome · · · · · · · · · ·ADD $125
RBG
............... . ADD 275
EGA . . . . . . ....... . . .... ADD 400
VGA .......... . .. . .. . . ADD 525

~~-='-'~~'-='==-="-=='-•

84 MB ··········· ·· ST506 ...........$695
147 MB ..... .. .. .. ESDI .. ............1395

XI/AT HARD DRIVES
5 MB .......... ref..... ............ $75
10 MB ........ unu ............... 105
20 MB ....... ref . ................ 159
30 MB ........ ref ................. 239
42 MB ........ unu ............... 295
72 MB ........ ref . ................ 595
120 MB ...... new ............ 1295
SCSI HARD DRIVES

1---':....::....;;_;_..;...;.'-'T"::......:;;.-'-"-'-==--

230 MB ....... .. .. ESDl. .............1695 20 MB
30 MB
r---C~o-m-pl-et_e_ll_ne_o_f_P_er-ip-he_ra_ls_av_a_.il.....
ab-le___C_a_ll_fo_r_P-ro-du-cts_n_ot-ll-st-ed-1"11i?".I 320 MB ··········· ESDl. ............. 1995 42 MB

Y.E.S. Systems Corp.
44829 Fremont Blvd.
Fremont, CA 94538
(415) 657-4888
FAX: (408) 656-0118

All orders shipped UPS-COD or
prepay. PO's are welcome from
universities and qualified
companies.
Open: Mon.-Sat. 9-7

• SIMM MODULES
AST· APPLE • DELL 310 • EVEREX •
1 Meg x 8 - 10 (Macintosh)
1Megx9-10
1 Meg x 9 - 80
PS/2 Model 70 2 Meg Module

PS2 • COMPAQ
$105.00
$116.00
$124.00
$495.00

• EXPANSION BOARDS
COMPAQ• PS/2 •HP LASERJET

• MEMORY CHIPS

•

CACHE MEMORY

64K • 256K • 1MG
•

INTEL MATH COPROCESSORS - FULL LINE

714-855-0411
(FAX) 714-855-8504

Askforour

FREE catalog!

23552 Commerce Center Drive, Suite L,
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
ESTABLISHED 1985 •LOW, LOW PRICES· VISA
MASTERCARD• SAME DAY SHIPPING•
CORPORATE & SCHOOL P.O.'S WELCOME

$225
265
295

85 MB
147 MB
310 MB

THOUSANDS OF DISC DRIVES IN STOCK
We Feature Technical Support for Everything We Sell
We Specialize in Disc Drives - Ask for Our Brochure

j I>••_r_E_C_H_N_O_L_OG
.....1-ES_._,_N.,c,..
.

~~ :~:: ~~: ~!~
TELEX 678953

Annabooks gives you the hardware. software. and firmware
information you need to design PC-compatible systems faster and better. And you have control of your design from the
ground up -- our firmware and software products include
source code! Plus all the utilities you need.
AT BiosKit: an AT Bias with source code you can modify. With
setup &debug. 380 pages with disk, $199
XT BiosKit: Includes a debug . 270 pages with disk, $99
·
Intel Wildcard Supplement for XT BiosKit: Includes ASIC setup, turbo
speeds, also useful with many other modern XT boards. 60
pages with disk, $49
PromKit: Puts anything in Eprom or SRAM ; DOS, your code , data,
you name it! With source on disk, $179
SysKil: Here's a debug/monitor you can use even with a brand X
Bios in your desktop. Runs in ROM or TSR in RAM . Includes
source, of course . $69
XT-AT Handbook: The famous pocket-sized book jam-packed with
hardware & software info. $9.95 ea. or 5 or more for $5 each.
Software tools: You need MSC & MASM 5.1 for modifying the Kit products.

Mention this ad when you order any publication and get

I ji jl :f :fa free XT-AT Handbook by Choisser & Fost.erl Hurry before we
come to our senses and change our minds.

Annabooks

12145 Alta Carmel Ct Suite 250-262
San Diego. California 92128

IZ

~

(619) 271-9526 Money-back guarantee

8000 SEl!IES Continued
eart HQ
Prtce

Replace the 8086 o r 8088 In Your IBM PC and
Increase Its Speed by up to 30%
f:clCll:

eut HQ

....................... 1.2S
..................... 1.29
..,.......... 1.65
········ ····· 4.95
................. 1.89
............... 3.95
................. 2.7S
................. 3.95
3.95
.................... 4.95

UPD70108-S
UPD70108-8
UPD70108- 10
UPD70116-8
UPD70116-10

7400
eai::1Ha

1:9 10±

7400 ........
7402 ...
7404 ....
740S ......
7406 ...
7407 ...
7408 ....
7410 ...
7411... .....

.29 .19
.29 .19
.29 .19
.35 .2S
.39 .29
.39 .29
.35 .25
.29 .19
.35 .2S
.49 .39
.35 .2S
.35 .2S
.29 .19
.29 .19
.29 .19
.39 .29
.39 .29
.49 .39
.7S .65
.89 .79
.89 .79
1.9S 1.8S
.39 .29

7414 ...

7416 ..........
7417....
7420 ......
7427 ...
7430 ...
7432......
7438 ...
7442 ......
744S ...
7446 ...
7447 ... ..
7448 ......
7473...

ear::t Ha
7474 ...
.39
747S ......
.49
7476 ...
.4S
7483 ......
.S9
748S ...
.65
7486.
.4S
7489. .................. 2.2S
7490...
.49
7493 ......
.4S
749S ...
.S9
74107 ....
.29
74121... ....
.39
74123 ...
.49
7412S ...
.49
74147 ... ............. 1.99
74150 .... ............. 1.3S
741S1 ....
.39
74154 ..... ::::::::: 1.3S
74161... ..
.69
74173 .....
.79
74174 ...
.S9
7417S ......
.S9
74193 ...
.79

29
.39
.3S
.49
.SS
.3S
2.1S
.39
.35
.49
.19
.29
.39
.39
1.89
1.2S
.29
1.2S
.S9
.69
.49
.49
.69

74l.S
74LSOO...
74LS02 ......
74LS03 ...
74LS04 ........
74LS05 ....
74LS06......
74LS07 ...
74LS08 ......
74LS09 ...
74LS10 ....
74LS11.
74LS14.
74LS20 .....
74LS21 ..........
74LS27.
74LS30.
74LS32 ......
74LS38 ...
74LS42......
74LS47 ...
74LS73 .......
74LS74 ...
74LS7S ..........
74LS76 .....
74LS83 ......
74LS85 ...
74LS86 ......
74LS90 ...
74LS93 .....
74LS123 .........
74LS12S ...
74LS132 ..... :
74LS138 ...

.26
.28
.28
.28
.28
.S9
.S9
.28
.28
.26
.29
.49
.28
.29
.35
.28
.28
.35
.49
.85
.39
.35
.39
.39
.55
.55
.29
.49
.49
.49
.49
.49
.49

.16
.18
.1 8
.18
.18
.49
.49
.18
.18
.16
.19
.39
.18
.19
.2S
.18
.18
.2S
.39
.7S
.29
.2S
.29
.29
.4S
.4S
.19
.39
.39
.39
.39
.39

.39

74LS139 ....
74LS1S1... ...
74LS1S3 ...
74LS154 ......
74LS1S7 ...
74LS161 ......
74LS163 ...
74LS164 .......
74LS16S ....
74LS166 ...........
74LS173 ...
74LS174 ......
74LS17S ...
74LS191 ..........
74LS192 .....
74LS193 ......
74LS194 ...
74 LS221.. ....
74LS240 ...
74LS241... .....
74LS244 ......
74LS24S ...
74LS2S7 .......
74 LS2S9 ...
74LS273 ......
74LS279 ...
74LS367 ......
74L5373 ...
74L5374 ......
74LS393 ...
74LS541...
74LSS90 ......
74LS688 ...

.49 .39
.49 .39
.49 .39
1.29 1.19
.4S .35
.49 .39
.49 .39
.S9 .49
.7S .65
.89 .79
.4S .35
.39 .29
.39 .29
.S9 .49
.69 .S9
.69 .S9
.69 .S9
.69 .S9
.S9 .49
.S9 .49
.S9 .49
.79 .69
.49 .39
.99 .89
.89 .79
.49 .39
.49 .39
.79 .69
.79 .69
.89 .79
1.29 1.19
S.9S S.85
2.39 2.29

74$ PROlXS
74500...

.2S
.2S
74532......
.2S
74574.....
.2S
745112... ....................... .2S
745124 ...
1.2S
745138 ...
.49
745153......
.29
745163...
.7S
745174...... ..
.29
74S17S...
.39

74504.........

745188"...
745189 ......................
745240.. .
' ..
745244 .... ....................
745287" ...
745288"....
745373...
745374 .......
745387" ...
.. .............
745472". .......
' ...
74SS71"...

1.49
1.49
1.39
.99
1.49
1.49
.99
.99
1.29
2.9S
2.49

8031 .......................... 3.95
80C31
8.95
8035 .......................... 1.2S
8039 .......................... 1.S9
8052AH6ASIC
24.9S
8080A .......... ........... 1.9S
8085A ....................... 1.9S
8085A-2 .................... 3.S9
8086 ... ....................... 3.9S
8 08 7 _( SM~H1z)Hz
... ....... 89.95
M 1..... 169.9S
8087-2 8MHz) . ..... 129.95

8087 1 0

~=-~(8~~ij ::::::::: ~.~

81SS ...

.. ....... 2.49

Function

2016·12
2102
21 12
2114N
2114N-2L
21C 14
S101
611 6P·1
61 16P-3
6116LP-1
6116LP-3
6264P-10
6264P·15
6264LP-10
6264LP·12
6264LP-15
6514
43256-lOL
43256-15L
62256LP·10
62256LP·12
62256LP·15

2048x8
1024x1
256x4
1024x4
1024x4
1024x4
256x4
2048x8
2048x8
2048x8
2048x8
8192x8
8192x8
8192x8
8192x8
8192x8
1024x4
32,768x8
32,768x8
32,768x8
32,768x8
32,768x8

•19
. 19
.19
.1 9
.2S
.29
.29
.29
.49
.49
.S9
.49
.45
.JS
.49
.69
.3S
.6S
.49
.S9
.6S
.6S
.29
.29

C04028 ...

CD4029 .........
CD4030 ...
CD4040 ......
CD4042 .. .
CD4043 .. .
CD4046 ......
CD4047 ...
CD4049 ......
CD40SO ...

CD40S1 .... ...
CD40S2 ....
CD40S3 ...
CD4060 .....
CD4066 ...
CD4069 ...
CD4070 .....
CD4071 ...
CD4072 ... .. .
CD4073 ...
CD4081 .......
CD4093 ....
CD4094 ....
CD4S03 .....
C045 11..

CD4S18 ...
CD4S20 ...
CD4S22 ....
CD4S28 ...
CD4S38 ...
CD4S43 ...
CD4S84 .... ..
CD4S8S ...

~EPROMS
28 16A
2816A-25
2817 A
2864A
2864A-30
2865A
52813

2048x8 350ns
204Bx8 250ns
2048x8 350ns
8 192x8 250ns
8192x8300ns
8192x8 250ns
2048x8 350ns

(9V-15V) 5VRead/Wrlte ....... 5 .25
(9V-1 5V) 5V Read/Write ... ... 5.49
5V Read/Write .... .. .. .. .......... . 6.95
5V Read/Wrtte (Pln 1. NoRiB110.95
5V Read/Wrlte (P1n 1. NoMi) 9.95
5V Read/Write ... ... ...... .... ... 10.95
(21 V) 5V Read Only .... .......... 1 .49

z) ~~rn
80387-16Ll16MHzl .... 349.9S
80387-20 20MHz .... 399.9S
80387-2S 2SMHz .... 499.9S
8228418 Hz) .............. S.49
82288 8MHz) ........ ...... 6.9S
DATA ACQUISnlON
ADC0804 LCN .............. 2.99
ADC0808CCN ............ . S.95
ADC0809CCN ............. 3.69
ADC1205CCJ-1 .......... 20.9S
DAC0808LCN .............. 1.7S
AY·3·101SD ................. 4.95
AY-S· 1013A ................. 2.9S

6500/6800
68000 ser1es
?art No

120ns ................................................ 2.95
350ns ........ .......................................... 89

200ns !CMOS) ..................................... 49
450ns CMOS) .................................. 1.95
100ns (16~ CMOS ......................... 3.19
150ns 116 CMOS ......................... 2.79
IOOns 16K LP CMOS ...... .............. 3.59
150ns (16K) LP CMOS .................... 3.09
100ns (64K) CMOS ...... . .
.. 6.75
150ns (64K) CMOS .......................... 6.29
100ns 164K) LP CMOS ..................... 6.95
12Dns 64K) LP CMOS ..................... 6.75
150ns (64K) LP CMOS ..................... 6.49
350ns CMOS ..................
.. ......3.25
100ns (256K) Low Power ............... 15.95
150ns(256K)lowPower ............... 14.95
100ns (256K) LP CMOS ................ 16.95
120ns (256K) LP CMOS ................. 16.25
150ns (256K) LP CMOS ................. 15.95

DYNAMIC RAMS/MODULES
100ns 256x9 SIP (Has Leads)... ...49.95
IOOns 256x9 SIM ........................... 59.95
IOOns 1MEGx9 SIP (Has Leads) . 159.95
100ns 1MEGx9 SIM .................... 159.95
BOns 1MEGx9 SIP (Has Leads) ... 169.95
BOns 1MEGx9 SIM.
169.95
120ns ................................................ 5.95
150ns ........ ....................................... 5.49
150ns (MM5290N-2) ........................ 1.09
150ns (Piggyback) ............................ 4.49
IOOns ................................................ 2.75
120ns ................................................ 2.39
65,536x1
\50ns...
.. ......... 2.15
262,144x1
60ns .................................................. 6.95
262,144x1
80ns .................................................. 5.75
:!e2, 144x1
100ns ................................................ 3.95
:!e2,144x1
120ns ................................................ 3.69
2b2,144x1
150ns.
.. .................................. 3.25
64Kx4
120ns Video RAM ...
.. .... 10.95
65,536x4
100ns ................................................ 4.95
65.536x4
120ns ............................................. ... 4.49
65,536x4
1SOns ................................................ 4.25
262.144x1
100ns Static Column.
. .8.95
l,048,576x1 100ns (1 Meg) ................................ 12.95
1,048,576x1 BOns (1 Meg) .................................. 13.95
:!e2. 144x4 100ns (1 Meg) .............................. .. 14.49
262, 144x4 1OOns Static Column ... ................ 26.95

TMS2516
TMS2532
TMS2532A
TMS2564
TMS2716
1702A
2708
2716
2716- 1
27C16
2732
2732A·20
2732A-25
27C32
2764·25
2764A·20
2764A·25
27C64-15
27128-20
27128-25
27128A-15
27t 28A·20
27C1 28-25
27256-1 5
27256-20
27256-25
27C256·1 5
27C256-25
27512·25
27C512·15
27C512-25

2048x8
4096x8
4096x8
8192x8
2048x8
256x8

262,144x9
262, 144x9
1,048,576x9
1,048,576"9
1,048,576x9
1,048,576x9
16,384x4
16.364x4
16,384x1
131,072x1
65,536x1
65,536x1

27C010-\5

68764
68766·35

1024x8

2048x8
2048x8
2048x8
4096x8

4096x8
4096x8
4096x8
819218

8192x8
8192x8
8192x8
16,384x8
16.384x8
16,384x8
16,384x8
16,364x8

32.768x8
32.768x8
32.76818
32,768x8

32,768x8
65,536x8

65.536x8

450ns (25V)...
.. ................... 4.95
450ns(25V)........................................ 5.95
450ns (12.5V) .................................... 3.25
450ns(25V)...
.. .......................... 6.95
450ns (-SV, +5V, +12VJ .
. .. 6.49
2K(1µs) ............................................. 4.25
450ns ... . .......................................... 6.95
450ns (25V) ......... .............................. 3.49
350ns (25V) ........................................ 3.95
450ns (25V) CMOS ............................. 4.2S
450ns (25V) ........................................ 3.95
200ns (21V) ......................................... 3.95
250ns (21V) ....................................... 3.75
450ns (25V) CMOS ............................ 4.25
250ns{2 1V)....................... ................. 3.95
200ns (12.5V) ....... ......... ................... ... 4.19
250ns (12.5V)...................................3.49
150ns (12.5V) CMOS..
. ... .4.95
200ns(21V)......................................... 5.95
250ns(21V) ........................................ 5.25
150ns (12.5V) ..................................... 6.95
200ns (12.SV)............
.. .................. 4.75
250ns (21V) CMOS .......................... 5.95
150ns (12.5V) ..................................... 8.49
200ns (12.5V) .................................... 5.49
250ns (12.5V)............. .. ..................... 4.95
150ns (12.5V) CMOS ........................ 7.25
250ns (12.5V) CMOS.
. ..... 5.49
250os(12.5V) ..................................... 7.25
150ns (1 2.5V) CMOS ..................... .... 9.95
250ns (12.5V) CMOS ......................... 7.49

65,536x8
131,072x8
EM,..'iiei .::··::•
8192x8
8192x8
64K 350ns (25V) (Oulpul Enable) ... 15.9S

~n:~~.~~~3)M~~;~

::~;

erice

6402 .......................... 3.7S
6502 .......................... 2.19
6502A ....................... 2.S9
6SC02 (CMOS) .......... 6.9S
6S20 ,.,., ..................... 1.S9
6522 ........................ .. 2.9S
6SC22 .
4.2S
6532 .......................... 4.9S
65S1 .......................... 2.69
65C802 (CMOS) ....... 15.95
6800 .......................... 1.75
6802 .......................... 2.9S
6808 .......................... 2.49
6810 .......................... 1.2S
6820 .......................... 2.7S
6821 ................... '' .. 1.7S
68621
2.2S
6840 .......................... 3.49
684S
2.7S
6850 .......................... 1.7S
6852............
.. ... 7S
MC68000L8
. 9.95
MC68000L 10............ 11.9S
MC68008P8 .............. 8.49
MC68010L10 ........... 19.95
MC68020AC12B ...... S9.9S
MC68701 ................. 19.95
MC6870SP3S ........... 1S.95
MC6870SU3S ........ 17.95
MC68450L10 ........... 29.95
MC68881AC16A .... 129.95
MC68881AC20A .... 1S9.95

450ns MOS ...................................... 2.49
450ns ................................................... 99
200ns Low Power ............................. 1.49

EPROMS
.S9
.S9
.S9
.6S
.29
.2S
.29
.19
.19
.19
.19
.3S
.89
.39
.59
.7S
.69
.7S
.69
.79
.79
.49
.69

=~1g ~8~

erice

41256A9A· 10
41256A9B· 10
421000A9A·10
421 000A98-10
421000A9A·80
421000A9B·80
TMS4416-12
TMS4416-15
4116-15
4126- 15
4164-100
4164·120
4164-150
41256-60
41256·80
41256-100
41256-120
41256·150
41264-1 2
41464·10
41464-12
41464·15
S1258·10
S1 1000P-1 0
51 1000P-BO
514256P-10
514258·1 0

Price

8286 ........................... 2.29
8741 ........................... 9.49
8742 .......................... 14.95
8748 (2SV) .................. 7.95
8748H (HMOS)(21V) ... 9.95
8749 ...................... ..... 9.9S
87S1H (3.5-12MHz) ... 34.95
8755 ............. .............. 13.95
80286-10 (10MHz)LCC 29.95
80287-3 ISMHz/ ........ 109.9S
80287·8 8MHzk ....... 209.9S

STATIC RAMS
part No

CD-CMOS
CD4001....
CD4002 ......
CD4007 ...
CD4011 .... ...
CD4012 ...
CD4013 ......
CD401S ...
CD4016 ......
CD4017 ...
CD4018 ......
CD4020 ...
CD402 1......
CD4024 ...
CD4027 ...... .

eart No

8155-2 .
3.7S
81 CSS .......................... 4.2S
8205 ...............,... ....... ,.,. 9.9S
82C11 ......................... 6.95
8212 ................ ,............. 1.99
8216 ........................... 1.39
8224 ............................ 1.49
8228 ......................... , 1.49
8237-S
4.2S
8243 ......................... 1.95
8250A .......................... 4.9S
82506 (F0< IBM) ........... ... S.9S
82S1A . ........................ 1.9S
8253 ............. .... .......... 1.89
8253-S ........ ' .......,.... , 1.95
82C53·S...
......... 3.95
8254 ............................ 4.9S
8255A·S ....................... 2.9S
82C55A·S
4.49
8256 ........................... 11.95
82S9·S ..
2.2S
8272 ............................ 3.49
8274 .................... ,.. ,.... ,. 4.7S
8279-S ......................... 2.9S
8282 ............................ 2.95
8284A .......................... 1.9S

f Commodore I

I

wo1no ..................... 8.9S
Sl30S2P .... ...... .............99
6504A ...................... .. 1.19
14.9S
6510.
6526 ......................... 13.95
6S26A ....................... 14.95
654S-1 ' ...................... 3.9S
6560 ... , ....................... 6.9S
6567 ...................... 24.9S
6572 ........................... 6.9S
6581112V) ............... 12.9S
6582 9V) ................... 7.95
8502 ........................... 7.9S
8564 ........................... 2.9S
8566 ...... ..................... 6.9S
8701........................... 9.9S
8722 ........................... 8.9S
"825100PLA..
1S.9S
32SS72-01 ................ 17.9S
90122S-01 ................ 1S.95
901226-01 ................ 1S.9S
901227·02 . .... ........... ., 4.95
901227-03 ................ 1S.95
901229-0S . ............... 1S.9S
901460·03 . .,., .. ,., ...... .. 1.9S
901486·06 .................. 2.9S
'No specs available
"Nole: B2S100PLA • U17 (C-64)

74C/CMOS
74COO .... ...... 25
74C02 ... ....... 25
74C04 ... ....... 25
74COB ........... 25
74C10 .. ......... 19
74C14 ........... .49
74C32 ............ 45
74C74 .... ...... .49
74CB5 ... ...... 1.29
74C86 ........... .29
74CB9 .. ....... 2.95
74C90. .......... .99
74C151 ....... 1.75
74C154 ....... 295
74C157 ....... 1.49
74Ct60 ......... .49
74C161 ......... .49
74Cl62 ... .... .49
74Cl73 ..........49

74Cl74 ..........39
74C175 .........39
74C\92 ..........99
74C194 ...... .. 49
74C221 ........ 1.79
74C240 ..... .... .99
74C244 ........ 1.49
74C373 ........ 1.49
74C374 ........ 1.49
74C911 ........ 5.95
74C912 .. ......7.95
74C915 ........ 1.19
74C917 .. ......3.95
74C920 .. ..... 3.95
74C921 ., .. ,... 3.95
74C922 ........ 3.95
74C923 ....... 3.95
74C925 ...... .4.95
74C926 ........ 5.95

. 1µ1@ 3SV ...... 19
1µ1 @ 3SV ....... 19
2.2 I@ 3SV.. . 2S

TM4.7
TM6 8
TM10

4.7µ1@ 3SV . ..4S
6 8µ1@ 3SV .S9
10 I@ 3SV .....69

POTENTIOMETERS
Values available (insert ohms into space marked

·xx·i :

SOOQ, 1K, 2K, SK, \OK, 20K, SOK, 1DOK, 200K, 1MEG
43PXX 314 Watt,15Tum .99l63PXX112Watt, Hum .89

TRANSISTORS AND DIODES
PN2222 ........ . 13
2N2222A...
.29
2N30SS ......... 69
2N3904 .......... 12

PN2907 ......... 13
2N4401 ... ....... 1S
1N270.
.2S
1N7S1 .... ....... .1S

1N4004
1N4148
1N473S
C\0661

.......... 10
......... 07
.......... 2S
....... .49

SWITCHES
JMT123 SPDT,On-On

1.25

206·8 SPST.16·pinOIP 1.19

MPC121 SPDT.Ql-OJ..Qi 1.25

MS102SPST.Momentary .39

D-SUB CONNECTORS
DB25P Male, 25-pin
.69 DB25S Female, 25-pin .75

I

LEDS
XC556A TP "•. Rad ...
XC556G TP.". Green .... .

: ~~

XC556Y TP '•, Yellow ..... 17

IC SOCKETS
Low Proflle

iWlre Wrap (Gold) level 12

8LP
14LP
16LP
24LP
28LP
40LP

11
12
13
21
23
29

Soldertall Standard (Gold & Tln) &

I

l
erice

74HC17S ....................... S9
74HC221 .........................89
74HC240 ........................ 69
74HC244 ., .. ,................... 79
74HC24S ........................ 79
74HC253 ........................ 49
74HC2S9 ........................ 49
74HC273 ........................ 49
74HC373 ........................ 69
74HC374
.69
74HCS9S ...................... 1.29
74HC688 . .................... 1.49
74HC943 .. ................... 6.95
74HC4040 . ..................... .79
74HC4049 ...................... 29
74HC4050 ..................... 29
74HC4060. ..................... .69
74HC4S\1 ..
.. ......... 99
74HC4S14 ..
1.79
74HC4538 .. ............... 1.19
74HC4543 ... ............... 1.19

........

74HCT·CMOS m

74HCTOO ....................... .17
74HCT02 . ...
.17
74HCT04 .. .. ........ ............ 19
74HCT08 ....................... .17
74HCT14. ....
.29
74HCT32 ....................... .19
74HCT74 .. ..................... .29
74HCT86 .. ..................... .2S
74HCT138 ..................... .39

ear:i ~ g

9d9t Plug Socket• AJ90 Av•U•bie

ec1c1 e&r:JHg

74HCOO ........................ .19
74HC02 ........................ .19
74HC04 ........................ .19
74HC08 .... ................. .... .19
74HC10 ....
' ............ .19
74HC14 .......................... 29
74HC30 .......................... 2S
74HC32 .. .. ................... 2S
74HC74 .....
.29
74HC7S ..
... 35
74HC76 .. ...................... .35
74HC85 ... .................... ,..,.SS
74HC86 .. ....................... .29
74HC123 ...................... .S9
74HC12S ....................... .49
74HC132 ..................... .49
74HC138. ....................... .4S
74HC139 .....
.39
74HC154 .................... 1.49
74HC163 .....
...... .39
74HC174 ............... ...... .S9

I"'

49
6S
69
1 19
1 39
1 89

74HC HI-SPEED CMOS

ead~g

I

8WW
14WW
16WW
24WW
28WW
40WW

74HCT139 ................... .39
74HCT1S7 ............. ...... .29
74HCT174 .................... .29
74 HCT17S
.29
74HC1240 .. .................... 69
74 HCT244 .................... .49
74HCT24S .................... .49
74HCT373 .................... .49
74HCT374 ..
.39

LINEAR

@'.

l·S

HI±

TL071CP .. .......... .69
TL072CP ............ .79
TL074CN ......
.99
TL081CP ..
.S9
TL082CP ..
.S9
1 L084CN
.99
LM307N .............. .4S
LM308N ..
.6S
LM309K .. ........... 1.49
LM310N ... ..... ...... 1.49
LM311N ..
.49
LM317T
.69
LM318N ::::::::: :::: 1.09
LM319N .............. 1.29
LM323K . ...........3.49
LM324N.
.39
LM33SZ . :::::: ::::: 1.49
LM336Z . .. ........... 1.09
LM337T .............. 1.29
LM338K .. ............ 4.49
.49
LM339N ..
LF347N .... ......... .. 1.49
LM348N ..
.69
LF3S1N ............... .49
LF3S3N ............... .S9
LF3S6N.
.89
LF3S7N . ... ..... .... .. .99
LM3S8N .... . .. .. . .S9
LM380N ......
.89
LM38SZ1 .2 .. :::::: 1.7S
LM386N·3 ....
.79
LM393N ..
.4S
LF398N .... :::: :::·: 1.95
LF411CN .
.79
LF412CN . ........... 1.29
NESSSV ... ........... .3S
XRLSSS .. ............ .7S
.49
LMSS6N ..
.99
LMS6SN ...
LMS66CN ::::::::129
LMS67V ... ......... .7S
LM723CN ....... .... .49
LM741CN ........... .3S
LM747CN ..
.S9
LM14S8N ............ .39
LM1 488N ......... .49

.S9
.69
.89
.49
.49
.89
.39
.S9
1.2S
1.2S
.39
.S9
.99
1.19
3.2S
.3S
1.2S
.99
1.09
4.2S
.39
1.2S
.S9
.39
.49
.79
.89
.49
.79
1.49
.69
.3S
1.7S
.69
1.19

.29

.6S
.39
.89

1.19

.6S
.39
.29
.49
.3S
.4S

fact Hg

I

I
l-S

DS14C88N ........ 1.19
LM1489N ......
.49
DS14C89N
"' 1.19
LM1496N ...
.69
LM1871N ........... 1.9S
LM1872N ........... 1.9S
ULN2003A ....
.79
ULN2004A.
.79
26LS29 .............. 2.9S
26LS31 .............. 1.19
26LS32 .............. 1.19
26LS33 ..... ......... 1.7S
ULN2803A ......... 1.19
LM2901N
.39
LM2907N ........... 1.29
LM2917N (8 pin) 1.7S
MC3470P
1.29
MC3479P .......... 3.9S
MC3486P ..
1.29
MC3487P .. ...... ' 1.29
LM3900N ...
.49
LM390SN .... .. ... 1.29
LM3909N
.89
LM3914N ........... 1.9S
NESS32 ..
.89
NESS34
.89
780SK
.. .. 1.29
7812K .. ..... ,......, 1.29
781SK ... .......... ... 1.29
780ST..
.49
78121.. ...
.49
781ST..
.49
78L08
.35
790SK .. ....... .... .. 1.49
790ST
.SS
75113 ........... ..... 1.39
7S1SO .......... ... 1.29
...............
1.29
7S1S4'
7S174' . ............. 2.9S
7S17S ................ 2.9S
7S176 ................ 2.2S
7S4S1 ......
.4S
7S4S2 ..
.4S
75492 ..........
.89
MC145406P ...... 2.9S

lOt
1.09
.4S
1.09
.S9
1.7S
1.75
.69
.69
2.7S
.99
.99
1.49
.99
.29
1.19
1.49
1.19
3.7S
1.19
1.19
.4S
1.19
.79
1.7S
.79
.79
1.19
1.19

1.19
.4S
.4S
.4S
.29
1.2S
.49
1.19
1.19
1.19

2.7S
2.7S
1.9S
.39
.39
.79
2.7S

• Alfwl liJKRAM
JE3520 Pictured

JE1001
JE1002
JE3005
JE3010
JE3020
JE3025
JE3026
JE3028
JE3520
JE3525

DFI Handy Scanner
and
3 Button Mice
for IBM PC/ XT/AT
FREE OPE Software
with HS3000!
The HS3000 oflers a lull 4 inch
window at 400dpi resolution.
Scan photos, logos, drawings.
etc. Can be used with today's

Shown with VGA Option (not included)
JE2060 Monitor and Adapter Card .... $529.95

Jameco 4.77/BMHz 8088 (PC/l\T) ..•...... $89.95
Jameco 4.77/10MHz BOBB (PC/XT) ....... $99.95
Jameco Baby 8/12MHz 80286 (AT) ..... $199.95
Jameco Baby 8/16MHz 80286 (AT)..... $299.95
AM I Baby 16MHz 80386 ................. .. $999.95
AMI Baby 20MHz 80386 ................. $1199.95
AM I Full-Size 25MHz 80386 ............ $1899.95
AMI Full-Size 33MHz 80386 ........... . $2599.95
Jameco Baby 20MHz 80386 .............. $649.95
Jameco Baby 25MHz 80386............ $1299.95

(See Below)

most popular appl!cations.

HS3000 Pictured

HS3000
Handy Scanner ••••••••••••• $189.95
DMS200
200DPI 3·Bunon Ser. Mouse $39.95
DMS200S 200DPI 3·Bunon Ser. Mouse $59.95
with Or. Halo Software

IBM
Compatible
JE2011
Cases and
Pictured
Power Supplies

720Kb 3.5" Floppy Drive
·For use with IBM PC/XT/AT and compati·
ble computers • Double-sided, double den·
sity • 135TPI • 160 tracks • Rotation
speed: 300rpm ·Size: 4"W x s·o x rH

12 ~ Amber Monochrome ......... $99 .95

AMBER
HD55H
TM5154
JE1059
TM5156
TM5157
JE2060

MPF11 720Kb Drive .. ... $69.95
SMK
5.25" Mounting Kit .... $14.95

t 4" RGB 640x240 ................ $249.95
EGA 14" 720x350 .... ............ $369.95
EGA Monitor & Card ...•........ $459.95
t 4' VGA 720x480 ................ $399.95
t 4" Multiscan 800x600 .......... $469.95
VGA Monitor & Card ............ $529.95

[

PROTOTYPING PRODUCTS::J
Jameco

Solderless Breadboards

·

JAMECO IBM PC/XT/AT COMPATIBLE CARDS
JE1030
Pictured

JE1010
JE1018
JE1030
JE1032
JE2011
JE2014
JE2019

Flip- Top Standard PC/XT Case...........
Slide Baby AT Case........................
150 wan PC/XT Power Supply............
200 wan Baby AT Power Supply.........
Vertical Case w/ 300 watt Pwr. Supply.

$39.95
$59.95
$59.95
$89.95

$279.95

Flip-Top Baby XT Turbo Case............ $69.95
Flip-Top Baby AT Case .................... $69.95

Datatronics

2400/ 1200/300 Baud

Pocket Size Modems

2400 Baud
Pocket-Size
Modem .•.Only

JE1043
JE1050
JE1052
JE1055
GC1500
GC1501
JE1060
JE1062
JE1065
JE1071
JE1077
JE1081

360K/720K/t .2Mblt .44Mb Floppy Disk Controller Card (PC/XT/AT)..... $49.95

RS232 Serial Half Card (PCIXT/AT)..............................................

$29.95

110 Card w/ Serial. Game and Parallel Prinler Pon (AT)...... ...............

$59.95
$119.95

Mulli 110 Card w/ Controller & Monochrome Graphics (PC/XT) ••••.. .. ••••
Multi 1/0 Card w/ 360K/720K/t .2Mb/1 .44Mb Floppy Controller (AT).....
2Mb Expanded or Extended Memory Card (zero-Kon-board) (AT) ••• •••

20Mb Drive only (PCIXT/AT) $224.95
20Mb w/Controller (PCIXT) .... $269.95
20Mb w/Controller (AT) ...•.•... $339.95
30Mb Drive only (PC/XTIAT) $249.95
30Mb w/Controller (PC/XT) .... $299.95

1200/300 Baud Pocket Size Modem With
240011200/300 Baud Pocket Size Modem
With ProComm Shareware Soft\.vare ....••. $149.95

TEST EQUIPMENT ·
Digital Multimeters

• Handheld, high accuracy
• AC/DC Vo ltage, AC/DC
Diodes, Continuity, Tran·
sister hFE • Manual ranging w/overload protection

M3650/B & M4650 only:
• Also measures frequen·

cy and capacitance

~ci:~o~~:rswitch

1355 Shoreway Road
Belmont, CA 94002

24 Hour Order Hotllne (415) 592-8097
FAX's (4 15) 592-2503 or (415) 595·2664
Telex 176043 · An s. Back: Jameco Blmt
IC Data Sheets - 50 ~ each

Send $2.00 Postage for a FREE 1990 Catalog
© 1989 J ameco Electronics 11 /89
IB M is a registered tra d em ark of
International Business M achines

L" x W"

Points

Posts

3.25 x2.125
6. 5 x 2.125
6.5 x 3. 125
6.5 x 4.25
6.875 x 5.75
7.25 x 7.5

400
830
1,360
1,660
2,390
3,220

0
0
2
3
4

4

$32.95

COMPUTER ACCESSORIES ==,
Jameco IBM PC/XT/AT

Your One-Stop Center for
Hard Disk Drive Needs!

MFM Ha.rd

RLL H.;ard

MFM Hmi/Flo

Type

Part No.I
Price

Part NoJ
Price

Part NoJ

8088 (PC/XT)
3:1 Interleave

XTGEN
$79.95

1004A27X
$89.95

JE 1044
$109.95

Price

Compatible Keyboards

RLL Hud/Floppy

Part NoJ
Price

80286 (AT)/386
2 :1 Interleave

1003VMM1
$ 129.95

1003VSR1
$ 149.95

1003VMM2
$149.95

1003VSR2
$ 169.95

80286 (AT)/386
1 :1 Interleave

1006VMM1
$ 149.95

1006VSR1
$169.95

1006VMM2
$169.95

1006VSR 2
$ 189.95

MF353B
356KU
JE1020
JE1021
JE1022

3.5" 720Kb (PC/XT/AT) ........ ...... $99.95
3.5" 1.44Mb (PC/XT/AT) ..... ...... $109.95
5.25" 360Kb (PC/XT/AT) Black .... $89.95
5.25" 360Kb (PC/XT/AT) Gray ..••• $89.95
5.25" t.2Mb (PC/XT/AT) Gray ...... $99.95

JE1022
Pictured

-

..............
Jameco®~
ELECTRONICS

Colorado Memory
DJ10
TB40

M4650 Pictured

3.5 Digit Multimeter................ . $49.95
3.5 Digit w/Freq. & Capacitance $69.95
Same as M3650 w/Bargraph ..... $79.95
4.5 Dig. w/Freq., Capacitance
and Data Hold Switch ......... ... .. $99.95

Binding

.~
,;,..-- """'
I
~~
._:\.....
ST225XT Pictured
·
JE2015 84·Key Standard AT Layout ................ $59.95
JE1016 tOt·Key Enhanced Layout. ................. $69.95
Seagate 60Mb, 80Mb &120Mb Hard Disk Drives Also Available!
JE2016 11 1·Key Enhanced w/Solar Calculator .. $79.95
HARD & HARD/FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLERS
JE2017 104-Key Enhanced w!Trackball ............ $99.95

Computer

C urrent, Resislance,

• 4.5 Digi t

$74.95

$109.95

JE27

Contact

No.

JE21
JE23
JE24
JE25
JE26
JE27

JE24
Dim .

30Mb w/Controller (AT) ...... ... $389.95
40Mb Fast 28ms (Drive only) $469.95
40Mb w/Controller (PC/XT) .... $419.95
ST251AT 40Mb w/Controller (AT)......... $489.95

Metex General Specs:

M3610
M3650
M3650B
M4650

JE23
Part

SEAGATE HALF-HEIGHT HARD DISK DRIVES

ProComm Shareware Software ...•. •• •••••••• $89.95

Metex

$49.95

110 Card w/ Serial, Game , Printer Po n & Real Time Clock (PC/XT)...... $59.95

2400P

2400P

$59 .95

EGA Card w/ 256K Video RAM (PC/XT/AT)............................... .. ... $139.95
Orchid B·Bit VGA Card w/256K Video RA M (PC/XT/AT) ....... ............. $179.95
Orchid 8116·Bit VGA Card w/256K Video RAM (PC/XT/AT) .... ....... ..... $299.95

$149.95!
1200P

Monochrome Graphics Card w/Parallel Printer Port (PCIXT/AT)..........
Color Graphics Card wt Parallel Printer Port (PC/XT/AT).. .......... .......

40Mb Tape
Back-Up for IBM PC/XT/AT
40Mb Tape Back·Up and Tape •••• $299.95
40Mb Tape Canridge .................. $24.95

ENGINEERING/DATA BOOKS
'

21035
21398
22453
270645
270646
27064 7
400026
400015
400104
ICM89

'

Sams lTL Cookbook (88) ............ $14.95
Sams CMOS Cookbook (88) ........ $19.95
Sams Op-Amp Cookbook (88) ..... $21.95
Intel 8-bll Controller Hndbk. (89) .. $19.95
Intel 16-bil Controller Hndbk. (89) $19.95
Intel 32-bll Controller Hndbk. (89) $19.95
NSC Linear Data Book Vol. 1 (89).$19.95
NSC Linear Data Book Vol. 2 (89).$11.95
NSC Lin ear Data Book Vol. 3 (89) .$11.95
1989 IC Master (3 Volume Set) .. $119.95

$25.00 Minimum Order, U.S. Funds Only
CA Resi dents Add 6% , 6 .5% or 7% Sales Tax
Shipping · Add 5% plus $ 1 .50 Insurance
(May vary according to we ight and shipping method)
Terms: Price s subject to chan ge without notice.
We are not respon sible for typographical errors.
We re serve the right to subs titute manufacturers.
Items subject to availability and prior sale.
Produ cts pictured may on ly be representative.
Complete list of term s/warranties is available upon request.

24-Hour Order Hotline (415) 592-8097 ·The Following Phone Lines Are Available From 7AM - 5PM P.S .T. :
•Customer Service (415) 592-8121 •Technical Assistance (415) 592-9990 ·Credit Department (415) 592-9983 ·All Other Inquiries (415) 592-7108

Circle 264 on Reader Service Card

PCl-286-12

GAS PLASMA 286-12

MONO SYSTEM
• W/Mono Monitor
• 20 MB Hard Disk

• 80286-12
•1 .2 MB Floppy Drive
•640K RAM
• Serial I Parallel I Game
• 101-Key Enhanced Key Board
•SI= 13.3 (1 Wait)
SI= 15.2 (0 Wait $100 Option)
• 6/12 MHz Key Beard Switchable
• WA2 HD & FD Controller
• 80287 SOCKET
• 200W POWER SUPPLY

• 80286-12 CPU
•SI= 13.3
• 31/2 " FD 1.44 MB
• 20 MB HD ST-138
• LCD Screen (640 X 400)
• VO Card Parallel/Serial/Game
• 640K RAM

$1095
VGA COLOR SYSTEM
• WNGA Card & Monitor
• 20 MB Hard Disk

$1580
EGA COLOR SYSTEM
• W/EGA Card + Monitor
• 20 MB Hard Disk

PCl-386-20
• 80386-20
• W/40 MB HD
Mono System $1795
VGA
$2295

LCD-286-10 PORTABLE

$1995

CRT-PORTABLE-286 ___ $1249
• Compaq Type
• 60266 (10 MHz or 12 MHz)
• 12 MHz SI= 13.3 (Option $50.)
• 16 MHz SI= 16 (Option $250)
• One 1.2 MB Floppy Drive
• 200 W Power Supply
• TIL Disply 9" Amber
•AT Key Board
•Serial I Parallel I Game
·-••.,,_
• WA2 HD & FD Controller
··~- -~,.._.,, ~- , • ,.;_'.'
• 20 MB Hard Disk
'-··~---../

.,.-::::;;;ii::'LCD-386·16 ___ $2095
• 60366-16 MHZ
• 40 MB Hard Disk
• 80367 Socket

LCD-386·20 ___ $2195
• 60366-20 MHZ
• 40 MB Hard Disk
• 60367 Socket

CRT-386-16

$1795

CRT-386·20

j

$1895

• 80366-16

(818) 571-5548

PACIFIC COMPUTER
(FAX) 818·286·8662

-

• CPU 80266-20
•SI = 23

$1349

702 S. Del Mar Ave., #B,
San Gabriel, California 91 n6

-

GAS PLASMA 286-20

$1480

• 10 MHZ 80286 SI =10.3
• 12 MHZ SI= 13.3 (Option $50.00)
• 16 MHZ SI= 18 (Option $250.00)
• 640K RAM
• LCD Screen 640 X 200
(Option 640 X 400 $180.00)
• Super Twist & Back Lighting
• 86 Key Board
• External I Parallel I Game
• 1.2 MB Floppy drive
• 20 MB Hard Disk
• 80287 Socket
• 200 W Power Supply
•Side 15 3/•" X 9 '12 X 6"
• 23 LBS

$1895
-

(Technical support)

(800) 421-1102 (IN CA) ORDER ONLY
Mon - Sat
(800) 346-7207 (OUT CA)
9:00 AM - 6:00 PM
'ALL SYSTEMS COME WITH ONE YEAR PARTS & LABOR WARRANTY

1•••11

"IS4

-

IIT' s 287 Coprocessor
• Twice the speed of Intel's 80287 - 10 Mhz
• 100% Intel Compatible • CMOS/NMOS Compatible
• Lower power for your laptop
1IT-2C87 /INTEL 80287 BENCHMARK
QAPLUS V2.65

K

700'-1-------------

W

600+-----

H

500

s

40 0

~

300

N

200

E
T

E

s

llT-2C87
INTEL 80287

Comparison of ITT-2C87
and lntt-1 80287 in typical
80286 PC/ AT machines .
In each system other than
Sy st "D" the benchmark

was first run with the
lnte 1 80287 and then rerun with the llT-2C87 in
the socket with no other
changes to the system.
(Note that in system "D"
the coprocessor was set
to 20 Mhz: and the Intl' 1
80287 was not run.)
SYST

100

A
B

c

0
SYST" A"
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SYST"C"

SYST"D"

D

MICRO CLK COPRO CLK
16 Mhz
20 Mhz
20 Mhz
20 Mhz

10 Mhz
8 Mhz
6 Mhz
20 Mhz

2005 Hamilton Ave. #220
San Jose, CA 95125
800-622-1722
408-559-8544

Circle 287 on Reader Service Card

I

A-BUS™ [iY;f]di@O©
Classroom to advancedindustrial applications.
Be aWizard in your Lab, Factory, College, Home...
It used to be difficult and costly to do process control, robotics, data
acquisition, monitoring and sensing with your computer. Now the
low-cost A-BUS system makes it easy to do almost any project you
can imagine.
Versatility. A-BUS cards handle most interfacing, from on/off
switching, to reading temperatures, to moving robot arms, to
counting events, to sensing switches ...
Adaptability. The A-BUS is modular, allowing expansion well
beyond your needs. It works with almost any computer, or even as a
remote data station with the new serial adapters.
Simplicity. You can start using the A-BUS in minutes. It's
easy to connect, and software is abreeze to write in any language.
Reliability. Careful design and rugged construction make the
A-BUS the first choice in specialized 1/0.
An A-BUS system consists of: • An A-BUS adapter plugged
into your computer • A cable to connect the adapter to 1 or 2
A-BUS function cards. • The same cable will also frt an A-BUS
Motherboard for expansion to up to 25 cards in any combination .

NEW: REMOTE A-BUSI Use the new Serial (RS-232} Adapter or
Processor to control any A-BUS system. Cards can be up to 500 ft
away using phone type cable, or off premises using a modem. Call or
send for the new A-BUS Catalog which covers all the products.
.--~~~~~~~~ Important ~~~~~~~~--..

All A-BUS Systems: +Come assembled and tested • Include detailed manuals wnh schematics
and programming examples +Can be used with almost any language (BASIC. Pascal. C.
assembler. etc.) using simple 'IN' and "OUT" commands (PEEK and POKE on some compulers)
+can grow to 25 cards On any combination) per adapter • Provide jumper selectable addressing
on each card +Require a single low cost unregulated 12V power suppoy +Aie usual~ shipped
fromstock. (Overnight service is available.)

Inputs, Outputs, etc.
Analog Input: 8 analog Inputs. 0-5.1V In 20mV steps (8 bits).
o-1oov range possible. 7'!/:IJ conversionS/second. A0-142: $142
12 Bit A to D: Analog to digital converter. lnpul range -4V to
+4V. expandable to 1oov. On-board amplifier. Resolulion 1mV.
conversion time 130ms. 1 channel. (Expand to 8 channels wnh the
RE-156 card.)
AN-146: $153
Relay Card: 8 individual~ controlled industrtal relays each ~h
status LED's (3A at 120VAC contacts. SPSl).
RE- 140: $142
Reed Relay Card: s reed relays (20mA at sovoc. SPST).
Individual~ controlled and latched. wnh status LEDs.RE-156: $109

.....----- - About Alpha Products
Founded in 1976 for the purpose of developing low cost VO devices for pe!SOll8I compulers. Alpha
has grown to serve over 7!XXXl customers in over 60 coontries. A-BUS users include many of the
Fortune 500 ~BM. Hewlett-Packard. Tandy. Bell Labs, GM ...) as well as most major univers~ies.
A-BUS products 8/e U.S. designed, U.S. built. and serviced worldwide.
overseas distributors: England: caJdy Science Assoc. Ud.. Merseyside. 051 342 7033.
Australia: Brumby Technologies Ply. Ud .. NSN, 7591638. France: Coserm. Rungis. 46 86 64 75

Motion Control

A-BUS Adapters
.. can address 64 ports and control up to 25 A-BUS cards.

Smart Quad Stepper Controller: The wortd'sfinest
On board microprocessor controls four motors simultaneous~.
Uses simple English commands like 'MOVE ARM 10.2 ~NCHES)
LEFT". For each axis, you control coordinates (absolule or relative), ramping. speed. unns. scale factors. etc. Many inpu1s for limn
switches. etc. On the fly reporting of speed. posnion... Built in
drivers for small motors (suchas M0-103 or 105). SC- t49: $299
Options: .. 5 amp/phase power booster for 1motor: PD-123: $49
.. Remote "teach" keypad for direct motor control: RC-121: $54

D/A converter: 4 Channels Bit D/A converter wnh oulpul
amplifiers and separate adjustable references.

24 line m 1/0: Connect 24 inpu1 or oulput signals (TTL orsv

levels or switches). Variety of modes. (Uses 8255A) DG-148: $72
Digital Input: 8optically Isolated inpuls. lnpul can be 5to100V
volfage levelsor switch closures.
IN-141: $65

A-BUS Prototyping card: 4x4.5" C81d. WiU accept up to 10
l.C.s. Wrth power & ground bus.
PR- 152: $16
Counter Timer: Three 16 M counters/timers. Use seperate~ or
cascade for loog (48 bit) counts.
CT-150: $132

Call ru appficatioo engineers to discuss yru pi-~ect.

Alarge A-BUS system~ two Motherboards
Adapter in the foreground plugs into PCXTAT type slot.

Stepper Driver Kit: For experimenting wnh stepper motors.
lnc1Udes2 M0-103 motors and aST-143 dual driver PA-181: $99

Stepper Motors: (4 phase. unipolary

M0-103: 2v.' dia. v,· shaft. 7.5'/step. 12V. 5 oz-in torque. $15
U0-104: 2" dia. V• shalt. 1.8°/step. SV. 60 oz-in torque.
$45
M0-105: 1.7" square..2· shalt. 3.75'/step. 12V. 6 oz-in.
S1 5

Ordering Information: We accept VIS8. MasterC81d. Checks. and M.O. C.O.D. is $4 extra.
Purchase orders 8/e subject to credit apprO'l!I. CT residents add 7.5% sales tax.
Shipping: $4 per order (usual~ UPS ground). UPS 2nd Day Air: $4 extra. Next Day service
available. Ganada: $6 per order (AirmalQ. OIASide US and Cilnada: Add 10% of order total.
Circle 22 on Reader Service Card

A-BUS Parallel Adapters for:
IBM PC{YJ/AT &compatib1es. l.loeloneshol1orlongoioi
Apple 11.11+.lle f\Jgllr*>111Ji!alnolde.
Commodo!e 64,128 f\Jgllr*>Eipniorl Port"' bock.
TRS-80 Model 102.200 u.es 40pin 'Sfsl!rn tx.o'.
Model 100 (Tandy portable) P1ugsn1Dsoc1<et0<1balom.
TRS-80 Model 3.4.4D Y-<:ablelVMable I 50 pin tx.o is used.
TRS-80 Model I PluQl'*>40pin_..;ontius.
Tandy COior Compulers Flis ROM Ila. Multlpak or Y-c.bie

AR- 133: $69
AR- 134: $52
AR-139: $48
AR-136: $76
AR-135: $75
AR-132: $54
AR-131: $39
AR- 138: $49

A- BUS Cable: Necessaiy to connect any p81allel adapter to

DA- 147: $149

Digltal Output Driver: soulpuls: 250mA at 12V. Drive relays.
solenoids. stepper motors. lamps. etc.
ST- 143: $78
Clock with Alarm: Powertul clock/calendar. Battery backup.
Timing to 1/100 sec. Al8lm relay. LED and buzzer. CL- 144: $98
Touch Tone Decoder: Each tone is converted Into anumber
which is stored on the bo81d.
PH- 145: $87

.. Require one cable. Motherboard required for more than 2cards.

~
• S•oma '"."''"•• comoan,

one A-BUS C81d or to first ~rboard. 50 pin. 3 fl CA-163: $24
Special cable for two A-BUS C81ds
CA-162: $34
Serial Adapter: Connect A-Bus systems to any RS-232 port
Allows upto5ooft from computer to A-BUS.
SA- 129: $149
Serial Node: To connect addttional SA-129/A-BUS systems to
asingle RS232 serial port (max 16 nodes).
SN- 128: $49
Serial Processor: same as above plus built in BASIC for oflline monnoong. logging. decision maxing. etc.
SP-127: $189
Use SA-129 or SP-127 wtth modems for remote data acquisttion.
Motherboard: Holds up to 5 A-BUS C81ds in sturcfy aluminum
frame wnh card guides. A six1h connector allows (using cables CA161 : $12) addttional Mo1herboards to be added. MB-120: $108

Power Supply: Power pack for up to 4c81ds.

PS-1 26: $12

Complete Catalog Available

For Orders and Info call (203) 656-1806
Weekdays from 9 to 5 EST or ~A:X. 2o3 656--0756

ALPHA

[JJ[l~@J[J)]©f1~

242-8 West Avenue, Darien, CT 06820
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Circle 10 on Reader Service Card

THIRDCoAST
TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

El-ROUTE VERSION II

~

-~~

t"~·~
.
~~-

Introducing ...

First Time Ever
URX™

SCHEMATIC TO PCLAYOUT $500
INCLUDES AUTO ROUTER
EZ-ROUTE Vers ion II from AMS tor IBM PC. PS/2 and Com·
pati bl es is an integ rated CAE Sys tem wh ich supports 256

layers. trace widt h from 0.001 inch to 0.255 inch. flexible
grid. SMD components and outputs on Penplott ers as well
as Ph oto plotters and prin ters.

Schematic Capture S100. PCB Layout S250. Auto Router S250.

FREE EVALUATION PACKAGE
30 DAYS MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

1·800·972·3733 or [3051975-9515
ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS. INC.
1321 N.W. 65 Pl ace - FL Lauderdale. FL 33309

Circle 269 on Reader Service Card

16-BIT RESOLUTION
ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL
CONVERTER
12,000 SAMPLES/SEC
forlBM PC, XT & AT
SINGLE PIECE PRICE
$475
We manufacture a broad line
of data acquisition and control
hardware and software for Apple
and IBM computers.
Call for quotes on custom
hardware or complete systems .

LAWSON LABS, INC.
5700 RAI BE ROA D
COLUMBIA FAL LS. MT 59912
800·321 ·5355 or 406-387-5355

m

Circle 201 on Reader Service Card

FAULT TOLERANCE
OFFERED IN A SUPER-MICRO
COMPUTER PLATFORM

Ultra-reliability in a microframe.
Audible alarm system. Front
panel removal and insertion of
all peripherals while system is
running. Maintenance requires
no tools.
• CPU: 80386 at 20, 25, 33 MHz.
•Power Supplies: Dual-fault tolerant
350 watt each • 110 or 220V UPS
connections and rear panel removal,
therm.al overload sensors, front panel
indicators, audible alarm.
• Enclosure: all metal tower with 17 1/2
height peripheral bays.
•HardDiskSystems: ESDI 106MBytes,
2.4 GBytes, 7 lOOOKB/Sec . caching
subsystem.
•Tape Storage Systems: 60 MB to 2.3
GB
• Floppy Disk Drives: High Density 1. 2
MB dual-speed .

• 1/0: Internal and external SCSI connections
• RS-232C: Intelligent Serial, 38.4 K
band, 128 ports maximum.
• LAN: Ethernet (thick or thin) .

219 N. Milwaukee Street
Milwaukee, WI 53202
(414) 272-4220
Fax: (414) 272-1338
2101 Webster St.
Suite 1700
Oakland, CA 94612
(415) 446-7888
Fax: (415) 446-7887
452
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SEAGATE

FAX

ST-225 KIT . .... $220
_$255
ST-238 KIT .
ST-251·0 _. __ ... $311
ST-251-1 ........ $327

Toshiba 3300 . _. $798
Toshi ba 30600 .. $1035
Panafax F100 ... $835
Sharp UX _ ... $817

UTHE RS
KEYBOARD 102 AT STYLE .
. $35
KEYBOARD 102 AT STYLE W/CLICK . . .... $44
HANO SCANNER O.F.I. HS3000 PLUS . _. $171
HANO SCANNER LOGITECH .
. .... $169
SE RIAL MOUSE LOGITECH
......... . . $67
BUS MOUSE LOGITECH ... . . ... . . .. .... $72
MOUSE 0.F.1.3. BUTTONS W/SOFTWARE . $37
MOUSE O.F.1.3. BUTTONS NO SOFTWARE .. $31
10 pieces or more, except fax.
all products are 100% IBM compalible.
Check for more items.
1-800·683-2255

Nagan Corporation
8021 N.W. 14th St.
Miami, FL 33126

Tel: (305) 477-3929
Fax: (305) 477-4326
TLX: 159292NAGAN UT

Circle 245 on Reader Service Card

THE SENERAb 5Tl9RE
RETAlb EPERATIBNi iYiTEM
The premier system for retail store management.
Supports cash drawers, barcode reade rs, receipt
printers ,· cus tomer dlsplays, dlQilal scales and
comp lete on llne cred it ca rd authorization. Controls

all types of retail stores llll.lh hardgoods and apparel

with complete size/color matrix management and
reporting. Easy to Install and use. Fleld proven for
speed and reliabilit y. Provides all the featu res
needed for tod ay' s retail merchant at a price far
below comparable systems. Demo system available.

~i!

'~

,

Accounts Receivable
Point of Sale
Inventory Control
ccounts Payable
General Ledger
Mailing ·List
.. .Multiuser/Network Ready ...

At $495, Wintek's Universal EPROM Programmer is a los-cost and versatile tool for
programming most industry-standard
EPROMs (2716-27256). Since it can operate
- with an IBM PC, as well as stand-alone, the
Programmer is ideal for use with PC-based
microcomputer development software.
Credit cards are welcome.

Wintek Corporation
1801 South St., Lafayette, IN 47904
(800) 742·6809 or (317) 742-8428

Circle 380 on Reader Service Card

Advertise your
computer products
through
BYTE BITS
(2" x 3" ads)
For more information
call Mark Stone at
603-924-6830

11\JTE
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

Circle 97 on Reader Service Card

Circle 63 on Reader Service Card

Circle 116 on Reader Service Card

STAND-ALONE UNIVERSAL
PLO PROGRAMMER

LOW COST, RELIABLE

EPROM
PROGRAMMER

Costs Less, Performs More

1 Year
Warranty

Palpto·2x™ is an intelligent programmer
supporting PLDs from a wide variety of sources.
Works with any PC or computer using a serial
port. FREE one year device update and warranty.
Price $795.00.

LOGICAL
DEVICES. INC.

1201 N.W. 651h Place
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309
(305) 491-7404

1-800-331-7766

Circle 205 on Reader Service Card
(DEALERS: 206)

Operates stand-alone or PC based .
ShooterT", an intelligent EPROM
programmer, uses serial port for
communications. No modules to buy.
Now includes 512K buffer; $395 price
includes cable, software and manual.

LOGICAL
DEVICES. INC.

1201 N.W. 651h Place
Ft.Lauderdale. FL 33309
305-974-0967

1-800-331-7766

Circle 207 on Reader Service Card
(DEALERS: 208)

Turn your old XT/ AT
into a W ARPSPEED/386

8051 SBC $99~~m1

386SX MotherBoard

Single Board Computer
FEATURES: 8031, RAM and ROM Sockets,
8 bit 1/0, RS 232 port, optional UART, and
Expansion Bus. Size: 3.5' x 6.0', +5Vdc only.
OPTIONS: 8032, CMOS, 18 MHz, NV Memory,
Monitor Firmware and High Level Languages.
Development Board .......... .. . $199

8031 ICE $199

Our emulator provides most of the features of
an 8031 ln-Circu~·Emulator at a significantly
lower price. It assists in integration, debug and
test phases of development. Commands
include: disassembly, trace, breakpoints,
alter register/memory, and load Intel Hex file.

• Intel 16 MHz803 86 SX CPU
•
•
•
•

Socket for Intel 80387 SX Coprocessor
Shadow RAM Support
8 Exparuion Slou: 6-16 biL,, 2·8 bil!I
1/0 Speed at 8 MHz to lllC existing canb

• lntc rlcaYC w/IMb RAM
• Fully AT Compatible

8051 Simulator Program ........... $99
IBM PC/XT/AT Software simulation of 8051 µC .
HiTech Equipment Corporation

9400 Activily Road
Diego, CA 92126

San

(619) 566-1892

Circle 167 on Reader Service Card

-

EYE-GARD is a great novelty for your home or
office! The EYE-GARD vision sensor detects
anyone simply walking up to your PC. Then it .. .
. .. displays any PCX-format picture .
. .. displays any message YOU choose.
... plays music or sound effects.
. . . requests a password before letting anyone
use your PC .
EYE-GARD can even run other programs. It is
perfect for sales or software demos!
~

W

EYE-GARD runs on all IBM-compatible
computers. Comes with EYE· GARD
· -··
sensor. software, sound and picture files.
EYE-GARD is a great gift for you . . . or anyone!
... who uses personal computers.
C

IJll1' P~:~~o~
Dallas, TX 75214
(214) 826-3353

Order NOW for Christmas!

Only $19.95
(plus $3.50 p/h)
VISA/MasterCard Accepted

Circle 139 on Reader Service Card

1(800) 627-6998
Circle 168 on Reader Service Card

Add
some FUN
--~ to your PC!

F18t:

386/20 w/OK ..... $ 575.00
386/25 w/OK ..... $ 725.00
386/25 Cache .... $1195.00
~~H«Ute~

AVPllM™

$295
For IBM-PC's & compatibles, menu·driven
AVPROM programs
EPROMs up to Bx
faster than serially·
connected units (20
sec . for 2764).

• 4- and 10 socket
gang versions too .
Call for prices.

Fm complete
specs, free 32 pg.
development tool
catalog , call

or 207-236·9055

AVtJCET

SYSTEMS . INC:
120 Union St. , Rockport, ME 04856

Circle 47 on Reader Service Card

P.O. BOX 1674, BETHANY, OK. 73008

Nevada

1· 800· 621·6221

P.O BOX 12396, LAS VEGAS , NV. B9112

} Mn imum ord er $20Q.9 "No Su rcharqe on Visa
::::' 1Master Card." COD o rders add $3®: Surface ·
{ Sh1p[Jinq UPS add $4Q.9 per 100 for 31n"or 5114;
:::: add $4® per 100 for
U.S. Mail deliver y add
:} 9%." Prices subject to change wi thout Notice'.'
{ ~ r. '""'A

s:·

t-=m

~

FAX-405 -495·4598
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IMAGING CARD

GIVE A NEW DIMENSION TD PERSONAL COMPUTING ... The amazing Voice Master Key System adds
voice recognition to just about any program or
application. Voice command up to 256 keyboard macros
from within CAD, desktop publishing, word processing, spread sheet, or game programs. Fully TSR and
occupies less than 64K. Instant response time and high
recognition accuracy. Voice recognition tool-box utilities are included. A genuine productivity enhancer!
SPEECH RECORDING SOFTWARE ... Digitally record
your own speech, sound, or music to put into your own
software programs. Software provides sampling rate
variations, graphics-based editing, and data compression utilities. Create software sound files you can add
to macros for voice recognition verification response. A
complete, superior speech and sound development tool.
SOFTWARE CONVERSION CODES.
.The Voice
Master Key System operates a growing list of third
party talking software titles using synthesized phonetics (text-to-speech) or digitized PCM. ADPCM, and
CVSDM encoded sound files. Voice Master Key System
does it all!

of Discounting
Computers, FAX
&Cellular Phones

lladte lllaek®

Tandy®

sea

mf MAAYMAC

1Nousrn1es INC.

22511 Kary Fwy.
Katy (Houston ), TX 77450
1-713-392-0747 FAX (713) 574-4567

Circle 213 on Reader Service Card

ONLY $89.95 FOR TANDY 1000 sun MODELSSOFTWARE PACKAGE ONLY.
Requires Tandy Brand Electret microphone.

ORDER HOTLINE: (503) 342-1271
Monday-Friday, BAM to 5PM Pacific Time
Visa/MasterCard, company checks. money orders,
CODs (with prior approval) accepted. Personal checks
subject to 3 week sh ipping delay. Specify computer
type and disk format (3'11'' or 5V4') when ordering.
Add $5 shipping charge for delivery in USA and
Canada. Foreign inquiries contact Covox for C & F
quotes. 30DAYMONEY BACK GUARANTEE IF NOT
COMPLETELY SATISFIED.ONE YEAR WARRANTY
ON HARDWARE.

(E)EPROM Multiprogrammer™

DAT A 110 212* Performance

$995.

• Supports
(E)EPROMs
up to 40-pins.
• Stand-aloneorRemote .
• 40-pinM icros Opt.
e SET /GANG 4 (E)EPROMs Opt.
• Parallel port for Fast Up/Down Load .
• 256K bytes. expandable to 16 megabits.

mlDmm

@
454

.

COVOX INC.

675-D Conger St.
Eugene. Oregon 97402 U.S.A.
TEL: 503-342-1271 • FAX 503-342-1283
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1-800-523-1565
In Florida (407) 994-3520
Fax : (407) 994-3615

~

Terminal Emulation

~e~t~ni~~~/40101..1
~t

•
•
•
•
•

41

Tektronix 401014014
VT220, VT102
•
Picture Ii/es
~
VGA and EGA support
~
High resolution hardcopy
-'Ill

VT220
• VT220, VT102 emulation
• File transfer
• 132 column modes
• Color support
·Hot key

• • • Diversified Computer Systems, Inc.
3775 Iris Avenue, Suite IB
Bou/de' CO 80301(303)447·925 1
FAX 303·447·1406
fradcma1ks · VT 102. VT220 - DEC. Tel<tromli'. - iekrromcs Inc

·DATA llO is a registered trademark of DATA VO Corpora!ion

Circle 117 on Reader Service Card

Circle 64 on Reader Service Card

9-Track Tape Subsystem
for the IBM PC/XT I AT

SIMMS
1MBX9- 80/100NS
256K X 9 - 80/100NS
1 Mbit, 41256, 4164, 41464
Get The Memoty You Need
At The Price You've Waited For.

FAST SERVICE
LOWEST PRICES IN USA

l • •·• ?t42§~~~z9so•• •1

VISA
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE PRODUCT CATALOG

PO Box 596 Pittsburg KS 66762 .,
800/292-1160 316/231-6647

Circle 95 on Reader Service Card

100% USA
Made

ONLY $149.95 COMPLETE

~:·.

~(: ·

Control Vision

EZ-WRITER.
For _,Only

EVERYTHING INCLUDED .
.Voice Master Key
System consists of a plug-in card. durable lightweight
microphone headset, software, and manual. Card fits
any available slot. External ports consist of mic inputs
and volume controlled output sockets. High quality
throughout, easy and fun to use.

• 256 x 240 resolution
• Digitize/display at frame speed
• 16 Meg. color palette out (DV-02)
• External trigger input option
• PC/XT/AT compatible
• Complete with software & library
DV-02 8-bit 256 gray levels. $849
DV-03 6-bit 64 gray levels .. $549
VISA/MC Demo disk available

C.O.D.

MIC

VOLUME DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
CALL TODAYFORLOWPRICEQUOTE

DELTA COMPUTING TECH. CORP.
292 North Plank Rd.
Newburgh NY 12550
PH # 914-565-7080
FAX 914-565-7082

Via L Landucci No 26
50136 Florence Italy
PH # 39 55 676 045
FAX 39 55 666 942

[••· · · · · . ~P:&,~51~}1~·· · · · ·· 1

Circle 108 on Reader Service Card

Now you can exchange data files between
your IBM PC and any mainframe or minicomputer using IBM compatible 1600 or 6250
BPI 9.'.frack tape. System can also be used for
disk backup. Transfer rate is up to 4
megabytes per minute on PCs and compatibles. Subsystems include 7" or 101/i''
streaming tape drive, tape coupler card and
DOS compatible software. For more information, call us today!

DURLSTRR;
9621 Irondale Ave. , Chatsworth, CA 91311
Telephone: (818) 882-5822

Circle 304 on Reader Service Card

We've Built Our Reputation on These Factors for 10 Very Successful Years.

$1999

$1279

20MHz, 32MB HARO DRIVE, 1 MB 0 WAIT
RAM , ANO 14'' MONOCHROME MONITOR .

.. Hz , 1MB RAM , base t y• tem . -

.. - ...

CLONE VALUE CHART

CLONE 286

CLONE 386

AHz , 1MB RAM , 32K cache, base aysl em .
AHz, 1MB RAM, 32K cache, baae system ..

1786

12MHz, 1MB RAM, base system •.

2094
2729

16MHz, 1MB RAM , base ayalem ..

Clon e 386 20MHz mon o chrom e sys te m pictured .

41 :SH$fl~A ~~~~

$1279

$1690

$1813

416:'sHSEcl~A~~~~

1479

1890

2013

14 ..
MONOCHROME

14 ..
EGA COLOR

14 ..
VGA COLOR

$1999

$2393

$2516

2299

2693

2816

25MHz CPU , 32K CACHE ,
32MB 40MS SEAGATE HD

2604

2998

3121

i:::~~~r:~si A~'i~i~E0

3240

3634

3757

CLONE 386

4~0:sHSeC:~.4~~~°o
3

32:::.~~~~'s lfGCA\iHJ6
2

OPTIONS FOR CLO NE 286/ 386 COMPUTERS:
Add $27 lor 32MB , 28MS Seagate HD.
Add $42 tor 48MB , 40MS Seagate HD.
Add $69 l or 48M8 , 28MS Seagate HO.
Add$1461or65MB , 40MSSeagale HD.
Add $173 for65MB , 28MS Seagate HD.
Add $203 lor 8SMB , 28MSSeagale HD .

OPTIO NAL EQUIPMENT FOR CLONE COMPUTE RS

SERVIC E AFTER TH E SALE!

FAST DELI VERY!

u ge t e rock -solid one year guarantee on
rls a nd la b or. plu s a 30 day money-back
ti s f ac tion Assura n ce guaran t ee (exce pt
software and shipping) .

Your Clone e quipm e nt wi ll be promptly a nd
expe rtl y se r viced by ou r s p ecia ll y trai n ed.
knowl e dgeable t echnicians who know what
th ey a re doi ng .

Clo n e Compute r s a re custom-m a nufac tured
to th ei r buyers' s p ecifications, burned-in
and shipped within o n e week of thei r o r de r .
i n most i n s l ances .

indu stry-wid e reputati on b uil t on providing top qua lity

m erchandise. a no-risk guarantee. low price, expert
se rvice and fast delive ry. Our customers expec t and
rece ive no less.

192163 c p s, LO , 2 4 p i n. _... _. S349
Panasonic KX-P1191 Printer.
240/ 48 cps, NLO .. - .......... 259
S tar XB-24 10 Printer 240/80 cps.
super L O. 24 pin , 16 fonts .... 469
Sta r XB-2 415 Prin te r (same as
above with w id e carriage) .... 599
1200/ 300 baud inl. modem .. . 59

TURB O CLO NE
$

AT S!yl• Ktybo.rd

699

Slend1rd Fealures:
• 8088 @ 4.77lOMHz Turbo-speed
Ma1nboard.
• 640K RAM stonda1d
• 8087 Socket
• 150-wan power sup
• 360K Floppy Dnve
with Disk Controller.
• Hercule!& Compal·

Bu y w it h Confide n ce! O ur G u a ra nt ee Re moves
All the Ri s k fr om Y our B u ying D e c ision!
T he C lo n e guarantee Is simple and straightlorward.
You h ave 30 days a lte r receipl o f your C l o n e to see ii
you and ii are going 10 be compatible. If you a re n o t
satisfie d wit h your C l one fo r a ny reason within tha t
time. you may re turn it for a fu ll re fu nd , less shi pping
charges

We h ave been supplying our customers with high quality
ha rdware and so ftware since 1980. We enjoy an excellent

Add $495 for 122MB, 28MS Seagate HD.
Add $30 lo VG A price lor
16 bit VGA cerd.
Add $49 lo VGA price for 14" Mulll·
fr&qu ency Monitor.
Add $125 for 6 drive lower case.

S i ar NX -1000 Printer.
144/ 36cps, NLO ............. $179
Star NX- 1000 Rainbow Pri nter.
sa m e as above w /co lor ....... 239
Star NX-2400 Printer.
170157 cps, LO. 2 4 pin ........ 339
Star XR- 1000 Print er . 300176 cps,
NLO , 8 fonts .
. 359

11.TISFACT ION GUARANTEED!

NO OR PHAN ED CUSTOMERS

14"
VGA COLOR

Add $20 for .. Cllck/Tacllle" 101-key Keyboard.
Add $20 tor 14 .. Monochrome Monitor.

...' 784
... . 983

CLONE 286 STANDARD FEATURES:
• lMB Fas1 OWait Sl ate RAM.
• High Performance 1: 1 Interleave, 800
Kb/ sec 2 Floppy/2 Haid Disk Controller
• 1.2M 5.25" or 1.44M 3.5.. Floppy Drive
(Your Choice) .
• 101 Key Enhanced Keyboard.
• 1 Parallel, 1 Serial. 1 Joys11ck Port.
• 200 Watt Power Supply .
• 80287 Math Coprocessor Socket
• On-board C lock/Cal. w/ Ba1 1ery Backup
• 8 Expansion Slots
• Se1up Ulitlty In ROM.
• Syslem Resol Swi lch on Front Panel.
• CPU Speed Switchable.
• Fully Ellpandable to 4/8MB .
• FCC Certilied
• Novell Compatible.
• One Year Parts & Labor Warran1y.
• Complete Software Package lncludmg
PC-Wntc • OModem • ExpressCale
AutoMenu - HomeBase - MoneyMas1er
Findex • Hard Disk Cache - Clone
Util illes

1~1 ~::;:~r~~'6~n~~~ 11 1~~~rleave. 800 Kb/ sec
2 M 5.25" or 1.44M 3.5" Floppy Onve

14 ..
EGA COLOR

2

With MS· DOS'" 3.3 or 4.01 1md
GWBA SIC S79 or $99 Exlr1.

Wllh MS-DOS :J.3 or 4.01 • nd
GWB AS IC $79 or S99 E1 lr1.
ONE 386 STANDARD FEATURES:
ienuine 80386 - 20125/33 CPU's.
\.18 Fas10Wai1 S1a1e AAM f32K Cache on some
1odels, see chart).

·our choice).
Ol Key "Click -Tact1\e" Keyboard
Parallel , ' Serial, 1 Joystick Pon .
001220 Wall Power Supply.
0367/ Weitek Coproccssor(Exccpl Base
OMH z) .
>n -board Clock/Cat w/ Battery Backup.
Expansion Slots.
e tup U l illty in ROM.
,ys tem Reset Switch on Front Panel.
IM EMS 4.0 Driver.
;pu Speed Switchable.
u ll y Expandable lo 16MB RAM.
CC Certified.
lovell ond OS/ 2 Compa1lble.
>ne Year Parts & Labor Warrant y.
;omptete Soltware Pack Including .
'C-Wr ite • OModem • ExpressCole
.u10Menu • HomeBase· MoneyMoster
index • Hard Disk Cache· Clone
l!Bitias.

I
I

12M Hz, 32MB HARD DRIVE, 1 MB 0 WA IT
RAM , AND 12., MONOCHROME MONITOR .

-~ 1499

,.Hz, 1MB RAM , 32K cache , base system .

12"
MONOCHROME

CLONE 286

~1 ~e~i~°-r L ~~~itor
1

•

0

(green or amber) .
• 2-Parallel prnl prt s.
• 1·Se11at porl (2nd

Seve Nowt

op11onal at 529)
Game-Joysllck po11
Clock/Calendar
Fully EJtpandoble
PC-Write· OModem
ExpressCalc • Home
Baso - MoneyMaster · F1ndeJt · Clone
Ullt1hes • Au toMenu
•FCC Class B Corti!

•
•
•
•

~~b~~f~~ ~g~~~.

:
Turbo and Hard
Disk Access.
• 1 yr parls. lab war

Save Your Data and Money, Too! Peripherals Sale!
This is the fastes t floppy
interface tape drive around!

SOFTWARE SALE!

~

LOWEST PRICES - FAST DELIVERY
This llst Is only a small portion of our lnvenlory l
Call u1 lor all ol your software needs!

MS-OOS !IBUSINESS SOFTWARE
.O.ldus Pogemaker 3 0 ............. $549
Atlways ............................ 87
Borland Ouatlfo (1-2-3 Clone) .
. . 169
Borland RelleJt 2.0 ...... .... ...... 179
Borland Sprmt· Wo1d Processor ..
138
DAC Easy Accntg (all version 3) .... 61
DAC Easy Pay1011 ..... . . . .......... 61
DAC Easy Bonus Pack (mcludes
~ccount!ng. payroll, bo1h tutors) ... . 120
OAC Easy Light
42
jBose lV ............... ... ....... 479
Design CAO ............... ...... 162
Design CAO 30 ..
. , 214
Desqv1cw . ........ ................. 79
Desciv lew with OEMM 386 ...... .... 114
Form tool .. . . . .
. . SS
l'"ramework HI ........... •.•. ••••.. 399
3eneric CADO, Level 3 (includes
Jot Plot and OeskConverO . - ... - . - 172
_o tu s 1-2-3 version 3 0
369
_oluS Agenda . . ................. 285
.otu s Symphony . . ..
4S9
...t lcrosolt Mu lt1plan . . . . .
126
~ icrosolt Word 5 0 .. .
. .... _ 235
>arado• 3 0 ... ... ................. 446
>eachlreo Compte1e System tJ •• ••• 174
:?s~c/i:~~C~6 ~~1~ ~~~~~-~~.~~I~ .....2~~
l l s: First Publisher .............. ... 83
1ls : Prolossional Wt11e ............. 144
•rlntshop Bundle ................. 36
'ubUsh Ill ... ..... .... .... ....... 120
) & A .................... ... ..... 21S
)uicken 30 ......................•. 39
~ igh lw fller . . .. •.
. . Sl
Yordperlect 5.0 .. . _............... 242
Vordstar Proless1onal Release 5.5 . . 216
itS-OOS LANGUAGES/UTILITIES
\utosketch Enhanced .. .... .. _.... S 99
lo rland Turbo Basic ... .... ........ 69
lorl and Turbo C ......
. . 96
torlond Turbo Pascal . ... ..... .... 103
Jor. Turbo AssemblerlOebugger. . .. 99

1

~-v ..~~~.:~:.• $

Carbon Copy • (need IWO copies) .. s 114
Copy II PC ....................... 25
CopyllPCOp11on 8 oard OeluJte ... 118
Faslback Plus .. .
113
Grammahll Ht ............
. .. 53
M!crosol1 C Compiler 51 ......... 289
Microsoft Macro As sembler 5.1 .... _ 99
Microsoll Quick Bnslc Compiler .
67
Microsoft Quick C Complier .. .. ..... 67
Microsoft Windows 286 ............. 67
Microsol1Wmdows386 ..
. .. 127
Notion Commander ................ 53
Norton Utih11es 4 5 Advanc ed Ed11 ... 88
PC Tools Deluxe 5 5 ................ 79
Procom m Plus ..
. . ......... 46
SldeWays ........ .... , . . .... ....... 42
X Tree Proless1onal . . . .... ....... 78
OTHER MS-OOS
Alge Blas1er . . . . . . . .
. . ......... s 28
Chess Master 2100 ............... 32
F·\9 Stealth Fighter . .
. ........ 44
Falcon AT ... ...................... 32
Kings Quest (I, 11 , Ill or IVJ .
31
Leisure Sui t Larry 11 •.•.••••.••••••• 30
Math Blaster Plus .......... .... .... 28
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing ...... 32
Reader Rabbit ........... ... ...... 24
Where m U S.A. 1s C San Diego'> .. .. 27

Works on PC. X T . AT's and 100%
compatibles . Co nn ec t s to th e i nt e r -

t io n sand thedatacomp r essionso fl w a r e tha t a ll ows u p t o lOO MB data

(8 :) connector or th e
o pt ional adapter ca rd ($77) . Co mes

storage o n a 40MB tape -150MB on

a 60MB tape. Easy to install. Order

comp l e t e with in s tallati on i n struc -

n ow a t th is l ow price and save .

nal

fl oppy

UNINTERRUPTABLE
POWER SUPPLY
As Low As

Limited Time Only! Fantastic Prices Now On

LOW COST HARD DRIVES
For IBM and Tandy

42.8MB

369
s539

1
~~~~~-~~' 5

28m10ptlon11

s319

BOOKS
Take advant1ge ol our volume discounts
end uve a bundle! Buy any 3 book• and

5

s579

419

s539

49.lMB
6S.SMB
80.2MB
U .8MB
122.7MB
40m1 ST·1S7R
40m1 ST-277R
2lm1ST-40!l6
28mtST-4114•A
28m1ST·2!16N
RLLB1rt
ALLXT KU
MFM8a1e
SCSI Kii
Rll81rt
2lm1 Opllon1I
26m1 Opllon1I
We provide lhe best low cost nigh quality, last
software to park !he heads (some d rives sell·
access ha rd drives tor your IBM, 100% compark ). Tandy 1000 requires OMA and ROM
patible o r Tandy computer Our XT and SCSI
1.01 •. Nol for EX/ H X. Please specify lhe com3
1
k its are complete with drive. con 1roller, cables
~~~ra~r~~~4 4~ar;1e01~~1 ;':~e0S~~~dae~~n~T ~~75~5
and mstallatio n 1nslructions We use only brand
new genume Seagate drives so you can be
31> .. . All others are hall height 5 1. " . Sizes listed
assu red o l lo ng trouble· lree drive Il le. Data
are alter formatlin~ . One year parls and labor
transfer ra l es as l as1as SOOKB per second MFM.
warranty. Satisfaction guaranteed o r your mon ey back . less shipping.
SOOKB All and 1MB using SCSI. We provide

deduct $4. Buy 5 and deducl SS. etc.
Using 1-2-3. Special Edition ..... .. $1 8
dBase 111 Prus Handbook ........... 17
Managmg Your Hmd Disk . ... ....... 16
MS-DOS Users Guide .
. . . 17
Runnmg MS·DOS ..
. ....... 19
. .. 21
Usmg Autocad ......... .. . .
Using Managmg Your Money .. ...... 15
UsingO & A ......
. 16
Using Symphony ........ .. ......... 19
Using Wo1dpertcc t 5 0 .. .... ........ 18

~--1!'
1f
9

Save on 32MB & 49MB Hard Cards
.

ORD~~FJ 9~hEREE!

1-800-527-034 7

AD V3

®

.:;:~1' $

329

.:;:~i,

$4 2 9

T hese u n i t s a re completely assemble d with b r and new
d r ives a nd come ready to insta ll. For IBM XT's , 100%
co mpatibl es and T a ndy 1000/ 1000A, S L, SX. Tl , T X .
Please specify the exac t mak e and model o f you r
computer. One year p a rt s and labo r warranty .

Call from anywhere In the lower 48 states and Hawaii.

R ... U.S. Pat Off.

279 ::~: ~::: :~~

E x t erna l model now ava ilable for only $99 ex lra!

emm an addlflon1t $3 discount. Buy 4 and

Clone 9nolJ

60MB TAPE DRIVES

$

250 Wa tt
300 Watt
500Watt
600 Watt
1200 Watt
1600Watt

27 9
120 Vo lt
120 Volt
120 Volt
120 Volt
120 Volt
120 Volt

YOU
SINCE

1980

Add S23 •hipping In
lht lowu481l•IH.

s 279
399
499
639
1099
1444•

2JOvoltunlt11bo1¥1llablt.
S~ llyu1ctlnpulvo1lag t .
Shlppedmotorlr1lghtcolltcl.
Protect s Against
Features
• Brownouts .
• T wo Audible Alarms .
• Bla ckou ts.
• LED Disp lays.
• Ove rvo ltage.
• Optiona l Net work Port
• O verload .
• Transfer Times As Fast
• Spills/ Su rges.
As 1 Millisecond (De·
• EMI
pends on Model) .

Save on Low Cost Floppys!
Select lhe dnvc or dnves you wan1. pick the enclosure and
appropriate cable and we will assemble and lest at no
addilionat cosl to you . All d riv es are brand new, not laclo ry
seconds. and ca rry a fu ll one yea r pa n and lnbor warran l y
Add SS shi pping and handling per drive.
360K 5.25 .. TEAC 558 bare . . .
. .... $69
720K 5.25" TEAC 55F bare . • . .. .. ........... .... .. 8S
1.2M 5.25" TEAC 55FGH bare .
. . ... 79
. . ... S9
360K 3.5" TEAC 358 bare .
720K JS TEAC 35F bare .
. . 85
. ....... 79
1.44M 3 .5" TEAC 35FGH bare .
5.25" mounting bracket for 3.5" drives ...
. . ... \0
(Includes rails , signal and power adapl er Spec• l y beige o r
black faceplate ).
Dua l 3.5" ex ternal case/ power supply. Use wilh one or
two 3.5" drives (ho ri zon1al) . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. ..... $49
Dual 5.25" same as above excep1 ven ical . , .. ...... ... 59
IBM ex ternal floppy cab le l or CI D . OB37 required .. ... 39
(Add SlO for brushed Stainless Steel cover)

Circle 78 011 Reader Service Card

SERVING

250 Watt Model

CLONE COMPUTERS• 2544 W. Commerce St.• Box 223957
Dtv. or Analogy Colp.

Dallas, Texas 75222-3957 • Telex: 882761 • Fax: 214-634-8303
For profe&Blonal technical assistance
on Clone products, call 214-638-8826.
• 1111 bJ aone Computen.. All r1ghts ......-..d. Prtcn end .,..atlc:eUona •bfKI to chanewHIMMlt nouc.. AH ptlcft are In U.S. Dollini. PQrMnll must be In U.8. lunda drawn on a u .a. bank.

unitex, Inc

EXERESS

Corporate Headquarters
2852 F Walnut - Tustin, CA 92680
Phone : 714/730-5232 • FAX#: 714/838-8593

!:El

MATH

DIP

.-..-·

•1• r:
256 X ll-120NS ....... $39
256 XQ-100NS ........ $45
256 X Q- SONS ...... $55
256 XQ- SONS ...... $65

APPLE SIMM MODULES

PS-2 PRODUCT

ZIP~k
~~~"""

''"/

1 mg x Q-100 .......... $235
30F5360 (KIT-2EA.)$47

6450603 (1 MG) .. $279
6450604 (2MG) .. $589

PS-2
MODEL70&80
SIMM
1 MGXQ-100NS .$219
1MG X Q- SONS ... $279
2 MG X Q-SONS ... $685
(6450608)
(For 70A21)

256 X 1- 150NS .... $3.50
256 X 1-120NS .... $3.75
256 X 1-100NS .... $4.20
256 X 1- SONS ... $5 .99
256 X 1- 70NS .... $6.50
256 X 1- SONS .... $7.20
256X4
256 X 4- 120NS . $13 .50
256 X 4-100NS . $14 .00
256 X 4- SONS . $18.00

4464-t50 NS
4464-120NS
4464-100NS
446 4- SONS

....... $4 .00
....... $4.50
...... $5.00
...... $6.50

,

~~~~,,.

CO-PRO

S087-3(5MHZ) ....... $88
8087-2(8MHZ) .... $118
8087-1 ................ $165
80287-S ........ . $120
S0287 -S .............. $195
S02S7-10 ............. $218
SOC287-12 .......... $295
803S7-16 ........... $310
803S7-20 ........... $360
S03S7-25 ........... $460
803S7 -33 ............. $599
ADVANCED MATH·
CO PRODUCTS
· Faster than slardard
MATH CO-Processon;
"5 yoa r Warra nty
for ZMi Machin11
20!7- 10 ............. $239
20!7-12.5 . ........ $300
20! 7·20 ............. $329
for 3&6 Machinn
30!7-16 . ............. $329
30! 7-20 ............... $389
30!7- 25 ............... $499
30!9-33 ........... $639

514258· 1OONS

2 MG X 9-SONS ... $589
(6450604)
(For70ES1/ 70-121/ all
models)

51258 -100NS
51258 - SONS
51258· 70N S

CPU CHIPS
................... $5.00
................. $49
............... $59
.............. $69
............. $180
............. $240
............ . $330
...... $7.50

HEWLETT- PACKARD
LASERJET MODULES

1 MG X Q-SONS .... $279
(6450603)
(For 70ES1 /70-121)

1 mg(6450375) $429
2 mg(6450379) $929

Warranty 1 year on parts

1 MB (lor l.aserjet II & llD) ..

.. $279

2MB (for Laserjet II & 110) ..

........ $399

4MB (for l.aserjet II & 11 0) .............................. ... $599

...........................
UNl-001RT .....
Tests all parameten; but speed
64 X 1 I 25&11 / 1M X 1
S4 X 4 I 25&14 / 4M X 1

$119

UNl-002 RT ................................... $149.95
Tests speed plus parameten;
64 X 1 I 256 X 1 I 1MG X 1

1497259 - For PS-2 MOO 5Ml0 ...................... $439
with OK Expards to BMB
Uses 25SK SIMMS (IBM only)
6450605 - For PS-2MOO 70/SO ..
...... $1299
with 2 MG Expards to B MB
Uses 2MG SIMMS (IBM only)
6450203 - For AT - Has 512K FIAM ............... $129

........ $199.95

1 Year Warranty

No Surcharge lor MC / VISA • Terms: MC• VISA• COD •CASH •AMEX add 4'1,
Purchase Orden; from quaf~ied fro ms• 20% restocking fee on non-defectiw returns
Prices Subject to Change

456
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EVER EX
RAM 3000 DELUXE -up to 3 MB. Selectable
memory addresses.Expanded Memory Specit ications
(EMS)4.0/0Sl2. Can be usedto backfill base memor; up to
640K ard the rest as eltherE xpanded or Ext ended or bo th.
Uses 256K 0-FIAM ..
.................... $99. 00
RAM 8000 -Up to SMB capacity/support s base, extended or expanded memory in any combi nation. Fully
compafable with LotusllnteV Microsoft EMS 4.0/ EEMS.
Supports multitasking ardDMAmultitaskingin harct.Yare.
Software configurable (no dip switches to set).Full 16MB
window for future expansion of Lotus/ lnteV Microsoft
EMS 4.0. 9 wait slates. uses 1MG D-FIAM (DIP)$279
RAM 10000-Up to 10 MB capacity/supports base. extended or expanded memory in any comnbination . Compatable wlthlotus/lnteVMicrosoft EMS4.0. Operates with
no additional wait slates .Uses 1MG D-RAM (011')$179
MINI-MAGIC - (EV138)-Upto 57SK For PC-AT. Uses
256K & 64K ..
................ $59

ORCHID
RAMQUEST llZ -Up to2MBofOwaHslate memor;for
the IBM P&'2 Models 50, 50;!& 60 •Guaranteed EMS 4.0
and OS/'2Compatible• Easy 4-keyslroke installation. Uses
1MG Dip 's ...................................... .... .... .......... $199
RAMQUEST EXTRA -The only multifunction card
that provides up to8MBand two serial po rts on one board
for the IBM PS/'2 Models 50,60 ard 80. •Guaranteed EMS
4.0 and OSl2 Compatible.• Easy to install with only 4 key
strokes. Uses 256 anG'or 1MB SIMM'S............ $249
RAM QUEST EXTRA 16/32 -The only o- BMB.
0 wait slate card for PS/'2 Models 50, 502. SO. 70 ard 80
which fully supports both 16-bit and 32-blt memory access. Includes one serial and one parallel port plus a free
serta Icable.Guaranteed EMS 4.0 ard OSl2 compatible.Easy
4-keyslroke inslallation . Uses 256 ard/or 1MB SIMM 'S
. .................... .. ................................ ....... $319
RAMQUEST XT/AT -A full s~e. o-8 MB. zero wait
state earn for IBM PC, XT. AT. PS/'2 25. 30 ard compatables. Uses 256K ard/or 1MB SIMM'S. Automatically
supports either 8 or 16-bit bus ......................... $259
RAMQUEST XT/ATwith l/0- same asabow
plus 1-serial ard 1-parallel port ...... .................. $319

COMPAQ MEMORY
ADD-ON MODULES

D-RAM TESTERS

UNl-003 RT . .....
Tests slandard SI MM Modules

l•)I

TOLL FREE OUTSIDE CA: 11800/533-0055

MODULES
1 MG X t-for IBM TYPES

1 MGXS-120NS .. $125
1 MG X S-100NS .. $140
256 X S-120NS ...... $39
256 X S-100NS .. .... $49

Established 1976

4025 S. Industrial Blvd. - Las Vegas, NV
California Residents call toll free :1-800-843-8414

SIMM / SIPP

1MGX9· 120NS .. $125
1 MGX9·100NS .. $135
1 MG X Q. SONS .. $140
1 MG X Q. 70NS .. $189

Mon-Fri 7am - Spm
Sam - 2pm

Sat

MODEL

1MG

4MG

386/20
386/25
386/20E
386/S

$319
$319
$319
$319

$899
$899

$319

$899

286 E

$899

$899

MEMORY EXPANSION BOARDS
MODEL
386 s
386/16
286 E
SLT/286
PORTABLE 386

1MG

4MG

$479

$1349
$1429
$1329

$479
$479

$1429

Circle 368 on Reader Service Card

Circle 65 on Reader Service Card

The Easiest Way To
Go From Mainframe
To Desktop
•The Cipher Series 9000
9-Track Reel-to-Reel Tape
Data Conversion Subsystem
•Easy-to-use TARSUS software
is menu driven with the abi lity to selectively manipulate
100+ MB mainframe data on
a!O MB PC
• 5 MB per minute data rate
• Call l-800-4CIPH ER,
prompt/6 , today for
a free demo disk.

SIMM 001100
1 MBIT 100ns

$CALL
$11.00

51425610ons $11.50
41464 150ns $ 3.75
41256 120ns $ 3.25
~ 41256 150ns C:WC8(<-"t
51258 100ns $ 4.75
~ 4164 P1cc.
150ns C$1fCF'
5mn --•For high-speed, Zip,

Please Cal I

• MATH copeocEssoes

• E..eB.O.Ml

80387·33 33mHz
80387·25 25mHz
80387·20 20mHz

$560.00
$455.00
$360.00

270101
27C512
21s12

80C287A
80287·10
80287·8
8087•1
8087·2

$209.00
~
$186.00 ·~

:::;~: l6mHz
=~~ ~
12l'JIH: $285:00
27t2BA
lOmHz
"""'

IOmHz
BmHt

$160.00

V-00

$125.00

v.20

250ns

$

23.00

=
=::
20()\s

$ 13.t'IO

2S0ns

$ aoo

2SOns

$ 4.50

~~

~~

SmH.z

0110mHz

Circle 183 on Reader Service Card

mmPAa ti 11111k AceR
¥EVERE}(:- ASr
& other

XTIAT Co mpatibles & R86 Computers
CALL for LOW PRICES

Gov't, Corporate, Schools, Dealers,
& Export INQUIRIES WELCOME.

SLJRAH inc.
44862 Osgood Road, FREMONT, CA 94539
PH: (415) 651·5101
FAX: (415) 651·5241
1-800·543·1001

MODEL

SX151
RS232C OR STAND ALONE (all models),
Communication protocol; XMObEM , HEX,
and BIN. Programs: EEPROMS, 2716 - 27512
and CMOS. Programs (w/adapter); 25XX,
27101 (and above), 68701, 68705, 68764/6,
8741/2, 8744, 874819, 8751/2, 8755, 87252, 870751,
870752 and CMOS. More available soon .
Model SX151 $214 (assembled with case).
Other models are available from $49 (kit).

IBM PCOCf/AT/PS-2"
Read 1600 bpi 9-track
tapes from a micro, mini or
mainframe in EBCDIC or
ASCII as mirror image or
by individual files.
Use the 2000 PC'" for
disk backup, data interchange or archival storage .
PC /XT/ATIPS-2 are lrademarks of IBM.
2000 PC is a trademark of Digi-Data.

OIGl·OATA CORPORATION
8580 Dorsey Run Road
Jessup, MD 20794-9990
(301) 498-0200
FAX (301) 498-0771

II
--®
..
41

First In V•lue

Circle 114 on Reader Service Card

$175 I

• Two independent channels / UARTs; 2 or 4 wire operation. Max. Baud,S6KB.
• Dipswi1ch configurable u COMl-4 (IRQ2-7). On board terminator re5utor.

IIEEE-488

Card [PC488A]

$145 1

$345

$175 1

LOW COST
DATA
AQUISIDON
& CONTROL
CARDS
FOR PCOCT/AT

I vis• I KORE, Inc.

3150 Plainfield N.E.

jil'l·•JGrand
Rapids, Ml 49505
(616) 361 -3666
SS for shipping (USA), plus S3.00 COO .

Circle 198 on Reader Service'Card

TeleG'eni'e

™

VOICE MAIL

• Forwards to Extensions
Beepe~llulars

• Individual Greetings and
Passwords • Mutti-UserBox Capacity· Remele
Touch-Tone Access
• Replay/Delete/Record/Edit

~~~~J:1~it r~~~~[~+~WiOv~~~°fl~ge.

$375 1

• AID courr1tr: 16 single ended inputs; Device: ADS74 ; Conversion time less
than 2S ..,sec; Built-in programmable pacer; lnpul ranp: ;1;JOV, .i:SV, .i: IV.
• DIA ronvutu: 2 channels ; 12 bit resolutlon.; Output Range 0-SV .
• Dlsital 1/0: 16 Input/ 160utput channels; All UOsTILcompalible.
• Coanlu: I channel programmable interval counter/limer; Uses Intel 8254.
• OMA and interrupt capability. Utility software for Basic included.

IFAST UBIT AID/A [PCL718]

$895 1

• AID connrtu: 16 single ended or 8 differential channels; 11 bit ruoluUon;
Programmable scan rate; Built-in Interrupt and OMA control circuitry.
C.Onvenion s~ed 60,000 smpl.s/HC (standard), 100,000 tmpl.s/HC (optional).
• Input ranau:BtiJiar .i; IOV, :t5V, ±2.5V, .i; IV, .i;0.5Vj Unipolar 10.S,2,IV.
1

1

: g{~:in00':16o~8'.'f6~~~~u!c:;:= ~o~~~1i;11~ !#t~~~;~~'. ;1;SV
• Countrr.16 bit progr. interval counterh::er; Uld IDtel 8254; Pacer dock;
• Sortw.n: Utiliry software for BASIC and QuickBASIC included.
Supported by l..abDAS (Sl 95/49S), ASYSf, I..ABTEOI, Unke/Scopc

I6 Channel 12 bit D/A [PCL726]

$495 1

• Ou1put Ranges: Oto +SV,Oto +lOV, ;1;.SV, .i; IOV or sink4-20mA
• Scltling time: 7¥. Linearity: ;t 1/2biLVolt.age output driving caeacity: ;1;SmA
• DlattarlJO: 16 digita.I inputs and 16 digita.I outputs; Tn.compat1ble.

11ll1Uniquf5)'ftemA1soFHtum _

PROCESSING

$2951

• AID convttttt: 8 single-ended cbannlels; Device: AD574; Conversion time

112 BIT AID & D/A [PCL812]

SophlsUcated Voice Mall and Calf Processing
wllh High Quality REAL VOICE Digital Recording
for your PC, XT, AT or Compatible

ADVANCED CALL

I12 BIT AID & D/A [PCL711s]

•
• DlaJlal 1/0: 16 Input/ 16 Output channels; All I/Os TTI.. compatible.
• E:lttnal Wlrlna Ttrmlul Bo.rd with mounting acccssoncs included.
• Utility Routines and Demo/Sample Programs for l!ASJC and Quick-BASIC.

Complete Telephone Management System

9-Track Tape
For Your

lnnal-Port RS-485/422[PCL743]

Cross assemblers by Pseudocorp for IBMPCs, $50. Z80, 1802, 6502, 6800/1/213151819111,
68000/8/10, 8048/9, 8051/2, 8080/5, 8096, and
more soon. Simulators and disassemblers
also available.

VISA, Master Card accepted. wise

Circle 346 on Reader Service.Card

$95/125/

IDIGITAL 1/0 Card [PCL720]

$1650
$1355

~ER:

Card [PC485]

• Sert.al Async. Com.m11nlcailJoa 11p lo4',000ft; 2 or4' wires; NS164SO UART;
• Can be configured as COM1-COM4'; Maximum Baud Rate 56K.B.
• Flexible configuration options. RTS or DTR control of transrrussion direction.
• FulVH•lrduplex operaUoo. Supporu hardware handshaking (RTS,CTS).
• Dual drivers/rcceivcrs;llaadlH 6" dnictt;Compalib\e with most comm. sftwr.
• Hl&b speed "tnloa available (supporu baud ratC5 up to 156KB ) • $165

• Software Support for BASICA. QuickBASIC and GWBASIC.
• Additional libraries for C. Pasca~ FORTRAN, Aswnbly available· $50 (all)
Full range ofTalker, Listener, C.Ontroller, ScriaVParallel Poll, SRQ, etc...
• Powerful menu-driven BUS ANALVZERcan be run in lhc background while
488 programs or commands are executed; Features Prop'am Sltpplng. Break
points, Real Time Bui D1la Caplurt (4K buffer), lulu.I Scne.n Toalhls.
• Compltlt Controlltr / Talker/ Usteaer capability. Based on TI's TMS-9914'.
• Memory-resident Prtatu Port EmulaUoa UUllly included. (l.Yfl-3).
• NEC-7210 bastd card (rompatible wilh Ni's GPIS..PCll) • $44.5.

LOW·LOW·LOW
Laserjet Printer
Series II
Scanjet Scanner
+ inte1face kit

IRS-485/422

IEEE- 4~8 Card [PC488B]
With Bmlt-In Hus Arial zer

©1989 Cipher D ala Products, Inc.

Circle 77 on Reader Service Card

WW COST
INTERFACE
CARDS FOR
PcnIT/AT

DYNAMIC RAMS

11!!11111•11

• Unllmlted Phonebook/Database• Au1odlaURedlaV
Search/Sort• Caller/Computer Touch-Tone Interaction
• User-Definable Voice Prompled Menus• Call Foiwardl
Call Oistribution • ln/Ou1 Call Logging• Ou1bound Timed
Calls· Au1omatic Attendant and More!

Enjoy the same benefits end features $
of systems costing thousands for only

27ggs

In~~ C!C[ll]
Multiple Unit 01scounts •Dealer Inquires
250 Technology Circle Scotts Valley CA 95066

Circle 15 on Reader Service Card

ISTEPPER MOTOR CARD

$3951

• Capable of independent and simultaneous control of up to 3 stepper motors.
• Spttd: Programmable from 3.3 PPS to 3410 PPS; Built-in acceleration control.
• Output Modt: One clock (Pulse, Direction) or two clock~· CCW pulses)
:

~~~fu~i~i~~ ~i~~bi~~~~~~~~~~o~~u;5A-i~k:'tn8e~ timing.
MC/VISA/ AMEX

Call today ror datasheetsl

B&C MICROSYSTEMS INC.
3!5 WEST OUVE AVE., SUNNYVALE, CA 94086
TE~ ('\03) 730-5511
FAX: (<08) 730-5521

Circle 66 on Reader Service Card

TM

~
"gives you all the C

language routines you
need to write an impressive scientific graphing
program of your own.
Highly recommended.*"

PC Magazine

Cross-16 V2.0
Meta Assembler
Table based absol ute cross-assembler using the
rna nu fac lU rer's assembly mnemonics .

Includes ma nual and MS-DOS assembler disk
with tables for all of the following processors:
1802
6805
COP800
8096

ZB

641 80
6809
8048
320C1 X
Z80

65C02
68HC11
8051
TMS370
Z180

PC-Translator ™
This machine translation software
operates on MS-DOS based personal computers. Menu activated ,
the prog ram produces first-draft
translation s of technical documents.

Languages offered :
• Spanish
• French
• Swedish
• Danish

6801
COP400
8085
SUPERS
MORE ••.

Use rs can create tables for other processors!

To or Fro m English - $985

Generates listing, symbol table and binary ,
Intel, or Mo torola bexcodc.

Both Directions - $1,485

Free worl dwide airma il shipping and handling.

Linguistic Products

Check, Money Order or P. O. US$99.00
VISA , Mastercard and Canada CN$119.00

Language Transla tion Software

Uni versa l Cross-Assemblers
POB 6158 , Sa in t John , NB
Canada E2 L 4R6
Voice/Fax: (506)847-068 I

P.O. Box 8263
T he Wood lands, TX 77387
T EL: (713) 363-9154
FAX: (713) 298-1911

Circle 369 011 Reader Service Carri

N. .
I S~ATE
I
ST2SM

IBM® PC version
(vyith source code) $395
Circle 323 on Reader Service Carri

Macintosh® version
(no source code) $295
Circle 324 on Reader Service Carri

For personal use only.

MOO~ea.

Specials!

Circle 202 011 Reader Service Carri

I

Micropolis New 1335
$535 ea. MOO 5 ea.

~RI
N. .

XT'l190
$1,310

SEAGATE

IMPRIMIS (CDC)

MICROPOLIS

New

All New

ST238
ST251
ST251-1

Full Product Line

1588-15 765S

MAXTOR-New
XT-2190
XT-4170E

PRINTERS

1588-15 76SE

TAPE DRI VES

MITSUBISHI

Wang-Tek
Arch ive
Mountain
Syngen
Others

Others Available

Others

Mitsubishi
Toshiba
Others

New

CP3024
CP3100
CP3104
CP340
CP340A
CP344

PRIAM

Special!

LAPTOPS

L imited Time

VIDEO BOARDS
Amdek
Paradise
Quad ram
Others

713-240-4800

Datatronics

==

Circle I 04 011 Reader Service Carri

"its ease of use, high
resolution graphics,
emulation, and price
make it a more attractive purchase than the
other products.*''
MINI-MICRO Systems
Only $150
Circle 390 on Reader Service Carri

* Full reprints on request

Scfie nto17Jc Endeavors
508 North Kentucky Street
Kingston, TN 37763

(615) 376-4146
458
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MAXTOR
XT 8760E
675 MB for

$2,575
Call us last fo r best pricing

•

DYNAMIC RAM
SIMM AST Prem386133Mhz 5300.00
SIMM <•l 256Kx36
80 ns 300.00
SIMM
1Mx9
80 ns 125.00
SIMM 1(2) 256Kx9 100 ns
37.50
1 Mb it
1Mx1 100 ns
11 .25
41256
256Kx1
60 ns
5 .75
4 1256
256Kx 1 80 ns
4.40
41256
256Kx 1 100 ns
3 .15
4 1256
256Kx 1 120 ns
2.65
4464
64Kx4 120 ns
4 .40
4 1264 <'l 64Kx4 1 0 0 ns
8 .25
EPROM
II
27C1000 12eKxB 2 00 ns
27512
64Kx8 200 ns
I
27256
32KxB 150 ns
27128
16Kx8 250 ns
STATIC RAM
62256P-1o 32Kx8 100 ns
6264P-12
BKxB 120 ns
6116AP-12 2Kx8 120 ns

1578-15 382S
1558-15 382E
1375 170S
1355 171E

Fujitsu
Epson
C.ltoh
Toshiba
Others

XT-4170S
XT-4380E
XT-4380S
XT-8380E
XT-8380S
XT-B760E
XT-B760S
COMPAOICONNER

PROMPT DELIVERY!!!

SAME DAY SHIPPING (USUALLY)

QUANT ITY ONE PRICES SHOWN lo r SEPT. 24, 1989

MOO 1oea.

Full Une All New

ST296-N

ICs

Wheres the @!#
r' ,, cursor.?, .
( ( fJii

~rc ff7

~~

f

!

:g
Make the cursor BIG and BOLD
and BLINK at any rate ! The NoS quint C ursor " is a lifesaving
u t il it y for la p to p u se rs. " -Computer Digest. Recommended
by Peter Lewis in the NY TIMES ;
Bill Mac hrone in PC magazine ;
a nd J e rr y P o urn e ll e i n
INF O W ORLD. N o -S q uin t i s
$ 39 .95 + 2 .50 shippin g from:
SkiS oft Pu blishing., 1644 Mass.
Av e. , Le x in g t o n, M A 021 7 3
(61 7)-863 -1876 Visa/MC/Amex
:::,...... t-

Circle 326 on Reader Service Carri

......,..,
~::!

,:..,.:..

gg

<00

....as~~
....
.. 0

,.:.C!

~~

ON
0

~C!

~~

gL)

IP VIA FED·EX ON SAT.
SAT DELIVERY
INCL UDED ON
FED-EX
RECEIVED BY;

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED, INC.

M as!erCardlVISA or UPS CASH COD

lh '-2

S&.25 411

Fr. P.I

St 4.2S-1 lb

No m in im u m order. Please note PPCllS wotect to Cllaf'l99'
Sl'llpp.ng. H'ISurance u 11a, up to Sl 101 pac~1ng matona~

ORDERS 24,000
s. Peona ' ' " ·· (918) 267• 4961
BEGG S , OK. 744 2 1

Circle 234 011 Reader Service Carri

E/EPROM
PROGRAMMER

$895
• lifetime FREE uix!ates (1st in the industry)
• EP-1140 includes: software, cable, user' s
manual, lifetime FREE updates, toll-free technical support one-year warranty &a uncon1
ditional 30-aay money back s.uarantee
• Programs 24-, 28-, 32- & 40-pm E/EPROMs
874X
& 875X seri es
• Supports
microcontrollers
• 32·pin model, EP-1132, available for $695

The Engineer's Programmer™

CALL TODAY 800-225-2102

BP~

713/46 1·9430 FAX 7 13/ 46 1-74 13
1068 1 Haddin9lon, # 190, Houslon, TX 77043

Circle 397 0 11 Reader Service Card

Circle 67 011 Reader Service Card
INVENTORY MARKETING
CONSULTANTS, INC.

:<;:-~

<§'

~~"

~<\;

~qg.u~~a4~~/~okM'~a~d

~~

~'IY
&~

R,~~~ LANDMARK

#

,_,~~

P.O. Box 91659, Long Beach, CA 90809-1659
IMC OFFERS:
Full Blown IBM Compatible Micro Comuters! Includes
full memory complement , hard drives, mono monitor

= 43.5 MHz

$1490

- Intel 80386-25 MHz CPU
- 256K or 1MB SIMM 0 wait
- Advanced Write Back cache
- Max. 8MB on Board
- OS/2, MS DOS, Xenix, Novell comp.
Mono system w/1meg
$2020
$ 250
256K cache upgrade
Schwab Computer
730-C East El Camino Real
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
TEL (408) 245-6666 FAX (408) 245-3103

AT
AT
AT
AT

286
286
286
386

6110 MHZ .
12 MHZ . .
16 MHZ .
20 MHZ . . .

And Morel . :Call
. ......... . .. Call
. . ........ Call
. ....... . Call
. Call

for
for
for
fo r
for

pricing
pricing
pricing
pricing
pricing

EMS BOARDS ~~~~ ~\~~~N-loE·M~~~ln~ard
DFI Above Board w/1MB . . . . . . . . Call for pricing
DFI Above Board w/2MB . . . ..... Call for pricing
SIMM MODULES
1MGx9 !120) IBM ... Call 256x9 !120) IBM . . . Call
1MGx9 100) IBM ... Call 256x9 100) IBM . . . Call
1MGx9 80) IBM .... Call 256x9 80) . . . . . . . Call
D-RAM
1MGx1 !120) . . .
. Call 64x4 (80) . . . .... Call
1MGx1 100) . .
. Call 256x4 !100) . . .... Call
1MGx1 80) ..
. Call 256x4 80) ...... . . Call
64x1 150 .
. Call 256x1 150! ........ Call
64x1 120
. Call 256x1 120 . . ...... Call
64x1 100 .
. Call 256x1 100 ........ Call
... Call
64x4 100 ......... Call 256x1 80
2526 x 1 Stallc
HM51258 P-10 . .. .. .. ....... Call tor prlclng
Also Available: All PS/2 SIMM M odules.
Meet or Beat Everyone's Price - Call for Pricing.
Lowest Prices In Town . Fully Guaranteed.

Toti Free Outside Ca: 1-800-747-1MEG • Ask tor Pete
(213) 498-0955 • FAX (213) 494-4247

$595-8451

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Programs EFJE.PROMs, PALI, CAJ..s. IFL..s, EPLDs, MICROs, BIPOLAR..,
Software driven pin drhtrs. D/A p:atnltd programming voltages.
Upgnduble tor virtually aay l'blu.re procnmmablt dntct:s up lo 40 plas.
ScU· subsistenl operation. No additional modules o r p\ug·in adapters required.
Includes user friendly MEMORY BUFFER FUU.. SCREEN EDITOR.
Friendly Mtnu·Drivtn interface. Device selection by PIN and manutacturu.
Supports 8116132 bll word, Intelligent I & D, Quick Pulse programming.
Functional tuUng. Rcgister·Preload, FUSEMAP EDITOR for logic devices.
File formal.s accepted: Intel Ha 16188, Ttklronb Hu., Motorola S , JED EC.
CUstomcr support via voice line, dedlcaled BBS or (BL Full I year warranty.
• Base price includes Interface card, cable, Ma:aory device library and I year
free updates.. Additional Dnict Ubn.rits (Locf.c, Micros, Blpolan) $95 ta.
• Libraries updates available every 6 mo. and cao. be rec.cived via floppy or BBS.

MASTERCARD & VISA ACCEPTED

IPC
BASED 8-SOCKET
GANG PROGRAMMER

Circle 180 on Reader Service Card

Circle 322 on Reader Service Card

IpEVICE
PC BASED UNIVERSAL
PROGRAMMER

•
•
•
•

PC-Based Programmer

200/1OOMHz Logic Analyzer

$595 1

Handles all mtmot)' drrica 10 32 plu. (Ugradcable up to S mepbll pans).
ruLL SCREEN BUFFER EDITOR plus all applicable features from above.
C\ls1omer suppon via vok.c line, dcdicaled BBS or fBL FUii I year wa1nn1y.
Includes PC lnlerfacc card, Memory device library and I year !'tee updalts.

GAL
PAL
EPLD
EPROM
EEPROM
MICROCONTROLLER
• 24 channels. Timing and State
•Optional ex pansion to 72 chann els
• 200 or I 00 MHz max sampling rate
• 16 levels of tri ggering
• I 6K samples/channel (6 chan nel mode)
•TTL. ECL o r Variable threshold
• 3 ex tern al cloc ks with 11 qualify inputs
•Data output to disk or printer
• PC/ XT/ AT compatible
•$1299 - LA27 I OO ( IOOMH z)
•$1899 - LA27200 (200MHz)

I

Call - 201 ·994-6669
Link Computer Graphics, Inc.

116. 4 Sparrow Dr., Livingston, NJ 07039 Fax: 20t·994·0730
Circle 203 on Reader Service Card

Tl NS MMI LAITICE CYPRESS
ALTERA AMD INTEL SAMSUNG ...

I

• 20 AND 24 PIN PAL/GAUEPLD.
• 2716-27101 EPROMS. (High speed to 35ns)
• EEPROMS up lo 28256.
• MICROCONTROLLERS (with adaptor).
• DSP Tl TMS-320 (wtth adaptor).
• JEDEC, Intel Hex. Binary, Motorola 'S' Files.
• Read, Write, Prated. and Verify.
• Full Screen Editing in Hex and Ascii.
• Byte split for 16 and 32 bit systems.
Call· 201 ·994·6669
Link Computer Graphics, Inc.

It' 4 Sparrow Dr.. Li~ngston, NJ 07039 Fax: 994·0730

IUNIVERSAL
RS-232
PROGRAMMER

$345-5951

• Programs EFJEProms, FlasbEprom.s. ZPRaau. lntd Micros. Mrmot)' Cards.
• Stud-Alone Mode for EEJEProm and Memory Card Duplication / Verify.
• All 24n&r32 pin E£1EProms to 4 MBits (upgradeable to 32 mtpbltJ).

• Mkno•'8741/A.·1/A.-4,·S.·9,-51,-CSl,-CStFNB.·52,-53,·55,-CS21,-C541,9761.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

·Memory C.nb:Sciko/Epson,Fujitsu (111ltgnltd Adaple:r Included)
Modular design;Finnware easily upgradeable; 4 socket Gang module available
On-Board Prognmmln1 capability; C\Lstom inlerfacc modules available.
User (riendly Mtnu·Drhtn lnlerfacc Program for IBM·PC and Macintosh.
Can be operated with any computer containing an RS-232 serial port.
Optional built-in En.ttr!nmtr module (SSO);Top cover conductive roam pad.
OEM open board programmer configurations available (from $245).
Oi.stomer support via voice line, dedicated BBS or fax; FuU 1 yearwarnnty.

Circle 204 on Reader Service Card

SIMMS
s115

1 Meg X 9-80 ns

I r~M PS/2 I Memory
3.5" SONY High Density 1.44 MB
1-4 BOXES OF 10: $29.50 .... 5+ BOXES: $28.90

5.25" OS/ HD 1.2 MB.1NCL.Slmes&tabs.BlACK
Lots of 100 - 49¢ ............... Lots of 50 - 59¢

5.25" OS/ DD 360K, INCL.Slems &Tabs

Lots of 100 - 59¢ .......

... Lots of 50 - 79¢

3.5" OS/ High Density 1.44MB (2MB)
Lots of 100 - $1.95 .......... Lots of 25 - $2.50

....................................

~=;;::"':..=! :~:J:1!1£;

800-288-8025
CA

12132 Sherman Way, N. Hollywood

91605

CALL OR MAIL tmEJffi:E!!?
Circle 26 on Reader Service Card

s595

mmPA/l· I

Lots of 1.000 - 21¢ ........... Lots of 200 - 25¢

3.5" OS/ DD SOOKB BULK (1MB)

s245
s475
s495
s375
sa75

1 Meg for 70-E61 & 121
2 Meg for 70-E61 & 121
2 Meg for 70-A21
1 Meg for 80-041
2 Meg for 80-111, 311
2-8 Meg, 32-bit Memory Board

1 Meg & 4 Meg for all models

IC'!JLaser Jetl
1MB

2MB

4MB

$255

s395

s595

SOUTH COAST ELECTRONICS
700 S. Flower St. #2200, Los Angeles, CA 90017

(213) 489-7824 Fax (213) 489-0266

(800) 289-8801
Circle 333 on Reader Service Card

IINTELUGENT
PC
ROM EMULATOR
• Emulates 2716 through 27512 EProrru (2k 10 64k bytes) with a s.ingle uoiL
• CoMects to the standard parallel printer port. Uses standard printer cable.
• Intelligent fca1ures include: Reset Output, Addnss Compare. Address Sn.apshot, Triggu Input Mtmol')' bufl'u tdltlq capabllUy. Selectable wordsi:us.
• User friendly software. Command set includes: Lold, Writt, Display, Run,
Type, Edit. Fill, Run-Command-rue, Monllor, Port, Katt, Help, Calculator.
• FAST data loading via parallel printer pon (6Sk. bytes in les.s than 10 scamds).
• Cascadablt up lo 8 unlls.lndudcs interface cable with Trigger and Reset dips.
• CMOS model with NICad rKharftablt 9V bauuy bacbp • $495.
Built·in battery recharging drcuiuy. After code downloading from the host
rompu ter, this model can be disa>Mected and used in sl.and-aloae mode.
• File formats accepted: Binary, Intel Hex, Motoroi. S.

MC / VISA / AMEX

Call today for datashccts!

B&C MICROSYSTEMS INC.
355 WEST OLIVE AVE., SUNNYVALE. CA 94086
TEL: (408) 730-55 11
FAX: (408) 730-5521
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Circle 115 on Reader Service Card
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* FREE! HEADCLEANING KIT
. . . . on 5.25" JM diskette order!!
OS-DD

OS -HD

Quantity Discounts Available

SuperSound
New!

.... - ., __ -·-· ...._··· -·

5.69* ..... 5.25" 3MDiskettes 10/Box .... 10.99
10.89 .... ..3.50" 3M Diskettes 10/Box .... 24.95
17.99 ..... .8.00" 3MDiskettes 10/Box .. 19.99

11111

DC-2000 . . ... ... 14.49 DC-SOOA .. .. ... . 20.49
DC-JOOXLP ..... 18.49 DC-6150XTD ... 21.49

3M/DECTK50 Tape .
. .... ......... 25.95
3M/IBM 3480 Tape .
. ................ 5.95
3M Mag. Tape with seal 2400'-min 10 ............. 12.70

BASF

~
OS- DD

INCREDIBLE VALUE!!

DS-H D

Quantity Discounts Available

4.79 ..... 5.25" BASFDiskettes 10/Box. 7. 79
9.29 ..... 3.50" BASF Diskettes 10/Box.... 21. 79
29 BASF 5 25" DS-DD No-Logo Bulk
· · · · · with Tyvek sleeves, labels & W/P

'

.10.95

BASF Mag Tape 2400' .

~'j

Verbatim DataLifePlus

Add SOUND EFFECTS, VOICE,
MUSIC to IBM-PC/XT/ATs from $69.95!
Best Digital Audio Software/Hardware
Supcr Sound - Stereo Ver-sion $339 - Mono $239
30 Day Money-Ba ck Guara nt ee if not Sat isfied
• \\1th SoundFX ... Fricndl) GU I / G1'2phica l F.dhorfor Fut E.asy Ruord,
Pla y and SpKl.al Efr«b (Uns Moust or Kr,bo::r.rd) and IWfch SoundCard""
• Full F1dtli1y-Adj1u13b]t Sampling: Ratr f RKOrdlns; TI mt· \ 'LS I .VO D/M
• 8! Fun ttions / Sptti:il E.lTn:U • 94 P:;i~ ~l:111ua l w/ Dip1al Audio Tulori•I
• .I Db~tltt Sl:u1tr Srt ofSou11d8) lt'$ .. - 1-' Samplt Soundi

• For Buslnns; Training. l'mn1-of-S:ilc Shao>'! · Worl..J "'1th Gr;up, OB:uic, etc.
• Fo r Enginttring; Uuih-in Funttion Gener.no~ Mal.:c Ocar Voice Alarms. CIC.
• For Fun: Create Your ()u.n Mac-li ke Boot-up Sounds. Error Mes.s3&CS....

Silicon Shack
5 120 Ca mpbell An. # 112, Sa n J ose, CA 95130

PH: (408) 446 - 4521

VI SA - MasterCard

~~)
«~--~

\

..

·Mainframe to PC Data Trans fer
• High Speed Backup
•All Software. Complete System
·Service and Support. easy
Installation
call (818) 343-6505 or write to :
CONTECH Compu/er Corp.
P.O. Box 153

Ta runa, CA 913.56

CONTE CH

'" S•po·rSo.,.d...SoHdt'X,S-11dC.rd. al'd So.Dd!~ arr 1...sr-att.... WSHinooo SbcL ltd.

Circle 325 on Reader Service Card

Circle 94 on Reader Service Card

OS-HD

5.29 ..... 5.25" Oatalile Plus 10/Box. . . 9.99
9.99 .... 3.50" DataLile Plus 10/Box .... 24.95
6.49 ... 5.25" DalalifeColor Disks 10/Box

Modular
I/Oboard
Single-slot Qua Tech PXB-721
for PC-AT has 72 digital 1/ 0
lines. Connect three choices of
data acquisition modules.
Supports Labtech Notebook'.'·'
For order info, call:

5.25" OS/DO

3.69 ............. .
8.95

1-800-553-1170

3.50" OS /DO KAO in
~ Plastic Box

DYSAN
6.29. ..... 5.25" OS/DO 10/Box ..
3.59
6.49
10.49........ 5.25" OS/HO 10/Box.
9.75. . . . . 3.50" OS/OD 10/Box.
8.99
22.75
. 3. 50" OS/HO 10/Box.
. 20.99

KAO Color Diskettes
OS-DD

1-800-553-1170

QUA TECH. INC.

CjlGUATECH

478 E Exchange StreeL
Akron. OH 44304

Labtec h Notebook is a trademark
of Labo ratories Tec hnologies Corp .

Circle 302 on Reader Service Card

PC!XT!AT BUS
DATA
ACOUISIT/ON

'5.25" Color add 4¢ for sleeves and labels

No-Logo Bulk Diskettes
5.25" OS/OD 5.25" DS/HD 3.50" DS/DD 3.50" OS/HD

. 27*

.45*

.59

1. 79*

' Bulk diskettes include sleeves. labels and vil p tabs
TERMS: No surcharge on VISA . Mastercard or AMEX. Order
packaging and processing = $2 .95 per order. COD orders add
$3 .95. SHIPPING : $1 .95 /5 cartridges; $0.95 /50 diskettes.
PO's accpted from recognized institutions on Net 30. Bank Dra ft .
TIT or L/C acceptable. Price quoted for case (1 00 disks or 10
cartriges). For quantities less than 1 case add 5%.
To

1-ouu-aL.J-:toD I
TLX-9102404712

..mm•
1-l:SU 1-lOO-UUl:SU

FAX-801-572-3327

DISKCOTECH

DISKCO TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
213 Cottage Avenue
P.O. Box 1339
Sandy, Utah 84091

B Y T E • NOVEMBER 1989

Qua Tech interface cards
connect IBM 5218 DisplayWriter printer to PS /2
and AT:" Available now.
Hundreds installed.
For order info, call:

Cjl G.UA TECH

OS-HD

.34 * ... 5.25" KAO No-Logo Color Disks .. .. *.64
.74 ..... 3.50" KAO No· Logo Color Disks . . 1.85
8.95 .3.50 OS/DD KAO Brand in Plastic Box

460

FOR IBM PC!XT!AT
&PS-2

Teflonl Preformalled

OS-DD

n

9TRACK
TAPE SYSTEM

Free
Catalog!
S295
AD1000 12-Bit AID . DID . Counters
S239
ADA300 8-Bit AID . DA. OIO
S951S239
DG24/96 8255-based DIO
S189
TC24 Am9513 Counter. 010
S179tS239
DA600 214 Channel 12·B1t DtA
All cards made in USA'
We offer a wide range of A1D. DIA. DIO. counters.
prototype . extender cards . interfacing books & access·
ones . 30 day NO RISK return and 1 year warranty on all
cards .

Real Time Devices. Inc.
531 E. Marylyn Avenue
P. 0. BOK 906

81'41234~8081
Circle 310 on Reader Service Card

QUA TECH, INC.
478 E. Exchange Stree t
Akron. OH 443 0 4

IBM . DisplayWriter. PS / 2. and AT aretrademarks of IBMCorp.

Circle 303 on Reader Service Card

UNIVERSAL
PROGRAMMER
@programs
E(E)PROM.
PAL,EPLD,
GAL,PEEL, FPL,
BIPOLAR,
8748151 SERIES.
@tesi.. TIUCMOS
and D/S RAM.
$ 545 Complete. (u .onty)
• programs E(E)PROMs upto 2M Bits and 16 Bil wide .
- 16Bit- and 32Bit- WORD SPLIT & 4-GANG adaptor.
- programs PAU {22V IO) from AMD,MMl,Tl,NS,SAMSUNG .
- supporu PALASM1JCUPUABEUORCAD JEDEC files.
- supports VERIACATION using TEST VECTORs.
• prngrams GALs & FPL.shorn LATIICE,SGS,NS,S lGNET!CS.
- supports RALs in GAL (16V8,20V8) de,ices.
- programs EPLDs from INTE4ALTERA,ATMEL,CYPRESS.
- programs PEEU from ICT,HYUNDAl,GOULD(253,273) .
- programs BlPOLAR PROMs.
- programs SINGLECHlPs 8748,8751,87CS1 SERIES including
87C45I,87C751,63701)(JYN,63705V with adaptors.
• tests ICs (1TL,CMOS) & MEMORYs (upto lMB)
with USER-DEFINABLE T EST PA1TERN GENERATION.
Higb-Spccd,Parallel Inter£ac:c & SfW Upgradable for New Paru.

-

ITJ

1

XELTEK

473 SAPENA CT. #26
SANTA CLARA,
CA 95054

1-800-541-1975 (Toll Free O rder)
TEL: (408) 1V.ffJ9S
FAX: (408) 72H996
COD,V!SA,MC,AMEX

Circle 381 on Reader Service Card

LOW

-- -- --- - ----- -----·-

PS/2
PS/2
PS/2
PS/2
PS/2
PS/2

model 30/286 .. . ... • ..... . 1895
model 50/30 meg . . . . . . . .. 2395
model 70/60 meg .... . ..... 3695
model 80/40 meg . . . ... ... 4395
model 70/120 meg ......... 5595
model 80/115 meg . .
. ... Call
Call for other models

PRICE

LEADER

comPAa

SINCE 1983

386 S 40 meg ....... . .. . ... Call Call
386 20E - 40 meg .. . .. . . ...... . 4195
286E 40 meg ............... .... Call
386 110 meg/25 MHz ............ 7295
386 60 meg/25 MHz . . .
. . . 5895
Portable Ill 40 meg/12 MHz ... . . . . 3995
CARD & MONITOR EXTRA
Call for other models

LAP-TOP
Compaq SLT 286-20/40 ... . . .. . 3795/Call
Toshiba T1000 . . .. .. . ... . . . . .... . . Call
T1200F . . .. . . Toshiba ....... Call
T1200HB . . . . .
Sal el
..... .. Call
T1600-20/40 Meg Call for ....... Call
T3100E .. . . .. . . .
all!
....... Call
T3200-40 Meg . ....... .. .. . .. .. . . . Call
T5100-40/100 . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . Call
T5200-40/100 ............. . . ... .. Call
Zenith 286-20 Meg ...... .. .... 3195/Call
Zenith 8088-20 Meg ..... . .. . .. .... Call
Mitsubishi 286-20/40 .. ........ 2395/Call

Macintosh
Mac llCX/80 Meg, 40 Meg RAM ...... 5095
Mac-11/40 Meg .. . . .. ............ 4095
Mac-SE 30/40 Meg ........ .... . .. 3695
Call for 60 and 100 Meg
Lazer NT . . . . . . . . . .... .......... 3595
Lazer NTX . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . 4895

WE STOCK

CITIZEN
OKIDATA
EVE REX
GOLD STAR

Paradise VGA+ ...... 219
Vega VRAM .... . .. .. 449
ATI VGA Wonder . .... 285
Everex EGA ...... . .. 149
Tatung 16 bit .. . .. .. .239

TOSHIBA
NEC
WYSE
HITACHI

PRINCETON GRAPHICS
SONY
ACER
HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS

FAX MACHINES

Nee Multisync llA .. .. 499
Nee Multisync 3D .... 639
Magnavox EGA ..... . 339
Nee Multisync 5D ... 2350
Samsung EGA ....... 359
Goldstar VGA ........ 375

Sharp FD 220
Sharp UX 350
Canon . .
Brother . .
Richo .
Murata

Step 286 - 12 & 16 MHz & 20 MHz
1 Meg RAM
Set up utility in ROM
S/P, CIC
Call! for
Enhanced keyboard
your
1.2 MB floppy
DOS/BASIC
configuration

Everex

Step 386-20 MHz & 16 MHz & 25 MHz & 33
MHz
Up to 256K cache of very high speed RAM
2 Meg RAM , expandable to 16 Meg
S/P, CIC
Enhanced keyboard
1.2 MB floppy
Dos1BAs1c
Call!

AST
AST
AST
AST

286
286
386
386

.... . .. 729
...... 1195
. ... .. Call
. .. Call
. ... . . Call
... Call

~

NOVELL
Authorized
Dealer
Intel
Coprocessors
8087-3 ' '
' 105
8087-2
' ' ' 145
80287-8
' ' ' 225
80287-10
' ' . 249
80387-16 '
' . 395
80387-20 ' '
' ' '425
80387-25 '
' ' '495
80387-33 ' '
. ' 599

model 140X ...
. .. . . . Call
model 80 ...... . ...... . 1495
model 300c . .
. .... Call
40 Meg
.. 3195

CARD & MONITOR EXTRA
CALL FOR OTHER MODELS

25-N-1 Cartridge ...... 265 Pacific Page . . ... 459
1 Meg . Memory Board .249 Plotter Cartridge ... 239

dBase IV
... 455
Word perfect ......... 229
Aldus Page maker .... 495
Ventura Publisher .... 495
Clipper
........ 435
WordStar 5.5
... 219

MONITORS

Everex

Pacific Data (For HP)

SOFTWARE SPECIALS

BOARDS

EVERE~

AMDEK
HAYES
SAMSUNG
CALCOMP

PC MOUSE
MICROSOFT MICE
LOGITECH
MITSUBISHI

IRWIN &ARCHIVE
TAPE BACK
TAXAN
MAGNOVOX

PRINTERS

LASER PRINTERS

EPSON
LX-81 O/LQ-510 .. . 199/339
LQ-850/1050 .. .. . 545n49
FX-850/1050 .. . .. 359/479

HP Laser II ........ 1695
HP Desk Jet±
... 695
Panasonic 4450 . .... 1395
Brother HL-8-E ..... 1895
Nee LC 890 ... .... . 3195
PageLaser 12 ...... $$$$$
Canon Laser ........ Call

OKIDATA
320/321 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 359/490
390/391 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 490/649
TOSHIBA
321-SL/341-SL ... 419/595
351-SX 350 CPS .... . 929
PANASONIC
1524 " ' ' ' ' " ' " ' ' ' 529
1124 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' .. ' . ' ' ' ' 319
Call for others

MODEMS
Everex 1200 Int
... 89
Everex 2400 Int ...... 159
Hayes 1200 B ... .. .. 299
More in Stock . . .... Call

WE ACCEPT CASHIER CHECKS, MONEY ORDERS, VISA, MC, AmEx
3% charge on VISA, MC & 5% on American Express

EXPORTS
Available

COMPUTERLANE

HOURS:
M-S 9-6
CORPORATE ACCOUNTS WELCOME
CALL FOR VOLUME DISCOUNTS
CONSULTANTS CALL FOR PRICING
Circle 92 on Reader Service Card

1-80().526-3482 (Outside CA)
(818) 884. 8644. (In CA)
(818) 884-8253 (FAX)
Prices subject to change without notice

22107 ROSCOE BLVD.
CANOGA PARK
112

BLOCK W. OF TDPANGA

CA 91304
Compaq is a Registered Trademark of Compaq
IBM is a Registered Trademark of International Business Machines
NOVEMBER 1989 • BYTE
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4-MEGABIT PROGRAMMER
for IBM XT/AT . ... ..

Exxon

2

General Motors

3
4

Ford Motor

Mobil

5

IBM

6

Texaco

7
8
9

Sta nda rd Oil (Ind.)
Standard Oil of Cal.

"

E.I. du Pont

10

General Electric

11

Gulf Oil

12

Atla ntic Richfield

13

Shell Oil

14

Occidental Petroleum

15

U.S. Steel

16

Phillips Petroleum

27

30-day money back guarantee
2716 to 274001 incl. EEPROM/CMOS
High speed prog.ramming a lgorithm
Intel/ Motorola/Binary files utilities
87CSl/SI & 41/42/48/49 adaptors (Optional)
Eprom emulator ada ptor 2716 - 27256
Industria l Model $398

A literate
America isa
good investment.
0

~~ C~alition for Literacy
BYT E • NOV EMBER 1989

2370 M di3 d A

One per cus1omer

UM

HEm

A·~a Scar:rough

Onl CANADA M1S 1P8

•

•

Tel (604) 251·1514
Tel (416) 754-7565
Fax(4 16) 754-743 1

Circle 199 on Reader Service Card

Data Acquisition Processor™

• j

I/Dice Mel
ing '. Call Processing
f
Audiotell· • Telemarketing
OJiler Processing • Call Distribution
Powertlne translorms ~

Blast your message

..,...

~~~=~:i~ :mull!· th~~a~~ rn=~~~ ha;d.
01

1

line voice processing
command center cap-

ware. soltware, cables.
speak&r, 2 year warranty.

~:~e~~~~~l.llng 16 Single Une ~ ~5.00
lnteUigonUy l?rocess
your sales, lnqulnes and
messages In the back·
ground. Give your computor some Punch! •

M=~ pacbgll ~00
'4'-~-coo

For lntotma"°" «Sales Call;
(415) 6SZ.9800
FAX t• 1sl 652·5311

TALKING TECHNOLOGY. INC.
'3113 PIEDMONT AVE.. OAKLAND, CA 94611

Circle 348 on Reader Service Card
ALL NEW !!!
9 TRACK TAPE SUBSYSTEM
for IBM PC/AT/ 386
complete for only

$2,595.00
YEAR WARRANTY

Onboard Intelligence For IBM PC/XT/AT/386
• 16 MHz SOC 186 for ge neral processing
• 20 MHz DSP5600 1 fo r digital signal processing
• Sustained digital signal processing of 10 MIPS
• FFf and FIR fi lte ri ng withou t prog ramming
• Acquires analog and digital inputs to 235K sis
• Buffers and processes in put data as requi red
• Updates analog or digital outputs to 250K sis
• Over 100 commands wi thout programming
• Custom commands may be wri tten in C

Call for FREE Demo Diskett e
""' -

lnt CROSTAR
L ABORATOR IES

I

I

(2 0 6 ) 8 81 -4286
2863 152 Ave. N.E.
Redmond, WA 98052
FAX (206) 881·5494

Circle 237 on Reader Service Card

•IBM/ANSI compatible at 800*/1600/3200 bpi
• Controller, cables and software included
• Interfaces for PS/2* , Xenix* and DEC*
• SCSI*, AT or MCA* Bus 1/0 at 25/50/ 100 ips.
*optional

AKSystems Inc.
Chatsworth CA 91311
20741 Marilla St.
TEL:818/709-8100
FAX: 818/407-5889

Circle 20 on Reader Service Card

/
KEYBOARD & MONITOR
500 FEET AWAY - ALSO
DRIVE MANY MONITORS
AT ONCE - CALL FOR

FREE CATALOG
• •-•
N
11
• • • •

n!I

~ ~~a;6~g~a1n~~uver

4 Meg eproms available
(Concom Restriction)

million
Americans
can't read.
And guess
who pays
the price.
Every year, function al
illiteracy costs Ameri can
business bill ions.
But your company can
fig ht back ... by joining
your local community's
fight against illiteracy.
Call the Coalition for
Literacy at toll-free
1-800-228-8813 and find
out how.
You may find it's the
greatest cost-saving
measure your company
has ever taken .

.

,,.

•
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$245

NETWORK
T ECHNOLOGIES,
INC.

19145 Elizabeth St., Aurora, OH 44202
US 216-543-1646 or 800-RGB-TECH
UK 0244-880478
PARIS 331-47632789
GENEVA 022-431124
CANADA 416-677·6500
MUNICH 0130811234

Circle 253 on Reader Service Card

Turn your PC into a
Tektronix Graphics Terminal

IFTC ~:J:EMS I
(800) 962-3900
10801 Dale St. , Stanton, CA 90680
Circle 146 on Reader Service Card

BITWISE COMPUTERS
-MORE THAN JUST
A PRETTY FACE
Model

Model 212M

Model 212

Model 325

Model 333

Portable 111-212

Portable 111-325

CPU
RAM
DISPLAY

12 Mhz 80286
512K 0 Wait
Monochrome

12 Mhz 80286
1 Meg OWait
VGA color

25 Mhz 80386
4 Megs Interleaved
VGA color

33 Mhz 80386
4 Megs Cache
VGA color

12 Mhz 80286
1 Meg O Wait
Plasma CGA

25 Mhz 80386
4 Megs Interleaved
Plasma CGA

PRICE

$1,395

$1,895

$3,195

$4,895

$2,195

$3,495

Prices are for complete systems, including Comptuer, Monitor, Keyboard, Hard Disk, DOS, Documentation, and 1 Year Warranty

All Desktop Systems Include:
• Compact Case 17" w x 7.25" h x 14" d
• 8 Expansion Slots, 5 Full Length Free
• 5 Drive Slots, 3 free
• Teac 1.2 or 1.4 Meg Floppy (add $95 for both)
• Trident VGA Card , 100% register compatible, up to 1024x768
• Keytronics 101 Key US Made Keyboard
• 2 Serial Ports, 1 Parallel Port , 1 Game Port
•Seagate 40 Meg 28 ms MFM (ST-251-1) Hard Disk
• MS-DOS 3.3 or 4.01 with Manuals

Monitor Upgrades
Model
VGA-41
VGA-31
VGA-1\A
VGA-3D
Mono

Monitor
Packard Bell
CTX
Nec-1\A
Nec-3D
Packard Bell

Resolution
640x480
640x480
800x600
1024x768
720x348

Dot Pitch Price
.41
Standard
.31
Add $30
.28
Add $290
.24
Add $425
.29
Subtract $450

All Portable Systems Include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Portable Case 15" w x 9" h x 8"d (20 lbs empty)
High Contrast Plasma Screen (call for LCD prices)
5 Expansion Slots, 3 Full Length . 2 slots free in 2 drive system
3 Drive Slots, Teac 1.2 or 1.4 Meg Floppy (add $95 for both)
40 Meg ST-251-1 Self Parking 28 ms hard disk standard
ALL Hard Disk Upgrades available (see table)
Simultaneous Display on screen and external monitor
MS-DOS 3.3 or 4.01 with Manuals

Plasma Display Upgrades
Model

Screen

Resolution

Gray
Scales

Price

CGA
EGA
VGA

640x400
640x400
640x480

640x200
640x350
640x480

4
4

Standard
Add $290
Add $540

16

Hard Disk Upgrades
Model

Size

ST-125-1
20 MB
ST-251-1
42 MB
ST-277N-1 66 MB
ST-277R-1 66 MB
ST-296N-1 85 MB
Microscience 121 MB

Access
Time
28 ms
28 ms
28 ms
28 ms
28 ms
28 ms

Controller
Type
MFM 1:1
MFM 1:1
SCSI 1:1
RLL 1:1
SCSI 1:1
ESDI 1:1

Price
Subtract $85
Standard
Add $60
Add $95
Add $245
Add $700

Bitwise - Building and servicing PCs since
1985. Questions? Call Us! we understand what
we sell! Shipping - You pay UPS Shipping
Charges only, F.O.B. Troy, NY, no surcharges.
Full 1 Year Parts & Labor Warranty, 30-day
money back guarantee. These are cash or
check in advance prices. VISA , MC,
DISCOVER, welcomed (2% surcharge). COD,
add 1.5%. Personal Financing and Corporate
Leasing Available.
Circle 54 011 Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 55)

1-800-367-5906
518-274-0755
Fax 518-274-0764
Bitwise Designs Inc.
701 River St.
Troy, NY 12180-1233
DESIGNS,

INC .
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Circle 367 on Reader Service Card

UNICORN-YOUR l.C. SOURCE

FREE CATALOG

COLLIMATOR PEN
A low power collimator pen containing a
MOVPE grown gain
guided GaAIAs laser.
This collimator pen delivers a maximum CW
output power of 2.5 mW
at 25 °C.
These collimated laser
sources are designed for
ind ustrial applications
such as data retrieval ,
telemetry, alignment etc.
The non-hermetic stainless steel encapsulation
of the pen is specifically designed for easy
alignm en t in an optical read or write system, and
consists of a lens and a laser device. The lens
system co llimates the diverging laser light. The
wavefront quality is diffraction limited .
The housing is circular and precision manufactured with a diameter of 11 .0 mm and an accuracy
between + and - 11 µm .

SAFEWARE® Insurance provides ful I
replacement of hardware, media and
purchased software. As little as $39/yr. covers:
• Fire • Theft • Power Surges
• Earthquake • Water Damage • Auto Accident
For information or immediate coverage call:

WRITE or CALL for YOUR FREE
COMPREHENSIVE B & B ELECTRONICS CATALOG TODAYI
Pages and pages of photographs
and illustraled. descriptive text
for B&B 's complele line of RS232 converters, RS-422 converters, current loop converters, adapters, break-out boxes, data switches. data splitters, short haul modems,
surge protectors, and much.

~i~~ \~r$;~r~~~~ ;;:,;~~
0

01* •1P1Ct

1-800-848-3469

for quality, service and competitive
ll'Om mlllllhehrNI'
prices will be more than met by B&B
lODAY l SAVEi
ELECTRONICS. Manufacturer to you, no mlddlemanl Money-back guarantee! Same-day
shipment! One-year warranty on products!
Technical support is available.

In Omo call J-614-262-0559

Write For Your FREE Catalog Today!

t

UST PRICE $186.00 PRICE $39.99

SAFEW.~RE.

n)

The Insurance Ageucr Inc.

B&B ~!~~!r.~~!!~
4002L Baker l'llad. P.O. Box 1040 •Ottawa IL 61350

Phone:815-434-0846

Quality Components - Low Prices Since 1983
Circle 392 on Reader Service Card

LASER DIODE
Desi gned for general
industrial low power applications such as reading optical discs, optical
memories, ba r code
scanners, security systems. align ment etc.
The gain guided laser
is constructed on a ntype gallium arsenide
substrate with a Metal
Organic Vapor Phase Epitaxial process (MOVPE).
The device is mounted in an hermetic SOT148D
(diameter 9.0 mm) encapsulation.
The SB1053 is standard equipped with a monitor
diode. isolated from the case and optically coupled
to the rear emitting facet of the laser. This fast
responding monitor diode can be used as a sensor
to control the laser optica l output leve l.

~ ij ij

llST PRI CE

$38.0U PRICE $9.99

CALL FOR FREE CATALOG
EPROMS

For info call:
Austral ia .
AusJria .
Benelux . . .
Denmark .

(02) 654 1873
. (0222) 38 76 38
+ 31 1858-16133
(02) 65 81 11

Finland ..

. ... 90-452 1255

France .
Great Britain .
Israel .

Italy .
Korea .
New Zealand .
Portugal .

. . . {01) 69 412 801
. . 0962-73 3140
{03) 484832

. (011) moo10

(02) 784 7841
. (09) 392464
. . . . . (01) 83 56 70

+ 46 40922425

Scandinavia .

. 065 743-2086 "
. . . (93) 217 2340
(01) 740 41 05
. (02) 7640215
. . 08131-1687
. (408) 378-7869

See us at Wescon '89, booth 902

STOCK #
1102
2708
Z758
2716
Z116·1
TMSZ116
27Cl6
2732
2732A-1
2732A
2732A-4
TMS2532
27C32
2764-20
2764
2764A-10
2764A
TMS2564
27128-ZO
27128

PINS
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
28
28
28
28
28
28
28

DESCRIPTION
256x4 Ins
1024 x 8 450ns
1024 x 8 450ns
2048 x 8 450ns (25v)
2048 x 8 350ns (25v)

1·24
4.79
6.79
3.99
3.59
3.99

2~99

100+

4.55
6.45
3.79
3.41
3.79

4.10
5.81
3.41
3.07
3.41

2048 x 8 450ns
2048 x 8 450ns !25v-CMOS)
4096 x 8 450ns (25v)
4096 x 8 200ns (21v)
4096 x 8 250ns (21v)
4096 x 8 450ns (21v)
4096 x 8 450ns (25v)
4096 x 8 450ns (25v-CMOS)
8192 x 8 200ns (2 1v)
8192 x 8 250ns (2 1v)

6 79
4 19
379
399
3 79
329
5 79
4.79
3.99
3.59
399
359
6 79
6 79
5 79

5 Bl
3 58
324
341
324

27Cl28
27258-ZO
27256
27C256
27512-ZO

28
28
28
28
28

16.384 x 8 250ns (21v-CMOS)
32.768 x 8 200ns (12.Sv)
32.168 x 8 250ns ( 12.Sv)
32.168 x 8 250ns (12.5v-CMOS)
65.536 x 8 200ns 112.Sv)

27512
27C51 2
27CI024
68764
68766

28
28
32
24
24

65.536 x 8 ?.iOns (12.Sv)
65.536 x 8 250ns (12.Sv-CMOS)
131.072 x 8 200ns (12.Sv·CMOSJ
8192 x 8 450ns
8192 x 8 450ns

645
398
360
3.79
360
3.13
5.50
4.55
3.79
3.41
3 79
3 41
645
645
550
5.50
6.45
5.03
5.69
9.97
902
9.49
26 59
18 04
15 19

5.79
6.79
5.29
5.99
10.49
949
999
27 99
1899
15 99

EMULATORS

Singapore
Spain .
Switzerland
Taiwan . . . . . . . .
West Germany . .
U.S.A. FAX

We Carry A Full Line of Components

8192 x 8 200ns (12.5vJ
8192 x 8 250ns (12 5v)
8192 x 8 250ns (25v)
16.384 x 8 200ns (21v)
16.384 x 8 250ns (21v)

8051 68HC11

282
4.95
4.10
3.41
3.07
34 1
3 07
581
5 81
4 95
4.95
5.81
4.53
5.12
8.97
8 12
854
23 93
16.24
1367

noHau
CO RPORATION

51 E. Campbell Ave..
Campbell , CA 95008
(408) 866-1820

See our ad on page 419

Circle 256 on Reader Service Card

IEEE 488
Solutions
• Hardware & software interfaces for PC. AT,
386, PS/2. Macintosh.SUN, flP & DEC
• IEEE convcrtcn; 10 SCSI. RS-232, RS-422.
modem. Centronics, digital 1/0 & analog 1/0
• IEEE extenders, expanders & buffers
• IEEE drivers for DOS, UNIXc•. Lotus 1-2-3,
Symphony & Quattro.

Call or send for your
FREE Technical Guide
Demo disks and application notes available

UNICORN ELECTRONICS
~

10010 Canoga Ave. , Unit B-8 ~
1--=_J
Chatsworth, CA 91311
~
ORDER BY PHONE (TOLL FREE)

(800) 824-3432 (OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA)
IN CALIFORNIA (818) 341-8833
ORDER BY FAX (818) 998-7975
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Please

see our
ad on
page 214.

lOtech

Circle 788 on Reader Service Card

CACHE CONTROLLER
WORLDS FASTEST ACCESS TIME 0.3 MB
And you already have the drive!
Perfect for CAD CAM and Desktop
Publishing
hyperSTORE 816 SPU
REVIEW IN THIS ISSUE

SIMMS
BEST PRICES • 2 YEAR WARRANTY
CALL FOR PRICES

8087
80287
80C287A-12
80387DX
80387SX

64K
256K
4464
VIDEO
1 MEG

256x9
256x8
1 MEG x 9
1 MEG x 8
LOW PROFILE

Dealer and OEM Inquiries Welcome

Tel: (213) 383-9701
FAX: (213) 383-3423

G. Reed, Inc.
258 South Western Avenue, L.A ., CA 90004
Shipping and handling charges may apply.

Circle 158 on Reader Service Card

8051/8052
BASIC

COMPILER!
MCS BASIC52 TM compatible
Runs on IBM-PC or compatible

$295.00
Call Now! 603-469-3232

(216) 439-4091
Tele)( 6502R20Hf>i •Fax (216) 4.'\9-4093

IOtech. Inc. • 25971 Cannon Road
Cleveland. Ohio 44146

Circle 182 on Reader Service Card

Circle 53 on Reader Service Card

·

Holiday Special All System Pricing Reduced

cAr 10MHZ

IBM XT coMPATIBLE

BASE SYSTEM
• 256K (Op!. 5401() • t 50 Watt Power
Supply • AT Style Keyboard & Case
• 4.n or 10 MHZ Keyboard Selectable
• floppy Disc Controller
• 8087 Socket • 360K Floppy Dnve

CAr 286-10MHZ

• 12" Amber Monitor

BASE SYSTEM
• 5t2K Exp. to 1 MEG • 200 Walt Power

with Graphics lntertace Card
• 1.2 Meg floppy Drive
(expandable to 8 Meg)
• 1 Meg of Memo!'/
• Parallel. Senal & Clock
Xenix, Unix. Novell Compatible

lllllllllHllHI

. -;::,:;:;--:=:--:=::;;::::::::::;::;;~~~. St:!i.''';.o •;·r>' t t> 11 ,!..I~~

'1i''•', ·,.~ . ~

~l::r· ', , ~<. · J

$349°0,:q:~·
• 1 Year Warranty

CAT 386 SYSTEM

' •, ·~ .. ' " .

'

.

5MHz or less
BMHz
tOMHz or less
6-BMHz
8-tOMHz
10MHz
t2MH z I
16MHz N
20MHz T
25MHz E
33MHz L
16MHz

88"
12950
179"
139"
199"
239"
299"

36950
439"
549"
649"
399"

we~1~~ YDi~i1~i c~~;o~:;~o;r~ Meg

$64900

IBM PS2

r,:3"

~::

~:~

256 x t
3"
4"
1 Meg x 1 1100 11" 12" 13"
256 x 4 12" 1400 1500 1700
54x4 Video 600 700 800 11 00
~M,,~~~ 700 2: : ;. 1'Joo
NEC V-20 - BMHz
700
The above MemO>')' Upgrades rome in

Destrlptlon
5t2K Upgrade
2MB Upgrade
lMB Module
2MB Module
2MB Mem. Board
1MB Mem. Board
2MB Mem. Board

Equiv. IBMPS2
Part H
30f 5348
30f 5360
5450603
5450604
5450608
5450375
5450379

DIP Form. Please specify 11 you need
ZIP - Soi· PLCC · Fial Pack or ii you
need Nibble Mode

SIMM MOOULES

--------------------!
VIDEO CARDS BY ~vEREX-::

.. 11900
EGA EV659, 640 x 350. Auto Switch
VGA Viewpoint 16 Bit 256 Exp 512k . . . . . ........... 269'°
MORE VIDEO CARDS . . .
MonoGraphics or Color Graphics (Hercules Compatible) .. . 44'°

HP LaserJet
!Meg
2Meg
4Meg

459"

239"

4!!9"

599"
419"
899"

L~!a~~ce

IOMeg wiconi
159••

WESTERN DIGITAL CONTROLLERS

~=
89800

WX· 1 8 Bit 1;, Sized for XT . . . . . .

7900
MM2 16 Bit Full Sized Hard/Floppy .......... . ...... 11900
WD-27X 8 Bit RLL 1;, Size . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .
8900
WAH 16 Bit Hard Dnve Controller
.. ....... 129"0
RA2 16 Bit RLL Hard/Floppy for AT .
. . . 15900
MEAD Floppy Disk Controller for XT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1900
MEAD 1.2 Meg & 360K Controller for XT, 720K·1.44 _. 5900
Cable Set for Hard Drive Only . .
500

998"

4ggoo
499"
1399"
13990
499"
499"
1399"
599"
1399''

t--------------------11
Mitsumi FLOPPY
DRIVES~ ~:~

360K 112 Ht. PC Compatible - Mitsumi ..... EIEt9(. 5900
1.2 Meg 5114 Mitsumi . .
89•o
720K 3112'' Drive w/51/•" mounting - Mitsumi .
89•o
1.44 Meg 3112'' Drive w/5114'' mounting - Mitsumi .. . .. 10900
360K Tandon TM100-2 Full Ht (The Original IBM) .
89°0
160K Tandon TM100-1 Full Ht . .......... . .... ..
5900
External Case w/Power Supply 2. 112 HTs or 1 Full ..... 14900

120NS
29"
4400
48

100NS
3400
49"
59"
149"
159"

00

139"
149"

SONS
39"
59"
54"
169"
169"

~VEREX-:

0-3Meg
0-3Meg PS2
0- 1OMeg
0-BMeg PS2

TAPE BACKUPS

~~

40MB Mini Cartndge, 1.BMB/min, XT (DC 2000) .. ~ .. 33900
40MB Mini Cartndge, 3.6MB/min, AT (DC 2000) .. . .. 33goo
60MB Streaming Cassette, 5MB/min w/cont (CT600) . . 54goo
60MB Streaming 600A. 5MB/min w/Full cont (0C600) 84goo
125MB Streaming Cartridge, 5MB/min w/Full cont ... 1119"0
DC2000 2400
External Add 19500
DC600 2400

Memory Boards

299"
399"
699"

t4" EGA Monitor w/lnlertace ..
.549"
Novell Network .. Call t2 Mhz add . . . 11JOOO
t 4" Color Monitor w/lntertace
. .. . 289"

ST125 20Meg 40 Mil 12 Ht 3112'' Drive only .
. 25900
ST138 30Meg 40 Mil 112 Ht 3112'' Dnve only .
. . 29900
ST225 20Meg w/cont. & Cables . .
_25900
ST238 30Meg w/cont. & Cables .
. 28900
ST251 40Meg 112 HT 40 Mil w/software. Drive only .... 34900
ST25H 40Meg, 28 Mil Sec, Drive only ............. 35900
ST2nR 60MB 40 Mil 112 Ht . .
. .. 44goo
ST4n26 20Meg Full Ht 40 Mil .
. .. . . . . 29900
ST4038 30Meg 40 Mil Full Ht
.. 39goo
ST4053 40MB 28 Mil Full Ht ..... .... . . ... . . . .. . .. 51900
ST4096 80Me Full HT w/software 28 Mil Sec. .
_53900

IBM & Compaq boards & Modules come with 1 year warranty and
are manulac/ured on a 2nd party board.

Description
150NS
54 x 9 IBM & Compatibles
19"
256 x 8 for Apple Products
39"
256 x 9 IBM & Compatibles
42"
129"
1Meg x 8 For Apple Products
t Meg x 9 For IBM & Compatibles 139"

-' ' .• • ,: :___:_,-o _ .. ,

8P Seagate HARD DRIVES

Meads
Low Price
149"

For
Model H
30/286
30/286
70-E61 & 121
70-E6t & t2t
70-A2t
80-041
80-111 & 3t1

COMPAQ

lmtecMiBAMsuNo MONITORS

..

,... ~ : .
j~
· · J· ;:' ,t ~ r J t 1 / f 1.t:.Q. 1~
~}~~, · ·,·r~,; ·,· ,·;, ',~ . · .-"'

1

Equiv. Compaq
For
Part N
Model H
~=;.;;M;;...O;.;;D~E-M-S°""'"B""'Y__.---:-.-FE--V-E_R_E_;ir=_..-4-o"'o-N-sp-t ?~~r~J~o~n Module 1t313t-001 386120l25/20e/286E
1t3646-001
Deskpro 386S
1MB Add-on Module
20
t 13132-00t 386120/25/20E/286E
EV-923 EverCom 12 300/1200 bps Sitcom Software .
5900
4MB Add-on Module
t12534-001
Deskpro 386S
00
EV-941 EverCom 24 2400 Baud Int. Sitcom Sottware .. . 139
i~~ ~~~~~~~~ulid t 13544-00t Deskpro 386120e
EV-945 External 2400 Baud
.199°0
lMB Memo!'/ Exp. Bd. 113633-00t
Deskpro 386S
0
0
EV-942 2400 PS2 .. ... 229" EX-955 FAX Card ..... 349"
4MB Memo!'/ Exp. Bd. t t3545-00t
Deskpro 386/20e
Deskpro 386S
4MB MemOI'/ Exp. Bd. t 13634-001
Level 4MNP 19" MORE MODEMS. . Level SMNP 3900
Ponable 386
1200 Baud Internal w/Software .
5400
l MB Mem.Upgrade Kit t0765t-001
t
t7428-001
286E
1200 Baud External fully Hayes Compatible .
9goo
tMB Memo!'/ Exp. Bd.
t t7429-00t
286E
1
2400 Baud Internal 12 card w/software CPI _.
. 9goo
i~~ ~~;~g, ~:!'- Bd. 110235-001
SLT/286
0- t 4MB Upgrade Bd.
386116
108070-001
_ 2_4_oo_sa_u_d_Ext_e
_rn_a_
I _Fu_11y_Ha
_y_es_c_o_m_p_at_
ibl_e._z_oo
_m_._ . _.1_29"_

1256A 12' Amber wmlt & Swivel Base .
5900
1257 12' Amber Flat Screen 720 x 350 .
10900
1464 14" Color 640 x 200. 16 colors .
. ... 239"0
1453 14' EGA 640 x 350. 64 colors/.31 . ..
.369"0
1455N EGA 720x480 Muflisync Compatible . .......... 44goo

-

'"4'-k

~'..f:__:_-

540 K Upgrade .
. . . . . 49"
5t2K Upgrade . .. .. .. . . .. .
.. .10800
t2" Amber Monitor w/lntertace ....... 139"

MEMORY FOR ALL COMPUTERS

r,:300

-

286, 386 AT Compatible

SYSTEM
OPTIONS

RAM CHIPS
~~~

»

11.3 HORTONS SL

.ttttlmlnllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Documentatron • 1 yr war. • Clock/Cale
• 10MHz DTK Motherboard

Descnpllon 150NS121JNS100NS SONS

COPROCESSORS
8087
8087-2
8087-t
80287
80287-8
80287· 10
80C287-t2
80387-16
80387-20
80387-25
90387-33
80387SX

•

Floppy • Leg.al Bios w/manuals • Systems

s152300

20MHz

8088 XT Compatible
.. ... 2400
540 K Upgrade .. . .. . . . . . ...... 129" Clock Calendar .. . .. ..
t 2" Amber Monitor w/lnlertace ...... 139" Parallel & Senal Pons . . . ............ 39"
. ... See Below
. . 89" Additional Drives . .
DDS 4.01 w/GW BASIC .

1

=- " '

109"
249"
179"
399"

MEAD has done it again!
We Have Located The Following New Equipment Below Everybody's Cost!

1(19'1' MONITOR

LETTER QUALITY PRINTER
DAISYWHEEL PRINTER MANUFACTURED
BY C.ITDH
Why pay $1149 for a C.floh

!_ J

STARWRITER'" F-10
When our 40 cps letter quality daisywheel
printer from the same manulacturer is only

$3999a~

FREE TILT
SWIVEL BASE

OPTIONS
•
•
•
•

• 14" Flat Screen • Paper White Phosphorus
• TIL Monochrome & RGB Interface

6 tt. Serial Cable .............. $ 1900
Bidirectional Tractor ..
14900
Cut Sheet Feeder .
19900
Serial to Parallel Converter
. 9900

List 5199 Mead

SERIAL MOUSE
• DexxaMouse
• 2 Button Opto-Mechanical
• 200 OPI
• Pacemaker. Driver & Menu Sottware
• PS . XT. AT PS/12 Compatible
Mead: 49 00

List : 9900

$9900

STANDARD FEATURES
300 DPI • Allows for the creation of high resolution
graphics/text.
Automatic Sheet Feeder · Efficient document handling.
Image Input · Sheet or card (up to 5 sheets can be
set with the built-in Automatic Document
OPTIONS
Feeder)
Scanning Speed • 12 seconds/page (at 300 dol/inch)
PC Paint Software . . ... .... 4900
6 seconds/page (at 150 dol/inch) OCR Sottware .
. 199"
Gray Scale · 32 shades either pattern or 2 shades.
Macintosh Interface .
. .. . 4900

FAST TRAX

WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL 5.0

• The Best Disk Organizer
• Tune Up Your Disks in Seconds
• No Limitations on Directories
• Hard Disk or Floppys
• Helps Prolong Your Hard Disk

• Writ e or Edit Text Based Business Reports
as Documents
• Advanced Page Preview To Save Time
• Org anize Format & Merge Info From
Other Software

PARADISE MONO EGA CARD
Auto Switch Monochrome EGA Card , 64Dx350
EGA, MDA. CCA, Herc. List 31900 Mead 9900

SALES : 7 a.m.-fi p.m. PST

TECHNICAL I CUSTOMER SERVICE I ORDER STATUS :
9 a.m.-4 p.m. PST

FAX 702-294·1168
Prletts Sub/eel lo Clttnge

unl eu staled oth erwise.

Circle 218 on Reader Service Card

Desktop LS300 Scanner
List Price : 109500 Meads: 49900

• By Borland Version 1.0
• Professional Desktop Manager
List: 19900 Mead : 79 00
10 for 59 00 ea.

702-294-0204
All Products 90 DI Warran

Ready to go for IDM • Type Machine

SIDEKICK PLUS

800-654· 7762
rradtmarts 11m Registered wlfll llte/r r11pecf/rs Co. 't.

10 for $890

HIGH SPEED SCANNER

WE ALSO PURCHASE
EXCESS JNVENTORYFAX LIST

•

List 59 00

Mead : 24"

1000 Nevada Hw . • Unit 101 • Boulder Cit

10 for 1900 ea.

• Quantity Pricing Available - CALL
• We Accept International Orders
• Purchase Orders lrom Universities.

Government lnstitulions, f1:lnune 1000
and Oualilied Firms.

List: 485 00

Mead : 14900

10 for 12900 ea .

ND SURCHARGE FOR MC/VISA

TERMS:
MC • VISA • COD • CASH
Purchne Orders from Qualified firms
Personal Checks • AE add 4Yt • COO add S5.00

200/o Restockl "f Fee on INon-DefocUvo Relllrns wllhln 1S days

NV 89005

-· 18:.)I m:il
-=i

~-,.,.,
7
SHIPPING: (min . 625) UPS
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•
How to Protect
Your Computer

ALLCON

Alarm/Control System
Less than one $
per channel
for PC- AT
176 ch. TTL/sig. I board
320 ch. TTL/sig. I board
656 ch. TTL/sig. 2 boards

And Make It Last Longer
FREE money-making litera ture. What you need to
know about UPS - uninterruptiblc power systems.
How to get complete protection from power line
problems. 350 VA lo 15 KVA models from the
world's largest man ufacturer of single-phase UPS.

Best Power Technology, Inc.
P.O. Box 280. Necedah. WI 54646

Toll-Free (800) 356-5794, ext. 3783
(608) 565-7200, ext. 3783

Circle 347 on Reader Service Card

VIDEO FRAME GRABBERS

$199
$399
$599

3 ch. TTL/~ i g. co mpo~i l alarm n utput.

Standa rd cunn ec tur bo~1rd can ht.• usL'd.
Prog. time 600 >ignal s abo ut 15 hnurs.
Signa l namt.· 2-t c hara cter~.
Tl'n Dj"'lL' f<-lto r~. 7 kt.·y lc\'cl autho rit y.

.ALLregulator .AB
Dagj .gat. 9. S-4 15 () l) Got henburg, S\\'ed ,• n
Fax + 46 3 14 3 4 7 30 Tel ~ 4 6 3 14 8 01 ~ ()
US office Mesa AZ
Tel (602) 649 1202
Estab. 1967
VISA/MC CHECK

Circle 21 on Reader Service Card

2SMHZ 80386 MOTHERBOARD

Faster Than The Everex Step™ I
6.2 Mips! $1499 (OK) QTY 1
Features:

MOO EL
RESOLUTION
HRT 256-4
256 x 256 x 4
495
HRT 256-8 256 x 256 x 8
795
HRT 512-8
512 x 512 x 8
995
HRT 512-24 512 x 512 x 24 1995
- IBM PC/XT/AT COMPATIBLE
- DIGITALI ZE IN REAL TIME
- COMPOSITE VIDEO IN
- 24 BIT RGB OUT except model HAT 256-4

16 level gray scale out
- SOFTWARE LIBRARY OF IMAGE ANALYSIS ROUTINES
- FREE SOFTWARE UPGRADES TO REGISTERED OWNERS
- FULL CREDI T ON UPGRADE PURCHASE IN FIRST YEAR
RETURN OLD BOARD AND JUST PAY DIFFERENCE

J1± ~
_

_

HRT

PHONE 416-497-6493

HIGH RES TECHNOLOGIES

P.0. BOX 76
LEWISTON, N.Y. t4092

FAX 416·497·1988

Circle 165 on Reader Service Card

*64K/256K Write Back
Cache
' Dual Read/Write Cache
*Transparent Refresh
*8MB maximum on
motherboard
*Supports 80387/Weltek
*Compatible with UNIX,
OS/2, and NOW!ll
*1 Year Full Warranty
*72 HR In-Circuit
Bum-In !
20 MHz also IMlllable
@4.9MIPS

SIMM Modules
256Kb • 9 , 100ns-S48
1Mb • 9, 100ns-$150

. Sarne Day Shipping!
Technology Power Enterprise, Inc.
46560 Fremont Blvd., Suite 118,
Fremont, CA 94538
TEL (415) 623-9162 FAX (415) 623-9462
NOW1il, OS/2, and UNIX are registered trade marks

Circle 351 on Reader Service Card

Computers for the Blind
Talking co mputers give blind and
visuall y impai red people access to elec- .
rron ic in for ma ti on. Th e questi o n is
h ow a nd ho w mu c h?
T he answe rs ca n be fo und in T he

Second Begim1er's G uide w Personal Compurers for the Blind and Visually lmpaired
publ ished by the Natio na l Braille Press.
This co mp rehensive boo k co ntain s
reviews, wrinen by blind users, o f software t hat wo rk s with speec h.

Send orders w:
Na ti o n a l Braille Press In c.
88 St. Ste phen Stree t Bos to n, MA
0 2 115
(61 7) 266-61 60

$12.95 for braille or casset te
$ 14.95 for print
NBP is a no nprofi t braill e priming
a nd publ ishing house

The ULT!mate PCB layout packa&e featurin&:
I Rul.rUDC ~Rule(kd
I TractStmea.'XfRcroute.'~'mle-t\o-."C
I Auta'O'Jteb-:1 10':l'ldow.c:arcxn:r.iornet
I 32!a~"O"~tmf&tu)edn.u

I (~a.'ld~traCCS
I ftilSMT 5'lpiXit
l ~'Crlulplactfmll tools

I

B."rlamcx.ixnpn/g.:it~ s1r;;p

!:i..'O'Xb.':=:,·.~·-C~~=D!Dblp-rf:;r...n.:r~.ivm>w:

~ Ul.IlriWTec::trclbJyCorJl•lli.(400)Q9..8S'4 • Fu:4J9.a966

UK/hlnl: llJ1ma:e Tedrdogy (ti() U!I. • lei.. (Clll4) 812COCI • Fae 8153Zl

r..n...,.

LUlma'.e~
kit. Kudq\lnn: l..l1lma lectn:llogy

LILTl~n\\'ii'~

- ~· oro318'61X28

• Fax:l!5915

av. • 1=1.1 . 31~A . Fax: 4J3t5

ASK FOK YOUR fRll DUIO DlSK

-·

na<~ IF

When Bob Lawrence joined the
railroad nearly 30 years ago, he began buying U.S. Savings Bonds for
his retirement. Now he buys them
for his grandkids. "Bonds pay good
strong rates and they're simple to
purchase;· he says. Become the next
Great American Investor. Call us to
find out more.
U.S. SAVINGS BONDS

Circle 249 on Reader Service Card
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THE GREAT AMERICAN INVESTMENT

1-800-US-BONDS
A publi c se rvice of th is pub:ication.

Calit=ornia Digital
17700 Figueroa Street • Carson, Califo':..'!.~C!, 90248

~~ • 1--....-----6111
§

OPTICAL

WORM

'89$

Nrite Once Read Many .•. California Digital has just purchased
i•om PRIAM CORPORATION , 300 hundreds of Information Storage·s ISl/525WC optical WORM drive. The WORM "s were manufactured for Priam and bare lhe Priam logo. Chosen " Editors
Choice" by PC Magazine. (March 29. 1988) the 525 provides 230
'Tlegabytes of random accessible dala on each doubled sided
'lippy cartridge. (manually flipped) .

Jptical storage is the perfect medium for maintaining " on line"

Scanner
Image scan ning for OCR text., photographs, and
line art. High resol ution 300 OPl, lhe DEST PC Scan
Plus/65 1 is capable of rendering pholographs 10 32
halftone shades. Also inputs text directly from
printed pages to ASCll files or d!reclly into_most word
processing programs. Electronic status display.
Available tor both lhe Macintosh (SCSl) or the IBM/
PC . Please specify 11 5 or230volt.
Original price was over $3000. now is your chance to
purchase a DEST scanner for only $559 .

Jrog rams or other slalic dala. Ideal for calalogs. part lists or any
3.ppli calion where random accessibility is required.
rhe ISl/525 is available in IBM internal configu ration but an exter1al enclosure may be added. Supplied wi th one cartridge. ESD I/
'°C co ntrol ler. cab le and transparent optica l software. For addiional in formation. con tact Steven in our technical support depart11ent (213) 217-1947. Th e ISl /525 is a current produclion drive.

L - - - -...

$19

~, 1

CD/ROM Complele Kif

>octor, lawyer, lndlan chief . • • Vinualty every industry and profession is
lisseminating information on CO/ROM . One compact disk, the same size as an
1udio disk, can store over 500 megabytes of data in High Sierra format.
3eJow ls a listing ol some ol lho CD/ROM drives currently avallabte from
::alifornia Digital. The best value is the Eclipse 430 external drive. The 430
,eludes PC/XT interface, cables, sampler software and MS/DOS extension . II
tlso offers an audio output feature tor mulitmedia presentations. The system is
ll anufactured in Japan by one of the Worlds largest producers ol magnolic
.torage equipment . A super value at only $539.
::lipse 430 external syslem ...... $539
ltachi 1503S External system .... 695
1tachi 3500 Internal system ....... 595
11achi internal drive only ............. 5 19
EC CDR/n External drive only .695
EC COR/80 Internal drive only .. 639

NEC inlerface kit !or above ....... 159
Sony C0/51 0internaldriveonly .. 559
Sony 61 01 external drive only .. .. 795
Sony 2308 interface kit ................ 159
Panasonic LF5000 "write once" 1895
Panasonic interface kit tor above .359

ill Your Own

DIGITIZERS

IJOcan:l,serial& parallel ._....- .................35
110 PLUS, Ser/ Par'I. clock, game .............59
Diak 1/ 0 , disk control, clock, game .......... 59

Archival data, legal briefs... No problem. Simply in·
set tho pa9c into the Saba and in seconds the docu·
ment is digested into your compuler and ready for
editing. Also does line drawings that do not require
i~~ s~~i~: ~b~~~ly~ ~'. lies available. Original

KYE Genius Tablet w/ 4 but. mouse ...... 599
CALCOMP
25 180. 12x\8'" ..................................... 1275
. ............ .4118
91480.36x48"...

5

SCANNERS
SABA SCANNERS

~=~~ ~fd~~~~~r e~~3~:;~ ::::::::~.~~~ ~~:
OEST SCANNERS
PC/ 651 scan+ 32 shades .......... ......... 3995

-iead Crash , Power Spikes or just poor disk maintenance ...
)on't loose dala because you didn't back up. The Alloy/40 is nn inexpensive

559

~~R~~~~°f~&~~~'g·;~ys;;aies ::::2~~~ 1~~:

OFI HandiScan300with Halo ................359
199
PRINCETON GRAPHICS LS·300 ..... .1095
789
PANASONIC
RS505 Jmage page scanner.. ........... 1499
999
RS506 Page scanner .................:::
··:::
...:::
.. ·:.:
· '::89:'.9'.......:1:25:'..'.9'....l'.==:::::;======~:_

ECA ~1o1
Monilof

.1 ' " ' '

Ideal tor CAD/ CAM and Desk Tap publishing appllcalions. The
Roland C0/ 240 color monitor has a resolution ol 720 pixels by
400/ 480 lines on a .31mm dot pitch 12" non-glare screen. VGA
specifications in 1ext mode EGA in graphic mode.
California Oigi!al has made a special purchase and is able to offer
the CD/ 240 EGA/ VGA RGB color monitor for only $2 19.
Full featured, 132 column, multi-resolution video color adapter
card available !or only S 139 additional. Comparable card package
would rel ail for S1095.

,,,

5"" DISK DRIVES

3112'' DISK DRIVES

TEC50 1 VJ height sgl.slde .......29
TEC504 y, hi. double sided ..... 49
TANDON 101/4 l ull ht. 96 TPI .. 69
TEAC FDSSBR hall height ....... 89
TEAC FOSS FR 96 TPI, Nill ht .1 19

SONY MP·73W, 1.44 Meg ..... 139
TEAC 235HF 1.44 Meg ............ 99
5y..," Form Fac tor Kii ............... 20

l f irreplacable data has been stored on one Scotch OC/ 2000 data casseue.
lack up entire hard disk, mod1tied files only. or by file name. Loss of data is

TEACFOSSGFR lorlBMAT •. 109

~~~f~~O~~ \~~~~0$1

a;; ~~~5~ ~~r ~t~~~~O

its not a catastrophe.

999
3389

Your choice, MicroSoll " lnport Buss Mouse" or
" Serial Mouse". The Industry standard. list price
$1 50. now available for only S59. Includes salt·
es .
ware and manual. Packaged in OEM

r h1s 40 megabyte hall heiQhl tape back is manufactured by North Americas
argest producer or data rolneval equipment.
..Jo need l<:J p_urchase a s.epara10 tape controller... the Alloy/ 40 anachcs directly

~ f;~~~ ~~1~l~iti~°!'~a~1~ ~~n~;~~~~~:~~ ~o~r;~~~i~o~·~~~~u~=~t~~
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DISK DRIVES
"Jay to save and resloro files in the event th at your data has been dislroycd.

359
659

~:c~b1~x~c1~n~~sin~~s ~f:e"~~~; ~~,~~~~ ~i~ ~u~~3J:4~·?.~~'.~~.:~'.~~.::: ·::::::~~~ 3;;~
~CR software allows your computer to transfer SUMMAGRAPHICS
Summa 1201plus 12x12"
................ 599
379
~g~~~~ f;J~o~~t~:r~~~~:s~gd~~~~~os~pread· T8 3648. 36x48""
.... 4748 3729

AT Cm Only

Monochrome card, printer pon ................ 19
MonoGraph lcs (hercules) printer port .... .45
Color Graphics card ............. - .... - •• - ........49
EGA Color Multi Resolution II __ ......... 139

PRINTERS

HITACHI
...... 595
HOG 1212 Puma 12xt2"...
HOG 151515x1 5...................................969

11$

slol 10 MHz Mother board - ..- ............. $89
slol 12 MHz baby AT Motherboard ......229
'ull slzefive drfve AT cue .. _................... 35
ourdriveXTcase .....- ...- ··-·--·-··......25
011102 AT/ XT~rman mlg. Keyboard .. 57
00 watt AT power supply ... ___ ............... 59
EC 360KJByte disk drive ···-··--·-.......49

PC..: Magazine has chosen the NEC·890 best laser
printer of the year. (Jan. 12, 1988). And ils obvious
why ... the printer is Poslscripl, Hewie II Packard, and
Apple compatible, and comes standard with three
megabytes al memory. The 890 accepts data from
parallel , serial and Apple-Talk devices.

HEWLETT PACKARD
.... 2595 1659
Laser Printer II. 300x300 ..... ......
Laser Printer 11/D double sided ............. 3995 2995
OMS PS/ 8 10 2 Meg., 35 fonts. Post/ S.5495 3879
APPLE Laser Writter NT .................... 4550 3659
NEC890 Postscript, 3 meg ..
....... 4975 3095

Compulet

California Digital has all the components needed to customize your own
computer. Buy as much computing power as you need now. and .up grade
whe n the need arises. Here are some examples of components available:

"8" Plotter
l~rl° 1llJ9$ Hitachi
Automatic Paper Feeder

PANASONIC 455 Hall Hclght_, 89
PANASONIC 475 1.2Meg./AT .99
Fuills u S V• " double sided ........69
Dual enclosure !or 5\<i" drives 69

8 " DISK DRIVES
OUME 842 double sided ....... 189
OUME 841 single sld«l ............ 99
SHUGART 85 1R dbl.skkld .....319
SHUGART 801R sgl.slded .....259
SIEMENS 100/ Bsgl. sldc!d ••... 119
REM EX RF04000 dbl. sided .• 189

FAST ... 22 inches per second. Size "B""
four pen with auto pen capping and 128K/
byle buffer. HPGL compatible. 19 built-in
character fonts and automatic sheet feeder
make lhe Hitachi 673 a super buy at on ly
$795. RS /232 and centronics parallel.

PLOTTERS
HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS
OMP 4 1 sing le pen. 3 ips, C&D .. . ... 2995
DMP 52 sin91e pen. 16 .ips, C&D ......... 3295
DMP 56C size A·E . 16 1ps ........ ......... 5695
DMP61 single pen, 32 ips, A·D. ....... .4295
~~t~56'~t~~cj¥f~~~ 3 ips ............. 799
1023 Artisan A·D. 8 pen. 30 ips ........... 4895
... 7995
1043GT size A·E , 8 pen, 24 ips ..
HEWLETT PACKARD
. .. 1895
7475A 6pensize"B"..............
7550A 8 pen size " B" 32 ips ....
....3900
~w~~H~ ~t'cif!f~~SE . 24 ips ........... 9990

2295
2495
3095
3095
595
3795
5495
1495
2995
7595

673/ BM 4 pen, size "B" auto feed ......2455
795
675 size "A-0 " 8 pen ... . ................... 5600 2995
rJ1~1~~~~'g~"i!1~'Wh. 6 pen. 11x 32 .. 1295 895
LP3700 size E, tO ips ......................... .4195 3195

~~3~g2~~f8~~~~ "E" 10 ips ......... 4695 3495
DPX2000 size "C" 8 pen wilh stand ....2995 2195
DPX3300size"D" 8 pen with stand ..... .4995 3495
ENTER COMPUTER
659
SP600 size "B" 6 pen ............................ 995
SP 1000 single pen size A-0 .............. ..3995 2795
JOL 850, size "C" one meg. memory ... 3845 2789
VERSATEC 8524 Electrostatic .......... t 6.900 13789
NUMONICS
5460 size " A·D"" ...................................2495 1859
........ 7495 5759
5860 size "A-0" 8 pen .. .

CAD SOFTWARE
AUTODESK
AuloCad version 1O, ....................... .. ... 2995 2195
79
AutoSketch Sld & Enhanced 2.0 .... ... ... 99
..... 2995 1995
VERSACAD Des~ner ....
GENERIC CAD level 1... ........................ 49
35
179
AMERICAN SM . BUS'N. Design Cad ...299

'i''

40 Mega/Jyle Natl Di1k Kil
Forty megabyte internal hard
disk
and cables
all fordrive,
on ly controller
$359.
The kit includes the a 40
millisecond Miniscribe 3650
drive and a half slot Western
Digital controller.

• Winchester Controllers for IBM /PC •

Price does not Include controller. each two +
SEAGATE 225 20 Meg. 'h Ht. 239 229
SEAGATE 238 30 Meg. ALL 259
SEAGATE 251 /1 51 M. 28mS. 459
SEAGATE 4096 96 M. 35mS. 559
MINISCRIBE 8425 25 M 65ms.239
MINISCRIBE 3650 50M 61 ms. 319
MINISCRIBE 6085 90 meg. 459
MINISCRIBE 3053 25 ms. 'h ht.359
FUJITSU 2242 55 M. 35mS. 1299
FUJITSU 2243 86 M. 35mS. 1695
RODIME R0 -204E 53 Meg. 895
MAXTOR XT1140 140 Meg . 1495
MAXTOR Xl2190 192 Meg. 1919
TOSHIBA MK56 70 M. 30mS . 1289
CONTROL OATA WREN " V"
call

249
445
539
227
309
435
339
1229
1619
859
1450
1875
1229

Every year since 1973, customers from virtually every nation in the free
World have chosen California Digital for their data processing requirements.
If Its computer, California Digital has It... complete minisystem or just one
microchip. California Digital offers over 10,000 unique computer products.
Regardless of how specialized your data processing requirements .. .
California Digital is your one stop shopping solution.

OTC 6280AT/ESDI1:1 interleave
229
OTC 5150 XT/MFM hard drive
69
OTC 7280 AT/ MFM 1:1 interleave
189
ADAPTEC 2072 ALL controller
89
AOAPTEC 2372A 1:1 interleave
159
WESTERN DIGITAL WD/1002GEN
89
WESTERN DIG . 1006VMM21:1 & lpy.139
WESTERN DIGITAL 1007VMM2 ESDf 239
• SCSI/ SAS! Winchester Controllers •
ADAPTEC 5V." fool print
259
WESTERN DIGITAL 1002-05E 51/4' 229
OMTI 20L
89
• Winchester Accessories •
Oual lloppy enc. and powersupply
Winchester enclosure and supply
Switching power su pply

59
139
49

Oetid·'c

HIGH-TECH
SPOTLIGHT

DYNAMIC RAMS
PART#
4164-150
4164·120
4164-100
TMS4464-12
41256-150
41256-120
41256-100
41256-80
41256-60
414256-100
414256-80
1 M8-120
1 M8-100
1 M8-80

SIZE
65536x1
65536x1
65536x1
65536x4

SPEED
150ns

262144x1
262144x1
262144x1
262144x1
262144x1

150ns
120ns
100ns

262144x4
262144x4
1048576x1

1048576x1
1048576x1

PINS
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
20
20
18
18
18

120ns

100ns
120ns

eons

60ns
lOOns

eons

120ns
tOOns
BOns

SIMM/SIP MODULES
PART#
41256A98-12
41256A98-80
421OOOA88-10
421OOOA9B-10
421 OOOA9B-80
256KX9SIP-80
256KX9SIP-80
1MBX9SIP-80

SIZE
256K x 9
256K x 9
1MB x8

1MBx9
1MBx9
256K x 9
256K

x9

1MBx9

SPEED
120ns
BOns
tOOns
tOOns

eons

BOns
60ns

eons

TYPE
SIMM/PC
SIMM/PC
SIMM/MAC
SIMM/PC
SIMM/PC
SIP/PC
SIP/PC
SIP/PC

PRICE
49.95
59.95
159.95
159.95
169.95
69.95
79.95
179.95

STATIC RAMS
PART#
HM6116LP-2
HM6264LP-15
HM6264LP-12
HM43256LP-12
HM43256LP-10

SIZE
2048x8
8192x8
B192xB
32768xB
32768x8

SPEED
120ns

150ns
120ns
120ns
100ns

PINS
24
28
28
2B
2B

PRICE
4.99
8.95
9.95
21 .95
24.95

MATH COPROCESSORS
8-6rr COPROCESSORS
8087
80B7-2
8087-1

5 MHz
89.95
8 MHz 129.95
10 MHz 169.95

1&-Brr COPROCESSORS
B02B7
80287-8
802B7-1 0
BOC287

6 MHz
B MHz
10 MHz
12 MH z

139.95
209.95
239.95
299.95

32-Brr COPROCESSORS
80387-16
80387-SX
80387-20
80387-25
80387-33

16 MHz
16 MHz
20 MHz
25 MHz
33MHz

359.95
319.95
399.95
499.95
649.95

What can you expect from adding math co-processor?
If you run programs that speclllcally state support from a
co-processor, you wlll reallze significant Increases In speed
from Its addition. However, If lhe program doesn't support a
co- processor, then no matter what, the program won't run
any faster.
Some programs benefit more than others, In partlcular,
those that make heavy use of Floating Point, Trigonometric,
Logarithmic and Exponentlal calculations show the most
Improvement. CAD, spreadsheets, some databases , and
Mandlebrot programs are frequently written to use a coprocessor If It's avallable.
How much your appllcatlon wtll speed up depends on the
ratio of lime spent on math calculations versus other
operations. A 3 to 10 times Improvement Is not uncommon
certain operations are even faster.
The co-processor you need Is specific to the type and
speed of processor. For 8088186 and 80386 based machines,
the general rule Is to use an 8087 or 80387 of the same speed
as the processor, Le. an 80386-25 requires an 80387-25.
80286 based machines frequently use a co-processor
running at 2/3rds the processor speed, I.e. an 80286-~2
requires an 80287-8.
Derick Moore, Director of Engineering

SIZE

SPEED

1024x8
2048x8
2048x8

450ns
450ns
350ns
250ns
450ns
250ns
200ns
250ns
250ns
200ns
250ns
200ns
250ns
250ns
250ns
200ns

4096xB
8192xB
B192xB
8192xB
8192x8

163B4xB
16384x8

32768xB
32768x8
32768x8

65536xB
65536xB
131072x8

Vpp
25V
25V
25V
21V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V

WITH +5V AND GROUND PLANE ............ 27.95
ABOVE WITH 110 DECODING LAYOUT .. 29.95
PARTS KIT FOR JDR·PR2 ABOVE ............ 8.95

JDR-PR10
JDR-PR10-PK

BIT WITH 110 DECODING LAYOUT ......... 34.95
PARTS KIT FOR JDR-P R10 ABOVE ........ 12.95

JDR-PR32
JDR-PR16
JDR-PR16-PK
JDR-PR16V

32 BIT PROTOTYPE CARD ....... . ... ... ...... 69.95
16 BIT WITH 1/0 DECODING LAYOUT .... 49.95
PARTS KIT FOR JDR-PR16 ABOVE ........ 15.95
16 BIT FOR VIDEO APPLICATIONS ........ 39.95

FOR AT

FORPS/2

EXTENDER CARDS
SIMPLIFY PROTOTYPING AND TESnNG
EXT-8088
EXT-80266
EXT-16
EXT-32

B·BIT FOR BOBB MOTHERBOARDS ......... 29 .95
16-B IT FOR 2B6/3B6 MOTHERBOARDS . 39.95
MICROCHANNEL 16-BIT .......................... 69.95
MICROCHANNEL 32-BIT .... . . ..... ............ 99.95

PC BREADBOARD-ON-A-CARD

EPROMS
PART#
2708
2716
2716-1
2732A
2764
2764-250
2764-200
27C64
27128
2712BA-200
27256
27256-200
27C256
27512
27C512
27C101-20

FORXT
JDR-PR1
J DR-PR2
J DR-PR2-PK

•
•
•
•

PINS
24
24
24
24
2B
28
28
28
2B
2B
2B
2B
2B
2B
2B
32

PDS-604 ............. $49.95

•
•
•

.19
.16
.17
.19
.16
.29
.29
.24
.18
.29

8000
8052A H
BASIC
8088
8250
B251A
8253-5
8254
8255-5

34.95
5.99
6.95
1.69
1.95
9.95
2.49

8741

9.95

8748
8749
8755

7.95
9.95
14.95

8500
7.95
2.95

65C02'
6522

V·20
V20
V20-8
V20-10
V30

6.95
8.95
11.95
13 95

74LS32
74LS73
7474
74LS74
74S74
74LS138
74LS155
74LS163
74LS240
74LS244

.1B
.29
.33
.24
.49
.39
.59
.39
.69
.69

DAC0800
3.29
1793
9.95
B.95
COM8116
MC146818 5.95
MM58167
9.95
INS8250
6.95
NS16450
10.95
LM317T
.69
NE555
.29
LM741
.29
7805T
.49
7812T
.49
75150
1.95
.75154
1.95
14411
9.95

CRYSTAL
OSCILLATORS
1.0MHz

1.8432
20.0
24.0

5.95
5.95
4.95
4.95

16L8
16R4
16R6
16R8
20L8
20R4
20R6
20R8
20X8

.11
.11
.12
.15
.18
.20
.22
.30

DATARASE II 139.95
•SHIRT POCKET SIZE !
•ALL SIZES UP TO 4 AT A TIME
• ERASES MOST EPROMS IN 3 MINUTES

74LS245
74LS273
74S288
74LS322
74LS367
74LS373
74LS374
74LS393
74LS682
74LS688

DATARASE II
Model

Timer

NO
YES
YES
YES

2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95

# of Intensity
Chi s (uW/Cm')
9
8,000
8,000
9
12
9,600
9,600
30

POWER SUPPLIES

WIREWRAP
8PINWW
14PINWW
16 PIN WW
18 PIN WW
20 PIN WW
24 PIN WW
28 PIN WW
40 PIN WW

ZIF SOCKETS

.59
.69
.69
.99
1.09
1.49
1.69
1.99

SOLDER-CUP D-SUBS
FEMALE
.45
.59
1.49
.69
.69
1.35
1.B5

D8 09S
D815S
HD8 15S
D819S
D825S
D837S
DB50S

.49
.69
1.59
.75
.75
1.39
2.29

IDE20
IDE34
IDS20
IDS34
ID8 09P
ID809S
ID825P
ID825S

.55
.B9
.65
.75
1.39
1.45
2.25
2.35

CABLES AND GENDER CHANGERS
MOLDED; GOLD-PLATED CONTACTS; 100% SHIELDED

PALKrr
AN ENTRY-LEVEL
COMPLETE PAL
DEVELOPMENT
KIT FROM CUPL.
FULL SUPPORT
FOR 16LB. 16R4.
16R6. 16RB. 20LB.
20R4. 20R6. 20RB.
AND 20X8.
MOD-MPL-SOFT
$99.95

UL APPROVED
ADJUSTABLE HEAT SETTING
TIP TEMPERATURE READOUT
REPLACEMENT TIPS @ $2.95

168-3C ............................... $59.95

SOLDERTAIL

74 SERIES LOGIC

62 BUS LINES
USE UP TO 24 14·PIN ICS
1940 TIE POINTS
DB25 D·SUB CONNECT.

• +SV @ 20A, +12V@ ?A

5V@5A-12V@5A

PS-200 ........................ $89.95
APPLE TYPE SUPPLY
• WITH APPLE CONNE CTOR
• +5V@6A, +12V@ 3A,

·5V@ 1A. ·12V@ 1A

PS-A

$59 95

C8L-PRNTER
CBL-PRNTR·25
CBL-PRNTR-RA
CBL- DB25-MM
CBL·DB25-MF
CB L-9-SERIAL
C8 L- K8D·EXT
C8L-CNT-MM
CB L-FDC-EXT
CBL-MNT-9
CBL-MNT-15
C8L-MODEM
GENDE R-VGA
GENDER 9-25

6 FT . PC PRINTER C ABLE .

. . .. ... . 9.95

25 FT. PC PRINTER CABLE ..... .. ......... 15.95
RIGHT ANGLE PRINTER CABLE ........ 15.95
DB25 MALE·DB25 MALE 6 FT . ... ... ....... 9.95
DB25 MALE-DB25 FEMALE 6 FT . ......... 9.95
DB9 FEMALE-DB25 MALE 6 FT . ........... 6.95
5 FT. KEYBOARD EXTENSION ............. 7.95
36-PIN CENTRONICS -M/M ............. .... 14.95
37-PIN EXT. FLOPPY CABLE ................ 9.95
9-PIN MONITOR EXTENSION ..... .... ...... 6.95
15·PIN MONITOR EXTENSION CABLE 9.95
MODEM ·DB25·DB25 FEMALE
.... 6.95
DB9-DB15 ADAPTOR .
.... ............. 4.95
DB9 DB25 SERIAL ADAPTOR
4 95

PARTIAL LISTINGS ONLY-CALL FOR FREE 84-PG CATALOG!
JDR MICAOOEVICES ANO THE JOA MICAODEVICES LOGO ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF JOA MICAODEVICES IBM . AT . PS/Z ARE TRADEMARKS OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES
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Circle 6 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 7)

:fr MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY

DESIGNED FOR FULL SIZE 2861386 MOTHERBOARDS
USES STANDARD AT-COMPATIBLE POWER SUPPLIES
DRIVE MOUNTS FOR THREE FLOPPY AND TWO HARD
DRIVES
RESET SWITCH AND KEYLOCK
POWER-ON, TU RBO AND DISK LEDS
INCLUDES Al l MOUNTI NG HARDWARE
CASE-70
CASE- 50 FOR 8088 OR MINl-86 MOTHERBOARDS .. $59.95
CASE-FLIP FLIP-TOP XT-STYLE CASE ..
---- $39 .95
CASE-SLIDE SLIDE TYPE XT-STYLE CASE ............. $39.95
CASE-JR .......................................................... $149.95
WITH1SOW POWER SUP PLY. FOR 8088 OR MINl-286 BOARDS.
CASE-JR- 200 ................................................... $ 189.95
WITH 200W POWER SUPPLY. FOR MINl-286 BOARDS.

THIS 10MHZ 80286-BASED MOTHERBOARD FEATURES THE
LATEST VLSI CHIP TECHNOLOGY.
• EXPANDABLE TO 4MB OF RAM • USES 256MB OR 1MB
DRAMS • SIX 16-BIT AND TWO 8-BIT EXPANSION SLOTS
• SOCKETED FOR 80287 MATH COPROCESSOR • 6 OR
10MHZ KEYBOARD SELECTABLE • 0 OR 1 WAIT STATE
AMI BIOS • SUPPORTS FRONT PANEL LED INDICATORS.
KEYLOCK AND RESET SWITCH • BUILT-IN CLOCK/
CALENDAR • AUTO RECHARGING NICAD BATIERY
• 13' X 8.75 SIZE PERMITS MOUNTING IN XT OR AT CASES
MCT- M286
MCT-M286-12 12MHZMINl 286 ..

UPRIGHT CASE

$299

16MHZ286

10MHZ 286

.. .... $ 2 4 9 .95

95

$36995

ADVANCED NEAT TECHNOLOGY CH IP SET GIVES THIS 80286BASED MOTHERBOARD THE FEATURES YOU WANT.
INCORPORATES THE LATEST LOTUS-INTEL-MICROSOFT
STANDARD 4.0 RIGHT ON THE MOTHERBOARD! SOFTWARE
DRIVER INCLUDED. ALSO SHADOW RAM AND SELECTABLE
WAIT STATES.
• EXPANDABLE TO 8 MB OF RAM • USES IMB OR 256M~
DRAMSISIPS • SIX 16-BIT AND TWO 8-BIT EXPANSION SLOTS
• SOCKETED FOR 80287 MATH COPROCESSOR • 8 /16MHZ
KEYBOARD/SELECTABLE • 0 /1 WAIT STATE • AMI BIOS
• SUPPORTS LED INDICATORS, KEYLOCK, AND RESET
SWITCH • BUilT-IN CLOCK/CALENDAR • AUTO RECHARGING
NICAD BATIERY • 13" X 8.5 SIZE .PERM ITS MOUNTING IN ·XT
OR AT CASES
MCT -M286-16
MCT-M286-20 10120 MHZ VERSION ..................... $429.95
MCT-M286-M

SLEEK DESIGN SAVES DESK
SPACE, ADDS STYLE !
ACCOMODATES ALL SIZES OF
MOTHERBOARDS
INCLUDES 250 WATI POWER
SUPPLY
MOUNTS FOR 3 FLOPPY AND 4
HARD DRIVES
TURBO AND RESET SWITCHES
SPEED DISPLAY. POWER.
DISK LEDS

11214/8 MB RAM CARD (0KB) ·- .... $ 1 1 9 .95

II

25MHZ 386
THE INTELLIGENTLY DESIGNED BOARD INCORPORATES
THE BEST FEATURES OF CURRENT 386 TECHNOLOGY.
• ACCELERATED 80386 MPU RUNS AT 25MHZ • 10MHZ/
25MHZ KEYBOARD SELECTABLE SPEEDS • 16MB RAM
CAPAC ITY : 8MB ON BOARD, 8MB USING OPTIONAL RAM
CARD (0KB INSTALLED) • USES 256K OR 1MB DRAMS (SONS
FOR 1 WAIT, SONS FOR 0 WAITSTATES) • SHADOW RAM
FOR BIOS AND VIDEO • 8 EXPANSION SLOTS (ONE
32-BIT , FIVE 16-BIT. TWO 8-Bln • ADJUSTABLE BUS
SPEEDS • INTERLEAVED MEMORY • NEAR ZERO WAIT
STATE OPERATION • AMI BIOS
MCT- 386 M B25
MCT-386M820 20MHZ VERSION __
............. ....... $ 799.00
MCT-386-M 8MB RAM CARD (0KB) ....................... $149 .95

10MHZBOBB
GET IMPROVED RELIABI LITY AND LESS POWER
CONSUMPTION WITH TH IS ' SINGLE CHIP' DESIGN!
• XT COMPATIBLE : OPERATES AT 4.77/ 10MHZ •KEYBOARD
SELECTABLE CLOCK SPEEDS • SOCKETED FOR 8087-1
COPROCESSOR • 8 EXPANSION SLOTS • MCT BIOS
• 640K RAM CAPACITY (0KB INSTALLED) • SUPPORTS
KEYLOCK, RESET AND TURBO SWITCHES • POWER-ON &
TURBO-MODE LEDS SUPPORTED • ONLY 8-1/2" X 9"
M C T-TURB0-10
MCT-TURBO 4.7718 MHZ TURBO MOTHERBOARD $ 95 .95
M CT- XMB 4.77 MHZ MOTHERBOARD ...................... $87.95

MODULAR PROGRAMMING SYSTEM
RUN YOUR XT COMPATIBLE UP TO 10 TIMES FASTER!
REPLACES YOUR 8088 PROCESSOR WITH AN 80386 WHILE
STILL USING YOU R EXISTING COMPONENTS.
• 16 MHZ 80386 MI CROPROCESSOR • 1MB RAM INSTALLED
• SOCKETED FOR 80387 MATH COPROCESSOR • OPTIONAL
1MB OR 2MB PIGGYBACK MEMORY BOARD
PCIB1200
PCl 81210 1MB PIGGYBACK MEMORY BOARD ....... $475.00

OUR INTEGRATED MODULAR S YSTEM EASILY
EXPANDS! ALL THE MODULES USE A COMMON
HOST ADAPTOR CARD-USE JUST ONE SLOT TO
PROGRAM EPROMS, PROMS, PALS & MORE!

PCIB1220 2MB PIGGYBACK MEMORY BOARD -- ---- · $895.00

• UNIVERSAL INTERFACE FOR ALL
THE PROGRAMMING MODULES!
• SELECTABLE ADDRESSES
PREVENTS CONFLICTS
• MOLDED CABLE
MOD-MAC

EPROM
PROGRAMMER

$12995

• PROGRAMS 27XX AND 27XXX EPROMS UP TO 27512
• SPLIT OR COMBINE CONTENTS OF SEVERAL EP ROMS
OF DIFFERENT SIZES
• SUPPORTS VARIOUS
PROGRAMMING
FORMATS AND
VOLTAGES

Circle 6 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 7)

COMM ON HOST
ADAPTOR CARD

$29.95

UNIVERSAL MODULE

EPROM MODULE

DIGITAL IC MODULE

$499.95

• PROGRAMS EPROMS , EEPROMS , PALS,
Bl-POLAR PROMS , 8748 & 8751
SERIES DEVICES : 16V8 AND 20V8
GALS (GENERIC ARRAY LOGIC)
FROM LATIIC E,NS, SGS •TESTS
TIL, CMOS , DYNAMIC & STATIC
RAMS• LOAD DISK , SAVE DISK,
EDIT, BLANK CHECK , PROGRAM,
AUTO, READ MASTER , VE RIFY AND
COMPARE • TEXTOOL SOCKET FOR
.3- TO .6' WIDE IC'S ( 8-40 PINS)
MOD- MUP

i~::~.,.

$119.95

• PROGRAMS 24-32 PIN EP ROMS, CMOS EPROMS
& EEPROMS FROM 16K TO 1024K • HEX TO OBJ
CONVERTER • AUTO, BLANK CHECK/PROGRAM/
VER IFY • VPP 5, 12.5, 12.75, 13, 21 & 25 VOLTS
• NORMAL, INTELLIGENT. INTERACTIVE & QUICK
PULSE PROGRAMMING ALGORITHMS
MOD- MEP
MOD- MEP-4 4-EPROM PROGRAMMER ... li69.95
MOD-MEP-8 8-EPROM PROG RAMMER ... '259.95
MOD- MEP- 16 16-EPROM PROGRAMMER .
99 .95

$129.95

•TESTS TTL, CMOS, DYNAMIC & STATIC RAM
•AUTO SEARCH FOR UNKNOWN PART NUMBERS
• USER -PROGRAMMABLE TEST PROC EDURES
MOD-MIC

PAL MODULE

$249.95

• PROGRAMS MMI , NS, Tl 20 & Tl 24 PIN DEVICES
• BLANK CHECK, PROG RAM, AUTO, READMASTER,
VE RIFY & SECU RITY FUSE BLOW
MOD- MPL

CUPL SOFTWARE

$99.95
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ENHANCED
1 01-KEY KEYBOARD
• ENHANCED 101-KEY LAYOUT • EXTRA LARGE SH IFT &
RETURN KEYS • AUTO-REPEAT • XT OR AT COMPATIBLE
• LE DS FOR SCROLL, CAPS AND NUM LOCK
BTC -5339
BTC- 5339R COMPACT 101 ·KEY .................................. $ 79.95
MAX-5339
MAXI -SWITCH 10 1·KEY .... ................ ....... $84.95
K103-A
AUDIBLE " CLICK" 101 ·KEY ........... ......... $84.95

RE LI SYS

STANDARD 84-ICEY KEYBOARD $59.95

VGA MONITOR
14' ANALOG VGA MONITOR WITH GLARE-RE SISTANT
SCR EEN • 720 X 480 MAXIMUM RESOLUT ION • TIL Ti
SWIVEL BASE • CONTRAST AND BRIGHTNESS CONTROLS
VGA·MONITOR

SAMSUNG FLAT

$129.95

ONE OF THE BEST MONOCHROME MONITORS! • 12" FLAT
SCREEN REDUCES DISTORTION • AMBER DISPLAY
• 720 X 350 RESOLUTION
MONO- SAMSUNG

RELISYS

MULTISYNCH

$429

AN EXCEPTIONAL VALUE ON AN OUTSTANDING DISPLAY!
• 14" NON-GLARE SCREEN • 1024 X 768 MAXIMUM HIGH
RESOLUT ION • CGNEGNVGA COMPATIBLE • TIL OR
ANALOG MODE OPERATION
JOA-MULTI

NEC MULTISYNC 3D $649.95
• 1024 X 768 MAX RESOLUTION • CGN EG NVGNMCGN
PGC COMPATIBLE • HERCULES AND OTHER STANDARD
ADAPTORS
NEC-MULTl-30

RGBCOLOR

$239.95

• CGA MODE DISPLAYS UP TO 16 COLORS. MONOCHROME
MODE FOR TEXT • 14" GLARE -RESISTANT SCR EEN • 640
X 200 MONOCHROME • 320 X 200 COLOR RESOLUTION
JDR-RGB

VGA PACKAGE
VGA COLOR AND CLARITY AT AN EGA PRICE ! • 8·BIT VGA
CARD IS FULLY COM PATIBLE WITH IBM VGA • 720 X 540
MAXIMUM RESOLUTION, 640 X 480 IN 16 COLORS • 528 X
480 RESOLUTION IN 256 COLORS • HIGH RESOLUTION
ANALOG MONITOR • EGNCGNMONCHROME AND
HERCULES COMPATIBLE• DRIVE RS FOR WINDOWS , GEM.
1·2·3, SYMPHONY. AUTOCAD AND VENTURA
VGA- P K G

EGA MONITOR

$339

• 14" NON -GLARE SCREEN WITH 640 X 350 MAXIMUM
RESOLUTION • DISPLAY 16 COLORS SIMULTANEOUSLY
EGA- M O N ITOR

14" SCREEN MONO

$139

• GLARE -RESISTANT 14" SCREEN WITH AMBER DISPLAY
• 720 X 350 RESOLUTION • TILT/SWIVEL BASE • FRONT
MOUNTED CONTROLS
G M - 1488

PAPER WHITE VGA

$119.95

GRAY SCALE MONITOR- PERFECT FOR DESKTOP
PUBLISH ING ! • ULTRA HIGH -RESOLUTION 800 X 480
• 14" GLARE RESISTANT SCREEN • TILT/SWIVEL BASE
M O N O -VG A

• AUTO ADJUSTS FOR XT OR AT • AT STYLE LAYOUT
• EXTRA LARGE SHI FT AND RETURN KEYS • AUTO REPEAT
• LEDS FOR SCROLL. CAPS AND NUM LOCK
BTC-5060
MAX-5060 MAXI -SWITCH 84-KEY ........................ ...... $ 64 .95
BTC- 5150 XT-STYLE 83-KEY ..................................... $ 59.95

.#'" MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY
DRIVE CONTROLLERS
FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER

$29.95

• INTERFACES UP TO 4 FLOPPY DRIVES TO IBM PC OR
COMPATIBLE • DSIDD AND DS/DQ COMPATIBLE
MCT-FDC

1.44MB FLOPPY CONTROLLER

$49.95

• SUPPORTS 2 FLOPPY DRIVES (360K , 720K. 1.2MB & 1.44MB)
• ELIMINATES THE NEED FOR SOFTWARE DEVICE DRIVERS
M CT- FDC-HD
MCT-FDC-HD4 4 DRIVE CONTROLLER
$ 59.95

HARD DISK CONTROLLER

$79.95

• SUPPORTS 16 DRIVE SIZES INCLUDING 10. 20. 30 AND 40MB
• CAN DIV IDE 1 LARGE DRIVE INTO 2 LOG ICAL DR IVES
MCT- HDC

RLL CONTROLLER

$89.95

·SUPPORTS 2 ALL HARD DRIVES • 50% FASTER DATA
TRAN SFER • DESIGNED FOR XT·COMPATIBLES
MCT-RLL

286/386 F/H CONTROLLER

$149.95

• FLOPPY/HARD DISK CONTROL IN AN AT DESIGN • FOR UP
TO 2 FLOPPIES (360K/720K/1 .2MB/\ .44MB) & 2 HARD DRIVES
MCT -AFH

286/386 RLL CONTROLLER

$199.95

• IMPROVES AT COMPATIBLE'S SPEED & STORAGE • FOR
UP TO 2 ALL HOD'S & 2 FDD"S (360K/720K/1.2MB 1.44MB)
MCT - A FH-RLL

MULTIFUNCTION 1/ 0 CARDS
CGA CARD

$49.95

IBM-COMPATIBLE ADAPTOR FOR RGB MONITORS • 640 X
200 MONO, 320 X 200 COLOR RESOLUTION • DISPLAYS 4
COLORS SIMULTANEOUSLY • LIGHT PEN INTERFACE
MCT-CG
MCT-CGP WITH PRINTER PORT ..... ........................ $ 5 9 .95
CG-COMP COMPOSITE ADAPTOR .... ...................... $ 4 .95

MONO GRAPHICS

$59.95

XT AND AT-COMPATIBLE • HERCULES COMPATIBLE
MONOGRAPHIC S • SUPPORTS LOTUS 1·2·3 • HIGH RESO·
LUTION 720 X 348 DISPLAY• VLSI CH IPS • CONFIGURE
THE PARALLEL PRINTER PORT AS LPT1 OR 2
MCT-MGP

• JLW,,
~

MULTll/O
FLOPPY CONTROLLER

~

NEED IT
TOMORROW?

No ptobleml Just place your order by 1.0:00
(PST) today, and ask us t o ship It Federal
EJCpNJ-® overnight de/Ivery

• 640 X 350 HIGH RESOLUTION · DISPLAYS 16 COLORS
AT A TIME • COMPATIBLE WITH HERCULES, CGA AND IBM
MOl«>CHROME • SOFTWARE DRIVERS FOR WINDOWS.
LOTUS, CAD. AND MORE • 256K VIDEO RAM .
MCT - EG A

16-BIT VGA

$249.95

• 640 X 480 IN 16 COLORS • 256K VIDEO RAM EXPAND·

ABLE TO 512K • 64 LEVELS OF GRAY SCALE
M CT- VG A -1 6
M CT- VG A -8 8-BIT VERSION ..
.. ........ $169.95

M ULTI 1/0 CARD

• ON-LINE ORDERING • CONFERENCING •
• TECHNICAL INFORMATION •

$59.95

• SERIAL PORT • CLOCK/CALENDAR WITH BATIERY
• PARALLEL PORT IS ADDRESSABLE AS LPT1 OR LPT2
MCT-10

2 86/386 MULTIFUNCTION

$139.95

• ADDS 1.5MB TO YOUR AT 3MB W/ OPTIONAL PIGGYBACK
CA RD (OK INSTALLED) • SERIAL , PARALLEL PORTS.
MCT- AMF
MCT-AMF-MC 1.5MB PIGGYBACK BOARD ................ $ 29.95

28 6/386 MULTI 1/0 CARD

CALL OUR 24-HR BBS
(408) 559-0253

$79.95

• SUPPORTS UP TO 2 360K FLOPPIES • SERIAL. PARALLE L.
GAME PO RT AND CLOCK/CALENDAR
MCT-MIO

$59.95

• SERIAL. PARALLEL AND GAME PORTS • USES 16450
SERIAL SUPPORT CH IPS FOR HIGH SPEED OPERATION
M CT- AIO

M ONOGRAPHICS MULTI 1/0

$119.75

• CONTROL 2 FLOPPIES • SER IAL. PARALLEL. GAME PORT.
CLOC K/CALENDAR • RUNS COLOR GRAPHICS SOFTWARE
ON YOUR BLACK AND WHITE MONITOR.
M CTMGMIO

COPYRIGHT 1989 JDR MICRODEVICES IBM AT AND PS 2 ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES
APPLE AND MACINTOSH ARE TRADEMARKS OF APPLE COMPUTER INC
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HARD DISKS

60 MB $389

20MB $249

30 MB $219 BO MB $569

30MB $279

20 MB
• 80 TRACKS • 135 TPI • ULTRA HIGH DENS ITY
• READ/WA ITE 720K DISKS , TOO
• INCLUDES All NECESSARY MOUNTING HARDWARE
FDD-1.44X BLACK FACEPLA TE
FDD·1 .44A BEIGE FACEPLATE

$199

KITS

40MB $339
28MS $389

FDD· 1.44SOFT SOFTWARE DR IVER ..... .. ................ $19.95
FDD-3 .5X 3-112" 720K (BLACK) ......................... ..... .. ........ $97.95
FDD- 3 .5A 3-112" 720K (BEIGE) ....... . ............................ $97.95
MF355A 3-1 12" MITSUBISH I 1.44MB, BE IGE . ............. $1 2 9.95
MF35 5X 3-1 12" MITSUBISH I 1.44MB, BLACK ........ ....... $ 129.95

5-1/4" FLOPPY
DISK DRIVE
FDD-360 5-1 14" DOUBLE-SIDED DD 360K .. ..
.. ......... $69.95
M2551 A 5-1 14" FUJ ITSU DOUBLE-S IDED DD 360K ........ $89.95
FD- 558 5-114" TEAC DOUBLE-SIDED DD 360K ............. $99.95
FDD· 1 .2 5-1 14" DOUBLE-S IDED HD 1.2M ............. ........... $95 .95
M2553K 5-1 14" FUJITSU DOUBLE-SIDED HD 1.2M ...... $119.95
FD-55G 5-114" TEAC DOUBLE-SIDED HD 1.2M .
. .. $ 129.95
FD·55F 5-114" TEAC DOUBLE SIDED. OD720K ..... ....... $ 119.95

ARCHIVE TAPE BACK-UPS
AR524 0X
AR5540A
A R2020
AR20A
AR340

SIZE

·-

FORM

DRlllE

FACl'OR

ONLY

6 5MS
65MS
28 MS
28MS
28MS
28MS

5-114"
5-114"
5·114"
5-1/4"
5-114"
5-114"

$199
$219
$339
$389
$569
$699

$249
$279
$389
$449
$759

$309
$379
$449
$549
$679
$859

40MS
40MS

3· 112"
3· 112"

$259
$289

$299
$339

$373
$429

AVG.

MODEL

20MB
30MB Al l
40MB
60MB Al l
BOMB
120MBALL

ST-225
ST-238
ST·251-1
ST-2n·1
ST-4096
ST-41 44R

20MB
30MB All

ST· 125
ST· 138

JCT

ATF/H

"" ""
-

&S>Seagate

SCSI DRIVES
FORM.

SIZE

MODEL

AVG.
SPEED

21 .5MB
32.2MB
48.6MB

ST· 125N
ST·138N
ST-157N

40MS
40MS
40MS

3·1 12"
3-1 12"
3· 112"

$389

21 .3MB
43.1MB
64.9MB
85MB

ST-225N
65MS
ST-251N-1 28MS
ST-277N-1 28MS
28MS
ST-296N

5-114"
5-114"
5-1/4"
5-114"

$329
$419
$469
$499

FACl'OR l'fllCE
$299
$339

40 MB TAPE DR IVE FOR XT'S & AT'S
FAST 40 MB TAPE DRIVE AT'S ONLY.
EXTERNAL CHASSIS & INTERFACE
ADDITIONAL INTERFACE CARDS
40 MB TAPE CARTR IDGE

$8995
2400BAUD
MODEM
• 2400112001300 BAUD • FULL HAYES COMPATIBILITY
• BU il T-IN SPEAKER • CONFIGURABLE AS COM1,
COM~. COM3 OR COM4 • AUTO FUNCTIONS INCLUDE
WA IT-FOR -DIAL TONE & AUTO-REDIAL ON BUSY
• PROCOM M COMMUN ICATIONS SOFTWARE
• MADE IN THE USA
MCT-241

HIGH SPEED MODEM FEATURES MICROCOM NETWORK
PROTOCOL (MNP) AND V.32 COMPATIBILITY. • 960014800/
2400/1200 BPS OPERAT ION • FULL DUPLEX • CALL BACK
SECURITY· NON-VOLATILE RAM STORAGE FOR 10 PHONE
NU MBERS • ASYNCHRONOUS/SYNCHRONOUS • FULLY
COM PATIBLE WITH CC ITT V.32N .22BISN .22, BELLJ212A
• MNP-5 FOR 100% ERROR FREE TRANSM ISS IONS
• DATA COMPRESS ION FOR THROU GHPUT TO 19.2K BAUD
• COMPATIBLE WITH MNP OR NON -MNP MODEMS
PR0- 96E

INTERNAL
2400BAUD
• NEW IMPROVED IMAGE CLARITY
• NEW ERGONOMIC DESIGN • NOW 2 MORE ROLLERS FOR
STRAIGHT TRACKING • NEW SPEED OVERRUN WARNING
LIGHT • SCAN NER CARD HAS BUilT-IN OPTIONAL MOUSE
POAT • INCLUDES ZSOFT'S PC PAINTBRUSH PLUS AND
IMAGE TOOLS • QU ICKLY SCANS IMAGES UP TO 4" WIDE AT
100, 200, 300. OR 400 DPI IN BOTH DIRECT IONS • B&W AND
THREE HALF-TONE MODES • 32 LEVELS OF GRAY SCALE
• HERCULES. EGA AND CGA COMPATIBLE
• DON'T MISS TH IS EXCE LLENT VALUEI
HS-3000
OCR-SOFT CHARACTE R RECOGNITION SOFTWA RE $99.95

$9995
•
•
•
•
•

~

j i .... "'" ""' .

MICROPOLI~ ;;=::z:·:_

HIGH SPEED HARD DRIVES
SERIAL MOUSE $

3995

• 3-BUTTON OPTO-MECHANICAL
• 200 D.P.I . • 5-112' CABLE
• USES SERIAL POAT COM 112
• INCLUDES SOFTWARE DR IVERS
DMS-2 00E
MOUSE & HALO-DPE SOFTWARE
DMS- 200 .................... $ 59.95

150MB 23MS

5 949

ESDI INTERFACE, 23MS AVERAGE ACCESS TI ME.

AUTO DIALJANSWER
SELF-TEST ON POWER-UP
FULL OR HALF DUPLEX • TOUC HT
OR PULSE DIALING
HAYES AND BELL SYSTEMS COMPATIB LE • HALF CARD
PROCOMM COMMUN ICATIONS SOFTWARE

PR0-241
PR0-1211 200BAUD1/2CARD ... ........................... ........ $ 69.95

EXTERNAL 2400 BAUD

PR0- 12E 1200 BAUD EXTERNAL MODEM ................... $ 99.95

1355
135 5--PKG DRIVE WITH ESDI CONTROLLER ... $1049.00

JIM'S BARGAIN
HUNTERS CORNER

SCS I IN TERFACE, 23MS AVERAGE ACCESS TIME.
1 3 75 .............................. ............................... $999.00
1375-PKG DR IVE WITH SCS I CONTROLLER .. $ 1099.00

340MB 18MS

~: ~~~·!~~!!E:!~E

ESDI INTEAFACE,1BMS AVERAGE ACCESS TIME.

.f·

. l0fliTICH : ~~oR~:~ ~~,~~L~~:;iA~IBLE

LOGC9
SE RIAL MOUSE ...... .......... .. ............. .......... $98.95
LOGC9- C '
SERIAL MOUSE ................ ... .......... .......... $79 .95
LOGC9- P
SER IAL MOUSE WITH PAINTSHOW ..... . $ 109.95
LOGC9- PC SER IAL MOUSE WITH PAINT/CAD ........ $154.95
LOGB9
BUS MOUSE ...... ....... ............. .. .. ........... ..... $ 89 .95
LOGB9-P
BUS MOUSE WITH PAINTS HOW ........... $104.95
LOGB9-PC BUS MOUSE WITH PAINT/CAD .............. $1 4 9 .95
"NOT PS/2 COMPATIBLE

Circle 6 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 7)

1558
1558-PKG DRIVE WI TH ESDI CONTROLLE R .... $ 1799.00
SCSI INTERFAC E,1BMS AVERAGE ACCESS TIME.
1578 ............................................................ $161 9.00
1578- PKG DRIVE WITH SCS I CONTROLLER ... $1799.00

680MB 16MS
ESDI INTERFACE, 16MS AVERAGE ACCESS TIME.
1568
SCSI DR IVE , 16MS AVERAGE ACCESS TIME.
1588 ..................... .............. ......................... $2499.00

$149 95

• 2400/1200/300 BAUD• 8 STATUS LIGHTS • REQUIRES
SER IAL POAT AND CABLE
PR0- 24 E

Jim Wharton
JDR"s VP Ssles

~

JT FAX INTERNAL
REGULA RLY $279.00

WAITS IN THE BACKGROUND TO SEND/ RECEIVE FAXES, USE
YOUR COMPUTER UNTIL A FAX IS ACTUALLY SENT/RECEIVED.
• 48008PS COMMUNICATIONS RATE • RAM RESIDENT
SOFTWARE • COMPATIBLE WITH PC/XT/AT • USES FAX,
ASCII OR PC PAINT FILES • HALF CARD SIZE • MENU-DRIVEN
SOFTWARE
JT·F AX

EXPIRES 11131189
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MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY
MINI-SIZED 386 MOTHERBOARDS

$19995

DFl-300
ETHERNET CARD

$1499

20MHZ386

25MHZ 386 CACHE

THE MCT-M3S6 USES MEMORY INTERLEAVING FOR NEAR
ZERO WA IT STATES. CLEANLY DESIGNED MOTHERBOARD
HAS A 6 LAYER PCB FOR QUIET OPERATION.

THIS RACEHORSE 3S6 COMBINES MEMOR Y CACHING AND MEMORY
INTERLEAVING TO REACH 95% CACHE HIT RATIO FOR NEAR ZERO
WAITS .
• 25MHZ S0386 • SOCKETED FOR S03S7 OR WE ITEK 3167 COPROCESSORS • 16MHZ/25MHZ SELECTABLE SPEEDS • EXPANDABLE TO
16MB USING 32-BIT RAM CARD • INTEL S2385 CACHE CONTROLLER
WI 32KB FLEXIBLE CACHE MEMORY • CHIPS AND TECHNOLOGY
CH IPSET • USES SONS SIP RAM • S.S- X 13·. STANDARD XT HOLE
SPACING • FOUR 16-BIT SLOTS. THREE S-BIT SLOTS . ON E 32-BIT
SLOT FOR PROPRIETARY RAM CARD • AMI BIOS

• SOCKETED FOR S03S7 COPROCESSOR • 16MHZ/20MHZ
SE LECTAB LE SPEEDS • USES 100NS OR SONS SIP RAMS
• 16MB RAM CAPACITY: SMB ON BOARD, SMB USING
OPTIONAL RAM CARD (0KB IN STALLED) • STANDARD XT
HOLE SPACING • FIVE 16-BIT SLOTS. TWOS-BIT SLOTS. ONE
32-BIT SLOT FOR PROPRIETARY RAM CARD • AMI BI OS
• MEASURES S. 5" x 13·

MCT-M386-20
MCT-M386-M SMB RAM CARD. 0KB INSTALLED

11<

MINIATURE UPRIGHT LETS
YOU PUT YOUR CPU WHERE
YOU WANT IT.
• SMALL FOOTPRINT (12"H X
16" L X s· W) • COMPATIBLE
WI SOSS OR MINI 2S61386
MOTHERBOARDS
• ROOM FOR 6 INTERNAL
EXPANSION CARDS
• HOLDS THREE 5.25"
DRIVES AND ONE 3.5" DRIVE
(HALF HEIGHT) • 200 WATT
POWER SUPPLY • 2-DIGIT
LED SPEED DISPLAY
• FRONT MOUNTED POWER ON. RESET AND TURBO
SWITCHES, KEYLOCK
• LEDS FOR HARD DISK.
TURBO AND POWER -ON

CASE-120

SUPER UPRIGHT CASE

DFINET·300

MCT-C386-25

••

MINI UPRIGHT CASE

$249 95

USE THIS LOW-COST NETWORK CARD WITH
JUST ABOUT ANY LAN SOFTWARE DESIGNED
FOR ETHERNET PROTOCOLS .
• 100% HARDWARE COMPATIBLE WITH
NOVELL NE -1000 ETHERNET CARD · COMPATIBLE WITH THICK OR THIN ETHERNET • 15 PIN
ETHERNET CONNECTOR • BNC CONNECTOR
FOR THIN ETHERNET • INCLUDES ADDITIONAL
DRIVERS FOR OPTIONAL CONFIGURATIONS

l' MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY
4800/2400 BAUD
FAX/DATA MODEM

$119

A 240014SOO BAUD COMBINED DAT NFAX MODE M FOR LESS
THAN MOST 2400 BAUD DATA MODEMS ALONE ' BY SACRIFICING THE FAX RECE IVE FUNCTION WE CAN OFFER THIS
REMARKABLE PRICE I
• 4SOO BAUD FAX TRANSMISSION CAPABILITY TO ANY
GROUP Ill FAX • 2400 BAUD V.22BIS DATA MODEM • XTIAT
COMPATIBLE HALF CARD• CONVERTS DOS TEXT . PCX .
AND TIFF FILES FOR FAX GROUP Ill TRANSMISSION
• EASY TO USE MENU DRIVEN SOFTWARE • PHONE BOOK
• MULTIPLE FAX TRANSMISSIONS TO GROUPED
ADDRESSES • INCLUDES PROF AX FAX SOFTWA RE

MCT-FAXM

$499 95

HIGH DENSITY
FLOPPY CONTROLLER
NEED A THIRD OR FOURTH DRIVE CONTROLLER FOR
YOUR AT? TRY THIS ONE !
• USE WITH EX ISTING CONTROLLER CARDS IN SYSTEM
• XT OR AT COMPATIBLE • INTELLIGENT CONTROLLER
KNOWS HOW MANY FLOPPY DRIVES ARE INSTALLED AND
AUTOMATICALLY ASS IGNS DR IVE LETTERS WITHOUT
RESETTING SYSTEM DIP SWITCH • SUPPORTS 1.44MB .
1.2MB . 720K AND 360K FLOPPY DRIVES (ANY COM BINATION)

MCT-FDC-HD
MCT-FDC-HD4 4 DRIVE VERSION _

•

........ $59.95

ROOMY CASE WILL HOLD
ALL YOUR PERIPHERALS !
• SPACE FOR 11 HALF
HEIGHT DRIVES OR 3 FULL
HEIGHT AND 5 HALF HEIGHT
• 5 EXPOSED DRIVE BAYS
FOR FLOPPY OR TAPE
DR IVES • HINGED FRONT
DRIVE PANEL RESTRICTS
ACCESS TO FLOPPY DRIVES
• KEYLOCK , TURBO AND
RESET SWITCHES
• LED SPEED DISPLAY (2
DIGITS) • HARD DIS K AND
POWER-ON LEDS • 250
WATT P()WER SUPPLY
• 2ND FAN FOR ADDITIONAL
COOLING • HINGED SIDE
PANE L FOR QUICK ACCESS
• STEEL CASE WI ROLLERS

THIS DUAL FIXED FRE QUENCY MONITOR UTILIZES A SONY
TRINITRON TUBE WITH A SINGLE ELECTRON GUN INSTEAD
OF THE USUAL THREE TO OBTAIN REMARKABLY WELLFOCUSED IMAGES AND EXCEPTIONALLY VIVID COLORS.
• 14" NON-GLARE SCREEN • ULTRA HIGH RESOLUTION
(1024 X 76S MAX ) • SUPER -FINE .26 MM DOT PITCH
• COMPATIBLE WITH S514A, VGA AND MCGA ADAPTERS
HAVING PGA . EGA. CGA AND HIGH RES DISPLAY MODES
• AUTOMATICALLY ADJUSTS TO DISPLAY MODE
• TILT SWIVEL BASE

THE NUMERIC KEYPAD ON THIS ENHANCED KEYBOARD
DOUBLES AS A CALCULATOR . COMPLETE WITH MEMORY
AND TILT-UP LCD DISPLAY.
• SPACE -SAVING 101 -KEY KEYBOARD DESIGN • TACTILE
FEEDBACK • 12 FUNCTION KEYS • XT. AT AND PSl 2
COMPATIBLE • SOLAR POWERED MULTI-FUNCTION
BUSINESS CALCULATOR WITH MEMORY FUNCTIONS

CASE·200

CM-1430

FC-3001

14" SEIKO
MONITOR

$7495

$599

ENHANCED KEYBOARD
WITH CALCULATOR

-....-"911~
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EXCITING NEW LAPTOPS FROM JDR

1 111
TOSHIBA T1000 LAPTOP
TOSHIBA
LAPTOP

THE ULTRALIGHT T1000 (JUST 6.4 LBSI) LETS YOU TAKE
YOUR WORK ANYWHERE . REFLECTIVE SUPERTWIST 80 X
25 TEXT DISPLAY; 640 X 200 GRAPHICS.

NOW YOU CAN PURCHASE THE RENOWNED TOSHIBA
LAPTOPS FROM JOA THE T3200HD USES A 80286
MICROPROCESSOR AND IS SOCKETED FOR AN BMHZ
80287 COPROCESSOR. WITH BUi l T·IN 40MB HARD DRIVE.
1.44MB FLOPPY DRIVE .
• KEYBOARD SELECTABLE 12MHZ, 6 MHZ SPEEDS
• 2 EXPANSION SLOTS : ONE FULL LENGTH 16-BIT SLOT,
ONE HALF LENGTH B· BIT SLOT • BU il T IN 40 MB 38MS
HARD DRIVE AND 1.44MB FLOPPY DRIVE • 1MB RAM ,
EXPANDABLE TO 4MB (LIM EMS OR EXTENDED)
• EGNHERCULES COMPAT IBLE GAS PLASMA DISPLAY
WITH 4 GRAY SCALES • 80 X 25 T EXT ; 720 X 400
GRAPHICS • EGA COLOR/HI RES MONOCHROME MONITOR
PORT • PARALLEL PORT. SER IAL PORT • EXTERNAL
FLOPPY PORT (5 114") AND PORT FOR 101 KEY KEY BOARD
• MS-DOS3 .3

T3200HD

•

• MS-DOS 2.11 IN ROM • 512K RAM INSTALLED,
RUNNING AT 4.77MHZ
EXPANDABLE TO 1.2MB •
• BU il T IN 3.5" FLOPPY DRIVE (720K) • PARALLEL & SERIAL
PORTS • SLOT FOR OPTIONAL MODEM • EXTERNAL
CONNECTOR FOR 5-114" FLOPPY DRIVE • RGB AND
COMPOSITE MONO MONITOR PORTS

eocee

BONDWELL B300 LAPTOP
FULL-FEATU RED 10MHZ 286 AT COMPATIBLE FOR
PRODUCT IVITY ON THE GOI INCLUDE S MS-DOS VERSION
3.3, GW·BASIC VERS ION 3.22, POWER STATUS SOFTWARE
AND EASY 1.5 WORD PROCESSOR WITH DICTION ARY.

• 20MHZ. BMHZ KEYBOARD SELECTABLE SPEEDS • 16-BIT
EXPANSION SLOT • BUILT IN 40 MB 29MS HARD DRIVE,
1.44MB FLOPPY DRIVE . • 2MB RAM. EXPANDABLE TO 4MB
(LIM EMS OR EXT ENDED) • EGNHERCULES COMPATIBLE GAS
PLASMA DISPLAY • 80 X 25 TEXT ; 640 X 400 GRAPHICS
• PORTS FO R EGA , 5·114" FLOPPY & SER IAU PARALLEL.

• 80286 MICROP ROCESSOR • 1MB O F RAM ON BOARD
EXPANDABLE TO 1.5MB • BU ILT- IN 20MB 3.5" HARD DISK
DR IVE, 1200 BPS HAYES-COMPATIBLE MODEM, AND
RECHAGABLE BATTER Y • 10.5" BAC KLIT SUPERTWIST LCD
DISPLAY • 1.44MB 3.5" SLIM DES IGN FLOPPY DRIVE ONLY
1" HIGH • REAL-TI ME CLOCK CALEN DAR INCLU DES
COMPENSATION FOR LEAP YEARS • 94 KEYS , INCLUDING
10 FUNCTION KEYS • 1/0 PORTS INCLUDING CENTRON ICS
PARALLEL PORT AN D RS-232 SERIAL PORT • EXT ERNAL
5.25" AND 3.5" FLOPPY DISK PORT· AC POWER ADAPTER
• ONLY 15 LBS WITH BATT ERY INSTALLED· NYLON CASE

T5100

LAPTOP-286

T1000

T5100 386 LAPTOP

AT COMPATIBLE
FLOPPY/HARD
CONTROLLERS

$sgss
LOW COST
RAM CARD
FOR YOUR HP LASERJET
EX PAND TH E MEMORY OF YOU R HP LASERE RI ES 11
PR INTER UP TO 4 MB! MORE MEMORY ALLOWS MORE
DOWNLOADABLE SOFT FONTS, MORE MACROS AND FULL
PAGE 300 DPI GRAPHICS.
• USER EXPANDABLE TO 1, 2 OR 4 MB (0K INSTALLED)
• USES 256K 150NS OR 1MB 120NS DRAMS
• FU LLY COMPATIBLE WITH HP LASERJET 11 PRINTERS

MCT·RAMJET

PA RT #

HARD FLOPPY INTER CARD
DRIVES DRIVES LEAVE SIZE

DATA
TRANSFER

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

PRICE

WD1003V,MM2

2
MFM

2:1

213

5 MBITS/SEC

LOOK AHEADTRACK CACHE,2K BU FFE R

WD1006V· MM2

2
MFM

1:1

213

5 MBITS/SEC

LOOK AHEADTRACK CACHE.BK BU FFER

WD1006V· SR2

2
ALL

1:1

213

7.5 MBITS/S EC

OPTIONAL ON-BOARD BIOS
LOOK AHEADTRACK CACHE.BK BU FFER

WD1007·WA2

2
ESDI

1:1

213

10 MBITS/S EC

DUAL BK CACHES

WD1007 A·SE2

2
ESDI

1:1

213

15 MBITS/SEC

DUAL BK CACHES
OPTIONAL ON-BOARD BIOS

7000-FASST2

2
SCSI

NA

$159.95
$169.95
$189.95
$249.95
$299.95

FULL 16 MBITS/S EC
CONTROL UP TO 7 SCS I DEVICES
32 MBITS/SEC INTERNAL AND EXT ERNAL CONNECTOR S

$399.95

WES TERN DIGITAi.

HARD DISK
CONTROLLERS
PART #

NEC
MULTISYNC XL

$2195

• MULTl- SCAN 20" MONITOR FEATU RES MAXIMUM
RESOLUTION OF 1024 X 768 • COMPAT IBLE W/B514A,
SUPER VGA, MAC II , VGA , EGA,CGA • AUTOMATICALLY
SCANS HORIZONTAL FREQUENCI ES BETWEEN 21.BKHZ
AND 50KHZ • SUPPORTS EGA SUPER EGA , EGA, MCGA
AND VGA • SWITCHABLE TEXT COLORS : GREEN, AMBER ,
WHITE • .31MM DOT PITCH • 4 BN C COMPOSITE IN/OUT
CONNECTORS • TTUA NALOG (SWITCHABLE)

NEC-MUL Tl -XL

~

B

.

HARD INTER
DRIVES LEAVE

CARD
SIZE

DATA
TRANSFER

2
MFM

2:1

1/2

5MBITS/S EC

SUPPORTS DRIVES UP TO 1024 CYU16 HOS
BIOS ROM , INTERNAL DIAGNOSTICS

WD1003V·MM1
AT COM PATIBLE

2
MFM

2:1

213

5 MBITS/SEC

LOOK AH EADTRACK CACHE,2K BUFFER

WD1006V· MM1
AT COMPATIBLE

2
MFM

1:1

213

5MBITS/SEC

BK LOOK AHEAD CACHE

WD1007·WAH
AT COMPATIBLE

1:1

213

10 MBITS/SEC

ESDI

DUAL BK CACHES
BIOS , OS/2

1:1

213

15 MBITS/SEC

32K LOOK AHEAD CACHE ,

WD1007A-SE1
AT COM PATI BLE

ESDI

CALL FOR OUR FREE CATALOG!

ORDER TOLL-FREE 800-538-5000
MON.-FRI. 7 A.M. TO 5 P.M. , SATURDAY, 10 A.M. TO 3 P.M. (PST)

Circle 6 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 7)

PRICE

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

WD1002A-WXI
XT COMPATIBLE

$89.95
$139.95
$159.95
$239.95
$289.95

BIOS, OS/2

~~~1'~J~ 'S 3'.50 r~~ ~:~l~:,3 ~.~1~. s.r~o f~ :~.~, b~d~: ~ ~~~~ ,
1

1

0

1

111

1 1

lb.
11nd lor c1g11 orders m.a y rC'qu1rc add1 l10 1111I sl11pp1119 ch:irqes
- contacl lhc Sa lC's dcpmlm cnl lor lhl' amount. C;i 1cs1dcn1 s mu sl lncludca ppllca bl e sal es Ii.Ix . Pri ces suh1c c1 lo
chnn9c w1thou n nol1 cc. We m e 1101 rcs pon sthlc lor typo ·
g rnph1 c~ I e rror s. We rcsr.r vc the right to f11mt qumut111 cs o.md

~~,,~~bsl'W.W ~~·~~0~f ~1l~',' Y~~ .~~' i~~~;'.~~·.~~?~~~>~~'bl~~~,~~fm°'
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EDITORIAL INDEX BY COMPANY
Index of companies covered in articles, columns, or news stories in th is issue
Each reference is to the fi rst page of the art icle or section in which the company name appears

INQUIRY#
1158
1164
884
863
1180

1181
1118
1182
1152
1104
856
1183

COMPANY

PAGE

ABSOFT ... ..... ........ .... .. .. . ... ...... 66
ADOBE ......... .................. ... .... 403
ADVANCED LOGIC
RESEARCH ...... ....... .... ........ . 104
ALPHA SOFTWARE ..... .. ........... 265
ALTSYS .. .... .... ........ ........ .. ..... .403
AMDEK . .... ................. ........... 2 11
AOX .. ................ ... ... ............... 376
APPLE COMPUTER ............. 17 , 153
APPLIED ENGINEERING ........ .... 17
APPLIED REASONING ......... ... .. 376
ARCHIVE ......... . .. ....... .. ........... 49
ARTEK COMPUTER SYSTEMS ... . 376
ASHLAR ...... ....... ... ... .. ............ . 66
ASHTON-TATE .. . .... ................. 147
AST RESEARCH ...... ... .. .. .. . 287, 376

I NQUIRY #

1132
1185
985
1136

1186

1073

COMPANY

PAGE

DIGITA L RESEARCH ............... .403
DNA NETWORKS ...................... 49
DOVE COMPUTER .... .... ........... 376
DR EAM MAKER SOFTWA RE ..... 12 1
DYNA MIC MICROPROCESSOR
ASSOCI ATES .. ...... .. ....... ... ..... 49
ECLIPS E COMPUTER
SOLUTIONS ......... .... ... .. ........ 376
EDUCATIONA L SYSTEMS ........... 17
ELECTROTECHNICA L
LA BORATORY ..... ................ .. 17
ENE RTRONICS RESEARCH ........ 178
EXA BYTE ....... ....................... .380

1145
992

FISHER IDEA SYSTEMS .......... ... 66
FORMWORX ..... ................ ....... 8 1

1187
865
853
989
1103

GCC TECHNOLOGIES ......... ... ... 376
GEN ICOM ... ................... .. ...... 287
GIGATREND ............ ........ 225, 380
GUNAKARA SU N SYSTEMS ....... . 8 1
GUPTA TEC HNOLOGIES ........... 147

1134
852

H-THREE SYSTEMS .............. ... . 49
HAYES MICROCOMPUTER
PRODUCTS ....... ................... .233
HELSINKI UNIVERSITY OF
TECH NOLOGY .. ........ ..... ....... 17
HEWLETT- PACKARD
...................... ... . 17, 93, 380 , 403
HOMECR AFT COMPUTER
PRODUCTS ................ ....... ..... 66
HUNTER SYSTEMS .. ................ 361

INQUIRY #

1137

1108
1165
1128
1071
1072
990
1122
1107

BETTER SOFTWARE
TECHNOLOGY ........ .. .. ... .. ... .. 66
BITSTREAM ... .... .. .. ... ...... ....... .403
BOCA RESEARCH . .. ... .... .. ......... 17
BORLAND INTER NATIONAL .... . 37 1
BRIGHTWORK
DEVELOPMENT .. ................ .. 49
CAR NEGIE MELLON
UNIVERSITY ................ 34 1, 4 11
CELLULAR COMPUTING
SYSTEMS .............................. 49
CHEETAH INTERNATIONAL. . .... 104
COMMTECH ........... .............. ... 49
COMPAQ COMPUTER ....... ........ 178
COMPUGRAPHIC ..... .. ...... .. .... .403
CONTROL SYSTEMS ... .... ....... ... 178
CORNERSTONE
TECHNOLOGY ..... .. ........ .. ..... 8 1
covox .......... ... .. ... .............. .. .. 49
CUSTOM COM PUTER
SYSTEMS .............................. 49
CYPRESS SEMICONDUCTOR ...... 17

D . C . A. ENGINEERING
SOFTWARE ........................... 66
DATA GENERAL . .. ... ..... .. .. 323, 361
1121 DATA TRANSLATION .. ............... 49
DATAVIEWS ... ... ......... ... ..... .. .... 17
854 DAYNA COMMUNICATIONS . .... .21 9
1184 DAYSTAR DIGITAL ..... .... ... ... .... 376
DELL COMPUTER ..... ................ 17
1154 DEMPSEY 'S FORGE ................... 66
851 DIGITAL
EQUIPMENT ........... 201 , 323 , 361

1177
1143

1119
1160
1074
1113
984

1151
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1188
1131
882
983
1157
1189

IBM .. .................... ..... ...... ... .... 49
!COM SIMU LATIONS ........ .. ....... 66
IMAGR APH .............. ... .. .. .. ...... 178
I N FOCUS SYSTEMS .... .. .......... .. 49
INDUCTEL .. ... ... ....... .. ..... ....... 12 1
INSTITUTE FOR
COMMUN ICATIONS
SWITCHI NG & DATA
TEC HNIQU ES ........................ 17
INTEL.. ....................... 17 , 323 , 376
INTELLIGENT GR APHICS ......... 371
INTER LAN .. . .... .. .. .. ... .... ....... .. . 49
INTERLEAF ..................... ....... 27 1
INTERMEDI A DESIGN
SYSTEMS .... ....... .. .. .......... .. .. 121
INTERMETRICS ....... .. . .. ..... ... .. . 66
IRWIN MAGNETIC SYSTEMS ..... 376
JET PROPULSION
LABORATORY ........ ... ......... ... 17

PAGE

1126
1124

KEYTRONIC .. ...... ... ............ ... . 49
KURZWEIL COMPUTER
PRODUCTS ....... .... ............ .... . 49

981
1190

LEARNINGTOOLS .... .... ........ .. 12 1
LEVCO SALES ... .. .. ........... .. ..... 376
LOGITECH ........ .. . ................... 17
LOTUS DEVELOPMENT ..... ... .... 255

1075

MATROX ELECTRON IC
SYSTEMS ... .. ........ ... .... ........ 178
MICRO PLANNING
INTERNATIONAL. ... ... ........... . 66
MICRON ET TECHNOLOGY ......... 49
MICROSOFT
..... """ ... 49, 8 1, 287, 341 , 371 , 403

1139
1115
862
988
1135

AT&T ..... ................ .... .... ..... ... . 17
1147

COMPANY

MICROTEC RESEARCH .............. 17
MIPS COMPUTER
SYSTEMS .... .. ................ 323, 36 1
MIT ..... . ............. . .... .. ..... ....... .. 17
MIT PRESS .. ... .. .. .. ............... .. .484
MOTOROLA ....... ... ....... 17 , 323, 36 1

1130
1102
1191
1077

N/HANCE SYSTEMS .. ... .... .. ... .... 49
NATIONAL EDUCATION
COMPUTING CONFERENCE .... 17
NEC HOME ELECTRONICS
(USA) ... ... . .. .... ..... ................ 178
NEC INFO!{MATION SYSTEMS .... 49
NEURON DATA SYSTEMS ........... 17
NEXT .. ......................... ... .... . .411
NORTHGATE COMPUTER
SYSTEMS ............................. 121
NOVA INTERNATIONAL. ......... ... 49
NOVELL. ...... .. .... ...... ... ....... .. .. 147
NOVY SYSTEMS . .. ... .... ... ...... .. . 376
NUMBER NINE COMPUTER ... ... 178

1159
1192

OASYS .. .... ... ... .. ... .... .. ... ...... ... . 66
ORCHID TECHNOLOGY ...... . 17, 376

1125
1078

PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS .......... 49
PC TECH ... ................. ........ .... 178
PHAR LAP SOFTWARE ..... .. ...... 37 1
PICTUREWARE .................... ... . 17
POINT4DATA ... .. ........ ..... .. ..... . 49
POQET COMPUTER .. ............ .. .. 115
POWERUP! SOFTWARE . .... ......... 49
PROHANCE TECHNOLOGIES . ... .287
PUBLISHING TECHNOLOGIES ... 287

1114

1076
1109

986

1110
1163
1149
861
860

COMING UP IN BYTE
The following articles are in the works for the December issue. Unless
something unexpected happens , we'll be able to present them all.

PRODUCTS IN PERSPECTIVE:
INQUIRY#

COMPANY

PAGE

1111 QMS .. ..... .. .... ....... ... ... ... ..... ... .. 49
1193 QUADRAM L. P .. .... .... .... .. .... .. . 376
987 QUANTA PRESS ......... .. .... ... . ... . 121
QUARTERDECK ... . ...... ... .... 17 , 371
1120
1194
1155

1133
881
982

1161
1112
855
857
1138

RADIUS ... . .. .. . ... ... .... ... .. ... . 49, 376
RAINBOW BRIDGE
SOFTWARE .. .. ....... . .. .. ... ..... ... 66
SAMSUNG .. ..... .... ... ... ... ..... ... ... 17
SEIKO INSTRUMENTS ...... .... ..... 17
SHARP ELECTRONICS ...... ... .... .. 49
SMETHERSBARNES .... ...... .... ...241
SNOWBIRD SOFTWARE .... .... .... 121
SOFTCRAFT ......... .. .... ..... .. .. .. .403
SOFTWARE LINK ... .. .... ... .. ...... 371
SOMAK SOFTWARE .......... .. .. .... 66
STORAGE DIMENSIONS ... ...... ... . 49
SUN
MICROSYSTEMS ...... 219, 323 , 361
SWAN TECHNOLOGIES .. .. .. ....... 287
SWFTE ... ....... .. .... ... ...... .. .... .. .403
SYMMETRY ..... .. ..... ... . .. ......... .. 66

TANDY ... ..... .... ........... ... . .. .. .... 17
991 TEKTRONIX ...... .... ...... .... .... .... 81
864 TELEVIDEO SYSTEMS .. ... ....... .. 211
883 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS .... .. .. 17, 247
1195 TOTAL SYSTEMS ....... .... ..... .. ... 376

One of the perennial buzzwords in computing is CASE (computer-aided
software engineering) . What is it? How well do CASE products perform, and
what do they offer? Our December Product Focus zeros in on the subject.
System reviews will concentrate on two new 80386 machines from Acer and
ADC.
In the hardware review category, we have a roundup of Macintosh 32-Bit
QuickDraw boards and QMS's new ColorScript printer, which promises color
Postscript at a groundbreaking price.
Software reviews include Common View, a C + + class library for
Windows and Presentation Manager, and Watcom 386 C , a compiler that taps
the full power oflntel's 80386.
Scheduled application reviews are Planet Software's library of functions
that links Clipper applications to SQLBase; Hewlett-Packard's Accelerated X
Window Display Server (AXDS/PC) , an excellent budget saver for
departments needing to turn IBM PC ATs into quality color X Window user
stations; Publish It for the Mac; and Project Scheduler 4, the first midrange,
graphically based project management software for the PC.
Our new Reviewer's Notebook section has articles on Aura Systems'
ScuzzyGraph II , which gives other Macs the high resolution and color of their
Mac II cousins; Visible Software ' s Dr. Pascal; The Rendition II, a mediumto high-resolution (1024- by 768-pixel) graphics controller for IBM PC ATs
and compatibles from Renaissance GRX; and a second look at an updated
United Innovations' wall-mount Mural 8000 plotter.

IN DEPTH:
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE . ... .... .. ............ .... 17
1144 UNIPLEX ... ... ........ . .... .. ..... ... ... 66
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
AT BERKELEY ..... ......... .. . .... . 341
1079

VERMONT MICROSYSTEMS ... ... 178
VORTEX SYSTEMS ....... ...... .. .. ... 17

1105
859

863

WALLABY SYSTEMS ...... .......... . 49
WANG LABORATORIES ... ... ... . .. 287
WANGDAT . ..... ... ...... ... .. .. ...... .. 380
WANGTEK ..... ... ... ..... ... .. .. ... ... . 380
WEDGE TECHNOLOGY .. .... ..... .287
WORDTECH SYSTEMS .. .. . .... ..... 147
WORLD COMPUTER
CONGRESS .... .. ........ ... . .... .. ... 17
WYSE TECHNOLOGY .... .. . .... .... 211

1146

XEROX IMAGING SYSTEMS ..... ... 66

858
1101

ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS ... .... ... .. 17
ZSOFT ......... .. ... .... ...... .. .. .. ... . .403

The elusive dream of AI , something that has yet to materialize in a
substantial form, is an ongoing quest for software and hardware designers .
But some of our five primary senses have been replicated with mixed
results . For some specialized tasks, mechanized " seeing," "hearing," and
" speaking" have emerged at levels competitive with-and sometimes
beyond those of-flesh and blood . For most other tasks, however, these
computer-based "senses" are still woefully inadequate. Our In Depth
section will concentrate on this burgeoning field of sound, voice, and image
processing.

FEATURES:
This is the tenth anniversary of a product class , the spreadsheet, that many
credit with first breaking the ice for the personal computer in business
situations. How has the spreadsheet fared over the past decade, and what do
its developers think now of their electronic progeny? Tune into the December
Features section for some interesting answers.
Also slated for December, Dick Pountain has written a piece on the Occam
Transpiler , now under development, which will make writing software for
parallel processing easier.
Also, look for the regulary scheduled features of our columnists in both the
Expert Advice and Hands On departments, industry news in Microbytes,
new hardware and software of note in What's New, and the latest in
noteworthy items tested by BYTE staffers in Short Takes.
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READE R
SERVICE

To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill out
the reader service card by circling the numbers on the card that correspond to the inquiry number listed with the advertiser. This index is
provided as an additional service by the publisher, who assumes no
liability for errors or omissions .
• Correspond directly with company.
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11
12
13
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AASHIMA TECHNOLOGY B.V.
351
ABACUS SOFTWARE . . .......... 42
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. .. 42
ABRAXAS SOFTWARE . . . .
362
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457
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21
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ADVANTAGE SOFTWARE
221
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251
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466
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451
390
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459
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141
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142
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457
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373
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS RESEARCH . 389
COMPUTERLANE
461
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CONTECH COMPUTER CORP
460
CONTROL VISION .
454
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LAHEY COMPUTER SYSTEMS .. 235
452
LAWSON LABS . . . . . . .. . .
LINGUISTIC PRODUCTS . . . . .
458
LINK COMPUTER GRAPHICS
459
LINK COMPUTER GRAPHICS .
459
LOGICAL DEVICES.
453
LOGICAL DEVICES .
453
LOGICAL DEVICES .
453
LOGICAL DEVICES .
. . . . . 453
LOGITECH
52,53
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MAP INFO .......... . ..
MARYMAC INDUSTRIES
MATHSOFT . . . . .. . . . . . . .
MATRIX SOFTWARE TECH .
MAXCIMA CORPORATION
MAXEM CORPORATION

. .. 96
454
. . 51
232
446
286

Inquiry No.

Page No.

MCGRAW-HILL BOOKSTORE
132
MCGRAW-HILL BOOKSTORE
374
MEAD COMPUTER .
465
MEGADATA .
308
308
MEGADATA . . . . . . . . . . .
MEGA DRIVE SYSTEMS ......... 87
MEGATEL .
408
MEI .
244
MEI . . . . .
. . . . . 244
MERRITT .. . ................. 416
METRO SOFTWARE, INC. .
122
METRO SOFTWARE, INC ........ 122
MEXTEL .
266
MEXTEL . . . . . .
266
MICRO PRESS .. . ........ . ..... 32
MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP.PROD 408
MICROCOM INC~HARONAR~ .. 187
MICROCOM
INC SOFTWARE .. 298
23~
MICROCOMPUT R MKTG C SL 481
23~ MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED . 458

218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
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235
236
237
238
23~

240
241
24~

243
244
245
246
247
248
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
280
34~

261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
292
293
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
392
789
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
399

MICROSOFT . .
. . . .. . 45
MICROSOFT .
. ...... 67
MICROSOFT . .
. .... 85
.... 34
MICROSPEED
MICROSPEED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
MICROSTAR LABORATORIES . . 462
MICROTRONICS TRADE SERV.
357
MICROWAY .
306
327
MICROWAY .. .. . .........
MITSUBISHI PLASTICS . .
340
MIX SOFTWARE .
353
138
MKS ........... .. ....
MONTGOMERY GRANT ... . . .. . 370
MOUNTAIN COMPUTER, INC 216,217
MOUNTAIN COMPUTER, INC 216,217
NAGAN CORPORATION
452
NANAO .
193
NANAO . . . . .
193
NANTUCKET . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
339
NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS ...... Clll
~~Mi~~E ELE_CTRO_Nl~S •••• 38ii~
NETWORK TECHNOLOGIES . . . . 462
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28

NOHAU CORPORATION . . . . . . . 464
NORTHGATE COMPUTER . . . 330,331
NORTHGATE COMPUTER .
333
NU MEGA ..
259
NUMONICS ..... . ............ 383
OMRON ELECTRONICS, INC
.. 114
. ... 69
ORACLE .......... .. ...
OSBORNE MCGRAW-HILL .
426
OST ................
.. .... . 48
446
OVERLAND DATA INC .
PACIFIC COMPUTERS . . . .
450
. 79
PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS
PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS ....... 79
195
PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS
PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS .
195
PANASONIC ~ONITORS) . . ..... 23
PANASONIC PRINTERS) ... 208,209
PARA SYSTE S ................ 75
PATTON & PATTON ...
. .... 126
PC DESIGNS
146
PC GLOBE . . .
. .... 41
PC NETWORK
275
267
PERISCOPE .
PERISCOPE . . . . .
267
PERSONAL TEX .
206
PHAR LAP . . . . . . . .
__ 258
PINNACLE MICRO ....... . ..... 311
PINNACLE MICRO ............. 311
PINNACLE PUBLISHING . .
197
PINNACLE PUBLISHING .
197
PINNACLE SALES INT'L . . . . .
450
PRIORITY ONE COMPUTER . . . . 227
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•
PROTECH MARKETING . . . . . . 61
PROTECH MARKETING .
. . . . . 61
P.C. BRAND . ..
.. ... 171
P.C. BRAND . .
. 172,173
... 174,175
P.C. BRAND
P.C. BRAND
. 176, 177
OMS
... 33
OMS . . . . . . . . . . .
. . 33
QUA TECH, INC .
460
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QUANTUM SOFTWARE . .. . ... . 63
QUARTERDECK .......... 130,131
RADIO SHACK . . . . . . . . .
. CIV
RAIMA CORPORATION .
. .. 55
RAINBOW .
263
RAINBOW . . . . . . . . . .
263
REAL TIME DEVICES.
460
.. 163
ROSE ELECTRONICS
RUPP CORPORATION . .
485
RUPP CORPORATION .
485
RUPP CORPORATION . .
485
RUPP CORPORATION . .
485
RUPP CORPORATION .
485
RUPP CORPORATION
485
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•. ........ :~t

SAMSUNG
...... 70,71
SAMSUNG ....... .. ... . . ... 70,71
... . . 57
SANTA CRUZ OPERATION
SAX SOFTWARE . . . . .
196
SCHWAB COMPUTER . . . .
459
SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS
458
SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS .
458
SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS
458
SEAGATE . . . . . . .
149
460
325 SILICON SHACK .
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326 SKISOFT PUBLISHING CORP .
458
32
svs • •
328 SOFTWARE LINK .
273
329 SOFTWARE LINK
273
398 SOFTWARE LINK .
385
399 SOFTWARE LINK . . . . . . . . . . .
385
8 SOFTWARE SAMPLER CLUB . . 140
9 SOFTWARE SAMPLER CLUB .
140
330 SOFTWARE SECURITY .
301
331 SOLUS SYSTEMS, INC
..... 74
332 SOTA TECHNOLOGY .......... 395
333 SOUTH COAST ELECTRONICS . 459
334 SPECTRUM . .
277
335 STARTECH .
. .. ..... 113
336 STATSOFT . . . . . . . .
133
337 STERLING CASTLE .
. ....... 315
338 STERLING CASTLE . . . . .
. . . 315
339 STORAGE DIMENSIONS . .
243
340 STORAGE DIMENSIONS .
243
341 STSC . ...... . ............... 200
342 SUMMAGRAPHICS .......... 64,65
343 SUMMAGRAPHICS .......... 64,65
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346 SURAH, INC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 457
348 TALKING TECHNOLOGY ....... 462
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353
354
10
356
357
358
351

THE SMALL COMPUTER CO . . . 264
THE SMALL COMPUTER CO . . . . 264
THIRD COAST TECH , INC ...... 452
TOSHIBA . . .
. 252,253
TOSHIBA ................. 252,253
TOUCHBASE SYSTEMS, INC
.. 36
TP ENTERPRISE, INC . . . . . .
466

381
394
395
362
363
364
249
367
368
369
379

373
374
375
786
787

TRUEVISION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 163
TULIN CORPORATION ........... 76
TULIN CORPORATION ........... 78
TURBOPOWER SOFTWARE . . . . 432
TUSSEY COMPUTER PROD ... 236,237
TUSSEY COMPUTER PROD ... 238,239
ULTIMATE TECHNOLOGY . .
466
UNICORN ELECTRONICS .
464
UNITEX, INC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 456
UNIVERSAL CROSS-ASSEMBLER 456
U.S. VIDEO . . . . .
482
U.S. ROBOTICS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 367
VERMONT CREATIVE SOFTWARE . 16
VESTRONIX . .
359
VIDEO SEVEN . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 240
WARD SYSTEMS GROUP ....... 150
WARD SYSTEMS GROUP .
. .150
231
WAREHOUSE DATA PROD .
WEDGE TECHNOLOGY.
226
WEDGE TECHNOLOGY . . . . . . . . 226

378
400
380
381
386
387
382
383
384
385
389
391

•••••.· •.· •••.
WELLS AMERICAN .
245
WINTEK ....................... 9
WINTEK CORPORATION .
452
XELTEK ..............
460
Y.E.S. SYSTEMS CORP . .
447
Y.E.S. SYSTEMS CORP ........ 447
ZEOS INTERNATIONAL ..... 278,279
ZEOS INTERNATIONAL ..... 280,281
ZEOS INTERNATIONAL . .... 282,283
ZEOS INTERNATIONAL . . ... 284,285
ZORTECH . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . 97
ZORTECH . . . ...... . ......... 27
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No North American Inquiries please.

401
402 ~g~~·+~gi-iN6i.o<3v c6RP . IS·J~:U
403 AGC ELECTRONICS CORP .... IS·51
404
Rf> · • •
405
406 BEHAVIOR TECH COMP CORP IS-55
40? SIX ......... .. .... .. ...... IS-63
BYTE BACK ISSUES .......... IS-50
45! BYTE BITS ..... . ........... IS-52
BYTE PUBLICATIONS ....... . IS-64
BYTE SUB MESSAGE .. ...... IS-40
CCMl/MCGRAW·HILL. ... . .... IS-28
408 C SOURCE, INC .. . .. ... ..... IS-56
. .. IS-43
409 CLARION SOFTWARE . .
. . IS-43
410 CLARION SOFTWARE .
411 CLEO SOFTWARE . . . . . . . . . IS-33
1
412
414 g~DJiJ8~~iPk~~r ~~R ·_ - - ·_ ·_ \~:~~
. ..... IS-2
415 D·LINK LTD .
. ... IS-41
41~ EECO . . .
ELONEX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. IS-31
15·26
417 FAST ELECTRONIC GMBH .
418 FOCUS ELECTRONIC CO.. . . IS-37
419 GALAXY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IS-52
.... IS-4
420 GAMMA PRODUCTIONS
. IS-57
421 GREY MATTER .
. . IS-30
422 HWA HSIN . .
IXI
...
.
... IS-52
423
. IS-40
424 INES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15·5
425 INTEROUADRAM LIMITED
426 INTEROUADRAM LIMITED ·. . .. 15·7
DESIGN
AUTOMATION
BV
..
15-24
INT'L
413
427 INWIN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IS-46
. IS·8
428 IPANEMA ENTERPRISES .
429 KAYPRO .. . ...... . . . . .. .. . 15·14
. ..... 15-49
430 MAYFAIR MICROS . .
15·18
431 NOVELL
432 ORCAD ... .. ..... . . .. . . .... IS-21
433 OSICOMTECHNOLOGIES . .. . IS-11
434 PACIFIC TECH . WONG & CO., GMBH IS-6
. . IS-17
435 PHILIPS MONITORS .
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436 PROCOMP USA, INC .........
437 PROCOMP USA, INC .
..
438 QUOTHA 32 .. .. .............
43~ SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS ....
SCAN DEC TRIBUTOR . . . . ...
44

IS·46
IS-46
IS·54
IS-35
IS-62
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441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
451
452
449
453
454
455
456
457

SOFTWARE CONSTRUCTION
IS-47
STONY BROOK SOFTWARE ... IS-59
STONY BROOK SOFTWARE ... IS-59
SYSTAT . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . IS·25
TP ENTERPRISE LTD .
. IS·36
TOPLINK . ... ............ . .. IS·32
TRIANGLE DIGITAL .......... IS-54
TRIGEM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. IS·45
TRITON TECHNOLOGIES ..... IS·27
TRITON TECHNOLOGIES . . . IS·27
TWINHEAD .
. ........... IS-58
UNIBIT . .... .... ............ IS-53
USA SOFTWARE . . . . .
. . IS-9
WIESEMANN & THEIS . .. .... . IS-44
WINTECH ENTERPRISE CD, LTD . IS·10
WORLD WIDE COPIER PARTS . IS-54

INT 'L DIRECT RESPONSE POSTCARDS
BINARY ENGINEERING .......... IS
C USERS JOURNAL . . . . . . .
. . IS
EAGLE RIVER SOFTWARE . . ... IS
INTELLICOM .
. . IS
METRABYTE ...... .. ........... IS
NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS ...... IS
PARA SYSTEMS ................ IS
PROGRAMMERS JOURNAL . . . .. IS
REASONABLE SOLUTIONS . .. ... IS
SOFTWARE EXCITEMENT .
. .. IS
TOUCHBASE SYSTEMS . . . . .. . . IS
TRANS ERA . .
. ...... IS
REGIONAL SECTIONS
Midwest

80MW1-12

BYTEWEEK/NEWSLETTER . ... MW-4
1201 DAKOTA COMPUTER
... MW·5

Inquiry No.

1202
1203
1204
1205
1206
1207
1208
1211

Advertising Supplements included with this issue:
Jameco (U.S. and Canada Subscribers)
•Correspond directly with company.

Page No.

MICROCOMP MKTG CNCL . ...
MICRO DATABASE SYSTEMS
MYCOM COMPUTERS . . . ...
MYCOM COMPUTERS
NEXTWORKS,THE
.....

MW-7
MW-1
MW-2
MW-2
MW-3

~~fT~~~l~~~J~A~ION Assoc i.1~~1~

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION ASSOC MW-12
ZERICON .................. MW·9

Northeast

80 NE1-32

NE-13
526 ADTECH .
52? ADTECH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NE-13
BYTEWEEK/NEWSLETTER .
NE·28
528 BLUE CIRCLE GROUP, INC . . NE·28
NE-28
529 BLUE CIRCLE GROUP, INC .
NE·25
530 COMPFAX .
NE-25
531 COMPFAX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NE-14
532 COMPUTER EXPERT, INC .
533 DTG, INC .................. NE-24
534
bisci::iuNTEAS.
535
536 EPS TECHNOLOGIES, INC . . . NE-3
537
1
538
1Nc .
539 FUTURA SYSTEMS .
NE·22
NE-22
540 FUTURA SYSTEMS . .
541 HALSKAR SYSTEMS .
NE-31
542 HALSKAR SYSTEMS . . . . .
NE-31
543 HARMONY COMPUTERS ..... NE-11
544 HARMONY COMPUTERS .... NE-11
545 LAPTOPS ETC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NE·4
54! MAGITRONIC TECHNOLOGY . NE-32
MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT CO NE·1
549 MASCOT COMPUTER CORP . . NE·5
550 MASCOT COMPUTER CORP . . . NE-5
551 MICCASOFT, INC ..
NE-12
552
SYSTEMS • .
553
554 MINTA TECHNOLOGY .
NE-30
555 MPM . .
NE-7
556 MPM .
NE-7
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557
558
559
560
561
582
563

564
565
566
569
570
567
568
571
572
573

M.S.C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ON LINE COMPUTER .
ON LINE COMPUTER . . . .
PC LINK CORPORATION . . .
PC-PLUS TECHNOLOGIES .
PC-PLUS TECHNOLOGIES .
POINTECH DISTRIBUTORS
POINTECH DISTRIBUTORS ..
RENEGADE CORPORATION .
SUMMA COMPUTER SYS . .
TELETEK
TELETEK . . . . . . .
TRANS-M CORP .
TRANS-M CORP . .
TRANS·M CORP .
TRANS·M CORP . . . .
ZEPHYR SERVICES .

494 HALSKAR SYSTEMS . .
495 ISLAND SYSTEMS . .

NE-17
NE-15
NE-15
. NE·6
NE-19
NE-19
NE·2
. NE·2
NE-29
NE-18
NE-27
NE-27
NE-23
NE·23
NE-23
NE-23
NE-22

KEYBOARD COMEDY . . .

PC-15
PC-2
. PC-2
PC-25

MULTIS CORPORATION .
MULTIS CORPORATION .
ORCAD SYSTEMS CORP . .
POLYWELL COMPUTERS . .
POLYWELL COMPUTERS .
PROCOMP USA, INC . . . . . . . .

PC-24
PC-24
PC-27
PC-23
PC-23
. PC·6

49! ISLAND SYSTEMS . . . .
498
499
504
505
506
507
506
509
510
511
512
515
516
517
513
514
518

~lb1°~~~~fA~'1~E SYS •. .

~g:~g

~~~gg~tEu~~f.}~fPTS, INC • . ~g:~

RESOURCE CONCEPTS, INC . . PC-5
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING STOREPC-13
STARPATH SYSTEMS. INC . . . PC-21
1
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SYSTEMS INTEGRATION ASSOC PC-32
TELETEK
PC-9
51~ TELETEK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PC-9
UNIXWORLD
PC-22
521 ZERICON
PC· 1

80 PC1-32

Pacll\c Coast

Page No.
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Inquiry No.
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476
477 t~~5~\bcbig~~Li~fR .......
500 BIX ...............
PC·30
47! Bl-LINK COMPUTER . . . . . . . PC-17
BYTEWEEK/NEWSLETTER .
PC-12
PC-18
522 CDS. ................ . ..
. PC-11
479 COMPUTER POWER, INC .
480
•
502
503 COMPUTER WHOLESALE CLUB . PC-19
PC-16
481 DATA SOLVERS, INC . .
482 DATA SOLVERS, INC .
PC-16
483 DATAMAG, INC . . . ......... PC-24
484
485 8~L~~~~t!rcfHNol.bGY, INC .. P;(lg
486
·
487
PC-16
488 DISKTEC .
489 DISKTEC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PC-16
PC-7
490 DRAGONSLAYER SYSTEMS .
EXCELOGIC,
INC
.
PC-8
491
492
1
p~~~
493 ~~'i'.§~~ ~v~iMs

South
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80S01-12

121~ A-TRONICCOMPUTER .....

S0-11
BYTEWEEK/NEWSLETTER . . S0-4
1215 DTG , INC . . . . . .
. . S0-6
1216
1217
1Nc ..... • • • • • • •
'1218 MICCASOFT, INC ............ S0-9
S0-3
1219 MIGHTY MICRO .
1220 MIGHTY MICRO . . . . . . . . . . .
S0-3
1221 OCTAGON TECHNOLOGIES .. S0-7
1222 OCTAGON TECHNOLOGIES ... S0-7
1223 RESOURCE CONCEPTS, INC . . S0-5
1224
1
•.
1225
1226 SQUARE FIELD CORPORATION .. S0·2
1227 SUMMACOMPUTERSYS.
S0·12
1228 ZERICON
S0·1
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BYTE ADVERTISING SALES STAFF:
Steven M. Vito, Associate Publisher IV .P. of Marketing, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458, tel. (603) 924-9281
Arthur Kossack, Eastern Regional Sales Manager, 645 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL 60611, tel. (312) 751-3700
Jennifer L. Bartel, Western Regional Sales Manager, 8111 LBJ Freeway, Suite 1350, Dallas, Tx 75251, tel. (214) 644-1111
Liz Coyman, Inside Sales Director, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458, tel. (603) 924-2518
NEW ENGLAND
ME, NH, VT, MA, Rl, ONTARIO
CANADA & EASTERN CANADA
John C. Moon (617) 262-1160
McGraw-Hill Publications
575 Boylston Street
Boston, MA02116
FAX: (6 17) 262-6430

SOUTHEAST
NC, SC, GA , FL, AL, TN, VA, MS
(404) 252-0626
McGraw-Hill Publications
4170 Ashford-Dunwoody Road
Suite420
Atlanta, GA 30319
FAX: (404) 252-4056

ATLANTIC
NY, NYC, CT, NJ (NORTH)
Kim Norris (212) 512-2645
McGraw-Hill Publications
1221 AvenueoftheAmericas28th Floor
New York, NY \0020
FAX: (2 12) 512-3520

MIDWESf
IL, MO, KS, IA, ND, SD , MN ,
KY , OH, Wl, NB, IN , MI
Kurt Kelley (312) 751-3740
McGraw-Hill Publications
Blair Building
645 North Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60611
FAX: (312)751-3767

EAST
PA, NJ (SOUTH).
MD , W. VA, DE, D.C.
Thomas J. Brun (215) 496-3833
McGraw-Hill Publications
Three Parkway
Philadelphia, PA 19 \02
FAX: (2 15) 496-3828

SOUTHWEST,
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
CO , WY , OK, TX , AR, LA
Ka rl Heinrich (713) 462-0757
McGraw-Hill Publications
7600 W. Tidwell Rd. -Suite 500
Houston, TX 77040
FAX: (7 13) 462-6526

International Advertising Sales Staff:

SOUTH PACIFIC
SOUTHERN CA, AZ, NM,
LAS VEGAS
Ron Cordek (714) 557-6292
McGraw-Hill Publications
3001 Red Hill Ave.
Building J I- Suite 222
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
FAX: (71 4)557-2219
Tom Harvey (213) 480-5243
McGraw-Hill Publications
3333 Wilshire Boulevard #407
Los Angeles, CA 90010
FAX : (213) 480-5249
NORTH PACIFIC
HI , WA, OR, JD , MT,
NORTHERN CA,
NV (except LAS VEGAS),
W. CANADA, UT
(415) 362-4600
McGraw-Hill Publicat ions
425 Battery Street
San Francisco, CA 94111
FAX: (415) 954-9786

BYTE BITS (2x3)
Mark 5'tone (603) 924-6830
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458
The Buyer's Mart (lx2)
Brian Higgins (603) 924-3754
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458
Regional Advertising
Larry Levine (603) 924-2637
BYTE Publicat ions
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough , NH 03458
Barry Echavarria (603) 924-2574
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458
Patricia Payne (603) 924-2654
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

National Sales
Scott Gagnon (603) 924-2651
Mary Ann Goulding
(603) 924-2664
Elisa Lister (603) 924-2665
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

BYTE Deck Mailings
Ed Ware (603) 924-6166
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458
A/EiC Computing Deck
Computing for Engineers
Dan Harper (603) 924-2598
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough , NH 03458

Peterborough, NH Office
Advertising Fax: 603-924-7507

Bill McAfee (408) 879-0371
McGraw-Hill Publications
1999 South Bascom Ave.
Suite #2\0
Campbell , CA 95008
408 879 9067
FAX: < > •

Frank Tanis, European Sales Manager, BYTE Publications,
Batenburg 103, 3437 AB Nieuwegein, The Netherlands, tel: 3134 02 49496, fax: 3134 02 37944
Ros Weyman

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
34 Dover St.
London WlX 4BR
EnglandOl 493 1451
FAX: 01493 9896

Alessandro Coari
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
Via Flavio Baracchini I
20123 Milan, Italy
(2) 890\0103
FAX: (2) 879400

Mrs. Maria Sarmiento
Pedro Teixeira 8, Off. 320
Iberia Mart I

Madrid 4, Spain
145 52 891

Masaki Mori
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
Overseas Corp.
Room 1528
Kasumigaseki Bldg.
3-2-5 Kasumigaseki,
Chiyoda-Ku
Tokyo 100, Japan
3 5819811
FAX: 81-3-581-4018

Seavex Ltd.
503 Wilson House
19-27 Wyndham St.
Central, Hong Kong
Tel: 5-260149
Telex: 60904 SEVEX HX
FAX: 852 5 810 1283
Seavex Ltd.
400 Orchard Road, #10-01
Singapore 0923
Republic of Singapore
Tel: 734-9790
Telex: RS35539 SEAVEX
FAX: 65 732 5129

Mr. Ernest Mccrary
Empresa Internacional de
Comunicacoes Ltda.
Rua da Consolacao, 222
Conjunto \03
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the reader service card by circling the numbers on the card that correspond to the inquiry number listed with the advertiser. This index is
provided as an additional service by the publisher, who assumes no
liability for errors or omissions.
• Correspond directly with company.
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32
42
528
529
65
66
.408
70
71
95
412
121
127
128
129
130
491
492
146
420
162
165
168
424
181
182
184
189
197
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262
277
278
287
509
510
302
303
312
313
314
315
316
317
325
341
518
519
569
570
361
363
364
370
376
456

ADD INS
ACEA, INC.
. ........ ... . IS-12, 13
ALPHA PRODUCTS . . . . . . . .
451
APPLIED DATA SYSTEMS, INC .... 98
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454
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396
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PC-8
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462
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466
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453
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214
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464
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262
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429
KMW SYSTEMS .
155
LAWSON LABS .
452
LINK COMPUTER GRAPHICS .
459
LINK COMPUTER GRAPHICS . . 459
MAXCIMA CORPORATION
446
MICAOSTAA LABORATORIES .
462
MICAOWAY .
306
MICAOWAY.
327
MULTIS CORPORATION .
PC-24
MULTIS CORPORATION
PC-24
NOHAU CORPORATION
419
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464
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267
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267
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PC-8
PAOCOMP USA, INC .
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460
QUA TECH, INC . .
460
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. ........ 90,91
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. ..... .... ...... IS-46
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KAYPRO .
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421
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REQUEST FREE INFORMATION BY FAX
Attention BYTE Readers!! Now you can fax your requests for free product and advertiser information
featured in this issue .
Just fax this page to 1-413-637-4343. You'll save time because your request for information will be processed as soon as your fax is received.
Circle the numbers
below which correspond
to the numbers assigned
to advertisers and products that interest you.

Check off the answers to
quest ions ''/\' through "C".
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I subscribe to BYTE.

D

I do not subscribe to BYTE.

D Please send me one year of BYTE Magazine for $24.95
and bill me. Offer valid in US. and possessions only.
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Remove this page or
copy this page clearly
and fax it to the number
above.
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Buy with

ence
Reputable computer dealers
wi ll answer all these questions
to your sa tisfaction . Don't
settle for less when buying your
computer hardware, software,
peripherals and supplies.

Purchasing Guidelines

In an effort to make your
telephone purchasing a more
successful and pleasurable
act ivity, The Microcomputer
Ma rketing Council of the
Direct Marketing Association,
Inc. offers this advice, "A
know ledgeable buye1 .v 1JJ be a
successfu l buyer. " These are
specific facts you shou ld know
abo ut the prospective seller
before placing an order:

Ask These Important
Questions
• Ho w long has the company
been in business?

• D oes the company o ffer
technical assistance ?
• ls there a service facility ?
• Are manufacturer's warranties handled through the
company?

• State as completely and accurately as y ou can what
m erchandise yo u w ant including brand nam e, m odel
number, catalog number.
• Establish that th e item is in
s tock and confirm shipping
date.
• C o11firm that tli e price is as
advertised .
• Obtain an o rder number
and identification of the
sales representative.
• Make a reco rd of y o ur
o rder, no ting exact price including shipping , date of
o rder, promised shipping
date and order number.

If you ever have a problem ,
remember to deal first with the
sell er. If you canno t resolve the
problem, w rite to MAIL
ORDER ACTION LINE, cl o
OMA, 6 E. 43rd St., New Yo rk ,
NY 10017.

• Does the seller have formal
return and refund policies?
• Is there an additional charge
for use of credit cards?
• Are credit card charges held
until time of shipment?
• What are shipping costs for
items ordered?

'C.

Dirl'cl MMkt•ting Association , In c. 19HH

,J I

J

This message is brough t to you
by :
the MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL
of the Direct Marketing
Association , Inc.
6 E. 43rd St. ,
New York, NY 10017

MMC
MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL

of t he Direct Marketing Association. Inc.
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number and a buffer pointer. In my application, the first character of the message buffer contains either a "D"-indicating that the message buffer holds dataor an "E"-indicating that the message
buffer is empty and the complete contents of the file have been transmitted .
It's not unlike the way XMODEM works,
only I don't supply any error-checking
and correcting code. NetBIOS does that.
The heart of the program is a simple
loop. The program reads a lK-byte block
from the file, places the data in the message buffer, and sends the message out
using the NBios_SessionSend() function . The receiving end is doing much the
same thing: receiving the data and writing it to the file, looping until it receives
an EOF (End of File) block.
It's important to note that, once the
session is established, the application issuing the CALL command has no special
advantage over the application issuing
the RECEIVE command . Communication between session partners is bidirectional; both sides of the session can send
as well as receive.
Once the business of a session has con-

eluded, both sides terminate the session
by calling the HANG UP command . If
any RECEIVE commands are pending,
they're terminated. If any SEND commands are still awaiting completion, NetBIOS delays the HANG UP until those
commands have either completed or
timed out. My sample program follows
the HANG UP command with a DELETE NAME command , clearing the
local session name from the name table.

Hang Up
This has been only a brief foray into the
coaxial-canopied jungles of networking .
There's a great deal more to AppleTalk
and NetBIOS that I haven 't covered here ;
you 'II have to explore it on your own. By
now , however, you should be over your
fear of network programming being
something just this side of alchemy.
I've included a bibliography of some
great sources of information on NetBIOS
and AppleTalk . Like me, you ' ll be
amazed at what you can do with software
and hardware that-seen from the future
of fiber-optic LANs stretching across the
globe-will surely seem not much more
than two tin cans and some string . •

Editor's note: This month's program
comes in three parts. NETSEND. C sends
afile via NetB!OS to the NETREC. C program. Both make use of a library of NetBIOS routines in NETLIB. C. All source
code is available in a variety offormats .
See page 5 for details.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Haugdahl, Scott. Inside NetBIOS. Minneapolis , MN: Architecture Technology
Corp., 1986.
Schwaderer, W. David. C Programmer 's
Guide to NetBIOS. Indianapolis , IN :
Howard W. Sams, 1988.
Sidhu, Gursharan S., Richard F. Andrews,
and Alan B. Oppenheimer. Inside AppleTalk . Reading, MA : Addison-Wesley ,
1989.
Rick Grehan is the director of the BYTE
Lab. He has a B. S. in physics and applied
mathematics and an M. S. in computer
science/ mathematics from Memphis
State University. He can ·be reached on
BIX as "rick_g. "
Your questions and comments are welcome . Write to : Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough , NH
03458.

Knowledge Processing
Don't leave your users
lost in a maze of
information!
A knowledge processor communicates
knowledge - the natural extension of
everything we do on a computer.
It's the intelligent integration of everyday
resources like data, text, logic, graphics,
and video that turns information into
knowledge.
KnowledgePro is the first knowledge
processor. It combines a high-level,
object-oriented programming language
with hypertext and expert systems
technology.
KnowledgePro gives you a total development
environment with the tools you need to
create intelligent multi-media applications.
PC Magazine, Holland .. . "KnowledgePro is the first of a new generation of software, the
knowledge processor. .. it has the power of, for example, Pascal or PROLOG, but the
programmer isn't troubled with the technical details."
PC Week, USA .. . "It's rare, but every so often a PC application comes along that breaks
new ground and creates a fundamentally different way to use computers. According to its
corporate users... KnowledgePro does just that."
lnfoworld ... " We don't live in a computational world. If we're going to move knowledge around
we need tools...The same person who will learn macros in Lotus can learn this."

KnowledgePro costs $495 with no runtime fees. It runs on IBM PC, XT, AT and PS/2 compatible machines
with 640k of memory and a hard disk. A working demo with a 100 page manual is available for $33 including
shipping ($38 foreign) with credit towards purchase of the full system.

Find out what knowledge processing is all about. Call 518-766-3000 (FAX s1 a-766-3003)
or write to Knowledge Garden Inc. , 473A Malden Bridge Rd ., Nassau , NY 12123, USA. Amex, Visa or M/C accepted.

KnowledgePro®
The intelligent way out
Circle 19 0 11 Reader Service Card

Another
intelligent
tool from

Know edge
GARDEN inc

KnowledgePro is a registered trademark of Knowledge Garden Inc. IBM , PC , XT , AT and PS/2 are trademarks of International Business Machines Co rp.
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Bytes on Wings
BEYOND THE LIMITS:
Flight Enters the Computer Age
by Paul E. Ceruzzi
bout 1800 it occurred to Napoleon that France , which had
given the world the metric system , should also sponsor the
A
world's first truly accurate log tables. When he snapped his
imperial fingers , lo , it got done! It was done , in effect , by computer. High-level sages chose the algorithms. Programmers (as
we'd now call them) worked out sequences of steps to transform each input into a multidigit real number. Now for the
hardware .. ..
That consisted of numerous men with quill pens , seated at
trestle tables on a vast gymnasium floor. This even pioneered
the RISC philosophy, the men having been chosen for deft adding and subtracting, undistracted by any temptation to multiply
or divide. The latter were dodges they had somehow never been
taught, and specialists of their ilk were at a premium. Someone
had observed that a man who added 3 .99 to itself five times
made fewer mistakes than a wise fool tempted by the highbrow
shortcut of just multiplying
3.99 by 6 . (The Greeks , by
the way, had a word for wise
fool : It's sophomore.)
Turn now to figure 2.5 of
Beyond the Limits. In the late
1940s, little seems to have
changed . We're in a "bull
pen " at McDonnell Douglas,
where an airplane is being des igned . The photograph ,
which includes just a part of
the room, is something that
Franz Kafka might have
hallucinated. In shirtsleeves,
clutching ballpoints, perhaps
100 people hunch over
papers . We ' re to imagine
dozens more out of the frame
to left and right ; imagine ,
too, all of them putting in
tense 8-hour days .
That's a snapshot of the
computational machine that
had put away the bad old times
when "airplanes with structures too weak crashed , while
others flew safely but poorly
because they were overweight." For we now have
"an adequate theory of structural analysis." Unhappily, it
demanded millions of calculations.
484
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Then somebody at Northrop Aircraft noticed in the accounting department an amenity the engineers didn't have : a vacuum-tube gizmo from IBM "that could multiply two numbers
together and punch the results on a card in a few seconds ." One
got borrowed and was connected to another IBM machine that
could print results on paper. And at IBM , where the' policy of
renting , not selling , equipment implied a captive customer unfree to make modifications, they were nonplussed at first, then
alerted. Aha! " The basis for a new product they could sell to
engineering firms that might otherwise not buy from IBM ."
That ' s the understatement of the century. Thus , 1949 gave us
IBM 's Card Programmed Calculator.
And we ' re off. The theme of Paul E. Ceruzzi's fascinating
book is simply that the American computer industry was aerospace-driven from the very start. It was aerospace that needed
all that number crunching. As I've noted in a previous column ,
astronomers also needed it.
Astronomers, though, could
never put federal billions on
the table. The national interest is more tightly involved
with the B-52 than with the
orbit of Pluto.
The Pentagon , for years
" the largest office building in
the world," was built in 1942
to house myriad clerks doing
what the erudite serfs in that
McDonnell Douglas photo are
doing : chores like working
out how to "train a maximum
number of pilots in a minimum time period with a minimum number of training airplanes and instructors ."
That led to SCOOP (scientific computation of optimum
problems) , which by 1948
George Dantzig had reduced
to sets of linear inequalities.
Those sets-you guessed itcould finesse the problem , but
they entailed scads of computation. (A sample querywhat ' s in the cheapest bag of
groceries with your minimum
daily requirement of merely
nine nutrients?-consumed
21 days at desk calculators .)
conrinued
ILLUSTRATION: BONO MITCHELL © 1989

Rupp Corporation Presents

..

Power Products Showcase NQ-R2
1'L:L .CHARGECARD
Memory Management

Bupp Corporation is pleased to feature the
ALL CHARGECARD. an advanced Memory
Management Unit (MMU).
Product Profile: ll is a credit card-sized
boar.d that installs directly into your PS/2 or
AT CPU socket on your system board. A
hardware-supported memory mapping
technique is used to intercept addresses on
their way to and froJJl the processor.
Alt. CHARGECARll 1s the one Wa:1 to standardize all your 286 computers. Now you
can run all DOS applications on all of your
computers without belng concerned about
the type of memory you have !lT need: EMS

PM3011 CACHING CONmOLLER
Up to 16MB of hardware implemented cache
for ESDI, RLL of ST506 drives.

Product Profile: The PM3011 caching
controller ls the single most effective performance improvement tool available for
disk-Intensive applications. The PM3011 accesses data In as little as O.Sms; that's 50 to
150 times faster than a random disk access.
Advanced Caching Algorlthms: Such
advanced caching features as disk read
ahead and elevator sorting diirlng cache
write-back Increase disk performance to
levels unattainable by non-caching controllers. The controller's on-board 68000
microprocessor enables it to access the disk

en EEMS. Just set all your expanded memory to extended memory and' buy only ex,tended memory in the future. Willi complete
support for the latest LIM 4.0 memory specification. Alb CHARGECARll lets you position the ·64KB "page frame" il\;,the re,glon
above MOUr resized 'DOS user program area.
:ALL CHARGECARD lets you use your memory for DOS multiuser, multitasking and windowing programs totla,y, and without having
to r.evamp your memory configuration.
Whatever yom reason for outgrowln9 DOS,
the whore process of clrcumveqtlng itS limitations will wofk much faster and easier
with a good memory management unit.
ALL CHARGECARD

drive at the same time as the computer
reads or·writes to tl\e controller cache.

Compallblllty: Since PM301~ caching
controllers operate transparently to the operating system.special software drivers or
ROM BIOS changes are not required.

Up lo 16MB of C11cha: The PMSOH Cache
RAM is expandable from tlie on-board
512KB to 16MB with the optional Cache
Expansion board. The cache Is totally inde11endenl'from system memory: and does not,
require device drivers.
·
PM3011no·caching Controller With 5121<6
cache.
$1150

'For pricing on RLL: ST506 controllers and other options please call

New York

Phone

212-517-7775
212-249-8243
Colorado
Phone 303-494-8078
Dealer Inquiries Welcome
Charge Cards Accepted: Amex, Visa, MC
Hours {EST) 9:00 to 5:00

Fax

Excepllona I Computer Products
~

Rupp Corporation
...
835 Madison Avenue
New York City, NY 10021

PRINT QUEUE

By 1952 a Pentagon UNIVAC, exactl y the second UN IVAC to
be built , was crunching away at military SCOOPs. It weighed
15 tons, a nd j ust moving it into the Pentagon took three mont hs.
Tod ay 's e quivalent sits on a desktop .
In 1953 IBM began shipping its answer to UN IVAC, Type
701 . That rented fo r $ 15,000 a month . O f the 19 that we re
built , aerospace compa nies took 11 . T wo yea rs later, the same
companies were lining up fo r its successor, T ype 704. You see
the pattern .

Wenow

pay
the small sum we do for
an IC because Air Force
and NASA guidance
drove the development
of digital circuits.

Then there was mi ss ile trac king, which helped dec ide the analog-versus-digita l face-off. To model something happening
smoothl y- moreover in rea l time, mea ning fast enough fo r the
model to be of any use-ana log once seemed j ust the thing.
Your nondig ita l watch is an a nalog computer. So, by one of
Ceru zzi's neatest examples, is your ca r' s different ia l gea ring ,
which computes "a continuous weighted average" either when
you' re running stra ight or when you' re rounding a cur ve and
spinning the outer dri ve wheel fas ter tha n the inner.
Eithe r way, " the differentia l gea r distr ibutes the engi ne's
power so that the sum of the rotations of the two rear wheels is
proportiona l to the ro tation of the dri ve shaft. " Now thar 's
computation. And just seven toothed wheels ca n accompli sh it.
There's no time lag while we absorb numbers and get sums; and
output is just what 's wa nted : torque, not more numbers.
The para llel with tracking a mi ssile seems perfect : W hat we
want is a correction to apply if it 's vee ring off-course . Yet di gital won, for the following two reasons. It suffers less from inaccuracy buildup as the p roblem gets more complex (a nd ana log
adds more gea rs). And it needn ' t be torn down a nd rebuilt from
scratch each time we cha nge the equation we wa nt modeled.
Close as we are to the end of what we deem a dig ita l century,
it 's hard fo r us to imagine how cogent such an issue could seem
in our fa thers' li fetime. Well , RAYDAC (1 953) embod ied a
cruc ia l decision: Do things di gita lly. When Rayt heon insta lled
RAYDAC at Point Mug u, it was state of the art: tape data storage, even parity checking! A lthough it did ma ny things , it
never did trac k missiles , its memory unit (sound pul ses abounce in a tank of mercury) being too slow fo r rea l-time retrieva l. But its sibling, Whirl wind , a nother Navy project, led to
the A ir Force's SAGE (for Semiautomatic Ground Environment), which was still monitoring North A merican sk ies as late
as 1982. And " SAGE was the beginning of a ll systems , hardware and softwa re."
But SAGE was big, and cra mming a computerized g uidance
system into a Snark mi ssile or, later , an Apollo capsule mea nt
something small. True, Bel I Labs hadn ' t developed the tra nsis486
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tor with e ithe r aerospace or computers in mind . Yet "aerospace
engineers will shave we ight from anything they ca n"; by 1957
electronics made up ha lf the cost of a ny miss ile, and " Ai r Force
and NASA g uidance drove the development of di gita l c ircuits in
the 1960s. " Which is why we now pay the tr ifling sum we do
fo r an IC: hence the $ 10 ca lculator, the Wa lkm an, a nd the
home compute r.
By 1965 IC pr ic ing was down f ivefold , to $ 12. The Ai r
Force, the largest single purchaser , was arming hundreds of
M inutemen at 2000 ICs each . And !Cs since 1962 had been
M IT's des ignated decision modules fo r the Bloc k II Apollo
Guida nce Computer that it had under development for lunar
landi ngs. That happened under an MIT lab d irector na med
Cha rles Stark Draper. Asked (in 1960) when the e quipment
would be ready, he sa id , " Before you need it. " Asked (inc redi bly), " How do we know you a re telling the truth?," he sa id ,
" I' ll go a long and run it." (They didn ' t take him up, in any
sense; by the time Apollo 11 moon-landed , Draper was 68. Hi s
equipment , though, yes, a ll worked .)
It worked so well that a la rm s we re set off that resonate ye t.
Can people a nd computers safely interact? Apollo (if you remember) mea nt detac hing the luna r module from a vehicle in
lunar orbit. The module was to ( I) settle down on the moon ; (2)
stay while astronauts plodded about , took roc k sa mples, and set
up a fl ag; a nd (3) remount under its own powe r and rejo in the
orbiter fo r return to ea rth . That was the choice among severa l
scenar ios f iercely debated in the ea rl y 1960s; fo r deta il s, see
Charles Murray a nd Catherine Bly Cox ' s Apollo: Th e Ten-Year
Race to Pur a Man on th e Moon (Simon & Schu ster, 1989), a
book that tell s the moon-shot story not, Tom-Wolfe-w ise, from
the astronautic view po int , but from what now seems more cogent , the ad mini strati ve.
Well , in 1969 the ve ry first a ll -di g ita l autopilot had two jobs.
One was deciding about thrust a nd steering during descent to
the moo n. The other was a iding rendezvous with the orbiter .
A nd how its memory was limited! Nothing like disk driveswires wound th rough fe rr ite cores. Spl ice in a fea ture, slice a nother out .
A las, combined fun ctions overl oaded it by 13 percent , a
glitch that tests fa iled to revea l. So on the last stages of the descent , an a larm no one could be sure about sounded repeatedl y,
and Houston we nt ha lf mad , a nd Ne il Arm strong's pul se rate
hi t its maxi mum (I ' m not ma king th is up), until he a lighted
with 24 seconds of reserve fu el. ...
It was after wa rd that he thought up his fa mous words,
" T hat's one sma ll step fo r a man .... " Till then (so he told me
in 1976), it hadn ' t occu r red to him he' d better have something
ready to say. The sweat must have been still on hi s brow.
That a la rm , though, keeps sounding. The computer's intolerance of a mbig uity : Does that interfere with its usefuln ess to
us, our ability to interact wi th it? That debate rages , muted because it 's so seldom that we' re dea ling with life or death unde r a
spotlight. I'll contribute: The compute r is a difference detector. The huma n mind is a si mila rit y detector. I' ll go into what
that implies another time.

MJTPress, Cambridge, MA : 1989, 270 pages, $35 (hardcover) ,
$17. 50 (paper)
Hugh Kenner is a prof essor of English at Johns Hopkins University. His reviews have appeared in publications like the New
York Ti mes and Ha rper ' s . His rece111 books in clude A Sink ing
Island and Mazes. He can be conracted on BIX as "hkenner."
Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor,
BYTE, One Ph oenix Mill lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.

The HASP Family:
Software protection
you can trust.
Software protection
you can afford.
As a software producer, you can't
market your software without
protecting it. Aladdin Knowledge
Systems is a leading company in the
field of software protection: during
the last four years we have enabled
hundreds of software producers in
more than 30 countries to protect
their software.
We, at Aladdin, believe that
software protection is a serious
business which demands a high
level of knowledge and
expertise in order to give
you a reliable and lasting
protection for your
intellectual property.
Basing our research
on the experience
we accumulated
with H ASP-Il,
we are now
launching two
new HASP plugs
designed to protect
your software through
the coming decade SP ~ and MEMOHASP:
_• ft i • prote~ti o n for the ninetie •

ASP-3

TM

EMQHAS P T~s

the
last word in software protection.
In addition to all of HASP-3's
advantages, MEMOHASP's 1000
bits of read/write memory enable
you to:
• Assign a unique code to every
software user.
• Control access to different software
modules or different software packages.
• Distribute demos which can be
activated only a certain number of times.
• Rent or Lease software.
• Save passwords or other sensitive
infonnation.

connects to the
parallel port* of PC/XT/AT and
PS/2 computers and compatibles.
HASP-3 's advanced technology prevents
reverse engi nee1ing, making the plug
virtually un-crackable.
• Access Password - A unique password
supplied to the software developer is
needed in order to access the plug's code.
The number of available codes and passwords is eoonnous (more than
256,000 billion!).
• The Highest Compatibility The plug is transparent to
the operation of the
computer and the printer.
• Full Software Support All the software required
to link HASP-3 to all
high-level languages including the most sophisticated
anti-debugging protection and a
utility program to protect EXE/
COM files - i upplied.
• Daisy-chaining - Several plugs
can be connected one behind
the other.
• There is no Battery in the Plug!

KNOWL E DGE
SYSTE M S LTD

* A serial RS232 HASP is available as well.

130 Dizengoff St., Tel-Aviv
P.O.Box: 11 141 Tel-Aviv 61110, Israel
Tel: {972) 3 226286, 3 241603
Tix: 35770/1 COIN IL Ext. JBL
Fax: (972) 3 243540

Most important of all: all the above
operations a re performed on the PC
without a ny special programming
equipment!
For further information contact
us at

ALADDIN

Spain Format Computers S.A., Santalo 120, 08021 Barcelona. Phone: (93) 209 5344, Fax: {93) 201 5169 •The Netherlands Akkermans Service B.V.,
Valkenbergstraat l , Eygelshoven 6471 VL, Phone; (045) 352 753, Fax: {045 ) 461 822 • West Germany, CSS GmbH, Am Westbahnhof 2, 4300 Essen J,
Phone: (020 1) 707 041/42 Fax: (0201) 748 644 •Greece, Unibrain Ltd., Bou gou 2, Pedio Aeros, Athens 114 73, Phone: ( I) 646 5195, Fax: (1) 642 3648
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Is the quest for
more and more MIPS
worth the RISC?

he newest technical worksta
tions are powered by RISC
microprocessors . These micro
processors will soon be avai l
able as coprocessors for personal com
puters, to speed up compute-i ntensive
tasks suc h as im age processing. Yet
RISC microprocessors rema in cont rove r
sia l. and fo r good reason.
RISC designers increase average in
struction execution speeds by eliminat
ing the complex , multiple-cycle instruc
tions (e.g. , fl oating- point arithmetic and
charac ter-string manipulation) fo und in
conve ntiona l processors. The rema ining
instructions (typica lly register-to-regis
ter operations) ca n then be performed in
one simplified machine cycle-the mini 
mum number of steps in which an in
struction ca n be executed .
And the discarded instructions? Their
functions a re take n over by software,
auxili ary coprocessors , or cac he-res i
den t subroutines . In a ny case, they no
longe r detract from the MIPS (for mil
lions of in structions per second) ratings
of the RISC processor. RISC architects
eagerly sacrifice instruction-set power to
increase MIPS . Unfortunately, as Nick
Tredennick (a senior IBM resea rche r
who spec iali zes in processor design) put
it , "M IPS are like RPM: They tell you

T

Slop Bil is an open forum for informed
opinion on TOpics rela1ed TO personal com 
pu1ing. The opinions expressed are Those of
The awhor and no/ necessarily Th ose of
BYTE or ifs s1aff Your co111ribu1ions and
commems are welcome. Wri1e TO: Edi1or,
BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Pe1erbor
ough, NH 03458.
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Dave Nelson

how fas t the engine is running, but they
don ' t tel 1 you if it's doing any work ."
Whether you think the RISC approac h
rea lly yields better performance depends
on how you measure performance-and
there is no genera l agreement on how to
define computer performance, let a lone
on how to measure it. In any case, pro
cessor speed is only one aspect of com
puter system performance .
Nevertheless, RISC designers foc us
on processor speed because it is the main
determinant of computer performance
fo r thei r favo rite workloads: purely com
putationa l tasks. RISC a rchitects make
another convenient simplification: They
discard in stru cti ons th at have a low
" average frequency of execution."
W hen an in struction, such as a multi
ple-character MOYE, is discarded due to
low frequency of execution, its fun ction
is typica lly taken over by software . How
ever , that MOYE operation will take
much longer to execute as a softwa re sub
routine than as a " built-in " processor in
struction. T his increases the product of
(frequency) x (du ration ) fo r that opera
tion and reduces overa ll performance.
One result of ignoring duration is that
RISC processors sometimes take longer
to process a given workload than CISC
(complex-instruct ion-set computer) pro
cessors with lower MIPS ratings.
RISC designs a lso exacerbate the so
ca lled von Neumann bottleneck, which
ex ists when inst ructions and data are ac
cessed over a single path that connects
the processor with its ma in storage unit.
Because a RISC instruction doesn' t do
much , a processor must access and exe
cute lots of them to accomplish what it
could do with a few multicycle in struc
tions in a CISC processor. This con
sumes processor cycles , main storage ac
cesses, and cache memory space.
To mitigate the effect of RISC's high
ratio of in struction-to-operand access,
RISC designers introduce complex auxil
iary-support mechanisms, such as in
struction pipelines and multiple reg ister

sets. These mechani sms, together with
weak in structions, make system softwa re
for a RISC inherently more complicated,
and thu s less reliable , than the corre
sponding CISC softwa re.
To speed in struction execution, RISC
designers require a ll operands to be ac
cessed from typeless registers. Thus ,
RISC processors acqui re artificial ·op
erand uni fo rmity at the expense of ren
dering operands typeless and thereby for
feiting processor-based type- and value
check ing. Since incorrect operations on
data values a re a major source of errors.
safety is being sacrificed for speed .
The RISC movement is a lso repeating
the history of processor design , a hi story
that began with simple , register-oriented
instruction sets . " Enhanced" RISC pro
cessors have a lready appeared . They
"extend " RISC processors with privi
leged (e .g. , cache-resident) subroutines
that perform "complex" operations (i.e. ,
operations that actua lly process data).
RISC chips have had a lasting influ
ence on processor design . In addition to
providing tricks for increasing MIPS rat
ings , the conservative RISC approac h
has a lso inspired innovative processor
design s. For example, some new mini 
supercompute rs can execute several in
st ructio ns per mac hine cycl e due to
multiple in struction-execution units, so
phi sticated sy nchronization c ircu itry,
and complex compilers.
Safe processor architectures, such as
object-oriented designs, are not yet in
favor with computer designers . But the
sa me paralleli sm that lets a processor ex
ecute multiple instruction s per machine
cycle can also support concurrent verifi
cation of data and progra m integrity.
When computer designers realize this,
they can design safe processors that a lso
have terrific MIPS ratings. •

Dave Nelson is a senior partner in Infor
mation Engineering, a Monument , Colo
rado, consulting firm. He can be reached
on BIX c/o "editors. "
ILLUSTRATION : KERRY GAVIN © 1989

GPIB
Are you using a DOS-based personal computer for control
ling instrumentation? Do you want the best available soft
ware tools for acquiring and analyzing data using standard
DOS programming languages? If your answer to these
questions is yes, Lab Windows® is just the solution you 're
looking for. The unique Lab Windows function panel inter
face lets you interactively control your instrumentation
hardware and collect data, as well as automatically generate
Microsoft®C or QuickBASIC program code for your appli
cation.
With LabWindows you can control GPIB , RS-232, or VXI
instruments, or plug-in data acquisition cards for PS/2 and
PC-AT computers. For standalone instrument users, the
LabWindows instrument library has over 50 ready-to-use
instrument drivers so you can program your instrument
using intuitive instrument-specific function panels, without
knowing the instrument inside-out.
Because acquiring data is only one element of your applica
tion, LabWindows has a complete set of QuickBASIC and C
compatible libraries for data analysis, presentation, and
storage. Manipulate arrays, create a histogram , or use the
optional Advanced Analysis Library to perform operations
such as Fast Fourier Transforms, digital filtering, and curve
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12109 Technology Blvd.
Austin, Texas 78727-6204
(512) 794-0100
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fitting . Give your programs a big performance boost using the
specially optimized LabWindows analysis routines for comput
ers with an 80387 numeric coprocessor. For your data presen
tation and storage needs, use the LabWindows Graphics Library
to create multiplot graphs, bar charts, or scatter plots, and use the
Data Formatting Library for data logging and file operations.
If you ' re looking for the right tools to take maximum advantage
of your DOS computer using QuickBASIC or C for data acqui
sition and analysis, there is only one solution ... LabWindows.
Call National Instruments at (800) IEEE-488 to speak with a
sales or applications engineer about how LabWindows can help
you .

Ask for a FREE Catalog
NATIONAL INSfRUMENTS OF JAPAN (03) 788-1922 •
NATIONAL INSfRUMENTS OF FRANCE {I) 486 53370 •
NATIONAL INSfRUMENTS UNITED KINGDOM (06) 355-23545 •
ARGENTINA ( I) 46-5776 • AUSfRALIA (2) 736-2888 •BELGIUM (2) 466-8199 •CANADA
(41 6) SW-20!0, (61 3) 596-9300, (514) 747-7878, (403) 295-0822, (604) 988-2195 • CHILE{2) 225
3689 • DENMARK (2) 251 - 122 • FINLAND(OJ372 144 • GREECE ( l)361 - 1283 • HONG
KONG (2) 0426-2707 ·IRELAND (846) 66141 4, (3) 427-2282 • ISRAEL {3) 324 298 · ITALY
{2) 984-9 107 1-2-3 ·KOREA (2) 776-5340 •MEXICO{ 5) 6604323 •THE NETHERLANDS (7)
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SWEDEN (8) 792-1100 • SWITZERLAND (6) 552-8949 • TAIW ANfJHE REPUBLIC OF
CHINA (02) 703-6280 • THAILAND (2) 234-9330 • WEST GERMANY (89) SO. 7081

The
New

Tandy®
4000

sx

386™ performance
at a price you'd .
expect from a
286 system.

A price/performance break,
through for 386,based sys,
terns , the new Tandy 4000
SX combines more inte,
grated features than ever in
a machine at this price.
The Intel® 80386SX
microprocessor combines
the ability to run high,
performance 80386 based
software, as well as current
80286 and 8088 based soft,
ware. You get the best of
both worlds-32,bit perform,
ance with 16,bit hardware
compatibility.

This means the Tandy
4000 SX insures your com,
puter investment for the
future. As a low,cost altema,
tive to an expensive 386 sys,
tern, you won't be left
behind when you want to
move on to more advanced
386 based applications, like
MS®OS/2.
Built,in VGA graphics
give you beautifully detailed,
high,resolution displays. Add
a color analog monitor and
create astonishing graphics
in up to 256 colors (from a

palette of 256,000) for near,
photographic clarity.
The 4000 SX's SmartDrive™
Integrated Drive Electronics
(IDE) technology allows you
to add high ,performance
hard disk drives without the
need or expense of installing
a separate disk controller.
Innovative technology.
Quality engineering. Com,
petitive pricing. Come see
the new Tandy 4000 SX to,
day. From the best,selling
family of PC compatibles
made in America.

Tandy Computers: Because there is no better value. sM
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SmartDrive/TM Tandy Corp. Intel and 386/TM licensed from Intel Corp.
MS/licensed from Microsoft Corp.
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